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PREFACE.

As this work differs in many material points from anything which has hitherto been offered

to the public, a few observations may be deemed necessary to explain the views of the Compiler

with regard to liis plan, and the execution of it.

To present the curious reader with a clue for understanding every subject which may incidentally

come before his notice was one of his primary objects ; and, next to this, he proposed to himself to

furnish the inquirer with the means of extending his knowledge as f;ir as he pleased. For the

attainment of the first object, he has made his selection of words as copious as possible ; and, at the

same time, by consulting brevity in his definitions, has endeavoured to keep the work within a

convenient size. In the catalogue of words there may possibly be some so obsolete, or grown out of

use, and others so modem, or come so little into use, that they may rarely, if ever, be called for by

any class of readers : but, as they occiu- in the writings of those who have acquired an authority or a

name, the Compiler did not feel himself justified in rejecting such words, according to his own private

opinion. But, in regard to the extent of the definitions and explanations to be given under each head,

he had no other rule to follow than his ovn\ judgment. Considering himself in the character of a

general reader, he looked upon every thing that was necessary to illustrate the meaning and application

of technical terms as essential to be admitted into this work ; and, on the other hand, whatever did

not immediately answer this end, he regarded as irrelevant. The only deviation from this plan will be

found under the Synopses of the Sciences, where, to preserve a connection between the different parts

of any science, something more than the simple tenninology has been occasionally introduced.

As this Avork is compiled for the use of readers of all desaiptions, it is very natural to expect that

many wiU be disappointed at not finding their favourite study more largely discanted upon, and wiU be

apt to charge this omission upon the inadvertence of the compiler; but a moment's reflection wiU

convince every candid reader, that to make a consistent work, suited to the object proposed, it was

essential for him to pursue one uniform rule throughout. To have given copious details on any
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particular science would have justly subjected him to the charge of having capriciously deviated

from his plan ; but to have entered equally at large into all the sciences, would have been to make a

Mork totally different from the one proposed. Nothing remained, therefore, but, by following one

uniform plan, to comprehend whatever would be most generally useful. It was presumed that no one

woidd refer to a work of this kind for information on a subject in which he was a proficient ; but, as few

persons are perfectly versed in more than one art or science, they will of course find it serviceable to

refer to on subjects with which they are less familiar ; and those wlio wish for more information than

what it immediately affords, may gratify their curiosity by considting the original authors referred to

in the body, and at the end, of the Dictionary ; by the insertion of wliich, the Compiler's second

principal object has been attained.

It would liave been very agreeable to him, it" in every instance, he could liave rendered

his definitions and explanations correct and distinct ; but, owing to the scanty information

to be derived from ancient sources, and the vague, fluctuating, and often contradictory repre-

sentations of modern writers, he has not been enabled always to succeed to the extent of his

wishes. In some sciences, as Chemistry, both the nomenclature of the science, and the science

itself, are subject to such changes, as to render the most general statements necessary in order

to guard against falling into contradictions : in Botany, and otlicr branches of Natural History,

writers have made so free with the nomenclature, by coining terms of their ovn^, that they

have involved the whole in a labyrinth of words, from which no one could extricate himself,

but by adopting some such course as tliat ^vhich has been piirsued throughout this work,

—

of translating all the synonymous appellations of different writers into one language, like that

of Linnaeus, ^vllic]l lias justly acquired a higher degree of authority than that of any other

writer of the same date. The Compiler feels it, however, necessary to add, that he has made

these remarks less with a view of casting a censure on others, than of pointing out the difficulties

to which he himself has been exposed.

There is one more particular, in respect to the plan of this work, which may demand

some explanation in order to guard against disappointment; namely, that, although this work

professes to embrace the whole circle of the Arts and Sciences, yet the proper names of particular

])ersons and ])laces are excluded from the number, on the ground that they admit of description

father than definition, and are, therefore, more fitted for an Historical than a Technological

Dictionary. But the names of communities, sects, &c. were not considered of this sort; because,

being given on the ground of some general princi])le, or common property, they admitted of u

precise explanation like other common names.
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Although the Compiler has thought proper to say thus much by way of explanation, he

is far from supposing that, in a work of this magnitude and multifarious nature, there are not

oversights and inacciuacies which will call for the indulgence of the reader ; but he trusts

that no enor has been suffered to escape the press which can materially affect the sense,

or diminish the usefulness, of the work.

For the purpose of preserving an orderly arrangement, and assisting the reader in finding

the particular application of any word, each definition has been headed by the name of the

science to which it belongs, put in an abbreviated form ; of which the following is an

explanation :

—

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS.

AcRic Agriculture.

Alch Alchemy.

Algeb Algebra.

Anat Anatomy.

Ant Antiquities.

ARCH.SOL. . . Archeeology, or Anti-

quities of the Middle

Ages.

Archer. . . Archery.

Archit . . Architecture.

Arith Aritlimetic.

AsTROL. . . Astrology.

'AsTKON. . . Astronomy.

BiBL Biblical Subjects.

BoT Botany.

Carp Carpentry.

Catop Catoptrics

Chem. .... Chemistry.

Chron Chronology.

Com Commerce.

Con Conchology.

Conic Conic Sections.

Cook Cookery.

Cus Customs.

Dial Dialling.

DioPT Dioptrics.

Ecc Ecclesiastical History.

Elec Electricity.

Ent Entomology.

Eth Ethics.

Falcon. .

.

Falconry.

Flux Fluxions.

Fort Fortification.

Geog Geography.

Geom Geometry.

Gram Grammar.

Her Heraldry.

HoRT Horticulture.

Husband. .

.

Husbandry.

Hyd Hydrostatics.

IcH Ichthyology.

Law Law.

Log Logic.

Mag Magic Arts.

Man Manege.

Mar Marine Affairs.

Mason Masonry.

Math Mathematics.

Mech Mechanics, or Me-

chanic Arts.

Med Medicine.

Met Metaphysics.

Metal Metallurgy.

Mil Military Afliiirs.

MiN Mineralogy.

Mus Music.

Myth Mythology.

Nat Natural History.

NuMis Numismatics.

Opt Optics.

Orn Ornithology.

Palm Palmistry.

Per Perspective.

Phy Physics.

Poet Poetics.

Polit Political Concerns.

Print Printing.

Rhet Rhetoric.

Sport Sports.

Theol Theology.

Vet Veterinary Art.

ZooL Zoology.



ERRATA.

ANATOMY, Plate No. I. (9), read No. I. (7).

Ditto Ditto No. II. (10) No. II. (8).

In the reference to the Plate of Printing (.56), fig. 5, referring to the Press, should be 6.

ASTRONOMY; the Satellites ofl , ., „ . „., <. ^ .
• u

o , c • u c f '^a'' the satellites of saturn are seven in number.
Saturn are nve m number, &c.. . J

AURUM, Gold, the heaviest of) .t, u • . r n »i, . i . r,t ^
,, . ', ' > the heaviest of all the metals except PUitma.

all metals J '

BELUEDERE BELVEDERE.
There are also some inaccuracies in the Greek accentuation in the former part of the work,

wiiich unfortunately escaped the press ; but, being of a nature not the least calculated

to mislead any who take art interest in this part of the subject, it has not been deemed

necessary to notice them as Errata.

N. B. The Binder will place Plates 1 to 36 ijiitttsivc at the end of the first volume,

in their numerical order, and P/atei 37 to 60 at the end of the seco-nd in like

manner.
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A.

j\ , the first letter of the alphabet, is used either as a word,
an abbreviation, or a sign.

A {Bib/.) for X, alpha, is used in the Revelations of St.

John, for the beginning or first ; and u, omega, for the end
or last.

A (Ant.) as a preposition, was emplo^'ed to signify an office

or situation ; as,

A libcllis, lie who received all the petitions addressed to the

prince :
" Epaphroditum a libellis, capitali poena condeni-

navit." Suet. Dnmit. c. 14. Also on an inscription by
Gruterus. D. M. QUADRATO. SCRINIANO. A. LI-
BELLI8. CLAUDIA. TRYI'HERA. FECIT. Divino
Moriitii Qundrato Hcrhiiano a libcllix Claudia Tryphcra fecit.

A manu, i. e. servus a manu; a scribe or amanuensis. " Thallo
a manu, crura efFregit." Suet. Aug. c. (57. Also on an in-

scription. QUINTAE. GAM. MARTIAE. N. L. F. AN.
VI. ATTICUS. A. MANU. SPONSUS. LOC. D. EX.
D. D. QnintcE Gamice Martiiv Numerii Lucii filia anno VI
Atticus a manu sponsus Locux dalus ex decreto Decurionis.

A memoriu, he who dictated the answers of the emperor to

petitions, &c. as Festus did for Antoninus, according to

Herodian : "O tvh t)t /2«tri'A£i» i.-^infuyri^ vfm^ac, qui erat im-
peratori a memoria." Herod. 1. 4, c. 14.

A pedibu.t, a running footman, who attended his master
wherever he went: " Pollucem servum a pedibus mecum
Romani misi." Cic. ad Alticum, lib. 8, ep. 5.

A ratwnibus, he who acted as house steward, by keeping
the private accounts, &c. " Ante omnes Pallantem a

rationibus suspexit." Suet. Claud- c. 28.

A stud/is, he who managed the literary pursuits of his master:
" Super hos Polybiura a studiis suspexit." Suet. Claud.
c. 28. Also on an inscription. TI. CLAUDIUS. LEM-
NUS. DIVI. CLAUDII. AUGUSTI. LIB. A. STUDIIS.
Titus Claudius Lcmnus divi Claudii Augusli libertus a sludiis.

A voluptalibus, he wlio catered for the pleasures of the prince:
an office first appointed by Tiberius, according to Suetonius.
[For similar examples, vide tMart. Smet. Inscription.

;

Gruter. Inscription. Vet.; Goitz. Thesaur.; Span. Miscell.

Antiq.']

A, as an abbreviation [vide Abhrevialiun] was employed by
the Romans on different occasions. 1. By the judges, who,
in passing sentence, threw tablets into a box or urn con-
taining the letter A, for absolvo, I actfuit, if they aquitted
the accused : hence this letter is called by Cicero, litera

salutaris, a salutary or saving letter : but if they condemned
tlie person, they employed the letter C, for coiidetuno, I

condemn, hence styled 'litera tristis, the sad letter : and in

dubious cases they used the letters N.L. 7ton liquet, it

does not appear plain. 2. By the people in repealing of

laws, when they used the letter A, for antiquo, I reject.

3. On inscriptions, coins, &c. ; if Greek, A stood for

Argos, Athens, &c. ; if Roman, for Augustus, Anlus, At-

ticus, &c.: when double it signified .^«g-i<i</.* when treble,

A. A. A. aurn, argenlo, cere; as A. A. A.F.F. auro, argento,

(rre,Jlando, feriundo. 4. In marking the day, A stood for

ante, as A.D. rjH/e diem kalendarmn, before the calends.

Val. Prob. Pet. Diacon. et alii Grammat. Veter.; Goltz.

Fasti., Grcpc, et Thesaurus; Smet. Inscript. Vet.; Vail-

lant. Numismal. Grac, Numismat. Impernt. Roman. Ro-

man. FamiL, et Seleucidarum, Sfc; Grul. Thesaur. Inscript.

Antiq.; Spanheim. Dissert.; Putin. Imperat. Roma?!, et

Roman. Tamil. ; Morel. Thesaur. ; Gesner. Numis. cS'C.

A (Numis.) as a sign, stands on Greek coins and inscriptions

for J7p4iT», ^foiTK, f!^art:v, denoting propriety and dignity.

Vaill. Numism. Grcec.

A [Archceol.) as a sign, was sometimes used for the number
of 500; and with a superscription, thus. A, for 5000.

A {Lit.) stands as an abbreviation for artium, in marking

University degrees ; as, A.M. artium magister, master of

arts ; A.B. artium baccalaureus, bachelor of arts.

A (Chron.) as an abbreviation, stands commonly for anno

or ante; as, A.(;. ante Christum, before Christ; A.D.
anno Domini, the year of our Lorif; A.M. anno mundi,

the year of the world, [vide Abbreviation'] As a sign,

it is used in the Gregorian and Julian calendars for the

first of the dominical letters, [vide Clironology']

A (Astron.) as an abbreviation, stands for ante, to mark the

time of day; as, A.M. ante meridiem, before noon or mid-

day, in distinction from P.M. post meridiem, afternoon.

A [Com.) is employed by merchants as an abbreviation for

acc.epte, accepted, on bills of exchange; as, A.S.P. ac-

cepte sous prote.'it. As a sign in a merchant's accounts, A
denoting the first set of books, B the second, &c.

A [Mus.) as a preposition, French and Italian, is used in

music books. I. To denote the number of voices, answer-

ing to the English J'or before any figure ; as « 2, for 2
voices ; a 4, for 4 voices, &c. 2. To denote the style of

composition and performance; as, H ballata, after the manner
of a ballad ; a la Grec, in the Greek style ; a cembalo, for

the harp, &c.

A, as a sign, is used in music books by itself, for the sixth

note in the gamut, answering to the monosyllable la, con-

trived by Guido Aretino.

A above G gamut signifies the note one tone higher than G
gamut.

A above the bass cliff, the note a third higher than the bass cliff.

A above the treble cliff] the next note higher than the treble

cliff.
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A (Algeb.) as a sign, stands for the known quantity ; as,

a, b, c, in distinction from the unknown quantities x, y, x.

[vide Algebra']

A (Her.) as a sign, stands for the dexter chief, or chief point
in an escutcheon, [vide Heraldry']

A (C/iem.) when treble, as A.A. A. denotes avialgcitmi, or

amalgamation.
A {Log.) is employed as a sign to denote an universal affirma-

tive proposition, according to the verse,

Asserit A, negat E, i»i-um generalUer amhd.

Tims in the first mood, a syllogism consisting of three
universal propositions, is said to be in b^rbhrA, the a
thrice repeated denoting three universal propositions, fvide

Logic]

A (Gram.) in words of Greek derivation, as a preposition in

composition, has a privative or negative sense; as acata-
Icclic, &c. ; in Saxon words it is equivalent to on or in, as
ashore, abed, &c.

A (Med.) marked thus. A, is used in prescriptions for the
Greek preposition i»x, each, as A, or A./E.P. of each, i. e.

of each ingredient, equal parts.

A (Alch.) i. e. X, alpha, stands for the restitution of a long
life, II, omega, for the end.

AABA'N (Chem.) lead.

AA'.M (Com.) a liquid measure at Amsterdam, containing
about sixty-three pounds .\voirdupois weight.

.\A'N'ES (Mux.) the modes and tones of the modern
(Jreeks.

AAVO'IIA (Hot.) a species of palm.

A 15 (Ant.), as a preposition, is employed with nouns to

denote a relation, otRce, &c. after the same manner as a ;

as, ab cpi.stolis, a scribe or secretary, to be found on inscrip-

tions and elsewhere. SEX. I'OMI'EIUS. SEX. F. FELIX.
SEX. POMPEII. AB. EPISTOLIS. Se.rtii.f Pompcius
Sexli fttiux, Felix Sexti Pompeii ab epistoUs. [vide A.]

Ab (.'Irchecol.) as an ahbreviution, stands for abbot or abbey,
and when affixed to the names of places, it shows, probably,
that they belonged to some abbey. Blount.

.\b (C/iron.) the fifth month of the Jewish sacred year, and
the eleventh of the civil year.

A'Ij.VB {Mil.) a sort of militia among the Turks.
.VB.A'BILO (My.) or .Ihibil ; an unknown or fabulous

bird, mentioned in the Koran. Said Ben Giabin asserts

that it had the beak of a bird and the foot of a dog.
Hoch. Ilieroz. 1. 6, c. H-.

.VBAC.\ (('om.) a sort of hemp or flax, prepared from an

Indian plantain.

.VB.VCIN.'V'KE (Archa'ol.) to deprive of one's eyes, parti-

cularlj- by red liot irons, which the Italians call bacini.

.VBACI'STA (ArchcCdl ) Aoyirix-/;, rntiocinator, in the East

ulgoiiMu, in Italian, 'i/;/;ar/i/r)c, nwiX abbachista ; an arith-

metician, or one who addicted himself to the study of the

abacus. " Abacum cerlu prinuis (iebertus a Saracenis

capiens regulas dedit, qu<c a sudantibus Abacistis vix

intelliguntur." IVdl. .Malmexh. Hist. Aiigl. 1. 2, c. 10.

.'\B.\'C'k (Mar.) the situation of the sails of a ship when
they are pressed against the masts by the force of the

wind; so tlij sails are said to be talcen abacic when hy i\

change of wind or otherwise they are put into that situa-

tion, or laid aback to elfect an innnediate retreat.

A'B.\COT (.Ircbcrol.) a cap of state in the form of a

double crown, worn by the ancient kings of England.

Cbroii. An. 14();{.

.\BA'CT01l (Aichifol.) from abigo, to drive away: a stealer

of cattle in herds or large numbers, in distinction from

the /«)-, or thief, who took one or two. Isidor. I'.tymol.

1. 12.

A'B.\CUS (Ant.) from iiSaf, ailicKDf, i. e. «, priv. and Scin?,

not having a basis or stand : 1 . A cup-board or board fixed

ABA
against the wall, on which were placed the cups and vessels
for supper. Juv. Sat. 3, v. W.i.

/.fi-dis erat CmIto Procula minm; urcroli sel

Oi-numeutiim abaci.

Cic. in Verr. 1. V. c. IG ; LJv. 1. 39, c. 7 ; Plin. I. 37, c. 2;
Buleng. lie Lnperal. Rom. 1. 2, c. 3-t ; Salmas. ad Jus. Attic
et Rom. c. 23. 2. A draught or dice-board, on which the
ancients used to play with dice or small stones. Macrob.
Saturn. I. 5; Stuck. Ant. Conviv. 1. 11, c. IG ; Dulew. de
Lud. Vet. c. .58.

Abacus (Math.) Heb. pa«, abak. " Mensula hyalini pul-
veris respersione colorata, in qua calculatores nuineros et

figuras delineant." Mart. Capell. dc Septem. Lib. Art. 1. 6.

Pers. Sat. 1 , v. 1 3 1

.

NfC qui ahaca muneri'S et ie^'to in pnlieye melas

Scit risis^e vajer.

The abacus was an instrument for calculations, used,
with some variations, both by the ancients and moderns,
consisting of a board of an oblong figure, divided by
several lines or wires, and mounted with an equal number
of little ivory balls or pegs, by the arrangement of which
they expressed units, tens, hundreds, thousands, Ac. ac-

cording to the subjoined figure.

10,000
1000
100

10

1

• • m-

—•-•-•

—

The value of each ball or peg on the lowest line is 1, on
the second 10, on the third 100, on the fourth 1000, on
the fifth 10,000 ; and the balls in the middle spaces signify

half as much as each of those in the lines above them: the

amount of all the balls represented in the above figure

will, therefore, be 37,391. Bud. in Pandect, p. 128 ; I'ola-

terran. Comm. Urban, p. 1033; Ferret. Mus. Lapid,]. I,

Memor. 33 ; Velser. Rer. Vindel. p. 221 ; Ful. Ursin. et

Ciaccon. in Explic. Inscr. Diulliamv ct Lib. de Numm.

;

Ant. Augwtin. Numis. Dial. 9; Pignor. Cumm. de Serv.

p. 339.

Abacus Pythngoricu.f (Arith.) the table of Pythagoras,

for the more easy learning of numbers and calculations,

similar to our multiplication table.

Abacus I^ogisticus, a right-angled triangle, whose sides,

about the right angle, contain all the numbers froin i to

60, and its area, the products of each two of the opposite

numbers: also ca\lei\ a. canon o/' sexagr.<:imah; which is in

fact a multiplication table carried to (iO both ways.

Abacus, also Arithmetic itself, according to Lucas Pac-
ciolus, probably contracted from Arabicus.

Abacus (Archil.) or Aliaciscus, the upper member of tl>e

capital of a colunm, which serves as a crowning to the

whole. The invention is ascribed to Callimachus, a statuary

of Athens, who took the idea from an acanthus growing

out from a basket covered with a tile, so as to form a kind

of scroll after the shape of the tile, whence he made tlie

abacus to be represented by the tile, the acanthus by the

volutes, and the basket by the body of the capital. In

the Tuscan, Doric, and Ionic orders, the .Ibacus is most

commonly scpiare ; but in the Corinthian and Composite

orders its figure varies, the four faces being circular, and
hollowed inwards, the four corners cut off,

j ^

as in the annexed figure, where a b c d re- ^> ^
present a square, e(|ual to the plinth of the

laase ; a b, b c, c d, and a d, the circular

arches, drawn from centres that are the g/
vertices of equilateral triangles: then if the ^^/
ends of the arches be cut off by the C(|ual

lines A B, C D, E E, G H, the figure ABODE ECJ IT
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is a section of the abacus. The term abacus is apph'ed to

different members by different writers. Vitruv. 1. 4, c. 1 ;

Senec. Epist. 87; Bald. Lex. I'ilruv.; Pdlad. de Archit. 1. 1,

&c.; Scamoz. deWArchit. Univ. Part 2. 1. 6, c. 29, &c.

Abacus (Mhs.) a key-board or instrument of ancient in-

vention, for dividing the intervals of the octave.

Abacus et Falmula:, an ancient contrivance, by which the

strings of the polyplectra, or many-stringed instruments,

were struck with a plectrum made of quills.

Abacus Harmonicus, the structure and disposition of the

keys of a musical instrument, cither to be touched with the

hands or the feet, according to Kircher.

Abacus Major {Miii.) a trough in which the ore is washed.

Af:ric. dc Re. Metal. 1. 8.

A'B.\DA {Zool.) an animal on the coast of Bengal with

two horns, one on the forehead, and one on the neck. It

is said to be about the size of a fowl, having the tail of an

ox, and the mane and head of an horse ; but the existence

of such an animal is not yet ascertained.

ABA'PT (Mar.) the hinder part of a ship; as, abaft the

main-mast, i. e. nearer to the stern.

Abaft the beam, i. e. the relative situation of an object

in some part of the horizon, contained between a line

drawn at right angles to the keel, and the point to which

the ship's stern is directed.

A'B.VUL'N (Or.) or the .stately alihnt, as its name imports,

is an Ethiopian bird, remarkable for its beauty, and for a

sort of horn growing on its head, insteail of a crest, which

has the appearance of a mitre. Luho. Relat. p. 71.

A'BAJOUll (Archit.) a sky-light or small sloping aperture,

which is made in the walls of prisons and subterraneous

buildings for the reception of light.

ABA'ISIK (Chem.) another name for Spodium.
AB.\LIEX.\'riO (Ant.) est ejus rei qua: est mancipi, aid

tradilio altcri rie.iu ; a sort of alienation, a legal cession

or transfer to another of that which one holds in one's own
right. The effects called here rf,s mancipi were cattle,

slaves, and other possessions within the Italian territories.

The formula called traditio ncxu was a formal renunciation

either in the presence of a magistrate, or by the ceremony
of weights and money in hand. Cic. Top. c. 85 ; Lip. lu-

stilut. c. 19; Augustin. ad Leg. xii. 2'ab. § 25; Bud, in

Pandect, p. 26.

AB.\LIEXA'TUS (Med.) corrupted ; Membra abalienata,

limbs dead or benumbed. Celsiis ; Scriboniwi Largus.

TO AB.\'XDON (Mil.) to leave a place to the mercy of

an enemy.
AB.\'XDUXED (Laic) an epithet for goods knowingly and

willingly renounced by the proprietor ; also for lands which

. the sea has retired from and left dry.

AB.V'NDONTXG (Lau) the voluntary or forcible yielding

the possession of goods: if to creditors it is termed cession

;

if in order to be free from the charges to which one is sub-

ject by possessing them, it is called giving up.

ABA'XDUM (.irchivol.) abandonum, res in bannum viissa ;

in French, chose abandonnee : any thing confiscated or pro-

scribed, from the three words a ban don, i. e. given to the ban.

A'BAXET (Ant.) or Abnet, DJi«, ^5^..;«; a girdle that

priests wore among the Jews.
ABA'XG.V (Bat.) or Palma Ad J ; a species of palm-tree

in the island of St. Thomas. C. Bauh.
ABAPTI'STOX (Surg.) vel Abajyiistn, «3=;!7r.f»», from «,

priv. and 3aTT.iJi', mergo, to sink ; a kind of trepan made so

as not to sink into the brain. Gal. de iMet/i. Med. 1. 4-, c. 6.

ABA'RE.\ (ArJueul.) a sort of shoe among the Spaniards.

AEAl!E'.^IO Temo (Hot.) a tree which grows in Brazil,

tlie roots of which are a deep red, and its bark of an ash

colour, bitter to the taste, and yielding a decoction fit for

tlie detersion of inveterate ulcers.

A'BAllI (But.) Abaro or Abarum ; a great tree of Ethiopia
that bears a fruit like a pompion.

ABA

AB.\RNA'RE (Arckaol.) to disclose a crime to a magis-

trate. Leg. Canut. apud Brompton.

AB.\RT.VMEX [Min.) another name for lead.

ABARTICULA'TION (Med.) a species of articulation of

the bones, admitting of a manifest motion called also diar-

tkrosis and dearticu/atio, to distinguish it from another sort

of articulation called si/narthrosis, which admits of a very

obscure motion.

A'BAS (Med.) the same as Epilepsia.

Abas (Com.) a weight used in Persia for pearls, equal to

three grains and a half.

Abas (Ent.) a species of Bombyx.
ABA'SED (Ilcr.) an epithet for the vol or wing of an eagle,

turned downwards towards the iioint of the shield, or when
the wings are shut, the natural way of bearing them be-

ing to be displayed. A bend, chevron, pale, &c. is said to

be abased when their points terminate in or below the

centre of the shield ; an ordinary is said to be abased

when below its due situation.

.\B.\'S1R (Cliem.) another name for .S'/mAhjh.

ABA'SSI (Com.) a Persian silver coin nearly equal in value

to a shilling. Fryer's Sew Account of India and Persia.

ABA'T-CH.\UVEE {Com.) a sort of wool of subaltern

qualitv in France.

TO AB.V'TE (Laii;) from the Fr. Abattrc. 1. To destroy or

remove, as to abate a nuisance. Vet. Nat. Br. 45 ; Stat.

U'cstni. 1. 1, c. 17. 2. To defeat, as to abate a writ by

showing some error or exception. Brit. c. 4S ; Stat.

SiE.l: Stat. 1 1 //. 6, c. 2 ; Staundf. P. C. US. 5. To get

possession by intrusion, in contradistinction to disseise :

thus an abator is one who steps in between the former

possessor and his heir. Coke, in his first Institutes, explains

the difference between the words Disseisin, Abatement,

Intrusion, Deforciament, Usurpation, and Pcrpresture.

Bract. I. !, c. 2; Britt. c. 51 ; Vet. N. B. 115; 1 Inst.

277, a.

TO Abate (Man.) a horse is said to abate when, working

upon curvets, he puts both his hind legs to the ground

at once, and observes the same exactness successively.

ABATE'LE.MEXT (Com.) an interdict of the Consuls,

barring all merchants and dealers of the French nation

from carrying on any trade, who disavow their bargains

or refusL' to i)av their debts.

ABA'TEMEXT"(L«u) 1. The act of abating in the different

senses of the verb, [vide Abate'] 2. A plea in abatement

is a plea put in by the defendant, praying that the writ or

plaint may abate," that is, that the suit of the plaintiff may
cease for"the time being. The following are the principal

pleas in abatement: 1. To the jurisdiction of the court.

2. To the person of the plaintiff' in case of

—

a, outlawry
;

b, excomnmnication ; c, alienage; d, attaint, Sec. 3. To
the person of the defendant in case of

—

a, privilege;

b, misnomer; c, addition. 4. To the writ and action.

5. To the count or declaration. 6. On account of

—

a, the

demise of the king ; b, the marriage or death of the par-

ties, &c. Bract on'^. 1. 4, c. 2; Britt. c. 51, 6cc. ; Vet. S.

B. fol. 114, 115; Staundf. P. C. 148, &c.; Thel. Dig.

1. 10, c. 1, sect. 5; Co. Lit. 903, a.

Abatement (Her.) a certain mark of disgrace added to

the coat-armours of certain persons. Abatements are called

in Latin Diminutiones vel Discernula Armorum, of which

Guillim mentions nine different sorts, as follow : i. The

Delf, exactly a square in the middle of the coat. 2. .An

Escutcheon reversed, or a small escutcheon turned upside

down in the middle of the coat. 3. A Point parted de.cter,

when the upper right corner of the escutcheon is parted

from the whole. 4. A Point in Point, when the ends of

two arched lines are joined in the middle of the escutcheon

so as to part off the base from the rest. 5. A Point Cham-

pagne, or a hollow arched line cutting off the base of the

escutcheon. 6. A Plain Point, or a straight line parting

b 2
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off the base of the escutcheon. 7. A Gore, or two hollow
lines between the sinister chief and the sinister base. 8. A
Gusset, or a line sloping a little, and then perpendicular
from the upper corner to tiiu bottom or base. These eight
Abatements, if ever they were used, required to be of a
stained colour, ('. e. Sanguine or Tenne ; but it is supposed
by modern heraldic writers that these distinctions were
only imaginary. 9. The ninth and last abatement is when
the whole coat is reversed, which was never done but to a

traitor. An instance of this kind occurs in the amis of
Sir .Andrew de Harcla, Knt. who for his treachery towards
his master king Edward II, by taking a bribe from the
Scots, was first degraded, then drawn,
hanged, beheaded, and quartered, in 1322.
He beareth White, a Red Cross, and, in the
first quarter, a Blac/c Martlet, according to

the annexed cut. Selden. Tit. of Hurwitr,

p. 337, 338 ; Guill. Disp. of Herald.
.\BATEMENT [Com.) or Rebate. 1. A discount in the price

of commodities when the buyer advances the sum directly

for which he might have taken time. 2. A deduction from
the duties paid for goods, when they are found to have
been damaged.

A'B.VTIS (/Irc/iccol.) he wlio measures out corn with in/w,

i. e. niensuris, an avener or steward of the stables.

.\batis {^]il.) or Abbatis, an intrenchment formed by trees

felled and laid together.

-ABATOR [Laiv) one who intrudes into houses or lands

that are void by the death of the former possessor, and not
yet entered upon by his lieir. 1 Inst. sect. 475.

A'B.\TOS (.'Int.) from a, priv. and ii-xitu, eo, to go, viz. in-

accessible, an epithet for a rock or island of the Nile

on which none dare set foot but the priests ; the same
epithet was applied to the inmost recesses of the tem-
ple, called by the Latins Penelralia.

Lucari. I. 10, v. 323.

Hinc abativi ijuam nostra locat veiteranda vetustus

Ten-a patens, primos seiisit percussa titmuttus.

Sen. Nat. Quest. 1. i, c. 6 ; Fest. de Signif. Verb.

ABATTU'TA (Mus.) an Italian expression employed in

music books after a break in the time of any piece, signify-

ing that the time is to be beaten as before.

ABATL'DA {.Ircliccol.) an epithet for any thing dimi-

nished in value, particularly money, as moncta ubutuda,

clipt money.
.\'BATURES (Sport.) the sprigs or grass that the stag

throws down in passing by.

.\B.\'VI (Hot.) a large tree in /Ethiopia, bearing fruit

like a gourd. Rail Hist. Plant.

A1)B (Mech.) or Abwonl, the yarn of a weaver's warp.

A'BHACY (Ecc.) Abbatia, the government of an abbey.

ABBA'IS.SEUK (Anal.) one of the muscles of the eye.

fVinsloK.

.VBBATIS (Mil.) vh\c Abatis.

.V15BEY (Ecc.) a religious house under the government
of an abbot : anciently one third of the benefices in

England were, by the Pope's grant, a|)propriated to the

abbeys, and other religious iiouses, which at their dissolu-

tion amounted to the number of 1;K), that became lay-fees,

the revenue of which were from 200/. to 3,500/. per annum,
amounting on an average calculation to 2,fc'.'J3,000/. per

annum. Burn. Hist. Rcf.

A'BliO'i" (Ecc.) Abbas, Abbat, from Abba, Father, the iiead

or governor of an abbey, of wiiich there were different

descriptions ; as,

—

Bi-'^hiip Abbots, whose abbeys have been

erected into bishopricks ;

—

Cardinal Abbots, who are also

cardinals ;

—

Ci/mmendatori/ Abbots, or bishops in commcn-
dnm, who are seculars, performing no spiritual office, and
having no spiritual jurisdiction, although they have under-

gone the tonsure, and are obliged by their bulls to take

ABBREVIATION.

orders when they come of age ;

—

Croziered Abbots, eucli

as bear the crozier or staff;

—

Mitred Abbots, i.e. sovereign
or general abbots, who were lords of parliament, and in-

dependent of any person but the pope. Tiiej' were called

mitred, from the mitre which they wore;

—

Secundaria

Abbots, the same as priors ;

—

Regular Abbot.i, real monks,
who have taken the vow, and wear the habits.

Abbot (Polit.) or Abbot of the people, a chief in the republic
of Genoa, who was chosen by the people in the fourteenth
century.

ABBRE'\TATED (Rot.) abhrcviatus, an epithet for the

perianth ; pcrianthium abbreviatum, an abbreviated perianth,

when it is shorter than the tube of the corolla, as in Put-
monaria maritima. Linn. Phil. Bot.

ABBREVIA'TION (Gj-am.) a contracted manner of writing

words so as to retain only single letters. Such abbrevia-

tions were common among the Greeks and Romans, as

they are now among the moderns.

Greek Abbreviations on Coins, Inscriptions, Sfc.

A. dyaStjj'AKTia, 'AGiivrj, apxoprot^, 'Atria. A.B.\2. 'AvTtirurpu

BaatXiuc- AB. ABA. ABAK. ABAKAIN. AISaicaivii>uv. AB.

ABA. ABAH. 'A(SSt)piTUiv. AB. ABV. ABYAH. 'A/SuJi/i/iJv.

ABP. 'A/3poVoj'Oi'. AT. a'yae?;. ATABO. 'AyaOoKXiovg. ATP.

'Ayplw-n-a. AOUti A. 'Adiivai^v. AAE3.' AXlKat'fpiia. AAE3-
AN. 'AXiKavlpiavj'i, 'AXiKdvOpa. AAE3ANAP0Y. 'AXffarfpou-

TToXiue. AMAC. 'Apatria. ANAZ. 'AvaWpjSs. ANESH. dvi-

BriKS. ANSHA. 'AvBn^dvoi;. ANeY. 'Ai-euVaros. Proconsul.

ANKYP. 'AvKw'pac. ANOC. aVepwVoc. ANT. ANTIO. 'Ayno-

Xc'wv. ANTI. 'AvriTparj/ya, A'ST. A'STQ. 'Avrcjpiaviji;. AIIO.

'ATToXXivapia. AIIOA. '.4jroXXwi'iaraj'. APT. 'Apyaiog. APIS.

"AptTOf. APX. Apxieps'wf. A2KAA. 'AaKaXuivirui'. ASKAH.
'AaKXijTTtH. A^KA. 'AfficXt/Trio'i^H. ASIA. '.\aiapxK. A2Y.

'AffvXo^, 'Affi'Xs. AYP. 'AvptiXiag. AYTOK. AvroKpurojp. AY.

AYTO. AYTON. 'AvTOvopot;.

B.

B. BAA. BnXt'piof, Valerius. B. BEA. BeXriVor. B. NEQ. I'l's New-

Kopuiv. BA. Ba'/3«. BA. BA2. BA2I. jSaaiXivi:, fiaaiXia.

BOYS. BovffipiTuv.

r.

r. ypappariKos, yipovaiag. rOP'IX. TopTvvluv. TP. FPA. TPAM.

ypappaTiu}(;.

A.

A. I'i'e. AAK. AnKDcdf. AAM. lapaaia. AHM. Ojpoc. AIIMHT.

Aiipi'iT))!!. AEMOCTP. At/ioTpaVa. AlAAOY. haSnptviav6s-

AlK. I'lKnioc. AIONY. AwvvaiH. APOYC. ApouffiXXni-, Drii-

sillam. AQP. Wpa.
E.

E. En. tm'. EAEYO. iXfvBipas. EEO. IKovcia. EPMO. Ep/io-

TToXiTiov. EPMOK. EppoxXiovc. ETO. jrH£. EY. tir«/3i)C.

EYr. ivytviui;- E*. E'tE. Etpiaiuiv. EX. txovros.

H.

nr. H1"E. tiyipovot;. IIPAK. HpiikXiifH, HpaKXtuiroXiruii:

O.

(). Oiwv. OA. iiaaiuiv. OY. euyaVr;/).

I.

I.IO.IOY. la'Xios, J'u/iui. I. IC. ICT. ICTP. 'iTpov, 'I^p^j. IE.

Updt;, itpd, ItpoTToXirw. IHL. 'IffpuTJX. ILHM. 'ItpHffaXrjp.

lAI. IXii'wv. lO.'luidvvtie. ION. lofwi'. IIIII. irrjnicw, iVtoj'.

IC. 'IiyUHf. Ite.ICOM. "iT/im.

K.

K. KiXiKia, Cilicia. KmvTOi, Quintus. K. KAI. KAIC. Kaiaafi.

KAIAP. Kaiaapilar, KdiVapet, Kaicaptuy. KAA. KaX»-
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icdtv^. KANO. Kavo/SiTwi/. KANOe. KavoBaiuv. KAOITO.
KatriToXtfuiv. KAC. Kdaaiog, Cassius. KACTAB. Ka-rafiaXiuiv.

KE. KeVapoj, Caesaris. KEA. Ki\aS, Cehi. KIAB. KiX/3tai/w>'.

KA. K\a«7i0t-, Claudius. KAAYA. KXavSiOTroXarwv. KAAZOM.
KXaZofitviitiv. KOI. Koti'd;/. KOM. Ko^ti'is, Ko^ii'tioi', Ko^/xa-

7f»'i;e, Kofifid^B. KOriT. KOIITIT. Kotttitwv. KC Koptoe.

KTIC. Kririif, Ki-rT«. KY. KYIN. Kgivroe, Quinhu. KY. KYH.

.
KvTrpiiav. KVAQ. Ki/^wviaVwi'. KYZ. KYZI. KuJik^im:!'. KYOO.

Kd^OTToXsms. kino. KnvOTToXlTWl'.

A.

A. AI. AIK. AiKi'i'iOf, Licinius. A. AOY. AOYK. Abkioj, Lucius.

AAO.AAOA.AAOAIK. Aaofi/ce'uv. AEB. Ainila, Lepidi. AIB.

AIBAN. Ai/3aVB, Aijidvtf. AOrrEI. AoyyeiVa, Longini. AYKO.
Ai/KOTToXtrwr.

M.

M. Mdpicof, Marcus, MaKpiaviavt], MoV^. MA. MaKjfoVwr. MATN.
MATNH. Mayv^jrwv. MAIAN. MAIANA. Maiavfpoe, Uaiav-

Spov. MAP. Uapuviae. MEM*. Mf^^dirwi'. MENA. ME)'^^^w)^

MENE. UeviXairuv. MENO*. MtvotpiXn. MECCAA. Mi(r(TciXi>>a,

MessuUna. ME. MET. METP. METPOO. MtrpoTroXiQ, Mtrpo-o-

Xfwj. METHAI. MijDjXirwi/. MHTPOAQ. Mi;rpo^w'pa. MHP.

fitJTt]p. MPC. /ixjrpoc. MYP. Mtlpwrof. MYPIXA. Nvpivaiwv.

MYTI. Mi/riXsvaiwy.

N.

N. NE. NE2. NEQK. NfwKo'pwr. NAIB. Nm/3i'a, Nai/3iaV«, AWio,
&c. NAKPA2I. fsaicpaaiTuv. NAY. NAYAP. I'auapxiVoj- NE.

veuiKopog. NE. NEAR. NcaTroXtoif, NtoTroXiTMi'. NE. NEP.
TPAI. 'Sipmai'i) Tpmavij, Nerviana Trajana. NEI. NEIK.

NEIKOM. NEIKOMHA. Naicas'wj/, Niicate'wv, HuKOfiTjSiuiv.

NEP. Nsp^af, Nervce. NEPAT.
iVwer. NIKOnOA. NiKon-oXirwi'.

NEOKAIS. Nfo

Neparia. NIP.

NYS2. NvViTijc.

aKTapfwi:

Nt'ypog,

O.

0. OirtXiavi), OKraaia, Ocfavii. GAYM. OAYMn. 'OXv'/iJrioj, 'OXv';!-

iria. OMO. OMON. 'OpoVoia. ON. ovrog. OSYP. OSYPINX.
oivpivx"riSi'. on. OTnjXioc, Ojtelius. OCTI. 'OTiXiaroc, //o*//-

lianus. OYAA. OYAAE. OvaXtpiavog, Valerianus, OvdXrig, Va-

lens. OYHP. Oi-^pos, Vcrus. OYAD. Oi-X7r.'af, V/jJta;. OYA-
niAN. Oi.XjTiai'B, Ulpiani. OYNOC. apavoq.

n.

n. no. HON. TiovTov, Ua/SXia, Fuhlii. U. HP. IIPO. irpdf, irpuTt].

HAA. riAAA. naXaVa. DAAAI. naXaiTixiyc. HAN. navUtp.

II.iNH. navJiyvpiTH. IIANO. llavoiriTdiv. IIANOP. Havoppi-

rdv. IIAPe. nopeiKOf. riATP. narpiuv. HAYA. TlatiXe.

HAYS. Ylavaaviac. nA*AAr. iraffXayofias. DE. IlES. OEtr-

(JtVBlTi'wi'. riEAOY. Ilei'oKffia. TIEAOY. IltXairiMrw)'. IIEIIA.

IlETrapee.'wv. HEP. IIEPr. DEPPA. ncpyapijfc^iv. IIESK. Hia-

icet/'vios, Pescennius, Jlt(!Kiv>«vlu>i'. riHP. Tranip. nPC. vaTpog.

niN. n.ra^uriwr. DOAAI. XloXXirn'os, Pulliune. nOMH. Do/i-

wjjia, Pompeii, IIo/iTri/iai'cui', riop^roi'iwv. IIONT. IIov-is. nO-
2IA. noCT.Joj'.'a. nP. nPE. IIPES. nPESB. nptff/ifura. HP.

nPIS. riPISK. DpiffKa, P/Mti. nP. nPO. npd/ja, Proio, Trpdf,

n-pwr/), TrpwTB. OPOA. OPOAI. wpol'nca. nP02Q. npO(TW7ri-

Tuv. IIPYT. ripuraviooc. RYO. nu9ia.

P.

POY*. Pa^io!., Ruji. PYNA. PYNAA. Puv^a'icB.

C.

C. CE. CEB. CEBA. CEBAS. Xii^a^oe, St^a^ij, Sf/3arwj^, Au-
gustus, Augxista, Augusturum. C. CT. CTP. CTP.l. CTPAT.
UTPATH. ^parijya". C. CY. ^vpiac. CAB. -Za^tlvu, Suhini.

CABIN. Yaiiiida. CAIT. Sai-Tiivwv. CAAA. SaXXiSj 2aX-
XowTia, Sallio, Sallustio. CAAO. SaXovivo'c, Saloninus. CAMA.
So/iaptiaf. C.4M0. SajioaaTiuv. CIT. Saropj/trva, Saturnino.

CEBEN. 2f|3£V»';iT<;j'. CEAEY. CEAEYK, StXtti/ct'ui'. CEOY.

SfBTjpdf, Severus. CEIIT. ^tirri/iie, Septimio. CEP. Stpais,

Servio. CI. CIII. CIIIY. SittAb, 5i;)^fo. CIKIN. 'S.tKi.vviii, Si-

cinnio. CMY. CMYP. "S.^iypvaidiv. CO. CO*. CO*I. CO*IC.

m^irrS. COYA. SsXTriici'a, Suljncio. CTPOC. aiaTtjpog. CTE*ANH.

^TiipavrifdpH. CTPAB. ^Tpdftwvog. CTFATONI. Zrparovtita,

Srpa-oviKtavS. CQT. SuiTijpt.

T.

. Taiipov, TiVa, TiVo, TiJf. TA. TAT. rartava. TAN. rava-

ypaiuiv. TANI. raviTuiv. TAPC. rdpaa. TEM. Tifxiva. TEN-

TYP. TtvTvpirdiv. TH. rij)'. TIAN. TiaviZv. TI. TIB. TIBEP.

TifiipiOQ, Tiiiipin, Tiberius, Tiberio, Ttfitpiiuiv. TOYA. Toi'XX.'a,

Tullio. TPOX. Tpox/iMV. TYP. Tt/'pa.

'V-

Y.

YIIA. "YTTaroc, vrraropiK

YC. |.<ds.

Consul, Consularem. YIII.

. *AB. *a/3iB, Fabio. *AN. *ai'via, Funnio. *HCT. *;|Tri,

Festo. *I. *iXo7rdXi, *iXo;ra'ropof. *IAO. ^iXofitXiiov. *A.

*AA. *AAO. *AAOY. iXauiu, Flavio, i'Xaeuwv. *0. *0K.

*OKA. ^oKaiuv. Goltz. Grwc, et Thesaur. ; VailJant JVumiS'

mat. Grwc. ; Montfaui;on, Palaograph.
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Roman Abbreviations on Coins, Inscriptions, ^-c.

A. Augustus, Augustalis, Auluf, absolvo, absoliitio, ager,

agit, aiunt, aliquando, antiquo, assolet, aut. A. A. Au-
gust!, Augusta. A. A. Aulas Agerius; aa alienuni ; ante

audita; a|)ud agrum ; auruni ; argcntum. A. A. A. Au-
gust!. A.A. A.l". F. a;ie, argento, auro, flando, feriundo,

Ti?/ flavo fer!undo. A. A. A.l'.QU.TY. auri, argent!, a?r!s

flator, iabricae Quirinalis Tybor!ni. A. AC. ante auditani

causam. A.A.S.L.M. apud agrum sibi loco monument!.
A.AV. alter ambove. A.B. aUa bona. ABN. Abnepos.

ABS. absolutus. A.B. V. ;\ bono viro. AB.U.C. ab urbe

condlta. AC. actio. A. C. alius civis, acta causa. ACB.
actionibus. ACC. accepta, acceplat, accepcrat. ACC9.
accusatio. AC.D.N. actione Domini nostri. AC.D.Q.P.T.
actione dotis, quae tibi petitu;. ACH. Achaia;. ACIX.
actionem. ACL. AQ. actio legis Aquiliac. ACM. ac-

tionem. ACO. accusatio. ACON. actionem, re/ ac-

tionum. A.COSS.CI. ii consulibus civitatum. AC. P.

actor provincia;. AC.P. R. actor Provinciie Romanoe.

A.C. P. VI. ad caput pedes sex. A.CSL. a consulibus.

A.C.S.L.E.C. a Consiliariis sui- legionis et civitatis.

ACT. actor, lie/ auctoritas. ACT.T. auctoritas tua. ACTI.
actionem. A.C.V. a claro viro. A.CUB. AUGG. a

cubiculis Augustorum. AD. adest, xtI adjutor. A.D.
ante diem. AD.D. ad discendum, vel ad discordiam.

AD. E. ad eifectorem, vel a.d exactoreni, vel ad extorreni.

AD.F. adfinem, rcZad frontera. AD.I. adjutor. ADIAB.
Adiabenicus. ADJ. P. adjutor patriot, vel populi, vel pro-

vinciae. AD.L. ad locum. ADLR. adulteravit. ADN.
adnepos. ADOP. vel ADP. adoptivus. A.D. P. ante diem
pridie. AD.P.XII. ad pedes duodecim. AD.QS. ad

QucEStores. AD.QSR. ad Quacstorem. AD.QU. ad Quos-

storem, vel ad quaestionem. ADV. adversum. lED. a?des.

^.D. a.-dem dedicavit. /EDIL. .*;diles. .^DIL.CUR.
iEdiiis curulis. yEDILL. /Ediles. .TiD.IN.M. aedes in-

scripsit niercede. 7ED.PL. TEdilis piebis. TED.S. asdibus

sacris. iEG. aeger. .'EQ. P. ocqualis persona. /ER. rerarium,

vel aerarii, asreum. i^iR.COL. a:re coilato. /ER.P. asre

publico. jER.ST. serario Saturni. ^ET. a'tcrnitas. AF.
affectus. A.F.alit facto. A.F. P. R. Actum fit'e Public! Ru-
tilii, I'c/ ante factum, post relatiun, xrl ./Emilus fecit, plec-

titur Rutilius. AFR. Africx. A(j. agit, vel Agrippa, x'el

agro. A.G. Aulus Ciellius. AGR. agitur. AGR. F. Agrippic

filius. A. H. aliusliomo. A .J. iijudice. AL. alluit. A.L. ad

locum, wZ alia lege. A.L. /E. arbitrium litis a;st!mand;c, vel

liti aestimandum. yVLA.LG. al!,"i lege, ir/ legione. A.L. E.

arbitrium liti cxaminanilic, vel existimanda;, vel existiman-

dum AL.in.L. ,\lpinit tertiie legionis. ALL. allegata,

vc/ alligata. ALXA. Alexander. AM. amicus. .\M N.

amicus nostur. AMN. amantissimus. AM.NT.AMN. ami-

cus noster amantissimus. AM. P. amabilis persona. A.N.
annus, anilis. AN{j.P. angelus percussit. ANM. anima.

AN.M. actionem mandati. AN.N. ante noctem. ANN.
annis. AXN.P. annonac prxfectus. ANT. Antonius, ir/

antestatus, ante, vel ante.'i. .\NT.T.C. ante terminum
<:onstitutum. A.G. alii onmes AG. P. auro puro, vel auro

posito. AP.apud. A.P. Anton!! prietoria. APA. amputatac.

AP. -V. apud acta. A. I'.C^LN.ail pedes colunmac. AP..Il'D.

apud judiccm. AP.N. apud nos. APP. Appius, appcllat.

APPN. appellantur. AIM'. IJRB. apud pnefectum urbis.

A.P.R.C.anno post Itomam conditam. A.P.T. ad po-

testatem tuam. .\(jLI..S. Acpiiliana st!|)!lat!o. .VQI...

Aquilcia. A(J..M.\R. a(pia marcia. .VR.VB. Arabicus,

vel Arabia. A.R.V.MIL. I'RIJ. a rationibus militaris fru-

menti. ARC. area. AI{(r. argumentum. AIOL Arme-
nia, vel Armenicus. AR.NLE. arma eju.s. ARM. P. arnia

publica. AR.VV.D.D. Arma votiva dono dcdit. A.S.

a suis. A.S.L.F. it sua lege fecit. A.S.TT. a supra tectis.

A.T. autoritas tua. A.TE. a tcrgo. A.T. M. D.O. aio

te mihi dare oportere. A.TP. annuo tempore. A.TT,
ante titulum. ATQ. atque. ATR. autoritas, vel autor.

AUG. Augustus, vel augur. AUC. aut AUTR. auctoritas,

vel autor. AUGG. August!, viz. de duobus. AUGGG.
Augustorum, viz. de tribus. AUG.F. August! filius.

AUCi.P. August! puer. AUG.N. .Augustus noster, vel

August! nepos. ACG.CUR. RP. Augustalis curator

reipub. AUCi.ET. Q.AUG. Augustalis etQua?stor Augus-
talium. AUT. PR. R. autoritas provincij; Romanorum.
A. X. annis decem.

B.

B. Balbus, Brutus, bonus, bona, bonfc, bene, Bacchus.
B.A. bonam actionem, bonis amabilis, bonis auguriis,

bonis avibus, bonis auspiciis. B.C. bonorum concessum.
B.D. bonum datum. B.D.S.^L bene de sc merit!. B.E.
bonorum emptor. B. E.CA. bona ejus caduca. B.E.E-
bona ex edicto. B.ER. Bona eorum. B.ER INT. vel

B.E.I, bona eorum inveniuntur. B. F..IA. bona ejus in-

stituta. BF. benefecit, beneficium. B.F. bonum factum,

bona fides, bona filia, bona fortuna. B. I'.C. bona fide con-

tractum. BF'.D. beneficium dedit. B.FL. bonorum filius.

B.F. P. bonae fidei possessor. BF.COS. beneficiarius

Consulis. BF. PR. beneficiarius Prastoris. BF. TRIB.
beneficiarius Tribuni. B.GR. bona gratia. B.H. bonus
homo, vel bona haercditaria, bonorum haeres. B.HTS.
bonorum hacreditas. B. H.S.I, bona hie sita invenies. B.J.

bonum judicium. B.L. bona lex. B. LB. bonorum liberi.

B. M. bonic memoriae, bona materia, bona materna, bene
merenti, &c. B. MN. bona muncra. B.M.F. bene merita

fecit. B.M.P. bene merenti posuit. B.MN. bona nmnera.

B. M. F.C. bene merenti faciendum curavit. B. M. P. C. ben£
merenti ponendum curavit. B.N. bona nostra. BN. bene,

bona. BN.H.I. bona hie invenies. B.C. bene optime.

B.P. bonum publicum, bona paterna, bonorum. potestas,

vel possessio. BO.E.M. bonorum emptores. B.P. bona
possessio, bonorum possessor, vel bonum publicum, bona
paterna, bonorum potestas. B.PC. bona pecunia. B. PN.
bonorum possessionem. B.PO. Bonorum possessio. B.PR.
PR. beneficiarium pra;fecto practorio. B.PRO. beneficia-

rius Proconsulis. B.Q. bona qua;s!ta. BR. bonorum.

B.R. bonorum rector. B.RP.N, bono Rcipubl. natus.

I?li SI. l)onorum servi. BRT. Britannicus. B.S. bene

satisfeeit, bona sua. B. T. bonorum tutor. B. V. bene

vixit, bonus vir, bonorum venditor, bona vestra, bona

vacantia. B.V. A. boni vir! arbitratu. B. VT. bona ven-

dita. B.V.V. balnea, vina, Venus.

C.

C. pro Caio, i. e. viro. C. colonia. 3. im^ersa Caiani et

mulierem sif^n. C.C causa cognita. C.C.C. calumnia

cavendae causa. C. centum. CS). Cautio. CI3. vtl

CXf). millc. 33. (juinque millia. t^CCI^QJ. centum
millia. CCC.T.P. ter centum terra; pedes. CA.AM.
causa amabilis. CvES.AUG. Ca;sar Augustus. Cv^ESS.

AUGG. Caesarcs August!, seilicrt dc duobus. C/ESSS.
AUGCjG. C;csares August!, de tribus. C.\L.\. Calum-
nia. CA.M.V. causa memorati vir!. CAP. capitalis.

CAR.C(.)JU. carissimae conjugi. C.E.C. colonis ejus

coloniic. CEL cclercs. CF^N.A. censoris arbitratu.

CEN.PP. vel CICNS. censor perpetuus. CENT, cen-

turio, centuria. CENTU. centuriones. CESS, cen-

sores. C.F. Caii filius. C. H. custos hxredum. CIC.
Cicero. C.J. C Caius Julius Ciesar. CIV. causa justa.

CIV. civilas, civis. C iii. INV. cubitos tres invenies. C ii.

INV.P. cubitos duos invenies plumbum. CL. Claudius.

CL.V. clarissimi viri. CL.F. clarissima filia, re/ ficuiina.

CL. Caius libertus. CLARN. comes largitionuni. CL.
COS.DESKi. Claudius Consul designatus. CLS. claris-

sinms. CM. comis. CM. ve/ C A. iM. causa mortis. CM.
capitis niinutio, vel civis mains. C.M.D. centum millia

denariorum. C.M.F. clarissimac niemorix ficmina. C
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M.L. centum niillia. C.M.T. causa mali tui. C.MT. cre-

nientuni niultum. C.M.V. clarisiniEE memorise vir, CN.
Cneius, le/ Cnevius. C.N. Caius noster, Ca;sar noster,

civis noster. C.X.EE.C.C. credimus non esse causam

convictam. C9XS. cautiones. CNTO. centenario. CNT.
VI. centenaria sex. CO. conjugi, controversia. CO.
civitas omnis. COH. cohors. COL._ colonia, coloni,

collega, collegium. COM. comes. COM. OB. Coniitia

Obriziaca. CON. consularis. CON.SEN.E.OR.FQ.R.
consensu Senatus, equestris ordinis Populique Uomani.

CONS, vel CS. consiliarius. COS. Consul. COSS. Con-

sules. COS. QU .411. Consul quartum, ir/ quarto. COS.
DES. Consul designatus. COACT.ABD. coactus ab-

dicavit. COM.OR. comes orientis. COMM. CONS, corn-

muni consensu. CONJU. conjunxit. CONJU.OBQU.E.
conjusi obsequentissinia?. CONLIB.conlibertus, conliberta

COU.^Cornelius. CORP. corpus. CO RN..VURS. coronas

aureas. CORN, cornibus. COSS.S.S. consulibus supra

scriptis. CONT. contubernalis. CQ. R. F. cautumque
ratum fore. C.R. civis Romanus. CR. Creticus, CrisjHis,

contractum, contrarium. C.R.C. cujus rei causa. C.REP.
causa reipub. CRI. consular!. CS. Caesar, causa, con-

siliarius, communis. CS.A. Ca2sar .Vugustus. CSI. con-

troversia. C. S.L. comes sacrarum largitionum. C.S FL.

caira suis filiis. C.S.H. cum suis hteredibus. C.S.S. cum
suis servis. C.S. P. E. cum sua pecunia est. CS.M. Cssar
Maximus. CT. caput, vel civitas. C.T. certo tempore.

CTR. cacterum. CT.R. civitas Romana. CTR.M. citra

niirum. CT.RO. civitas Romana. C TRIO, centurio. C.V.
centum virum, vel clarissimus vir, vel causa virginum. CU.I.

cujus. CUL. cultores. CUR. curionum, curiarum, cursor.

CUR. P. cursus publicus. CUR. COL. curator colonise.

CUR.KAL. curator kalendarii. CUR. P. P. curator pe-

(Tunia; publicac. CUR.RP. curator rcipublicae. CUST.
custos.

D.
D. Divus, Dcclus, Decimus, diebus, devotus, diutius, de-

dicavit. D. A. Divus Augustus. D.^E. de irrario. D.
AUG. Deo Augusto, vel Divo Augusto. D.B. M. de

bene merentibus. D.B.J, diu bene juvantibus. D.C.S.
de consilii sententia. DD. dedimus, dedicatio. D.D.D.
datus decreto decurionum, vel done dedit dicavit. D.
D.D.D. dignum Deo donum dedit. DD.NN. Domini
nostri. D.D.DQ. dat dicat dedicatque. D.DQ. dedit,

donavitque. D.DQ.S. Dis Deabusque sacrum. DE. De-
dus. DEC. decurio. DECB. December. D.EE. dani-

natum esse. DEG. A.]M. dcgencrat a majoribus. DEGN.
T. O. degenerem te ostendis. DES. vel DESIG. designatus.

DFTI. defuncti. DICT. dictator. DIG. M. dignus me-
raoria, vel morte. DIE. dilectus, vel dilectissimus. D. M.
Diis manibus. D.M./E. Deo magno icterno. DN.
dominus, damnum. DN.N. Dominus noster. D.O.
Diis omnibus, vel Deo Optimo. D.IM. S. Diis immottali-

bus sacrum. D.J.S. Decimus .lulius Silvanus. D.OPA.
data opera. DOCS. Dioclesianus. DOT.R. dotem re-

cuperabit. D.P. Divus pius, Diis pcnatibus, patriis, re/

de periculo, dotem petit, vel devota persona ; vel decretum
principis. D. PEC.R. de pecuniis repetundis. D. PP. Deo
perpetuo. DPC. deprccatio. DPO. deportatio. DFF. de
prjefecto D. PORT, de parte orientis. DPS. discipuUis.

DQ. denique. D.Q. Diis (juirinalibus. D.Q. R. de quai-e.

D.Q.S. die quo supra. DR. Drusus. D. RS. de regibus.

D.RM. de Romanis. DR. P. dare promittit, de republica.

DS. Deus. D.S. S.P. de sapientia sua perticet. DT. dun-
taxat, durat. D.T.G.Q.S. de tuo genio quod sentis, &c.
D. V. devotus vir, vester, it/ Diis volentibus, vel dies quin-
tus. D.\S. Deas virgines, de virtutibus, vel de verbis.

DUL. dulcissimus. DUS. devotus, itc.

E.
E. est, ens, ejus. E.B. ejus bona. E.C. e comitio, vel

capitolio. E.D. ejus domus, ue/ dominus. E.E. esse, ex
edicto. E.F. ejus filius. E.H. ejus haeres, ex ha^redibus,

vel ex hcereditate est. EIMO. ejusmodi. E.L. edita lex.

EM.^ie/ EIM. ejusmodi. E.M.exmore. EMP. emptor.

E.N. eiiam nunc, est noster, vel non. EN. enim. EOR.
eorum. EP. epistola. E. P. edendum parce. E.P. epa-
latio, e publico. EPM. epitaphium. EP. M. epistolam

niisit. E.PP. et pra>parat. EPS. episcopus. EQ.P.
eques publicus. EQ.R. eques Romanus. EQ.M. equitum

magister. EQ. OR. equestris ordinis. ER. erit, vf/ erunt.

E.R. A.ea res agitur. E.R. B. ejus regit bona. ERG.
ergo. ER.L. M..3iTN. erit locus memoria; sternae. ERP.
eripiet. ER.P. erit paratus. E.S. esenatu. E.S.jE.MR.
e sacra aede Martis. ET. etiam. ET. NC. et nunc. EU.
ejus. EUR. Europa. E.V.V.N.V.V. E. ede ut vivas, ne

vive ut edas. EX. exigitur. EX.A.D. ex ante diem.

EX. B.S. ex bonis suis EX C. ex consuetudine, concione,

conditioue, <S:c. EX. .\.D.C. A. ex autoritate divi Caesaris

Augusti. EX. I.Q. e\ jure Quiritium. EX. M. ex malitia.

EXM.D. ex niemoria dixi. EXPR.T. experientia tua.

E.K. R. exactis regibus. EX. S.C. ex senatus consulto.

EX.V. ex voto.

F.

F. fecit, feiix, familia, fuit, tit, figura, fides, filius, Fla-

vins, Februarius, fur, F.-V. filia. FABR. fabrum, vel

fabrorum. F.A.C.B. factum bene. FAC.C. faciendum

curavit. F.A..F". factum feliciter. FAM. familiaris. FAMA.
familia. FB. fabricabant. E.G. fidei comniissum, tiducia,

vel fidei causa, vel fraude creditoris, vel faciendum curavit.

FC. fecit vel fecerunt, <S:c. FD..M. fides mundi. FE.
fundamcntum, vel fortem, vel familife. FEA. foemina.

FEB. Februarius. F. E. factum est, vel filius ejus. F. E.D.
factum esse dicitur. F'. ED. factum edicto. FER. fece-

runt. FER.L.VT.C. feriarum latinarum causa. F.F.

fratris filius. F. F.\. vel FAM. filius familias. F. FBC. fecit

fabricatio. F.FE. fabricari fecerunt. F.F'. F. ferro, tlamma,

fama, vel fortior, fortuna, fato. F.J. fieri jussit. FI.B. fide

bona. FI.C. fiscum, vel fidei commissum. FIC. RP. C.

fiscum reipubl. causa;. FID. fides. FID. D. fide dignus.

FIL. filius. FID. IMP. fides imperatoria. FID. INTEMP.
fides intempcrata. FID.P.S. fides Patrum Scriptorum.

FIO.P.R. fides Populi Romani. FID.R. fides regia,

FID. R.P. fides reipublicae. FID SER. fidelis servus.

F'.JR fidei jussores. FL. filius, flamen. Flavins. FLAM.
Flaminius, flamen, vel flamina. FL.-\M.DIAL. vel FL. D.
flamen Dialis. FLAM.QL flamen Quirinalis. FLAM.
MART, flamen Martlalis. FLAM. P. H. P. H. C. Flamini,

provinciffiHispania;, provincia?His])anica!citerioris. FLAV.
Flavianus, rt/ Flavia, «c// tribus. FL.\.R. filia regis. FLB.
flabrum. FL.P. flamen perpetuus. F.M. fati munus, vel

fieri mandavit, vel ferit inemoriara, vel factum memoratum.
F. M. I. vel F. M. IT. fati munus iniplent, vel implevit. I*'. N.
fides nostra. F. N.C. fidei nosti'ae commisit, vel commissum.
FN. AGR. fines agrorum. FO. forum. FOR. forte, vel

fortis, vel foras, vel fortuna. V. P. forma publica, fama
publics, fidei promissor, vel fides promissa. F. PP. R. forum
Populi Romani. FR. frontes, fratres, vf/ forem. F. R. forum
Romanum, regundorum, vel regum. FR.F. fratris filius.

FR. COR. forum Cornelii. FR. J, forum Julium. FR.L.
forum Livium. FR.S. forum Sempronii. FRS. fortis.

FRMS. fortissimus. FU.C. fraudisve causa. FUNC. functus.

G.
G. gaudiura, gens, genius, Gellius, Gaius, gratia. Sec. G.

.VUG. genio Augusti. GAV.^'. gravitas vera, ve/ vestra.

G.B. gens bona. G.D. gens desolata. GD. gaudium.

GEN.CORN. gcnte Corneliorum, &c. GENS, gentes.

CiER. Germanicus. G.F. gula filiorum, Germanus frater,

Germana; fidelis. GG. vel GS. gesserunt. GL. gloria.

GL.N.L. gloria nominis Latini. GL. P. gloria parentum,

vel patriae, vel populi. GL. P. R. gloria Pop. Romani, &c.
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GL.S. Gallius Sempronius. G.M. gens mala. ON.
gens, vel genus. GN.R. S. genus Romani Senatus.

GOTH. Gothicus. G.R. genus regium, rir/ rarura. GR.
gerens, vcl gerit. GR.D. Graiis dedit, vel datum. GR.E.
gratia ejus, &c. GRC. Graecus. GR.P. gloriae parentuiii.

G. S. genio sacro. GS. gravitas, vel genus, vel gcssit,

t>e/ gesserunt. GT. gentem, ir/ gentes. G.T. gravitas tua.

GU. genus. G.V. Gravis Valerius. GX. grex.

H.
H. Hadrianus, honestas, hie, ha?c, hoc, lia;redes,. homo,

habct, huic, liora, honor. H vE. M. ha3redem nieuni. H.ES.
PRC. lia;redes principis. H.B.F. homo bona; fidifi.

H.BV.P. ha;redilas, bonorumve possessio. HC.AM.N.
hunc amicum nostrum. HC.L. hunc locum. HC.V. hunc
virura, huic vitae. H.D. hie dedicavit, dedicarunt, vcl

dedicaverunt. H.D.D. hoc dono datur. HEL. Helvetia.

H.E.M.TBNR, hacc est memoria Tribunorum. HER.F.
ha;redeni facit. HER. S. Herculis sacrum. HER.EX.T.
F. C. ha;redes ex testamento faciendum cur.ivit. H. HB. P.

hie habes pecuniam. H.HON, homo honestus. H.J. hxre-

ditatis jure, vel hercle juravit, rci' hie inveniet. H.INS.
hares institutus. H.L. honcsto loco, hie locus. H.L.H.
N.S. hie locus hasredes non sequitur. H.L.N, honesto

loco natus. H.M. honesta muiier, vcl hora mala, vel

liora mortis. H.M. D.A. hoc mandavit dari Augustus.
H.M.EXT.N.REC. hoc monumentum exteras non recipit.

H.M. P. hie memoriae posuit, w/ hoc monumentum posuit.

H.M.S.M. hie mater sua mortua, vel hora mala sumpsit

moram. HO. homo, I'f/ honestus. HO. H. homo honestus.

HO.M. homo. HOR. hora. H. P. hora pessima, honesta

persona, hie posuit, honestus puer, vf/haereditatis possessio.

H.POSS. hicreditatis possessor, vcl possessores. H.PS.
hora pessima. H. 11. honesta ratio. HR. hacres. H. RC.
hone.stae recordationis. H.R.I. P. hie requieseit in pace.

H..S. ha;c sit, hie sit, hoc satis, hora sacra, vel Herculis

sacrum. H.S.E. hie situs est, ir/ hie sepultus est. H.S.F.
hoe saceiluni fecit. H.SFL..M. AUC. ha;c sepultura modo
aucta. H..S.V.F.M. hoc sibi vivens fieri mandavit. HU.
hujus. H.V.B.P. herus verus bonorum possessor.

I.

I. in, inter, interduin, intr.'i, uiium, Junius, Julius. J.AD.
jamdudum. I.ACiL. in angulo. JA.RI. jam respondi.

l.B. in brevi. J. C. Juris consultus, Julius Ca,v;\r. J.C.E.V.
justa causa esse videtur. JD. Judex, interdum, idus, in-

dicatum. I.D. inferis diis, vcl in dimidio, rr.7 juris dieendi

juridicendo, vel in domino. J.D.C. juris dieendi causi.

H3Q. ideinque. I.D.T.S.P. in diem tertluni, iiw perendi-

num. ID. E. idem est. I.E. interest, in eum, iic/ judex

csto, vel in are. J. F. Juiii filius, vcl in foro, iS:c. I.FO.C
in foro Casaris. l.FO. P. in foro pacis, vcl I'alladis. I.FO.

TR. in foro transitorio. IFT. interfuerunt. IG. igitur. I.G.

in agro. J. H. Justus homo, vcl in honcslatem. ,1. U.S. Jesus

hominuni .Salvator. HI. \^IR. Triumviri. Il.V.DD. duum
viris dedicantibus. I.J. In juie, inibi, jus jurandum.

J..I.J. justa judicavit judieia. HR. intcgrc restltuit. IE.

illustris. J. L. jure legis, tv/ in loco, W justa lex. I.E. A.
in loco absentc. I. L.D. in loco divino, vel loco donms.
l.L.P. in loco publico, vel loco pracsente. I.E. R. in loco

religioso. IL..S.T. illustris sublimitas tua. liM. liynmus,

jam. IMI'. Imperator. IMPP. Imperatores, viz. de duobus.

I.MPPP. Imperatores, v/:. de tribus. I.M.C'TT. in media
civitute. l.MM. innuunis. I. MO. in medio. IMl'L. Im-

jierialis. I.M.TPL. in medio templo. IN.D. intercisum

diem. .I.N. EE. .lustum non esse, &c. INT. re/ INC
initio. IN.B.iM.in bn:i:i memoria. IN.FR.P.VI. Lai. Vll.

in fronte pedes sex, latum ir/ in latitudine; epteni. INL.
MA.T. illustris magnilieentia tua. L\'r.S. introeuntes.

IN. H.H. in hoc honore. IN. H. DD. in honorem dedi-

catum. IN.H.M. in hoc niagistratu. INH.MM.S.P.S.

in hoe monumento sunt pecuniae sacrae. IN.M.M.E.in
magistratu mortuus est. IN. PR.O.E. in praelio occisus
est. I. N.R.I. Jesus Nazarenus, rex Judaeorum. IN.TUT.
in tutelam. IN...'ER.PP.R. in xrario Pontificum Romano-
rum. J.O.M.D. Jovi Optimo maximo dedicatum. J.O.
J\I.H. Jovi Optimo maximo Haramoni. J.P. justa persona,
in publico, jus practoris, vel praeeepti, Justus possessor, vcl

in possessione, vcl jus pontificum, vel intra provineiam.
I. PN'A. in piscina. LPS. in possessione. LPT. in posi-

tione. I.PTE. in pariete. J. S. judicium solvi, in senatu
tie/ judicio senatus, w/ judicium solius, reZ judicatuni solvi.

I.S.C. in senatus eonsulto, tr/ judex sacrarum eognitio-

num. I.S. S. infri, vel inferius seripta sunt. I.T. intra

tempus, T'e/ jure testamenti. I.T. C. intra tempus constitu-

tum. IT. II. CL. intra duos colles. IT. II.SPL. intra duo
sepulclira. IT. LM. intra limen, vel limites. W . vel i\\i.

quatuor. J.V.Justus vir. JUC. judicium. J. U.D. Juris

utriusque Doctor. JURD. jurisdictio. JUD. judicum.
JUDA. judieia. JUL. Julius. JUN. Jmiius. JUV.ju-
venis, veZ juventus. JUVEN. M. juvenum moderator.

K.
K. ealendae, caput, cardo, castra, charissime, Coclius.

KAR. Carthago. K.AUG, calendas Augusti. K.DD.
castra dedicavit, vcl dedicamus, vcl dedicaverunt. K.FEB,
ealendis Februarii. KD. ealendae, ir/ calendis. KL.NOV.
calendis Novembris. KL.OCT. ealendis Octobris. KM.
charissimus. K. MA. calendis Mail. K.M.ART. calendis

Martii. K.MR, chara memoria. KO. Carolo. K. P. Ca-
role positus. K.Q. ealendae Quintiles. KRM. carmen,

viz. tonus vel sonus. Kll.AM.N. earns amicus noster.

K.R.N, carus re.x noster. K. S. ealendae Sextiles.

L.

L. Lucius, Laelius, libertus, locus, lex, lector, quinquaginta.

L. A. lex alia. LD. laudandum. L.DD.D. locum Diis

dicavit. L.DIV. locus divinus. L.I^I.D.CQ. libens merito

dicat consecratque. LEG. legio. LEG.E.D. lege ejus

daumatus. L.F. Lucius filius, re/ Lucii filii. LG. legavit,

uc/ leges. LG.D. legio decima, vel legem dat, vcl dedit.

LG.F. S. legem fecit suani. LG.S.J. legem servare jussit.

EG..S. P. legem servare promisit. L.H. locum hunc, vel

locus haeredum. LIB. libertas, libertus, re/ liberti, I've. L.

J.D. A.C. lex Julia de adulteriis eoereendis. L.I.,1. locus

injure. L.IJ.Q. locus injuri;c Quiritura. L.IMPL. locus

imperialis. L IT.F. locus inter fines. L.JU.REP. lex

Juliac repetundarum. L. J.Q. locus juri Quiritum. LITR.
litora. L.M.D. locus mortuis dedieatus. L.M.E. lex

niecum est, &e. LL. Lxlius, legibus. L.L. Lueii libertus,

re/ Lucius libertus. LL.D. Legnm Doctor. L.L.PQ.E.
libertis, libertatil)us, posteris((ue eoruni. L.LUC.Q.F. Licius

Lueeius Quinti filius. L..\I. locus monumento, re/ more
tuorum, vcl libi.Mis merito, &c. L. N. Latini nominis. LONG.
P.^'II.L.1MII. longum |)edes septeni, latum pedes Ires.

L.P. locus propitius, vcl proprius, vcl lege punitus, vel

Latini prisci, vel locus |)ublicus, vel privatus, &c. L.R.J.
lex regia justa. L. S. laribus sacrum, vcl locus saeer. L. SC.
locus sacer, &c. LT.PR. Latini patres. L.V. lex verus.

L.V.AL. Lucius A'alerius, &c. LUD. .AP. !udi Apollinares.

LUD.SEC. ludi seeulares.

M.
M. Marcus, .Mutius, Martins, monumentum, muiier, miles,

meuni, vcl meam, inihi, molestus, mors, modo, munus, me-

rito, M'.Manius. M.re/ MUL. nmlier. M..LM. .Marcus

yiunilius. MAM. Mamercus. M.A. F. manifestum fecit.

M.\F. manifestum. M.ACJ. EQ. magister eiiuitum. MAG.
MIL. magister militum. MAG. et DEC. magister, ctDecu-
riones. M. AG. militisager. .MAR.ULT. Marsultor. MAT.
P. I'EC. ET. S. ET. S. PQ. E. Mater piissima fecit, et sibi, et

suis posterisque eorum. M. .AUR. ^larcus Aurelius. MAX.
CS. Maximus Caesar. MAX. POT. Maxinms Pontifex.
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M. B. muliev bona, M.D. Medicinic Doctor. ISI.D.O. niihi

dare oportet. M. E.JNI. mancups ejus niuncipii. MENS,
menses. MENS.JAN. mensis Januarii. .MER.S. Mer-

curic sacrum. M.F. Marci filius, mala fide, male fidus,

i-t7 maliE fidei. M.F.C. monunientum fieri curavit. MG.
magis. M.H. malus homo. M. H.E. mihi lia;res erit.

Ml. milii. M.J. maxinio Jove. MIL.IN.COH. militavit

in cohorte. M9. ML. miles, vi/ nialeficus. MIL. milites.

M^L militum, &c. MMN. matrimonium. MMT. monu-
mentum. M. N. millia nummus, vel nummorum. MO.
modi, modo, mors. M.P. Marcus Pacuvius, niaximus prin-

ccps, male posuit, vel male positus. M. P. D. majorem partem

diei. iNLPOP. Marcus Popilius. INLF.II, millia passuura

duo. .^/.K. miles Komanus, milites Ravennatis. MS.
menses, mensibus, molestus. M.S. manu scripture, me-
moriae sacrum. JLS.P. mcmoria? su^ posuit. M.T.C. vel

M.TUL.CIC. Marcus Tullius Cicero. M.T. martis tem-

pore, &c. MU. Mutius. M.VL mensibus sex. MUL.B.
mulier bona. MUL.M. mulier mala. MUL.P. mulier

pcssinia. MUX.JUL. municipium Julia.

N.
N. num, nee, non, nomen, Nonius, nummorum, nascitur,

nisi, numerator. N.w/N. noster, nepos, numisma. N.\T.
natalia, natio, iW natione. N.A.V'. navis, re/ navibus. NBL.
nobilis. N.C.C. non calunmiie causa. NEG. negotiator.

NEP. nepos. N. F. C. nostrae fidei commissum. N.F". N.

nobili Familia natus. N. IL notus homo. N. L. nominis

Latini, vel non longe, non liquet. NN. nostrorum. NO.
nostrum, nobis. NOBB. nobilibus. NOB.G. nobilis gene-

ratus, seu nobilis genere. NOB.F\N. nobili familia natus.

NOX.nonarum. NON. APR.nonis Aprilis. NOR. nostro-

rum. N.P. nihil potest. NQ. nusquam, vel nonque, namque,
t'f/ nunquam. NR. noster. N.S.E. non sic est. NT. nomi-
natus, vel Novum Testamentum, vel nostri temporis, iSrc.

NU. nuptias. NU. non vis, vel non vacat, vel non valet.

O.
O. Optimo, oportet. OB. Obriziacum, vel obriacum, orbem,

obiter, obiit. OB.>J.E. ob merita ejus. OB. ME.
P. E.C. ob merita pictatis et concordia;. O.BO. omnia
bona. OD. ordo. O.D.M. opera domus munus. O.H.S.S.
ossa hie sita sunt. O.L. operas locavit. O.^L optimus
maxinms. 0?>L omnium. OM.A. omnia. OMIS. omnibus.
OALV.F. omnibus vivis fecit. ON. omnino. ON.A. om-
nia. ONT.IMP. ornamentum imperiale. 00. oportebit,

oportuit omnino, et aliquando omnes. 0.0.TS. ornamenta
oiimibus sextus. OP. optirao, vel opiter, vel oportere.

OF.PKIN. Optimo principi. OPP. oppidum. OPT.
oportere. OR. ornato, vel orAo. ORB.PAR. orbati pa-

rentes. ORD. ordinis. OR. M. ordo militum. ORN.LMP.
ornamentum imperiale. OS. omnes. OS.C. omnes con-
ciliant. OST. ostia. OT.FN. ostium fenestra;. O.V. D.
onini virtuti dedito. O.V.F. optima viventi fecit.

P.

P. Publius, pes. posuit. PACE. P. R. pace populo Ro-
mano. PA. DIG. vd P. D. patritiatus dignitas. PAR.
parentum. PAT, patritius. P.C. pactum conventum, pe-

cunia constituta, patrono colonia;, vel ponendum curavit.

P.C. Post consulatum. P.D. publice dedit. PEC. pecu-
lium, vel pecunia. P.F. plus felix. P. FE. publice fecit.

PFM. paterfamilias. P.H.C. publicus honor curandus.
P.H. positus hie. PICEN. Piceni. PIENT. pientissimus.

P. IR. populus, vel Publius irrogavit. P.J.R. populum
jure rogavi. P.J^'. tr/J. principi juventutis. P.L. Publii

libertu.<. P.M. principi militia;, pontifex maximus. POM.
Pompeius. PON. M. pontifex maximus. POP. populus.
POSTH. posthumius, vel posthumus. POT; potestas.

P. P. pater patriae, pater patratus. Pti. postquam. P. R.
populus Romanus. PR. prajtor. PR. PR. praefectus prae-

torii. PRi^.URB. praefectus urbis. PRiE.PRj^S. pra-

fectus pracsidii. PI{IN.JL\ ENT. princeps juventutis.

PROCO.S. proconsul. PR. PER. praetor peregrinus.

PR. S. praetoris sententia. PR/EF. praefectus. PR.-EF.

VIGIL, praefectus vigilura. PRID.NON. APR. pridie

nonas Aprilis. PRID.KAL. vel K. pridie kalendas.

PRON. pronepos, vel proneptis. PRS. praises. PRSS.
presides, ir/ pratores. P.S. posuit sibi, plebiscitum. PSC.
plebiscita. P. S.F. publice sibi fecit, vc/publicfE saluti fecit.

P.S.F.C. publica; saluti faciendum curavit, vel publico, vel

proprio sumptu faciendum curavit. PU. pupilla. PUB.
publicus.

Q.

Q. Quintus, vel Quintius. Q. vel QU. quartus. QUyE.S.
quaestor. Q.'\M. quemadmodum. Q.B.F. quare bonum
factum. Q.BM.V. qua; bene mecum vixit. Q.D.C.Qua
de causii. Q.D.R. qua de re. Q E.R.E. quanti ea res

erit. Q.F. Quinti filius. QUIR. Quirites. Q.L. Quinti

libertus, Sec. QM. quomodo. Q.N.A.N.N. quandoque
neque ais, neque negas. Q..SS.S. quae superscripta sunt.

QT. quantum. QT. quotiens.

R.

RAV^ Ravenna. R.C. Romana civitas. R.D. regis

domus. REG. regi. REI.M. rei militaris. RESP. res-

publica. REST, restituit, restitutor. R.F.E.D, recte

factum esse dicitur. R.F. E.V. recte factum esse videtur.

R.G.C. rei gerundae causa. RG.F. regis filius. RP.C.
reipublicte constituenda.

S.

S. sacrum, sepulcrum, senatus. S.C. senatus consultum.

SC.MM. sancta; memoriiE. SCS. sanctus. SCIP. Scipio.

S. D. salutera dicit. SD. secundum. SEMP. Sem-
pronius. SEPT. Septimius. SER. Servius, Sergius.

SEX. sextus. SEV. Severus. SF. satisfecit. SET. satis-

factum. SIL. Silius. S.L.J.CQ.O. R.E. satisfecit lex,

jus, causaque omnium rerura csto. S.O. sine occasione.

SP. Spurius. S.P.D. salutem plurimam dicit. SP.D.
supra dictum. S. P.Q R. Senatus Populusque Romanus.
S.T. sine testibus. ST. statutum. S.T.D. Sacrae Theo-
logiiE Doctor. STIP. slipendionem t!e/ stipendavit. S. U.
LQ. sibi uxori liberisque. SU^I.MAG. sunmius magis-

tratus. SYL. Sylla.

T. Titus, Titius, Tullius. T.A. Titus Annius, vel tutoris

- authoritate. TAB. tabularius. TAB. P.H.C. tabularius

provinciaHispania; citerioris. TAR. Tarquinius. T.AUG.
tutelae .Augustic. TB. tibi. TER. Terentius. T.F.

Titi filius. T.F.I, tcstamenta fieri jussit, 11. vel Tlh.
Tiberius. TI.F. Tiberii filius. Tl.L. Tiberii libertus.

TI.N. Tiberii nepos. TIC. D.F.M. tibi dulci filio meo.

T.J. AV.P.U.D. tempore judicem, arbitrumve postulat, ut

dit. TIB. CS. Tiberius Caesar. TIB. CL. Tiberius Clau-

dius. T.LEG.III. tribunus legionis tertias. T.LIV. Titus

Livius. TM. tantum, terminus, thermae. T.M.P. terminum

posuit, vel terminus positus. TM.DD. terminum dedicavit,

re/ dedicante, re/ therma; dedicatae. T. P. titulum posuit.

TR. trans. TR.CEL. tribuni celerum. TR..ER. tri-

buni a;rarii. TR.LEG.II. tribunus legionis secundae.

TR.M. vel MIL. tribuni militum. TR.PL.DESS. tribuni

plebis designati. TR POT. tribunicia potestate. TRV.
CAP. triumviri capitales. TRV.MON. triumviri mone-
tales. TRIB.POT. vel FT. tribunitia potestate. TUL.
Tullius. TU.H. Tullus Hostilius. TUR. turraa. TUT.
tutela.

V.

V.A. veterano assignatus. VAL Valerius, vel Valerianus.

VAL.CS. Valerius Cccsar. VAT. vates, vel vatum.

VB. verba, vobiscum. V. B. viro bono. V.B. A. viri boni

C
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arbitratu. V.B.F. vir bona; fidei. V.C. vir consularis,

clarus, vel clarissiaaus, usucapio, urbis conditse. V.CC.
valuerunt consulus. V.C.C.F. vale conjunx cliarissima,

feliciter. V.D. vivus dedit. V.D.A. vale dulcis amice.
V.DD. voto dedicatur. V.DICT. vir dictatorius. V.D.
N.V. vale decus nostne urbis. V. E. verura etiam, vir egre-
gius, nut excellens. V.E.FL. AUG. PP. vir cgregius, aiil

excellens, flamen Augusti vel Augustalis perpetuus. VESP.
Vespasianus. A'ET. veteranus, vel velaria, sell, tribu.

VET. AUG. X. veteranus Augusti nostri. VET.LEG.S.
veteranus legionis secundae. UF. usufructus. V.G. verbi
gratia. V..I. vir Justus, w/ illustris. VIC. victores, victor,

ve/ victoria. \1U.VE. virgo vestalis. VIX. vixit. VIX.
A. LUX. vixit annis quinquaginta octo. VIX. A. III. M. XI.
D. XV. vixit anuis tribus, niensibus uiidi'cini, diebus quin-
deciin. VL. videlicet. ULPS. Ulpius, vel Ulpianus.
VM. vestrum. VM.E. veruni etiam. V.M.M. votum
merito Minervae. V.MUN. vias munivit. V.N. quinto
nonas. V. N.U. viro nostro urbis. VS. votum solvit.

V.V. virgin! Vestali. V.V.E. vobis visum erit.

X.
X. p. decern pondo, decern pedes. XPS. Cliristus. X.V. de-

cern viri. [For the Greek and Roman numerals, vide
Numeral.'] Liv. Hist.; Tae. Annal. Sje. ; Val. Prob. Pel.
Diaeon. et alii Grainmat. Lat. I'et.; Galtz. Fast. ; Sniet.

Inscript. Vet.; Gruter. Thes. Inscript. jmssim.

Modern Abbreviations used in Law Books.

A. (a.) B. (b.) A. front, B. back of a lease. Abr.Ca. abridged
cases of equity. A. An. anonymous. An.B. Anony-
mous Benloc, i. e. Reports printed at the end of Benloe.
Al. Aleyn. And. Anderson. Andr Andrews. Ass. as-

size. Ast. Ent. Aston's Entries Atk. Atkyns. Ayl. Ayliffe.

B.
Bac. Abr. Bacon's Abridgement. Banc.Sup. upper bench.

Benl.Bendl. Benloe, Bendloe. B.Tr. Bishop's Trial. Bl.

Blount. Bla. Com. Blackstone's Commentaries. Bo.R. Act,
Booth's Real Actions. Bra. Brady and Bracton. Bridg.
Jkidgman. Br. Brooke, Browne, Brownlow. Br. Brev.
Jud. and Ent. Brownlow Brevia Judicial. &c. Bro, Brow.
Ent. Brown's Entries. Bro.V. M. Brown's Vade Mecum.
B.N.C, Brook's New Cases. Brownl.Rediv. Brownlow
Redivivus. B. orC.B. common bench. B. R. King's
Bench. Bulst. Bulstrode. Bur. Uurrow.

C.
C. codex (juris civilis). Ca. case or placita. Cal. Callis,

Calthrope. Cart. Carter. Carth. Carthew. Cas.BR.
Cases temp. W. III. (12. .Mod.) Cas.L. Eq. Cases in Law
and Efjuity. C. P. Common Pleas. Ca. P. Cases in Par-
liament. Cawl. Cawley. Ch.Cas. Cases in Chancery.
Ch.l're. Precedents in Chancery. CIi.R. Reports in

Chancery. Clay. Clayton. CI. Ass. Clerk's Assistant.

Clift. Clift's Entries. Cod, or Cod.Jur. Codex by Gibson.
Co Cop. Coke's Copyholder. Co. Ent. t'oke's Entries.

Co. Lit. Coke on Lyttleton (1 Inst.) Co.P.C. Coke's
Pleas of the Crown. Co.M.C. Coke's .Magna Charta
(2 Inst.) Co. on Courts. Coke's 4 Inst. Com. Comber-
bacli. Com. Comyn's Reports. Com. Dig. Corny n's

Digest. Con. contra. Cot. Cotton. Cro. Croke's Keil-

way. Cro. (1.2.3.) Croke (Eliz. Jam. Cha.) Cromp.
Crompton.

D.
D. dictum, digest, Dal. Dalison. Dalt. Dalton. D'An.

D'Anvers. Dav. Davis. Dig. Digest of Writs. Dugd.
Dugdale. Di.Dy. dyer. D'- doctor. Dub. dubitatur.

E.
E. Easter Term. Eq.Ca. Equity Cases or Reports. E. of

Cov. Earl of Coventry's case.

Far. Farresley. Ff answering to the Greek jt. pandectfe
juris eivilis. Fin. Finch's Reports. F.Fitz. Fitzherbert.

F.N.B. Fitzherbert Natura Brevium. Fitz-G. Fitz-Gibbon.
Fl. Fleta. Fol. Foley's Poor Laws. Forr. Forrester. Fort.
Fortescue. F( st. Forst. Foster, Forster. Fra. Francis.

Freem. Freeman's Reports.

G.
Gilb. Gilbert. Godb. Godbolt. Godol. Godolphin. Golds.

Goldsborough. (iro. de j.b. (irotius de jure belli.

II.

Han. Hansard. Hard. Hardres. Hawk. Hawkins. H.H.
P.C. Hales Hist. Plac. Cor. H.P.C, Hale's Pleas of the

Crown. Her. Heme. Het. Hetley. H.Hil, Hilary
Term. Hob. Hobart. Hugh. Hughes. Hut, Hutton.

J.

Jan. Angl. Jani Anglorum. Jenk. Jenkins. ].2.Inst.C.

(1.2.) Coke's Institutes. Just. 1.2.3. Justinian's Instit.

lib. I. tit. 2. sec. 3. Jon. 1.2. Jones, W. and T. Jud.

judgments.

Keb. Keble. Kel. Sir John Kelynge. Kel.1.2. \Vm. Ke-
lynge's Rep. 2 Parts. K.C. R. Reports temp. King C.
Keilw.Kel. Keilway. Ken. Kennet.

L.

Lamb. Larabard. La. Lane. Lat. Latch. Leon. Leonard.

Lev. Levinz. Lc. Ley. Lib. .\ss. Liber Assisarum. Lib.

Feud. Liber Feudorum. Lib.lntr. Old Book of Entries.

Lib. PI. Liber Placitandi. Lil.Abr. Lilly's Practical Re-
gister, or an Abridgement, &c. Lind. Linwood. Lyt.

Lyttleton. Lut. Lutwyche.

M.
Mad. Madox. Mai. Malyne. Man. Manwaring. Mar.
March. M.Mich. Michaelmas Term. Mo. Mod. Ca.

modern cases, Mod.c.l.&eq. modern cases in law and

equity. Mod. Int. 1.2. Modus Intrand. 1.2. Moll. Molloy.

N.

N.Benl. New Benloe. N.L. Nelson's Lutwyche. N.Xov.
novellae (juris civilis). No.N. novae narrationes.

O.

O.Benl. Old Benloe. Off.Br. officina brevium. Off. Ex.

office of executors. Ord. Cla. Clarendon's orders. Ow.
Oiven.

P.

Pal. Palmer. P.Pas. Easter Term. Pl.Pla.P.p. placita.

P. C. pleas of the crown. P. W. Peere Williams. Perk.

Perkins. Pig. Pigot. PI. Com. Plowden's Commentaries.

Pol. PoUexfen. Poph. Popham's Reports. 2. Poph. Cases

at the end of Poph. Rep. P. R.C.P. Pract. Register in

the Common I'leas. P. R.(Jh. Pract. Register in Chancery.

Pr. Reg. Cha. [)recedents in Chancery. Priv. Lond. privi-

legia Londini. Pr.St. private statute.

Q.
Quinti (iuinto. Year Book, 5 Hen. V. Q. War. quo war-

ranto.

R.

K. resolved, repealed. R.S.L. readings on the Statute

Law. Rast. Uastall. Ld.Raym. Lord Raymond's Re-
ports. Raym.T. Sir Tho. Raymond's Reports. Reg. Brev.

Registrum Brevium. Reg. PI. Regula Placitandi. Reg.

Jud. registrum judiciale. Reg.Oiig. Registrum omnium
l?revium originalium. Rep. (1.2. &c.) 1. 2. &c. Coke's

Keports. Rep.Eq. Gilbert's Reports in Equity. Rep.Q.A.
Reports temp. Q. Anno. Rob. Robinson. Roll, roll of

the term. RoU.Ab. Rollc's Abridgement of Cases, &c.

Ry.F. Rymer's Focdera.
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S.

Salk. Salkeld. Sav. Savile. Saund. Saunders. S.^. section.

S. 13. upper bench. S. C. same case. Sec. section.

Sel. Selden. Sel.Ca. select cases. Sem. semble, seems.

Sess.Ca. sessions cases. Show, shower. Sid. Siderfin.

Skin. Skinner. Soni. Somner, Soraers. Spel. Spelman.

St.Ca. Stillingfleet's Cases. S.P. same point. S.C.C.

Select Chancery Cases. Stamf.St. P.C.& Pr. Stamforde

Pleas and Prerog. Stat.W. statute Westminster. Stra.

Strange. Sty. style. St.Tri. State Trials. Swin. Swin-

burne.
T.

Th. Dig. Theloal's Digest. Th. Thesaurus Brevium. Toth.

Tothill. T. R. teste rege. T.R.E. or T.E.R. tempore

Regis Edwardi. Tr.Eq. Treatise of Equity. Trem.

Truniaine. 'J'rin. Trinity Term.

V.

Vaug. Vauglian. Vent. Ventris. Vet.Utr. Old B. entries

Vet. n.br. old natura brevium. Vern. Vernon. Vid.

Vidian. Vin. .Vbr. Viner's Abridgement.

W.
W.l.W.'J. statutes Westminster. Win. Winch.

Y.

Y.B. Year book. Yelv. Yelverton's Reports.

Abbreviations used in Commerce.

A. accepte, accepted. Acct. Account. A. P. a protester.

A. S.P. (iccepte sous protest. A.S.P. C. accepte sous pro-

test pour mcitre h compte. C. compte, account. C.O.
conipte ouvert, open account. C. C. compte courunt, ac-

count current. M.C. mon compte, my account. S.C.

son compte, his account. 'L.C. leur compte, iVicw viccownt.

N. C. notre compte. C. Quintal or hundred weiglit. D.

OUiJ'. (Icniers tournois. HAL.D^'^- dallcr, daldrc. DEN.
dcniers de gros. D"- ditto. DUC.D" ducat. F.d'or,

florins of gold. F.FL.F^- florins. F"' folio. Gr. gros.

LG.ouL. deG. livres de gros. L.ST, livrcs sterling,

pounds sterling. L^ livres. £. livres tournois. M. M*^'

marc or marcs, ^l.l^. marclubs. ti"' numero. ON.ONC.
onces. P. protests, pnye. P"" C^' per cent. P^'q- pour

cent. R. rpfu. Rec''' received. Rec'- receipt. R°- recto.

R*' remises. {L R" R*-^- rixdale, richedale, rixdoUar. S.

- sols tournois. T'^'^T"*- traite, traites.

Modern Abbreviations in vulgar Use.

A.
a. acre. a. or adj. adjective. A.B.orB.A. Ariium Bac-

catnureus, Bachelor of Arts. Abp. archbishop, A.C.
ante Christum, before Christ. Acct. acconipts. A.D.
anno Domini, in the year of our Lord. ad. or adv. adverb.

A. F. or .'\. fir. firkin of ale. A.M. aiite meridiem, before

noon ; or anno miindi, in the year of the world, a ana,

each. Ank. anker of brandy. A.P.G. Professor of

Astronomy in Gresham College. A.U. C. anno urbis con-

dita:, in the year of the city, i. e the building of Rome.

B.

B. basso, bass. B.orbk. book. Bar. barrels or barley-

corns. Bart, baronet. B.C. before Christ, or bass con-

tinued. B.C. L. Bachelor of Civil Law. \i.Y>. Baccalau-

reus Divinitatis, Bachelor of Divinity. B.F. or B.fir.

firkin of beer. B L. Baccalaureus Legum, Bachelor of

Laws. B.\L Baccalaureus Mcdicina, Bachelor of ]Medi-

dicine. Bp. bishop. B.V. beata Virgo, blessed Virgin.

Bu. Bushel.

C.

C. or cap. caput, ciiapter. C. or cent, centum, a hundred.

C. B. Companion of the Bath. C.C. 200, or Caius College.

C.C.C. 300, or Corpus Christi College. CCCC. 400.

Cap. captain. Ch.Ch. Christ Church. Chal. chaldron.

Chron. Chronicles. Cit. citizen, Co. company. Cochl.

cochleare, a spoonful. Col. colonel or Colossians. Coll.

college. Conj. conjunction. Cor. Corinthians. C.P.S.

Custos Privati Sigilli, Keeper of the Privy Seal. Cr. cre-

ditor. C.S. Ciwtos .SV^?///, Keeper of the Seal. Ct. count.

Cwt. hundred-weight.
D.

D. denarius, pence. Dan. Daniel. D.D. Divinitatis Doctor,

Doctor of Divinity. Dec. December. Deg. degrees.

Deut. Deuteronomy. D.F. Dtfensor Fidei, Defender

of the Faith. D.G. Dei gratia, by the grace of God.

Do. ditto, the same. Dr. doctor, debtor, or dram. D.T.

Doctor TIteologicc, Doctor of Divinity. Dwt. pennnyweight.

E.

E. east. Eccl. Ecclesiastes. Eccles. ecclesiastical. E.E.

English ells. E.G. exampli gratia, for example. Ep.

epistle. Eph. Ephesians. Esq. esquire. Ex. example.

Exon. Exeter. Exr. executor.

F.

F. fat, let it be done ; or fode, strong. Far. fartliing.

F.A.S. Fraternitatis Antiquariorum Socius. Fellow of the

Antiquarian Society. F.E. orFl.E. Flemish ells. F.E.

or Fr.E. French ells. Feb. February. Fig. figure. F.L.S.

Fraternitatis Linneamv Socius, Fellow of the Linna;an

Society. F.R.S. & A.S. Fraternitatis Reoice Socius et

Associatus, Fellow and Associate of the Royal Society.

F. S.A. Fellow of the Society of Arts. Ft. feet. Fth.

fathom. Fur. furlong.

G.

Gal. gallons or Galatians. G.C.B. Knight Grand Cross of the

Bath. Gen. general or Genesis. Gent, gentleman. G.R.

Georgius Hex, King George. Gr. grains.

H.
Hhd. hoffsheads. H.M.S.H. or hr. hours. Heb. Hebrews

His Majesty's ship.

lb. or ibid, ibidem, in the same place. L e. id est, that is.

Jer. Jeremiah. .T.H.S. Jestis liominum Salvator, Jesus the

Saviour of men. In. inches. Incog, incognito, unknown,

as a stranger. Inst, instant, or of this month. Interj. inter-

jection. Itin. itinerary.

K.A. Knight of St. Andrew, in Russia. K.A.N. Knight of

Alexander Newski, in Russia. K.B. Knight of the Bath.

K.B. A. Knight of St. Bento d'Airs, in Portugal. K.B.E.

Knight of the Black Eagle, in Russia. K.C. Knight of the

Crescent, in Turkey. K.C.B. Knight Commander of the

Bath. K.C.S. Knight of Charles III. of Spain. K.F.

Knight of Ferdinand, of Spain. K.G.F. Kniglit of the

Golden Fleece, in Spain. K.G.V. Knight of Gustavus

Vasa, of Sweden. K.J. Knight of Joachim. K.L. Knight

of Leopold, of Austria. K.M. Knight of Malta. K.M.H.
Knight of Mont, in Holstein. K.M.J. Knight of Maxi-

milian Joseph, in Bavaria. K.P. Knight of St. Patrick.

K. .M.T. Knight of St. Maria Theresa, in Austria. K.N. S.

Knight of the Royal North Star, in Sweden. K.R.E,
Knight of the Red Eagle, in Russia. K.S. Knight of the

Sword, in Sweden. K.S. A. Knight of St. Anne, in

Russia. K.S.E. Knight of St. Esprit, i.e. of the Holy

Ghost, in I'rance. K.S.F. Knight of Ferdinand, of Sicily.

K.S.G. Knight of St. Georgia, in Russia. K.S.L. Knight

of the Sun and Lion, in Persia. K.S. P. Knight of St.

Stanislaus, in Poland. K.S.W. Knight of St. Wladeniir,

in Russia. K.W. Knight of William, in the Netherlands.

K.T. Knight of the Thistle. K.T.S. Knight of the Tower

and Sword, in Portugal. Kil. kilderkin. Kt. knight.

L.

L. or lib. /(Ara, pound. L. or lib. /i5er, book. L.D. Lady
Day. Ldp. lordship. Lea. leagues. Lev. Leviticus,

c 2



ABBREVIATION,

Lieut, lieutenant. LL.D. Legum Doctor, Doctor of Laws.

L. S. locus sigilli, the place of the seals.

M.
yi. mille, a thousand; marquis; minutes; miles; in a recipe,

manipulus, a handful ; misce, mingle ; and mixlura, a mix-

ture ; as a brand, murder ; in astronomical tables, meridi-

onal or meridics. M.A. Artium Manisler, Master of Arts.

Mai. Malachi. Matt. Matthew. M.B. Medkirue Bacca-

laureus, Baclielor of Physic ; or Musicce Baccalaureus,

Bachelor of Music. M.D. Mcdicincc Doctor, Doctor of

Physic. Mast'' master. Mem. memento, remember.

Messrs. Messieurs, gentlemen. M.P. member of parlia-

ment. Mr. roister, Mrs. mistress. MS. manuscriptum,

manuscript. MSS. mamtscripta, manuscripts.

N.

N. north, note, noun, or nails. N.B. jiota bene, observe,

take notice. Nem.con. or Nem.diss. nemine contradicente,

or nemine dissenliente, unanimously. No. numero, number.

Nov. November. N. S. new style. Numb, numbers.

O.

Obt. obedient. Oct. October. O.S. old style. Oxon. Ox-

ford. Oz. ounces.

P.

P. pints, poles, or pugil, the eighth part of a handful.

Pari, parliament. Part, participle. Per cent, per centum,

by the hundred. Pet. Peter. Phil, or Philip. Philippians.

Pk. pecks. PI. plural. P.M. post meridiem, afternoon.

P.^LG. Professor of Music in Gresham College. Pot.

pottles. Piep preposition. Pres. president. Pret. preterite.

Prob. problem. Prof professor. Prof.Th.Gr. Professor

of Divinity in Gresham College. Pron. pronoun. Prop,

proposition. Prov. provo.st. \'.S. postscriptum, postscript

or Psalms. Pt. or pts. part or parts, pint or pints. Pun

puncheon.
Q.

Q. question; and (junsi, as though. Q.D. quasi dictum, n%

if it were said. Q.E.D. yM«f/ crat demonstrandum, which

was to be demonstrated. Q.E.F. yuod crat faciendum

which was to be done. Q.PL. quantum placet, as much as

you please. Qr. or qrs. quarter or quarters. Q. S, quantum

sufficit, a sufficient quantity, or as much as will do. Q.V.

quantum vis, as much as you will ; or quod vide, which see.

R.

K. rex, king; or roods. Ticc. recipe, take. Rec''. received.

Rect. rector. Reg. Prof rogius professor. Rev. reve-

lation. Rev'' reverend. R.N. royal navy. Rom. Ro-

mans. Rt. Hon. right honourable. Kt. Vrpful. right

worshipful. Run. runlet.

S.

S. south. S. or St. saint. S. or Sec. seconds. Sec. secre-

tary. Sept. September. Sh. shillings. Sol. solution and

Solomon. Sr. Sir. ii.H. socins and sucietatis. St. street.

T.

Tlieor. theorem. Tim. Timothy. Tit. Titus.

V
\'. verb or verse ; or vide, see. v. a. verb active. Ult. ultimo,

last, or of last month. V.n. verb neuter. Viz. videlicet,

that is to sav. namely.
W.

\V. or wk. weeks.
X.

Xmas. Christmas. Xn. Christian. Xper. Christopher.

Y.

Ye. the, Ym. them. ^'n. tlum. Yr. your and j'car. Ys.

this. Yt. that.

AnisRKVlATlON (Malti.) the reducing of fractions to the

lowest terms, which is ])erformed l)y dividing both the

numerator and denominator by any term wliicli will divide

them, without leaving a remainder ; thus, 41 becomes

equal to -^, to t, and lastly to 4, the lowest terms if divided

successively by 2 ; and in Algebra — becomes equal

to if divided by^nj, Wallis. Math.

Abbheviation (Print.) characters or signs are called

abbreviations, which stand for any word or syllable, as y'

for the, or c for em, en, y' for that, &c. These were for-

merly in use, but are now obsolete.

Abbreviation (Alch.) a short way of performing a process.

ABBRE'UVOIRS (Arch.) vide Abreuvoir.

ABBRO'CHKMENT (Law.) Abbrocamentum, forestalling a

market or fair.

ABBLl'TTALS (Laiv) vide Abuttals.

A'BDALS (Hist.) from ahda, a pious man, a hermit ; a sect

of enthusiasts among the Persians, who pretended to in-

spiration. An abdal was Jurcus deo, like the Sybils of

old.

A'BDAR (Polit.) an officer of the King of Persia, who
acted as his cup-bearer.

ABDELA'RI (Hot.) an Egyptian plant, the fruit of which

would nearly resemble a melon if it were not so oblong,

and its extremities so acute. Rail Hist. Plant.

ABDELA'Vl (Hot.) an Egyptian plant, very like a melon:

Melo .Egyptius. C. Bauh. Pin.; Prosp. Alp. JEgijpl.

A'BDEST (Thcol.) the ablution or washing of the hands,

face, and other ])arts, according to the religious rites of

the Mahometans. " I have seen many go out of the

mosque in the midst of their devotions to take fresh abdest."'

Pitt's faithful Account of the Mahometans.
ABDE'VENAM (Astrol.) the head of the twelfth figure of

the heavens.

ABDICA'TK) (Ant.) airoy.i^tJ^ic, a formal renunciation of

children by their parents, which was a Grecian custom
prohibited by the laws of the Romans. Luciau in Abdicat.

A'BDTlMi causte (Med.) hidden or remote causes. Celsus.

ABDITO'RIUM (Arclui'til.) a hiding place, as the chest in

York Cathedral for preserving valuables. Mon. Anglic.

ABDO'MEN (Aiiat.) so called, from aldo, to hide, be-

cause the viscera are hidden in it, is that cavity which was
termed by the ancients, y.a.rur.oiXi::, imus venter or alvus,

the lower belly, beginning immediately under the thorax,

or middle belly, and ending at the pelvis of the os>^a iimo-

niinata. The abdomen is divided into four regions, three

of which are anterior and one posterior. The anterior are

the epigastric, or sujjerior region ; the umbilical, or middle

region ; and the hi/pogastric, or lower region. The pos-

terior region is the regio lumbaris, or Loins. The epigas-

tric region is situated at a small depression, called the Pit

of the Stomach, and is divided into three parts; the one
middle, named epigastrium ; and two lateral, named hypo-

chondria. The umbilical region is divided into one middle,

called properly the regio umbiliealis, or the Navel ; and
Hvo lateral, called the ilia, or Flanks, The hj/pogistric

region is divided into one middle, named the pubis ; and
two lateral, called the iuguina, or (iroins. The cavity of

the abdomen is separated from that of the thorax by the

muscular diaphragm, or Midriff; and the bottom of the

abdomen, which answers to the pelvis of the skeleton, is

terminated anteriorly by the Pudenda, and iiostcriorly by
the rluues or Buttocks. The space between the anus and
pudnuld is called the pcrinieum ; and the membrane with

which the abdomen is lined, is called the perilonceum. Its

contents, or viscera, are anteriorly, the e/nj)hron, the vcn-

triculus, or Stomach; the Intestines, large and small; the

Mesentery, the Pancreas, Spleen, Liver and Gall-bladder ;

posteriorly, the Kidneys, Ureters, and rcceptaculum chijli,

I'rinary Bladder, and in women the utcru;, or Womb, &c.

llippocrnt. de Nat. Ham. ct Htruct. Horn. I^x, ; Ariitot.

Hist. Anim. I. 1, c. l.'i ; Ruf. Ephes. de Appcll. Part.

Corp. Hum. 1. 1, c. fJ, &c. ; Jul. Poll. .tnom.X.'l, segm.

168, &'C. ; Gal. de Meth. Med. 1. 6; Oribas. Med. Coll.



ABE

1. 24-, c. 1, &c. ; Fallop. Anat.; Eustach j Tab. Anahm.;
Gorr. Def. Med. in Voc. tuu^ii : Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

Heister. Surg. p. l^l, &c. ; JVinsloiv's Anatoni. ; Chessel-

deit's Anat. &c.

Abdomen' of Fishes, in comparative anatomy, is covered

in its lower part with a black thin membrane answering to

iJie human peritonceum, and consisting of annular segments.

It lies beliind the thorax, from which it is separated by a

membranous partition, but no muscular diaphragm.

ABDO'MINAL {Anat.) an epithet for what belongs to

the abdomen, as the Abdominal arteries, muscles, nerves,

&c.

—

Abddtninal Ring, or the Annulus Abdominis, an ob-

long tendinous opening in the groin, through which the sper-

matic chord passes in men, and the round ligament of

the uterus in women. It is through this aperture that the

intestines fall in cases of rupture.

ABDOMIXA'LES (Ic/i.) the fourth order of fishes having

tlie ventral fins behind the pectoral. [Vide Pisces.'} It

includes the following genera—namely the Cobitis, Loche ;

of the same thickness nearly from head to tail.

—

Amia ;

bead naked, bonj-, and rough.

—

.SJiirus ; head naked,

broad, compressed.— Teutliis ; head truncate on the fore-

head.

—

Loricaria ; head smooth, depressed.

—

Salmo, Sal-

mon, head smooth, compressed.

—

Fistularia, Tobacco-
Pipe-Fish ; bod}- round, gently tapering from the jaws to

tlie tail.

—

Esdx, Pike ; head flattish above, dorsal and anal

fius very short.

—

Flops ; head smooth, edges of the jaws
and palate rough, with teeth.

—

Argentina, Argentine;
teeth in the jaws and tongue.

—

Atherina, Atherine; upper
jaw a little fiat, gill membrane brayed.

—

Mugil, ^lullet

;

lips membranaceous, teeth.

—

Exococlus, Flving-Fish ; head
scaly.

—

Ptilynemus ; head com])ressed and covered with

scales.

—

Clujiea, Herring ; belly carinate and serrate, tail

forked.— Cyprinus, Carp ; mouth small, without teeth.

Linn. Syst. Sat.

ABDU'CENT (Anal.) an epithet for some muscles, vide

Abductor.

ABDUCE'NTES Nervi, part of the sixth pair of nerves, so

called because they are lost on the abductores oculi.

ABDU'CTION (Surg.) •LKTxya.a. 1. A fracture of the bones
xavynicY, after the manner of a stalk, when the extremities
of the fractured bone recede from each other. Gal. Metli.

Med. 1. 2, &c. 2. A strain, according to Callus Aurelia
nus de Mor'j. Chron. 1. 5, c. 1.

.\buuction" (Lflu) the carrying away any person by force,

as the " abduction of an heiress."

.Abductiox (Log.) an argument that leads from the con-
clusion to the demonstration of a proposition.

ABDU'CTOR (Anat.) from ab and duco, to draw away ; an
qiithet for several muscles which serve the office of draw-
ing away the parts to whic!) they are annexed, as

—

Abduc-
tor auris, called b}' Wiiislow I'ostcrior AurLs, by others
Triceps, pulls the ear backwards.

—

Abductor minimi digiti

rtianus vel pedis, the former of which is called by Wins-
low Hypothenar, and the latter Parnthenar ; they draw
tlie little finger or toe from the rest.

—

Abductor pollicis

manus vcl pedis, called by ^N'inslow Thenar, draws the
thumb or great toe from the Tt-st.—Abductor oculi, or in-

digr.atorius, abducens, or musculus exterior, the scornful
nruscle is so called, because it expresses scorn, by moving
the eye outwards from the great to the little angle.

ABE'LE Tree (Bot.) the great n-hitc Poplar, the Populus
alba of Linna?us.

ABE'LIAXS (Fee.) heretics who rejected marriage. This
sect arose in the reign of .-ircadius, and terminated in that
of Theodosius the younger. August, ad quod -cult Deim,
et de Hceres. c. 87.

.\BELICE'A (Bot.) a small tree in Crete, otherwise called
Pseudo Platanus. Rail Hist. Plant.

ABELMO'LUCII (Bot.) a sort of 2)alma ChristL Rail
Hist. Plant.

ABI

ABELMO'SCHUS (Bot.\ the seed of an Egyptian plant

which resembles musk in its perfume, and is used by the

Arabians, on account of its agreeable flavour, in their

coffee. The plant is called musk mallow, and is the Hi-
biscus Abelmoschus of Linnaeus. Raii Hist. Plant.

A'BELMUSK (^Bot.) vide Abelmoschus.

A'BER (Geos;.) 1. A Persian word for on or upon, is used

in composition for some places situated on mountains, as

Abercobad, &c. 2. 3brr, a British word for the fall of one

stream or rivulet into another: whence the name of several

towns built upon such confluences, as Aberdeen, &c. Sylv.

Gi/rald. Itin. 1. 2, c. 1.

ABERDAVl'NE (Or.) the Spinus Fringilla of Linnaeus.

Willouirh. Ornith.

A'BEREMURDER (Law) plain downright murder in dis-

tinction from manslaughter ; it is compounded of the

Saxon abefe, notorious, and moj", murder. Leg. Can.

c. 9 ; apud Bronipt. Chron.; Hen. L c. 13; apud Lam-
bard, sea Jr'ylckens.

ABERRATION (Astron.) from ab and erro, to wander, a

term applied to the apparent motion of the celestial bodies

occasioned by the progressive motion of light and the

earth's annual motion in its orbit, which was first dis-

covered by Dr. Bradley, Astronomer Royal, and an ac-

count of it was given by himself in the Philosophical

Transactions of March, 1728, No. 406.

ABEitR.\Tios 'if
a Star, an ellipse which appears to be de-

scribed in the heavens in consequence of the earth's motion

in its orbit and the progressive motion of light. The
transverse a.\is of this ellipse is nearly equal, in quantity,

for every star, that is, to 40° ; the conjugate axis varies

for every star, as the sine of the star's latitude, that is,

radius is to the sine of the star's latitude, as the transverse

axis to the conjugate axis, and consequently a star in the

pole of the ecliptic, its latitude being there 90", will appear

to describe a small circle about that pole as a centre,

whose radius is equal to 20".

Aberration of the Planets is equal to their geocentric mo-
tion, or the space through which they appear to move,

as seen from the earth during the time that the light is

passing from the planet to the earth. Clair. Acad. Franc.

1746-7: Mnupert. de la Parall. de la Lane, ^ 11 ; Simp-
son's Essays ; Mem. de Berlin, tom. ii. p. 14, &c.

.\berration (Opt.) the deviation of the rays of light

when inflected by a lens or speculum, whereby they are

prevented from meeting in what is called the geometrical

focus. There are two sorts of aberration, the one arising

from the figure of the lens which produces a geometrical

dispersion of the rays when these are perfectly equal in all

respects; the second arising from the unequal refrangi-

bility of the rajs of light, called after the name of its dis-

coverer, the " Newtonian Aberration."

ABE'SUM (Chem.) unslacked or quick lime.

TO ABE'T. (Law) Sax. a for ad or usque, and bedan or

belcren, to stir, to encourage, or set on.

ABETTOR (I.axv) vide Accessary.

ABEVACLW'TIO (Med.) a partial evacuation.

ABE'YANCE (Laic) from the Fr. beer, or bayer, to gape
after in expectance : lands are in abeyance which are not

actuall)' in the possession, but only in the expectance of

him who is next to inherit them. 1 Inst.

ABGATO'RIA (Archaol.) the alphabets. Mat. JVcst.

A'BH.\L (Bot.) an eastern fruit of a ruddy colour, helil

to be a powerful emmenagogue.
A'BIB (C'AroH.) aas, 3'nN, a ripe ear of corn, according to

St. Jerom, the name of the first month in the Jewish sacred

year, answering to part of March and April, and so called

because in Palestine barley was in ear at that time. Boch.

Hieroz. Pars Prior, 1.2, c. 10.

A'BICUM (Mtd.) a covering.

A'BIES (Bot.) !fMT>,, the fir-tree, which Homer calls f.>aTii



ABL
»'p«»o^«'iti), i. e. the fir stretching itself towards heaven ; it is

the Pinus picea, the Pinus balsamea, and the Finns abies of
LiniicPus. Thcophrast. 1. 1, c. 8, &c. ; Pliit. 1. 16, c. 39;
./. Buuh. Hist. Plant. ; C. Batik. Eiiiim. Plant. ; (ierard.

Herbal.; Park. Theat. Botaii. ; liaii Hist. Plant. S^c.

ABIGA (Bot.) from abigciulo partu, the same as Chamapitys.
ABl'GEVX'S {Law) or Abii^ens. vide Abactor.

AB'ISHEIUNG (Laxv) abisheiing, or mishering, an exemp-
tion from amercements.

A'BIT (Min) ov Abiiit Ceruss.

ABITE'LLO (Ecc.) a son of ignominious garment, which
penitents in the Komish cliurcli were obliged to wear by
way of penance. Eynicric. Director Inquisit. Pars. 3.

p. 332.

ABJURA'TIO {Law) an oath taken to leave the realm for

ever. By the 21 Jac. c. 28, this privilege, which had been
hitherto granted to some criminals on confession of their

crime, was abolished. Utaundf. Offic. Cor. 1.116, c.49;
2 List. 628.

ABJUR.\'TION {Ecc.) or recantation of any doctrines, was
enjoined by the Romish church upon all heretics, to be
performed publicly before they were admitted to commu-
nion. F.ijmcric. Direct. Inquisit. Pars. 3, p. 323 ; Simaiic,

dc Cntliol. Instit. c. 1, &c.
A'BLAB {Bot.) a shrub of the height of a vine which is

said to grow in Egjpt.
ABLACTA'TION {Med.) from a, priv. and laclo, to suckle,

weaning a child.

Ablactation {Hori.) a species of ingrafting, by leaving

the graft on its proper stock till it be fully incorporated

with the new stock.

ABLA'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, the Trichocarpus of

Linnxus. Aublet. Hist, des Plant.

A'BLAQUE (Com.) a fine sort of Persian silk, otherwise

called the Ardessine silk.

ABLAQUEA'TION {Af^ric.) the digging about and baring

the roots of trees. Plin.

ABLA'TION (Pill/.) ablatio, from ab andjcro, to take off or

away, a taking away, another name for Abstraction. Sca-

lig. J)e Cans. I^iug. Lat,

ABLA'TIO {Gram.) the same as Aphsresis. Scnlig. dc

Cans. Ling. Lat.

Ablatio (Matli.) the same as subtraction.

Ablatio (Med.) 1. An evacuation. 2. A subtraction from
the usual diet. 3. An interval between two fevers.

Ablatio (Chem.) the removal of any thing from a pro-

cess.

A'BLATIVE (Gram.) ablativus, i. e. taking away, the sixth

case in Latin nouns which signifies taking from ;

—

Ablative

absolute, a noun, with a participle in the ablative case, is

said to be absolute when it docs not dei)end upon any other

word. This sort of case is mostly used m the Latin lan-

guage, and answers to the genitive absolute of the Greek.

C'liaris. Sos. Lisiit. Gram. 1. 1 ; Diomed. 1. 1 ; Isid. Orig.

I. 1.

ABLE'CTI (Atit.) ct.it(ixUT<>i, Selecti, a chosen band of foreign

troops, selected, according to Polybius, from the ' Extra-

ordinarii Sociorum.' Poli/b. 1. 6, c. 31.

ABLE'GMINA (Ant.) choice jjieces of the sacrifices among
the Romans, sprinkled with flour and offered to the gods.

Tertull. Apolog. c. 13 ; Pc.d. dc Signif. Verb. ; Biilcng. dc

Sortib. 1. 1, c. 6 ; Kipping. Ant. Roman, I. 1, c. 2.

ABLE'PSIA (Med.) ablepsy, or blindness, from a priv. and

fixmtu, video.

ABLL'E'NTLV {Med.) from abluo, to wash away, abluents,

or abluent medicines, which carry off impurities from any

part of the body. Gal. de Simplic. Med. 1. I, c. 37.

ABLl,'riON (Ant.) from abhio, to wa.sh off; the purifica-

tion of the human body, among the .lews and the Hea-
thens, from some religious pollution.

Ablution (Med.) 1. Cleansing the body externally or in-

ABO
ternally. 2. The preparing of a medicine in any liquor,

so as to cleanse it from its dregs or any ill quality.

ABNEGATION (Tlieol.) the renouncing of passions, plea-
sures, or lusts.

ABNODA'TION (Hort.) the cutting away, or pruning off

the knots of trees.

ABO'ARD (Mar.) i. c. on board, or in the inside of a ship.

Thus " to go aboard" is to enter a ship, and " to board a
ship " is to enter it in a hostile manner —" To fall aboard
of," is to strike against it whilst in motion.—" Aboard main-
tack," an order to draw one of the corners of the main-sail

down to the chess tree.

ABO'I-VENTS (Fort.) small lodgements constructed in

a covered way to protect soldiers from the weather.

A'BOLA (Ant.) "a^oak, a sort of dice reckoned among
the unlucky by Pollux. Poll. Vnom 1.7, c. 33 ; Hesy-
cliiiis.

ABOLPfA (S'umis.) an epithet signifying cancelled in ap-

plication to debts, as on a medal of Adrian which repre-

sents, as in the annexed figure, the em- /S;*^"*^\
peror standing in his paludamentum, /VS *«
with a torch in his right hand, ready to

set some papers on fire, whereby he
would cancel the arrears due from the

people to the treasury. The inscription

RELIQUA VETERA H. S. NO-
VIES MILL. ABOLITA i. e reli-

qiia Vetera sestertium novies millies abolita. Gessn. Impp.
Num. Tab. 89, fig. 25; Vaill. Num. Imp. Rom. vol. i.; Hard.
Select. Oper. p. 756; Occon. Num. Imp. p. 170; Pemb.
Num. .tntiq. part 3, tab. 63.

ABOLl'TIO Criminis {.4iit.) the extinction of an action at

law, by which the defendant gets his discharge. Suet, in

Aug. c. 32.

Abolitio (Laiv) abolition, leave given by the king or the

judges for an accuser to desist from farther prosecution.

Stat. 25, Hen. 8.

Abiilitio (Met.) the entire extinction of a thing.

AIjO'LLA {Ant.) a cloak used by the Greeks and Romans
in following the camp. It was generally lined and doubled,

and distinct from the toga.

Mart. 1. 8, Epig. i6, v. 1.

Kescit cui liederit Turiam Cruipiitus ahollam,

Dum miUiit cuUiis, itiduituriiHe togam.

The abolla was also worn by judges in the execution of

their office, -whence facinora majoris abolUv, in .luvenal, for

crimes of great magnitude. Varro apud Non. 1. 14', c. 9;

Turncb. Adv. 1. 27, c. 15; Salnias dc Mod. Usur. c. 3 ;

Bidcnger. dc Imp. Rom. 1. i, c. 39; Ferrar. de Re Vest.

1. 1, c. 2, &c.

ABOMA'IsUiM (.hiat.) from ab, dim. and omasum, ttu^fo',

the paunch, the fourth stomach of a ruminating beast.

ylristi.t. Hist. Animal. 1. 3, c. 14-.

ABORl'GINES (Ant.) ' urcyjmn, the ancient and original

inhabitants of Italy supposed to have been conducted into

Latiuiu by Saturn, vel quod ab origine, according to Ser-

vius; vel Aberrigiues crrantes aid vagantcs, according to

I'estus ; vel <ipo«, quod in montibus degcrcnt, according to

Dionysius Halicarnassus. Dion. Halicarn. Antiq. Rom.
1. 1 ;'I.iv. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Justin. 1. 1-1 ; Sigon. de Nomin. Rom.

c. !• ; Cluv. llal. Antiq. ; Panvin. Descript. Urb. el E'er-

rar. de Orig. Rom. apud Grav. Thes. Antiq. Rom. toni. 1 & 3.

ABO'RTIENS (Hot.) palaceus according to Rat/, and steri-

lis according to TourncJ'orl ; an epithet for a flower which

falls oft' without fruit. Rail Hist, Plant; Tournif. Instit.

;

Linn. Phil. Bolann. p. 219.

.\B(J'R'l'ION (Hort.) a term applied to trees when the

fruits fall off, or are blasted before they come to matu-

rity.

ABOR'ITVA, Mcdicamenta, (Med.) uu.jZMnyM, medicines
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calculated to produce abortion. Hippoc. dc Morh. Mul.

1. 5, 6, ice; Foes. Oeconom. &c-

ABO'RTIVE (Bot.) Aborfiens, an epithet for a flower which

does not come to maturity. Linti. Phil. But.—Abortive

corn, corn which shows itself by a deformity in the stalk,

leaves, ear, and even grain.

ABORTUS {.Surg.) or Aborsus, from ab and orior, to come
before the time; miscarriage, the emission or ejection of an

imperfect foetus, called b}' Hippocrates oiTcijit'cfa ^.ctc(cfk,

sxTf&rtu? ; Galen says that among the Attics it was called

axfixtiiru. Hippoc. de Morb. Mul. c. 5, 6 ; Gal. comm. 1, in

lib. 6, Hippoc. ; Gorr. Defin. Med.; Foes. Oeconom. Hip-
pocrat. ; Castell. Lex. Medic.

ABOUCOU'CHOU (Com.) a sort of woollen cloth manu-
factured in Languedoc, Provence, and Dauphine.

A'BOUKELB [Cum.) or Abukelb, a Dutch coin current in

Egypt, somer.hing inferior in value to a Spanish piastre,

is. Sd. It bears the impression of a lion which, however,

the Arabians have changed to kelb, a dog ; either to show
their contempt for Christians, or on account of its base

alloy.

ABO'LT (Mar.) the situation of a ship immediate!}' after

slie has tacked.

—

About skip, an order to the crew to pre-

pare for tacking.

About (Mil.) a term for the movement by which a body
of troops changes its front.

—

Right about, when the soldier

turns by a semicircular movement to the right —Le/t about,

when the soldier makes a semicircular movement to the left.

About (Mech.) Fr. that part of a piece of wood which is

between one of the ends of the piece and a mortise.

ABO'UTED (Horf.) a term formerly used for budded, in

ajiplication to trees. It properly signifies a swelling that

comes to a head or abscess, and is figuratively applied to

buds which rise up in the form of small heads.

ABP. An abbreviation for archbishop.

A'BKA (Com.) a Polish coin worth about three half-pence.

A'BRABAX (Magic) Abraxas, or Abrasax, a magical word
comprehending the days of the year in numeral letters.

Vide Abrasax.

A'BRACADABRA (Magic) a cabalistical word used as a
charm against fevers, and formed of dropping every time
the last letter when written in a kind of cone, as

T s 3 K 1 n K

« D « T 2 N

3 « T 2 X

« T 3 «

T a «

«

ABR.\'CALAM (Magic) a cabalistical word serving as a
charm among the Jews. This, as well as the former Abra-
bax, and the following Abrasax [Vide Abrasax,'] express
tlie name of a S3rian idol. Selden de Diis Syriis.

ABRA'HAMITES (Ecc.) 1. An order of monks extermi-
nated for idolatry by Tlieophilus. 2. A sect of heretics

called after their leader Abraham^ who adopted the errors

of Paulus.

ABR.\'SA (Med.) ulcers attended with, or liable to, abra-

sion. Castell. Lex. Med.
ABR.ASA'X (.M^.) the name given by the heretie Basilides

ABR

to God and Jesus Christ, whom they worshipped under
the figure of Isis. Osiris, and other ^Egyptian gods, as

also under the figure of animals, with the head of a cock, a

lion, a beetle, or a sphinx; the body of a man, , ,

as in the annexed cut ; and the tail of a ser- < §'\J'^
pent, <S:c. The}' impiously conceived our ,

fec?-fe{ '\*\

Saviour to be the material sun, in imitation I*, 't'^i^*'

of the Egyptians, who worshipped the sun ^^sS^<i>i/

under the name of Osiris, &c. The word
ABPACAH, Abrasax, or Abraxas, was chosen because the

letters, of which it is composed, make up 365, the num-
ber of days, according to tlie Greek computation by letters,

in which the sun performs his annual revolution^ i. e. as

follows :

B P
100

c
200 60

This word was employed as a talisman, and the image was
worshipped as a magical deity, who was to dispel evils.

.S. lieu. adv. Hares. 1. 1, c. 2 ; Teriid. de Prcec. c. 16;
Euseb. Eccl. Hist. 1. 4, c. 7 ; Hieron. adv. Lucif. in Amor.
1. 2; 6'. Epiphan. Hares. 24 ; S. August, de Hares, et ad
quod vult Deum ; Baron. Annul. Ann. 120; Montjaucon.
Antiq. e-rpliq. vol. i. p. ,369, et seq.

ABRA'SIO, from ab and rado, to pare ; the paring off of

superficial ulcerations. Castell. Lex. Med.
ABRA'XAS (Magic) \\Ae Abrasax.

ABRE'AST (Mar.) side by side, or opposite to ; the situa-

tion of two or more ships when standing together, parti-

cularly as regards the line of battle at sea.

—

Abreast line,

the line abreast is formed by the ships being equally dis-

tant from and parallel to each other, so that the length of
each ship forms a right angle with the extent of the squa-
dron or line abreast.

—

Abreast of a place, directly opposite

to it, as " a fleet abreast of Beechy-Head," i. e. off, or

directly opposite to it.

—

Abreast within the ship, implies

on a parallel line with the beam.
Abreast (Mil.) a term formerly used for any number of

men in front. The)' are. at present, determined by files.

ABRE'TTE (Bot.) vide Abelmochus.

ABREUVO'IR (Mil.) a French word for a watering place,

or any place dug for retaining water, as in the case of
encampment.

ABREUVO'IRS (Archit.) 1. The interstices between two
stones to be filled up with mortar or cement. 2. Small
trenches which are made in stone quarries to carry off the
water.

A'BRI (Mil.) French for shelter, cover; as et>-e ^ I'abri, to

be under the cover of a wood, &c.

TO ABRI'DGE (La-Li:) Abbreviare, from the Fr. abreger

;

to make a count or declaration shorter.

TO Abridge (Algeb.) to reduce a compound equation

or quantity to a more simple form of expression, as

, 1. «i
1 • J , ah

r^ -t- (a + 6) X = 0, by puttmgp= a + b and g = —
becomes x^ + px — g^^o.

ABROHA'NI (Com.) or mallemolle, a certain muslin, or
clear white cotton cloth from the East Indies.

ABRO'MA (Bot.) from a priv. and 3fciu,x, food, i. e. not fit

for food; a genus of plants; class 18 Polt/adelphia, order
2 Dodecandria.

Generic Character. C.vl. perianth nine-leaved. Cor.
petals five ; nectary five-cleft. Stam. filaments five.

PisT. germ subcylindrical. Per. capsule ovate five-

winged, five-celled ; seeds winged.
Species. The two species are the Ahroma Augusta. Theo-

broma Augusta seu Althaa Luzonis, maple leaved abroma
tree, a native of New South Wales and the Philippines —
Abroma, IVheleri, Wheler's abroma, a shrub, native of
the East Indies. Linn. Spec. Plant.
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ABRO'MIOS (Ant.) 'A0f^^icf, a sort of drinking cup

mentioned by Pollux. Pol. Onomast. 1. 6, c. 16.

ABROTANO'IDES {Nat.) a l<ind of coral in the form of

the abrotanum. Raii Hist. Plant.

Abrotanoides (Bot.) the Artcminia /Ethiopica, the Pro-

ica serraria, and the Seriphium ciuerewn, plumosum, and

yH.?cos!/)» of LinniEUS. Bauh. Pin. ; Raii Hist.

ABRO'TANUM {Bot.) a/Sfsro'O', southernwood; a plant so

called, J>« TO aBfiv (pxlvKj-txi, on account of its delicate ap-

pearance. Nicander describes it as a wild plant of the woods.

Nicand. Theriac.

AfrrigF uvo 0r,(nrar,

Abrotanum is the Artemisia ahrotonum; the Snntolina cha-

mcecypari.%sus, villosa, and rosmnrifoUa ; and the Tanacetum

of Lumicus. Thenphrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 6, c. 8 ; Dinsc.

1. 3, c. 29 ; Plin. 1. 19, c. 6 ; Gal de Sinipl. 1. 6 ; J. Bauh.

Hist. Plant. ; Get: Herd. ; Parle. T/ient. Bot. ; Raii

Hist. Plant. ; Boerhaav. Ind. &;c. ; Tournef. Instit.

ABROTO'NITES {Med.) uSforonry,., wine impregnated with

abrotanum. Diosc. 1.5, c. 62.

ABROTO'NUM {Bot.) vide Alirotanum.

ABRU'PTE Pinnatum (Bot.) abruptly pinnated, an epithet

for a leaf which has neither leaflet (foliolum), tendril, nor

clasper (cirrus) at the end. Linn. PhUosoph. Bot.

ABRU'PTIO (Med.) vide Jhdudio.

ABRUPTUS (Ich.) abrupt, an epithet for the lateral line m
fishes, when divided into two or more parts not contiguous.

A'BllUS (Bot.) «,Sfi;, mollis, dclicatus, from the softness of

its leaves; a kind of kidney bean growing in Egypt,

" Phaseolus ruber abrus vocatus." Now called Jamaica

wild Liquorice, from its resembling the liquorice in taste.

Prosper. Alpin. .'Egypt.

Abrus in the Linncean Sy.item, a genus of plants. Class 17

Diadclphia, Order i Decandria.

The Generic Character. C al. perianth one \eafeA. Cor.

papilionaceus : xvings oblong ; keel oblong. Stam./zA/-

jnents 9; anthers oblong, erect. Pist. germ cylindrical
;

style subulate; stigma in form of a head. Ver. legume

like a rhomb ; .ieeds solitary.

Species. The only species is the Ahrus precatorius, glycine;

Ahbrus Iconni, phaseolus sen orobus Americanus, Jamaica

wild Liquorice ; a tree, native of the Indies. Prosper.

Alpin. /'Egypt.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Breyn. Prodrom.

;

Parkins, thcat. Botanic; Herman. Catalog.; Pliickcn.

Phiytograph. SfC.

ABSCEDE'NTIA (Med.) from ah and ccdo, to go; the dis-

eased or decayed part which abscedes from the body. Cels.

1. 5, c. 18.

ABSCE'SSUS (Med.) uTrU'.f^a, abscess, an inflammatory

tumor. Hippoc. 1. 4, Aphor. 31 ; Ruff. Ephes. de /'V.\.

Affect, c. 9; Cels. de Re Med. 1. 2, c. 9 ; Paul. Jl'.gin. 1. ^,

c. 18 ; Orilms. de Curat. Morh. 1. 3, c. 43, ct 9 Act. Te-

rah 4, Hcrrn. 2, c. 32, &c. ; Act. de Meth. Med. 1. 1, c. 17.

A'BSCLSS (Math.) Ab.fcissa, or Abscissa; from ab mA H:indo,

to cut off, TO aTOK«|«,«-f.o> ; the segment of any diameter

or axis of a curve, as AC, or C B, cut off by another line

Fis. I. Fis- 3.

called the ordinate, as D C. The abscisses arc under-

stood to commence at tiie vertex of the curve, as A or B,

Jig. i, 2, unless expressed otherwise, as in fg. 2, where

o C, A C, C 6, and C B, arc all abscisses. Each ordinate,
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in a common parabola, has but one absciss, as AC,Jig. I

;

in the circle and ellipse, two lying on opposite sides, as

AC, C ]i. Jig. 2; and, in the hyperbola, also two lying on
the same side, as C A, C B, Jig. 3. When an absciss and
its corresponding ordinate are considered together they
are called coordinates of the curve, by means of which the

equation of a curve is defined. [Vide Curve.'] .tpollon.

Conic. L I, pr. 20, &c. ; Wallis. Mathemat.; IVolf. Ma-
thcmat. Curs.

ABSCI'SSIO (Med.) abscission, or cutting off, from ah and
scindo, to cut; 1. cutting away an unsound or luxuriant

part. 2. The sudden termination of a disease in deatlu

Abscissio (tihet.) a figure of speech of cutting short

in the discourse after we have begun to speak of any thing.

Cic. ad Heren. I. 4-, c. 5i.

ABSCrSSlON (Astral.) the cutting off the light of the first

of three planets when the third comes in conjunction with

the middle one.

ABSCO'NSK) (Med.) from ahicondo, to hide ; a sinus or

cavity of a bone which receives and conceals the head of

another bone.

A'BSENT (Mil ) a term employed in regimental returns

to account for the deficiency of any in a regiment or corn-

pan}'.

—

.-Ibscnl xvith leave, officers with permission, or non-

commissioned officers on furlough excused parade or field

duty.

—

Absent ivithoul leave, a milder term often used for

ilesertion.

ABSPNTHII (Bot.) a species of Chrysomela.

ABSI'NTHITES (I\led.) ux"liT';i, wine impregnated with

absinthium or wormwood. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 49.

ABSl'NTniUM (Bot.) U^i^ho>, from « priv. and -^^ofo!, or

Tif'4"5) delcctatio, i. e. unpleasant ; a plant, so called on ac-

count of its bitterness. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 9, c. 18;

Dio.icor. 1. 3, c. 26 ; Plin. 1. 27, c. 7 ; Gal. de Simpl. 1. 6.

—Ab.mtthium is the Artemisia ; the .4chillea JEgyptinca, et

Claveno'; the Parthenium hysterophorus ; the Scnecio abro-

tanifoUis ; and the Tanacetum incanum et annuum of Lin-

naeus. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.;

Parkins. Thcal. Botan.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Boerh. Ind.;

Tournef. Instil. ; Dale Pharmacop.
A'BylS (Math.) Abscs, or Absides. vide Apsis.

A'BSOLUTE, absolutum, i. e. ab alio sulutum, dependant

on no other thing, as

Absolute (Theol.) free from conditions; so the decrees

of God are said to be absolute in regard to man.^
.Ibsuliite, without any cause ; thus God is said to be ab-

solute.

Absolute (Phy.) without relation to, or dependance on

what is external ; as

—

Absolute time, which flows equally

in itself without relation to any thing external, as duri>-

tion.— .Ibsolutc space, which remains similar and immove-
able without relation to any thing exterior.

—

.Ibsolule

viidion, which is the transfer of any bod}' from one absolute

place to another. Neivt. Princ. Math, def viii.

—

Absolute

gravity, the whole force with which a body is impelled

towards the centre, in distinction from specific gravity.

Absolute (Gram.) without regimen or government, as an

ablative or genitive nhsidule when the case depends on no
other words, as in the Latin .lugusto imperatorc, Au-
gustus being emperor ; in the Greek the genitive is en>-

ployed in place of the ablative.

—

Absolute noun, a noun
that needs no other word to be joined to it, as God, reason,

horse. Sec. Prise. 1. 2.

—

.-Ib.solute degree, in the compari-

son of adjectives, the same as the positive.

Absolute (Luxu) without condition or encumbrance, as an
" ab.iiilutc bond," simplex obligatio, in distinction from a

conditional bond. An " abscilute estate." one that is free

from all manner of condition or encumbrance.

Absolute number (Algeb.) the Homogeneum Compara-

tioriis of Vieta is the terra in an equation which is com-
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pletely known, as in x'^ + ax= b, b is the absolute or

known quantitj'. Viet. Art. Analyt. c. 8.

Absolute equation (Aslron.) the sum of the optic and
eccentric equation, [vide Egiiatio?i]

Absolute (Ecc.) among the Romanists, in opposition to

declaratory. They hold that a priest can forgive sins ab-

solutely ; but the protestants say, that the forgiveness is

only declaratory.

ABSOLUTELY (Log.) applied to the terms of a proposi-

tion, signities without relation to any thing else.

Absolutely [Geom.) entirely or completely, as a circle

is said to be absolutely round, in contradistinction to a

figure that is partly so, as an oval, &c.

ABSOLU'TIO (Rhet.) that perfect division of any cause

which embraces all the parts. Cic. Invent. 1. 1, c. 22.

ABSOLUTION (Ecc.) 1. A judical act in the llomish

church whereby a priest, as a judge, by virtue of a power

supposed to be delegated to him from Christ, takes upon

him to remit the sins of penitents. Order. Vital. 1. 5.

2. An act, in the reformed as well as in the Romish church,

by which a man who stands excommunicated is freed or

released from the excommunication.

—

Alisolutio ad caiite-

Invi, that which is given to an excommunicated person

when he wishes to make his appeal against the sentence,

and also that which tlie pope gives to those to whom he

grants benefices.

Absolution (Laiv) a definitive sentence whereby a man
accused of any crime is acquitted.

ABSOLUTO'RJ.UM (Med.) an absolute or perfect remedy;
also a perfect cure.

ABSOLUTO'RIUS (Ant.) from «i.?o/i'o, to acquit ; absolva-

tory, as tabula absolutoria, a bill of discharge.

ABSOXL\'RE (Archccol.) to shun, detest; a term used

in the oath of allegiance taken by the Anglo-Saxons.
TO ABSO'RB (Hort.) a term applied to all greedy branches

that, growing on fruit trees, drink up and rob the other

branches of the nutritious juice which is requisite to pro-

mote their growth.

ABSORr>E'NTL\ Medicamenta (Med.) medicines which
have the power of drying up redundant humours.

ABSO'RBENTS (Chem.) an epithet for alkaline, or such
earthy bases as have the property of absorbing or neutral-

izing acids ; a term used more by the ancients than the

moderns.

ABSO'RBENT vessels (Ana.) absorbentia vaxa, from ab-

sorbeo, to absorb or dry up ; vessels which carry any fluid

into the blood, as the lacteah, which absorb the chyle

;

the li/mphalics, &.C.

A'BSQUE hoc (Laic) i. e. without this ; words of exception
made use of in a traverse.

ABSTE'.AIll (Ecc.) a name given to persons who could not

partake of the sacrament from their natural aversion to wine.

ABSTE'XSIO (Law) withholding the heir from taking pos-

session.

ABSTE'KTIO (Med.) the retention or suppression of the

excrements.

ABSTE'RGENT.S (Med.) abstergentia medicamenta, from
absleri^^o, to rinse away ; medicines capable of cleansing

by the power of dissolving concretions.

ABSTE'RSU'E Medicines (Med.) vide Abstergents.

A'BSTIXEN'CE (Ecc.) a ceremony in the Romish church
of abstaining from food in a partial manner, b}- which it is

distinguished from fasting, which is almost entire absti-

nence : hence the terras " Days of abstinence," and " Fast-

days."

Abstinence (Flierog.j the moral virtue of abstaining from
indulgence is represented in painting, by a woman of a
healthy constitution holding one hand to her mouth ; and
in the other a scroll, with the words Ltor, non abutor ; I

use, hut do not abuse.
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ABSTiNENCE_/rom m/ is represented by a woman crowned
with laurels, leaning on a pedestal, and looking attentively

on a decalogue which lies before her. Under her feet lie

serpents, tortoises, and broken anows ; and by her side

stands a camel.

Abstinence (Med.) from abstinco, to abstain. 1. Abstinence

from all food, or particular kinds of food. 2. Suppression

or compression, as abstinentia sndnris, suppression of the

sweat ; spiritus oh abstinentiam clausus, wind shut up by
compressure. Ccel. Aur. dc Acut. Morb. 1. 2, c. tyl.

A'BSTINENTS (Ecc.) heretics professing abstinence from

marriage, and particular foods, &c. I'hey appeared in

France and Spain about the end of the third century.

Philastr. dc Ilceres. c. 26; Baron Annal. Ann. 228 ; Pra-
teol. de Hares.

A'BSTRACT (Laxxi) an abridgement or epitome of any
original writing.

Abstract (Log.) abstractus, an epithet applied to whatever

is separated from any other thing by an operation of the

mind, termed abstraction ; thus any thing may be said to

be considered in the abstrad.—Au abstract idea is a simple

idea detached and separated from any particular subject

or complex idea, as the idea of rationality abstracted or

separated from that of corporeal agenc}'.— Abstract qua-

lity, that qualitj' which is considered as abstracted from

the subjects in which it inheres, as whiteness, which is a

quality considered abstractedly from a wall, a flower, a

man, iSrc.

—

Abstract term, a term which expresses qualities

without regard to the subject, vox abslrncia, as visibility,

rationality; whiteness, &c. in distinction from the concrete.

Abstract Xoun (Gram.) or noun substantive, denotes that

which is real, but which subsists only in the understanding;

it is distinguished from the ]io!(n adjective, and answers to

the abstract term in logic, as whiteness, coldness, valor, &c.

Abstract (Math.) or pure, an epithet for that sort of mathe-

matics which treats of the properties of magnitude, figure,

and quantity, abstractedly and generally, without regard

to any particular object, as arithmetic and geometry, in

distinction from mixed mathematics, in which simple and

abstract quantities are applied to particular sensible ob-

jects, as astronomy, mechanics, optics, Sec.— Abstract

jiumbcrs are such as are considered abstractedly, or with-

out regard to any object which they may represent, as 5,

6, 7, &c. in distinction from concrete numbers, where the

thing is specified with the number, as 5 feet, 6 inches,

7 yards, &c.

ABSTRA'CTIO (Pby.) from abstralw, to draw asunder;

a.!pu..fitri'„ TO z^f'C'" ; a separation of one thing from another,

to which it is usually joined. It is of different kinds;

namely, Abstrnctio realis, guijit itruc, re ipsa, the actual

separation of one thing from another, as gold from tiie

earth.

—

Abstractio mentalis, ta;)r.x.K, mental abstraction, or

the separation of universais from particulars, as the con-

sideration of whiteness in distinction from the wall, the

milk, snow, S:c. in which it exists ; this is taking things in

the abstract, and is either

—

Abstractio logica, the abstrac-

tion of accidents from their subject, as animal from man
or brute.

—

Abstractio mathemalica, the abstraction of the

form of bodies from the matter secundum rationem ; or,

—

Abstractio metapliysica, the abstraction of the form of

bodies from the matter secundum rem, i. e. Abstractio realii,

real abstraction. Aristot. Pliysic. 1. 2, c. 2; Ale.v. de Alex,

in Met. Aristot. 1. 3 ; Albert'us Mag. Pity. 1. 1, tr. 1, c. 2 ;

Fonsec. in Met. Aristot. 1. 5, c. 28, quaest. 6 ; Seal. Ex-
ercit. 307, 34-2.

ABSTRA'CTION (Chem.) The process of drawing off by
distillation any part of a compound, and returning it again

to the residue to be redistilled an}- number of times ; thus

arsenic acid may be procured by abstracting arsenic with

nitrous acid.
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ABSTRACTI'TIUS (Chem.) vel Abstraclivits, from abstraho,

to draw away ; abstractitious, an epithet for the native

spirits of aromatic vegetables, in distinction from those

produced by fei mentation.

ABSU'ilDU.M (Log.) vide Reductio ad Absurdtim.

A'BSUS [But.) a species of the Cassia of Linnaeus,

A/pin.

ABSY'NTHIUM {Bol.) the same as Absinthium.

ABU'NDAN'CE {Mcil.) abundaniia, a term employed for

an excess of humours.
ABU'NUANT (Math.) an epithet for a number, whose

aliquot parts, when added together, make a sum greater

than the number itself, as 12; the aliquot parts of which

1, 2, .'i, +, 6, are IG ; it is opposed to a deficient number.

Abundant Year (Clirun.) a Jewish year when it has a

day more than ordinary, in distinction I'rom the defective

year. Scnl. Emciidat. Temp. 1. 2.

ABUND.-V'NTIA (Numis.) Abundantia was the name of the

goddess of plenty on medals, who is called Copia by the

poets. In the annexed cut, she is i-epre-

sented seated on a chair, like the Roman
chairs in general, only that the two sides

are wrought into the shape of two Cornu-

copias, to denote the character of this

goddess. The figure of Abundantia is

given on medals of Trajan, Caracalln,

Eliogabalus, Alexander Severus, Gordian,

Pius, Trajan Decius, Gallienus, Tctricus, Probus, Nunte-

rianus, Cariiius, Cams, Diucle.sian, and Valerius Maxi-
mianus ; sometimes with the simple inscription ABUN-
DANTIA, but mostly with the addition of AUGusti
AUGG. Augustorum AUGG. NN. Augustoriim Nostro-

rum; sometimes ABUNDANTIA PEKl'ETUA.
Abundantia Tempnrum, an inscription on a medal of

Salonina, the wife of Gallienus the emperor, which bears

on the obverse, as on the subjoined cut, her head with a

stola or robe over the breast, and the inscription CORNE-
LIA. SALONINA. AUG. ; on the reverse, a figure of Sa-

lonina, sitting with three boys standing before her, wjiile

she pours out coins from the cornucopia which she had in

lier lap ; near her is a female figure standing ; and on the

right hand, behind the chair, a military figure. I'aillaiil.

\uniis7n. Impcratur. Roman.; Pa/in. i\.'/w/.<. Iniprral. Ro-
man. ; Morell. Thesaur. Imp. Roman. ; Occo. A'mjh/a'. Ro-
man. Inipcrat. ; Bandiir. Num. Imper. Roman.

Abundantia (Med.) abundance, or excess of humours.

ABU'SE (Med.) a/juxus, from abator, to abuse, an ill use

of a thing, applied to nonnaturais in medicines.

ABC'SIO (Rliel.) K.cijixfi'rK, a figure of speech by which

words are used with some deviation from their proper

meaning; thus " worship," which is strictly applied to

God only, may also, by abu.no or misuse, be ajjplied to

magistrates, &c.; as in the Scripture, " They worshij)ped

God and the king."

.\BU'TILON (Hot.) a plant formerly called in English the

Yellow Mallow, from its great resemblance to the mallow,

both in leaf and flower. Its difierent species are now
known by the names of the lli/iiscns ciliaceus, the Melo-

chia pijramidata et tomcnlosa, the Malvn caroliniana, the

Napce scabra, and the Hida .yucata, in the Linn;can sys-

tem. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Casp. Bauhin. Pin.; Gcr.

II.' rb.; Parkin. T/icat. Botan.; Rail I list. Plant.; Pluk:

Almag. Botan.

ABU'T.MENTS (Arch.) or Bulments, the extremities of a

ACA
bridge, by which it is made to rejt upon the banks or sides
of rivers, &c.

Abutments (Carpent.) the junctions or meetings of t^vo

pieces of timber.

ABU'TTALS (Latv) from the Vr. ainiiter, to but against,
or terminate ; the buttings or l)0undings of land. The
sides of the lands are properly said to be adjoining, and
tile ends abutting to the thing that is contiguous.

ABY'SS (Bibl.) adi/ssus, from «, priv. and (iuira-iii, lonicc, pro
/ScCoi, a depth, i. e. without a l)ottom ; a depth, an epithet
for, 1. Hell. Lukev'm. '.il,&c. 2. The connnon receptUjCle

for the dead, the grave, or de|)th of the earth. Rom. x. 7.

3. The deepest parts of the sea. Psalm xxiv. 2S.
ABY'SSUS (Med.) the deep, abyss, a proper receptacle for

the seminal matter. Castell. Lex. Med.
ACA'CALIS (Bol.) ar.xr.co.ii, a shrub bearing a papiliona-

ceous flower, and siliqeous fruit like a tamerisk. Diosc.
1. 1, c. lis.

ACA'CTA (Bol.) uy.uKisc, from ixci^s', to sharpen ; a thorny
tree of Egypt, called, by Theophrastus,*A»;si/(>j AiyuTnai,
by Pliny aeacia, or the ':pina JKgyjitiaca, was supposed
by some to be the tree which yielded the Gummi Arabicum,
or Gum Arabic. Tlieoplira.sl. Hist. Plant. 1. 9, c. 1 ;

Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 130; Plin. 1. 21', c. 12.

Acacia, in the Linnean system, is the Mimosa nilotica; but the

Common Acacia, otherwise called Pseudo-acacia, or False

Acacia, is the Robinia pseudo-acacia ; and the Rose
Acacia, a shrub so called from its rose-coloured flowers,

is the Robinia hispida of Linnaeus. Pro.'tpcr. Alpin. de

Plant. J^gijpt. ; J. Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauh. Kna-
merat.; Gcr. Herb. ; Parkin. Theat. Botan.; Rail Hist.

Plant. ; TourneJ. Instit. ; Bocrhaav. Ltd. Plant.

ACA'CIANS (Ecc.) heretics so called after one Acacius,

bishop of Caesarea, who denied the son to be of the same
substance as the father. Baron. Annul. Ann. 359.

ACADE'MIA (Ant.) Cic.'AKahfji^ici, a Gymnasium at /Vthens,

in a grove of the suburbs, where Plato taught. It derived

its name from Academus.
Hor. Ep. 22, V. 45.

Atqite inter sUvas .'\cadenu qutrrere verum.

This school of Plato, in which it was forbidden to laugh,

was; called Academia vetus, in distinction from the Aca-

demia nova, or secunda, founded by Arcesilaus, who de-

parted from the doctrines of Plato ; and Academia tertia,

which was founded by Carnaedes, or, according to Diogenes
Laertius, by Lacydes. Eusebius also makes mention of a

fourth Academia founded by Antioehus. Cic. (incest. Aea-

dem.\. 1. c. i—-12; Diog. Laert. Proa-m. Segm. 18, 19,

&c. ; yEl. Var. Hist. 1. ;{, c. 35; Eiiscb. Evang. Prcvparat.

1. ]+.

ACADE'MICS (/Int.) academici, a name for the followers

of Plato ; a sect of philosophers, so called from the 'Xiud'^

f^iu, where he taught.

,\C.-VT)EMY (Lit.) from academia, a society of learned

men instituted and protected by public authority: the

first of which, among the moderns, was that founded

by Charlemagne at the instance of yVlcuin, an English

monk ; this has been followed by several others, of which

the principal are the

—

Academia Sccretorum Nntnrie, esta-

blished at Naples in 1560, by Baptista Porta.

—

Academia

Lijncci, founded at Rome, among whose early members
was Galileo.

—

.-Icademia del Liniento, founded at Florence

in 1G57, by Prince Leopold of Tuscany.

—

Academia Degl'

Inrjuieti, ibunded at Bologna about the same time.

—

Academic Roi/ale, founded at Paris in 16()6.

—

Academie

Iniperia/e, at Petersburg, founded by Peter the Great

in 1725.— .'Icademie Roi/alc des Sciences, Sfc. founded, at

Berlin, by Frederic I. iii 1700, of which Leibnitz was the

first president.

—

Academie lloyale, at Stockholm, in 1739.
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Academy, a collegiate school foi' the training of youth in

the sciences, of which there are three royal foundations in

England, two for the military at Woolwich and Midhurst;
and one at Portsmouth for the navy.

AC.fNA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 4 Tctrandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cat., perianth four-leaved ; leaflets

ovate.

—

Cor. none, unless the calyx be termed as such.
—Si'AM.Jilnments equal; ra?i</(c;\s quadrangular.—PisT.

trerm inferior ; style very small ; stigma, a small mem-
brane.-

—

Per. one-celled berry ; seeds single.

Species.—The Aca'ua is a Mexican plant, having only one
species, namely, the Accsna elongata. Linn. Spec.

Plan!.

ACA'Hl (Chem.) alum-water.

ACA'JA (But.) Pruniis Brasiliensis fructii racemosa, a tree

of Brazil, growing to the size of a tall lime, on the extreme
branches of which certain birds build their nests pendulous,

that they may be out of the way of serpents. Marcgrav.
Hid. Bia.iil.'; Rati Hiit. Plant.

ACAJA'IBA [Bot.) Acajou, or Acajuba ; the Anacardiiim

occiilentale of Linnaus, and in English the Cashew-tree ;

the fruit of which is called the Cashew-nut, from which is

extracted an oil used by painters to give a black colour,

and also a spirit is distilled equal in strength to arrack or

rum. Ger. Herb. ; Pis. et Marcgrav. Hist. Bras. ; Raii
Hist. Plant.

ACAJOUA'NUM lignum (Bot.) a sort of wood of a red
colour, which is never touched by worms.

A'CALAI (Chem.) salt.

ACALE'PHE (Bot.) or Acalypha, the A:<«a«'£?>, of Thco-
plirastus, and 'Akxav^/i of Dioscorides ; a herb so called,

srctfa j-o f^K i;%;iir KxM.t kp/iY, i. e. from its not being pleasant

to the touch. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 7, c. 7 ; Aris-

toph. Eqnit. v. 4-20; Diosc. 1. i, c. 9i ; Athen. 1. 3, c. 12.

AC.V'LYPHA, in the Linncean system, the Rhinocarpus of
Boerhaave or Tickfruit ; a genus of plants, Class 21 Mo-
noecifi. Order 8 JSIonodelphia.

Generic Characters of the Male Flowers. Cal. perianth
three or four-leaved ; leaflets roundish.

—

Cor. none
StAM, fila7nents eight to sixteen ; anthers roundish.

Generic Characters of the Female Flowers. Cal. perianth
three-leaved ; leaflets subovate.

—

Cor none.

—

Pi.st.

germ roundish ; .styles three ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. caj)-

su/e roundish ; seeds solitary.

Species.—Plants of this tribe are either annuals or shrubs,

but mostly the latter ; and natives of the Indies or Ame-
rica. The principal species are the

—

Acalypha Virgi-

niana, or Mercurialis tricoccos.—Acalypha Zeylanica, or
Cnpameni ; Indian Acalypha.-

—

Acalypha Australis, or
Ricinoides ; South American Acalypha.

—

Acalypha be-

tulina, or Cauda.—Acalypha mappa, Ricinus mappa, or
Folium mappie ; a shrub, native of the Malaccas.

—

Aca-
lypha lanceolata, or Ricinocarpus Indica, S)-c. Raii Hist.
Plant.; Henn. CataL; Sloan. Hist. Jamaic; Linn. Spec.
Plant.

AC.A'MATOS (.1/fff/ ) from «, priv. and jta/*ia, to labour; a
position of the limbs longest to be borne without weariness.

ACA'.MPTE (Opt.) an epithet applied by Leibnitz to a
figure which is opaque and polished, and consequently
possesses properties necessary for reflecting light, yet does
not reflect it. Leib. Epist. torn. iii. p. 2t>3.

ACA'NGA (Bot.) a species of the Bromelia of Linnaeus.
-ACA'XOR (Chem.) a sort of chemical furnace.
ACA'NOS (Bot.) 'Ar,a>05, u herb, the Onojjordium Acan-

thium of Linnaeus. Theoph. Hist. Plant. \. 1, c. 16; Diosc.
1.6, c.3.

ACA'N'THA (Bot.) vide Acanthus.
AcANTiiA (Anat.) the acute processes of the vertebrae, the

spine of the tibia, or the Spina Dorsi. Gorr. Defin. Med.

AGA
AcANTHA (Ich.) the fins of fishes.

ACAKTHA'BOLUS (Surg.) from «W>0«, a thorn, and
jiiiXXu, to throw ; a chirurgical instrument for extracting

thorns, pieces of bone, S^c. Paul. Mginet.
ACATHA'CEOUS (Bot.) uy.x^iin;^, from .<V.«.e«, aculeum

;

prickly as plants of the thistle kind. Dio.'^c. 1. 3, c. 14.

ACA'NTHALEUCE {Bot.) uKu.ixMvKn, Alba spina, white
thorn.

ACA'NTHE (Bot.) another name for the Cinara of Lin-

naeus.

ACA'NTHIA (Ent.) a division of the genus Cimex.

ACA'NTHICE (Bot.) Uy.a.<6.K„ y-u^^x', the liquid which the

head of the Helxines (ihi'ii) contains, used by females for

mastick. Theoph. 1. G, c. 4-.

ACA'NTHINUM (Chem.) gum.
ACA'NTHIS (Or.) ««£««,«, i^a»«iipa-/<>?, an eater of thorns:

a bird of mean colour, but agreeable voice, of wliich Virg.

Georg. 3, v. 338, says

LitonK^u^ haliyottein ro&onartt, et Acaiithida dunii.

It is supposed to be what we call the linnet. Arislot. Hist.

Anini. 1. 8, c. 3 ; .4ldrov. Arnithol. in voc. Carduclis.

.•^.CA'NTHIUM (Bot.) the Onopordium acanthium, Illyri-

ct'.m et Arabicnm of Linnaeus. Raii Hist. Plant.

ACANTHE'IDES (Zo.) the same as echinos.

AcANTHEiDES (Bot.) prickliest Thistle, a sp^'cies of the

Carduus of Linnaeus.

ACA'NTHUS (Arch.) an ornament in the capital of a

Corinthian pill;\r, invented, according to Vitruvius, by
Callimachus, who took the idea from observing an Acan-
thus grow over a tile that had been placed on a tomb.
I'itruv. 1. 4, c. 2 ; Bald. Lex. Vitruv.

Acanthus (Bot.) the a.K-^^6r,c, of Theophrastus, and Acan-
thus of Virgil, called by Herodotus a<«te«, by Strabo
ux.c.<i6^, by Dioscorides u.x.x'na, and by Pliny Spina Mgyp-
liaca ; is a shrub answering to the Acacia of Bauhine, and
the Mimosa nilotica of Linnxus. Its fruit in the pod
(fA/o.So;) is termed, by Virgil, a berry.

Georg. 2, v. 119.

Fa quid odiyrato referam sudantia ligvo

BuUamatjitc et baccas semper frondeiitis Acanthi}

AcANTiitJs, the herb, called by Dioscorides liy.xyfx, is dis-

tinguished by the epithet mollis, smooth, because it is pro-

vided with spines so soft that it might be used for garlands,

Theoc. Idyl. 1. 1, v. 55.

fctjt (3»^«5 TrSDiTnTfTHTU

Virg. Eclog. 3, v. 15.

s amptcxus acantha.

This, as well as the former, is called Acanthus, because it

is thorny, which was also a general name for many thorny
plants. It is called Branca nrsina by Bauhine, Brank ur-

sine by Dale, and Bears-breech, vulgarly. Herod. 1. 2,

c. 96 ; Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 4 ; Stejih. Byz. de Urb.;

Dioscor. 1. 3 ; Plin. 1. 22 ; Ovid. Metam. 1.13; ritruv. 1. 4

;

Athen. Deipnos. 1. 15; Gal.de Siinpl. 1. 6: Aet. I. 1 ;

Marcell. Empiric. 1. 6 ; Salmas. Exercitat. Plin. ; &;c.

Acanthus, in the Linyiccan system, a genus of plants, Class

14 Didi/namia, Order 2 Angiospermia.

Generic Characters. Cal. jierianth unequal, permanent.

—

Cor. one-petalled, unequal ; tube very short ; upper-lip

none; under-lip very large.

—

Stam. Jilamcnts four; an-

thers oblong.

—

Pi ST. ger7n conical ; style filiform ; stig-

77ias two.

—

Per. capsule subovate, with a point; clatvs

alternate ; seeds ovate.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, as the Acanthus

mollis sativus, sexiMollis Virgilii Carduus, ssnBranca Ursi

vel Ursina, Brank ursine, a native of Italy, where it is
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used medicinally.

—

Acanthus cardui/oUus, Thistle-leaved

Acanthus, native of the Cape of Good Hope Acanthus
spinosus aculeatus seu sylvcstris. Prickly Acanthus, a na-

tive of Italy.

—

Acantliim Dioscoridis vel satii-us, native of
Lebanon, and supposed by Linna;us to be the genuine
species of Dioscorides.

—

Acanthus ilicqfoUus, the Paina-
SchuUi of Rliced, native of the Indies, &c. J. Bauh.
Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin. Thcat. Botan.; Ger. Herb.;
Park. Thcat. Botan.; Rail Hisl. Plant.; Tourn. Insl.

Herb.; Bocrh. Lid. Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

ACANTHY'LLIS (Or.) another name for Acanthis.
ACA'NTICONE (Min.) a species of the Epidofe family.

ACA'NUS (Bot.) vide Acanos.

ACA'XZIl (.1///.) Turkish light-horse, the Avant-guard of
the Grand .Seignor's array.

ACAPA'TLI (Bot.) another name for the Piper Longuni of
Linnaeus. Rait Hist. Plant.

ACA'PNON (Bot.) another name for the Sampsuchum of
Linnasus.

AcAPNON (iV«/.) a««5rn5-o», from «, priv. and Kaisnc, smoke;
honey taken from the hive without smoking the bees.

Slrnbo.\. 9; Plin.\. 11, c. 16.

ACA'RNA (ZJo/.) "Ax«p«,Fish-Thistle, a species of the Alrac-

tilis, the Carlinn, and the Ericus of Linnaeus. Theoph.

1. 6, c 3.

ACA'RNAN [Ich.) a sea-fish, mentioned by Athenaeus and
Aldrovandiis. Castel.

A'CARON (Bot.) the Wild Myrtle; the Myrtus Brabantia of

Linnaeus.

ACA'RTUM [Chem.) red-lead.

A'CARUS (Ent.) 'Aku^i, Tick, a genus of animals of the

Class Insecta, Order Aplera.

Generic Characters. Mouth without proboscis.

—

Feelers

two as long as the sucker.

—

Eyes two placed on each
side of the head.

—

Legs eiglit.

Species. The most remarkable species are the Acarus

sciro, the Cheese Mite, found in cheese and meal.

—

Aca-
rus ricinus, Dog-Tick, wliicli infests dogs.

—

Acaru.<t exul-

cerans, the Itch-Mite, found on the hands and joints of

persons infected with tliu itch.

—

Acarus uutunimdi.^, the

Harvest IJug, whicli attaches itself to plants and animals

in autumn.

—

Acarus Iclarius. spins its web on the bark

of trees, which, being dispersed by the winds, covers

the fields with innumerable threads.

—

Acarus coleopira-

torum, which is found on the bodies of several coleop-

terous insects.— Acarus vc!;elaus. Vegetating Mite, an

insect so called from the singular manner in which it is

affixed to the limbs or wing-shells of the insect it infests.

ACATALE'CTIC (Gram.) 'AKxra>.wtt>i, i. e. acatalecticus

vcrsut cui in fine nihil deest, from «, priv. and xurak^ya,

to end ; a perfect or acatalectic verse, not having a syllable

too much or too little. /Homed. I. 3.

ACATALICPSIA (Phy.) 'Ax.a-ccXr.'^ix, incompreliensibility,

uncertainty in science.

ACA'TALIS (Bot.) another name for the Junipcrus.

ACATASTA'TyE (Med) from a, priv. and icitfi^^ii^Ki, to de-

termine ; an ei)ithet for fevers that are irregular and vari-

able in their appearances ; or urines that are turbid. Ilip-

pocrnt. df Rat. Vict, in Aciit. Morb. S; Gal. Com.
ACATE'RA (Bot.) .Junipcrus ni<rer.

ACA'TI'^RY (Ilisl.) a sort of elieck between the clerks of

the king's kitchen, and the purveyors.

ACATHA'RSIA (Med.)
'

Xk:,.^^^^, from «, priv. and naOa/fw,

to purge; impurity of the- humour.^.

ACATIU'STUS (Mus.) 'Attcch'^ai,, a solemn hymn, anciently

sung in tlie Greek church, in the fourth week of Lent.

Curopalat. tie Off. Conslanlin. c. 12.

ACA'TIUM (Ant.) ScKiiTici, the largest sail placed in the

middle of the ship. Poll. Onon. I. 2, c. 81 ; Isidor. Orig.

1. 19, c. 3.

ACC
ACA'TO (Cheni.) or Araxos, soot.

ACA'ULIS (Bot.) from «, priv. xmuaV?, a stem, i. e. sine
caule, stemless ; an epithet for a plant ; Planta acaulis, a
plant wanting a stem, as the Viola odorata ; also for the
cap of the fungi, as Pileus acaulis, or srs.^ilis, when the
cap is not supported by a stalk, Liun. PhU . Botan.

ACA'ULOS (Bot.) the Carlina Acaidis of Linnsus. Bauh.
Hist. Plant.

ACCAPITA'RE (Laiv) to pay relief to lords of manors.
Flet. 1. 2, c. .50.

ACCA'PITUM (Law) i. e. Relerium, a relief to lords of
manors.

ACCE'DAS ad Curiam (Laxi;) a writ issuing from Cliancery
to a sheriff, where a man h.is received false judgment.
F.N.B. 18; Reg. Orig. 9, 56.

—

.-iccedas ad Vice-Comitem,
a writ to a coroner, commanding him to deliver a writ to
a sheriff, who having a writ, called ap.r^, suppresses it.

Reg. Orig. 83.

ACCE'LEilATED (Phn.) an epithet for motion when it

increases by continual accessions of velocity, which may
be either equably or unequably accelerated, as the accele-

rated motion of pendulums, projectiles, compressed bodies,

&c. The term is opposed to retarded, which expresse.; a
diminution of velocity.

ACCE'LERATING, or Accclcrnlive (Mcch.) acceleratrix, ar»

epithet for that force which causes an increased velocity of
motion. Newt. Princip. def. 8.

ACCELERA'TION (Phy.) acccleratio, from nc, or ad, and
celero, to quicken ; increased velocity of motion, which is

principally applied to falling bodies tending towards the

centre of the earth by the force of gravity. Acceleration

is either equable or variable.

—

Equable acceleration is that

in which the accessions of velocity are always equal in

equal times.— Variable acceleration is when the acces-
sions in equal times either increase or decrease. Galil.

Dial. 2.

Acceleration (Astron.) is applied to the fixed stars, the

planets, and the moon.

—

Acceleration of the fixed stars, is

the time which the stars, in one diurnal revolution, antici-

pate the mean diurnal revolution of the sun.

—

Acceleration

of a planet, when its real diurnal motion exceeds its mean
diurnal motion.

—

Acceleration of the moon, the increase of
the moon's mean motion from the sun, compared with
the diurnal motion of the earth.

ACCE'LERATIVE (Phy.) vide .Accelerating.

ACCELERATO'RES urince (Anal.) muscles so called

because they serve to expedite the passage of the

urine.

ACCE'NDONES (.'hit.) a kind of gladiators or supernu-

meraries, whose office was to excite and animate the com-
batants. Salmas. in Tertull. de Pall. c. (j.

ACCE'NSOR (Ant.) vide Acolythus.

ACCE'NSUS (Art.) an officer who attended on the con-
suls and pra;tors acting as a clerk of the assizes, or crier of
the court to summon the witnesses, Sec; so called quod
alios ad prcetorem acciret. Before the introduction of
clocks he used also to cry the hour at the third hour at

noon, and at the ninth hour. Varr. de Ling. Lai. 1. 5,

c. 9; Cic.dc Leg. 1. 2, c. 24; Ad. Prat. 1. 1, ep. 1 ; Plin.

1. 7, c. 60 ; Var. de Vit. Pop. Rom. Apud. Non. MarccU.
1. 12, c. 8 ; Suet, in Jul. c. 20 ; August. Ad. Leg. xii. Tab.

§ W ; Sigon. de Anliq. ,Jur. Civ. Roman.; Manut. de Civit.

Rom. apud Thesaur. Gnec. tom. 1, p. 30; Salmas. de Mil.

Rom. c. 11-; Buleug. de Imp. Rom. 1. 6, c. 16. This officer

seems also to have acted as a scribe, according to Cicero,

and some inscriptions T. TITIENUS FELIX, AUCJUS-
TALIS SCRIHA LII5R. 7EUIL. CURUL. VIATOR
/EDILIS. PLEBIS. ACCENSUS. Cic. in Verr. I, 3,

c. 6(j ; Buleng. de Lnp. Rom. 1. 6 ; Pallet. For. Rom. 1. 5,

c. 13.
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AccKNSUS, a kind of adjutant appointed by the tribunes to

assist the centurion or decurion ; or, according to Festus,

a supernumerary soldier who was ready to supply the place

of any one that died. Varr. de Vit. Pop. Rom. 1. 3 apiid

No?i. 1. 12, c. 8 ; Liv. 1. 1, c. 43 ; Fest. de Verb. Signif.;

Salinas, de lie Mil. c. 14; Rosin. Antiq. Rom.
A'CCENT [Gram.) Accenttis, from ac, or ad, and cantus,

a song; an inflection of tone which is either acute, grave,

or circuniffe.v : the

—

Acute accent ( ) sharpens or raises the

syllable.

—

Grave accent (
') depresses the syllable.— Circum-

flex accent (~ ) both elevates and depresses, i. e. per arsin et

thesin ; as in the word naiura ; when I say, natu, the voice

is elevated, and it is called arsis ; but when I say ra, the

voice is depressed, and it is called thesis. Varro. de Lai.

Lin.; Quint. Inst. 1. 12, c. 10; Diomed. 1. 2; Prise, de

Accent, apud Vet. Grammat. ; Isid. Orig. 1. 1, c. 17.

Accents Greek, the Greek accents are now known but little,

except by the marks over the vowels ; they are three,

namel)', acute ('), grave ("), and circumflex {") '< words are

denominated differently according to the position of the

accent, as

—

Proparoxytons, with the acute on the ante-

penultimate, as Taiifii^ios.

—

Puro.Ti/tons, having the acute on
the penultimate, as ^"X,'";-

— Oxi/tons, having the grave or

acute accent on the last syllable, as Kr6ii,)>c, S.k.—Barytons,

with the grave accent, or no accent, on the last syllable,

as Tik'., o-iiu,££.

—

CircumJJex, those with the circumflex on
the last syllable, as iro;a.

—

Ante-circumflex, with the cir-

cumflex on the penultimate, as /SoSk.—To these may be
added the breathings, which are two ; viz. the lenis or

mild ('), as i^a, and the aspcr or aspirate ('), as sxaTst,

which is pronounced Hucxrut. Everj' word beginning with

a vowel has either the lenis or the aaper, and when two ;'s

come together, the first has the lenis, and the second the

asper, as ~c'ffa.

Accents Hcbreie, the Hebrew accents consisted either of
points which served as vowel points, which will be noticed
under the head of points, or of accents, properly so called,

which are either tonic, distinctive, or servile.— Tonic ac-

cents stand for notes to sing by.^Distinctive accents dis-

tinguish the sense.

—

Servile accents, accentus ministri, or
serviles, serve to show the construction and connexion of
words.

Accents are moreover distinguislied as they stand over or
under the letters.

Hebrew Accents under the Letters.

Name, Figure, Place, and Power.

Silluk

Atnack

Tiphcha

Tefir

Jethif

Munach

IMerca simplex

Merca duplex

Mahpach

Darga

Jerach ben jomo

N Punctum.

N Colon.

N Semicomma pritnum.

N Ditto.

>< Semicolon.

» Semicomma.

N Ditto.

» Ditto.

N Ditto.

« Ditto.

(? Ditto.

Hebreui Accents above the Letters,

Paser minor

Paser major

Karne para

Schalscheleth

Pesik, or Legarme

N Semicomma quartum.

IS Ditto.

«° Ditto.

N Semicolon.

<* Ditto.

Name,

Telischa ketanna

Sarka

Pasta

Geresch

Geraschajim

Telischa Gedola

Sesol, or Segolta

Sakeph katon

Sakeph gadol

Refia, or Rebhia

ACC
Figure, Place, and Power.

« Semicomma.

*< Semicomma primum.

« Ditto.

t* Semicomma secundiiui.

N Ditto.

>• Semicomma tertium.

"^ Strong colon.

>< Comma.
• « Ditto.

N Ditto.

u a

u a

V a

u a

V u

u a

V u

V a

V a

The Greek and Roman accentual marks are placed over
the vowels, as follow :

Greek Accents and Breathings.

Acute, as asui'di/af
Grave, as a e if t u a e.

Circumflex, as Z £ ii t o " ~

Lenis, as a I h 1 o

Asper, as « £ ^ ( o

Acute lenis, as a E n i

Grave lenis, as a £ » i o

Acute asper, as a. t » i o

Grave asper, as a £ « i o

Circumflex lenis, as a. i ri i o

Circumflex asper, as a £ 1 ' o

Homan Accents.

' Acute, as :i ^ 1 6 (i.

Grave, as a fe i 6 il.

" Circumflex, as i & i o Q.

5 Cedilla used only under the French c, as f.

over the Spanish n, thus ii.

Accent (Mus.) the modulation of the voice in singing.

Accented {Mus.) an epithet for those notes or bars on
which the emphasis naturally falls.

Accents {Mus.) accentus; a verse or song.

ACCE'NTOK (Mus.) he that sings the highest part, or
treble in a choir.

ACCE'PTANCE (Law) Acceptatio, from accipio, to accept;
an accepting of a thing, or a tacit agreement, as \? husband
and Kije, seised of lands in right of the wife, join and make
a lease reserving rent ; and after the death of the husband
the wife receives or accepts the rent, by this acceptance
the lease is confirmed, and it shall bind her. 1 lust. 273.

Acceptance of a bill (Com.) the signing, subscribing, and,

making a person debtor for the contents.

ACCEPTA'TIO (Ant.) a discharge from the creditor to the

debtor, which is in civil law, what an acquittance is in com-
mon law. Bud. in Pandect, p. 178.

ACCE'PTOR {Ant.) vide Accipifer.

Acceptor (Com.) the person who accepts a bill of ax-
change by signing it, and obliging himself to pay the con-
tents.

ACCEPTO'RIUS modiolus (Ant.) a vessel employed in the

aqueducts for holding water, in distinction from the eroga-

torius, by which it was dealt out. Keuchen. in Frontin. de
Aqueduct. I. 1 apud Thes. Grcev. Antiq. Rom. vol. 4,

p. 1638.

ACCERSITO'RES (Ant) Runners who went before to ao-

noimce the arrival of any one. Pignor, de Serv. p. 255.
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ACCE'SSA (Archtenl.) Accessio, Accessus ; tlie access of the

sea, i. e. the tide in distinction from the recessus or ebb.

A'CCESSARY (Laiv) or Acccssnri/, acccssoriiis, from ac and

cedo, to come ; one guilty of an offence not principally, but

bv a direct participation, as of command, iSrc. ; if simply

by advice or abetting he is an abettor ; if by act and deed,

as a principal, he is an accomplice. Accessories are either

so before the fact or aSlax.— Accessories before the fact, are

those who being absent, yet procure or command another

to commit a crime.

—

Accessories after the fact, tliose who
receive and relieve the felon, knowing the felony to have

been committed. 3 Inst. 138; 1 Unle. Pleas nfthe Crown,

613, &c ; Hawk. P. C. I 2, c. 'M , &c.

ACCE'SSIBLE (Math.) an epithet for any height or depth

which can be approached so as to be measured by applying

a proper instrument.

AccE.ssiBLE (Mil.) an epithet for any place that may be

approaciied by a hostile force. A fortress may be ac-

cessible both b)' sea or land.

ACCE'SSION (Med.) accessio, from accedo, to approach,

^fw*to-i£, the beginning of a paroxysm, or a fit of u.n

intermitting fever.

Accession (Pol.) from accedo, to approach ; an approach

or coming to ; as of a king who takes possession of his

throne, or of any person vvho comes into possession of

property.

Accession (£cc.) a terra used in the election of a pope,

when one or more cardinals accede or go over to a parti-

cular side so as to give it the majority, which is one mode

of election in distinction from acclamation, or scrutiny.

Vide Accessus.

ACCESSO'UIUS Musculus (Aiiat.) another name for the

Jlexor diaitorum and sacro lumbaris.— Accessorius Nei'vus,

a name given, by Willis, to the eighth pair of nerves which

arise by several filaments, from both sides of the medulla

spinalis.

A'CCESSORY (Law) vide Accessary.

ACCE'SSUS (Ant.) from accedo, to approach ; a climbing

machine for ascending the walls of besieged towns. Vitruv.

I. 10, c. 19.

Accessus (Ecc.) velper accessttm, a mode of electing the pope,

when all the cardinals, with one consent, approach him

and salute him by the title of Papa. This is called, in

English, " An election by acclamation." Ceremonial Rom.

1. 1, § 1-

ACCIACATU'IIA (Miis.) Italian, for a sweeping of the

chords of the harpsichord, and dropping sprinkled notes

usual in accompaniments.

A'CCIDENS (Phij.) or per Accidens, xxra a-ufi-fiiSwoi; a

term applied to the operations of natural bodies, in disitinc-

tion from per sc ; thus fire is said to burn per se, but a hot

iron per accidens. Aristot. Awdyt. Post. 1. 1, c. 3.

A'CCIDENT (Log.) Accidens, from occn/o, to befal or hap-

pen to a thing, to <rvj/.ftt^w<,; that which belongs inci-

dentally to substances. Accidents are of different kinds,

namely :

—

Accidens particulare, a particular accident, that

which is in a subject, but attributed to no subject ; as a

garment that belongs to a man, but forms no part of a

man— Accidens prccdicabilc, a predicable accident, which

is in a subject, and predicated of, or attributed to, a sub-

ject ; but belongs incidentally to it, in distinction from the

essence, as white, black. This is, as Porphyry defines it,

what comes to, or goes from, a thing, ^""fi ''m t» uVo^ii/ack

(ficfM,, i. e. without destroying the subject. It is divided

into common and proper.

—

Accidens commune, xwc, a

common accident, belongs to several subjects; as ani-

mality, which is connnon to man and beast.

—

Accidens pro-

prinm', i<!'", a proper accident, which is peculiar to one

subject; as risibility to man.

—

Accidens scparabile, %«fifi.,

a separable accident, which may be separated from a sub-

ACC

ject ; as sleeping from a man.

—

Accidens inseparahile,

ux.ufi^ov, an inseparable accident, which cannot be sepa-

rated from the subject ; as blackness from the skin of an

Ethiopian,

—

Accidois pnrdicamentale, a jiredicamental ac-

cident, which includes the last nine of the predicaments ;

as quantity, quality, action, passion, &c. in distinction

from the no-iW, or substance, which is the first predicament.

Porphyr. Isagog. ; Aristot. Analyt.

ACCIDE'NTAL Colours (Opt.) those which depend on

the eye, in distinction from those which are produced by
the light.

Accidental Point (Pcrspect.) that point in which a right

line drawn from the eye, parallel to another given right

line, cuts the picture or plane. Thus, suppose A B to be

the line given in perspective, C F E the perspective plane,

D the eye, C D the line parellel to A B ; then is C the

accidental point.

ACCI'DENTS [Logic) vide Accident.

Accidents (Metapk.) are distinguished into primary and
secondary.

—

Primary accidents are such as are absolute ;

as quantity and quality.

—

Secondary accidents are qunndo,

when ; ubi, where ; sitris, situation ; habitus, habit, &c.

Accidents (Gram.) the inflexions of words, or the ac-

cents in letters and syllables.

Accidents (Her.) the tincture and differences in blazoning,

or the points and abatements in an escutcheon.

ACCIPE'NSEll (Ich.) vide Acipenser.

ACCI'PITER (Or.) the hawk, a well-known bird of prey,

so called on account of its rapacity, from accipio, to seize,

i. e. to seize or take birds. The Hebrew name yj is de-

rived from nv:, to fly ; because it is a bird of swift flight,

as the Greek (if«5, from xi pao. 'turSxi, to go freely. This

bird was made emblematical of the winds, on account of

the swiftness of its flight, which, together with its rapa-

city, has been celebrated by the poets. Horn. Iliad. I. 15,

V. I'M , speaking of Apollo,

Bii h kxt' \^Xim ofim ' Ipwi ieiKia;

Odyss. 1. 15, V. 525.

Uom. ILL 16, V. 582.

'ilxij, otrr' iVi^ijr* Ke?iOitii rt •vj'«p«? ti

Hesiod. Oper. 1. 1, v. 210.

OvidMctam.X. 11, v. 661..

—.Acninter nutti xatis tripms in oiniiei

Secvit aves, alihiine iloleiis Jit cauiu doUndi.

Ovid, de Arte Amand. 1. 2, v. I*?.

Odimus accipitrem quia vivit semper in armii.

Martian. U, ep. 216.

I'radofuil wlucrum, famulus nunc aticupis, idem

Dfcipit el capias non sibi mcrrel ai<es.

Claud. Eidyll. 1, v. 81.

K.n,fe.

Hctla V

ri.s accipiter,

i7i«nl.

ipse ti>.

For the sharpness of its sight, it was made emblematical of

the sun, to which it was held sacred by the Egyptians;
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and on this account is called by Aristophanes t«»t' !,ip6et.x.

IMC, and b)' Virgil ales sacer. Calliniachus mentions six

species of the hawk, and Pliny sixteen ; but Aristotle gives

tlie names of only ten, viz. Tfiopxi;?, aiVaPiw, Kipxoc, arffia;,

(p.<r(rt>f!i:tii, iTiff., >.7.o5, JTif^os, o-s-i^i'ac, (r(»iro;io;i;;i>^ Biifeo,

asah), circus, asterias, palumbarius, periies, lavis, percus,

spizia, rubetarius. Tiie two species principally known are

the

—

Accipifer palumbarius, or Goss-hawk, so called be-

cause it takes doves. It is the lifKi ^air(ro?>o»o; of Aristotle

;

the Accipiter palumbarius of Aklrovandus ; and tiie Falco

palumbarius of Linnaeus.

—

Accipiter Jriugillaiius, or the

Sparrow-hawk, so called because it catches sparrows, is

the lifal c-JT^^Mi of Aristotle ; the Accipiter Ji-i.igillarius

vulgo Nistis sparviero dictus of Aldrovandus ; and the Falco

iiisus of Linnaeus. Hcrodot. 1. 2, c. 65, Sec. ; Aristot.

Hist. Animal. 1. 9 ; Diudor. 1. 2; Cic. de Nat. Dear. 1. 3,

c. U ; Virg. Mil. 1. 11, v. "21
; Apul. Apolog. 1. 1 ; Plin.

1. 10, c. 8; Pint, de hid. et Osir. ; ^lian. Hist. Anim.

]. 2, c. 4:2; Haropol. de Hierogl. 1. 2, c. 14; Oppian.

Ixeut. 1. 1 ; Eustalh in Odi^ss. 1. 15; Gregor. Nazianz.

1. 10, c. 16 ; August, contra Manat. ; Jul. Firm. Mailies.

L 5, c. 7 ; Sidon. Apnllinar. Paneg. ad Avit. ; Oros. Hist.

1. 2, c. 1 •t ; Demet. Prcrf. ad Hierocosoph ; Isidor. Orig.

1. 12; Gesiter de Avib ; Aldrov. Ornitli. 1. 1 ; Dellon. de

Avibus ; Alex, ab Atexand. Gen. D. 1. 5, c. 13; B.jch.

Hieroz. 1. 1, &c. ; Tliuan. de Re Accipiter, 1. 1 ; JVill. Or-

tiitli. ; Rati Hist.; Linn. Si/st. Nat.

Accipiter (\umis.) this bird [vide Accipiter under Orni-

thologti], was worshipped in Egypt for Osiris, on account

of its fierceness and violence, which attributes it was sup-

posed to possess in common with Osiris or the sun. The
subjoined figure represents a medal of Adrian, bearing, on

the obverse, the head of the emperor, crowned with laurel.

The inscription, ATT^^pir*. KAIo-aj TIo.>..; AIL.o«

AAPIANOC ; on the reverse, the accipiter with the

flower of the lotus on its head, standing on a small stall':

the inscription METHAIi^' L. I A. i.e. Metelitarum

anno undecimo. Vaillant Xumis. Ptolem.

Accipiter (Surg.) the name of a bandage which was put

over the nose ; so called from its resemblance to the claw

of a hawk.
ACCrPITRES {Or.) the first order in the Linnean sys-

tem, in the class Aves, or Birds, having an angular tooth-

like process on the upper mandible, including the follow-

ing genera, namelv,— Vultur, the Vulture, having the

bill hooked, and the head naked.

—

Falco, the Eagle, Fal-

con, Kite, Hawk, S:c. having the bill hooked, and covered

at the base with a cere.

—

Strix, the Owl, having the bill

hooked, with a frontlet of covered bristles.— Lanius, the

Slirike, having the bill straightish and notched.

ACCIPITRI'XA {Bot.) another name for the hank-
weed.

ACCrSE (Com.) a duty in Holland on different sorts of

commodities, as wheat, coals, &c.
ACCL.\^IA'TIO (Ant.) acclamation, or shouting, which
among the Romans was performed by a certain tune or

modulation of the voices in accordance, and was employed
either for the purpose of praise or dispraise. Acclamations

were adopted on most public occasions, as in the case of

marringes, congratulations of emperors or generals, in tlie

theatre, the senate, and other places. The form of the

acclamation varied with tiie occasion ; on saluting a newly
elected general, they cried out Dii te servent, Imperatur ;

on applauding the performances of any declaimer or orator,

ACC

they vrow\A cry out Bene et prcEclare ; Belle et festive, non

potest melius. See. Sometimes, however, the acclamation

was employed to express a contrary feeling, as on the

death of Commodus. Cic. de Oral. 1. 3, c. 26 ; Hor. de

Art. Poet. V. 428; Mart. !. 2, epig. 27; Pers. Sat. 1,

V.49; Senec. Octav. act 4, seen. 1, v. 704, andepist. 59;

Plin. 1. 2, epist. 14, &c. ; Quintil. Instil. Oral. 1. 8, c. 3 ;

Suet in Ner. c. 20, and in Domit. c. 23 ; Dio. I. 43, &c.

;

Arrian in Epict. 1. 2, c. 23 ; I'opisc. in Prob. c. 10 ; Lam-
prid. in Com/nod. c. 18, and in Anton. Diadum, c. 1 ; Bud
in Pandect, p. 74 ; Sigon de Ant. Jur. Provin. 1. 2, c. 7

;

Ferrar. de Acclamat. 1. 1, c. 2, &c. ; Buleng. de Cir. c. 49 ;

Laz. Comm. Reip. Rom. 1. 9, c. 2.

ACCLAMATION (Ecc.) a mode of electing the Pope,

when the cardinals, with one consent, address him by the

title of " Papa," as soon as he makes his appearance

among them.
ACCLI'V'IS (Anat.) another name for the muscle called

obliquus ascendens abdominis.

ACCLI'VITY (Math.) the steepness, or slope, of any

place inclined to the horizon reckoned upwards.

A'CCOLA (Ant.) a husbandman who came from other

parts to till the ground : Eo quod perveniens ierram colat.

In distinction from the incola qui propriam terrain colit :

i. e. who tills his native soil. Isid. (Jrig. I. 12, c. 1.

ACCOLA'DE (.irclucol.) from ac or ad and collum, the

neck ; a ceremony used in knighting, when the king puts

his hand round the neck of the knight, Wilhclm Malms-
bur, de Ge^t. Reg. Angl.

.Accolade (Mus!) the brace which includes all the parts

of a score.

A'CCOLER (Com.) the making of a bracket in the margin

of an account book in France, so as to comprehend several

sums in one.

A'CCOLLF, (Her.) collared or wearing a collar.

ACCOMMODATION bill (Com.) a bill given as an accom-
modation instead of a loan of money, which is commonly
taken up by the drawer.

ACCOMPAGNE'E (Her.) between.

ACCO'MPAXI.MENT (Mus.) An instrumental part added
to a composition by way of embellishment.

—

Accompani-

ment ad libitum, when the piece may be performed with or

without the accompaniment at pleasure.

—

Accompaniment-

obligato, when the accompaniment is indispensable to the

piece.

ACCO'MPAXIMENTS (Mus.) instrumental parts added
incidentally to any piece.

.\ccoMPANiMENTs (Her.) such things as are usually ap-

plied about the shield, as the belt, mantlings, iSrc.

ACCO'MPANIST (Mus.) the performer of the accompa-
niment.

ACCO'MPLICE (Laio) vide Accessari/.

ACCO'MPT (Com.) vide Account.

ACCO'NTUNI {.4nt.) a Grecian dart or javelin, somewhat
similar to the Roman ;;!7»)w.

ACCO'RD (Mus.) an agreement in pitch and tone, as ap-

plied to the voice, or to instruments. Rousseau defines it

a union of two or more sounds made at the same time, so

as to form an harmonic whole. Accords are divided by
Rousseau into

—

Accords consonans, or consonances, when
the intervals formed by two sounds are agreeable to the

ear.

—

Accords dissonans, or dissonances, those which con-

tain some dissonance, or discordant sound, which is dis-

agreeable to the ear.

—

Accords parfaits, which consist of

three different sounds, having the grave sound as the fun-

damental.— Accords impaifiits, which have not the grave

sound.

Accord (/.aw.) an agreement between two or more per-

sons, when any one is injured by a trespass or offence, to

satisfy him with some recompence.
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ACCORDATU'RA (Mus.) an Italian word for the tuning

of an instrument.

ACCO'STED (Her.) from the Latin nc and
costa, a rib or side ; side b)' side, as in the

annexed figure. " Chevron between six

rams accosted." The family of Harman
bear this coat of arms on a field azure.

ACCO'TEMENT (Mec/i.) an upsetting

among paviours ; a space of ground which
is between the border of the road and the ditch.

ACCO'UCHEMENT (Mrd.) Fr. delivery, or lying-in;

hence the practitioners have been styled accoucheurs.

ACCO'UNT (Com.) or accnuuls, in general all computa-

tions.

—

Books of accounts, or Merchants' Accounts ; the

books in whicli all the transactions of a merchant are

entered and digested in proper order. [Vide Book-kecp-

'".?•] Whence the different phrases.— To open an account,

or to enter it for the first time in a ledger.— To keep open

an account ; when merchants agree to honour each other's

bills of exchange reciprocally.— To affirm an account ; to

declare and make oath that it is true.— To dispute, or

note an account ; to Biake remarks or objections on the

several items of an account.— To settle an account; to

cast it up and balance it.— To post a sum to an account ;

to enter into the ledger the articles for which any

persons become either debtors or creditors.

—

Account

paper ; a fine large paper in France on which accounts

were written.

—

Account of sales ; an account given by one

merchant to another of the disposal, charges, commission,

and net produce from the sale of certain goods.

Account personal {Mil.) or pay-account ; an account which

is kept by army agents of monies received and disbursed

for subsistence and allowance.

—

Clothing account ; an ac-

count kept by the army-agent of monies received and dis-

bursed for the clothing of the regiment.

Account (Chron) the same as style, ' the old or new ac-

count,' i. e. the old or new style.

Account (Law) computus ; a writ or action against a

bailiff or receiver, who refuses to render an account. Stat.

oflVcstm. 2 c. I ;
/•'. N. B. Ui, 116.

.^CCO'UNTANT (Law) one obliged to render an account

to another.

—

Accountant-general ; an officer in the court of

chancery, to receive all money lodged in court.

ACCO'UTREMENTS (Mil.) the habits, equipage, and

furniture of a soldier, such as belts, pouches, cartridge-

boxes, &c.

ACCRE'SSIMENTS (Mus.) or Accress, the same as aug-

mentation.

ACCRE'TIO (Phij.) from ac or ad and craco, to grow ; ac-

cretion, or the increase of a body by growth.

AccRETio (Med.) a growing together, as the fingers or

toes to one another.

ACCRO'CIIE (Law) from the French accrocher, to hook

to ; to encroach. Stat. '25, Ed. 3. Among the French, to

delay ; as accrocher un process, to stay proceedings in a

court.

ACCRU'ED (ficr.) an epithet for a tree full grown.

ACCUBATIO (Hist.) accubation, or a mode of reclin-

ing on couches side by side at meals, customary among

the Romans. Cic. in Ver. 1. 5, c. 31 ; Petron. Arb. c. 3G

;

Isidor Oriorn. 1. 20, c. 2; Lips. Ant. Led. vol. 2, p. \\\-,

Stuck, dc Ant. Conv.].2, c. Si; Philund. in I'ilruv, 1. (j,

c. 2; Bulcng. de Conviv. 1. 1, c. 32 ; Ciaccon de Triclin.

p. 2.52.

ACCU'BITA (Ant.) the couches on which the ancients

used to recline. Spartian in yEL Ver. c. .'5 ; Lamprid. in

Ileliogah. c. I'J, &c, ; Hiilcn<r. de Conviv. 1. 1, c. 30 ; Sal-

vias in Tertull. dc Pall. p. 171.

ACCU'LER (Mil.) to come to close action, or to drive an

army into such a situation as to compel it to action.

ACE
ACCUSA'TIO (Med.) Vide I„dicatio.

AccusATio (Ant.) accusation, among the Roman.«, con-
sisted of three parts : namely,

—

Postulutio, or a petition to

produce the charge.

—

Dclatio, the bringing before the

court ; and accusatio, in the strict sense, or the substan-

tiating the charge. Ascon in Cic. p. 65, Ac; Senec. Con-
trovers, 1. 4 ; Utpian. de Accusat.; Sigon de ludic. 1. 2, c. 8,

&c. ; Manut de Leg. c. 828, &c. ; Rosin Ant. Rom. 1. 9,

c. 29.

ACCU'SATIVE (Gram.) Accusativus, xarriycfixli, the fourth

case of nouns, because we accuse accusamus, connnend,
or predicate something of some one. Van: de Ling. Lnt.

1. 7 ; Sosip. Charis. Instit. Grammat. 1. 5 : Diomed. 1. 1 ;

Priscian. Gramm. 1.5; Cledon. de Art. Gram, apud Putsch.

Grammat. Lai. Auctor Ant. ; Isidor. Orig.l. 1, c. 16.

ACE (Games) that side of a die on which the number one is

expressed : also the card on which there is but one figure.

ACE'DIA (Med.) ccKiStr., from a pro a-/ar, a particle of ex-

cess, and xviS'cc, care ; a tenii used by Hippocrates for fa-

tigue. Hippoc. "ifi ah>.

ACE'PHALI (Ecc.) «,-.f.p«Aoi, from a, priv. and xspK^.!), a

head ; heretics, so called because they admitted no lawful

superior, cither layman or ecclesiastic. They were similar

to the levellers in the time of Henry I. There were also

priests of this name, who submitted to no bishop. Leon-

tius de Sectis, act. 5 ; Baron. Annal. Ann. 433 ; Pratcol.

dc Hccret. Dnct. Omn.
AcEPHALi versus (Rhet.) muiili in principio ; verses that

begin with a short syllable instead of a long one. Ma-
crob. Saturnal. 1. 5, c. 15.

AcEPHAi-i (Zool.) ct.Ki(pciXii, from u, priv. and Ki^ttXn, a head;

headless, an epithet for crabs, and other such animals as

have their senses about the breasts or hearts. Gal. de Usu.

Part. 1. 8, c. 4.

A'CER (Pot.) or Accris, according to Solinus ; tlie INIapIe-

tree, a tree so called from accr hard, as Vossius thinks,

because of the great hardness of its wood, answering to

the tr^i'i'Jcujtci, of the Greeks, from (nftcx^c^, durus, hard ; or,

as Perotius thinks, from acer, sharp, because it exercises the

wit of man in the liberal arts, according to the words of

Pliny, " Acer aperum elegantid ct sublilitate ccdro se-

cundum." The root is used in physic, and a juice is ex-

tracted from it in the spring, which serves as a sweet drink.

There are three species of it mentioned by the ancients,

viz. Acer album, acer venis distinctum, et acer zi/gia vel car-

pinum ; but, according to Plin)', there were ten species.

Columel.\. 5, c. 7 ; Plin.\. 16, c. 26 ; Llesijchius.; Salmas

E.vcrcit. Plin. p. 507.

Acer, in the Linncean system, a genus of plants. Class 23
Polygamia, Order 1, Moncecia.

Generic Characters.— Cal. perianth one-leafed.— Con. nf-

tals five.

—

STA.}-t.Jila>ncnts eight; anthers sinijile
;
pullcu

cruciform.

—

Pi.st. ncnii compressed; style filiform; stig-

mas two (or tliree) pointed.

—

I'ek. capsules, the number
of the stigmas coulescent at the base ; seeds solitary.

Species. The principal species of the Accr are as follow :

Accr scmpervirens. Evergreen Maple, a shrub.

—

Acer

nseudn-phitanus. Great Maple ; a British plant, but not

mdigenous.

—

Accr saccharinum, American Sugar Maple,

from which the inhabitants make sugar.

—

Acer palma-

tum, or Kcvan Mokf, Hand-leaved Maple, native of

Japan.

—

Act r campeslre, or minus, Connnon or .SiiiuU .Ma-

ple, a British plant, but not indigenous.

—

.-leer negundo,

or mujcimum, Virginian, Ash-leaved Maple.— yica- dasy-

carpum, eriocarpum, or rubrum, a native of Pennsylva-

nia. Parkin. Thcat. Botan. ; J. Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; C.

Jiauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb; Raii Hist. Plant, ct Synop

;

Tournef. Inst. ; Boerhaav. Lid. ; Dillcn. Catalog.

AcEH is also a name for the Bannisteria laurifolia and the

Trioptcris critrijhlia of Linnaeus. Plum. Spec. Sloan. Jam.
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ACE'RATOS (Med.) anfUToi from «, priv. and x£firti//*i, to

mix ; unmingled, uncorrupted ; an epithet for the humours.

Hippocrnt de 4tfect ; Foes. Oecunom. Hippocrat.

ACE'RBUS (Med.) sour, harsh, or astringent ; as unripe fruit.

ACE'UIC (C/ie»i.) an epithet for a vegetable acid from the

acer cnnipestre.

ACE'lUDES
{
Med.) i'c-tf'Jn, from «, priv. and xnfof, wax ;

plas-

ters without wax. Gal. de Med. Compos, per gett. 1. 4, c. 14.

ACEllO'S.Ti. nrboies (Bat.) the pine tribe, a sort of ligneous

plants. Linn. Phil. Dot.

ACEltO'SUS {Med.) axvfc'^fi, from o^x^f", chaff; an epithet

eniplojed by Hippocrates for the coarsest bread made of

flour not separated from the chaff. llippoc. mfi uyfiw

j^ijo-io;. Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

AcERosus (Dot.) linear, persistent; an epithet for a leaf.

—

Folium accrosnm, a leaf, needle-shaped, and inserted at the

base into the branch by articulation, as in the pine, fir,

and juniper. Linn. Pliil. Dot.

ACE'llUA (Ant.) an altar erected near the bed of a deceased

person on which incense was burnt; it was so called be-

cause perfumes were, acensi, burnt upon them to prevent

unpleasant smell. The Acerra was also a little pot which

contained the perfumes.

Horat. 1. 3, od. 8, v. 2.

Quid veliitt Jiores et acerra thuris

Plena, miraris.

Ovid de Pont. 1. 4, epist. 8, v. 39.

Kec qmz de pari'a pauper diis tibat orciTd,

Tlniru iiiiiuis grundi quam data lance valent.

The Acerra was very similar in form to what is now used

in the church of Rome. Cic. de Leg. 1. 2, c. 24 ; Fesi. de

Sign. I'erb ; Ferret Mns. Lapid. 1. 4, Me.mnr. 9 ; August.

in Leg. xii. Tatj. § 43 ; Hotman. Antiq. Rom. 1. 3, c. 1 ;

Meurs. de Fiiner. c. 6 ; La Chausse Insign. Pontif. Max.
tab. 8.

ACE'SCENT (Chem.) an epithet for substances which rea-

dily run into the acid fermentation.

—

Acescent lirpiii/s, those

liquids in which the acid fermentation has connnenced.

ACE'STIDES (C/:em.) from i»i;, acies, a point ; chinnieys of

furnaces, narrow at the top, for melting brass.

ACE'STORIS (Med.) axsi-cfU, from axm, healing ; a term
used by Hippocrates for a female physician, or a midwife.

Hippoc. ^ifi 0viruv, &c. ; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

ACETA'BULUM (Ant.) i'^uScKpov ; a vessel for vinegar. 2.

A measure equal to the one eighth of a modern pint.

Allien. 1. 2, c. 26. Gal. de Mensiir, Sfc. c. 2.

Acetabulum (Med.) xorv?^, cavitns, or ij|i;^«<pij», the cup,

from its resemblance to that vessel : 1. A cavity, or soc-

ket in the os coxendix, or hip-bone, to receive the head of

Xhe femur, or thigh-bone. Ruff. Eplies. 1. 1, c. 9 ; Gal.

Comm. in Hippoc dc Fract. 8fC.; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

2. A glandular substance found in the p/lacenta of some
animals. Gal.de Vsn Pari. 1. IS, c. 53.

Acetabulum (Dot.) another name for the Cotyledon.

ACETA'RIA (Med.) from acetum, vinegar. Acetars, 1.

Salads. Plin. 1. 19, c. 4. 2. Pickles, as the acetarium

scorhnticum of Bates.

A'CETATE (Chem.) anj' salt formed by the union of acetic

acid with a salifiable base, as the acetate of potash, of soda,

of lead, &c. in distinction from the acctite. [vide Acelite']

AC Itiam hilhe (Laii:) i. e. and also to a bill to be exhibited for

20/. debt, &c. words in a writ where the action requires bail.

ACE'TIC aciil (Chem.) radical vinegar, or vinegar in a par-

ticularly concentrated state, [vide Acetum']

A'CETITE (Chem.) any salt formed by the union of acetous

acid with an alcaline or earthy base, [vide Acetate and
Chemi.-tri/]

ACETO'SA (Dot.) o^aAi;, herba acida, so called from chc,

acid ; sorrel, from the Anglo-Saxon fup, sour, the Rumex
of Liuna;us. Gal. deAlim. Fac. 1. 2 ; J. Bauh. Hist. Plant. ;

ACH
C. Bauh. Pin. ; Rail Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Inst. Herb. ;

Dillen. Catalog. Plant. ; BoCrh. Lid.

ACETOSE'LLA (Dot.) hcrba ncida, from ab and sapore

acetosa, an acid taste ; \\'ood-sorrel, a species of the oxa-

hs, and of the Rumex of Linnajus. J. Bcuthin, Hist. S^r.

[vide Acetosa]

ACE'TOUS acid (Chem.) distilled vinegar, [vide Acelinn]

ACE'TUM (\at.) kxht'ov, an epithet for honey that is liquid,

which is reckoned the best sort. Plin. 1. 11, c. 1,5;

Hesijchius.

Acetum (Chem.) from acco, to sharpen; Vinegar or any

acid liquor made from potulent juices, particularly wine

and beer.

—

Acelum distillatum, distilled vinegar, or vinegar

purified by distillation, is now called Acetous Acid, because

it is a strong acid of an agreeable odour, somewhat diiler-

ing from simple vinegar.

—

Acelum radicatum, or radical

vinegar, the strongest acid of vinegar, is still more con-

centrated than the former. Its phlegm being abstracted

it is now termed Acetic Acid.

—

Acetum philosophicum, an

acid distilled from honey.

—

Acelum esurinum, distilled

vinegar, so called because it creates an appetite.

ACHiE'iMENIS (Dot.) a herb which, according to Pliny,

when thrown into an army, was wont to cause a general

panic. Plin. 1. 26, c. 8.

ACHA'NIA (Dot.) 'Ax^a<v,i, non hians, because the corolla

does not open ; a genus of plants, Class 16 Monodelphia,

Order 6 Polijandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth double.

—

Cor. sub-

c]a\'ate ; petals erect.

—

Stam. Jilnments numerous; an-

thers oblong.—pisT. germ subt;lobular ; style filiform ;

stigmas capitate.

—

Pkk. berry subglobular ; seeds soli-

tary.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Achania malva-

viscus, otherwise called Malvnviscus arboreus, arborcs-

cens ; Malva arborca ; Hibiscus malvaviscHS, seu Jru-

tescens ; or Alcea indica, Bastard Achania, or Malva-

viscus ,• a shrub, native of .Jamaica and Mexico.

—

Achania mollis. Woolly Achania, a shrub, native of

America.

—

Achania pilo^a. Hairy Achania, a shrub,

native of Jamaica. Pluken. Almag. Dot.; Dillen. Hort.

Ellh.; Broxvn. Hist. Jamaic. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

ACHA'OVA (Med.) an Egyptian herb, like chamomile.

Prosp. Alpin. de Med. JEgi/pt.

ACHARI'STON (Med.) aj:'^f<r<=', from «, priv. and x«f",

thanks ; th.mkless, an epithet for an excellent medicine, so

called because many who were cured by it never feed

their physician. Gal. de Comp. Med. sec. loc. 1. 4, c. 6

;

Aet. Tetrab. 2. serm. 4, c. 110.

A'CHAT {Laxc.) from acheler, to buy; a conlr.ict or bar-

gain.

ACHATES (^Fln.) 'hx'J--v„ agate; a precious stone re-

presenting different objects, from which it derives the

different names of phassachates, cerachates, dendrachates,

&c. according as it represents a dove, wax, a tree, iSrc.

It was said to be generated in the river Achate.

Sil. Ital. 1. 14, v. 228.

£t peUucentem splendenti j^Nirgife Achatcn.

and had medicinal virtues ascribed to it. Theophrast. de

Lapid.; Plin. I. 37, c. 10; Solin. c. 11 ; Isid. Orig. 1. 16,

c. 11 ; Marbod. de Lapid.

ACHA'TORS (Laxv.) Purveyors, so called from their fre-

quent bargaining. 36 E. 3.

ACHE'IR (Med.) '^x^'t, from «, priv. and x.k, liand,

handless.

ACHEIROPOE'TA (Ecc.) An image of the blessed virgm,

to whom the popes used to \>a.Y particular reverence at

Easter. It was so called to signiYy that it was made with-

out hands.

ACHE'RNER (Ast.) or Acher-Nahr, called, by Ptolemy,

'i<rx,uTCi tS nirxy^n; the name of a star of the first magni-
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tude in the southern extremity of Eridanus, marked (a) by
Bayer. Its longitude for 1761 was K 11° 55' 1", and lati-

tude south 59= 22' 1".

ACHE'TA {Eiit.) a division in the genus of insects called

Gri/llus in the Linnean system.

A'CHIA (Xnl.) a kind of cane in the East Indies which
is pickled green.

A'CHIAli (An/.) a Malayan word for all sorts of pickled

fruits and roots.

ACHI't'OLCM (Ant.) a sweating bath. Cal. Aurel. de

Acut. 1. :i, c. 17.

ACHILLE'A (Bot.) cix^xxux, or Achilleon, kyj'kXiUi ; a plant

so called because Achilles, who was the disciple of Chiron,

is said to have used it in the healing of wounds. Plin.

I. 25, c. 1 ; Allien. Deipnox. 1. 3, c. 30.

Achillea, //( the hinncan .ti/sirm, a genus of pla.nts

;

Class 19 Sijiigenesin, Order 2 Pnli/gamia supeijliia. It is

classed, by Tournefort and others, under the genera Mille-

Jiilium and Ptannica, and is called in Engliih Milfoil or

Maudlin.
Generic Character. Cal. common, ovate; scales ovate.—
Cor. compound radiate ; coroUcls tubular.

—

St am.Jila-
ments five ; anther cylindrical.— PisT. germ small ; stijle

filiform ; stigma obtuse.— Pek. none ; receptacle filiform
;

seeds solitary.

Species. The species are mostly perennials and natives of

Europe ; the principal are the Achillea agerattim, Sweet

Milfoil or 'SlaaMin.—Achillea fnlcatn. Sickle-leaved Mil-

foil.

—

Achillea tometitosa. Woolly IMilfoil.

—

Achillea pii-

besccns, Downy Milfoil.

—

Achillea impatiens. Impatient

Milfoil.

—

Achillea atrata, or Chamamcclum alpinum, Ca-

momile-leaved Milfoil.

—

Achillea moscliata, Genipe Iva

moschata, Tanacetum alpinum, or Dracunculiis alpinus,

Musk Milfoil, or Swiss Genipe.

—

Achillea nana. Dwarf
Milfoil.

—

Achillea mag!:a, or Mitlefulium maximum,
Great Milfoil or Yarrow.

—

Achillea millefolium. Com-
mon Milfoil, a native of Britain, <S:c. Dodon. Slirp.

Hist. Pcmplad. ; Dauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat.

Botan. ; llaii Hist. Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

Achillea is also the name o( the Athanasia annua; the

Senecio ahrotauifolius ; and the Chrysanthemum milltfolium

of Linna;us. Lob. Adx\ Slirp. et Plant. Icon.

ACIIILLE'ION (Med.) «;t;.Wiio», (rom Achilles ; a sort of

spunge proper for making tents.

ACIIIIXE'lOS (Med.) 'ux'>i>'"H, a sort of maze made of

Achillean barley. Foes. Oeconom. Ilippncraf.

ACHILLE'IS (Med.) U'^i>^?^w, a sort of barley used medi-

cinally for making barley-water, so called, according to

(iaien, from a certain husbandman named Achilles. Gal.

de Med. Simpl. Fac. I. 8.

ACllI'LLES [Log.) an epithet for an argument (^'-yos) in-

vented by Zeno against motion, founded on the assump-

tion that the swifter animal can never overtake the slower.

It takes its name from Achilles, either because it was sup-

posed to be insuperable like him, or because he was com-
pared in the argument with a tortoise. Can Achilles

overtake a tortoise in running? C'crtainly : but if there

were motion he could not overtake it, therefore, there is

not motion. As the assumption or premise is here false,

of course, the conclusion is false. Aristot. 1.6, c. 14;

Simplic. I't Themist. in Aristot. ad locum.

ACIIi'LEIS Tendo (Anal.) vide Tendo .4chilHs.

ACHIM1$A'SSI (Med.) chief physician at (irand Cairo.

Prosp. Alp.

ACHl'SlENES (Bot.) the Cvltmnea longifolia ct hirsiita of

Linnjcns. Brown. [list. Jam,
ACIIIMEN'IS {Bot.) vide Achccmcnis.

ACIIIO'TE (Med.) lozenges made of achiote. Rail Hist.

Plant.

A'CHIOTL (Bot.) the Bixa Orleana of Linnaus. C. Batch.

Pin.; Hermand. Nov. Plant. Mcx. Hist.; liaii Hist, Plant.

ACH
A'CHITH (Bot.) a sort of vine in Madagascar.
A'CHLYS (Med.) a.x>M',, cloudiness; J. dimness of sight.

Hippocrai. Piredict. I. 1. 2. The pupil of the eye. Pr^c-
dict. I. 2. 3. Condensed air in the uterus. Hippocrat. de
Morb. Mul. 1. 2; Gorr. Dejin. Med.; Foes. Oeconom. Hip-
pocrat,

ACHMA'DULAI (Chcm.) antimony.
A'CHNE (Med.) «>..«, literally, chaff, or froth of the sea,

signifies medicinally, 1. A whitish mucilage in the eyes
of persons having fevers. Hippocrat. Epidem. sect. ].

2. Lint recommended by Hippocrates in a fracture of the
nose. Hippocrat. de Art. ; Gorr. Def, Med, ; Foes. Oeco-
nnm. Hippocrat,

ACHOA'VAN (Bot.) a sort of chamomile.
A'CHOll (Med.) a;k;%> probably from ij;*^, a watery' dis-

charge, Scald-Head ; an ulcer in the head which, swelling
and breaking into holes, discharges an honev-like humour;
when the perforations are large it is cnUed fames, a Honey-
comb, and tinea, from the similitude of the holes to those
made in cloth by moths ; when this disorder affects the
face it is called crusta lactea, Milk-Scab. Gal. de Turn,
prcet. Nat. c. 5 ; Heisier. Chirurg. 1. 5, c. 10.

ACHORI'STOS (Med.) ^x.'^fi?"., from «, priv. and x^fH,
without, inseparable ; an epithet for a symptom ; thus a
pungent pain in the side is an inseparable symptom of a
pleurisy.

A'CHllAS (Bot.) cexfx^, a sort of wild pear-tree, ktw; iyfie?,

according to Dioscorides, the Pi/rus sylvatica of Varro,
and Pi/rns si/lvcstris of Pliny, on which, according to

Aristotle, swine fattene<l : it was called by Brown the
Bully-tree, or Nisbcrry Bully-tree, and now more generally

the Sapota-tree. Diosc. 1. 1, c. 148 ; Broivn. Hist. Jam.
AcHKAs, in the Linnean systcyn, is a genus of plants ; Class 6"

Hexandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth six-leaved ; leafl<;ts

ovate.

—

Cor. one petalled ; border cut into six subovate-

flat divisions ; ica/t'i at the jaws of the corolla.

—

Stam.
filaments short; anthers sharp.

—

Pist. Germ roundish ;

style awl-shaped; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. jiome globose;
seeds solitary.

Species. The species of this trihe are mostly natives of
America ; the principal of which are the Achras )»«;«-

mosa, Sapota mainmosa, Zapota major. Mains Persica

maxima, or Arbor Americana pomifern, Mammee Sapota;

a tree.

—

Achras sapota or zapota. Common Sapota ; a
tree.

—

Achras dissecta, Ballata, or Manil-lara, Cloven-
flowered Sapota; a native of the Philippine islands.

—

Achras salici/olia, or Brumelia salicifolia, Willow-leaved
Sai)ota.

—

Achras argentea, a tree, &c. Rail Hist. Plant.

;

Pink. Almag. Botan.; Plum. Plant. Ainer. ; Sloan.

Jamaic. ; Broivn. Hist. Jainaic. ; Jacq. Amcr. Hist.;

Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'CIIKOI (^Med.) azp", from «, priv. and ;tfo«, colour,

colourless ; from a deficiency of blood.

ACHJtOMA'TIC (Opt.) an epithet for a sort of telescopes

used first by Dr. Bevis to remedy aberrations and colours.

AciiKOMATic Telescope, a species of refracting telescope,

invented by Mr. Dolland to refract the light in contrary
directions.

ACIIRO'NICAL (./*/.) vide .'/a-o«/cn/.

A'Cn'riT,IN(i (Com.) a liquid measure in Germany.
ACIITENDK'ELEX (Com.) a corn measure used in some

parts of Germany equal to 536 pounds avoirdupoise

weight.

A'CMY (Bot.) a species of Cacia, in Arabia.

ACIIYRACA'NTHA (BoL) the Achyranthcs of Linnaeus.

Dilleu. Hort.

ACHYRA'NTHES (Bot.) from 'A;ci.|iw, chaff, and «V.^.?, a
flower, formed after the manner of Ananthes, Dianthes,

and similar words in Theophrastus ; a genus of plants ;

Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
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Generic Characters. Cax. perianth outer three-leaved.

—

Cor. none; nectary of five valves.

—

Stam. filaments

filiform ; anthers ovate.—PiST. germ superior ; style fili-

form ; stis'na bifid.

—

Per. capsule roundish ; seed single.

Species. The species of this genus are mostly shrubs or

perennials ; as the Achyrantlies aspera, Amciranlhus

zeylanicus, Auricula canis or cadeli, Iiough Achyranthes.
—Achyranthes muricata, or Blitiim J'ruiescens, Prickly

Achyranthes.

—

Achyranthes prostrata, Auris canina, or

Verbena indica. Prostrate Achyranthes, &c. Bont.

Hist. Nat. Ltd. Orient.; Pluk. Phytog. ; Plulc. Almag.
Sloan, ffc.

A'CHYRON (Med.) az<'f", chaff, Hipp.; bran or straw.

A*CIA {Med.) a kind of thread for sowing wounds. Gal.

comm. in Hippoc. ; Cc/s. de Re. Med. 1.5, c. '26.

AciA (Bot.) in Guiana Aciona, according to Jussieu, Acioa;

a genus of plants; Class 16 Monodelplua, Order 6 Dode-
candria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leafed ; border

five-parted ; parts roundish.

—

Cor. petals five

—

Stam.
^7a»ie«/s twelve ; anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germ ovate;

style filiform ; stigma acute.

—

Per. drupe ovate ; seed

a nut ovate.

Species. The principal species are the Ada dulcis

amara, S^c.

ACICO'SA {Bot.) a herb similar to Paraguay.

ACrCULA {Ich.) diminutive, from acus, a fish, called also

acus, o-xi^il. Prise.

AcicuLA {Bot.) another name for chervil, or shepherd's

needle.

ACICULA'RIS (Bot.) from Acus, a needle. 1. Acicular, or

needle-shaped, an epithet for the pili, or hairs of plants.

2. A species of Scirpus. Linn. Philos. Botan.

A'CID {Chem.) siAo Acids.

Acid Holder, a part of the chemical apparatus, consisting

of a glass phial, so constructed that any acid or liquor may
be dropped from it into a retort without admitting the ex-

ternal air.

ACIDIFI'ABLE base {Chem.) a base or substance which,

without decomposition, can unite with oxjgen in such
quantities as to acquire the properties of an acid.

ACI'DIFYING base {Chem.) that principle in any substance

whieli generates acids : oxygen is the chief acidifying base.

ACIDO'TOX (Boi.) Plin.;' a genus of plants: Class 21

Monoeciu, Order 7 Polyandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved; leaflets

ovate lanceolate.

—

Cor. none.

—

Stam.filaments numer-
ous ; anther cordate-ovate.

Species. The only species is the Acidoton urens, seu Ur-
tica urens arborea, a shrub, native of Jamaica. Sloan.

Hist. .Jamaic.

Acidoton is also the Adelia Acidoton of Linna;us. Brown.
Hist. Jamaic,

A'CIDS {Chem.) substances which impress the taste with a

sour sharp sensation, change vegetable blue colours to

red, and combine «ith alkalines so as to form salts. They
were divided by chemists originally into

—

Xatural Acids,

such as have a sharpness of taste of their own from
their nature, as the juice of lemons, &c.—Artificial Acids,

which are generated from substances, not properly acids,

by means of fire, as from vegetables, minerals, &c.

—

Dulcified Acids, those which are now called ^Ethers.

—

Vegetable Acids, which are especially prepared from vege-

table substances, as citric acid, acetic acid, &c.

—

Animal
Acids, which are generated from animal substances, as lactic

acid, saccolactic, phosphoric. Sec. acids.

—

Mino-al Acids,

those generated from mineral substances.

—

Manifest or

Perfect Acids, such as aftect the tongue sensibly with the

taste of sharpness, or, in the language of modern che-

mistry, those which have their base saturated with oxygen,
and are distinguished by the termination ic, as Nitric

ACI

Acid.

—

Dubious latent or imperfect Acids, those which have

not a sufficient degree of acidity to affect the taste, but

have the other properties that distinguish the perfect acids,

or those acids whose base predominates over the oxygen,

which are distinguished by the termination ous, as Nitrous

Acid.

—

Acids are now distinguished into incombustible

and combustible.

—

Incombustible Acids are those which are

formed by the combination of oxygen, the acidifying

principle with one combustible, which is considered as the

acid/fiablc base or radical.— Combustible Acids are those

which contain two or more combustibles. The following

table, taken from Thomson's Chemistry, exliibits a view of

the modern distribution of acids.

CONSTITUENTS.

Acids. Base.

Nitric Azote
Nitrous —

•

Hyponitrous ., —
Carbonic Carbon. . .

.

Boracic.

Oxygen.

100 285-8

100 228-57

100 iri-is

100 .... 266-66

Boron 100 .,., 228-57

Silica Silicon 100 100*

Phosphoric Phosphorus . 100 200-

Phosphorous — 100.... 133-3

Hjpophosphorous — 100 .... 66-6

Sulphuric Sulphur .... 100 150-

Sulphurous — 100 100-

Hyposulphurous — 100.... 50*

Arsenic Arsenic .... 100 52-631

Arsenious . — 100 .... 31'6

Antiinonic Antimony . . 100 .... 35-556

Antimonious — 100 23-7

Chromic Chromium . . 100 .... 87-72

Molvbdic Molybdenum 110 50-

INIolybdous — — 33-3

Tungstic Tungsten... 100 25-

Columbic Colurabium. . 100 .... 5-5

The termination ic, in the above acids, expresses the

higher state of oxygenation, and that of ous the lower.

Combustible Acids containing tivo or more simple combustible

Substances as a Base.

ATOMS OF

Acids. Hydrogen. Carbon.

Acetic 3 .... 4

Benzoic 6 .... 15

Succinic 2 .... 4
3Ioroxylic — .... —
Camphoric — .... —
Boletic — .... —
Suberic — .... —
Pyrotartaric — .... —
Oxalic .V .... 2
Mellitic 1 4
Tartaric 3 .... 4

Citric 3 4

Rheumic — .... —
Kinic — .... —
Saclactic 5 .... 6

Uric — .... —
Laccic — .... —
Malic — .... —
Sorbic — .... —
Formic — .... —
Lactic — .... —
Zumic — .... —
Gallic 3 .... 6

Tannin.,, 9 .••• 18
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3
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To these may be added acids containing supporters as well

as combustibles:
Cuiupuunded of

AckIs

Cliloric

Perchloric

Muriatic

Chlorocarbonic

Iodic

Chloriodic

Hydriodic
Fluoric

Fluoboric

Fluosilic

Chloroc3-anic

Hydrocj'anic

Sulphocyanic

Ferrocyanic

Chlorine Oxygen

Chlorine Hydrogen
Chlorine gas Carbonic oxide gas

Iodine Oxygen
Chlorine Iodine

Iodine Hydrogen
Fluorine Hydrogen
Fluorine Boron
Fluorine Silicon

Chlorine Cyanogen
Hydrogen Cyanogen
Sulphur C3'anogen
Iron Cyanogen

ACI'DUL/E (Mill.) from acidus, acid; mineral waters in

general, but particularly those of the brisk cold kind.

Pliii.\. 31, c. 2.

ACI'DULOUS (C'/icin.) an epithet expressing either in gene-

ral a slight degree of acid, or in particular an excess of acid

in a compound salt ; thus acidulous sulphat of potash

is the sulphat of potash with an excess of acid.

ACI'DULUM (Cliem.) a genus of native vegetable salts,

consisting of potash saturated with an excess of acid, con-

sisting of two species, tartareous acidulum, or the acidu-

lous tartrite of potash, and the oxalic acidulum, or the

acidulous oxulat of potash.

A'CIES (C/iem.) the same as Chalybs.

ACI'NACES (Ant.) uKuxKYj^, from km, an edge ; the name
of a Persian scimitar.

ACINACIFO'RMIS (Bot.) from U^aky.,,c, a scimitar; sci-

mitar-shaped, an epithet for a leaf: Foliiiin acinaciforme,

a leaf which has one edge convex and sharp, the other

straight and thick, as in the ISIysembrijantheiimin. Linn.

Phil. Bot.

ACINE'SIA (Med.) axivta-lx, from «, priv. andxi'tu, to move;

a term employed by Galen to express the interval of rest

which takes place between the contraction and dilatation

of the pulse. Gal. de Dijf'. Puis. 1. 1, c. 7.

A'CIXI (Bot.) granulations.

ACINU'"()'RMIS (.liint.) or Jciiia Tunica, a. coat of the eye.

[vide Uvea Tunica]

A'CINOS (Bot) iieiioi, a species of the T/i tjin us of L'mnxus.

Dioscor. 1. 3, c. .50; J. Bank. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh.

Pin.; Rail Hist. Plant.

ACKKO'WLEDGEIVIENT moncij (Law.) Money paid by

tenants on the death of their landlords.

ACMA'STICA/cij-i's (Med.) «y../.«?-ix;o5 tri/ptT-lc, from ax/Ai^s-,

to flourish ; a fever which, during the whole course, main-

tains itself in tlie same vigour without either increasing or

diminishing in its violence. Gal. de Dijf. Feb. 1. 2, c. 2;

Act. de Meth. Med. 1.2, c. 1.

A'CME (Med.) uku,-^ signifies literally a point, but is taken

figuratively for tlie height of a disorder. Physicians com-

monly reckon three stages in disorders ; namely, the afzui,

or commencement, i. e. the first attack ; the um/iuirK;, or

growth; and the aKWn when it is at the highest pitch of vio-

lence. It also implies the highest pitch of exercise. Hip-

pocrat. 1. 1 , Aplior. 1 ; Gal. de Differ. Feb. I. 2, c. 2.

VC.Ml'^LL.V (Client.) a plant of Ceylon, which is well known
as a litliontriptic and diuretic; it is the Verbesina acmella

of I.inna'us. Herman. ('alalo<^. Plant.

A'CMO (Bol.) red coral.

A'CNI*; (Med.) from «x»^ chaff; a tubercle on the face

which yVetius calls a^;/*"). Gorr. Def. Med.
ACNE'STES (Med.) from «, priv. and xialu, to scratch;

a jiart of the spine in ([uadrupeds, so called because it can-

not to be reached to be scratched.

ACNE'STIS (Bot.) the same as Urtica.

A'CNIDA (Bot.) from a, priv. and 'oid'>:, a nettle, to which
it bears some resemblance without having its pruriency ; a

genus of plants ; Class 22 Dioecia, Order 5 Pentandria,

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved ; leaflets

ovate; CoR. none.

—

Stam. Jilaments five; anthers ver-

satile.

Species. The principal species is the Acnida cannabina,

otherwise called Cannabis, Virginian hemp, an annual.

C. Bauh. Pin. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'CO (Ich.) a sort offish in the lake Como.
ACOE'LIOS (.V(?f/.) ano.Aioc, from «, priv. and xoiP'./a, venter,

without a belly, or seeming to be so as one wasted away.

ACOEME'TI (Ecc.) a«o.K.:]joi, a set of monks, who kept up
their devotions by turns incessantly day and night; and they

were so called, on account of their continued watchfulness,

from X, priv. and xatioaa, to slee|). Evngr. F.ccles. Hist.

1. 3, c. 19 ; Theodor. Led. 1. 1 ; Mceph. Calist. 1. 15, c. 23.

ACO'ETON (Nat.) vide Acetum.
ACOLU'TIII (Ecc.) from ixoAssfo?, sequitor pedissequus ; al»

tendants or under deacons, who wait upon the priests, in

their office, to carry the wax lights, &c. i'. Cyprian.

ep. 7; Euscb. 1. G, c. Vi; Aitgustin. ep. 62. 100; S.

Gregor. 1. 7, indict. 1 , ep. 1 ; Hesi/chius. ; Isidor. Orig.

I. 7, c. 12 ; L'Ordre Roman.; Lcs Anciens Rituel.i.

A'COMAS (Bot.) a tree in America used for ship-building.

A'CON (Ant.) a sort of Discus.

ACO'NU)N (Med.) kxo'.im, a medicine prepared by leviga-

tion on a stone. Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 12D.

A'CONITE (But.) Wolfs-bane, or :Monk's-hood. [vide

Aconituni]

ACONITIFO'LIA (Bot.) the Podophyllum pcltalum of Lin-

ncEUS. Boerhaav. hid. Plant.

ACONI'TON (Med.) Umuto,, from «, priv. andx».<«, ])laister;

vessels not plaistered or lined within. Dioscor. 1. -1-, c. 65.

ACONI'TU.^^ (Bot.) aicinTo, a poisonous plant, which the

poets fable to have been produced from the foam of the

dog Acheron, when he was dragged by Hercules froru Hell.

Nicand. in Ale.iand.

'AA>.' viTct x"^'" /*"" '^' r«/*i6«r< ovirecXhi

Dionys. Perieges. v. 789.

Toy fjtt'iv i^t^xTo yuict jcxl ccvofUfrt ziif/j' tipt/TivTiv.

Other.s ascribe its origin to the gall, from the liver of Pro-

metheus, which was eaten by the vulture.

Alison, in Monosyllab.

Unde Prmiietheo de cnrpore san;;ttiiieus ros

Aspergit caiites et dura iidmita creat cos.

The aconituni is so called from aconce, i. e. the naked rocks

on which it grows.

Nicand. in Alexiphann.

.
'(» J"' aSf.omici;

T;^« A'V xxo'iTdi a>s^Xa^f,rii ofoywi?.

Ovid. Met. 1. 7, V. 416.

Qua quia nascuntur dura v'wac'm cauU

Agrtites acimila nmint.

Others derive it, and with ecpial reason, from «, priv. and

KOHi, dust, because it grows without much earth ; or from

«x«, a dart, because savages used to poison their darts

with it. Theopk. 1. 9, c. 16 ; Dioscor. I. t, c. 77 ; Plin. 1. 6,

c. 1, 1. 27, c. ;( ; Gal. de Siinplic. Med. Fac. 1. 6.

AcoNiTUM, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants; Class

13 Puli/andria, Order 3 frigynia.

Generic Character. Col. none.—Coh. petals five ;
nectaries

two.—Stam. Jilamcnts subulate ; anthers erect.—PisT.
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Germ three ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. Capsules ovate,

subulate ; seeds very many.
Species. The species of this genus are all perennials ; the

principal of which are the Aconitum li/cnctorian, or the

Nfipellus magnus. Great yellow Monk's-hood, or Wolfs-

bane.

—

Aconitum napcllus, or the Napellus verus, com-

mon Monk's-hood, or Wolfsbane.

—

.Iconitum nnlhora,

Aconitum salutijirum, Anlhora vulgaris, or Antit/inra,

Salutary I\lonk's-hood.

—

Aconitum variegatum, \apc//us

minor, or Lycoctonum cccruleinn, ^'^ariegated or small

blue Monk's-hood, &c. J. Bauh. Hi.->t. Plnnt.; C.

Bauh.Pin.; Gcr.Hcrb.; Park.Tlieat. Botan.; Tournef.

Instil. ; Boerh. Ltd.

AcoxiTUM is also the name of the Hellehcrus hycmalis of

Linnaeus. C. Bau/i. Pin.

ACO'XTIAS (Zo.) a very poisonous serpent.

Ac^NTiAS (Ast.) a blazing star sliooting like an arrow.

P/in. 1. 2, c. 24.

A'COPA {Med.) axc-x, from a, priv. and >to,To?, labour;

medicines against weariness. Hippocrat. Aphor. \. 2 ; Gets.

1. 5, c. 24 ; PUn. 1. 37, c. 10 ; Gal. de Comp. Med. per

Gen. 1. 7, c. 11, &c. ; Oribas. Synops. 1. 3, c. 10 ; Paul.

JEginet. 1. 7, c. 19.

A'COPIS (Xat.) «xo;ri?, from a, priv. and >t«05, labour: a

precious stone, good against weariness. PUn. 1. 37, c. 10.

A'COPOS {Bat.) Bean-trefoil.

A'COR (Med.) acrimony in the stomach.

ACORDI'NA (Chem.) Indian Tutty.

A'CORI (Min.) Blue Coral on the coast of Africa.

ACO'RIA (Med.) ««of.«, insatiability, or, according to

Hippocrates, a sharp appetite. Hippoc. Epid. 1. 6, c. 4-,

Aplior. 20.

ACORI'TES Vinum (Nat.) 'AKOfiVf; c'itm, a wine made of

the Acorus and liquorice roots. Dios. 1. 5, c. 73.

A'CORN ( Ued.) the seed of the oak used as an astringent.

AcoRx (.A/(7>-.) a little ornamental piece of wood fashioned

like a cone, and fixed above the vane on the mast head.

Acorn shell (Con.) the name of a genus of shells classed in

the Linnean system under the Lepas. [vide Lcpas']

ACO'RXA (Bat.) ccx-cfx, from a, i. e. «v=", very, and wfo?,

a spine, i. e. very thorny ; a herb similar to the Atracti/lis.

A'CORNED (Tier.) a tree with acorns on it. " He beareth

argent an oak acorn'd proper, over all on
a fesse gules three royal crowns." This

coat was given by Charles H. to Colonel

Carloss, a Staffordshire gentleman, for the

signal service he performed in preserving

his Majesty in the oak after the battle of

Worcester.

A'CORUS (Bot.) a««f05, Sweet Rush, a plant so called be-

cause it was useful for disorders in the nopai, or pupils of
the eye. Thcopli.]. 1, c. 22 ; Diosc. 1. 1, c. 2; Gal. tie

Simplic. Plini/, 1. 25, c. 13.

Aconus, in the Linnean system, is a genus of plants

;

Class 6 Hexandria, Order 1 ^lonogynia.

Generic Characters. C al. spadix cylindric; spathe none ;

perianth none.

—

Cor. petals six.— STA^r. Jilaments
thickish; anthers thickish.

—

Pist. Gerw gibbous; style

none ; stigma a prominent point.

—

Per. capsule short

;

seeds manj'.

Species. The principal species is the Acorus calamus,

Common Sweet Rush ; a perennial, native of Britain.

C. Bauh. Pin.; Pari: Theat. Botan.; Rait Hist.

Plant. ; Mcrr. Fin. Brilt. ; PluL Ahnag. Botan.

;

Tourn. Inst. Herb. ; Boerh. Ind. Plant.

ACO'SMIA (Med.) aKoa-f/Aa., irregularity in fevers. Hippoc.
Progn. 1. 3, c. 7 ; Castel. Lex Med.

ACO'SMOl (Ant.) iiLcrrujci, from «, priv. and xi<ri/^cc, an
ornament ; an epithet for bald people, because they have
lost their greatest ornament. Poll. Onomast. 1. 2, c. 26.

ACR

ACOTYLE'DOXES (Bot.) from a, priv. and y-<^7o>.yX:; aco-

tvledonous, or lobeless. 1. An epithet for a description

of plants whose sceels have no lobes or cotjledons, and of

course when they vegetate they produce no seminal leaves,

as in the Cryptogamia. 2. One of Jussieu's natural order

of plants. Linn. Phil. Bot.

ACO'USIA (Med) £4K»(ri«, involuntary, an epithet applied

by Hippocrates to tears.

ACb'USTIC (.-Inat.) the same as auditory, an epithet for

the nerve of the ear, axKj-iKo* >fi;fo», which assists the sense

of hearing. Gorr. Def. ?iled.

ACO'USTICA (Med.) from axHTu, audio; remedies against

deafness.

Acoustic A (Phy.) from ir.i^u, audio; acoustics, or the doc-

trine of hearing and sound.

ACQUI'ESCEXCE (Com.) consent, in French commerce,

to an3- judgment or sentence, judicial or by arbitration.

ACQUIETA'XDIS vlegiis (Laiv) a writ of justicics lying

for surety against a creditor, who refuses to acquit him
after the debt is satisfied. Regis, of Writs.

ACQUHiTA'NTIA dc Shiris et Hundredis (Laic) freedem

from suits and services in shires and hundreds.

ACQUIETA'RE (Lau') to acquit, or pay. Man. Angl.

ACQU'IT (Com.) a discharge or receipt.

—

Acquit, a cautioti,

a certificate to exempt goods that are exported or trans-

ported from a visitation on the road.

—

Acquit, a caution

de transit, a certificate to exempt goods from the pay-

ment of duties in their passage through a particular place.

— Acquit dej'rancliise, a certificate exempting merchandize

from paying duties on exportation.

—

Acquit de payment, a

certificate, in which the quantity of goods, amount of duties

paid, names of the persons sending, &c. are mentioned.

ACQUITTAL (Laic) from the l.nim acquietare. 1. A dis-

charge from the claims of a superior lord. 2. A discharge

from the suspicion of guilt : acquietatus de Jelonia, ac-

quitted of felony. Acquittal is of two kinds, namely

—

Acquittal, in deed, when a person is cleared by a verdict.

—Acquittal, in laiv, when, if two persons be indicted for

felon}-, the one as principal, and the other as accessory,

and the jury acquits the principal, in this case, by law, the

accessory is also acquitted. 2 Inst. 384.

ACQLT'TTAXCE (Laxc) the same as receipt.

ACRA'IPALA (Med.) ix.faUaXa, remedies for surfeits, &c.

Gorr. Def. Med.
A'CRAS (Bot.) vide Achras.

ACRASl'A (Ant.) uxf-xcTix, from a, priv. and xtfimyji, drink-

ing unmixed wine, which was synonymous with intemper-

ance among the Cjreeks.

ACRATIA (Med.) uxfurux, from «, priv. and xfaTo?, strength

;

imbecility, or incapacity to move. Hippocrat. 1. 7, Aphor.

40; Gnl. Comm.; Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. Oeconom. Hip-
pocrat.

ACRATI'SMA (Ant.) ay.fx~i<ry.«, from «, priv. and xifunvii,!,

to mix, a breakfast consisting of bread steeped in wine

not mixed with water. Gal. de Loc. Affect, c. 5, Scc;

Plut. Sympos. 1. S, prob. 6 ; Atken. I. 1 ; Schol. in Theo-

crit. ; Gorr. Def. Med.
ACRATOiNIE'LI (Med.) wine mixed with honey.

A'CRE (Agr.) from ager, a field. 1. A measure of land

equal to forty perches in length, and four in breadth.

24 Hen. 8, c. 14; 33 Ed. 1, St. 6. 2. An open unmea-
sured field, as Castle Acre, West Acre, &c.

A'CREA (Anat.) c^xftu, from uxf,, sumwa ; the extremities

according to Hippocrates. Foes. Oecon. Hippocrat.

A'CRE-FIGHT (Laxc) a sort of duel fought by single com-

batants, English and Scotch, on the frontiers of their

kingdoms.
ACRE'ISIE (Archccol.) ten acres of land.

ACRIBE'A (Med.) uxfUiM, from axfi,3«, correct; an exact

description of diseases.
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ACRI'MONY (Mfd.) from acer, sharp; sharpness or pun-

gency in the humours of the body ; also, in chemical sub-

stances, as alkalies, &c.
A'CllIS (iMecl.) aKpis, the extremities of fractured bones.

Hippocrat. de Art.

AcRis (Ent.) the locust, which was so called because it fed

on TK? oixfats 7«» (fvTui, i. e. the tops of plants.

ACRI'SIA (Med.) UKfta-ix, from «, priv. and xpiVw, to judge,

want of a crisis, or discriminating state in a disorder which

is very fluctuating. Gal. Comm. 2. in Hippocrat. Epid.

1. 1.

ACRrV'IOLA (Hot.) the Tropceohim majus of LinnEEUs.

Boerhnrv. Iiid. Herb.

A'CROAMA (Ant.) uKfix/jua, res aliqua audita, from axfoae-

fAxi, to hear, i. e. any thing heard or listened to with

attention. 1. A philosophical lecture of the higher sort.

2. A ludicrous recitation. 3. Symphony, or vocal con-

cert. Manitt. ill Cic. Sex. c. 5i; Plin. Epist. 1. 6, ep. .31

;

Suet, in August, c. 74 ; Pint. Si/mpos. 1. 7, c. S; Cell. 1. 20,

c. 5 ; Salmas. in Lamprid. Alex. Sever, c. 32.

ACROAMA'TICA (Ant.) iKfoa/i.-inxa, the subtle parts of

Aristotle's philosopliy, which he taught only to his con-

stant followers, in distinction from the iiairifiyScc, consisting

of more familiar subjects. Aul. Gell.l.'ZO, c. 5.

ACROBA'TICHON (Archit.) from a^pos, and ,3«/«, going

aloft ; a climbing machine. Vitruv. 1. 10, c. 1 ; Gyrald.

dc Poet. Dial. 6 ; Bald. Lex Vitruv.

ACROBOLI'ST/E (Ant.) <i«po/3<.A(r«f, soldiers of Tarentum,
who were expert in the use of the javelin, which they

threw to a great distance while on horseback ; so called

from Kjcfo? and ^kxxat. A'Jian. Tact. c. 45.

ACROBY'STIA (Anat.) vide Acroposlhia.

ACROCHE'IRIA (Ant.) or Acrocheirismos, iKpo;t;£ifi'>i, a spe-

cies of wrestling in which only the hands are employed.
Poll. Onom. 1. 2, § 153.

ACROCO'LIA (./);/.) axfor-xxta., from Mxfo;, extreme, and
xihuy, a limb ; the extremities of animals, and also the in-

ternal parts, the giblets. It was particularly applied to

Pensile-Wait. Poll. Onom. 1. I, § 195 ; Ccls. 1. 5, c. 28;
Gal. Dejin. Med. ^r. Acinar, in voc. fjjvfu^tiKM.

ACRO'DRYA (Bot.) UKfo^fuit, from axpo? and ^pt/?, an oak ;

all fruits having hard rinds or shells. Theopkrast . 1.2, c. 7.

ACR()LE'N'I.\ (Anal.) axpi/A-'nit, the great processes of the

ulna. Poll. Onomi.'.t. 1. 2, § 140; Gorr. Def. Med.
ACROMA'LLOS (.Inl.) iip^Ass^Aos, short wool, of which

the Relgx made their garments, in distinction from the

/3i«i/'|U/MAA!J5, or long wool. .SVrai. 1. 4 ; Fcrrar. dc Re Vest,

1. 2, c. 2, &c.
ACRO'MION (Anal.) uy.fa-fAm, or fV4'//-i?, from i/^o?, the

shoulder ; Scapula, Humeri summilas sive Humeri Mucro ;

the superior process of the shoulder, the shoulder-blade.

]{uj: Eplies. de Appell. Part. Corp. Hum. 1. 1, c. 9 ; Uri-

has. Med. Collect. 1. 25, c. 3.

AClUrMl'IIALIUM (Anat.) a%f»;«-4i«A.i.K, from «'«fo5, the

extreme, and <i^(p«/ij?, the navel ; the tip of the navel.

Poll. Onom. 1. 2, segm. 169.

A'CRON (Med.) aVpo», from MKfo?, the highest ; an epithet,

signifying the best of its kind, as uxfcv Ipitcv, the best sort of

the unfiucnlum irinum. Hippocrat. de Morb. Mul.
A'CRON (Bol.) the top of the thistle.

ACRONY'CHIA (Bol.) an epithet for a plant; the Laiv-

sonia Acroni/cltia of Linnaeus.

ACRO'NYCHAL {Astron.) i.jro ri axpst, from the first point,

tvKTCi, of night; an epithet for the rising of a star when
the sun sets, or the setting of a star when the sun rises.

Ptol. Almacr. 1. 8, c. 4. [vide Astronomi/]

ACRONY'CTy'li (Aslmn.) uxfouKTut, stars rising in the

twilight about sun-setting, for uKfonvl, is the evening twi-

light.

ACROPA'THOS {Med.) ixpoTaOe?, from «xf05, extreme, and

ACT
T^Lioc, affection ; an affection or disease on the surface of
the body, such as the xapxiVoi ixpsxa^ioi, open cancers, in

distinction from the xpt/s-roi, occult or internal. Hippocrat.
Prorrhct. 1. 2.

A'CROPIS (Med.) !L«.(ajrii, an epithet for the tongue, which,
by reason of dryness or anj' muscular imperfection, is

incapable of articulation. Hippocrat. Epidcm. 1. 7 ; Gal.

Excges. Hippocrat, Vocab,

ACROPO'STIIIA (Anat,) U<cf6zori'm, the extremity of the

prepuce. Hippocrat. 1. 2, Aph. 48 ; Poll. Onomast. 1. 2,

segm. 171 ; Ruff'. Ephes. de Appell. Part. Corp. Hum. 1. 1,

c. 12.

A'CROS (Med.) axpo?, extreme ; an epithet for a disease at

its height.

Acuos (A)!at,) an epithet for the prominence of a bone.

AcROs (Bol.) an epithet for the top of herbs.

A'CRO.SPIRE (Bol.) the sprout at the ends of barley when
it is malted, whence the epithet acrospired for barley in

that condition.

ACRO'STICHUM (Bot,) a genus of plants. Class 24 Cri/p-

toaamia. Order 1 Filices,

Generic Character. Fructljications cover the whole under-

surfitce of the frond.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, the principal

of « hich arc

—

Acrostickum citrij'ulium, Hcmionitis para-

sitica, or Lingua cervina, native of America.

—

Acrosti'

chum crinitum, Lingua cervina, or Phyllitis crinita, na-

tive of the East Indies.

—

Acroslichum aureum, Phijllitis

ramosa, Lonchitis palustris maxima. Lingua cervina

aurea, or Fi/ix palustris, native of Jamaica.

—

Acrosli-

chum bijorme, or Osmunila coronaria, native of the East

Indies.

—

Acroslichum serrulatum, or Poli/podiumJ'useum,

native of .^pain, &c. &c. Rati Hist. Plant. ; Pluk.

Almag. Botan. ; Plum. Plant. Amer. ; Linn. Spec.

Plant.

ACRO'STICK (Lit.) axfcrixU, i.e. «'i«po» rS ^i^^, the beginning;

a set of verses, the first letters of which contain some name
or sentence, sucli as the famous verses of the Sibyl of

Erythra;a, which contain the words IHiiOTIi XPHiTOS
©EOT TI02 ^f>TIIP 2TATP0:i, which are given at

large by Lylius Giraldus. Cic. de Divin. 1. 2, c. 51' ; Eu-
seb. de Vit. Constantin. 1. 4 ; Ludovic. Vives ad .lugu.'.t, de

Civit. Dei, 1. IS, c 23; Lyl. Gyrald. de Pact, Hisior, Dia-
log, 2.

ACROSTO'LIUM (Ant.) ixpos-»^.w, the extreme part of the

ornament on the prow of the ship. Poll. Onom. 1. 1,

segm. 8G.

ACROTE'RIA (Anal.) ur.finifix, from «i<po5, extreme; the

extremities of the human body, as the fingers' ends, ixc.

Hippocrat. 1. 7, Aphor. 1, ct Gal. Comm.; Gorr. Def.
ISled. ; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat,

A'CROTERS (Archil,) ixpainpia, from axpo;, extreme. 1.

Small pedestals placed on the pediments which serve to

support statues. 2. The sharp pinnacles, or spiry battle-

ments, standing in ranges on flat buildings, with rails and
balusters. 3. The figures made, either of stone or metal,

which are placed as ornaments or crownings on the tops

of temples. Vitruv. 1. 3, c. 2 ; Bald. Lex Vitruvian,

Rhodig. Antiq, Led. 1. 21, c. 33 ; Salmas. ad Spartian. in

Mg, c. 12.

ACROTERI.V'SMUS (Med.) ixpi-Topiao-zAo?, a term used by
Hippocrates for an amputation of the ixfairnpia, or extre-

mities. Hij)pocrat. 1. 7, Aphor. 2G.

ACROTIIY'MION (Med.) ic^fMfj^i^y, a species of wart,

which is hard, rough, broad at the base, and nai-row at

the top. Ccls. 1. 5. c. 28.

ACRY'DllIIM (Enl.) a name given by Eabricius to a divi-

sion of tlie genus of insects, called by Linnxus firyllus.

ACT (Phiy.) the effective application of some power or

faculty.
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Act of Faith {Ecc.) in Spanish Aiifo da Fe ; a solemn act of

the ini|ui.sition, by whicli they bring to punishment those

who art' duclaicd to be heretics.

Act (Pulit.) any pubhc act, or proceeding of the govern-

ment, as an-

—

Act of Parliament, a deed or decree of tlie

higli court of Parliament.

—

Act ofgrace, an Act of Parlia-

ment, which grants a general and free pardon ; it is some-
times passed at the commencement of a new reign.

—

Act

of curatori/, in the Scotch law, an act to be extracted b}'

the clerk upon any one's acceptation of being curator.

—

Act before answer, when the lords ordain probation to be
led before they determine the revelancy, and then take
both at once under their consideration.

Act (Lit.) the close of the session at Oxford, when degrees
are regularly taken ; whence the Act Term, or that term
in which the act falls.

Act is also an abbreviation .Oar Acta, as—Act. S. R. for Ada
Socictatis Regice. or Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society.—Act. Med. for Acta Medica, Medical
Transactions, &€.

A'CTA [Ant.) the acts or proceedings of the government,
which were either public or private.

—

Acta publica were
edicts, decrees of the senate, laws, &c. ; hence the public

measures of Gracchus and Caesar are termed Acta. Cicero
refers particularly to the Acta Ccesaris in his seventh Phi-
lippic.

—

Acta privata were whatever was transacted in

private, or in respect to private individuals; whence Cicero
says, In piiblicis actis nihil est lege graviiis, in privatisjir-

missimitm est testamentum.

Acta, TabuUc or Commentarii, were also the registers or
books in which affairs of state, &c. were enrolled. These
w-ere Acta publica and Acta diurna or nrbana.—Acta publica
contained an account of the proceedings of the senate and
the people.

—

Acta diurna were chronicles of the city, or
whatever was of daily occurrence; whence Tacitus says. Ex
d/o^nitate populi Eomani repertum eft inlustres res annalibus,
talia (ncmpe dc ccdijiciis) diurnis uriis actis mandare. These
acta were similar to our gazettes. Cic. nd Faw. 1. 12, ep.
S; Tacit. Annul. 1. 5, c. U, et 1. 13, c. 31 ; Fliu. Epist.
1. 5, ep. 14.

Acta (Lit.) transactions, [vide Act]
A'CTjE.\ (Dot.) £xra.icc, a diminutive of i.KTy,, a plant, re-
commended by Pliny for its medicinal virtues. Ray sup-
poses it to be the Aconitum racemosum, which is a very
poisonous plant. Plin. 1. 27, c. 7 ; Paul. jEginet. 1. ,3,

c. 4S.

AcT-BA, /)( the Linncean si/stem, a genus of plants, Class 13
Polijandria, Order 1 Slonogijnia. It is called by Tour-
nefort Christoplioriana ; in English, Herb Christopher, or
Bane-Berry.

Generic Character. Cal, perianth four-leaved; leaflets

roundish.

—

Cor. petals four.

—

St \yi. filaments capillary;
anthers rouiulish.^PiST. germ superior; slijle none.

—

Per. berri/ oval, globose ; seeds numerous.
Species. The principal species are the

—

Actcca spieata, a
perennial, native of Britain.

—

Actcca racemosa, seu
Christophoriana, American black or wild Snakeroot, a
perennial, native of Florida.— .ic^^n .Japonica, Japanese
Herb Christopher, a shrub, native of Japan, &c.

A'CTE (But.) icKTy,, the elder, called in Latin Sambacus, and
classed as a genus under that name by Linna:us.

A'CTI.A (Ant.) «V-T.«, scilicet, Uym-x, Ludi Actiaci, Actian
games, quinquennial games sacred to Apollo, instituted,
or, as some will have it, revived, by Augustus, in comme-
moration of his victory over M. Anthony at Actium.
Virg. .En. 1. 3, v. 280.

Acdaque Iliacis celebramns Uttm-a luilis.

Stephanus says, they were celebrated every third year,
and consisted in gymnastic, equestrian, and naval contests.

Strab. 1. 7 ; Pint, in Anton. ; Sleph. Byz. de Urb. ; Serv.

in Virg. ; Suid.

AcTiA (Numis) the celebration of the

Actian games is commemorated on seve-

ral medals, as in the annexed figure,

which represents a woman standing with

a small temple in one hand, and a cor-

nucopia with a small temple resting on
it in the other; and at her feet two urns

filled with the rewards for the games.
The inscription HEPINeilVN. HMNW. NB. NER-
KOPKN AKTIA HTOIA, i. e. Perinthiorum Ionium,
Iterum (Edituorum, Actia Pi/iliia. The Perinthians were
descendants of the lonians. Froehl. Not. Element.
Numis.

A'CTI.'\N (Ant.) actiacus, an epithet for any thing apper-
taining to Actium, as the Actian games, [vide Actia"] The
Act/an JEra, which was dated from the victory at Actium,
U.C. 714, B.C. 37.

Actian jEra (Num.) this aera is marked on coins with the

inscription ETOT5 NIKH, i, e. the year of victory.

Vaillant. Numis. Grcec.

ACTI'LIA (Md.) military utensils.

A'CTINE (I3ot.) the Brassica napn.<! of Linna?us.

A'CTIXG (Log.) TO troisi», the fifth predicament, or cate-

gory ; the subject of which is called the agent.

ACTI'NI.A (Ent.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes, Order
Mollusca.

Generic Character. Bodjj oblong, contractile ; moutli. sur-

rounded with numerous cirri.

Species. These marine animals are viviparous, and have
no aperture, except the mouth. They assume various

forms ; and when the tentacnla are all expanded, they

have the appearance of full-blown flowers. The prinii-

pal species are

—

Actinia bellis, the Sea- Daisy.

—

Actinia

dianthus, the Sea-Carnation.

—

Actinia calendula, the

Sea- Marigold, &c.
ACTIXOBOLI'S.MUS (Med.) <l.-7-..o.3oA.a-f/.«., irradiation, or

the instantaneous action of the animal spirits, by which
they convey the inclinations of the mind to the organs of
voluntary motion.

AcTiNOBOLisMUS (Phi/.) the diffusion or diradiation of light

and sound.

ACTl'NOLITE glassy (Min.) from «Kri?, radius, and >.ihr.

lapis ; a species of minerals, the Actinotus viireus of Lin-
na.His.

ACTINOTUS (Min.) a genus of minerals, Class Earths,

Order Talcose, consisting of carbonate of magnesia, oxide
of iron, and silica : harsh to the touch, shining, breaking
into indeterminate fragments, and melting in the fire with
ebullition. The principal species are the

—

.4ctinotv.s vul-

garis nsbe.stoid.— Ictinotus vitreus, Glassy Actinote, &c.
A'CTIO (Ant.) 1. The act of the magistrates and senates,

the same as acta. 2. The management of a cause, con-
sisting either of accusation or defence ; where there were
several pleadings in the same cause, they were divided

into first, second, &c. thence the actio prima, secunda,

ierlia, &c. of Cicero in Verrem. 3. A suit at law, an
action against any one, by which a person sought redress,

either accnsando, by accusing ; or petendo, by suit. Of
these actions there were several kinds, as

—

.4ctio in rem,

real action, for obtaining that to which one had a real

right, Jus in re, but which was possessed by another.

These actions were either

—

Actio civilis, according to the

laws by which the citizens were governed one with

another, which was called J'indicatio.—Actio pnctoria,

according to the decrees of the praetor who governed the

city.

—

Actio socialis, according to the laws of their allies.

—Actio in personam, personal action against a person for

doing or omitting to do that which he was bound either to
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do, or to abstain from. Of these actions there arc several

kinds, as

—

Actio enipti, vcnditi, locati, Sec. for contracts

and obligations, in buying, selling, &c.

—

Actio mljcctitia

quaUtati.s, against a person on account of the contracts of
others.

—

Actio institorici, against him who carried on trade
for the benefit of another.

—

Actio excrcitoria, against him
who sent a ship to sea on any trading concern.

—

Actio cle

peculioy against the master of a family, for contracts made
either by his son or slave.

—

Actio jussit, if the contract
was made by the master's order.

—

Actio iributoiia, against

a master for not distributing the goods of his slave among
his creditors.

—

Actio redhihitorin, against the seller for

selling a bad article, which he was compelled to take
back, and to restore the money.

—

Actio exfurto, for theft,

ex rapiiKi, for robbery, f.r damiio, for loss or damage, ex
injuria, for personal injury, comprehending the personal
wrongs, and their several punishments.

—

A.ctio noxnUn,

against a person for injuries done by those under his

power.

—

Actio mixta, which lies against any one, both for

the recovery of the thing, and tlie punishment of the per-

son. Ulpian. Iiistit. I ; Justin. Pandect, et Instil; iiigon.

de Jttdic. 1. 1, &c. ; Pollet. For. Rom. I. 5 ; Ursat. de Not.
Rom.

Actio {Late) vide Action.

ACTION (Ant.) vide Actio.

Action (Pliy.) actio, to umii, the application of the agent
to the patient, by which some change is produced, as

boiling, which is the action of fire on the v/ater to v.hich

it is communicated ; it is either physical or habitual

Physical action, arising from the exercise of the physical

power, as generally in generation, corruption, (ire. or par-

ticularly in seeing, hearing, local motion, dc.

—

Habitual
or acquired action, arising from habit or experience, which
consists in speculation, itufU, as the contemplation of the
lieavens, of pli3'sical or matliematical objects ; practice,

3-f«|i!, which is either moral, political, or ecclesiastical

;

doing or making, Js-mVi;, which includes the arts liberal

and mechanical. Arist. Physic; Mclancth. Metaph.
Action (Log.) to u-oiliv, the fifth predicament or cat3gory,

into which all things have been divided. It is opposed
to passion, and is divided into

—

Action imminent, that

action which remains in the agent so as not to pass over
to any other thing without itself, as going, walking, run-
ning, &c.

—

Action transient, that which passes from the
agent to the patient, as burning, striking, breaking, &c.
Arist. Catcg. ; Bocth. de Categor. ; IVall. Instit. Log.

Action (Mcch.) a force impressed upon a body so as to

change its state of rest, or uniform motion. It arises from
percussion, pressure, or centripetal J'urce. h'exi'ton Priuc.
def. 4.

—

Quatililt/ of action, the continual product of the
mass of a body by the space which it runs tlirougb., and
by its celerity. Maupcrt. Acad, des Sciences, Paris, ITH;
Berlin, 1746.

Action {Med.) function of the body, which is divided into

vital, natural, animal, or voluntary.— Vital action, which
is inmiediately essential for the preservation of life, as the
motion of the heart and lungs.

—

Natural action, which is

remotely necessary for the continuance of the animal, as

the digestion of the aliments, &c.

—

Animal or voluntary
actions, which depend upon the will, as walking, run-
ning, Ac.

Action {Eth.) or moral action, a voluntary action of any
creature capable of distinguishing between good and evil,

or whatever a rational agent thinks, does, or even omits to

do, with respect to the end he ought to aim at, and the
rule he is to be guided by. A morally good action is that

which is agreeable to the law of (Jod ; in distinction from
a mtirally evil action, which is disagreeable to the Divine
law, as revealed in .Scripture.

Action (Lam) the process or form of a suit at law to rc-
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cover a right. Actions are generally divided into criminal
or civil.

—

Criminal actions are to have judgment for damage
to the party injured.— Civil actions for the recovery of a
debt, &c.
Criminal actions consist of

—

Actions, penal, for some
penalty or punishment.

—

Actions upon statute, for the
breach of a statute, whereby the injured party has his

action.

—

Actions, popular, for the breach of some penal
statute where every one has his action: it is otiierwise

called a tjui lam action, from the form of words used in

this action ; namely, qui tarn pro domino rege sequitur

quam pro sc ipso, &C,
Civil actions consist of different kinds, as

—

Actions, real,

whereby a man claims title to lands, &c which are

called possessory, if of his own possessions ; aunceslral,

if of an ancestor.

—

Actions, personal, claiming a debt,

goods, damages, &c.

—

Actions, mixed, which lie both
for the thing demanded, and against the person having it.

Actions are also distinguished into

Actions, local, when confined to a particular county.

—

Actions, transitory, which may be kiid in any county.

—

Actions, perpetual, which may not be determined by
time.

—

Actions, temporary, that are expressly limited.

—

Actions, Joint, where several persons conjointly sue or

are sued.

—

Actions, several, where persons are severally

charged.

—

Actions on assumpsit, or promises, ibr a breach
of promise, lic.

—

Actions on covenant, for a breach of

covenant.

—

Actions on debt, to compel the payment of

a debt.

—

Actions t>f' detinue, to compel the redelivery of

goods (or their value) which have been delivered in

charge.

—

Actions of trespass, for any injury denominated
a trespass.

—

Actions of trover, for goods which have
-come into the possession of another by finding, or

otherwise, which he refuses to restore to the ownei>>

—

Actions on the case, that is, an action on a man's own
particular case, in distinction from those on any of the

above-mentioned cases.

—

Actions, prejudicial, otherwise

coW^i^preparatory or principal, arising from some doubt
in the principal, as in case a man sues his younger bro-

ther for lands descended from his father; and it is ob-

jected to him, that he is a bastard, which question must
be tried before the cause can proceed further : it is,

therefore, termed prejudicialis quia prius judicanda.

Bract, lib. S, c. 4.

—

Action of a xvril, when one pleads

some matter by which he shows the plaintiff had no
cause to have the «rit.

—

Action of abstracted multures,

i. e. an action for multures, in the Scotch law, against

those who are thirled to a mill, and come not, or

an action to compel persons to grind at a mill ac-

cording to their tenure.

—

Action for poynding of the

ground, i. e. an action, in the Scotch law, for poynding or

distraining the land, founded on some infeofment for an
annuity. Brad, de Leg. 1. 3 ; Flelii. 1. J ; Clanville. 1. I

;

Mirror. c.'2l, &c.; F. N. B. 92; Co. in Lijlt. 1 Instit.

sect. 2S5, 2 Inst. sect. 40; Hawk. P. C. 244, Ac;
Cornyn. Digest.

Action (Paint.) the posture of the figure, or that which is

expressed by the disposition of its parts, or the passion

that appears in the face of it.

Action (Poet.) an event or scries of occurrences nuitually

connected with, or dependent upon, each other, either

real or imaginary, that makes the subject of a dramatic

or epic ])oem, &c.

Action (Rhcl.) an accommodating the person to the sub-

ject, or the management of the voice and gesture suitably

to the matter delivered.

Action of the mouth (Man.) the agitation of the tongue
and mandible of a liorse in champing the bit.

Action (Com.) moveable effects; a creditor seizes on a

merchant's actions, that is, his actual debts.

—

Action, re-
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hibitory, by which the buyer may oblige the seller to take

back damaged goods.

—

Action of a compantj, 1. The equal

portion of their joint stock. 2. The bonds, contracts, or

stock in general, which the directors of trading companies

deliver to those who have made themselves proprietors.

French actions, or stocks, are

—

Actions simples, which have

a share in all the company's profits and losses, with no

security but in their funds.

—

Actions Ilcnlieics, which

have a profit of two per cent, with the King's security.

— Actions Interessecs, or bearing interest, which have

the above profit, and the King's security, besides a

share in the overplus of the dividends ; whence the

phrase " To feed an action," i. e. to pay exactly when
they become due the several sums subscribed to the

stock of the company, yl fed action, one on which all

paj'ments have been made, and is capable of sharing in

the company's dividends.

ACTIONA'KE (Laio) i. c. in jus x^otare, to prosecute.

A'CTIONARY [Fr. Com.) or Actionist, a proprietor of

actions.

AC'TI\'E {Phy.) capable of communicating motion or ac-

tion, as the cause of gravity or fermentation, which are

active principles. Sewt. Frincip.

Active xerb {(•ram.) a sort of verb which denotes action,

as I love, in distinction from the passive or neuter.

ACTIA ITY (Phy) faculty of acting, as the activity de-

rived from attraction. Seivt. Frincip.—Sphere i^f Activity,

tJio space within which the efficacy of a body extends, as

the sphere of activity of a loadstone.

ACTON Durncl (Laxv) the statute of 11 Ed. I. ordaining the

statute merchant, amended by 13 Ed. I. It was so termed
from a place named Acton Burnel, where it was made.

A'CTOli (Ant.) l.in the forensic sense. Plaintiff, he who
brings an action against any one, whether as accusator vet

pctitor ; but, in a dramatic sense, an actor or player.

Oratorcs sunt veritatis ipsius actores ; imitatores veritatis

hislriones. Cic. Orat. 1. 3, c. 56. 2. One who pleads or
manages the cause of another ; a Counsellor or Proctor.
3. A slave to whom the management of any concern is

entrusted.

Actor ecclesice (Archccol.) he who administered the posses-
sions, Ike. of the church.

—

Actor adx'ocatus, vel defensor
Ecck.sitr, the pleading patron of the church.

—

Actor
doniinicii.^, qui res domini agit ; a Lord's-bailiff or Attorney.—Actor xiliarum, viUicus qui prcvdiorum curum agit

;

Head-bailifFof a village.

ACTS of the Apo.'itlcs (Bihl.) a canonical book of the New
Testament written by St. Luke, and containing a con-
siderable part of the history of St. Peter and St. Paul.
Tertull. contra AJarcion.l. 5, c. l,<S:c.; Clinj.ws. in Acta.
Homi/. ; Epiphan. Hares. 30 ; Augjut. de Utilit. Crcd.
c. 3, Sec. ; iiteron. Epist. 103, df Script. Eccles. ; Oecumen.
in Act. Apost. ji. 20 ; Grab. Spiceleg. &c.
Spurious acts of the apostles were sujjposed to be written
by Abdias the impostor.

—

Acts of St. Peter, otherwise
called Feriodi Petri, a book full of visions and fables.

Fab. Apocr. N. T. p. 759.

—

Acts of St. Paul, a con-
tinuation of St. Paul's narrative to the end of his life,

which Eusebius calls spurious. Euseb. Hist. Eccles. 1. 3.

c 3.

—

Acts of St. John the Evangcli.'it, mentioned by
Epiphanius and St. Augustin, contain incredible stories

of that apostle ; and are supposed to be the acts of St.

John published by Abdias the impostor. Epiphan.
Hares. 4-2. 47 ; Aug. de Fide. cap. 4 and 405, contra
Adversar. Leg. et Vroph. 1. 1, c. 20.

—

Acts of St. Andrew
were used by the Manichees, according to St. Au-
gustin and Epiphanius. Epiphan. Hares. 61 ; St.
August, contra Adversar. Leg. et Prophet, c. 20.

—

Acts

(f St. Thomas were used by the ^lanichees, according
to St. Augustin. Aug. contra Adimant. c. 17 ; contra

ACU
Faust. 1. 29, c. 79 ; De Serm. Domini in Monte, c. 20.

—

Acts of St. Philip was a book used by the Gnostics.

Cotel. Monum. Eccles. t. 3. ^2S.—Acts of St. Matthias ;

the work which bears this title is not admitted by the

critics to contain the genuine acts of the apostle, whose
name it bears. Tillemont. Eccles. Hist. torn. 1.

Acts (Ant.) vide Acta.

Acts, clerk ofthe (Mar.) an officer who receives and enters

the Lo;d Admiral's commissions and warrants, and regis-

ters the acts and orders of the commissioners of the navy.

A'CTUAL (Phy.) in act or done, as distinguished from the

Potential.

ACTUA'LIS (Med.) acting by an immediate inherent power,

as fire, which is actual, in distinction from a cautery, which
is virtual, and acts by an indirect or borrowed power.

ACTUA'UIA (Ant.) a sort of small swift sailing vessel plied

with oars, so called because they are cito agantur. Non.
ACTUA'UII (Ant.) 1. Notaries or short-hand writers who

took dow n the acta or public proceedings. Suet. Jul. c. 55

;

Pollct. For. Rom. 1. 5, c. 12. 2. Those who took account

of the military concerns. Ammian. 1. 20, c. 5 ; Aurel.

Victor, de Casar.

A'CTUAKY (Lan') a clerk that registers the acts of the

convocation.

ACTUATION (Med.) the change wrought on any thing

taken into the body by vital heat, which is necessary to

make it act.

A'CTUS (Ant.) 1. The forms used in making bargains, &c.
as actus legitimi, &c.—2. A certain portion of a play, an act.

Fest. de Verb. Signif.—3. A measure of land either 4 feet

wide and 120 long, as between neighbours' fields, or

1 20 feet square. Varr. de Re Rust. 1. 1 , c. 1 ; Columel. 1. 5,

c. 1 ; Frontin. Expos. Form. p. 30; Alex. Gen. Dier. 1. 2.

Actus (Phy.) 'iuf/ua, energy, or the active principle, which
is called Actus purus, having nothing in common with

matter, as God, in distinction from the Actus impurus,

which communicates with the power of matter, such a.s

physical forms. Aristot. Metaph. 1, 9, c. 1, &c.

A'CUANITES (Ecc.) another name for the INIanichseans.

A'CUBENE (Astron.) a star of the third magnitude in the

southern claw, chela or brachium of Cancer, marked (a)

by Bayer. It is called by Ovid Labia, by others Aceta-

bulum. Its longitude, for 1761, was Q, 10° 18' 9", South
Latitude 5° 5' 5t".

ACUI'TION (Med.) from acuo, to sharpen : the sharpening

of medicines to increase their effect, as vegetable acids may
be sharpened by mineral acids.

ACUI'TZCHUAUIA (Bot.) a plant of Mechoachan, in

South America, from which a water was distilled called

the enemy of poisons.

ACU'LEATED (Bot.) aculeatus, prickly ; an epithet ap-
plied to different parts of plants.

—

Caudex acideatus, an
aculeated stem, when the remains of the leaf are set with

prickles, as in Coccus aculeatus, Polypodeum asperum, &c.—
Caulis aculeatus, prickly stalk, when along the stem there

are pointed protuberances.

—

Folium aculcatum, pricWy
leaf, when the surface of the leaf is covered with prickles.

ACULEO'SA (Bot.) the Gortneria cibaris of Linnaeus.

A'CULER (Man.) the motion of a horse when in working
upon volts he does not go far enough forward at every
time, or movement.

ACU'LEUS (Bot.) a Prickle that is a persistent pro-
duction issuing from the bark, as in Rosa centifoUa, the

Rose, or, in the words of Linnocus, Mucro pungens cortici

tantum ajpxus. The Aculeus is distinguished into the

—

Rectus, straight, when the prickle is not bent.

—

Incurvus,

incurved, when it is curved inwards Recurvus, recurved,

when it is curved upwards.

—

Cincinnatus, rolled up, when
rolled up with its apex inwards.

ACUPU'NCTURE (Surg.) from acMi, a needle, and;;KK^Oj
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to prick ; a method of bleeding by making man)' small

punctures.

A'CUUON (Bot.) axufot, the Alisma of Linnaeu^. Diosc.

I. 3, c. 1C9.

A'CUS (Surg.) a Needle or instrument for confining the lips

of wounds.
Acus Paatoris (Dot.) Shepherd's Needle, the Scandix an-

iltriscus, the Acus moschata, and the Geranium of Linnteus.

ACU'STICUS (Med.) the same as acoustic.

ACUTE (Geom.) from acuo, to sharpen, an epithet for

several things.

—

Acute angle clficc -/una., that which is less

than a right angle, or the measure of 90 degrees, the qua-

drant of a circle, as A V>C,jig. 1, which is less than the

Fig.X. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

n <i

B c E F nx. #1
an"lc «BC.

—

Acute-angled Triangle, one whose angles

are all three acute, as D E F, fg. 2.

—

Acute-angled Cone,

one whose opposite sides make an acute angle at the

vertejc, as G H I, Jig. 3.

—

Acute-angled section of a cone,

ail ellipsis made by a plane cutting both sides of an acute-

anMed cone. Euclid. Elem. defin. 1. 1 ; Apollon. Conic.

I. f, prob. '20, &c. ; Papp. Math. Collect.

Acute (Hot.) an epithet for ditlcrent parts of a flower ending

in a sharp point, as Folium acutum, an acute leaf; Ligulmn

ncutum, an acute strap ; Stigma acutum, a pointed stigma.

Acute (Mus.) an epithet for a sound which is sharp or

elevated, in distinction from a grave sound. Euclid. In-

trnduct. Harmon.
Acute Accent (Gram.) that elevation of the voice with whicJi

any syllable or word is pronounced, marked thus ['].

Priscian. de Accent.

Acute (Med.) an epithet for a disease which is violent and

comes quickly to a crisis. Hippocrat. de Rat. Vict, in

Acut. Sec. and Gal. Contm. ; Aret. de Cans, et Sign. Acut.

Mori).; Cels. 1. 3, c. 1 ; Act. Tetrah. 1. 2, serm. 1 ; Paul

/Eginct. de Re Med. 1.2.

Acute (Chem.) an epithet for a liquor which is made more

piercing by a stronger.

ACUTENA'CULUM (Surg.) a handle for a needle now

called Portaiguille.

ACUTIA'TOR (ArchcEol.) one who whets or grinds cutting

instruments.

A'C^'LOS (Hot.) aKuM',, the fruit of the Ilex, distinguished by

Homer from the /3«/a«i«, or acorn, the fruit of the (Inercus.

Odyss. 1. 10, V. 2t2.

V\ufftt»v>tt>r, l2a>iMoy r' i/StcAt.

T/iencrit. Idyl. 5, v. 9't ; Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 3,

c. KJ; i'/iw. 1. fi, c. 6; Gal. de Alim.

ACYIIO'LOGY (Gram.) uKVf<i>.avM, from ««ufo«, careless, and

Ai'/c!, speech ; improper diction, as " one who fears may

hope," for fear is the contrary of hope. Isidor. 1. 1, c. 33.

.\. D. (Cliron.) an abbreviation for Anno Domini, [vide Ab-

l)rcviation.'!'\

AD (Ant.) this preposition forms a part of several peculiar

phrases among the Latin writers, as—Ad Ijcstias, a punish-

ment among the Romans of exposing criminals to wild

bea-sts. Ulpian.; Tcrtidl. Apol. c. K) ; Ihid. in Pandect.

vol. i. p. 21(); Ilolman. Aiili</. Roman.—Ad ludos, a similar

punishment of being obliged to fight with either man or

beast at the public games.—/};/ mclalla, another Uoman

punishment borrowed from the Egyptians of condemning

criminals to work at the mines.

Ad scalum (Archreol.) by the scale, that is, by weighing m
the scale, a mode of counting money at the mint, when

a certain portion having been told out the remainder is

ADA
weighed by it. This is, distinguished from a mode of
weighing called ad Vensum, which was employed for money
that was diminished in quantity by clipping, wearing, &c.

Ad a/jsurdum (Logic) vide Rcductio.

Ao valorem (Com.) i. e. according to the value, a term ap-
plied to the duties or customs when rated according to
the value of the commodities.

Ad libitum (Mus.) or Con ad lib, at pleasure; a term signifying

that the performer may introduce into the composition any
thing extemporaneous according to his own fancy ; hence
an nd libitum pause, or an ad libitum cadenza.—Ad I'ingum,

old compositions so termed, consisting of notes of equal

duration and generally the longest in use.— .'Id omnem
tonum, a term in such old compositions as preserved their

harmony from whatever tone or note the cantus started.

Au inquirendum (Lniv) a judicial writ commanding inquiry

to be made of any thing relating to a cause depending in

the king's courts. Reg. Judic.—.Id jura regis, a writ

brought by the King's clerk presented to a living against

him who sought to eject him. Reg. of IVrits, 61.

—

Ad
largum, at large, as title at large, assize at large.—Ad
quod damnum, a writ to inquire when a grant intended to

be made by the King will be to the damage of him or

others. F. N. B. 221.

—

Ad tcrminum c/iii pncleriit, a writ of

entry, where a man having leased lands, lic. for a term of life

or years, is kept from them by the tenant or possessor after

the term is expired.

—

Ad vcutrem iuspicicndum, vide Ventre

inspiciendo.—Ad vitam aul culpam, an office to be so held

as to determine only by the death or delinquency of the

possessor; in other words, it is held quamdiu se bene gcsscrit.

AUA'CTED (Mil.) driven into the earth with large malls

applied to stakes, or piles, used in securing ramparts or

pontoons.

ADA'GIO (Mus.) a term in music books denoting the slowest

time, except the grave, especially if repeated adagio, adagio.

A'DAL (Med.) a term used by Paracelsus for that part of

plants in which their virtue consists.

ADA'LIDES (I'olit.) the name of certain military officers

in Spain, who are spoken of in the laws of King Alphonsus.

A'DAiMANT (Min.) Adamas, so called from x, priv. and
hij/jxa, to conquer, because of its hardness : it is a sort of

diamond, and the hardest, most brilliant, and most valu-

able of the precious stones. Adamas is classed by Linnaeus

under the Silieious earths, [vide Adamas']

ADAM A'NTINE Earth (Min.) or .-Idamantinc Spar, a sort

of hard and ]ionderous earth which, under the name of

Adamantinus, forms the sixth order of earths in the Linnean

system.

ADAIVIA'NTIS (Dot.) a species of plant so called from its

resemblance to Adamant. Plin. 1. 21-, c. 16.

A'DAMAS (Min.) Adamant, or Diamond, a genus of Si-

lieious Earths, consisting of silica and carbon. It is

slightly ponderous, extremely hard, shines in the dark

after having been exposed to the rays of the sun, and con-

sumes altogether like an inflammable substance. It is

found, in Golcondo and Brazil, enclosed generally in loose

earth or sand. Linn. System. Nat.

ADA'MI pomum (Bot.) the Citrus auranlium of Linnxus.

Adami pomum (Anat.) the convex part of the Thyrsia

cartilage.

ADA'MIANI (Ecc.) v'lile Adamites.

ADA'MICA terra (Geol.) an oily slimy substance of the

sea-waters.

.\D.\'M1TA (Med.) the stone in the bladder, so called by

Paracelsus. De Tartar. 1. 1

.

ADAMI'TES (Ecc.) or, according to Epiphanius, Adamiani,

d}!i;mum; heretics of the second century, who assumed

that name from Adam, whose innocence they affected to

imitate, and whose nudity they actually put in practice at

their meetings. Clemen. Alexand. 1.3, &c. ; S. Epiphan.
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Hrcics. 5'2; S. August. Hares. 31; Theodoret. de Fab.

Htcrct, 1. 1.

ADAMI'TUM (Med.) the same as Athiasis.

ADAM'S Needle (Bol.) an Indian plant of which tlie inha-

bitants made coarse bread in times of scarcity. It is the

Yuaa <^loriosa of Linnaeus.

ADA'MUS (Alch.) the Philosopher's Stone. Theat. Chem.

vol. i.

ADANSO'NIA (Bet.) a genus of plants; Class 16 Mona-
dclphia, Order 7 Poli/nmlria, so named from M. Adanson,

the French Naturalist.

Generic Character. CAh. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. pe-

laU five.

—

Stau. filaments united at bottom into a tube ;

anthers kidney-shaped.

—

Pist. Germ ovate ; style very

long ; stigmas many, prismatic.

—

Per. capsule ovate

;

seeds numerous.

Species. The only species is the Adansonia- digitata,

Baobab, Abavi, Ahavo .Irbor, or Guanabanns, Ethiopian

Sour Gourd, or Monkeys' Bread. J. Bauli. Hist. Plant.;

C. Batth. Pin / Rail Hist. Plant. ; Vest. Plant. Algypt.;

Linn. Spec. Plant.

ADA'RCES (\at.) aVcifxij?, a kind of salt concretion ad-

hering to herbs and canes in the fens and marshes of Ga-
latia. It is said to clear the skin of freckles, iSrc. ; and

was so called from «, priv. and ^ipxu, to see, because it

was not to be seen among the rushes. Diosc. 1. 5, c. 137.

ADA'RCONIM (Bibl.) ca'jiainx, a sort of money men-
tioned, I Chron. xxix. 7, and Ezra viii. 27, called, in the

Septuagint, Xf"^"') ''"'^j '" 'he Vulgate, aurei ; they are the

same as JapiKoi, the Daricks of the Greeks, a gold coin valued

at twenty drachmas. Gronov. de Pecun. Vet. 1. 3, c. 7.

ADA'ltME (Com.) a small Spanish weight, the sixteenth of

our ounce Troy weight.

ADA'RNECK (Chem.) Auripigmentum, or orpiment.

ADARTICULA'TION (Anat.) a species of articulation the

same as Arthrodia.

A'DATAIS (Com.) a clear fine Bengal muslin.

ADCE'NSl (Ant.) vide Accensi.

A'DCHER (Dot.) the Andropogon schoenanthns of Linna;us.

ADCORDA'BILES Denarii (Archceol.) money paid by the

vassal to his lord upon the selling or exchanging of a feud.

ADCORPORA'TION (Med.) vide Incorporation.

ADCREDULITA'RE (Archaol.) to purge oneself of an
offence by oath.

ADCRESCE'NTES (Ant.) a sort of soldiers, the same as

Accensi.

A'DDAD (Bot.) a poisonous plant in Numidia.
ADDEPHA'GIA (Med.) ui^^^c^y^, from u^^>, excessively,

and (fu'/ii, to eat ; voracity.

A'DDER (Zo.) the name of a small poisonous serpent, with
plates on the belly, and scales under the tail, greatly re-

sembling the viper Coluber verus of Linnscus, which inha-

bits Europe, and is not rare in our own country. It is

called in Saxon TEbbep, ^^tceji, iEtcop, Nabbpe ; in

low German and Dutch, adder and natter, from eitcep,
poison.

Addek (Her.) the poisonous serpent has been made a charge
in coats of arms, of which Guillira gives two examples, as

follow :

Adder, noxwed or knotted, as in fig. 1 .
" The field is gtdes, an

adder nowed, or, by the name of Nathiley."

Adder, curling erected, as in : Or, an adder curlint

ADD
erected upon its tail, in pale sable." This coat was allowed

or assigned by patent, dated January 2, 1606, by William

Camden, Clarencieux, to Sir Thomas Coach, of the city

of London.
Adder'.s grass (Bot.) a herb so called, as Skinner supposes,

because it serves as a lurking place for adders.

—

Adder's

tongue, the Ophioglossum of Linnaius, a herb so called

because it has a single leaf that puts forth a spike in

the shape of an adder's tongue.

—

/Idder's n'0)i, a herb so

called because it is imagined to cure the bite of a ser-

pent.

Adder stung (Med.) stung by adders and venemous crea-

tures, as in the case of cattle.

ADDl'CTI (Ant.) those who, according to the laws of the

twelve tables, were delivered over to their creditors to be

made slaves until they discharged their debts. Cic. Rose.

Com. c. l-i ; Place, c. 20, &c. ; Liv. 1. 6, c. 14, &c. ; Alex.

Gen. Dier. 1. 5, c. 4.

ADDPTAMENT (Med.) any thing added to the ordinary

ingredients.

Additaments (Her.) what is added to coat armour to dis-

tinguish the bearer. Guill.

Additaments (Chem.) things added to a menstruum,

to render it more efficacious in dissolving any mixed
body.

ADDITAME'NTUM (Anat.) the same as Epiphysis neca-

tum ; the Epiphysis of the Ulna.

—

Additamentum colt, the

Appotdicula cecci vermijbrmis.

ADDITION (Laxv) whatever is added to a man's name by
way of title, as additions of degree, estate, mystery, place.— Additions of degree, are Knight, Lord, Earl, Marquis,

and Duke.

—

Additions ofan estate or quality, are Yeoman,
Esquire, Gentleman, and the like.

—

Additions of mystery,

are such as Scrivener, Painter, Mason, and the like.

—

Additions ofplace are of London, York, iS;c.

Addition (Nat.) a name given by distillers to whatever is

added to a liquor to improve its spirit, which includes fer-

ments and every thing else which is not expressly of the

same nature as the liquor.

Addition (Arithm.) the uniting or joining together several

numbers into one sum.

—

Addition of integers, the first of

the four fundamental rules of arithmetical operation, which

is either performed by placing the figures under one an-

other in columns, or by means of the sign plus [ + ], which

is called the sign of addition, as 6 -)- 3 = 9, that 6 plus,

or added to 3, is equal to 9. This operation is either sim-

ple or compound.

—

Simple addition, the method of collect-

ing several numbers into one sum, as i, 5, 9, which, added
together, make 18.

—

('omponnd Addition, the method of col-

lecting quantities of different denominations into one sum,

as pounds, shillings, pence, yards, feet, and inches, &c.

—

Addition of Vulgar Fractions is the adding together the

numerators into one sum, when the fractions have, by the

rules of reduction, been brought to a common denomina-

tion, as in the adding of +, -^, and 4- together, they are

first reduced [vide Reduction'], to 4-§-, -j-ir. and -j-j, then

4^ + 44 -f-
4-8- = i-l.—Addition of decimals is performed

in the same manner as that of whole number.', aaly having

regard to the decimal points, that they should range under

one another, as

34- 17
19- 143

167- 13

220- 443

—Addition of circulating decimals is performed bj- chang-

ing each of them into its equivalent vulgar fraction, and
finding the sum of such fractions.

Addition (Algcb.) the finding the sum of several algebraical

F 2
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quantities, and connecting them together with their proper
signs, as in the annexed example :

5x — 13_j/

4j: — 11^
l-tx — "i y

23x- 31j/

Addition of surds is performed by reducing the surds to

the same denomination or radical, as far as it can be done :

then add the rational parts, and subjoin the common surd,

as v'S + ^/lS = V(4x2) + V(9x2) = 2v'2 + S ^2
= 5^2= ^/50.

Addition of ratios, vide Composition.

Additiox (iViis.) a dot marked on the right side of a note.

ADDITIOXA'LES (Law) additional terms, or propositions,

to be added to a former agreement.

A'DDITIVE (Math.) a term employed to denote something

to be added in distinction from something to be subtracted,

as additive equations, additive ratios, &c.

AUDI'XIT {Ant.) the word which the Augurs used to sig-

nify that the birds foretold a joyful event. " Fabio auspi-

canti priusquam egrederetur de Tarento aves semel ct

Liv. 1. 27, c. 16; Fest. Voc.iterum addixerunt,

Prrcto.

ADDO'RSED (Her.) Back to Back, as two ^
Lions rampant, or., addorsed, which Guil-

lim calls endorsed. Leigh says this coat

was borne by Achilles at the siege of Troy,

and he takes it to represent two champions

who have met in the field of battle, but

being prevented by the interposition of the

prince from engaging in combat, turn back to back, and

so go off the field.

ADDO'SSER (Mil) Fr. to place one thing behind anotlier,

as a tent. Sec. Addosscr uiie Compagnie, to post one com-
pany iii the rear of the other.

ADDllE'SS (Com.) whatever directs to the person or the

place, as, ' ^ly address is at Lyons, to the house of N. N.'

i. e. where goods may be sent me. A bill of exchange

payable to the address of N. N. that points out the pl.ice

of payment. ' This l)ill is to the address of Mr. N.' signify-

ing that it is drawn upon him.

ADDU'CENT (Anat.) an epithet for certain muscles, [vide

Adducioy.']

ADDL'CTO'RES (Annt) or Jdducentcs, from ad anil duco,

to draw to, or towards ; an epithet for some muscles which

draw those parts of the l)ody to each other in which they are

inserted, in distinction from tiie Abductorcs, as the

—

Ad-

ductor minimi digili ct pedis, which draws the third and

fourth lesser toes to the others.

—

Adductor oculi, which

draws tlie eye to the nose, also called hihitorius, because
"

it directs the eye of the person drinking towards the cup.

—Adductor /cmoris primus, secundus, Sfc. otherwise called

Trice|)s, which serves to draw the thigh inward.s.

—

Adduc-

tor pulticis, which brings the thumb nearer to the fore-

finger.

—

Adductor polUcis pedis, the Antithenar of Wins-

low, which brings the great toe nearer to the rest.

A'DEli (Com.) a large Egyptian weight, used principally

for rice, somewhat less than an Englisli pound. Pocock.

Trnv. in l-g'jpl.

A'DEC (C/iem.) sour Milk.

ADEC-'\'IT.ST (Ecc.) one not decimated, or who is against

))aying tithes, from «, priv. and myMrrju, to decimate.

A'DECII (Alch.) the internal or invisible part of man, that

impresses the forms or images of external material objects

on the mind. I'nracel. Chirur'^. Tract. 2.

ADE'CTA (Med.) from a, priv. ^w^iay.^'i, to bite; an epithet

for medicines which relieve pain, as lenitives, &c. Cck.

apud Gorr. Def. Med.

ADE
ADELANTA'DO (Polil.) a governor of a Spanish province.
ADE'LIA (Dot.) from «^,;Aii5, obscure, or indistinct ; a genus

of plants. Class 22 Dioecia, Order 12 Monadelphia, the
Bernardia of Brown.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved; leaflets

oblong.

—

Cor. none.

—

SrA>.t.Jitamcnts, many; anthers
roundish.

Species. The species are the Adclia Bernardia, ricinella,

and acidotum, which are shrubs, and natives of Jamaica.
Linn. Spec.

A'DELING (Polit.) in Saxon, Gchhnj ; a title of honour
among the Saxons.

ADE'LPHiE (Numis.yA.S'iX'Pcit, sUicn; an epithet on a medal
of Caracalla for two cities, inscribed IIAUTEINOnOAIS
AOMXOnOAIS AAEA'l'AL

ADE'Ll'HI (Nutnis.)''AhA:?oi, brothers, an epithet on a medal
of the brothers, Drusus and Germanicus, represents them on
the obverse, with the inscription APOT^Oi KAI5AP

FEPMANIKOS KA12AP AAEA^OI, i. e. Drusus Os-
sar Germanicus Ca'sar, fiatres : on the reverse, a crown,
with the words circumscribed EIII AAEHANaPOT
KAEfiNOS SAPAlAXliN. i. e. sub Alcxandro Cleone

Sardianorum Prcetore, and inscribed within the crown
KOINOT. ACIAC. by which latter words is to be under-

stood, that this crown of laurel was decreed to them by the

universal consent of all the cities of Asia. Seguin. Numis.
sel Antiq.

ADE'LPHIA (Med.) or Adelphixis, a terra used by Hippo-
crates for analogy, as applied to diseases.

ADELPHIA'NI (Ecc.) a sect of heretics who fasted always

on Sunda3'S. I'heodorct. Hist. Eccles. I. 1, c. 10 ; Ccdren.

Compend. Hist. p. 24-2.

ADE'LPHIDES (Bot.) 'Aoi>iip«?ii«, a kind of palm-tree, whose
fruit has the taste of figs.

ADE'LPHON (Xumis.) «Aa^£», i.e.Jratris sororisque, brother

and sister, an inscription on a medal of Ptolemy Phila-

delphus and Arsinoe, both his sister and wife.

ADEiMO'NIA (i\Ied.) «^)i/*o»i'«, irom^xifA^o^t,fortuna, restless-

ness and anxiety in diseases. Hippoc. de Epidcm. 1. 1 ;

Gnrr. Drfin. Med. ; Foes. Oeconom. Hippoc.

ADE'iMPTlON (Laic) taking away a legacy, or revoking a

grant, iS:c.

A'DEN (.)/«/.) glandula, a gland.

ADEN.'VNTHE'RA (Bot.) from a^V, a gland, and <i.««p«,

an anther; a genus of plants, Class 10 Dicandria, Order

1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth, one-leaved.

—

Cor. five-

petaled ;
petals lanceolate.—Scam. Jilamcnls subulate;

anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germ oblong; sti/lc subulat*;

stigma simple.

—

Per. a legume long ; seeds very many.

Species. Tlie principal species are the

—

Adenanthera

pavonina, a shrub, native of India.

—

Adenanthera scan-

dens, a shrub, native of Mallicollo, an island in the

.South Seas, &c. Rati Hist. Plant.; llhccd. Hort. Jnd.

Ia bar.

ADENUE'NTES (Med.) from aJi^, and a/o, to eat ; ulcers

which eat and destroy the glands.

ADE'N1.\ (Bol.) a genus of plants, Class Hexandria, OrAcr

Mouogynia, given by Forskal in his Flora yEgt/ptiaca

Arahiea.

ADENO'IDES (Anal.) glandiform; an epithet for the

Glandulcc prostatic. Ruff. Ephes. de Appell. Part. Corp.

Human. 1. 1, c. 29; Gal de Usu Purl. I. II, c. 1 1 ; Gorr.

Dej: Mai.
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A'DENOS {Co7n.) marine Cotton from Aleppo.

ADEiiO'SlJ S nbscessus (Med.) a crude tubercle, resembling

a gland, which proceeds from obstructed viscidities.

ADEPHA'GIA (Ant.) ah<Picyta, gluttony, which was wor-

shipped as a goddess among the Greeks, and had a temple

iu tiicily, according to Athenaeus. Dcipnosph. 1. 10,

c. 4.

A'DEPS (Anat.) fat; an animal oil in the memhrana adipoxa,

which dirters from the Piiigitedo, by being a thicker, harder,

and more earthy substance, litiff'- Ephcs. dc Appcll. Part.

Hum. Corp. 1. 1, c. 35 ; Old. de Usu Fart.

ADE'PT p/iilosophi/ (Alch.) the science which professes to

teach the transmutation of metals, and finding the philoso-

pher's stone. The Adepti, or Adepts, were such as were

initiated into the adept philosophy.

—

Adept medicine, that

«-hich treats of diseases contracted by celestial operations.

Paracel. Peragran.

ADEU'AlMIN (Astron.) or nideraimin, a star of the third

magnitude in the left shoulder of Cepheus, marked «, by
Bayer. Its longitude for 1761 was T 9° 30' 8", latitude

North 68° 56' ilO". Ultig. Beigh. apud liijde ; Baijer

Uranomet.

ADESSENA'RIANS (Ecc.) a branch of the sacramentarians

who derived their name from the Latin adesse, to be pre-

sent ; because they believed the presence of Christ's body

in the eucharist, though in a manner dirt'erent from the

llomish church. Prateol. de Fit. Sccl. et Dugm. Hwret.

Omn.
ADFE'CTED (.'Hgeb.) vide Affected.

A'DHA (Mij.) or ailcha, i. e. sacrifices, a festival which the

Mahometans celebrate on the 12th day of the month
DJioulhegiat, which is the I'ith and last montli of their

year. This month, being particularly destined for the ce-

remonies W'hich the pilgrims observe at Mecca, takes its

name from that circumstance : the word signifying the

niontli rjfpilgrimage.

ADHATO'D.'V (Bot.) the Malabar Nut; a species of the

,/uiticia of Linna?us.

ADHERENCE, Action of (Laxv) an action in the Scotch

Law, competent to a husband or a wife, to compel either

party to adhere in case of desertion.

ADIIE'SION (Phij.) from ad and luerco, the union of two
substances, similar or dissimilar ; as of mercury to gold, in

distinction from cohesion, which retains together compo-
nent particles of the same mass. Ad/iesion arises either

from the compression of external bodies, or from a princi-

ple of attraction between particular bodies. James 15our-

iieJli considered the pressure of the external air as the

proximate cause ; but later experiments have led to the

conclusion, that it arises from the natural tendency to ad-

hesion in the bodies themselves.

Adhesion [JMed.) the junction of parts that ought to be
separated, as the adhesion of the lungs to the Pleura.

ADHE'SIVE iiijlammntion (Surg.) a modern terra in surgery

for that species of inflanm)ation which terminates by an

adhesion of the inflamed parts.

Adhesive plaster, a plaster made of common litharge plas-

ter and resin, which is so called for its adhesive properties.

A'DHIL (Astron.) a star of the sixth magnitude in the gar-

ment irt/f/Aa of Andromeda, marked (J) by Bayer. Ptol.

Almag. 1. 7, c. 5 ; Bayer. Uranomet.

A'DHO (Chem.) or Ado, Buttermilk.

ADJA'CENT (Math.) from ad and Jacio, to lie, lying near ;

an epithet applied to angles when they

lije so as to have but one common side,

and the other two sides form one con- /

tinned right line, as in the annexed dia- -—-—-^-

gram, where the adjacent angles C B A *

and C B D have the legs A B and D B in one straight line.

ADIA'CHYTOS (Med.) from a, priv. and iUx,"", to be pro-

ADJ

fuse, or to scatter ; an epithet used by Hippocrates to imply

not foppish or extravagant. Uippuerat. de Decent. Habit.

ADL\'NTHUM (Bot.) vide Adiantum.

ADIA'NTUM (Bot.) khxvTm, a plant; so called from a, priv.

and S'taliu, to moisten or become wet, because its leaves

throw off the wet.

Nica/id. Theriac.

Hippocrates calls it xx>,>,,'fu>.>.eii, beautiful-leaved ; Theo-

critus x^oifov UhaiTo^, the green adiantum. Hippocrat. de

Nat. MuL; Theophrasl. Hist. Plant. I. ~, c. 13; Dioscor.

1. 4, c. 136; Plin. 1. 22, c. 21 ; Schol. in Theocrit. Idijl.

13, V. 14; Schol.in Nicand. Theriac.

Adiantum, in the Linnccan system, a genus of plants, Claas

Cryptogamia, Order Filiccs, in English Maidenhair.

Generic Character. Fructifications assembled in oval spots,

at the end of the fronds.

Species. The species of this tribe are perennials, and
mostly natives of the East and West Indies. The prin-

cipal are the

—

Adiantum reniformc or monophi/llum, He-
mionitis or Feli.v Hemionitis,' K\dney-]eaved Maidenhair.
—Adiantum radiatum, Lonchitis radiata, or Trichomanes

Americanum radiatum, rayed Maidenhair.

—

Adiaulum

fragrans or Polypodiumfragrans, sweet-scented ^Maiden-

hair.

—

Adiantum deiiticidatum or Lonchitis serrata, tooth-

leaved Maidenhair.

—

Adiantum lunulatum or Pteris lunu-

luta.— Adiantum varitim, or Asplenium varium, &c.

J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.;

Park. Theat. Botan. ; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Phil. Phyio-

graph.; Tournif. Inslit. ; Bnerh. Ind. Plant.

Adiantum is also the name for the Asplenium ohtusifoUum

and nixrrum of Linna;us. Raii Hist. Plant.

ADIA'PHORISTS (Ecc.) from i<J.«4i<>f»', indifferent; the

name of those moderate reformers who, according to the

sentiments of .Melancthon, declared that in matters of

an indifferent nature, comijllance with the edicts of the

Emperor was a duty, in consequence of which they ad-

hered to the Interim of Charles V. Spondan. Continual.

Baron. Annal. Ann. 1525; Prateol. de Fit. SjX. Hccret.

Omn.
ADIA'PIIOROUS (Chem.) from u, priv. and ^^r..fif«, difero,

without difference ; a spirit distilled from tartar, neither

acid, vinous, nor urinous.

ADIA'PXEUSTIA (Med.) aS:xTi>wM, to breathe, from «,

priv. and AaCTsi', difficult or impeded respiration. Gal.

Meth. Med.L 11, c. 4.

ADIAPTO'TOS (Med.) u^Mirraroi, from «, priv. and ^mthittc;

to fall through ; a remedy for the colic. Gcd. de Comp.

Med. sec. Log. ; Gorr. De/'. Med.
ADIARRHO'EA (Med.) ^J'>«fp«=<, from «, priv. and -J'l^pp"-,

to flow through ; an entire suppression of all evacuations.

Erotian. Lex. Hippocrat.; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

ADIATHORO'SUS (Chem.) a spirit distilled from tartar.

A'DIBAT (Alch.) mercury.

A'DICE (Bot.) the same as Urtica.

ADJECTI'TIOUS (Archil.) an epithet for any thing added

to a building.

A'DJECTIVE (Gram.) or noun adjective, from adjicio, to

adjoin ; a part of speech which is added to a noun in

order to qualify its signification ; as a good man, a large

house.

ADJICIA'LIS ccena (Ant.) a particular festival among the

Romans, so called because it'seems that something «f///c7'e-

batur was added to the ordinary entertainment. Senec,

Epist. 95; Plin. 1. 10, c. 20; Tacit. Annal. 1.2, c. 65 ;

Hcalig. Conject. in Farr. p. 118 ; Lips, de Mag. Rom. 1. 4,

c. 9 ; Uriin. Append, ad Ciaccon. de Triclin. p, 175 ;
Bii-

leng. de Imper. Roman. 1. 2, c. 32.
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AD IXQUIRE'NDU]M {Lniv) a judicial writ commanding
inquiry.

AD.JO'URNMENT (Lnti') Adjnumamcntinn, a putting off

until another time or place, as the Adjournment of Parlia-

ment, or a Writ of Adjournment for a court of justice to

be held at some other time or place.

ADIl'O'CERE [Chati.) from adeps, fat, and cera, wax ; fatty

wax, a concretion or substance resembling aramonial soap.

It forms a class of biliarj- calculi, like spermaceti.

ADIPO'SUS (Anat.) adipous, or fat ; an epithet for certain

membranes, veins, &c.

—

Adipnsa memhratui, a membrane
which encloses the cetliiltE cicliposcr, but more particularly

that in whicli the kidneys are wrapt up.

—

Adipostv celiuhe,

a number of cells or holes full of fat.

—

Adiposa vena, a

vein arising from the descending trunk of the cava, which

spreads itself on the coat and fat of the kidne3's.

—

Adipnsi

duclus, certain vessels of the animal body which convey

the adeps or fat into the intersticss of the muscles or parts

that are between the flesh and skin.

ADI'PSA (Med.) vide Adipxon.

ADIPSA'THEON (Bot.) a thorny shrub in the island of

Rhodes.
ADI'PSIA (Med.) from «, priv. and A-^a, thirst; want of

thirst, a genus of diseases, Class Locales, Order Di/so-

rcxicE, in Cullen's Nosology.

ADI'PSON (Med.) from «, priv. and ^!^x, thirst ; any drink

that quenches or prevents the tliirst. Hippocrates applies

the term to the ptissana. Ilippocrat. dc Rat. Vict, in Acut.

Mori). ; Gal. de Camp. Med. sec. Loc.

ADl'PSOS (But.) ui'i^t>i, from «, priv. and i?i'4-«, thirst ; an

epithet for the Glijcorrhiza, or Liquorice-Tree, from its pro-

perty of assuaging thirst. According to Solinus, the

yEgyptian palm was also so called. Hippocrat. de Rat.

Vict, in Acut. Morh ; T/ieopfirasl. Hist. Plant. 1. 9, c. 13 ;

Dioscor. 1; 3, c. 7 ; Plin. 1. 22, c. 9 ; Gal. de Simpl. 1. G ;

Foci. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

Adipsos (Med.) a catapotium or pill, made by Asclepiades.

Gnl. dc Comp. Med. sec. Loc. c. 8 ; Trnllian. 1. 7.

ADIRA'TUS (Law) strayed or lost.

A'DIT (Mill.) the shaft or entrance into a mine.

AiJiT (iSlil.) a passage under ground, by which the miners

approach the part they intend to sap.

A'DITUS (Ant.) a passage to the seats of a theatre. Vitruv.

1. 5, c. 3. The Aditus in a ship is that space where it is

broadest. Ovid. Metam. 1. 3, v. 722; Schejf. dc Re Nav.

I. 1 , c. a.

AD.IUDICATION (Lniv) the adjudging or determining a

cause in favour of some person.

—

Adjudication, in the

Scotch Law, is an action by which a creditor attaches the

heritable estate of his debtor's heir in payment of his debt

;

also that b}' which the holder of an heritable right, labour-

ing under any defect in point of form, may supply that

defect.

A'D.IUNCTS (Log.) whatever is joined to a thing, as to its

.subject ; as knowledge to the soul, or greenness to grass,

&c. These are more connnonly termed the accidents of

tlie subject, [vide Accident']

Ad.iunxts (Rliet.) certain words or things added to others

to amplify the discourse, or augment its force.

AD.JUNCTS (Meit.) qualities, dispositions, and symptoms.

Ad.functs (Eth.) vulgarly called circumstances, are com-
prehended in this verse.

—

Qkw, guid, ufci, quihus auiiliis, cur, qiunrnnh, qiiamlo.

Qui.i, to denote the person ; quid, the matter ; u/)i, the

place ;
quihus nuxiliis, the instruments ; cur, the efficient

cause and end; ipiomiido, the manner ; and yuando, the time.

Adjlncts (Mu.1.) the intervals which constitute the rela-

tion and connexion between the principal mode, and the

modes of its two lifths.

ADL
Adjuncts (Lit.) a class of members in the Royal Academy

at Paris, attached to the pursuit of particular sciences,
who were twelve in number, namely, two for geometry,
two for anatomy, two for mechanics, two for astronomy,
two for chemistry, and two for botany. They were elected
in 171G in lieu of the eleves.

Adjuncts (Pulit.) colleagues or fellow officers associated
with an}' other to assist him in his office, or inspect his

proceedings.

AD JU'RA regis I Law) vide Ad.
A'DJUTANT (Mil.) from adjuvo, to help ; one who assists

a superior officer in a regiment, distributing the pay to the
men, exercising them when they are assembled, and pre-
siding over the punishments of delinquents. The Adju-
tant-General is an officer of distinction, who assists the
general with his council and personal service.

ADJU'TOR (Ant.) an assistant or deputy, who was named
after his office, as

—

Adjutor actoris, an assistant to the
steward.

—

Adjutor admissionum, an assistant to the master
of the ceremonies.

—

Adjutor aruspicum, an assistant to the
aruspices or soothsayers on public occasions.

—

Adjutor
prcetoris, a deputy-praetor.

—

Adjutor principis, a king's

commissioner, who acted in the name of the prince.

—

Ad-
jutor provineice, a Jeputy-lieutenant, of whom frequent
mention is made in inscriptions. Cassiodor Var. ; Panci-
rol Nolit. Dig. Imp. Orient. ; Pignor. de Serv. ; Buleng.
de Imp. Rom. ; Ursat. de Not. Roman. ; Salmas. in Lam-
prid. ; Gra-v. Thesaur. Antiq. Roman, vol. ii. p. .533, &c.

ADJUTO'RIUM (Anal.) a bone between the cubit and the

scapula, so called because it is of use in raising the arm.
Adjutorium (Med.) a topical or external application to

assist an internal medicine.

ADJU'TRIX (Nnmis.) the good genius of the emperor Vic-
torious is so called, as in the annexed cut.

which represents the head of a female figure

half naked, with a bow ; the inscription

ADJUTRLX AUG. On the obverse of
this medal is the head of the emperor him-
self. Occo. Numis Imper. Roman. ; Pem-
hroch. Numis. Antiq.

ADJUVA'NTIA (Med.) from adjuvo, to help, aiding; an

epithet applied to medicines that help nature.

AD LA'RGUM (Laiv) at large, as " a title at large"

A'DLE (Nat.) the state of an egg which is putrid from long

keeping.

ADLli'CTI (Ant.) 1. Inferior Deities enrolled from among
men into the number of the gods. Ccvl. Rhodig. Antiq.

Led. I. 22, c. 2 ; Bud. Pandect, p. 53. 2. Soldiers who
were enrolled into any particular class, or raised to a par-

ticular rank. Ursat. de Not. Roman, apud Grerv. Tlies.

Antiq. Roman, torn. x\. p. 531. 3. Senators who, on ac-

count of their poverty, were enrolled from the equestrian

into the senatorial order. Suet, in Jul. c. SO ; I'cst. de

Signif. Verb; Alcv. ab Alex. Gen. Dier. \. 't, c. 2 ; Bud.
in Pandect, p. 53. 4-. Adjuncts, or assistants to the actors

on the stage, according to an inscription on a stone.

ADLEOA'IION (Polit.) a rirdit claimed by the (Jerman
States of adjoining ])lenipotuntiaries to those of the em-
peror for the transaction of all'airs relating to the empire in

general. It is distinguished from legation, which is the

sending ambassadors on one's own account.

ADLE(jIA'RE (Lam) in French alier, to purge oneself of

a crime by oath. LL. Aclfred apud Brompton.

ADLOCU'TIO (Ant.) from adloqnor, to speak to or address ;

an address or harangue of the emperor to his soldiers.

Aui.ocuTio (Numis.) many medals of the emperors repre-

sent them in the act of haranguing their soldiers, rs those

of Nero, Caligula, Galba, Vesjjasian, Adrian, Domitian,

Nerva, M. Aurelius, L. Verus, Severus, INIacrinns, Alex.

Severus, Julia Mamma;a, Gordian, Phillip Sen., Vale-
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rian, Tacitus, Probus, and Numerian, with the following

inscriptions.

ADLOCl'TIO
ADLOCUTIO S. C.

ADUJCl'TIO AUG.
ADLOClno AUGO.
ADLUCUTIO Al'GUSTOR.

ADLOCUTIO BUITANNICA
ADLOCUTIO COH.
ADLOCUTIO COHORT
ADLOCUTIO COH. PR.ETOR
ADLOCUTIO MILITUM.

The subjoined cut, ^g^. 1, represents Nero addressing the

Fig.l. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

soldiers from an elevation, while they stand, near the prce-

torium, with their military standards. He is robed in the

togn, and another figure near him also robed. Fig. 2, re-

presents tl>e emperor Galba, in his military robe, harangu-

ing the soldiers as they stand with their legionary ensigns.

Fig. 3, represents Vespasian, crowned with laurel, in the

same act. I'aillnnt. Num. Imp. Sf-c; Patin. Num. Imp.

ADLOXGUM {Mus.) at full length, [vide ^rf]

ADMANUE'XSIS {Archceol.) the same as amanuensis.

ADME'ASUREMENT (Lavi) admcnsuratio, a writ against

those usurping more than their own share, as in the Ad-
measurement of Pasture, and the Admeasurement of

Dower. The Admeasurement of pasture is a writ against

tliose having comvnon pasturage, who surcharge the pasture.

Admeasurement of duiver is a writ against a widow holding

more from the heir, as dower, than she is entitled to.

Britt. c. 58, &c.; F/et. 1. 4., c. 23 ; Reg. Grig. l.^G.

Admeasurement f)fa ship (Mar.) a measurement made to

ascertain its tonnage.

ADMI'NICLE {Ant.) a term applied to the attributes or

ornaments wherewith Juno is represented on medals.

Adminicle (Lmv) 1. A term, in the Scotch Law, for any
writing or deed referred to by a party, in an action at

law, for proving his allegations, 2. An ancient term for

aid or support. 3. A term in Civil Law for imperfect

proof
ADMIXICULA'TOR (Ecc.) an ancient officer of the

church, who defended the cause of widows and orphans.

ADMIMSTllA'TION {Laiv) the disposing, in Civil Law,
of the estate or effects of a man who dies intestate.

Administration (Cum.) a staple magazine or warehouse
established by the Spaniards in Callao, a port of Lima,
where vessels must unload.

ADMINISTRA'TOR (Polit.) he who administers or ma-
nages the public concerns in the place of a sovereign prince.

Administrator (Lau') he to whom the estate and eftects

of an intestate person are committed by the ordinary, for

which he is accountable as an executor.

ADMIN ISTRATO'RES (Ant.) ijisius I'atrisfamiUas mini-

stri in mensa. Alfen. de Verb. Sis;nif.

ADMINISTRATRIX (Laxv) she that hath the goods and
cliattels of an intestate person committed to her charge
as an administrator.

ADMIRA'BILIS Sal (Chem.) another name for Glauber's

salt.

A'DMIRAL (Mar.) admiralius, admirallus, admirallis, Capi-

taneus custos maris, from the Saxon, aen-mepeal, all over

the sea, or, as some say, from the Arabic, amer or emir,

a governor, and aM, the sea ; an officer of the first rank

and command in a fleet.

—

Lord High Admiral, an officer

that used to have the government of the king's navy by
the king's patent. The term seems to have been first used

ADM
in the time of Edward I.; and the first Admiral of Eng-
land was Richard Fitz-Alan, Earl of Arundel. 10 Ric. 2.

The office is now vested in the Lords commissioners of the

Admiralty, who have the same power and authority.

—

Admiral ojf the fleet, the highest officer under the Admiralty

of Great Britain, is distinguished when he embarks on

any expedition by the union flag at the main-top gallant-

mast-head.— f7ce Admiral, 1. The officer next in rank and
command to the Admiral, has his flag displayed at the

fore-top gallant-mast-head. 2. A civil officer appointed

by the Lords commissioners of the Admiralty, of whom
there are upwards of twenty in different parts of Great
Britain, with judges and marshals under them for exer-

cising jurisdiction in maritime affairs. Their decisions,

however, are not final, an appeal lying to the court of

Admiralty in London.

—

Rear Admiral, the officer next

in rank and command to the Vice Admiral, carries his flag

at the mizen-top gallant-mast-head.

—

Admiral of the red,

white, &c. that is, of the red squadron, the white squadron,

&c~. so denominated from the colour of the flag, [yide Flag^
—Admiral of the Cititjue Forts, the warden of the Cinque
Ports has the jurisdiction of Admiral within these ports,

exempt from the jurisdiction of the Admiralty of England.

Admiral, a name given also to the most considerable ship

of a fleet of merchantmen, or of the vessels employed in

the cod fishery of Newfoundland. This ship directs the

movements of the rest.

A'DMIRALTY (Mnr.) in French, amiraufe, the office of Lord
High Admiral, whether discharged bj- one or many.

—

Lords
commissioners of .Idniiralti/, those who execute the office

of Lord High Admiral by "the Stat. 2 JV. S^- M. They are

seven in number.

—

Admiralty court, the supreme court

held by the Lord High Admiral or Lords commissioners

for the trial of maritime causes, established in the reign of

Edward III. The jurisdiction of this court is confined to

the main sea, or coasts of the sea not being in any county.
—Admiralty ojpce, an office near Whitehall, wherein are

transacted all maritime affairs belonging to the jurisdiction

of the Lord High Admiral, where the Lords commis-

sioners at present meet on certain days for the manage-
ment of the navy ; and where formerly the Lord High
Admiral determined all causes, civil and criminal, com-
mitted at sea, which are now decided at Doctors' Com-
mons, or the Old Bailey. Stuwe's Survey.

ADISIIRA'TION (Gram.) the note or mark [!] expressing

admiration.

ADMI'SSIO (Ant.) an appellation for certain parts of the

atrium, or audience-chamber, divided off by hangings, into

which persons were admitted to the prince according to

their different degrees of favour ; thence termed amici ad-

missionis jirimcs, secundce, vel terticB. Senec. de Benef, I. 6,

c. 33, 3i ; Lamprid. Alex. Sev. c. 20 ; Lips, in Tac. Annal.

1. 6, c. 29 ; Salmas. in Spartian Adrian, c. 18.

ADMI'SSION (Laxv) the ordinary's declaration, that he

approves the parson who is presented to the cure of the

church. When the patron has presented to a church, the

bishop on examination admits the clerk by saying, admitto

te habilem. Co. Lit. Sii. a.

ADMISSION'ALES (Ant.) gentlemen ushers, or those

who admitted persons into the presence of the prince.

Lamprid. in Alex. Sev. c. -1; Ammian. I. 15, c. 5 ; Lips,

in Tacit. Annal. 1. 6, c. 29.

ADMISSIO'NUM Magister (Ant.) another name for Admis-

sionalis.

ADMITTANCE (Lain) the admittance of a tenant to a

copyhold estate, which may be either by voluntary grant

when the lord is proprietor, by the siirrender of the prior

tenant, or by descent.

ADMITT'ENDO clerico (Law) a writ granted to one that

has recovered the right of presentation against the bishop.
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Rea. Orig. 31, 33; Nexv Nnt. Brew 81-.

—

Admittendn in

socium, a writ for associating certain persons to justices

of assize. Keg. Orig. 206.
AD.MONI'TIO {Ant.) edicto admoncre, rescripto admonere,

6,-c, an injunction or proclamation.

—

Admonitio fii\lium, a

beating witli sticks, which was a mihtary punishment.
Admonitio {.Irc/itvol) a summons, particularly of debtors.

ADMORTIG'ATION {Archml.) the reduction of the pro-

(lerty of lands or tenements to mortmain.
ADXA'TA (.\V(/.) or Adnasccntia, s-foo-ipiii?, from adnascor,

to grotv to adnate, or adherent ; an epithet for what
grows upon animal or vegetable bodies inseparably, as

hair, &c. (>r uccidentallj', as fungus. Sec. Plin. I. l(j, c. 93.

Adnata (Anrtt.) or ndnancentia ; branches that sprout out of
tlie main stock, as the veins and arteries.

—

Adnata iunicn,

the coat of the eye which makes what is called the White.
JVin.'iloK.

ADNA'TUS {Bnt.) adnate, growing or fixed to, as applied

to oft'-sets, or small bulbs produced from the main bulb

and closely adjoining to it, as in Narcissus, Lily, Hya-
cinth, &c.

—

Adnntus is also applied to ditferent parts of

plants, as the leaf, stipule, &c. as Fulium adnatum, a leaf

adhering to the stem.

—

Slipula adnata, a stipule adher-

ing to the petiole.

—

Anlhera adnata, an anther closely

attached to both sides of the filaments.

—

Stylus adnalvs,

a style adhering to the corolla, as in the Canna. Linn.

Pliil Bolan.

ADNI'CHELLED (Latu) the same as annulled.

ADN'OMEN (Ant.) vide A<niomen.

A'DN'OUN (Gram.) the same as substantive.

AUOLE'SCENCE (Ant.) Adolescentia ; the period of youth
among the ancients from twelve to twentj'-five.

AD O'MNEM tonum (Mm.) vide Ad.
ADONI'A (Ant.) 'A^utim; festivals in Sicily, in honor of

Adonis, at which lamentations formed a part of the cere-

mony, whence aiunia. ayi.i signified, according to Suidas,

'A}mi> K>.su^uy, to mourn over Adonis. P/ut. in A7c. ;

ylmminn Marcell. 1.22, c. 9; Dlacroli. Saturnal, 1. J, c.21 ;

Natal Com 1.5, 0. 16 ; Meurs. Grccc. Fed.; Seldcn de Diis

AIj'OXIC verse (Poet.) Me.lrum Adonicum ; a short kind of

verse used first in bewailing the death of Adonis. It con-

fiisls of a dactylic dimeter catalcctic; or, more properly, of

a dactyle and a spondee; as, y Tnv".\u^i'i_v, or" Fandlte

JlelHS.'' Serv. Centrimet. ; Pint, de Mel.

ADO'XIDIS hurii (llort.) or Adonis llorli, i. e. the gardens

of Adonis; plants, flowers, i-c. in pots or boxes set on the

outside of windows, &c. Plin, 1. 19, c. 19.

Al)()'.\lS (lint.) Fhea.sant's-Eye, or Bird's-Eye ; a genus
of plants. Class 13 I'oli/andria, Order 7 I'ohjgtjnia.

lleneric Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved; Icajlets

(.btuse.

—

Cor. petals from five to fifteen.— SJTAM.yiVn-

»HC«(i very short ; anthers oh\on^.— Pisr. germs nume-
rous ; sli/les none ; receptacle oblong ; seeds numerous.

Sj)ecie.<:. The principal species are the Adonis a-slivalis,

or .ylveslrisyVM Adonis, an annual.

—

Adonis autumnalis,

common Adonis, or Bird's- Eje, an ainiual.

—

Adonis
vcrnalis, or Flos .-Idunis, perennial or spring Adonis, a

perennial.

—

Adonis appennina, or Ilelleborits niger, ap-

pcnnine Adonis, a perennial.

—

Adonis capensis, Aclica

trifoliala, Chrislophoriana Africana, Ranunculus /ElInopi-

cus, cape .'\donis, a perennial.

—

Adonis vesicaloriit or

Jmperaluria. Dod. Stirj). Hist. I'eniplad.; Ger. Herb.;
Rait Jlist. I'lant.; I'lulc. Alnuig. Botan.

A'DONISTS (Lit.) those who contend against the Hebrew
points; in distinction from tlie Ichorists, who maintain

tJieir use.

ADO'l'TEU (Chmi.) a chemical vessel, with two necks in-

terposed between the retort and receiver.

AUOi'TIA'XI (Eccl.) adoptiauists ; a sect of hereticB in the

ADP
8tli centur}-, who denied that Christ was the proper or
natural, but only the adopted, son of God. Their heresy
was condemned in a synod at Frankfort, held by Char-
lemagne in 79 K Hnr. Hist. Eccles. per. 2, art. 2.

ADO'I'TIO (Ant.) Adoption ; a solenm act among the
Greeks and liomans, whereby a man made another his

son, investing him with all the rights and privileges of that

relationship. It was distinguished from arrogalio, in as

much as the former was done by means of the Pr;ctor, and
the latter by means of the people, .lid. Cell. 1. .5, c. 19.

Adoi'tio (Nuniis.) the form of adoption is painted on the
medals of Adrian and Trajan, as in the subjoined cut,

which represents on the obverse, the head of Trajan
crowned, and the inscription NEllVA TR.'VIAN CAESi/-
Ci'EMManici XERxvc A\5Gusli l-ilins Votestate Tllil>u?ii-

tia ; on the reverse, Nerva, in a military habit, with a spear
in his left hand, offering his right hand to Trajan, with the
legend .ADOPTIO. raillant. Nmnis. Imp. Roman. Tris-

tan. Conimcniaires Historir/ues, vol. 1, p. 378.
ADO'PTION (Ilier.) is represented by the figure of an

elderly woman embracing a youth witli her right arm, and
hdlding in her left the' eagle called ossifraga, which is

said to reject her young for a time, and afterwards to take
them again.

ADOR (Bot.) ahf, another name for Spelta.

A'D()R.\T (Chem.) a chemical weight of four pounds.
AGOll.\'TlO purpnree (Ant.) a mode of saluting the em-

perors among the Romans, by lifting up their purple witli

the right hand and ajiplying it to the lips, in imitation

of the worship or adoration which they offered to the gods.
Ammian Marcel. 1. 1,5, c. 5; Cassiodor. 1. 11. ep. 20;
Pancirol Xotit. Dig. Imper, Occid. c. 30 ; Buleng. de Imp.
Roman 1. 1, c. 11.

ADORA'TIOX (Ant.) adoralio, from ad ando^, i. e. to apply
the hand to the mouth ; a mode of reverence anciently

shown to the gods, by raising the right hand to the

nioutli and applying it gently to the lips. " In adorando
dexiram ad o.^cnlnm re/erimiis." Plin. 1. 28, c. 2. This
kiss was called osciilum libatum. The Romans per-

formed the ceremony of adoration veiled, to all the gods
except Saturn, whom they worshipped as the god of
truth, from whom nothing should be concealed. Ajml.

ApoL; Sparlian in Adrian, c. 26 ; 'I'nrncb. Adversar. \. 18,

c. G ; Stuck, de Sacrif. p. 5 ; Kipping. Antiq. Roman. I. I,

c. 9, s. 5.

A'DOS (Chem) water wherein iron has been extinguished.

Ados (Mil.) a French term for a bank of earth raised against

a wall.

A douhle (Mus.) or, double A, i. e. A below G gamut.

AUOSCULA'TION (Bot.) joining or insertirig one part of

a plant into another. Grciv. Anat. of Plants.
ADO'.XA (Rot.) Fumitory, or Hollow Root; a genus of

plants. Class 8 Octandria, Order i Penlagi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth inferior CoR. monO'
petalous.

—

('lefts ovate.

—

Stam. Jilamenls subulate ;

anthers roundish.— I'isT. germ below the receptacle of

the corolla ; sti/les simple ; stigmas simple.

—

Feb. a

globose berry ; seed': solitary.

Species. The only species is tl)e Adnxn moschatellina,

Moschatellina mnschalelht, Ranunculus, Fumaria bulbosa,

Bulbous Fumitory, Hollow Root, Tuberous Moschatoll

;

n perennial, native of Britain. Ger. Herb.; Pari;. Thent.

Botan.; Rait. Hist. Plant.; Mer. Hist. Plant.

AD pondus omnium (Med.) signifying that the last pre-
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scribed medicine ought to weigh as much as all the medi-

cines mentioned before.

ADPRE'SSCS (Bot.) appressed, or squeezed close to; an

epithet applied to different parts of a plant, as

—

Folium

ndprcs.^iim, a leaf that turns up and lays its upper surface to

the stem, as if pressed to it b}- violence.—CV/Ay.r adpressuf:,

a calyx that is close to the pc-duncle.

—

Pcdunculus ad-

pressi'cs, one that is close to the branch or stem.

AD quod damnum (Laiv) a writ to inquire whether a grant

to be made by the i^ing, as a market, fair, &c. will be to

his damage. F. X. B. 221, &c.

ADRA'C'HNE (Bot.) k'^Uyjiv,; a tree which is found in great

abundance in Crete, on the hills of Leuce, and in stony

places ; and is called bv the modern Greeks, a.^uy.Xu.

Thcoph. 1. 1, c. 8; Chis.'Hiit. 1.1, c. 'M. According to

Pliny, it must be distinguished from A'l^^ciyjr,, which is a

herb. " Adrachnen omnes Jere Grtcci pnrtulacee iiomine

intcrpreiantur, cum ilia iit Iterba et amlruchne vocetur."

I'lin. 1. 13, c. 22.

A'DKAGANTH (Bot.) the name of a herb, which is the

Astrac;idus Tragacatitlius <i( Linnaeus.

ADRECT'ARE (Lniv) to set right.

A'DRIANISTS (Ecc.) two ditterent sects of heretics of this

name. 1. A sect mentioned by Theodoretus, which lie

says was a branch sprung from Simon Magus; but of this

sect no mention is made by any other writer. T/icodorct.

HcEi-et. Fall. 1. ]. 2. A sect of anabaptists, in tlie 16th

century, who, after their leader, one Adrian, held many
errors, piiticularly respecting our Saviour. Prataol.Dogin.
omn. Hu!\f.; Spo)!dan continual Baron. Annal.

ADRI'FT (Mar.) from a or ah, and drijl driven; an epithet

for a vessel broken loose from her moorings and driven

about bv the waves.

ADRO'i'.OLON' (C/iem.) Indian Bdellium. Gorr. Def. Med.
ADROG.V'TION (ylnt.) the adoption of persons grown to

an age to dispose of themselves, [vide .'Idoplion'}

A'DROS \.Med.) a^oc, -^Xwn^i &x\A M\ ; applied to the habit

of the body, and also to the pulse ; a^fii o-<?a'//A«, a full

pulse. Hippocrat.de Genit. 6,-c.; Gal.de Met/i. Med. 1. 14;
Go7-r. Drf. Med. ; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

ADRO'TEKON (Bot.) a plentiful grain.

ADSCE'XDENS (Bot.) vide Ascendens.

ADSCRl'PTI [Math.) an epithet for the tangents of arcs.

ADSCRIPTl'TIl (Ant.) vide Ascripiitii.

ADSE'RTOR (Ant.) the asserter and supporter of another's

libertj" ; from adserere manu in liberlateni, to maintain the

freedom of anotlier ; to bail him and advocate his cause.

Fest. de Sijnif. I'erb.

ADSES.SO'RES (.-int.) vide Assessores.

ADSTRTCTION' (Med.) from ad and .•slringo, to bind.

1. The styptic qualit}' of medicines. 2. The retention of
the natural evacuations, particularly those of the bowels.

AD terminum qui preterit. (Laiv) a writ for the lessor, or his

heirs, against a tenant w ho holds lands or tenements after

the expiration of the lease. F. X. B. 201.

AD^'A'^CE (Cam.) anticipation of time : as when money is

paid in advance before goods are delivered. " To be in

advance with a merchant:" to lend him money. Advance
for the drav.-er of a bill; when the person who negotiates

it receives more than the contents. Advance for the
payer and loss for the drawer ; when he to whom the bill

belongs does not receive the full value of it.

Advaxcc upon seamen's wages (Mar.) wages paid before
they are due. Every volunteer is entitled to an advance
of two months' wages before he proceeds to sea.

TO Adv.^nce monei/ (Com.) to be at the expense of an
undertaking before the time of being reimbursed.

Advance [Mil.) or advanced, an epithet for any part of an
army which is in front of the rest ; as, the advance guard,

the first line or division of the army ranged or marching in

ADV
battle array ; it is also said ofa battalion, or of guns, when
brought in front and before the first line. It is figuratively

applied to the promotion of the officers and soldiers.

Advance yb.sse (Fort.) a ditch thrown round the esplanade

or glacis of a place.

ADVA'XCER (Hunt.) one of the starts or branches of a

buck's attire, between the back antler and the palm.

ADVA'NCEMENTS of money in the bank (Com.) monies

advanced by the Rank, on Government and other good
securities.

.ADVA'N'TAGE ground (Mil.) the ground that gives supe-

riority or an opportunity for annoyance and resistance.

A'DUAR (Fnlit.) a name for the moveable villages erected

of tents, among the Arabians.

A Due or A 2 (Mu.s.) for two voices.

A'DYE'HT (Ecc.) adventus. 1. The coming of our Saviour.

2. The feast conmiemorative of the Advent, which falls

about a month before Christmas.

—

Advent Sundai/s, the

four Sundays preceding Christmas Day, the first com-
mencing either with that Sunday which falls on St.

Andrew's day, namely, the 30th of November, or the

nearest Sunday to it, before or after.

ADVENTrnOUS (Law) Advenlitins, from advenio ; what
comes incidentally ; as, adventitia bona, goods that fall to

a man otherwise than by inheritance; or, adventitia dos, a

dowry given by some other friend beside the parent.

Advextitious glandules (Anat.) kernels which sometimes
make their appearance in the neck, holes under the

arms, 5cc.

Adventitious matter (Phi/.) matter which does not pro-

perly belong to any body or substance, either natural or

mixed, but comes to it from some other place, as in the

freezing of water, when some frigorific particles adven-
titious to the water are added, either from the air or the

freezing mixture.

AD veiitreui impiciendum (Late) Vide Ventre inspicieiido.

ADVE'NTURE (Com.) i. e. at a venture; goods sent out at

a venture.

Adventure, l/ill of, a writing signed by a merchant, to

testify that the goods shipped on board a certain vessel are

at the venture of another person, he himself being answer-

able only for the produce.

ADVE'X'i'URER (Com.) 1. A person not known or esta-

blished in public business ; a trickster. 2. A merchant's

ship that goes to traffic within the limits of a company's
grant without licence.

AD^'E'XTURERS (Com.) those who by the name of pro-

prietors undertake the settlements of distant colonies.

Adventukep-s, a name also applied to the enterprizing pi-

rates who joined together against the Spaniards in the

West Indies, otherwise known by the name of Buccaneers.

Adventureiis (Her.) or Merchant Adventurers, the name
of an ancient company of merchants or traders, erected

for the discovery of lands, territories, trading places, &c.
hitherto unknown. This society had its rise .

in Burgundy, under John, Duke of Bra-

bant, in 1 128 ; and, being translated into

England, was successively confirmed by
Edward III., and IV., Richard III., Henry
IV., v., \l., and VII., who gave it its pre-

sent name. They bear for arms, Xebule of

six pieces, argent and azure, on a chief quarterly or and

gules ; in the first and fourth two red roses, and in the

second and third a lion of England.

Adventurers Merchant (Com.) those who adventure their

goods to sea, in distinction from inland traders.

ADVE'NTURINE (Com.) a precious stone of a yellowish

brown colour.

.\D\E'XTUS (Xitmis.) the arrival of the emperors at Rome
and other places was commemorated by medals struck in
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commemoration of the event. The Inscriptions emplo3'ed

on such occasions were as follow: ADVENTUS AU-
GUSTI, seu AUG. IMP. on the coming of Trajan to

Rome after the death of Nerva, U.C. 852, A.D. 99.

ADVENTUS AUG. S.C. on Adrian's first arrival at

Rome as emperor, U.C. 871, A.D. 118. ADVENTUS
AFRICA, on his arrival in Africa, U.C. 876, A.D. 123.

ADVENTUS GALLIC, on his arrival in Gaul.—AD-
VENTUS ITALI.E, on his arrival in Italy. ADVEN-
TUS JUDE.'E, on his arrival in Judea. ADVENTUS
MAURITANLE, on his arrival in Mauritania. AD-
VENTUS ASIJE, on his arrival in Asia. ADVENTUS
BITHYNLE, on his arrival in 15ithynia. ADVENTUS
CILICLE, on his arrival in Cilicia. ADVENTUS HIS-
PANLE, on his arrival in Spain. ADVENTUS PHRY-
GI/E, on his arrival in Phrygia. ADVENTUS SICI-
LL^, on his arrival in Sicily. ADVENTUS AUG. COS.
III. P.P. on Adrian's return to Rome, U.C. 887, A.D.
l.yi-. ADVENTUS AUG. S.C, on the arrival of M.
Aurelius from Germany, U.C. 927, A.D. 174.. ADVEN-
TUS AUG., on the return of Commodus from the con-

quest of Germany, U.C. 933, A.D. 180. ADVENTUS
AUG. IMP., on the return of Severus from Asia, U.C.
949, A.D. 196. ADVENTUS AUG. FELICISSIMO,
S.C, on the triumphant return of Severus from Gaul,

U.C. 951-, A.D. 201. ADVENT. AUGG., on the tri-

umphant return of Severus from Partliia, U.C. 9.3.), A.D.
202. ADVENT. AUG., on the triumphant return of

Antoninus Caracalla from the IJast with his father, U.C.
955, A.D. 202. ADVENTUS AUGG., on Caracalla's

return with his brother, and with the ashes of his father,

U.C. 961, A.D. 211. ADVENTUS AUCiG , on the

return of Phihp with his son to Rome, U.C. D!)8, A.D.
215. ADVENTUS AUGG., on the arrival of Trajan

Dccius at Rome after having conquered Marinus, U.C.
1002, A.D. 249. ADVENTUS AUG., on the return of

Q. Hostilianus to his father, with his brother Decius. This

medal is supposed by Vaillant to belong properly to De-
cius, as history gives no account of the arrival of Hostilia-

nus at Rome from any place. ADVENTUS AUG. S.C.

on the return of Trebonianus Gallus to Rome after his

victory, U.C. 1004, A.D. 251. ADVENTUS AUGG.
S.C. on the triumphant arrival of Gallicnus from Germany,
U.C. 1007, A.D. 2.51. ADVENTUS AUG., on his

return from his victory over Regilliaims, U.C. 1012, A.D.
'25i>. ADVENTUS AUG., on the triumphant return of

Gallifnus from Thrace and Macedonia, U.C. 1016, A.D.
263. ADVENTUS AVG., on the return of M. Aure-
lius Claudius from his victory over Aureolus, U.C. 1021,

A.D. 268. ADVENTUS AUG. I.MP., on the coming
of Tacitus to the army, U.C. 1029, A.D. 276. AD-
VENTUS PROBI. AUG. XXI , on the arrival of Pro-

bus after liis conquest of the (jermans, U.C. 1029, A.D.
276. ADVENTUS AUG. U.S. on the return of Pro-

bus to Rome after his conquests in Gaul, U.C. 1024, A.D.
281. ADVENTUS AL'G. R.X.Z., on the first arrival

of Dioclcsian at Rome, U.C. 1037, A.D. 284. FELIX
ADVENTUS AlKKi. N.N., on the triumphant return

of Dioclesian and Maximianus, V.C. 10.55, A.D. .302.

ADVENTUS AU(i. on the return of Carusius into Bri-

tain, U.C. 1044, A.D. 291. FI'.l.IX ADVF.NTl^S
AUG. N. CON. on the arrival of Constantino at Con-
stantinople after the Gothic war, A.D 3.31. ADVEN-
TUS AUGUSTI RO.M. IMP., on the arrival of .lovianus

at Rome, after the conquest of the Persians, .A.D. 361'.

The manner of representing the adventus was either in the

form of a religious or military ceremony, as in fig. I , where
the emperor .\drian, on his arrival in Sitiiy, is represented

standing near a trii)od ; opposite to him the goddess C'eres

crowned with ears of corn, and ottering other cars. In

ADU
fig. 2, Trabinianus Gallus and Volusianus are represented

Fig. 1

.

Fig. 2.

on horseback, preceded by a figure of victory, and emble-
matical of their successes over the Goths.

Advektus Jocwidus (Archaol.) a tribute paid to the lord on
coming to anj' dignity.

A'DVEKB {Gram.) adverhinm, i. e. rerho ndjcctum, apart
of speech added to a verb to complete its signification.

ADVERSA'RIA [Anl.) quia scribcroifiir in adrersu tnntum
el nnn in aversii pngimi. A memorandum book, to note
down whatever occurs, particularly in courts of Law ; or a
day-book for pecuniary purposes. Cic. Rose. i'om. c. 4

;

Sa/nias. dc Usnr. p. 147.

ADVE'RSATIVEprn-^fc'e (Gram.) that which denotes some
contrariety ; as but, however, &c.

ADVE'RSITOR (.hit.) r/ui in advcmim it ; a servant among
the Romans who went to meet his master on the road.

ADVE'RSUS (But.) an epithet for a leaf, asjftliiim ndvrr-

siDii, a vertical leaf; so called when its margin is turned
towards the stem. Linn. Phil. Dot.

TO ADVERTI'SE (Com.) from adverto, to warn or give

notice, to send notice to all merchants or traders when a

bill or any thing else is lost, giving an exact description of
the same.

ADVERTISEMENT (Com.) a name for any printed pub-
lication of circumstances, either of public or private in-

terest.

ADVI'CE (Com.) the communicating to another hv letter

what passes : as a letter of advice, informing a corre-

spondent that one has drawn upon him, or concerning the

sending of goods, with the invoice annexed.

—

Advice to

the Hank, notice to the proper clerks of bills payable, with

an exact description of the contents and parties.

Advice //oat (Mar.) a small boat employed for carrying

despatches and orders.

AD vitaiu anl culpam (Laxr) an office held for the term of a
))erson's life, or during his good conduct.

ADULA'RIA (Min.) a subspecies of the Feldspar fa-

mily.

ADli'LT (Law) a term applied by civilians between four-

teen and twenty-five years of age.

ADULTERA'TIS;/«&/i (Ant.) bribing the judges.

ADULTEUA'TION (Lmc) a general term for rendering

the coin of the realm of less value than it ought to be :

which comprehends debusing the coin, by the admixture
of impure metals, or the use of an undue alloy, c\:e. ; and
connter/eiting the coin, which is forging a stamp upon a

baser metal. The former is sometimes from state-necessity

an act of authority ; but the latter is always the fraudulent

act of individuals for purposes of private gain.

Aoui.TEKATioN (Meil.) the debasing and corrupting of me-
dicines.

ADIJ'LTERINE (Law) a term in the Civil Law for the

issue of an adulterous intercourse.

ADULTE'RIUM (/,(•(•.) the intruding into, or invading u

bishopric during the lifetime of the bishop, who was sup-

posed to be allied to his church by a spiritual marriage.

Adui.tekil'M (Nat.) a term for ingrafting of trees.

.ADU'LTF.UV (/,«u) from ad and alter, another person ; a

eiiiiiinal conversation between two married persons, or a

married and an unmarried person.
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Adclteuy (Med.) an overloading of the body with aliment

at the instigation of the appetite. Paracel.

ADU'MBKATED (Her.) an epithet for any figure in coat

armour which is borne so shadowed or obscured that no-

thing is visible but the bare purfile, or, as the painters call

it, the outline.

ADU.MBRA'TIO {Bot.) the whole history of a plant, com-
prehending the name, etymology, class, character, differ-

ence, viiriety, synonyms, description, figure, place, and
time. Linn. Pliil. Bot.

ADUMDUATIOX (Her.) the shadow or outlines only of

the urnis borne b}' a family in decay.

A'D^X)CATE (Laze) J . A pleader m the civil or ecclesias-

tical law, who maintains or defends the right of his client in

the same manner as the counsellor does in the common law.

^Lord Advocate, an officer ofstate in Scotland appointed by
the king to advise about the making and executing law, to

defend his right and interest in all public assemblies, to

prosecute capital crimes, &c.

—

College or Jaculty of advo-

cates, a college consisting of 180 appointed to plead in all

actions before the lords of session.

—

Church or ecclesiasti-

cal advocates, pleaders appointed by the church to main-

tain its rights. 2. A patron who has the advowson or pre-

sentation to a church. Glan. 1. 13, c. 19, 1. i, c. 7 ; LL.
Loiin^obard, 1. 2.

ADVOCA'TIO (Ant.) 1. A calling or assembling together

a multitude of friends with cries and clamour to one's as-

sistance : Virginiusjiliam siiani ohsoleta veste, comitantibus

aliquot matronis, cum ingente advocatione inJorum dedueit.

Liv. 1. 3, c. 4-7; Pol'let. For. Rom. 1. 2, c. 1. 2. The
office of an advocate or pleader, pleading either for or

against a ])erson : In fine sententice adjecit, quod ego et

Tacitus injunctd advocatione diligenter, fortiter functi esse-

mus. Plin. 1. 2, ep. 10; Poll'ct. For'. Rom.'l. 2, c. 1.

3. A delay of judgment granted at the request of either

party wishing for further time to prepare an answer and
to take advice. Cic. in I'err. 1. 1, c. 49, el ad Fam. 1. 7,

ep. 2 ; Senec. de Consul, ad Marc. c. 10, et de Ira. 1. 1, c. 16.

ADVOCA'TION (Law) a writing in the Scotch Law drawn
up in the form of a petition, called a bill of advocation,

whereby a party in an action applies to the supreme court

to advocate its cause, and to call the action out of an in-

ferior court before itself.

—

Letters of advocation are the
decree or warrant of the Supreme Court, or court of Ses-

sion, discharging the inferior tribunal from all farther pro-
ceedings in the matter, and advocating the action to itself.

AD^'OCA'TIONE dccimarum (Law) a writ that lies for

tithes demanding the fourth part or upwards that belong
to an}' church. Reg. Orig. 29.

ADVOCA'TUS (Ant.) amicus quern litigator ad cum vocat

;

advocate, or one who was called to assist another man in

his cause by his presence, his counsel, his testimony or

otherwise: Armatos homines, quos in Senatum induxerat,

Antonius consul advocates vocat, vellem adesset sine advo-
catis. When the advocate was emploj-ed to plead the
cause of the defendant, in a court of law, he was styled

pafronus. Cic. Plidipp. 1, c. 7, et Ascon. in Cic. p. 20.

ADVO'W (Law) or Avotv, from advocare, to justify; an
act formerly done, as, in the case of things stolen, he in

whose possession they were found was obliged advocare
i. e. to produce the seller in order to justify the sale. Fleta.

ADVO'WEE (I'cc.) an advocate of a church or religious

house, [vide Admcatu.^]

ADVOWSON (Law) from advow or advocare, a right of
presentation to a church or benefice. He who possesses

this right is called the patron ; when there is no jiatron, or

he neglects to exercise his right within six months, it is

called a Lapse, i. e. a title given to the ordinary to collate

to a church ; when a presentation is made by one who has
no right it is termed a usmyation.—Advowsons are of dif-

ferent kinds, as

—

Advoivson appendant, when it depends
upon a manor, &-c.

—

Advowson in gross, when it belongs

to a person and not to a manor.

—

Advowson presentative,

when the patron presents to the Bishop.

—

.Idvowson colla-

tive, when it is lodged in the Bishop.

—

Advowson donative,

when the king or patron puts the clerk into possession

without presentation.

—

Advowson of the moieti/ of the

church, where there are two several patrons, and two in-

cumbents in the same church.

—

A Moiety of Advowson,
where two must join in the presentation of one incumbent.—Advowson of religious houses, that which is vested in any
persons who founded such a house.

ADU'STION (Med.) an inflammation of the parts about the

brain and its members. Oribas. Synopsis, 1. 5, c. 13.

ADU'STUS (Med.) from n(/»r(), to burn ; nAw/, or adusted,

i. e. scorched, burnt, as applied to the fluids of the body
when they are rendered acrid by the heat.

A'DY (Bot.) a name for the Palm-tree, in the island of St.

Thomas Raii Hist. Plant.

ADYNA'MIA (Med.) kSumiJA'u., from a, priv. and S'vu.i/jti,,

potenlia, impotence or weakness. Ilippnc. Coac. Prccnot.

1. 1, &c. ; Gcd. Comm. et Different. Morb. c. 5, et Befin.
j\led. Sfc; Goor. Defin. Med.; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

It is formed into an order of diseases under the class

Neuroses. Cullen's Xosologi/.

ADY'NAMON (Med.) u.^'waf/^m, from ai^w«,u,i'«, impolentia

;

a fictitious wine allayed wiih water, and boiled away so

as to make it of a suitable strength for weak patients.

Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 13; Plin. 1. 11, c. 16.

A'DVTU.M (Ant.) aiWc, that part of the temple to which
there is no aditus or admission, except for the priests,

from u, priv. and i'^u, to enter. Cas. de Bell. Civil. 1. 3,

c. 105; Pans. 1. 10.

ADZ [Carp.) or addice, a tool similar to an axe, but having
its blade athwart the handle.

.E.\CE'A (Ant.) games in honour of ^Tlacus. Isocrat. in

F.vagor. ; Ilesi/chius. ; Meurs. Grccc. Fer. apud Gronov.

Aiitiq. Grcec. torn. vii. p. 710.

^EA'CTDES (Ant.) aUx-i^h',, a patronymic for Achilles, Pe-

leus, and other descendants of /Eacus. Horn. II. I. 9,

v. 184., &c. ; Virg. jEu. 1. 1, v. 99, &c. ; Pans. I. 1, c. 10.

jEANTI'A (Ant.) 'Aia.>Tux, a festival in honour of Ajax at

Salamis. Isocrat. in Evagor.; Plut. in Demosth.; Pausan.
1. 2, c. 29 ; Schol. in Pind. Olymp. od. 7 ; Meur. Grccc.

Fer. apud Gronov. Antiq. Grttc. torn. vii. 710.

^^BU'TIA Lex (Ant.) a law, so called from one of the

/Ebutian family in Rome, by whom it was made, prohibit-

ing the proposer of a law from bestowing any office on
himself or his colleagues. Cic. Agrar. orat. 2, c. 8.

^ECHMO'LOTARCH (Ecc.) a title given by the Jews to

the principal leader or governor of the Jews during their

captivity ; a head of their religion like the Episcopus

Judceorum now in England, [vide Aichmototarc/i]

^-E'DEPOL (Ant.) an oath by Pollux which, at first, could

be taken by the women only, but in time became com-
mon among the men as well as the women, .'lul. Gell.

1. 11, c. 6.

."E'DES sacra (Ant.) sacred edifices which were temples in

every respect, except the want of consecration.

.Edes (Xujnis.) a temple was dedicated to Faustina, the

wife of Antoninus Pius, who died in the ^^-'C'^s^^

third year of his reign, and was deified by /^^^^£\
the senate. The annexed cut represents this /g TO5/f?|f?1
temple as it is given on a medal of Faustina, w Jjjfeilll Sj

with the inscription AEDci- BiVce FAV- V^pltffl/

STIN^E. Vaillant. Numis. Imperat. Roman. ;

Medioh. Occo. Numis. Imperat. Roman.
.TLDI'CULA (.int.) a. sma.\l eedes or temple, which was in

every village or parish, answering to the parish church

of the present day.



^DI'LES (Ant.) Roman magistrates so called, a cura
cediuni, i. e. from the care of the temples, which were par-

ticularly entrusted to their charge. Thej' had moreover
to see that all public buildings, streets, and highways were
kept clean, and in good repair; to make provision for

public games, funerals, and other spectacles ; to take care
of weights and measures ; and to inspect the markets, &c.
At first two aediles were chosen from among the plebeians,

to which others were afterwards added from the patricians.

Ascon. in Cic. Sigon. ; dc Jnr. Civ. Roman. ; Itoloman de
Mnjis. Rom.; Mamdius, Bu/engenis, Pi^hius, Ursatus, Sfc.

apud Grtrc. Thesaur. Antiq. Ruman.
Tile /Ediles were distinguished into the

—

jEdiles plebeii,

who were chosen from the plebeians in the Comitia
curiain as assistants to the tribunes. Dioni/s. Hal. 1. 6;
Lii: 1. 2, c. 56.

—

AUdiles curulcs, so called from the
curule chair in which they sat, were created, U. C. 388,
from the patricians, to provide for certain public games.
Liv. 1. 6, c. 42.

—

Ai,dilcs cercides were created by
CfEsar for keeping the records in the temple of Ceres.

Dio. 1. 43.

—

/Ediles, alimcntririi, known by that name
from the abbreviation yEDIL. ALDI., were especially

charged with the care of the public granaries. Turneb.
Adv. 1. 11, c. 10.

/EDILI'TIUM Edidum (Ant.) the sentence of the ."Edile

allowing redress to the purchaser of a beast.

./EDI'TUUS (Ant.) or adilumnus, according to Gellius, an
officer who had the charge of the temples, so called from
Mdes ineri, i. e. to protect the temples. P^arro de Lai.

Lin. 1. 6, C.2; Festus dc Verb. Sign.; Aid. Gell. 1. 12,

c. 10; Ursatus de Not. Roman.; Dempster. Paralip. ad
Rosin. Antiq., et Gui/ier. de Jur. Man. apud Grcev. The-
saur. Antiq. Roman, vol. ii. p. 536, &c.

i^DO'IA (Anat.) vide Pudenda.
jE'DOR (Or.) a sort of bird of the genus Muscicapa, or

Fly Catchers.

iEDbSO'PHlA (Med.) from «Jbr.^, pudenda, and ^^»?'f», to

send forth ; a flatus passing from the uterus, or urinary-

bladder, throuf;h the vagi.ia, or urethra.

/EGAGUO'l'MlLA (Mrd.) from «'.•/=<'/?«;, the rock goat,

and iri'/oc, the hair ; little halls composed of hairs in tlie

stomach of the goat, which have been employed niedi-

cinallv.

;F.'GIAS (Med.) vide .T.gis.
^

ALiil'CVAlAS (Dot.) from ai'?, a goat, and ici'ia?, a horn; a

genus of plants ; Class 5 Pcntandria, Order 1 Monogipiia.

Generic Character. Cal. periani/i one-leaved.—Con. ;)e-

tals five.— HtAM. filaments five.

—

I'lar. germ oblong.

—

Per. capsule bowed ; seed single.

Sprries. The principal species are the

—

A^giccras mnjus,

Rhizofera corniculata, or Mammosa frulicosum, &c. ; a
shrub, native of the Moluccas.

—

Aigiceras minus, Um-
hruculum maris, a shrub, &c. Rumph. Herb.Amh.; Linn.
Sj>rc. Plant.

./EGrDIU-M (Med.) aiyiom, a coUyrium for inflamed eyes.

j'E'GILOPS (Med.) an abscess in the canthus, or corner of

the eye near the no.sc; a disorder so called from ai'c, a

goat, and a4', the eye, either because goats were pecu-
liarly subject to it, or because those sulFering from it had
a cast in the eye like tlic goats, which Virgil describes to

be transversa tuentibus /lircis. Paulus .l'>gineta calls this

abscess Anchilops, before it has broken, and yEgilops after-

wards ; Fallopius and others give it the name of Fistula

lachrymulis. [vide Anchilops, &c.] Gal. Dcf. Med.

;

Cels. I. 7, C. 7 ; Oribas de Loc. Affect. Curat. I. 4, C. 32

;

Aet. Tctrab. 2, scrm. 3, c. S5, &c. ; Paid. .F.ginet. I. 3,

c. 22 ; Aet. de Melh. Med. I. 2, c. 7 : Fallop. <)bs. .Inalom.

C. 6 ; iViseman. Chirurg. Essay ; Heist. Chirurg, part 2,

sect. 2, c. 54.

/EciLOPS (Dot.) uf/iXtf\>, from all, a goat, and «}', a face;

received its name, according to Dioscorides, from its

power to cure the disease in the eye, called the iEgilops.
T/icoph. 1. 8, c. 4 ; Diosc. 1. 4, c. 12.

/Egiloi's, in the Linnean si/slcm, a genus of plants ; Class 23
Polygamia, Order 1 M<inncci(i, in English, Great Wild-
Oat-Grass or Drank.
Generic Characters. Cal. valves ovate.

—

Cor. glume bival-

vular; nectary two-leavcd; leajlrts ovate.— Utam. fda-
ments three; anthers oblong.

—

Pist. Germ turbinate;

styles two ; stigmas liairj'.

—

Per. none ; seeds oblong.

Species. The principal species are the AlgilnyiS ovata,

caudata, triuncialis, and squarrosa, which are mostly
annuals, and of the Natural Order of Grasses.

TEgilops is also the name of the Andropogon contortium, and
the AvenaJiUua of Linnecus. Rail Hist. Plant.

iEGIXE'TI.'i (Hot.) a species of the Orohanche of Linnceus.

/EGIXE'TICUM tvs (Ant.) the money of .Egina, which was
the' first that was coined. Ail. Var. Hist. 1. 12, c. 20.

.EGINE'TON (Ant.) 'A.v'»w»"' '"f", a festival, celebrated at

TEgina by the free denizens only, in honour of Neptune,
which lasted sixteen days. Pint. Gncc. (incest.

TEGl'PHILA (D'it.) from «.'2, a goat, and <po.ia, to like,

because goats arc fond of it ; a genus of plant, Class 4
I'ctandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
petals one: /«6i; cylindrical ; cZ^/?y oblong.

—

Stam. Jila-

ments capillary ; anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germ round-

ish ; style capillary ; htigmas simple.—pEU. berry round-

ish ; seed either in pairs or solitary.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, the principal of

which are the

—

A-lgiphila Martiiiiensis, native of .Marti-

nique.

—

/Egipliila elala, or Knoxia scandens, native of the

West Indies.

—

^F.giphila villosa, or Manaica rillora, a

native of Cayenne. Brown. Hist. Jamaic; Linn. Spec.

Plant.

.EGI'RINON (Med.) «iVf"'(«»o», a medicine; so called because

the aivi;fo;, i. c. the poplar, is the chief ingredient in it.

yEGl'ROS (Dot.) ai'V^fo; xfuz.^i., the black poplar, which is

used nicdicinallj'. Hippocrat. de Mul.; Foes. Occonom,

Hippocrat.

.E'CjIS (My.) AiyU, a shield, particularly .Jupiter's shield,

so called because it was .'supposed to be

covered with the skin of the goat aVi,

named Amalthea. Jupiter afterwards

gave it to Minerva, who placed upon it a

Medusa's head, as represented on a medal

of S3'racuse, according to the annexed
figure. Goltz. Griec. mag. tab. 4, niinmi. 6.

/Egis (Med.) an affection of the eye when it has small xiylit^,

i. e. cicatrices, which cause a dimness of sight. Hippocrat.

Prccdict. 1. 2 ; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

/E'GITHUS (Or.) a.'v.fo!, a very little bird, said by Aris-

totle to be at variance with the ass. Aristot. de Hist.

Anim. 1. 9, c. 6.

.EGLEI'T'NUS (Ich.) a name for the Hadock, a species of

the Gasamundux of Linnicus. Hill. Ichth.

/li'CiLEUS (Dot.) another name for the Chamoileon.

TEGOCE'PII AL.\ (Or.) a name for the common Godwit

;

a s))ecies of the Scolopax of Luina'us. )Vill. Ornilli.

.ECJO'CEKAS (Hot.) ai'/JxipKc, the Greek name for tlie herb

called Foenugrcek. Gorr. Dcf. Med.
7E(JOCE'Ji.ATOS (Dot.) the Hugonia mystax of Linnxus.

Rail Hist. Plant.

.-EGO'CEllOS (Astron.) the same as Capricornus.

/E(jOLE'TllIlON (Dot.) from ail, and cM^foi, peniicious

;

a plant answering to the Azalea portica of Linnaeus, or the

Chamccrodcndron of Tourncfort. Plin. I. 21, c. 13; Tour'

n(f. Inslit.

.E(iO'NYCHON [Dot) Mymvxo", the Greek name for the

Lithospernmtn of Linnaeus. Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 158.
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TEGOPHTHA'LMOS (Min.) from «i'|, and <.(?««A/*«, an eye

;

a precious stone resembling a goat's eye. P/in. 1. 37, c. 1 1

;

Salmas. nd So/in. p. 706.

jI;GOPO'DIUM (Bot.) from «.'|, a goat, and 7t5c, foot,

Goatweed : 1. a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria, Order

2 Digijnia.

Generic Characters. Cal. ?«»ie^ universal manifold, par-

tial similar ; involucre none ; proper perianth scarcely

observable.

—

Cor. universal uniform ; particular ob-

ovate.

—

Stam. filaments simple ; anfkc?-s roundish.

—

PisT. germ inferior ; sti/les simple ; stigmas headed.

—

Per. none ; fruit ovate-oblong ; seeds two.

Species. The only species is the JEgopodium podagrnrin,

Ligusticum podagraria, Seseli cvgopodium, Angelica syl-

vestris, &c. a native of Britain, and a perennial. Ger.

Herd.; Park. Theat. Botan.; Rivin. Ord. Plant. ; Mor.
Hist. Plant. ; Pet. Herb. Britan. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

^GOPODiuM is also a name for the Cicida maculala and the

Sini/rnium aureum of Linnaeus. Gron.

.^GO'PRICON (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Monoe-

cia, Order 1 Monandria.
Generic characters. Cal. one-leaved.

—

Cor. none.

—

Stam.

Jilaments one ; anther ovate.

Species. The only species is the Agopricnn betulinum seu

Maprounea Guianensis, a shrub, native of Guiana. Linn.

Spec. Plant.

iEGOPROSOTHRON [Med.) yEgidion.

jEGYLOPS [B'.t.) vide JEgilops.

/EGY'PTIA [Med.) aiyuTtTiu, an epithet for several medi-

cines mentioned by Galen, Paulus /Egineta, and .Mirepsus.

Gal. de Med. Com. sec. Gen. 1. 6, c. 8, &c.; Paul. .Eginet.

1. 7, c. 24. ; Mirep.de Antidot. sect. 1, c. 228, &c.—/Egvptia

stypteria, a-tyvrnM ^wirvifla,, Egyptian alum, recommended by
Hippocrates. Epidem. 1. \,&c.— .Egi/ptia ulcera, Syrian

Ulcers in the fauces. Aret. de Aciit. Mori). 1. 1, c. 9.

/Egyptia Moschata (Bot.) the same as Abelmoschus.

/EGYPTI'ACUM Unguentum (Med.) a detersive ointment.

jEgyptiacum Bahaman (Bot.) vide Balsainum.

iEGYPTI'LLA [Sat.) a precious stone ; said to have the

remarkable quality of giving water the colour and taste of

wine. Plin. 1. 37, c. JO.

TEGY'PTIUM (Med.) .AiVfTri'ot, a topic in uterine disorders,

of which there were four sorts, namel}', ai-/t/3-rii)» sAs^ioi,

and cti'/inzTxm 'ixmotcMM'.-i, Egvptian oil of two sorts ; sti'-/i'-T-

tUv fbufn MuKoi, white Egyptian ointment; and the fourth,

l«-i/fo» uiyi>.ir:cv, Egyptian ointment simply. Hippocrat. -.p.

yj.aix. 1. 2, &c. ; Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 62, &c. ; Gat. Comm. in

Hippocrat. ; Erotian Lex. Hippocrat. ; Paul. JEginet. 1. 7,

c 20 ; Gorr. Defin. Med.; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat—
/Egi/plium pharmacum, a detergent for the eyes.

—

-Egi/p-

tium liniim, ur/uTrrm Mmt, a kind of tow for the polypus in

the nose, mentioned by Hippocrates. Hippoc. de Morb.
1. 2; Foe^. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

yEICHRY'SON (Bot.) the same as Sedum.
iEl'GLUCES (Nat.) uiiy>.jjK.y,'„ from a.u, always, and v^ukW,

sweet ; a name for a sweet wine.

iEI'THALES (Bot.) from iti, always, and «iAA*, to be
green ; another name for the Sedum.

iEl'ZOON [Bot.) from u.i\, always, and ^mu, to live; ano-

ther name for the Sedum.

AE'L (Gram.) al or eal, like !r«> in Greek, a Saxon particle,

signifying n//; is used in compound names, as /Elpin, i.e.

all conqueror; jElbcnd, all industrious, &c. to which the

Greek names, Pammachius, Pancratus, &c. in some mea-
sure answer.

Ael, or JElf, a Saxon particle, signifying help, otherwise

written idj\ undj] half, hilf, or helj\ and used in compound
names ; as Alnvin, victorious help ; Aehvold, an auxiliary

governor ; Aelgiva, a giver of aid, lic; to which Boetius,

Symmachus, and Epicurus, bear an evident analogy.

/EOL

xE'LIA (Ant.) Aelia lex, a name given to certain laws ; so

called from the jElii, hy whom the}- were made. 1. A law
made by Quintus iElius Tubero, A.U. 55, for sending two
colonies into the country of the Bruttii. Liv. 1. 34, c. .53.

2. A law made by Q. .^lius Pietus, A.U. 5S6, ordaining,

that, in public affairs, the Augurs, de cwlo senarent, i. e.

should observe the skies. Cic. pro Sext. c. 15, 53 ; Post.

Red. in Sen. c. 5, See. &c. 3. Ailia Scxla lex, a law made,
A.U. 756, by Augustus, in the consulship of ^Elius Sextus,

respecting the manumission of slaves. Suet. Aug. c. iO;

Dio. 1. 65, in Aug.
AELU'ROPO (Med) from ccl'MfH, a cat, and -tS;, a foot,

i. e. a cat's foot ; a syrup from the plant cat's-foot, or the

Gnathalium of Linna?us.

AEM (Com.) Am, or Awme, a liquid measure in Germany,
differing in size in different parts.

/EMI'LlA Lex (Ant.) the name given to two laws enacted

by the ^niilii, namely, one by ./Emilius the dictator,

U.C. 309, to limit the censorship to a year and a half, and
a sumptuary law, in 675, bj' M. ^Emilius Lepidus, or, ac-

cording to Plinv, of M. /Emilius Scaurus, in 63.". Liv.

1. *, c. 21, &c.'; Plin. I. 8, c. 57 ; Aurel. Vict, de Vir.

ilhiM. c. 72; Aid. Gel. 1.2, c. 24 ; Macrob. Saturn. 1.2,

c. 13 ; August, de Leg. in ^Emilia ; Hotman. Antiq. Rom. ;

Pigh. Annal. Roman ; Panvin Fastor. Rosin. Antiq. apud
Roman. Grcev. Thes. Antiq. Roman, vol. viii, &c.

.EXE.\TO'RES (Ant.) trumpeters; so called from .lEneus.

/ENITTOLO'GIUS versus (Poet.) a sort of verse having two
dactyles and three trochees ; as

Priztiu d'ira plucent triicijuventtr.

Seal. Poet. p. 2, c. 24.

yEO'LIAN mode (Mus.) "A10A15 «p_u-o»ia, one of the five prin-

cipal modes of ancient music, the fundamental chord of

which was immediately above that of the Phrj-gian. It

derived its name from /Eolia, not from the /Eolian islands,

and was of a grave chai'acter, according to Lasus, who is

quoted by Athena;us. Pratinas, on the same authority,

calls it the medium between the quick and the slow.

Mvi CtivTOVOV ^iUXlWYl t' UVilfJtjiVY.V

1x4^1 isirui, «APia: Tav fj^itrav via>

Allien. Deipnns. 1. 14, c. 5 ; .-Iptil. Platon. Florid. ; Cxi
Rhodig. 1. 9, c. 3.

jEO'LIC (Gram.) an epithet for what belongs to the .Eo-

lians, as

—

JEolic dialect, 'AioAi'? ^.u^mtk, that mode of writ-

ing the Greek which was adopted by the writers of the

/Eolian nation, which most resembled the Doric. Joann.

Char. Tcchnicon. Eustath. ^ifi iia/s«.

—

/Enlic digamma, u
name given to the letter F, which the /Eolians used__to

prefix to words beginning with vowels, as Foim;, for a.'>o?,

and also to insert in the middle of words, between vowels,

as ijF>5, for oil.

—

JEolic verse, or carmen ceolicum, a kind of

measure, consisting, first, of an iambic or spondee, then

of two anapests, divided by a syllable ; and, lastly, a syl-

lable common. It is otherwise called Archilochian and
Pindaric, from the poets by whom it was used. Prise, de

Met. I. 1 ; Terenl. Maur. de Met. ; Mar. Victor. Ars.

Grammat. I. 3 ; Scalig. Poet.

^OLO'PILE [.4nt.) from aUXis v6>Mt, i, e. Gates of the

Wind ; a device for remedying smoky chimnej's. Vilruv.

]. 1, c. 6.

iEoLOPiLE (Hi/draul.) a hollow ball of metal, with a very

small hole or opening, used to show the convertibility of

water into steam.

^OLOPiLE (Pnemnat.) the above-mentioned instrument also

serves to show the cause and production of the wind.

Descarf.

iE'OLUS (Mcch.) a machine invented by Mr. Tidd for ven-

tilating rooms.



jEolus Harp. {Mus.) or jEolian Harp; a musical instru-

ment, producino; melody by the wind.

iE'OX {Mcil.) aian. 1. The natural age or life of man from

his birth to his death. Gnl. Exeges. Hippocrat. Vocnb.;

Hesj/cfilus. 2. The spinal marrow. Erot. Lex Hippocrat.;

Hesijchius ; Foes. Oecoiwni. Hippocrat.

iEOXE'SlS (Med.) ^ii'tia-a; the moistening external parts

by perfusion or fomentation. Grot. Lex Hippocrat.; Foes.

Oeconom. Hippocrat.

^'ONION (Dot.) ciiunn ; a Greek name for a sort ofsedum.

Gorr. Dcf. Med.
/E'ORA (Ant.) xiufx; a festival in honour of Erigone. Hi/gin.

Fab. 116; Hesych. in Voc. uiafx • Voss. de Orig. Sf Pro-

gress. Idol. 1. 1, c. 13; Meurs. Grcrc. Fer. 1. 1.

iEoRA (Med) a species of exercise by gestation, as swing-

ing, riding, &c. adapted for weak persons ; so called from

aiufnu, to lift up. Cels. 1. 7, c. 26 ; Erotian Lex Hippo-

crat.; Aet. Tetrah. 1. serm. 3, c. 6 ; Gorr. DeJ". Med.;
Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

^QUA'BILIS (Pliy.) equable ; an epithet applied to mo-
tion, celerity, S:c. [vide Equable']

Ex /EQVA'Ll, sc. diuantia (Math.) or ex ccquo, at equal dis-

tance : a term applied to any number of magnitudes more

than two, and as many others, so that they are proportionals

when taken two and two ofeach rank, in such wise that the

first is to the last of the first rank of magnitudes as the first

is to the last of the second, &c.

—

Ex .Equali, ex ccqunlitnte,

or ex (cqno ratio, Sd'o-is xiiytn,, is when the first magnitude is to

the second of the first rank as the first to the second of the

other rank; and as the second is lo the third of the first

rank, so is the second to tlie third of tlie other; and so on

in order: whence this is called ordinate proportion : thus,

suppose there be three magnitudes, a, b, c, and as many
others, d, e, f, which taken two and two have the same

ratio, that is, such that as a is to b so is d to e; and as /> is to c

so is e to /; then a shall be to c as d is to f.
—Ex JEguali.

in pro])or(ione perturbata, sen inordinata, i. e. from equality

in perturbate or disorderly proportion, is when the first

magnitude is to the second of the first rank as the last but

one is to the last of the second rank, and so on ; as, sup-

pose there be four magnitudes, a, b, c, d, and other four,

e,f,g, h, which taken two and two, in cross order, have

the same ratio, that is, a to b as g lo h ; b to c as^" to g ;

and c to c? as e to /; then a will be to d as e to It. Euclid.

D,f Elem. 1. 5.

/EQUA'LIS (Bot.) equal ; an epithet applied to the gills,

anthodium, and filaments

—

Lnmellcc leqiiales, when all the

gills reach from the stalk to the margin.

—

Anthodium
(cquale, when the leaves of the anthodium are all of equal

length.

—

Filamenta aqualia, when the filaments are of

equal length.

/Equalis Polygamia, the name of the first order in the Class

Si/ngenesia, of Linnaeus, containing those compound fiow-

ers which have all the florets hermaphrodite and alike. It

includes the following genera.

—

JEQU

The Genera of 7E.

Scnli/mus, Golden Thistle

Cichorium, Succory
Catauanchc
Seriola

Hi/poclucris, Cat's-ear

Geropogun, Old Man's beard

Jtot/iia

Andrt/ala

Triptdinn

Tragopodon, (ioat's beard

Heiminlia
Picris, ()x-tonguc

Apargia

qualis Poli/gamia.

Scorzonera, Vipcr's-grass

Leontodon, Dandelion
Crepis, Hawk's-beard
Chundrilla, Gum Succory
Prcnaulhes

Lnctuca, Lettuce
Hcracium, Ilawk's-weed
Sonchus, Sow-thistle

Lacintha

Lapsana, Nipple-wort

lihagadiolus

Krigia

Hrjoseris, Swine's Succory

Galea, Halbert-weed
Didens. Bur Marygold
Spilantlies

Athanasia
Sanlolina, Lavender-cotton
CiEsu/ia

Tarchonanthus, .'Vfrican

Flea-bane
Kulinia

Eupatorium, Hemp
Agrimony
C/iri/socoma, Goldilocks

JSIikania

Khiuia
Cacalia

Lavenia
Ageralum
Stevia

Hymenopappus
Cephahtphora

Pcntzin

EtIndia
Piqitcrin

B(dsamita

Hedypnois, Hawkbit
Thrineia

Tolpis

Atrnctylis

Acarna
Serratida, Saw-wort
Carthamus, Bastard Saffron

Carlinn, Carline Thistle

Arctium, Burdock
Vteronia

Stobiea

Lachnospermum
Barnndesia
Ci^nara, Artichoke
Johannia
Cnicus

Carduns, Thistle

Onoseris

Stokesia

Leatris

Vernonia

Onopordon, Cotton Thistle

Stenielina

Hay Ilea

j^QUALis (Math.) vide Equal.

:liOUALis (.Med.) consistent with itself, or always the .<!ame ;

as an equal pulse, that keeps the same tenor ; an equal tem-

perament, or constitution, that is, not subject to alterca-

tions or excesses.

yEQUA'LITAS (Math.) vide Equality.

iE'QUANS (Math.) a particular circle, [vide Equant]
/EQUA'TI'O (Alg.) vide Equation.

7I'.QUA'T0R (.4slron.) vide Equator.

.liQUA'TUS, (Astron.) vide Equated.

iEQUIANGULA'TUS (Math.) vide Equiangular.

./EQUI'DICI versus (Poet.) iiriiMy.jm; verses, different mem-
bers of which have an opposite diction, as, alba ligustra

cadiint ; vaccinia nigra Icguntur. Virg. E. 2, 18.

^QUILA'TERUS (Math.) vide Equilateral.

/EQUILFBRIUM (Math.) vide Equilibrium.

.liQUDIU'LTIPLEX (Math.) \ide Equimultiple.

^QUINOCTIA'LES (Bot.) equinoctial solar flowers ; i.e.

flowers so called by Linnaius, which open and usually

shut at certain determinate hours of the day, observing,

therefore, equal or European hours, as some species of the

Alyssum, Anagallis, Convolvulus, Hicracium, 1^-c.

/EQUINOCTIALIS (Math.) vide Equinoctial.

^litiuiNOCTiALis (Ent.) an epithet for a species of Scarabccus.

TEQUINO'CTIUM (Astron.) vUe Equinox.

iEQlJlPO'LLENS (Math.) vide Equipollent.

iEQUnH)LLE'NTL'\ nominum (Log.) the equivalence in the

the sense of two propositions difl'ering in certain syncata-

goremata, as " Not every man is learned," or " Some man
is not learned."

iE'QUIT.'V.S (Numis.) Equity, according to Cicero, is three-

fold, as regards .superos, the gods above, which is piety ;

the manes, or gods below, which is sanctity ; and as regards

men, whicli is Justice. Equity is mostly represented on

medals under the figure of a female, as in fig. 1, holding a

pair of scales in her right hand, and a lance or cornucopia

Fig. 'I. Fiii.'l.

1 the left; sometimes as in fig. 2, under the triple figure of



goddess Moneta, holding the scales in the right and a cor-

nucopia in the left, as on the medals of Galba, Vitellius,

I'cwasianus, Titus, Domitianus, Xerva, Adrian, Antoninus,

Pertinai, Severus, Julia Pia, Geta, Macrinus, Elagubulus,

Julia Soemias, Alexander Sevenfi, Julia JManuca, JMax-

imilian, Gordiamis Pius, Philippus (Sen. and Jun.), Decen-

tius, Gallienus, Salonina, Lie I'alerianiis, Claudius Goth-

icus, Tacitus, Florianus, Probus Carinus, and AUectus,

bearing the inscriptions^AEQUITAS and AEQUITAS
AUGi^i//.—AEQUITAS WIGG . Au'j:ustorum.—.\ EQUI-
TAS AUGUST/.—AEQUITAS AUGUSTI.—AEQUI-
TAS AViGusti COS. Consulis, ^-c—AEQUITAS AU-
Gusti y^ostri. — AEQUITAS AUGUSTI TWlhunitia

Potestate, &c.—AEQUITAS PUBLICA.—AEQUITATI
AUGG. Augustonun.—AEQUITATI PUBLICAE. Vail-

hut. Xumiii. Imp. Roman.; Mediobarb. Oxon. Sumis.

.^QUIVALE'XTIA nominum {Log.) the same as JEquipol-

Icntia.

iEuuivALENTlA [Phi/.) equivalence is three-fold

—

.Equixa-

lentia moralis, when one thing is of equal value with another

in the estimation of men; as he by whose contrivance

aiiotlier is killed is equivalent to the murderer.

—

.Eguiia-

lentia phy^ica, when a physical body contains within itself

those purfections conjointly which are found separate in

other bodies ; as when a man contains the strengtii of two,

he is equivalent to two men in matters of strength.

—

.Equi-

vakntia sttilica, when a less weight is equal or equivalent to a

greater, by reason of distance or some other circumstance.

iEQUr\'OC'A cvqiiivocata (Log.) equivocation, or things

equivocal in their name, which may be so either casii, i. e.

an accidental equivocation, as taurus, which signifies either

an animal or a sign in the heavens ; or consilio, an inten-

tional equivocation, as acute, which is applicable either to

instruments or pains ; such terms are otherwise called

analogous.

i-EuuivocA aquivocantia (Log ) the same as vox ccquivoca ;

an equivocal term.

-EQUrVOCUS (Log.) quod una vox plurimis rebus ex cequo

servint, iuyonvuio',, equivocal ; an epithet applied to the vox,

or word, when it admits of a double signification, as Gallus,

which is the name either for a cock or a Frenchman.
JEquivocls (Xat.) equivocal ; an epithet applied to a sup-

posed mode of generation of plants and animals, from the

combination of solids and fluids.

Ex .E'QUO (.VrtM.) vide Ex JEqunli.

jT:R (.V«^) vide Air.

A'En (Med.) air is defined by Hippocrates to be the circum-

ambient breath, « hich is the author of ever}- thing that hap-

pens to the bodies ofmen, either good or evil. Hippocrat. - sfi

(puirii>. Erotian. Lex Hippocrat.; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

.E'llA (Ant.) the plural oi as, money ; was used in accounts
for our vulgar word item.—JEra militaria, or ces militare ;

military pay, or the money assigned to the Tribuni /Erarii,

out of the treasury, for the pay of the army, according to

the Ascription AERA. STIPENDIAQUE; and another
MILt'.! .AER«mXII. i.e. stipendiorum duodenum. Varr.

de Lit. Ling. 1. i; Liv. 1. 5, c. 10; Gruter. Thes. Inscript.

Vet. p. 508, &c.

—

A^ra auxilinria, brazen vessels, bv the

noise of which, as by a sort of charm, the ancients thought
to prevent an eclipse of the moon.
Ovid. Met. 1. 4, V. 333.

Cum friistra resmiant trra auxiliaria hma.

Rhodig. Antiq. Led. 1. 19, c. 10 ; Turneb. Adv. 1. 22, c. 24..

JEra (Chron.) the name of any date, period, or event, from
which a calculation of years is made to commence. It is

now substituted in chronology for the word rpoc/ia, which
was in use among the Greeks, [vide Epoclia'] The term
was first employed on the occasion of a tribute imposed by
the emperor Augustus on the Spaniards, and is, on that

account, supposed to have been formed from the initials

A. E. R. A. i. e. annus erat regni Augusti ; others derive

it from (Fi-a, the plural ofces, signifying coin stamped with

particular dates ; also the items in an account. Since its

introduction it has been applied to any important period

from which a reckoning has commenced, of which the fol-

lowing are the principal

—

.Lra of the creation, computed by
Usher to have happened 4001' B. C. and 710 of the Julian

period ; chronologers, however, differ in their accounts of

this aera.

—

.Era of the Oli/mpiads began from the new
moon in the summer solstice Jul. Per. 3938, A.M. 3228,

B. C. 776.

—

Roman .Era is dated from the foundation of

the city, in the 7th Olympiad, xii. Kal. Mai, i. e. April 21.

Jul. Per. 3966, A. M. 3256, B. C. 71S.—.Era of Xabon-
fl.sier is dated from Jul. Per. 3967, Feb. 26, A.M. 3257,

B. C. 71-7.—J>n Phillipic, or the year of Alexander's

death, commenced Jul. Per. 4-390, A. M. 3680, B. C. 324.
— .Era of the SeleucidcE, or .Era of the Kingdom of the

Greeks, called by the Jews the .Era of Contracts, because
they were obliged to use this a?ra in all their civil con-

tracts, commenced Jul. Per. 4-103, A. M. 3693, B.C. 311.—Spanish ^Era was dated from the publication of the

edicts at Rome, for imposing the tax before mentioned.

Jul. Per. 4677, A. M. 394-7, B. C. 39.—.Era Aclian

is dated from the conquest of Egypt by Augustus,
i.e. in the 1 8 Tth Olympiad, U. C. 724, Jul. Per. 4684,
A. :M. 3974, B. C. 30.—Christian /Era is dated from
the birth of our Saviour, respecting the true time of

which authors have differed variously : some place it

two, some four, and some five, or more years before

the vulgar a;ra, which is computed at the year of the

world 4004 by Usher, and most modern chronologers

after him, who suppose the birth of Christ to have hap-

pened in the year of the world 4000, and of the Julian

period 'illi.—.Era of Diocletian is dated from the first

year of Diocletian. Jul. Per. 4997, A. M. 4267, A. D.
284.

—

.Era of Martyrs, the same as that of Diocletian,

so called on account of the persecution of the Christians,

which happened in his reign.

—

xEra, Turkish or .irabian,

or the aera of the Hegira, is dated from the flight of

Mahomed, which is said to have happened A. D. 610.

Ruf. Fest. Drev.; Julian. Toletan. Episcop. contra Jud. 1. 3;

Papias. in Voc. .Era ; Luitprand. in Legat. ; Scalig. de

Emendat. Tempor. 1. 5; Vas. Chron. Hispan. c. 22; Baron.
Xot. in Martyrol. 22 Octob ; Petav. de Doctrin. Temp.
1. 10, c. 68, &c. ; Ricciol. Chronol. SjX.

.Era (Bot) n-ifa, the Greek name for cockle or darnel.

/Eli.\'Rn pr^efictus (.-Int.) the officer who had charge of the

exchequer, the treasurer of the exchequer. This charge

was given first to the quaestors, afterwards to the praetors.

—

.Erarii Qut^cslores, the quaestors so called because they had
charge of the treasury or exchequer.

—

lErarii Prcctores,

the prxtors so called because they were also treasurers

of the exchequer.

—

.Erarii Fusores, coiners of the tes,

or money, at the mint ; likewise all workmen in brass

or copper. Tacit. Aniial. 1. 13, c. 28; Hist. 1.4, c. 9

;

Sucton.; Aug. c. 36; Dio. 1.33; Alex. Gen. Dier. 1.2,

c. 2; Laz. Comm. Reip. Rom. 1. 2, c. 14; Pancirol. de

Corp. Artific. § M.
-ER.A'RIUM (Ant.) the treasury, a public place so called

because there the citizens deposited the aera, or copper

money, before the gold and silver were coined .Erarium

Saturni, at the bottom of the Capitoline hill, was so called

because it was the temple of Saturn employed as the

treasury; whence the ancient inscription given bv Gruterus,

VIII. \TR. III. AERARI SATURXI, i. e.' " octum-

vir tertium, iErarii Saturni." .4urel. Vict, de Orig. Gen.

Rom. c. 3 ; Fabric. Descripl. Urb. Rom. ; Grut. Thcs.

Inscript. Vet.—£rarium sanctius, contained the tribute

money, and other moneys destined for particular purposes.



AER

as also the public accounts ; it was so called because it

was situated in the interior of the temple, where it was

more retired and secure. C/c. ad Attic. 1. 7, c. 21 ; Ctcs.

ih Belli), Civ. 1. 1, c. U ; Plin. 1. 33, c. 3 ; Appian. de Civ.

Bell. 1. '2; Flvr. Epit. 1. 4, c. 2; Oros. 1. 6, c. 15.—
JErarinm privatum contained the emperor's privy purse.

—

JRrarium Ilithycc, or Junonis Lucin(C, so called because

it received the moneys paid on the birth of a child. Dianys.

1. 4 ; P. C.—Alrarinm wilitare, a military chest, or a par-

ticular treasury in which the money was kept that was

destined for the pav of tlie soldiers, according to an in-

scription, PR.EF. >ilLIT. AEUARI. Tacit. Anmd. 1. 1,

c. 78 ; Suet, in Aug. c. 49 ; Dio. 1. 5.5 ; Gnit. TItcs. In-

rcript. Vet.— /F.rarium vicesimarum, the treasury which

contained the money raised by way of tribute from foreign

countries, which was so called because they paid the

twentieth of inheritances, &c.— .Eiririum imperuturum. the

same as \.\\e Jiscus imperatori.^ ; the exchequer. Blond.

Triumph. Rom.; Bud. in Fandect.; Cakagni de Verb.

Signi/'. ; Alex, ab Alex. Gen. Dier. ; Gyrald. Si/nt. Dear. ;

Lnz. Comm. Reip. Rom.; Mnrlian. Top. Urb. Rom.; Panv.

Descript. Urb. Rom. ; Fabric. De.script. Urb. Rom. ; Hot-

man. Ant. Rom. ; Manut. in Cic. ad.4ttic.; Camerar. dc

Re Numm.; Panci>-ol. Descript. Urb. Rom.; Dcmster.

Parol, ad Rosin. Antif/. ; Buleng. de Imp. Rom. ; Donat.

de Urb.; Sperling, de Numm. nnn ens.; Ursin. in Mar-
linnum ; Kipping. Antiq. Rom. ; Ois. in Cell. ; Franckens

de Ai^rar. ; Ursat. de Not. Rom. ; Gothofr. Burman de

Vcctig. Dissert, apud Grtrv. Thes. Antirj. Roman, vol. i.

ii. iii. &c.
/ERARIUS (Ant.) 1. A citizen of the lowest class, who

paid few or no taxes, and had no votes. He was so called

because /Era tributi loco pendcbat ; wherefore in /Erarios

rcferre signified to degrade a citizen, which the Censors

used to do in cases of immorality. Thus senators were

expelled from the senate, and knights deprived of their

horses, by which they were reduced to the condition of

JErarii, or the meanest citizens. Ascon. in Cic. Div. 1. 2,

c. 66; J.iv. 1. 21', c. 18; Sigon. dc Antiq. Jur. Rom. 1. 1,

c. 17 ; Manut. in Cic. Dr.; Gronov. dc Pecunin. 2. An
officer ap))ointed by the emperor Scverus to distribute the

bounty of the prince from the treasury or exchequer.

Lamprid. in Sever. ; Pancirol, Notit. Dignit. Imp. Orient.

c. 79. 3. The last on the list of candidates who oflered

to contend in the public games. Panvin. de Lud. Circens.

I. 1, c. U; Eaz. Comm. Reip. Rom. 1. 10, c. 5.

j'Ekarius, an epithet for what belongs to, or is connected

with, the treasury or exchequer.

—

/Erarius Tribunus, a

paymaster to the arm}', so called a tribuendo cere. Cic.

Plane, c. 8 ; Varro de Eat. Eing. 1. 5 ; Plin. 1. Si, c. I ;

Ascon. ad ('ic. in Verr. 3 ; Fest. dc Hignif. Verb.; Grut.

'J'lies. Inscript. Vet.—Airarius miles, a mercenary solilier,

or one who received pay. Varro de Eat. Ling. 1. 4

;

Plin. 1. ?A; c. 1 ; Grut. Thes. Liscripl. Vet,

/E\i\'TEY) (C/ietn.) an epithet for water having brass in it.

,1iRDA'DI (Alc/iem.) spirits supposed by Paracelsus to in-

habit the air. Parac. de Vit.

iERE diruti militcs (Ant.) soldier« whose pay, (cs, was,

dirutus, stopped or taken from them for some misdemeanor.

Varro. npnd Non. 1. 12, c. 53; Fest. dc Verb. Signif.

/"EUK'OLUM (Ant.) the thirty-sixth part of a dram.

AK'RI.'VL acid (Cliem.) tlie same as Carbonic acid.

AuniAL perspective (Per.) that which represents bodies di-

minished and weakened in proportion to their distance

from the eye.

AE'RIANS (Ecc.) Affiai'oi, aciiani, a sect of heretics in the

fourth century, called after their leader Acrius, who main-

tained, among other things, tliat tliero was no difference

between priests and bisliops. Epiplinn. Hares. 1. 3, c. 75;

August. Her, 53 ; Inuph-Chron. Ann. 349.

AE'RIE (Pale.) or Airt/, from the German ey, an egg; a
receptacle for eggs, a hawk's nest. " Unusquisque liber

homo liabeat in boscis aerias accipit rutn," Flrta,

AERIFICA'TIO (Cliem.) the producing air from other bo-
dies, or rather converting them into air.

AE'lllS /!os (Med.) z^}.z5 ati^c,, Jloxvers ofcopper, or copper
reduced to small grains, when in a state of fusion. Dios-
cor. 1. 5, c. 88 ; Oriba.^. Synop. 1. 2, c. 6 ; Med. Colled.

I. 13 ; Ae/. Tetrab. 1. serm. 2, c. 81 ; Paul. A'.ginet. de Re
ISled. 1. 7, c. 3, npvd Med. Art. Princip.— Aeris squatnce,

X''>'X,S MarU, flakes of copper, which fly oft' by hammering
the metal when liuated. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 89 ; Oribas. Med.
Collect. 1. 13; Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 2, c. 59, apud Med.
Art. Princip.

AERI'TKS (Dot.) another name for r}«ff£;77/&.

AE'R()(;RAPHY(AV//.) from u'.f, air, and -,pKpi., to describe;
a description of the air and its properties.

AE'ROLITHS (Nat.) or /Erolilcs, from anp, air, and .^itV, a
stone ; air stones, or meteoric stones, falling from the at-

mosphere.
AERO'LOGY (Med.) from iip, air, and >i'/M, doctrine; the

study of the air, as connected with the animal economy.
AE'UOMANCY (Ant.) uifoj/^xmU, aeromanc}' ; a mode of

divination from certain spectres and appearances in the air.

They sometimes wrapped their head in a cloth, and having
placed a bowl full of water in the open air, proposed their

question in a whisper; at which time, if the water boiled
or bubljled, they supposed what they said was approved,
[vide Jiyilromanoj']

AE'RO.AIETRY'' (Nat.) Aerometria, the art of measuring the
air, so as to ascertain its pressure or weight, its elasticity,

rarefaction, &c. IVolf. Math. cur.

A'ERONAUT (Nat.) one who sails or floats in the air in a
balloon.

AEROPHO'BIA (Med.) from isp, air, and 9=/3ia., to fear; a
species of fren.^y with which some tli.it are affected are

afraid of a lucid air, and others of that which is obscure.
Ccel. Anrelian. de Acvt. Morb. 1. 3, c. 12.

AEROPIIYLA'CEA (Nat.) a name employed by Kircher
for caverns or reservoirs of air supposed to exist in the
bowels of the earth.

AEUOSCO'l'IA (Pneu.) asfoirxcmx, from ii-p, air, and <rxeTi'«,

to observe; aeroscopy, or observations on the air.

AERO'SIS (!^hd.) an imaginary resolution of the blood into

vaiiour, brought about by ventilation.

AEROSTA'TICA (Nnt.) from i»f, air, and rxTixli, the doc-
trine of weights; the science of weights suspended in the
air.

AEROSTA'TION (Nat.) from ««>, air, and ^cctkI,, the doc-
trine of weights: i. e. the modern art of navigating the air

in air balloons or aerostatic machines.

AE'ROSTATS (Nat.) or Aerostatic machines; another name
for air balloons.

jERCSUS lapis (Min.) cadmia.
TERUGINO'SUS (Med.) Mw, from (rrugo, verdigrease

;

a;ruginous, or verdigrease colour, as the bile discharged
from the stomach. Ritff'. Ephes. 1. 1, c. 36.

.I'yRUciNo.sus (Urn.) an epithet for a species offalco.

/EUUGO (Mel.) i'f, from tvris rul-igo, verdigrease, or the
rust of any metal, particularly copper. Oribas. Synop.
1. 2, c. 61 ; Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 2, c. 56.

—

^Eriigo rasa,

or rasilis, lor Jt'', rust scra|)ed fi om a cojipcr plate hung
over the strongest vinegar. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 92 ; Act. Te-
trab. serm. 2, c. 55.

iTillUSCATO'llES (Ant.) beggars, or vagabonds, who went
about collecting as, money, by various arts.

XJS (Ant.) X'^^X,'"^) bra.ss or cojjper, a durable and sonorous
metal ; so called from a'er, the air, without which it will

not emit sound, or more probablj' from uUu, to shine. Its

use was first discovered by the Telchines, who were expert



artists in Crete. Cassiod.; Vnr.].'^, c.f?I ; Gi/rnld.Si/ul.Dcir.

i. p. 21- ; Jun, Catnl. Archit. p. 101 ; Rhodig. Ant. Lex. I. 19,

c. 10 ; Tunieb. Ant. Adv. 1. 6, c. 10 ; Panctrol. Notit. Dignit.

Imp. Orient, c. 137.

—

^s (dicnum, money that is borrowed,

or tliat which is not oar own, but is owing to otliers. Scnec.

de Bcnef. 1. 5, c. 14 ; Vilpian. de Verb. Signif. i. 213.

—

Jls

caldaritini, copper, of which cauldrons were made ; it is

both malleable and fusible. /%;. 1. 3 1, c. 8 ; Sa/jna.<!. E.xcrc.

Piiii. p. 758.

—

JEs candidum, white brass, a vein of which

is found under a vein of silver. Savot. de Numm. Ant. 1. 12,

c. 16

—

Ms circum/'uranenm, money taken in the haymarkct.

Cic. ad Attic. 1. 2, ep. 1.—yi'.y confessum, a debt that is

owned. Cic. de Oral. 1. 2, c. 63;' A»L Cell. 1. 15, c. 13 ;

1. 20, c. 1.—^E< Curinthium was made from three metals,

gold, silver, and copper ; and, according- to Pliny, it re-

ceived its name from the taking and burning of Corinth,

U.C. 608, by Mummius, when the gold and silver and cop-

per from tlie statues mixed together. Cic. Tusc. Qucest.

1. 4, c. 32 ; Ptin. 1. 3J-, c. 2.

—

yF.s corovariam, a ductile

sort of brass, of which crowns were made for actors. Plin.

1. 33, c. 9.

—

/F.s corijbaniium, is so called because the

priests of C'ybe! e used it for the sacred timbrels.

—

/1-ls curio-

num, money so called because it was given to the Curio

for the discharge of his office.

—

Ala cyprinni, copper ; a

ductile kind of brass first found in Cyprus, from which it

took its name. It was made from an ore, called Cadniia,

and answers to what is now called Pinclibcck. Isitlor.

1. 16, c. 19.

—

Als dodonccuni, so called l)ecause the sacred

cauldrons of Apollo were made of it. Erasm. Adag. p. 276.—jEs factum, factitious brass used in vases.

—

Alsjlavum.

so called from its colour. It is drawn from a mineral,

which the Latins call cadntia, and the Gauls calnmin.—
j^s grave, so called from its weight which was fi.xed by
law. l.iv. 1. 4, c. 60.

—

Als lurrcditcirium, so called from
the law of the twelve tables, which obliges heirs to divide

a portion among the creditors. August, in Leg. \\i.— A1k lie-

patizoH, so called because it approaches to the colour of

the liver, now called Bronze.— ^iL's hordeariuni, public

monc}' ; so called because it was given in payment for the

food of the horses.—^L's Indicum, a kind of brass, so

bright, pure, and void of rust, that it was not distinguish-

able by the colour from gold.

—

AU infectum, unwrought
brass.

—

A^s manuarium, money collected from different

quarters. Aul. Gel/. 1. IS, c. 13.

—

A^s militare, the money
set apart for the pay of the soldiei's. Varro. de Lat. Ling.
1. 4; Tacit. Aiinnl. 1. 1, c. 78 ; Dio. 1.55, p. 565.—yL-

ol/arinm, called pntin by the Gauls, a kind of brass which
could not be gilded, on account of the lead wliich was
mixed with it. Plin. 1. 34, c. 9.— /7,'.s Versicum, vide

JEs Indicum.—Al^s pi/rnpum, brass which, in its bright-

ness, resembled fire. Diodor. 1. 1 ; Plin. 1. 34, c. 8.

—

A'.s

regularc, brass that is both fusible and malleable. Plin.

1. Si, c. 8.

—

Ais resignainm, a soldier's pay, of which he
was mulcted for any misdemeanour. Fest. de Sigriif.

Verb.— .-Es rude, unwrought brass, or bullion.

—

A^.s Satur-

mum, coin kept in ccrarium Suturni, the treasury of Saturn.

— .E.s- signatum, brass that is coined. Plin. I. 33, c. 3.

—

A\s
uiorinm, money paid as a tax by those who remained un-
married.-

—

Per Als et libra))!, a formula among the Romans
of ratifying their purchases and sales. Fest. de SigniJ".

Verb.; hidor. Orig.; Rhodig. Ant. Lect. ; Aug. in Leg.
xii. tab. ; Slnc/i. de Sacrif. ; Eras)n. Adag ; Ptiil. Bochart.

Hieroz. ; Fabric. Descript. Urb. Rom.; Salnirts. Excrcit.

Plin.; Gro)ior. de Pccun. Vet.; Savot. de Re Niinim.;
Grepv. T/ies. Aniiq. Roman, torn. 2, &c.

JE& ustuin (Met.) x,x?.zk *.'/.vxi>u,ftoi, burnt brass, is made of
red copper, cut into plates, and put into a crucible, with

sulphur, and a little common salt, stratum super stratum,

and set over a fierce charcoal fire. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 87;
Oribas. 1. 13 ; Paul. Aiginet de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

.^'SCHYNES (Ecc.) the name of three sects of heretics

that sprang from the Montanists, who. among other strange

notions, affirmed Christ to be both father and son. £^2-

p/ian. Iheres.

jESCHYNO'MENE {Dot.) from i«r;>;t,Voy.a,, to be ashamed;
an epithet for a plant vulgarly called the " Sensitive

Plant," on account of its property of retreating from the

touch.

iEscnYNOMENE, in the Limitsan Si/.'iton, a genus of plants,

Class 17 Diadelphia, Order 4 Deca)idria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—CoR. pa-

pilionaceous ; banner subcordate ; tvings subovate ; keel

lunate.

—

Stam. fila)ncnts ten ; anthers small.

—

Pist.

germ oblong ; stijle subulate ; stigmas simple. Per. /e-

njonelong; ipcrfx solitary.

Species. The species are shrubs and annuals, the principal

of which are the

—

A-lschijnomenc grandijlora. Great-

flowered iEschynomene, a shrub, native of the East

Indies.

—

Al^chipionene coccinea. Scarlet-flowered JEs-
chynomene, a shrub.

—

Al.<^chffno)ne)ie aspera, seu Mimosa,
Rough-stalked jEschynomene, an annual, native of the

East Indies.

—

jTjSchij)iO)ne)ie A)nericana, seu Hedijsaru)n,

Hair}' iEsehynomene, an annual, native of Jamaica.

—

A'lschijiiomene pumiln, Hedi/sarum, seu Malam-Tudda-
vaitdi, Sfc. Dwarf /Eschynomene, an annual, native of

India.

—

Aischyno)vene sensitiva, seu Hedysarimi arborcs-

cens, a shrub, native of Jamaica, &:c. Rail Hist. Plant.;

Plum. Pla)it. A)ner. ; Linn. Spec, Plant.

.^LSCHYNO'iMENOUS (Bol.) from a.Vxwo/*«i, to be bash-

ful ; sensitive, an epithet for such plants as move upon
being touched.

iE'SCULUS {Bot.) from e.^ca, food, because it was first used
for food; a kind of glandiferous tree, which, according to

Virgil, was sacred to Jupiter.

Gcorg. 1. 2, V. 16.

nemcruwque Jovi quit maiima ftvjidet,

j^xnlns atquc habitit Graiis oracula queictis.

It is supposed to answer to the cayUu^ of Theophrastus.

IJist. Plant. 1. 3, c. 9.

.'EscoLus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 7
Ileptandria, Order 1 Moiiogynia. It is called by Tourne-
fort Ilippocnstanwn.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—CoR.
petals five.

—

Stam. fila)nents subulate ; anthers ascend-

ing.—PisT. genu roundish ; style subulate ; stig)na acu-

minate.

—

Per. capsule leathery ; seeds two.

Species. The principal species are the

—

^Esculus Hijypo-

castamon. Common Horse-chesnut, a tree, native of

Asia.

—

jEsodus flava. Yellow-flowered Horse-chesnut,

a tree, native of North Carolina.

—

Alsculus pavia. Scarlet

Horse-chesnut, a tree, native of Carolina.

—

Alsculus va-

riegata, a tree, native of South Carolina.

—

A^sculus par-
vi/lora, a tree. Gcr. Herb. ; Park. Theat. Botan.; Rati

itist. Plant.; Pluk. Alniag. Botan.

.SS'HNA (E)it.) a. division of the genns Libellula, compre-
hending those insects which, according to P"abricius, have
the portions of the lip equal.

.lESTA'TES (Med.) from crstas, summer; freckles in the skin.

/ESTIMA'TIO (./;;/.) an estimate of damages.
iEsTiMATio Capitis (ArchcEol.) an estimate of the head, or

a valuation of a person's estate and rank, according to

which, on the commission of any crimes towards those

persons. King Athelstane ordained certain fines to be paid.

The fine for any offence towards the king was .30,000

thrymsas.

iE'STIVA (Ant.) ce.'itiva loca vel castra asliva. 1. Summer
encampment? for the soldiers, in distinction from the hiber-

nia or wintn quarters. Tac. Annal. 1. 1, c. 31. 2. Shady
places for the cattle. Serv. in Virg. Georg, 1. 2 ; Lact. in

Stat. Theb. 1. I.
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-ESTIVA'LIA (Archaol.) a species of greaves or buskins

worn in summer.
^STIVA'LIS (Aslron.) from JEitas, summer; j^stival, an

epithet for the summer solstice.

.E.stiva'lis (But.) or icstivus, an epithet for flowers that

blossom in the summer, i. e. summer flowers.

^STIVA'TIO {Bol.) estivation, the time when flowers ar-

rive at their perfection, or, as Martin defines it, the dispo-

sition of the petals within the floral gem or bud, of which

Linnaeus speaks more at large under the head of the sleep

of plants, [vide Soinniis']

.ESTPHA'RA (Mc,/.) incineratio.

iESTUA'llIUM (MciL) estuary.

i^STUA'TIO {Chan.) the fermenting of liquor when mixed.

iE'STUS mininus (Phy.) seu rcciprocatio viaris, the tide, or

flux and reflux, which is triple according to the difference

in the times.

—

/Est us diurnus, what happens within the space

of twenty-four hours Justus mcnstrims, what happens

twice in the month at new and full moon.— /i'rfHS aimuus,

what happens twice in the year at the equinoxes.

.^SYMNE'T.Ti (Ant.) cetVuiMv^Txt, a name for rulers whose

authority equalled that of kings, to which the dignity of

dictator, among the Romans, is supposed to have owed its

origin. Aristot. FolH. I. 3, c. 15 ; Hesychiiis ; Alexand. ub

AJexand. 1. 4-, c. 13.

.tE'TAS Mundi (My.) the poets divide the age of the world

into four periods according to the manners of the age.

—

JEtas aiirca, the golden age in the reign of Saturn, when

men lived in innocence and simplicity.

Ovid. Md. 1.1, V. 89.

Aurea prima sata est alas qu<r, liiuUce nulla

Spmte sua, sine Ifge, Jidem rectumque colebnt.

/Etas argentea, the silver age at the beginning of Jupiter's

reign, when they showed propensities to evil.

Ovid. Mel. I 1, V. I1 1.

Suh /ill* mwidiis eiat : suliiit argcntea jmtles

Auro deteriiyr,fulvii pratiosinr are.

,Etas cerea, the brazen age followed soon after, when

they commenced war and rapine.

Ovid. Met.\. 1, v. 12G.

Siciior ingeniis, et ad Iiorridii jircun/id'or arma.

/Etasfenen, the iron age, when vice became prevalent.

OwVA Met. I 1, V. 127.

Kicsceliralu tamen. De dura est ultima furo
Pratinus irrnmjnt vente pejtms in a^vum

Omne nefas.

A:ins hominis {Aiit.) dimensio vitce, according to Scaligcr,

i. e. properly human life, or that space of life on which

the frame of the body begins to undergo a notable change,

as

—

.Etns (iniimenli, uvh.triw., while it is increasing after

the birth.— '^Etns consisti'ntiip, cccfj^iti, the_ middle state,

while it is neither increasing nor decreasing.

—

Allan dc-

crementi, ^Aafinrfws, while it is on the decline.

/Etas, liuman life was likewise divided into the following

stages; namely

—

Alias infans, ijiiod adhiic fari nescit,

the time from the birth" to the seventh year.— Altas

pitcriti/c, a puritate, from the seventh to the fourteenth

year.— /Etas aduk.icailitc, t/iind sit ad ffgnendiim nd-

diictitf, from the age of puberty to the twcnty-eiglith

yj..ir.— .Ettis Jiivcntiitis (/nodjiivare pus.se iiiripiat, from

the prime of life to the age of fifty

—

/Etas Sencctulis,

a sensiis diminutione, old age to the end of life, /tristot.

de Vit. et Mart. ; hid. Ori,!;. 1. 1 1, c. 2.

Alias, the age, or period of life, was also distinguished

among the Romans according to their offices, as

—

/Etas /Edilitia, the age to he elected to the icdilcship is

supposed to have been not before thirty-seven, although

the time is not precisely fixed by any law.

—

/Etas con-

sidaris, the age for the consulship was forty-three.—

/Etas urhani magistrattts, the age for a civic magistrate

was twenty-seven. Polyh. 1. 6, c. 17.— AUta.^ Jiidicum,

the age for being appointed judges was not to be under

thirty nor above sixty by the law of Augustus. Sitetoji.

in /liigu.it. c. 32.

—

.Etas Picclariu, the age for the prictor-

ship was forty, for it preceded the consulship by two
years, and followed the a^dileship after an interval of

two years. Cic. ail Fnm. 1. 10, ep. 2.5.

—

.Etas nii/itaris,

the age to be enlisted was seventeen, to be discharged

forty-five. Po/j/b. 1. !, c. 17 ; Dionys. 1. 4-, p. 221 ; Aul.

Gelt. 1. 10, c. 2S.— Ailtns (litirslijria, &c. the age for

serving the office of quaestor, tribune, &e. is supposed

to have been twenty-seven, or at least not earlier. I'el.

Pater. 1. 2, c. O*; Tac. Annal. 1. 3, c. 29; .Siictoii. in

Cal. c. 1 ; Dio. 1. .53; Spartian. in Did. Julian, c. 1.

—

/Etas Senatoria, the age for admission into the senate

is not defined by ancient writers, but is supposed to have

succeeded the quKStorship. Grncli. de Comit.; Manut.
de Leg. Human.; Sigon. de Aul if/. ,fur. Civ. Rouian.

;

Alex. Gen. Dier. ; August.de Leg. in Vill. Annal.; Hot-
man, de Hit. Nupt,; Lips, de Magistral. Hum.; Demster.

Paralip. ad /Int. Has. ; Grcsv. Thcs. Ant. Rom. torn. 1 , <S.c.

jEtas mundi (Cliron.) vide /ige.

..ETA'TE /irobanda (Lan') a writ of inquiry, whether the

heir of a tenant that held of the king in chief by chivalry

be of full age. Reg. Orig. 294.

.'ETE'RNA (Num.) vide /Etmiitns.

iETERNA'LES {Ecc.) a sect of heretics that maintained

the eternity of the world a parte post, i. e. that after the

resurrection it should continue the same as it now is.

i3iTE'RNITA.S {My.) Eternity was worshipped as a god

by the ancients, of which the Pythagoreans, Plato and

liermes Trismegistus made time to be the image. Gyrald.

Synt. Dear. 1. 1, p. 59.

TEteunitas (Xumis.) Eternity was represented in various

forms on medals, sometimes under the figure of the sun

and moon for their durability ; sometimes by the elephant

for its length of years, as on a medal of Faustina, jig. 1

,

/'/"•.
1

.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

where a chariot is drawn by two elephants ; sometimes by

a phucnix and a globe, the one for its long life, and the

otlier for its supposed eternity, as on a niedal of Faustina,

where a female figure is holding a phcenix and a globe,

fig. 2. There were besides several other representations,

as of a serpent winding itself round a globe, or with its

tail brought down to its mouth, or of a figure veiled to

imply that eternity is inscrutable, or of a head with two

faces, implying that it can see backwards and forwards.

On a medal of Faustina, ^/ig. 3, eternity is represented as

carrying this emj)ress to heaven, and holding a lighted

flambeau in her hand. The medals of the emperors re-

presenting eternity refer most commonly to the perpetuity

of the government in their own family. The emperors,

whose medals had the figure of eternity, were /Uigustus,

Vespasian, Titus, Domilian, Severus, Caracalla, Geta,

Alexander Severus, Gurdianus Philippics, Gallienus, Clau-

dius Gutthicus, Quinlilian, and Maxiniian. The inscrip-

tions on the medals were as follow :

AETERNITAS.—AETERNITAS. AUd. or AU(iG.—
AETERNFIAS. FLAVIORUM.— AETERNITAS.
IMP. or IMPERII.—AETERNITATI AU(;USTI



AUGUS. or AUGG. — AETERNITATIBUS. —
AETERNIT. AUG. and AUGG. &c.—AETERNIT.
IMP. and IMPERIT. &c.—AETER. AUG. P. M. &c.

—AET. AUG. COS. &c.—AETEllNA. FELICITAS.
;memorl\, &c.—aeterni. imperii.

jE'THER {Ml/.) xihf, that subtle part of the air which was
taken by the heathens for Jupiter, and which, being easily

inflammable, is the fittest for producing the thunder and
liglitning ascribed to him ; whence the word was supposed
to come from aiCa, to burn.

^THER {Wat.) Ether was supposed by Aristotle to come
from i-To Ti Ki'ii (m, i. e. always running, because of its

constantly fluctuating nature. The word is taken to signify,

1. The finuanient which is above the region of the air.

2. A subtle fluid supposed to be the cause of gravitation,

and other phenomena otherwise inexplicable. Aristot. dc

Mil lid. c. 2.

^TiiER {C/iem.) a very light volatile inflammable liquor

distilled from a mixture of Alcohol and acid in equal pro-

portions.

iETHE'REA {Uof.) a herb mentioned by Caclius Aurelianus;

the Eri/iv^ium of Linna;us.

/ETHE'REAL in«;/cr {Snt.) the same as iEther.

^-Ethereal xworld {Nat.) all that space above the upper
element ; viz. fire, which the ancients imagined to be per-

fectly homogeneous, incorruptible, and unchangeable.

iExHEREAL oil {Chcm.) an animal or vegetable oil highly

rectified.

j^JTIlE'REUS spirilits (Chem.) an epithet for /Ether.

j^THIO'PIC.E (Med.) an epithet applied to many medi-
cines of a black colour.

jETIIIO'PICUS lapis (Miii.) Ethiopian stone, a stone of

great medicinal virtue, according to Oribasius. Med.
Collect. 1. 15, c. 7.

iETHIO'PIS {Bot.) 'A.«.<uT.'5, the Salvia .Ethiopis of Lin-

HKUs ; a herb which grows in Illyria and Greece, and
much resembles the common clary, whereon it is called,

by Dale, the Ethiopian Clarij. It has the stinking smell of
Archangel, and the root, which is fibrous, is made into a

decoction. Dioscor. 1. 4, c. 105 ; Plin. 1. 26, c. 4 ; Paul,
^rrin. 1. 7, c. 'i ; Myrcp. sect. S, c. 54 ; C. Bank. Fin.
Plant. ; Raii Hist. Plant.

/E'THIOPS {Med.) a medicine so called from its black
colour: there are different kinds, as ^Etliiops' mineral, an
incorporation of sulphur and mercury.

—

Antimonial /Et/ii-

ops, an incorporation of antimony and mercury Vegeta-

ble .F.thiops, reduced to powder in the open air.

—

£thiops
Jovialis, a mixture of tin, mercury, and sulphur.

iE'TIINA (Nat.) subterraneous fire.

iETHO'LICES (Med.) ii«<;>.xf?, from aiOw, uro ; pustules

raised in the skin by heat. Erolian Lex. Hippocrat.

;

Galen in Exiaes. voc. Hippocrat.; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.
jETHU'SA [Bot.) Fools' Parsley ; a genus of plants, Class 5

Pentandria, Order 2 Digynia,

Generic Characters. Cai.. umbel universal spreading, par-
tial also spreading; involucre universal none; partial

linear; proper perianth scarcely observable.

—

Cor. uni-

versal nearly uniform, partial unequal.

—

Stam.Jilamanls
simple; anthers roundish.—Pisx. germ inferior; sti/les

reflex; stigmas obtuse. Per. none; Jruil roundish;
seeils two.

• Species.—The principal species are JEthusa Ci/napium,
Coriandrum Ci/napiiim, Cinapium sen Cicutaria, SjX.

Common Fools' parsley ; an annual, native of Britain.

—

/Ethusa Buniiis, Canon Buiiins, Dauciis Pi/renaicus, S^-c.

Bunius seu Saxifraga montana, Sfc. Coriander-leaved
Fools' Parsley ; a biennial, native of the Pyrenees.

—

JElhina Meum, Alhamanta Meum, Ligiisticum Meum,
Sefeli Meum, seu Meum Spigncl, Meu or Bawd-money

;

a perennial, native of Europe.

—

/Ethusa Fatua, Fine-
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leaved Fools' Parsley ; a perennial. /. Bauhin. Hist.

Plant.; C. Bauhin. Pin. Theat. Bot.; Ger. Herb.;
Parle. Theat, Botan. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

.(E'THYA {Orn.) ui6vx, a sea fowl, answering to the Fulica

or Coot.

jE'TIANS {Ecc.) A^tiani ; a sect of heretics, from one
j3itius, of Antioch, who maintained doctrines respecting

the Trinity, &c. dift'ering somewhat from the Arians.

St. Athanas. dc Synod.; S. Gregor. Ni/ssen. contra Etinom, ;

Philostrat. 1. 3, &c. ; Epiphan. Hceres. 76 ; August.

Hceres. 74; Socrat. Hist. Eccles.\. l,c. 28; Sozomen. 1.3,

&c. ; Theodoret. 1. 2, &c.; Baron Annul Ann, 356, &c.
Tillemont Hist. Eccles. tom. 6 ; Du Pin, Sfc.

.ETIO'LOGY (Rhct.) anTiiXcyix, from li'ina, cause or reason,

and Ao7o«, an account; a showing the reasons for a thing,

called by Quintilian " Causarum relatio ;" by Cicero " Ad
propositum subjecto ratio." Cic. de Orat. 1. 3, c. 52

;

Quintilian, 1.6, c. 3 ; Alex. T^ifurxif' ; Aid. Rhct. vol. I,

p. 577 ; Rutil, Lup. 1. 2, c. 19.

.(Etiology {Med.) the theory of physic, and the causes of
diseases.

jETI'TES {Min.) aiTiTii?, eagle stone ; a species of ore of a
kidney form, imbedded in iron shot clay. Pliny says it

was found in eagles' nests. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 161 ; Plin.

1. 36, c. 21 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1. serm. 2, c. 32.

A'ETOMA {Med.) KiTOfiio., the roof of a house. Gal. Exeges.

AETO'NYCHON (Bot.) another name for the Lithosper-

mum.
A'FFA {Com.) an ounce weight of gold on the coast of

Guinea.

TO AFFE'AR {Archccol.) to confirm, ratify. Shakspeare.

TO AFFE'CT (LatL-) to make over, pawn, or mortgage any
thing to assure the payment of a sum of money, or dis-

charge any other duty.

AFFE'CTED {Algeh.) affectus or adfectus : an epithet, the

first use of which is attributed to Vieta, by whom it was
applied to a quantity having coefficients, as 4 a, in which
a is aftected by the coefficient ! ; or having the sign -f or

— , as — 4a. An equation is said to be aftected when the

unknown quantity rises to two or more powers, as x'i—
X' + 9.r=:r. Vii'ta in Art. Analt/t. et Isagog. c. 8.

AFFE'CTION (Phi/.) ^u6oi, affeclio ah ajiciendo ch quod
snbjcctinn, dam dr dlo prtvdicatur, ajficiat ; any thing pe-

culiarly attributed to a body and resulting from its essence.

As respects the subject, affections are divided into

—

Affections of the mind, which are any commotions of the

mind.— Affections of the budy, which are certain modifica-

tions of matter introduced by motion in this or that way :

these are divided into

—

Affections primary, which either

arise out of the idea of matter, as magnitude, quantity ; pr

out of the form, as quality and power ; or out of both, as

motion, place, and time.

—

Affections secondary or deriva-

tive, such as arise out of primary ones, as divisibility, con-

tinuity, contiguity ; or out of quantity, as equality, in-

equality, &c.; or out of figure, as a circle, square, &c.;

out of qualities, as strength, health, &c.

Affection (Met.) is said of being, in its abstract form, and
is divided into

—

Affections united, which are predicated of

being singly and solely, and are convertible without a con-

junction, as ' every being is good,' and ' all good is a

being.'

—

Affections disunited, are predicated of being with

a disjunctive term, and, by taking in both parts of the sen-

tence, are convertible with it, as ' being is either necessary

or contingent,' and ' whatever is necessary or contingent

is being.'

Affection (L«rii) the making over, pawning, or mortgaging

a thing to assure the payment of a sum of money, or the

discharge of some other duty or service.

Affection (Paint.) a lively representation of any passion in

a figure.
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Affection {Mcil.) a general term to denote any disorder

witli which tiie w liole body or any part of it is aft't-cted, or

under which it suffers. It is commonly defined by some
epithet, as the

—

Ajfeclio colicd, the colic affection, or sim-

ply the colic.

—

Aff'cctio nielanc/io/ica, melancholy.

—

Aff'cc-

tus implicatus, a complicated affection or disorder, is one
in which many parts are affected with different disorders.

Hippocrnt . de Epidcm. 1. 3. and Gal. Comm. 2.

AFFE'EUEll.S (Laiv) Affcratores ; those who in Courts-

Leet, upon oath, settle and moderate the fines. Ilaickins

P.C.I. 2,0.112.
TO AFFE'RE (Law) signifies either " to affere an amerce-

ment," i. e. to mitigate the rigour of a fine: or " to affere

an account," i. e. to confirm it upon oath in the Ex-
chequer.

A'FFERl (Archtcol.) cattle fit for husbandry, according to

our old law writers. FUia. 1. 2, c. 73, § 6, Sec.

AFFETTUO'SO {Mus.) or Aff'elto, Italian, signifying, in

an affecting style ; a term employed in music-books at the

beginning of a movement.

AFFl'ANCE [Theol.) that acquiescence of the mind, under

all circumstances, grounded on a perfect confidence in

the wisdom and goodness of the supreme disposer of all

things.

Affiance (Laiv) from offidare, or dare Jidem, to give a

pledge ; a plighting of troth between a man and a woman.
Lit. sect. 39.

AFFIC'HE (Com.) a posting-bill or any advertisement

pasted up in public places to make things known.

AFFIDA'UE lyl.aiv) i.e. dare Jidem ; to plight one's faith

or swear fealty.

AFFIDA'UI [Law] to be mustered or enrolled for a soldier,

MS. Dom. dc Farendoii, 22. 25.

AFFIDA'TI (Lit.) the name which the academicians of

Pavia assume.

AFFIDA'TIO Dnminorum (I.aiv) an oath taken by the

Lords in parliament. Hen. VJ. Rot. Pari.

Al'FIDA'TUS (Law) a tenant by fealty.

AFFIUA'VIT (l,aui) an oath in writing, sworn before some
one duly authorized to administer it.

AFFI'DRA (Chcm.) Ceruss.

AFFILIA'TIO (ArchcEol.) or adfiliatio, an adoption into a

son's place.

A'FFINAGE (Com.) an action by which any thing is re-

fined, so as to make it purer and better; more particularly

applied to the refining of metals.

AI'Fi'NIS (Laxv) horn affinis,ox ad Jinis, i.e. appertaining

to the boundary; Ttfca-r.Km x«r' i7riycc/jt,ixy, a cousin or kins-

man by marriage ; uxnris C02,nati .'sunt, njfines mariti.

AFFi'NlTY, degrees of (Bible) There are several degrees

of affinity, or relationship by marriage, mentioned in Le-
viticus xviii., which were regarded as impediments to

marriage.

Affinity, (/cnrees o/ (/,nu') The prohibited degrees of af-

finity specified in (iod's law, were particularized by two

different statutes of Henry VIII. that is, IS Ilen.'VlII.

c. 7; 2.5 Hen. VTII. c. 22: at present the prohibited

degrees are all those which are urider the 4th degree :

but between collaterals, those in the '1th degree and
upwards, as first cousins, are permitted to marr}'. Gib.'i.

CW. 413.

Affinity (Pfiy.) the tendency which the particles of matter

have to be attracted to each other at insensible distances,

in distinction from iitlruclion, properly so called. This

AJJiiiili/ is of different kinds, as

—

Chemical ajjinitij, or

Elective attraction, distinguished from all other kinds of

attraction, as the affinity of sulphuric acid for potash and

lime.— Compound njliniti/, the union of different bodies in

one homogeneous mass.— Compound elective qfjiniti/, or

double elective aUraction, when there are more than four

AFF
substances ; as, if nitric acid be added to the sulphat of
ammonia, no decomposition takes place : but if nitrat of
potash be added, then two new bodies are formed, that is,

the potash attracts the sul|)luiric acid, and the nitric

acid the ammonia.

—

Intcnnediale ajjinity. a union by tlie

help of a medium; as azote with fixed alkalies, by the
help of nitric acid.

—

Quiescen! and dii:ellrnl njjinity : the
former of these terms, according to Mr. Kirvvan, expresses
the force exerted to preserve the old combination ; and
the latter, that which tends to destroy it.— Reciprocal
([{finilij, when a separation is caused between two sub-
stances by a third, with which one of them is united,
but afterwards separated again by the influence of the
separated principle.

AFFI'ON (C/iem.) an Arabic name for opium.
AFFI'OU.ME (Com.) of Finme ; a kind of flax which comes

from Egypt, by way of Marseilles and Leghorn.
AFFI'RMANCE (Law) from affirmare : the confirming a

former law. 8 Hen. VI.

AFFIRMANT (Law) the same when applied to Quakers,
as deponent when applied to others.

Al FIR.MA'TiON (Laiv) a simple asseveration, which, ac-
cording to a set form of words, is allowed to the Quakers
in the lieu of an oath. 7 JVill. III.

AFFI'liMATlVE (Log^ an epithet for a species of pro-
position wherein any predicate is affirmed of its subject,

or it is predicated affirmatively of the subject ; as, ' a
horse is an animal:' here ' animal' is affirmed of a hone.
This is opposed to the negative.

Affirmative (Algeb.) an epithet either for a sign or a
quantity. This term was first used by Vieta.

—

AJfirmative

or positive fjuantitt/, any quantity that is absolutely to be
added, in distinction from the negative quantity to be
subtracted.

—

.IJfirmative or positive sign, marked thus ( + )

signfies plus, and more, or added to, and is annexed to the
affirmative quantity, as n + i, signifies that b must be
added to a. Viet, ad Logist. Spec. Not. prior.

Affirmative (Ecc.) an e|iithet for those who being charged
with heresy before the Inquisition, do affirm the same
when called upon to answer. Emeric. Director. Inquisit.

pars 2, quast. 34.

AFFI'X (Oram.) anj' letter or syllabic affixed or placed at

the end of words, as ment, in the word amendment.
AFFLA'TUS Divinus (Ant.) an inspiration of some deity.

Cic. de Nat. Deor. 1. 2, c. 66.

Afflatus (Med.) from aj" or ad and ^o, to blow; a
blast or vapour that affects the body with some sudden
distemper.

AFFLU'X (Med.) a flowing of humours to any part.

AFFO'DIUS (Zool.) a sort of serpent, the same as the

Ha.'morrhous.

AFFO'RA(JE (Com.) a duty paid in France to the lord of
the district, for permission to sell wine or other liquors

within his district.

AFFORA'RE (.4rchccol) to set a price on any thing.

AFFORA'TUS (Archerol.) appraised or valued.

AFFORCIAME'NTUM (Laxv) a strong \\o\A.—Afforcia-

mentum ciiria:, the calling of a court on any extraordinary

occasion.

AFFORCIA'RE (Law) to increase, as in the case of in-

creasing a jury : Cum in veritale dicenda sunt sibi con-

trarii ; i.e. when they are not agreed on their verdict.

Bract. 1. 4, c. 19.

AFFO'REST (Law) to turn ground into a forest. Chart, de

Forest.

to AI'FRA'NCHISE (Law) to set a person free from
bondage.

AFl'RA'V (Law) from the Fr. qffrat/er, to frighten, signi-

fied, originally, the appearing in armour not usually worn,

to the terror of others ; but now implies a skirmishing or
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fighting between two or more persons, to the terror of the

king's subjects. Stat. '2 Ed. III. ; li Inst. 158, S;c.

ArFKE'IGHTMENT (L«u) affrdamenlum ; the freight of

a ship. Stat. 1 1 Hen. IV.

AFFKE'NGI (Chem.) red lead.

A'FFRl (Arcluvul.) 1. vide AffWi. 2. Afri or Afri bul-

loci<s, horses, or beasts of tlie plough. Mon. Atigl. par. 2,

f. 291.

AF'FHODYNE, or Afrodite (Chem) vide Venus.

AFFHO'NTE {Her.)\ an epithet for a savage's

head that on a charge is fullfaced, as on the

annexed cut.

AFFU'SIO (.Vfrf.) atfusion. 1. Pouring a liquor

on something. 2. The same as siiff'usio.

AFFU'T (.^/;7.) French for a gun-carriage.

A_flrit (Mus.) that which is the seventh of B flat.

AFLO'AT (Mar.) floating; as a ship is njlont when the

water is deep enough to buoy her up from the ground.

A'FOKA (Bill ) without valves; an epithet for the jjcricarps

of some plants, according to Camellus' system, [vide

Bolnni^l

AFO'Kli (Mar.) that part of a ship which lies forward or

near the stem ; so likewise, adverbially, the manger stands

n/hfc the foremast; that is, further forward, or nearer the

stem.

A forli.'jri (Log.) a term employed in a chain of reasoning,

to imply that what follows is a more powerful argument

than what has been already adduced.

A'Fll?\GAN (Cliem.) verdigrease.

A'FHICAN company, {Com.) or the Royal African com-
pany, was incorporated in the 14th of Ch;ir!es II. and was
empowered to trade from Barbary to the

Cape of Good Hope. The arms of this

company are—" Ur, an elephant with a

ciislle on his back ; sable, ensigned with a

flag ; gules, on a canton quarterly aziu'c and

giik's; (in the first and last a tleur de lis

of France, and in the second and third a

lion of England."
African Bladder Nut (Bot.) the Rui/ena of Linnxus, a

shrub.

—

African Jlea-bane, the Tarclwnanthcs o'i Linna;us,

a shrub.

—

AJrican Marigold, the Tagetes crccta of Linn.xus,

an annual.— AJrican Ragtvort, the Othonna of Linna;us, a

shrub.

A'FRICUS (.4nt.) a south-west wind, so called because it

blew from Africa. Horace calls it protovus. Ilor. Epod.
od. 1(>, v. 22.

A'FSLAGERS (Com.) those appointed by the Burgomasters
of Amsterdam to preside over sales, after the manner of

our auctioneers.

AFT (Mar.) nbaft or behind, near the stern of the ship, as
' To run out the guns afore and aft," i. e. from one end to

the other.— " Right aft," i. e. in a direct line with the stern

w hen applied to any distant object.—" To haul aft the fore

sheet or main sheet," i. e. to pull the sails more towards
the stern.

AF'TER (Mar.) the hinder part of the ship, as the after-

hatchway, the n/Zo-capstan, ajter-saih, etc.— After-guard,

a name for the seamen who are stationed on the poop and
quarter-deck of vessels, to attend and work theafteisails,&c.

AF'TER-MATH (Agric.) or after-grass, the second grass

which springs up after mowing.
AFTERBIRTH ( .Verf.) the placenta. [vk\e Placenln-2

A'GA (Polit.) an officer at the court or in the armies of the

grand seignor, as Biignk Imrakor Aga, the grand equerry.— Spahilar Agassi, general of the cavalrj'.— C^qn Agassi,

governor of the pages.

—

Janissar Agassi, general of the

janissaries, &c. "The particle si is here added because the

words Spahilar, Capi, &c. are in the genitive. liicaut.

(Mtom. Emp.

AGA

AGAL.\'CTIA (Med.) ivc.>axTi'a, from «, priv. and y«;is£,niilk,

Agalax}', or want of milk ; whence the epithet, in Hippo-

crates, oi «.-/x>.aK.-rc<„ applied to a woman wanting milk at the

time of lying-in; and <iy(i>ia«To;, applied by Galen and others

to the pastures which are unfavourable to the generation of

milk in the animals who feed upon them. Hippncrat. de

Mill. Sf Gal. Com; Gurr. Def. Med.; Foes. Oeconom.

Hippocrat.

AGA'LLIS (Bot.) vide Anagallis.

AGA'LLOCHA (Bot.) a species of the cxccccaria of Lin-

naeus.

AGA'LLOCHUM (Bot.) 'Ay«>.>~ox", the Indian Aloe, or

the Exccecaria Agallocha of Linna;us, is so called from

U'/xXXofibXi, to exult, because it seems to exult in sending

forth its odours. It is a sort of swectscented wood, which

is exjjorted from India, and is used in suft'umigations

instead of frankincense. Dioscorides speaks of its medi-

cinal virtues. Dios. 1. 1, c. 21 ; Oribas. Mcdec. Collect.

1. 1 1 ; Paul. ^Hginet. de He Med. 1. 7, c. 3 ; C. Bauhin.

Pin.

AGA'LLUGI (Bot.) or Agallugun, vide Agallcchum.

AGA'LMA (Z«n') the impression or image of any thing

on a seal. Chart. Edg. Reg. pro IVestmonast. Eccles.

anno 698.

AGALMA'TOLITE (Min.) bildstein, or figure-stone; a

species of the soapstone family.

AGAPA'NTHUS (But.) a genus of plants, Class 6 //wa«-
dria, Order 1 Monogt/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. spathe common, gaping at the

side.

—

Cor. one-petalled ; tube cornered; border s\x-

\iMti^A.— S-v.\M. Jilnmcnts six; anthers kidney-shaped.

—

PisT. germ superior ; style filiform ; stigma simple.

—

Per. capsule oblong ; valves navicular ; dissepiment con-

trary ; seeds numerous.
The Species are

—

Agapanthus umbcllatus, African Blue

Lily, a perennial, native of the Cap(; of Good Hope.

—

Aoapanlhus ensij'ulius, a perennial, native of the Cape
of Good Hope. '

Pluh. Phytogr. ; Comm. Hort. Medi.

;

Breyn. Icon. Har. et E.rut. Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

AGAPE'T.'E (Ecc.) kya-ATM. 1. A society of unmarried

women who professed to lead a holy and recluse life ; but,

on account of their immoralities, their house was broken

up by order of a general council, under Pope Innocent II.

2. The priests who acted as father confes.sors to these

women, and who were also called Agapetae. Epiphan.

Hares, c. 63 ; Hieron. ad Ocean, de I' it. Cleric. ; Pallad.

in Vit. S. Chrysostom ; Concil. Laodic. Ann. 36+ ; Concil.

Constantin. 5, 6 ; Gregor. ii. epist. .54 ; Baron. Annal. Ann.

57; Prat col. Elench. Ilcerel.; Sander. Hemes, c. 63 and 79.

AGA'RIC (Bot.) uyctfty.^, another name for the Mushroom,
the Agaricus of Linnaeus, which grows on oaks, or the

roots, and is either male or female. The former is used in

dyeing, and the latter in medicine, [vide Agaricum and
Agaricus]

AGARICO'IDES (Bot.) a sort of Fungus like the Agaric.

AGA'RICU.AI (Bo/.) kycfiKn, Agaric ; a plant, so called

from the town of Agaria, in Sarniatia. It is reckoned of

a warm and astringent quality, good for the gripes, crudi-

ties, fractures, and the like. Dioscnr. 1. 3, c. 1 ; Plin.

1. 25, c. 9; Gal. de Simpl. Med. Fnc. 1. 6, c. 5; Oribas.

Med. Culled. 1. 15, c. 1 ; Act. Tetrab. 4, serm. 1, c. 81 ;

Paul .Eginet. I. 5, c. 64-; Ad. de Mdh. Med. 1. 5, c. 12;

J. Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauh. Pin. ; Rail Hist. Plant.

AGA'RICUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 24 Crypto-

gamia. Order Fungi. Linn. Spec. Plant.

Generic Character. PiLEus. gills underneath, composed
of lamina, differing in substance from the rest of the

plant ; seeds numerous between the two lamina.

Species. The genus Agaricus may be divided into, 1. Those
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whose stem is surrounded with a ring and curtain, [vide

Fiaigi] 2. Those having a stem with a curtain, but no
ring. 3. Those w-hose stem is annulate without a wrap-
per. 4. Those without stem or wrapper. 5. Those
with a funnel form, or oblique cap. 6. Those with a

cap halved, and stem lateral. 7. Those with a coria-

ceous cap and gills. 8. Those with a cap striate and
plaited. 9. Those with the cap opake and conic.

AGAS'YLLIS (Bot.) aycui-vxx-.c,, a shrub, which, according

to Dioscorides, produces the Gum Ammoniac. Dio.scur.

1. 3, c. 98.

A'GATE (Min.) ixaryii, a precious stone, first found in

Sicily, which is variegated with veins and clouds that form

different figures, from which it derived different names,

[vide Achates'] It is composed of chrystal debased by
earth, and formed, not by repeated incrustations round a

nucleus, but by a simple concretion.

Agate (Mech.) a stone of the agate kind engraven by art,

which, among antiquarians, constitutes a species of antique

gems.
AGATHOPHY'LLUM {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 11

Dodccaiidria, Order 1 Mnnngijnin.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth very small.—Con. jie-

tnls six.

—

Sta^i. filaments twelve; anthers roundish.

—

PisT. germ superior; sti/le very short ; stigma pubescent.—Per. drupe somewhat globose; seed a nut, somewhat
globose ; the kernel convex.

Species. The only species is the AgathophijUum aromati-

cum. Linn. Spec. Plant.

AGA'VE (Bot.) from a.-/utj\, admirable ; a genus of plants.

Class 6 Hexandria, Order 1 Monogi/iiia.

Generic Character. Cal. none.

—

Cor. one-petalled ; bor-

der six-parted; parts lanceolate.

—

'f^tA.u. Jilaments fili-

form ; anthers linear.—PisT. germ oblong ; style filiform

;

rfigma headed.

—

Per. capsule oblong; seeds numerous.

Species. Plants of this tribe are mostly shrub.s, the prin-

cipal of which are the

—

Agai'e Americana, aloe, Sfc.

American Agave.

—

Agave Virginica, seu subcaulesccns,

Virginian Agave, native of Cuba, &c. ./. Bauh. Hist.

Plant. ; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat. Bot. ; Rail Hist.

Plant.; Linn. Spec. Plant.

AGE (Mj/.) vide JUas.

Age {Ant.) vide yZ,V«i.

Age (Chron.) any period or limit of time which, for the con-

venience of chronology and history, is distinguished by
events that have happened in the world. The geneiality

of chronologers agree in making seven ages, or periods,

that is, six ages before Christ, and one after; but they

differ as to the division of these periods. The following is

the division according to Usher.

Ages of the World.

I. From the creation of the world until the deluge, IG.'G,

which contains 1056 years.—2. Prom the deluge till the

time of the departure of Abraham to the land of Canaan,
20H;5, which contains 427 years. Gen. xi. 31, 3'2.

—

3. From the time of Abraham to the departure of the

children of Israel from Egypt, 2153, which contains 4-."()

years. Exod.\\\.'19, 30, 31. ,37. H. .51.; iVmw. xxxiii. 3.

— 1-. I'Vom the dejiarturc of the children of Israel from

Egypt to the fourth year and second month of the reign

of Solomon, 2992, containing 4-79 years. 1 Kings vi. I.

37; 2 Chron. iii. 2.— .5. From the reign of Solomon to the

captivity, 311G, which contains 4-21' years.—G. From
tiie captivity to the birth of Christ, 4000, which con-

tains ,581- years.—7. From the birth of Christ to the pre-

sent period.

Age {Law) that special time when men or women arc ena-

bled to do what, for want of years, they are prohibited

doing : thus, twelve is the age for taking the oath of alle-

AGE
glance in a leet ; fourteen, or for a woman twelve, the age
of discretion, for consenting to a marriage, or choosing a
guardian ; twenty-one the full age. A person under the
age of twenty-one may make a purchase ; but, at his full

age, he may agree or disagree to it. Fourteen is the age
by law to be a witness, although a child of nine years of
age has, in some cases, been admitted to give evidence.
No one can be chosen member of parliament under the
age of twenty-one ; ordained as a priest before the age of
twenty-four ; nor be a bishop before thirty. 1 Inst. 78.

—

Age prier, in Latin cetalis precatio, when an action being
brought against a person under age for lands which he hath
by descent, he, by petition or motion, shows the matter
to the court, and prays that the motion may be staid till he
is of full age.

Age of the BInon (Astron.) the number of days elapsed since
the last new moon.

Age of a Horse {lei.) is known by his teeth, hoof, coat,

tail, and ears.

Age of a Hart (Hunt.) is judged by the furniture of his

head.

Age nf Trees (Bot.) is commonly judged by the number of
circles which appear on the trunk or stock of a tree cut
perpendicularly.

A'GIjLA {Ant.) assemblies of boys in Crete so called. Ccel.

Rhodig. 1. 18, c. 26.

AGE'LiEUS {Med.) ayo.xToi;, an epithet for the coarsest

sort of bread.

AGE'MA {.hit.) ay-jiAa, a choice band of soldiers, mostly

cavalry, among the Macedonians, answering to the Roman
legion, of which Livy makes mention, in speaking of the

army of Antiochus, " Addita his ala mille ferme equitum,

agema cam vocabant,'' 1. 37, c. 40; and in another place,

" Delecta deinde et viribus, et robore a^tatis ex omni csc-

tratorum numcro duo erant agemata ; banc ipsi legionera

vocabant," 1. 42, c. 51. It is also spoken of by other

authors. Diodor. 1. 19, c. 28 ; Arrian. Alexand. Exped.

1. 3, &c ;
Quint. Curl. 1. 4, c. 13 ; Siiidas. ; Cal. Rhodig.

Ant. Led.]. 21, c. 31, &c.

AGEMO'GLANS {Pol.) vide Agiamoglans.

AGE'NDA {Ecc.) the office or service of the church.

—

Agenda matutina et vespertina, morning and evening

prayers.

—

.Igenda Diei, the office of the day.

—

.Igenda

Murtuoriim, the service for the dead, i. e. offices or

masses for the dead.

Agenda is also the name of the book which contains the

ritual or church service of the Romish church.

Agenda {Com.) 1. A pocket or memorandum book, in

which a merchant sets down what is to be done in the day.

2. A i)oeket almanack which a merchant carries with him
for ascertaining dates.

AGENE'SIA (Med.) vide Anaphrodisia.

AGENFKI'DA {Laxv) the true Lord or owner of any thing.

Leg. Luc. apud Brompton.
A'GENHINE {Archa-ol.) familiaris sen famulus domcsticus :

he who lay a third night at an inn, and was called a third

night awnhide, for wliom his host was answerable if he

committed any offence. " Item secundum antiquani con-

suetudinem dici poterit de familia cujus (jui hospitatus

fuerit cum alio per tres noctes : quia prima nocte dici

poterit uneatii, i. e. incognitos; secunda vcro (iusx, i.e.

hospes ; tertia noctc hogen hyne, i. e. familiaris." Leg.

Ed. Ciiiifcss. apud Brampton.

AGENO'iUDlCS {Ant.) a patronymic for the descendants

of Aginor, particularly Cadmus. Ovid. Met. 1. 3, v. 8.

.\'GENT {Phi/.) Ageiis, TOTToiii; any thing having the power

to act on another object, as cold.

—

Ageyil nnivucal is

that which produces an effect of the same kind and de-

nomination as itself

—

Agent equivocal is that which pro-

duces an effect of a difii;rent kind from itself.

5
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Agekt, natural or physical (Met.) that which is determined

by the author of nature to produce a univocal, or one

sort of ettect, with an incapacity to produce the contrary

thereto, as the fire, which only heats, but does not cool.

— Ais,ent, free or voluntari/, that which may equally do

one ""thing, or the contrary to that, not acting from any

predeter.iiination, but from choice, such as man, or the

rational part of him, the soul.

Agent (Com.) one who is commissioned to take care of

tlie business of another, as agent to the several regiments

of the army, agents for taxes, &c.

—

Agents of the Bank and

Exchange, officers in France for transacting the business

of Exchange between the Bankers and Merchants.

Agent (Pol.) a person in the service of Government, who,

in a foreign country, superintends the concerns of the

nation that are entrusted to him.

Agent, arwij (Mil.) a person in the civil department of the

army between the paymaster general and the paymaster

of the regiment, through whom every regimental concern

of a pecuniary nature is transacted. He is obliged to

give securities to government.— Half-pat/ agent, a person

named or appointed by an officer on half-pay to receive

his allowance.

—

Agent, among the French, is the ])erson

who is entrusted with the interior economy of a regiment,

troop, or company.
Agent, A'ntv/ (Mar.) a person on shore employed by officers

and seamen to manage their concerns in regard to their

pay, prize-money, &c.

—

Agent victualler, a\i officer sta-

tioned at a royal port to regulate the victualling of the

king's ships.

Agent and Patient (Laxv) when one person is both the doer

of the thing, and the party to whom it is done, as when a

woman endows herself with the best part of her husband's

possessions.

AGE'NTES in rebus (Pulit.) officers at the court of Con-
stantinople, who had the direction of all the public car-

riages, of the couriers, of the journeys of the emperor and
jiis household, <S:c. Aurel. Vict, de Ccesar. c. 39 ; Hieron.

in Abdiam. ; Pancirol. Xotit. Dig. Imp. Orient, c. 65.

A'GEU (Aiit.) a field, land, lands, or country, so called, ac-

cording to Varro, from ago, to act, because work is done
in fields. The Augurs distinguished the country round

Rome into the

—

Ager Rnmanns, so called from the city

of Home.

—

Ager Gabinius, from the town Gabinium.

—

Ager pcregrinus, from pergo, or progredior, because they

went out of the Ager Romanus into it.

—

Ager hnsticns,

from hostis, an enemy.

—

Ager incertus, because it was
doubtful to which of the four above-mentioned it be-

longed. To these may be added other distinctions, as the
—Ager arcifinus or arcijinalis, from arceo, to keep off,

because it was fitted to keep off an enemy.

—

Ager oc-

cupatorius, from occupo, to seize, because it was taken

possession of by force of arms.

—

Ager as.':ignatus, land

portioned out.

—

Ager compascnus , common for the cattle,

also called ager scripturarius, because it was entered in the

books of the Roman publicans or tax-gatherers.

—

Ager
decumanus, glebe or tithe land, so called because a tenth

of the produce was paid to the Censors.—v/^er sclutus,

fields not hedged or walled in.

—

slger rectigalis, lands

taken from an enemy that paid a certain annual tribute

;

they were also called Ager publicus when occupied by
Roman colonists. Cato de Re Rust. c. 112; Varro de

Lingua Lat. 1. -1-, c. !• ; Cic. Top. c. 3 ; de Offic. I. 1, c. 7,

&c.'; Hi/gin. de Limit. Constit. p. 203, &c."; Tacit. Ger-
man, c. 29; Frontin. de Agror. Qualitat.; Fest. de Verb.

Signif. ; Isid. Orig. 1. 15, c. 13; Turneb. Adver. J. 1,

c. ti ; Manut. Robertellus, Sfc. apud Grcev. Thes. Antiq.

vol. iii. &c.
AGE'RASY (Med.) a.yr,(!tir!x, from «, priv. and vEfa?, old

age ; a vigorous old age.

AGG
AGERATO'IDES (Bot.) from ageratum, a species of the

Eupatorium of Linnaeus.

AGERA'TUAI (Bot.) dy>ifix.Tm, i. e. /^ii
-/>!f», non senescens,

not growing old. Sweet Maudlin ; a plant so called, ac-

cording to Pliny, because its Hower does not decay soon.

Diosc. 1. 4, c. 59; Vlin. 1. 27, c. 4.

Ageratum, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants

;

Class 19 Syngenesia, Order 1 Polygamia ^Equalis.

Generic Character. Cal. common oblong.

—

Cor. com-

pound uniform ; corollets hermaphrodite ;
proper niono-

petalous.

—

St AM. Jilatnents capillary; anther cylindric.

—Pist. germ oblong ; style filiform ; stigmas two.

—

Per.

none ; criiyx unchanged ; seeds solitary; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are

—

Ageratum conyzoides, Eupa-
torium humile AJ'ricanum, seu Americanum, Sfc. seu

Conyza, SfC. Hairy Ageratum ; an annual, native of

America.

—

Ageratum ciliare, seu Centaurium ciliare, S)-c.

native of the East Indies—Ageratum latijolium, an

annual, native of Peru. J. Bauliin. Hist. Plant./ C.

Bauhin.Pin. Theat. Bot.; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat.

;

Raii Hist. Plant.; Tourn.Inst. Herb.; Boerh.Ind. Plant.

AGEKATU^^ is also a name for the Achillea ageratum; the

Athanasia annua; the Conyza linifolia; the Eupatorium

ageratuides ; and the Senecio abrotonifoliis of Linnaeus.

Ger. Herb. ; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Gamer, de Plant. Epit.

;

Tournef. Instil,

AGE'R.ITUS lapis (Min.) 'A'/ufaros AiiJo?, a stone used by
cobblers to polish women's shoes. It is esteemed discussive

and astringent. Gal. de Med. facil. Parab. c. 18; Oribas.

Med. Collect. 1. 15, c. 1 ; Paid. '.Eginet. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

AGETORI'ON (Ant.) ce'/iTopimt, a Grecian festival men-
tioned by Hesychius.

A'GE vitce (Med.) an antidote used for procuring longevity.

Myrejp. de Antidot. c. 500.

AGE'lJSTIA (Med.) from a., priv. and ysco/AKi, to taste; a

term used for fasting.

A'GGER (Ant.) 1. The middle and more elevated part of a
military way, formed by the coaggeratio, or heaping of the

stones and strata. 2. The mound of earth raised for a rampart

to a town. Varro de Ling. Lat. 1. 4, c. 32, et Seal, in Varr.

AGGE'STUM Terne (Ant.) x,^u^u, a grave made of earth,

which served formerly instead of a tomb. Soliu. apud
Salmas. p. 1219.

AGGISU'ED-BUND (Com.) vide Aggoued-bund.
AGGLUTINA'NTIA (Med.) agglutinants or agglutinating,

medicines that tend to the healing or reunion of parts that

are separated. Paul. A'.ginet. de Re Med. 1. 3, c. 22, &c.
AGGLUTINA'TIO Pilorum (Med.) reducing the hairs of

the eyelids that irrow inwards to their natural order. Act.

Tctrab 2, serm.'3, c. 681.

AGGLUTINATION (Med.) from ad and glutino; there-
union of any separated parts of the body, [vide Prosthesis']

Agglutination (Astron.) the meeting of two or more stars

in the same part of the zodiac, or, as it is more commonly
understood, the seeming coalition of several stars so as to

form a nebulous star.

AGGO'UED-BUND (Com.) the best of the six sorts of
silks that are gathered in the great Mogul's dominions.

AGGREGA'T.^L (Bot.) from aggrego, aggregates or collec-

tives ; an epithet for the forty-eighth order in Linnaeus'

natural ai'rangement, including the aggregate flowers pro-

perly so called.

Aggregatje glan/lula; (Med.) small glands supposed to be
lodged in the cellular coat of the intestines.

A'GtiREGATE (Phy.) aggregatum, from aggrego, to as-

semble together ; the whole sum or mass resulting from
the collection of several small things into one body.

Aggregate (Bot.) aggregatus, from aggrego, to collect or

assemble ; an epithet applied to the flower which has some
part of the fructification common to several florets : the
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part wliicli serves as a bond to tlie rest is either the recep-

tacle 01- the calyx ; and the partial or component flower is

called the Jlnsnile or floret of Aggregate flowers. There
arc seven kinds; namely, I. Tlie Umbellate; 2. The
Cymose ; !}. The Compound; i. The Aggregate, properly

so called, having a dilated receptacle, and the florets on
peduncles, as Scabima, Knautia, Cephalaitthus, Globularin,

&.C. ; 5. The Amentaceous ; 6. The Glumose, as the

grasses ; 7. The Spadiceous, as the palms, also Ccilla, Dra-
contium, Pal/ius, Arum, Zoxlera, Sfc.

Aggreoatk is also an epithet for the bud, o^emma ; bristle,

setn ; root, radix: a bud is aggregate when many stand

close together, as m Zdiilhoxijliim frnxiiieum ; a bristle is

aggregate when many are joined together ; a root is aggre-

gate when several bulbs are connected together at the

bafe.

AGGREGA'TION [Pliy.) a species of union by which
several things that have no natural dependance or connec-

tion one with another are collected together so as to form

one mass.

AGGRE'SSES (Her.) vide Pellet.

AGGKE'^TEIN {Falcon.) a disease in hawks proceeding

from a sharp humour.
AGHE'USTIA (Med.) from a, priv. tir.A yvioj/.o-i, to taste;

defect or loss of taste, a genus of diseases, Class Locales,

Order Di/te.'^t/iite, in Cullen's Nosolog}'.

AGIAMO'GLANS (Polit.) untaught "Christian cliihlren,

who, being taken while young, are instructed by the

Turkish officers in the ^Jallometan religion, and made
janizaries, liicaut. Turk. Emp. 1. 1, e. 10.

AGI'LD (Laxv) exempt from the customary fine or penalty.

A'GILER (Archccol.) an observer or informer.

AGILLA'RIUS (Arclucol.) an heyvvaid, herdsward, or

keeper of cattle in a common field, who is sworn at the

Lords' court by solemn oath.

A'GIG (Com.) a Venetian word for assistance, signifies

also, the Exchange or difference between the Bank-
money and Current-money or Cash, as when a merchant
stipulates to receive for his goods 100 livres bank-money,
or IOj cash or current-money ; the Agio is said to be
.'> per cent. Agios vary in every place, and at different

times in the same place: at Venice it is of two kinds;

namely

—

Agio constant, or fiank-Agio, which is 20 per

cent.

—

Fliictualing ^tgio, which is from 120 to 128, and
is also called sopragin, because it is calculated on the

Bank-money after the first agio is added.

AGIOSYMA'XDRUM (Ecc.) from «v'»^ holy, and <rnu.zl,u;

to signify ; a wooden instrument used b}' the Cireck

churches, and others, under the dominion of the Turks,

for calling together assemblies of the people.

A'GIOT.V(jE (('utn.) a I'rench word for usury.

AGI'.ST (Lau-) from the Saxon jijce, a bed or biding place;

taking in the cattle of strangers to feed in the King's

forest. Chart, de Foresta. 9 Hen. HI. ; Manvi. Fur.

Laxus, c. 11 , &-c.

AGI'S'l'ER (Laiv) Gist-Tnher, or Agislator, the officer ap-

pointed to take cattle into the King's forest. Alamv. For.

Laws, c. 1 1 , &c.

A(iI'STAGE (Lmv) or iigistment, Agistamcnlum, from the

French ^'c/ysfr, /;;.«/(•»•, in Latin, ;V7CPrc, to lie; because the cat-

tle are levant and couchant while they are on the land. 1 .The
taking other men's cattle on one's own ground at a certain

rate per week. 2 Inst. Gl:?. 2. The profit from such

feeding or pasturage. H. 'i'lie agisiinent of sea-banks is

where lands ate charged with a tribute to keep out the sea.

AGITA''1"I()N (I'liij.) a brisk intestine motion excited

among the particles of a body ; thus fire agitates the sub-

tlest particles of bodies.

Agit.'Vtion (Med.) the exercise of the body, as from riding,

which agiuiles the whole system in a salutary manner.

AGN
Agitation (Lau<) agitatio animalium in Foresta ; the drift

of beasts in the Eorest. Leg. Forest.

AGITA'TO (Mus.) Italian, signifying in a rapid manner,
i. e. a rapid and broken style of performing.

AGITATO'RES (Ant.) Uar'y.ptf ; charioteers, particularly
those who drove the chariots at the games. Cic. ad Attic.

1. 13, ep. 21 ; Buleng. de Circ.

Agitatorks (.-Irchicol.) a name given to players in tlie mid-
dle ages, who were forbidden church couimunion :

" De
agitatoribus qui fideles sunt, placuit quamdiu agitant a
comnmnione separari." Cone. Arel. Snb. S^lv.

A'GITATORS (Polit.) 1. Persons chosen, in the time of the

rebellion, out of every regiment, to sit in council, and
manage the afi'airs of the parliament army. 2. Confidential

persons employed to mix with their fellow subjects or

comrades for the purpose of discovering their views and
turning informers. .

A(;LA'SP1DES (Ant.) a regiment of soldiers among the

Romans, so called from ay>,xii^, splendid, and ^o-.tk, a

shield ; i. e. from the splendour of their shields. Liv.

1 il-, C.4I.

A'GLETS (Hot.) or Agleeds, pendants which liang on the

tip end of chives and threads, as tulips, roses, &c.

Grew. .-Innt. of Plants.

A'GLITHES (Hot.) d'-/>.ieti; the divisions or segments of a

head of garlic, which are usually called the cloves. Hij)-

pocral. de Morb. Mnl. 1. 2.

AGLU ITTION (Med.) from a, priv. and glutio, to swallow;

a difficulty or impediment in swallowing.

A'GME (Surg.) kV^^i, from »>«, to break ; the Greek name
for a fracture.

A'GMEN (Ant.) a Roman army in march ; so called from

ago, to act, in distinction from the acies, or army drawn
up in battle array. The Agmen was divided into the

—

Agmen primum, the troops in the front, answering to our

van-guard, which were the Hastati, or spearsmen.^y/nmen

medium, the troops in the centre, or the main-guard, which

were the Principes.—Agmen postremum, the troops in tin;

rear, or the rear-guard, wliich consisted of the Triarii, or

veterans.— Agmen longum, an army marching in single files.

—/Igmen pilatum, an armj' in close ranks and files, having

a narrow front; so called either from its form, or because

the front ranks consisted of javelin men.

lirg. .En. 1. 12, v. 121.
. rUataque plants

.^^iiiiiia se fintduiit pirrth.

— .Igmen quadratnm, a squadron or battalion; so called

from its form approaching to the figure of a square.

Pohjb. I. 6, c. yS; Frontin. Stratag. 1. 1, c. 6; Lid.

Orig. 1. 9, c. 3; I'egel. de lie Mil. l.'s, c. 21 ; Salvias de

lie Mil. C.I \ Ramus, de Milit. Ca:sar apud Grcev. Thesaur.

A III it/. Roman, vol. 10, &c.

A'GNACAT (Hot.) a tree growing about the Isthmus of

Darien, resembling a pear tree. Jiaii Hist. Plant.

A'GNAIL (Med.) a sore slip of skin at the root of the nail.

AGNA'XTHIJS (Hot.) the Cornulia pyramidata of Linnxiw.

Plum. Now Gen. Plant.

A(iNA'TA (Hot.) vide Adnata.

AGNA'TI (.int.) kindred; so called because, agnoscuntur, i.e.

they are reckoned the first in the line of relationship, and

stand in the son's stead in default of male issue. The
A<niati are on the father's side, in distinction from the

Cognati on the mother's side, the AJJincs who are allied by
marriage, and the Propinqui or relations in general.

AnguM. de Ecg.; Sigon. de Norn. Roman. Sfc. apud Grcev.

Tlies. Antiq. Roman, vol 2, S, &c.

AGNA'TION (Laxv) that relation by blood which is be-

tween such males as are descended from the same father;

in distinction from cognation, or consanguinity, which in-

cludes the descendants from females.
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A'GNIL (Bot.) the Indigofera tindorin of Llnnaus.

AGNI'NA membrana (Aimt.) or Pellicula; a membrane

which involves the foetus.

AGNI'TION (Poet.) Wyro-o-i?, recognition ; a part of the

fable in an epic poem, as the agnition of Ulysses in the

Odyssey. Aristot. dc Poet. c. 16.

AGNO'IA (Med.) ayioM, from «, priv. and yi^airxw, to know;

privation of knowledge, or losing the recollection of our

friends, in consequence of a fever. Hippncrat. Prxdid.

1. 1, iS" Gal. Comni. 2.; Foes. Occonom. Hippocrat.

AGNOIE'T/E (Ecc.) Uy'o'mr«.>, from «v»««, to be ignorant

of; a name for two different sects of heretics. 1 .
A sect

of the fourth century, who called in question the omni-

science of God. Socrat. Ecdes. Hist. 1. 5, c. 24. : Sosom.

Hist. 1. 6, c. 26; Nicephor. 1. 12, c. 30; Prateol. Blench.

Httret. 1. A sect of the sixth century, who denied that

Christ knew the day of judgment. They are probably but

one and the same sect, avowing different doctrines at

different times. Johann. Damasccn. de Htcres. ; Nicephor.

Ecdes. 1. 18, c. 45.

AGNO'MEN (Ant.) from ad, and Nomen, quasi accedem

nomen ; a name or title affixed to a name by way of dis-

tinction ; as, Africanus, the agnomen of Scipio, who con-

quered Africa. It is the last of the three among the

IJoman names, [vide Nomen']

A'GNUS castus (Dot.) a tree so called, from 'iy'H, chaste

because the chaste matrons used to sleep upon it during

the Thesmophoria, or feast of Ceres. It is more commonly

called >^''7<i<, clc-si, osier, from the toughness of its rods. Hip-

pocrat. de Morb. Mul. 1. 1 ; Nicand. Theriac. v. 71 ; Dios-

cor. 1. 1, c. V.iS; Plin. 1. 21', c. 19; Gal. de Simpl. Med.
Fac. 1. 16; Eustath. ad II. 1. 11 ; Ad. Tetrab. 1. serm. J.

Agnus castus, in the Linncen Sj/slem, the lltex Agnus castus,

or the Chaste Tree. Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat. Bot.—
Aiinus Sci/t/iicus, the Scythian Lamb, described by Kircher

and others as a plant betwixt the vegetable and the animal,

has been discovered to be a fern cut into the shape of a

lamb, for the purposes of deception. Kirch. Ars Magna.

;

Knemf. Anicenit. Exot.

Agnus Dei (Ecc.) the figure of the Holy Lamb holding

the cross, stamped upon a piece of white wax of an oval

form, and consecrated by the pope. Alcuin. de Divin.

0/fic. ; Ccrem. Rom. 1. 1, sect. 7 ; Baron. Annal. ann. 58.

AGO'GE (Mux.) iyoyvi, one of the subdivisions of the

Mclopeia. Fuel. lib. de Mus. Art.

AcotiE (Med.) 1. The order and tenor of a thing, as the pro-

cedure of a distemper, or the course of a man's life. Hip-
pocrat. Epidem. 1,7; Gal. ad Glauc. 1.2. 2. The state

and disposition of the surrounding atmosphere. Hippo-
crat. Epidem. 1. 1, &c. and Gal. Com.; Gorr. Def. Med.;
Fries. Oeconom. Hippocrat.; Castell Le.v Med.

Agoi:e (Min.) or /Igngre, little channels through which the

water runs from gold ore that has been washed in it, and in

which the gold is deposited. Plin. 1. 33, c. 't.

AGOMPHI'ASIS [Med.) from «, priv. and v''V?'<'5, a
socket ; a disorder in the teeth, by being loose in the

sockets. Gorr. Def. Med.
A'GON (.Int.) K'/n", a Greek name for any contest, but

particularly applied to the public games in which the prin-

cipal contests took place.

AGONA'LES (Ant.) priests so called, which were added by
Tullus Hostilius to the number of the Salii.

AGONA'LIA (Ant.) festivals in Rome, celebrated in honor
of Janus, or Agonius, on the 11th of January, the 21st of
INIay, and 13th of December, i^o Ti» uyiim, i. e. from
the games and contests usually celebrated at that time,

wherefore called, likewise, Agonia, according to

Olid. Fast. 1. v. 331.

Et prius antiqiuis dicchat Agonia sermo.

Van; de L, LA, 5; Macrob, Saiiu-n» 1. 1, c, i.

AGO
AGONA'LIS dies (Ant.) the fourth day after the Nones

and ninth day of the month, on which day, when the feast

of Agonalia was celebrated, a ram was sacrificed to Janus

according to

Ovid. Fast. 1.1.

Qualiwr adde dies, ducttis ex ordiiie Xonis

Jauus Agonali luce pidudits erit.

A'GONE (Bot.) another name for the Hyoscemus niger of

Linna;us.

A'GONES [Ant.) the priests who struck the victims so

called from the ancient custom among the Romans for the

priest to inquire agone? i. e. shall I strike? Fest. de Sig-

nif. Verb.—Agones Capitolini, games celebrated every fifth

year on the Capitoline hill, where artists of every descrip-

tion used to contend. It was instituted by Domitian, who

assigned a crown of oak to the victors.

Juven. sat. 6, v. 386.

An CapiloUniim delieret Poliio queicwii

Speraie.

Mart. 1. 4, epig. 44.

cui Tarpeiai limit contigcre qiiercus.

Snelon. in Dotnit. c. 4; .Schol. in Suelon. Scalig. de Emen-

dat. Temp. 1. 5; Panvin. Fast. 1. 2 ; Rosin. Antiq. Roman.

AGO'NIA (Ant.) the same as Agonalia.

Agonia (Med.) aywU, from a, priv. and v''"!, an offspring;

a term used by Hippocrates for sterility. Hippoc. Epidem.

1. 2.

Agonia [Med.) a-ymU, agony; a struggle, as between life

and death. Gal. de Symptom. Cans. 1. 2, c. 5 ; Gorr, Def.

Med.
AGONICLI'TjE (Ecc.) vide AgonyclitcE.

AGONI'STARCH (Ant.) he who took charge of the com-

batants, that they might be exercised previous to the

contests. This office is mentioned in an ancient inscrip-

tion quoted by Ligorius, APOLLINI. INVICTO SA-"

CRUM MfljcMs AURELIUS. ^larci AXjGusti lA^ertus

APOLLONIUS. AGONISTARCHA. COMMODIA-
NUS. Mercnr. de Arte Gymnast. 1. 1, c. 12.

AGONI'STICI (Ecc.) a name given by the Donatists to

those whom they sent about in the country to seize the

Catholics. -

AGONI'STICUM (Med.) iv"'!-"--'^'. an application of ex-

cessively cold water in case of fever. Gal. srff" ^«f«ir/*8

;

Paul. A'^ind de Re Med. 1. 2, c. 30.

AGO'NIZANTS (Ecc.) certain friars in Italy who assisted

those that were in their last agonies.

A'GONOS (Med.) from «, priv. and vo>«?, an offspring;

barren. 1. An epithet applied by Hippocrates to women
who, though capable of breeding, had never had children.

Hippocrat. Epidem. 1. 2. 2. To signify equal, as applied to

days, «-/<»oi if^ifxi, equal days, as the fourth and sixth, on

which a crisis is not to be expected, in distinction from

the v'''"-" i!,«">^', the unequal days, as the third or seventh,

when the crisis commonly happens. Hippocrat. Epidem.

1.2. sect. 6; Gorr. Dejin. Med.; Foes. Occonom. Hip-

pocrat.

AGONOTHE'TA (Ant.) kymch~m, from «-/«., and -riUiJ^^,

i. e. Agnnis dispositor ; the judge at the games, who dis-

tributed the prizes. .Poll. Onomast. 1. 3. c. 30 ;
Phavori-

nus ; Hcsychius ; Suidas.
,

AGONYCLI'TyE (Ecc.) A'y<»vy.MTXi, from «, priv. v"". the

knee, and icfiiia, to bend, Agonyclites, or not benders ol

the knee, a sect of the 7th century, who objected to

kneeling at prayer. Johann. Damasc. Hwres. c. 1)1.

AGOR.E'US (Med.) ayofuToi, an epithet for bread that is

very coarse.

AGORA'NOMI [Ajit.) aycfx,iy.o,, Athenian magistrates

who presided over the market, so called because they ad-

ministered justice in the «-/»?«. or forum. They answered

to the iEdiles or jEditui of the Romans, and were chosen
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by lot. To these men a certain toll was paid by all the

market folks, whence Deca:polis is introduced by Aris-

tophanes, demanding an eel of the Ba;otian for the tOh
t'».; iyofS;, i. e. the toll of the market.

Acharn. act 1, sc. 4.

They were ten in number, five for the city and five for the

Piraeus, and had, according to Theophrastus, in his book

De Lcgibus, to see that no one was wronged in the market.

Flat, de Leg. 1. 6 ; Lysias.Orat. cont. Dardan ; Arleniidor.

Oneirocrit. 1. 2, c. 31 ; Harpocratioti Lex ; Meiirs. de Pir.

c. 4.

A'GRA Carcimba [Bot.) an odoriferous wood that comes

from the isle of Hayman, in China.

AGRA'RIA Lvx (Ant.) from ager, land; a law for dis-

tributing among the soldiers the land gotten by con-

quest. Tliis law was proposed four several times, i. e.

by Spurius Cassius, Licinus Stolo, Tiberius Gracchus, and

lastly by Julius Ca;sar, who prevailed, by his intrigues, in

carrying a measure that proved fatal to the republic.

U. C. 695. B.C. 59. Diom/s. 1.8, 0.69; Cic. dc Leg.

and Agrar. contra Rtdl. ; Liv. 1. 2, c. i\, &c. ; Flor. 1. 3,

c. :?, &c.
AGRA'RI.E Slationes {Ant.) a kind of advance guard

among the Romans, that was posted in the fields. Vcget.

de Re Mil. 1. 3, c. 8 ; Ammian Marcell. 1. 31, c. 8;

Turncb. Advcr. I. 4, c. 7.

AGREA'GE (Com.) a name among the merchants of Bour-

deaux for courtage or brokerage.

AGREE'MENT [Lmv.) a joining together two or more

minds in any thing done or to be done.

AGRE'STA (Med.) the juice of unripe grapes.

AGltE'STEN (Chem.) Acid-stone Tartar.

A'GRI {Law) arable lands in the common fields.

.VGRIA {Bot.) Holly, the //ex wyHJ/b/ZiOH of Linnoeus.

Agria (Med.) a pustule on the skin; so called on account

of its malignity, from the Greek aypio?, fierce. Cels. 1. 5,

c. 28.

AGRIA'.MPELOS [Bot.) from «•/?">?, wild, and V''"'?,

a vine ; the wild vine or Black Briony, the Brionia alba of

Linnaeus.

A'GRICL'LTURE, from ager, a field, and colo, to till, may

be defined the cultivating of land, for the benefit of man

and beast, in distinction from Horticulture, which is the

cultivation of gardens, or particular portions of ground for

the benefit -of man only. Agriculture is divided into

Tlieorelii-al, which is Agriculture properly so called ; and

Practical, which is called Husbandry. He who follows

agriculture as a science is termed an AgriculiiiriJ ; and he

who practices husbandry is a Husbandman.

Agriculture, or the Theory of Agriculture.

The theory of agriculture com])rehends the nature and

properties of lands, the dilicrent sorts of plants fitted for

it, and the rotation of crops.

J)i//'i--rent kinds
(}f

Lands.

Land is distinguished by the name of soil when its qualities

arc considered as a light soil, heavy soil, stiff soil, rich

soil, or jjoor soil.

As to its application. Land is denominated

—

Meadoiv

or grass lands, where grass is allowed to grow.— Pas-

ture land, that on wilieh cattle is fed.

—

Arable land,

land fit for ploughing.

—

Fallow land, which is left to

lie fallow, or without a crop for a certain time.

—

Wood-lands, or lands covered with wood, which are

cither woods having trees and underwood; or groves

having only timber. — Pastures are either up-lands

wliicli are never overflowed by rivers, marsh lands which

lie near water, or _/c«»j/ /a/i(?i which receive and retain

AGRICULTURE.

the water from the up -land.

—

Fore-land is that piece of
land which lies to seaward in marsh-land, a

—

Garden ia

cultivated for domestic use and pleasure.— Orchard is a

species of garden destined for fruit-trees.— J'inei/ard is a
place set apart for the growth of vines.— Hop-grounds,
or Hop-plantations, for the growth of hops.

—

Planta-

tions are small patches of trcis to serve for ornament,
and

—

Nurseries are the grounds where young trees are

reared.

—

Lai/ is any piece of land laid down « ith grass :

this grass is called the su-ard, and the land therefore is

named also sward-land.—A Field is any portion of land

parted off for the purposes of agriculture : when enclosed

by a hedge or wall, it is a close or enclosure, otherwise it

is an opcn-Jield. The fences of fields are either ditches,

with or without an embankment ; lia-lias, or sunk fences ;

palings, or timber fences, in different forms ; hedges,

with or without a ditch, consisting oi dead-hedges formed
of stakes ; live-hedges, or qnicksel-liedges, planted with

the quick of Whitethorn, Blackthorn, Holly, &c.

Land is moreover differently denominated according to the

tenure by which it is held ; namely,

—

Freehold, if free

of all legal incumbrances ; and the person holding such

land is a Freeholder or Land-Proprictnr.— Copi/hold, if

held under a copy or contract with the Lord of the

Manor; and the person so holding is a Copi/-holder.-—

Farm, if it be held b}' a lease or contract with the pro-

prietor : the person letting the farm is called the Land-
lord, and the person hiring is the Farmer or Tenant.

Plants of different Kinds.

Plants which are used in agriculture serve either for food

or commerce, and are distinguished into Cuhniferous and
Leguminous. The fruit or seed of Cuhniferous plants is

corn or grain ; the leaves and roots of Leguminous
plants, which serve as food for man, are vegetables.

Culmijerous Plants are of different kinds, namely—Wheat,
trilicuni, which grows best on a stiff or clay-soil, and is

sown in October, [vide Wheal']— Rye, sicale, which

grows best in a chalky soil.—Barley, hordeuni, which

requires a mellow soil, rather light than stiff, and is

sown in April, [vide Barley]—Oats, avena, which suc-

ceeds in most soils, even the poorest, and is sown in

March.
Leguminous P/n^^N- are as follow :—Potatoes, Solanum tu-

berosum, which are planted in April.—Turnips, Brassicu

rapa, which are sown in June.— Pease, pisnm, sown in

Eubruary.—Beans, I'icia faba, sown in February.—Car-

rots, daucus, sown in March or April.— Parsnips, /jn.s//-

naca, in Autumn.—Cabbages, Brassica oleracea, m
March or April.— Burnet, polerium, recommended as

food for cattle, on account of its being an evergreen, is

adapted to a poor soil, and is sown in March.— Beet,

beta, is sown in Marcb.

Plants which are cultivated, particularly for commerce,

serve various purposes besides that of food. They are

either herbaceous or xvooilij.

Herbaceous Plants of this sort, are— Flax, linuni, used for

the makins; cf limn, and extracting an oil, grows on a

deep sandy .oam.— Hemp, e.innabis, the same.— Rape
or Cole-seed, Brassica napus, which is cultivated for its

oil, grows any where.—Woad, isatis, which is used in

dyeing, is cultivated in a blackish heavy mould.— Hops,

humulus, used in malt liquor, grow in a black loose

moor-soil.

The woody kinds of plants are either Fruit-Trees, or Tim-

ber-Trees The two most important sorts of fruit-trees

are tlie A])plc, from which Cyder is made ; and the Pear,

which yields Perry. Among the timber-trees are the

Oak, l.lm. Ash, Larch, &c. which are each spoken of

in their proper places.

Plants which grow spontaneously, and are therelbre hurt-
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ful, are called tveeds, such as the— Thistle, carduus,

which grows on strong land, and burns the corn.

—

Twitch-Grass, ophi/ris, which keeps the land loose and

hollow.—May-Weed, aiUhemis, which infests barley.

—

Goose-Grass, or Wild-Tansy, tanacdum, wliich grows

mostly on strong clays.—Cockle, Agrosienima gil/iago,

whicli infests barley--- Fern, //;j, and Furze or Brake,

Pteris agiiiliiin, which grow mostly in a sandy brown

soil.—Rushes or Flags, Junciis, aquatic weeds, which

grow in marsh-lands.

Plants in agriculture are exposed to particular diseases, as

the

—

Blig/it in wheat, supposed to be caused by an in-

sect.

—

Xjl/dciv, a more frequent disease, consists of a

pow dcr that attaches to the grain in the ear. It is either

black or red, the former of which is called smul. Wash-

ing the grain, that is, to be sown in a lie, has been found

to be an efficacious remedy.— Gi/ili is a kind of worm
which feeds upon the roots of the corn.—Turnips and

Hops are both subject to a particular //y, called after

the plants they infect.—Potatoes are exposed to the curl,

which attacks the leaves of the plants.

Eolation of Crops.

A crop is that which is produced by a single act of culti-

vating a field, and supplying it with grain or seed. A
field is said to be cropped w hen it is occupied with any

vegetation. An etch crop is that which is second in rota-

tion.

—

Rotation of crops, or the manner in w Inch they

succeed each other in the same field, varies with the

circuniftancs of the soil ; but, as a general rule, w heat

maj- follow fallow on a cla}' soil, then peas, barley, hay,

and oats ; on a light soil barley may follow turnips, then

hay, oats, fallow, and wheat.

Husbandry, or Practical Agriculture.

Under this part of Agriculture are comprehended the la-

bours of Husbandry, with the implements and animals

appertaining thereto.

Labours of Husbandry.

The labours of husbandry are those which belong to the

field, and those of the farm-yard.

Tlie labours of the field consist of preparing the land for

the reception of the grain, committing the grain to the

earth, and gathering in the fruits.

Preparing the Land.

The preparation of the land requires both general and par-

ticular labours. The general labours are

—

Breaking up

the ground, i. e. opening it for the first time.

—

Hedging,
or the enclosing land with a hedge. The person who
does this work is the Hedger, and the ways of doing it

are various, as, PlaJiing a hedge, i. e. bending down
the shoots of an old hedge.

—

Riddering a hedge, cutting

away the superfluous shoots.

—

Edduxi-ing a hedge, &c.
[vide Hedge']—Land-draining, another important labour

is the carrying off stagnant water from the surface of the

soil, by means of drains or channels made in the earth.

Drains are either open or hollow. Open drains are those

which run along the surface of the earth. Hollow drains

are placed under the earth, [vide Drainl
The particular preparatorj- labours are

—

Ploughing, or

turning up the earth with a plough. Lands are ploughed
so as to make furrows and ridges. Furrows are the

track.s of the plough. Uidges are made up of a certain

number of furrowo between the henting or icater-Jiirroii-s.

Lands ploughed with ridges of two bouts or rounds, are

called tKo bouted lands ; those which are ploughed with

broad ridges are broad-lands ; and those parts of ploughed
fields that run along the hedges are head-lands, or hedge-

lands. When the furrow is turned towards the un-

ploughed ground, this is termed Rice-balking. — Fallowing

land is the ploughing up a fallow ; twijalloiuing is plough-

ing it a second time ; and trifaHoniug is the third

ploughing.

—

Rolling is the operation by which the clods

of earth are broken with a roller, and

—

Harrowing is the

loosening the earth with the harrow after it has been

ploughed.

—

Burn-beating, otherwise called Denshiring,

i. e. Devonshiring, probably from the county where it

commenced, is the burning of land, or rather the weeds,

as heath, furze, &c. as it lies in heaps on the land.

—

Land is said to be brought to a season when it is made

fine, by ploughing, &c.— To Lay upland, is to plough

it the first time for any particular occasion.

—

Manuring

land is the supplying it with any sort of manure ; and

dressing land is the mixing any other soil with the earth

to alter its texture and properties.

Seed Time. When the land is prepared, the next step

is the sowing the seeds or grain. Whatever is i-aised

b}' seed is sown, set, or drilled.— Solving is done with

the hand, and when scattered over the ground, it is

called ioti/«^ broadcast.— Setting is dropping the grain

from the hand into holes made with the dibble, as in the

case of wheat, peas, beans, &c.

—

Drilling is the sowing

of seeds in drilti, or rows, which is done by a machine,

called the drill-plough. When the earth is supplied

with grain, then it is necessary to weed, i. e. to clear it

of the weeds which grow, and, in some cases, as that

of turnips, it is necessary to hoe, i. e. to loosen the earth

with the hoe, and remove some of the plants.

—

Planting

is the raising of plants by means of others, or parts of

others. Hops are planted by means of sets. Trees are

raised by layers from the mother plant ; or by suckers from

the mother root, as the Elm, Elder, &c. ; or by slips,

cuttings, or sets, as Willows, Sallow, Ozier, and the

like. Some are raised from seed, as the Oak, Chesnut,

Ash, &c. ; and the -young plants, after they first come

up, are termed seedlings.

Harvest. The seed time is succeeded by the harvest, or

the gathering in of the fruits. The time for cutting

grass and making hay is the haijsel. That of cutting the

corn is properly the harvest. Hay is mowed, i- e. cut

with a scj'the ; and the grass so cut is called the swath.

— Strewing the grass, is scattering it evenly over the

ground, which is done either with a fork, or the hand.

—

li'inrowing is the gathering into small rows the grass

so strewed.

—

Cocking is the raising it into heaps.—Hay
is carted on waggons b}' one who pitches with a pitch-

fork ; and afterwards stacked, i. e. put upon a stack,

which, if the hay be not properly made will heat, and
sometimes be set on fire.—If the same meadow be

mowed a second time, tliis mowing is called the After-

math.—When hay is to be sold it is taken to the market

in certain quantities, called a load or truss.— JVheat is

ripe when the ear is yellow and hangs down. It is

reaped, i. e. cut with a sickle, and made up into sheaves,

i. e. bundles tied up with a nisp or band of straw. When
several sheaves are set up in a slanting direction against

each other, it is termed a shock, which is afterwards carted

and placed in a barn. The heap thus raised in the barn

is termed the grff. When a field is cleared of the shocks,

the gleaners are let in to gather the scattered ears of

corn, which is called leasing or gleaning. The straw

of wheat or rye which is left after cutting, is the stubble.

—Barleij is ripe when the red roan or reddish colour is

gone oS, when it is mowed, and left to lie on the swath.

If it be inned or housed wet, it will mowburn, which ren-

ders it unfit for malting, or the making of malt. If the

weather be wet after it is reaped, it is apt to must,

i. e. to spire or sprout, unless it be turned and shaken.

I 2
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Corn is thrashed by the help of a flail ; and n'innotved, or

cleansed, of the chaff" or husk by means of a fan. The
f)ffal is the defective grain that remains after winnowing
and cleansing. When grain is thrashed, it is laid up in

granaries until it goes to market ; and, for the better

preservation of it, is turned and screened, i. e. run
through a screen. Wheat is ground either in a wind or

or watermill, and y\c\isJlour, which is the finest part of

the grain, and meal and pollard, which have different

portions of the bran or husk mixed with it.

—

Peas are

commonly reaped with a hook at the end of a long stick,

and left to lie in small heaps till the Imnm, i. e. the

stalks, and the cods, are dry.— Hops are ripe when they

begin to colour ; and are gathered by picking the hops
from the haum, or bind, which is round tiie pole, after

which tlicy are dried to a certain gage 'if draught, in a

hibt covered with hair, over a staddle, in which is a

charcoal fire. Hach dried hops are those which are im-

perfectly dried. Afler drying, the hops are bagged, or

put into hags called pocLets, in which manner they are

carried to market.— Hemp onAJiax, which are ripe when
tliey begin to grow brown, are gathered by pidling and
tijitig up in handfuls.

—

Madder, which is three years in

coming to maturity, consists of three different sorts when
it is gathered, namely, mill-madder, the first, is the

outer rind or husk, which, when pared off, is the infe-

rior ; the second, or middle rind, is termed Number O ;

crop-madder, the third and best sort, is the heart and
pith.—Trees are transplanted, which are removed from

the spot where they were reared or have been growing.

They are pruned, i. e. cleared of their dead woods or

superfluous branches with a pruning knife : they are

lopped when the larger branches that form the top are

cut off. When trees have been often lopped, and are

grown old, they are called pollards. Timber \% felled

when the trunk is cut down, so as to leave only a stump.

It is barked, when it is stripped of its bark. To stadle a

wood, is to leave young trees at certain distances.

Labours ctf the Yard House.

Under this head are to be reckoned the management of
animals, malting, brewing, baking, management of the

dairy, &c.
The animals on a farm are termed the live slock, and

consist of either beasts called cuttle, or birds called

poultrij. Beasts are either beasts of Ijurden, as horses,

&c. ; or grazing beasts, as oxen, sheep, &c.

—

Horses

are distinguished into draught-horses, riding-horses, &c.
[vide Horse'] A team of horses is any number that go
together eitlier in a waggon or plough. The young of

a horse is termed a foal while it sucks, and a coll be-

fore it is broken in for use. The stable is the place set

apart for the horses ; the stall is a partition in the stal)le

for a single horse ; the litter is his bed of straw ; the

rack is the place railed off for his hay ; the manger is a

trough for his corn ; and the bin is the chest to hold

the chaff or the corn. Of grazing beasts there is the

—

O.r, of which the male is called the bull, and the female
the cow. The young of a cow, while it sucks, is a

calf, afterwards a steer if male, a heij'er if female, and
a bud as soon as it has budding horns. Oxen of the

black kind are called black cattle, and cows which are

kept for their milk are called milch-coxus.—Sheep are

bred for their flesh and their wool. The male of the

sheep is the ram, which, when cut, is a weather ; the

female the ewe, which, when it is old, is a crone. Polled

sheep are those without horns, which are reckoned
the best breeders. The young of sheep are termed
lambs, and the bringing forth is yeaning or lambing.

Shearing of sheep is taking off their wool with shears;
whence, as shearing takes place annually, their age is

reckoned thereby, as one-shear sheep, two-shear sheep, &c.
Sheep are penned or folded, that is, they are fastened
witliin a narrow space called a pen, bj' means of hurdler

or moveable gates, which are fixed into the ground, and
tied together with ozier-twigs.

—

Swine are kept for

breeding and fatting, of which the male is the boar,

and, after it is cut, is a hog; the female is the soxr, and,

after it is cut, the spai/ed gelt. The young of the sow
is the pig, and the bringing forth isjiirrowing; while

a pig sucks it is a sucking pig ; when fit for roasting,

it is a roaster ; and, when it is three quarters of a year
old, it is ix young shoot. Swine shackle in corn fields or

on mash, i. e. the acorns that are under the tree ; their

flesh is called pork, but that of the boar is brawn.—
Poultry are the domestic fowls or birds kept for their

flesh, and their eggs. The male bird is generally the

cock, the female the hen ; but of geese the male is the

gander, the female the goose ; and of ducks the male
is the drake, and the female the dtick. Poultry liatch

their young by sitting upon their eggs a certain time; a
hen brings forth chickens after twenty days' sitting; a
duck brings forth ducklings after thirty days ; a goose,

goslings ; a Turkey, turkey-pouts ; and a swan, cygnets.

Green geese are the young geese fatted in spring, stubble

geese, those which are fatted in the stubble. Barn door

Jowls are full grown chickens which are fatted by the

barn-door.

—

Bees are kept for their honey and wax.
An apiary is a bee-garden, or the place where bees are

kept ; the hives or wicker baskets arc their houses, which
are placed on stools or benches in a sheltered spot.

The swarming of bees is the collection of the young
bees in the open air, which light on some place, and
form themselves into a compact body. The honey and
wax is collected into a solid substance called the comb.

The virgin honey is that which flows of itself out of the

comb when taken out of the hive, and also that which
comes from the first year's swarm.

JMuhing is the making of malt out of barley, which is

done by a particular process, and the person who causes

it to be done is the mahter. Barley is first steeped, that

is, left in water for three nights till it be drenched ; it is

afterwards laid on the floor, and the quantity laid down,

at a given time, is called a couch. In this state it sends

forth a sprout, which is called the spire or come, and the

second spire, which succeeds the first, and comes at the

end of the barley, is called the acrospire. This deter-

mines the state of the grain, whether it be fit for the

next process, M'hich is kiln-drying, i. e. drying it by the

fire of the kiln, after which it becomes nutlt. This is

then cleansed in order to clear it of the sprout or come
before it goes to the mill to be ground.

—

Brexoing is the

making of malt, with the assistance of lio])s, into beer;

xcort is the essence of the malt before the hop is put to

it. Strong-beer is made of the first wort, which is drawn
from the malt ; ale is a middle sort of beer ; small-beer,

otherwise called table-beer, is the weakest kind of the

three ; homebrewed beer is that which is brewed in [iri-

vate families, in distinction from that which is made in

the public breweries. Mashing is the putting of the

malt to the hot water in the mash-tub ; i,')Y//hs are the

malt after it has been worked off the usual number of

times ; i/easl is the frothy ferment which rises from the

working of the beer in the cask.

—

Baking is the process

of making bread out of flour with the assistance of

yeast ; white-bread is the finest sort made of the flour

;

Brown-bread is that which is made of meal ; Ityc-bread

is that which is made of rye, which, on account of its

colour, is called black-bread, and for its worthlessncss
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Pumpernickel, i. e. Ion pour Xickel, or good for nothing
;

slackbaked bread is that which is not properly baked.

The dairy comprehends all that is made from milk. The

cream is the essence of the milk which settles on the top,

and is skimmed, or taken otF with a skimmer. Flel-milk

is that from which the cream has been taken. Butter

is made from the cream by the process of churning :

the liquid which remains after it has been made is called

butler-milk. Cheese is made by means of the runnet.

which turns the milk to curd ; this is hardened in a -cat.

The liquid which remains from the curd is whey.

To the above may be added the following catalogue of

agricultural labours through the year, beginning with

the first month in order.

—

January. Ploughing lands

for beans and pease. Breaking up lays. Cattle tended

with turnips, and well-fenced against the frost. Fences

tended. Trees lopped of dead boughs. Cows calve, and

sows farrow. Lands to be cleared of bushes.

—

February.

Lands to be dunged. Grey Peas and Beans to be sown

and harrowed. Fences repaired and planted. Vines

planted. Meadows cleared of the moles. The pastures

drained for the young lambs to be dry. Barley thrashed

for malting.— March. NLirsh-grounds to be ditched.

Hop-grounds set. Land ploughed for barley. Barleys

sown and harrowed. Wheats rolled.

—

April. Barley,

seed-time. Summer-fallowing. Fodder to be provided

for the cattle, particularly the cows. Hop-yards pro-

vided with poles. Timber felled and pealed. The dairy

to be well tended.—-Vny. Lambs and sheep to be

washed. Thrashing of corn. Barley or wheat fed as

occasion may serve. Corn-tields weeded. Buck-wheat,

Flax, and Hemp sown. Hops tended on the poles, and

weeded. Quicksets weeded. Bees tended. Land twi-

fallowed.— June. Sheep shorne. Summer fallowing

carried on. Bushes, thorns, &c. cleared away. Haysel

begun.

—

July. Haysel finished. Try-fallowing. Hemp
and fla.x plucked.

—

August. Heaping, mowing, and all

sorts of harvest going on. Managing pastures, hop-

picking and kiln-drying hops. — September. Farmers

enter on fresh farms. Seeds thrashed. Fruits and

honey gathered. Ditches, &c. made. Hemp plucked

and dressed. Brakes gathered for firing.— October. Wheat
and Rye-sowing. Laying up barley- land. Acorns,

hawes, &c. sown. Quickset planted.

—

November. .Swine

fatted and killed. Rearing of poultry and ploughing

finished.— December. Cattle provided with fodder and

housing. Dung carted, lic.

Implements of Husbandry.

The most important of all agricultural implements is the

plough ; the parts of which are the head, which is de-

signed to go into the ground ; the heel, which is the

hinder end ; the base or bottom, otherwise called the

sole; the sock, a hollow shoeing of iron fixed to the

end of the head; the stilt, or handle for the driver;

the beam, or long piece of wood, in which is fixed the

coulter, or sharp iron that cuts the ground ; the bridle or

muzzle at the end of the beam, by which the horses are

put to ; the cross-tree, to which the traces are fixed.

The back of a plough is usually called t])c Iniid-sidc, and
that board which receives the turf or sod is the mould-

board, earth-board, or brond-bnnrd. A plough is said

to be in trim, or to swim fair when it goes on steadily

in the ground. Ploughs are named differently accord-

ing to their make or use, as the chain plough, the ivheeled-

jiLjugh, the sward-cutler, the drill-plough, the paring-

plough, &c.—The implements for fencing and ditching

are the bill, or curved hatchet; skavel, a sort of ditching

spade: skuppat, a scooper or hollow shovel used in

marsh-lands ; didull, a short spade for ditching.—Those

AGR
used in draining are the xmterlevel, for measuring the level

of the land at a distance ;_/b/^^s and crooks for clearing

away sedges; wheel nnA hand-barrows ; short scythes for

mowing down grass; and strong xcater-boats fitted to resist

the water.—Those used in other labours of the field are

the waggon, which is the largest kind of carriage; the

cart, which is the smallest ; and the tunbril, which is the

heaviest and stoutest made. The parts of a carriage are

the axle-tree, which supports the body, or the whole ma-
chine ; the wheel, which consists of the nave, into which

the spokes are fixed; the Jelloes, which form the orb of

the wheel, and the tire, or iron-band, which goes round

the orb. Clombing a wheel is arming the axle-tree with

iron plates. Shoeing a wheel is arming the felloes with

iron stakes. To these may be added cromes, or dung-
forks, scythes, sickles, &c.

AGRIELjE'A (Dot.) ivfifAaw, from aypio?, wild, and s>«r«, an

olive, in Latin oleaster ; the tree called the Wild Olive, or

the Olea syliestris of Linna;us. Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 122;
Gorr. Def. Med.

AGRIFO'LIUM (Bot.) ihe Ilex aquifolium o( Lnmxus.
AGRIMO'KIA (Bot.) Agrimony, a plant of the spriggy

kind, (pfVjXiU'on, answers to the Eupatorium of Dioscoiides,

which is a cleanser of the blood, and a strengthener of the

liver. Diosc. 1. 4, c. i.

Agrimonia, in the Linnean system, is a genus of plants

;

Class 11 Dodecandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. petals

five ; claws narrow.

—

St.-VjM. filaments capillary ; anthers

small.—PisT. germ inferior; styles simple; stigmas ob-

tuse,—Feu. none ; calyx contracted at the neck ; seeds

two.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Agrimonia eupa-

toria, seu Eupatorium, Common Agrimony; a perennial,

native of Britain.

—

Agrimonia repens. Creeping Agri-

mony; a perennial, native of America.

—

Agrimonia, Agri-

nionoides, seu Agrimonies similis. See. Three-leaved Agri-

monj-; a perennial, native of Italy. J. Bauhin. Hi<t.

Plant. ; C. Bauhin. Pin. Tlieat. Botan. ; Ger. Herb.

;

Park. Theat. Botan. ; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Tourn. List.

Herb.; Boerh. Ind. Plant.; Linn. Spec. Plant.

AfjRiMONiA is also the name for several species of the Bidens

and the Triuniphetla of Linnaeus. Raii llist. Plant.

A'GRIMOXY (Bot.) the name of four different sorts of

plants in the Linnean system, i.e. the Agrimonia; the

Ageratum, or Bastard Hemp ; the Eupatorium, or Hemp :

and the Bidens, or Water-Hemp.
AGRIOCA'RDAMU.M (But.) 'AyfiCKuf^uu^c,, from 2vf.tr,

wild, and y-i^S'xu.iv, Nasturtium ; the Iberis of Linnjeus.

Paul. ^Eiiinct. de Be Med. 1. 3, c. 77.

AGRIOCA'STANU-M (Bot.) Earth-nut, or Pig-nut, the

Buniuni Bulbocastanum of Linna;us.

AGRIOCINA'RIA (Bot.) Wild Artichoke, the Cynara
scolymus of Linnaeus.

AGRIOCOCCIME'LA (Bot.) the Prunus .ydnosa of Lin-

na;us.

AGRIOME'LA (Bot.) the Pi/rus mains of Linnaeus. J.

Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; Raii Uist. Plant.

A'GRION (Ent.) a division of the genus Libellula, accord-

ing to Fabricius, consisting of those insects, of this tribe,

which have their wings erect when at rest.

AGRIO'XIA (Ant.) 'A'/fiavM, or, according to Hesychius,
'Aypatia ; an annual festival in honour of Bacchus, which
was celebrated generall)- in the night. It is so called, ac-

cording to Plutarch, from «vf'^. rustic and rude, because
of the rudeness and intemperance with which the celebra-

tion of this festival was attended, or from iyfiiio;, the sur-

name of Bacchus for his cruelty. Plut. Sympos. 1. S,

quest. 1 ; & in Anton. ; ]\Ieurs. de Grecc. Fer.

AGKIOPA'LMA (But.) Archangel, or dead nettle.
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AGRIOPASTINA'CA (Bot.) the wild parsnip or carrot.

AGKIOPHY'LLON (Bot.) the Peucedamim ojpdnale of

Linnsus.
AGRIORl'GANUM (But.) the Heracloeticum of Linnscus.

AGRIOSELI'NU.M (Bot.) the Smi/rnium olusatiinn of Lin-

naeus

.

A'GRIOT (Bot.) a sour or tart cherry.

AGRIPA'LMA (Rot.) the I.eonirus cardinca of LinnEcus.

AGRrPP.E (Slag.) a name for children born with their

feet foremost. Tlic name is supposed by some to be

derived from a'grn pnrtu ; by others, from Agrippa, the

Roman, who came into the world in this manner. Plin.

1. 7, c. 8 ; Gell. 1. 16, c. 16 ; Non. Marcell. c. 19 ; Sttlmas.

E.vercit. P/iiiian. p. 'M

.

A'GRIUM (Clinn.) an impure fossile alkali.

A'GROM (Met/.) a disease of the tongue frequent in India.

AGROSTE'MMA (Bot.) from i-.f rst/.^'^, .-Igri corona,

Campion: a genus of plants, Class 10 Dccaiidritt, Order 4

Pentagi/nin.

Generic Characters. C.w.. perianth onc-\ca.veA.-^(.! or. petals

five ; claxus length of the tube of the calyx ; liorder

spreading.

—

Stam Ji/aments awlshaped; a«//icr.s simple.

— PisT. germ ovate; ^tijles filiform; stigmas simple.

—

Per. capsule oblong ovate; seeds very man}' ; receptacles

free.

Species. The species are

—

Agrostemma gitliago, Loliuni

lychnis seu gigatho, an annual, native of Britain.

—

Agros-

temma coronarin. Rose Campion, a biennial, native of

Italy.

—

Agrostemma Jlos Jovis, Umbellate Rose Campion,

a perennial, native of Switzerland. Ger. Herb. ; Park.

T/ieat. Butan.; linii. Hist. Plant.; Mar. Hist. Plant.;

Herm. Cat. Lugd. Batav.; Mild. Linn. Spec. Plant.

AGRO'STIS (Bot.) «-/f«5-.?. Bent Grass, a herb, so called

because it grows in the fields, is a tall grass, the leaves of

which, according to Dioscorides, are pointed, hard, and

broad, like those of a reed. The root bruised and applied

agglutinates wounds. It is called by Theocritus the liMrm.i

avp*!-'«. Theoc. Idyl. 13, v. 43 ; Tlicoph. Hist. Plant. 1. 1,

c. 10; Diosc. 1. 4, c. 30; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 15, c. 1 ;

Aet. Tetrab. 1. serni. 1.

Agro-stis, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 3

Triundria, Order 2 Digijnia.

Generic Characters. Cal. glume one-flowered—CoR. bi-

valve.

—

Stam. filaments longer than the corolla; anthers

forked.— PisT. germ roundish ; styles reflex ; stigmas

longitudinally hispid.

—

Per. corolla growing to the seed,

not gaping ; seed roundish, pointed at both ends.

Species.—The principal species are the

—

Agroslis monan-
tlia, seu Gramcn segetnm, silky Bent Grass, an annual,

native of Britain.

—

Agrostis ai.undinacea, Arundo agros-

lis, Cataniagrostis arundinacea seu Gramen viilinceum,

reedy Bent (jrass, a perennial, native of Britain.

—

Agrostis sylvatica seu pannicnla, &c. wood Bent Grass, a

perennial, native of Britain.

—

Agrostis pnngens seu

Phalaris disticha, &c. prickly Bent Grass, a perennial,

native of Spain.

—

Agrostis rupestris, Avena monnntha

seu Gramen pnniculatnm, &c. an annual, native of Swit-

zerland, &c. ./. Bnnh. Hiit. Plant.; C. Banh. Pin.;

Ger. Herb. ; Park. Tlieat. Botan. ; Rail Hist. Plant. ;

TourneJ'. Inst. ; Bneihaav. Ltd. Plant. ; Linn. Spec.

Plant.

Agrostis is also a name for the Cenchra racemosus and the

Milinm lendigerum and paradiLXum of Linna.'us. Bauh. Hist,

Plant. ; Ger. Herb. ; Rail Hist. Plant. &c.

ACiRO'TKRA (Ant.) an annual sacrifice at Athens, in

honour of Diana u'/forifx, i. e. the huntress ; also a tem-

ple dedicated to Diana. Xenoph. E.rped. Cyr.

A(iRO'UND (Mar.) i, c. on the ground; a term applied to

a ship when any jiart of it rests on the ground so as to

render it immoveable.

AIC

AGRY'PXIA (Med.) u'/fvxt'ce, from «, priv. and iimec, sleep ,•

sleeplessness, called by Celsus, on the authority of Hip-
pocrates, jioctnrnce rigilia; or wakefulness in the night

season, which he reckons among the bad symptoms. Hip-
pocrat. 1. 3, aphor. S-l, and Gal. Comm. 1, in Hippocrat.

Prccdict. 1. 6 ; Cels. 1. 2, c. 1 ; Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes.

Oecnnom. Hippocrat.

AGRY'PNIS (Med.) ^'/fv:T,k; a festival in honour of Bac-
chus, at Arbela, in Sicily. Hesijchius.

AGUE (^led.) from the French aignc, sharp or acute ; an
intermitting fever, with hot and cold fits alternately. In

the vulgar sense, the ague is a fever attended with cold

shiverings.

—

Agtie Cake, a tumor in the spleen which often

follows agues.

—

Ague Drojis, a medicine consisting of the

solution of arsenic in water, for the cure of tlie ague.

Ague Tree {Bot ) the Sassafras, or Laurus sassafras of Lin-

naeus ; a tree so called from the medicinal virtue in its

wood for curing agues.

A GlJl-l'an-nenJ' (Archcrol.) i.e. new year to the niisletoe;

a name for a ceremony among the Gauls, who, on the first

day of the new year, w-ent about gathering misletoe, and
repeating a-gui-l'an-neiif, in which they were joined by the

multitude. A similar practice prevailed in some parts of

France, under the shape of begging for tapers to light the

churches, until the 17th century, when it was abolished by
the interference of the church.

A'GliL (Bot.) a little prickly shrub growing in Persia and

Arabia, the Hedysarum alliugi of Linnaeus.

A'GURAH (Ant.) n«nj«, a Hebrew coin, which Buxtorf

explains by Nummulus, a small coin.

AGUSADU'RA (Archceol.) a fee paid by vassals to their

lords, for the sharpening their ploughshares, &c.

AG.U'STINE (Chem.) a name given to a supposed new
earth, so called from its forming insipid salts with acids.

A'GUTl (Zool.) or Long-eared Cavy, the name of an Ame-
rican animal resembling a guinea-pig, the Cavia aguti of

Linnaeus, which lives in hollow trees or burrows, is very

voracious, and uses its fore paws like hands.

AGUITE'PA (Bot.) a Brazilian plant, the root of which is

medicinal. It is the Thalia geniculrita of hinnmus. JMarc-

grav. Hist. Bras.

AGYNE'IA (Bot.) from a, priv. and '/'">i, wife; a genus of

plants, Class 21 Monoecia, Order II Monadelphia.

Generic Characters.—C.-ir,. six-leaved, leajiets oblong.—
Cor. none.

—

Stam. filaments none; anthers three or

four in the male.

—

Pist. germ of the size of the calyx ;

neither style nor stigma.—Per. supposed to be a tri-

coccous capsule.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, and natives of

the East Indies and China.

AGY''NEI (Ecc.) a set of heretics who sprung up in 691-,

and said that God forbad marriage and eating of flesh.

Prateol Dogmat. Hceret.

A'HALOTH' (Bot.) the Hebrew name for the Lignum
Aloes.

All AME'LLA (Bot.) the fVio/wn nc»»(7/n of Linnaeus.

AIIE'AD (Mar.) further on than the ship, in opposition to

astern, or behind the ship. " To run ahead of one's reck-

oning," i. e. to sail beyond the place erroneously esti-

mated in the dead reckoning as the ship's station.— Line

ahead, [vide Line']

AHME'LLA (Bot.) the verbesina acmella of Linnaeus, [vide

Acmella']

AHOU'AI (Bot.) or ahovai, a tree of Brazil, growing to

the size of a pear-tree, and bearing fruit the size of a

chesnut. C. Bnnh. Pin. ; Raii Hist. Plant.

A-HU'LL (Mar.) a term for a ship when all her sails are

furled and her helm lashed on the lee-side.

.AIIU'SAL (Chem.) the sulphur of arsenic.

AICHiMA'LOTARClI (Theol.) or /Eclimalotarch, A'x,y"^Xc-
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rjifxf?, which signifies, Hterally, prince or chief of the cap-

tives, was the title which the Jews pretend to have be-

longed to him who governed tliat people during their

captivitj' at Babylon. They believe hiiu to have been

constantly of the tribe of Judah, although there is no

proof of the existence of such a character before the end

of the second century, when Huna was invested with

it, after which the office continued till the eleventh

centurj-. I'rid. Connect, part 2, book •)•.

AI'D (Hist.) an Arabic term for a festival, so named be-

cause it returns every year.

Aid (Law) in French aide; a subsidy granted to the crown,

or to any lord, as in the case of knighting a son or marry

ing a daughter.

—

Aids customary or common, are those

which were given by the right of custom, such as those

above-mentioned.

—

Aids reasonable, are those which were

given in an emergenc}'.

—

Aids gracious or noble, are those

which were given voluntarily,

—

Aid prier, a petition in

court, to call in the help of another person who has an

interest in the thing contested, as a servant having done
any thing lawfully in right of his master shall have aid of

him. F. X. B. 50.

—

Aid of the kina, where the king's

tenant prajs aid of the king on account of rent demanded
of him by others. Stat. 4- Ed. I. c. 1, kc. l^ Ed. III.

St. 1. c. U, &c. and 1 H. IV. c. S.

Aio de camp (.17(7.) an officer that always attends on each
of the generals in his camp, to receive and carry orders.

—

Aid de camp major, an officer who assists the major-

general, and supplies his place in his absence.

Aid (Man.) the assistance given to the movements of a

horse by the rider, with his bridle and accoutrements

;

thus, a horse is said to know his aids, or take his aids with

vigour. The aids are of two sorts

—

Aid inner, as the inner

heel, inner leg or inner rein, &c.

—

Aid outer, as the outer

iieel, leg, rein, &c.

AIDE du Pare des Vivres (Mil.) an officer in France acting

immediately under the commissary of stores and pro-

visions.

A'IGHENDALE (Com.) a liquid measure in Lancashire,
containing seven quarts.

A'lGLETT (Her.) an eaglet or 3'oung eagle.

A'GREMORE (Mecb.) a term used by the artificers- in a
laboratory to signify the charcoal in a state fitted for the

making of powder.
AI'GRIS (Com.) a stone which serves as current coin among

the Issinois, a tribe of Africans, where it is looked upon as

a precious stone, although it possesses no real value. It is

of a greenish blue colour, without any lustre. It is hard
in its texture, but does not admit of any great polish.

AIGUEM.\RrXE (Mi7t.) or Aquamarine, another name for

the emerald.

AIGLT'LLE (Mil.) an instrument used by engineers to

pierce a rock for the lodgement of powder, as in a mine:
or to mine a rock so as to excavate it and make roads.

—

Aiguille de Chariot, French for the draught-tree of a

cliariot.

AIGUI'LLES (Mech.) French for the short upright pieces

of wood used in the roofs of houses.

Aiguilles (Hyd.) round or square pieces of wood which
serve to go up and down by way of a flood-gate.

AIGUILE'TTES (Mil.) French for the tagged points which
hang from the soldiers' unitorms, particularly among the
Russians and Prussians.

AIGUrSCE (Her.) or Eguisce, an epithet for a
cross: a ^:rosi aignisce is that which has the

two angles at the ends cut oft" so as to termi-

nate in two points, in distinction from the cross

Jitchee, which goes tapering to a sharp point.

AI'GULET (Mccb.) a point of gold placed at the end of
fringes.

AIR

AIL (Late) or Aiel, from the French a'ieul, an ancestor, or a

grandfather ; a writ which lies where a man's grandfather

being seized of lands and tenements in fee simple the day

that he died, and a stranger abateth or entereth the

same day and dispossesses the heir of his inheritance.

F. A'. B. 222.

AIL'ANTHUS (Bot) from the Amboyna word Aylanto, i. e.

the tree of heaven ; a genus of plants. Class 23 Polygamia,

Order 1 Monoecia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
petals five.— STA^t. filaments ten ; anthers oblong.

—

P[ST. germs from three to five ; styles lateral ; stigmas

capitate.

—

Per. capsules compressed ; seeds solitary.

Species.—The species are

—

.lilautbus plandulosa, Tall

Ailanthus, a tree, native of China.

—

.Ulanthus excelsa, a

tree, native of the East Indies. Linn. Spec. Plant.

AI'LERONS (.Mech.) 1 . The short boards which are set into

the outside of the wheel of a watermill, which are called,

in English, la.iles or aveboards. 2. The buttresses or

tarlings laid along the sides of rivers or water-coarses, in

order to prevent them from undermining any building.

Aim of a bow ox gun (Sport.) the button or mark to take

aim by.

Aiyi frontlet (Mil.) a piece of wood hollowed out to fit the

muzzle of a gun, so as to make it level with the breech,

formerly in use among gunners.

A in alt. (Mus.) the second note in Alt, the ninth above G
or treble clift-note.

—

A in Altissimo, the second note in

altissimo, or the octave above A in Alt.

AJOURE' (Her.) from the French /o»r, a day, or light;

an epithet for that part of the field which, by the removal

of an ordinary or part of it, is exposed to the view.

AIR (Xat.) aer, u'.f, one of the four elements, so called be-

cause, aipsi, it lifts things up from the earth, or because

ifi fsr, it is always flowing ; a rare invisible and extremely

elastic fluid, not condensible by cold, or any other means,

into a solid state. Plat, in Cratin.; Arist. de A.'.im. 1. 1,

c. 2; and Met. 1. 1, c. 3.

Air (Chem.) was expressed in ancient chemistry by the

character of a triangle, thus [A ]•

Air, in modern Cliemistry, is distinguished into atmospheric,

factitious, fixed, vital, &c.

—

.lir, attnoxpheric or com-

mon, an invisible, insipid, inodorous, ponderous, and elas-

tic fluid, consisting of two parts, vital air or oxygen gas,

and niephitic air or azotic gas.

—

Air factitious, that parti-

cular sort of air which has been discovered and distin-

guished by means of chemical experiments. Such sorts of

air are commonly known by the name oi'gases, of which the

following arc the principal.

—

.lir,Ji.red oxfixable, called by
Van Helmont, Gas .sylvestre, an inodorous and elastic fluid

like the former, but of superior gravity. It is catteAfixed

air, because it is found in a fi.xed state in lir,ie, (dhalics, &c.

It is also called carbonic acid gas, from its acid properties.

—Air, vital or oxygen gas, is the union of oxygen with

caloric, and forms a constituent part of the connnon air.

It is absolutely essential for the respiration of every ani-

mal, and on that account termed vital.—.///• inflammable,

or Hi/drogen gas, an extremely inflammable substance,

which is ten or even twelve times lighter than common air,

and, by its mixture witb oxygen gas, will produce the

most intense heat that is known. It is fatal to animals that

are obliged to breathe it ; but for its lightness is generally

used in the construction of air balloons.

—

Air nicphitic, so

called from its impurity, has also the name of Az'Aic gas,

because it is destructive to life; and of nitrogen gas, be-

cause it is a union of nitrogen with caloric. It is the

secoiid principal ingredient in atmospheric air, being, in

fact, atmospheric air deprived of its oxygen. Its principal

properties are that of extinguishing flame and life, as in

mines, where it is called^^-e damp, that ii,fire quencher.—
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Airs acid, those acids which assume the form of airs or

gases, and in consequence receive the name of air, as

—

^ir jMogisticatcd, the same as mcphilic air or vital eras.

[vide Air mephitic]—Air Empyreal, or dephlngisticated, the
same as vilal air. [vide Air vital]—Air alkaline, another
name for Ammonia.—Air dephlogisticated nitrous, another
name for the acid called nitrous oxi/d.—Air dephlogisti-

cntcd marine, another name for oii/muriatic acid. In this

manner other acids are denominated.
Air (Anat.) the fine aerial substance supposed to be enclosed

in the labyrinth of the inward ear, and to minister to the
due conveyance of the sounds in the sensory.

Air Bladder (Icli.) the vesicles in fishes.by the contraction or

dilation of which they raise or sinii themselves in the water.

AiR-ressel (Rot.) or .4ir-bag, the name given by Withering
to the Funiculus of Linna;us. [vide Follicidiis]

AiR-threads (Nat.) a name given to the long filaments so

frequently observed in the autunm season, floating in the

air. Thefte are formed by the long legged field spider,

which supports itself upon them to a considerable height

when it is in quest of prey.

Air Balloon (Pneum.) a machine so constructed as to be able

to float in the air and carry weight. It is filled with a

species of air called hydrogen gas, or air inflammable.

—

Air cane, an air gun converted into a walking stick.

—

Air
gun, an instrument for propelling bullets solely by means
of condensed air.

—

Air holder, a part of the chemical ap-

paratus, otherwise called a gazomeler.

—

Air hole, a hole in

a furnace just under the hearth to admit air, for increasing

the force of the fire.

—

Air-jacket, a leathern jacket made
with bags or bladders, communicating with each other, by
the help of which when filled with air, and placed under
the breast, a person may be supported in the water.

—

Air
lamp, a pneumatic machine, formed by the combination of
inflammable air and electricity to produce a flame, which,

by means of a stop-cock, may be repressed or continued
at ))leasure.

—

Air pipes, pipes which are adapted to the

holds of vessels, or other close places, for the purpose of

clearing them of the foul air.

—

Air pump, a machine for

exhausting the air out of vessels, so as to obtain a vacuum
as far as possible, [vide Pneumatics']—v//r shaft, a passage

for the conveyance of air into mines, or other subterra-

neous places.

—

Air trunk, a contrivance for the clearing

of rooms of the foul air, in which a number of persons are

assembled.

Air vessel (Hyd.) I. A vessel of air, contained in water en-

gines, which force the water out in a stream as fast as it is

admitted. 2. A metallic cylinder in the improved fire en-

gines, which is constructed so as to retain the air which is

requisite for forcing out the water in an e(|uable stream.

Air (Mas.) or jliria, an air: 1. Any melody that comes
within the reach of vocal expression. 2. In a stricter

sense, any composition for a single voice.

—

Air, luilh

variations, a melody varied, ad libitum, by the compiler.—Air tendre, an air, so denominated for the tenderness of

its style.

Air (Man.) a cadence and liberty of motion accommodated
to the natural disposition of a horse, which makes him rise

with obedience, measure, and time, [vide Airs]

AI'KA (Hot.) ccJfu, the (jreek name for Lolium or Darnel,

has been given by Linn.xus to a genus of jilants, ('lass ,'i

Triandria, Order 2 Digi/nia, called in English Aira Grass.

Cicneric Characters. Cai.. glume two flowered; valves

ovate-lanceolate.

—

Cor. bivalve; Nectary two-leaved;

leaflets acute.

—

S'ram. filaments capillary; anthers ob-

long.

—

Pi ST. germ ovate; styles cetaceous; stigmas pu-
bescent.— Per. none; seeds subovate.

.Sjjccies. The species mostly consist of different species of

the Avena or Gramina of other writers. ./. liauh in

Ilist. Plant.; C. Bauh Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Thcat.

AJU
Botan.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Tournef. Inst. Herb.; Boerh,
Ind. Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

Aira, as a species, answers to the Ci/nosurus ccvruleus and
the Melica ccvndea and lanatus of Linmeus. Jacqu. Stirp.

in I'indel.

AIR-BAG (Bot.) folliculus. [vide Folliculus]

AI'RE (Falc.) or Airy, a nest of hawks, or other birds of
prey, especially the nest used by falcons for hatching their

)'oung in.

Aire (Math.) French for, 1. The area, or inside of any
geometrical figure. 2. The space between the >valls of a
building. 3. A smooth and even spot of ground on which
one treads.

AI'RGUN (Pneum.) yide Air.

AI'K-HOLE {Pneum.) vide Air.

Al'UING
(
J'et.) the exercise given to horses in the open air.

AI'R-PIPES, Air-pump (Pneum.) vide Air.

AI'R-SHAFT (Pneum.) vide Air.

AI'RS, high or loxu (Man.) the motions of a horse that rise

higher than terra a terra, and works at curvets, &c.
A TRY (Falc.) vide Aerie and Aire.

Airy Meteors (Aslron.) such as are bred from flatulous and
spirituous exhalations.

Airy Triplicity (Astrol.) the signs Gem/«j, Libra, M\d A<pta-

rius.

AIS d' intrevoux (Mech.) French for boards or planks which
cover the space between the rafters or beams in a building.

AISCE'AU (Mech.) French for a chipaxe, or one-handed
plane axe, used for hewing timber smooth.

AISCE'TTE (Mech.) French for a small plane axe.

AISIME'NTA (LoTv) easements or conveniences, including

any liberty of passage, open way, water-course, &c. for

the ease and convenience of any tenant of either house or

land.

AI'SLE (Her.) winged; an epithet for a bird in a charge
having wings.

AI'SLES (Arch(Col.) the wings or side passages belonging

to a church ; so called from the French les aisles.

AI'SSE (Mech.) French for a linch pin.

AISSI'EU (Mech.) French for the axle-tree or axis, other-

wise called a tympan or tambour, round which a rope may
be wound for the purpose of drawing it up, after the man-
ner of a crane.

AISTHETE'RIUM {Med.) sensorium commune, the Com-
mon Sensory.

AITO'NIA {Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 16 Monadelphia,

Order 4 Octandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved; segments

sharp.

—

Cor. petals four.

—

Stam. Jilaments awlshaped;

anthers ovate.

—

Pist. ger>n superior; style one; stigma

obtuse.

—

Pkr. /;r»ry ovate ; .«<v/.« many.

Species. The only species is Aitonia Capensis, seu Coty-

ledon, a shrub, native of the Cape of Good Hope. Linn.

Spec. Plant.

A.IUBATI'PITA Brasiliensium (Bot) a Brasilian shrub, five

or six palms high, from the ahnond-llke fruit of which is

extracted an oil that is used by the savages in anointing

themselves. liaii Hist. Plant.

AJU'GA (Bot.) another name for the Abiga, is, in the Lin-

nean sijstem, a genus of plants. Class 14 Didynamia, Order

1 Gymno.tpcrmia, called by Tournefort Bugula, in English

Bugle.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved; .segments

nearly equal.

—

Cor. monopetalous ; tube cyVmdvic; up-

per lip very small ; lower large ; middle division very

large; .'/V/e ones small.

—

SrA^t Jihnucuts subulate; an-

thers twin.

—

Pist. germ four parted ; style filiform ; stig-

mas two.—Ver. none; xccf/.« somewhat oblong.

Species. The species are either perennials, as

—

Ajuga al-

pina, Alpine Bugle.

—

Ajuga repfans, common liugle,
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&-C. ; or else annuals, as the

—

^-ijugt chamapitys, chia,

salicifijlia, kc. They are taken mostly from the genus

Chamcepiiys of other authors. Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat.

Bolfiii.; Raii Hist. Plant ; Tournef. Iiisfit, ; Boerhaav.

Ind.

A'JUTAGE {Hijd) a kind of tube or spout filled to the

cistern or pipe of the ;rf d' eau.

AI'ZOON (Bot.) ii'i iao', i. e. always living, a genus of

plants, Class 12 Icosandria, Order i Pentagi/iiia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
none.

—

Stam. Jilamenis very many, capillarj'; anthers

simple.—PisT. germ five-cornered; sti//cs five; stigmas

simple.

—

Per. capsule five-celled ; seeds kidney-shaped.

Species. The species are either annuals, as the

—

Jizoon,

canariense, hispanicum, Sec; or biennials, as the

—

.lizoon

lanceolatum, sarmentosum, Sec. ; or shrubs, as the

—

Aizoon

Jruticosum, rigidum, &c. all which are natives of the

Cape of Good Hope.
Aizoon is also the name of several species of the Sedum of

Linna;us. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauh. Pin. ; Boer-

haav. Ind., S;c.

A'KEK-STAFF (Agric.) an instrument for clearing the coul-

ter of the plough.

A'KETON {Mil.) \-\Ae Aqucton.

A'KOND (Polit.) the third pontifex in Persia, who is also an

officer of justice.

AL [Gram.) 1. An Arabian particle, answering to the Eng-
lish tlte, and employed in the same manner to mark any
thing distinctly, as Alcoran, from coran, to read ; the

Reading, or Book, in distinction from all others. 2. Al,

or aid, from the Saxon TTelb, old, is affixed to old towns,

as Aldborough, iS:c.

A-LA [Gram.) French for in the, used adverbiallj', as ii la

Franfois, in the French fashion : a la mode, in the fashion.

A-LA Grec (Mus.) in the Greek style, as applied to cho-

russes.

—

.1 la Polacca, in the Polish style.

Ala (Ant.) or Ahc, the wings of an army, or the horse on
each side flanking the foot. They were so called because
they stood on the right and left, as the wings on the body
of a bird. According to Vegetius, they were also called

vexillationes. Aid. Gell. 1. 16, c. i ; I'eget. de Re iSIil.

1. 2, c. 1 ; Serv, in ^-En. 1. 9, v. 60i ; Laz. Comm. Reip.

Roman. 1. 6, c. 2; Panvin. Imper. Roman, c. 16; Pancirol.

Nolit. Dignit. Imp. Orient, c. 33, apiid Greev. Thes. Antiq.

Roman, vol. 10, &c. ; Salinas, de Re Milit. Roman, c. S.

Ala, or Ahe (Bot) 1. The same as A.iilla. 2. A wing or

membrane on the sides of a petiole or footstalk, or attached

to a seed or seed-vessel ; which Inst is distinguished by the

names of JMonopteri/gia or alattt, Dipterygia or bialatcT,

2'rip'crijgia: or trialata, See. according as there is one,

two, three, or more wings. 3. The two side petals of a

papilionaceous flower. Linn. Phil. Botan.
Ala, or AUv (Anat.) i/,a<rx,aXvi, the arm-pit. Ilippocrat. de

Art. ; Gorr. Defin. Med.—AlcE aurium, 7rrifuy'au.iiTU rSn a
Tuf, tlie superior parts of the external ear. Gal. Introd.

c 10, \c.

—

Ala, or Alee Nasi, ^rifuyia p'itjs, the cartilages

which are joined to the extremities of the bones of the
nose, and form the moveable part. Gal. de Usu. Part.
1. 11.

—

Alee ossis Sphenoides, the two apophyses of the
OS sphenoides.

—

Ala, or Alec Pudendi, the same as

NymphcE.
Ala (Ecc.) vide Alie.

ALABA'NDICA Rosa (Bot.) so called from Alabanda in

Asia ; a sort of damask rose with whitish leaves.

ALABA'XDICUM Opus (Ant.) a proverb for any bad work-
manship, for which the Alabandenses were famous.

ALABA'XDICUS Lapis (Min.) a blackish sort of stone, the
powder of which makes grey hairs black. ^£7. Tetrab. 1.

serm. 2, c. 33.

ALABA'RCHES (Ant.) a tribute paid for the feeding of

ALA

cattle; also, tlie gatherer of the tribute, and a nickname

of Pompev, on account of his having raised taxes in Syria.

Cic. ad At'tic. 1. 2, ep. 17 ; Juseph. ^Anliq. Ind. 1. 20, c. 5;

Eiiseb. Hist. Eccles. 1. 2, c. 3.

ALABA'RI (Min.) lead.

ALABA'STER (Ant.) an alabaster box, or a box made of

the alabaster stone.

Alabaster (Min.) Alabastrites so called from Alabastrum,

a town of Egypt ; a soft kind of marble. Being easily

cut, it was converted by the ancients into boxes for per-

fumes. It was of various colours, and slrcaked with veins.

The burnt stone, with rosin or pitch, is a discutient.

Dioscr. 1. 5, c. 153 ; Plin. 1. 37, c. 10 ; P. Alginet. 1. 7, c. 3.

ALABASTRI'TES (Min.) 1. The Alabaster-stone, [vide

Alabaster']. 2. A species of the /«o/;Y/»(.5 of Linnaeus.

ALABAJSTRON (Med.) u>.ufia^fn, an ointment mentioned

by Myrepsus. Sect. 3, c. 61.

ALABA'STRUM (Ant.) the box made of the alabaster-

stone. Plin. 1. 9, c. 35.

Alabastrum (Min.) or Alabastrites, the name among the

ancients for the Alabaster-stone, which is classed by Lin-

naeus under the species of Gypsum, or Plaster of Paris.

Aldrov. Mns. Metall. ; Linn. System. Xat.

ALABA'STRUS (Bot.) the herbaceous leaves of a plant

which encompass the flower, particularly the rose. Plin.

1. 21, c. 4.

A'LACAB (Chem.) Sal Ammoniac.
ALA'DINISTS (Theol.) a sect of Mahometans answering

to free-thinkers among the Christians.

A'LxL (Anat.) [vide Ala']

Ai,jE (Ant.) the prominent parts of the prow of a vessel.

Poll. Onomast. 1. 1, c. 9.

Al.e the corners of a garment, the lappets.

Alje Ecclesice {Ecc.) les aisles de I'eglise, the wings or aisles

of a church.

AL^'A (Ant.) u.>.a.~», a festival in Peloponnesus called after

Ala;a, the surname of Minerva. Paus.l. S, c. i~

.

A'LAFI (Chem.) Alkali.

ALA'IA phthisis (Med.) aXxix £«,«;, from aXx-iK, blind ; a

consumption caused by a fluxion of humours in the head.

Gal. Exeges Vocab. Hippoc.

A'LALITE (Min.) a stone of the Chrysolite family.

A'LAMACH (Asirnn.) Almak called Cothurnus, by Hyde,
a star of the third magnitude in the southern foot of An-
dromeda, marked ( 7 ) by Bayer.

A-LA-^Il'RE (Mns.) the lowest note but one in the three

septenaries of the gamut or scale of music.

ALAMO'DE (Com.) a thin light glossy black silk, not

quilted or crossed, chiefly for women's hoods.

ALA'NA terra (Min.) English Oker, now called Red Ochre,

the Ochra Jerri of Linnaeus, supposed to be what the

ancients called Samius lapis, the Samian stone ; a light

white stone, inclining to red, which was procured princi-

pall}' in France. It is detersive and desiccative.

ALANALA'BOLUS (Min.) a sort of earth mentioned by
Paulus ^IJginetes, which is supposed to be the same as the

Alana terra.

ALA'NDAHAL (Bol.) the. Colocynthis oi 'Lmnxus.

ALANEA'RIUS (Falcon.) a falconer, or a keeper of dogs

for hawking.

ALANFU'TA (Anat.) a vein between the chin and under

A'LANT (Her.) a mastiff dog with short ears ; one ot the

supporters to the arms of Lord Dacres.

A'LA pouli (Bot.) another name for the Bilimbi or Averrhoe

bilimbi of Linnaeus.

ALAQUE'CA (Med.) a stone found in little polished frag-

ments in the East Indies, and much used to stop bleeding.

AL A'RAF ( Theol.) the party-wall that separates heavtp.

from hell; according to the creed of the ^Mahometans.
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ALA'RES (Ant.) Alarii milites, the soldiers in the Roman

array who formed tiie alic or flanks, which were mostly
cavalry. C(es. dc Bell. Gall. 1. 1, c. 51 ; Liv. 1. 35, c. 5.

ALA'IllS (Med.) alar or wing-shaped; an epithet for a vein

in the bend of the arm.

Ai.ARis (Dot.) alar or wing-shaped; an epithet for the

peduncle and the head.

—

Pidunculus alaris, an alar pedun-
cle, or one that stands in the axill.-c of the branches, as

Linum rcuUola.— Capiluliwt alare, an alar head, or one that

sits in the axilla; of the branches.

ALA'RM (Mil.) any notice given either by the beat of the

drum or the firing of cannon, &c. which shall cause the

men to run to their arms.

—

.Harm post, in the field, is the

spot fixed upon hy the quarter-master-general for each
regiment to march to in case of an alarm : in the garrison,

a similar place is marked out by the governor.

—

Alarm-
hell, a bell which is m.adc for the purpose of ringing an
alarm.

—

False alarms, stratagems of war, which are em-
ployed either by an enemy for the purpose of harrassing,

or by commanders for the purpose of trying the vigilance

of the men.
Al.ir.m (Fenc.) another name for an appeal or challenge.

ALA'TAN (Chem.) Lithargyrum.
A'LATUR (Chem.) .Es ustum.

ALATERNO'IDES (Dot.) another name for the Phylica

cricoides ; the Clutea ahiternnides ; the Creanthu.'S Afri-

canus ; the Ilex cassinc and the Mirica cordifolia of Lin-

naeus. Rail Hist. Plant.

ALATE'RNUS (Dot.) a name formerly for a genus of

plants, the species of which are now the Rhamniis alaternus

and p/ii/lica ; the Celastnis ; and the Ilex cassine, Paragua
and vomitoria of Linna-us. Cliis. Bar. Plant. Hist. ; J.

Dauli. Hist. Plant.; C. Daii/i. Pin. ; Ger. Herb. ; Parkins.

Thcat. Dotan. ; Rail Hist. Plant. ; Boerhaav. Ind. Bntan.

ALA'TI (Anat.) an epithet for such as have their scapula;

or shoulder-blade very prominent, who are supposed to be
subject to consumptions.

Alati processus, the processess of the Os sphenoides.

ALA'TUS (But.) winged, or provided with a membrane
like awing.

ALAU'DA (Or.) Lark, a genus of animals, Class Arcs,

Order Passeres.

Generic Characters. Dill cylindrical.

—

Mandibles equal.

—

Tongue bifid.

—

Hind claw straight.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Alauda arvensis, in

French I'Alonelle, the Sky Lark.

—

Alauda cristatella, in

French le Lrdu, Lesser crested Lark.

—

Alauda arborea,

in l'"rench I'Aloiielte de bois ou Ic OyM&r, Wood-Lark.

—

Alauda Itnlica, in French Giarola, Italian Lark.

—

Alauda capcnsis, in French Cravatejaune, Cajjc Lark.

—

Alauda nui^ellaua, in French le Rousseline, Marsh Lark.
—Alan/la Scncgalensis, in French Grisette, Senegal Lark.
—Alauda minor scvtAgrestis, Field Lark.

—

Alauda Ludo-
viciana, in French la Farlouzanne, Louisana Lark.

—

Alauda alpeslris, in French Ic Haupccol, Shore Lark.

—

Alauda yl/'ricana, in French le Sioli, African Lark.

—

Alauda uiidnta, in I'rench la Cor/uillade, Undated Lark.

— Alauda pratcnsis, in French I'Alouelte de pics, Tit-

Lark.

—

Alauda .sepiaria, in French Alouelte pipi, Pipit-

Lark, &c.

AL.\.'Ul>JE (Mil.) a legion of Transalpine Gauls who were
in Ca:sar's army. Suetonius says they were so called in

the CJallic tongue. Sucton. in .Jul. Cecs. c. 2t.

ALA'L'SA (Ich.j vide Alosa.

ALA'V (Polil.) a Turkish word signifying triumpli, is taken

for a ceremony of proclaiming war in Turkey, wliich is a

sort of masquerade.

Ar,AY (Sport.) a term used for fresh dogs when they are

sent into the cry.

A'LIJA (Ant.) a sort of tunic, so called from its whiteness.

ALB
of which mention is made in the letter of the emperor
Valerian. Trebcdl. Poll, in Claud.

Ah\i\ (Archceol.) the Alb. L A surplice anciently used by
officiating priests, so called because it was made of white
linen. Con. Carthag. i\. can. i ; Alcuin dc OJpc. Divin. ;
Amalar. Eccles. OJfic. 1. 2. 2. A vestment worn by persons
newly baptized, as an emblem of |)urity ; whence they
were called Albati. St. Amlm.sius de his qui Mi/stcr. in.

;

Dionys. Areop. de Hier. Eccl. c. 1 , 2, &c. ; St, Awttst.
epist. IGS, clc. ; Alcuin. dc Divin. OJfic. &c.

ALBA/lVma (Law) or Album, a yearly rent payable to the
chief lord of a hundred, paid in while money or silver, in

distinction from that paid in grain, &c. which was called
reditus tiigri. 2 Inst. 19, &c.

Alba (Miu.) a sort of jiearl of peculiar excellence. Lam-
prid. in Heliogab. ; Suidas.

Alba terra (Atch.) a name for the philosopher's stone,
which was a composition of quicksilver and sulphur.

Alba spina (Dot.) vide Acacia.

Alba vitiligo (Med.) vide Vitiligo.

Alba pituita (Med.) vide Leucophlegmatia.
ALBADA'RA (Anat.) an Arabic term for the sesamoide

bone of the first joint of the great toe.

ALBAGL\'ZI (Anat.) Arabic for the os sacrum.
ALBAHU'RLM (A-itrol.) a figure consisting of sixteen

sides, on which astrological physicians built their prog-
nostics.

ALBAME'NTUM (Nat.) vide Album ovi.

ALBA'RA (Med.) the same as Alptius.

Albara (Bot.) the Canna angustifolia ofLinna;us. Pis.

Braz. Plant.

ALBA'RII (.Int.) those who whitened earthen vessels, in

distinction from the Dealbatoi'es who whitened walls.

ALBA'RUS (Chem.) arsenic.

Albauus alba (Med.) the same as Leucc.—Albartis nigra,

the same as Lepra Grwcorum.
ALBA'TI (Ant.) clothed with the Alba [vide Alba'] ; an

epithet for soldiers who were employed for parade on
public occasions : " Jamprimum inter Togatos Patrcs et

Equestrem ordinem, albatos milites et onmi populo prae-

unte." Trebel. Poll, in Gall.

Albati (Ecc.) an epithet, 1. For ecclesiastics in their cleri-

cal robes, who Albas gerunt seu in Albis sunt. 2. For those

who, on receiving baptism, were clothed in the Alba, [vide

Alba]

AL15,\'TI() (Chem.) Albijicalio, from albco, to Mliitcn ;

blanching metals.

A'LBATROSS (Or.) or Man of War Bird, the Diomcdea
of Linna?us ; a water bird which inhabits most seas, par-

ticularly witiiin the Tropics, between three and four feet

long, and lays eggs as large as a goose, the white of which
cannot be hardened by boiling.

A'LBE (Com.) a small coin in Germany equal to a penny.
ALBE'DO (Med.) whiteness, particularly as applied to

urines, which are of four kinds, chrystalline, snowy, limey,

and limpid. I'hcophd de Urin. c. 5 ; Actuar. de L'rin. c. 8,

AL'BEKAS (Bot.) the Stophisagria of Linnaeus.

A'LlilCIUiE (D<it.) a small forward pear of a yellow colour.

ALBEUCiE'LIUM (Mil.) an habergeon, a defence for the

neck. Itiivedon.

ALBE'RNUS (Com.) a stuff resembling camblet, which is

manufactured in the Levant.

ALBE'RTIJS (S'umis.) a gold coin worth about fourteen

livrus, which was coined during the administration of Al-

bertus, Archduke of Austria.

ALBE'STON (Chem.) Quick-Lime.
A'LBETAD (Chem.) (ialbanum.

A'LBI (Chem.) Sublimate.

ALBICA'NTIA Corpora (Anat.) glands behind the infundi-

bulum of the pelvis of the cerebrum.
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ALBIGE'NSES {Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the twelfth

century, who opposed the doctrine and discipline of the

Romish church. They derive their name from the city of

Albi where they established themselves, but they were also

known by the different names of Henricians, Petrobusians,

Publicans or Poplicians, l?on-honimes or Puritans, &c.

according to their different tenets, which were mostly after

the ]Manichean scheme. Prateol. Vit. et Dogni. Haret,

(imii. ; Sander. Hceres. ; Baron. Anna/, and Bzov. Hist.

Eccles.

ALBI'GO (Rot.) mildew, a whitish mucilaginous coating of

the leaves of plants, produced cither by small plants or

insects.

A'LBIMEC (Chcm.) Orpiment. [vide Aiiripigmentum']

A'LBIXOS {S'at.) the name given by the Portuguese to the

white IMoors, who are looked upon as monsters by the

negroes.

ALBl'N'U.M (Bot.) the GimphnUum Diorcum of Linnaeus

;

a species of plant, so called from the whiteness of its

blossoms.

A'LBIS {Nat.) pitch from the bark of the yew tree.

ALBITROSSE [Or.) vide Albatross.

ALBO margimitum (Bot.) having white on the margin ; an

epithet for a leaf.

—

Al/jo variegatum, having white in the

centre ; an epithet for a leaf.

A'LBOR Ovi (Xat.) Albumen Ovi.

A'LBORA (Med.) a species of itch consisting of the Mor-
phew, Serpigo and Leprosy. I'aracel. dc Apostem. c. 42.

ALBO'KEA (Chem.) Mercury.
A'LBORO (Ich.) a common name, in the markets of Rome
and Venice, for the small red fish called the Erethymus.

A'LBOT (Chem.) a crucible.

A'LBOTAT (Chem.) Ceruss.

ALBOTIM [Chem.) Turpentine.

A'LBOTIS (Med.) Terminthus.

ALBU'CA (Hot.) a genus of plants ; Class 6 Hexandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cat,, none.—CoR. ^)f/a/.s six.

—

Stam.
Ji/aments shorter than the corolla.

—

VisT. germ ohlong ;

style three-sided ; .stigma a triangular pyramid.

—

Per.
capsule oblong ; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, and natives

of the Cape of Good Hope. Raii Hist. Plant. ; Mar.
Hist. Plant. ; Linn. .'>pec. Plant.

ALBUGI'XEA {.4nat.) from albas ; an epithet for the tunica

adnata oculorum, as also for the coat of the testicles, so

called from its colour which is white.

ALBUGI'XEUS humour (Anat.) the aqueous humour of

the eye. [vide Aqueous Humour']
ALBU'GO oculorum (.Anat.) a disease in the ej'e, which

consists of a pearl or white speck. Plin. 1. 20, c. 5, &c.

;

Oribas. tie Loc. Affect. 1. 4, c. 24 ; Aet. Tetrab. 2, serm. 3,

c. 37, Sec. ; Paul. .Eginet. de Re Med. 1. 3, c. 22 ; Actuar.

de Mcth. Med. 1. 6, c. 5.

Albugo Coralli (Xat.) the magistery of Coral.

—

Albugo
Ovi, the white of an egg. [vide Albumen'}

A'LBUL.E Aqucc (Med.) "aa3«a«i, the mineral waters of

Albula, in Italy, by which wounds were healed, according

to Pliny. Hist. Nat. 1. 31, c. 2 ; Gal. de Meth. Med. 1. 8,

c. 2 ; .-let. Tetrab. 3, serm. 3, c. 30.

A'LBU.M (Ant.) a white table wherein the praetors had their

decrees written, also a muster-roll, or list of names, as

the Album Judicnm, Album senatorium, &c. Cic. Orat.

1. 2, c. 12; Senec. de Bencf. 1. 3, c. 7 ; Plin. Prqfat.;
Tacit. Annnl. I. 4, c. liS ; Sueton. in Claud, c. 16; Dio.

in August. ; Bud. in Pandect. ; Salmas de Med. Usur.

p. ()78.

Albu.vi lialsamum (Med ) Capivi Balsamuni.

—

Album His-
panicuni, Spanish \\'hite ; a cosmetic.

—

Alburn Grcecum or

Canis, Dog's-dung applied to Ulcers, &c. Dale. Phar-

ALC

macop.—Album Jus, a broth made from fish for sick people.

Oribas.

Alb CM Oculi (Anat.) the White of the eye.

—

Album Ovi,

the white of an egg. [vide Albumen']

Album Olus (Hot.) Corn Salad.

Album Nigrum (Nal.) blouse-dung.

Album (Law) vide .-ilbn Firma.

ALBU'MEN (Nat.) the White of an egg, called by Aristotle

Xi'jy.^v, by Celsus Ovi candidum, by Pliny Ovi A/bus liquor,

by Palladius Ovi Albor, Ovi Album, or Albumerilum.

Aristot. de Gen. Animal. 1. 3, c. 2 ; Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 155;
Plin. 1. 10, c. 53; Gal. de Simplic. 1. 11 ; Harv. de Gen.

Animal. Exercit. 60.

Albumen (Bot) the substance of the lobes of seeds cor-

responding to the white of an egg. Greiv. Anat. of Plants.

ALBU'MOR (Nat.) vide Albumen.

ALBU'RNUM (Bot.) the soft white substance in trees next

to the liber, or inner bark, which gradually acquires soli-

dity, until it becomes wood. It is, according to LinnEBUs,

Intermedia substantia libri et Hgni, and is vulgarly called

Sap, to distinguish it from the heart, which is harder, and
of a deeper colour. It derives its name albo colore from

its white colour. Plin. I. 16, c. 38 ; Linn. Phil. Botaii.

ALBU'RNUS (/('/(.) the Bleak, the Cyprinus nlburnus of

Linnaeus : a little fish mentioned by Ausonius, the catching

of which was an amusement for children.

Auson. Mosel. v. 126.

AUnmios jirailam pumtibui hamii.

A'LBUS Liquor (Nat.) vide Albumen.

Aldus Spinus (Bot.) White Thorn.

Albus Romanus Pulvis (Med.) magnesia.

—

Albusjluor, vide

Fluor Albus.

Albus (Com.) a small coin current in Cologne, a half-

penny in value.

A'LCA (Or.) the Auk, a genus of birds of the Order anseres.

Generic Character. Bill strong, thick, compressed.

—

Nostrils linear.— Tongue almost as long as the bill.

—

Toes no back toe.

Species. The principal species are as follow ; namely

—

Alca impennis, in French le grand Fingoin, Penguin,

or Great Auk. From the smallness of its wings it is

unable to flv, and is observed by mariners never to go

beyond soundings.

—

Alca tarda, in French le Pingoin,

the Razor-bill Auk or Murre, so called from the sharp

edges of the bill.— .ilea arctica, in French le Macareux ;

the F'ica marina of Aldrovandus, and the Puffin or

Coulterneb of Willoughby.

—

Alca (die, in French la petit

Guillemot ; the Little lilack and White Diver of Wil-

loughby ; the Mergidus mclanoleucos of Ray, is now
more commonly known by the name of the Little Auk.
—Alca pijgmcca, an American and Asiatic bird, is still

smaller than the preceding, being not more than seven

inches long.

A'LCADE (Polit.) an inferior minister of justice in Spain.

A'LCAHEST (Chem.) vk\c Alkahest.

A'LCAHOL (Chem ) Alcohol.

ALCA'IC Dactylic (Poet.) an alcaic verse, in which the

dactyl is the principal foot.

—

Alcaic Strophe, a strophe

in which the Alcaic verse prevails.

—

Alcaic Verse, [vide

Alcaics]

ALCA'ICS (Poet) Carmen Alcaicum, i. e. Alcaic Verse ; a

sort of verse so called from the poet Alcaeus, by whom
it was first used. Alcaics are of three sorts ; namely

—

The lesser Alcaic, which consists of two dactylfs and two

trochees, as

Hor. Carm. 1. 2, od. 3, v. 28.

£i'it'i
I

urn imposi
\
tiira \

cymbir.

The greater Alcaic, which consists of five feet ; the first a
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spondee, or iambic ; the second an iambic ; the third a

caesura, or long syllable ; the fourth and fifth dactyles, as

Hot: Carm. 1. 1, od. 3, v. 25.

fltnnrs
|

cij
|
dcm

\
c'.gtmiir

\
tjmmnm

Versa
\ tiir iir

|
ria, ^'C.

These two are called Alcaic Dactylics.—Tlic third and
last sort consists of four feet, the first an epitrite, the

second and third choriambuses, and the fourth a bac-

chius, as

Hor.\. 1, od. 8.

Te Di-os u
I
vo S^harin

\
air projhrcs

|
timando.

A'LCALI (Cfievi.) ^\Aq Alkali.

ALCALE'SCENT, kc. (C/iem.) vide Alkalescent, &c.
ALCA'XCALI [Med.) an antidote used in burning fevers.

Mj/rep. sect. 1 , c. 2i.

.\LC.\'NNA {Dot.) the Ancliusa of Linnaeus, more com-
monly called Alkanet.

ALCAV'A'LA {Com.) a custom-house duty paid in Spain,

en imported goods, at the rate of five per cent, on the price

of tlie commodity.
.\'LCEA (li'd.) afixiu, a sort of wild mallows which was
employed in medicine as an emollient. Dioscci: 1. 3,

c. IGt; Pliii. 1. 27, c. 4-; Paul. .-Hginet. de Re Med.
1.7, c. 3.

Alcea, in the Linnean si/slem, a genus of plants; Class 16
Mcnodclphia, Order 7 Poli/andria, in English the Vervain
.Mallow.

Generic Characters. Cal. double.

—

Cor. petals five.

—

HTAhi.Jilameiits uniting into a sort of five-angled cylinder

at bottom ; anthers almost kidney-shaped.

—

Pi.st. germ
orbiculate ; stijle cylindric ; stigmas setaceous.

—

Per.
arils many-jointed ; seed one.

Species. The Species are the

—

Alcea rosea. Common
Holly-hock, a native of China.

—

Alcea fici/hlia, Fig-
leaved Holly-Iiock.

—

Alcea Africana, African Holly-
hock, native of Africa. J. Bauh. Hist. I'lant. ; C.
Banh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Bolau. ; Rail
Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Inst. ; Boerhaav. Ind. Plant.

;

Linn. Spec. Plant.

Alcea is also the name for different species of the Hibiscus
and Maha of Linnseus. Bauh. Rail, &c.

ALCE'BUIS vivwn (Chem.) the same as Sulphur vivuni.

ALCE'DO (Or.) a genus of animals ; Class Aves, Order
Pic(c.

Generic Characters. Bill triangular.

—

Tongue Fleshy.

—

I'cct (in most) gressorial.

Species The principal species are

—

Alccdo giganlca, in

French Ic plus grand Martin Pecheur, Giant King-fisher,

jrdiabits New Holland

—

Alccdo lorquata, in French
I'Alatti, Cinereous King-fisher, inhabits Martinique.

—

Alccdo atracapilta, in French le Marlin-pcchcur H coijfe

noir, Blackcapped King-fisher.

—

Alcedo cnncrojihaga, in

French le Crabicr, Crab-eating King-fisher.

—

Alccilo fla-

vescens, in French Tenrou-joulon, Flavescent King-fisher.

Alcedo Brasilicnsis, in French le G/p-Gip.—Alccdo cris-

tata, in French, le Vinl.si, Crested King-fisher, inhabits
Amboyne and the Philippine islands.

.VECHAUIL (Chem.) Rosemary.
ALCIIA'AHA (Chem.) \ide Alchem,/.

ALCHE.^H'LLA (Bot.) or Alchimctla, from having been
celebrated by the Alchymists, Ladies Mantle; a genus of
plants, Class 't Tetandria, Order 1 Mono^ynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved; edge flat.

—Cou. none.— Sta:^!.Ji/ummls erect; rt»///(;7-s roundish.
Visr. gcrtn ovate; style fililbrm; stigma globular.

—

Pei(.

none ; seal solitarj-.

Species. The species are

—

Akhcmilla vulgaris, scu Pes

Leonis, Common Ladies Mantle, or Bearsfoot. A pe-
rennial, native of Britain.

—

Alchemilla Alpina, Stcllarea

argentia, seu Hcptaphillon Cinqvefoit, or Aljjine Ladies
Mantle; a perennial, native of Britain.

—

Alchemilla pcn-
taphyllca, seu alpina, &:c. Five-leaved Ladies Mantle ; a
perennial, native of the Alps.— .'llchemilla Capensis, na-

tive of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Alchemilla Aphanca,
hirsuta,monandra,annuus, seamiuinia Montana, Aphanes,
or Scaiidi.r minor, an annual.

—

Alchemilla Arvenis, an an-

nual, native of Britain J. Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauh.
Pin. Tliat. Botan. ; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat. Botan. ;

Raii Hist. Plant.; Tourn. Inst. Herb.; Buerh. Ind.

Plant. ; IVild. Linn. Spec. Plant.

ALCHE^H'STOll (Alch.) Alchymist, a studier of Alchymy.
AL'CHEMY (Chem.) y]de Alchymy.
ALCHIME'LLA (Bot.) \k\e Alchemilla.

ALCHI'TUAN (Chem.) the oil of Juniper.

ALCHOCO'KDEN (Aslrol.) a jilanet that bears rule in ti\e

principal places of astrological figures at a person's nativity.

ALCHO'LLEA (Mcch.) a sort of meat pickled, dried, and
potted.

ALCHO'UXEA (Bot.) from Mr. Alchorne, of London; a

genus of plants, Class 22 Dioccia, Order 13 Mona-
delphia.

Generic Characters. C.\l. perianth three or five leaved;

leajlets ovate.

—

Cor. none.

—

SrAyi. Jilamcnis eight ; an-

thers ovate.—PisT. a rudiment.

Species. The only species is the Alchornea latijblia, a

shrub, native of Jamaica. Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'LCHYMY (Chem.) that branch of chemistry which more
particularly treats of the transmutation of metals. It is

compounded of the Arabic particle al, the, and the Greek

X^y-"'", preparing of metals, i. e. ' The chemistry,' by dis-

tinction from every other branch of the art.

Alchymy is also the name of a composition of copper and

arsenic, which is used for Kitchen utensils.

ALCI'BION (Bot.) from u>,y.y., strength, and /3i«, life; a

herb that is good against the stinging of serpents.

ALCMA'NIC verse (L'oct.) so called from the lyric poet,

Alcmann, its inventor, consists of three dactyls and a long

syllabic.

A'LCOB (Chem.) Sal Ammoniac.
ALCOCHO'liDON (A.-,lrol.) vide Alchocordcn.

ALCODETA (Chem.) the tartareous sediment of urine.

A'LCOHOL (Chem.) .llcahol or Alkohol. 1. The powder
of lead ore, a fine uni)alpable powder with which the

Eastern ladies tinged their hair. 2. Any powder reduced

to the highest state of purity. 3. Spirits of wine, or any

other fermented liquor, rectified to the highest state of

perfection. Paracel. dc Tartar.

ALCOHOLIZA'TION (Chem.) the reducing of bodies to a

fine and unpalpable powder; or in liquids, the depriving

liquid spirits of their phlegm or watery nualit}', so as to

rectify them highly.

A'LCOL
(
Chem.) vinegar.

A'LCOL.V (Med.) the same as aphtha.

Alcola (Alch.) the tartar or excrement of wine. Paracel.

dc Urin. c. 2.

ALCOLI'SMUS (C/iem.) Alcolizing or reducing any sub-

stance to fine particles.

ALCOLfi'A Urina (Med.) a urine so called from the Al-

cola which it contains. Paracel. de Urin. c. 2.

A'LCOKAU (Astral.) a contrariety of light in the planets.

A'LCOllAN (My.) i. e. the Koran or reading, from the

Arabic al, the, and Koran, to read ; a collection of iablcs

and impostures, invented by Mahomet, which is held

sacred by the Musselmen, as their Bible, or rule of

faith.

Alcouan (Lit.) a name given to some extravagant produc-

tions of the monks in former times, as the " Alcoran of the
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Cordeliers," in ^\bich St. Francis is preposterously extolled,

and put on a level with our Saviour.

A'LCORANISTS (Theol.) strict adherents to the letter or

text of the Koran.
ALCORA'XES {Archccol.) high slender towers, generallj'

huilt by the Mahometans near their mosques.
A'LCYON (Or.) vide Halajoti.

ALCYONIUM {Con.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes,

Order Zoopliyta.

Generic Characters. Animal in the form of a plant.— Steyn

fixed, fleshy, gelatinous, spongy, or coriaceous.

Species. The principal species are the

—

.Llci/oniiim digita-

tum. Dead-man's hand.

—

Alcijonium bursa. Sea-purse.

—

Alcyonium fens. Sea-fig, ijcc.

ALDABA'RAN {Astron.) or the Bull's Eye, a star of the first

magnitude in the southern eye of the constellation Taurus,

which Ptolemy calls o >.xu,-:pii Tat vxj^v, i. e. the bright

star of the Hyades. The Right Ascension for 1S12 was
66° IT' 4": IJeclination, 16° 7' 31" N. : Annual Variation

in Right Ascension 51" 31 : in Declination 8" 16. Plolem.

Almagest. \. 7, c. 5, lic. ; U/ug. Beig/i. npud Hxjde Relig.

Vet. Fcrsar. ; Baijer. Uraiiomet.

A'LDER (Bnt.) the i?f/«/a .(^/siu of Linnseus, a well-known
tree which thrives particularly in moist places. It is called

in Greek j-.A>;t'f:i, in Latin Aliiiis, in German FJler, in Dan-
ish Ell, in Swedish All, Aid, iSrc. The principal sorts of

alder are three, namely, the round-leaved, or common
alder, the long-leaved, and the dxvnrf alder. It is pro-

pagated by layers or truncheons, which are planted in Fe-
bruarj' or March, and is of great use for making fences.

The wood is valuable for piles and pumps, and all other 1

works which remain under water, and is also much used by
turners. The bark is employed in tanning.

—

Black alder,

the Rhamnus frangula of Linna;us.

ALDERA'IMEN (Astron.) vide Aderaimin.
A'LDERMAN (Polit.) eal&erman, formerly one of the

tlnee degrees of Nobility among the Saxons. Atheling was
the first, Thane tlie lowest, and Alderman the same as

Earl among the Danes. Now Aldermen are associates to

the chief civil magistrates of a city or town corporate.

ALDERMA'NNUS totius Anglite (Law) an officer answer-
ing to the Lord Chief Justice.

—

Aldcrmannus Hundrcdi, an
office first appointed in the reign of Henry I.

ALDROV'A'NDA (Bot.) a genus of plants, so called after

Aldrovandrus, the naturalist, Class 5 Pentandria, Order 5
Peniagi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted.

—

CoJi. pe-

tals five.

—

Stam. fdaments length of :he flowers ; an-

tliers simple.

—

Fist, germ globose ; styles very short

;

stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. capsule globose ; seeds ten.

Species. The only species is the Aldrovanda vesiculosa, seu
Lent'cula palustris, 6:c. native of Italy. FluL Almag.
Botan. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

ALE (Husband.) a species of beer, which is distinguished

by having less of the hop.

—

Pale Ale is brewed from malt
slightly dried.

—

Broxm Ale is brewed from malt high
dried.

—

.-ile-House, a house that is licensed to sell ale.

Slat. 5 Sc 6 Ed. VI.—Ale Shot, a reckoning to be paid at

an Ale-house.

AhE-silver (Laxo) a rent or tribute annually paid to the
Lord of the Manor by those that sell ale within the liber-

ties of the city.

—

Ale-taster, an officer for inspecting the
quality of the beer sold in Ale-houses in the city. Kitch. 46.—Ale-Conner, an officer in the city of London to inspect
the measures of Ale-house Keepers.

Ale cost (Bot.) or ale-coast, from its being put into Ale; an
old name for the Tanacetum Bahamita of Linnoeus.

—

Ale-

Hoof, Ground Ivy, so called because it serves to clear ale

or beer.

Alh Gill (Med.) or Gill-ale, a kind of medicated liquor

ALE

from the infusion of ground-ivy in malt liquor. Qidnc.

Med. Dispens.

ALECENA'RIUM (Falcon.) a sort of hawk called the Lau-

ner-Hawk.
ALE-CONNER (ArchaoL) \[de Ale.

ALECTO'RIA (Mi,i.) or Lapis Aleclorius, from i.>iy.ri^,, n

cock ; a gem so called because it is found in the stomacli

of cocks.

ALECTORO'LOPHUS {Bot.) a plant so called from i>/-c-

ruf, a cock, and Acyo;, a crest, because its leaves resemble

the crest of a cock. By the earlier botanists, it is called

either by this name, or by that of GalUv Crista and Pedi-

cnlaris.
'
In the Linnffian system it is classed under the

Bart.'sia, Pcdicidaris, and Rhinanthus. I-'lin. 1.21, c .5 ;

Dodon. Slirp. Hist.; Clus. Rar. Plant. Hist.; J. Bank.

Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Rail Hist. Plant.; Linn.

Spec. Plant.

ALE'CTRA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 14 Didynamia,

Order 2 Anginspermia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved ; cleft.^

ovate. Cor. one-petalled ; tube b}' degrees widened a

little ; border expanding.

—

StAiM. flaments four ; ae-

thers twin.^PisT. o-c)-»; ovate; style filiform; stigma in-

curved.

—

Per. capsule ovate ; seeds solitary.

Species. The only species is the Aleclra Capcnsis, an an-

nual, native of the Cape of Good Hope. Linn. Spec.

Plant.

ALECTRYOMA'NCY (Ant.) Alectryomnnteia, from i;.fV.7-«,

and !/>x.tTi!o., a prophecy or divination by means of cocks.

It was performed by writing the twenty-four letters of the

alphabet in the dust, on each of which a grain of corn was

laid : then a cock magically prepared was let loose among
them, and those letters, out of which he picked the corns,

being joined together into words, were supposed to declare

what they purposed to know. In this manner Jamblicus,

the master of Proclus, is said to have divined that a person,

named Theodosius, Theodotus, Theodorus, or Theodectes,

was to succeed the emperor Valens, which coming to the

emperor's ears, he put to death several persons whose
names began with those letters, and obliged Jamblicus to

poison himself, iu order to escape his fury. Zonar.

Anna I.

ALE'CTRY'OXON Agon (Ant.) a>.!KTfm:iu> a'/S>, i. e. the

contest of cocks, an annual festival, whichwas celebrated

by cock-fighting. It was instituted by Themistocles, in

commemoration of his victory over the Persians, which

had been presaged by the crowing of cocks. Plutarch, iu

Themistoe.

A'LE-DIIAPER (Archccol.) a humourous name for an Ale-

house keeper.

A-LE'E (Mar.) i. e. A lee, the situation of the helm when
pushed close down to the lee side of the ship, in order to

put the ship about.

ALEFA'NTES (Chcm.) flower of salts.

A'LEGAR (Chcm.) sour ale used by the Dyers.

A'LE-HOOF (Bot.) a plant, the Glycome hederacea of Lin-

na;us, so called from its use to clear ale or beer.

ALEl'PHA (Med.) "AMifiec, the oil of vegetables. Gal.

E.teg. apud Hippocrat.

ALEIPTE'RIUM (Ant.) Lxuzri^m, the place in the Gym-
nasium at Athens where the combatants used to anoint

themselves, bo called from KM;?a, to anoint.

ALELAl'ON (Med.) 'AAsAaw, oil beat up with salt to apply

to tumours. Galen, de Reined. Parab. ; Foes. Oeconom.

Hippocrat.

ALE'MA (Chem.) aA>i^.«, boiled meal.

ALE'MBIC (Chem.) Alembicus, compounded of the Ara-

bic particle al, and the Greek au,2il, a cup ; is the cap

or head to a distilling vessel, which was called the body.

The whole apparatus is now called by the name of Alem-
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bic, and is of two sorts, beaked and blind.

—

Ahmlicus
rostratiis, a beaked Alembric, has a canal or pipe
from the head into the receiver.

—

Alembicus ccecus, a
blind Alembic, is one without a pipe. Paracii. Archi-
dox. 1. 3.

ALE'.MBOR (Chcm.) vide Alembroth.
ALE'MBROTH (CItem.) the philosopher's salt, in the lan-

guage of Paracelsus ; a fixed alkaline salt. Paiacd.
Diction

.

ALEOPHAWGINii: ;;*//« (Med.) aromatic pills.

ALEO'RE (Med.) aAiap, ease from the abatement of a
distemper. Hippocrat. Prognost. sect. J ; Foes. Oeconom.
Hippocrat.

A'LEOS (Med.) aXtci, as an epithet, signifies heaped, con-
densed ; as a substantive, heat or warnilh. Hippocrat. de
Morb. Mill. 1. 1 ; Hesijcldiis.

A'LER sansjour {Law) to be finally dismissed the court,

because there is no further day assigned for appearance.
Kitch. 146.

A'LES (Med.) aXm, condensed; an epithet applied by Hip-
pocrates to the excrements. Hippocrat. de Morb. Mid.
1. J.

Ales (Chem.) a compound salt.

—

Alct crudum, crude ales

drops which often fall in the night time in June.
A'LESCH (C/iem.) alunien.

A'LE-SHOT (Archccol.) a reckoning to be paid at an ale-

house.

A'LE-SILVER (Archceol.) a rent annually paid to the lord

mayor by those who sell ale within the city.

A'LE-STAKE (Archccol.) a maypole; so called because
ale was sold there.

A'LET (Falcon.) the true falcon of Peru, that never lets

her prey escape.

A'LE-TASTER (AtcIkcoI.) the same as Ale-Conner.
ALE'TIDES (Ant.) festivals at Athens, in commemoration

of Erigone, who wandered with a dog in search of her
fathci- Icarus, so called from iAao/A«i, to wander. Aiken.
1. It, c. 3.

ALE'TON (Med.) uMto, from aXt'u, to grind ; the meal of
any sort of corn ground, as it is explained by Erotian and
Hesychius Erot. Lex; Hcsych. Lex; Foes. Oeconom.
Hippocrat.

A'LETRIS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class G Ilexandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. none.—CoR. one-petalled.

—

Stam. Jilaments awlshaped ; anthers oblong.—Pisr.
germ ovate; style subulate ; sligma trifid.— Peu. capsule

ovate ; seeds very many.
Species. The principal are the

—

Alclris /arinosa, scu
ttcauUs, seu llijucinthnsjloritanus, &c. American Aletus,

a \)erennial, native of America.

—

Alctris Capensis, seu
ve/lhrimia, Waved-leaved Aletris, native of the Cape of
Good Hope.— .'lletris nvaria, seu Aloe iivaria. Great
Orange-flowered Aletris, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.

—

Aletris Jragrans, Sweetscented Aletris, a shrub,
native of Africa. Pluk. Almag. Botan. ; Jacqii. Hort.
Botan. ; l.inn. .Spec. Plant.

ALIUJRI'TES (Bot ) uMvifiT'.!,, from uXivfti, meal which is

scattered over ilitlerent parts of the tree ; a genus of
plants, Class 21 Munoccia, Order S Monadelphia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth three-cleft; clefts

ovate.—Con. petals five ; nectary five scales.

—

Stam.
filaments numerous; anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germ
conic superior ; style none ; .'!tignias two.— Peu, berri/

large ; seeds two.

Species. The principal are the

—

Aleuriles triloba, a .shrub,

native of the Society Islands.

—

Aleuriles Molnrcana,
.latrapha Moluccana, seu A'wx Moluccana, a slirub,

native of the Moluccas.

—

Aleuriles laccijera, Crnton

tncciferum, llicinoides aromatica arbor, lUcinus aromati-

ALG
cus spicalus, seu Halicus terrestris, a shrub, native of
the East Indies, &c. Linn. Spec. Plant.

ALEU'RON (Med.) "AMvfDi, from xxia, to grind, pro-
perly signifies the meal of corn ; but is used by Hip-
pocrates for the meal of lentils. Hippocrat. de Morb.
Mill. I, 2 ; Erotian. Lex Hippocrat.; Foes. CEconom. Hip-
pocrat.

ALEXA'XDRI antidotus aiirea (Med.) an antidote for de-
fluxions from the head. Myrep. de Antidot. sect. 1, c. 1

.

—Ale.xandri cuUyrium, an ointment for the eyes. Act.
Tclrab. 2. serni. 3, c. 39.

ALEXA'NDRIAN library (Lit.) an immense collection of
books, formed at a vast expense by the Ptolemies, and
afterwards burnt by order of the caliph Omar, A.U. 624.
It is said that the volumes of this library supplied fuel

for the 4000 baths in the city during the space of six

months.

ALEXANDRI'NA aqua (Ant.) baths in Rome built by the
emperor Severus.

Alexandrina latirus (Bot.) the Buscits cpiglossiim of Lin-
naeus.

ALEXA'NDRINE (Poet.) or Alexandrian, the name of a
particular verse in modern poetry, consistino of ten,

twelve, or even thirteen syllables, and so called from a
certain French poem on the life of Alexander the Great.

ALEXANDRI'NUM emphistrum (Med.) a plaster of wax,
alum, SiC. Cels. de Re Med. 1. 5, c. 19.

ALEXA'NTHUS (Chem.) ox Allingas, flowers of copper.
ALEXETE'RIA (iV«/.) vide Alcxipharmica.

ALEXIPHA'RMICA (Med.) i>.s|.(paf^t,«xa, from ^A^a, to

drive away, and <pafu,ux.m, a poison ; alexipharmics, or

remedies against poisons ; otherwise called Alexiteria.

Gal. de Simplic. Med: fac. 1. 5, c. 18 ; Gorr. Defn. Med.
ALEXIPYRE'TICUM"(jVerf.)fromiAi|a.,nrceo, and ^ri/fixJi,

a fever ; a remedy for a fever.

ALEXITE'RIA (Med.) vide Alcxipharmica.

ALFA'CTA (Chem.) distillation.

ALFA'DIDAM (Chem.) the scoria of gold, iron, &c.
ALFA'NDIGA (Com.) the custom-house at Lisbon.

ALFA'TIDA (Chem.) burnt copper.

ALFA'TIDE (Chem.) sal ammoniac.
A'LFDOUGH (Cook.) a name given by the Moors to a sort

of vermicelli, which they make of flour and water, and use

nmch at their entertainments.

ALFE'CCA (Astron.) or Alphecca, an Arabic name for the

star which Ptolemy calls 6 Xa-fijiajo', arnj i> tS <;i(pxtif, \. e.

the bright star in the crown ; called by Manilius Lucida
corona. Plol. Almagest. I. 7, c. 5 ; Manil. Astronom. I. 1 ;

Ul. Beigh. apud Hyde. Relig. vet. Persar.; Bayer. IJra-

nomel.

ALFE'SERA (Med.) a confect, good for spasmodic affec-

tions. Mesne.
ALFE'TUM (Arclucol.) of xian, accendere, to make to

burn, and pKC, i>ns, a vessel ; a cauldron in which boiling

water being put the accused person was to hold his hand
and arm up to the elbow, and if it came out unhurt he was
judged innocent. Leg. Adelst. Ucg. apud Brompton.

A'LFIDAS (Chem.) Plumbum.
.'V'LCi.i'I'i (Hot.) a sea weed; so called from the nlgor or

coldness of water in which it grows.

AL(;y>; (Bot.) the second of the seven families, and the eighth

of the nine tribes or nations, into which Linna-us divides

all vegetables, comprehending such as liave the root,

leaves, and stem, all in one ; as Lichens or Liverworts,

Fnci, Sea-weeds, &c.

A I, (;,!:, in the artificial sy.ntem of Linnceus, is the third order

of the Class Cryptngamia, and comprehends the following

genera

—

Lichen, Liverwort, having its fructifications on a

smooth shining receptacle.— Tmnclln, fructification in a

gelatinous substance.— Ulva, fructification in a mcmbrana-
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ceous substance.

—

Fiicus, Sea-weed, substance coriaceous,

seeds in a gelatinous bladder.

—

Conferva, substance capil-

lary, or fibres continuous.

—

Bj/ssus, substance lanuginous

nor nearly fibrous.

A'LGALI (C/iem.) Nitre.

A'LGALY {Med.) an hollow leaden probe invented by Dr.
Hale tor extracting the stone.

A'LGAMET (Chem.) Coals.

A'LGARAB {Med.) the Arabic name for the disease called

tlie Anchylops.
A'LGARES (Med) a strong emetic and cathartic powder

prepared from butter of antimony.

A'LGAllOTH (Med.) Algcroth, a preparation of antimony
and sublimate, so called from its inventor Algerothos, a
physician at Verona. Castcll. Lex. Med.

ALGA'TIA (Chem.) Civet.

ALGA'TIIANE (Chem.) a sort of pitch or bituminous matter
found in the isle of Plata.

A'LGEBRA, the science of computing abstract quantities by
means of symbols or signs. It is so called from the Arabic
word Alghebra, according to Lucas de Burgo, who makes
Alghcbra e Ahmicabain, to signify the art of restitution

and comparison, opposition and restoration, or resolution

and equation, which all denote different parts in the opera-
tion of equations. Others derive it from the particle (d,

the, and Geber, the inventor of the science ; or from
geber, to reduce fractions to integers. By Lucas de Burgo
himself, the first writer on Algebra in Europe, it was called,

in Italian, L' Arte Magiore, to distinguish it from Arith-
metic, or L'Arte Minore, although it had bieii long
known in Italy by the name of Regola de la Cosa, or Rule
of the Thing. It was called Specious Arithmetic by Vieta,
and Universal Arithmetic by Newton.

Algebraic Quantities.

Quantities are of different kinds; namely

—

Knotvn quan-
tities, the values of which are known ; these are com-
monly represented by the first letters of the alphabet,
as n, b, c, d, &c.— Unknoum quantities, the values of
which are unknown, which are represented by the letters

X, y, z.—Simple quantities are those which consist of
one term, as a, 2 b, &c.—Compound quantities consist of
several terms ; if the quantity consist of two terms only it

is called a binomial, as a + b , when of tiiree terms a tri-

nomial, as a + b + c; and if of four terms a quadrino-
mial, &c.—Similar quantities are those which are ex-
pressed by the same letter, as a + 3 a.—Dissimilar or
unlilce quantities are expressed by difterent letters, as
a + b.— Positive quantities are those which are to be
added, iiaving the sign r prefixed to them, as -)- i or
+ c-

—

Negative quantities are those which are to be
subtracted, liaving the sign — prefixed to them, as
— a or — b, &c. When no sign is prefixed to a quantity
it is understood to be positive, as a — b, where n is

a positive.— Co-eJJicient of a quantitt/ is any number pre-
fixed to a letter, as in h a, i b, the 5 and 4 are co-effi-
cients. When no number is prefixed it is understood
to be unity, as a for 1 a.—Residual quantities are bino-
mials, having one negative quantity, as c — d.—Af-
fected quantities are those which have some number or
sign joined to Uiem, as 5 b or - a.— Multiple of a quan-
tity is that which contains it a certain number of times

;

til us 16 a is the multiple of !• a.—Measure of a quan-
tity is that which is contained in another a certain
number of times, as 4 a, the measure of 16 a.— Com-
mon measure is that quantity which measures or divides
two quantities without leaving a remainder, as 2 a,
which is the common measure of 6 a and 10 a.

Rational quantities are those which have some common

measure, as 6 a and 10 a, both of which may be mea-

sured or divided by 2n, so as lo make 3« and 5«
without any remainder.

—

Irrational quantities, otherwise

called surds or incommensurable quantities, are those

which cannot be measured by any other quantity with-

out a remainder, and have the radical sign v' prefixed

to them, as V o'" -\/^'') ' ^- t''e square root of a, or

of b cube.— Quantities that have no common measure

but unity are said to be prime to one another.

—

Recipro-

cal of a quantity is that quantity inverted, or unity di-

vided by it; thus - is the reciprocal of j, and - is the

reciprocal of S.

—

Foiver ofa quantity is its square, cube,

<S:c. as a-, the square of a ; a>, the cube; «>, the biqua-

drate, or fourth power of a, &c. : these different degrees

are also called dimensions.—Indices, or exponents, are

the figures which are placed above the letters to denote

the powers, as the 2 in a-, the 3 in n', &c.

Algebraic Signs.

Signs express the relations of quantities ; they are of

different kinds, as follow: \-, \.he sign of addition,

which is called itlus, signifies that the quantitj', to which
it is prefixed, is to be added, as a -\- b, i. e. a plus,

h or a added to b. , the sign of subtraction , which
is called minus, signifies that the quantity must be sub-

tracted, as a — b, i. e. a minus b, or a subtracted from b.

The first of these is called the positive or affrmative

sign, the second the negative sign. When several of

these signs are prefixed to different quantities they are

called like signs, when they are all affirmative, or all

negative ; and unlike signs when they are some affirma-

tive, and some negative ; thus in a \- '2 b + S c, or

n — 2 c — 4 (/, the signs are like, but in « -|- 3 c — 4 f/ they

are unlike. x, the sign of multiplication, as a x b

signifies that a is to be multiplied by 6. ^Multiplication

may be expressed also by a note, or full-point ( . ), and

by the word into, as a + b . c -\- d, or a + b into c + d.

H, the sign of division, as a -i- b signifies that a is to

be divided by b ; this may be expressed also in the form

of a fraction, as -: :: : the sign of proportion, as

a:b::c: d, signifies that a bears the same proportion to

b that c bears to d. ^/, the radical sign, denotes the

square root of the quantity before which it is placed,

as -J a'^, the square root of a', i. e. a; the same sign

may be used with figures to express the root of the

cube, biquadrate, &e. as Ij «3, y a'^, &c. : these I'oots

may likewise be expressed by fractions, -J, -V, \, &c. as

«^, a , a'', a", which represents the square, cube,

biquadrate, and J(th root of a respectively. a ' ',

a~ ', a~ ', &c. denote the negative powers of a, and111.
, •

are equivalent to — , — , — , «\c. = , the sipn of

equality, as a -t- 6 = x, which signifies that n added to

b is equal to .r. c/3, the sign of difference, when it

is not known, which is the' greater, as a en x, which
signifies either a — x or x — a. c" or > is put
between two quantities to express that the former is

greater than the latter, as a c~ b or a > b, '\. e. a
greater than b. -3 or < signifies the reverse of the

preceding, as a -^ b or a < b, i. e. « less than b.

I'inculum, a line drawn over several quantities signifies

that they are taken collectively, as a — b -\- c x d — e

signifies that the quantity represented by a — b + c is

to be multiplied by (/— e j thus suppose a to stand for 6,
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b for 5, c for ], d for 3, and c for I ; then a — h + c

is 6 — 5 + '1 = 5, and d — c is 3 — I — '2, therefore

f/ — i + c X f/ — c is 5 X 2 = 10. In like manner
are expressed the powers and the roots of quantities;

thus a + b^^ denotes tlie square, or second power of

a + I) considered as one quantity, and a + b\'> the
third power ; so that, suppose a = 4, b = 2, then

o + J = 4 + 2 = 6, and a + b]^ = 4 + 2l^ = 6" =
6 X_6= 36, the square of 6, or of a + A, also a + bi^

= 4+ 2 3 = 03 =6x6x6 = 216, the cube of 6, or

a + b; and so in regard to the roots of quantities,

V a + 6 denotes the square root o( a + b ; suppose

a = 100, b = 44, then v^« + 6 = V^TOO + 44 =
V 144 = 12. ,•. or •." is used in operations to sig-

iiif}' ergo, therefore.

Operations in Algebra.

The operations in Algebra are Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication, Division, Fractions, Involution, Evolu-
tion, Irrational Quantities, Infinite Series, Proportion,
and Equations.

Addilion.

Addition consists of three cases; namel}', 1. To add quan-
tities that are like, and have like signs, which is done
by adding the co-efficieiUs and prefixing the sign, as

To +5a To -6 b To 3 a - i x
Add + 4 n Add -2b Add 5 a- S .r

Sum + 9 « -Sb S a —12 X

2. To add quantities that are alike, but have unlike

signs, which is done by subtracting the lesser co-efficient

from the greater, and prefixing the sign of the greater

to the remainder, as

To — 4 a

Add +7 a

Sum +Sa

5b- Gc
— 3 b -\-8 c

2b + 2c

a + ex-5jj + S
— 5 a — 4 a- -f 4 //— 3

— 4n-)-2.r—
,y + 5

3. To add quantities that are unlike, which is done by
setting the quantities down one after another, with their

proper signs, as

3a 4,a-^ib + 3c
— 41 —.{.x-iij + Cz

To
Add

+ 2a
+ 3b

Sum +2a + 3b 3a — ix 'ia — i-0 + 3c— ix~ii/+ 3z

Subtraction.

Subtraction is performed by simply changing the signs of

the quantity to be subtracted, and then proceeding as

in the last case of addition, as

2 n — 3 .r + 5 ;/— 6
6o + 4x-i- ")'(/ + 4

-4rt-7x 0-10

.MultL|)lication is performed by multiplying the co-cfR-

cicnts toj;etlier, and affixing the letters after one an-

other to the product, in which case like signs produce

-f-, and unlike signs — , as

From
Sub.
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the denominator, adding the numcrntor to tlic product,

and placing the denominator under the sum, as

„ 13 a^ a X I) + (I-

2.f = 2 X 5 + 3 = — ; a + — =

a b + a- a^ — a X—7— ;
a--r +—:

—

b

first a • • X X .r = a.r — I-,

then a X — X- added to a- — a j = a^ — x- = —

.

X

An improper fraction is reduced to a mixed one by divid-

ing the numerator of the fraction by the denominator;

the quotient is then the integral part, and the re-

mainder set over the denominator gives the fraction, as

a b + a'

= a + X +
2 .r X

ax -|- 2 XX = x-h
a a + X X

To reduce fractions to a common denominator, multiply

each numerator into all the denominators but its own for

new numerators j and all the denominators together for

a new denominator; thus -r, -, and -, are reduced tobe a

acdbbdccb, . ,

the fractions -; -,, -, ;, r—,> havmg the common
bed bed bed

denominator bed.
To reduce fractions to their lowest terms, divide the

numerator and denominator by their common measure,

i. e. some number which divides them both without a

remainder ; thus ^^ =-26 = --;
4 0c 2 c

and
6 «= 6 — 12 (/ X

6 a

^a-b = -

When the
b a^ X

'

6 a

common measure is not found by inspection, then divide

the greater number by the less, and, if there be a re-

mainder, divide the last divisor by it, and so on until no
remainder is left ; then the last diivisor is the common
measure, thus, to find the common measure of a^ — 6',

and a- — 2 o 6 -t- b'-,

a^- b')a'- -2ab + b'(l
o^ - b^

— 2 ab + 2 b^ remainder.

This divided by — 2 6 is reduced to a — i ; then
a — b ) a^ — b^ (a

a^ — A*

therefore a — i is the greatest common measure to the

fraction
a^ - 2 a b + h-

then
a^ — 2 a h + b^

a — b = a-b

a' — b^

Fractions are added, subtracted, and

multiplied, after preparing the quantities by reduction,

as in whole numbers ; thus add - to - , then 1 =
e X e X c X

ax + b c , „ a , b . ax be
• the sum ; from - take -

, then — =
ex C X C X C X

ax — be a b a b ,.,———^
; - X - ^ ; but, in dividing fractions,

c .r c X f X

invert the divisor, and then proceed as in multiplication;

2 a 4c 2 a d 2 ad ad,
thus ^ ^ .-, =^ X— = -^ = ;j^, the quo-

b d

tient required.

i c 4:b c 2 b c'

Invulidiun.

Involution is the continual multiplication of a quantity

into itself; the products arising thence are called the

pon'crs of the quantit)', and the quantity itself is called

the root, as a x a = o n or a^ ; a x a x a ^^ a a a or a^.

When the sign of the root is + , all the powers of it

will be + ; but, if it be — , then the even powers will

be +, and the odd powers — ; thus, the second power

of —a is —ax — a = + a'-, but the third power of

o is ^ fli X — a = — ni. The powers of quantities

are multiplied by adding, and divided by subtracting,

their exponents. When a lesser poiver is divided by a

,
a-t

sreater, the exponent must be negative; thus — - = a'

-H a*" = a^"'" = a ~\ or, as it is otherwise expressed,

— . These negative powers are also multiplied by

adding, and divided by subtracting, their exponents;

thus a"" X a~' = a~''~^ = a~^.

Binomial Theorem.

To remove the trouble and entanglement of raising com-
pound quantities. Sir Isaac Newton formed a general

theorem, the principles of which, as illustrated by Ma-
claurin, are as follow :

1st, That, in the first term of any power of a + i, the

quantity a has the exponent of the power required,

which decreases gradually in the following terms, and
is never found in the last. The powers of b are in the

contrary order ; for it is never found in the first terra ;

and its exponent in the second term is unit, in the third

2, and so on till the last, which becomes equal to the

exponent required. As the exponents of a thus de-

crease, and, at the same time, those of b increase, the

sum of their exponents is always the same, and is equal

to the exponent of the power required ; thus in the sixth

power o{ a -\- b, viz. «* -f 6 fl^ i^ -|- 15 a* b'- + 20 a' b^

+ \o a'^ b* + 6 a b'' -\- b^, the exponents of a decrease

in this order; namely, 6, 5, ^, 3, 2, 1, 0, and those of
b increase in the contrary order, 0, 1,2, 3, 4, .5, 6, «S.c.

;

the sum of their exponents is always the same, and
equal to the exponent of the power required.

2dly, To find the co-efficient of any term, the co-efficient

of the preceding term being known, " divide the co-

efficient of the preceding term by the exponent of b in

the given term, and multiply the quotient by the ex-

ponent of a, in the same term, increased by unit." Thus
to find the co-efficients of the terms of the si.xth power
of a -f i you find the terms are

a'\ a J b, a* b^, a' b^, a' b*, a 5', i";

and you know the co-efficient of the first term is unity
;

therefore, by the rule, the co-efficient of the second

term will be-l-x5-|-l = 6; that of the third term will

be4x 4-1-1=3 x5=15; that of the fourth term

•will be -^ X 3 -f- 1 = 5 X 4 = 20 ; those of the fol-

lowing terms will be 15, 6, 1.

According to these rules, if, in general, a -I- i be raised to

any power vi, the terms without their co-efficients will

be a'", a"'~' b, a"'~- b^, a"'~^ b', a"'~*b', a'"~= i^, &c.

continued till the exponent of b becomes equal to m ;

the co-efficients of the respective terms will be, 1 m,

m — 1 m — 1 ?» — 2 m — 1

'" X —2— . '" X —2~ ^ ~J~ ' '" ^ ~^ ^

in — 2 ))i — 3 )H — 1 m — 2 »; — 3__><__,,„X-^-X-^X-j- X

, &c. continued until you have one co-efficient
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more than there are units in m ; hence the whole tlico-

rcm will be a + ^ = a" + ma'""' b \- m y.

X «'" " i' + )'i X

VI — 1

m — 1

X a""^ i' + m

-*b* -\-, &c.
m — 1 m — 3

T^~ ^ ~?~.^ ~^~
To illustrate this still further, let it be required to raise

n + i to the third power : here, the exponent of the

proposed power being 3, the first terra a" of the the-

orem will be a', the second term m a'"~ ' b will be 3 a^~' b

or 3 a5 4; the third term m x —
^

— a"-" i" will be

3 1

3 X —t;
— a'~' i'> or 3 X i «' 4% that is, 3 a i'; the

fourth term m x
?H — 1 m — 2 „m-3 ^3 ^^.;|| become

a" i^ = i' . Hence the third power of a + i is found
to be a» + 3 (i» 6 + 3 a 4= + bi^.

If a quantity consisting of three or more terms is to be
involved, you may distinguish it into two parts, con-

sidering it as a binomial, and raise it to any power by
the preceding rules ; and then, by the same rules, you
may substitute, instead of the powers of these compound

parts, their values : thus, a + b + c' = a+b + c =
a + b +2cx.a + b + c^ = a^ + 2ab + t^ +
2 a c + 2 b c + C-, and a + b + c=a+b +3cx
a + b + 3 c- X a + b + c3 — aJ + 3 a^ b'^ + 3 a b'

+ bi +3a^c + 6a6c + 3b*c + 3ac^+3bc^ +
c3. In these examples a + 6 + c is considered as

composed of the compound part a + b and the sinqile

part c ; and then the powers of a + i are formed by the

preceding rules, and substituted for a + b and a + b .

Evolution.

Evolution, the reverse of Involution, is the resolving of
powers into their roots. The roots of simple quantities

are extracted by dividing their exponents by the number
that denominates the root required; thus the square root

of a" — (17 = n4, the cube root of 6 jt' = 2 j:"^ = 2 x.

The extraction of compound quantities is performed, as

i]i connnon arithmetic, by extracting the root of each
]);\rt, tluis: let the square root of a'^ + '1 ab + b^ be found,
llien

rt> + 2nb + b^ (a + b

a^

2 a +T"\ 2a b + b^

+ b ) 2 a b + b^

When the number denoting the root is not a divisor of the
exi)oncnt of the given power, then the root required
will iiave a fractional exponent; thus the square root of

«' is a^, and the square root of a is a*. Powers that
have fractional exponents arc culled Surds, or Iiinx-r/irl

Powers.
Surds.

Siirila are quantitie.i which have no exact root, and are

expressed cither by fractional indices, or by means of

tlic radical sign ^, as before observed; thus a^ —

V'a5, a' = v'"'> ""'^ d" = ^a"
Surds are nmltiplied and divided l)y adding and subtract-

ing their exponents like rational quantities, thus a"^ x

and -T

X a — a' =: n^^ ^ Va

'

,
1^9 //9 '/3

If the surds are of difterent rational quantities, multiply
or divide them together, and set the common radical

sign over their product or quotient; thus -v^a^ x -v^ i*

Surds may also be involved and evolved after the same

manner as perfect powers ; thus the square of a^ is a' " ^

= a3 , the cube of a" is n' " * = a' ; the square root

of a^ is «" "'^ z= a^ ; the cube root of a' is a^. Ra-

tional Quantities may be reduced to the form of surds

by raising the quantity to the power that is denominated
by the name of the surd, and then setting the radical

sign over it, thus a = Va'^ = Va^ = Va* = Va" ;

and the cube root of 2 x^ = 2 x' x 2 j^ x 2 x^ = Va x ,

or (S x'')^'

To reduce surds to their most simple terms find the

greatest power in the given surd, and set its root before

the remaining quantity with the radical sign prefixed ;

thus, Vl2 = Vi: X V3 — 2 VS; Va'xi'\= Va' x'- x

Vx = a X V X.

Surds are reduced to others of the same value that shall

have the same radical sign by reducing the frac-

tional exponents to fractions having the same value

and a common denominator; thus, to reduce V^ i""''

V2 to the same denominator, consider \/'3 as equal to 3^
I i « 1 a

and \/2 = 2', then 3* = 3^ and 2'^ = 2^, conse-

quently V3 = 1/3' = V27, and \/2 = \/2^ = V^' ; so

that the proposed surds are reduced to other equal

surds, \/21 and '\/'t having a common radical sign.

Infinite Series.

Infinite Scries is an infinite series of terms to which a
division may be extended when the divisor is not con-
tained in the dividend ; as if it were required to divide

1 by I — X, then

1 — X ) 1 ( I -I- X -f x" -h x3 -f x-t -I- x'. Sec.

1 -X

+ x', <S:c.

Proportion.

Proportion is of two sorts, namely, arithmetical and geo-
metrical.

—

Arithmetical Proportion denotes the relation

of two quantities as respects their difference. Four

G
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quantities are said to be in arithmetical proportion wlieii

the difference between the first and second is equal to

the difference betwixt the third and fourth, as 3, 7, 12,

16, and the quantities a, a + b, e, e + b. But quanti-

ties form a series in arithmetical proportion when they

increase or decrease by tlie same constant difference ;as

a, a + b, a + 2b, a + Hb, a + ib, &c. ; x, .r — b,

X — 'lb, &c. This is called Arillimctical Progression.

In arithmetical proportion the sum of the extremes is

equal to the sum of the means, thus 3 + 16 = 7 + 12

^ 19 ; and a + c + b=:a + b + e.—Geometrical Pro-

portion denotes that relation between two quantities,

which consists in one being contained in the other a

certain number of times. If of four (juantities Uie quo-

tient of the first and second be equal to the quotient of

the third and fourth, then those quantities are said to be

in Geometrical Proportion, as 2, 6, 4, 12, or the quan-

tities a, a r, 6, b r, which are expressed in this manner :

2:6::4 : 12 a : ar .: b : br

i. e. as 2 is to 6 so is 4 to 12, or as « is to n r so is

b lo b r. In these quantities the first and third terms are

called the antecedents, the second and fourth the conse-

quents. A series is said to be in Geometrical Pro])ortion

when it increases by one common multiplier, or de-

creases by one common divisor, as

a a
a, a r, a r^, a ?3, a r<, &c. or a.

?-v
, &c.

This is called Geometrical Progression, and the common
multiplier or divisor is called their Common Ratio. In

Geometrical Proportion the product of the extremes

is equal to the product of the means, as 2 x 1 2 = C x
4 = 24 ; and a x b r = a r x b. This sort of Proportion

is moreover distinguished into the direct; thus, a : b ::

c : d ; inverse, b : a :: d : c ; alternate, a : c :: b : d

;

compound, a : a -i- b :: c : c + d ; divided, a : a — b ::

c : c — d I mixed, b -\- a : b — a :: d -^ c : d — c ; by

multiplication, r a : r b :: c : d ; by division, a -f r :

b -i- r :: c : d ; harmonical , a : d :: a x' b : c ij^- d.

Equations.

An Equation is the ratio of Equality between two quan-

tities differently denominated, expressed by the sign of

equality {— ) as 2 -f- 3 = 7 — 5, or n + i = c. The
quantities are called the terms of the Equation, as

a,b,c, lie.; their places before or after the sign, the «V/« of

the Equation ; thus, a -f- 6 is one side and c the other.

The root of an Equation is the value of the unknown
quantity contained in it, as in 3.r -)- 18 = 2-1-, 2 is the

root ; for if j'cu substitute 2 in the place of x you have
3 X 2+ 18 = 6 -I- 18 = 24.

Roots are either positive or negative, real or imaginary.

—

Positive roots are those that have a positive sign ex-

pressed or understood, as x = 3 or i = -1- a.— Negiitix'e

roots have a negative sign prefixed to them, as x = — 5,

Ileal roots are those which contain some real or possible

quantity, as those before mentioned.

—

Imaginary roots

are those to which no absolute value can be attached,

which, nevertheless, may be substituted for the unknown
qi^antity so as to answer the condition of the equation.

Thesquareroot of a negative quantity is always imaginary,

as ^/ — 1. Every equation has as many roots, real or

imaginary, as there are units in the highest power of the

unknown quantity ; thus, an equation of the second
degree has two roots, one of the third degree three, of

the fourth four, &c. as x^ — 8 = 0, which has three

roots, namely, one real, as x ^ 2, and two imaginary, as

X = - 1 -I- V^, and X = I - '/^-5.

Different kinds of Equations.

Equations are of different kinds according to their powers.
—Simple Equations, called by Xiela pure Equations, are

those which have the unknown quantity of the first

dimension only, as 7 x = 35.—.Iffected, called by Vieta

adfected, and by Harriot compound Equations, are those

which have the unknown quantity rising to two or more
powers, as x'- -{- a X = b, or 3 x — 4 .t' -|- .r' = '23.

Affected Equations are denominated after the highest

power contained in them, as

—

(Quadratic Equations,

which rise to two powers, as n x^ ^ A ; this is called a

simple quadratic, in distinction from the affected quad-

ratic, into which the unknown quantity enters in the

first as well as the second degree, as a x' -f 6 x = r, or

X- + a = b X.— Cubic Equations are those in which the

unknown quantity is of three dimensions, as x-' = 25,

or ;/' = n' — b^

.

— Biquadratic Equations, in which the

unknown quantity rises to the fourth degree, as .f := 25,
or !/* -\- a b I/'' -t a^ c y = aJ d. Equations are more-
over distinguished, according to their form, into

—

Lite-

ral Equations, in which all the quantities, both known
and unknown, are expressed by letters, as nx' + bx = c.—Numeral Equations, those in which the co-efficients of
the quantities are given in numbers, as 5 x^ -|- 7 x = 16.—Binomial Equations, such as have only two terms,

as .r' ^ «, X* = b, &c.

—

Eluxional Equations, equations

effluxions.

—

Etucnlial Equations, equations of fluents.

—

Exponential Equations, those in which the exponent is

a variable or unknown quantity, as a' ^= b , x' =z a , &c.
•

—

Eminential Equations, a sort of assumed equation that

contains another equation eminentl}'.

—

Differential Equa-
tions, such as involve or contain difterential quantities,

as the equation of 3 x- d x — 9,, a x d x -i- a y d x +
a T rf y = 0.

—

Reciprocal Equations are those in which
the co-efficients of each pair of terms equally distant

from the extremes are equal to each other, as ax'' + b .i^

-f c j5 = 0; and c x^ + 6 X -I- fl = 0; .is + 3 x^ + 3 x +
1=0; and ,i" -f a .i3 + 4 x» + a x -|- 1 = 0.—Deter-
minate Equations, those equations in which only one
unknown quantity enters, in distinction from

—

Indeter-

minate Equations, in which there' are more unknown
quantities than there are independent equations, as 16/)
— 419= 1.— Transcendental Equations are either such

as contain transcendental quantities, or such fluxional

equations as do not admit of finite algebraical fluents.

thus, y = — : and ?/

:

: fluent of—;—^——- are
.v/(« X — x)*

transcendant equations.

—

Equation of a Curve, an equa-

tion showing the nature of a curve by expressing the

relation between the absciss and its corresponding ordi-

nate, or else the relation of their fluxions ; thus the

equation of the circle is ax — x^ = y'^, where a is its

diameter, x any absciss or part of that diameter, and y
the ordinate at that point of the diameter; so that what-

ever absciss is denoted by x, the square of the cor-

responding ordinate will be a x — ,v* ; in like manner the

equation of the ellipse is - (ax — x') = ^' ; of the

hyperbola - (a x + x'^) z= y- ; of the parabola
,
px — y~;

where a is an axis, and p the parameter.

Operations xoith Equations.

Equations undergo various operations, as Generation,

Reduction, Solution or Resolution, Depression, Exter-

mination, Elimination, Transformation, Construction.

Generation of Equations is the multiplying of certain as-

l2
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sumed simple equations together to produce compound
ones; thus, suppose j — n, j: = 6, i = f, &c. or x — a

= 0, X — b = 0, X •' c := 0, tlicn these last multi-

plied together become

— a=: o

: — b = o

-"^^ X + ab-o

a
^

ah
— i \- X- -\- ac = o

c J be
-d

>v a c \ a be '\

f ad ( ac d [

J Lc \ dbc J

+ ab cd z= o

ab
a c

, be
a d
be
c d

This method was invented by Harriot, in order to show

the nature of compound equations.

RcduetioH of Equations.

Reduction of Equations is the reducing thera to the sim-

plest form that is most commodious for their resolution

:

this consists of certain general rules, namely— 1. Any
quantity may be transposed from one side of the equa-

tion to the other by changing its sign ; thus if 5 x + 50

= * I -|- 56, then by transposition 5x - 4 x = 56 —
.50 and .r = 6 ; so likewise if 2 i -h a = .r + i, then

2 ,r — .r = i— a, or x = b — a ; for to take a quantity

from one side and to place it with a contrary sign on tiie

other, is to subtract it from both sides, and consequently

if from equals you take equals the remainders will be

equal. 2. If each side of an equation be divided by the

.same quantity, the results will be equal ; for if equals be

divided by equals the quotients will be equal ; thus, if

ax = b, then i = - ; and if 3 x + 12 = 27, then, by

Rule the first, 3 x = 27 - 12 =

X = = 5 ; also if a x + 2 ba

15 ; and by this rule

3 c e , then, by Rule 1

,

Sec
ax=3cc — 2ia; and, by this rule, x = — 2 4.

•^ a

3. If every term on each side be multiplied by the same

quantity the results will be equal, for if equals be multi-

plied by equals the ])i'oducts will be e(|ual. In this

manner an ecjuation may be cleared of fractions, as if

-rr b + 5, then multiplying both sides by I you liave
6

I = b b + 5 h ; if—h "l = 10, then multiplied by 5 it

5

becomes x -(- 20 = 50, and, by Rule the first, x == 50

- 20 = 30 ; if -^"^
-t- 72 = 2 X -i- 6, then 4 x -|- 72 =

G r + 1 8 ; by Rule the first, 72 - 18 = 6 x - 4- .r, or 54
54= 2 X ; and, by Rule the second, x = — = 27. If

there are more fractions than one in the given equation,

you may, by reducing them to a conunon denominator,

and then multiplying all the other terms by that deno-

minator, abridge the operation thus ; if --}--= x — 7,

then
3 X -f 5 X

15 '

= X — 7; and, by this rule, 3 .r + 5 x =
105

15 X — 105 ; and, by Rules 1 and 2, x =

4. If the unknown quantity involve a surd root, let

all the other terms be transposed to the contrary side,

and involve both sides to the power denominated by the
surd, of which the ecjuation will thus become free : if

there are more surds than one the operation must be

repeated; thus, if V^4 .r + 16 = 12, then 4 x -f- 16 =
128

144, and4x= 144—16 = 128, andx= =32; if
4

V a X + b'\ = 3 6, then a x + b- = 9 b' ; hy transposi-

tion, a X = 9 i^ — 4^ = 8 4' ; and by division, x = ;
•'

a

if >/ X + a = c — v/x~+T|, then x + a — c- — 2 c

*/ X -f- a] -f- X + 4 ; and by transposition, x — x-f2c

V X -f 4~l =c^+4 — a, or2cV'x-J-(6=c^-fft
/

1
e b — a— fl, and dividing by 2 e we get v x -f- i| = - -f —— ;

then squaring again we have .r -f- 4 = -"

-f
"-—"-^

; there-3\

fore — b. 5. If the roots be extracted

from each side of an equation the results will be equal

;

if X' = 25, then x = -/ 25 = 5 ; if .i^ -(- 6 x + 9 = 20,

then X + 3 = + V^ 20 and x = + v'20 — 3. 6. A pro-

portion may be converted into an equation by multiply-

ing extremes and means together; if x : 16 — x : : 3 : 5 ;

then 5 X {x y. S) =48 — 3 x (16 — x x 3), and by,48
transposition 5 x + 3 = 48, or 8 x = 48 ; hence x = —
= 6 . 7. If an)' quantities be found with the same sign,

and multiplied or divided by the .same quantity on both

sides of the equation, they may be struck out thus : if

3x + 6 = a-)-4, then 3 x = a, and x = ^ ; if 3 a x -}-

8f- 54

3

S. Any

5 o 4 = 8 a c, then 3 x -|- 5 4 = 8 r , and x =

if-i -I-
- = --, then 2 X -t- 8 = 16, and x= 4.

quantity may be substituted for another which is its

equal ; thus, if 3 x -|-j/ = 24, and y = 9, then 3 x -)- 9 =
21. _ 9

24, X =—~ = 5; if 3^ + 5 J = 120, and ^ = 5 x,
3

then 15 X + 5 X (= 20 x) = 120, and x = 120

20
= 6.

9. In quadratic equations extract the s(|uare root on
both sides, and proceed according to the preceding

rules : thus, let 5 x' — 45 = 0, then by transposition

5 X" = 45, x" = 9 ; therefore x = »/\)= ± 3 . But
if both the first and second powers of the unknown ([uan-

tity be found in an ecjuatlon, arrange the terms accord-

ing to the dimensions of the unknown quantity, beginning

with the highest, and transpose the known (luantitics to

the other side ; then if the scpiare of the unknown quan-

tity be affected with a co-efficient, divide all the terms

by this co-efficient; add to both sides the S(|uare of Inilf

the co-efficients, and extract the square root on both

sides; thus, suppose //' -f a y = i , by adding the square
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of ^ to both sides, y- + a 1/ + — = i
2 i

by ex-

tracting the root 1/ +

tion, y = ± v/ Ij +-

= ±\/^' + _ ; by transposi-
4

The signs + and — are

prefixed to both the preceding roots, because the square

root of any quantity may be either positive or negative ;

consequently quadratic equations admit of two solu-

tions.

Resolution or Solution of Equations.

Resolution of Equations is the determination of the values

of the unknown letters or quantities of which the equa-

tion is composed. 1st, If the equation consist of only

one unknown quantity, brinj; it by the rules of reduction

to stand alone on one side, and its value will then stand

on the other, thus :

Example I.

A person being asked what was his age, answered that 4 of

his age, multiplied by -^V of bis age, gives a product

equal to his age ; quere, what was his age ?

3 X X S J*
Let his age be x ; then — x —= x, that is, -— = x

;

by Rules, 3 x^ =48 x; by Rule 7, 3x = 48; whence,
by Rule 2, x = 16.

Example II.

If A can perform a piece of work in 8 days, and B in 10
days, in what time will they finish it together.

Let X be the time required ; then since A in one day per-

forms I part of the work, in x days he performs - parts

X
of it ; and in the same tmie B performs — parts of it

;

and calling the work 1, - -|- —-= 1, lOx -)- 8x = 80,
o 10

80
18 X = 80, X = —= 4 tV = 4-g- days,

lo

Example III.

What quantity is that which, being divided by 4, and hav-

ing 9 subtracted from the quotient, the remainder shall

be 20.

Put X for the number required, then dividing x by 4, and

subtracting 9 from the quotient '-, the remainder is
4

9, equal by the question to 20 ; whence 9 = 20,
4 4

^ = 29, aadx= 116.
4

2d)y. If there are two unknown quantities, then there must
be two equations arising from the conditions of the ques-
tion ; and if the values of these two quantities in each
equation be found, then, by putting these values equal
to each other, there will arise a new equation involving

one unknown quantity, thus :

Example I.

Let X + ^ = 9, and 3x + 5y = 37, be given to find x

37— 3 X
andy ; theny= 9 — x, and 5i/ = 37 — 3x, 1/ = :

5
37 3 j;

now these two quantities, 9 — x, and ————, are both

equal to I/, and things that are equal to one and the

37 _ 3 .1

same thing are equal to each other ; therefore
5

= 9 — X, 37 — 3 X = 45 - 5 X, 2 X = 8 x= 4, and y =
9 — X = 5.

Example II.

Let the sum of two quantities s, and their difference (/, be
given to find the quantities themselves.

Let X and y be the quantities ; then by the question, x -f y^ s, and X — y =: d ; whence x = s — y, and x = r/ + y,

s — d
and d { 1/ =: s — y •: ly ^ s — d, y =. —— , and x =
s + d

2
Example III.

A privateer running at the rate of 10 miles an hour, dis-

covers a ship 18 miles otl", making way at the rate of 8
miles an hour, how many miles can she run before she
be overtaken.

Let X be the number of miles she can run, and y the num-
ber that the privateer must run to overtake her : then,

by the question, y = x + 18, and x : y :: S : 10; whence

10 x = 8 y, X = -~, and x = y — 18 ; therefore y —

18 = ^, 5y - 90=4: y, andy = 90, x= 3r — 18 = 72.

Sometimes the value of one quantity being found is sub-

stituted for that quantity in the equation, as, let x + 3_y
= 9, and 2 x + 7 y = 20, be given to find x and ;/; then
X ^ 9 — 3 y, and by substituting this expression of x,

2 X 9 - 3 y + 7 y = 20, or 18 - 6 y + 7 y = 20, and
y = 20 - 18 = 2 ; therefore x = 9 — 3y = 9— 6 = 3.

Sometimes the co-efficients, if they are the same in both
equations, may be added or subtracted, as occasion re-

quires. Thus let X + y = 15, and x — y = 7, be given

to find X and y; then, by subtraction, 2 y = 8, and

y = 4 ; by addition, 2 x = 22, and x = 1 1 . If the co-
efficients are different, the terms of the first equation

may be multiplied by the coefficient of the unknown
quantity in the second, and those of the second equa-
tion by the co-efficient of the same unknown in the first,

and then add or subtract as before : thus,

Example I.

Let X + 3 y = 35, 5 x — y = 105, be given to find x
and y / from five times the first equation take the

second, and you will have 14y = 70; hence ;/ = —
14

= 5 ; and from three times the second equation take the
first, and there will remain 14 x = 280 ; whence x =
280 = 20.
14

Example II.

Given a X -(- b y = c, and d x + e y =/, to find x and y.
From e times the first equation take b times the second,
and there will remain a e x — bd x=:.c e — bf; hence

x = —7^,. Again, from a times the second equa-
a e — b d ° ^

tion take d times the first, and you will have a e y —
af— d c

db y=- af — d c ; whence y :

Example III.

Suppose X -f y = i, and x : y :: i

db'

b ; hence b z ^ a y ;
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then the second equation being taken from b times the

first leaves b y = b s — a y ; hence ay + by-^bs;
b s ., . b s .

, ^ .

therefore v = r- ^ow write instead ol ;/ in
•' a + b a + b

"^

the second equation, namely, in b x = a y, and you

•II 1 , " '' ^ " ^
will have 6 X = ; , or a = .

a + b a +
When you have two equations of different dimensions,

if you cannot reduce the higher to the same dimension

with the lower, raise the lower to the same dimension

with the liigher. Thus let the sum of two quantities, s,

and the dift'erence of their squares, d, be given, to find

the (luantitics. Put x and y for the tivo quantities ;

then by the question, .t + ^ = s, and .r- — y^ =^ d ; .r =
s — y, X- =, t,^ — 2 s y -^^ y-, and .i' = d + y'^

;

d + y' = s- — 2 s y + y'', d =i s'- — 2 s y ; whence

s^ — d s'^ + d
2 s u = s^ — d, y = -—

, and x = —
.

3dly. If there are three unknown quantities, and conse-

(|uentlj' three equations, find two equations involving

two unknown quantities, and then proceed as before

:

thus,

Suppose X + y +

y

Example I.

= 12, X + 2 y + 3 ;: = 20, and

= 6 ; then .r = 12 — ^ - ;:, x = 20

and.r= 18 —^ - 3 :; and 12

3

2y-i~~,

y-z=.2Q>-2y

As these two— 3 r, 12 - a — := 18 -^-3 2.^ 2

last equations involve only y and z, they are to be re-

solved by the preceding rules, as follows ; 2 y — y
+ 3 2 - 2 = 20 — 12 = 8, »/ + 2 ;: = S, and 36 — 3 J/

— Qz = 2i — 2y— 2:, 12=y + 42; whence y —
8 — 22, and y = 12 — 42; consequently 8 — 22 =
J2-4.2, 22=12—8=4, andz = 2;3f = 8-22
= 4; x = 12 — ;/

— 2 = 6.

Questions of this kind may also be resolved by multiplica-

tion, addition, and subtraction, as the case requires;

thus.

Example 11.

.Suppose 2 X -I- .y + 2 2 = 40, 3 x + 3 ,y
— 2 = 48, x -f-

2 = 2 y. Take twice the third equation from the first,

and there will remain ^ = 40 — 4 _y, or 5 3/ = 40 ;

40
therefore y =. -— ^ B, by substituting 8 for y in the

sum of the second and third equations, there will arise

40
4 X -f 3 X 8 = 48 + 2 X 8, or 4 x = 40, and x = —
= 10; and by writing 10 for x, and 8 ior y, in the third

given equation, you will have 10 -f- 2 = 2 x 8 ; hence
2 = IC - 10=«.

Example III.

Suppose X -)- y = n, x -(- 2 = 4, y + 2 = c; from the sum
of the first and second equations take the third, and
there will remain 2i^a -|- b — c ; therefore x =

. Again, from the sum of the first and third

equations take the second, and you will have 2 ^ =
a + c — b

a + c — b, and y ^ . Lastly, from the sum

of the second and third equations subtract the first, and

1 -1, • y-* F 1 b -{- c — fi

there will remain 2 z =: +c— a ; hence 2 =

Depression of Egualions is the reducing them to lower de-

grees ; as, from biquadratics to cubics, or from cubics

to quadratics. Thus, if the equation be x3 — 6 x^ +
1 1 X — 6 = 0, and it be discovertd that x is equal to 2,

then X — 2 will be a divisor, by which, if the given equa-

tion be divided, it will be depressed to the quadratic

x" — 4 X + 3 = 0.

Transformation of Equations is the changing their form, in

order to prepare them for a more ready solution. This is

effected by changing the signs of the terms alternately,

beginning with the second. Thus, the roots of the equa-
tion X4 - x3 — 19 x^ 4- -19 X - 30 = 0, are -f 1 + 2
4- 3 — 5 ; these, by changing the signs of the second
and fourth terms in the same equation, namelj', .i-i -(-

.1' — 19 x» - 49 X - 30 = 0, become — 1 —2-3 + 5.

Equations may also be transformed into others that shall

have roots greater or less than the roots of the proposed
equation by some given difference. Thus, suppose the

equation to be the cubic xJ — p .1^ + q x — r =0 ; then
let it be transformed into another whose roots shall be
less ihan the roots of this equation by some given differ-

ence, e ; that is, suppose y = x — c, and consequently

X = y + e ; then, instead of x and its powers, substitute

y 't e and its powers, and there will arise this new
equation.

x' = ^3 -I- 3 (? ^1 + 3 c^ y + (.3 •^

_;, .r'= - p y^ -^ipe y -pe^l^
+ q X — + '/ ^ + V ^ (

Whose roots are less than the roots of the preceding
equation by the difference (e).

Extermination, or Elimination, is the taking away any un-

known quantities in a given equation, so as to facilitate

the solution of the question, of which many examples
may be found under the head of the Resolution of Equa-
tions.

Extermination is one mode of transforming equations by
taking away the second, or any other intermediate term

out of an equation ; or, in other word.s, to put the equa-

tion into such a form that the new equation may want
the second, third, or fourth, (ic. term. This is only to

divide the co-efficient of the second term of the proposed

equation by the number of dimensions of the equation ;

and, assuming a new unknown quantity, y, add to it the

quotient having its sign changed, and then substitute

this aggregate for the unknown quantity : thus, suppose

it be required to exterminate the second term out of this

equation, .1' -~ 9 x' + 26 x — 34 = 0, then let x — .T

= I/, or y -f 3 = X, which, being substituted, will make
the new equations.

.r3 = .y3 + 9^^ + 27 2/-f27^
- 9 X' = - 9 y* - .54 y - 81 I _ »

-f26x= -J-26^ + 78r~"
-31. -34J

yi * - y _ 10 =0
In this example the ( * ) denotes that the second dimension

of y is wanting. If the proposed equation is a biqua-

dratic, as X* — p x^ + q x'' — r X + s = 0, then, by
supposing X ~

^f p = y, or x =^ y + ^ p, an equation

will arise having no second term, and so on, with higher

dimensions , of which more may be seen in Maclaurin's

Algebra, .is also on the extermination of the third and
other terms.
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Finding the Limits of Equations, is tiiat process I)y means
of wiiich the solution of equations is sometimes much
facilitated, particularly in those cases where it is neces-

sary to proceed by approximation ; for since it is evident

that a root must lie between certain limits, that is, that

it must be greater than one known quantity, and less

than another ; we are led to a near proximate value by

an easy process. Thus, suppose it were required to find

a number greater than the greatest root of the equation

xi — 5 J- + 7 J — 1=0; then, assuming x = j/ + e,

we have this new equation.

.v! = y-i + 3 e y- + 3 c- tj +
— o X- = — 5 y^ — 10 (' y — 5 f'

-f-7-r= + ' y + 7 e

-1 = - 1

Then, if 3 be substituted for e, each of the quanti-

ties e3 — 5 e^ + 7 e - 1, 3 e' — 10 e + 7, 3 £ - 5, is

positive, or all the values of 7 are negative; therefore 3

is greater than the greatest value of x. In the same
manner )'ou may find a limit less than the least root of

an equation, as j3 _ 3 ,r -|- 72 = 0, assuming x =y + e;

then

xi= y^ + 3 e y^ + 3 e- y + e^

— 3 r = — 3

72 =

and here, if 5 be substituted for e, every term becomes
positive ; consequently, o is greater than the greatest

root of the equation x' — 3 x — 72 = 0, and 5 less than

the least root of the equation xs — 3 x -I- 72 = ; of

which more may be seen in Maclaurin's and Wood's
Algebra.

Approiimntions of Equations is a method of coming nearer

and nearer to the roots of equation, which is very similar

to the method in arithmetic called Double Position, or

Trial and Error, ^'arious modes of Approximation have

been devised by different authors ; but that proposed by
Newton, and somewhat varied by Raphson, is considered

to be the most simple and practical. Of these varieties

a farther account may be found in the writings of New-
ton, Wallis, Raphson, &c.

Construction of Equations is the finding the roots of equa-

tions by means of geometrical figures, which is effected

by the intersection of lines or curves with each other,

according to the rank of the equation ; for the roots of

equations are the ordinates of the curves at the points of

intersection, with a right line. A simple equation is

constructed b}' the intersection of one right line with

another ; a quadratic, by the intersection of a right

line with a circle or any conic section ; a cubic and
biquadratic equation, by the intersection of one conic

section with another. Thus, suppose the f.

simple equation rtx= !>''+ c-, and the right-

angled triangle, A B C, to be constructed

having its base I) and its perpendicular c,

then the square of the hypothenuse = i^

+ c'-, which call/i-; then the equation is .- ^A e 13

a X = /<-, and x = — a third proportional to n and h'.

If it be a simple quadratic, as x^ = n S, then a : x :: x
: 4, or X = ^a b, a mean proportional between a and b;

thus, upon a straight line take A B
:= a, and B C = i, describe the
semi-circle A DC, and raise the per-

pendicular to meet in D ; so shall

BD be = X, the mean proportional _
between A B and B C. or a and b. '^ ^ t)

If the quadratic be affected as x- -}- 2 a x = i', then

D

ALG
draw the right-angled triangle

ABC, having the base A B
=: a, perpendicular, B C = 6,'

from the point A at tlie dis-

tance of A C describe the

semicircle D C E ; so shall D B
r> p

and B E be the two roots of

the given equation x^ + 2a x= b^. [vide Construction']

Principal ivriters on Algebra in chroyiological succession.

Dioplianti " Quaestiones Arithmeticae ; " Luca: Paccioli
" Summa Arithmeticae et Geometriac," Sec; Rndolphus
" De Algebra seu Cossa ; " Stifelii " Arithmetica in-

" tegra;" Cardani " Ars Magna," &c.; Tartalea " Que-
siti et Inventioni diverse ;

" Scheiibelii " Algebras com-
pendjosa facilisque Descriptio," Scc.\ Recorde's " Cossic

Art," " Whetstone of Art," &c.; Pf/e/«ra " Cenomani
de occulta Parte Xumerorum," iSrc; Bombelli's " Alge-
bra ;" Gossalini " De Arte magna," <S.-c. ; Clavii " Geonie-
tria practica, Arithmetica practica. Algebra," &c. ; Ste-

vini " Arithmetica et Algebra;" Vieia: " Opera Mathe-
matica," Schooten's Edit.; Girarde's " Invention nou-

velle en I'Algebre," &c. ; Harriotts " Artis Analytics
Praxis," &c.; Ouglitred's " Clavis," &c. ; Descartes " De
Problematibus, quae construi possunt adhibendo tantuni

Lineas et Circulos;" Francisci a Schooten " Commen-
tarii in Cartesii Geometriam et Exercitationes Mathe-
maticse," «S:c. ; Gregorii " Geometric^ Exercitationes ;

"

Kersey's " Elements of Algebra ; Barrow's " Optical

and Geometrical Lectures;" Leibnitii " Methodus Dif-

ferentialis," &c.; Baker's "Geometrical Key, or Gate
of Equations unlocked;" Il'allisii " Mathesis Univer-

salis, seu Arithmeticum Opus integrum," &c.j Raphson's
" Analysis .^quationum universalis;" Decliale's " Cur-

sus, seuMundus mathematicus ;" Ward's "Compendium
of Algebra;" Marquis de I' Hopital's "Analyse des in-

finiment Petits," &c. ; Newtoti's " Arithmetica Univer-

salis," &c. ; Maclaurin's " Treatise on Algebra ;
" Simp-

son's "Algebra;" Saunderson's " Elements of Algebra,"

&c. &c.
ALGEBRA'IC (Algeb.) or Algebraical, any epithet for what

belongs to Algebra; thus, an Algebraic Curve is one in

which the relation between the absciss and ordinates can

be expressed by an algebraic equation, as rf x — x- = y-

for the circle, supposing d to express the diameter, x the

absciss, and ;/ the ordinate.

ALGEBRA'IST (Math.) one skilled in the science of

Algebra.

ALGE'DO {Med.) suppres.'sed Gonorrhea, or the suppres-

sion of the discharge from the gonorrhea. Cockb. on

Gonorrh.

ALGE'MA {Med.) uXy/tuuci, the disease whence the pain

proceeds, in which sense the term is frequently used by
Hippocrates. Gorr. Def. Med.

A'LGENEB {Astron.) an Arabic name for a star of the

second magnitude in Pegasus. Its longitude is 27° 46' 12''

of Taurus, its latitude 30° .50' 28" North, according to

Flamstead. Bayer. Uranomet.

ALGI'RA {Zo.) a Moorish Lizard, and a species of the

Lncerta of Linnaeus.

ALGO'IDES {Bot.) an aquatic plant, so called from its re-

semblance to the Alga, having imperfect hermaphrodite

flowers. C. Bauh. Fin.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Pluken.

Phrytograph.

A'LGOL {Astron^ an Arabic name for a star, called by
Ulug Beigh, Ras Algali, i. e. the Head of a demon ; by
Ptolemy i xx.iJt,xf<ii i» t<b Vofyanu, i. e. the bright star in the

Gorgon s Head. It is now known by the name of Algol,

or Medusa's Head, and is a star of the second magnitude,

according to Ptolemy ; marked ( /3 ) by Bayer ; but by
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others it is reckoned to be of tlie third magnitude. Its
j

longitude was 21° 5<y 42" of Taurus, and its latitude 23°

23' +7" North, according to Flamstead. Ptol. Almagest.

1. ~f C.5; Ul. Bfigh . apiul Ilydc. Eelif;. Vet. I'er. ; Bayer.

Vranomet. ; Ricciol. Almagest. 7WV. 1. 6, C. i, &c. ; Flam-

sicad. Cnlal.

A'LGOUAB {Ast.) an Arabic name for a fixed star of the

third magnitude, '« ^il''" ^rifuy,, i. e. in the right wing of

the constellation Corvus, marked [S ) hy Bayer. Ptol.

Alma<r. 1. 7, c. 5 ; Bayer. Vranomet. ; Ricciol. Almag. nov.

1.6, c. ,5.

A'LGORITHM {Math.) from the Arabic al, the, and the

Greek ifiu-o^. Algorism or Algorithm ; the art of computa-

tion by numeral figures, as in Arithmetic.

ALGOSA'IIEL (Bot.) the Daucuf carrota of Linnaeus.

A'LGUAZIL (Pulit.) an officer of justice in Spain.

ALHA'BAR (Aslrnii.) a star in the Great Dog.

ALHA'GI (Bt.) a species of the Hcdysarum of Linnacus^

- Raii Ilist. Plant.

ALHA'NDEL tBol.) the Cucumis colacynthis o( lAnnxns.

ALHANDiii. (Med) a species of troche as old as Mesue,

but not now used. Qiiin. Dispcn.

ALHA'N'NA [Min.) vide Alana Terra.

ALHA'SEl" [Med.) a kind of pustule, otherwise called

Hi/drna

.

ALIIE'NNA {Bot.) another name for the Lausonia inermis

of Linna-us.

ALHIDA'DE {Mech.) Alidade, the label index or ruler,

moveable about the centre of an Astrolabe.

ALIIO'LLAXD tide{Ecc ) another name for All-Saints' Day
A'LIAS (/.i-m) a second or further writ after a capias, &c

which has been issued without effect — Alias Dictus, a

description of the defendant by an addition to his real

name of tliat whereby he is bound in the writing.

ALIBA'NIES {Com.) cotton cloth imported into Holland

from the East Indies.

ALIDA'NTES {Ant.) i^iBivn^, a terra among the Greeks

for those who, on account of their poverty, were deprived

of sepulture.

A'LICA (.\'at.) from alo, to nourish; a nourishing kind of

farinaceous food, a sort of Frumenty ; also a kind of

wheat, x.^'^f"., which was used medicinally. Ilippocrat.

Aphor. ; Aret. de Cans, ct Sig. Morb. Acut. 1. I, c. 10;

Dioscor.\.2, c. 18; Plin. 1. 18, c. 7; Cels. de Re Med.

I. 3, c. 6 ; Oribas. Med. Collect. 1. 4-, c. 1 ; Raii Hist.

Plant. ; dorr. Med. Def. in Voc. x^'^Ci-

A'LICANDE {Bot.) vide Aliconde.

A'LICES {Med.) the little red spots in the skin, which pre-

cede the eruption of pustules in the small-pox.

A'LICONDE {Bot.) an Ethiopian tree, from the bark of

which flax is spun.

A'LICOllNU (/ol.) vide Unicornu.

A'LIDADE {Mech.) vide Alhidade.

A'LIEN {Laiv) one born in a foreign country out of the

allegiance of the King. 1 Inst.—.llien priories, those

cells of monks formerly established in England, which

belonged to foreign ministers.

—

Alien office, the olHce at

(jravesend, where all aliens are examined before they arc

permitted to proceed further into the country.

Alien duty (Com.) an impost laid on all goods imported by

aliens over and above the customs paid on goods imported

by British subjects.

—

Alieyi's duty, otherwise called petty

customs, or navigation duties, a custom paid on fish not

caught in British vessels.

AEIENA'TU) Mentis {Med.) a wandering or derange-

ment.

AL1EN.\'TI()X {f.fiw.) vide Aliene.— Alienation office, an

office to which all writs of covenants and entries are car-

ried for the recovery of fines levied thereon.

TO ALI'ENE (Latf) from aliino ; to convey the property

ALI

of a thing to another.— To aliene injee, to sell the fee

simple thereof.— To aliene in moYtmnin, to make over
lands or tenements to a religious house, or body politic.

ALIFO'RINIES Processus {.-Inat.) the prominences of the Os
cuneiforme, which are otherwise called Pteregoides.

—

Aliforrncs musculi, muscles in the form of a wing which
rise from the Ossa Pteregoidea.

ALI'GNMENT {Mar.) a supposed line drawn to preserve a
fleet, or part thereof, in its just direction.

A'LIINIENT {Med.) alimcntum, from alo, to nourish; the

food which serves to nourish the bod)', or that which, by
the heat and ferment of the stomach, may be dissolved and
converted into the juice called Chyle.

ALIME'NTAHIES {.4nt.) alimentarii pneri, or alimenlarice

pnellic, children who were educated at the public expense,
who were sometimes called after the name of the founder, as

the l^iustina;, a communitj' of feu'alos instituted by Anto-
ninus Pius, and called after the name of his wife Faustina.

Jul. Capitohn. in Anton, ct Sever.

ALIME'NTAIIY canal (.4nat.) the whole tract of intestines,

including the stomach.

—

Alimentary duct, the same as the

Thoracic duct.

A'LIMOXY (Law) from alo, to feed ; the allowance made
to a married woman upon a separation from her husband.

A'LIMOS (Bot.) dMf/jcc,, from «, priv. and Aif^i;, hunger;
a plant so called because it is said to drive away hunger
and thirst. TheophrasI . Hist. Plant. 1. 4-, c. 20; Dioscor,

1. 1, c. 120; Plin. 1. 17, c. 24-; Salmas. in Solin. c. 16.

ALINDE'SIS {.Med.) a\i't^^,irtt,, a species of exercise men-
tioned by Hippocrates, which consisted of rolling in the

dust after being anointed with oil. Hippocrat. de Vict.

Rat. 1. 2 ; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

ALINTHl'SAR (Anat.) the same as Hypostaphyle.

A'LIOCAB (Chem.) the same as Sal Anmioniac.

A'LIO Die (Ant.) the words used by the Augur in dissolving

the Comitia, on religious grounds: " Quid gravius quam
rem susccptam dirimi si Augur alio die dixerit." Cic. de

Leg. (.: 50.

ALIPiENA {Med.) vide Alipe.

ALIPA'SMA {Med.) from kxilcpu, to anoint; an anoint-

ment rubbed over the body to prevent sweat. Gorr. Def.
Med.

A'LIPE {Med.) u>^i7rri, applications to wounds in the cheek
to prevent inflammation ; the}' were so called from «, priv.

and Mxui'toi, to anoint, because they had no fat in them.

They were otherwise called by the Greeks £»a.(«,a. Gal.

de Compos. Med. 1. I, c. 15; Cels. de Re Med. 1. 5, c. 19;
Gorr. Def. Med.

ALI'PILUS (Ant.) the name of the slave who plucked the

hairs from the armpits of those who bathed, tienec. Episl.

56; C(cl. Rhodig. Ant. Led. I. 30, c. 19; Turneb. .Idv.

1. 27, c. 10; Mcrcur. de Art. Gymna.\t. 1. 1, c. 12 ; Salmas.

in Tertull. de Pall. ; Stuck. Ant. Conviv. 1. 2, c. 25.

ALIP'TA (Ant.) Aliptcs, aMiaT/,^, aTr'ari ttMl<j>iiy, i.e. from
anointing; slaves who anointed those who went to the bath.

Cic. Tamil. 1. 1, cp. 9 ; Cels. dc Re Med. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Juvcn.

Sat. 3, v. 76: Rhodig. Ant. Led. 1. 3, c. 19; Turneb.

Adv. 1. 16, c. 15; Mercur. dc Arte Gymnast. 1. 1,

c. 12, &c.

A'LIQUANT Part (Aritli.) aliquanta pars; an indetermi-

nate part of a number which will not measure it without a
remamder, as the alicpiant part of 10.

A'\AQ.\.]()T Part {.Int.) aliquota pars ; a determinate part

of a greater number which will measure or divide it with-

out a remainder, as 3, the alicpiot part of 12.

ALl'SANUS (Bot.) the Rhexia virginica of Linnaius.

Plukcn. Phytog.
ALI'SMA {Bot.) 'aXiirij,a, a plant so called from its supposc<l

virtue in curing the bite of a sea-hare. It was also sup-

posed to have the power of breaking the stone in the
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kidnevs, &c. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. IG'J; Plin. 1. 25, c. 10;
OribnS.Med. Coll.]. 11.

Ai.isMA, in the Linnean syslcm, is a genus of plants ; Class 6
IJexandiia, Order 5 Polygynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth tliree-leaved.

—

Cor.
Uiree-petalled ; petals roundish.

—

Stam. Jilaments awl-

shiiped; anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germs more than five ;

i/i//« simple; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. cops!//ei' compressed;

seals solitarj-.

Species. Plants of this kind are perennials, as

—

.4Hsma

Plantago, Damasonium, seu Plantago aquatica. Great

\Vater Plantain, a native of Great Britain.

—

.-lliinia

damasonium, seu Damasonium stellatum, Star-headed

Water-Plantain, a native of England.

—

Alisma natans,

Damasonium repens, seu Ranunculus palustris, native

of France, iS;c. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauh.
Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Pari: Thcat. Botan. ; Rail Hist.

J'laul.; Tournef. Inst.; Boerliaav. Ind. ; Linn. Spec.

Plant.

Alisma is also the name of different species of the Primula
and Senecio of Linnaeus.

ALI'STELES (Chem.) Sal Ammoniac.
ALKADA'RII (T/ffo/.) a sect of Mahometans, who assert

the doctrine of free-will, and deny the absolute decrees of

the Almighty.
A'LKAHEST (Chem.) or alcahest, a name first used by Pa-

racelsus, b)' whom it was probably coined to signify a uni-

versal menstruum. It is explained by ^'an Ilelmont to sig-

nify a salt of the highest sort, that had attained to the

highest state of purity and subtlety. It was supposed to

possess the virtue of pervading every substance ; and while

it acted on every thing else, it remained itself immutable.

Paracel. de Vir, Memb. 1. 2, c. 6 ; Van Helmon. Arcan.

Paraccls.

A'LKALE (^Chem.) the fat of a hen.

A'LKALI (Chem.) or alcali, a perfectly pure salt, altogether

without anj' acidity, caustic in taste, and volatalizcd by
heat. It combines w itli acids, so as to produce an ebulli-

tion and eft'ervescence. Alkalies are distinguished accord-

ing to the substances from which the}" are extracted,

namely, the

—

Animal alkalies, procured from Hartshorn,
and other animal substances.— Vegetable alkalies, procured
from the ashes of ^\'ormwood, and other plants.

—

Fossile

and mineral alkali, procured from different parts of the

earth, especially in Egypt, from sea-salt, &c.
Alkalies are moreover distinguished, according to their vo-

latility, into— Volatile alkalies, which are gaseous, as

Ammonia ; and

—

Fixed alkalies, which remain fixed even
in the fire, as Potash and Soda. The word alkali is de-

rived from kali, an Arabic name for a certain herb on
the coast of Egypt, the ashes of which yield a remark-
ably salt and acrid taste. This salt, which now goes by
the name of Alkali, or Alkaline salt, was originally called

Li-rivitis Cinii, Li.xiviutn Cineris, lixivious salts, Rochctta,

or Soda. Plin. 1. l-t, c. 2 ; Paracel. Archedox, 1. 4 ; Var.

Helm. Comp. et Mist. Elani. sect. 12 ; Theat. Chem. vol.

2, p. 470.

A'LKANET, Dyer's (Bot.) or alcanna, a plant, the Anchnsa
tinctoria of Linnaeus, the root of which yields a fine deep
red, that is used much by the dyers. It is cultivated in

the South of France, and much resembles Bugloss.

ALKEKE'NGI {Bot.) a plant called Winter Cherry by Dale.
It is the Atropa physaloides, and different species of the

Physalis of Linneeus. Its medicinal virtues are that of an
aperient and diuretic. C. Bauh. Pin. ; Parkins. Theat.

Botan.; Boerhaav. Ind. Botan.

ALKE'RMES {Med.) a confect mentioned in Quincy's Dis-

pensatory, of which Kermes is the principal ingredient.

A'LKI.AN (C^em.) that spirit which nourishes a man. Theat.

Chem. vol. 5, p. 155.

ALL

ALKI'BRIC (C^m.) Sulphur vivum.
AL'KIN (Chem.) pot-ash.

A'LKIR (Chem.) smoke of coal.

ALL'-GOOD (Bot.) the Chenopodium, or Bonus Henricus, of
Linnseus ; a plant so called because it is applied by the

common people to the healing of slight wounds.

—

All-Heal,

or Cloti-n's All- Heal, the Stachys of Linnaeus, otherwise

called Wound-Wort.

—

All-Seed [vide All-Seed']—All-Spice

[vide All- Spice']

ALL-H'ALLOWTIDE (Ecc.) ihe name for All-Saints' day.—All-Saints, a. festival observed in the Christian church on
the first day of November, in commemoration of all the

saints.

—

All-Souls, a festival observed in the Romish on the

second of November, when prayers are offered up for all

departed souls.

A'LKOHOL (Chem.) vide Alcohol.

A'LLA (iVh^.) Italian, for in the, is used adverbially as

follows:

—

Alia, or All anticn, in the old style applied to

compositions after the manner of the last age.— Alia breve,

quick; that is, a species of quick time.

—

Alia caccia, in the

hunting style, applied to music imitative of the chace.

—

Alia capella, in the church style, or after the manner of sa-

cred music.— Alia Zoppa, or ahop, in an affected style, or

air improvista, extemporaneous.

—

Alia, or al' loco, in its

place, denoting, in violin music, that the hand, having been
shifted, must return to its place.

—

Alia modern :, in the

modern style, applied to compositions since the time of
Handel.

—

Alia, or All' ottavo, in the octave, applied to

voices or instruments when the parts lie note for note, an
octave above or below.

—

Alia, or All' reverso, the reverse,

applied to parts in a contrary direction.

—

Alia segno, or

Al' Seg, marked thus, ^-o ; i. e. to the mark, denoting that

the performer must return to the mark.

—

Alia Russe, Scoz-

zese, Siciliana, Italianne, ^x., in the Russian, Scotch, &c.

style.

ALLAGO'STEMON (Bot.) a class of plants, according to

Monk's system.

ALLAMA'NDA (Bot.) from Mr. Allamand, a Dutch sur-

geon, a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandria. Order 1

^lonogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. one-

petalled; tube cylindric; border semiquinquefid; divi-

sions spreading.

—

Stam. Jilaments scarcely any; anthers

five.-— Pi ST. germ oval ; style filiform; stigma headed.

—

Per. capsule orbicular ; seeds very many.
Species. "The only species is the Allamanda Cathartica,

Orelia grandijlora Galarips, Echinus scandens, Sfe. seit

Apocynum scandens, a shrub, native of Guiana. Barrel.

Plant. Gall. Hispaii. et Pal. ; Aubl. Hist. Plant. Guian. ;

Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'LLANITE (Min.) a species of the ores of Uranium,
being a silicate of cerium and iron.

ALL antica (Mus.) Italian, for in the old style, applied to com-
positions of the old school.

ALLANTO'IDES (Anat.) 'A>.>.Mr6'.A„ Allantois "A^Aa.TaK,

from «A>a5, a sausage, or hog's-pudding : the urinar}- mem-
brane, so called from its resemblance to a pudding. This

membrane reaches from one corner of the uterus to the

other. Galen, de Sem. 1. 1, c. 7. In brutes it is called the

Sarciniinalis Punica, or Gut Pudding.

A'LLEGER (Chem.) or alegar, aleaigue, vinegar made of

ale, now in common use.

ALLE'GIANCE (Lan-) from ab or ad, and ligo, i. e. ligamen

Jidei, a bond of fidelity ; the natural, lawful, and faithful

obedience which every subject owes to his prince. 1 Inst.

129, &c.— Oath of Allegiance, the oath which all persons

are required to take before they enter upon any office, and

on other occasions, specified in different statutes. Eliz.

c. 1, 5 ; 3 Jac. 1.
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ALLEGIA'RE (Laiv) to justify or defend in due course of

law. Leg, Alured. apud Brompton,
ALLEGO'KICUS mcthodm {Rhet.) i>\r/«f'«.''i fiihU, an al-

legorical mode of speech when the authority of others

nllct^ntur, that is, is quoted in confirmation of what is

adduced. Hrrmo". Trifni:

A'LLEGORY (n/iii.) iAA'.yopi'a, a figurative sort of discourse,

1)3' which something else is meant than what is expressed

by the literal words, so called from »>/<>, another thing,

and cc'/cfit/u, to speak, /. e. to speak differently from what
one means. According to Cicero, it answers to the Latin

Immutatio ; but Quintillian renders it by Inversin. The
allegory is a continued metaphor, of which Horace's Ode
to the Snvi<, or ship, is a happy illustration ; where by the

ship is meant the republic; by the waves, the civil wars;

by the port, peace and concord ; by the oars, the soldiers ;

by the mariners, the magistrates, &c. IlcracVid. Pont, in

Alleg. Horn. c. 5 ; Dcmet. Elociit. ; Cicer. Oral. c. 27 ;

Qiiintil. 1. 9, c. 6; Sosepat. Cliaris. Imt. Gramm. 1. 4.

ALLEGRAME'NTE (Mus.) Italian, for rather quick.

ALLEGRE'SSIMO (Mus.) Italian, for very quick [vide Al-

ALLEGRE'TTO (3/;/.s.) Italian, for a time not so quick as

Alle-^ro of which it is a diminutive.

A'LLEtjRO alio (A/;«.) Italian, for the third degree of

quickness.

—

Allegro arrilnt.j, quick and agitated.

—

Allegro

Jurinso, vehemently quick Allegro nssai, more quick.

—

Allegro di molto, very quick.

—

Allegro nan molto, not very

quick.

—

Allegro ma nan preste, quick, but not in the ex-

treme.

ALLELE'KGYOX {Pol.) kx),r,xi'r/vti, a sort of tribute or

rate paid by the rich for the support of the poor when they

entered the army. Zonar. vol. 3 ; Consiit. Niceph. Jur.

Orient. Roman. 1. 1 ; Bnleng. de Vectig. c. 79.

ALLELU'JA {Ecc.) n>i'p'?n, from ^bbn, praise ye, and n\ the

Lord ; that part of sacred music which was formerly em-
ployed by religious assemblies as a call on each other to

praise the Lord.

Ai-r-ELLJA (Dot.) the Acetosa of Linnasus.

ALLEM.\'NDE (Mm,?.) a French word, signifying German,
because it is supposed to be of German origin ; an epithet

for a slow air, or melody in common.
A'LLENCE (Mill.) another name for Utannum.
ALLER (Ant.) vide Alder.

Ai.LER .'inns jour (Law) see Aler,

ALLE'RION' (Her.) a small bird painted without beak or

feet, like the martlet, or martinet ; or, according to some,
like an eagle without beak or feet, so called because they

have nothing perfect but the wings. They dill'cr from
martlets therein, that their wings are expanded, whilst those

of the martlet are close.

ALLEN'E'UItE (Com.) a brass coin struck in Sweden, worth
about '.i\d. English money.

ALLI'-\ lA'RE (Lau') to levy or pay an accustomed fine.

A'LLEY (Uorticnl.) a walk in a garden-bed which separates

the squares of a parterre. This is of different sorts, as a

—

entailer alley, an alley by the side of another that is greater—Diagonal ullei/, that cuts a parterre from angle to angle—Front alley, that runs straight from the front oi' a build-

ing— Transverse allei/, which cuts a front alley at right

angles.

Ai.i.v.\ (Persped.) that which is larger at the entrance than

at the issue, in order to make the length appear greater.

ALL-I'O'URS (Sport ) a game of cards played by two, which
is so called from th<.' four sorts of cards, called High and
Low, Jack of Trump.-;, and the (jame, which, when joined

in the huid of either party, constitutes him the wimier.

A'LI.-GOOD (flnt.) vide AU.
ALL-IIA'LLOW-TIDE (Ecc.) vide All.

A'LL-IIEAL (Uol.) vide All.

ALL
A'LLIAR (vris (Alcli.) philosophical copper for preparing

the philosopher's stone.

ALLIA'RIA (Bot.) a plant which was formerly reckoned an
excellent anti-scorbutic. It is the Erisijwum allinria of
Linnaeus. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Raii. Hist. Plant. &c.

ALLIHA'LLIES (Cum.) a fine clear muslin, of which the

piece contains twenty-one yards, and is one yard wide.

A'LLICA (Enl.) a species of Papilio.

A'LLICAR (C/iem.) the same as Acetum.
ALLIE'N'SIS dies (Ant.) an ominous day among the Romans,

which was the anniversary of their defeat by the Gauls near

the Allia. Cic. ad Attic. 1. 9, ep. 5 ; Liv. 1. 6, c. 1 ; i'/tcaw

/)( Fast. Kalend. Roman, c. 5.

.^LLIGA'TI (Ant.) those slaves among the Romans who were
obliged to work in chains. Columel. 1. 1, c. 9.

ALLIGA'TION (Arit.) a rule in Arithmetic by which ques-

tions relating to the compounding of different simples are

resolved ; so called from allcgiare, to bind or connect. Al-

ligation is of two kinds, medial and alternate.

—

Alligation

medial, a rule for finding the mean rate of a mixture com-
pounded out of certain quantities.

—

Alligation alternate, a
rule to find out such quantities as arc necessary to make a

mixture to bear a rate proposed, the rates of the simples

being given. Luc. de Burg. Sum. Arith.

A'LLIGATOR (Zool.) an amphibious animal in the West In-

dies, the La carta alligator, so nearly resembling the croco-

dile of the Nile, both in form and habits, as to be considered

merely a variety which difference of climate produces. It

is but little inferior to the crocodile in size, and will some-

times grow to the length of eighteen or twenty feet. The
opinion of Aristotle, and other ancient naturalists, that

animals of this description move their upper jaw only, ap-

pears, upon closer inspection, to be incorrect.

Alligatoii pear (Bot.) the Lanrus persea of Linnaeus.

.\LLIGATU'RA {Sur.) the same as ligature.

ALL' improvista (Mas.) Italian for extemporaneous, applied

to the performance.

ALLIO'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants so called from Professor

Allioni, Class 4 Tctrandria, Order 1 Monogipiia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth common; proper ob-

solete.

—

Cor. proper one-petalled.

—

Stam. ^fila7ncnts se-

taceous ; anthers roundish.

—

Fist, germ inferior ; sti/le

setaceous; stigma multifid.

—

Per. none; seeds soVdary;

receptacle naked.

Species. There are two species, namel)', the AHionia vio-

lacea, a native of South America ; and Allionia incar-

nala sen Wedelia, an annual native of Peru.

A'LLIOTII (.'Istron.) an Arabic name for a star in the tail

of the great bear, which signifies, literally, a horse. It is

marked t by Bayer. Vlng. Beigh apud Hyd. de Relig.

Vet. Persar. ; Bai/. Uranomet.

ALLIO'TICUM (Sled.) fromiA>..w, to change ; an alterative

medicine, composed of antiscorbutics.

ALLITERA'TION (Gram.) a repeating and playing upon

the same letter,

A'LLIUM (Bot.) in (Jrcek a-KCfM, the herb Garlic, which

was held in reverence by the I'-gyptians, and in abhorrence

by the Greeks, so that no one dare approach the temple of

Ceres, the mother of the (iods, after having eaten of it.

It was, however, esteemed good food for soldiers, to ani-

mate them before they went to battle, to which Aristo-

phanes alludes,

Aristoph. Fi/ait.

h' uuiuyat iiTci' Wxcf-.^iTiJutyc; /*«;(;;%

It was reckoned of no less efficacy for the rowers onboard

a ship, according to Plautus. Plaut. Poen. act. 5, seen. 5,

V. :m-.

Turn anttm flenim-

Aim ulpicijue quam llomani rcmiges.
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Hence the vulgar proverbs of allium ne comedos, for lead a

quiet life, and nl/iinn in retibm, in reference to the quan-

tity of garlic which the Athenian mariners took with them.

Horace makes frequent allusions to its offensive smell and

coarseness for food, particularly in his ode to Ma;cenas.

Horat.Epocl.^,v. 1.

Parentis olim si ijnis impid mamt
Senile giituir I regcrit

Ijdat cicutis allium liocentitts, ^T.

Its medicinal virtues are much commended by the ancient

physicians, particularly for its efficacy against the bite of

tlie viper. Hippocrat. de Rut. I'id. in Acut. Morb. 1. 2 ;

Tluvphrnst. 1. 7, c. 4 ; Dio^cm: 1. 2, c. 1 82 ; Vlin. 1. 19, c. 6 ;

Columcl. 1. 2, c. 3 ; G(d. de Simpl. Med. Fac. 1. 8 ; Uroban.

Med. Collect. 1. 11 ; Aet. Ttlrab. 1. serm. 1 ; Paul Alginet.

1.7, c. 3.

Allium, in the Linnean system, is a genus of plants, Class 6

Hexandrin, Order 1 JMonogi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. spathe common.—CoR. petals

six.

—

SrAM. Jilntnenfs six; (jh//ic?-.s oblong.

—

Fist, germ

superior ; style simple ; stigma sharp.

—

Per. capsule very

short ; seeds few.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Allium

ampeloprasum, seu Porriim ampclnprasum, seu Scorodopra-

stim latifulium, &c. Great Round-headed Garlick, a native

of Britain.

—

Allium sub-hirsutum, Moll/ nngu.<ilifolium seu

Dioscoridis, Hairy Garlick, native of Africa.

—

Allium ro-

seum seu Moly minus. Rose Garlick, native of Montpel-

lier.

—

Allium sativum. Common (larlick.

—

Allium scoro-

doprasum, sativum alterum, Allioprassum seu Porrum,

Rocambole, native of Sweden.

—

Allium moschaium seu

Moly moschatum. Musk-smelling Garlick.

—

.4llium asca-

lonicum seu Cepa ascalunica. Shallot, or Eschallote, a na-

tive of Palestine.

—

Allium odorum, sweet-smelling Gar-

lick, native of Europe.— Allium Jisiidosum, seu Cepa ob-

longci,'\\e\&\\ onion, or Ciboule, native of Siberia.

—

Allium

Scltirnoprasum, seu Cepa pnlustris, Chives, native of Si-

beria ; but

—

Allium porrum, seu Porrum, &c. the Com-
mon Leek, is a biennial. ./. liauh. Hist. Plant.; C.

Batdi. Pin. ; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theatr. Bolanicum

;

Rail Hist. Plant. ; Journal Instit. ; Doerhaav. Ind.

Allium is also the name of some species, as the Hypoxis

Jascicularis, and the Tradescentia Virginica of Linnaus.

C. Bauh. Pin.

ALLOBRO'GICUM rinum (Med.) a sort of harsh wine of

Savoy and Dauphiny. Cels. de Re Med. 1. 4, c. 6.

ALLOC A'TION (Lnu) an allowance made on account in the

Exchequer.

—

Allucationefacienda, a writ for an accountant

to receive such sums from the treasurer as he has expended.
Reg. Orig. 206.

ALLOC A'TO fo?«//a/w (Laxv) a new writ of exigent allowed

before any county court holden, on the former not being
fully served or complied with. Fitzh. Exig. M.

ALLOCA'TUR (Laiv) i. e. it is allowed; a term applied to

the certificate of allowance by the master on taxation of

costs.

ALLO'CHOI (Med.) kx^x'"", those talking deliriously, as

it is commonly read in Hippocrates ; but Galen reads it

iri«>oji«oi, those who spit much, which reading is approved
by Erotian. Hippocrat. de Epidem. 1. 2 ; Gal. E.icges.

;

Hippocrat. I'ocab. ; Erotian. Lex. Hippocrat.; Foes. CEco-
nnvi. Hippocrat.

ALLO'CHROITE (Min.) a sort of stone of the garnet kind.

ALLO'CO (.V».s-.) vide Alia.

ALLOCO'TOX (Med.) oi>.?ioxiTcv, absurd or unnatural, as

applied by Hippocrates. Hippocrat. de Morb. Med.; Gal.

Eiegcs. I'ocab. Hippocrat.; Eiot. Lex. Med. Hippocrat.;

Gorr. Def. Med.; Foes. CEcnnom. Hippocrat.

ALLOEO'TIIETA (Gram.) aMoichTcc, from i^iAom?, various,

and inii, disposed ; a figure of grammar varying from the

ALL

ordinary rules of Syntax, as a noun in the singular with a

verb plural, Pars abiere. Priscian calls this varietas.

ALLODE'MIA (Med.) aXMi^./A,ic^, a term used by Hippo-

crates for travelling into a foreign country. Hippocrat.

de Intern. Affect.; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

ALLO'i^IAL (Laiv) Allodialis, exempt from rent or ser-

vices, as allodial lands, which pay not fine, rent, or

services. Homesdai/ Book.

ALLO'GNOON (Med.) iAAoy>ow, delirious, i. e. aAJ>i=6v.i>V.

xiv ^cifk Tx ivTx, i. e. one knowing tilings ditferent from

what they really are. Gal. Exeges. I'ocab. Hippocrat.

;

Erolian. Lex. Med. Hippocrat.; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

ALLO'NCjE (Fenc.) a thrust or pass at the adversary.

ALLO'PHASIS (Med.) A>>.«>*cr.5, i. e. speaking things dif-

ferent from what they really are ; delirium, as it is applied

by Hippocrates. Gal. Coinm. in Prognost. ; Erot. Lex.

Med. Hippocrat.; Hesych. Lex. ; Gorr. Def. Med.; Foes.

CEconom. Hippocrat.

ALLO'PHYLl (Bibl.) «;i>.«?tAo., signifies literally strangers ;

but is commonly employed in Scripture for the Philistines.

ALLO'PHYLUS (Bot.) icM.i^vyc^, literally a stranger, i. e.

an exotic, a genus of plants, Class 8 Octandria, Order 1

iSIonogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. Perianth four-leaved; leaflets

orbiculate.

—

Con. petals four; claws broad.

—

Stam. ^'«-

7»p«/s filiform ; «H//(er.s' roundish.

—

Pist. ocrm superior;

style filiform ; stigma bifid.

Species. The Species are Allophylus Zeylanicus, a shrub,

native of Ceylon.

—

Allophylus rigidus, native of Hispa-

niola.

—

Allophylus racemosus, native of Hispaniola.

—

Allophylus cominia, Rhus coniinia, Cominia, seu To.ii-

codendron urboreum, native of .lamaica.

—

Allophylus ter-

nalus, a shrub, native of Cochin China. Raii Hist.

Plant.; Sloan. Hist. Jamaic. ; Brown. Hist. Jamaic. ;

IVild. Linn. Spec. Plant.

ALLOTMENT (Mar.) allowing half the pay of the private

and non-commissioned officers of the royal navy to be

paid monthly to the wife, children, or mother of the

parties.

Allotment ofgoods (dnn.) when any cargo is divided into

several parcels, to be bought by dift'erent persons, whose

names being written upon as many pieces of paper, are in-

differently applied to the respective parcels.

AhL, i.tiave (Mus.) Italian, for in the octave ; an expression

applied to the instruments or voices, when their parts lie

an octave above or below some other part.

ALLO'VV.\NCE (Mar.) the ratio or quantum of provisions

served out to the seamen on board.— Short allowance, when
necessity obliges a curtailment of the usual quantity.

—

2\o thirds alloivance, when two thirds only of the usual

quantity is allowed.— To stop the allowance, a last re-

source when the provisions are nearly exhausted.

ALLO'Y (Com.) a mixture of other metals with silver or

gold. Stat. 9, Hen. V. A pound weight of standard gold

in the mint is 22 carats fine, and 2 carats allay or alloy.

Of standard silver 11 ozs. 2 dwts. of fine, and 18 dwts. of

allay.

ALL'-SAIXTS (Ecc.) a festival, [vide ^//]

A'LL-SEED (Bot.) the Chemopodium polyspermum and

Linum railiola of LinnJEUS.

ALL segno (Mus.) Al Seg, or the character ;^ ; Italian for

the words, to the sign, [vide /?//«]

A'LL-SOULS (Ecc.) a festival, [vide .-///]

A'LL-SPICE (Bot.) the Myrtus Pimento of Linnaeus.

A'LLUM (Min.) vide Alum.

ALLU'MINOR (Archrrol.) one whose business it is to alUi-

mine or paint upon paper, parchment, &c. Stat. 1, R. 3, c. 9.

ALLU'VIAL (tazv) belonging to a deluge or alluvion ; as

alluvial soil, i. e. soil that has been brought to other lands

by means of floods.
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ALM
ALLU'VION (Laxv) from (ilhio, to wash to ; an accession

of land uaslied to the shore by inundations.

A'LMA (Mcc/.) or Halmn, «>^a, the first motion made by

the foetus in tlie womb to free itself from confinement.

Hippocrat. apiiil Ilesycldiim.

ALM.^-MATElt. (Lit.) a title given to Oxford or Cam-
bridge by such as have received their education in either

universitv.

ALMACA'N'TAR [Aslnn.) Almincutaralh, from the Ara-

bic Alinocanthnrat ; a name for the Parallels of altitude

on the celestial globe whose zenith is the pole or vertical

point.

ALM ACA'NTER'S slnf (Mcch.) an instrument for observ-

ing at .sea the .sun's amplitude rising and setting.

A'LMADY (Com.) 1. A vessel in the East Indies, made in

the form of a weaver's shuttle. 2. An African canoe made

of the bark of trees.

A'LMAGESTUM (Lit.) the title of Ptolemy's celebrated

work on Astronomy, so called by the Arabians, who add-

ing the particle n/to the /K-iyis-ic of the Greek title (rviTuh',

fbiyt^u, thus formed the word Almagist. Riccioli has given

a similar title, Almiiffistum Novurn, the New Almagest, to

his work on astronomy.

A'LMAWRA (Mill.) a kind of ochre.

A'LMAIN rivets (Mil.) a certain light kind of armour worn

by the Germans.
ALMAKA'NDA (C/iem.) litharge.

A'LMAN (Metal.) a furnace used by refiners for separating

metals.

A'LMANAC (Chrnn.) a calendar or table, containing an

account of the months, weeks, and days of the year, with

the festivals, changes of weather, &c. It is in French

Almanac, in Italian Almanacco, in Spanish Ahnanaque, in

German Almanack ; and is derived by Golius from the

Arabic particle al, and Maria, a measure or reckoning ; by

Scaliger, from the same particle, al, and the Greek /*«», a

month ; by Verstigan, from the compound Saxon word

ffl-mon-alic, i.e. All-I\loon-Heed, or an account of every

moon, which the Saxons are said to have kept very care-

fully. The latter seems to be the immediate derivation,

and the former that which is more remote.

Almanac Nautical (Axiroii.) or A:;trnnumical Ephemeris, is

published under the direction of the iJOa- » olLongitude,

for the use of mariners, containing an account of the lon-

gitude, latitude, ascension, declination, &c. of the heavenly

bodies.

A'LMAND cathartica (But.) a plant of Surinam, supposed

by tile inhabitants to be good for the colic.

ALMA'NDINE (Mill.) a coar.se sort of ruby, approaching

in colour nearer to the granate than the ruby.

ALMA'RCAB (Chem.) litharge of silver.

ALMA'RGAN (Min.) coral.

A LMELILE'TU(iUa/.) a preternatural heat, less than a fever.

A'LMENE (Cliem.) Sal Gemma.
Almene (Com.) an Indian weight of about two pounds.

A'LMISA (Chem.) Musk.
ALMISA'DAR (Chem.) Sal Ammoniac.
.A'LMOIN' (Imw) vide Frank Almoin.

ALMON.'V'Rir.M (Archrcd.) a safe or cupboard in which

broken victuals were kept that were to be given to the

poor.

A'LMOND (Metal.) vide Almnn.

Almond (linl.) the nut or fruit of the almond tree, whether

sweet or bitter, called in French Amande, in German
Manilcl, in Latin Ami/i^ilala, and in (ireek ajt^vy^iMi.

Almon u-/n,'C the Ami/gdalHX communis of Linnxus; a pretty

tall tree, resembling a ))iacli tree, which is one of the first

trees that blossoms. It is a native of the Holy Land.

There are different sorts of trees so called, as the—Com-

mon Dwarf Almond, or Ami/gdalis nana of Li«na;us.

—

ALN
African Almond, the Brabeium stcllafolium.—Hoary Dwarf
Almond, the Amygdnlis incana.— Silvery-leaved Almond,
the .-Imi/gdalis orient alls of Linna?us.

Al.mond (Cum.) a Portuguese measure of oil, equal to four

gallons two quarts.

Almond (.4nat.) a name for the glandular substances on

each side the uvula at the root of the tongue, otherwise

called tunsiUic.

ALMOND-,rfo;/e (Min.) the ami/gdalifes of Linna;us, a sort of

stones consisting of glandules that resemble the almond
i]i shape.

A'LMONER (ArchiFol.) or ahnncr chrmoxi/nariiis ; an otfi-

cer in the king's house who distributed the king's alms

every day. Flct'i, I. 2, c. '22.

A'LMONRY (Archccol.) ElcemQsjjm ; the office or dwelling

of the almoner.

ALMOXARIFA'RGO (Com.) a duty of two and a half per

cent, on bulls' hides in Spain.

ALMS feufi (.Ircliccol.) Saxon for alms-money, given first

by Ina, king of the West Saxoi:s.

—

Alms-basket , the basket

in which the provisions are put that are to be given au aj-.

—Alms-house, a house endowed with a revenue for the

maintenance of a certain number of poor aged persons.

—

Alms-man, a man who is supported by alms or charity.

ALMU'CIUM (Arcluvol.) vide Almutium.

ALMUGAVA'RI (Archccol.) a name for the Spanish sol-

diers who distinguished themselves against the Saracens.

Roder. Tolit. de Reb. Hispan. I. 9, c. 16 ; Pachipner. 1. 2,

c. 13.

ALMU'GIA {Astral.) the planets facing one another in the

zodiac.

ALMU'GIM (Bibl.) a sort of wood mentioned 1 Kings x, 2.

It is called by the Septuagint iy>^a jnuxna, by the Vulgate

ligna pinea.

ALMU'NIA (Archccol.) a sort of tenure among the Spa-

niards.

ALMU'TEN (Aslrol.) the lord of a figure, or strongest

planet in a nativity.

ALMU'TRIUM (Archccol.) a cap made with lambs or goats'

skins. Dugd. Mon. Angl-

ALNABA'TI (Med.) a gentle laxative.

A'LNAGE (Com.) the measure of an ell. 17 slat Ed. A:

Alnage (Law) 1. A measure by the ell. 2. An officer to

inspect the pJnage or measuring. 25 Ed. 3.

A'LNEC (Min.) Tin.

ALNE'RIC (Chem.) Sulphur vivum.

ALNE'TUIM (Archccol.) a grove of alder trees. Domcsdaij-

boolc.

ALNI ejjigie (Bot.) the Crativgiis aria of Linna;us. Bcmh

Hist. Plant.

ALNIFO'Ll.'V (Bat.) the Clclhra alnijhlia of Linnrcus

Plidcn . Photograph.

A'LNUS (Bot.) alder ; a tree so called, either because, alatiir

amne, it thrives by the river side, or from the Hebrew

JI^K, alon, an oak. It is called in the Greek KMifx, and

its bark was reckoned drying and astringent. The wood is

celebrated by the poets on account of its fitness for the

building of ships.

Virg. Gcorg. I. 2, v. 45

L

]\Vr non et t>>rrentem undam leiis imiatat alnus.

Lucan. 1. 3, v. •ill.

Kl fluclibus nptiffr alnus.

Claudian.
Qui iluhiis ttusui coaimitterejhctibus nlnum.

Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 3, c. l* ; Be Cans Plant. 1. 3,

c. 17 ; Dioscor. I. 3, c. 25; Plin. I. 16, c. 26; Vitrtiv. de

Architect. I. 2, c. 9 ; Ovid. Met. 1.13.

Alnus, in the Linnean system, is the Bcctula alnus, th«
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Conocarpu-i erecla, and the Rhamnus frnngiila of Linnaeus.

Lvb. Plant, seu Stirp. Hist. ; J. Ba'uli. Hisl. Plant. ; C.

Bau/i. Pin. ; Rait Hist. Plant.; 2'ournef. Instil.; Bocr-
liaav. Ilid.

A'LOA {.Int.) 'A/.aa, festivals at Athens in honour of Bac-
chus and Ceres, celebrated by an otFering from the fruits of

the earth in the time of liarvest, from aAuc, a barn, wlience

Ceres is called "Aa^x;, aloas, that is, a filler of barns.

Demoslhen. in Netrr. ; Harpocrat. Lex ; Hesychius ; Eu-
stat/i, in II. 9, V. 5SS ; Metirs. Eleus. apud Gronov. vol. "•

A'L.OE (Dot.) u?.i>!, the name of a plant, conies in all proba-

bility from the Hebrew n^nn, which signifies the same
thing. The aloe, which comes from India, resembles the

squill, only that it is bigger and provided with fatter leaves.

The juice, which is found sticking to the plant like a tear,

is exceedingly bitter, but of great use in medicine, parti-

cularly as a purgative. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 25 ; Pliii. 1. 27,

c i ; Riiff". Ephes. Fragment, de Med. Purg. ; Gal. Comm.
2 ill Hippocrat. de Art. c. 49 ; Cels. de lie \Med. 1. 2, c. 1 2

;

Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 7, c. 27; Aet. Tetrah. I. serm. 3,

c. 2i ; Acinar, de Meth. Med. 1. 5, c. 8 ; Salinas. Excrcitat.

Plin. 10J3.

Aloe, in the Linncean system, a genus of plants, Class 6 Hex-
andria. Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. none.

—

Cor. one-petalled ; tube

gibbous; border spreading.

—

Stam.Jilaments awlshaped,
anthers oblong.—PisT. germ ovate, style simple, stigma

obtuse.

—

Per. capsule oblong, seeds several.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, and natives of
the Cape of Good Hope. J. Bank. Hist. Plant.;
C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Botan.

;

Rail Hist. Plant.

Aloe is also the name of some species, as the

—

Crapula
perfoliata; the Agave Americana; the Dactcna marginata ;

the Aletris uvaria ; and the Yucca aloijolia of Linnaeus.

J. Baii/i. Hist. Plant.; Rail Hist. Plant.; PM. Phyto-
graph.

ALOEDA'RIA {Med.) aloetics, medicines consisting chiefly

of aloes. Aet. Tetrah. I, serm. 3, c. 105.

A'LOES [Med.) the inspissated juice of the aloe, which is of
different sorts, namely, the

—

Common Aloes, or the juice of
the officinal aloe.

—

Hepatic Aloes, the juice of the Guinea
aloe, so called from its liver-like co\o\it.— Caballine or
Horse Aloes, from the same plant, but of a coarser sort,

which is commonly given to horses.

—

Saccotrine Aloes,

from the juice of the aloe of Sacotra.

ALOETICS [Med.) vide Aloedaria.

ALOE'XYLUM (Bot.) the ay«;7ffn'a of Linnaeus.

ALO'FT (Mar.) at the mast-head, or in the top of the

rigging.

ALO'GIA (Ecc.) a/oyia; silent feasts, or where there was
no discourse held ; from u, priv. and Aov«5, a discourse.

August, epist. 86.

ALOGIA'XI (Ecc.) or Alogi, u\oyci, a sect of heretics so
called, from «, priv. and Ao-A the word, because they
rejected the Aivo5, or Word of St. John. Epiphan. Hccres.

c. 51 ; August, ad quod vult Deuin. c. 30.

A'LOGOS (Rhet.) «Ao-/o;, disproportionate; an epithet for

the first long syllable, because it does not bear a due Aoyo?

or proportion to the rest of the foot. Dionys. Hal. de
Comp. c. 16.

A'LOGOS (Med.) aMyu^, without due cause; a terra em-
ployed by Hippocrates in speaking of disorders, as when a

fever disappears without any critical evacuation, he says it

is resolved x^.c-yuc, i. e. without an adequate cause, and is

consequent!}- subject to a relapse. Gal. Comm. 2 in. Hip-
pccrat.

ALOGOTRO'PHY (Med.) cc>.,yor(o4>:^, from Tfii?*., to nou-
rish, and K^oyu^, without proportion; disproportionate

nutrition in different parts of the body.

ALP

A'LO''SG-side (Mar.) parallel to a ship, a wharf; " To lay

along-side," to place a ship by the side of another.

—

Along-

shore, along the coast, applied to coasting navigation.

—

Along-shore-oviner, one who sends his ship to sea in want
of stores and provisions.— Along-lying, the state of being

pressed down sideways by a weight of sail in a fresh

wind.

ALOO'F (.Vnr.) at a distance; a term employed in sea

phrases, as " To keep aloof," commonly called " To keep

the luff," a command given by the pilot or the officer to the

helmsman, to direct the ship's course nearer the wind.

ALO'PECES (Anat.) kxc,i:iy.'.c, from kxi:^,}, a fox; psoa

muscles ; so called because they are very strong in foxes.

Ruff. Ephes. Appell. I. 1, c. 30.

ALOPE'CIA (.Med.) k>.:^zi,.U, a falling off of the hair; a

distemper so called from ci>i'~>-i, a t'ox, and ^riVvw, to fall ;

because foxes are very liable to such a defluxion of the

hair. Celsus calls it a kind of area. Cels. 1. 6, c. 4 ;

Plin. 1. 20, c. 5 ; Gal. de Comp. Med. secnnd. Loc. 1. 1,

c. 2 ; Oribas. de Imc. Affcc. 1.4. c. 5; Aet. Tctrab. 2,

serm. 3, c. 55 ; Alex. Trallian, 1. 1, c. 1 ; Paul. Mginet.

1. 3, c. 1 ; Acluar. de Meth. Med. 1. 2. c. 5.

ALO'PECURO veronica (Bot.) the Mentha auricularia of

LinnfEus.

ALOPECU'ROS (Bot.) ihe Betonica alopecuros o(J-,iBnx\}S.

,r. Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; Ger. Herb. ; Rait Hist. Plant.

ALOPECU'RUS (Bot.) from iAii^i^, c,fx, i. e. a fox's tail;

the Fox-tail or Fox-tailed Grass ; a genus of plants.

Class 3 Triandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. glume one-flowered ; valves

ovate.—CoR. one-valved ; valve ovate; awn twice as

long.

—

Stam. Jilainenfs three : anthers forked at each

end.—PiST. germ roundish; styles two; «//o';;;o.s villous.

Per. none, the corolla investing the seed ; seed ovate.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as the

—

Alopecurus bulbosus, seu Gramen typhoidrs, S,-c. Bulbous
Fox-tail Grass.

—

Alopecurus pratensis seu Grameii pha-
leroides, Sfc. Meadow Fox-tail Grass, &c. ; but some are

said to be annuals, as the Alopecurus monspeliensis.

Bearded Fox-tail Grass, and Alopecurus paniceus, Hairy
Fox-tail Grass. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauh. Pin.

;

Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat Botan. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'LOPEX (Zool.) Brant Fox, a species of the Canis of

Linnaeus.

A'LOSA (Ich.) the shad, a species of the Clupea of Linnxus.
A'LOSAT (Chcm.) argentum rivum.

ALOTIA (.'Int.) festivals in Arcadia in commemoration of a

victorj- obtained over the Lacedaemonians, many of whom
were taken prisoners that were called in Greek kXairut.

ALOVE'RIUM (.-Irchaol.) a purse.

A'LP (Or.) a Bullfinch.

A'LPHA (Gram.) uinpx, from the Hebrew b'^W; the first

letter in the Greek alphabet, so called by the ancient Sy-

rians because this word signified an ox in the Phcenician

tongue, which was reckoned by Cadmus the first of the

three necessaries of life. Pint. Syiiops. 1. 2, quaest. c. 3 ;

Hesychius ; Seal. Animadvers. in Euseb. Chron.

A'LPHABET (Gram.) alphabetum, the whole order of let-

ters which are used in any language, so called from alpha

and beta, the first and second letters of the Greek alphabet.

The following are the principal alphabets which have been

or are in use among different nations.

The Alphabets ofdifferent nations, in alphabetical order.

Alphabet of Abraham, a Chaldean alphabet, ascribed by

the Rabbis to Abraham, but without any authority.

Abyssinian the same as the /Ethiopian.

Alphabet ofAdam, a Chaldean alphabet ascribed to Adam.
JEolian, a variation of the ancient Greek, attributed to the

.^^olians by Theseus Ambrosius.



ALPHABET.
African, a sort of Arabic alphabet,

Aiiglo-Xonuan, a sort of Gothic cliaractcr. [vide Gothic']

Arabic consists of dilfcrent characters. The most ancient
Arabic is called the Kutic, so named from the city of Kufa,
on the Euphrates, which does not appear to be now in

use. The specimen given in Tab. 1\', No. IS, [PI. 1]
was connnunicated to Dr. Morton of the British Mu-
seum, by Ur. Hunt, Araljic professor at Oxford, from
MSS. in tlve Bodleian Library. It consists oi' iiiilinls or

letters ustd at the beginning, mcdiah or letters in the
middle, anA finals or letters used at the end. The mo-
dern Arabic is supposed by some to have been invented
by the vizier Molach, A.D. 933, with which he wrote the
Koran three times, and in a mannerso fairand correct as to

nialce it a perfect model of writing. This alphabet con-
sists also of four sorts of characters, namely, single,

initial, medial.and final, which is the common character
of the Arabians, Turks, and Persians; but the two latter

nations have added four more letters, namely, i__j p,

-. ch, J zh, S g, and given a different power to others.

There are two other variations of the Arabic, namely,
the African and Mauritanian, which are said to be used
in different parts of Africa.

Arcadian, a variation of the Latin, taken from the Eugu-
bian tables, and so called because it is supposed to have
been brought by Evander from Arcadia into Latium.
[vide Latin]

Armenian is used not only in Armenia but in Asia Minor,
.Syria, Tartary, &c. It diflers in its character according
to the use which is made of it, but approaches, in some
respects, very near to the Chaldee or Syriac, and to the
Greek in others. The characters given in Tab. V, No. 31,
[PI. 5] are the common printing character of the Ar-
menian, capitals and small letter. There is also an
ornamental kind of character, which is termed blooming
or flowery, because it is used for the titles of books

;

and Dnret likewise mentions an ancient Armenian cha-
racter, which be says was taken from an inscription over
an entrance into the castle of Curcho. Clioron. Hist.
Armen. 1. 2, c. 2, dc. ; Schrocder. T/iesaiir. Ling. Ar-
meii.; Durcl, Trcaor. des Lang, p, 725.

Attic, a variation of the ancient Greek, [vide Gree/c']

Bali, an alphabet of a dialect in Bali, an island north of
.lava.

Barman, an alphabet used in the kingdom of Ava, which,
in the order, power, and general form of its letters, re-

sembles the .Sanscrit.

Bastard or Mongrel, first made by a German named Hcil-
nian in MDO, was in conunon use, in France, in the
fifteenth century; so called because it was derived from
the Lctlres dc Forme, or Gothic character, but it has
most of its angles cut oft" or diminished. Eournier gives
four varieties of this bastard character. The specimens
given in Tab. VI, No. 45, [PI. 0] are of the ancient
and the round Bastard.

Balta, an alphabet of one of the principal languages in
.Sumatra.

Bcngallir, an alphabet now used in the extensive country
of Bengal, which is under the dominion of the East,
very similar to the Sanscrit.

Black Letter, a sort of English alphabet, as in Tab. \1,
No. 4-8. [PI. G.]

Bulgarian, a character similar to that of the Illyrian.

Bullantic or Imperial, an alphabet of ornamented ca|)itals,

which was so called because it was employed in wiiting
the papal bulls.

Cndeaui, flourishing capitals that were used in French
writing of the fifth century.

Cadmean, the original (ireek alphabet, which is supposed

to have been first introduced into Greece by Cadmus,
[vide Greek'}

Chnldee, many alphabets have been given under this name
which \nore properly belong to the Phcnician or Syriac,
and several hiive been ascribed by the Rabbis to Adam,
Enoch, Noah, .\braham, and Moses, but without any
authority that entities them to credit. The character
of the Chaldee is the same at present as that of the
Hebrew.

Chancery, a sort of English law alphabet, as in Tab. VI,
No. 49, [PI. 0!.]

Of Charlemagne, the name of three alphabets which are
attributed to the emperor Chn.rlemagne, by whom they
are said to have been introduced, at the commencement
of the ninth century, for the purpose of improving the
letters used in his dominions, of which a specimen is

given in Tab. VI, No. 47, [PI. C]
Chinese, this language has no proper alphabet, but con-

sists of 214 Key-words, or radical characters, that serve

to form 80,000 characters of which it is composed, of
which a specimen is given in Tab. I, No 6, [PI. 1.]

Church 2Vx<, asortof English, as in Tab. ^T,No.51, [F1.6.]

Coptic, an alphabet so called from Coptos, a city of JEgypt,
where it was used, is a mi.xture of Greek and Egj'ptian.

There are two characters under this name, one of which
is the ancient, and the other the modern Coptic, as given
in Tab. V, No. 30, [PI. 3.] The latter, which consists of
thirty-two letters, is only to be met with in the books of
the Christians of Egypt, by whom it was used in the trans-

lation of the Sacred Writings. Kircher. Oedip. 3]gypt.

ct Copt. ; Pocock. in A'ot. ad Spec. Hist. Arab. ; Mont-
Jaiic. PaUvograp. 1. 4, c. 7; Univ. Anc. Hist. vol. i, p. 512;
U'ilkins. Dissert, de Ling. Copt.

Court Text, a sort of handwriting among the English
lawyers, [vide English^

Croatian has the same characters as the Illyrian.

Dalmatian, Tab. V, No. 33, [PI. 5] is said to have been in-

vented by St. Jerom. It has been used for the translation

of the Sacred Writings, besides missals and breviaries.

Duret. Tresor. des Lang. &:c. p. 738.

Doric, a variety of the ancient Greek, [vide Greek']

Egyptian, the characters of the ancient Egyptians were
of three kinds; namely l;7i5-o>iovp«<p"i«?, or vulgar; I'lfa-

TIK5?, or sacred ; and iifoyXnjiMc,, hycroglyphick. Many
vestiges remain of their hieroglyphic writing, of which
onlj' conjectural explanations can be offered; of this sort

is the one given in Tab. I, No. 5, [PI. 1]. Their letters

are in all probability lost, notwithstanding many charac-
ters have been given under this name, particularly one by
Theseus Ambrosius, which is, however, unsupported by
any authority. The Coptic is the only Egyptian cha-
racter that remains. Herod. 1. 2, c. .30 ; Diodor. Sic.

1. 3 ; Heliodor. JElhiop. 1. 4 ; Clem. Alexandrin. Strom.
1. 5 ; Eustath. on Hom. II. 1. 6, v. 168 ; Athanas. Kirch.

Oedip. Theat. Hieroglyphic, p. 12, iSrc. ; Marsluim.
Canon. Chronol.

English, the characters bearing this name are the Old
English, or Black Letter, Tab. VI, No. 48, [PI. G] called

by the French Lettres de Forme. It was first used by
(juttemberg and Faust at Mentz, .nnd was by them deno-
minated Lettres Burgeoises ; Hound Chancery and Run-
ning Chancery, as in No. 49, used in the enrollments of

letters patent ; Court or Exchequer Text, as No. 50,

which were invented by the English lawyers about

1550; Church Text, as m No. 51, which was invented

about the same time for the use of the church ; Secre-

tary, which is the modern style of writing among the

laivyers, in engrossing their conveyances and legal in-

struments.

Ethiopic, otherwise called Amharic or Abyssinian, is evi-

6
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dcntly derived from the Samaritan or Phenician, as will ap-

pear from the specimen given in Tab. IV, Ko. 21 [PI. 4];

but, contrary to the custom of the Orientals, it is written

from the right to the left. According to Diodorus and

Heliodorus the Ethiopians as well as the Egyptians used

the hicroglvphical mode of writing. Diodor. Sic. 1. 3 ;

Hclioilor. JUIiiop. 1. 4- : Ein-Uilh. in II. 1. 6, v. 168;
]S[arian. Victor. Instit. Ling, JEthiop. ; Walton, in In-

trocL ad Led. Ling. Oriental. ; Ludolf. Hist. JEtltinp.

1. I, c. 15; and Gram. jLthiop.; Lcescher. de Cans. Ling.

Herb. p. 201

.

Etruscan, Tab. Ill, No. 15, [PI. 3] the first alphabet used

in Ital}', so called from the Etrusci, the most ancient

inhabitants of that country; is a sort of Pelasgian or

Arcadian characters, which were disposed after the

Greek fashion, iac-f^s'-'S''', i. e. alternately from left to right,

and from right to left. There are two other alphabets

attributed to the Etruscans, which Theseus Anibrosius

says were used as secret characters by their priests, but

without staling an}' authority. The Etruscan characters

are to be found on many coins, as in Xo. 16, which
represents, on the obverse, the head of .lanus covered

with a helmet, and, on the reverse, a club of Her-
cules, with the inscription FELA0PI, i. e. Felathri, a

town of Latium, now called Velletri. Tab. Eugub. apnd
Dempster, de Etrusc. 'Regal, torn. i. p. 91 ; Marian de

Etrusc. Metrop. ; Gori. Mus. Etrusc. p. 401 ; Swinton.

de I'riniev. Etrusc. Dissert.

Flemish is the ])roper character of the Austrian and
French Netherlands, used in their common printing,

which much resembles the old English, as Tab. Vl,

No. 41, [PI. 6.]

Franco Gallic, so called from its being a mixture of French
and Gaulish characters, was used under the first race

of the kings of France in their public acts.

Franlis, an alphabet which was used by the earliest inha-

bitants of the Low Countries, and afterwards transferred

to Gaul. It was a variety of the Latin alphabets used at

that time. There is also another alphabet under this

name belonging to the Lingua Franca, a kind of jargon

spoken on the Mediterranean ; the characters of which
are like the language composed of E'rench, vulvar

Greek, Spanish, and Italian, Tab. VI, No 42, [PI. 6.]

French, or ancient French, an alphabet distinguished by this

name, ard of which a specimen, also of the current hand,

is given in Tab. VI, No. 43, [PI. 6] was used in the fifth

century under the first race of the French kings.

Georgian, an alphabet which consists of four different

characters ; namelv, the ancient Georgian, immediately

derived from, and nearly allied to, the Greek ; two
consisting of capitals and small letters, called sacred,

because they are used in transcribing their Holy Books ;

the fourth is the running-hand of the Georgians. The
specimen given in Tab. V, No. 32, [PI. 5] is of the

ordinary printing character.

German consists of two characters, capitals and small

letter, which are used for general printing, and two also

for writing, or the current-hand, as in Tab. VI, No. 40.

Gothic, the most ancient characters under this name are

attributed to Ulphilas, bishop of the Goths in 38S,

although, according to others, the Goths had the use of

letters from the earliest period. The first specimen of

this alphabet, in Tab. ^T, No. 35, bears a strong affinity

to the Hunic ; the ^econd is formed from the Greek and

Latin ; a third alphabet, which is attributed to Albert

Durer in the sixteenth century, is very similar to the

Gerni;<n. To the above may be added the Mceso-

Gothic, as given in No. 35, which is also attributed to

Ulphilas, and was used in the translation of the Holy
Scriptures ; and an old English or Norman character.

which is called in French les Letfres Tourneures, and
by Astle modern Gothic. It was formerly much used

in adorning Roman missals.

Greek. L'nder this name is comprehended a greater variety

of Alphabets than that of any other language, for the

Greek characters were employed by vevy many countries

that did not speak the Greek ; and, in Greece itself, it

underwent many- changes, according to the diversity of

dialects, or the different periods in which it was used. It

is generally' admitted, on the authority of Herodotus,

Pliny, Plutarch, and others, that Cadmus, the Pheni-

cian, introduced the first Greek alphabet into Bceotia,

where he settled, B. C. 1500, although Diodorus is of

opinion that the Pelasgian letters were prior to the Cad-
mean. It is evident, however, from comparing the spe-

cimens of the Cadmean and Pelasgic alphabets given in

Tab. II, No. 7; [ PI. 2] with the Phenician, Tab. I, No. 3,

[PI. 1] that they sprung from one and the same origin; but
the former appears, from many of its letters, to be made
by the inversion of the Phenician character. The Cad-
mean, or, as it is otherwise called, the Attic or Ionic al-

phabet, is drawn from coins and medals, the Pelasgian

from the Eugubian tables; the former consisted originally,

as is supposed, of only sixteen letters, to which eight

others were afterwards added ; the number of the latter

varies according to the account of different writers. Dr.
Swinton making it to consist of thirteen. Father Gori of

twelve, and others of twenty. The next in succession

is the Sigean alphabet, so called because the letters of

which it is composed are taken from the Sigean inscrip-

tion engraven on a marble pillar near the promontory
and town of Sigeum, near Troy ; the reading of which,

in the common Greek characters, is as follows ;

xorttrto xotyo r.pxTtfsc ya:Ti^xTcv xxi

"ZtyiVlWl E$ X.UI fJj' fTO(50-£V i ecttTOTO',

Eac' ^iTi ^ctcx,^ fjuiM ax»iv to ctyn.

X^lAiptt

A specimen of the letters with the deficiencies, as

supplied by Chishull, are given in No. S, and a.Jc:c-

simile of the inscription itself in Tab. HI, Plate 3,

No. 11. The antiquity of this alphabet is evinced by
its being read alternately from left to right, and from
right to left, which manner of writing was called ^s^fe-

<pr^'!>, because it resembled the turning of oxen at both
ends of a furrow. It is besides observable that the H for

the long E, and the il for the long O were not then in

use, which were afterwards introduced by Simonides.
Other Greek characters are also drawn from medals and
inscriptions ; namely, the Nemean, B. C. 430, engraven
on marbles, as is supposed, before the Peloponnesian
war ; the Delian from inscriptions on the remains of a
stately building on Jlount Cynthus, in the island of
Delos; the Athenian; and the Teian. About 5(X) years
before the Christian (5ira Simonides completed the

Greek alphabet called the Ionic, which is given in No. 9,

to which is annexed other Cireek alphabets of different

ages ; namely, one used in the time of Alexander the

Great, B. C. 330, No. 10; the alphabet drawn from
the coins of the Antiochi, Kings of Syria, &c. B. C.
240 to 187 ; that of Constantine the Great, A. D. 306 ;

of Justinian the Great, A. D. 527 ; of Heraclius, A. D.
610; of Leo Jaurus, A. D. 716; a specimen of small

Greek letters, and another of capitals, in the eighth cen-

tury : it is observable, in the first, that the sigma obtains

the sixth place, according to the ancient alphabets, that

iota has the form of p^a inverted, and that upsilon follows

the omicron as well as the tau ; an alphabet used in the

time of Charlemagne in the ninth century ; the Greek of
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Fac Similes, Tab. Ill, No. 12, 13, [Plate 3] ; namely, of

Bazil and Conslantine, A.D. 900. To these may be aekled

a MS. ot" the New Testament in the British Museum, pre-

sented to King Charles I, in 1628, by Cyrillus Lucario,

patriarch ot" .\le.\andria, and supposed to have been

written upwards of 1400 years ; and a specimen of small

Greek writing, as practised in the ninth century. This

specimen is taken from a copy of Chrj'sostom's Homilies

on the Psalms, in the French King's library, which Mont-

fau(|'on has inserted in his.Pakxographia; also two Greek
coins. No. 1 4 ; the first of which contains, on the re-

verse, the for ©EBAIilN, as is supposed; the head,

on the obverse, being ascribed to Cadmus : the second

contains, on the obverse, the head of a lion, with the

inscription REGION, i. e. Regiorum, a town in Italy,

on the reverse, the head of an ox. Herodot. 1. 1, c. 49;

Diodor. 1. 1; Dioni/s. 1. 1; PUn. J. 7, c. 56; Plut.

Sj/mpos. 1. 9, probl. 3; Pauxrin. \. 5, c. 17; Eiiscb. in

Cliron. ; Victoriii. de Gramm. 1. 1 ; Isidor. Oris;. 1. c. 3

;

Harpocration ; Suidas. in K«o/i05 ; Enstath. in II. 1. 18;

Tzclz. C/iil. sect. 398 ; Seal. Anitnndvers. in Enselt.

;

Bochart. de Col. Plicenic. 1. 1, c. 21 ; Voss. de Art.

Grammnf.l. 1 ; Smnheini. Dissert. 1. de Usu et PrcB-

slant. Num. ; Scilmas. ad Inscripl. Herod, ji. 31 ; Dr.
Barnard's Tables ; Montfaiifon. Palxogrnph. Grcec.

;

Chishul. Aniiquit. .hiat. ; Dr. Morion's Tables.

Ilcbrciv, under this name two fanciful alphabets are given

by Theseus Ambrosius and Duret, which are attributed,

on the authority of the Kabbis, to Solomon. Those most

worthy of note are the ancient and modern Hebrew,
Tab. 1, No. 1, [PI. 1] ; the former of which is supposed

to have been invented by Esdras after the Captivity, and

to have given rise to the latter. A question has, how-

ever, liere arisen respecting the original Hebrew cha-

racter, which has undergone nmch discussion among the

learned, both Jews and Christians. The more prevail-

ing opinion is, that the character known by the name
of Samaritan, or Phenician, was the original Hebrew
character ; and that the present alphabet was invented

after the captivity, although the two Buxtorfs and
others contend tliat the Hebrew letters, now in use, are

the same as those in which the Law and Prophets were
written by Moses : the former of these two opinions

j)rincipally rests on the authority of Samaritan inscrip-

tions on coins, which are admitted to have been struck be-

ibre the Captivity. Of these, three specimens are given at

the bottom of Tab. I, [PI. 1] which represent the censor

on the obverse, and, on the reverse, Aaron's rod budding ;

the inscriptions, the " Shekel of Israel" and "Jerusalem

the Holy. ' These three coin.s are all of less value than

the full shekel, the first of which has « over the censor,

l)cing called d tialf shekel; the second having l, llic

third of a shekel ; and the third also having T thefourth

of a shekel. To the above alphabets may be added
the Rabbiiiical Hebrew, which is the current-hand in

use among the ,Iuws at present. F.useh. in Chron, el

Scati<^. in Euseb. ; JHeron, de Esd. el in Ezech. c. 9 ;

]Vaser. de Anliq. Ebraor. Numm. ; Villalpand. de
Appnr. Vrb. et Tempi, part 2, 1. 2, disp. i, c. 21 ;

li'allnn. Prolegoni. II, iVr. de Linfr. Ileb. ; Schiclcard.'de

Nnni. ; Baron. Annul, ann. 180; Reland dc Nu7n.

Ebrtcor. ; Morin. Exercit. de I.inis^. part 2, c. 6, (Src.

Iluns, an alphabet so called because it was used by the

Huns, who settled in Pannonia, or Hungary, in 370.

Jacobite, an alphabet formed from the Greek, and used by
the Jacobites, an heretical sect, in tlieii religious

service.

.faponese consists of throe characters ; namely, two that

are in common use, and one that is used oi\ly at court.

The specimen given in Tab. I\', No. 26, [PI. i] is of liie

common character, which, like the Chinese, is written

from top to bottom.

Icelandic is the same as the Runic.

lUyrinn. There were two alphabets of this name, ac-

cording to John Baptist Palatin ; one said to have been
invented by St. Cyril, and the other by St. Jerom, or,

according to Aventinus, in his Annals, by one Methodius,

a bishop of lllyriura, who used it in the translation of

the Scriptures ; the former bears a great affinity to the

Russian ; the latter is most like the Dalmatian. Durtt.

T'res. dcs Lann. p, 74 1.

Indian, the same as the Ethiopian. Duret also mentions
another Indian alphabet, which is generally used among
the Easterns. Duret. Tres. dcs Lan<r. p. ;jS3.

Irish. This alphabet, Tab. V, No. 29, [PI. 5.] bears, in the

opinion of Valiancy, the greatest affinity to the Phenician,

from which he supposes it to be derived. But the Irish

used other mysterious alphabets in their incantations,

after the manner of those given under the name of Ogums,
from Oga, and Ogma, an augury. The three principal

Ogums used by the Irish were the Ogum Bcath, when bt

or bealh was placed always for the letter a ; Ogum Coll,

when, for vowels, dipthongs, and triptbongs in the Ogum,
the letter c was variously repeated ; Ogum Croabh, or

the virgular Ogum, having a line or stem called the

Croabh, through which, and on each side, are drawn
perpendicular strokes. IVurm. de Lit. Run. ; O'Mulloy.
Irish. Gramm. ; Raban. JSIaur. dc Usu Lit. ; O'Flahrt.

Ogi/g. ; Oconners Dissert, sen Hibern. Rev. C/ironolog. ;

Ware. Antiq. of Ireland. ; Ixdwig, Antiq.

Italic, a well known alphabet formed from the Ronian,
which was called likewise Venetian, because it was
first cut at \'enicc, and afterwards Lettres Aldines,

from Aldus Minutius, by whom it was invented^^about

1512.

Kujic, the ancient Arabic, [vide Arabic']

Latin, the most ancient alphabet of the inhabitants of
Italy, was the Etruscan, [vide Etruscan'] which under-
went successive changes, as are noted in Tab. Ill, No. 15,

[PI. 3] until it arrived at its present state, in which it

is more generally known by the name of Roman.
Dionys. IJalic. 1. 1 ; IL/gin. Fab. 277 ; Plin. I. 7, c, 63

;

Tacit. Annal. 1. 11 ; Quintil. Instil. \. 1, c. 4^ ; Diomcd.
Gramm. Instil. 1. 1 ; hlarius Viclorinus, Priscian. SfC.

apud Gramm. Vet. Putsche's Edit.; Cyprian, de Varietal.

Idol.; Auson. Idyll. 12; Isidor. Orig.l. 1, c.4; J'oss.

de ylrt Grammat. ; Lips, de Pronunl. Ling. Lai. c. 3

;

Spanheim. de Usu et Prccstant. A'umis. Antiq. Dissert. 1,

p. lit; Monljiiufon. Palceogrnph. Grccc. ; Dr. Morion's
I'ablcs ; Massey. Orig. et Prog, oj Letters.

Lombard, a variety of the Latin character, as Tab. VI,
No. 16, [PI. C.]

Malabaric, an alphabet consisting of sixteen vowels, and
thirty-five simple consonants or radicals, as in Tab. IV.
No. 2,'i, [PI. 4.] Alphabet. Var. Congregnt. de Propa-
gand. Fide. vol. ii.

Malayan, the character of this alphabet is the same as the
Arabic.

Mantchon, a sort of Tartaric, [vide Tartaric]

Mendean, an alphabet used by the Mendes, a people
of Egypt, A. D. 277, which was formed from the
Syriac.

Mordi's, a mode of writing among the ancient Britons

by cutting letters upon sticks, either in a scjuare or

triangular form, very similar to that which is given tm

a specimen of the Welch or Bardic alphabet.

Norman, there are two alphabets given under this name
on the authority of the venerable Bede, one of which
was a variety of the Greek, and the other, as in Tab. VI,
No. 44, [PI. 6.]
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Pahmjrian, which was first decyphered by the Abbe
Bartheleme, is read from right to left. It bears a strong

affinity to the Hebrew.
Pclasc(iun, a name given to the alphabet which the Greeks

derived from the Phcniciaiis, whom they called UiXxu-yel,

Pelasgii quasi Pelagi, from sriAsiyc?, the sea, because

they traversed the ocean, and carried on commerce with

other nations. A specimen of the Pelasgian is to be
found in Tab. II, Xo. 8, [PI. 5?.]

Persian, the modern alphabet of the Persian is nearly the

same as the Arabic, except the addition of four letters,

and a few slight differences in tlie powers given to the

letters. An ancient character is given by Hyde, that is,

called Zend or Pazend, and is supposed to have been
used by Zoroastre. Ili/de de Relig. Vet. Pcrsar.

Phccnician. Under this name is comprehended a great

variety of characters, vvhicii are drawn from coins and
inscriptions, and are generally supposed to have been
in use among the Phenicians, who had alphabetical cha-

racters as early as an}' people in the world. The speci-

men in Tab. I, Xo. 3, [PI. 1] is given on the authority

of Scaligcr, who supposes this to have been the ori-

ginal Hebrew character, otherwise called the Samaritan.

Roman, the modern name for the Latin.

Runic, a character derived from the MsBso-Gothic, was
used by several nations of the North, as in Tab. VI,

No. 36, [PI. C]
Russian is evidently derived from the Greek, as may be

seen in Tab. V, No. 34, [PI. 5.]

Samaritan is the name given to the Phenician character,

which is most generally supposed to be that which was
used by the Jews from the time of Moses to the Cap-
tivitj', although this has been a subject of dispute among
the learned, [vide Hebrevi] The name was given to

this character because the Samaritans continued to use

it, after the captivity, in writing the Pentateuch. The
ancient Samaritan has been collected, by Walton, from
coins and inscriptions, of which specimens are given at

the bottom ofTab. I, [Fl. 1] : the modern Samaritan differs

somewhat from the ancient, as may be seen by comparing
them in Tab. I, X^o. 2. Duret has given two other
alphabets under this name, the characters of which are

said to be formed according to the course and move-
ments of nature.

Sanscrit. The alphabet of the Sanskrita, i. e. the perfect

or polished language of the Hindu class, is called the
Devanagari, which is given in Tab. IV, No. 25, [PI. 4]
according to the form and order in which it is drawn out
in Wilkins' Grammar.

Saracen, Theseus Ambrosius gives one Saracen alphabet,
which he says was used at the time of their conquests.
It bears some affinity to the Phenician, as in Tab. IV,
No. 20, [PI. 4-.] Another alphabet under this name is

quoted by Dr. Morton on the authority of Kircher, which
is very similar to the Arabic. Buret. Tres. des Lang.
p. Vlo ; Dr. Morton s Tables.

Saxon consists of two characters, the ancient and modern,
Tab. VI, No. 38, \y\. 6.]

Sdavonian, the alphabet used by the ancient inhabitants

of Sclavonia, bore some resemblance to the Illyrian.

Secretary, a sort of writing among English lawyers, which
is used in engrossing.

Servian, an alphabet bearing some affinity to the Greek,
is attributed to St. Cyril, A. D. TOO. There are other
cliaracters under this name, which are ascribed to St.

Jerom.
Siamic, an alphabet much resembling the Chinese.
Stranglielo, a name for the ancient Syriac, from the Greek

fyayyuxac, round, or rather rude and rough, [vide St/riac']

Syriac consists of two characters ; the ancient, called the

Stranghelo, wliich is said to have been in use, B. C. 300;
and the modern Syriac, which consists of Initials, Me-
dials, and Finals, like the Arabic, as in Tab. I, No. i,

[PI. 1 .] From this charactertwo others were formed, called
Nestorian, because they were used by the Nestorians of
Syria, but differing only in some tew particulars. A
fifth and sixth sort of Syriac liave been given under the
names of Syro-Galilean and Syro-Hebraic, but without
sufficient autliority.

Sumatran. The dialects of Sumatra have each its pecu-
liar alphabet, of which Marsden, in his Comparative
Vocabulary, has taken notice, as the Batta, Lampoor,
Itejang, lic. A specimen of the latter is given in Tab.
IV, No. 28, [PI. 4..]

Talenga, an alphabet, used in the kingdom of Decan,
very similar to the Malabaric.

Tamoidic, an alphabet much used in India in letter-press

printing.

Tartaric is the same as the Arabic, but the Mantchou
Tartar is a different character, as in Tab. IV, No. 24',

[PI. 4.]

Teutonic. Under this name is given the specimen, as in

Tab. VI, No. 39, [PI. 6] which is said to have been taken
from an ancient .MS. in the cathedral of Wurzburg.

Thibetan, the alphabet used bj' the Lamas ; the specimen
of which, in Tab. IV, No. 27, [PI. 4] has been copied
from the second volume of the " Alphabeta Varia T3'pis

sacrte Congregationis de Propaganda I'ide."

Turkish is the same as the Arabic, except the addition of
five letters.

Welsh, or, as it is called in Wales, Coelbren y Beirz, i. e.

the Bardic alphabet ; consisted of si.xteen primitive or

radical characters, and twenty-four secondary ones. It

was formed by cutting the letters on a stick in a trian-

gular or square form, as in Tab. VI, No. 37.

Tables of Alphabets according to their Derivation
and AJJinity.

These Tables are given in six plates in the following ordei-

;

namely.

Table I, Plate 1 .—Oriental Alphabets.

I. Hebrew, ancient, modern, and rabbinical. 2. Samaritan,

ancient and modern. 3. Phenician. 4. Syriac, ancient

and modern. 5. Egyptian Hieroglyphic. 6. Chinese
Characters. At the bottom, Samaritan Coins.

Table II, Plate 2 and 3.—Greek Alphabets.

7. Cadmean. 8. Pelasgian, Sigean, Nemean, Delian,

Athenian, and Teian. 9. Ionic, or alphabet of Simonides.

10. Greek alphabets of different ages, from 330 B. C. to

900 A. D.

Table III, Plate 3.—Latin Alphabets.

II. Sigean Inscription. 12, 13. Fac Similes of Greek MSS.
in the second and ninth centuries. 14. Greek coins.

15. Latin characters of different ages. 16. An Etruscan
coin.

Table IV, Plate 4.—.'Mphabets derived from, or allied

to, the Oriental Alphabets.

17.Cufic. 18. Arabic. 19. Persian. 20. Saracen, 21.Ethi-
opic. 22. Mendean. 23. Malabaric. 24. Mantchou Tartar.

25. Sanscrit. 26. Japonese. 27. Thibetan. 28. llejang.

Table V, Plate 5.—Alphabets derived from the Oriental

or Greek Alphabets.

29. Ancient Irish, Bobelolh and Bethluisnon ; Ogums,
namely, Croabh and O'Sullivan's. 30. Coptic. 31. Ar-
menian. 32. Georgian. 3:?. Dalmatian. 34. Russian.
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Table ^'I, Plate 6.—Alphabets derived from the Greek or

Latin.

Noiihern Alphuhels. 3,5. Gothic, ancient, modern, and
MiEso-Gothic. 3G. l{unic. 37. Welsh. 38. Saxon, an-

cient and modern. 'M. Teutonic. 40. German, print-

in;; and current. 41. rieniish.— French Alpltcibcts. i'J..

Franks. 43. French, ancient and current. 44. Norman
and Anglo-Norman. Ij. Bastard, ancient and round.

4G. Lombard. 47. Charlemagne.— £»^//.y/( Alplialiets.

48. IMack Letter. 4!). Chancery, Hound and Running.
50. Court Text. 51. Church Text.

ALIM I F.'TI (
.1st roil.) another name for the star Liicida Corona.

ALl'HITL'DON (Med.) cc>4,rJo;, from aA<?<T»,, bran; a

fracture of a bone into small fragments like bran.

A'^PIIITON (.Mfd.) l>.(puov, or in the plural a/.<J)iT«, a term
used by Hippocrates for a sort of hasty pudding. Ilippo-

cral. dc 31,d. 1. 2, Sec. ; G(d. dc AUm. 1. 1 ; Gorr. Dcf.
Med. ; Foes. (Econoni. Hippocrat.

ALPHO'NSINE tables (Astron.) astronomical tables made
bj' Alphonsus, king of Arragon.

A'LPHUS {Med.) UAipo',, from aA^a/va, to whiten ; because
it turns the skin white ; the white leprosy, a species of
vitiligo, i. e. the I'ilUigo n/ba, in which, according to

Celsus, the skin is of a white colour, with a kind of rough-
ness. The Alplius is less virulent than another species

called the Leuce. Cels. 1. 5, c. 18; Gal. Introd. e. 17;
Orilms. de Morb. Curat. 1. 3, c. 58; Aet. Tetrab. 4,

serm. 1. c. 132; Acinar, de Melh. Med. 1. 2, c. 11.

ALPI'NI.V {Dot.) a genus of plants called after Prosper
Alpinus, Class 1 Monandria, Order 1 Monogi/uia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved; leajlets

ecpial.— Cor. monopetalous ; tube cylindrical; border
three-parted; nrctarij two-parted.

—

Stam. Jilatnent pro-

per none ; anther large.— Pl.ST. ^ro-jK inferior; i/_)//c fili-

form ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. capsule ovate.

Species. Tlie species are perennials, as

—

Alpinia raccmosa,
Amomum pi/ramidale seu Zingiber sylvcslre.—Alpinia
gatnnga, Maranta galanga seu Amomum galanga, cS'c.

A'LQLTFOU {Com ) or Artjui/ou, a sort of mineral lead ore
used by potters.

ALR.'V'MECA (Astron.) Alrumech, an Arabic name for the

star A returns.

ALK.\'riCA (Anat) an imperforation of the vagina.
A'L.SADAF (Conchol.) the unguis odoralus and the miirex,

of the shell of which it was .supposed to boa part.

A'LS.VMI'.CH (.-Inal.) the great foramen in the Os petrosum.
ALSI'.MBKL (liol.) or Simbala, the Spikenard of India.

A'LSINA (Hill.) the Theli/gotium oilAnnxus.
ALSIN.VSI'IIU.M (/io/.)'tlie Elatine of Linnxus.
A'LSINIi (hot.) kxtjim, a i)lant so called, from aAo-oc, a

grove, because it delights in the shade, in lucis nascihir.

it is sometimes called, in l^iglish, IMouse-ear, from the
resemblance which its leaves bear to the ears of a mouse

;

but its general name is Chickweed. This plant is of an
astringent and refrigerating quality. Dioscor. I. 4, c. 87 ;

Plin. 1. 27, c. 4; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. II ; Aet I'etrab. 1,

serm. 1 ; J'aul. A'.ginet. 1. 7, C. 3 ; Lem. dcs Drag. Bale
Pharmncop.

At.sink, /;) the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 5 Pcn-
landria, Order 3 'J'rigi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cai,. perianth five-leaved.

—

Cor. pe-
tals five.

—

Stam. Jiiimcnts capillary; anthers rovmdish— PisT. germ subovatc; styles filiform; stigmas obtuse.
Pkii. crt/Kw/c none ; ifcr/.v very many.

Species. The species arc annuals, as the

—

Alsine media
seu Ilolosteum alsine, (,'omnion Chickweed, native ol'

Vnhmx.— Alsine scgctalis seu Spcrgala.—Alsine mucro-
nata seu Arcnaria, Sjc.

Alsine is also the name of dillerent species of the Arcnaria.

ALT
Callitricha, Draha, Glinns, Hohsfevm, Campannla, Coras-
team, &c. Bauh. Hist Plant. ; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Ssc

ALSINEFO'KMIS (Hot.) the Montia fonlana of Linna;ua.
ALSINE'LLA (But.) ihe Sagina procumbens of hinnscai.

A'LSINESyiu'ie (But.) the Theli/gonnm ci/nocratnbe of Lin-
nxus.

ALSTO'XIA (Bo!.) a genus of plants called after Mr.
Alston, (jrofessor at Edinburgh, Class 13 Polyandria,
Order 1 Monogijnia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth inferior; scales ovate.

Cor. one-petalled,— S'r.wi.Jiluments very many; anthers
orbiculate.

—

Pist. germ superior; style simple; stigma
capitate-obovate.

Sjiecies. The only species is the Alstonia theccformis seu
Si/mplocos Alstonia, a shrub, native of South America.

ALSTROME'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants called after Mr.
Alstromer, a Su-edish naturalist, Class 6 Hexandria,
Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. none.

—

Cor. six.

—

Stam. Jila-

menls awlshaped ; anthers oblong.

—

Pist. germ inferior

;

style filiform; stigmas three.

—

Per. capsule roundish;
seeds very many.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as the Alstroe-

meria pelcgrina, ligtu, salsilla, ^-c.

ALT (Mas.) Italian for that portion of the great scale
between F above the treble cliff and G in allissimo.

A'LTA (Mas.) or -•///, Italian for high or higher; as Svo.
aha, an octave higher.

Alta tcnura (Law) the high tenure, or tenure in chief by
military service.

ALTA'IR (Astron.) a star of the first magnitude in the con-
stellation Acjuila.

A'LTA R (Bibl.) in Latin altare, from altus, high, because
altars were set up by the heathens in high places ; or, in

all probability, because it was raised above the ground ; a
table or raised place on which any offering was made to

the Almighty. The first altar mentioned is that built by
Noah after the flood, on which he offered burnt-offerings.

Genes, viii. 20. The altars which Moses raised by the
command of God were made of earth or rough stones.

Fxod. XX. 24 ; but that built by Solomon was of brass.

2 Chron. iv. 1,2,3. The two principal altars of the Jews
were, the Altar of Burnt-Offerings, the Altar of Incense :

there was also the Altar, or rather Table, of Shew Bread.
The Altar ofBurnt-OJfhings was a kind of coffer of sliittim

wood, covered with brass, which in the time of Moses,
was five cubits, or two yards and a half square, and
three cubits, or a yard and a half high ; but that made
by Solomon was nmch larger. 2 Chron. iv. 1, i<^c. To
this altar, as in fig. 1, belonged— 1. The Horns, or four
spires, one at each corner. 2. The Grate of brass, on
which the fire was made. 3. The Pan which received
the ashes. 4. The Rings and Chains by which it was
fixed to the four horns of the altar. 5. The Kibbish,
or ascent to the altar. Exod. x. 26, &c. ; 2 Citron, iv.

1, &c.
Tiie Altar of Incense, a small table of shittim-wood covered

with gold, one cubit in ierigth, one in w idtli, and two in

height. To this, as in fig. 2, belongs— 1. The Horns, as

Fig.X. Fiz.'l.
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in tlie first. 2. The Crnxvn, which was made of pure

gold. 3. The Rings under the crown. 4. The Censor,

which was placed upon it. Exorl. xxx. 1, &c. This was
the altar hidden by Jeremiah before the captivity.

2 Mam:fib. ii. 5, &c.

The Allar, or Table nf Shew Bread, vide Table.

An alfar at Athens is spoken of by St. Paul as bearing the

inscription uytu^^x &ii.; i. e. to the unknown God,
to which a something similar is mentioned by Fausanias

and Lucian. Hereupon St. Jerom, and some other of

the Fathers, raised a question as to what this altar was

;

but St. Chrysostom naturally solves the difficulty bj'

supposing that the Athenians, a superstitious people,

being fearful least they should have forgotten any divi-

nity in their religious worship, set up an altar " To the

unknown God,'' whoever that might be ; whence St.

Paul takes occasion to preach the true God, who was to

them an unknown God, whom they ignorantly wor-
shipped. Luc. in Pliilostrat. ad Fin,

Altar Ant.) in Greek Ba^Aoc, was called in Latin either

altare or ara : the altnre, according to Servius, was dedi-

cated Dii.s siiperis, i. e. to the Gods above ; and the Ara
Diis iii/'eri.^, or gods below : this distinction, however, is

not made by either of the Plinys or by Tacitus. The altars

of the Greeks were called BaiAoi 'iiJi^-vtm, when designed for

sacrifices by fire ; x-vfci, if without fire ; and i»5£i'«.=""''=', if

without blood ; on which two latter sort of altars only

cakes, fruits, and inanimate things could be offered, ac-

cording to the doctrine of Pythagoras.

Orph. de Achat.

The form of the altars was generally similar to the altar of

incense among the Jews, [vide Conaccratio and I'ietas]

Flin.l. 1.5, c. .'30; Tacit. Annal. 1. 16, c. 30; Plin. Panag.
c. 1, §5; Diog. Laert. in Pythag. ; Serv. in Eccl. 1. 5,

V. 65 ; Prudent. Tsifi ^itp, 1. 10, v. 49 ; Berthold, de Ara,
c. 2.

Altar (Ecc.) the table in churches where the communion is

administered.

—

Altar of' Prothesis, a kind of small prepara-

tory altar, in which the priests of the Greek church bless

the bread before they carry it to the Altar or Communion
Table.

ALTERA'TA (Mus.) Italian, things altered, or innovations;

a term applied by old musicians to the deviations from the

diatonic scale.

ALTE'llATIVES {Med.) Alterantia medicamenta, such me-
dicines as induce a change in the blood and juices for the

better, without any manifest operation or evacuation, as

sea-water in the case of scrophula. Gal. de Kat. Facultat.

1. 3.

ALTER A'TRIX (Med.) alterative, an epithet for such
things as have the power of inducing a desirable change in

the system.

ALTE'RCUM (Bat.) or Allercangenon, a herb among the

Arabians, which is called by the Greeks uoi!-Kuau,ci. [vide

Hi/ofcyomus'j

AT^TEKX Base (Trig.) in oblique triangles, is that which is

distinguished from the true base : supposing this to be the

sum of the two sides, then the dift'erence of the sides is the

altern base; or if the difference of the sides be the true

base, then their sum is the altern base.

ALTE'RXATE angles (Geom.) angles /C
formed by a line cutting two parallel j? / y
lines which are on o])posite sides of the aT''^

cutting line ; thus, the internal angles G i B JI

A and B, or « and b, formed by the line /
C D cutting the parallel lines E F and 'D
G H are alternate.

—

Alternate ratio, is the comparing of

ALT
the antecedent with the antecedent, and the consequent
with the consequent: supposing there be four quantities

proportional, namely A BCD, whereof A is to B as C is

to L), then the ratio is alternate, if it be said that A is to C
as B to D.

Alternate (Her.) the position of quarterings, partitions,

and other figures that succeed one another by turns.

Alternate (Bot.) allcrnus, an epithet for the leaf, (folium);
the flower, (Jlos); and the peduncle, (peduncnlus ) ; when
they come out one after or above another in succession or

gradation.

Alternate [Med.) different medicines employed by turns.

ALTE'RNATELY pinnate (Bot.) alternalim pinnatum, an
epithet applied to a leaf (folium) when the leaflets

( foliola), or a pinnated leaf, stand alternately.

ALTERXA'TION (Math.) altematio, changing the order
or position of any proposed number of things, as a and b,

which admit of two changes, a h and b a ; or a, b and c,

which admit of six changes, &c.
Alternation (Mus.) changes rung on bells.

ALTI-LE'A (Bot.) i^C.-.a; a plant so called, from «A(lo=, a re-

medy, on account of its great efficacy in medicine. It was
much used as an emollient, particularly in application to

wounds. TIteoph. Hist. Plant. 1. 9, c. 19; Dioscor. 1. 3,

c. 163 ; riin. 1. 20, c. 21 ; Gal. de Meth. Med. 1. 14, c. 5 ;

Suidas.

Alth.ta, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants. Class 16
Monadelphia, Order 5 Poli/andria, in English, Marsh-
mallow.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth double.

—

Cor. five-

petalled.—STA^t. Jilaments many ; anthers subreniform.

—PisT. germ orbiculate; style cylindrical; stigmas many.—Per. arils not jointed ; seed one.

Species. The species are some annuals, as Allhcca acaulis

seu Malva rosea, Sfc. ; some perennials, as Althtea ofpci-

nnlis, Connnon Marsh-mallow ; Althaa cnnnibina seu
Alceu canuabina. Hemp-leaved Marsh-mallow, <S:c. ; some
biennials, as Altheca rosea, pallida, ficifolia, Sfc. J. Bauh,
Hist. Plant.; C.Bauh. Pin.; Gc'r. Herb.; Park: Thcat.

Botan. ; Rail Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Inst. ; Boerhaai:
Ind. Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

ALTIIA'NACA (Chem.) orpiment.

ALTIIEBE'GIUM (Med.) a swelling as in a cachexy.
A'LTICA (Ent.) a division of the genus Canlharis, accord-

ing to Fabricius, consisting of the insects of this tribe,

which are of an oblong shape, and have the lip bifid.

A'LTIMAR (Min.) burnt copper.

A'LTIMETRY (Math.) the art of taking and measuring
heights.

A'LTIN (Com.) a small coin in Muscov)'.
ALTI'XEAR (Min.) a factitious kind of salt used in sepa-

rating metals.

ALTI'NTiAT (Min.) rust of copper.
ALTINU'RAU.M (Chem.) vitriol.

ALTI'SSI^NIO (Mns.) or, abbreviated, altiss. an Italian epi-

thet for notes above F in alt.

ALTI'STA (.I/ms.) an Italian name for the vocal performer
who takes the alto prima part.

ALTITO'NAXS (Mus.) highscunding; an epithet applied

to the counter-tenor of anthem? , &c. signifying the hi^luat

of the parts intended for the adi It mile voice.

A'LTITUDE (Gcom.) the height of an object, or its eleva-

tion above that plane to which the base is referred.

—

Altitude of a figure, the per-

pendicular or nearest distance

of its vertex from the base, as

the right line B D drawn from
the vertex B of the triangle

ABC perpendicular to the Ime ' ^

A C which is the altitude of the

n2
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triangle.

—

Altitude of an object, is an elevation of an object

above the plane of the horizon,
jj

or a perpendicular let fall to .• ffijHlli]''

that plane ; as A 15, the perpen- ...• fe^r 1

dicular, let fall from a tov, er, as _..-'
^fil

t

in the annexed diagram. AIti- ,...-"'' Bm'
I

tudes are either accessible or q^
^l^'™

* "

inaccessible. Accessible altitudes

are those whose base may be approached so as to measure

the distance between it and the station from which tlie

measure is to be taken.

—

Inaccessible altitudes are when no

access is to be had to the base of the object. The alti-

tudes of the pyramids, according to Plutarch, were mea-

sured by means of their shadows and tliat of a pole set up

beside them, making the altitude of the pole and the pyra-

mid proportional to their shadows. Euclid. Elem. De/. 1. 6 ;

n'olj: Klnn. Math. tom. \,§ 115, &c.

Altitude of tlw Eije (Perspect.) a right line let fall from

the eye perpendicular to the geometrical plane, being the

the point from which the principal ray proceeds.

Altitude {Astron.) the arc of a vertical circle measuring

the heiglit of the sun, moon, or any other celestial object

above the horizon. Altitudes are distinguished into

—

Ap-
pareiit altitude, that which appears by sensible observation

made at any place on the surface of the earth.— True alti-

tude, that v/hicii results from the correction

of the apparent altitude on account of re- ^^~->9-

fraction and altitude. Let C D be the true

horizon, H O tiie sensible horizon, D Q a y-jJ^yu
vertical circle whose centre C is the centre /'IX M
of the earth, L anj' point in the heavens,

H the place of observation, and L Tvl an
^

arc of a circle drawn through L about the centre H, then is

L M the apparent altitude of the point L, which is always

less than the true altitude which is U Q. The true alti-

tudes of the sun, fixed stars, and planets, difter but very

little from their apparent altitudes : the difference of the

moon, however, is about .52 minutes.

—

Me-
ridian altitude, an arc of the meridian in-

tercepted between the horizon and the

centre of the object on the meridian, as j|',

in the annexed diagram, where II Z R N
represents t!ie meridian, II K the horizon,

S the star; tlien is 11 S the meridian altitude.—Altitude or Elevation (if tin: Pole, an arc

of the meridian VO intercepted between /j?

the horizon II O and V the pole of the

world ; this is equal to the latitude of tlie "
place lllitude oj' the Eijuator, an arc of

the meridian II JE, intercepted between
the horizon II O and the equator, TE Q being always
equal to the eimiplemcnt of the latitude of the place
Altitude of the Tropics, otherwise called the Solstitial alti-

tude of the Sun, is his meridian altitude when in the solstitial

points.

—

Altitude of the Horizon, or of the stars, &c. seen
in it, is the quantity by which it is raised by refraction

Altitude of the Nonagesiiual, is the altitude of the 90th
degree of the Ecliptic, counted upon it from the point

where it cuts the horizon. It is equal to the angle made
by the ecliptic and liorizon where they intersect at that

time.

—

Altitude of the Cone of the Earth's or Moon's
Hhadoxu, the height of the shadow of the body made by the
gun, and measured from the centre of the body. This is

found when the sun is at a mean distance, by saying, as

tlie apparent semidiameter of the sun, i. e. about 16, is to

Radius, so is the same diameter of the earth to a fourth
proportional 211.8 semidiameters of the earth, which is

the altitude. The greatest altitude of the earth's shadow
is '217 semidiameters of the earth; and the altitudes of the
earth's and moon's shadows arc nearly as 1 1 to .'5, the pro-

ALV
portion of their diameters.— Circles of Altitude [vide Cir-

cle'].—Parallax (tf Altitude [vide Parallax].— Parallels of
Altitude [vide Parallel].— Quadrant of Altitude [vide

Quadrant].—Refraction ofAltitude [vide Refraction]. Ric-
ciol. Alniag. 1. I, c. 12, 1. 3, c. 10, &c. ; Keil. Lecf. ad ver.

Astronom. 1. 19, &c.; U'olf Elem. Math. tom. 3, § 73, &c.
Altitude of Motion (Mech.) a term employed by Dr.

Wallis, to signify the measure of any motion estimated

in the line of direction of the moving force. U'all. de
Mcchan.—Equal altitude Instntment, an instrument used
to observe a celestial object when it has the same or an
equal altitude on both sides of the meridian. It is very
useful in adjusting clocks, Sec.

A'LTO tenore (Mus.) Italian for the upper or counter-tenor

part in music of several parts. Alto clijf, the Cliff when
placed on the third line of the stave.

—

A.lto cuncertante,

the tenor of the little chorus which sings throughout.

—

Alto prima, t!ie first or upper alto, in distinction from the—Alto sccondo, or lower alto.

—

Alto ripieno, the tenor of

the great chorus which performs in the full parts.

—

Alto

viola, the small tenor of the violin.

Alto ct Basso (Laiv) pancre se in arbilrio in alto et basso,

the absolute submission of all differences, high and low, to

an arbiter.

A'LTOM {Com.) the Turkish name for a sequin.

A'LVAHIST.S (Ecc.) a branch of the Thomists, so called

from their leader Alvarez, who maintained the efficacy

of divine grace, in distinction from the former, who main-
tained its sufficienc}'.

ALUCI'TA (Ent.) a division of the genus PitaUcna, accord-
ing to Gmelin.

A'LUD (Hot.) the same as Agallochum.
ALU'DEL {Chcm.) an earthen tube or vessel without a

bottom, used in sublimations. Such vessels are without a

bottom, and are fitted into one another as occasion may re-

quire. At the bottom of the furnace there is a pot, hold-

ing the matter that is to be sublimed, and at the top there

is a head, to receive the fiowers that sublime up thither.

ALVEA'UE {Nat.) Alveary, a bee-hive.

ALVEA'llIUM (A/iat.) the bottom of the concha, or the ex-
ternal ear.

AhYEOL-VRlS processus (Anat.) the same as Maxillaria su-

periora ossa.

A'LVEOLATE {Bot.) alveolatus, Ilonoy-combed, an epithet

applied to the receptacle when it is divided into open cells,

like a honey-comb, with a seed lodged in each, as in Ono-
pnri/nm. Linn. Philos. Botan.

A'i^V'EOLI {.Inat.) from Alveus, the sockets in the jaws for

the teeth.

A'LVEOLUS {Nat.) a name for the waxen cells of which the

comb in a bee-hive consists.

Alveolus (Min.) a marine body so called, which is fre-

quently found in a fossil state. It is of a conic shape, and
composed of several hemispheric cells, like those which
form the comb of a bee-hive, having a pipe of commumca-
tion similar to that in the thick nautilus.

A'LVEUS {.hit.) 1. a boat formed from the trunk ofa tree hol-

lowed out, which was in use among the ancients. Accord-
ing to Ovid, Romulus and Remus were exposed in a bark

of this kind.

Vvid. East. 1. 2, v. 407.

Hustinet imp'isilin summti cavus ahvus undd,

Hen qimidum fati parra lahella tulit,

Atveiis in limv iytvis appuUus opacis,

raiLllatimJluvio dejiciente tedet.

Liv. 1.1, c. 4' ; Patcrcul. 1. 2, c. 107 ; Gijrnld. de Navig. c.

8 ; Schaef. de Mitit. Nav. 1. 1, c. 3. 2. A chess-board, or

any table for gaming, the furrows of which resembled the

beds, alvei, ofa river. Plin. 1. 37, c. 2 ; Dolet. de Re Nav.
apud Gronov, Tkes. Antiq, Grccc. vol. 1 1, p. 657.
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Alveus (Aiiat.) a canal or duct through which some fluid

passes.

—

Alveus communis, the common duct or communi-
cation of the ampulte of the membranaceous semicircular

canals in the internal ear.

—

Alveus ampul/cscens, part of the

duct conveyins; the chyle to the subclavian vein.

ALVl'DLXA (Met/.) Purgatives.

ALVU'LU'XUS {Med.) a diarrhoea, or purging.

A'LU.M {Miu.) vide .llumen.

Alum (Cliem.) Alunien, so called from «Ac, the sea; a saline

humour of the earth, Snlsugo terra;, of an astringent, hard-

ening, and corroding quality ; whence called in Greek ^vir-

rufia, from ^liizru, to bind. Alum is either natural or facti-

tious.

—

Natural Alum, which was well known to the an-

cients, is a kind of whitish friable stone, formerly found in

the i.';land of Melos, ^laccdouia, Egypt, &c, of which
tiiere were diifdrent kinds, namely, the sclssile, (rx,'^'., sopjc-

times called rfij^iVi;, because when pulled asunder it runs

into hairs ; and also plumose, because it was composed of

featherlike fibres; the round, 5-poyv''>i» ; and the liquid,

which, to be good, must have a milky propertj'. When
alum is melted, so as to become a white porous substance,

it is called burnt Alum.— Factitious alum, which is the mo-
dern alum, is composed of other ingredients besides the

concreted juice. It is commonly made of a stone, of sea-

weed, and of urine, and known by the names of rock, or

Lnglish Alum, which is colourless, and Rock, or Roman
Alum, which is of a reddish colour.

—

Saccharine Alum is a
composition of common alum with rose-water and the

white of eggs, which serves as a cosmetic. Hippocrat.

Dioscor. 1. j, c. 12:5 ; Plin. 1. 15, c. l.> ; Gal. de Sir.iplic.

1. 9, :j:c. ; Oribas Med. Coll. 1. 15, c. 1 ; Aet. Tetrab. 4,

serra. 2, c. 25.

Alum-water (Paint.) a preparation used by painters in

water-colours, prepared by dissolving conunon alum in

Avater.

Alum Stone {Surg.) a stone or calx used in surgery, which
is probably alum calcined so as to become corrosive.

Alu.m Earth (Min.) the earth from which alum is extracted,

that is, pure clay.

—

Alum Ores, the ores or stone from
which alum is prepared.

—

Alum-li'orks, where alum is ma-
nufactured, in distinction from alum mines, where the na-

tural alum is found. In these mines are found the stones

or ores of which the alum is made, called doggers, i. c. a
sort of coal snake-stones, and also a brown alura-slate, a
sort of clay-slate, so called from its aluminous taste. Be-
sides these stones is found likewise the water, or liquid,

which, when it fiist appears, is called the virgin water.

To these ingredients are added urine and the sea-weed
called kelp. When the alum is made, the mothers, or li-

quor, that remains is put into a boiler, where, b)' the help
of kelp-lees, it ferments, and is then put into a settler of
lead, where the nitre and slam sink to the bottom ; after

which it is fcooped out into a cooler, made of deal boards,
when, by the addition of fresh urine, the alum is made to

strike, or shoot, that is, to harden about the sides and at

the bottom of the cooler.

ALU'MEX (Min.) Alum, a genus of Salts in the Linnean
system, formed by the combination of the earth called

Alumine, or pure clay, with sulphuric acid, potash, and
ammonia. The principal species of alumen are, the

—

Alu-
men nafivum, seu nudum, natural Alum.

—

Alumen com-
mune, seu/actitium, the rock Alum.

—

Alumen hutyraceum,
Stone-Butter, or Mountain-Butter.— Alumen romanum,
Roche Alum.

—

Alumen Schisti Alumina, or Aluminous
Earth.

ALU'MIXA (Mill.) Alumine, or the Earth of Alum, an ar-

gillaceous, soft, and insipid sort of earth, which is the base
of alum, being the principal part of clay. When obtained
in a small quantity of water, it is very light, friable, and
spongy, and on that account is called the spongy Alumina,

ALY

in distinction from the gelatinous Alumina, which Is ob-

tained in a large quantity of water. Alumina is the base

of several salts when combined with acids, as the Nitrate of
Alumina, the Sulpliate of Alumina, &c. formed by the

combination of Alumina with nitric, sulphuric, (S:c. acids.

ALUMINA'KIS (.1//;;.) another name for the Alumina.
ALU'MIXITE (Min.) a species of alum, which is a subsul-

phate of Alumina.

ALU'MIXOUS Earth (Min.) Alumina, or Alum Earth, the

earth from which alum is procured, [vide Alum, Alumina']

—Aluminous IValers, waters impregnated with particles ot"

alum.

ALU'RNUS (Enl.) a genus of animals. Class Insecta, Order
Coleoptera.

Generic Character. ^n^eHw^ filiform, short.

—

Feelers from
i to 6, verv short.

—

Jaw horny, arched.

Species. The species are

—

Alurnus grossus, having a scarlet

thorax.

—

AlurnusJimoratus, having the thighs and hind
shanks toothed.

—

Alurnus dcntipes, of a black colour, &c.
ALU'SAR (Chem.) Manna.
ALUTA (iMeJ.) soft thin leather used to spread plasters on.

A'LVUS (Anat.) the Belly, comprehending the stomach and
entrails. R'lf. Ephes.de Appel. Part. Corp. human, 1. ],

c. 11.

Alvus (Med. J the belly, in relation to stools or the condi-

tion of the bowels, as it is used by Celsus, answering to

the Koai'« of Hippocrates, and other Greek writers. Hip-
pocrat. 1. 2, aphor. 20, &c. ; Cels. dc Re Med. 1. 2, c. 12,

&c. ; Gil. Comm. in Hippocrat.; Aet. Tetrab. l,serni. 2, c.

1 81- ; Trallian. 1. 1 , c. 1 1 ; Actuar. dc Melh. Med. 1. 4, c. G.

A'LYCE (Med.) a>.vm, the same as Alysmos.

A'LYPUM (Bot^ 'u,>.mw, a herb so called from «, privative,

and >Jj':n, pain, because it relieves pain. It is called, in

English, Herb Terrible, from its violently purging quality,

and in the Linnean system is the Globularia alypum, aspriggy
plant, of an acrid viscous taste, and a very strong cathartic,

which purges phlegm, bile, Sec. It has been doubted by
some whether the Alypum of Dioseorides is the same as

that of more modern Botanists; but their descriptions cor-

respond so considerably as to leave little room for doubt.

Dioscor. 1. 4-, c. ISO; Plin. 1. 27, c. 4; P. .iEginet. de Re
Med. 1. 7, c. 3 ; Actuar. de Mcth. Med. 1. 5, c. 8 ; Clus.

Rar. Plant. Hist. ; J. Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; C. Baulu Pin. ;

Rati Hist. Plant. ; Parkins. Theat. Botan, ; Tournef. Inst.

&c.
ALY'SMOS (Med.) ixva-fMi, anxiety, or the restless unea-

siness attendant on sickness ; a term used frequently in this

sense by Hippocrates. Gal. Exeg, Vocab. Hippocrat.

;

Erotian Lex. Hippocrat, ; Gorr, Defin, Med. ; Foes, CEco-

nom. Hippocrat.

ALYSSOl'DES (Bot.) different species of the Alyssum of

Linnsus, Bauhin, Tournefort, iScc.

ALY'SSON (Bot.) different species of the Alyssum, the Cly-

peda, the Draba, and the Marrubrium of Linnaeus, Bauhin,

Rnii, 5:c.

ALY'SSUM (Bot.) a^.'jtriro-', Madwort, from «, privative, and
^u(r(ra., madness ; a plant so called because it was supposed
to cure the bite of a mad dog. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 105; Plin.

1. 24, c. 12; Gal. de Simplic. 1. 2, c, 11, &c. ; Oribas Med,
Coll. 1. 15, c. 1 ; Paul. ^Eginct. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

Alyssum, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 15
Tetradynamia, Order 1 Siliculosa.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth four-leaved; leajlets

ovate, oblong.

—

Cor. four-petalled
; petals flat.— Stam.

Jilaments si.\ ; anthers spreading.—PiST. germ subovate ;

style simple ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. silicle subglobose

;

seeds few.

Species. The species are some shrubs, as the

—

Alyssum
halimi/i.lium, ThlaspiJ'ruticosum, seu Leucorium spinosum,

sweet ^Iadv.ort.

—

Alyssum saxatile Lunaria, seu Thlaspi,



AMA
&c. Yellow Madwort, &c. Some species are perennials,

as

—

Alijssiim iiicaiium, Moenchia iiicnna, (i-c. Hoary Mad-
wort.

—

Alt/sswn nwiitfiiiion, Cli/peola montana, Adtjseton

monlaiium, S:c. Mountain Madwort, iSre. Some are an-

nuals, as

—

A/i/s.iiim minimum, hinaria nnnun, &c. Least

l^Iadwort.— Ali/ssum difpcntum, Lciicnrum alijssoides,

^/y.tto/ijy/oifon'rf/i, &c. Bucklerpodded Madwort, &c. J.

Btiitliiii. Iliit. Pldtil.; C. Buu/i. Pill. Boerhaav. Ind.;

Linn. Spec. I'liiiit.

Alyssum is also tlie name of different species of the C/y-

peola, tlie Draba, the Mya^rum, and the I'croiiica of Lin-

iireus. C. Baii/i. Fin. ; Go: Herb. ; Toiirncf. Insf.

ALYTA'JtCHUS (Ant.) uXvrifz>;i, the name of the chief of-

ficer among the Eleans, who was appointed to keep good

order at the games. He was called by the rest of the

Greeks fx,sh<pif^, or //o^fiyojiafo?, answering to the Lictor of

the Romans. Those who were under the Alytarches were

called Al)tae.

A'LZEGI iC/iem.) Ink.

ALZEMA'FOR (Chcm.) Cinnabar.

A'LZILAT [Med.) a weight of three grains.

A'LZOFAU (Cliem.) Burnt Copper.

A'LZUM [Bot.) the tree that produces the gum Bdellium.

A. M. {Gritm.) an abbreviation for Anno Mundi, &.C. [vide

Abbreviations'}

A'MA (Ant.) or Ames, ii/AJi;, a sort of cake made with milk.

Arct.de Curat. Morb. Acut. 1. 1, c. 3 ; Suidas.

AMA'BYR (Arducnl.) a custom in the honour of Clun, be-

longing to the Earls of Arundel. " Pretium virginitatis

domino solvendum."

AMA'EXDAVA (Or.) a species of finch, the Fringilla Ama-
duvnda of Linna;us.

AIMA'IN (Mar.) from n, or nb, and main, the hand, i. e. off-

hand, ai once, applied to any movement of the tackle, as

" To lo.ver amain," to lower at once, or let go the f\tll of

the tackle : " To strike amain," to lower the topsail :
" To

wave amain," to make a sign to another vessel, by waving

a bright sword, that it should strike its topsails.

AMA'LGAMA {Chcm.) from is/^a, together, and y«fAf'«, to

marry ; a soft paste produced by the incorporation of

mercury with a metal, as the amalgama of mercury witli

lead, &-C. Shaw's Boerhaav. I'ract. Opcrat. Chem. Proc.

20:i.

Amalgama is expressed by chemical writers by the charac-

ter ^ or #|#
AMALGAMA'TION (Chem.) the process of mixing mer-

cury with gold, silver, and other metals, so as to reduce

them to an impalpable powder. This operation is marked

by the three letters AAA. All metals may be amalga-

mated with mercury except iron, hut gold amalgamates

more readily than silver, and this than lead, copper, or

tin, which is the least fitted for amalgamation.

A!\IAN1)I'NIJS lapis (Min.) a gem of various colours,

which is said to resist poisons. Albert. iSlai:^. Dc Lapid.

I'rrt.

AMAN'I'T.'E (Dot.) ct/i^atiTxt, Truffles, a sort of fungi or

mushrooms, which, according to Oribasius, were the least

hurtful of all the sorts, lliey are so called, from «, priv.

and //.«»!«, madness, i. e. not poisonous. Oribas. Med.
Cull. 1. 2, c. 25; Act. Tctrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul. Alginet.

1. 1, C. 77; Mijrep. sect. 38, c. 371 ; Acinar, dc Spir.

Anim. c. G ; J. Bank. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Tunr-

n,f. Instil.

AM.'VNNTA (Bnt.) vide Ammania.
AMANL'E'N'.SIS (Ant.) from a manii, i. c. by the hand, or

owv .>ierving by the hand ; a slave who used to be employed
in writing ; a transcriber.

AMA'llA (Ant.) uf/yufx, a furrow or channel thiough wllich

water flows.

AMA
Amara (Med.) bitters, the essence of any bitter substance;

or the whole substance itself, of which great use is made
in medicine, particularly for bracing the relaxed fibres of
the organs of digestion, lliif. Ephes. de Appel. Part,
hum. Corp. I. 1. c. 23; Oribas. 1. 13, c. 5 ; Aet. Tetrab.

1, serm. 1 ; Paul. A^giiirt. de lie Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

Amaua didcis [Dot.) vide Dulcamara.—Amara Iiidica, the

Momnrdica cliaraiitia of Linnaeus.

AMA'RACUS (Bot.) <if^»ffB«oc, a plant spoken much of by
the ancients, particularly for its medicinal virtues, being a
principal ingredient in Acopas and Malafrmas, on account
of its v.'arming (|uality. Nicander celebrates the Amara-
cus as a garden flower.

Nicand. Titer.

I

f/juXcc ( yjUtXK.6^ El3J

According to Catullus it was used as a nuptial garland.

Catull. Carm. 60, v. 7.

Cint^e tempora fttn-ihus

Suai'olentis amaruci.

Virgil speaks of its fragrance.

Virg.JEn. I. 1, v. 693.

ubi mollis amarams ilium

Florihis et dulci adspirans complfctitur umbra.

Theophrast. Hist. Plant. I. 6, c. 7 ; Ruf. Ephes. Frngm.
apud Med. Princip. p. 127; Dioscor. I. l,'c..58; Plin. 1.'21,

c. 2; Gal. de Antidot. 1. 1, c. 9 ; Athen. 1. 15, c. 5 ; Myrcp.
dc Antidot. sect. 1, c. 21.

Amaracus, in the Linnean system, is the Origanum marjo-
rana, or Sweet Marjoram. C. Bauh. Pin.; Salinas, de
Homonym. Hyl. latr. c. 13; Raii Hist. Plant.; Tour-
nef. Instit. ; Boerhaav. Ind. Bolan.

Amara dulcis (Bot.) vide Dulcamara.
A'MARANTH {Bot.) the Amarnnthus of LimiKus, an an-

nual, which produces a beautiful tlower.

—

Globe Amaranth,
an annual, the Gomphrena glubosa of Linnarus.

AMARA'NTHI Spica (Botl) a species of the Phryma of
Linnaeus.

AMARA'NTHO affinis (Bot.) the Gomphrena globosa and
Illeccbrum sessile of Linnaeus.

AMARANTHOl'DES {Bot.) the Cclosia mensonicr, the
Gomphrena percnnis, and Illecebruni sessile of Linna;us.

Plulccn. Almag., S,-c.

AiNL'VR.\'NTHUS (Bot.) or Amarantus, i/Aapanj-o?, a plant,

so called from «, priv. and ^«f«/»ou/at, to fade, i. e. never
fading, because it retains its freshness a long time. Ac-
cording to Dioscorides, it was a remedy against the bites

of serpents. Dioscor. L 4, c. .57; I'lin. I. 21, c. 8; Oribas.

Med. Coll. 1.11; Paul. Alginet. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

Amauantiius Amaranth, in the Linnean .lystem, a gentjs of
plants. Class 21 Monoccia, Order 5 Pentandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth, five or three-leaved;

leajlets lanceolate.—Con. none.

—

^tam. Jilamcnts five,

or three capillary ; anthers oblong.—Pi.sT. germ ovate ;

styles three ; .stigmas simple permanent.

—

Per. capsule

ovate ; seed single.

Species. I'lants of this tribe are annuals, of which the

principal are the

—

Amarantlius alius, White Amaranth.
— Amarantlius polygonoides, Blitum polygonoidcs, Cli£-

nopoilium liumile, i>fc. Spotted-leaved Amaranth.

—

Amn-
ranthus polygnmus, Hermaphrodite Amaranth.— .'Ima-

ranthus nleraceus. Eatable Amaranth.

—

Amarnnthus tri-

color. Three-coloured Amaranth.

—

Amaranlhus blitum.

Least Amaranth.

—

Amaranth us hypochoiidriacus, PrinceV
feather Amaranth, &c. J. Bauh. Hi.st. Plant.; C. Bauh.
Pin. Tlieat. Bolan. ; Ger. Herb.; Park.Theat. Botan. ;

Raii Hi.rf. Plant. ; I'luk. Almag. Botan. ; Touriief.

Inst. ; Boerhaav. Ind. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.



AMB
A.MAnAN'Tiius is also the name of the Achi/ranthes corym-

bnsa, different species of the Cc/osin, the Illecebriim ses-

sile, the Iresine celessoides, and the R'nina Itumilk of Lin-
nEUS. Biiuh. Hist.; Pliik. Ahnag.—Anmrantltus litleiis,

the Giiap/iri/iu!!! arena of Linnasus Amaranthus cnpensis,

the IIi/p ixis stcllntn of Linna;us, Sec.

AMA 11 I'LLA (Bot.) a species of the Gentiana and the
Pdli/i^ala avinra of Linn;cus.

AMA'liUM (Min.) Sulphate of Magnesia, or Epsom Salt;

a ^enus of mineral substances, Class Salts, a bitter taste,

easily soluble in water, and melting in heat.

AMA IIUS i/ii/cis Orientalis (Bot.) the same as Costiis.

Amarus (Min.) a genus of earths, of the Class Si/ices, con-
sisting of silica, with a small quantity of magnesia, alumina,
and carbonate of lime.

AMARVLLLS (Dot.) or Lily, a genus of plants, Class G
Hexandria, Order 1 Monogi/nia.
Generic Chnrnders. Cal. .<:palJie oblong.—Con. petals six ;

nectary six.

—

Stam. filaments si.x ; ant/iers rising.— PisT.
germ roundish; i/j/Ze filiform ; stigma trifid.

—

Pek. capsule
subovate ; seeds several.

Species. The species are perennials, and mostly inhabit

the East and West Indies. The principal are the

—

Amaryllis atamasco, the Atamasco Lily.

—

Amaryllis pu-
milis, the Dwarf Amaryllis.

—

Amaryllis formosissima.
Lilio- Narcissus, &c.the .lacobea Lily.

—

Amaryllis littca.

Narcissus autumnalis. Yellow Amaryllis or Autumnal
Lily.'

—

Amaryllis sarniensis, A'arcissiis japonicus, the
Guernsey Lily, &c. /. Bau/i, Hist. Plant. ; Linn, Spec.
Plant.

A'SIAIIY'STUIA (.4nt.) afji,xpi>Sia, festivals celebrated in

honour of Diana at Amarynthusa, a village of Euboea.
Paii^. I. 1, c. 31.

A^L\SO'XL\ (Bot.) a genus of plants, called after Mr. Ania-
son, a traveller, Class l-i Didynamia, Order 2 Angiospermia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con. one-

petalled ; i^orrft-r quinquefid.

—

StASi. filaments (ovir ; an-
thers oval.

—

Fist, germ ovate ; style in the situation and
form of the stamens ; stigmas two.

—

Per. none ; seeds a
nut ovate.

Species. The species are the Amasonia erecta and jinmicea,

Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'SlATO'RIA Fehris {Med.) the same as Chlorosis.—Ama-
toria Venepcia, the same as Philtra. Caslell. Lex. Med.

A>L\TO'RIUS (Anat.) another name for the muscles called
obliquus superior and injerior Oculi, because tiiey are used
in ogling.

AM.A'TYQUIL (Bot.) the Arhutus uncdo o^ 'Lmnxns.
AM.\URO'SIS (Med.) ufi,uvfa<rtc, the Gutta serena. [vide

Giilla Serena']

AMA'ZOXU.M Pistillum (Med.) 'Au-^i^r.^v Tp»;t;'V«?, the
Amazonian trochee ; a medicine given to chlorotic maids.
Ga'en. de Comp. Med. sec. Loc. 1. 8.

A'MB.\ (Bot.) the same as the Manga or Mango tree.

AMBA'IBA (Bot.) a beautiful tree of Brazil, the Cecropia
pellata of Linnaeus, the outer bark of which resembles that
of the fig-tree. Marcgrai: Fison. Med. Bras.; liaii Hist.
Plant.

AMB.VITI'XGA (Bot.) an Indian tree, the oily juice of
which, like that of the Ambaiba, is of a cooling and astrin-

gent nature. Marcgrav. Pison. Med. Brasil. ; Rail Hist.
Plant.

A'MB.\LAM (Bot.) an Indian tree, the fruit of which is a
kind of kernel that is good to assuage pains in the ears; of
the root is made a pessary that promotes the menstrual
discharge. The bark converted into a powder is beneficial

in dysenteries, and a decoction of its wood is given with
success in gonorrhceas. J{aii Hist. Plant.

AMB.VPA'IA (Bot.) an Indian tree ; the Carica Papaya of
Linna:us. C. Bank. Pin. ; Rail Hist. Plant.

AMB
A'MBAR (Cbem.) vide Ambra.
AMBA'RE (Bot.) an Indian tree, the leaves of which are ns

large as those of the walnut. The pulp of the ripe fruit

when seasoned with vinegar and salt creates an appetite.

C. Bauh. Pin.; Lem. de Drg.
AMB.\RV.\'LESy}«/)T.5 (Ant'^) the priests who offered the

sacrifices at the anibarvalia. Vet. Grammat.
AMBARVA'LI.A. (Ant.) feasts among the Romans in honour

of Ceres, nt arva f'rugesjerrent. They are so named from
going round the fields, Ambiendis arxis, which was a part
of their ceremony. Servius savs that the victim was taken
round the fields, according to \'irgil.

Georg. 1. 1, V. 34-0.

Terque i/t/i-i cat hcstiii Jhigrs.

The festival was celebrated twice a year, in April and
July. Cato de Re Rust. c. ll-'i; Fe.'il. de Signif. Verb.;
Macrob. 1.3, c. .5 ; Gyrald. Syntag. Dior. 1. 17, p. 488 ;

Turneb. Adv. 1. 18, c. 17; Alex. ^Gen. Dier. 1. 3, c. 12;
Rosin. Kipping, Sfc. apud Grav. Aniiq. Roman.

AMBARVA'LI.E Hostice (Ant.) the victims sacrificed at
the Anibarvalia, which were a sow, a sheep, and a bull,

[vide Ambarvalia']

AMBARVA'LIS Flos (Bot.) the Polygala vulgaris oS: Lin-
na?us. Doilon. Stirp. Hist.

A'MBE (Surg.) i^jir., a lip or edge, because its extremity
runs out like the edge or brim of a pot ; a chirurgical in-

strument used in restoring a luxation of the shoulder.
Hippocrat. de Artie. 1. 6; Gal. Excges. I'ocab. Hippocrat.

;

Heist. Chirurg. p. 1, I. 3, c. 7.

AMBE'GXIS (Ant.) an epithet for the weather sheep which
was led to be sacrificed between two lambs ; so called
from umbo, both, i. e. both sides, and agnus, a lamb. Pest,
de Verb. SigniJ".

A'iMBEL.\ (Bot.) the yymphaa lotus oi lADnxui.
AMBELA'XIA acida (Bot.) the Willaughbeia acida of

Linnreus.

A'MBER (Min.) the Snccinum of Linnaeus, a brittle hard
resinous substance, which in Greek is called apz^ai, i. e.

the Snatcher, because, according to Pliny, it snatches
straws, leaves, <S:c. to itself. The Arabic name, Kerahe,
signifies the same thing, namely, an " Attractor of Straw."
By the Greeks of later ages, as Xicetas Chroniates relates,
amber is called au^Trfx : but what may be the origin of this
word, which is neither Greek nor Arabic, it is difficult to
conjecture, unless we are to suppose that it comes from
Hambara, which, according to Leo Africanus, signifies a
whale. Amber is usually transparent, of a j'ellow and a deep
colour, but sometimes it is colourless. It is highlv elec-
tric ; and if a piece be kindled it burns to the end with
pungent white vapours, without melting. It takes a "ood
polish, and is made into beads, necklaces, and other or-
naments ; specific gravity from 1-OTS to I-OS.'j. Many
virtues are ascribed to amber, particularly when taken
inwardly, in a cold state of the brain, in catarrhs, Ac.
Ancient authors affirm that amber works out of sprinn-s like

bitumen, which is warranted by the discoveries of modern
writers, who assure us that it is got out of the German sea,
where it rises in a bituminous form. Ptin. 1. 37, c.'l;
Salmas. de Homonym, c. 101 ; Boerhaav. Chem.—Liquid
Amber, or Liquid Ambar, a fat resinous substance, of the
consistence of Venice Turpentine, of an acrimonious
ta^te, but an aromatic and fragrant smell. It distils from
a tree in New Spain, and is used in medicine as an emol-
lient.

Amber, Oil of (Chem.) an acid liquor drawn from ambei;,

which is supposed to be the liquid storax, sold by drug-
gists.

AMBE'RBOI {Bot.) different species of the Centaurea of
Linnreus.

6



AMB
A'MBERGRIS {.W».) the Ambra r,rkca of Aldrovandus,

and the Ambra of Linna;us, a solid sebaceous or fiU sub-
stance, not po:iui.'rous, of an ash colour, variegated hke
marble, and often marked with white specks. It is sup-
posed to be the excrement of the spermatic whale, having
frequently been met with in the intestines of that fish. It

is found floating on the waters, or on the shores of the

Moluccas, and other islands in the Indian Ocean. It

breaks easily, but cannot be reduced to powder ; melts like

wa.K, and is somewhat soluble in spirits of wine, with the

assistance of heat. Specific gravity 0"92G.
A'MfsER Tree [Bol.) the Anlhospermum of Linnaeus, a

shrub, the beauty of which lies in its small evergreen
leaves, which grow as close as heath, and which being
bruised between the fingers, omits a very fragrant odour.—Amber-seed, a seed brought from Martinico and Egypt,
of a bitterish taste, and resembling millet-secd.

A'MBIDE.XTER (Med.) ««.9J4'«?, a man who can play
equally witii both hands. Jlippocrat. 1. 7, aphor, 413 ; Gal.
Exeges. Vocab. Hippncrnt. ; Foes. (Econom. Hippucrat.

Ambidexter (Law) one who plays on both sides, as a juror

who takes money for giving his verdict.

AMBIL'GNA bos (Ant.) an ox; so named by the augurs,

because it had the other victims around it. Varro de
Ling. Lnt. 1. G, c. 3 ; Buleng. de Sort. c. G.

A'MlUENT (Pliij-) or circumambient, an epithet for what-
ever encompasses other things ; thus, bodies are called

ambient or circumambient which surround other bodies,

and the air which immediately encompasses or surrounds
all bodies on the earth is called the ambient air.

AMBI'GENAL (Math.) an epithet given ^
by Sir Isaac Newton, in his A'HMmera/io [^

'

Linearium tertii Ordinis, to one of the \ \f
triple Iiyperbolas of the second order,

E G F having one of its infinite legs,

G E, f;illing within the angle AGO, V)//\^^
formed by the asymptotes A C C D,
and the other leg, G 1", falling without the angle.

A'MBIT rjj a Figure (Math.) the same as the Perimeter,

i. c. the line, or the sum of the lines by which the figure

is bounded.
AMBI'TION (Tlierng.) was represented as a young man

clad in green, and crowned with ivy, and going to climb

up a steep ascent, at the top of which appeared crowns
and sce|itres. He had a lion by his side to denote forti-

tude, which is the companion of ambition.

A'MBITUS (Ant.) from «OTij>c, to go about ; a going round,
or canvassing for a place : whence comes the word ambi-
tion, to signify an immoderate tliirst for honours, because
Uie ambitus was commonly attended with bribery and cor-

ruption, notwithstanding the severity with which it was
punished. Cic. in Sal/iist. ; Fest. de Verb. Signif. ; Bud.
in Pandect, p. 19.7.

—

Ambitus IJrbis, the circuit of the city,

whicii, in the time of Vespasian, A.U. C. 828, was esti-

mated at 13 miles. Flin. 1.3, c. 5 ; Panciroll. Dcscript.

Urb. ; Pamin. Descript. Urb. et Nardin. Rom. Vet.;
(ipiid Grav. T/ics. Antiij. Roman, torn. iii. p. 377.

—

Ambitus
yF.dium, a vacant space which was left between houses for

going round. Fest. de Verb. Signif.

A'MBLE (Man.) the peculiar pace of a horse, when two
legs of the same side move at the same time.

AMBLIGO'NAL (Gcom.) «p/3/,i/v»"o«, an epithet for a figure
that contains an obtuse angle.

AMBLO'SIS (Med.) the same as Abortus.
AMBL(J'TICA Medicamenta (Med.) Medicines which pro-

duce abortion.

AMBLYO'GMOS (Med.) aj«./3/u4ivi«,o;, a word frequently
used by Hippocrates for dinmess of sight. Ilippocrat.

Predict. 1. 1, c. 18, &c.; Gal. Exeges. Vocab. Ilippocrat.;
Foes, CEconom, Hippocrat.

AMB
AMBLYO'PIA (Med.) iu,^^!/a.-.i, a word used by Hippo-

crates for debility of sight ; but by Paulus .Egineta and
Actuarius, for tlie gutla serena. Ilippocrat. sect. 3,

aphor. 31 ; Act. de Mcth. Med. 1. 2, c. 7 ; Gorr. Def. Med.;
Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

A'MBON (.inat.) ut/.iuv, the edge of the sockets in which
bones are inserted, as X\\e J'cmur in the acetabulum. Cas-

te!!. Lex. Med.
A'MBORA (Dot.) the Mithradatea of Linnaeus.

A'MBRA (Min.) the Ambra grisea of Aldrovandus, the

Ambra maritima of Linnaeus, and the Ambergrise of Dale

;

a fragrant fat resinous substance, the excrement of the

Sperniacetti Whale, Class Inflammabilia. [vide Amber']

A.MBRA (Mid.) a vessel among the Saxons, containing a

measure of salt, &c. Brompt.

A'MBRAM (Min.) the same as S«cf/rti«H.

AMBR.\'RlA (Bot.) the Anthospermum AUthiopicum of Lin-

naeus.

AMBP.O'.MA (Bot.) the same as Abroma.
AMBllO'SIA (.Vy.) «|«/,3fo(ri'a, a name given to the food of

the gods, from a, priv. and /^foroi, mortal, i. e. food which
makes immortal, or the food of immortals. Homer uses

this word very frequently. II. passim.

Amehosia (Ant.) 1. A libation which consisted of water,

honey, and all sorts of fruits, which was used according

to Athenaeus in the consecration of .Tupiter Ctesias' statue.

2. A festival celebrated in honour of Bacchus. Scholiast,

in lies. Oper. et Dies. 1.2.

Ambkosia (Bot.) a small shrub, called by some Botrys, which

has a grateful smell, and a very astringent taste. Dios-

corides ranks it among the coronary plants, {spccvaifiaTir.a
;

but, according to Nicander, the appellation of Coronary

Ambrosia was bestowed by some on the lil}'.

Nicand. in Titer.

Ol i'i «^///3fo(ri'ij».

Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 129 ; Plin. 1. 17, c. 4, &c.; Allien. 1. 15 ;

Oribas. Med. Collect. 1. 11 ; Aet. Tctrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul.

.T.gin. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3 ; Salmas. de Homonym, c. G2.

Ambkosia, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class

21 Monoecia, Order .5 Pentandria, in English, Oak of Je-

rusalem.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth common.

—

Cor. com-
pound uniform ; proper one-petalled.

—

Stam. Jilameuts

very small; anthers erect.

—

Fist, style filiform; stigma

orbiculate.

—

Reg. common.—Fi;r. nut subovate; seed

single.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as the

—

Ambro-
sia rlatior, Tall Ambrosia.

—

Ambrosia artemisifolia, Mug-
wort-leaved Ambrosia, Sec. J. Bauh. Hi^i. Plant.

;

C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Parte. Theat. Botan.

;

Raii Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Inst.

AMBRO'SIAN OJfice (Ecc.) ii formula of worship used in

the church of Milan ; so called from St. Ambrose, bishop

of Milan.

AMBROSl'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, so called from the

Ambrosini, brothers and professors of botany at Bologne

fifty-two years, Class 21 Monoecia, Order 1 Monandria.

Generic Character. Cal. spaihe one-leaved ;
partition

membranaceous.

—

Cor. none.

—

Stam. Jilamcnts none;

anthers very many; nectaries two.

—

Fist, germ solitary ;

style cylindrical; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. capsule roundisb ;

seeds many.
Species. The species arc the Ambrosinia Bas.m, seu Ari-

.<;arum, and the Ambrosinia maculata, both perennials.

Raii Hist. Plant.

A'!\HiRY (Med.) or Aumery, from Eleemo.iynaria ; a place

where vessels and domestic utensils were kept.

AIMBUBA'I./E (Aut.) loose women, who went about as min-
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strels, probably so called from aniLu, i. e. ciirnw, around,

and Baiti:, a place of pleasure in Italy which they much
frequented.

Horat. 1. 1, sat. 2, v. 1.

Ambiihaiarum Ci^lU'gia Pharmaccpoltr.

Sueton. in Neron. c. 27 ; Scalig. Conject. in Varr. p. 5i ;

Tiirneb. Adv. II, c. 27.

AMBUBE'IA {Bot.) the common Cichory.

AM'BULANTS (Com.) Brokers or Exchange Agents in

Amsterdam who are not sworn before the magistrates.

AMBULATl'VA [Med.) tlie same as Herpes.

AMBULATOR (Arclueol.) Ambler, a sort of horse which
went an ambling pace.

AMBULATO'RIA turris (Ant.) an engine or battery on
wheels for taking towns. Vilruv.de Architect, 1. 10, c. 19.

Ameulatoria vnluntiis [Lrni;) a man's will or testament as

long as he lives and has the power of changing it.

AM'BULO (Med.) a disease arising from inflation.

AM'BULOX (Dot.) a tree, the fruit of which resembles

sugar in its taste, and in bulk a coriander seed. Raii Hist.

Plant.

AMBU'RBr.\ (-hit) a festival, which consisted in going

round the walls of the city in solemn procession, from am-

biendo urbe, i. e. going round the city.

Lucan. 1. 1, v. 592.

Mox jttltet et Mam pavidis a cilibus urbem

Ambirit et f'cslo purgantes mccnia lustra

Lotiga per ertremos pomirria cingere Jincs.

Fest. de Verb. Signif ; Vopisc. in AureL c. 20 ; Serv. in

Virg. 1. 3 ; Eccl. 3, v. 77 ; Gi/rald. Si/niag. Dear. 1. 17 ;

Jos. Scalig. Castig. in Fest.; Titrneb. Adrer.X. IS, c. 17.

AMBURBIA'LES hostice (.-int.) victims which were carried

round the city in celebrating the Amburbia. Fest. de Verb.

Signif.

AJIBU'STA (Med.) burns or scalds, for the cure of which
the ancient physicians gave many prescriptions. Aet.

Tetrah. '1-, serm. 2, c. 6^ ; Paul. .-Egin. de Re ^led. 1. i, c. 2.

AMBU'STIOX (Med.) burning, or any solution of continuity

produced by fire, or bodies heated by fire. Heist. Chirurg.

1. -i, c. 15.

AMBU'TU.\ (Bot.) the Cisampelos Pareira of Linnceus.

AM'EA (Bet.) a plant used in Africa against bleeding at the

nose.

AME'DIAN.S (Ecc.) a congregation of religious in Italy; so

called from their professing themselves to be amantes Deuni,

lovers of God, or nmati Dei, beloved of God. They wore

a grey habit and wooden shoes, but no breeches.

AMEDA'NA (B(d.) the Alnus vulgaris of Linnaeus.

AMELA'XCHIER (Bat.) the Chionantbus Virginica and
Mespclus Amelancbia of Linnxus. Raii Hist. Plant.

A'MEL corn (Cum.) French rice, bv" which starch is made.
A'MELI (Bot.) a Malabar plant, from the leaves of which a

decoction is made that is good for colics.

AMELLOI'DES (Bot.) a species of the Cineraria of Lin-

nasus.

AME'LLUS (Bot.) one of those herbs which A'irgil reckons
to be agreeable to bees.

Virg. Georg. 1. 4-, v. 271.
Est etiam jhs inpratis, eui nomen amello,

Fecere agricoia, facilis qutEventUnts herba.

Amellus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class

19 Syngene.mi, Order 2 Polt/gamia super/lua.

Generic Characters. Cal. common imbricate.

—

Cor. com-
pound radiate ; corollcts hermaphrodite, very many in the

disc \ females very many in the ray; proper of the her-

maphrodite tubulous ; female ligulate— ^t.^m. filaments

five; ««;/(«• cylindrical.

—

Pist. ^erm obovate ; s/^fc fili-

form ; stigmas two.

—

Pek. none ; calj/.t unchanged ; seeds

solitarj' ; donn capillar}' ; receptacle chaffy.

Species, Plants of this tribe are shrubs, as the

—

Amellus,
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lychnitis, luphthalmum, verbesina, seu chri/sanlhcmum,

trailing Amellus, &c.

Amellus is also the name of the Calen Amelias, the Eri-
geron acre, and the Aster Amellus of Linnaeus. Raii Hist.

Plant.

AME'LPODI (Bot.) an Indian tree, used as an antidoteagainst

the bites of serpents. Raii Hist. Plant.

A'ME'S (Bibl.) from ia«, true, certain; a term employed
either in affirmation, as by our Saviour, ,»Vmen, amen, ve-

rily, verily, or in confirmation, as Numb. v. 22. Deut.
xxvii. 15.

AME'NABLE (Law) tractable, or governable, as applied to

a woman who submits to her husband ; also to be respon-

sible in a court of justice.

AME'XDE (Archa-ol.) a mulct or pecuniary punishment for-

merly imposed in France by the sentence of the judge for

any crime, as false prosecution, a groundless appeal, and
the like.

Amendk Honourable (Laxv) that which was imposed upon a
person by wuy of disgrace or infamy, as a punishment for

any offence, or for the purpose of making reparation for

any injury done to another, as the walking into church iu

a white sheet, with a rope about the neck, and a torch in

the hand, and begging pardon either of God or the

King, or an)' private individual, for some delinquency.

AME'XD.MEXT (Law) emendatio, the correction of an error

in any process, which may be amended either before or

after judgment. Errors are now effectually obviated by the

statutes of amendment and jeofails. 14 £</. 3, c. 6 ; S Hen.
6, c. 15.

AME'XE (Cliem.) Common Salt.

AMEXE'XOS (Med.) from «, priv. and /j^ixx., strength, a term
used by Flippocrates for weak.

A'MENT (Bot.) Amentum, otherwise called Julus, Nuca-
vientutn, and Catulus, in English, Catkin, from the

French chdton, a cat's-tail, to which it bears a re-

semblance ; a long and simple stem, which is thickly-

covered with scales, under which are the flowers, or

their essential parts, as in the annexed figure, which
represents the catkin of a hazel. It is either Cy-
lindrical, Ctjlindricum, i. e. equally thick above and
below— .Attenuated, Aitenuntum, growing thinner

and thinner, to a point—.Slender, Gracile, i. c. in

proportion to its length—Ovate, (ivatum, i. e. thick

beloiv, and round above. Examples of the Catkin,

are found in the Willows, Salices, Hazel, Corylus

Avcllana, Hornbeam, Carpinus, &c. The Anient of

the Willow, in vulgar language, is called the Pulm.

A^MEXTA'CE.'E (Bot.) one of Linna;us' Natural Orders of

plants, comprehending those plants whose fruit is a catkin.

Linn. Philos. Botan. Sec. This is also the name of a class

in the S3stem of Tournefort and others.

AMEXTA'CEOUS Flowers (Bot.) one species of the Ag-
gregate Flowers, borne or growing in an anient or catkin.

AME'XTIA (Med.) Madness, a genus of diseases. Class

Xeuroses, Order VesanicC.

AME'XTUM (Ant.) from ««./*«, a chain ; the thong with

which the spear was drawn back after it had been darted.

Virg. £n. 1. 9, V. 665.

Intendunt acres arcus^ amentitque torquent.

Fest. de Verb. Signif; Ttirneb. Adver. 1. 2S, c. 5, &c.;

Lips. Poliorc. 1. 4, dial. 5.

AmentU-M Sessile (Che-n.) Alum.
AME'RCLAMEXT (Law) or Amercement, a pecuniary pu-

nishment arbitrarily imposed by some lord or count, in dis-

tinction from a fine, which is expressed according to

statute. Kitch. 78.

—

Amerciament royal, when the Amer-
ciament is made by the sheriff, or any other officer of

the King.
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A'MERI {Bot.) the Indigofera tinctoria of Linnteus. Jlheed.

AME'KICAN Earthnut (flo/.) a plant, so called from its nut-

llkc fruit, which is used for chocolate in South Carolina.

From this nut is extnicted an oil, which is used for lamps

in the Eastern countries. The Earth or Ground Nut is the

Arachi-t In/poirea of Linna;us.

AMEUr.MNU.M (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 17 Diadel-

])hia. Order 't Decandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. Perianth one-leaved ; teeth

sharp. Cou. papilionaceous : standard expanding; wings

lanceolate; keel short.

—

Sta.m. filaments ten; anthers

roundish.

—

Pist. <^erm pedicellcd

—

Per. cells disposed

longitudinally within ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Amerimnum
Brmvnei, a shrub, native of Jamaica.

—

Amerimnum ebe-

iius, Fterocarntis, Aspalat/ius, Pseudo-Ehenus, seu Brija,

&c. Prickly Amerimnum, &c. Sloan, Hist. Jam. ; Linn.

Spec. Plant.

A'METHYST (Bihl.) in the Hebrew nn^n«, achalma, \yhich

signifies sleep ; the precious stone [vide Amethi/sl] which is

the ninth in order in the high priest's breast-plate, on which

was engraven the name of Issachar. Exod. xxviii. 19, &c.

A-METHVST (Min.) uix,iSufhi, a sort of precious stone, so

called from a, privative, and /A^iS'yrr.c; to inebriate, because

it resists or drives away inebriation. It is a hard, beau-

tiful, shining, transparent stone, of different colours, but

mostly purple or violet. It comes from the Indies, and is

used in medicine as an astringent. The amethyst is now
reckoned among the Quartz Family of stones, and is the

Quartzum Amelhystus in the Linnean system. Plin. 1. 37,

c. 9; Epiphan. de 12 Gem. p. 2'i9 ; Isi'd. Grig. 1. 16, c. 9 ;

AlbeH Mag. de Min. 1. 2 ; Aldrov. Mus. Matall. ; Genjf.

I'reelect.

Amethyst (Her.) the colour of the precious stone called

the amethyst was formerly used in blazoning instead of

purple.

AMETHY'STA (Med.) umlvrx, medicines which remove

the inebriating effects of wine. Gal. de Camp. Med. sec

Loc. I. 2.

AMETHY'STEA (Bot) a genus of plants, so called from

its resemblance in colour to the Amethyst, Class 2 Dian-

dria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved tube; tube

bell-shaped.—Con. one-petalled ; border five-parted;

upper lip erect ; lotvcr three-parted.

—

Stam. filaments

filiform; antlters simple.— Plst. germ quadrilid ; style

size of the stamina ; stigmas two.

—

Per. none ; seeds

four.

Species. The only species is the Amethystea cccrulea, an

annual, native of .Siberia.

A.METIIY'.sriX.A (Ant.) Purple garments, which were of

the colour of the Amethyst. Salmas in Vopisc. Aurcl.

c. K).

Amethystina (Bot.) anothername for the Amethijstca.

A.METIIYSTIZO'XTES (Min.) the best sort of Carbuncle.

Plin. I. 37, c. 9.

AM1:THY'.STUS {MIh.) Amethyst; the Quartzum nmcthys-

t'ls of Linnoeus

A.ME'TKIA (Med.) «/AfTfia, receding from a due tempera-

ment.

TO AME'UDLE (Ilort.) a French term for turning up or

loosening the earth which is grown hard, or incrusted over

by means of rains, heat, &(:.

A iME'ZZ.V aria (Mns.) Italian for the notes which keep

the middle compass of the voice, for which they arc com-

posed

—

A mezza di voce, a soft tone, or gradual diminution

of the voice.

A'.VII.'V (Ich.) X'lJ'M, from «, priv. and /«.i«, alone, or from its

going in company, wV^.v/ith other of its kind. A fish, the

growth of wl'.ich, according to Pliny, is so rapid that it
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might be perceived every day. Aetius 6a)'s that its flesh is

very hard. Aristot. Kai. Hist. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Plin. 1. 9, c. 13;
Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 2.

A.MiA, in the Linnean system, a genus of fishes, having its

head flattened and naked, numerous sharp teeth, two cirri,

and a gill membrane, 12 rays. The single species is called

Amia cnlva, which inhabits the waters of Carolina.

A'MIANTH (Min.) Amiantus lapis, or Amiant, Earth-Flax,
Ai'tios afAi'xtToi, a sort of stone-like scissile alum, generated
in Cyprus. It was said to be efficacious against sorceries,

to resist poisons, and to cure the itch. As it may be drawn
into threads fit for work, it was wrought, according to

Uioscorides, into a cloth, which, if thrown into the fire,

did not consume, but came out the brighter and purer.

Dioscor. I. .'}, c. 156 ; Plin. 1. 36, c. 18; Paid A'.ginet. de

Be Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

AMIA'NTL/S, in the Linnean system, is classed under As-
bestus, but by former mineralogists it constituted a genus
of stones. Gessn. de Lapid. ; Aldrov. DIus. Metall.

A'MICABLE Numbers (.Irilh.) such as are mutually equal
to the sum of one another's aliquot parts, as 281 and 220
for all the aliquot parts of 220, namely, 1, 2, 4, .'5, 10, 11,

20, 22, 4-i-, 55, 1 10, added together, are equal :o 281- ; and
all the aliquot parts of 284', namely, 1, 2, 4s 71, 142, added
together, are equal to 220. The only pairs of amicable

numbers besides this, which have been hitherto discovered,

are, 6232 and 6368; 17296 and 18116; 9363.3S4 and
9137056. The name of amicable was first given to these

numbers by Van Schooten, but their propert}' had been
already treated of by Uudolphus, Descartes, and others.

V. Schoot. F.xercitat. Gcometr. Miscellan. sect. 1 1

.

AMI'CE (Ecc.) an ecclesiastical vestment, [vide Amictus'}

common to bishops and presbyters, which was tied round
the neck, and covered the breast and heart.

AMI'CTUS (I'lcc.) Amice, the undermost of the six garments
worn by priests. These were the Amictus, Alba, Cingu-

Imn, Stold, MunipiJus. Innocent. III. de Mysl. 1. 1, c.

10 ; Amalar. de Eccles. Offic. 1. 2, c. 17.

AwiCTus (Ant.) a name for ever}' sort of external garment.

Fcrrar. de Re Vest. 1. 2, c. 1.

AMTCULUM (Ant.) from amicio, to wrap; an upper garment
worn by females ; a sort of cloak.

Plant. Cist, act 1, seen. 1, v. 11".

Amiculum tuv susioUe saltern SII. Sine tratii dum egnmet trahirr.

It seems also to have been used by men occasionally, ac-

cording to Quintus Curtius. iiu. 1. 27, c. 4 ; I'ul. Max.
1. 5, c. 2 ; Q. Curt. I. 5, c. 1 ; Ferrar. de Re Vest. 1. 1, c. 3.

Amkui.um (Anat.) the same as Amnios.

AMI'CUS Curiic (Law) a friend of the court, who, as a

slander by, when a judge is doubtful, or mistaken in a

matter of law, may inform the court. 2 //;.';/. 178.

AMI'D-SIIIPS (Mar.) i. e. in the middle of the shi)) ; a term

applied either to her length or her breadth, as " The
enemy boarded us amidships," i. e. between the stem and
stern. " Put the helm amidships," i. c. between the two
sides.

A'MIENS (Com.) a gold coin, value 17.s'. \yl.

A.MI'NEUM vinum (Ant.) or Ammineum vinum, Aj«,i/»«r<!5 Mt<n,

Aminean wine, a particular sort of wine, which was highly

esteemed for imbecilities in the stomach. Macrobius makes
the F^alernian and Aminean wines to be the same ; but

Virgil distinguishes them from each other.

Virg. Georg. 1. 2, v. 96.

AVc cellii uUo c(mtende Falemis.

Sunt (tium Aminetr lites, Jirmissima vina.

It is supjjosed to have derived its name from the vines of

the Aminei, a people of Thessaly, which were planted in

different parts of Italy. I'lin. 1. 14, c. 2; Gal.de Anlidot.

1. 1 ; Macrob, Saturn. 1. 2, c. 16 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serra. 1.
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Amineum Ai-ctum (Chem.) Vinegar made of the Amiuean

wine.

AiMTNIA (But.) a sort of Cotton-tree in Brazil. Maregrav.

Pis.

AMI'TTERE legem terra (Lrnv) or lileram legem to lose

the liberty of swearing in any court. Glanvil. 1. 2.

AMMANI'T.E {Bot.) vide Amanitcc.

AM.MA'NNIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, called after Professor

Ammann, of Petersburgh, Class 4? Tetrandria, Order 1

Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth bell-shaped.

—

Cor.
none.

—

Sta},i. Jilaments bristly; anthers twin.

—

Fist.

germ subovate ; sti/le simple ; stigma headed.

—

Per, cap-

sule roundish ; seeds numerous.

Species. The species of this genus are annuals, as the

—

Ammannia latijblia Isnardiu, seu Aparines, &c. Broad-

leaved Ammannia.

—

Ammannia ramosior, seu Ludviegia

nquatica. Branching Ammannia.—Ammannia haccifera,

seu Cornelia verticillala, Berrybearing Ammannia, &c.

AM'MI (Bot.) «/ji//Ai, or Amium, a plant, the seed of which

was i-eckoned strongly diuretic. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 70 ; Plin.

1. 20, c. 15.

Ammi, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants, Class 5

Penlandria, Order 2 Digynia, in English Bishop's-weed.

Generic Characters. C.\l. universal umbel ix\a.i\\io\il : par-

tial short ; universal involucre of many acute leaflets

;

partial many-leaved; leaj/ets linear; proper perianth

scarcely apparent.

—

Cor. universal uniform
;
proper of

five petals.

—

Stam.Jilaments capillary ; a?i</i(?>-i roundish.

—PisT. germ inferior; styles reflex; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. none ; seeds two.

Species. The species are, the

—

Ammi majus, seu Vnlgare,

seu Ammioselinon, Common Bishop's-weed, an annual,

native ofthe South of Europe.

—

Ammi Copticum, an annual,

native of Egypt.

—

Ammi glauci/olinm, sen pe/rceum, seu

Daucus petra:us,S:c.a perennial, native of France.

—

Ammi
daucifuUnm, seu maJus, etc. Crithmum pyrenaicnm, seu

Apium Pijrenaiciim, a perennial, native ot the Pyrenees.

J. Bauhia Hist. Plant.; C. Bauhin Pin. Theat. ; Ger.

Herh.; Park Theat. Botan.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Tourn.

List. Herb.; Rivin. Ord. Plant.; Boerh. Ind. Plant.;

Linn. Spec. Plant.

Aisi.Mi is also the name of the Sison Ammi, the Cieuta bulbi-

l/era, the Seseli ammoides, and the Sitimjalcaria of Linnajus.

Bauh. Tournef. &c.

A'MMION (CAem.) the same as Cinnabaris.

AMMIOSELI'NON [Bot.) the Ammi majus of Linnreus.

Dodon. Stirp. Histor.

AMTiIOBRA'GIUM (/^ic/ia'o?.) a service, the same as C'/(f-

vage, according to Spelman.

AMMOCHO'ZIAL (Med.) a remedy for drying the body,

by covering it with hot sand. Cels. de Re Med. 1. 3, c. 1 ;

Dloscor. 1. 5, c. 1G7 ; Gal. de Frcecog. ; Oribas. Med. Coll.

1. 10, c, 8.

AMMOCHRY'SUS (Min.) 1. A sort of stone found in Bo-
hemia, which is sometimes yellow, and sometimes of a gold

colour. It will crumble into sand, and is used for strewing

Oil paper. Lem. des Drogues. 2. A sort of mud, of a

gold colour, which is found in mineral waters in Friseland.

Cnste/l. Le.r. Med.
AM.MODY'TES (Zool.) a venomous serpent, of a sandy co-

lour, and a cubit in length ; the bite of which, according

to Aetius, is generally followed by speedy death. Act.

Tetrab. l, serm. 1, c. 25.

A.MMODYTES Is also the name of a species of the Coluber of

Linnicus.

Ammodytes (Ich.) the Launce ; a genus of fishes of the

Apodal Order, having the head compressed, and narrower

than the bodj', the teeth very sharp, the lower jaw narrow
and pointed, the body long and square, and the caudal Jin

AMM
distinct. The only species is the Ammodytes gobianus, or

Sand Launce, which inhabits the sandy shores of the

Northern Seas, buries itself, on the recess of the tides, a

foot deep in the sand, with its nose out, and is a prey to

other rapacious fish.

AMMO'NIA (Chem.) a gaseous substance in modern che-

mistry, formed from the combination of hydrogen with

azote. It is commonly prepared by the mixture of Sal

Ammoniac with twice its weight of quick lime. It is trans-

parent and colourless, like air, acrid and caustic to the

taste, like fi.xed alkalies, is used as a stimulant in fainting,

but is fatal to animals when they breathe it. Its specific gra-

vity is 0-590 that of common air being 1 . Ammonia was not

known to the ancients, but the alchemists were acquainted

with it in an impure state, by whom it was called Volatile

Alkali, or Hartshorn, because it was often distilled from

the hart of the horn, Spirit of Urine, and Spirit of Sal

Ammoniac ; from both of which substances it may be ob-

tained by a similar process. It is one of the salifiable bases

by the help of which the salts are produced, as the acetate

of Ammonia, &c.

AMMO'NIAC (Chem.) or Gum Ammoniac, a/^iu-wxaxw, Am-
moniacum ; a fat resinous substance brought from the East

Indies, which is agglutinated together in small pieces of a

yellowish white colour, a smell more pleasant than that of

Galbanum, and of a nauseous sweet taste, mixed with bitter.

The tree which yields it is called in the Greek Agasyllis,

and in the Arabic Allarlhub ; but nothing certain is known
respecting it at present. Nicander, in his Alexipharmics,

puts Ammonion for Ammoniacum :

0«A-s /3:<A4"' X,"'''?? A'/*."'4'«i'i'.

It is supposed to derive its name from Ammonia, in Lybia,

where it was found.

Ammoniac, according to modern chemists, is composed of

the following ingredients, in nearly the following propor-

tions :

—

Resin 70-0

(ium IS'i

Cilutinous matter 4'-l<

Water 6-0

Loss 1-2

1000
Ammoxiac (Min.) or Sal Ammoniac, aAaj A'fjufijuncKov, Sal

Ammoniacus ; a fossile salt which was said to be dug out of

the sands of Ammonia, from which it took its name, [vide

Gum Ammoniac'] Sal Ammoniac, as a native salt, is not

known to the moderns ; but a factitious kind, of the same

name, is a neutral salt, composed of a volatile alkaline

and the acid of sea-salt, and is therefore called Muriate n/

Ammonia.
AMMO'NIS Coma (Min.) a fossile, of an ash- colour, found

in the shape of a ram's horn.

AMMONI'T.^J (Min.) Snake-Stones ; a sort of fossils which
'

abound in the alum works in Yorkshire, and other parts of

England. They are made up of circles, like the rings of

a snake rolled up.

AMMONT'TRUM (Chem.) the lixivious salt of a burnt ve-

getable, now called Frit. Plin. 1. 36, c. 26.

AMMO'NIUM (Chem.) vide Ammoniac.
AMM0'PH1L.\ (£»/.) Sand Wasp; a genus of animals,

Class Insectcc, Order Hymenoptera.

Generic Character. Snout inflected ; jaws forcipated ; an-

tenncB filiform ; eyes oval ; voings planed ; sting concealed

in the abdomen.
Species. The species of this genus resemble the sphex in

economy as well as in form.

AMMUNI'TION (Mil.) Military stores, including not only

o2
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cannon, powder, balls, &c. but all sorts of weapons, offen-

sive and defensive.

—

Ammitnition bread, that which is

served to the soldiers of a garrison or army.

A.^^X.V (dcltalizata [Chcm.) water run through limestone, and
impregnated with its particles. Parncel. Lexic.

A.MNE'STIA [Aitt.) <i«.»<5-i», from «, priv. and ft-'aau-ai, to

remember ; amnesty, or oblivion of the past, an act of

princes to their subjects, or states one to another, which

liad its origin in a law enacted by Thrasybulus after the

expulsion of the thirty tyrants, by which it was decreed to

bur}' all past injuries in oblivion, for the speedier concilia-

tion of all parties, ltd. j\lax. 1. 4, c. 1.

AM'N'iON (Alia.) £u,ho:, the internal membrane which sur-

rounds the fcrtus. It is very thin and pellucid in the early

stage of pregnancy, but increases in tliickness and strength

in the latter months. Ruf. Ephes. Appell. Pari, human.

Corp. 1. 1, c. 37; Gal. ile Dissect. Vulvce, c. 10; Gorr.

Drf. Med. ; Fofs. (Econom. Ilippocrat.

Amnion (Bol.) the liquor in the Succidtis coUiquamentl, or

vesicle of the seed, from which the cotyledons are formed.

AMNIOTIC Acid [Client.) an acid found in the amnion of a

cow.
AMOED^E'UM Carmen (.4nt.) verse, in which one answereth

anollier by course, as in some of Virgil's eclogues. Fat.
de Sirrnif. Verb.

AMOLY'NTOX {Med.) UiM>,mTe-, from «, priv. and ftjuxutu, to

make dirty ; a topical application, which, if handled, will

not soil the fingers. CW. Aurelian. de Acut. JMorb. 1. 2,

C.27.
AMO'MI (Bol.) Jamaica pepper, so called by the Dutch.
AMO'MIS (Bnl.) Pseudo Aniomum.
AMO'.MUM {Bof.) xu-uif/ym, a plant, so called from its fra-

grant odour, tlie Greek word signifying what is pure and
blameless. It was one of the aromatic herbs which was
used for the preservation of dead bodies, whence is derived

the word mummy. The poets take it for any ointment or

perfume.
Juv. sat. A; V. lOS.

El ntatutiiw stidnns Crispinus amomOf
QiiarUum lu rednknt duo J'uiiera .

Ovid. Trist. 1. 3, eleg. 3, v. 69.

Atque ea cumfoliis et amomi pvlverc misce:

Inque suburhmw condita poiie solo.

According to Dioscorides it is of a healing, drying, astrin-

gent, hyptotic, and anodyne ((uality. Dioscor. 1. 1, ell;
I'lin. 1. 13, c. 1, &c.; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 1 1 ; Act. Tc-
trab. 1, serm. 1; Batd. Mginet. de lie Med. 1.7, c. 3

;

Salinas, da Ilomoiujm.

Amomum, in the. I.iniiean si/stem, a genus of plants, Class 1

Monandria, Order 1 Monogi/nia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
monopetalous; tulie cylindraceous; Aort/fr three-parted

;

nectary two-lcavcd.

—

St\m. filament; none; anther oh-

long.— Pisr. germ inferior; style filiform; stigma tur-

binate.

—

Pkh. capsule fleshy ; seeds several.

Species. The .species are mostly perennials, as the

—

Amo-
mum zinzibcr, seu Iluhi, Narrow-leaved Ginger.

—

Amo-
mum cardamomum, seu Cardamomum minus. Cardamom.—Amomum granttm paradisi, (irains of Paradise.

—

Amo-
mum galanga, seu Marnnta galanga, Galangale, &c.
./. Bauh. Hist. I'lant.; C. Bauli' Pin. Tlieat.; Ger.
Herb. ; Baric. 'J heat. Botan. ; Rati. Hist. I'lant. ;

Tourncf. Inst. Herb.

A.MOMUM is also a name for the Solanum pseudo-capsicum,

the Curcuma longa, and a species of the Sison of Lmnicus.
./. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; I'ark. Thcat. Bo-
tan. ; Rail Hist. Plant.

AM<)N(iKA'P,.\. (/.'//.) a kind of grass good for a fomenta-

tion in a tenesmu.>.

AMO'RGE (Xal.) uu,-f/>i. 1. The f.cces of the expressed

oil. [vide Amurca] 2. The purple dye made in the island

of Amorgos. Poll. Onom. 1. 7, c. 16; Huidas.; Harpo'
cration, &c.

AMO'KGINON (Ant.) 'A./.ofyiw, or, in the feminine, "A^tof-

71.a; a vestment, made of the Amorgis or flax in the island

of .\n)orgiis.

AMO'KGI.S {S'at.) 'AfAipyU, the flax., not unlike byssus,

from which the a/Aopv"* are made in the island of

Aniorgus.

AMO'RIS Pomum (Bat.) the Solanum lycopcrsicum of Lin-

naeus.

AMORl'SCO (Mus.) in a Moorish style ; an expression ap-

plied to old English ballads, signifying that the air is to

resemble a Moorish dance.

AMO'UPHA (But.) from c, priv. and j«'opip>i, the form; a

genus of plants, Class 17 Diadelphia, Order 3 Decan-
dria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. petal

one.

—

Stam. Jilaments erect; anthers simple.—PiST.

germ roundish; style subulate; stigma simple.— Per.
legume lunulate ; seeds two.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the Amorpha fruticosa,

seu Barba Jovis, &c. Bastard Indigo, &c. Linn. Spec.

Plant.

AMO'RPHOUS (Nat.) from «, priv. and fA.cf0,,, the form ;

shapeless, of no determinate shape when broken.

AMORTIZATION [Law) an alienation of lands or tene-

ments in mortmain. 2 Slat. Ed. 1

.

AMO'RTISE (Laiv) from the French Amortir. to alien lands

in mortmain.
AMPA'NA (Bat.) the Borassusjlabelliformis of hmndsus.

AMPE'LION (Med.) vine leaves, which are good for mak-
ing pessaries. Hippocrat. de Nat. Mulieb. ; Foes. CEconom.

Hippocrat.

A'MPELIS (Or.) Chatterer; a genus of birds, of the Order

Passeres.

Generic Character. Bill straight and convex.

—

Nostrils

covered with bristles.— Tongue sharp and bifid.

—

Feet

simple, with three toes before, and one behind.

Species. All the species but one are natives of America,

as

—

Ampelis Cristata, Crested Chatterer.

—

Ampclis Car-

nifer, sou Cotinga rubra, Red bird from Surinam, or

Red Chatterer.

—

Ampelis Cuprea, seu Coccinca, Cupre-

ous Chatterer.

—

Ampelis cinerea, seu Lanius Nciigeta,

in I'reneh, Cotinga gris de Cayenne, Grey Shrike.

—

Ampelis Intcus, Yellow Chatterer.

—

Ampclis Cotinga

Cai/anciisis, seu Cayaiia, in French Cotinga de Cayenne,

le Quereiva, Purple-throated Chatterer.

—

Ampclis Co-

tinga, in French le Cordon bleu, Purple-breasted Mana-
kin, or Purple-breasted Chatterer.

—

Ampclis Pompa-
doura, seu Cotinga purpurea, le Pacnpacon Pompadour,

Grey Chatterer, or Pom])adour Chatterer.

—

Ampelis

I'luenicia, Red-winged Chatterer.— Ampclis tersn, la

Tersine, Blue-breasted Chatterer.

—

Ampclis I\Iaynnna,

seu Cotinga Mni/nanensis, in French le ('olinga i) plumes

snyenses. Silky CJhatterer.

—

Ampclis variegata, seu Co-
iintra necvia, in French I'averano, Variegated Chatterer.

—Ampclis carunculala, seu Cotinga alba, in French le

Cotinga blanc, Carunculated Chatterer.

—

Ampclis su-

perba. Superb Chatterer.— .Impclis umbellata, seu ccpha-

lopterus ornatus, Umbrellad Chatterer.

—

Ampclus garru-

lea. Waxen Chatterer.

.VMPICLI'TES terra (.W/«.)l U^-sxln^, from afMnXi,!,, a vine,

because it kills the worms at the roots of the vines ; Canal

Coal, a species of black earth, whicli is more medicinal

than other earths. It has a discu.^sive and rcfrigciating

virtue, and is used as an ingredient in cosmetics for the

eyelids, KKi\Xi0>.ifcefci, and for dyeing the hair. Dioscor.

1. 5, c. 181; Oribas. Med. Cull. 1.^13; Act. Tetrab. 1,
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serin. 2, c. 9; Marcel. Empir. c.1 ; Lemer. des Drogues. ;

Dale Partnncnp.

AMPELODE'S.MOS (Bot.) from «/-t.-a.?, a vine, and J~to--

ft-^, a baiiil ; a kind of herb with which the vines in Sicily

used to be tied.

AMPE'LOLELX'E {Bot.) the name of a white sort of vine

mentioned liy Plinv- An'- Hi t. 1. 23, c. 1

.

aMPELOPKA'SUM {Bot.) from i,«.Ti/o;, a vine, and ^p«iro.,

a leeli ; a herb growing among vines, called leek-vine, a

species of the Attium of Linnsus.

AMPE'LOS Ai^ria {Bot.) Briony, or Wild-Vine.

AMPHEMERl'NOS {Med.) a'n epithet for a quotidian

fever, or a fever which brings on a paroxj'sni or tit every

da}', from u/Afi, signifying a revolution, and if^ifx, a

day.

AMPHIARTHRO'SIS {.'Inat.) from i//-!?;, circum, on both

sides, and ifflfaVic, articulation ; a mixed sort of articula-

tion, between the diarlhrosis and the synarthrosis, [vide

Artiaddtion']

AMPHI'BIA {Zo.) from if^ip', utrinqne, and iSiai, vita, that

is, both ways of life, because the animals live as well on

land, or in the air, as in the water. The third class into

which the animal world is divided, consisting of two orders,

ReptiUti, Reptiles, with feet, and Serpente.<:, Serpents, with-

out feet, having plates, scales, or rings on the belly.

licptdia comprehend Testudo, the Tortoise, covered with

a shell

—

Draco, the Dragon, having wings and a tail

—

Rana, the Frog or Toad

—

Lacerta, the Crocodile, Alli-

gator, Lizard, Newt, Salamander, Chameleon, Eft,

Siren, which is two-footed, tailed, and naked.

Serpeiites comprehend Crotahis, the Rattle Snake.

—

Boa,

without a rattle.— Coluber, the Viper, having plates on

the belly, and scales on the tail.

—

Anguis, the Snake,

having scales under the tail.

—

Artiphisbcena, having rings

on the body.

—

Ccccdia, having wrinkles on the body and

tail.

—

.-icrochordus, having tubercles. A more particular

account of this class will be found under each genus.

AMPHIBIALI'THUS {Foss.) so called from being the part

of an amphibious animal ; a genus of petrefactions in the

Linnrean system.

AMPHIBLESTROI'DES {Med.) from <i,«.(f;.SA>,?-p«, a net,

and Ac,, the form, i. e. Net-formed ; the Retina, or Net-

like coat of the eye. Ruf. Ephes. Appell. Pari. Corp.

human. 1.1, c. "3.

A'MPHIBOLE {Min.) a species of Hornblende.
AMPHIBO'LIA {Rhct.) a.,i.<pi.:ioxlot., from i!/*<?i\ on both

sides, and iix>,>,x, to throw ; Amphibology, or Ambiguity
of expression when a sentence carries a double sense, as

" Aio te, jEacide, Romanos vincere posse." It is distin-

guished from an equivocation, which lies in a single word,

as Captare " leporcs," where lepores signifies either hares

or jests. Aristot. Rlict. 1. 3, c. 5 ; Cic. de Invent. 1. 2,

c. 4-0; (luint. Instil. 1.7, c. 9 ; Ilermog. srsfl hfio- ; Voss.

Instil. Rhct. p. 167.

AMPHIBRA'CHYS {Gram.) iu.ipi0fxxv;, from uu-tp), utrin-

que, and '^(o'.;^;^, brcvis, i. e. short on both sides; afoot,

having a long syllable between two short ones, as o/Apfos.

Hirpbest. i7Z'-'t'^.

AMPHIBRA'NCHIA {Nat.) from au^f, and ISfiyx^, bran-

chice ; the parts about the tonsils.

AMPHICAU'STIS {Bot.) a sort of wild barley.

AMPHI'CTYONES {Ant.) 'Af,,<p:KTuoyi^, the judges who con-

stituted the Amphictvonic council, [vide Amphictijoniuni]

AMPHICTYO'NIA (Ant.) 'A/*4'"'-''"=»'«, a general name
for any assembly of the Grecian cities, who met to consult

about the common good, [vide Amphictyonium']

AMPHICTYO'NIU-M concilium {Ant.) the Council of the

Amphictyones, founded, as is generally supposed, by a

king of Athens of the same name. It consisted at first of

deputies from only seven cities, which were afterwards in-

creased to twelve, namely, from the lonlans, Dorians,

Boeotians, Magnesians, Phthians, Locrians, Malians, Pho-

cians, Thessalians, Dolopiuns, Perhebians, and yEtians.

Diodor. 1. 16, c. 16; Plin. 1. 36, c. 19.

A.MPHI'DEON {Med.) the orifice of the uterus.

AMPHIDIARTHRO'SIS {Anat.) an articulation of the

lower jaw, partly by a ginglymus, and partly by an ar-

throdia.

AMPIIIDRO'MIA {Ant.) 'Au.<Pi^oyA:c, from i*<p;, around,

and Jfo«,«;, a course; a festival at .'Vthens celebrated on the

fifth day after the birth of a child, when it was carried

round the fire and presented to the Lares, or household

gods, on which occasion an entertainment was given, and

presents made to the 'attendants. A description of the

whole ceremony is to be found in the verses of Ephippiis,

as quoted by Athenecus. Plat, in Thivatet. ; Li/yias in

Orat. npud Hnrpocrat. ; Schol. in Arisioph. Lysistrat. ;

Poll. Onom. 1. 2, segm. 8 ; Athcn. 1. 2, c. 2t, and 1. 9, c. 2 ;

Harpocration ; Ilesi/cbius ; Suidas. j del. Rhodig. 1. 22,

c. 12 ; Meurs. Hist. Miscel. ; Turneb. Adv. 1. 3, c. 6.

AMPHIJE'NE {Min.) a species of garnet.

AMPHl'MACER {Gram.) 'AiJj:piUju.x.cn, from ««.i$.\ on both

sides, and yjay-fi',, long, i. e. a foot, having a short syllable

in the middle, and a long one on each side, as iiyti^m

HiTphest. £>3:;fifiiJ'.

A:MPHIMA'SCHALI {Ant.) iu-(p^u,i<rz»>^", an epithet for

coats with two sleeves, which were worn by freemen

only, in distinction from the irifau,a<rx,x>^ci, or coats with

one sleeve, which was the peculiar dress of slaves. To
this Aristophanes alludes.

Equit. act 2, seen, i, v. 47.

Ou ^untir' «///^if*«cr;i;«.^« rev Jii«,o» ilUvx^.

Alexand. Gen. Dier. 1. 5, c. 18 ; Ccel. Rhodig. Antiq. Led.

1. 16, c. 10.

AMPHIMERI'NA Febris {Med.) a tertian remittent fever.

A'MPHIPLEX {Anat.) the part betwixt the scrotum and

anus. Rujl Ephes. de Appell. Part. Corp. human. 1. 1,

c. 12.

AMPHIPNEU'MA {Med.) the same as DyspntBO.

AMPHI'POLI {Ant.) 'AfA<pi!roXoi, magistrates appointed by

Timoleon at Syracuse, after the expulsion of Dionysius the

Tyrant, who derive their name from their being supposed

to be ministers to Jupiter. Diud. 1. 16.

AMPHl'PPI {Ant.) kf/jipiTrTici, desidtores ; horse soldiers who
used to charge with two horses, so that they might leap

from one to the other ; to which Homer alludes.

Horn. II. 1. 15, V. 684-

Qfteirxm u!x>.<i t £-t' aAASf i/A£i/3£T«i.

Buidas in Verb. iVn-iv-'i;. Cid. Rhodig. Antiq. Led. 1.21,

c. 30.

AMPHIPRO'STYLOS {Ant) U^ipi-f»^v\'>'., from «/*«'. on

both sides, and irp55-u>,6;, a prostyle or column ; a house

with pillars, or piazzas, on both sides. Vilruv. 1. 3, c. 1 ;

Salma.<!. in Solin. p. 1217.

AMPHISB.E'NA {Zool.) au,(pir/iMr«, from af^4>i, both ways,

and &xi'a to t'O ; a venomous serpent in Lybia with two

heads, and moving forward with either end. Lucan. 1. 9,

v. 719.
It "ravii in geminum surgens caput Amphishg-iia.

Nicander, in his Tlieriacae, calls it i/t^iV-afifKi", i. e. having a

head at both ends. This notion of the ancients arose

from the shape of the animal ; the body of which is of

equal thickness throughout its whole length, so that it is

not easy to distinguish the head from the tail. The bites

of these serpents resemble the stings of wasps. Plin. 1. 8,

c. 23; So/in. Polijhist. c. 27; Act. Tefral). 1, serm. 1 ;

Paid. .Eginel. de Re Med. 1. 5, c. 13; Actuar. de Mcth.

Mcd.\.6, c. 11.
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Amphisb.iina, in the Linnean syslein, a genus of animals

;

Class Amphibia, Order Serpentcs.

Generic Character. Rings on llie bodj' and the tail.

—

Scales

none.— Tail IiardI)- to be distinguished from the body.

Species. The species are the .Impliisbcena Jlil/ginosa,

J/nva, vnria, alba, magnifica, &c.

AMPHI'SCII {Astrou.) from" «]«'<?", on both sides, and o-xi'a, a

shadow ; the inhabitants of the Torrid Zone, who have

their shadow turned to the north one part of the year, and

to the soutli the other. When the sun is in the zenith they

Iiave no shadow, wherefore Pliny calls them Aiscii ; and to

this Lucan alludes, when speaking of Syene, that was

placed under the tropic of Cancer ; he says, " Umbras
iiusquam flectente Syene." Luc. 1.2, v. 587 ; Cleomed.

dc Mnnd. 1. 1 ; Plin 1. 2, c. 74-.

AMPHI'SMILA {Anal.) iu.^urt/yi'>.x, from iu'ip), on both sides,

and (T/iiXi), a knife ; a dissecting knife with an edge on

both sides. Galen apud Castcll.

AMPHI'SCIEX cochalrice (Her.) vide Basilid:

AMPHI'T.AXE {Chcm.) Tincal.

AMPHI'TAP.'E (Ant.) garments having hair on both sides,

on which persons slept.

Lucill. I. 1.

Piilir, atqiie amphitnpx, villis ingentibus molles.

Vlpian.de Aitr. et Argent. Leg.; Llesychius ; Nan. 1. 14-,

c. 24.; C(cl. Rhodig. Aidiq. Led. 1. 16, c. 2 ; Ferrar.de

Rr Vest. 1. 2, c. 1, &c.

AMPHITHA'LAIMUS (Ant.) from ajM-?-;, on both sides, and

(a>.a.f".<i, the marriage bed ; the maid's room on both sides

that of her mistress's. Vitruv. 1. 6, c. 10.

AMPHITHE'ATUE (Ant.) Amphithea-

triini, ctiJk<piiiuTfov, from ccu'ip'i, on both

sides, and CiaTf«, i. e. a theatre on
both sides ; a circular building so con-

structed as to appear to be composed
of two theatres, or one entire tlieatre

all round ;

(hid. Met. 1. 11, V. 25.

striicto utrimque thcutro

Ct'it ituitutind cervus periturits arena.

The form of which was either round or oval, as in

the annexed figure, which represents an amphitheatre

adorned with colunnis, and, in the interior, the emperor
sitting in the midst of the spectators ; in the area a bull,

and a man seated on an elephant engaged in battle ; on
the left an obelisk; and on the right a colossal statue;

the inscription MUNIFICENTIA (JORDIANi AUGusli.
The principal parts of the amphitheatre were the

—

Arena,
or place where the gladiators fought.

—

Cavea, or hol-

low part wliere the lieasts were kept

—

Pndiitm, or pro-

jection at the top of the wall, which surrounded the

arena, and was assigned to the senators, &:c. for their

use

—

Gradiis, or benches rising all round above the

J'odium

—

Aditits, or entrances ; and the— Vomitoricc,

or gates which terminated the .\ditus. Vitruv. 1. 5,

c. 7 ; Liv. 1. 41, c. 31 ; Senec. de Ira, 1. 2, c. 12 ; Plin.

1. ?,(i, c. 15 ; Siieton. in Cal. c. 30 ; Dio. 1. 61 ; Tertull.

de Spectac. c. 12; Vopisc. in Prob. c. 19; Trcb. Poll, in

(iallicn, c. 12; Cassidor. far. 1.5, c. 4 ; Isidor. Grig.

I. IH, c. 52 ; Lips, de Amphithcat. c. 8 ; Panciroll. De-
script. Urb.apud Grccx'. Thcs. Rom. Antir/. torn. Vu. p. 322.

AMPIIITIU'TE (Con.) a genus of animals of the Class
Vertnes, Order Mollusca.

Generic Character. Body annulate.

—

Peduncles small.

—

Feelers two.

—

Eyes none.

Species. The principal species arc the

—

Amphitrile in-

fiindibidum, found near King's-bridgc, in Devonshire.—Amphitrite convolntns, found on the southern coast of

Devonshire.

—

Amphitrite ventilabrum, found on difterent
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parts of the English coast.—Amphitrite rosea, having
the feelers beautifully spotted with cxia^on.'—Amphitrite
campanulata, &c.

AMPHODO'NTA (Zn.) i,/,?*J\>.T«, from iu.f,, on both
sides, and I'ia;, a toolli ; animals having teeth in both jaws.

End. Lex. Hippocrat. ; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrut.

A'MPHOU.A. (.Int.) c:u,ipcfi'ji, per Sync, pro aiii^Kpofsu?, from
ccu-<pi, on both tides, and ipsfw, to bear, because it has two
handles for holding by ; a vessel and liquid measure,
among the ancients, containing above
seven gallons. The Amphora is repre-

sented on the coins of Athens, and is

supposed to be symbolical of this city,

A\hcre earthen-ware was first made, as
|

in the annexed figure, which represents

Jnpiter Fulgiirator, i. e. the darter of
lightning; the inscription A0E, i. e.

Aifivinu,, Athcniensium. Cato de Re
Rust. c. 1 14 ; Cic. in Verr. 2, c. 74 ; Colum. 1. 12, c. 28 ;

Pat. de Rom. Pond. S^c. apud Grecv. Thes. Antiq. Rom.
vol. ii. p. 1627 ; Beger. Thes. Brandenburgh.

Amphora (Com.) the largest measure used at \'enicc,

equal to four English gallons.

AMPHORA'ICUM (Ant.) the name for the wine whieh
was kept in the amphora.

AMPHORA'HIUS (Ant.) from a/*p.p«, a tankard bearer.

AMPIIOIU'TES {Aiil.) a sort of literary contest in the
island of /Egina, where an ox was the reward bestowed
upon the poet, who made the best dithyrambic verses in

honour of Bacchus.
AMPLEXA'TIO (Alchem.) a term among the alchymists

for a matrimonial union between their mercury called the
white female, and gold, called the red husband.

AMPLEXICA'ULE (Bot.) stem-clasping ; an epithet for a

leaf.

AMPLL\'TION (T.axo) ampliatio, a deferring of judgment
till the cause is further examined. In this case the judges
pronounced the word ampliiis, or by writing the letters

N. L. for non liquet, signifying that the cause was not

clear. Mnnut. ad Cic. in Verr. 1, c. 29; Sigon. de Jud.
1. 2, c. 22; Turneb. Adv. 1. 1, c. 3 ; Pallet.. For. Rom.
1. 4, c. 15.

AMPLl.V'TIO (Com.) tlie duplicate of a receipt account,
and the like. " To sign a copy by ampliation" is to sign a
duplicate of it.

AMPLIITCVTION (Rhet.) amplifcatio, a figure of speech
which consists of enlarging on an argument so ns to make
it appear eitlier better or worse in the minds of the audi-

ence, and thus excite their a])probation, or the contrary
emotion towards the subject of discourse ; it is called by
the (Jreeks auV-o-i!. Aristot. Rhet. 1. 2, c. 26 ; Cic. Orat.

1.3, c. 27; (luiiilil. Listit. 1. 3, c. 7 ; Sulpic. Vict. Iiistit.

Rhet. p. 249.

A'.MPLITUDE (.4st.) amplitudo, an arc of the horizon in-

tercepted betv.ten its east and west points, and the centre

of the sun or stars at their rising and setting. Amplitude is

called urtive, or Eastern, when the star is rising, and orci-

dnous, or Western, when it is setting.

Eacli of these amplitudes is likewise

termed Northern or Southern, as the

l)oint of rising or setting is in the

northern or southern hemisphere ; thus

let II R be the horizon, A (i the Equi-

noctial, O the true East or AVest point

of the horizon, S the centre of the sun or star at its rising

or setting, then the arc () S is the amplitude.

—

Complements

of the Aniplilude, vide Azimuth.

.\mi'litude, Magnrtical (Mar.) an arc of the horizon be-

tween the sun or star at its rising, and the magnetic East

or West point indicated by the compass.
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Amplitude, complement of ihe (Gun.) the range of shot,

or the liorizontal riglit line drawn from the mouth of the

cannon to the spot where the shot finally rests.

AMPLU'STUIA [Ant.) ornaments for ships. [\\<}ie Aphistria]

AMPO'TIS (Med.) u.fA,7!urii, from i^aTivs', to regurgitate ;

the recess of the humours from the circumference of the

bod}' to the internal parts.

AMPU'LL.'i. [Ant.) a flagon for oil, or a jug for beer, which
was set on the table. It was sometimes made of glass, as

Mart. 1. 6, epig. 28, v. 3.

At tu multn diu dicis, vilreisque tepentem

Amptdlis potus semisupimii a'fuim.

Sometimes of skins, as

Phut. Rud. act 3, seen. 4-, v. 51.

A'(5( erit tarn sincerui

Optimum ftisfi operefi

The form of the ampulla is as in the annexed
figure. Cic. de Fin. I. 14, c. 12; Apul. Flor.

I. 2; Plin. Epist. 1. 4, ep. .'iO ; Suet, in Domit.
c. 21 ; Stuck. Antiq. Conviv. 1. 2, c. 25 ; Fabric.

Descript. Urb. Rom. c. 18.

Ampulla (Chem.) any vessel having a belly, as cucurbits,

holt-heads, receivers, &c.
A.mpull.\ (Aunt.) the first appearance of the heart, liver,

<S:c. in a foetus after conception. Ilildaiius.

Ampulla (Dot.) the bladder; a round, hollow, closed body
that is found at the roots of some plants, as in the sub-

, ut tjuiiis dicit (impuUariiis

uuudo ciirium, et siiicerissimi

,^,^.i^,^^^^ ^

^S?-.ci^

joined figure, which represents the root of the Utricularia

Aldrovnnda.

AMPULLA'SCEXS alvus (Anat.) the most tumid part of
Pecquet's duct.

AMPUTA'TION (Surg.) from am and ptdo, i. e. sciiido, to

cut; the cutting olf a limb, which operation is described
by Celsus, 1. 7, c. 23, &c.

Amputation is also used, by C;clius Aurelianus, to signify

deprivation of speech, and, in regard to the nerves, to take
away the strength. Cal. Aurel. de Acut, Morb. 1. 2, c. 6

;

Chronic. 1. 4, c. 7.

AMPUTATU'Il.\ (Med.) a wound from amputation.
AMSE'GETES (Ant.) those whose lands lay against the

high road. Fest. de J'erb. Signif.

AMU'CTICA (Med.) af^vKnicoe, from ««,t;W«, to vellicate
;

medicines serving to vellicate the bronchia, and produce
coutjhing. Cipl. Aurel. Chron. I. 2, c. G.

AMVE'TTI (Bot.) an Indian tree.

AMULE'TUM (Ant.) Amunetum, from afbmu, to keep off;

Amulet, the name of a particular form of words or of me-
dicines, which, tied about the neck, were supposed to

expel disease. Le Clerc Hint, de la Meelic.

AMU'RC.A. (Sat.) the Mother of the lees of the pressed
olive, which is of use for hydropical persons. It is called

bv Dioscorides UfA<jfr.r,. Cat. de Re Rust. c. 100; Dioscor.
l.'l, c. 138; Plin. 1. 15, c. 11; Columel. 1. 2, c. 20; Ori-
bos. Med. Coll. 1. 14, c. 1 ; Act Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul.
jEginet. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

AMU'SSIS (Ant.) or Amussium, a Carpenter's Rule.
A'MY (Lau-) from the French «mi; the friend or guardian

to whom an infant is entrusted : prochain amy, the next
friend ; alien amy, a foreigner subject to some prince who
i son friendly terras.

AMY
A'MYCHE (Med.) iiJiiv^n, from aju-wro-a, to scratch ; a su-

perficial exulceration or scarification, according to Hip-
pocrates.

AMYE'TICA [Med.) stimulating and vellicating medicines.
Cal. Aurel. de Acut. Morb. 1. 2, c. 6.

AINIY'GDALA (Bot.) It^xiy^kxii, so called because it has
many furrows ; the almond or fruit of the almniid tree.

The sweet and esculent almond is much inferior in virtue

to the bitter, which, among other medicinal qualities, atte-

nuates and provokes urine. Tbeophrnd. Hint. Plant. I. 2,

c. 1 ; Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 176 ; Plin. 1. 15 ; Paid. .E.triiict. 1. 7,

c. 12.

A^l\'GDAL.'E Jiiucium (.-Inat.) the almonds or kernels of
the throat, otherwise called Tonsilhv.

A!MYGDAL.4'TUM (Med.) an am3'gdalate or emulsion of
almonds.

AIMYGDA'LEA (Ant.) the same as Ami/gdale.
AMYGDALI'NUMo/ram (P/,ar.) oil of' almonds.
AMY'GD.\LIS si»»7/s (Bot.) the Tlieobromn of L'mnxus.
AMYGDALITES (Bot.) a herb of the spurge kind, having

the leaf of the almond. Plin. 1. 26, c. 8.

AMYGDALA'D (Min.) the Amygdalites vulgaris of Lin-
naeus.

AMYGDALO'IDES (Bot.) the Euphorbia pulustris of Un-
naeus.

AMYGDALOPE'RZICUM [Bot.) the Almond Peach.
AMYGDA'LUM (Bot.) «/*t/yJicAo», the fruit of the Aniyg-

dalus.

AMY'GDALUS (Bot.) Amygdala, aubv'/^xx~„. Almond-tree ;

a tree so called, from awmnru, to tear with the nails ; be-
cause the stone of the fruit is furrowed as if torn with the

nails, [vide Amygdala']
Amygdalus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants.

Class 12 Icosandria, Order 1 Moiiogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved, tubulous;
divisions spreading.

—

Cor. of five petals, oblong-ovate.

—

Stam. Jilaments shorter by half than the corolla ; anthers
simple.

—

Pist. germ roundish : style simple ; stigma
headed.

—

Per. a drupe roundish, villose ; seed a nut
ovate compressed.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Ami/gdalus Per-
sica, the Peach orXectiirineTree.

—

Amygdalns communis,
the common Almond Tree.

—

Amygdalus nana, Conmion
Dwarf Almond.

—

Amygdalus pumila, Double-flowered
Dwarf Almond.

Amygdalus is also the name of the Brabeium stellidi-Jblium,

and the Catappa terminalis of Linnaeus. Rail Hist. Plant.

AMYGDALY'TES (Min.) almond-stone, a genus of earths

of the aggregate order.

Generic Character. The amygdalytes consists of various

elliptical stones imbedded together, so as form an ir-

regular mass.

Species. The species of this genus may be divided into

those which have a talcose base, those with a calcareous

base, those with an argillaceous base, and those with a

siliceous base.

A'MYLA (Chem.) any sort of chemical feecula. Casiell.

Lex Med.
A'MYLON ^A'(3/.) or Amylum, au,uMr, from «, priv. and jw-i'^i;,

a mill ; because it is made without a mill ; starch, or the

faecula of wheat, which is good for rheum in the eyes.

Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 123; Plin. 1. 18, c. 7; Oriba.s. Med. Coll.

L 1, c. 17; Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; P. Aigin. de Re Med.
1. 1, c. 78 ; Myrep. de Antid. 1. 1, c. 425.

A'MYON (Anat.) an epithet for a limb so emaciated as for

the muscles to disappear.

A'MYRIS (Bot.) 'cifii,v(i(, a genus of plants, Class 8 Octan-

dria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. pe-

tals spreading.—SiAM. Jilaments awlshaped ; anthers
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oblong.—PiST. germ superior; style tliickisli ; stigma

four-cornered.— Per. Afjry roumlisn ; sect/ nut round.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, as the

—

Anii/ris

Gilcadcnsis, the Balsam of Gilead-tree.

—

Anit/ris elcnii-

Jern, Gum Elemi-tree.

—

Ami^ris opubalsamum, Opobiilsa-

mum, i>fc.. Balsam of Mecca tree.

—

Amyris balsamifera,

Sweet Amyris, White Candle-wood or liose-wood.

—

Aiiiyris toxifcra. Toxicodendron, &;c. Poison-ash, &c.
Raii Ilist. J'lnnl.; Pliik. Almiig.

A'N.\ (iVed.) a.>u, a term in prescriptions for each, which
is connnonly written A or A A.

Ana (Com.) an Indian coin equal to a shilling and \l of a
penny.

A\ABA'rTI.ST.S (Ecc.) an heretical sect who admit none
to tlie ordinance of baptism but such as can give an
account of their faith. They are called Anabaptists, that

is " Kebaptizers," from U>aiin7iTi^!i, to baptize again,

because they rebaptize all before they join their commu-
nity, that have already received baptism. Geneb. in Cle-

mens. \ni ; Prulcol. Docirin. IJeerel Omn.\ Sander, de

Origin et Progress Scliismat. Anglican. ; Spondan. Contiii.

Baron. .Innal. Ann. 15'i2.

AXABA'SII (.Int.) expeditious couriers or messengers men-
tioned by St. Jerora. Adver. Ruffin.

AN'A'BA.SIS (Ant.) avalixin^, from i»«/3«i'4i, to ascend ; the

title of Xcnophon's description of the younger Cyrus'

expedition against his brother.

AsABA.sis (Med.) an increase of fever in general. Gul.de
Morb. Temp. c. 2; Gorr. Defin. JMed.

Anaba.si.s (Bid.) a plant mentioned by Pliny, which was
otherwise called ei/uiseliim, or Horse-hair. /"//.'(. 1. 26, c. 7.

Anabasis, in the Linnean sj/stem, a genus of plants. Class 5
Pentandria, Order 2 Digi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth three-leaved leaflets,

roundish— Con. five-petalled.

—

StA}:I. filaments filiform
;

anthers roundish.— Pist. germ roundish ; styles acumi-
nate ; stigmas obtuse.

—

Pek. beriij roundish ; seed single.

Species. The species are

—

Anabasis aphylla, Salsola bacci-

Jcra seu Kali bacci/erum, Leafless Anabasis, a slnub,

native of the South-cast of Europe

—

Anabasis foliosa,

Sulsola clavifolia. Leafy Anabasis, an annual, native of

the South-east of Europe

—

Anabasis tamariscijolia seu
Kali Jrtdicosum, Tamarisk-leaved Anabasis, a shrub,

native of .Spain

—

Anabasis spinosissima, seu Salsola echi-

nus. Thorny Anabasis, a shrub, native of Ale\andria

—

Anabasis Crelacea, a perennial, native of Siberia. Linn.
Spec. Plant.

ANABA'TICA (Med.) «'«/8«7-ik«, a continued fever increas-

ing in malignity. Gal. de Differ. Puis. 1. 2, c. 1 ; Gorr.
Defin. Med.

AXABA'THIIA (Ant.) irom k<iuliaiiiu,asccndo; 1. Stepping
stones or blocks placed by the way side for mounting or
dismounting. 2. Kanges of seats in the theatres. 3. A
throne in the palace at Constantinople where the emperor
used to sit.

Juvcn. sat. 7, v. 4-f).

El ijuif com/iirtii pendent anahatlmi llgillu.

liergier. de riis. Milit. I. 4, sect. S9 ; Lips, ad Belg. 1. 2,
ep. 48.

AN.'VBIBA'ZOX [A^tron.) the dragon's head or Northern
node of the moon.

AN.V'BOLIC (Med.) from ii.>xi2x>,>,u, to cast up; throwing
any thing oH'lhe stomach.

AN.VliOLECS (Ant) .W5«^if', in the Latin strator ; an
C(juerry or groom of the stnbles ; so called from his assist-

ing liis master to mount his horse. Plutarch in Crass.

;

Snidas ; Enstath. in Odi/ss. 1. 1, v. 1.55.

ANABIlOCIirSiMOS (Med.) <i.«^'p,;^.tr(*i?, from ir«, up-
wards, and /2fo;t»5> a cord ; an operation for fastening the
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hairs of the ej'elids wlien offensive to the eyes. Cels. de
lie Med. 1. 7, c. 7 ; Gall. Comm. 4, i)t Hippocrat. de Rat.
Vict. ; Paul Alginet. de Reeled. 1. G, c. l.'J ; Gorr. Defm.
Med.; Foes. (J-lconom. Hippocrat.

ANABRO'SIS (Med.) i.aA-fi-o-i?, from «»«3fiT>ce,', to con-
sume ; a corrosion of the solid parts by acrid humours.

ANA'BUL.\ (Znol.) a kind of beast in Ethiopia, having a
head like a camel, a neck like a horse, legs like an ox, and
reddish all over, with white spots.

ANACALYPTE'RIA (Ant.) A'.a««Au'TTwi<',from i.««aPiwT6,,

to unveil ; festivals among the Greeks on the third day
after marriage, when the bride was allowed to take off her
veil which she had hitherto always worn. The presents

made at that time to the bride had also that name, and, ac-

cording to Hesychius, the day was called atcixa>,u!ZTitfm.

Jul. Pollux. 1. 3, segm. 36; llarpocration ; Hesychius;
Suidas ; C(cl. Rhodig. Antiq. Led. 1. 1, c. 26.

ANACA'MPSEROS (Rot.) Orpine, or Live Long ; a plant

that grows to the height of a foot and more. It is of a
detersive and vulnerary quality, fit for ruptures. The
leaves of the anacampseros have a glutinous acidity, and
give a strong red tincture to blue paper. Plin. 1. 24,

c. 17; J. Bauli. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; J. Tournef.
Instit. ; Lcm. des Drogues.

ANACA'MPTICS (Opt.) a species of optics, otherwise
called catoptrics.

ANACA'RDIOS antidolus Theodntus (Med.) a confect of

warm ingredients, good for epilepsies and apoplexies.

Mijrep. de Antidot. sect. 1, c. 219 ; Trallian, 1. 7, C. 10;
Gorr. Def. Med.

ANACA'RDINA confcetio (Med.) a confect of anacardiums.

3Ies.

ANACA'RDIUM (Bot.) Cassa, Cajou, or Cashew tree, from
«»«, upward, and nafS'lu, the heart; because the pulp of the

fruit has a nut growing out at the end of it instead of its

enclosing the seed. This is said to be hot, dry, and com-
forting to the vitals. Paul. .'Eginet. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 1 1

;

Gorr. Defin. Med.
Anacaudium, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants,

Class 9 Enneandria, Order 1 Mnnogynia.
Generic Characters. C ax., perianth five-leaved; leajlets

ovate.—Con. petals five.

—

Utam. filaments ten; aytthers

roundish.— Pist. germ kidney-shaped ; .<////c' subulate;

stigma small—Pen. none ; receptacle fleshy ; seed a nut

kidney shaped.

Species. The only species are the Anacardium occidentalc,

Pomifera seu potius Prumijera Indica, Acajou, Cassu-

xiium, Caschnu seu Kapa-mava, Cashew Nut, Cassu or

Acajou, a shrub, native of the Indies. Brown. Hist.

Jamaic. ; Jacqu. Hist, Amcric. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

AN.Ac.vnniUM, a name, a species of the Semicarpus and the

Avicenna tomentosa of Linnaeus. ./. Bauhin. Hist. Plant.

C. Bauhin. Pin.; Ger. Herbal ; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Plulc.

Almag. Botan.

Anacahdium orienlalc (Bot.) Malacca Bean Tree; a plant

from whicli an oil like that of almonds is extracted, which
is of medicinal virtue. Lcm. des Drag.

ANACATII,\'RSiS (Med.) i.axzfafcn'?, from aVaxa^aipo^ai,

to purge upwards ; a purgation of the lungs by expectora-

tion. Gal. Com. in Hippocrat. 1. ,5, aphor. 8.

ANACATIIA'RTICA (Med.) from umK«6ul(cfj,u,, to purge

upwards ; a species of purgatives that promote exjiectora-

tion.

ANACE'I.'V (Ant.) A''>«itei«, a festival in honour of Castor

and Pollux, who were called Anaces, utaxii '» aVaxrs?, and

their temple Anaceum, uyccKnot. Jul. Poll. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Pans.

1. 10, c. ult.

ANACEPHAL.'EO'SIS (Rhet.) <i»«xi?i«A«.W«„ from «'
«,

again, and KKptt^iccn; to rehearse; recapitulation, or sum-

ming up of the heads of a discourse. This is called, in
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Latin, colhctio ; and Cicero also speaks of a species of

recapitulation which he calls enumerntio. Cic. Brut. c. 88,

et dc Inveii. 1. 1, c. 52; Qnintil. Inslit. 1. 0", c. 1 ; Hermog.

T.,f\ S'livir, p. 26 ; Apsin. Art Rhet. Aid. Edit. p. 706.

AXACHI'TES (iSIin.) the name of the gem adamas, or

Adamant, which is so called because it serves as an anti-

dote, and expels all vain fears from the mind. Plin. 1. 37,

c. 4'.

AXACHORE'TA (Ecc.) awx^F"?' f™"! ia/japsV, rcccdo,

an anchoret ; a hermit, or one who secludes himself alto-

gether from the society of man. The first monks were of

this description, as St. Paul, the hermit, who, to avoid the

persecution, fled into the desert, and passed his days in

religious contemplation. This mode of life was frequently

followed until the foundation of the monastery of the Ce-
nobites. Hier. Vit. St. Paul. Eremit. Sic. ; AUatius de

Consensu Ecd. Orient, et Occident.; Du Fin. BiLl. des Aut.

Eccles.

ANACHRE'MPSIS (Med.) i>ccxf-'f^4"^, from ««, up, and
Xfiu,~rcujui, to hawk; a purgation of the lungs by means of

hawking. It is otherwise called npnclirci.'ipsis. Gnl. in

Hippncrat. 1. t, aphor. 4-7 ; Foes. (Econom. fFippocrat.

AXA'CHllOXISM (Cliron) ajnichrnuismns, a»x-xf'""''l^''U

from Xf'o^, time ; an error in time by placing an event

earlier or later than it really happened.
ANACINE'MATA (Ant.) u«a.Ki>y,u,a.Tu, gesticulations and

motions used by the combatants before they entered the

lists. Faes. (Econom. liippocrat.

ANA'CLASIS (Anal.) the elevation of the arm so that the

humerus with the arm should appear to be one bone.

Hippocrat. de Fract. sect. 3 ; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

;

Gorr, Dejin. Med.
Anacl.asis (R/iit.) A'>«xA«iri5, reflection ; a figure of speech

which is understood by the auditor in a contrary sense to

what was intended to be convened. Quintllian calls this

" anianaclasis." Quint. I. 9, c. 3 ; Rutil. Lup. 1. 1, c. 5.

ANACLA'.STICS (Phy-) from a.>a.K>,-^u, to refract; a species

of optics which treats of the refraction of light.

ANALLETE'RIA (Ant) A'lax^nri-fia, from uixxaxiu, to pro-

claim ; festivals observed in all the regal states of Greece
when their princes came of age to take the government
upon themselves. Pdi/b. Hist. 1. 18, c. 38.

ANACLIXO'FALE (Aut.) A-.«„A.;o!r«A;), wrestling and
struggling while the combatants are on the ground ; a sort

of combat to which Martial alludes.

Mart.]. H, ep. 201.

Xtm amo qui vhicit. sed qui succumhere novit

Et ((it-it melius tS;» a»jz?.ivo)ra>.>i».

ANACLrNTERIA (Ant.) i««;i<.7-,p,«, pillows among the

Greeks, on which they rested their heads. This sort of
pillow is called by Aristophanes i-rtxXitTi-.fuc.

AN'A'CLISIS (Med.) aMsAKTic, the reclining of a sick per-
son. Gnl. Com. 1, in Hippncrat. de Art,; Foes. CEconom.
Hippocrat. ; Gorr. Dcjin. Med.

ANACLI'SMOS (Med.) <i.:£=cA.o-,«,o;, that part of a chair on
which the back of a sick person leans. Hippocrat. Tffi ufffm.

ANACOLLE'MA (Med.) <i.«>'.oA>,«,a, from U^^y.rx>.tc^, to ag-
glutinate; topics to prevent detluxions of hnniours upon
the eyes. Gal. de Comp. JMed. Gen. 1.6, c. S; Paul.
A'.ginet. I. 7, c. 16; Myreps. sect. 10, c. 3.

ANACOLU'PPA (Bot.) an Indian plant, the juice of which
is a preservative against the effects of the bite of the Cobra
Capella. Rail Hist. Plant.

ANACOLU'THON (Rhct.) iw-hnhv, inconsequentia, in-

consequence ; in speech, when that which answers to the
preceding is not expressed.

ANACOMI'DE (Med.) i»«x(i,«.i^», a word frequently used by
Hippocrates, to denote restoration of strength to a patient

after an illness. Hippocrat. de Morb, 1. 2, &c.; Gorr. De/.
Med.; Foes, CEconom, Hippocrat.

ANA
ANACO'NDO (Zool.) the name of a large and terrible snake

in the island of Ceylon, supposed to be the same as the

Bon constrictor of LinnKus.
ANACOUPHI'SMATA (Ant.) a sort of exercise or gesta-

tion among the ancients, mentioned by Hippocrates, v.hieli

consisted, according to INIadanie Dacier, in leaping. //(/;-

pocrnt. nif't S'ixiTYic, 1.2.

ANACO'STE (Com.) a sort of woollen diaper made in Flan-

ders and Holland, after the manner of the serges of

Caen.
ANACREO'NTIC ro-.te (Gram.) a sort of verse so called

after Anacreon, by whom it was first used. It consisted

of three feet, generally spondees and iambics, sometimes

anapxsts.

ANA'CRISIS (Ant.) itKxfiiri?, examination of witnesses.

ANACRO'SIS (Poet.) the name of a Parthian song, in

which the combat of Apollo and the Pythian serpent is de-

scribed.

ANA'CTES (Hist.) the title assumed by the sons and Iiro-

thers of the kings of Cyprus, who administered the go^ern-

ment while the latter took their pleasure. Aristot. npiid

Harpncrnt.

ANACTO'RION (Bot.) the same a% Gladiolus.

ANACY'CLUS (Bot.) from i/«)!i/)c;,»«, to encircle; a genus
of plants. Class 19 Hi/ngenesia,Ox&&[2 Poli/gamia supeijiua.

Generic Characters. Cal. common, scnles sharp.—Con.
compound.

—

Stam. Jilaments five ; anther cylindric.

—

PisT. germ flatted; style filiform; stigmns in the flos-

cules.

—

Per. none ; seed solitary ; receptacle chaffy ;

chaffs obtuse.

Species. The species are

—

Anacyclus Crclicus, Colula Cre-

tica S(c. seu Santolinoides annua, S^-c. Trailing Anacyclus,
an annual, native of Crete.

—

Anacyclus Vrientalis sen
Chamccmclum Oricntale, Eastern Anacyclus, native of
the East.

—

Anacyclus aureus, Channcmelum luteum seu
aureuni', Sfc. seu Anihcmis chrysanthemum. Golden-flow-
ered Anacyclus, an annual or perennial, native of the

South or East of Europe.

—

Anacyclus valeutvnus, Chrij-

santhemum vnlentimim, Buphthahnum lanuginosum, S;c.

seu Chamicmi'lum tenuifulium. Fine-leaved Anac3'c!us,

an annual, native of Valentine.

—

Anacyclus Ale.xandri-

jtus, an annual, native of Egypt. J. Bautiin. Hist. Plant.;

C. Bauhin. Pin. Tlicat. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

AXADE'MA (Ant.) i.-'a^y,f/ja, a kind of ornament worn by
Grecian women about their heads. Jul. Pull. Onomast,.

I. .5, c. 16, segm. 96.

AXADEXDRO'MALACHE (Bot.) the same as Althcen.

AXADE'XDROX (Bot.) the »ame as Althaea.

AXADE'SMA (Med.) a bandage for wounds.
AXADIPLO'SIS (Med.) A»«Jl^"A«(r:5, a reduplication of the

paroxysm of a semitertian fever. Gal. de Typis, c. 4

;

Trallian. 1. 12, c. 2 ; Gorr. Defin. Med.
AX.ADIPLO'SIS (Rhet.) a repetition at the commencement

of a verse of the last word in the preceding ; as,

Virg. eel. 8, v. 55.

Sit Tityriis Orp/uus,

Orpheus in Syh-is ~^—^

or of any word by way ofemphasis, as in Cicero's orations,
" Die, die plnnius." This is called 'fraiaM-^ii by Alexan-
der, in his book, sripi <r;e>s/*="'<"'. Deniet. de Elocut. ; Cic.

in I'err. 3 ; Quintil, Jnstit. 1. 9, c. 3 ; Alexand. ursfi irx^.i^.

apud. Aid. 582.

ANA'DOSIS (Med.) ivaJoiri;, a distribution of aliment over

the whole body. Gal. in Tim. Plat. c. 16.

AX^ADRO'ME (Med.) Um}ff>iJ,n, a recess of pains from the

inferior to the superior part of the body. Hippoirat. de
Pradict. &;c. ; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

ANADRO'MOS (Nat.) an epithet tor fish which at certaia

seasons ascend from the sea into the rivers. Trallian^

1. 1, c. 15.
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ANADYO'.MENE (Ant.) a paiiUing, by Apelles, of Venus

coming out of the sea, and wringing lier wet hair, which

Augustus bought of the Coans, and placed in the temple

of Julius Cxsar. It was a little defaced in one place, but

no painter could be found at Rome to repair the damage.

AN.^STrlE'SIA (Med.) i>a.<r«-!cri'K, from «, priv. and ^.o-e^o-i?,

sensatio!) ; an insensibility to the touch, the consequence

of disease, particularly the palsy, jirct. de Sign, el Cans.

Chron. 1. 1, c. 7.

ANAGALLIDA'STRUM (Dot) the Centuncidus minimus

of Linnaeus.

ANAGA'LLIS (Bot.) kmyaMk, a plant so called, i'r» 'i

uixy^yii , i, e. from its reviving the spirits. It was reck-

oned a lenitive that was very efficacious in curing inflam-

mations. Dinscor. 1. 2, c. i!09 ; Plin. 1.25, c. 13; G(d.

de Simpl. 1. 6; Orihas. Med. Coll. I. U ; Act. Tetrub. 1,

serm. 1 ; Paid. yEginet. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3; Marcetlin.

de-Mcd. c. 1.

Akacali.is, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class

.•j PeiUaiidria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted ; divisions

keeled.— Coit. wheel-.shaped ; border five-parted ; divi-

sions ovate.

—

SrAM. Jilaments erect; anthers simple.

—

PisT. germ globose ; style filiform ; stigma capitate.-

—

Per. capsule globose ; seeds very many ; receptacle globose.

Species. The species are either annuals, as the Anagallis

arvensis. Common Pimpernel.— /i^inn^aZ/is lalifidia, I5road-

Icaved Pimpernel ; or perennials, as

—

Anagallis monclli,

Upright Piin[)ernel.

—

Anagallis tenella. Bog- Pimpernel,

Loose-Sirife, or Money-Wort, &c. ./. Bauhin. Hist.

Plant.; C. Bauhin. Pin. Tlieat. ; Ger. Herb.; Park.

Tiicat. Botan. ; Jlaii Hist. Plant. ; Tonrn. Inst. Herb.;

Dill. Plant. Cat. Giss.; Boerh. Ind. Plant.; Linn. Spec.

Plant.

Anaoali-is is also a name for the Ccntunculus minimus evol-

vnlus et absinoides ; the Lysimachia nemorum and nummu-
laria, and the Veronica Anagallis of Linnaeus. Rail,

Tourn. S)-c.—Anagallis ai/ualica, the Veronica Betabnnga

and Veronica Anagallis, the Montiafuntana, Pepis portula,

and Samolus erandi of Linnxus, Bauh. Ger. Rail, Sfc.—
Aiuigallis carulea, the Gratiola monnicra of Linnaeus.

Sloanc.

ANA(JAI{(JALrCTA (Med.) 'Atia.yxfya.XMTa, Gargarisms,

with which the liiuces are washed. Hippocrat. de AJfect.;

Gorr. Dcfin. Med. ; Pocs. (Econom. Hippocrat.

ANACiLV'PIIA (Ant.) U'uyXvipcc, from Ut'a and yA:^(l>a, to

carve out ; vessels or plate, in asperitatcm excisa, chased,

embossed, or wrought with the hammer, not engraved.

Plin. 1. 33, c. II ; or opera signi, as Virgil calls them.

.En. I. .-), V. '267.

AsAfJLVi'iiA is also the art of embossing.

Anaoi.yi'iia (Anat.) the same as Calamus scriptoriws.

ANAGNO^S'l'E.S (.-Int.) civecy/u^ni;, a reader, or a person in

families of distinction, whose office it was to read at their

meals. Cic. ad Attic. 1. 1, ep. 12, ivrc. ; Fam. 1. 5, C)). 9.

ANAGO'GE [liibl.) «'>«-/"'<«, the mystical interpretation of

Scripture ; one of the four ordinary modes of interpreta-

tion, in distinction from the literal, allegorical, and tropo-

logical,

Anaoo(;e (Anat.) an efflux of the blood from the inferior

parts of the body, as from the breast, &c. according to

Arctaus; hut, as (iorricus thinks, Hippocrates takes it, in

his aphorisms, for an expulsion of the blood from the

lungs. A ret. de Cans, et Sign. Acut. JSIorb, I. 2, c. 2; Gorr.

Hcjin. Med.
ANA(;0'(ilA (Ant.) 'AinyuyU, an annual festival in Sicily,

celebrated by the Inhabilaiits of Mount Eryx in honour of

Venus, who was said to retire witli all the doves from her

usual abode. Ilur return nine days after with the doves

was celebrated by another festival, entitled xaxayaiv'"

ANA
Catagogia. XU Var. Hist. 1. 1, c 13; Hist. An. 1. 4
c.2.

.ANAGO'GIC.\L (Bibl.) or mystical, an epithet applied to

a mode of interpreting Scripture, [vide Anagoge^
A'NAGR.VM (Ant.) ci>t:typ'xt/,//.u, anagramma ; the change

of one word into another by the transposition of its letters,

as Amor into Roma. As also of several words, as from
the question of Pilate to our .Saviour, (iiiid est Veritas is

made the appropriate answer Est vir (jui adest.

ANAGRA'PIIE (.Int.) d^ay^x^,., from «'.«v?'i4>^, describe;

an inventory or commentary.
A'N.\GUOS (Com^ a measure for grain at Seville, equal

to about 10^ quarters English measure.

AN.\GY'RIS (Bot.) Utd'/fft',, or a'»av"f°?, a plant, resembling

the vine in leaf and branch, which has a very fcctid odour,

whence the proverb xi»tis rm diciyvfot, Anagyrum moves, for

one who brings himself into trouble. The juice of the root

is diaphoretic and digestive : the seed is taken as an emetic.

Diosc. 1. .5, c. 147 ; Plin. I. 27, c. 4; Suidas.; Oribas. Med.
Coll. 1. 1 1 ; Paul. .T.ginet. 1. 7, c. 3.

Anaoyius, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class

10 Decandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth bell-shaped ; month

five-toothed.

—

Cor. papilianaceous ; standard obcor-

date ; Kings ovate oblong; heel straight.

—

SrAM.Jila-
menls parallel; anthers simple.

—

Pist. germ olilong

;

st!jle sin)ple ; stigma villose.

—

Per. legume oblong ; seeds

six or more.

Species. The species are the

—

Anagyris Jcetida, Stinking

l?can-Trefoil, a shrub, native of Italy.

—

/Inagyris Cre-

tica, a shrub, native of Candia.— Anagyris inodora, a

shrub, native of Cochin China. ./. Bauhin. Hist. Plant.;

C. Bauhin. Pin. Theat. ; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat.

Botan.; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Tourn. Inst. Herb.; Boerh.

Ind. Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

Anagyri.s non Jcetida (^Bot.) the Cytisus laburnum of Lin-

naeus. Bauh. Hisi. Plant.

A'XAL///i (/('/'•) the fin placed between the vent and tail,

which exjiands perpendicularly.

ANA'LCIME (Min.) a species of Zeolite.

AXALE'CTA (Ant.) iitu.Xkr.rct., collectanea, from dtctXif^yjxi,

to gather, or collect ; fragments or crumbs falling from the

table, which were picked up, and not swept away, as the

pavements of the Roman floors were too hnely inlaid to

admit of sweeping.

Marl. 1. 7, ep. 20, v. 16.

Colligere lintga tm'pe 7iec putut de.Ttrd

Anatecta, quicijiiid el canes reliquerunt.

Rhodig. Antiq. Led. 1. 13, c. 31 ; Turneb. Adver. 1. 2t,

c. 33 ; Ursin. Append, ad Ciacon. Triclin. ; Alex. Gen.

Dier. 1. 4, c. 21.

Analecta (Lit.) a name of modern invention for collec-

tions out of authors.

ANALE'CT.E (.Int.) aVi t« xvxxiyta-Sxi, a colligcndo, I. e.

from collecting ; slaves among tlie Romans, who picked

up the crumbs that fell after meals, [vide Analecta']

ANALECTl'DES (Ant.) «Vi iS d^c.xiyi<r6x', a colligendo, i.e.

from collecting ; stuffed cushions to lay on the shoulders,

in order to luake a crooked body straight.

AN.VLE'MMA (Ant.) «viA.i(«,j«,a, from a'i«/«/*/3a»w, to resume

;

a planispliere, or projection of the sphere, on the plane of

the meridian.

AN.YLE'NTIA (Med.) a species of Epilepsy, proceeding

from affections of the stomach. Paracel. General. Caduc.

tab. f) ; .Mann. Anglic. /?o,?. Anglic, de Epilcp.

ANALE'PSIA (Med.) vide Analentia.

ANALE'PSIS (Med.) «'>«All^J"5, from a''a>i«^/3a>w, to recover.

i. The regaining of strength. 2. The suspension of any

member, as of the arm when hung in a sling. Gal. Comm.
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2, in Hippocrat. de Med. Offic. ; Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes.

(Econnni. Hippocrat.

ANALETTICS (Med.) d'^XK^Ttr-x, from ar«A««.3«.»., to re-

store ; a species of restoratives which serve to repair the

strengtli, and to raise the depressed spirits. Gal. de Satii-

tat. iiicnd. 1. 1, &c.

ANA'LOGY (Log.) aiaXoyix, from cl>i, equally, and Aiyog,

called by Quintilian ratio, seu proporlio, by Aulus Gellius

Convenicntia, seu Ratio propi>rtionis, the relation which

things bear, or are suppobcd to bear, to one another, from

their resemblance or proportion to one another, as in re-

gard to words that bear an analogy to each other in de-

clension, conjugation, &c. ; as if the nominative be mains

dolus, the oblique cases be jh«// and doli, mnlo and dolo ;

but, if in the nominative, they are alike, and in the ob-

lique cases different, then it is not Analogy, but Anomalij,

as lupus and lepus, which, in the oblique cases make lupi

and leporis. Cic. ad Atlic. 1. 6, ep. 2 ; Varr. de Lnt. Lin.

1. 9; lluiut. Instit. 1. 1, c. 4-.

Analogy (Math.) the comparison or proportion of numbers
or magnitudes one to another, thus, as -i is to 2, so is 8 to -i-.

AXA'LOGLSM (Log.) i.^;,.'/--^""?, from i^'a^cy^u, Ratioci-

nation, or investigation of things by the analogy they bear

to one another, as the judging of diseases, by the likeness

of their appearance, or of their causes.

AXA'LOGOUS Term (Log.) Vox ana!nga,se\i Analogicum ;

a term apjjlied to two different objects, from some certain

analogy or resemblance which thej' bear to one another,

as, in speaking of pictures, they may be called the King,

Queen, Ac. meaning the picture of the King. Such words
are in Rhetoric said to be metaphorical.

ANA'LYSIS (Log.) kiu>-JTic, resolutio, from avaXiii^', to re-

solve ; the unfolding any matter, so as to discover its com-
position, as when one proceeds from universals to particu-

lars, by the help of certain media or premises, in distinc-

tion from the Synthesis or composition adopted in Gram-
mar, which proceeds from particulars, as letters, syllables,

&c. up to generals, which are sentences : whence the

logical treatise of Aristotle is termed Annlytica.

Analysis (Math.) the resolution of problems, which is of

two kinds, Ancient and .Modern.

—

Ancient Analj/sis is the

proceeding from the thing souglit, as taken for granted,

through all its consequences, to something really known,
which is opposed to the .Synthesis, or composition, which
takes for granted that which is found in the last step of the

analysis ; and, proceeding by a backward course of deduc-

tion, arrives at what was taken for granted, or the first step

of the Analysis. Euclid's Data afford the best examples of

the Ancient Analysis.

—

Modem .Inalysis is the resolution

of problems by reducing them to equations by the help of

symbolical characters. This is divided, with respect to

its object, into

—

Analysis of Finites, which is otherwise

called Algebra.

—

Analysis of Infinites, of which fluxions

and the differential calculus form the principal parts.

—

Analysis of Powers, which is the same as Evolution.

—

Analysis of Curve lines, which shows their constitution,

properties, &c.

Analy'sis (Chem.) the decomposition of bodies, as vege-
tables, minerals, &c. so as to discover their component
part?, which is effected either by fire, as in general cases,

or by menstrua, as in the case of bodies compounded of
several substances, which may be soluble in spirits of wine,

water, and the like.

Analysis (.Inat.) the dissection of the human body, which
is so called in lieu of the more familar term anatomy.

A'NALYST (Math.) one who adopts the Analytical method
;

also the title of a treatise, by Bishop Berkeley, on the doc-
trine of Fluxions.

AXALY'TICS (Log.) U^^^^vtikci, the books of Aristotle for

the resolving of arguments, [vide Analysis^

\.
\ /
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its own sound. Quhitil. Jnstit. 1. 9, c. ! ; Hccphest. En-

chyrid.; Is'idA. 1, c. 16.

AN'AP.^'STIC verse (Gram.) what consists mostly of Ana-

paests.

ANAPHOXE'SIS (Med.) u.iH.(piim^ic„ a species of exercise

stronfrly recommended bv the ancient physicians.

AN'ATHORA (Gram) i-acp^fa, a figure in rhetoric when

the same word is repeated at the beginning of every verse,

or member of a sentence, as

Virg. Edog. 1. 4-, V. 58.

Pun eliam Areadiu meciim sijii^ice certet

I'an eliam Arcadii dicat sejudice victtim.

According to Demetrius it comprehends the Epanaphoranj

the Asyndeton, and the Homoestuleuton. Demcl.de E/ocut.

§ 14-1 ; HermogcH. ^ifi i'-ncr ; Lo?ig. de Sub. 1. 20, c. I.

AxAPHoUA (A.Hroi!.) an ascension or rising of the twelve

signs of the zodiac from the East to the West by the daily

cour.^e of the heavens. Finnic.

AXAPHKODI'tilA (Med.) 'ccm(Pei>l<rM, from «, priv. and

cc^fiiio-io-,, r-'enereiis ; impoientia venerea.

ANAPHRO'MELI (Med.) from «'•«, «W"5, froth, and ^.sAi,

honey ; despuniated honey, which will no longer froth

when boiled.

ANA'PLASIS (,S«;-o;.) ««a»-A«(ri5, reformation; the replacing

a fractured bone as it was before it was broken.

ANAPLERO'SIS (Surg) "A.a2-A«f«(r.5, the restoring of de-

ficiencies. Gal. de Dynam, lib. ascript.

ANAPLERO'TICS (Surg.) from i««-T>i>!po'«, to fill up; a

species of medicines which tend to encourage the growth

of flesh in v.-ounds. Gal. dc Dynam. lib. ascript.

ANAPLEU'SIS (Med.) u.d-Muirn,, the exfoliation or rotting

away of the bones from a redundance of humours. Hip-

pocrai. dc Fract. ^-c. ; Erot. Lex. Hippocrnl.; Paul.

.Eginet. de Re Med. 1. 6, c. 107 ; Gorr. Def. Med. ; Fues.

(Econom. Hippocrat.

ANAPXEU'SIS (Med.) iif«T»ii/(ri?, from maxna, to respire;

a respite from pain. Aret. de Cur. Acut. Morb. 1. 2, c. 1 ;

Foes. (F.coiiom. Hippocrat.

ANAPODOPIIY'LLUM (Dot.) the Podophyllum peltatum

of Linnaeus.

AX.-\'R.VPHE (Surg.) ayuffa(p>i, retraction of the upper

eyelid wlien relaxed, ylct. Tetrab. 2, serm. 3, c. 69.

ANA'RCIII (Ant.) U'CfZ'.; an epithet applied by the Athe-

nians to the four supernumerary days in their year, in

which they had no magistrates.

A'NARCHY (I'olit.) •^^i-w», ubi nullus impcrat, i.e. the

condition of a city, commonwealth, or state without a head

or sovereign, as " In those days there was no king in

Israel, but every man did that which was right in his own

c-yes."

ANA'IIHICA.S (Ich.) Wolf fish; a genus of animals ; Class

Pisce.'i, Order Apodal.

Generic Characters. Head blunt.

—

Gill-membrane seven-

rayed.

—

Body roundish.

—

Caudal Jin distinct.

Species. The species are

—

Anarhicas lupus. Ravenous

Wolf-fish.

—

.4narhicas minor. Lesser Wolf-fish.

—

Anar-

hicasjianlhcrinus, Panther Wolf-fish.

ANARRIIEGXr.MIA (.Vcd.) or Anarrhexis, from «>«,

again, and f>:v>u«.i, to break ; a fresii fracture or opening

of a wound.
AXARRIU'XOX (Rot.) \k\c Antirrhinum.

AXARRIKE'A (Med.) uruffoix, a fiux of Immours from

the iiil'erior parts upwards. Castetl. Lex. Med.

AXARUlKrPIA (Mc<t.) U<uffor,iu, from <i««, and fitu, to

move or creep ; a tendency of the humours to verge up-

wards. Jlippocral. de Humor.; Gorr. Dcjln. Med.; Foes.

(Ecn7iom. Hippocrat.

AX.V'R'rilROl (Med.) an epithet used by Hippocrates for

a people of Scythia, so fat and bloated that they were

ANA
li'ntfffn, i. c. their joints were not discernible. Hippocrat.
de Acr.

A'XAS (Or.) a genus of animals; Class Aves, Order Anseres.

Generic Characters. Bill convex, obtuse.

—

Tongue fringed.

Three fore-toes connected.

Species. This genus consists of three divisions, which are

distinguished, in English, by the names of the Swan,
the Goose, and the Duck. The most remarkable species

under each of these divisions are the following; nanielj'

—

Anas cygnus, the Wild Swan.

—

^Inas olor, in French
le Cygne, the Tame Swan.

—

Anas anser, in Erench
I'Oyc privee, the Grey Lag Cioose, or Common ^\"ild

Goose.

—

Anas segctum, the Bean Goose.

—

Anas ery-

thropus, the Bernacle Goose.

—

Anas bernicla, in French
le Cra-cr.nt or les Canes de Mer, Brent (ioose.

—

Anas
moUi.<sima, the Eider Duck.

—

Anas spectabi/is, in French
le Canard ii tile grise, the Kuig Duck.

—

Anas nigra,

in French la Macreuse, the Black Diver or Scoter.

—

Anas marila, in French le petit Morillon rai/e, the Scaup.—.Inas tadoma, in French la tadome, the Shield-drake,

or Borough Duck.

—

Anas boschas, in French Ic Canard
dume.sliijue, the Mallard or Common Wild Duck.

—

Anas clypcata, in French le Souchct, the Shoveler.

—

.ilnas acuta, in French le Canard a longue queuf, the
Sea-Pheasant, Cracker, or Pintail.

—

Anas pcnclopc, the
Wigeon.

—

Anas strepera, in French le Chipcau, the
Gadwall or Gray.

—

Anas i/uerquedula, in French la

Sarcelle, the Garganey.

—

Anas crecea, in French la

petite Sarcelle, the Teal. Belon. Hist. des. Ors. ; Gcssn.
de Av. Xal. ; JVillouoh. Ornith. ; Rail Synup.; Brisson.
Ornitli.; J.inn. System. \at.

AXASA'RCA (Med.) Utxa-ufxx, from «»«, and ra/*, flesh; a
species of dropsy, in which the flesh is puffed up. This is

called li/rcc-apxa by Hippocrates, and KaTacrafna by Heracles
Tarentinus, according to Caelius Aurelianus. Gal. Comm.
3. in Hippocrat. de Acut. Morb.; Aret. de S>g. el Cans.
Acut. Morb. 1. 2, c. I ; del. Anrclian. de Acut. Morb. 1. 3, c. 8

;

Trallian. 1. 9, c.2; Act. de Meth. Med. 1. .';, c. 6. 'I'his

disease is placed as a genus by Cullen, under the Class
Cacheciic, Order Intumcfcenticv.

Anasarca (Bot.) the dropsy in plants, from an excess of
water or I'ain.

AXASCHOXA'DI (Bol.) the Elaphantopus scabcr of Lin-
na;us.

AXA'SPASIS (Med.) a'niir^-airi? ; a contraction of the
stomach. Ilijipncrat. dc Prise. Medicin.

AXA'SSA (Bol ) the Bromclia ananas of Linnaeus.

ANASTA'LTICS (Med.) from a>«s-i'AAa, to contract; re-

stringent or styptic medicines.

AXA'STASIS (Med) mkh^-mitis, from a»ir>i/(*i, to rise up; is

used by Hippocrates to signify a migration of humours,
when expelled from one part they are obliged to go to an-
other. Ilippocr. de Epidcm, sect 7; Gorr. Dcjin. Med.;
Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat

.

AXASTA'TICA (But.) Utia^aTiKU., from »'»iVi)^i, to rise up, or

revive; a plant so called from its quality of reviving in

water.

Anastatica, in the Linnenn .'system, is a genus of plants,

Cla.ss \') Tctradynamia, Order 1 Siliculosa, in English, the

Rose of Jericho.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved; leaflets

ovate, oblong.

—

Cor. tetrapetalous ; hW«Av roundisJv.

—

Siwsi. fdamcnts six; anthers roundish.— Pisx. genn
bilid; .jiiy/e subulate; ji/Zgina capitate.

—

Per. silicle very
short ; .iceds solitary.

Species. The sjiecies are, Anastatica hierochuntica, Thlaspi

Rosa de Uiericho dictum, seu Rosa Hierochuntea, Com-
mon Anastatica, or Rose of Jericho, an aimual, native

of the coast of the Red Sea.

—

Anastatica syriaca, Bu-
nias syriaca, Myagrum rostratum, Thlaspi, &c. seu Rosa
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hieroconlen, &:c. Syrian Anastatica, native of Syria. C.

Bauhin Pin. Th'cat. ; Rnii Hist. Plant.; Mor. Hist.

Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

ANASTOICHEIO'SIS (Chem.) iws-oipKS''""-!?, from «'-« and
fcixit'i', an element; re-elementiition, or the resolution of

the solids and fluids into their first elements. Gal. de

Si/mpf. Cans. 1.3, c. 2; Gon: Dtf. Med.; Caslcll.Le.t. Med.
ANASTOMO'SIS (Med.) a'»:«fo,«-..r.?,from «'« and ^^y.-.^, to

closie the mouth ; 1. An opening of the mouths of the

vessels for the discharge of any fluid, as the menses, which
are discharged b}' Anastomosis into the uterus. 2. The in-

osculation of the arteries and veins, i. e. their running into

one another. Hippoc.rat. de ISIul. 1. 1 ; Ct/s. de Re Med.
1. 4, c. 4; Gal. de Melh. Med. 1. 5; Ccel. Anrel. de Paid.
Passion. \. 3, c. 10; Gorr. Dejin. Med.; Foes. CEconom.
Hippocrat.

Anastomosis (Bof.) a similar process of the juices in ve-

getable as of the fluids in animal bodies, [vide Anas-
tomosis']

ANASTO^IO'TICA (3/e(f.) aWs-o^AoriKB ; a species of ape-

ritive medicines, [vide Anastomosis']

ANA'STltOPHE (lihel.) asocfe?', from um and ^ftifi&; to

turn a figure of speech by the inversion of words, as Ita-

liam contra, which, according to Quintilian, is reckoned a

species of solecism. Quint il. G. Jnstit. Orator. 1. 1, c. 5 ;

Aristid. K-o>iPii Xcy. Aid. p. 658.

AXA'.STROUS sirrns (Astron.) a name given to the dnodeca-

tomaria, or the twelve portions of the ecliptic, wiiich the

signs anciently possessed, but which they have since de-

serted by the precession of the equinoxes.

ANA'TA (Coyn.) or Anotto, a sort of red dye brouglit from
the West Indies, which is used in England for colouring

cheese.

AXATA'SE (]\Iin.) the Titanum ruthila of Linna?us.

ANATA'SIS (Med.) kiaTxinc,, from aioi.Ti.tu, an extension of

tlie body upwards. Galen. Qiiidjit Med.
AXA'TES (Med.) a disease of the anus.

ANATHE'MA (Ant.) dvahfj^x, from amhr>x,, to set apart,

dedicate, or devote to a sacred purpose ; an offering made
to any God, and laid up in the temple. Poll. Onomast.

I. ], c. 1, segni. 27.

Aka'thema (Ecc.) tirnhj/.a, from diatiufxt, to remove from

others, as something set apart and devoted ; a sentence of

excommunication, by which a person was either cut off

from all communion with the faithful, as was the practice

among the Hebrews, and after them of the Christians ; or

eise of being devoted to death and utter destruction, as

was frequently practised among the Hebrews, in the case

of the Canaanitish cities, of Achan and others ; and in

some instances, as of Codrus and Curtius, among the

heathens, who made a voluntary devotion of themselves,

which was the same as anathematizing themselves, that is,

setting themselves apart for some exclusive object.

AXA'THRON (Min.) a fossil which vegetates on rocks, in

the form of a white ston}* moss.

ANATHYMIA'SIS (Med ) from ci''xSv[^iau, to fumigate, sig-

nifies evaporation.

ANATOCISM (Com.) afccTcxKr/ti)}!;, usurious interest, or com-
pound interest for monies lent.

ANATOMY.

ANA'TO.MY, avurci/jAtt, from ci>a.-tii)-vi,i, to dissect, or cut

asunder ; is the separation of the parts of an animal body,

so as to come at the knowledge of the component parts.

The word anatomy is commonly applied to the dissection

of a human subject in a liealth3' state, in distinction

from morbid anatomy, or the anatomy of diseased sub-

jects, and comparative anatomy, or the dissection of ani-

mals. The body is composed of solids and fluids, and is

generally divided into the Head, Trunk, and Extremities.

The Solids.

The solids consist of fibres, or small filaments, which differ

in their degree of hardness or elasticitj'. They are di-

vided into intcgumenia, the Integuments ; ossn, the
Bones; cartilagines. Cartilages; ligamenta. Ligaments;
memhrancc, the Membranes ; vasa, the \'essels ; musculi,

the Muscles; nervi, the Nenes; and glandules, the
Glands.

Integuments are the coverings of the whole body, com-
prehending the

—

Epidermis, Cuticle or Skarfskin, which
is tlie outermost.

—

Rete mucosum, a net-work immediately
under the epidermis.

—

Cutis vera, the real Skin, which
retains and carries off all the humours of the body.

—

Corpus ndiposum, sen Meml/rana adiposa, the Fat, a cel-

lular substiincc, containing an unctuous juice. To the
above may be added

—

Capiflus, the Hair, which consists

of cellular filaments, and is denominated the Beard, Eye-
lashes, Sec. according to the place in which it grows,
[vide //fl/r]

—

Unguis, the Nails, which are horny sub-
stances.

Bones are hard and brittle substances, composed of la-

mellcc, or plates, lying upon one another, and joined to-

gether by transverse fibres. They are covered with an
exquisitely sensible vascular membrane, called the peri-

osteum, which on the cranium, or skull, is called the »e-

ricranium. On the surface of the bones are both emi-
nences and cavities. The eminences are called Pro-
cesses, wliich are of two sorts, namely, the epiphysis

and the apophysis. Tlie epiphyses, or appendices, are, as

it were, parts added to the bone ; the apophyses are set

upon or growing to a large bone, so as to make one, as

the nasal apophysis.

Processes have different names, according to their figure.

A process like a ball is called caput, the Head ; when
flattened, condyle ; the narrow part of the process cervix,

the Neck. A rough process is a Tuberosity ; and one
terminating with a sharp point corona which, from its re-

semblance to other substances, is termed mastoid, sty-

loid, anchoroid, spinal, &c. Long ridges are called

spinie, the sides of which are lahia, Lips. Processes
which form the brims are supercilia.

The cavities and depressions of bones are of two sorts,

namely

—

Glcmc, which are narrow and shallow, and

—

Cotyltc, which are deep and wide. These are subdi-
vided into

—

Pits, or small roundish holes

—

Furrotiis, or
long narrow channels— A7/c/;«, or A"o/c/;(?.?, small branches
in the bones

—

Sinuosities, broad but superficial depres-
sions

—

Fossce, large deep cavities

—

Sinuses, still larger
cavities, within the substance of the bono itself

—

Fora-
mina, Holes through the body of the bone. The in-

ternal structure of the bones consists of cells, filled with
a fluid fat, called Marrow, that is contained in Follicles.

The juncture of the bones with each other is called Arti-
culation, from the articnhis, or Joint, at the ends of the
bones. This is of two kinds, namely— Articulation, pro-
perly so called, and symphysis. Connection. Articula-
tion is either diarlhrosis, or Separated Articulation, and
synarthrosis, or Conjoined Articulation. Diarthrosis is

subdivided into enaiihrosis, or the Ball and Socket, when
a large head is received into a deep cavity ; arthrod'ia,

when a round head is received into a small cavity ; s.yn-

glimus, when a bone receives, and is received into an-
other bone — Synarthrosis is the fixing of two bones to-

gether without motion, which is of two kinds, njmelj'

—

by ingrailing, or, as the joiners call it, dovetailing,
w liich is termed sutnra, a Suture, and by a junction on
a more extended surface, which was termed harmonia.—
Symphysis, or Connection, is that species of articulation

which takes place through the medium of another body;
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this is either siinchrondrosis, a Cartilaginous Connection

;

si/iieuroxis, a Ligamentary Connection ; or si/ssarcosis, a
fleshy Muscular Connection, [vide PI. 7, fig. 1, 2, and
the article 13otie]

Ccrlitar^cs are smooth white substances, which are harder
than all the other solid j)arts of the body, except the
bones. They are covered with a membrane called the
pcric/iom/ium.

Ligaments are close compacted fibrous substances. The
ligaments at the joint are called Capsular, because they
retain in capsula:, or bags, the mucilaginous liquor called

syiwvia, with which the joints are kept moist.
The Muscle is a bundle of fleshy or tendinous fibres, con-

sisting of the Belly or l?ody, which is the fleshy part

;

the Head and the Tail, which are the tendinous parts

;

these are otherwise called iiponenroscs or tendons. The
head is fi.xed on the immoveable joint called the Origin,
and the tail on the part to be moved, called the Inser-

tion. The membranes, in which tlie muscles are en-
closed, are called vngincc or sheaths. As the motions
of the human body are performed by means of the
muscles, they derive their names mostly from their
office ; as the abduclor, c/evalnr, flexor, extensor. See.

[vide Mnsclc'i When muscles act in opposite directions
they are called Antagonists; but when several concur
in the same motion they are termed connencres. [vide
PI. 7. fig. 4, 5, 6]

Memhrnnes are expanded substances of a pliable texture,
and fitted to serve as coverings for other ])arts of the
body, as the skin, peritoneum, pleura, dura mater, &:c.

The vessels are ducts or canals, composed of membranes,
the strata of which are called tunica- or Coats. They
may be divided generally into ]51ood Vessels and Ab-
sorbents. Blood-Vesscls, so called becau.se they serve
to circulate the blood through the body, are either
arterice. Arteries, or vo/^, Veins ; the former of which
convey the blojd from the heart, and the latter return
it to the heart, [vide Arlerij and ?>/«] The arteries
have a beating motion, called the Pulse, which the veins
have not. This pulsation arises from what is termed
the systole and diastole, i. e. the dilatation and contrac-
tion of the heart, [vide PI. 7, fig. .S]

AI)sorhi'nt<!, so called from tluir absorbing any fluid and
carrying it to the blood, are the vasa lactca, the Lac-
teals ; vnsn li/mphatica, the Lymphatics ; together with
their common trunk, the Lacteal Sac and Duct. The
J-acteals absorb the chyle and the Lymjihatics the
lymph. The Lacteal Sac, or reccptacidum cliyli, serves,
as its name denotes, to retain the chyle, and sends it by
the Thoracic Duct through the whole body. The
lymphatics, with the lacteals of the intestines, form
what is called the Absorbent Systejn. Most vessels are
parted off into branches, which are again sjilit into
smaller branches or ramifications, the last or smallest
extremities of which arc termed capillari/.

Serves are long white medullary cords, springing from the
cerehnim or Brain and Spinal Marrow, whence they are
generally distinguished into the cerebral and spincd
nerves. The cerebral are subdivided into the olfactorij,
nj^ic, auditory, fee. nerves, according to their use. [vide
AVnv] They go out in bundles ov pairs, and are after-
wards distributed by brandies, rnmificntions, and fla-
ments, over every part that is endowed with sensibility.
In several places the nerves communicate with each
c*»ier, which communication is called a plexus ; in other
jilaces they unite into Knots, called mnnliDns. [vide
PI. 8, fig. 2]

o o L

(Hands are secretory vessels, composed of all the dilFerent
sorts of vessels, enclosed in a menilirane, and serving to
secrete some fluid. As to their fabric, they are coirdo-

bale or simple, eonglomrrale or compound. As to their
contents, mucous, sebaceous, lumpltutic, salival, hiclini-
mal, &e.

"^

Fluids.

The fluids of the body are those humours or juices which
serve either to sustain life or preserve the frame in a
healthy state. The principal of these are sanguis, the
Blood

;
chijlus, the Chyle; lijmpha, the lymph ; Snd bills,

the Bile.

Blood is a red homogeneous fluid, of a saltish taste, a
somewhat urinous smell and glutinous consistence,
which circulates in the heart, arteries, and veins.

Chyle, a milk-like liquor, secreted in the lacteaf vessels,
by digestion, from the chyme or indigested mass of food
that passes from the stomach into the duodenum. Tlie
c'hyle is that fluid substance from which the blood is
formed.

Lymph, a liquid contained in the lymphatic vessels, lias a
fatuous smell, no taste, and a crys'talline colour: its use is
to return the superfluous nutritious jelly from every part,
and to mix it with the chyle in the thoracic duct, for the
purpose of furnishing nutriment to the animal.

Bile, a bitter fluid, secreted in the glandular substance of
the liver. Li a healthy state it is a yellow-green colour,
and of the consistency of thin oil. Its principal use is'

to separate the chyle from the chyme, with which it
mixes in the duodenum.

To the above might be added pituita. Phlegm; saliva,
Sjjittle; mucus; lachrijnuF, Tears; sudor. Perspiration-
unna. Urine; menses; lac. Milk ; and .5o»c« ; which
are all excretions from the blood, and, in a healthy
state, pass off from the body at particular periods,
of which more may be found under their respective
heads.

Of tluse component parts, in different proportions, are
formed the three principal divisions of the body before
mentioned, namely, the Head, the Trunk, and the Ex-
tremities.

THE HEAD.
The head consists of caput, the Head, properly so called

and cervix, the Neck. The parts of the head are exter-
nal or internal.

External Paris of the Head.

The external parts of the liead are, the Hairy Scalp and
the Face. The Hairy Scalp is composed of the common
integuments

; its uppermost part is called the vertex sen
fontenella, the Crown

; the forepart, the sinciput ,• the
hind part, occiput, or Back of the Head ; and the lateral
parts, tempora, the Temples. The Face comprehends
frons, the Forehead; aculus, the Eye; nuris, the Ear;
^
7iasus, the Nose ; and os, the mouth.

The ei/e is composed, externally, of supercilia, the Eye-
brows

; cilia, the Eyelashes; palpcbrcp, the Eyelids, the
angles of which are called cantbi, the margin tarsus ;
glandulic lachrymalis, the Lachrymal Glands; punrt'a
lachnpnalia ; canalcs lachripnalcs, Laclirymal Ducts

;

saccus lachripnalis, the Lac)irj-mal Sac ; ductus nasalis',
the Nasal Duct; membrana conjunctiva seu ulbu"inea
the White. o

.

The internal parts of tlie eye compose what is called the
Ball or Globe. These are tuniciv, the Coats ; camenc,
the Chambers

: and humnres, the Humours; besides the
Muscles, I'at, Nerves, and Glands. The principal coats of
the eye are tunica sclerotica, or the Cornea, which i.~ the
external and thickest coat ; tunica choroidva, or the Cho-
roides, which is the middle. The perforated septum of the
clioroides has the name of uvea ; the anterior lamina
of the septum is termed the iris ; the radiated plica; of

6
'
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the posterior lamina processus ciliares ; and tlie hole

near the centre of the septum pupilla, the Pupil, whieh

is capable of contraction or dilatation. The third

and innermost of the coats is the retina.— Cnnwrce,

the Chambers of the eye, are the camera anterior

and polerior, situated between the cornea hicida, or

the anterior portion of the sclerotica and the uvea.—
Hiimorcs, the humours of the eye, are three, namely, the

Aqueous Humour, which is contained in the two cham-
bers ; Crystalline Letts or Humour; and the Vitreous

Humour: these two last are enclosed in capsular tunica;,

called crystallina and viirea. All these sot't parts are

enclosed in a funnel-shaped cavity, called an Orbit,

which is formed by seven bones, namely, the os front is,

OS sphenoidale, os cthmoitlcs, os maxillare, os maUv, as

unguis, and os palati. [vide A^/c]

The Ear is divided into the external and internal.

Auricula, the External Eur, consists of a large cartilage

that is divided into two portions, namely, the pinna,

which is large and solid, and the lolms, or Lobe, which

is soft and small, autl forms the lower part. The exter-

nal ear contains besides several eminences, namely, the

helix, antlielix, tragus, and aniilragus ; and, also, some
depressions, as the Jbssa navieularis or scnp/ia, the coti-

cha, and the tticatus.

The Jtiternal Ear consists of, meatua auditorius internus,

the Internal Auditory Passage; meitihrana ti/mpani, the

membrane which separates the external from the inter-

nal parts of the ear ; ti/nipanum, the Drum or Barrel of

the ear; and the Labyrinth, which consists of three

portions, namely, cochlea, the anterior ; vcstibiilitni, the

middle; and the semicircular canals, [vide Ear']

The nose consists, externally, of the Root ; the Arch

;

Back or Spine, called the spina nasi ; the Sides of the

arch ; the Tip of the nose ; the ahe or pinnce, which are

the Sides of the nostrils ; the iiares, or External Nostrils.

The internal parts of the nose are, the Liternal Nares,

which consist of the septum nariiim; the subseptum, or

pillar of fat under the septum nariuni; the Convolutions;

the concha: superiores and iiiferiores ; the sitma maxillares,

and sinus sphenoidales ; the ductus lachnpnulis ; the duc-

ius palatini, and the membraiia pituitarin, which lines

the whole cavity of the nostrils, [vide Nose'\

The tnouth consists, externally, oi labia, the Lips, which
are upper and lower, and composed of a border or edge,

and of commissures or angles
;
/o.ss»/o, the depression

which runs from the septum nariuni to the edge of the

upper lip ; Cheeks, the upper prominent part of which is

called the mala ; Chin, the anterior protuberance by
which the lower part of the face is terminated.

The internal parts of the moidli are palatum, the Palate,

or roof of the mouth ; septum palati, or velum palati,

the soft part of the |)alate, which forms two arches ;

uvula, the conical tleshy substance at the root of
the tongue ; amygdalce or tousillcc, the Tonsils, two
glandular substances, one on each side the basis of the
tongue ; gingivec, the Gums, which contain the teeth

;

maxillce, the Jaws, which are composed of bones, and
are either upper or lower ; thefra'ua, of the lips ; lingua,

the Tongue, which consists of an Apex, a Root or
Basis, and a Fra;num. [vide Mouth]

Internal Parts ofthe Head.

The internal parts of the head are contained within an oval

cavity, called the cranium or Skull, which is formed of
eight bones, [vide Bones, and PI. S, fig. 1] The con-
tents of the Skull are comprehended under the general
name of cerebrum, the Brain, which is immediately sur-

rounded by two membranes, called by the Greeks
/*i!»iyvs5, or, by others, mattes, i. e. the pia mater and the

dura mater, between which lies a third membrane, c.illcd

the tunica arachnoidea. The duplicatures or circuuivoiu-

tions of these membranes are called sepia, the upper
of which has the name of the falx. The cerebrum
consists of three portions, namely, the cerebrum, cr
Brain, properly so called ; the cerebellum, or Little

Brain ; and the medulla oblongata ; to which is added
.sometimes a fourth, namely, the medulla spinalis, which
fills the great canal of the spina dorsi.

The cerebrum is divided into two lateral portions, called

hemispheres, the extremities of which are termed lobes.

Its substance is of two kinds, namely, the outer, that is

cortical, and is called the cortex ; and the inner, which
is called the substantia medullaris or substantia alba.

The cavities of the brain, called ventricles, are four in

number, and separated by a membrane called the septum
hicidum. In each of these is the choroid plexus, formed
of blood-vessels. There is also another small cavity or

J'osxula, called the iiifundibuluni, the superior opening of
which is called the Jhramen commune anterius. The
principal prominences are the corpus callosum, the lower
side of which forms a sort of vault called the_/orH2x; the
cor;)or«.ri)iafn, two striated prominences; thalami tiervorutti

opticorum ; corpora giiadragemina, four medullary pro-

jections, originally called nates and testes ; the pineal
gland, a cerebrine tubercle on the nates, and the crtira

cerebri, two medullary columns proceeding from the basis

of the brain to the medulla oblongata. To these may
be added the glundula pituitaria, a small spongy body in

the sella sj)heiu)idalis.

On the cerebellum are observed four eminences, called

appendices vermiformcs ; a fourth ventricle ; a valve,

called the valvula magtta cerebri ; lamina or ramifica-

tions, called arbor vilcc, the trunks of which are termed
pedunculi cerebclli.

The medulla oblongata is a medullary continuation of the
cerebrum and cerebellum, having anterior branches,
called brnchia, and posterior, called crura medullce. Its

transverse process is called processus annulnris.- The
extremity of the medulla is called the cauda ; its tuber-

cles, corpora olivaria et pyramidalia ; to which may be
added the medullary papilla; that are productions of the

infnndibnium.

The lower part of the tnedulla spinalis is called caudina
etjuina ; but, in other particulars, it resembles the parts

before described. From the cerebrum, and the other

parts of the brain, arise the nerves which are dispersed

through the body, [vide Nerves, and PI. 8, fig. i!J

THE NECK.

The neck may be added either to the head, to the thorax,

or to both. The fore part is called the Throat, and the

hind part the Nape. The parts of the throat are the

fauces, a cavity behind the tongue ; larynx, which consists

of five cartilages, a part of the trachea ; pharynx, a mus-
cular bag, which receives the masticated food ; cesopha-

gus, or gida, the Throat, a membranous and muscular
tube.

The salival glands, which are three pair, namelj', the

glandula: parotides, maxillares, an(\ sublitigiiales, so called

from their situation, [vide Neck]

THE TRUNK.

The Trunk consists of spina, the Spine; thorax, the Chest;

and abdomen, the Belly.

The Spine.

The spine is a bony column, consisting of a chain of bones,

called vertebra-, which are divideil into true or false.

[vide Vertibra, Bones, and PI. 7, fig. 1 and 2]
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The Thorax.

The fore part of the thorax is the Breast, the hind part the

Back ; the laienil part the Sides. Tliese are severally

formed by s/e)-H»i», the Breast-Bone; vertcbrcc dursi, the

Dorsal Vertehrx ; and cosUc, the Ribs, [vide Bones,

&c.] The thorax has externally the miimtinr, or

Breasts, in the middle of which is the pftpiUtt, or Nipple,

surrounded by a disc, called the iireo/a ; within are the

lubii/i luiti/cri, or Lactii'crous Ducts. The cavity of the

thorax contains the pleura, a membrane with which it is

lined; mediastinum, a membranous septum; pulinoiicxlhe

lungs; CO?-, the Heart, and ;;c(/c(7r(//»)H, the Ileartpursc,

a membranous bag, within which it is enclosed. The
largest part of the heart is called the Base, the narrower

extremity the Apex. It is divided by a membrane
called the septum medium or septum cordis, into two cavi-

ties, called rf»//7cv;//, ventricles, having several eminences

or inequalities, called Jossuhe, tliymus o/and, ductus

thoracicus, and the ductus lacleus. [vide Thorax]

The Abdomen.

The abdomen is divided into four regions, three of which

are anterior, and one posterior.—The anterior regions,

are the epigastric, or upper region, which is divided into

the epii^astrium, or middle, and the hypocliondria, or

lateral parts ; the umbilical, or middle region, consisting

of the regio umbilicalis, or Navel, in the middle, and the

ilia, or Flanks, on the sides ; the hypogastric, or lower

region, which is divided into the /;»/(;*, or middle part,

and the inguiiia, orCiroins, on each side.—The posterior

region is the regio lunibaris, or Loins.

The cavity of the abdomen is separated from that of the

thorax by the muscular diaphragm, called the Midriff.

Its viscera, or contents, are enclosed in a membrane,
called the neritomvum, and are as follow: namely, the

— Ventriculus, the Stomach which has two orifices,

namely, the curdia, which is the upper; and the y;^/o-

rus, which is the lower. It is composed of three coats,

namely, the outermost, which is membranous ; the mid-

dle, which is muscular ; and the inner, which is nervous,

and covered with vessels. To these has been added a

fourth, called villous. The stomach performs the office

uf digestion, which is now generally supposed to be
effected by the saccus gaslricus, or Gastric .Juice, which
flows from the tunica nervosa, aided by the continual

contraction and relaxation of the muscular tunic, which
is called the peristaltic motion.—The intestines are a long

pipe or canal, which, by its convolutions, forms six

portions, three small and three large, namely, the duo-
denum, jejunum, ileum, ccccum, colon, and rectum. The
small intestines have valves, or folds, called valvuhc con-

nivcntes ; the large intestines have fatty appendages,
called appendicuhc epiploiccv. The membranes belong-
ing to the intestines are the Mesentery, Mesocolon, and
the onicntum, or epiploon, by which they are kept in

their places and preserved from injuries, wliilst by their

peristaltic motio.i they expel the /rcir.v collected in them.— Ilcpar, the liver, is divided into two lobes, and is

suspended in the body by means of ligaments, which
cmniect it with the diaphragm, &c. It is composed of
wnall vessels, or the ramifications of vessels, called /o///-

c.v.li, or jiori biliarii, because in them is secreted the
humour called the Bile. The ducts of the liver an; the
ductus hcpaticus ; the ductus ci/slicus; and the ductus chclo-

dochus, which is composed of the two former. On the
hollow side of the liver lies the vcsicula fellis, or the
Gall-Bladder,

—

Pancreas, a glandular viscus, consists

of innumerable small glands that form one duct, called

ductus pancrcalicus, the I'ancreatic Duct ; its office is to

secrete a juice distinguished by the name of the succus

jjancreaticus, the Pancreatic Juice.

—

Lien, the Spleen,

is connected with the stomach by its blood vessels, calleil

vasa brevia.—Rcnes, the Kidneys, are composed of three

substances, namcl}', the external, which is cortical ; the

middle, which is tubular ; and an inner substance, which
is medullary. They have also a peculiar membrane,
called the membrana propria, and an excretory duct,

called the ureter, the origin of which, expanded into

the form of a funnel, is called the pelvis.— i'rinariu

vesica, the Urinary Bladder, a fleshy membranous pouch,
is divided into the Body, the Fundus, or upper part, and
the Neck, wliich is the lower part, that isj contracted

by the sphincter muscle.

The lower part of the Abdomen is, in the skeleton, called

the pelvis, which is formed by the 04v« ilia and ischia,

the OS sacrum, the os cocc/gis, and the ossa pubis, and is

terminated anteriorly by the pudenda, and posteriorly

by the dunes, or Buttocks, [vide Bones and PI. S, fig. 3]
The space between the anus and pudenda is called the
periiucum.

The pudenda, or organs of generation, are distinguished

into the male and female. The male organs are the

testes, vesiculic scminales, prostatic, and penis.—The testes

are composed of many minute vessels, convoluted into

different heaps, by means of which is formed a body
called the epididymis. They are enclosed in three inte-

guments, or coats, namely, the scrotum, conmion to

both, the tunica vaginalis, and the tunica albuginca ; be-
sides a muscular lining of the scrotum, called the dartos,

by which it is corrugated. The principal vessels are the

vasa prwparantia,connnon\y called the spermatic Chord,
and the vasa dcfcreniia. The most important muscle is the

cremnster.— I'esiculcc seminales are two in number, on
each side the bladder, which serve as receptacles tor the

seed.

—

Prostatic, or corpus glandulosum, a conglomerate
gland, situated at the neck of the bladder.

—

'['he penis

is composed of two spongy substances, caliid cor-

jMra cavernosa, and covered with a particular integu-

ment, called the prccputium. The extremity of the

penis is the glans, or balamts, and the ligament by which
it is tied to the glans is the frecnum. The canal or

urinary passage of the penis is the urctlira, in which is

a longitudinal orifice, called the meatus urinarius.

The female organs of generation are external or internal.

The external are the vulva, mons veneris, labia, ni/niphcc,

and clijtoris, the branches of which are called the crura.

—The internal parts are the vagina, or neck of the

womb, the hymen, and \\\e earunculcc myrtijormes, formed
from the hymen and the uterus or Womb.

The uterus is divided into three parts, namely, thcj'undits,

or upper part ; the Body, and the cervix, or lower part,

the entrance into which is called the os uteri. It is tied

by two sorts of ligaments, called ligamcnta lata and liga-

menta rotunda, i. e. two broad and two round. To one
end of the ligamcnta lata are tied the ovaria or testes in

females : along the other end run the tubic Fallopiance.

The vessels of the uterus are suliject to a periodical dis-

charge, which is called menstruation, and that which is

discharged the menses. The formation of the parts of
an animal in the womb constitutes a gravid uterus. The
conniiencenient of this process is called conception or
imj)regiialion ; and that which follows '\s gestation till the

time of delivery, when the young is brought forth. Tl»e

first rudiments of the animal arc called the embryo,
wliich, with the umbilical chord and membranes, consti-

tute the ovum. When the parts of the embryo are to be
distinguished from one another, it is termed the /Ictius.

The membranes of the ovum and f'tctus are the amnios,

which is true or false, and the chorion. These mem-
3,
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branes contain a fluid, called the liquor amnii, in which

the embryo rtoats ; and from the flocculent vessels of

the amnion is formed the vascular substance called the

plncciila. The placenta and membranes which come

away after the birth of the child are known by the name

of secundines, or after-birth.

The Extremities.

The extremities are superior and inferior. The superior

extremities consist of suivmitas humeri, the Shoulder;

hrachium, the Arm ; and mnnus, the Hand.—The sliouldcr

is composed of clavicula, the Collar Bone ; scapula, the

Shoulder Blade; and axilla, the Armpit.-:—The arm is

composed of the os humeri, ulna, and radius, the two last

of which make what is called the Fore-arm, in which

anteriorly is the bend of the arm ; and posteriorly, angu-

lus cubili, the elbow.—The hand consists of the carpus,

or the Wrist ; metacarpus and digiti manus, or Fingers ;

dorsum manus, the Back of the hand ; and vola, the

Palm.
The inferior extremities consist of coxa or regio ischiadica,

the Kip ; femur, the Thigh : tibia, the Leg ; and pes,

the Foot.— The thigh is composed of the osfemoris, the

Thigh Bone.—The leg is composed of the genu, the

knee ; tibia, fbula, pa/eUn, or Knee-Pan ; pnples, the

Ham ; caxum poplitis, the Hollow of the Thigh ; su.ra,

the Calf; and malleolus, the Ankle.—The foot consists

of tarsus, the Instep ; metrJarsus, or dorsum, the Back ;

digiti pedis, the Toes ; and plaiita, the Sole, [vide

Bones and Plate I.]

Explanation of the Plates.

Plate No. I. (9)

J"/t. 1.— 1. Os Frontis. 2. Sutura coronalis. 3. Os Ver-

ticis. 4. Sutura squamosa. .5. Os Temporis. 6. Pro-

cessus mamillaris. 7. Os Mala. 8. Ossa Nasi. 9. Ossa
Rlaxillaris superiora. 10. Os Maxilla; inferioris.

11. Vertebrae Colli. 12. Vertcbroc Lumborum. 1:5. Os
Sacrum. 14. Sternum. 15. Scapula. 16. Cost.i; vera;.

17. Costa; nothcC. IS. Clavicular. 19. Processus cora-

coideus. 20. Os Humeri. 21. Ulna. 22. Iladius.

23. Os Ilium. 21-. Crista Ossis Ilii. 25. Ischium.

2G. Os Pubis. 27. Foramen magnum. 28. Os Femoris.

29. Trochanter major. 30. Trochanter minor. 31. Pa-

tella. 32. Tibia. 33. Fibula. 34- Talus. 35. Os Cal-

caneuni. 36. Ossa Tarsi.

Fig. 2.— 1. Os parictale. 2. Sutura sagittalis. 3. Sutura

lambdoidalis. 4. Os occipitis. 5. Sutura squamosa.

6. Maxilla inferior. 7. Vertebra; Colli. 8. Vertebras

Dorsi. 9. Vertebrae Lumborum. 10. Os Sacrum. 11. Os
Occygis. 12. Clavicula. 13. Scapula. 14. Spina Sca-

pulae. 15. Acromion. 16. Os Humeri. 17. Ulna. 18. Ra-
dius. 19. Ossa Carpi. 20. Ossa Metacarpi. 21. Ossa
Digitorum. 22. Ilium. 23. Ischium. 24. Os Femoris.

2.5. Collum Ossis Femoris. 26. Trochanter major.

27. Trochanter minor. 28. Condylus exterior Ossis

Femoris. 29. Condylus interior Ossis Femoris. 30. Ti-

bia. 31. Fibula. 32. Os Calcaneum. 33. Ossa Tarsi.

34. Ossa ^Metatarsi.

Fig. 3.— 1. Aorta A. Valvulae semilunares. 2. Arteria

coronaria magna. 3. Ligamentum arteriosum. 4. Ar-
terias subclavia;. 5. Arterioc carotides. 6. Arteriae

vertebrales. 7. Arterise temporales. S. Artcrise occi-

pitales. 9. Contorsiones Carotidis ; C, Glandula pitui-

taria; D, Arteria; ophthalmica;. 10. Contorsiones verte-

brales. 11. Ilamificationes arterias. 12. Arterise mam-
mariae. 13. Arteria; cubitales. 14. Arteria Aorta de-

scendens. 15. Arteria bronchialis. 16. Arteria; inter-

costales. 17. Arteria caeliaca. 18. Ajteriae hepatica;.

19. Arteria cystica. 20. Arteria coronaria inferioris sto-

niachi. 21. Arteria pylorica. 22. Arteria epiploica.

23. Arteria coronaria superioris stomachi. 24. Arte-

ria; phrenica;. 25. Arteria splenica. 26. Arteria nie-

senterica superior. 27. Arteria mesenterica inferior.

28. Arteria; emulgentes. 29. Arteria; vertebrales lum-
borum. 30. Arteria; spermatica;. 31. Arteria sacra.

32. Arteria; iliacas. 33. Arteria; externae. 34. Arteria;

internae. 35. Arteria; umbilicales. 36. Arterial epigas-

tricas. 37. Arteria; Penis. 38. Arteriae crurales.

Fig. 4^.—l.Frontales. 2. Orbicularis Palpebra;. 3. Zygo-
niaticus major. 4. Nasales Labri superioris. 5. De-
pressor Labri inferioris. 6. Depressor anguli Oris.

7. Platisma myoides. 8. Pcctoralis. 9. Latissimus

Dorsi. 10. Serratus magnus. 11. Externus obliquus

abdominis. 12. Rectus abdominis. 13. Pyramidales.

14. Linea alba. 15. Gracilis. 16. Adductor longus
tricipitis Femoris. 17. Pectineus. 18. Psoas magnus.
19. lliacus internus. 20. Sartorius. 21. Glutaeus me-
dius. 22. Fascialis. 23. Vastus externus. 24. Rectus
Femoris. 25. Vastus internus. 26. Pars bicipitis.

27. Pars Gastrocnemii. 28. Soleus. 29. Peroneus
longus. 30. Extensor longus digiti Pedis. 31. Tibialis

anticus. 32. Deltoides. 33. Triceps. 34. Biceps.

35. Brachiseus externus. 36. Supinator longus.

37. Pronator rotundi Radii. 38. Radialis internus.

39. Palmaris longus. 40. Sublimis. 41. Ulnaris in-

ternus. 42. Abductor longus Pollicis. 43. Radialis

externus longus.

Fig. 5.— 1. Occipitalis. 2. Attollens Auricularis. 3. Or-
biculares Palpebrarum. 4. Latissimus Colli. 5. Mas-
toid~us. 6. Trapezius. 7. Deltoides. 8. Biceps.

9. Brachialis internus. 10. Triceps. 11. Supinator

longus. 12. Radialis internus. 13. Radialis externus

loiigior. 14. Radialis externus brevier. 15. Ulnaris

externus. 16. Abductor Pollicis longus jNIanus.

17. Infraspinatus. 18. Teres minor. 19. Teres major.

20. Latissimus Dorsi. 21. Pectoralis. 22. Serratus

magnus. 23. Obliquus externus Abdominis. 24. Ten-
sor vagina; Femoris. 25. Gluta;us medius. 26. Glu-
taeus magnus. 27- Semitendinosus. 28. Biceps Cruris.

29. Vastus externus. 30. Rectus Cruris. 31. Gastroc-

nemius. 32. Soleus. 33. Tendo Achilles. 34. Pero-

neus longus. 35. Peroneus brevis. 36. Extensor
longus digiti Pedis. 37. Tibialis anticus. 33. Liga-

mentum a patella ad libram pertinens. 39. Vastus in-

ternus. 40. Sartorius. 41. Triceps pars quas longus

vocatur. 42. Triceps pars qua; brachialis vocatur.

43. Brachialis externus. 44. Biceps Brachir. 45. Pro-

nator teres. 46. Palmaris longus. 47. Sublimis.

48. Ulnaris internus. 49. Ulnaris externus.

Fig. 6.— 1. Temporalis. 2. Mastoidoeus. 3. Trapezius.

4. Deltoides. 5. Brachiaeus. 6. Gemellus. 7. Pal-

maris longus. 8. Sublimis. 9. Ulnaris externus.

10. Radialis externus longior. 11. Extensor communis
digitorum. 12. Infra spinatus. 13. Latissimus Dorsi.

14. Obliquus externus Abdominis. 15. Glutaeus medius.

16. Glutaeus major. 17. Gracilis. 18. Adductor mag-
nus Femoris. 19. Semitendinosus. 20. Biceps Cruris.

21. Vastus externus. 22. Gastrocnemius. 23. Soleus.

24. Tendo Achillis.

Plate No. II. (10)

Fig. I.— 1. Sutura coronalis. 2. Sutura sagittalis. 3. Su-

tura lambdoidalis. 4. Sutura squamosa. 5. Sutura

transversalis. 6. Os Frontis. 7. Os Bregmatis. 8. Os
Occipitis. 9. Os Temporis. 10. Processus mastoideus.

11. Meatus auditorius. 12. Processes stylitbrmis.

13. Processus jugalis. 14. Os sphenoides. 15. Os
Maiae. 16. Os Nasi. 17. Os Unguis. IS. Os pleuuni..
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19. Ductus ad nasum. 20. Maxilla Rupeiior. 21. Fova- 1

men maNiiix supcriori. 22. Maxilla inferior. 23. Pro-

cessus coronalis. 2+. Processus condyloides. 25. Fora-

men. 26. Denies incisorii. 27. Denies canini. 28. Denies

niolares. 29. Os Triquetium. ,'iO. Foramen.
/.7,T. 2.— 1. Cerebrum. 2. Cerebellum. 3. Corpus pyra-

midale. 4. Annular Protuberance. 5. Processus nia-

uiillaris. (i. Optic Nerves. 7. Motores Oculorum.

8. The fourth pair of Nerves. 9. The fifth pair spread-

ing into three branches. 10. The si.xth pair. 11. The
seventh pair. 12. The eighth pair. 13. The recurrent

nerves joined with ihc eighth pair. 1 1. The recurrent

nerves after leaving the eighth pair. 1.5. The trunks of

the eightli pair. 1(J. Intercostal nerves. 17. Phrenic

nerves. IS. Branches of nerves going to tiie spermatic

vessels, &c. 19. Branches of the ninth pair. 20. The

sciatic and crural nerves. 21. The brachial nerves; a

communication between the dorsal and intercostal nerves.

pj-r^ 3.— 1 . 'I'he Larynx. 2. The internal jugular vein.

3. The subclavian vein. 4. The vena cava descendens.

5. The right auricle of the heart. G. The right ven-

tricle. 7. Part of the left ventricle. 8. The Aorta de-

scendens. 9. The Arteria pulmonalis. 10. The right

lobe of the Lungs, part of which is cut off to show the

Gall-bladder and vessels. 11. The left lobe of the

lungs. 12. The Diaphragm. 13. The Liver. 14. The
ligamentum rotundum. 15. The Gall-bladder. IC. The
Stomach pressed by the liver towards the left side.

17. The small intestines. 18. The Spleen.

2-7n-. 4. 1. The right ventricle of the Foetus distended by

wax. 2. The right auricle. 3. The left ventricle.

4. Branches of the pulmonary veins of tlic right lobe of

the lungs. 5. Arteries of the left lobe of the lungs.

(j. The vena cava descendens. 7. The Aorta ascendens.

8. The Arteria pulmonalis. 9. The Ductus arteriosus.

Fig. 5.— I. The parenchymous substance of the Pancreas

laid open. 2. The Pancreatic Duct. 3. Branches of the

Pancreatic Duct. 4. The Bile Duct joining the Pan-

creatic Duct. 5. The Duodenum opened. 6. The ori-

fices of the Bile and Pancreatic Ducts.

jF/V. C.— 1. The Kidney divested of its external coat.

2. A kidney in its natural state. 3. The Vena Cava.

4. Tile Aorta. 5. The Henal Glands with their vessels.

G. The Enuilgent vessels. 7. The Ureters. 8. The
Urinary Bladder. 9. The neck of the Bladder. 10. The
Testes. 11. The process of the Peritonaeum. 12. The
Cremaster muscle cut off. 13. The Spermatic vessels.

14. The Epididymis. 15. The Vasa Deferentia. 16. The
corpus glandosum. 17. The two bodies which compose

the Penis. 18. The Prepuce. 19. The Glans Penis.

20. The insertion of the spermatic veins into the emul-

gent. 21. Vesiculie seminales. 22. The insertion of the

ureters. 23. Veins which run into the back of the Penis.

21. Arteries which arise on each side.

I'irr, 7.—The Pulmonary .\rtery.

J'i". 8.— 1. The up))er orifice of the Stomach. 2. The
Stomach. 3. The Pylorus. 4. Arteries. 5. Veins which

accompany the arteries. 6. The Duodenum. 7. 'l"he

Small Intestines. 8. The valve in the Colon. 9. The
Appendiculum of the Ca?cuni. 10. The Colon. 11. The
lUctuni. 12. The Constrictor of the Anus. J3. The
F^levatores Ani. 14. Tiie Anus.

The principal Writers on Anatomy in chroiiolngicnl

Succession.

Ilippocralis " Opera;" Aristotcles " De Partibus Ani-

nialium," &c. ; /Irctipus " De Causis ct Signis Mor-
borum acutorum," Ac. ; Rufus Ephesiiis " De Appclla-

lionilnis Partium humani Corporis;" Galen " De Ad-
miiiibtralione Anatomiac," " 13c Usu Partium," &c.

;

ANC
Orihasii " Medics; Collectiones;" Berengarii Carpensi*
" Isagoge," &c. ; Vasscci Catalaunensis " In Anatomen
Corporis humani Tabula; quatuor;" Vesalius " De He
Anatomica," &c. ; Fn/lopii " Observationes Anato-

niica;," &c. ; Eiistachii " Opuscula Anatomica," " Ta-
bulae .Vnatomica;," <S.'c. ; Caspari Bauhini " Institutiones

Anatoniicx," &c. ; Fabricii " De Aqua pendente,"
" Opera Anatomica," iSrc. ; Rinlani " Schola Anato-

mica," tSrc. ; Ilnrvcy " Exercitatio Anatomica de Motu
Cordis et Sanguinis in Animalibus," &c. ; Albitii ',' Ta-
bulic AnatomicK," <S:C. ; CheKseldcn's " Anatomy of the

Human Body;" Heisler's "Compendium Anatouiicum,"

&c. ; Ilighmore's " Corporis humani Disquisitio .\nato-

mica," (Sec. ; Hnff'mnn/ii " Dissertationes Anatomlco-phy-

siologiciE," &c. ; Kcil's " Anatomy of the human Body
abridged ;" Mnlpighii " Observationes Anatomica;,"

&c. ; Munro's " Osteology ;" Piquet's " Expcrimcnta
nova Anatomica," iSrc. ; Saiinimerdam's " Miraculuni

Naturae," &c. ; JVinslotu's " Anatomicjue de la Structure

du Corps humain," Ac.
A'NATON {Mill.) the same as Anatron.

ANATIIE'SIS (A:irit.) mtfr(r,<rn, from i>«, and r^'-j.u,pcrfijro

;

trepanning.

ANA'TlilS {C/inii.) mercury.

ANA'TUON (Min.) 1 . The same as Natron. 2. The spume
or gall of glass, which bubbles on the surface while in the

furnace. 3. The same as Terra Saracciiica. 4. The same
as Anathron.

ANATUO'PE (Med.) Uixrf^zv., from «»aTp,'T^., to subvert;

a relaxation of the stomach.

ANA'TTO [Cliem.) vide Aiiala.

ANA'TU.AI (Sat.) ovurum testa.

AN/V'UDIA [Med.) the same as Catalcpsis.

AlsA'UDOS (Med.) antvi\i,, from «, priv. and ai/^<, voice,

speechless ; an epithet for one who has lost his speech, in

distinction from apccsoc, who has lost his voice. Gat. E.tcg.

Vocal). Hippocrat. ; Cels. de Re Med. 1. 5 ; Cal. Aurc/ian

de Morb. Chron. 1. 2, c. 1 ; Alex. Trail. 1. 1, c. 2; Gorr.

Dejin. Med.
ANAVl'NGA (Bol) An evergreen that grows in Malabar,

and in Cochin China.

ANAXAGO'RIA {Ant.) 'A,xijcyif,x, a festival observed at

Lampsacus in honour of Anaxagoras. Diogen. Laert. in

Aiiax.

ANAXV'RIDES (Ant.) d^ulvflhc, a sort of breeches or

drawers worn by the Scythians, according to Hippocrates,

from a/xa-iifni, to draw up. Hippocrat. de Acr.; Poll. Ono-
masl, 1. 7, c. 13, segm. 59, &c.

A'NBAR {Min.) vide //mira.

ANBLA'TU.M (Bot.) the name for a species of plant ; the

Lathrca anb/aliim of Linna;us.

A'NCEPS (Med.) doubtful as to the nature of the disease

or effects of the medicine.

.'Vncei's (But.) an epithet for a stem and a leaf which has

both its edges sharp.

A'NCESTOR (Lnm) antecessor, a natural person, who has

gone bi;fore in a family, in distinction from a predecessor,

who belongs to a body politic. Co. Lit. 78, b.

ANCE'STREL (J.au-.) relating or belonging to one's an-

cestors, as ancestral homage.

ANCHOR (Ant.) vide Anchora.

Anciiou (Mar.) the instrument which holds a ship in its

place, consists of four principal parts ; namely, the Ring,

the Stock, the Shank, and the Arms—The ring (a) is the

upper part, to which the cable is attached ; and the

square part (i), through which a hole is punched to receive

the ring, is called the sijnnre.-^')^\w stuck (c) is the large

beam, which is fixed to the square.—The .•iluink or beam

(d) is the longest part of the anchor.—The two arms

(//) branch from the shank, and run into the ground ;

I
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tliey consist of palms orjlooks (gg),
which are broad plates of a trian-

gular form at nearly the extremity

of the arm ; the broad part is called

the /i/aile, and the extreme sharp

point thei///.—The//; ran? of tliearm

(fifi) is the angular point near the
~ shank.—The trend (c) is a distance

marked on the shank, which is

equal to that between the throat of

one arm and its bill.—The crorvn

is that part where the arms are

joined to the shank. The flatted

surface at the lower extremity of

the shank is called the Scarf,

which is formed with a shnidder

on each side for the purpose of

finitlitig on, i. e. joining the arms
to the shanks. The small round is the diameter of the

shank where it is the smallest, which is near the stock.

The different sorts of anchors are the

—

S/ieei anchor, in

French maitrcsse ancre, the largest and strongest sort,

which is never used but in the last extremity.

—

Best bozvrr

anchor, in French la seconde ancre, and small hoKCr, in

French ancre d'aff. urche. These iwo last are smaller than
the rest, and carried on the bows, whence they take their

name.

—

Stream anchor, less than the preceding, and tlie

/cedge anchor, the .smallest of all.

—

Pilot's anchor, betwixt

the two last in size, and used b}- the pilots for dropping a

vessel in a stream.

—

Flood anchor, for a ship riding during
flood tide.

—

Eob anchor, for a ship riding during the ebb
tide.

—

Sea anchor, in French ancre dit large, which lies

towards the offing.'

—

Shore anchor, in French ajicrc de

terre, which is between the ship and the shore.

—

Floating

anchor, in French ancre flottante, which is sunk below
the swell of the sea where there is no other anchorage.

The movements and situations of the anchor axe as follo\i':

" Anchor comes home," when it is dislodged from its bed.—" Anchor drags," when it makes an ett'ort to come
home.—" Anchor is foul," when it gets entangled witli

another anchor, and the like.—" ^Inchor is a cock-
bill," when suspended from the cat-head ready to let

go.—" Anchor is a-peek," when drawn so tight as to

bring the ship over it.
—" Anchor is a-trip, or a-weigh,"

when just drawn out of the ground.—" To lie at

anchor," the situation of a ship which rides by her

anchor.—" To back the anchor," in French empcnneller

I'ancre, to lay down a small anchor a-head of the large

one, by which the ship rides.—" To cat the anchor,"

in French caponer I'ancre, to draw the anchor perpendi-

cularly up to the cat-head by a tackle called a cat.—
" To fisl> the anchor," in French traverser I'ancre, to

draw up the tlooks of a ship's anchor towards the top

of the bow by a machine called a fish.
—" To steer the

ship to her anchor, in French gouvcrner I'ancre, to steer

the ship's-head to the place where the anchor lies when
they are heaving the cable into the ship.—" To sweep
the anchor," in French draguer I'ancre, to drag for an
anchor that has been lost.—" To shoe the anchor," in

French convrir Ics pattes de I'ancre, to cover the flooks

with a broad triangular piece of plank.—" To weigh the

anchor," in French lever I'ancre, to heave the anchor
out of the ground by its cable ; sometimes it is per-

formed by mechanical pov.ers fixed in the long boat.

Anchor {Her.) an emblem of hope, was
borne in coat armour, most commonly in

pale, as in the annexed figure. He bear-

eth "gules, an anchor in pale argent, the

timber or cross piece thereof or; name
Goodrood."

ANC
.'Anchor {Com.) a measure of brandy containing ten gallons ;

the same as tinker.

Anchor {Archil.} a carving somewhat resembling an anchor.
A'NCIIOR.A. {Ant.) iyxt/fii, from ic'/y-uxo-,, crooked anchor ;

a naval instrument, so called from its curved form. Its

invention is of such antiquity as to be attributed to Midas,
and, according to some, to Anacharsis. At first they were
made of stone or wood, with lead affixed to them, but after-

wards of iron, and in shape very similar to what is now in

use, except that it wanted the stock, as may be seen from
the annexed figure, taken from a marble.

The anchor is most frequently to be found
on the coins of the Seleucida:, by whom it

was used, in consequence of a predict ion,

to Seleucus, that he should reign in that

place where he dug up an anchor, v.hich

happened in Babylon. The arms of the

anchors were called ojj r;;, dentes, teeth, whence the

name of i^U, dens, was substituted for an anchor among
the Greek and Latin poets. Some anchors which had but
one arm were called trifc^cfioi, and those with two dy^ft.i-efn^ct.

The anchor which was the biggest, and used only on
particular occasions, was called K~,r.vfx iifu, anchora sacra,

whence the proverb sacram anchoram solvere, i. e. to be
driven to one's last shifts. Diodor. 1. 5; Strab. 1. 10;
Plin. 1. S, c. 56; Poll. Onom. I. 1, c. 9; Polycen. I. 3, c.9;
Athen. 1.5; Arrian. in Perip. ; Suidas. in J'oc. ^'uyfjux.

;

Leo. Tact. c. W, § 140 ; Gi/rcdd. de Navigat. c. I'i; Sheff.

de Re Xaval, S^r.

A'NCHOllAGE (Mar.) 1. The ground fit to hold the

Anchor. 2. A duty taken of shiiis for the use of the

haven, where they cast anchor, i. 'J'he ground in port

and haven belonging to the king ; no person can let an
anchor fall thereon without paying therefor to the king's

officers, -l-. The set of anchors belonging to a ship.

ANCMOllA'LIS processus (Anat.) the same as the Processus

coracoides.

A'XCHORED (//fr.) or Ancrcd, a cross, the four extremi-

ties of which resemble the flooks of an anchor.

A'N'CHORET {Ecc.) a hermit, [vide Anachoreta.']

A'XCHOIl-GUOUN'D {Mar.) ground fit for holding the

anchor.

A'NCHORING {Mar.) the process of fixing a ship by her

anchor.

A'NCIIOR-STOCK {Mar.) a method of working planks so

that they should appear in the shape of an anchor stock.

.\'.\'CHOVY {Ich.) the i;y-pxa;;c'>>.ci of Aristotle, Clupea en-

crasicolus of Linnaeus ; a small fi.-^h, caught in great quan-

tities in the Mediterranean, having a slender body, but

thicker in proportion than the herring. It is brought over

pickled, and used in sauces. Aristot. Hist. Anim. 1. 6, c.

I.',; Athen. 1. 7, c. 8; Rondelct. Sf Gessn. de Piscib.; Will.

Ichthiol.

Anchovy /7enr {Bnt.) the fruit of a tree in the West In-

dies, called by Linna;us the Grias caulijlora. It is about

the size of an alligator's egg, and very similar in shape, of

a brown colour, and commonly used as a pickle.

ANCHU'SA [Bot.) Alkanct, in" Greek Jy;*;»"-« ; a plant so

called from its power of producing suffocation, according

to Nicander, Dioscorides, Pliny, and Galen. The root

was reckoned astringent, and good for ambustions and the

bites of venomous serpents. According to Galen, it was
used as a cosmetic, and is at present employed in dying,

being covered with a red bark, which gives a red dye or

tincture to any infusion. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. I. 7,

c. 9; Dioscor. 1. i; c. 23; Plin. I. 22, c. 21, etc.; Gat.

de Simpl. 1. 6; Orib. Med. Coll. 1. 15; Act. Tetrab. 1,

serra. 1 ; Paul lEginet. 1. 7, c. 3 ; Act. de Meth. Med.
1. 6, c. 8.

Anchusa, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class
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5 Pcntandria, Order 1 Moiwgi/nia, in English Alkanct, or
Bugloss.

Generic Characters. CAh. perianth five-parted.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous ; tiihe cylindrical ; limb seniiquinquefid.

—

Stam. Jihiments very short; mi/hers oblong.

—

Plst.
nprw.s- four ; fti/ic fiiitbrui ; stigma obtuse.— Peu. none;
seeds four.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Ancliiian ofji-

cinalis, seu liuglnsmm sijlvestre, officinal or garden Al-
kanet, or Hugloss, a native of Britain.

—

Jnchasa tinc-

toria, Buglossiim tinctorium, seu I.ithospermum villosiim,

dyer's Alkanet, native of Montpellier.

—

Anchusa sem-
pervivens, evergreen Alkanet, native of Britain, &c.
J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Batili. Pi/i. Thent. ; Ger.
Herb.; Park. Theat. Butan. ; Raii Hist. Plant.; Toiirn.

Inst. Herb.; Boerh. hut. Plant.; Linn. Spec. Plant.
.Vnciujsa, a name for several species, as the

—

Barleria lon-

gifolia ; the Borago Lidica and Zeijlanica ; ihc Lithosper-
miim Orientnle, piirpureum et ccendeum ; the JSIyo.wlis lap-

pilla and .spinocarpos ; the Onosma cinioides, and the Pid-
mnnaria SiLiriea of Linmus. Bautiin, Gerard, Rai, &c.

A'NCHYLE (Med.) the same as Ancht/lusis.

ANCHYLO'MERIS [Med.) a concretion of the soft parts.

A'XCUYLOPS (Med) the same as .Egilops.

ANCHYLO'SIS (Med.) from ayxt/Ao?, crooked; a stiff' joint, a

species of contraction.

ANCHY'XOPES (Bot.) the same as Pheenix.
ANXHYRO'IDES (Anat.) the same as Caracoides.

A'NCI (Med.) vide Galiancon.

A'XCFENT (Mil.) a term used formerly to express the grand
ensign or standard of an army ; also the standard bearer.

Ancient demesne (Law) a tenure by which all the manors
belonging to the crown in the days of St. Edward and
William the Conqueror were held. The latter caused the
number and names of all manors, after a survey of them,
to be enrolled in tlic book called the Uoomsday-Book : and
all lands found therein belonging to the crown, under the
title of Terra Regis, are called Ancient Demesne. !) //. 4,
c. .0; S //. G, c. 26 ; F. N.B. 1 !•, 2'i8, &c. ; Kilch, 98, &c.;
4 Inst. 2G9; Neru Nat. Brev. 32, 3,5.

A'NCIENTS (Laxo) a term for gentlemen in the Inns of Court
who are of a certain standing. In the Middle Temple all

who have passed their readings are termed ancients : in

Gray's Inn the ancients are the oldest barristers ; besides
which the society consists of benchers, barristers, and stu-
dents. In the inns of Chancery it consists of ancients and
students, or clerks.

A'N'CIENTY (Lnxv) a term for eldership or seniority used in

the Stat, of Ireland. 14. Hen. 8.

ANCI'LE (Ant.) Anci/le, a sacred shield among the Romans,
which was said to have fallen from heaven in the reign of
Numa, who ordered eleven others to be made in imitation
of it, and appointed an order of priests, called the Salii,

to watch over their safety in the temple. It was so called,
according to Ovid, because it was rounded, or had all its

angles cut oft'.

Ovid. Fast. 1. 3, v. 377.

Idijue ancUe vocat
; quod ab otmti parte recisum est,

(iuaqiu; uotei oculit, angulttsomnis ahest.

The ancile was generally supposed to have fallen on the
calends, or first of March, on which day the feast of Mars
and Juno was celebrated, which were called, on that ac-
count, the Ancilia, or feast of the Ancilia, when the priests

carried the .\ncilia in solcnm ])rocession round the city,

dancing, and singing praises in honour of the god Mars.
lirg. jKn. 1. 8, v. (i(i4.

IVic exultantes Saiwi, im'lo:>quc LupLinis,

Laiiii:eTosque ajyicet, et lapsa ancilia citlu

Exiuderat.

ANC
Juven. sat, ^, v. 12j.

Avcano qui Siicraf ri>ns uutantta loTo

Hadunt dupeis aJicitibus.

Ovid. Fait. 1. 3, v. 259.

Qiih mild 7mnc died, quire ealestia Marlio

AnmiJWant Salii.

During the celebration of this festival all public or im-
portant business was suspended ; and it was deemed unfor-

tunate to undertake an expedition or to be married on those

days. Dionys. Hal. 1. 2; Val. Max. 1. 1,-c. 1 ; Liv. 1. 1,

c. 20 ; Tacit. Hist. 1. 1, c. 89 ; Suet, in Otho. c. 8 ; Pint,

in Num.; Obscq. de Prod. c. 104- ; Schnl. in Horal. Carin.

I. 3, od. 5, V. 10 ; Serv. in Xn. 1. 7, v. 188; Fest. do Signif.

Verb. °/
Ancile (Niimis.) the form of the ancile, or sacred shield

[vide Ancile'} is mostly compared to the

Thraeian pella, which it resembled in its

circular or crescent-like form, as may be
observed in the annexed figure, the reverse

of a monetal coin of the Licinian family,

representing the ancilia on each side the

apex, or priest's cap. This is supposed by
Vaillant to have been struck by Publius Licinius Stolo, in

honour of Augustus, on his triumphant return from S3ria;
the inscription Publius S T O L O ill. V I R. Vaill. Numis.
Impcr. Rom. ; Patin. Num. Imp. Horn. ; Beg. Brand. Then.
tom. 2 ; Morctl. Thesaur. Numis.

ANCl'STRUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Cla.ss 2 Diandria,
Order 1 Monng^nia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— CoR. su-

perior.

—

St.\yi. filaments cnpillarj'; anthers roundish.

—

Pi.sT. germ oblong ; style filiform; stigma pencil- shaped,—Per. none ; seed single.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Ancistrum de-

cumbens, latebrosnm, Sec. Linn. Spec. Plant.

ANCLA'BRA (Ant.) brazen vessels which the priests used
in their sacrifices. Fesl. de Signif. Verb.

A'NCLE (/Inat.) the malleolus, which is either outer, ej:-

ternus, or inner, inlernus. [vide Malleolus]

A'NCON (-'1««/.) u'/x.'ii', the elbow; the gibbous eminence,
or flexure of the cubit, on which we lean, being the

greatest of the two apophyses of the Ulna, and the same
as the olecranon. Ruf. Fphes. de Appel. Part. Corp.

human. 1. 1, c. 10 ; OriL 1. 25, c. 1 ; Castell. Lex. Med.
ANCON.E'US (Anat.) the same as Cnbitalis musculiis.

ANCO'NES (Archit.) from uyxan, the elbow; the consoles or

ornaments cut on the corners of arches. Vitruv. de Archit.

1. 4, c. ().

ANCO'NY (Mcch.) a bloom or mass of iron wrought into the

figure of a flat bar.

A'NCORA (Ant.) vide Anchora.

Angora (Min.) Calx.

ANCORA'LIA (.-lilt.) or ancorariiJunes ; the ropes to which
the anchors were fixed. The Venetians, according to

Ca;sar, used chains instead of ropes. Cccs. de Bell, Cirdl.

1. 3, c. 15; Liv. I. 22, c. 19.

ANCORA'LIS (Anat.) the same as Caracoides Processus.

A'NCRED (Her.) vide Anchored.

A'NCTEli (Surg.) iyxTiif, from uyx-a, to constrict. 1. The
fibula or button by which the lips of wounds are Iield to-

gether. 2. That part of the neck which is subject to

choaking. Cels. 1. 5, c. 26 ; Gal, de Meth, Med. 1. 1 ; Gorr.

Def. Med.
ANCU'BITUS (Med.) that affection of the eyes in which

they seem to contain sand.

ANCUMULE'NTiE (Ant.) women in the time of their men-
struation who are supposed to have contracted an inquina-

mcntum. Fest.de i'crb. Signif.

ANCY'LE (Ant.) vide Ancile.
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Ancyle {Med.} a fixation of the joints from a settlement of

the humours. Hippocrat. cle Art.; Cels.l. 5, c. 18, &c.;

Gal. Defin. Med.; Aet. Tetrab. 2, serm. -i, c. 36; Paul.

JEi^inct. de Re Med. 1. !•, c. 55 ; Scribon. Larg. de Compos.

Med. c. 104'; Gon: Defin. Med.; Foes, (l^coiiom. Ilip-

pocrnt.

AXCY'LIA {Ant.) vide Ancile.

AXCYLOBLE'PHARON (Med.) ^yzvx,/3>.i<p_ccf6;, from ^V"-'-

>(K, curved or closed, and ^xicpxfo-i, the eyelid ; a disease of

the eye which closes the eyelids. Cels. de Re Med. 1. 7, c.

7 ; Paul /Egiitet. de Re Med. 1. 6, c. 15 ; Gon: Def. Med.
ANCY'LOGLOSSU^I (Med.) Ur'^vi.i'/>,o!r<ro^, from «'7"^««,

crooked, and y'/.uira-u, the tongue, tongue-tied ; a contrac-

tion of the ligaments of the tongue so as to hinder the

speech. Aet. Tetrab. 2, serm. 4, c. 3G ; Paul. Algbiel. de

Re Med. 1. 6, c. 39 ; Gorr. Drjin. Med.
ANCYLOISIE'LE

(
Surg.) a'/xuxii;, crooked, and |W.iiA>;, a knife;

a surgeon's probe. Gorr. Defin. Med.
ANCYLO'SIS (Med.) the same as Aneijle.

ANCYLO'TOMOS (Surg.) i2yxi/X<irc/j,<ic, from dyxCxci, crook-

ed, and Ttj/ijva, to cut ; any crooked surgical knife. Paul.
JEgiiiet. apud Gorr. Def. Med.

A'NCYIIA (Su)g.) from dyxupx, an anchor; a surgical hook.

Epicharmus gives the same name to the membrum virile.

Gorr. Def. Med.
ANCYIIO'IDES (Anat.) or coracoides ; the name of a pro-

cess from the upper part of the neck of the Scapula, or

shoulder-blade, resembling an anchor, from which it takes

its name. RuJ". Eph.es. de Appell. Part, Human. Corp. 1. 2,

c. 2 ; Oribas. Med. Coll. I. 25, c. 1

.

A'NDA (Bot.) a tree; the wood of which is spongy and
light. The fruit Is said to be p\irgative.

ANDA'BAT^E (.'J«/.) gladiators who fought blindfolded;

whence the proverb Andabatarum more, denoting rash and
inconsiderate measures. Cic. ad. Fam. 1.7; Hieron. contra

Jovian.; Rhodig. Antiq. Led. 1. 11, c. 11 ; Turneb. Adv. 1.

19, c. 8 ; Alex. Gen. Dier. 1. 6, c. 22.

ANDA'XTE (J/;(s.) Italian for exact and just time in play-

ing, so as to keep the notes distinct from each other,

chiefly in respect to the thorough bass.

—

Andante largo

signities that the music must be slow, the time exactly

observed, and each note distincL.

AXDAXTi'NO (7l/».?.) an Italian word for gentle, tender ;

somewhat slower than Andante.
A'NDAIIAC (Chem.) red orplment.

A'NDA.S (Chem.) a solution of salt.

A'NDERA (Archceol.) 1. A swath in mowing. 2. As much
ground as a man can stride over at once.

ANDI'UA (Bot.) a tree of Brazil, the bark, wood, and fruit

of which are as bitter as aloes. G. Pison. Med. Bras.
Asi>\H\ guacu (Zool.) a kind of bat, in Brazil, the tongue
and heart of which are reckoned poisons.

A'NDIRONS (Mech.) or Hand-Irons, according to Skinner;
irons placed before the grate of a kitchen chimney for the

spits to turn in, or for the chimney of a chamber wheie
wood may be laid. They are so called because they may
be taken up by the hand.

ANDRA'CHNE (Bot.) «»<J(,«J2"') or attice, ki^fix>^i\ the name
of a tree like a strawberry-tree, which, according to Pliny,

answered most to the Portulaca or Purslain of the Latins.

This name has, however, been given to many other
plants. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 7, c. 'i ; Dioscor. 1. 2,

c. 15 ; Plin. 1. 13, c. 22 ; Gal. de Simpl. 1. 6 ; Oribas. Med.
Coll. 1. 15; Hellad. apud. Phot. Bibliothek ; Phavorin.
Lex. ; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Gorr. Defin. Med.

Andrachne, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants,

Class 21 Monoecia, Order 11 Gynandria.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved.

—

Cor.
petals five ; nectary leaflets five.

—

Stam. filaments five ;

fl?iMfri simple.

—

Pist. germ superior; styles three ; stig-

AND
mas globose.

—

Per. capsule globose-trilobate ; seeds in

pairs.

Species. There are but few species of this genus, which
are shrubs. Linn. Spec, Plant.

Andrachne Theuphrasti (Bot.) the Arbutus andrachne of
Linnxus.

ANDRANOTOOIIA (Anat.) from un'„ vir, and i.a7-<>^.i

;

tlie dissection of a male subject. Cast ell. Lex. Med,
A'NDRAPHAX (Bot.) d.ffx<pxi, stinking orache : the Che-'

nnpodium vul<rare of Llnnarus. Hippocrat. de Mul.
ANDRAPODOCAPE'LOI (Ant.) ».»c>^oA>c^fr«A<,., from «.-

Jfia,ToJ()», a slave, and xafr-i/o;, a seller ; a slave merchant or

dealer, who attended the slave market at Athens to dis-

pose of their slaves. Galen.

ANDRAPODI'STES (Ant.) i.^a^-oJ^.s-Jis, slave-mongers who
were mostly kidnappers that stole children to sell them, for

which the Thessalians were noted, according to Aristo-

phanes.

Aristoph, Pint, act 2, seen. 5.

ANDRE'NA (Ent) a division of the genus o;;/i, according
to Fabriclus, consisting of those insects of this tribe having
the tongue three-cleft.

ANDRE'OLITE (Min.) cross-stone; a species of stone of
the zeolite fomily.

A'NDREW, St. Knights of (Her.) an order instituted by
Peter the Great, in 1698. The badge of this order is a
gold medal, on one side whereof is represented St. An-
drew's Cro.ss, with these words : " Cazar Pierre Monarque
de toute la Russie."— St, Andreto's Cross was in the form of
the letter X.

Andrew's day, St. (Ecc.) a festival celebrated in the Chris-
tian church on the 30th of November, in honour of the
apostle St. Andrew.

A'NDRIA (.4nt.) "AKiJfia, a name given to the public enter-
tainments In Crete, which were called by the Spartans
(fiJiTicj. Plut. in Lycurg.

Andria (Lit.) the title of one of Terence's plays.

Andiua (Med.) an hermaphrodite.

AXDRO'CHiA (.-Irchtcol.) a name given, by Fleta, to a

milk-maid. Flet. L2, c. S7.

ANDROGENI'A (Med.) uv^foyitact, from am^, homo, and
yiytxii, gigno ; a propagation of the male sex.

ANDROGEO'NIA (Ant.) atofoyiwta, annual games cele-

brated in the Ceramicus at Athens, by the command of
jMInos, in memory of his son Androgeos, who was murdered
by the Athenians. Plut. in Thes. ; Hesych. Lex.

ANDRO'GYNA dichogamia (Bot.) the same as Dicho-
gamia,

ANDRO'GYNE (Med,) avS'^ayln, hom dtr.^, ^muxi, and ',«>!,

a woman ; hermaphrodites, or effeminate men. Hippocrat,
de Vict, in Acut, Morb,

ANDRO'GYNOUS (Bot.) androgynus, from ii>\c, a man,
and v!">i, a woman ; an epithet for plants bearing male and
female flowers on the same root, without any mixture of
hermaphrodites : androgynous plants are found mostly In

the Class Monoecia.

Androcynous is also an epithet for flowers having stamens

or pistils only.

Androgynous (Astrol.) an epithet for a planet that is some-
times hot and sometimes cold.

ANDRO'IDES (Mech.) the name given to an automaton in

the form of a man, who, by means of springs, walks, talks,

handles, &c. like a man.

A'NDROLEPSY (Ant.) a.t^(o>.is^'M, from a.<\^, a man, and
A«fA/3«»», to seize ; an action, according to the laws of

Athens, against such as protected murderers, by which the

relations of the deceased were empowered to seize three
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men in the city or house where the malefactor had fled,

till he either surrendered or satisfaction was made in some

other way for the murder. Demosthen. contra Aristocrat.;

Pull. Onomast. 1. 8, c. 6.

ANDRO'MACHI Iheriaca (Med.) tlie treacle of Andro-

machus, the physician ; or Venice treacle, consisting of

more than sixty in<;redients. Gal. de Aiitidot. \. 2; Act.

Tetrnh. Vo, serin. 3, c. 13; Act. de Metk. Med. 1. 5, c. 6 ;

Mt/rep. de Pil. sec. 32.

ANURO'MEDA (Aslron.) a.-.i'fcyA, a constellation of the

Northern hemisphere, containing 23 stars according to

Ptolemy, and 27 stars according to Kepler and Bayer, of

which the three principal are of the second magnitude,

altiiough Ptolemy reckons them to be of the third; namely,

the first, in the" head, which is called 'iiu,<pxXci 'luTns ; the

second, in the girdle, called by the Arabians mirach ; and

the third, in the Southern foot, called alamak. This con-

stellation is called by the Arabians marah muiulselelh, or

the woman chained ; because Andromeda is represented as*

a female bound to a rock, according to the fable of the

Greeks, who say that Andromeda, the daughter of Cassio-

peia, was bound to a rock by the Nereids, and afterwards

released by Perseus.

Maiiil. Astroyiom. 1. 1, v. 355.

Anilrntnedam vastps vtetueiitcm piscis hiatus

Kiposilum ;«'iilo dejiit, scopulis que reiuulnm

Ke rctircoi JVrscus calo qmnjue senel anwrem

Aiiiiliitque jiivct.

Arat. de Apparent, v. 197; Hlpparch. in Aral.; Ili/gin.

Astronom. Poet.; Eratosthen Asterism ; Ptol. Almagest.

I. 7, c. 5.

ANDno.MED.A [Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 10 Decandria,

Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Clinracters. Cai.. perianth five-parted.—Con.

monopetalous.

—

Stam. filaments subulate; anthers two-

horned.—PisT. germ roundish; style cylindric ; stigma

obtuse.

—

Per. capsule roundish ;
partitions contrary

;

seed's very many.
Species. The species are mostly shrubs, and natives of

Lapland, North America, and Kussia, as the Andromeda
tetragona, paniculata, cali/culala, S(C.; but the Andromeda
palijhlia, Erica humilis seu Rhododendron. Marsh An-
dromeda, is a native of Britain. Rail Hist. Plant.;

Pink. Almagest. Botan. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

ANDllO'NION, i. e. Andronis pistdli (Med.) trochees of

Andron.
ANDUOPO'CON (Bot) from i>y.^, a man, and ^iy', a

beard; a genus of grasses, Cla.?s 23 Polijgamia, Order 1

Monorcin.

en eric Characters. Cal. a glume.—Con. a glume; nec-

tary two-leaved.

—

Stam. Jltaments three; anthers ob-

long.—PiST. germ oblong; ilyles two; stigmas obtuse.

— Pi;n. none ; seed solitary.

Species. Tlie species are very numerous in the Linnean

system, and are some of them called, by other writers,

Lagnrus, as the Andropognn divaricalum, nardus, &c.

some Festuca, as Andropogon di>,tachium, /lartum, &c.

some Chloris, as the Andropogon pubescens,J'ascicnlatum,

pnli/dactijlon, &c. ./. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Rail Hist.

Plant. ; Pink. Almag. Botan. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

.\'N])H()SAC1'; (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentaiidria,

Order 1 Monogijnia.

Generic Character. Cal. involucre many-leaved; perianth

one-leaved.

—

Cob. monopetalou.s ; tube ovate; border

flat ; divisions ovate-oblong ; throat beset with glands.

—

Stam. fdamcnts very siiort; anthers oblong.—PiST.

germ globose; .v/j//t' filiform ; stigma globose.

—

Pek. cap-

snle globose ; seeds very many ; receptacle erect.

Species. Some of the species are annuals, as

—

Androsace

viaxima seu Alsini nffinis, Oval-leaved Androsace.

—

An-
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drosace septentrionalis, Aretia seu Alsine verna. Tooth-
leaved Androsace, &-c. ; but some are perennials, as the—Androsace lactea, Aretia seu Scdum Alpinum, Grass-
leaved .\ndrosace.

—

.4ndrosnce odoratissima seu orientalis.—Androsace chamtejasme seu Sedum minus, dvc. J. Bauh,
Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauh. Pin. ; Ger. Herb.; Fark.Theat.
Botan.; Rati Hist. Plant. ; 2'ourncf. Inst.; Boerhaiv.
Index Plant.; Linn. Spec. Plant.

ANDROSA'CHE (Nat.) Sea Navel-wort; a submarine pro-

duction found on the rocks and shells of fishes. Its powder
is diuretic

Andkosaciie f//n;)c»,w'rz (Bot.) the Aretia Helvetica of Lin-

nsEus.

—

Androsache caulcsccns, the Aretia Alpina of Lin-

naeus.

ANDROS.E'MUM (Bot.) i.4ocr«i/*«., Tutsan or Park-leaves
;

a sort ofhypericum, the flower of which yields juice like

man's blood, whence it h caWcA ct. a'j'.<ri/.iujo', andmstcnioii,

u.iS'fo^ ciiji^x, i. e. man's blood. The leaves, when bruised,

yield a resinous smell : the seed pounded and drunk in a
decoction, was reckoned good for the bile. Dio'cor. 1. 2,

c. 172 ; Plin. 1. 27, c. 4 ; Gal. de Simpl. I. 4- ; Oribas. Med.
Coll. 1. 15; Aet. Telrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul. Alginet. de Re
Med. 1. 7, c. 3 ; Lem. dcs Drog.

Andro.s.t!mom, in the Linnean system, the name of several

species of the Hypericum.
A'NDRUM (Med.) an epidemic disease on the coast of Ma-

labar, the same as the Hydrocele.

ANDRY'ALE (Bot.) from «'4°5 ''-'i, i- e. tiie wandering of a
man ; a genus of plants. Class' 19 Syngenesia, Order 1

Polygamia ^-Equalis.

Generic Characters. Cal. common.

—

Con. compound um-
bricate ; corrullnles hermaphrodite.— Stam. Jilamcnts

five; anthers cylindrical.

—

Pist. germ ovate; style fili-

form; stigmas two.— Peh. none; seeds solitary; do\i;n

capillary ; receptacle villose.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as the Andry-
ale cheira)ithifolia, pinnatifiila seu Hieracium incanum,S,c-;

but the Andryale integrijolia seu Souchns villosus, Hairy
Androsace, is an annual. ./. Bauh. Hi.'.t. Plant.; ('.

Bauh. Pin.; Park. Theut. Botan. ; Rail Hist. Plant.;

Linn. Spec. Plant.

TO AN'EAL (Mech.) to bake or harden glass, tiles, &c. in

the fire.

A'NEE (Com.) a corn measure in France, containing six

gallons.

A nee (Com.) a French measure for grain, equal to as much
as an ass can carry.

A'NlXiRAS (Com.) a measure of corn used in Seville, above
half a ))eek English.

ANEILE'MA (Sled.) '.\.-iiXr,ujx, an involution of the parts

occasioned by the gripes. Hippocrat. de let. Med.
ANE'MILS //(/-(H/s (Alch.) a wind furnace, used for making

strong fires.

ANEMO'METER (Aer.) from anf/j^n, the wind, and /jutTfoi',

a measure ; an instrument for measuring the force of the

wind, which was invented by Wolfius.

ANE'MONE (Bot.) avift-mri, a plant so called, i-« t5 a/i/iyx,

from the wind, because it is ciisily destroyed by the wind,

to which Ovid refers.

Ovid. Met. 1. 10, V. 737.
. hrfvis est tamen usus in itio.

Kamque male harentem, et nimid leiitatecaducum

liicutitiiit iilem, qui prastant nomitta.venti.

It is fabled to liave sprung from the tears of Venus, on
the death of Adonis, according to

Bion. Idyl, 1.

A! «i' Tav xvSifiiai, aTuMn kxXci; ' A^aivii

Axx(vci a. Ux(pin ritrm 'iKxi^', o'irroi' ' Muni
ATf/^a Xiu, ric }i fratra xori x^cvl ylyiiTxi ccfiii
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otliers, according to the Scholiast on Tlieociites, make it

to have sprung from the blood of Adonis. It is reckoned

to be detersive and aperient. Theop/irnst. I. 6, c. 7

;

Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 207 ; PUn. 1. 21, c. 23 ; Orihas. Med. Coll.

1. 15; Aet. Tctrab. !•, serm. 3, c. 12; Paul. jEginet. de Re
Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

Anemone, in the Linnean .tystem, a genus of plants, Class 13
Po/i/aiulria, Order 7 Piily^ynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. none.

—

Cor. petals in two or

three rows.

—

St.\yi.fi'aineiits numerous ; anthers twin.

—

PisT. perms numerous ; sti/ks acuminate ; stigmas ob-

tuse.

—

Peh. none ; recepiacle globular or oblong ; seeds

very many.
Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Anemone Hepa-
tica, Hepatica seu Trifoliiim hepaticum, Hepatica.

—

Anemone putens seu Pu/sniilla patens. Woolly-leaved
Anemone.

—

Anemone Alpina seu Burseriana, Alpine
Anemone, <S:c. &c. J. Batih. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh.
Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Botan. ; Rail Hist.

Plant, ; Tournef. Inst. ; Boerharv. Ind. Plant. ; Linn.

Spec. Plant.

AXEMOXOSPE'RMOS (Bot.) the Arctotis aspera and
Gnrtcria rir^cns of Linnaeus.

AKEMO'SCOPE (Mech.) from a.s,ti»., the wind, and o-yt^zt^,

to behold ; an instrument for foretellinjj the changes of the

wind and weather. Sucli an instrument was invented by
Otto Guerick, consisting of a little man in a glass tube,

which rose and fell according to the changes of the

weather. Acta Ernd. 1664-.

AN E'XD [Mar.) perpendicular, as applied to any mast or

boom. The top mast is an end when hoisted up to its

usual station at the head of the lower masts.

A'NEOS [Med.) i-ft?, deprived of voice and reason.

ANE'THINUM -cinum nut oleum [Med.) cii)iSi»o? oi'm;, a ])re-

paration of wine or oil with Anethum. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 75.

ANETHO'XULA (Bot.) the woody root of Dill. Mi/rep.

sect. 8, c. 52.

ANE'THU.M (Bot.) «>!:««, probably changed from a«Mt6m,

or an'y.tiri^y, unconquered, to denote its power; Dill, a

plant so called because it sharpens the appetite. It was
used for garlands by the ancients.

l^heocrit. idyl. 7.

¥.',yu 7r.i(> r.x6' uu,a», iviliicv, y. fcaitir*

W KXt >.tVKCiiJV ei^tcvai T£pi xfATi ^•j\i(rcuf

lit ~TsMXTiKoi oi'ot «To xfiiTtifc; ulfuia

X\a^ TTVfl K£K>(jU/Eva^,

Virg. Eclog. 2, v. 48.

Sarctisum et Jiorem Jungit bene olentis anethi.

and formed, according to Plinius Valerius, a principal

ingredient in the food given to the athleta;, on account of

its nutritious ijualit}'. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. G7 ; Plin. 1. 20,

c. 18; Oridas. Si/nop. 1. 1, c. 22; Plin. Valer. 1. 4, c. 27.

AsETHUM, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants. Class 5
Pentandiia, Order 2 Digi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cai,. umbel, universal and partial,

manifold; involucre neither universal nor partial ; ^en-
antli proper, obsolete.—CoR. universal \xm(onn -^Jioscules

all fertile ; proper petals five.

—

St.x^j. filaments capillary
;

anthers roundish.—PisT. germ inferior; s/j//ra approxi-

mating ; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. none; fruit subovate ;

seeds two.

Species. The species are

—

Anethum grnveoleiis seu hor-

tense. Common Dill, an annual, native of Portugal.

—

Anethum segetum seu sylvestre, S^c. seu Fceniculnm Lu-
shanicum, S)C. an annual, native of Portugal.

—

Anethum
fceniculum, Fceniculnm dulce seu Ligusticum fcenicuhim.

Fennel or Finckle, a perennial, native of Britain.

J. Bauhin. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauhin. Pin. Theat.; Ger.

Herb.; Park. Theat. Botan.; Rail Hist. Plant.;

AXG
Tourn. List, Herb. ; Boerh. Ind. Plant.; Linn. Spec.

Plant.

ANETICUS (Med) airsTiKk, from anifj.!, to remit; assuaging
pain, an epithet applied to remedies. Castell. Lev. Medic.

A'NELTIISM ( Med.) a's-jfia-f^ik, from anvfjim, to dilate; a tu-

mour in the arteries from excessive dilatation. Gal. De-
finit. Med.; Act. Tetrab. 7, serm. 3, c. 10; Paul. jEginet.
'de Re Med. 1. G, c. 37.

AXFE'LTYHDE (Archienl.) Anfcaliihlc, a simple accusa-
tion from which, according to the Saxon law, a man might
be discharged upon his own oath and that of two men, in

distinction fro.n the Accusatio triplex, which required the

oaths of five more. Leges Adelstani apud Brompton.
A'XGAUI (Ant.) a Persian word for post-boys or couriers,

who were employed to carry letters, and go on different

errands. .luscph. Antiq. 1. il, c. 6 ; Hcsijchius et Suidas ;

Rhodig. Antiq. Led. 1. iS.

ANGA'RIA (Ant.) the post-office or post-houses where the
angari or post-bovs stopped, [vide Angari'\

ANGEIOTO.MY (.inat.) -..yyi^r.-r^wU, from a'/yst., a vessel,

and Ttu^-ici, to cut; a dissection of the blood vessels, consist-

ing of arteriotomy, and phlebotomy.

A'NGEL (Numis.) an English gold coin, equal to Qs. 8c/.;

so called from its having the impression of an angel on it,

as in the subjoined figure of a coin of Edward the Fourth,

which represents the archangel .Michael standing with one

foot on the dragon, which he is piercing with liis spear, the

upper end of which terminates in a cross, the inscription

EDWARD DEI GRA. REX ANGL. Z. FRAXC;
on the reverse, a ship, with a large cross for the mast, the

letter E on the right side, and a rose on the left ; on the

side of the ship the arms of England quartered with those

of France, the inscription PER CRUCEM TU.\ SALUA
N03 XPE REDEMPT.

Angel shot (Gun.) a cannon bullet cut in two, and the

halves linked together with a chain.

Angel bed (Mech.) an open bed without bed posts.

ANGEL^s/i (Ich.) the [ii>>) of Aristotle, the Squatina of Pliny,

the Ange or Angelot of Belonius, the Monk or Angel-fish of

Ray, the Squalus squatina of Linna?us, a fish, which connects

the genus of Rays and Sharks. It differs from both in tlie

situation of its mouth, which is placed at the extremity of
the head. It is extremely voracious and fierce, and, like

the Rays, feeds on flounders and flat-fish. The aspect of

this fish is extremel}' malignant, and its skin very rough.

Aristot. Hist. Anim. 1. 5, c. 5 ; Plin. 1. 9, c. 12 ; Athcii.

1. 7, c. 19 ; Uppian. Halicut. 1. 1 ; Rondel. Gessn. de Pis.

Will. Ichth. ; Raii Synop. Pise.

A'XGELET (Sumis.) a gold coin equal to half an angel,

[vide Angel]

ANGE'LIC Habit (Ecc.) angelica vesti^, ayyiXiKin irx.'U'X-; a

monkish garment which laymen put on a little before their

death, that they might have the benefit of the prayers of

the monks. Allat. de Cons. Eccl. Occid. et Orient. 1. 3, c. 8 ;

Eucholog. Grcccor. p. 499.

AXGE'LICA (Bot.) from the angelic virtue ascribed to it,

a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. universal umbel manifold.

—

Cor. universal uniform; partial petals five.

—

Stam. fila-

ments simple; anthers simple.

—

Pist. germ inferior;

styles reflex ; stigmas obtuse.—Per. none ; fruit round-

ish ; seeds two.
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Species. The species are biennials, as the Angelica arc-

angelica and lucida ; or perennials, as the Angelica si/l-

vestris, vcrticillaris, &c. J. Bauhin. Hist. Plant. ;

C. Bauhin. Pin. Thent. ; Gcr. Herb.; Park. T/ieal. Bo-
tan.; Rail Hist. Plaid.; Tourn. Inst, Herb.; Boerh.
Ind. Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

Angelica is also the name of several species, as the Chfcro-

phyllum aromaticitm, the Cinila macnlata, the Lascrpilium

latifoliiim Smyrnium, and Aman of LinncEus. C. Bauhin.

Pin., Sec.—Angelica-tree, the Arabia spinosa of Lin-

naeus.

ANGE'LIC^'E (Ecc.) an order of nuns who had two houses

in Italy, at iNIilan, and C'remnna. It was founded by
Louisa Torelli, countess of Cniastalli, by permission of

Pope Paul III. in \5'Si. Hellot. Hist, dcs Ord. Man.
toni. iv. c. 16.

ANGE'LICI {Ecc.) 'AyvjAucoi, heretics of the third century,

.so called, as Epiphanius thinks, because they believed that

the world was made by angels ; and Augustin adds that

they also worshipped angels. Kpiphnn. Hccres. 6 ; Au-
gustin. Hceres. 39; Baron. Annnl. Ann. 3t>0.

Angelici (Her.) an order of knighthood, instituted in 1191,

by Angelus Flavius Comnenus, emperor of Constantinople.

ANGE'LICUS pulvis (Chcm.) mercury.
ANGERONA'LIA {Ant.) a festival celebrated at Rome on

the 12th Kal. Jan. i. e. the 21st of December, in honour
of the goddess Angerona, to whom sacrifices were offered

in the curia or senate-house. Varro dc Lai. Ling. 1. 5 ;

Gyrald. Syntag. Dear. 1, p. 57 ; Vaill. Numism. hnperal.

vol. 2 ; Vrsat. de Not. Roman, apud Grcev. Thes. Antiq.

Roman, tom. ii, p. 675.

A'XGI {Med.) buboes or tumours in the groin,

AXGIGLO'SSI (Med.) Stammerers.
A'XGILD {Laxv) a single fine for an offence, in distinction

from the txvogild and tri-gild, the double and treble fine.

Laics of Ina.

A'NGINA {Med.) xway^vi, from xyx.^, to strangle, or suf-

focate; the Quinsey [vide Ci/nanche'], a disease in the

throat, of which three species are mentioned by the an-

cients, namely, Angina atjuusa, /Ingina gangrirnosa, and
Angina slridula, the Croup. Hinpocrat. de Prognost. ;

Aret.de Curat. Morb. Acut. 1. 1, c. 7 ; Cels. de Re Med.
1. '}•, c. 4 ; Gal. de Loc. Affect. 1. 4- ; Act. Telrab. 2, serm. 4,

c. 47 ; Alex. Trallian. 1.'4, c. 1 ; Act. de Melh. Med. 1. 2,

c. 1 ; Gorr. Defin. Med. ; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.—
Angina pectoris, a disease described by Ur. Heberdeen,
consisting of an acute constrictory pain at the lower end of

the sternum.

ANGIOLO'GIA {Med.) from iyviiov, a vessel, and Aoyo?, a

speech ; Angiology, the doctrine of the arteries, nerves,

and other vessels. Gal. Introduc.

ANGKJP'TEKIS {Bot.) the Onoclca of Linnsus.
ANGIOSPE'RMIA {Bot.) from «y-/7../, a vessel, and

a-^ifim, seed, i. c. Seed included in a vessel or capsule ; an
epithet for the second Order of the 14 th Class Diiti/namiu,

including the genera, haiiiig the Calyces undivided : as

—

Algineliii, 'I'anaecinm. Those having the Calyces bifid,

as

—

Orobanche, IJroomrape ; Crescentia, Calabash-tree;

Obolaria ; Hebenstreitin; Torenia ; Ciistilleia ; Acanthus;
Premiia. Those having the Calyces trifid, as

—

I/iilleria.

Those having the Calyces (juadrifid, as

—

Lalhrtca ; Eu-
phrasia, Eye-bright; Rhinantlius, Vellow Rattle ; Mclam-
jn/rum. Cow Wheat ; Lippia ; Bartsin ; Schualbea ; Bnr-
terin ; Laesclia ; Gmelinu ; Liiutiina. Those having the Ca-
lyces five cleft, as

—

Limosellu ; Avicennia ; I'ozzia ; I'haij-

lopsis ; Broxvallia ; Brunsfehia ; Holmskioldia ; Lindernia;

Co'iobea ; Culumnca ; Vandellia ; Rus.ielia; Scroplnilaria

;

Digitalis, Fox Glove; Antirrhinum, Snap Dragon
;

Fluellin, Toad Flax ; J'cdicularis, Louse Wort ; Mimulus,
JMonkev Flower; Scsamum, Oily Grain; Alectra ; Ges-
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neria ; Ci/rilla ; Stemodia ; Achimenes ; Celsia ; Hcmi-
meris; Sibthorpia; Capraria ; Bignonia ; Iiicai~villea; Ruel-
lia; Buchucra; Erinus; Pctrea ; Mamilea ; Anarrhinum

;

Gerardia ; Dodartia ; Chelone ; Pcntstemon ; Glo.xinia ;

Tourretia ; Marti/nia ; Maurandia ; Mi'lingtonia ; Tars
tula ; Pedalium ; Linnea ; Cornulia ; Ovieda ; Amasonia ;

Besleria ; Bantia ; Spiclmannia; fV/cx, Chaste-Tree ; i\/;/o-

porum ; Citharexylun ; I'olkameria ; Clerodendron ; Du-
ranta. Calyces many cleft, as

—

Hi/ohanche ; Lepidagathis

;

Ci/mbarin ; Thunbergia ; Melianthus, Honey-Flower.
ANGIOSPE'RMOS {Hot.) an epithet for any"flower having

its seed included in .i capsule, in distinction from those that

arc Gymnospcrmos, or naked seeded ; hence also plants are

likewise denominated Angiospermin, of which description is

the second order in the Class Didynamia. [vide Angio-
sperm hf\

AN'GLE (Math.) from the Greek uyxuMz, bent, denotes the

inclination of two lines, or planes, to each other, which
meet together in a point called the vertex or angular point.

The lines are called the legs or sides of the angle, which
is named either by one letter, as A, or by three letters, as

B A C, the middle of which always stands for the angle to

be described. Angles are measured by an p,.„ ,

arc of a circle, drawn from the vertex with

any radius at pleasure, as the arc D E,

drawn from A, which is a measure of the

angle B AC, i.e. the angle BA C is said

to be as many degrees as the arc D E, a

circle being always supposed to be divided

into 360 degrees.
"' *^ ^

Angles in Geometry.

Angles, as to their magnitude, are right, oblique, or equal.

A right angle is formed by one t-. „

perpendicular right line falling
"'

upon another, as 15 A C, which
is subtended bj' the quadrant of

a circle, is consequently equal

to <)0 degrees.

—

Oblicjue angle

is formed by lines not perpen-
dicular, which are either acute

or obtuse.—An Acute angle is less than a right angle,

and consequently less than 90 degrees, as D A 15.— Ob-
tuse angle is greater than a right angle, and consequently

more than 90 degrees, as E A B.

—

Equal angles are

those whose arcs or measures hm and mo are propor-

tionate to the radii.

^

As to their construction ; angles are rectilinear, cur-

vilinear, mixed, plane, spherical, solid. Sec.— Recti-

linear angle is formed by two legs, which are right

lines, as in the preceding figures

—

Cur-

vilinear angle has two curved lines for its
'='

legs, as A C B, mJig. 4, formed by the 'i

arcs 15 C and A C.

—

Mixed angle has » \

one of its legs a right line, and the other ^\A
as the angles B C 1), infg. 4, and 15 C E ^^
formed by arc 15 C, and the right lines 1) C
DC or CE, so also ACD or ACE
curved.— Plane ant^le is the inclination ''

of two lines in the same plane, and meeting in a point.

The above-mentioned angles are all of this descrip-

tion.— Spherical angle is an angle formed on the surface

of the sphere by the intersection of two great circles,

or the inclination of the planes of those circles, as
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ADC, in fcr. 5, or B D E.—
Solid angle is the inclination of

more than two right hnes tliat

touch one another, and are not in

the same superficies, as where two

walls and the ceiling meet, in which

case a solid angle is formed by
three lines. To these may be

added others less usual, as a

—

Horned angle, made by a right line, whether secant or

tangent, with the circumference of a circle.

—

Lunular

angle, formed by the intersection of two circular lines,

one convex, and the other concave.— Cissoid angle, an

inner angle made by two spherical convex lines inter-

secting each other.— Sistroid angle, in the form of a

sistrum.

—

I'elecoid angle, in the form of a hatchet.

As to their situation ; angles are contiguous, adjacent,

vertical, alternate, external, internal, &c. — Contigu-

ous angles have the same vertex, and one leg com-
mon to both, as ABC E B A.

—

Adjacent angles are

those of which the leg of the one produced forms the

leg of the other, as E B C, fg. 6, and E B D.—
Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

/A ^\

Vertical, or opposite angles, are those wliich arc made by
lines cutting or intersecting each other, which are con-
sequently opposite to each other, as the angles C E A,
Jig. 7, DEB. An angle in a triangle is

also said to be opposed to the side that ,
°' ^'

subtends it, as the angle B, Jig. 8, to the

line A C.

—

Internal angles are those which
are made within any right lined figure, in

distinction from the external angles, which
are placed without the figure.

—

Internal and
opposite angles are formed by a line cutting

two parallel lines, as B G H, ...

Jig. 9, and G H D, in distinc- °

tion from the external angles, \
E G B, and D H F.—Alter- _ \Ci

nale angles are those which »^

lie in the opposite sides of

two parallel lines, as A G H,
end G H D.

—

Humologous, or

like angles, arc those which in

two separate figures preserve the same order in both.—
Angles at the centre are those whose vertex is in the

centre of a circle, as H, Jig. 10, in distinction from
the angle at the circuniference, whose vertex is in the

circumference, as D.—The angle in a segment is that

Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

which two chords of a circle make with each other
at the perephery; thus the two chords A B, Jig. 11,

and C B make the angle B, which is an angle in the

segment. This angle is said to insist or stand on the

circumference, which is included by the base of tlie

•egment, as A D C.—If the angle at the circum-

ference stand on a semicircle, or has the diameter for

its base, it is a right angle, and is called an angle in a
semicircle, as A B C,Jig. 12 ; if it stand on a segment
greater than a semicircle it is acute, and is called an
angle in tlie greater segment, as A D C, yiV. 13 ; if on a
less it is obtuse, and called an angle in the less segment,

as A G C, Jig. I-!-. Moreover all angles, as ABC,

A G C, and ADC in a segment, or which stand on
the same arc, are equal to one another.

—

An angle

of a segment is, according to Euclid, that which is con-
tained b}' a chord, and the circumference of a circle,

or otherwise that which is made
by a chord with a tangent at the

point of contact, as A C D, Jig. 15,

which is formed by the line A B
touching the circle, and the chord

D C. This is also called the angle

of the less segment, in distinction

from D C B, which is the angle of
the greater segment.—An angle of
contact is that which is formed by a tangent to a curve,

as A C D.
Angle (Astron.) is made either by the circles of the sphere,

which are spherical angles, or of right lines supposed to

be drawn from the celestial bodies in given positions,

which are right-lined angles.

Angles in Astronomy.

Spherical angles in astronomy are as follow ; namely, the

—

Angle of the ecliptic and meridian, made by an arch of
the ecliptic and meridian, which is a right angle at the
solstitial points, and otherwise oblique.

—

Angle of the

ecliptic and the horizon, otherwise called the angle of the

ascendant, or the angle of the East, the angle which
the portion of the ecliptic above the horizon makes with
the horizon.

—

Angle of the ecliptic and equator is the in-

clination of the axis of the earth to the axis of the
ecliptic, which is iy IW.—Angle of the equator and the

meridian, which is always a right angle.

—

Angle of the

equator and the horizon, which, in a right sphere, is a
right angle, in an oblique sphere, oblique.

—

Angle nf
the ecliptic and a verticle circle, which is always a right

angle.

—

Angle of longitude is the angle which the circle

of a star's longitude makes with the meridian at the
pole of the echptic.

—

Angle of right ascension is the
angle which the circle of the star's right ascension
makes with the meridian at the pole of the equator.

—

Angle of the same position is an angle made by the meet-
ing an arc of the meridian with an arc of the azimuth,
or any other great circle passing through the body of
the sun. [vide Astronomi/']

The right-lined angles are as fol-

low ; namely, the

—

Angle of
commutation, or the angle at the

sun, which is the difference be-

tween the true place of the sun
when seen from the earth, and
the place of a planet reduced
to the ecliptic, as T S B, in the \ ""^-—' -n- / C
annexed figure, supposing T B
to be the orbit of the earth,
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A P G the orbit of the planet, S the Bun, and P the

planet.

—

Angle of clongalion, or angle at the earth, is

the distance of anj' planet from the

sun with respect to the earth ; the

greatest elongation is the great-

est distance which the planet re-

cedes from the sun, as the angle

S T D, which supi)06es A B C to re-

present the orhit of the earth,FD V
that of Venus, T the earth, V Ve-
nus, and S the sun. This angle is

47A, but the greatest elongation

made by Mercury is not more than 27n.

—

Paraladk
nnnle, or angle at the planet, is the difference between

the two angles, under which the true and apparent

distances of a planet from the zenith are seen, [vide

Parallax'] Kepler. Epit. 1. 6; Ricciol. Almag. 1. 1, c. 22

;

Keil. Introd. ad Ver. Astron.

Angle of the rhumb {Mar.) the angle which the rhumb
line makes with the meridian.

Angi-f. {Fort.) the inclination of two lines, which are used

in fortifying, or the erection of a fortification. These are

divided into two general sorts, real and imaginary, or oc-

cult. The real angles appear actually in the work itself,

as the flanked angle, the angle of the epaide, &c. The
occult, or imaginary angles, are those which only serve

the purpose of the construction, and no longer exist after

the work is completed, as the angle at the centre, the

angle uf the polygon, &c.

Angles in Fortification.

The angles in fortification are as follow; namely, the

—

Angle of the exteriorfigure, or angle of the polygon, is the

angle intercepted between the two outermost sides, or

bases of the polygon, as « 6 d, in the subjoined figure,

I,

formed by the sides a b and h d.—Angle of, or at the

centre, is the angle formed at the centre of the polygon,

as a Id.—Angle of the bastion, or iha flanked angle, is

the angle formed by the two faces of the bastion, as fb c.

formed by /7i and 4 c It is the outermost part of the

bastion most exposed to the fire of the enemy.

—

.Ingle

of the interior figure, the angle formed in the centre of

the bastion by the meeting of the iimermost sides of the

figure k n and n m.— .Ingle if the triangle, half the

angle of the polygon, as I b a or I b d.—Angle of the

Jlank or curtin, the angle contained between the curtin

and the flank, as fh i.— .-Ingle of the cpaule, the angle

formed by the flank and face of the bastion, b fh.—
Diminished angle, the angle b a e formed by the meeting

of the exterior sides of tlie polygon, b a, a c.—.Angle of
the tenaillc, or exterior flanking angle, the angle formed

by the two rasant lines of defence, i. e. the two faces of

the bastion prolonged, as a gb.—Angle flanking inwards

or upwards, an angle formed by the flanking line with

the curtin, as k n b.—Re-entering angle, angle re-entrant

,

an angle whose vertex turns inwards towards the place,

as h or /.

—

Saiuint, or sortant angle, the angle advancing

its point towards the field or country, as (• or f.
— Ano/,-

of the circumference, the angle made by the arch, which

is drawn from one gorge to another

—

.Angle of the

conntrrsenrp, the angle formed by the two sides of the

counterscarp meeting before the middle of the curtin.

—

Angle forming the flank, the angle consisting of one
flank and one demigorge.

—

Angle forming the face, the
angle made by one flank and one face

—

Angle of tlie

gorge, the angle formed by the prolongation of the cur-
tins intersecting each other.— Angle of the complement

of the line of defence, the angle formed by the inter-

section of the two complements with each other.

—

Angle

of the line of defence, the angle made by the flank and
the line of defence.

—

Angle (f'ihe moat, the angle made
before the curtin where it is intersected..

—

Dead angle,

a re-entering angle not flanked or defended.
Angle {Opt.) the inclination of any two lines formed by

the rays of light.

Angles in Optics.

The angles in optics, and its brandies, catoptrics, and
dioptrics are as follow ; namely, the

—

Optic angle, the

angle included or contained between the two rays of
light drawn from the extreme points of an object,

as A B C, which is comprehended between the rays

A B and B C.

—

Angle of the interval is the angle sub-

tended by two lines drawn from the eye to those ob-

jects.

—

.Ingle of incidence is the angle which a ray of
light forms with a perpendicular at the point where it

falls or first touches, as A B F, supposing A B to be the

i> u ]•:

line representing the incident ray of light, B the point

at which it falls, and F B the perpendicular. According
to Dr. Barrow and some others, the angle of incidence

is the angle formed by the incident line A B and the

plane D B E, which is acted upon.

—

.Angle of reflection

is the angle formed by a reflected ra}' of light with a
perpendicular at the point of contact, from which it re-

bounds, as F B C. Upon the equality of these two
angles is founded the whole science of catoptrics.

—

.Angle of refraction is the angle which a ray of light

refracted makes with the ray of in-

cidence, as V N H, supposing D N E
to be the plane, !\I N the ray of inci-

dence, N H the ray continued, and
N F the refracted ray.

—

Refracted I

'

angle i.- the angle which a refracted g '
II

ray makes with a perpendicular to '^

the refracting surface ; thus let (j N be perpendicular
to the refracting surface D E, then is (i N F the re-

fracted angle.

—

Angle of inclination is the angle made by
a ray of incidence and an axis of incidence. Alhazen.

de Opt. ; Vitell. de Optic. ; Kepler. Paralop. Prop. 5,

&.C. ; Cartes. Dioptric, c. 2, § 2 ; Htiygen. Dioptric

;

Kirchcr. Ars. Mag. Luc. et limb. I. 8, c.'2 ; Newt. Opt.

c. S, § 10, itc; I'oss. de Nat. et Prop. Luc. p. ;JG.

.\n(;i,e of Emergence (Xat.) the angle which any bodv,
projected from one fluid or medium into another, makes
at its going out, or emerging fron), the latter, with a per-

pendicular to those planes, as

the angle K G II ; thus, sup-

pose A B and C 1) to be pa-

rallel planes bounding water or

glass, and a body as a ray of

light, for example, to be pro-

jected into them at E in the

direction of F I"., and going out at G in the direction of

G II ; then G K being made i)erpendicular to A B and

C D, the angle G II K is the angle of emergence.

?\ ^\
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Akgle (Mech.) the inclination of any two lines supposed to

be formed by the bodies impelled towards each other.

Angles in Mechanics.

The angles in mechanics are— the angle of incidence, the

angle of reflection, the angle of elevation, and the angle

of direction.

—

Angle of incidence, an angle which a line

of direction of an impinging body makes at the point of

contact.

—

Angle nf rejtection, tlie angle which a line of

direction of a body rebounding after it has struck an-

other body makes at the point of impact. The equality

of these two lines is a fundamental principle in mechanics

as in optics.

—

Angle (jf elevation, the angle comprehended
between a line of direction of a projectile and an hori-

zontal line.

—

Angle nf direction, an angle comprehended
between the lines of direction of two conspiring forces.

Angle nf a battalion (Mil.) the angle made by the last men
at the extremity of the ranks and files.

—

Front angles, the

two last men of the front rank.

—

Rear angles, the two last

men of the rear rank.

Akglf. of a wall {Arcliit.) the angle formed by the meeting

of the two sides or faces of a wall.

Angle (Diall.) the angle that is made by a right line pro-

ceeding from the sun to the dial plate.

ANGLE-iflr (Carpent.) the upright bar at the meeting of any
of the two sides of the window.

—

Angle-braces, timbers

opposite to each angle in a quadrangular frame, which
serve as a brace or tie, the two sides forming the angle

opposite to which they are fi.xed.— Angle-rafter [vide

Hipped roqf'\— Angle-rib, a curved piece of timber in

a ceiling or vault, fixed between two parts which form

the angle.

—

Angle-staff, or staff-beads, beads fixed to the

exterior angles of any wall, as a protection against acci-

dents.

Angle ( Astral. ) vide Angles.

A'NGLER (7t7).) the liu.^(u.x,v; a>.iV, of Aristotle, the Rana
piscatrix of Pliny, la Grenmiillc de nier, le Diable de mer, of

Bclonius, the Toad-Fish, Frog-fish, or Sea Devil, of VVil-

loughby, the Lop/iius piscalurius of Linna;us, a singular

fish, which is also known at present by the name of the

Fishing Frog, from the resemblance which it bears to that

animal in the state of a tadpole. Pliny tells us that " It

puts forth the slender horns which it has beneath its eyes,

enticing by that means the little fish to play round till they
come within reach, when it springs on them;" from which
characteristic it has acquired its modern name. Its head is

much bigger than its whole body, and the mouth of a pro-

digious width. The fishermen on the coast of Scarbo-
rough have a great regard for it, and always set it at liberty

when it is caught, from a supposition that it is a great
enemy to the dog-fish, the bodies of which have been found
in its stomach. Aristnt. 1. 9, c. 37 ; Plin. 1. 9, c. Si ; Gessn.
de Pis ; Rnndclet de Pise. Marin. ; Will. Ichtli.

A'NGLES (Astrol.) certain houses in the scheme of the
heavens : the first house is called the angle of the East, the
seventh the angle of the West, the fourth house is ihe angle
of the Noith, the tenth the angle of the South.

jV'NGLICISM (Gram.) an idiom or manner of speech pecu-
liar to the English.

A'NGLICUS Sudor [Med.) vide Sudor Anglicus.

A'NGOL.\M (8nt.) a very tall and beautiful tree of Malabar

;

the expressed juice from whose root kills worms. Rail
Hist. Plant.

ANGO'NES (Ant.) »-nmi-, a kind of spear used by the
Franks. Snidas.

A'NGOR (yied) «-/»'«, a concentration of the natural heat
of the body, causing a palpitation of the heart. Hippocrat.
Epid.\.\.

A'NGRACU.AI (/?o^) the Epidcndnm ovalum ct scriplum of
Linnaeus.

ANG
ANGSA'NA (Bot.) or Angsava, an Indian tree, from which,

when wounded, issues a liquor of a gummy consistence;

sold for the sanguis draconis. It is astringent, and good
for the aphthee. Rail Hist. Plant. ; Commel. Hart.; Med.
Anstel.

A'NGUELLES (Falcon.) small worms cast up by sick hawks.

A'N'GUIFER (Astron.) vide Serpentarius.

A'NGUILLA (Sumis.) the eel, was a sjmbol in the coins of

Agrigentum, Adranum, and other cities of Sicily, as in

the subjoined cut, which represents on the obverse the

Cancer marinus, with a shell above and an eel below ; and
on the reverse an eagle tearing a hare ; the inscription,

AAPANIHN. Gnltz. Sicit. J Ha-cerkanp. Parut. Sicil. Des-
critt.

Anguilla (/<-•/(.) the eel, a fish named by Aristotle f"/;i;'Ai'?,

and classed by Linnaus under the Murcena. Aristot. Hist.

An. 1. % c. V.i, &c.

ANGUILLA'RIA (Bot.) the Ardicia excelsa and Zeylanica

of Linna?us.

ANGL'ILLA'RIS (Ich.) a species of the Silurus of Linnaeus.

A'NGUINA (Bot.) the Calln and the Tricosanthes Anguina
of Linnaeus.

ANGLT'NEAL (Geom.) a sort of hj'perbola of a serpentine

figure ; a species of the second order of curves, according

to Newton.
A'NGUINUM (Zool.) a bed or knot of snakes. Plin. 1. 29,

c. 3.

A'NGUIS (Numis.) the snake, an emblem of jSsculapius, is

mostly represented on coins twining round
a staff, which is in the hands of an old

man ; but in the annexed figure it repre-

sents /Esculapius himself, who is said to

have appeared under this form when the

vessel which was sent to fetch his image
from Epidaurus arrived in the Tiber. The
old man rising out of the water is sup-

~~^^-=^''

posed to be the river-god Tiber, before whom he is rearing

himself. I'aler. Maxim. 1. 1, c. 8; .iur. Victor, de Illust.

c. 22.

Anguis (Zool.) itvS'fii, Snake, a genus of animals. Class A?n'
phibia, Order Serpentcs.

Generic Characters. Scales on the belly, and under the tail.

Species. Animals of this genus mostly inhabit the Indies.

The species which are natives of Europe are

—

Anguis
fragilis, the Blind-Worm, and Anguis Fryx, Aberdeen
Snake.

Anguis vnlgaris (Zool.) the Coluber natrix of Linnaeus.— An-
guis JEsculapii, a perfecily harmless species of serpent,

which is good against the plague, and resists poison. Leni.

dcs Drng.
A'NGUIUM senectcc (Nat) the Exuvice Slough, or cast-oft'

skins of serpents or snakes, a decoction of which is good
for pains in the ear, &c. Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 19; Act. Tetrab. 2,

serm. !•, c. 33.

A'XGULAR motion (Mech.) the motion of any body which
moves circularly about a point, as the angular motion of a
pendulum, which moves about its centre of motion.

Angular motion (Astron.) the motion of the planets round
the sun as their centre, or the increasing angle made by
two lines drawn from a central bod}', as the sun or earth, to

the apparent places of two planets in motion.

Angular (ZJc/.) angulatus, an epithet for a stem ; angulatus

caulis, an angular stem, i. e. a stem grooved longitudinallv,

with more than two hollow angles. It may be triangular,

r2
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/;/an^u/aWi',quaJraiigular, tpindrangularis, Sec. or obtuse-an-
gled, o/ituse-angiilntiis, acute-angled, acule-angularis, &c.
according to the number and measure of the angles. An-
thers are also angular, angtilaUc, when they have several

deep furrows that form four or more angles. The Stigma
is angular, angtilosum, when its close deep furrows occasion

projecting angles and leaves ; and pericarps are likewise so

named, according to the number of their angles.

Anuulau capital (Archil.) any capital which has two or more
fronts alike, so as to return at the angles of the building.

—

Anguhir inodillnn.':, those which are placed at the return,

i. e. at the turning of a cornice.

ANGULA'KIS Arteria [Anat.) the same as Maxillaria.—
Angulari.'i Mii.'ciilu.t, the same as tiie Levator Scapulce.

AXGULA'TED {Bot.) vide Angular.

ANHtULA'TUS (/jo<.) angular, or angled. {_\\do Aiigiila)']

A'NGULI ncii/i {AiKit.) vide Cantlii.

AXGULO'SUS (Bot.) vide Angular.
A'NGULU.S oculi (Auat.) vide Canthu.i.

ANGU'iUA (Bot.) Water Melon, a genus of plants, Class 21

Monnecid, Order 2 Diandria.

Generic Clniracters. Cal. monophyllous ; (//v»;ons lanceo-

late.

—

Cor. pentapetalous.— iiTAM. Jilament.'i two; an-

ther creeping up and down.

—

Pist. germ inferior, oblong

;

sti/le semibifid; stigmas bifid.

—

Per. pome oblong; seeds

very many.
Species. The species are, the

—

Anguria trilobala, a per-

ennial, native of Carthagena.

—

Anguria pednta, &en po-
lyphijllds, a perennial, native of St. Domingo

—

Anguria
injblialii, seu Cucumis triphyllus, native of St. Domingo.
Plum. Plant. Americ. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

Anguria Citrullus, the Cttcurbita Citmllus of Linnasus.

ANCiU'STIA {Anat.) narrowness of the vessels.

ANGUSTIFO'LIA (Bot.) narrow-leaved; an epithet for

many plants.

ANGUSTU'KA cortex (Bot.) a bark which comes from the

Sjjanish main, and is a powerful bitter.

ANIIALDI'NUM (Med.) a corrosive described by Ilart-

man.
ANHALTI'NA (Med.) medicines promoting perspiration.

—

Anhaltina aqua, a cordial distilled from aromatic ingre-

dients.

ANTIELA'TIO (Med.) Anhelitus ; panting or shortness of
breath. Plin. 1. 22, c. 2:3; Act. Tctrab. 2, serm. 4, c. 7 ;

Paul. A-.ginet. de Re Med. 1. ;i, c. 29.

ANHELl'TUS (C/icm.) smoke; also horse-dung.

ANIU'MA (Orn.) an aquatic bird of prey of Brasil, bigger

than a swan : on its head is a horn, the powder of which is

an antidote against poison. Lem. dcs Drag.
A'NHLOTE (Law) a term used to signify that ever}' one

should pay his respective share, as Scot and Lot, according
to the custom of the country.

ANIIUI'HA (But.) an Indian ])lant ; the same as Sassafras.

ANHY'DIUTE (.\//«.) a species of Sulphate.

A'NI (Orn.) a species of the Crotophagos of Linnxus.
Ast procidentia (.Med.) vide Procidentia Ani.

ANIA'DA (///c/i.) the Astral and Celestial powers.

ANIA'DON (Alih.) the celestial body imi)lanted in Chris-

tians by the Holy Spirit, by means of the sacraments.

A'NIIJA (But.) the Ccdrola of Linnxus.
ANTCE'T(JN (Mtd.) i»<>c-i7o»; 1. An epithet for a plaster

described by Cialen and Aetius. Hal. de Cimip. Phnrni.

.Sec. Loc. 1. 1, c. K; Ad. Tctrab. !, serm. .'5, c. Kj.—2. The
same as Anisum.— 3. An epithet fur the .Inethum.

A'NIL (Bot.) the hidigofcra tinctoria of Linnxus.

A'NIMA (Phi/s.) from a.itio?, the wind, and lyDJ, >r«'w, to

breatlie; the principle of life which the Author of our being

breathes into us.— .\nima mundi, or the •'i'-.'Zi ^x "^^/ak, the

soul of the worltl ; a certain pure ethereal substance or

spirit which is difi'uscd through the mass of the world, or-

ANI

ganizing and actuating the whole and the different parts.

Plat. Tim.
Ani.ma (Chem.) a concentration of the virtues of bodies by
means of solution, distillation, or any other processes which
can develop their powers. (Jf this description is

—

Anima
Jn.yjidis, Anima .'Hoes, &c.— Anima Hcpatis, the same ss

Sal Martis.—.4nima pulmonum, a name for Satfron, from
its supposed use in Asthmas.

—

Anima Saturiii, a white
powder, obtained by pouring distilled vinegar on lilharge,

and much used in enamelling.

AxiMA orticulornm (Bot.) the name for Hermndacli/lus.

A'KIM/E, (Xat.) the vesicles of herrings, because they are

light, and full of wind. They are supposed to be diuretic.

A'MMAL (P/ii/.) a living body, endued with sensation and
S])ontaneous motion.

—

.Animal J'acultij is that faculty by
which man exercises his senses, and all the other animal
functions.

—

Animal fin'ctions, those functions or offices

which are performed by the ditt'ertnt members of the body,
as seeing, hearing, voluntar}' motion, and the like.

—

Animal
frame, or animal part of man ; the bodil}- part, in distinc-

tion from the rational part.

An'i.mal secretion (.4}tnt.) the process whereby the divers

juices of the body are secreted or separated from the

common mass of the blood by means of the glands.

—

Ani-
mal motion ; the same as muscular motion.

—

Animal spirits,

a fine subtle juice or humour in animal bodies, supposed to

be the great instrument of muscular motion, sensation, &c.
as distinguished from natural and vital, (ial. de Cau.i. Puis.

Animal kingdom (Zool.) .tnimale Regnum ; one of the three

principal divisions into which Linnxus divided all organized

bodies, consisting of classes, orders, genera, and spe-

cies.

Animals were by him divided into six classes, namely, the

—Mammalia, or such as suckle their young, mostly qua-
drupeds.—^rcs, Birds, which are oviparous.

—

.Imphibia,

Amphibious Creatures, living eitlier on land or in the

water.

—

Pisces, Fishes, which live only in the water, and
are covered with scales.

—

lusccta. Insects, which have
i\;\v or no organs of sense, and a bony coat of mail.

—

Vermes, ^V'orms, which have mostly no feet.

First Class.

The Mammalia consist of seven orders, namely, the

—

Pri-

mates, Bruta, Ferce, Glires, Pecora, Bclluina; and Cefe.

First order.

The Primates are divided into 4 genera, namely

—

Homo,
Man.

—

.Simla, the Ape, the Haboon, and the Monkey.

—

Lemur, the Lemur.— Vespertilio, the Bat.

Second order.

Bruta, the second order, compreliends the following ge-

nera, namely

—

Bradi/pus, the Sloth.

—

JMyrmecophaga,

the Ant-Eater.

—

Du'iijpus, the Armadillo.

—

Rhinoceros,

the Rhinoceros.— Sokutj/ro.—FJephas, the Elephant.—
Trichechus, the Morse, Walrus.

—

Manis.

Third order.

FercE, the third order, comprehends ten genera, namely

—

Phoca, the Seal.— Canis, the Dog, the Wolf, the Fox, and

the Ilyxna.-

—

Felis, the Lion, the Tyger, the Leopard, the

Tyger-Cat, the Lynx, and the Cat.— I'iverra, the Weasel,

the Shunk, the Civet, the (Jenet, and the Fitchet.

—

Mus-
tek, the Otter, the Martin, the Ferret, the Polecat, the

Ermine, and tlie Stoat.— Vrsus, the Bear, the Badger,

the Racoon, and the (jiutton.—Didalphis, the Opossum,

Marmose, Phalanger, and the Kangaroo.— Talpa, the

Mole.— Sorex, the Shrew.

—

Erinaceus, the Hedge-Hog.

Fourth order.

(Hires, the fourth order, comprehends the following genera.
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n:xme]y—nistrix, the Porcupine.

—

Cuvia, the Cavy.

—

Castor, the Beaver.

—

Miis, the Uat, the Musk-llat, and

the Mouse.

—

Arctomi/s, the ^larmot.

—

Sciurus, the .Squir-

rt.'|. Mi/oxif!, the Dormouse.

—

Diput, the Jerboa.

—

Lepus, the Hare, and the Rabbit.

—

Ilj/rax.

Fifth order.

Pccora, the fifth order, comprehends the following genera,

namely

—

Camcliis, the Camel, the Lama.

—

Mosc/ius, the

2^iusk." Cer\us, the Stag, the Deer, the Moose, or Elk.

Camdupnrdalis, the Camelopard, or Giraffe.— .-Jh/Z/o-

nus, the Antelope.— Capra, the Goat.— Ovis, the Sheep.

—Dos, the 0.\.

Sixth order.

BcUuinir, the sixth order, comprehends the following

genera, namely

—

Ecjhus, the Horse, the Ass, and the

^lule.

—

Hippopotamus, the River-Horse.— Taj>ir, the

Tapir.

—

Sus, the Hog.

Seventh order,

Cete, the seventh order, comprehends the following genera,

namely

—

Monodon, the Monodon.

—

Bnhvua, the Whale.
— I'hi'/seter, the Cachelot.

—

Delphinus, the Porpoise, the

Dolphin, and the Grampus.

Second Class.

Aves, Birds, the second class, is divided into six orders,

namely

—

Aecipitres, Piece, Anseres, Grallce, Galliiice,

Passeres.

First order.

Aecipitres, the first order, comprehends four genera,

namely — Vultur, the Vulture and the Condur.

—

Faico,

the Eagle, the Kite, the Buzzard, the Falcon, and the

Hawk.— Strix, the Owl.— Lanius, the Shrike, the

Butcher Bird, and the Woodchat.

Second order.

Pica:, the second order, comprehends the following genera,

namely

—

Ramphasto^, the Toucan Momotus, the Mot-
mot.

—

Psittaciis, the Parrot, the Maccaw, the Parrokeet,

the Cockatoo, and the Lory.— Sci/throps.—Buccros, the

Horn-Bill.— Crotophnga, the Ani.

—

Glaucopis, the Wat-
tle Bird.

—

Corviis, the Crow, the Rook, the Raven,

the Jack-Daw, and the Jay.

—

Coracias, the Roller.

—

Oriulus, the Oriole.— Gracida, the Grackle

—

Para-
disea, the Bird of Paradise.

—

Bucco, the Barbet.

—

Trogon, the Curucui.

—

Ciiculus, the Cockoo.— Yiinx,

the Wryneck.

—

Picus, the Woodpecker.

—

Stitta, the

Nuthatch.— Todus, the Toddy.

—

Alcedo, the Kingsfisher.
— Galbtda, the Jacama.

—

^lerops, the Bee-Eater.

—

Upupa, the Hoop or Hoo])o.

—

Cetihia, the Creeper.

—

irochilus, the Humming-Bird.

—

Biiphiiga.

Third order.

Anseres, the third order, comprehends the following ge-
nera, namely

—

Anas, the Swan, the Goose, the Duck,
the Shoveler, and the Tea).

—

Mergiis, the Merganser,
the Goosander, the Dunn-Diver, and the Smew.

—

Alca,

the Auk or Razorbill.

—

Aptenodytes, the Penguin.

—

Pro-
cellaria, the Petrel.

—

Diomedea, the Albatross or Man-
of-War Bird.

—

Peitcanus, the Pelican, the Corvorant,
the Shag, the Crane, the Gannet, and the Booby.

—

Plo-
fiis, the Darter.

—

Phceton, the Tropic Bird Colijmbus,

the Guillemot, the Diver, and the Grebe.

—

Lams, the
Gull, and the Tarrock or Kittiwake.

—

Sterna, the Tern.—Ryncliops, the Skimmer.

Fourth order.

Grallce, the fourth order, comprehends the following ge-

nera, namely

—

Phcenicopteros, the Flamingo.

—

Platalea,

the Spoonbill.

—

Palamcdea, the Screamer.

—

Mi/ctcria,

the Jabiru.

—

Cancroma, the Boatbill.

—

Scopus, the Um-
bre.

—

Ardt-a, the Heron, the Crane, tlie Stork, and the

Bittern.— Tantalus, the Ibis.— Corrira, the Courier.

—

Scolnpax, the Curlew, the Whintrel, the Snipe, the

Woodcock, the Godwit, and ths Red Shank.— Trinsc,

the Sandpiper, the Phalarope, and the Purre.

—

Charnd-

rius, the Plover and the Dotterel.

—

Recurxirostra, the

Avocet.— Hce'uatapus, the Sea-Pie or Pied Oyster, and
the Catcher.— Gtarcola, the Pratincole.

—

Fulica, the

Gallinule, the Moor-Hen, and the Coot.— J'aginnlis, the

Sheathbill.

—

Tarra, the Jacana.

—

Rallus, the Rail, the

Crake or Sand-Rail, the Brook-Ouzel or Water-Piail,

and the Soree.

—

Psophia, the Trumpeter.

Fi/lh order.

Gallincp, the fifth order, includes the following genera,

namel}'

—

Otis, the Bustard.

—

Struthio, the Ostrich, and
the Cassowary or Emu.

—

Didus, the Dodo.

—

Pavo, the

Peacock.

—

Melcagris, the Turkey.

—

Penelope, the Guam
and the Yacou.-

—

Crax, the Curassow.— Phasianus, the

Pheasant.— Xninidia, the Pintado or CJuinea Hen.

—

Tetrno, the Grous, the Moorcock, the Partridge, the

Quail, and the Tinamou.

Sixth order.

Passeres, the sixth order, includes the following genera,

namely

—

Cnlumba, the Pigeon, the Ring-Dove, the Tur-
tle-Dove, &c.

—

Alauda, the Lark.

—

Sturnus, the Stare

or Starling, and the Crake or Water-Ouzel.— Turdus,

the Thrush, the Field-Fare, the Blackbird, and the

Ring-Ouzel.

—

Atnpelis, the Chatterer.— Colius, the Coly.
—I.oxia, the Grossbeak, the Crossbill, and the Haw-Finch.
—Emherixa, the Bunting.— Tanagra, the Tanajer.

—

Fringilla, the Finch, the Chaffinch, the Siskin, the Red-
pole, the Linnet, the Twite, and the Sparrow.—P^^/o-
toma, the Phytotoma.

—

Muscicapa, the Fly-Catcher.

—

Motacilla, the Wagtail or Warbler, the Nightingale, the

Hedge Sparrow, the Wren, the White-Throat, the

Wheat-Ear, and the Red-Start.

—

Pipra, the Minnakin.

—

Parus, the Titmouse.-

—

Hirundn, the Swallow and the

Swift.

—

Caprimulgus, the Goatsucker.

Third Class.

Amjiliihia, Amphibious animals, the third class, is divided

into two orders, namely

—

Rcptilia, Reptiles, and Ser-

pentes, Serpents.

First order.

Reptilia, Reptiles, the first order, comprehends the follow-

ing genera, namely

—

Testudo, the Tortoise and the Tur-

tle.

—

Rana, the Toad, the Frog, and the Natter-Jack.

—

Draco, the Flying Dragon.

—

Lacerta, the Crocodile, tlie

Alligator, the Lizard, the Guana, the Newt, the Sala-

mander, the Chameleon, the Eft.— Siren.

Second order.

Serpentes, Serpents, the second order, includes the follow-

ing genera, namely

—

Crolalus, the Rattle-Snake.

—

Boa,
—Coluber, the Viper and the Asp.

—

Anguis, the Snake

and the Blind-Worm .

—

Amphisbcena.— Ca-cilia

.

—Ach ro-

cordus, the Warted Snake.

F'ourth Class.

Pisces, Fishes, the fourth class, is divided into six orders,

namely

—

Apodal, Jugular, Thoracic, Abdominal, Brau-

chiostegous, Chondropterigious,

First order.

Apodal, the first order, contains the following genera,

namely

—

Murana, the Eei.

—

Gi/mnotus,— Trichiuris.—
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Anarhicas, the Wolf Fish.

—

Ammodytes, the Launce.

—

Stromateus.—Xiphias, the Sword-Fish.

—

Sternopfyx.—
Lcptocephalus, the Morris.

—

Stylephorus.—Ophidium
Gymnothorax.

Second order.

Juj^ular, the second order, contains the following genera,
namely

—

CaUionymns, the Dragonet.— Uraiioscopux.—
Trachinus, the Sting-Bull or Weaver,

—

Cladus, the Cod-
Fish, the Bib, the Whiting, the Coal-Fish, the Hake, the

Barbot, and the llockling.

—

Blennius, the Blenny.

—

Kurt us.

Third order.

Thoracic, the third Order, contains the following genera,
namely

—

Cepola.—Echineis, the Sucking-Fish.

—

Cory-
phcena.—Goliius, the Goby.— Callus, the Bull-Head.

—

the Father Lasher, and the Miller's Thumb.

—

Scorpceiia.—Zeus, the John Doree.

—

Pleuroiiccles, the Hullibut,

the Flounder, the Plaise, the Dab, the Sole, the Smear-
dab, the Pearl, and the Turbot.

—

Chaiudou.— Spnrus,
the Gilthead, the Pudding-Fish.— Scarus.—Lnbrus, the
Wrasse, the Goldfinny, the Camber, and the Cook.

—

Sciceria.—Perca, the Perch, the Basse, the LufFe, the
Black Fish, and the Squirrel-Fish,— Trachychthys.—
Gasterosteus, the Stickleback.

—

Scomber, the Mackerel,
the Thunny, the Scad, and the Yellow- Tail.— Ceiitroaus-

ier.—Mu/lus, the Surmullet

—

Trigln, the Gurnard, the
Piper, and the Tub-Fish.

—

Lonchiurus.

Fourth order.

Abdominal, the fourtli order, comprehends the followino'
genera, namely— CoAjV/s, the Loche and the Mud-Fish.—Amia.—Sdurus.— Teulhis.— Salmo, the Salmon, the
Trout, the Salmon-Trout or Bull-Trout, the Charr, the
Smelt, the Gurniad, and the Lavaret.

—

Fistulnrin, the
Tobacco-Pipe-Fish.— E.so,r, the Pike and the GarHsh.—
FAops.— Arrreiitiiia, the Argentine.

—

Alheriun, the Athe-
rine or Silver-Fish.— M;/n-;7, the Mullet.

—

Excocoelus,
tlic Flying Fish.

—

Polynemus.— Clupca, the Herring, the
Pilchard, the Sprat, the Shad, and the Anchovy.

—

Ci/-
})riiii).s, the Carp, the Barbel, the Gudgeon, the Tench,
the Crucian, the Gold-Fish, the Dace, the Roach, the
Finscale or Rud, the Red Eye, the Bleak, the Bream,
the Minnow, and the Graining.

—

Loncaria.

Fifth order.

Braiichiostegous, the fifth order, comprehends the follow-
ing genera, natw]y—Murmyrus.—Ostracion.— Tetrodoii,
the Sun-Fish

—

Diodon.— Singnnthus, the Pipe-Fish and
the Needle-Fish.— Pegasus.— Centriscus. — Bnlisles.
Cyclopterus, iheSuckcr.—Lophius, the Fishing-Frog, and
the Angler or Frog-Fish.

Sixth order.

Chondropterigious, the sixth order, contains the followin;r
genera, namely— ^/c//;r».«r, the Sturgeon.

—

Chinucrri,
the Sea-Monster.— .SV/«,;/H.t, the Shark, the l)og-Fis!i, the
Tope, the Sea-Fox, and the Angel-Fish.— /-"m/u, the
Saw-Fish.— /?«/«, the Ray, the Skate, the Thornback.—Pelromyzon, the Lamprey, and the Pride.—GaiV^-o-
branchus, the Hag or Hag-Fish.

Fifth Class.

Itueda, Insects, the fifth class, is divided into seven orders,
namely— Cr/co/^/c/Y/, llrmiplrra, Lepidoplcra, Neurnp-
tcra, Ilymciioptcra, Diptcra, and Aplera.

First order.

Coleoptera, the (irst order, contains the following genera,
na.me\y—Scaraliaus, the Beetle,—/.Mcn/«(.?.—yjcrn,t.v<c.v'
the Leather-Eater.

—

Synodendron.—Boslrichus. Mcly-

ris.—Pliiius, the Death-Watch.

—

Hister.—Gyriitas, the
Water-Flea.

—

Bt/rrhus.—Anlhrenus.—Silpha, the Car-
rion Beetle.

—

Nitidnla.—Opatrum.— Titroma.— Tetrato-

ma.— Cnssida.— Coccinella.— Chrysnmcla.—Cryplocepha-
his.—Hispa .

—Bruch us.— Pa usus —Zygia.— Znnitis.—
Apalus.—Brent us.— Curculio.—Ithinomacer.—Attelabus.—Notoxus.—Cerambyi.— Calopus.—Leplura.— Neci/da-

lis.—Lampyris, the Fire- Fly.

—

Iloria.— Cucujus.—Can-
tharis.— Serropalpus.—Elater.—Cucindela.—Bupestris.—
Hydrapliilus, the Water-Clock.

—

Dytiscus.—Cnrabus.—
Trnebrio,—Pimelia.— Lytta.—DIe/oe.—Mordclla.— .S7«-

phylinns.—Forjicula, the Earwig.

—

Erodius.—Manticora.—Alum us.

Second order.

Hemiptera, the second order, contains the following ge-
nera, namely-

—

Blatta, the Cockroach.

—

Pneumora.—
Mantis.—Gryllus, the Locust, the Grasshopper, and the
Cricket.

—

Fulgora, the Lanthorn Fly Cicada.—Noto-
necta, the Boat Fly.

—

Nepa, the Water Scorpion.

—

Ci-

mex, the Bug.

—

Macrocephalus.—Aphis, the Plant-Louse.— Chermes.—Coccus, the Cochineal.— Thrips.

Third order.

Lepidoptera, the third order, contains the following genera,
namely

—

Papilio, the Butterfly.

—

Sphinx, the Hawk-
moth.

—

PhalcBtia, the Moth.

Fourth order.

Neuroptera, the fourth order, contains the following ge-
nera, namely

—

LibcUula, the Dragon-Fly.

—

Ephemera,
the Day-Fly.

—

Phryganea.—Hemerobius.—Myrmeleon,
the Lion-Ant.

—

Panorpa.— Raphidia.

Fifth order.

Hymenoptera, the fifth order, contains the following ge-
nera, namely

—

Cynips, the Gail-Fly.— Tenthrcdo, the
Saw-Fly.

—

Sircx, the Tailed Wasp.

—

Ichneumon, the
Ichneumon.— Sphex.— Ammophila

.

— Scolia.— Thynnus.—Lucopsis.— Tiphia.—Chalcis.— Chrysis, the Golden
Fly.— Vespa, the Wasp.

—

Apis, the Bee.

—

Formica, the
Ant or Emmet.

—

Mutilla.

Sixth order.

Diptcra, the sixth order, contains the following genera,
namely

—

Oestrus, the (jad-Fly and the Breeze.— Tipula,
the Crane- Fly.

—

Dinpsis.—Musca, the Fly.— Tabanus.—
Cu/cx, the Gnat.

—

Kmpis.—Stomoxys.— Connps.—Asilus.
Bombi/lius, the Hunible-Bee.

—

Hippobosca.

Seventh order,

Aptera, the seventh order, contains the following genera,
namely

—

Lepisma.—Poduru, the Spring-Tail.— Fcrmes,
the White Ant.

—

Pcdiculus, the Louse and Crab-Louse.—Acarus, the Tick, the Harvest-Bug, and the Itch-Mite— l'h(danoiuin.—.Iranea, the Spider.

—

Scorpio, the Scor-
pion.— Cancer, the Crab, the Lobster, the Prawn, the
Shrimp, and the S(|uill.

—

Ahmoculus.— Oniscus.—Scolo-
pendra.—Julus.— Pulex, the Flea.

—

Hydrachna.

Sixth Class.—Vermes.

The sixth class is divided into five orders, nanicly

—

Intes-

tina, Mollusca, Tcstacca, Zoophyta, and Infusoria.

First order.

Jnteslina, the first order, contains the following genera,
namely

—

Ascaris.— Trichoccjiha/us.—Filaria.— Scolcx.—
I.igula.— Strongy/us.— Echinorynchus.— Cucutlanns. —
Carynphylheus. — Unguatu/a. — Fasciiiln, the (lourd-
Worm or Fluke.— Taenia, the Tape-Worm.—/wrz.i.

—

Godius, the Hair-Worm.

—

Lumbricus, the Earth-Worni,
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the Dew-Worra, and the Lug.

—

Planaria.—Sipunculus,

the Tube-Worm.

—

Hirudo, the Leech.— Uucinitria.—
HcEiiica.

Second order.

Mollusca, the second order, contains the following genera,

namely—Limnx, the Slug or Snail.

—

Onchidium.— Lap-

lisia, the Sea Hare.

—

Doris, the Sea Lemon.

—

Aphro-

fjita

.

— Spio.—Amph it rite.— Terebella

.

—Nereis.—Nais.—
Ascidia.— Salpa.—Dagi/sa.— Clava.—Actinia, the Sea

Daisy, the Sea ^Marigold, and the Sea Carnation.

—

Mnmniaria.— Pedicillaria.— Tcthi/s.— Plerotracliea.—
Derris Hvlothuria.— Lobarict.— Triton.—Lerncca.—
ScijlUea.— Clio.—Sepia, the Cuttle-Fish.

—

Lucernaria.

Medusa, the Sea-Nettle.

—

Pht/ssophora.—Asterias. the

Star-Fish and the Sea-Star.

—

Echinus, the Sea Urchin. I

Third order.
I

Testacea, Shells, the third order, comprehends the follow-

ing genera, namely

—

Chiton.—Lepas, the Acorn Shell.

— Phlons.— ]SIi/a.— Solen, the Razor-Sheath.— TcUina.

— Cardium, the Cockle.

—

Mactrn.—Dnnax.— Venus.—
Spondi/lus.—Chama.—Area, the Ark.

—

Ostrea, the Oys-
tev.^Anomia.—Mytilus, the Mussel.

—

Pinna.—Argo-

nauta.—Xautilus.— Conns, the Cone.— Cyprtra, the

Cowrie or Gourie.

—

Bulla.— Volula, the Mitre or Vo-

lute.

—

Buccinum, the Whelk.

—

Strombus.—Mnrcx.—
Trochus.— Turbo, the Wreath.

—

Helix, the Snail.

—

Se-
ritn, the Nerite.

—

Haliotis, the Sea-Ear.

—

Patella, the

Limpet.

—

Dentaliuni, the Tooth-Shell.

—

Serpula.— Te-

redo.—Sabella.

Fourth order.

Zoophj/ta, the fourth order, contains the following genera,

namely

—

Tubipora, the Tubipore.

—

Madrepora, the Ma-
dripore.

—

Millepora, the Millepore.— Cellepora, the Cel-

lepore.

—

Isis, the Coral.

—

Antipathes.— Gorgonia, the

Red Coral.

—

Alcyonium.— Spo}!gia, the Sponge.

—

Flus-

tra, the Hornwrack.— Tubularia.— Corallina, the Coral-

line.

—

Sertularia.— Pennntula, the Sea-Pen.

—

Hydra, the

Polype.

Fifth order.

Infusoria, the fifth order, contains the following genera,

namely— Branchinnu.i.— Vorticclla.— Trichoda.— Circa-

ria.— Bursaria.—Gonium.— Colpoda.— Paramecium.—
Cyelidium.— Vibrio.—Bacillaria.—Enchelis.— Vohox.—
Monas.—Leucopera.

ANIMA'LCUL.E (Zool.) very small animals, scarcely

discoverable by the naked eye, which, \>y the help of

niicroscojies, are found in fluids, and also in solids.

ANIMA'TE ^;ou'e;' (^Icch.) a power in animal beings, in dis-

tinction from that which exists in inanimate bodies, as

springs, &c.

ANDL\'TE DmercHr^ (Chem.) quicksilver impregnated with

£ome subtle and spirituous particFes, so as to render it ca-

pable of growing hot when mixed with gold. Libav. Apoe.
Hcrmet. part 1, c. 10.

—

Animated needle, a needle touched
with a stone.

ANIMA'ITON (.4lch.) the fermentation produced by the

conjunction of mercury with any metal. Libav. Apoc.
Hermet. part 1, c. 10; 'Castell. Lex Med.

A'Siyi^ gummi (Chem.) a gum or white resin, brought from
America, which flows, by an incision, from a tree, the
Hynienea courharil of Linnaus. Dioscorides and Serapio

call it Ambiea, %\hich has been corrupted into Anime. The
former saj's that it is an inferior kind of myrrh. The best

Gum .Anime is white, dry. friable, clean, of a good smell,

that soon consumes when thrown into t!ie fire, and contains

a gieat deal of oil and essential salt. It is discussive,

good for the head-ache, and a strengthener of the brain.

ANN
There are two sorts principally spoken of, namely, the

Oriental and the Western ; but Bauhine reckons five sorts.

Dioscor. 1.1, c. 77; Clus. liar. Plant. Hist.; J. Bauh.

Hi^t. Plant. ; Raii Hist. Lent, des Drag.

Ani.me (Her.) an epithet implying that the eyes of any ra-

pacious creature are borne of a different tincture from

that of the creature itself.

ANIME'LL.E (.4nat.) the Glandules under the ears and the

ower jaws.

A'NIMUS (Met.) the mind, or reasoning faculty, in distinc-

tion from anima, the being or substance in which the

faculty exists.

ANT'NGA ibis (Bot.) an Indian aquatic plant that grows

five or six feet high, with leaves similar to the water-lily.

From the bulbous root of the aningas is expressed an oil of

great medicinal use for fomentation. Pis. Marc. Hist.

Braz. ; Raii Hist. Plant.

AN jour et zvast. (Law) a forfeiture when a man has com-

mitted petty treason and felony, and has lands held of some
common person, which shall be seized for the king, and

remain in his hands a year and a day next after the at-

tainder, and then the trees sliall be pulled up ; except he

to whom the lands should come by escheat or forfeiture,

redeem it of the king.

ANISA'TUM [Med.) from antrm, Anise-seed; a wine in

which Anise seeds are infused.

Axis.vTUM (Bot.) a species of the lUicium of Linnaeus.

ANISCA'LPTOR (Anat.) the same as Latissimus Dorsi.

A'NISE (Bot.) a small oblong seed, produced from the

Anisum, or the Pimpinella anisum of Linnaeus, [vide

Anisnm']

AsisE (Cotn.) a sort of greyish wood that is brought from

the Indies in logs, and has a scent similar to that of the

plant.

A'MSEED-TREE (Bet.) the Illicium of Linnsus.

ANl'SIFOLIUM (Bot.) the Limonia acidissima of Linnaus.

ANISOCY'CLA (Aichceol.) a machine constructed of many
unequal circles, by the help of which the ancients dis-

charged arrows or stones from their scorpions or cross-

bows. Vitruv. de Architect. 1. 10, c. 1 ; Tumeb. Adver.

1. 9, c. 20 ; Bald. Lee. Vitruvian.

ANISOMARA'THRUJI (Bot.) the Scandix australis of

Linna?us.

.VNISUM (Bot.) a'lTm, Anise, probably from aviv.nToy, invic-

tum. invincible, to denote its superior power above other

medicines ; a plant, the seed of wliich is an anodyne, dia-

phoretic, diuretic, and discutiont. It is the Pimpinella

anisum of Linnaeus. Thcoph. Hist. Plant. 1. 7, c. 3 ;

Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 65; Plin. 1.20, c. 17 ; Gal. de Simplic.

I. 6; Oribas Med. Coll. 1. 11; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm.

1 ; Paul. JEginet. de Re Med. 1. 7, c 3 ; Myrep. de An-
tidot. sect. 1, c. 23 ; J. Bauli. Hist. Plant.; Parkin.

Theat. Bnfan.; Raii Hist. Plant.—Anistcm Africanum, the

Bubon galbinatum of Linnaeus.

A'NKER (Com.) a liquid measure at Amsterdam, contain-

ing thirty-two gallons wine measure in England.

A'NLA.E (Archa-ol.) a falchion or sword shaped like a

scythe.

A'NN (Cow.) abbreviated for annum, as per annum,

yearly.

Ann (Lan-) or Annat, half a year's stipend, in the Scotch

La:v, over and above what is owing for the incumbency,

due to the minister's relict, children, or near akin.

ANXABA'SSES (Cow.) a coarse blanketting made in France

for the Ciulnea trade.

ANNA'LES (Ant.) Annals, from annus, a year, signifying

an account of what was done within the year ; small books

in which were registered the names of the magistrates, to-

gether with the names of the persons, places, and things

connected with their magistracj-. Whence Cicero makes
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the distinction between Annals and History. " Ilistoria

nihil aliud nisi Annaliuni confectio." De Oral. 1. 2, c. 12;

.tu/, (.Sell. I. 1, c. 1 ; Fcrrar. dc Origin. Romriti. apiid Gricv.

'J'/ic.taiir. Antiq. Rom. toni. 1, &c.

—

Annales maximi was
also the name given to the annals of the stale, because
they were consecrated and confirmed by the Ponlijcx maxi-

mus, or High-Priest; they were also called Commcntarii.

Cic. de (hat. 1. 2, c. 12 ; Liv. 1. 4-, c. 3 ; Fest. de Verb. Sig-

nij. ; Turiicl). in Cic. dc Leg. ; Alex. Gen. Dier. 1. 2,

c. 8, &c.

Annales (Arclia-ol.) 1. Public acts registered every year.

Leg. Cod. Tlicnd. 2. a sort of annual census.

Ansai.es (Lnii)) yearlings, or cattle a year old.

ANNA'LIS lex (Ant.) a law for regulating the age at which
offices might be enjoyed. It was proposed U. C. 573, by
L. Villus or Julius, who, on that account, was surnamed
Annali.'^. What the precise age fixed for each magistracy
was is not ascertained, [vide J'.tas] Cic. de Or. 1. 2, c.65;

Liv. 1. \, c. 41-; Mannt. dc Leg, c. 6.— Annalis clavus, the

nail was so called which was driven into the wall of the

temple every year, to mark the succession and number of
years, [vide Clnvus"]

AXNA'TE.S (Lfiw) Annats, or first fruits paid out oi' spi-

ritual benefices to the Pope, being the value of one year's

profit. ,Stat. 25, IJen. 8.

A'NNE'S Dni^, .St. (Ecc.) a festival kept in the Romish
church on the 26th of June, and in the Greek church on
the ytli of December, in honour of Anna, the mother of
the ^'irgin Mary.

ANNE'AL (Dot.) the same as Anil.

ANNEA'LIXG of' tile (Meek.) from the Saxon alan, to

set on fire ; the burning of tiles, so as to harden them.
ANNEXA'TION (Lau;) uniting lands or rents to the

crown.

ANNIE'NTED (Lari;) in French aneantie ; abrogated or

made null.

A'NNI Tcmpnra cnnstnnlia (J\led.) xxh^iuTu xxifal, Consistent
seasons, which keep their usual and expected temperature,
in distinction from the inconsistent seasons, x^tifoi cixxrxs-x-

Toi, which are unstable, and not to be relied upon. Jlip-

poc. Apli. ; Foes (Econam. Hip.

Anni nuhilcs (Law) the age at which a girl becomes by
law fit for marriage, which is twelve.

ANNIVE'llSARY (Ecc.) the yearly obit or service per-

formed in the Romish church once every year for a person
deceased, i. e. properly on the anniversary of his or her
decease.

As'NivKitsAUY days (Laxv) I>ays so called because they re-

turned at the revolution of every year, quovia anno ver-

tenle. These days were kept solenm every year, in com-
memoration of the death or martyrdom of any saint.

Alcuin. dc Divin. OJic. ; 1 Ed. G.

A'NNO D:imiiii (Chron.) abbreviated AD. the computa-
tion of time from the incarnation of our Saviour, which is

used as the date for all public deeds and writings in Eng-
land, on which account it is called the ' Vul;;ar ^ra.' This
computation is supposed to be three years later tlian the
real time of our Saviour's Incarnation, [vide //,'>«]

ANN()I'S.\NCE (Law) the same as Nuisance.
ANNO'M(EANS (Ecc.) vide Anomceans.
ANNO'NA (.///'.) from annus, a year, signified properly a

year's produce from one's land ; but it is also taken for the
provision of corn, an<l whatever else was necessary for the
sustenatjce of man, whence annonw carilas signifies dear-
ness of provisions, or a dc'ar market. Cic. in Verr. I. 3,

c. 92.

—

Annona mililnris, the public allowance of bread,
fodder, &c.

—

Annonec, in the plural, the loaves themselves,
Lamprid. in Sever, c. 41 ; Cod. Thcodos. dc Erag. Mil.
Annon.

Aknona (Numis.) is commonly represented on coins by ears
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of corn, and a cornucopeia, as in the annexed
figure, on a coin of the emperor Claudius,
bearing the inscription ANNONA. AUG.
The female, which is the figure of the god-
dess Ceres, is sometimes represented hold-
ing a spear, a lance, and sometimes a mea-
sure, with ears of corn, &c. To the in-

scription is frequently added the words PROVIDENTm,
FELICITAS, FELICISSIMI SAECULI. AETERNa
CERES, &c.

Annona (Rot.) a genus of plants in the hot climates; so
called because its fruit is grateful to the natives, Class 13
PoUjandria, Order 7 Polygynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth three- leaved ; /fn^c/.!

cordate.

—

Cor. petals six.

—

Sta.m. filaments scarcely
any; anthers very numerous.— Pi.st. germ roundish;
styles none ; stigmas obtuse.

—

Peu. berry very large
;

seeds very many.
Species. The plants of this tribe are all shrubs, and mostly

natives of America or India, as

—

Annona tripelala, Che-
riniolia, seu Guanabanus, Broad-leaved Custard-Apple.—Annona squamosa, seu Alamaran, Undulated Custard-
Applc.— Annona reticulata, Netted Custard-Apple.

—

Annona Asiatica, seu Keschta, Asiatic Custard- .Apple, &c.
ANNONA'RII (Aul.) forestallers of the market, who bought
up all the provisions before hand in order to raise the
market.

A'NNORA (Chem.) calcined egg-shells, or quick-lime.

ANNOTA'TIO (Med.) the beginning of a febrile paroxj-sm.
A'NNUA pensione (Laxv) a writ from the king to an abbot,

or a prior, demanding of him an annual pension due to him
for one of his chaplains, &c. licg. Orig. 165, 307.

A'NNUAL (Bot.) an epithet for any plant or root which
perishes within the compass of a year, in distinction from
Biennials or Perennials. The stem of herbaceous plants

is annual, but the root is perennial, which distinguishes

them from trees and shrubs.

Annual (.-Istron.) an epithet employed frequently to de-
note what is done in the space of a year, or returns every
year.

—

Annual motion of the earth, [vide Earth']—Annual
argument of longitude, [vide Argument']—Annual epacts.

[vide Epact]—Annual equation, the equation of the mean
motion of the sun and moon, and of the moon's apogee
and nodes.

Annual Pension (Lati<) v\Ac Annua pensione.—Annual rent,

in the Scotch Law, a yearly profit due to a creditor by
way of interest for a given sum of money.

—

Right (ifanmial
rent, the original right of burdening land with a 3'early

payment for the loan of money.
ANNUA'Ll.V (Laiu) a yearly stipend assigned to a priest

for celebrating an anniversary for the soul of a deceased
person, &ic.

Annuai.ia (.-Irehicol.) oblations made by the relations of
deceased persons on the anniversary of their death, which
was called the Year's Day or the year's Mind.

.\NNUE'NTES muscnli (Anut.) nniscles of the back or

head ; so called because they ])erform the office of nod-
ding or bending the head downward.

ANNU'ITY (Laxv) a yearly rent to be jiaid for term of life

or years, or in fee. Reg. Orig. 158. — IViit of An-
nuity, the writ that lies against a man for the recovery
of such a rent, if not satisfied every year according to the
grant. Co. Lit. H^.

—

Annuity of teinds or tithes, in the
Scotch law, what is allowed yearly to the king out of the
teinds not paid to the bishop.

Annuity (Com.) what is payable at any stated period within

a year. Annuities arc yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly,

that is, payable by the year, half-year, or (juarter.— Cer-
tain annuity, one that is in perpetuity.— Contingent An-
nuity, one depending on some contingency, as a life
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annuitj'.— Annuit;/ in possession, wlien it lias already

commenced.

—

Annuity in reversion, when it will commence
at some given future period.

—

Annuity in arrears, what is

forborne for any number of years.

A'NNULAR bone (Annt.) Circuliis osseus, a ring-like bone

placed before the cavity of the tympanum in the fcetus.

—

Annular cartilaoe, the second cartilage at the head of the

larynx or Windpipe.

—

Annular ligament, a strong ligament

encompassing the carpus or wrist after the manner of a

bracelet.

Annllakis digitus, the ring-finger next to the little one.

—

Annularis vena, the vein next to the ring-finger. Ael.

Tetrab. l,serm. 3, c. 12.

—

Annularis musculus,the Sphincter

Ani.—Annularis processus, a protuberance of the medulla.

liuf. Ephcs. de Appell. Part. hum. Corp. 1. 1, c. 10.

AN'NULATE (Bot.) nnnulatus, an epithet for a capsule,

stem, and root.

—

Capsula annulata, an annulate capsule, is

encircled by an articulated ring.

—

Radix annulata, an an-

nulate root, is furnished on its upper surface with alter-

nately raised and depressed bands.— Caudex annulatus, an

annulate stem, is that which has the remains of the leaves

at regular distances resembling annular elevations, as in

tlie Corypha rotundifolia.

AK'NULET (Archceol.) a little square moulding to accom-
pany a larger, or to separate the flutings of a column

;

also, a narrow flat moulding that encompasses other parts

of a column, which is called by the ditierent names of

Fillet, Listel Cincture, List Tcenia, Square, Rabit, and
Supercilium.

Annulet {Her.) a little ring [Q] borne in the coats of arms,

supposed to be taken for rings of mail, which was an

armour of defence. The annulet is the charge which dis-

tinguishes the fifth son of any family. It is supposed to

remind him that he should achieve great actions, accord-

ing to the old motto, Jus aureorum An)iuloriim.

A'NNULUS (Geol.) a ring ; a species of Volutsc.

Annulus [Bot.) a membranaceous part of the fungi, of

which there are different kinds, namely

—

Annulus erectus,

fixed below and free above.

—

Annulus invcrtus, fixed above

and free below.

—

Annulus sessilis, attached by one side.

—

Annulus mobitis, to be moved up and down.

—

Annulus
persistens, lasting as long as the fungus.

—

Annulus Jttgax,

disappearing when the fungus develops itself.

—

Anmdus
nrachnoides, composed of a white web.

ANNUNCI'ADE (Her.) the name of several orders; so

called in honour of the Annunciation to the Blessed Virgin.

The most distinguished order of this name was that insti-

tuted by Amadeo, the sixth Earl of Savoy, in commemo-
ration of the victory obtained by the first Earl over the

Turks, whom he drove from the Isle of Rhodes. The
collar belonging to this order is of gold, on which these

letters are engraven, F. E.R.T. Fortiiudo ejus Rhodum
tenuit. To this collar is appended a tablet, wherein is the

figure of the Annunciation.
ANNUNCIA'TION [Ecc.) annunciatio, from ad and nun-

cio, to tell ; the delivery of a message, particularly the

Angel's message to the Virgin Mary, concerning the birth

of our Saviour.

—

Annunciation of our Lady, a festival in

the Christian Church commemorative of the Annuncia-
tion to the Blessed Virgin, which is celebrated on the 25th
of March.

Annukciation (Theol.) a name given by the Jews to a part

of their ceremonial of the Passover.

ANNUNCIA'TOK (Ecc.) an officer in the church ofConstan-
tinople, whose office it was to announce to the people the

festivals that were to be celebrated.

A'NO (Med.) 'ktu, upwards, opposed to y.x.Tu, downwards,
in respect to purgatives, which operate upwards or down-
wards.

ANO'BIUM (Ent.) a division of the genus Ptinxis, accord-
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ing to Fabricius, comprehending the insects of this tribe,

which have the feelers clavate.

AXOCATHA'RTICA [Med.) Emetics.

ANOCHEI'LON (Anat.) ava/x,!'^", from «», upper, and
Xii>.cc, the lip ; the upper lip. Castcll. Lex. Med.

A'NOCHUS {Med.) from «i'i;t;a', to retain; a stoppage of the

intestinal discharge.

A'NODA {Bot.) the .S/(/a of Linnasus.

A'NODINA {Med.) vide Anodynes.
ANOD'MON (Med.) without smell, as applied to pus.

Hippnc. in Coac. ; Foes. Hippocrat. (Econom.
A'NODUS [Cliem.) what is separated from the nourishment
by the kidneys.

A'NODYNES {Med.) aia^wct, anodyna, from «, priv. and o'^mi;,

pain ; medicines so called because they ease pain and pro-

cure sleep, such as the medicinal preparations of the poppy.
Ccls. de Re Med. 1.5, c. 25, &c.; Gal. de Simpl. Med.
1. 5, c. 11 ; Cels. Aurcl. de Tard. Pass. 1. .S, c. 4 ; Trcdlian.

1. 10; Myreps. de Antidot. sect. 1, c. 178; Marcell. de

Med. c. 25 ; Gorr. Def. ISIcd. ; Foes. Uiconom. Hippocrat.

ANODY'NUM [Med.) Anodyne Balsam.

—

Anodynum mine-

rale, the same as Nitrum.

ANODY'NUS/j/(« {Med.) Anodyne fomentation.

ANO'EA (Med.) 'i'cix, from «, priv. and io/^j, to think; priva-

tion of understanding, madness.

ANOI'NTERS (Ecc). a name given to a particular sect, who
were so called because they anointed all whom they ad-
mitted into their society.

ANO^NIj'E'ANS (Ecc.) «io|«.inei, an heretical sect, which held

most of the doctrines of the Arians, particularly that the

essence of the Son was unlike that of the Father. Socrat.

Hist. Eccles. 1. 2, c. 45, 1. 3, c. 25, &c, ; Sozom. Hist. 1.4,

c. It; Theodoret.]. 4; S. Hilar, in Constant.

ANOM^'OS (Med.) a, ko^oios, dissimular, as applied to vicious

humours.
ANO'MALJE plantce (Bot.) from anomalus, irregular; the

twenty-sixth class of plants in the system of Ray.
ANOMA'LIA {Med.) a'uiJM>.icc, from «, priv. and (!,«.a.>i<i«,

equal, inequality, or irregularity, as applied to the pulse.

Galen. Defin. JMed. ; Actuar. aifl S'myvai TtaSai, 1. 1, C. 1 ;

Gorr. Defin. Med.
Anomalia (Astron.) vide Anomaly.
ANOMALI'STIC Year (Astron.) or periodical year; that

space of time in which the earth, or a plane, passes through
its orbit, which is 365 d. 6 h. 15 m. 10 sec.

ANO'MALOUS (G?'o>H.) uidf/^x^.oi, from «, priv. and iJiU-aAe;,

equal, i. e. without rule ; an epithet applied to verbs that are
irregularly formed, ofwhich the Greek affordsmany examples.

ANO'MALY (Astron.) <iwu,«Ai'a, irregularity ; the irregularity

in the motion of a planet, whereby it deviates from the

aphelion or apogee, or it is the distance from the aphelion
or apogee. It is sometimes taken for the argument of ano-
maly, which is the arc between the line of the apsides and
the line of mean motion. Kepler distinguished anomaly
into mean or simple, eccentric, and true, or equated.
Mean or simjile anomaly, the

distance of the mean place of

a planet from the apogee

;

thus, suppose E S D to be
the sun's orbit, A M N B the

ecliptic, the earth at T, the

sun at S, and A B the line

of the apses, then is the angle

A T M, or the arc A M, the

sun's mean anomaly ; in the

modern astronomy the mean -^

anomaly is the time in which a planet moves from
its aphelion to the mean place or point in its orbit ; thus,

suppose a planet P to describe an ellipse, A F B, about
the sun, S, in one focus, let A B be the line of the apses, A
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tlie aphelion, and B tlie periliclion, then the mean annmal}'

is the time in which tiie planet moves from the aphelion to

its mean place, F ; and since the elliptic area A S P is pro-

portional to the time in ivhich

the planet describes the arc

A \', that area may repre-

sent the mean anomaly.

—

Eixcii/ric aiionialj/, or the an-

gle at the centre, is the arc

A D of the eccentric circle

A D B, intercepted between
the aphelion and the point

1), determined by the per-

pendicular D 1' E to the line

of the apses A B ; or it is the

angle A E D at the centre of the circle.— True or equated

anomaly, otherwise called the aii;^lc at the sun, is the angle

A S 1' at the sun, which the plan(,'t's distance, A P, from

the aphelion appears under.

ANO'.MIA {Coil.) Bowl-shell, a genus of animals. Class

Vermes, Order Testacea.

Generic Characters. Shell inequivalve.— Valve one, per-

forated near the hinge; affi.xed by that perforation to

some other body.

Species. The principal species of this genus, which mostly

inhabit the ^leditorrancan, and adhere to oyster-shells,

are, the

—

.-Innmia ephippiiim, the Wrinkled Bowl-Shell.

— Anomia elcclrn, the Amber Bowl-Shell. — Anomia
sf/iiamiila, the Scaly Bowl-Shell, &c.

.\N().\IO'EOS {Med.) xtif/^cmc, heterogeneous ; applied to the

humours which are preternatural and vicious. Foes. CEco-

nom. Ilippnrrnt.

ANO.MOKIIOMBOrDEA (Min.) a sort of crystals; so

called because their plates are composed of irregular ar-

rangements of short and thick rhomboidal concretions.

ANO'.MPHAL()S^(.'J««/.) a'yiiju(pa.>.e,i, without a navel, as our

first parents were supposed to be.

AXO'XA (Dot.) the genus Annona, as also the Achrns mam-
mosa et sapota, the Chri/sophi/llum cainito, and the Cra-

twva gijnandra cl lapia of Linnocus. Ilaii lliit. Plant.

AtiO'SlS (Hot.) or Ononis, Utu>l(, mmk, or i'm^, from «, priv.

and "fl^', to be of use ; a plant so called, because it seems

to be worthless. In English it is called Itestharrow ; and
in the Linnean system is the Glijcinc-lomentosa, the Iledy-

sarinn hanuitum, and several species of the Ononis. The root

is lieating and attenuating ; the bark, drank in wine, pro-

vokes urine ; the root, boiled in oxycras, eases the tooth-

ache. Tlieoph. Hist. Plant. 1. 6, c. 5 ; Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 21

;

Plin. 1. 21, c. 16 ; Gal. de Siinplic. 1. 6; Oribas. Med. Coll.

1. 1.5 ; Paul. jEginet. dc Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

ANO'NYMOUS (Cow.) ii>iinuft,i>'-, anoni/mus; from «, priv.

and «o//.a, a name, nameless ; an epithet applied to partner-

ships in I'rance, which are not acknowledged openly as

partnerships, but are known only to the jiarties themselves.

Anonymous spirit (Chem.) a sort of spirit that may be sepa-

rated from tartar, and several sorts of wood.
Anonv.mous (/.//.) an epithet applied to books or writings the

author of which is not named.
ANO'NYiML'S (/}oi.)dvii'ivit,tn, from u, priv. andii>o/A«, a name;
anonymous ; an epithet for many exotics.

Akonvmus (Anat.) the second cartilage of the throat, [vide

Cricoides"]

A'NOR/V (Chem.) Ovorum TestK.

ANORCHI'DES (/Inat.) such as arc born without testicles.

ANOUK'XIA (Med.) urtfi^ici, from «, priv. and opili?, appctitus

;

loathing of food. Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. (Econom. llip-

pncrat.

Anoukxia, in Cullen's Sosologij, is a genus of diseases.

ANO'SIA (fl/fc/.) uocm; from «, priv. and (oms, disease;

absence of disease.

ANT
ANO'SMIA (Med.) from «, priv. and oVy-ii, smell, i. c. with-

out smell ; a disease attended witli a diminution or loss of
smell.

ANO' ITA (Bot.) the Bi.ra orellana of Linna?us.

A'NS.^ (Ast.) the various positions of the rings of Saturn,

which appear like Anstc, or handles.

A'XSEL (ro)».) a weight. [yli\c .'lunsel']

A'XSEH (.tstron.) a small star, of the 5th or 6th magnitude,
in the Milky Way. Hevcl. Prodrom. Aslron.

A'KSEl'ES (Or.) the third order of birds, Aves, having the

I)ill somewhat obtuse, and covered with a skin, gibbous at

the base ; the mouth toothed ; the tongue fleshy ; feet pal-

mate, formed for swimming. It includes the following ge-

nera, namely: 1. Those having a bill with teeth, as-—Ana'!,

Goose, Swan, Duck, &c. ; bill convex, obtuse.—Three fore

toes connected.

—

IMergus, Merganser; bill hooked at the

point ; feet four-toed ; the outer toe longest.— Phaeton,

Tropic-Bird ; bill sharp edged ; hind toe turned forwards.
— Plotus, Darter; bill pointed; Jeet, all the toes con-
nected. 2. Those having a bill without teeth, as

—

Iti/n-

chops ; bill, the upper mandible much shorter, lower trun-

cate.

—

Diomcdea, Albatross ; bill, upper mandible hooked,
lower truncate ;/(>?/ four-toed, all placed forward.

—

Ap-
tenodyta. Penguin ; bill sharp edged ; feet fettered, four-

toed.— Alca, Auk; bill short, compressed; Jeet mostly
three-toed.

—

Proccllaria, Petrel ; hill hooked at the point,

mandibles equal ;yff/, the back toe pointing downwards.
— Pclicanus, Pelican; bill furnished with a nM\\Jeet, all

the fore toes palmate.-

—

Lams, Gull; bill sharp edged;
Jeet, back toe small.— Sterna, Tern ; bill pointed ;

Jeet, back toe small Colymbus ; hill subulate ; Jeet fet-

tered.

ANSERI'NA (Bot.) the Potentilia Anserina of Linnaeus.

ANSPESA'DE (Mil.) a subaltern in the French army, below
a corporal, but above a sentinel.

A'NSWER (L(7U.) a form of defence.

A'NT (Ent.) a gregarious and proverbially industrious tribe

of insects, which on that account is made the emblem of
industry. They are divided, like the Bees and Wasps, into

males, females, and neutrals, which last constitute the great

mass of this tribe, and appear to conduct the business

of the nest. Ants feed both on animal and vegetable sub-
stances, and if left at liberty will ])iek the bones of any
dead animal until they have rendered it a naked skeleton.

By this means good skeletons of frogs, snakes, &c. have
been obtained.

Ant (Chew.) This insect yields a very grateful acid by distil-

lation, which resembles vinegar, except that it forms crys-

tals with magnesia, iron, and zinc.

A'NTBEAR [/.ool ) a name which Raj' gives to two species

of the bear that devour Ants.

ANT Eater (Zool.) the English name for an American qua-
druped, classed by Linnxus as a genus of Mammalia,
under the name of Myrmecopha<ra.

ANTACHA'TI'^S (Min.) a precious stone of the agate kind,

which on being burnt yields a perfume of myrrh. Plin.

1. 37, c. 19.

ANT-A'CTDA (Med.) acids that correct or destroy the acid-

ity of the humours.

A'NTyE (Archit.) Jaumbs or sipiarc pillars on each side the

doors of the temples. The capitals of the Anta; seldom
corresponded with those of the colunni ; but in the tenijiles

of Minerva Pollias, and Apollo Didyma;us, in Ionia, they

bear a strong resemblance, having also volutes, though not

in the same pro])ortion, nor hanging in the same manner.
Vilruv. 1.3, c. 1; Fest. de Verb. S/gniJ. ; Serv. in Virg.

Eelog. 1. 2; Snbnas. in Solin. p. 121 (i.

ANTAGONI'STA (Anat.) <i»ray*>i5-««, from ifTi and aye
nQtf/jai, to contend; i. e. one thing acting against another ;

an epithet applied to muscles acting contrary' ways, as the
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Abductor of the cubitus, which serves to stretch the arm
out, and the Adductor, whicli pulls it back.

ANTA'LGICS (Med.) medicines which assuage pain.

ANTA'LIUM (Con.) Anialc, or tuhidus miirinm, a little

shell, the size of a pipe, which contains small sea-worms.

ANTA'LKALINA (Med.) Medicines which possess the

power of neutralizing alcalies, such as the antacids, Sec.

ANTAXACLA'SIS (Rlu-t.) <irT«.i;c^«o-,?, from £i'.™.«>-.Ai<.,

to refract ; a figure in rhetorick, when that which is

spoken in one sense is turned to another or contrary sense.

(luiiit. Instit. 1. 9, c. 3 ; Itutil. Lup. 1. 1, c. 5.

ANTANAGO'GE (Rhet.) «'.t«.«v»'7«, from U^ruyo,, to set

forth in opposition; recrimination; a figure of speech when
one answers a charge by a counter charge of the same
kind.

ANTANISOPHY'LLUM scandens (Dot.) the Bocrhavia

scniidcns of Linna;us.

ANTAPHKODISI'ACOS (Med.) uyru(picl<r'-^'-'u from a-T.,

and 'A^foJiTs, Venus ; anti-venereals, or medicines tending

to extinguish venereal appetite.

ANTAl'HRODI'TICA (Med.) the same as Aniiphrodisiacus.

ANTAPODO^SIS (Med.) a'.j-^.T^JVo-.., from ^-rasoJi^V', to re-

ciprocate ; periodical returns of the paroxysms of fevers.

H/ppocrat. Aphor. sect. 12 ; Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. Oeco-

nom. Hippocrat.

Antapodosis (Rhet.) i»T«zro«'oiri5, the counter part or latter

clause of a similitude, answering to the former called by
Quintilian " Redditio." Qui?it. Instit. I. S, c. 3.

ANTA'KCTIC (.istron ) a'tTufKriKOi from uul, opposite, and
afKTo:, the Northern Bear ; an epithet for one of the Poles
and one of the Circles.

—

Antarctic Pole, the South Pole,

or the pole opposite to the Northern.

—

Antarctic Circle, one
of the lesser circles, drawn on the globe at the distance of

23 degrees and a half from the Antarctic, or South Pole.

Gem. Elem. Astron. c. 2; Cleom. de Mund. 1. 1 ; Procl. de
Sphaer.

ANTARTHRI'TICS (Med.) «.7-«fO|,.V<,=;, from «>?<, and «>
^Tic, the gout; medicines against the gout.

ANTA'RES (Ast.) the Scorpion's heart; a star of the first

magnitude in the Scorpion. Its longitude for 1700, ac-
cording to Hcvelius, was in } 5° 32' 43", and S. Lat.
4° 27' 19".

ANTASTHMA'TICS (Med.) u,Tu<r6^c.r:y:u, from i.rl and
carSf^x, asthma; medicines against the Asthma.

ANTEAiMBULO'NES (Ant.) from ante, and ambido, to

walk ; clients who walked before their patrons.

Mart. \. 2, epig. 18, v. 5.

Sum corner ipse tuus, tuuiidique ante.imhulo rcis,

Sueton. in Vesp. c. 2 ; Bud. in Pandect, p. 137 ; Salmas.ad
Trebell. in Claud, c. 14.

ANTECA'NIS (A.^tron.) the same as Canis major.
ANTECE'DENCE (Astron.) vide Antecedentia.
ANTECE'DENT (Lo?.) Antecedens, from ante, and ccdo, to

go ; the premises of a syllogism, in distinction from the
consequent conclusion. 2. Locus proprius dialccticorum, a

conclusion.

Antecedekt (f a ratio (Gcom.) y.y^i/.i.o; r^ ;:o-ju ; the first of
the two terms of a ratio, in distinction from the conse-
quent or last term ; as, if n be to b as c to d, then a and c

arc the antecedents, b and d consequents. D(J'. Euc.
Elem. 1. 5.

Antecedent (Gram.) that word to which the relative refers.

Antecedent (Phij.) the cause that is first observed.
Antecedent Decree ( Theol.) a decree preceding some other

decree, or some action of the creature, or the provision of
the action.

ANTECEDE'NTAL method (Geom!) a mode of Geometrical
proportion, derived from the examination of the antece-
dents and consequents of ratios, invented by iVIr. James

ANT
Glennie, and illustrated in 17S9, in a treatise on '< Ge-
neral Proportion."'

ANTECEDE'NTIA (Astron.) an epithet applied to the mo-
tion of the planets when they appear to move ih -« rpoJiyst y^Kx.

westward, or contrary to the usual order of the signs, in dis-

tinction from the eastward motion, when they are said to

movefi? r'aiacu^itc. i.e." inccji'ieqiie.ttin." Ptol.Almaty. \.S,S:c.

Antecedentia Sinna (Med.) signs of diseases; such as the
bad disposition of the blood, v.hich are first observed.

ANTECESSO'RES (Ant.) men who for their skill were held
in high esteem, and took the lead on all occasions. Justi-

nian gave this name to professors of the law. Turneb. Adv.
I. 8, c. 19.

—

Antccfssores cqnites, parties of dragoons sent
out on the scout ; called by Ca;3ar " ante cursores." Ca-s.

de Dell. Gall. Cic. 1. 5, c. 45; Hist, de Bell. Aj'ric. c. 12;
Turneb. Adver. 1. 24, c. 16.

ANTE'CIANS (J.rf;o».) vide Antoeci.

ANTECQi'NIUM (Ant) from ante, and ccenutv, supper; srfs-

ci'tmirfl, a collation belbre supper, or the first course at supper,
consisting of eggs, herbs, &c. customary among the Greeks
and Romans. Macro!/. Saturn. \. 3, c. 12; Turneb. Adv.
1. 17, c 10; IJps. Anlirj. Lect. vol. 3, p. 14".

ANTECURSO'RES (Ant.) vide Antecessores.

A'NTEDATE (Com.) a date that precedes the real one, as

the antedate of a bill, that which is earlier than the time
when it is drawn.

ANTEDILU'VIANS (Ant.) from ante and diluvium, the de-
luge ; persons living before the deluge.

ANTEJURAME'NTUW (/.«u.) an oath taken both by the

accuser and accused, before any trial or purgation.

ANTELA'BIA (Anat.) zf'i^^uy.u, from ««/r, before, and labia,

the lips ; the extremities of the lips. Ritf. Eplies. Appell.

Part. Human. Corp. 1. I, c. 6.

A'NTELIX (.int.) or Anlihelix, fron anti, opposite to, and
helix; in the Greek uvhAll; that part of the ear which is

opposite to the helix. UuJ'. Ephes. dc Appell. Part, human.
Corp. 1. 1, c. G.

A'NTELOPE (Zool.) tlie Antilopus of Linnaeus ; an African
beast, like a deer, which is remarkable for its swiftness.

The hoofs and horns are used in medicine, and are esteemed
good against the epilepsy and hysterics. Gessn. de Quad.

;

Aldrov. dc Quad.
AN'l IiLl;C.\'Njl'2 civno' (/bit.) suppers early in the morning.
ANTEMBALLO'MENOS (Med.) ^,riy,,Cc,M.i,^i,'>r, from ^ir-,

for, and iu.f,kxxt,!, to throw or put in, substituted ; an epithet

applied to any medicine substituted for another.

ANTE'.MBASIS (Anat.) Uith,.?.L.<t,c, from Un., and iy^it^ln;

to enter ; a mutual insertion of the bones.

ANTE.MERl'DIAN (A.itron.) abbreviated A. JI. from ante,

and mcridies, the noon ; the time before noon.

ANTEME'TICS (Med.) u'TiyjinyM, from i»-l, against, and
s^yiTiK«5, vomiting; remedies against prxternatural vo-

miting.

ANTE5IURA'LE (Ant.) the name among the ancients for

what is now called the counterscarp, or outwork in fortifi-

cation.

ANTENCLE'MA (Rhet.) k^Ayr.Mfi,a, a figure of speech, in

which the accused draws his defence out of the accusation
itself, as when Orestes says, "It is true I killed my mo-
ther, and I did rightly, for she killed my father." Cic. de
Invent. 1. 2, c. 26 ; Ilermogenes in Partil. ; Quintil. I. 7,

c. 4 ; Sopat. c.a.p. Aid. Ed. \y. 289.

ANTENUEPXIS (Med.) i.T,>M,i, a contraindication : when
any thing happens contrary to the primary indication, as

an inflammatory pleurisy indicates phlebotomy, but the

weakness of the patient is a contrary indication. Gal. de
Meth. Med. I. 9, c. 7 ; Gorr. Dif. Med.

ANTE'NNA (Ani.) the sail-yard, ov the beam which crosses

the mast for the purpose of extending the sails. It is called

in the Greek x£f«5, a horn ; in which sens,e Virgil, and after

s 2
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him Silius Italicus, uses the Latin coniit. The parts of the

Antenna; are : «,u,3ciA«ai.il «Ku-,3<i/a, junctures in the middle,

by which it could be bent ; ayx^Aa., the arms, inclining to

an orbicular figure ; and .i'roxi>«i«, the extremities. Cces.

lie Bell. GallA. '.i, C. 1! ; Poll. Onnmast. 1. 1, c. 9 ;
Tcrtull.

emit. Marcion. 1. 3; Attnnidur.de Interpret. Somn.l. 1;

Sc/iol. in Ham. II. 1. IS ; Macrub. Snturn. 1. 5, c. 21 ; Jun.

Catal. ; Gi/rnld. dc Nnv. c. 12 ; Se/uff. de Re Nnv. 1.2, c.5.

A'NTE Xicaie (Ecc.) an tjalliet for what preceded the coun-

cil of Nice.

ANTE'NN.E (Ent.) the Horns, or hornlike processes, pro-

jecting from the head of insects.

ANTEPEXU'LTIM.VTE (Gram.) from ante, before, pene,

almost, and uilinius, the last ; the syllable before the two

last.

ANTEP.V'GMEXTA (Arcliit.) ornaments to the doors, so

called because ante pan^antur they are fixed before the

porches or doors wrousht in timber or stone, according to

kn ancient inscription—TACITO ANTEPAGMENTA
ABIEGN.A L.VTA' S=—. I'ilruv. de Architect. 1. 4, c. 6;

Bald. Lex. Vitruv.

ANTEPHIA'LTICS [Med.) from «m, and i<?'iiATii5 ; reme-

dies against the night-mare.

ANTEPA'XNI [Ant.) or antipana, from the modern Greek

i.riTa>k ; the band with which the anterior part of the

garment was fastened. Snimas. de Re Mil. Roman.
^

ANTEPILE'PTIC'S (Med.) uyri^i>>>:^r,KU, from u,tI, and

jV.//,-|.V,f;«7p/)s/,s,- remedies against the epilepsy.

A'NTERA (But.) the same as Anlhern.

ANTE'UIDES [Arch.) in the Greek i»T«fi'Ji5, or !fs.o-|«,«T«

;

props or buttresses which served to support a wall.

Vitruv. 1.6, c. 2; 1. 10, c. 1, & PItiland. in Vitruv. ; Hesy-

chiua ; Bald. Lex Vitruv.; Salinas. Plin. Exercitat. p. 856.

ANTE'ilIO]l(/lH«/.) before in position ; an epithet applied

to the muscles and other parts of the body.

A'NTES [Arch.) vide Antcc.

Antes [Aar.) the outermost rows of vines m the vmeyards,

so called because they stand ante foremost. Fest. de Verb,

ai^nif.

ANfESIGNA'NI {Ant.) soldiers, so called because they

marched ante si<;na immediately before the standards, so as

to form the van or front of the army. The hastati and

principcs used to occupy this post. Cas. de Bell. Civ.

1 1, c. 57; Liv. 1. 2, c. 20, &c. ; Leps de Mil. Roman. 1. i,

dial', .'i; Salnm.'i. de Re Mil. c. 1, &c. Schel. in Hygin. apud

Grew. Then. Aiiti(/. Roman, torn 10, p. 1055, &c.

ANTESTA'KI [Ant.) from ante, before, and /e.(/flr/, to call

to witness ; to call any one as a witness, or to subpa-na a

person, which was done among the Romans by touching

the right ear, to which custom Plautus and Horace alludes.

riant. Pers. act 4', seen. 9, v. 10.

Tuane ego causa carnifex

CuKiiiam iiurrtali liberi) aures alteram.

Ilurat. 1. 1, sat. 9, v. 75.

Casu veuit ohvius iUi ?

Adt^uiritii ; et, Quo tn, turpisiime ? magna

Vjiclumat voce ; et, licet aiitolari? Kgo vera

Oppono auriculam ; rojiil in jus ; clamor utnmrpie

Umliijue concuraus. Sic me wmawt Apollo.

Plin. 1. 11, c. 4-5; Ursal. dc Not. Roman, apud Grew. Thcs.

Antiii. Roman, torn. 11, p. 5i'9, &c. &c.

ANTE'STATL'UE [Fort.) a traverse or small entrench-

ment made of palisadoes, or of sacks filled with earth.

ANTEUPHO'KIUU.M (Bot.) the Cacalia Antcphorbium of

Linna'us.
, „ _, , .

XNTIIA'LIUM [Bol.) the ,/-«Ar/a««AA« of Theophraslus, a
'

'„lant which is said to grow freely on the banks oi rivers.

Tbrophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 'I. c. 10; Plin. I. 21, c. 15.

A'NTllEA (Med.) from «'*«»s, redness, like the top ol a

carbuncle.
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A'NTHELIX (Annl.) vide Antelix.

ANTHE'LMIA (Bot.) a species of the Spigelia of Linnaeus.

AXTHELMI'NTICA (Med.) from i.r,, and fV"«. vermes;

vermifuges, or remedies against worms.

A'NTHEMIS [Bot.] a>Cs;Ai«, a plant called by some Ait/««r-

iijA^ti, ifiihfjuc',, and x*."-"')*";'''?, which was reckoned effica-

cious against the stone. Dio.scor. 1. 3, c. 15:5; Plin. 1. 21,

c. 16, ic. ; Oribas. Med. Coll.L 11, 15, &c.; Ael. Tetrab.

l,serm. 1 ; Paul. JEginet. de Re i\led. I. 7, c. 3.

Anthemis, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants,

Class 19 Syngenesia, Order 2 Polygamia Snperflua.

Generic Characters. Cal. common hemispherical ; .sraZci

linear

—

Cor. compound radiate

—

Stam. Jilaments five;

a»//(c?- cylindrical.

—

Pist. germ oblong; style filiform;

stigmas two

—

Per. none; calyx unchanged; scTf/*- soli-

tary ; down margined or none ; receptacle chafty.

Species. The species are either annuals or perennials.

Among the annuals are the

—

Anihemis cota, Chanucmelum
annnum seu Bcllis montana, native of Italy.

—

Anihemis

cotula seu Chamcemelum fcetidum. Stinking Chamomile.
—.Inthemis Chia seu Chamiemclum Chinm, Cut-leaved

Chamomile, native of Chios, <S:c. Among the i^erennials

are the

—

Anthemis nobilis, Chamtrmelum nobile seu odo-

ratum, Lcuocanthemum seu Matricaria, Common or

Sweet Chamomile, a native of Britain.— /l;?//(ew;s py-
rethrum, Chamcvmelnm seu Pyrelhrum, Spanish Chamo-
mile or Pellitory, &c. J. Baiihin. Hist. Plant.; C.

Bauhin. Pin. Theat.; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat. Botan.;

Rail Hist. Plant. ; Pluk. Almag. Botan. ; Mor. Hist.

Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'NTHER [Bot.) from the Greek i>fl.;po?, florid, and u'M, a

flower; a part of the stamen of the flower which is

placed on the filament. It is called, by Ray, the apei,

or Chive; by Malpigi, capsula slaminis ; by Grew, the

Summit, Pendent, or Tip. It is defined by Linna'us Pars

fioris gravida polline, guod nntura dimiltit ; i. e. a part of

the flower big with pollen or farina, which it emits or

explodes when ripe ; or it may be defined to be a vessel

destined to retain and emit, in its proper season, a dust,

which serves to impregnate the germ.

Anthers ditter as to their figure, number, situation, manner

of bursting, and number of their cells.

As to its figure, the anther is—Oblong, as in Lilium, aiu.1

Grasses.—Arrow-shaped sagiltata, as in the Crocus,

fi-r. 1 ; so also in Linnm, Bromelia, Sfc.—Angular, an-

"ulata, I. e. having deep furrows that form angles, as in

the Tulip.—Horned, cornuta, as in Asarum, fig. 2.; so in

Hamamclis, Vaccinium, Pyrola.—Forked, bifurcala, i.e.

bifid, or cleft above and below, as in Festuca, fig. 3, and

in most (irasses.—Two-horned, bicornis, having two su-

bulate prolongations at the ape\, as in Vaccinium.—Subu-

late or awlshaped, as in Corns, Roella, fig, 2.—Awned,

aristata, having two bristle-shaped ajipcndages at the

base, as in Erica, Arborea, fig. 4.—Heartshaped Cor-

data, as in Turncra frutesccns, fig. 5 ; so in Thca, Ca-

praria, Bucida, Malpigia, &c.—Crested, cristata, having

two cartilaginous points at the sides or the base, as in

Erica, fig.6.—Dentated, having indentations on the

margin, as in the Yew.—Hastate, or shaped like tlie

head of a halbert, as in Jacquinea.—Spiral, or turned

like a screw, as in Chironia.

^ %
1 ^

As to its situation, the anther is mostly—Erect, crccta, i.e.

Standing with its base straight on the point of the fila-
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ment.—Incumbent, incumbent, i. e. obliquely or horizon-

tally attached to the filaments, as in fig. 7.—Lateral,

lateralis, i. e. attached by its side to the point of the

filament, as in fig. 8.—Adnate, adnata, when it is closely

attached to both sides of the filament, as in fig. 6 and y.

Connate, connata, when several grow together, forming

a tube.—Sitting, sessilis, that has no filament.

As to their number, there is generally one anther to each

filament, but in Cncurbita there is one to three fila-

ments; in the Class Sijiin;enesia, one to five. On the other

hand tliere are in Mercurialis two, and in Tiimnria three

anthers to a filament: in Bryonia five to three filaments

;

in Tlicobroma five to each. In some flowers anthers are

regularly wanting on one or more of the filaments, as in

Chflone, Curcuma, Si'c. which are called Barren filaments.

As to their manner of bursting : anthers burst at the side

iu most plants ; at the point, as in Galanthus ; from the

base, upwards, as in Epimedium and Leantice.

As to their number of cells, anthers are unilocular, having

but one cell or cavity, as in Mercurialis ; bilocular, as in

Epimedium, Asclenias, Daphne, and Helleborus; multilo-

cular, as in Fritillaria, Trnpccohim.

ANTHE'RA. [Med.) medicines so called from their florid

red colour. Cel. de Re Med. 1. 6, c. 2 ; Gal. de Meth. Med.
1. .5 ; Paid. JEginrt. de Re Med. \. 3, c. 66.

ANTHE'llEON (Anat.) ^>hf,m, the chin, or that part of the

face where the beard grows, according to Hippocrates and
most writers ; but Suidas and C;clius Aurelianus explain it

by the beginning of the neck and throat. Hippocrat. Epid.

1. 5 ; Suidn.s ; Cal Auret. de Tard. 1. 1, c. 3.

ANTHE'UICUM [Bnt.) k,9ifi^^, is called, by Theophrastus,

the stem, and by Uioscorides, the flower of the Asphodel.

Thcophrast. I. 1, c. 7 ; 1. 7, c. 12; Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 199;
Plin. 1. 21, c. 17; Scholiast, in Theocrit, idyl. 1 ; Suidas;

Hesi/chius.

Antiiekicum, a genus of plants, Class 6 Hexandria, Order 1

Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. none. Cor. petals six

—

Stam. filaments subulate; anthers small— PiST. germ
obscurely three-cornered ; style simple ; stigma obtuse.^
capsule ovate ; seeds numerous.

Sj)ecies. The species of this genus are mostly perennials,

and natives of the Cape of Good Hope, India, Sec. as

—

Anthericum ramo^um. Branching Anthericum

—

Antheri-

cum liliago, seu Fhalangium liliago, Giass-leaved Anthe-
ricum, <S:c. But the .-Inthericuin liliastrum. Savoy An-
tliericum or Spider-Wort, is a native of the Alps ; and
tlie Anthericum ossij'ragum, Lancashire Anthericum or

Asphodel, a native of Europe, &c.
ANTHE'SIS [Bol.) Uiliiu-u,, efflorescentia, efflorescence ; that

state of vegetation in which the flower is completely deve-
loped.

ANTHESPHO'RIA {Ant.) 'A>eipl(>x, from ««««?, a flower,

and <pif<i', to carry ; a festival celebrated in Sicily, in which
flowers were strewed in the temple, in honour of Proser-

pine, who was carried away by Pluto while gathering
flowers. It is called by Plutarch 0ifi'pxT7iz, and in the

Latin Florilegium. It was observed, according to Pausa-
nias, in honour of Juno, to whom a temple was dedicated
under the name of aiiitx. Poll. Onomast. 1. 1, c. 1,

segm. 37 ; Pausan. 1. 2.

ANTHESTE'RIA (Ant.) 'A'^is-Jipia, festivals in honour of
Bacchus, among the Greeks, celebrated on the 1 1th, 12th,

and 13»h days ,if the month Anthesterion. These days
were distinguished by the names of the Ti^or/ioe, x,"^, and
^K'Tfa, during which the slaves were allowed to make them-
selves merry, and at the end of the festivals were dispersed
with the command iufuQ KSpe;, «" '» athinfM, i. e. " Be
gone, o Carian slaves, the Anthesteria are over." jElian.

Var. Hist. 1.2, c. 41 ; Sckol.in Arisloph.; Harpocration ;
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Suidas. cent. vii. prov. 90 ; Etymolog. Magnum ; Zenoh,

cent, iv. prov. 32; Meurs.Grac. Per. 1. 1.

ANTHESTE'RION {Chron.) «.(i£s-.f,i>. the sixth montli of

the Athenian year, consisting of twenty-nine days, and
answering to the latter part of our November and the

beginning of December. This month was so called

from the feast Anthesteria, which was celebrated at that

time. Macrob. Salurnal. 1. 1, c. H ; Gaza de Mens. Attic;

Scalig. de Emendet, Tempor.
A'NTHIA [Ich.) U>ho, a kind offish, the fat of which is good

against humours. Aristot. Hist. Animal. 1. 9, c. 37.

A'NTHINES (.^/f(/.) avCii-Ji?, from a»fl»';, a flower; medicated
wines and oils infused in flowers. Gal.Exeg. in Vncab. Hip-
pocrat.; Foes. CEcononi. Hippocrat. ; Gorr. Defin. Med.

ANTHISTI'RIA {Bot.) from 'A.P^fzpia [vkle Anthesteria^ a
genus of plants. Class 23 Polyganiia, Order 1 Monoecia.
Generic Characters. Cal. glume four-valved ; valves equal.—Cor. glume two-valved ; valves lanceolate.

—

Sta.m.

Jilamcnts three ; nnlher oblong.—PisT. germ oblong ;

styles two; stigynashMry.—Per, none, except the closed

caly.x ; seed oblong.

Species. The species of this genus are perennials, and
mostly natives of India, as

—

Anthesteria imberbis seu
Stipa paleacea—Anthisliria glauca seu Stipn argucns,

Sfc.— Anthisliria Japonica seu Andropagon Cilialum, Sf-e.

-—but the Anthistiria ciliaia is an annual. Linn. Spec.

Plant.

ANTHO'CEROS (Bot.) a genus of Alga?, Class Cryptoga-
mia.

Generic Characters. Male flowers within the substance
the leaf. Cal. Icfif one ; blossom none.

—

Stam. Jila'

nients hardly any ; anthers from three to eight. Female
flowers on the same plant. Cal. leaj" one ; blossom veil

fibrous.—PisT. germ, short, conical ; style very short

;

summit simple.

—

Per. cajisule very long, awlshaped

;

seeds many.
ANTHO'DIU.M (Bot.) the Calyx communis of Linna;us,

and the Common Perianth or Calyx which contains a great
number of flowers that appear but as one, as in Leontodon
tara.faL-um, Blue-bottle; Ccntaurea cyanus. Sunflower, iS:c.

ANTHOLO'GION (Ecc.) a church book, mass book, or
missal in the Greek church, which contained a collection

of devotional pieces.

ANTHOLY'ZA (Bot.) from «>Si>?, a flower, and Ai/Vo-a, mad-
ness; a genus of plants; Class 3 Triandria, Order 1 Mo-
nogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. .<:pathes two valved.

—

Cor.
petal one.

—

Stam. filaments long ; anthers acute.

—

Pist.
germ inferior ; style filiform ; stigma trifid.

—

Per. cap-

sule roundish ; seeds many.
Species. The species are mostly perennials, and natives of

the Cape of Good Hope. Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'NTHONY, Knights (if St. (Her.) a military order insti-

tuted by Albert, Duke of Bavaria, when he designed to

make war against the Turks in 13b2. The knights wore
a collar of gold made in the form of a hermit's girdle,

from which hung a stick cut like a crutch, with a little

bell, as they are represented in the pictures of St. An-
thony. There was another order of this name instituted

as early as 370 by John, emperor of Ethiopia.

Anthony's _^Vf, .SV. (Med.) a name given to the disorder

called the Erysipelas, which is said to have been cured
by St. Anthony.

AN'THOPHY'LLUS (Bot.) vide Carophylli.

ANTHROPO'LOGY (Theol.) an ascription of human pas-

sions to the divine being.

ANTHROPOMA'NCY (Ant.) from «.«paT«; and ;«,«.r£,«, a
species of divination by inspecting human entrails.

ANTHROPOSCO'PIA (Eth.) from uv(f<^7ro^, a man, and
(n«;TTo/*«(, to behold ; a judging of human characters.
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•A'NTIIOIIA {But.) scu Aiititlwrn, Salutary Monk's Hood ;

the AcDuilum Anthorn of Linnaeus. ./. Biiu/i. Hist,

riant.; Get: Herb. ; Park. I'arnd. ; Unii Hist. I'laiit.

A'N'THOS (Bot.) «»<>«!, 1. Flowers in general; '/. Koscniary

in particular.

AXTHOSPE'RMUM (Dot.) from ado; and <r.T/p«,«, flower-

seed; a genus of plants; Class 23 Dioccia, Order 4 Tc-

Irandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Coi;.

none.

—

Stau. filaments four ; anthers twin.— PisT.^erjH

inferior ; stijles two ; stigmas simple.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, and natives of
"
tlie Cape of Good Hope, as Anlhospermum cancellatum,

.Ethiopiiuni, <S:c. Pink. I'hijtog.; Linn. Spec. Plant.

AXTHOXA'NTHON (Bot.) the Rumex mariiimus of Lin-

na;us.

ANTHOXA'NTHUM (Bot) from k-.ioc, and M'5, Yellow-

llower; a genus of plants; Class 2 Diandria, Order 2

Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. alume one-flowered; valves

ovate.—Cou. glnme one-flowered ; nectarij two-leaved,

—

Stam. flaments two ; anthers oblong

—

VIST. genn ob-

long ; sti/les two ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. glume of the

corolla grows to the seed ; seed one.

Species. The plants of this tribe are grasses and peren-

nials, as the Anthoxanthum odoratum, Sweet Vernal-

Grass, &u. ./. Banhin. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauhin. Pin.

Theat.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Pink. Almag. Botan. ; Linn.

Spec. Plant.

AsTiioxANTiiUM is also tlic name of the Rumex maritimus

;

the Cripsis ttculeata ; the Festuca spadicea of Linnseus.

Ban/i. Hist. Plant. S^-c.

ANTFHIA'CIA (Med.) a burning swelling, [vide Carbuncle']

AN'THUACI'TES (Min.) vide Schistos.

ANTHHACO'SIS ocidi (Med.) a scaly corrosive ulcer in

the eye.

A'NTHR.\X (Ent.) a division of the genus Bombijlius, ac-

cording to Fabricius, comprehending the insects of this

tribe, vi-liich have the antennae distant, and the last joint

setaceous.

ANTHRE'XUS {Ent.) a genus of animals; Class Insecta,

Order Culeoptera.

Generic Character. Antennce clavate.— Ffffcri unequal.

—

.Ja-MS membranaceous.

—

Lip entire

—

HcadhiA under the

thorax.

Species, The principal species are the

—

Anthrenus denti-

corni'i, which inhabits Santa Cruz.

—

Ant/irenus histrio,

which inhabits Germany, &c.

ANTHKl'lJOS (Knt.) a division of the genus Curculio,

comprehending those species of insects which have the

li|i bifid, jaw bifid, and snout short.

ANTHIU'SCUS (//f)/.)the Ckaruphyllumtuynulum and Scan-

dix anthriscus of Linnseus.

AXTHliOPO'CJUAl'HUS (.'Iw/.) from «4a»-05, a man, and

'/(u.(pu, to paint, i. e. a painter of man ; a surname of

Dionysius, the painter who painted men only. Plin.

I, 3.5, c. 10.

ANTHROl'CJLI'THUS (Foss.) from «.«f<w»;, a man, and

/I'Co:, a stone; a genus of petrefactions of the human body

and its parts.

AXTIUJOPO'LOGY (Anat.) from a/ffarroi, a man, and Atya,

to discourse upon the study of man anatomically.

ANTHROPOMORPHrrivS (Ere.) from <i.flf<iWo5, man, and

/iipii), the form; heretics in the fourth century, who main-

tained that God had bodily shape. N. Epiphan. Uteres. 70;

.S. Augn.^1. Uteres. r,0.

ANTHliOPO.MO'RPnOS (S'al.) another namo for the

mandrake.
ANTiniOPOPHA'GI (Ant.) another name for cannibals,

or men eaters.

ANT
ANTHROPOSO'PHLV (Anat.) the knowledge of the nature

of man.
AN'THUMOX (BlI.) the Epithymon, or dodder growing on

thyme.
ANTHY'LLLS (But.) u>l^M:f, Kidney-Vetch ; a plant which
was reckoned very good for diseases in the kidneys. Dio.H\

1. 3, c. 153; Gal. de Sinipl. Med. 1. 6 ; Oribns. Med. CM.
1. 11 ; Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul. ^Eginet. 1.7, c. 3.

Anthvllis, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants;

Class 17 Diadclphia, Order 4 Dccandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leafed.— Con. pa-
pilionaceous.

—

Stam.Jilaments connate; anthers simple.
— PiST. germ oblong; style simple; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. Legume roundish ; seeds one or two.

Species. The species are either perennials or shrubs.

Among the perennials are the

—

Anthyllis vulneraria.

Common Ladies' Fingers or Kidney-Vetch, native of
Britain.

—

Anthyllis montana seu A;,trngalus purpurea,
Mountain Ladies' Fingers or Kidne}'-Vetch.

—

Anthylli.s

polycephala, &c. Among the shrubs are the

—

Anthyllis

barba Jovis, Silvery Anthyllis or Jupiter's Beard.—.
Anthyllis cytasoides seu Cytisus incanus, Downey-leaved
Anthyllis, &c. There are also a few annuals and bien-

nials among the species. J. Bauhin. Hi'.t. Plant. ; C.
Bauhin. Pin. Theat.; (jer. Herb.; Park. 'J'heat. Botan.;
Raii Hist. Plant.; Tuurn. Inst. Herb.; Boerh. Ind.
J'lant.; Linn. Spec. Plant.

Anthyllis is also the name for several species, as the

Arenaria pcploides ; the Aspalathus anthylloides ; the Cam-
phorosma acuta ; the Cressa polycarpon et tctraphyllum ; the
Salsola Jruticosa ; the Teucrium iva ; and the Frankenia
pulvcrulenta of Linna;us. Clus. ; Bauh. ; Ger. ; Raii

;

Park, SfC.

ANTHYLLO'IDES (Bot.) the Salsola polyclonos of Lin-
naeus ; also an epithet for the Aspalathus of Linnaeus.

ANTHYPNO'TICA (Med.) from a»r; and i-Tvo,. sleep; re-

medies against excessive sleep.

ANTHYPA'LLAGE (Rhct.) ayluTraMcf/'y,, a commutation
in cases, as when Homer says, Oi i\ &ua a-xiynAoi, if/^ii avpx-

to/ ivfn iViii'ii; instead of the more common form, t»» ^s i'tia

a-y.ontXut, Sec. Ham, Odyss. 1. 1 3, v. 7.5 ; Dcmet. de

Eloc. § 60.

AN'THYPO'PHORA (Rhet.) 'kyiu:!„<pof\ from k'.il, contra,

i/jrd, under, and ^ipu, to carry, a figure of speech, wherein
the objections of an adversary are brought forward in order
to be answered. Ulpin. ad Demost. Oral. Ulynth. 1, p. 5 ;

HcrmoiT. de Invent. 1. 3.

ANTHYPOCMO'NDKIACUM sal (Chem.) the residuum
remaining after the distillation of the water and sublima-

tion of the Sal Ammoniac.
ANTHY'STERICA (Med.) from i.n, and is-ifct, the womb;

medicines against hysterical affections.

A'NTIA Lex (.Int.) a law made by Antius Restro against

luxury. Seeing the ineflicacy of his measure, he never
after supped abroad, that he might not be a witness to the

extravagance which he could not suppress, Aul. Gel,

1.2, c. 21-: Macroh. 1.2, c. 13.

ANTI'ADES (Anat.) aiTtMU.. 1. Tonsilla:, the tonsils.

2. The tonsils in an inflamed state. Hippocrat. de Morb.
1. 2 ; Rnlf'. F.phes. de Appel. Part. Corp. human. 1. 1, c. 6,

1. 2, c.'i; Cel. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 12; Gal. de Symp.
Cans. c. I', Sec. ; Oribas. de Lac. AjJ'ect. Curat. 1. .'j, c. 68 ;

Art. Tetrab. 2, serm. 4, c. .51 ; Paul. J'.ginet. de Re Med.
1. ,'!, c. 26 ; Gorr. Def. Mid.; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

ANTIA'CJRl (Med.) i'rom utnaS'n, and ayf», a prey; tu-

mours of the tonsils.

ANTIARTIIRI'TICA Anliasthmatica (Med.) vide Antar-
thritics, &c.

A\Tir>.\'CCHIUS (Gram.) tTa.Xijty!ikKX,M!,, a foot; inverse

having the two first long, and the last short, as natura ;



ANT

pes hacchio contrarius. Terent'mn. Maur. de Met. ; TLe-

fifiest. Enchyrid. Mar. Vict. Cciitimct.

ANTICACHE'CTICS (Med.) from i.n and xa;t;4/a, ca-

chexia; remedies against the cachexy.

ANTICA'DMIA (Min.) a substitute for the real cadmia.

A'N'TICAR (Cliem.) Borax.

ANTICA'RDIUM (Anat.) from i»W, opposite to, and

xaf^.x, OS ventrkidi, the pit of the stomach.

ANTICAT.\RRHA'LIS (Med.) from i.ri, against, and

xarxfftiae, catarrh ; a remedy against the catarrh.

ANTIC AU'STIC [Med.) from im and r.«.vi^c, a burning

fever ; a remedy against a burning fever.

A'NTICHAMBER (Archceol.) any outer chamber next to

the principal chambers or room, where persons wait who
are in attendance on the great.

A'NTICHEIR (Anat.) i'rijjsij, the Greek name for the

jjollex, or thumb. Gal. de Mtts. Dissert, c. 22 ; Gorr. Def.

Med.
ANTICHOLE'RICA (Dot.) the Soplwra lieptaphylla of

Linnaeus.

ANTI'CHORUS (Bot.) if from x't"; and Antichdrus, if

from x^T'if a genus of plants. Class 8, Octandria, Order 1

^lonogfjnia

.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved ; leajlets

lanceolate.

—

Cor. petals four.

—

Stam. ^laments seta-

ceous ; anthers roundish.—PisT. germ superior; st^le

cyiindric ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. capsule subulate : seeds

verj- man)'.

Species. The only species is the Antichorus depressus, seu

Jiisticia edidis, an annual, native of Arabia. Linn.

Spec. Plant.

ANTICHRE'SIS (Ant.) a mortgage, or pawn, left for the

creditor to use till the debt be paid. Hotoman.
A'NTICHRIST (Ecc.) the great adversary of Christ who is

described in the Bible.

ANTICHTHO'NES (Geog.) another name for the Anti-

podes.

ANTI'CIPANS (Med.) from a7ite and capio, to take before

the time, anticipating ; an epithet for a fever, the pa-

roxysms of which anticipate the time of the preceding

paroxysm.
ANTICIPA'TIO (Rhct.) vide Prolepsis.

ANTICNE'MION (Med.) i.r,;..«^.»., from im, opposite to,

and xmiAfl, the leg ; the fore part of the tibia which is bare

of flesh, Poll. Onom. 1. 2, segm. 190.

ANTICO'LICA (Med.) from b-ti and >!oAi««, the colic; re-

medies against the colic.

ANTICONTO'SIS (Med.) a.<TiKi,7^Q-L<;, from i^T-i and «.«;,

a staff: supporting with a staff or crutch.

A'NTICOR ( Vet.) from ante, before, and cor, the heart

;

a dangerous disease near the heart of horses.

ANTI'CUM (Ant.) scdicet ostium, fiom ante, before, that is,

a porch before a door or a fore-door. Fest. de Signif. Verb.

ANTIDA'CTYLUS (Gram.) a foot, opposite to a dactijle

;

the same as the Anapest.

ANTIDE'SMA (Bot.) from «»?;, instead of, and .^l<^^=;, a

chain ; so called because it is good for making ropes, a

genus of plants, Class 22 Dioecia, Order 5 Pentandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved; leajlets

oblongish.

—

Cor. none.

—

Staji. j?/amp«/s five ; anthers

roundish.—PisT. germ superior; style none; stigmas

five.

—

Per. drupe roundish; seed none.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs and natives of the

East Indies. Linn. Spec. Plant.

ANTIDIA'PHORISTS (Ecc.) those who opposed the adia-

phorists.

ANTIDIA'STOLE (Med.) «.r.^,Ks-oA.:, from ^>tI, in distinc-

tion from, and o.x^i>,>,a, to discriminate ; a discrimination

of one disease or symptom from another.

A:«TIDIC0.MARIAN1TES (Ecc.) the followers of Hel-

ANT
vidius, who denied the perpetual virginity of the Virgin

]Mary, A. D. .'S73. Epiphan. Hceres. 78 ; St. August.

Hares. 84; St. Hieron. cant. Helvid. ; Baron. Annul.

Ann. 373.

ANTIDI'NICA (Med.) from a»T;, and }»>i, vortex ; remedies

against a vertigo.

ANTIDOTA'RIUM (Med.) a book in which Antidotes are

described.

A'NTIDOTE (Med.) i^rihrcc, Antidofus, from i'rj, against,

and ^oTC(, given ; a counter poison, or counteracting medi-

cine in general. Cel. de Re Med. 1. 5, c. 22 ; Gal. de A?i-

tidot.; Orihas. Si/uop. 1. 3 ; Act. Tetrah. 4, serm. 1 ; Tral-

lian. 1. 4, <S:C. ; Paul. JEginet. de Re Med. 1. 7, C. 3 ; My-
reps, de Ant/dot. ; Gorr. Defin. Med.

ANTIDO'TUS (Chem.) the philosopher's stone.

ANTIDYSENTE'RICA (Med.) from i-ri, against, and

Svs-i-.Tifin, di/senteria ; remedies against the d3'sentcr)'.

ANTIELMl'NTHICKS, Antiemetica, S^c. (Med.) vide An-
thelniinthicks. Sec.

A'XTIENT (Laxv) vide Ancient.

AXTIEPILE'PTIC elixir (Chem.) the spirit of a human
head, mixed with an equal quantity of spirit of wine, in

which opium has been dissolved.

ANTIFE'BRILE (Med.) a remedy against a fever.

ANTIGONI','\ (Ant.) 'Atriymtix, sacrifices in honour of An-
tigonus. P/ut. in Ag.

A'XTIGRAPHE (AnL) a.T.ypaip;., a name for the oath which

the defendant was obliged to take before a lawsuit was

commenced in Greece.

AxTiGRAPHE is also an action against any one laying claim

to a vacant inheritance, i. e. the inheritance of a person

who dies childless. .Jul. Poll. 1. 8, c. 6 ; Harpocration.

ANTIGR.A'PHEUS (Ant.) a>riy(a<pivi, a Receiver-general

among the Greeks.

ANTIHE'CTICA (Med.) from a*T.\ against, and Uz'Kct, the

hectic ; remedies against a hectic fever.

AXTIHE'LIX (Anat.) the same as Antelix.

AXTILE'XA (.int.) a poitrel, or breast-leather for horses.

AXTILE'PSIS (Surg.) amA.;^'?, the hold for a bandage to

keep it from slipping. Hippoc. de Med. ; Gorr. Defin.

Mel.; Foes. (Econom.

AXTILO'BIUiNI (Med.) «>t,;,o'3«., from i.<ir], contra, and ;/-

/3c?, lobus ; that part of the ear opposite to the lobe. Riif.

Ephes. Appcllat. Part, human. Corp. 1. 1, c. 6; Poll. Onom.

1. 2, segm. 86.

ANTILO'GARITHM (Math.) the complement of the lo-

garithm of any sine, tangent, or secant to 90 degrees.

AXTILOr.MICA (Med.) from u,rl, against, and Ao.^i,, the

plague ; remedies against the plague.

ANTILO'PL'S (Zool.) AnteUjpe, a genus of animals, Class

Mammalia, Order Pecora.

Generic Characters. Horns hoWovi ,
persistent, annulate.

—

Foreteeth lower, eight.— Canine teeth or tush none.

Species. The species are distinguished into the Antelopes,

with straight or nearly straight horns, those with curved

horns, and those with hooked horns.

Of the first kind are the— Antilopus oryx, or Capra gazella,

in French, le Pasan, ^Egyptian Antelope.

—

Antilopus

gazella, Hircus bezoardicus, Capra bezoartica, Algazel

Antelope, a species in India and Persia, which affords

the Bezoar.

—

Antilrpus oreotragus, in French, Sautenr

des Rochcrs, Klipspringer. — Antilopus grimvua, the

Guinea Antelope, Sec. &c.

Those of the second kind are the

—

Antilopus Nyl-ghau,

the Xilgau, or White-footed Antelope.

—

Antilopus strip-

ciseros ; Bos strepticeros, in French, Ic Condoma, Striped

Antelope, native of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Antilopus

cervicapra. Common Antelope.— Antilopus cuchore,

Spring-Bocl; the Springer Antelope, a native of the

Cape"of Good Hope, so called from the prodigious



ANT
leaps it takes on the sight of any bodj'.

—

Antilopus arun-

clinncea, Retbock, a species so called from its frequent-

ing reed}- places.

—

Antilopus Dorcas, Barbary Antelope,

&c. &c. supposed to be the Dorcas of j'Elian.

Those of the third kind are the

—

Antilopus Gnu, the

Gnow or Ox-hcadcd xVntelope.

—

Antilopus Rupicapra,

in French, le Chamois, the Cliamois Antelope, a native u

of Switzerland.

ANTILY'SSUS {Med.) from airl, and Ai/Vo-k, madness; a

remedy against madness.

AKTIME'llIA (Illict.) a figure in which one part of speech
is put for another.

ANTIMETA'BOLE (Rhet.) u'r,_u.ircc?cM, from u>ri, and
f/,iTu':ux>,a; a figure, wherein words are repeated in the

same sentence in a different case or person, as " Non ut

cdam vive sed ut vivani edo," or " Qui stultis videri eru-

diti volant, stulti eruditis videntur." Quintil. Instil. 1. 9,

c. IS, 1. 10, c. 7 ; Longin. 1. 23, c. 1 ; Voss. Instit. Rhet.

1. 5, p. 401-.

ANTI.META'THESIS (Rhct.) uvTi^iriSiTic, a figure of

speech, by which the hearer is, as it were, transported to

the scene of action, tii» i'V^,'.' ^i" Ta» ri^rm ayu, rr.v ur.cr.v

o\^i» aciai. Longin. de Sublimit, sect. 2G ; Ale.tand. !tifl

Tziu.. .-lid. p. 586.

ANTIMO'NIAL silver ore (Miu.) an alloy of silver.

—

Anti-

moninl red ore, the Stibium rubrum of Linna;us.

—

Anti-

mnniul sulphurct, or brittle silver ore ; an ore and a sul-

phuret of silver.

—

Antimonial ochre, the Stibium stibigo of

Liim;cus.

ANTLMO'NIATE (Chem.) a salt, formed by the combina-
tion of antimonic acid with a salifiable base, as the anii-

mnninte of Ammonia, of Potash, &c.

ANTIMO'NIC acid (Chem.) a particular kind of acid pre-

pared from antimony, in the form of a white powder, in-

soluble in water, but capable of reddening vegetable blues.

ANTJMO'NIOUS acid (Cliem.) Antimonic acid deprived of

some of its oxygen. It is otherwise called the oxide of
antimoni/.

ANTl.MO'XITE {Chem.) a salt, formed by the combination

of antimonious acid, with a salifiable base.

A'N'l'l.MONY {Mill.) the ^if^f/yi of Dioscorides, probably

the Ttrficymm of Hippocrates, the lapis spumic candidcc

nitcntisipie, non tamen transluceniis of Pliny, and the Anti-

monium of Basil Valentine ; a metallic, solid, heavy brittle

substance, probably so called from a»3-i, against, and f/^ctm,

alone, i. e. an enemy to solitude, because it is very seldom

found pure, but mostly mixed with some other metals. It

is sometimes found in the state of an oxyde, called antimo-

nial ochre ; but the most abundant ore of antimony is that

in which it is combined with sulphur, called the sulphuret

oj antimony.— Oxides of antimoni/ are formed by the com-
bination oi' antimony with oxygen. The three oxides of

antimony which arc best known are distinguished by the

names of the protoxide, the deutoxide, and the peroxide.

The protoxide is grey ; the dcutoxide, formerly called Ar-
genliuejloviers of antimony, or calx i)f antimony, now called

atitimonious aciil, is white; M\A \.\\ti peroxide, or antimonic
acid, is straw yellow.— Suits of antimony are formed by
Uie combination of antimonial acids, with a salifiable base.

Those which are formed by antimonic acid are called anti-

moniates ; those formed by antimonious acid are anlimo-
viles, as the aniimoniatc of copper, or the anlimonite of

copper, &c. To these may be added a third sort of salts,

which contain the protoxide of antimony, as the tuHrate

of potash and antimony, otherwise called /nr^ir chic/Zc, so

tlie acetate, succinate, benzoate, &c. of antimony.

—

Alloi/s

of Antimony are formed by combining antimony with arse-

nic, potassium, &c. The alloy of antimony with iron was
formerly called the martial regulus ; that of antimony with

coj)per the regulus rif Venus.— Chloride of Antimoni^ is

ANT
formed by the combination of antimony with chlorine

:

this, as a medicinal preparation, was formerly called butter

of antimony.— Ores of ^[ntimony are mostly found in veins,

eitlier as an alloy, a sulphuret, or an oxide.

—

Kative Anti-

mony is an ore, and an alloy of antimony, silver, and iron;

but it is seldom found pure.— Ci'ude antimony is the native

mineral antimony melted down and cast into stones,

otherwise called antimony in substance.— Prepared anti-

mony is that which has passed through some process, by
which its powers are altered, as the sulphur of antimony,

formerly called golden sulphur, mineral kermcs, or Car-

thusian prmdrr, which was reckoned a grand panacea ;

glass of antimony ; liver of antimony ; magistory of anti-

mony, and the like.

ANTINEPHRI'TICA {Med.) i.T..£9f<r«;., fromi.ri, agamst,

and ntffiTu, a pain in the kidneys ; remedies against the

disorders in the kidneys.

ANTINOI'A {Ant.) xynvsilx, annual sacrifices and quin-

quennial games instituted by Adrian in honour of An-
linous, at .Mantinea in Arcadia, where he was worshipped

as a god. J'aiis. 1. 8, c. 9.

ANTINO'MIA (Rhet.) 'A.x..of<,i'«, i. e. a state of contrary

laws; a double statement composed of a double descrip-

tion, and a double judgment, since laws are explained both

ways according to contrary opinions. Cic. de Invent. 1. '2,

c. 4-9 ; Hermog. de Partit.

ANTINO'MIANS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics, who, according

to Pontanus, sprung up in the sixteenth century, having

John Agricola as their leader. They maintained that

faith alone without good works was sufficient for salvation,

ANTI'NOUS {Ast.) a part of the constellation Aquila.

ANTIO'CHIAN sect (Ant.) Antiochianct Partes, a name
given to the fifth academy, or branch of Academics, so

called from one Antioch, a cotemporary with Cicero.

Cic. Acadcm. 1. 1, c. 3.

Antiochian Epocha (Numis.) was the same as the Augustan
and Julian Epocha.

ANTIPyEDOBA'PTISTS {Ecc.) those who are against m-
fant baptism.

ANTIPAGMEN'TA (/}«<.) vide Antepagmenta.

ANTIPA'RALLELS (Geom.) lines which make equal angles

with two other lines, but in a contrary order ; thus, sup-

pose A B and A C be any two lines, and F C, F E two

others cutting them so as to make the angle B equal to the

angle E, and the angle C equal to the angle D, then B C
and D E are antiparallels, with respect to A B and A C.

ANTIPARALY'TICA (Med.) from a'»7i and nufa^va-ii, pa-

ralysis ; remedies against the palsy.

ANTlPARA'STASIiJ (W«7.) a^r.^afafao-i;, from u,t}, against,

and 7:ufii-ii/Ai, to compare, i. e. to set up one thing against

another ; a figure of speech by which one grants what the

adversary says, but denies his inference. Hermog. Tif! ity.,

Apsin. Rhet.

ANTIPA'TIIES Min.) a'tTiTrufu, a mineral which answers

to what is now called Black Coral. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. MO.
Antipathes (Ent.) a genus of animals; Class Vermes,

Order Zoophyta.

Generic Characters, Animal growing in the form of a

plant.

—

Stem expanded at the base.

Species. The principal species which inhabit the Indian

seas are the Antipathes spiralis, with a spiral rough stem.—Antipathes apex, &c.

ANTl'PATIIY (Med.) Antipathic, dnxuhix, from «'rri and
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Kaio<,\ an occult quality of repulsion in certain things

to one another, as in the case of burnt leather, which

Galen says was supposed to cure galls by a sort of anti-

pathy. Gal. de Simpl. 1. 11 ; Cartel. Lex.

AXTIPELA'liGIA {Ant.) a law among the ancients whereby

chiklren were obliged to furnish necessaries to their parents

in imitation of the stork, whence it is sometimes called

Lex ckotiaria, or the Stork's Law.
ANTIPERI'STASIS {Med.) a-nxifUxr.c, from ^'r), against,

and 3-ifiVi:,"'', to stand around ; a cohibition or straightening

all around, as by the circumambient air or water; thus,

on account of the antiperistasis, or being beset with the

opposite qualit}', springs are hottest in the winter, or in

cold weather. T/ieophrnst. de I^ii.

ANTIPHA'RMACU.M {Med.) the same as Antidote, a re-

medy against poison.

ANTIPHE'RNA {Anl.) x'>-i<p!f'x, from «"," and (ptf'f, dower;

presents made by the bridegroom to the bride in lieu of

her portion.

ANTIPHLOGI'STICA {Med.) from upvl, and (fxiyc^, to

burn ; remedies for inflammation.

ANTIPHO'N'A {Mils.) ktr>(?a,;'x, from ^--tI, against, and

<?a»i, a voice ; w hen each side of a quire alternately sings a

verse.

ANTIPHRA'SIS {Gram.) <i»7.'^5p«(ri5, from a-^rl, opposite to,

and <?fa^ii;, to speak, i. e. to speak what is contrary to the

meaning ; a figure in grammar when a word has a meaning
contrar}' to the original sense, as ' Parca;,' the fates,

" quia mininie parcant. " Rulil. Lup,
ANTIPHTHl'SICA {Med.) from i.r!, against, and ipi'.V.s,

consumption ; remedies against a consumption.

ANTPPHTIIORA {Bot.) icr.tpCcy^, from ci,A, against, and
ifi'cfii, corruption ; a species of Wolf's-bane, which resists

corruption.

ANTI'PHYSICA {±*Ied.) kirupvu-ix^u, from can, against, and
(Pua-atu, to inflate; remedies against flatulence.

ANTI'PHYSON (Sal.) from i>Ti, against, and (f'l-o-i;, nature ;

an epithet for the loadstone, because it seemed to act

against nature.

ANTIPLEURITICUM {Med.) from ^t., against, and
sxrjfric, ; a remedy against the pleurisy.

AXTIPODA'GRICA (Med.) the same as Antarthritica.

AN'TPPODES {A-,t.) utTtTrihc, from aw], opposite to, and
s7b; the foot ; people dwelling on the opposite side of the

earth with their feet to our feet. The Antipodes are

ISO degrees distant from each other every way, having

equal latitudes, the one North and the other South, but

opposite longitudes, [vide Astronomy] Conse(iuently, when
it is day to the one, it is night to the other, and when
summer to the one, winter to the other, &c. Plato first

conceived the idea, and gave the name of Antipodes to

inhabitants of the world thus relatively situated ; the ex-

istence of which was disputed by the ancient fathers.

Manilius has given a description of them in verse.

Aitron. 1. 1, V. 236.

Tars ejus ad Arctos

Eminet^ Austrinis pars est habitabilis oris

Sub pedibusquejac^t nostris, supraque vidttur

Ipsa sibi ; J'ailentc solo declivia longa

Et porker surgente vU, pariterque cadente.

Cicero and Pliny call them 'A»t,j;Siw£?, Antichthones ; Al-
bertus Magnus Antigena. Cie. Tuscid. 1. 1, c. 28 ; Cleom.
de Mund. 1. 1 ; Strab. 1. 1 ; Pompon. Mel. 1.1; Plin. 1. 2,

c. 66 ; Solin. c. 66; Lactant. Instit. Divin. 1. 3, c. 2t;
August, de Civ. Dei, 1. 6, c. 9 ; Macrob. de Somn. Scip ;

Mart. Capell. 1. 6; Siceflin. Procl. de Splicer.

ANTIPO'DIA {Gram.) a figure by which one foot is changed
for another, if both be of equal measure.

A'XTIPOPE {Eec.) a false pope set up by a faction.

ANTIPRA'XIA {Med.) from wtI, against, and Tfao-o-ia, to

ANT

do; a contrariety of functions and temperaments in different

parts of the body, as a cold stomach joined with a hot liver.

Castel. Lex. Med.
ANTIPTO'SIS {Gram.) from ivx!, instead of, and n-ratrn,

case ; a figure by which one case is put for another.

ANTIPYRE'TICON {Med.) from i.ri, against, and ^v^mc,

a fever ; a febrifuge.

ANTIQUA'RII {Lit.) 1. The monks who were employed

in making new copies of old books. 2. The copies them-

selves of the old books.

ANTIQUARTANA'RIUM {Med.) or ant
i
quartium, a re-

medy for a quartan fever.

ANTl'QUI morbi {Med.) old and inveterate diseases length-

ened out to many years.

ANTIRRHI'.XUIM {Bot.) or Anarrhinum, a,r!fp„cv, u>^ffi,o7,

Snap Dragon or Calves-Snout ; a plant, so called because

the figure of its flower resembles the snout of a calf, from

atrl, instead of and fr-; a snout. It is seldom used in medi-

cines, but has been employed as a charm against spectres

and the like. Thcophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 9, c. 21 ; Dioscor.

1. 4-, c. 133 ; Plin. 1. 25, c. 10 : Aptd. c. S6; Gal.de Simpl.

1. 6 ; Paul. JEgiiiet. de lie Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

Antikuhixu.m, in the Linncan system, a genus of plants ;

Class 14 Didi/namia, Order 2 Angiospermia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five parted ; divisions

oblong.—CoR. monopetalous ; tube oblong ; nectary

prominent.

—

STA^ii. ^filaments four; anthers converging.

—PiST. n'cnH roundish ; style simple; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. capsule roundish ; seeds very many; receptacles re-

niforra.

Species. The species arc mostly annuals or perennials.

Among the former are the

—

Antirrhinum versicolor.

Spike-flowered Toad-flax.— Antirrhinum procumbens,

sen Linaria pumila. Procumbent Toad-flax.

—

Antir-

rhinum arvense seu Linaria arvcnsis, Yellow Corn Toad-

flax, live.

—

Antirrhinum elatine. Sharp-pointed Toad-
flax or Fluellin. Among the perennials are the

—

.'Intir-

rhinum cymhalaria seu Linaria cymbalaria, Ivy-leaved

Toad-flax.

—

Antirrhinum repens. Creeping Toad-flax.

—

Antirrhinum sparteum. Branching Toad-flax.

—

Antir-

rhinum sa.vatile. Rock Toad-flax, &c. J. Bauh. Hist.

Plant.; C. Bank. Pin. Theat.; Ger. Herb.; Par!;.

Thcat. Botan. ; Bait Hist. Plant. ; Tourn. List. Herb. ;

Boerh. Lid. Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

AXTrSCL\NS {Ast.) from i-»r), opposite to, and o-ki'«, a

shadow; the people who, dwelling in the opposite hemi-

spheres of North and South, have their shadows at noon
fall directiv opposite to each other; consequently, those

living in the Southern Frigid and Temperate Zones are

Antiscians to those living in the North Frigid and Tem-
perate Zones. Lucan alludes to the surprize which the

Arabians, going into Italy, expressed on seeing the sha-

dows turning to the right, which they had always seen turn

to the left.

Lucan. 1. 3, v. 247-

Jgnotum vobis, Arabes, r^stis in orhem,

Vmbras mh-ati neinorum rwn ire siuistras.

Amm. Marcell. 1. 22, c. 15 ; Schol. in Luc. 4, c. 16; Ric-

ciol. Ahnag. 1. 1, c. 20.

ANT'ISCION signs {Astrol.) certain signs in the Zodiack,

which, with reference to each other, are equally distant

from the tropical signs. Cancer and Capricorn ; so that,

when a planet is in such a station, it is said to cast its

antiscioii, i. e. to give a virtue or influence to another star

or planet that is in the opposite sign.

ANTISCO'LICA (Med.) vide Antlielmintica.

ANTISCORBU'TIC {Med.) remedies against the scurvy.

ANTISE'PTICS {Med.) from i-r!, against, and cnx-ai^i,

putrefying ; resisters of putrefaction.



ANT

I'GMA ((7r.7m ) a mark J in ancient writings where

•der of the verses is to be changed. Isitl. Orig. 1. 1,

ANTISr
tlie ord

c. 20.

ANTI'SPASIS {Med.) i.r^-Tairi;, from ivW, against, and

ffiraw, to draw bacli ; a revulsion or drawing away of hu-

mours while in actual motion. Gal. de nielli. Xled. 1. 5,

c. 9; Gorr. Dc/iii. Med.; Fucs. (Econom. Hippocrat.

ANTISPASMO'UICS (A/ef/.)rrom i^ri, against, and o-jrao-j^-o;,

convulsions ; remedies against spasms.

ANTISPA'STIC verse (Poel.) atr.inrct^iMv fjuirfo-i-^ verse con-

sisting principally of antispasts, or antispastic feet.

ANTISPA'STICON (Med.) 'hTitrizK^ivM ; a medicine acting

by Antispasis. [vide Anlispasis]

ANTISPA'STUS (Gram.) 'A.j-i'o-Tas-o;, from ani(rjTxu,to draw

contrary ways ; a foot of four syllables in verse, having the

first syllable short, then two long, and the last short, as

Alexander. Diomed. 1. 3 ; Hephcst. Enchyrid. ; Vidorin.

de Cnrni.

ANTrSP()D.\ {Xat.) or anlispodia, aVriVx-oJk. from a»3-;,

instead of, and n-achc, spodium ; a kind of medicinal ashes

made of herbs, which may be used as a substitute for

.sijodium. Dioscor. 1. .<;, c. 186; Plin. 1. Si, c. 13; Gal.,

dc Himpl. 1.9; Orihas Med. Coll. 1. 13 ; Gorr. Drfn. Med.

ANTI'STASIS (lllift.) AtrUuc-n, a sort of anticlema, or

figure of speech, in which a person justifies himself for

having done what is laid to his charge, by showing its ex-

pediency. Ileriiwir. iatuf^v.!, et Sopulr. Schol. in Ilermorr.

Aid. LV. p.2j6; Ssjrian. /IW. p.9.5; JMar. Vidorin. in Cic.

Uhet.

ANTISTERl'G.MA {Med.) <i.3-ir«pr/;iAa, a word used by Hip-

pocrates for a crutch or support. Hippocrat. de Artie.

;

Gorr. Di-fi/i. Med. ; Foes. W.conom. Hippocrat.

ANTlSTli''UX()N {Anal.) UirUipov, from av^\, and rf>o»,

pectus ; the back, which is opposite to the breast. Itiif.

Ephes. Appell. Part. Human. Corp. 1. 2, c. 4.

ANTl'STES sncrorum {Ant.) the High-Priest among the

Romans. Plin. 1. 7, c. 3 ; Dud. in Panded. p. 6 ; Pollet.

For. Rom. 1. 2, t. I.

ANTISTITIUM {Arclucol.) a Monastery.

ANTISTOI'CHON {Gram.) u,7^'^olk«, from i.^i, instead of,

and 5-oi;k"»', an elenunt ; a figure in which one letter is put

for another, as promiiscis {or proboscis.

ANTI'.STlU)PH.'\(/i7/((.) »7,Vfo?i!c ; arguments so called from

i>Ti, against, and Tf.ir^j, to turn, becraise they may be turned

against him by wlioni they arc advanced. Dionys. Hal.

Art. lUiet. c. 9 ; Aul. Gcll. 1. 5, c. 10 ; Hopat. ad Hermog.

Aid. torn. 2, ]). .51'.

AXTl'STROPHE {Rlid.) i-rifpojii, from arr-, against, and

5-fi^w, vc)/o. 1. An alternate conversion of the same words

in different sentences, as " Servus domine," and " Domine
servus." Euxfat. ad Horn. II. 1. 13 ; Hermog. J. Aid. Edit.

tom. l,p. IVG; Alexand. rrifi ir-/y,fh. Aid. Edit. p. 583. 2.

A sort of dancing performed by the chorus, who by the

strophe turned to the one hand, and by the antistrophe to

the other ; whence the ancient poetry was divided into the

ff.^. strophe, when the chorus turned from the right to the

left; the (i»7irpoipii, antistrophe, when they turned from the

left to the right ; and W»vio;, when they rehearsed their

part standing still.

ANTITA'SI.S (Snrg.) from <i«~'\ and tuiu, to extend; the

contra extension of dislocated bones.

.\NT1TA'CTE.S (Fee.) a sect of heretics, who taught that

sin deserved rather reward than punishment. Clem. Alexand.

Strom. 3; Baron. Annal. Ann. 120; Dti, Pin. Bibl.Eccles.

prem. siec.

ANTI'THENAR {Anat.) from i'T,', and fi'«f, the hollow of

till- hand or foot ; the Abductor pollicis.

.\NTI'Tlir>.SIS {Rliet.) ivTi'Cio-ii, from x-'t), in opposition, and

ttii,f>.>, to pbiee ; a figure in which contraries are opi)Osed

to contraries. Hernwg. srifi i^. Aid. Ed. tom. 1, p. 4b ;

ANV
Alexand. tripi 'rx.'i'''- ; Apsius Art. Rltet. p. 695 ; Schol. ad
Hennog. tom. 2 ; Rhet. Aid. p. 271; Suidas in voc. «'»-

ANTITHETA'RIUS {Laiv) the name given to a man who
endeavours to discharge himself of the crime of which he
is accused by retorting the charge on the accuser. Leg.
Canuti apnd Bromptun.

ANTI'THETON {Gram.) utrih-rov, contraries opposed to

each other; as " Vicit pudorem libido, tiniorem audacia,

rationeni amentia." Cic. pro Cluent. et de Orat. c. 50.

ANTlTR.^'tiUS {Annt.) the part of the ear opposite to the

Tragus, according to Rufus Ephesius, on the authority of

Oribasius. Ruf. Ephes. apud Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 25, c. 1.

Antitragus {Bot.) the Cri/psis acu/eata of Linna;us.

ANTITRI'NITARIANS (Ecc.) such as deny the holy

Trinity.

A'NTITYPE {Theol.) from ^-r], instead of, and rt-Vo;, a type;

what answers to or is prefigured by a type ; as the Paschal

lamb was a type to which our Saviour, the Lamb of God,
was the Antitype.

ANTIVENE'REA {Med.) Medicines against the Lues ve-

nerea.

A'NTLER (Sport.) the starts or branches of a deer's attire,

properly the first branches. There is the Bes-Antlcr, the

Sur-Anller, and the Broiv-Aniler.—TUe Bes-Antler is the

start or branch next above the Brow-Antler.—The Sur-

Antler is the topmost start or branch ; and—the Broxv-

Antler is that next the head.

A'NTOCOW {Fd.) vide Anticor.

ANTOE'CI {Astron.) kvroiKoi, from avrl, against, and o'lKoe,

a house ; inhabitants of the earth who live under the same
meridian East or West, but under opposite parallels of

latitude North and South. They have their noon or mid-

night at the same hour, but their sea.'.ons are contrary,

i. e. when it is spring with the one, it is autumn with the

other, and when winter with the one, It is summer with

the other. The length of the night and day is equal in

both. Cleom. de Mund. 1. 1 ; Ricciol. Almag. 1. I.e. 20.

ANTO'NIA Lex {Ant.) a law so called from Mark Anthony,

the proposer, by which it was prohibited to make a dic-

tator ; and no one, under pain of death, dare accept the

otRce when offered. Appian. de Bell. Civil. 1. 3, p. 542 ;

Hctmann. Roman. Anti(j. 1. 1, p. 196.

ANTO'NTAN {Min.) a mineral water of Germany, con-

taining carbonated soda, common salt, and calcareous earth.

ANTO'NIl Saucti ignis (Med.) St. Anthony's Fire, because

it was supposed to be miraculously cured by that Saint.

ANTONO.MA'SIA (Rhd.) k>rc<oiJ.u<ni, from uyrl, in.slead of,

and iofi.-.i, a name, i. e. one name Instead of another; a

figure by which one name is put for another, as an appel-

lative for a proper name, as the Poet for Homer or Virgil,

the Apostle for St. Paul. Dionijs. Hal. de Hom. Poes. ;

Quint. Inst it. 1. 6, c. 29; Tryph. dc 'Prop.; I'oss. Instit.

Rhd.li. p. 165.

ANTONOMA'STICA (Co7i.) the same as Coc/ilca crclata.

ANTOPHY'LLON {Bot.) Autophyllus, ivTo^uAPiiv, from U<tI,

against, and ipi/A>.o», a leaf; because Its leaves stand opposite

to one another; the Male Caryophyllus, or, according to

Ray, a name given by the chemists to the full grown Ca-

ryophyllus. Myrep. de Antid.; Raii Hist. Plant.

ANTRl'SCUS (liol.) a plant, the leaves of which resemble

Hemlock. Bank.
A'NTRUM buccinosum {Anat.) the same as Cochlea.—Aj}-

truni genix, maxillary sinus.

—

Antrum Pylori, the great

concavity of the stomach near the Pylorus.

ANTV'LLION {Med.) a very astringent nialagma.

.V'NN'IL (Mech.) the tool on which smiths hammer their work.

A Nvn, (//(;.) a charge, as party per chevron, argent and

!.iiUc, three anvils, counter charge, name Smith, of Abing-

don, Berks.
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A'KUS (Anal.) the orifice of the intestinum rectum, through

wliich the faces are discharged. Gal. de Usii. Part. 1. 5,

c. 18.

—

Amis Cerebri, that cavity in the hrain whidi arises

from the contract of the four trunks of tiie Medulla sjji-

imlis.

Anus (Hot.) the posterior opening of a monopetalous flower.

AXYPEU'THYNA (Med.) iw^riuiwcc, from «, priv. u^t^fu-oc,

obnoxious; things for which one is not accountable; in

whicli sense Hippocrates uses it for those circumstances

whicli are above the ordinary controul of a pliysician, and
for which he is not accountable. Hippocraf. za(^y,(>>.

A'ORIST (Gram.) iofiyo?, from a, priv. and op^^'^, to define,

i. e. indefinite ; the name of a Greek tense, denoting great

uncertainty of time.

A'OIITA (Anal.) acfr'n, from aitfu, to lift up, is the name of

a little chest, and was applied to the gieat

artery of the heart in the days of Aristotle

it was called by Areta;us dfTitfia ^ayt «,

the great artery proceeding from the left

ventricle of the heart, from which all the

other arteries mediately or immediately

proceed. It is distinguished into the as- 1
" j^ .^^

cendiiig and descending, from the mannti ^ ^ ^-h

in which it runs ; the Aorta ascendens dis- i

tributing its branches to the upper part of ^^s^
the Thorax, the head, and upper extremi ^^^^ ^
ties; the Aorta descendens supplying the l-,^fc 'V
rest of the Thorax, the Diaphragm, &(. '--5'K—^

t'

Aristot. Hist. Anim. 1. 3, c. 3, &c. Gal de Dissect

J'eii. The annexed cut represents a part of the trunk of
the Aorta turned inside out ; a a the glandulous mem-
brane ; bL the vascular membrane; c the internal tunic.

AOVO'ilA (Dot.) an Indian plant, the fruit of which is as

large as a hen's egg, and is astringent. Lem. des Drag.
APA'CTUS (Bot.) a genus of plants ; Class 11 Dodecandria,
Order I Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. none.—CoR. four-petalled

; pe-
tals roundish.

—

Stam. Jilaiiients from sixteen to twenty.
—PisT. germ superior; stt/le none.

Species. The only species is

—

Apactis Japonica, a shrub,
native of Japan. Linn. Spec. Plant.

APiEDEU'SIA [Lit.) a,T«i(!ft/iri'«, ignorance, or a want of in-

formation in general ; whence those who were so deficient

were termed Aptrdeutce.

AP.EDEU'TiE (Lit.) vide Apcedeusia.

APA'GMA (Surg.) the same as Abdnctin.

APAGO'GE (Ant.) cc-tt-yu'/Y,; the carrying a criminal taken
in the fact before a magistrate. Poll. Unom. 1. 6, segm.
1.54..

Apagoge (Log.) the same as Reductio.

APAGO'GICAL demonstration (Log.) the same as Reductio
ad Aljsiirdum.

APA'LLAGE (Med.) is-aAAayr, from kjcxwUrrwu, to change;
any alteration in general, but in particular by a deliverance
from a disease. Hippocrat. 1. 2, Aph. 45 ; Foes. (Econom.
Hippocrat.

A'PALUS (Ent.) a genus of animals, Class Insecta, Order
Coleoptera.

Generic Character. Antenncc filiform.

—

Feelers equal, fili-

form.—./fl!o horny.— L;)j membranaceous, truncate.
Species. There are only two species, the Apalus bimacu-

latus and Amaculatus.

A'PANAGE (Laxo) or Appennage, among the French, was
the assignment of lands by the king to the younger sons,
which revert to the crown upon the failure of male issue.

APA'NTHISMUS (Anat.) «T«ifli(rj«,o5, signifies literally a
very fine and almost imperceptible line in painting, but is

applied, by a figure, to the small capillary veins, from their
resemblance to those hues. Gal. de Ven. et Art. c. 8.

APANTHRO'PIA (Med.) «T«»«f4.3-i«, from «, priv. and «»-

APE

SfiiTzoi, a man ; a teiira used by Hippocrates for an aver-

sion to company, or a love of solitude. Hippocrat. Coac.

Pncd.
APARACHY'TUM vinum (Med.) x^afix,vTeq J-ec, wine un-

mixed with sea water. Gal. de Comp. i\Ied. Sec. Gen. et

Meth. Med.
APARA'GUA (Dot.) a species of Briony growing in Brasil.

APA'RGIA (Bot.) cc-ufyiu; the name of an herbaceous plant

mentioned by Theophrastus, who only distinguishes it by
the epithet of fVr/!i«i|it;AAo», i. e. having the leaf issue from

the root instead of from the stem, after the manner of th.e

Dandelion. Theiiphrast. I. 7, c. 9.

Ahargia, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 19,

Order 1 Polygamia JEgualis.

Generic Characters. Cal. common imbricate; scales se-

veral.—CoR. compound imbricate ; corollcls hermaphro-
dite; proper monopetalous.

—

Stam. Jllamenls five; an-

thers cylindric.

—

Pist. germ subovate ; styles filiform;

stigmas two.

—

Per. none ; caly.v oblong ; seeds solitary ;

doti'u sessile ; receptacle naked.

Species. The plants of this tribe are mostly perennials,

and are called Lcontodun, or Hieracium, by the ancient

botanists. Dodun. Hist. Slirp. ; Label. Plant. se\i Slirp.

Plant.; J. Bank. Hist, Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Gcr.

Herb ; Park. Theat. Botan. ; Rail Hiit. Plant. ; Linn.
Spec. Plant.

APARI'NE (Bot.) «Vapi»«, a plant, the expressed juice of

which was said to cure the bites of serpents. 2'heojjhrast.

Hist. Plant. 1.7, c.lt; Dioscor.LS, c. 14; Plin. 1. '27, c.5.

Aparine, in the Linnean system, is a species of the Galium.
A'PARIXES (Bot.) the Amman:iia latijolia of Linnaeus.

APARITHME'SIS (Rhet.) arapiflw-iicri;, a figure of speech,

which consists in enumerating or distinguishing several

particulars by means of the particles firstly, then, or more-
over, finally, &c. Hermog. i^. Aid. Ed. toni. i, p. 48;
Aristid. xsf. AoyK.ToA. p, 650.

A'PATE (Ent.) a division of the genus Dermestes, according

to Fabricius, comprehending those insects of this tribe

which have the jaw one-toothed.

APA'THES (.Int.) krrci.e'uc„ from a, priv. and auii^, affection ;

a sort of philosophers who pretended to have no affections.

Plin.\. 7, c. 19.

APATISA'TIO (Law) an agreement or compact made with

another. Upton. 1. 2, c. 12.

APATITES (Min.) a genus of calcareous and brittle earths,

consisting of carbonate of lime and phosphoric acid.

APATU'RIA (Ant.) AVc.t«,i«, a festival at Athens, from
ajTara, deceit, because it was instituted in commemoration
of a stratagem by which Xanthus, king of Boeotia, was
killed by Melanthus, king of Athens. It was celebrated

for three days, the first of which was called AofTum or

Aopa-iK ; the second, 'A>i<ppWi? ; and the third, xxfiaiTii. He-
rod. 1. 1, c. 14'7; Plat, in Tim. S; Prod, in Plat.; Xenoph,
Hellcn. 1. 1, c. 7 ; Aristoph. in Nub. 8)- Schol. in Aristoph.;

Pull. Onom. 1. 6, segm. 102; Harpocration; Etymol. Magn.;
Suidas ; Simplic. ad Aristot. Phys. I. 4.

APAULETE'RIA (Ant.) xxxvXyiTr.fM, the garment presented

by the bridegroom on the day called the Apaula. [vide

Apaulia'\

APA'ULIA (Ant) a.TTxii>ja., the second day of the marriage

festival, when the bride's departure from her father's house
was celebrated. Poll. Onomast. 1. 3, c. 3 ; Hesychius

;

Suidas; Etymologic. Magn. Phavorinus.

APA'UJIE (Her.) a hand opened, with the full palm ap-

pearing, and the thumb and fingers extended, as may be
seen in the arms of a baronet, [vide Canton']

A'PE (Zool.) a name for different species of the Simia which
are without tails. They are imitative, full of gesticulations,

chatter with their teeth, and macerate their food in their

cheeks before they swalln-.v it. This tribe of animals is
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also remarkable for being lascivious, thievish, and gregari-

ous.

—

Sea Ape, a marine animal on the coast of America.

APECHE'MA (Med.) uzviy^r.jjua, from i^i, awA x^'u sound;

i. e. repercussion of sound ; but in a medical sense, a con-

tra fissure.

APEA'K [Mar.) when the cable is drawn so tight as to

bring the vessel directly over the anchor, the ship is said to

be apeak.

APE'IBA {But.) the Aubletia of Linna;us. Marc. Hid.
Bras.

APELLI'T-'E {Ecc,) hereticks in the second century, so

called from their leader Apelles, who, among other here-

sies, denied the spirituality of Christ and the resurrection

of the dead. Tertnl. de I'nesc. c. 30, &c. ; Euscb. Hist.

1. 3, c. 13 ; S.Epiphan. Uteres. ^Is S. August. Hccres. 23;

Baron. Annnl. Aim. 11-6.

APE'PSIA (Med.) the same as Di/spepsia.

A'PER (Xat.) the boar, which is a symbol of several cities,

is supposed to refer to the Erymanthian boar which was
killed by Hercules; it is represented, as in the annexed
figure, on a coin of Abaca-nura, in Sicily, with an acorn

lying before it.—The legend ABAKAINI. Paruf. Sicil.

Descritt.; D'Orvll/e Sicu/. ; Peinb. Niimismat. Atitiq.

APE'RIENS palpcbram rectus (Anat.) the same as Elevator

pnlpebrcE superioris.

APE'RI E'i^TH {i)Ied.)apericnlia, from aperio, to open ; opening

medicines. Ccls. de Re Mfd. 1. .5, c. 18 ; Gal. de Sinipl. I. ,5.

APERI'TTOS {Med.) iTifirr,;?. from «, priv. and ^nftrrc^,

redundant ; an epithet for aliment not generating much
excrement. Corr. Drfin. Med.

APE'RTIS portnrum {Astnd.) some great and manifest

change of the air upon certain configurations.

APERTU'RA tabularum (Laxo) the breaking open a last

will and testament.

—

Aperlura feudi, the loss of a feudal

tenure by default of issue to him, to whom the feud or fee

was granted.

A'PERTURE [Opt) a hole next to the object-glass of a

telescope, through which the light and image of the object

is conveyed from the tube into the eye. Huygen. Diopt.

prop. 53, ,56.

Ai'F.RTURE (Archil.) an opening in any building, as doors,

windows, Ac.

Aperture (Genm.) the opening or angle formed by the

meeting of two right lines.

APE'RTl'.S (Med.) an epithet in Scribonius Largus, answer-

ing to tlic ulcrratus of Pliny ; as, Slrumie aperta, ulcerated

humours. Plin. 1. 30, c. 5 ; lleod. in Scribon. Larg.

A'PES (Zoo/.) vide Apis.

APE'TAL/1-- (Bol.) the fourtli class of plants, according to

Haller's system.

APE'TAL()L'S (Bnt.) from «, priv. and TriraXot, a petal, a

flower-leaf; an epithet for plants that have no petals.

A'PEX (Ant.) from apienda, i. e. Uganda, binding. 1. A
little woollen tuft on the flaniens or high priest's cap.

2. The cap itself, of which a representation is given under

Ancilia. 3. A hat, or any thing capped. 4. The crest of

a helmet.

Virg. .'Kn. 1. 12, v. 4-92.

Aiiirem tamni incita stimtmim

Ilmta UdiL

Piin. I. 22, c. 23 ; Vol. Max. 1. 1 , c. 1 ; Lucan. 1. 1 , v. GM

;

Serv. in Virg. yEn. 1. 10, v. 270 ; Scalig. Conj. ad Varr.

p. 37 : Tiirneb. Adv. I. 29, c. 31.

Ai'EX (Zool.) the crest or crown of birds. Plin, 1. 11, c. 37.
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Apex (Geom.) the angular point of a cone or conic section.
Apex (Cun.) the beak, tip, or extremity of a shell. The

apices are Auriformes, auriform or earshaped, having an
incurvated arch between the beaks.— Corniformes, horn-
shaped, i. e. long and mucronated or pointed.

—

Injlex-i,

infiex, or bending towards each other.

—

Rejlexi, reflex,

turned towards the areola.— Spirales, spiral, i. e. twisted
spirally.

Apex (13ot.) the upper extremity of a leaf, farthest from the
base or insertion.

Apex lilerarum (Gram.) the mark which serves as an accent.
Apex legis (Laiv) a quirk.

A'PHACA (Bot.) A<puK^, the Wild Vetch, a small shrub
that grows in ploughed lands, the seeds of which are of an
astringent quality ; it is the Lathi/ris aphaca of Linna?us.

Thcophrast. Hist. Plant.; Dioscor. 1.2, c. 78; Plin. 1. 21,
c. 17; Orilms. Med. Coll. 1. 1 1 ; Paul. Alginet. 1. 7, c. 3;
Genpon. Aiicl. 1. 12, c. 1 ; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Bot.;
C. Bank. Pin. ; Raii Hist. Plant.

APHj^Z'RESIS (Gram.) uepxipin',, from afixifia, to take
away ; a figure which takes away a letter or syllable from
the beginning of a word, as ruit for iruit.

ApH-EnEsis {Med.) a taking away of any superfluous part

medicinally or chirurgically. Hipp. Coac. Prcenot. S^c.

;

Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

A'PHANES (Bot.) «ip«»^s, obscure; a genus of plants so
called from its diminutive size. Class i 2'etandria, Order 2
Digi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.
none— Stam. filaments four; anthers roundish— PiST.
germ ovate; ii^/e filiform ; stigma headed.— Per. none;
Calyx containing the seeds in the bottom ; seeds ovate.

Species. The only species is the Aphanes arvensis, Alcha-

milla aphanes, Percepier Angloruin, seu Polijgnnum seli-

noides, an aimual, native of Europe. Ger. Herb. ; J.
Bauhin. Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauhin. Pin. Theat. ; Park,
Theat. Botan.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Mor, Hist. Plant.

;

Linn. Spec. Plant.

APHASSO'MENO,S {Med.) a<pX(r(rdi/,tK,f, from atpirru, to

stroke ; rubbed with the fingers, or gently felt, to discover

any disorder in the part. Gal. Exeges, in Vocab. Hippo-
crat. ; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

APHE'BRIOC (Chem.) Sulphur.

APIIELICE'STEROS (Med.) a^«A(«Vtf05, from «Vo, away
from, and »>iixi'«, youth

;
past the flower of youth. Hip-

pocrat. Epid. 1. 7.

APIIE'LI()N (/1st.) or Aphelium, from aVo, from, and bAios,

the sun ; that point at which the earth or any planet is

most distant from the sun. In the Coperniean system it

is that end of the greater axis of an elliptical orbit of the

planet most remote from the focus wherein the sun is, as A
in the figure under the head Anomaly. In the Ptolemaic

s3-stem, the Apogee supplies the place of the Aphelion,

[vide Astronomy and .'\numaly']

APIIE'LLAN (Ast.) the name of a bright star in the con-
stellation Gemini.

A'PHESIS (Med.) a^in?, from a'^iiWi, to remit; the remis-

sion of a disorder. Gal. Exeges. Vocab. Hippoc. ; Gorr.

Defin. Med. ; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

APHE'T.'V (.listrol.) a planet, taken to be the giver of life in

a nativity.

APlllLANTIIRO'PIA (Med.) 'i<fiiXu,lfi„rU, from «, priv. and
<pi>,xie(u!:iu

; the first degree of melancholy which produces

an aversion to society. Castcll. Lex. Med.
A'l'IIIS (Ent.) Plant-Louse, a genus of animals. Class /;»•

.tecla. Order Hemiptera.
Generic Characters. Snout inflected ; antenna: longer than

thorax ; ivings either four upright or none ; feet formed
for walking ; abdomen generally furnished with two
horns or processes.
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The numerous species of this tribe of insects are remark-

able for infesting plants, the leaves of which they cause

to crumple up, and consume their juices. They are

sometimes winged and sometimes apterous, and are sup-

posed to possess the extraordinary faculty of continued

impregnation, one single act of which in a female is suf-

ficient for many successive generations. The species

are principally distinguished by the names of the plants

which they infest, as the

—

Aphis snlicis. one of the

largest kind of Aphides that infest the willows.

—

Aphis

rosiv, of a bright colour, which is found in great nmii-

bers on the leaves, stalks, and buds of roses.

—

Aphis

iilicc, the Lime-tree Aphis, one of the nio.-;t beautiful of

the genus.

—

Aphis millcfoJii, the Yarrow Aphis.—The
Common Green Aphis is called the Fly, when it infests

hop-yards.

APHLEGM.VNTON (Med.) «?»/-/i«.a.7«, from «, priv. and
<pAf'/u,x, phlcgma, void of phlegm; an epithet for pus which
marks it to be laudable. Uippucral. Prctdict. 1. 2; Gorr.

Defin. Med. ; Foes, CEconom. Hippocrat.

A'PHODOS (Med.) 'a.(pohi, the recrements of the aliment

which pass off by stool. Gal. com. 5, in Epid. 1. fi ; Foes.

(Econnm. Ilippiicrat.

APHO'XI (Med.) k.pmoi, from a, priv. and ^m/., voice ; those

who labour under a deprivation of voice from an apoplectic

affection, or any other cause. Gorr. Dcf. Med. ; Foes.

CEconom. Uippoerat.

APHO'NTA (.l/crf.) afi^na, from «, priv. and <fa">i, the voice ;

a deprivation of voice, or palsy of the tongue. Gal. in

Hippvernt. 1. 6, aphor. o\ ; Gorr. Dejin. Med.; Foes.

CEeonom. Hippocrat.

Aphonia now constitutes a genus of diseases, Class Locales,

Order Di/sunesiee, in CuUen's Nosolosy.
A'PHORISM (Phi.) i4>«.f„r^i;, from hvX^, to define, or

separate ; a sentence comprehending, within a few words,

all the properties of a thing, as the Apliorisms of Hippo-
crates, Boerhaave, &c.

APHO'R.MIi (Med.) a^icpu,^', from a^o, and ofu,)!, impetus;
the exciting cause of a disease. G<d. comm. 3, in Hippo-
crat. Epidem. 1. 6 ; Gorr. Dtjin. ^led. ; Foes. CEconom.
Hippocrat.

Aphohme (.-hit.) u.ft>ffjur, money placed as a deposit in the

banker's hands, otherwise called ^f.-.K^, ; Atpri^y^ii', Akd is a

suit about a deposit. Poll. 1. 3, c. 9 ; Harpocration ;

Hesychius ; Suidas.

APHRA'CTA (.int.) open vessels which were used in naval

engagements, Cic. ad .-Ittic. 1. 6, ep. 8 ; Sehcff'. de Mil.

Nav. 1. 2, c. 2.

APHRI'TE (Min.) from k^f^t, spume, or froth; Silvery

Chalk, a species of stone of the carbonate family, so called

from its frothy appearance.
APHRODES (Med.) i*p>«, from i4>fo?, spume; frothy

in application to the blood and excrements.
APHRODl'SIA (Ant.) A(f)fc.<5ir.«, festivals in honour of

A<fifJiTv, Venus, in dilFercnt parts of Greece, as at Cyprus,
Paphos, Corinth. At the latter place it was celebrated by
harlots, according to AthenKus. Slrab. 1. H; Athen.
1. 13, c. 4; Clemen. Protreptric. ; Finn, de Error. Profess.
Relig.

-^

Aphrodisi.\ (Med.) aipfcliTu, from itPfoJiVi); venereal com-
merce. Gal. de Top. 1. 7 ; Gorr. DeJln. Med.

APHRODISKTA'STICON (Med.) i<f)p=r).r.«r.«r, a troche so
called, by Galen, because the stools which it produced
were frothy. He recommends it in dysenteries.

APHRODI'SIUS morlnis (Med.) the Lues venerea.

Aphbodisius (Chron.) the eleventh month of the Bithynian
year, commencing on the 25th of July.

APHRODI'TA (£ji/.) a genus of animals. Class Vermes,
Order Molusca.
Generic Characters. Body creeping, oblong, with fasci-

3
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culate feet, each side; mouth cylindrical, retractile;

Jeelers two, setaceous ; eyes four.

Species. The principal species arc the

—

Aphrodita aculeala,

the Sea-Mouse, four or five inches long, often found in

the belly of the cod-fish.

—

Aphrodita squamosa, covered
with two rows of large scales, about an inch long.

—

Aphrodita minuta, not an inch long, &c.

APHRODITA'RIUM (Med.) <i<?pc<f.r«p.. 1. A sort of col-

lyrium. 2. A sort of powder. Paul. .Slgin. de Re Med.
1.4, c. 40; 1. 7, c. 13.

APHROGA'LA (Med.) ci0fiya.M, from i^f^?, spume, or

froth, and ya>.a, lac; the froth of milk, good for an habi-

tual heat in the stomach. Gal. de Mcth. Med. 1. 7, c. 4.

APHROLI'TRU.M {Min.) or Aphronitrum, utPfiMrfc, itpw-

tiTov, the spume of nitre. Plin. 1. 31, c. 10; Gorr. Defin.

Med.
A'PHRON (Bat.) from «. priv. and ipfiii', the mind, from its

inebriating quality ; a wild kind of poppj'. Plin. 1. 20, c. 19.

Aphron (Med.) a cephalic plaster. Aet. Tctrab. 4, serm. 3,

c. 13.

APHRONI'TRUxM (Min.) U<pf!>urf^;, the spume or flower

of nitre; natron. Plin. 1. 31, c. 10.

APHROSELE'NOS (Min.) a?f«''-a>;.«5, a stone; so called

from its representing the moon as it were in a glass.

Paul. Mginet. de lie Med. 1. 7, c. 3 ; Gorr. Defin Med.
APHROS'YN'E (Med.) from u^(o„, simple; dotage.

A'PHTH.E (Med.) 'i<pixi, the thrush; a disease consisting

of ulcers in the mouth, to which children are verj' subject.

Hippocrat. 1. 3, aphor. 24 ; Aret. de Cans, et Sign. Aeut.

Morb. 1.1, c. 9 ; Cels. de Re Med. 1. 2, c. 1, &c. ; Gal. de

Comp. Med. Sec. Loc. ^-c. ; Oribas. de Loe. .iffect. 1, 4,

c. 68 ; Aet. Tetrab. 2, serm. 4 ; Paul. /Eginet. i 1, c. 10

;

Actuar. de Meth. Med. 1. 6 ; Gorr. Defin. Med. ; Foes.

CEconom. Hippocrat.

Apiith.e constitutes now a genus of diseases in Cullen's

Nosology, Class Pyrexice, Order E.tanthemata

.

—Aphthee

Scrpentes, vide Cancrum Oris.

APHTHA'RDOCITES (Fee.) a sect of heretics which
branched otf from the Eutichians in the sixth century.

They denied the passion of our Saviour, maintaining that

his body was immortal from the moment of his conception.

They are so called from dtptxfrci, incorruptible, and ^'ckh;

to think. Sander. Hccres. Ann. 535.

A'PHYA (Ich.) d^-jx, from a, priv. and ipuV, to beget; a
small fish of a pale white colour; so called because it is

supposed not to be generated in the ordinary way ; but,

according to Aristotle, from the froth of the sea. It is a
species of the Cyprinus of Linnxus. Aristot. Hist. Anint.

1. 6, c. 15 ; Athen. 1. 8, c. 14; Gal. Exegcs, I'ocab. Hippo-
crat.

APHYLLA'XTES Anguillanc (But.) the Globularia vidgaris

of Linnaeus.

APHYLLA'NTHES (Bot.) from u priv. P«aam, leaf, and i'h^,

a flower, i. e. an apetalous flower; a genus of plants, Class G
Hexandria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. glumes univalve

—

Cor. petals

six; claws slender.

—

Stam. filaments setaceous; anthers

oblong

—

Visr. germ superior; style filiform; stigmas

three.

—

Per. capsule turbinate ; seeds ovate.

Species. The only species is the Aphyllanthes monspclii'n-

sis, seu Monspeliensum, seu Caryophyllus caruleus, Sfc. a

perennial, native of the South of France. Lob. Adv.
Stirp.; J. Bauhin. Hist. Plant.; C.Bauhin.Pin.Theat.;

Mor. Hist, riant.; Wild. Linn. Spec. Plant.

APHYLLA'NTI ajinis (Bot.) the Globularia cordifoUa of

Linnaeus.

APHY'LLON (Bnt.) the Or/JawcAe of Linnaeus.

APHY'LLOUS (Bot.) from «, priv. and ifuXM,, a leaf; leaf-

less ; an epithet applied to the stem, leaf, or whir! ; as

aphyllus caulis, a leafless stem; aphyllus fios, a flowec
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having no calyx ; aphyllus vertircllus, a whirl having no
leaves about it.

APHYTA'GOKAS (Bot.) an Indian tree, wliich is said by
Clusius to bear amber.

APHYTEl'A {Dot.) from «, priv. and <p-jrh, a plant, plant-

less; a genus of plants, Class 16 Moiwdclp/iin, Order 1

Triandria, having neither root, stem, nor leaves, parasi-

tical-terrestrial, and consisting of a fructification only.

Generic Characters. Cal. pei-'mnlh monophyllous.—CoR.
rudiments of three petals.

—

Stam. /lYnmc;;/.! short ; an-
ihert convex.

—

Pist. germ inferior; style thickish

;

stigma three-cornered.

—

Per. berry one-celled ; seeds

numerous.
Species. The only species is the Aphyteia hydnora, seu
Hydnora africana, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'PI.ARY (Zool) a place in which bees are kept.

APIA'IUUS {Zool.) a bee-merchant.

APIA'STRA {Or.) Bee-Eater, a sort of bird mentioned by
Servius.

APIA'STRUM {Bot.) from apes, the bees ; tiic herb which
bees delight in, Balm-gentle or .Mint. Plin. 1.20, c. 1 1

.

A'PIC.\ ovis {Zool.) a small-bodied sheep, bearing little

wool, a pilled ewe. Fest. de Verb. Signij'.

A'PINEL (Bot.) a root met with in the American islands,

remarkable for its destructive quality to serpents, who
shun it, and every thing rubbed with it. The plant is the

Aristolochia nnguicida of Linnaus.

A'PIOS (Bnt.) aijios, round knob-rooted spurge, the root of
which is like an onion, and the juice purgative. It is a

species of the Gh/cine, and of the Euplmrbia of Linnajus.

Dioscor. 1. A; c. 177 ; Plin. 1. 26, c. S ; Oribas. Med. Colt.

1. 1 1 ; Act. Tcirab, 1, serm. 1.

APIOSCO'RODON {Bot.) the Crateva gynandra of Lin-
na;us. Pluk. Almag.

A'PIS
(
Ent.) the bee, a well known insect ; so called because,

according to Virgil

—

Virg. Georg. 1. -1-, v. 257,

pedibus ctnnexfT ait hinina pendent

;

or from '(X':ii<:, i.e. without feet,because they are born with-
out feet ; a genus of animals, Class Insecta, Order Himen-
nptcra.

Generic Character. I\Iouth horny.

—

Feelers four, unequal.—Antenna short.— Wings flat.

—

Sting of the females
and neutrals concealed in the abdomen.

Species. The species of this genus are divided by Linna?us
into two assortments, namely, those whose body is

slightly covered with a fine hair or down, and those
whose body is very villose or hairy. The principal spe-
cies in the first division is the

—

Apis mellijicus, the
Honey-I5cc.

—

Apis centuncularis, the Carpenter-Bee.
Those in the second division, which are commonly
known by the name of Hunible-Bee, are the

—

Apis la-

pidarius, so called because its nest is situated in gravelly
places. It is one of the largest insects of the tribe.

—

Apis terrestris, of the same size as the former, of a black
colour, with the thorax marked by a yellow bar.

—

Apis
Hortorum, with the thorax and abdomen yellow.

Apis {A.'itron.) or Mtisca, the Bee or Fly, a southern con-
stellation, consisting of four stars.

Arts {Nuniis.) the Bee was represented on the coins of many
cities, because it was chosen as the symbol of new colo-

nies. It is most frequently to be met with on the coins of
Athens and Ephesus, as in the annexed figure of a coin
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belonging to the latter city, where the stag and the palm
on the obverse are emblematical of Diana, the tutelary
goddess of the place ; and, on the reverse, the inscription
E<I>, with the figure of a bee, denotes the city. iifi;. Brand.
Thes. vol. i. 503.

.\'PIUIM (Bot.) iri>.itoi, smallage or parsley, a garden herb,
which, according to Homer, was the food of the war
horses.

Horn. 11. 1.

Aurcv fj

775.

It is likewise celebrated by the poets as a coronary plant.
Find. Olymp. od. 13.

Na T6fX,i ionrfTiv,

Anacreon. Fragm. 17.

tai S' c<PfJTI (TiAW

od. 7, v. 2k

kycc'/oujii Ai

Hor.

Dcpn^perare apio c

Curatre jinjrto?

Diodor. 1. 16; Callimach. apiid Pint. Sympos. 1.5; Plin.
1. 19, c.8, &c.; Pnlycen. Stratag. 1. 5, c. 12; Aruob. 1.5;
Alex. Gen. Dier. 1. 5, c. 26; Siiidas. ; Stuck: Ant. Conviv.
1. 1, c. 26.

Apium, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 5
Pentandria, Order 2 Digynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. umbel universal oi fewer rays

;

partial of more ; involucre universal small
;
partial simi-

lar ; proper perianth obsolete.—CoR. universal uniform;
proper petals roundish.— Stam.y;7«)»e«ii simple; anthers
roundish.

—

Pist. gertn inferior ; styles reflex ; stigmas
obtuse.— Per. none •,J'ruit ovate; seeds two.

Species. The two species are the Apium petroselinum.
Parsley, a biennial, native of Sardinia; and Apium
gravcolcn.j, Smallage, a biennial, native of Britain.
J. Bauhin. Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauhin. Fin. Theat.; Ger.
Herb.; Park. Thenl. Botan.; Rail Hist. Plant.; Toum.
Inst. Herb.; Boerh. Ind. Plant; Wild. Linn. Spec.
Plant.

A'PLOME (Mill.) a species of garnet.
APLU'DA (Bot.) the chaff or bran of any corn ; so called,

according to Festus, because, applodntur, it is flapped
off from the grain. Plin. 1. 18, c. 10; Aul. Gcll. 1. 11,
c. 7 ; Fest. de Verb. Sigiiif.

Apluda, in the Linnean sy.stem, a genus of plants, Class 23
Polygamin, Order 1 JSIonoecia.

Generic Characters, Cal. involucre common unvalve

;

valve ovate.—Cou. glume bivalve; valve exterior navi-
cular, interior lanceolate ; nectary very small.

—

Stam.
Jilanients three; aiithers linear.—Pist. germ oblong;
styles two; stigmas oblong.

—

Per. none; corolla cherishes
the seed ; seed ovate-oblong.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Apluda mu-
tica, zeujites, and ari.stata. Linn. Spec. Plant.; Brotvn.
Hi.il. Jamaic; Wild. Linn. Spec. Plant.

APLU'STRIA (.-Int.) a(p>a^x, ornaments at the stern, an-

swering to the acrostolia at the prow, to which the poets
frequently refer.

Horn. Jl.l. 15, v. 717.

AlpXxtn fitrx %ffcrir sx,'"' '

Luc. 1.3, v. 671.

JnivtiH armn furor : remum cpntiyrsit in hostem

.•ilter ; at hi totinn vatiilis aplmtre Ucertis.

AvuUusque TDtant acusso remtge sedes.
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Juv. sat. 10, V. 135.

Et curttim temtmejiigum, tictirque trirenih

ApUistre, et summo tristis captivus in arcUf

Hutnanis majin'a bonis credwitur.

Poll. Onom. 1. 1, c. 9; Fcst. de Verb. Signif. ; Eustath.

in Horn. ; Hesycliius.

APLV'SIA (Con.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes, Order
Molliiscn.

Generic Character, liodj covered with reflexible mem-
branes.

—

Shield horny on the back, guarding the lungs.—Aperture on the right side.— Vent on the extremity of
the back.

—

Feelers four, resembling ears.

Species. The two species are the

—

Aplysia depilans, depi-

latory Sea-Harc.

—

Aplasia muslelina, the tawny Sea-
Hare.

APLV'TOS [Med.) from «, priv. and t^i/w, to wash; an
epithet for wool, as uj-'tn 'knhxiTm, unwashed wool, called in

Latin Lana succida.

APNO'EA (Med.) untnitt, from u, priv. and 7:nu, spiro ; a
difficulty of respiration, or suppression of breathing. Gal.

de Diflic. Spir. 1. 1.

APOBA'MMA (Nat.) aVo/3«|«,p«, from bVoSk.tt-w, to tinge;

a sliglit tincture applied to liquors in which gold coins or

red hot irons liave been quenclied. Casttll. Lex. Med.
APOB.-iTE'illA (Ant.) a valedictory poem or speech made
by a person on his leaving his country.

APOBRA'.S.MA (Xat.) «Vo,3p«(rj«,«, the bran of wheat, or

tlie froth of tlie sea. Hippocrat. dc Nat. Puer. ; Foes.

CEconom. Hippocrat. ; Castell. Lex. Med.
APO'CALYPSE (Bihl.) aT«<iAu-4^i;, from cl:Tcy.x>.'J:Tra, to

reveal ; the Greek name for the book of Revelations.

APOCAPNl'SMUS (Nat.) from xaT»o=, smoke ; suffumiga-

tion.

APOCA'RSAMUM (Med.) a poisonous drug growing in

Ab3ssinia.

APOCA'RTEREON (Med.) «V»^«p«p«.», starving oneself to

death. Hippocrat. dc Rat. Vict, in Morb. Acut.

APOCATA'STASIS (-lief/.) «T«xaTai-«iris, from aVojcccfiiVoi/'i,

to restore ; an amendment, recovery, or cessation of a dis-

order, in which sense Hippocrates uses tlie verb in many
places, and Artta^us the noun. Arct. 1. 1, c. 10; Foes.

CEconom. Hippocrat.

APOCATHA'RSIS (Med.) d^miCxfo-u, an expurgation or

evacuation of any kind, as of pus from the breast by spit-

ting, according to Hippocrates, and the vomitings men-
tioned by Thucydides, which affected the patients during
tlie memorable plague at Athens. Thucyd. 1. 2 ; Foes.
CEconnni. Hippociat.

APO'CECAULISMEXON (Snrg.) a fracture after the
manner of a stalk.

APO'CENOS (Med.) the same as Ahevacuatio.

APOCERU'GMA (Med.) a'lrojcvfi,-/"'", a declaration made to

a patient respecting his case. Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.
APO'CHA (Lain) a discharge for money that has been

paid. Vlp.

APOCHRE'MMA (Med.) «V»;KP«i«'/*a, sputum discharged
by apochrempsis, or hawking. Hippoc. Coac. et de Loc. in

Homine ; Gorr. Dcf. Med. ; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.
APOCHYLI'SMA (Med.) the same as Sapa.
APO'CHYMA (Med) a kind of Zopissa, made of the resin

and wax scraped from ships, or from the pitch-tree. Aet.
Tetrah. 4, serm. 3, c. 20 ; Paul. yEginet. de lie Med. 1. 7,
c. 3; Gorr. Dejin. Med.

APOCLA'SMA (Surg.) the same as Ahduclio.

APOCLE'TI (Ant.) a select council of the Etolians men-
tioned by Livy. Hist. 1. 35, c. S^, (S:c.

APO'COPE (Gram.) xttuxoza, from aVo and y.i!:-u, scindo ; a

figure by which the last letter or syllable of a word is cut
oft", as viden' for ridesne.

Apocope (Med.) the same as Abscissio.

APO
APOCRISIA'RIUS (Ecc.) aViKfic-iapie;, from dveK(Atpi,ui, to

answer ; the surrogate, commis.sary, or chancellor to a
bishop.

.APO'CRISIS (Med.) the same as Eccrisls.

APOCRO'USTION (Med.) from aToxfB^s to repel; a re-

pellant, or a remedy of a repelling or astringent nature.

Gorr. Def. Med.
APO'CRYPHA (Theol.) from «V»y.pVT«c, to hide; occulta

scripta, certain books of doubtful authority which are not

received into the canon of holy writ. Of this description

is the book of the Maccabees, although it is admitted to

contain a true history.

APOCYE'SIS (Med.) uttokoi-cti^^ bringing forth young; a
birth.

APO'CY'XON (Ant.) a^iy.wm, from aVo and xuu>, a dog

;

because it was supposed to restrain the fury of dogs ; a
bone in the left side of a frog which served to keep dogs
off from a person ; and also a shrub. Dog's Bane, that kills

dogs which eat of it. Diosc. 1. 4, c. 81 ; Plini/ 1. 24, c. 11,

1. a2, c. 5.

APO'CYNUM (Bet.) aVJ«wo», the name of a plant [vide

Apoc!/iioii'], and in the Linnean sydem, a genus of plants,

Class 5 Peiilandria, Order 2 Digynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
nionopetalous ; nectary of five glandular corpuscles sur-

rounding the germ.

—

Stam.Jtlaments very short ; anthers

oblong.—Pi.sT. germs two; styles short: stigma round-
ish.

—

FER.Jullicies two ; seeds numerous; receptacle sub-
ulate.

Species. The species are mostly perennials. J. Bauhiii.

Flist. Plant.; C. Bank. Pin. Theat.; Ger. Herb.;
Park. Theat. Botan. ; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Pluk. Almag.
Bolan. ; Tourn. Hist. Herb.; JVild. Linn. Spec. Plant.

Apocynum is also the name of several species, as the

—

Aselepias amccna purpurescens, Sjc. the Ceropegia tenui-

Jhlia, the Cynanchum virginale et aculum, the Echiles bi-

jlora, suherecta, &c. of Linnasus. Bauh., Ray, Pluk., I'^c.

APOCYRTE'iMENA (Med.) Uz^>cvfTiy.i,ct, gathering to a
sharp head, as applied to suppurations.

APODACRY'TICA (Med) c,l.-;,hy.ivri>:ci, from «v; and<5'«Kp,

a tear, Apodacrytics ; medicines provoking tears, and
carrying off superfluous humours at the eyes.

A'PODAL (Ich.) the first order of fishes having no ventral

fins. It includes the following genera:

—

Mureena, Eel,

caudal, dorsal, and anal fins united.

—

Gymnotus, Gymnote,
dorsal fins none.

—

Gymnothorax, pectoral fin none.— Tri-
chiurus, body ensiform, tail subulate, without fin.

—

Anar-
hichas. Wolf-fish, body roundish, caudal fin distinct.

—

Ammodyles, Launce; body long, square.— Opkidium, teeth
both in the jaws and palate, body ensiform.

—

Stomateus,
body oval, broad.

—

Xyphias, Sword-fish, head furnished
with a sword-shaped upper jaw.— Stcrnoplyx, gill mem-
brane none.

—

Leptocephalus, head small, narrow, pecto-
ral fins none.

—

Stylephorus, pectoral fins small, dorsal as

long as the back, caudal short.

APODE'CT.E (.Int.) «7r£Js',t7-ai, receivers general among the
Athenians, to whom all the revenues of the state were
paid. They were ten in number, and had to decide all

controversies, except those which were of the greatest
importance. Aristot. Polit. 1. 6, c. 8 ; Poll. Onom. 1. 3,
segm. 97 ; Sigon. de Rep. Athen. 1. 4, c. 3.

APODECT/E'I (Ant.) «ff»^i»7«ii.., Athenian officers who
measured the corn, whence they were also called c-iToftiiTfai.

[vide Sitometrcc~\

A'PODES (Or.) Plin. uncS'ic,, from «, priv. and uSi, pes ; a
species of bird, having very short feet, or, according to

Pliny, wanting the use of their feet. Aristot. Hist. Anim.
1.9, c. 30; plin. 1. 10, c. 39.

APODI'CTICA (Rhet.) aVoJi^^T.^"^, from «V=^.«.t->., to de-

monstrate ; an epithet for arguments which are fitted for
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proving the truth of any point, in distinction from rk

rxrir/vptx'x. Ilermon. de Irixriil. 1. 3, Aid. edit. p. IK").

APODIDKASCrNDA (.Int.) a«A«V<ry.,.Jii, from aVo^.-

o:imcu, to run away ; a game now known by the name of

Hide and .Seek.

A rODIO'XIS. (/?/((/.) «-To^;^|.?, a figure of speech by which
one rejects certain particulars as unworthy of notice.

This is alsa called aVo/TAci>i)(rK, or, as it is interpreted by
Cicero, erroris hidiiclio, because if. is much used by orators

to nn'slead or carry awav from the subject. Cic. de Oral.

1. .S, c. .52; Jul. Rufin. Fit;. 12.

APODI'XIS (Rhrl.)' ii^chiiji, from c^^^h-Mv/j,; to demon-
strate; an evident demonstration, called by Cicero Argn-
mrnti conchtsio. Cic. Acnd. I. 2, c. 8.

AI'O'DOSIS (Rlict.) k^ATLi, rediiio, from i.'rMuuA, to re-

store ; a' figure con.sisting of the latter part, or application

of a similitude. Ilermng. s-fpi iiifi';; Aid. Ed. vol. 1, p. 6.

APODYTE'RKJM (AnI.) u-oi-vTy.,m, from <iT»A^, to strip ;

the place where those undressed who frequented the bath
;

it was also used as the dressing-room. Varr. dc lit. Rom.
I. 2, c. 1 ; Cic. ad Q. Fra. 1. 3, ep. 1 ; Pull. Onom. 1. 3,

c. 30 ; Plin. 1. B, ep. 6.

Al'CE'UM. (.IM/.) «Toiij», from «, "priv. and n-!>~o», quale; in-

sipid, or having no quality of astringency, acrimony,

&c.
APOG.Ti!'! (Xat.) arr^yaici, from isro and 7>i, terra; winds

blowing from land.

APOGE'E {Ast.) «T5y£jio>.fromiiTo, ni, and var«, terra; or that

point of the orbit at which the sun, moon, or any planet is,

iXTc',iiiTa.rec, most distant from the earth. The ancients, con-

sidering the earth as the centre of the universe, had most
regard to the apogee and perigee, which the moderns,

who make the sun to be the centre, have exchanged for

the aphelion and perihelion. 'I'his point is called by the

Arabians the Aii.t, and by the Greeks the i'^'s the apsis.

— Line of llic apngcc, which is also called the line of the

Apsides, a right line drawn from the highest to the lowest

ansis through the centre of the world, [vide Anomaly]
APOGEU'SIA (Med.) \\<\c Agheuslia.

APO'tjRAPHE- {.'Int.) iTovf^'i, a rendering up of one's ac-

counts in order to clear oneself from the charge of owing
money to the state. Siiidas.

APOLE'CTI {.-hit.) «ToA>)xToi, chosen senators in the council

of the vEtolians. I.iv. 1. 2,5, c. 1-.

APOLE'PSIS {^[ed.) aTrixn^it,, supprcssio artcrinrzim, &c. ;

tying a vein or artery to stop an ha?morrhage. Ilippocrat.

Epid. l.G; Gal. Conim. 2 in Hippocrat. ; Erot. Lex. Hip-

pncrat.

APOLE'XIS (Med.) ani>.rh<„ the decay of life.

APOLI'DES (Ant.) those who were banished to some re-

mote part, ."ind condenmed to hard labour, with the loss

of the Roman citizenship. Marciait. de I'aii. 1. 17 ;

Span/ieim de Cnnstitut. ; Antonin. Imperat. Exercitat. 1 ;

npnd. Cira-v. The.<;anr. Antitj. Rom. tom. 11, p. 14-.

APOLING'.SES (Med.) vk\c Amolinon.

APOELINA'RES Indi (.Int.) games celebrated in honour

of Apollo, which wert appointed by a decree of the senate,

U. C. .51-2, in eonseciuence of the prediction of the pro-

pliet Marcius relative to the battle of ("anna. Liv. I. 2.5 ;

Macrol). 1. 1, c. 17; Laz. Comm. Rcip. Rom. I. 10, c. 8;

Vrsat. de Not. Sfc. ; apud Grav. Tliesnur. Ant. Roman.

tom. II, &c.

APOLI.INA'RIANS (Ecc.) •AT«A;i..«p.o., the followers of

one Apolllnurius, a bishop of Laodicca, who held here-

tical notions respecting the Holy Trinity. .S. Alhanas.

Epixl. ad Atiliocli. ; .S. liasil. Epist. ; S. llicronom. in

Chron. ad Ann. .*jG6, &c. ; .S. Epiplian. in Panar. ; Socrat.

Hist. I'.vcles. 1. 2, c. 4G ; Sosom. Hiit. Ecclcs. 1. G, c. 27.

APOLLO'NTA (Ant.) iio/Aa.w, a festival celebrated at

A-gialea to commemorate the return of Apollo and Diana,

ATO
who had fled from that place into Crete. Pausan.
1. 2, c. 8.

APO'LEYON (Bibl.) a7!iiX>,6at, from aVo and oMuija, to de-
stroy ; the destroyer, a name in Scripture given to the
Devil.

APO'I. Y.SES (Med.) a-^i^^vin^, j . Exclusion, as of the foetus,

or the secundines. 2. The solution of a disease, or the

untying a bandage. Ilippocrat. Epid. 1. 5, de Coac. Pranot.
Sfc. ; Gal. ^ffi rr.i f/yz-.r. ciiuT. ; Foef. (Econom. Hippocrat,

APOMA'GMA (Med.) a.a'ifijt/.yfua., from as-ojU/aTiff, to wipe
away ; any thing that serves for abstersion or cleansing, as

a linen handkerchief, or a sponge. Foes. QLconom. Hip-
pocrat.

APOMATHE'MA (Med.) At»(k-««»/ia«, from «t», priv. and
/tuifei^'', to learn; unlearning, or forgetting what has been
learned.

APOMECO'METRY (Mech.) from i^i ;/,;«;, at a distance,
/AtTps'w, to measure ; the art of measuring things afar oH',

in order to ascertain their distance.

APOME'LI (Med.) air«/,fAi, from i^o and jw.fAi, lioney ; a
sweet drink made of honey-combs diluted. Gal. Comm. 0,

in flippocrat. frspi dyf^av; Act. Tetrab. 2, serm. 1, c. 137;
Paul. yEgiiiet. 1. 7, c. 15; Mijreps. sect. 5 ; Foes. CEconum.
Hippocrat,

APO'i\IP^^.\ (Ant.) u~ciij7ict~x^ certain days on which sacri-

fices were oftered up to the gods, called s-o^s-arm. Hesy-
cl'.iu.<:.

APOMYLLE'ICE (Med.) axe/AuXXK'ii, a distortion and con-
vulsion, particularly of the cheek, occasioned by a blow.

Erot. Lex. Hippocrat.

APONENSE'MENOS (Med.) i,Tov»(r,«,.W5, from <i^«i»', (o

be averse ; disgusted with, or loathing. Gal. I. in Hippo-
crat. Epid. 1. .5.

APONEURO'SIS (Med.) a^roniifcvic, from utto and <iZp<:v, a
nerve; the extension of a nerve, a tendon, or chord. Gorr.

Defin. Med. ; Foes. Qiconom. Hippocrat.

APONOGE'TON (Bot.) a genus of plants; Class 11 Dode-
candria. Order 4 Tetragi/nia.

Generic Cliaraclers. Cal. none.

—

Cor. none.— Staw.
filaments eleven to nineteen.

—

I'lsr. germs usually four;

styles none ; stigmas subulate.

—

Pek. capsules four ; seeds

in each capsule three.

Species. The species are perennials, as Aponogcton mo-
iiastdchyon, distacliyon, &c. Linn. Spec. Plant.

APO'PHASIS (Ant.) ciT'.(px(rif, a disclosure, from aVc^ia/*',

to unfold ; the disclosure or discovery which the Liturgi

used to make on oath of their estates. Suidas.

Ai'OPiiAsi.s (Rlict.) iiaiifcarii, a figure of speech in which
the orator seems to decline stating that which he wishes to

insinuate, as if he should say, " 1 will not attempt to

show you in how many particulars he has failed to prove
his point." J'oll. Onom. 1. 2, segm. 129; Herniog. iipi hi-oT.;

Grcgor. in llermog. c. 37 ; Riif. in Fig. 7 ; Ulpian. ad
Demosth. Olynth. 1.

Apothasis honarum (Ant.) an inventor}', or properly an
account taken of estates when they were exchanged, in

order to avoid public employments; for it was a custom
among the (ireeks, when any man would excuse himself

from a troublesome ollice by casting it upon another ricl»er

than hin\self, that the person selected should have the

power of challenging him to make an exchange of estates,

and thereby compel him to fill the office he wished to get

rid of.

APOPIILE'GMATISiM (Med.) aVoipAsy;K,aTie-(K,o?, from «>»

and ipAi7.«*«, phlegm ; a medicine to promote the carrying

off phlegmatic humours. Gat. de Simjitic. 1. 5 ; Oribas. de

Loc. Affect. 1. 4, c. 40; Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 4, c. 96

;

Trallidn. 1. 3, c. 6; Actuar. de Meth. Med. 1. 5, c. 11 ;

Gorr. Drjin. Med. ; Foes. (Econom. Ilippocrat.

APOPHOilE'TA (Ant.) from t>-o<pofiu, to take away; a
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Greek name in use among the Romans for presents made
in the Saturnalia to the guests, wliich they were to talie

with tliem, of which Martial gives a copious account in

his fourteenth book of Epigrams, bearing this title. Mart,
in Apoph. ; i^ueion. in Cal. c. 5.5 ; Ambros. Exhort, ad
Virgin.; Symmach. 1. 2, ep. 80; Turneb. Adv. 1. 9, c. 23;
Stuck. Antig. Conviv. 1. i, c. 5.

APO'PHKADES (Med.) from oLJtcipfic, inauspicious ; an
epithet for the day in which a disorder conies to a crisis

or no crisis at all. Castell. Lex. Med.
APO'PHROGISM (Ant.) the impression of any images on

a seal, such as that of the gods or lierocs, which the an-

cients used to put upon their seals.

A'POPHTHEGM (Rhet.) k^i,(phyix,», from ^TopfiiVy.^!.., to

speak ; a brief and pithy saying, especially of some worthy
person.

APOPHTHA'RMA (Med.) the same as Apophthora.
APO'PHTHORA (Med.) ujrcfhp^, from (phlpa,, to destroy ;

the term mostly employed by Hippocrates for Abortion.

APO'PHYAS (Med.) ii!c.(puuf, from am and (p:iu, to grow,
i. e. excrescence; the ramification of the veins.

A'POPHYGE (Arch.) cmetpv/t, a concave part, or ring of a

column lying above or below a flat member. I'itruv.

1. 4-, c. 7.

APO'PHYLITE (Min.) a species of Zeolite,

APO'PHYSIS (Anat.) cariipva-i^, from ia-o and <pf'i', to grow,
i. e. an excrescence ; that kind of eminence of a bone
which is contiguous, and makes it one piece with itself.

Rujl Ephes. Appell. Part. hum. Corp. 1. 1, c. 10; Gal. de

Ossib.; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 25 ; Gorr. Defin. Med.; Foes.

CEconom. Hippocrat.

Apophysis (Bot.) an excrescence from the theca of the

musci.

APOPLE'CTA {Anat.) the internal jugular vein. Castell.

Lex. Med.
APOPLE'CTICA (Med.) 1. Medicines against the apoplexy.

2. A fever succeeding an apoplexy.

AropEECTiCA vena (Anat.) the jugular vein.

A'POPLEXY (Med.) k/rotMifa, from a-aii and xXr,(nru, to

strike ; that disorder which suddenly surprises the brain,

and takes away all sense and motion. Hippocrat. 1. 7,

Aphor. 1-; Aret. 1. 1, c. 7 ; Vels. de Re Med. 1. 3, c. 1 ;

Gal. in Hippocrat. Aphor. ; Ciel. Anrelian. de Acut. Morb.
1.3, c. 5; OWia.s. Med. Coll. 1. 8, c. 6 ; Aet. Tetrab. 2,

serm. 2, c. 27 ; P. JEginet. de Re Med. 1. 3, c. 18.

Apoplexy now constitutes a genus of diseases in Cullen's

Nosology; Class A'«(ro,<;c.s, OvAer comata.

APOPO'MP^ (Anat.) a.-cito^L-na.';, an epithet for certain

days, on which sacrifices were offered to the gods, called

jfou-s-aroi. He-ychius, Phavorinus.

APO'RI.\ (Rhet.) tc^ciU, addubilatio ; a figure, when one is

in doubt or perplexity what to do. Riitil. Lnp. 1. 2, c. 10.

Aporia (Med.) from a, priv. and ifo'f«5, a duct ; I. A doubt-
ful disease. 2. The same as Alysmus.

APORIA'RE (Lara.) to bring to poverty.

APORRHA'IDES (Con.) a sort of shell-fish.

APORHHI'PSIS {Med.) iT«fpi^»<, abjection; a precipitate

throwing off the clothes, as in a state of delirium. Hip-
pocrnt. de Rat. Vict, in JMorb. acut.

APORRHOi'A (Med.) um'ffcM, a defluxion of humours,
vapours, and sulphurous effluvia passing off from the body.

Aporkh(i:.\ (Astrol.) when the moon separates from one
planet and applies to another.

A'POS (Or.) the same as Apus.
APOSCEPARNI'SMUS (Sur.) from <r«V«p™, an axe; a

fracture of a bone like a chip cut by an axe.

APOSCHA'SIS {Med.) iTo(r;K«<n5, scarification.

APOSIOPE'SIS (Rhet.) i^^c->c^n<rii, called by Cicero re-

ticentia ; iaciturnitas, by Celsus ; obticentia, by Macrobius;
from a'soria'T«4i, taceo : a figure of speech by which one,

APO
I through anger or earnestness, leaves out some word, or

part of a sentence, to be understood, as
Virg. jEn. 1. 1, V. 135.

Qaos ego— Sed motos jrrtistat compimereJiv£tui.

Where may be understood the word puniam. Demet. de
Elocut. § 264 ; Cic. Orat. 1. 3, c. 25 ; Quintil. 1. 9, c. 22

;

7'iber. Rhet. c. 10; Alex. Trtfl irx/iy". Aid. Edit. p. 579;
Gregor. ad Hermog. c. 7 ; Macrob. sat. 4, c. 6.

APOSI'TIA (Med.) aToriTicf, the same as Anorexia.
APOSPTICA (Med.) ayonnxa, what causes Apositia. Gal.

Exeg. Vocab. Hippocrat.

APOSPA'SM.\ (tiurg.) ciTTec-nuiritia, from uTto and rvuci<, to

pluck; the rending asunder a ligament, &c. Gal. Comm.3,
in Hippocrat, k-xt' Uig.

APOSl'HACE'LISIS (Surg.) uTroa-tpaxiy.tTii, from a-(piy.iM^,

a mortification ; a mortification caused by too tight a
bandage.

APOSPHA'GMA (Ant.) u-^tKj-(pxyfA,u, from ufroa-tpxrTu, to

slay ; the blood flowing from the slaughtered beast into

the vessel which was variously prepared for food.

Aposphag.ma (Med.) faeculent strainings. Gal. Exeges.
Vocab. Hippocrat.

APOSPHI'NXIS (Surg.) utotriptylu, from iaso, priv. and
a-cplyyi,; to bind ; easing a bandage.

APOSPONGI'SMU'S (Med.) ainiirireyyirjitos, wiping off with
a spung.

APOSTALA'GMA (Med.) or Apostagma, dv»^aX»y^et, from
dvo^axala-, to distil ; the sweet juice which distils from the
grapes before they are trodden. Castell. Lex. Med.

APOST.\'RE (Laxv) wilfully to violate the laws. Leg.
Edw. Conf. apud Bronipton.

APO'STASIS (Med.) u-ii-ccini, from aipirii/*i, to separate
from ; 1. The same as Abscessus. 2. When the fragment
of a bone conies away by a fracture it is called an apostasis.

3. The passing off of a distemper by excretion, or by a
settlement in one particular part. 4. The transition from
one distemper into another. Gal. Cotmn. in Hippocrat.
Epidem.

APOSTA'TA capiendo (Lan-) a writ for the apprehension
of one who, having entered into some orders of religion,

departs from them, and wanders about the country. Re^.
Grig. 11. 267.

_

°

APO.STA'XIS (Med.) «VoV«|i«, from aVora^*, to distil ; any
defluxion, but particularly of blood from the nose, as it is

generally used by Hippocrates.

APOSTE'.MA (Med.) u7rii^v,fj,», from i4"^t^'> to depart from,
suppuratio ; an impostliunie, or unnatural swelling of any
corrupt matter.

APOSTEMA'TI.^ (Med.) uTrc^u/juccriea, those who void pus
downwards.

APOSTERI'GMATA (Med.) u?r^^t(i'vf^ccTu, from iT05-,f,'^<i,

;

1. Supports for a weak part, as pillows, bolsters, &c. Gal.

Comm. 3, in Hippocrat. xar' ijjtj. 2. Deeprooted dis-

orders in the intestines. Hippocrat. de Flat.

A POSTERIO'RI (Log.) a term employed in demonstrating

a truth, whether mathematical or philosophical, as when
a cause is proved from an ettect.

APO'STLE (Bibl.) aTos-o/'io?, from aviifh>,u, to send ; signi-

fies literally a messenger or ambassador, but is now parti-

cularly applied to those disciples of our Saviour, who
were commissioned to preach the gospel.

APO'STOLATE (Fee.) the office and dignity of an apostle.

It was also employed formerly as a title for a bishop.

APO'STOLE (Ant.) a tribute which was sent to the emperor

by the Jews. Jul. Epist. ad ,Jud. ; Buleng. de Vectigal.

APO'STOLI (Ant.) a name for letters demissory, which

were sent from one court of justice to another to certify

an appeal.

—

Apostoli, magistrates at Athens who had the

charge of equipping the fleet.
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APOSTO'LIC (Ecc.) or Apoftolkal, an epithet for what be-

louged to the Apostles, as tlie Apostolical age, doctrine,

Sci:.— Apostolical churches, those churches which were

founded immediately by the Apostles, particularly the

churches of Koine, of Alexandria, of Antioch, and of

Jerusalem. It is now applied by the catholics to the Ro-
mish church only, as when they speak of the apostolic see,

an apostolic nuncio, an apostolic brief, and the like.

—

Apos-

tolic Fathers, the Christian converts of the first century.

Sozom. Hist. Ecclfs. 1. 1, c. 16.

APOSTO'LICI (La.) Apostolians, heretics of the third cen-

tury, who afl'ected to despise marriage, and to abstain from

wine, and every indulgence. Baronius speaks also of

another sect of the same name, who sprung up, in Peri-

gord, in the twelfth century, who held similar principles.

.S. Epi]>Jian. Uteres, c. 61 ; Augtistiii. Hares, c. 40;
Baron. Annal. Ann. 260 & 1147 ; Sander. Hares, c. 144.

APOSTO'LICUM (Ltc) a particular song or hymn an-

ciently used in the churches.

APOSTOLO'UUM un^uentum {Med.) an ointment com-

posed of twelve ingredients.

APO'STU.4.C()S {.tnat.) i3-o5-(i:£>c«5, an epithet for abone'which

is dried so as to become a mere skeleton. Gorr. Def. Med.
APO'STROPHE {.Med.) <i3-os-f«<pij, from i^rc-rfifa, verto, to

turn from ; a turning away from or loathing to food. Paul.

yEginil. 1. 3, C.7.

Apostrophe {Rhet.) i^e^fuKpri, aversio ; a figure when
we turn our speech from the judge or auditor to one that

is absent. Hermog. ^if' i^-
; QnintiL 1. 9, c. 2 ; Long.

1. 16, c. 2 ; Sopat. JVaif. ; Jul. Rufn. dc Figur.

Apostrophe (Gram.) a mark (') showing that a vowel is

cut oft', as Ain' for Aisne.

APOSY'RMA (Med.) the same as Abrasum.
APOTEICHI'SMOS (Ant.) the work of circumvallation,

or the act of surrounding a town that was to be besieged

with a line of circumvallation. Poll. Onoin. 1. 7, segm. 120.

APOTELE'SMA (Med.) the event of a disease. Cccl. Aur.

APOTELESxMA'TICI (Ant.) those who tell fortunes and

calculate nativities, holding all things subject to the power
of the planets.

APOTHE'CA (Ant.) azoiUr!, repositorium ; signifies pro-

perly a cellar or warehouse, but particularlj' a medicine

shop, or a gally-pot.

APO'l'HECA'RY (Med.) from uvtiw<», a medicine-shop;

signifies [iroperly the keeper of a medicine-shop, but more
generally any compounder of medicines, who also, in

some countries, practises the art of medicine.

APOTHECA'RY'S Company (Her.) obtained

a charter of incorporation in the fifteenth

year of King James I. Their arms are

argent, .Apollo, armed with a bow and arrow,

bestriding a Python; their supporters two
unicorns, and the crest a rhinoceros sur-

niountirig a torce and helmet. The motto
" Opifer per Orbem dieor."

APOTHEO'.SIS (Ant.) deification, or placing among the

number; an honour conferred on several of the Roman
emperors at their decease. The ceremony of the apotheo-

sis is described at length by Ilcrodian.

APOTHERAI'(E'IA {Mc<L) a^»«.parf,«; 1. The completion

of a cure. 2. The exercise of friction and bathing, em-
plojed for the final removal of las.^itude. Gal. dc San.

luend. 1.2, c. 4; (lorr. Def. Med.; J'oes.CEconom. Hippocral.

A POTIIE'RNU M (Med.) i>ro«if.e., a pickle made of mustard,

oil, and vinegar. Gal. de Allen. Diirt. c. 11.

APO'THESKS [Surg.) aTiJirn, from i»»Tifl,«,<, to place; the

placing of a fractured limb in the position in which it ought

to remain.

APOTIIRA'USIS {Surg.) the removal of a fragment of

fractured bone. Gorr. Dejin. Med.
4
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APO'TOCOS (Med.) Abortive.

APOTOME (Math.) aT0Ti>j«.i), from ureri/jjn; to CUt off; the
rational remainder or residual between two lines or quan-
tities which are commensurable only in power, as in

A C, A B is the difference, or Apotome, be-

tween A C and C B. Euclid distinguishes Apotomes into

si.x sorts.—The Jirst Aputome is, when the greater is ra-

tional, and the ditterence between their squares is a square

number, as in the numbers 6 -f- V20, 6 — V'20 is the

Apotome.—The second Apotome is when the less number is

irrational, as v 18 — 4, the difference between the squares

18 and 16, is 2 and the y/'> is as 1 to 3.—The third Apotome

is when both the numbers are irrational, as V''24 — V^18,
for the ditterence of their squares 24 and 8 is 6, and ^<i is

to .^24 as 1 to 2.

—

Tht- fourth Apotome is when the greatest

number is rational, and the squarerootof the difference of the

squares has no ratio to it, such is 4 — \^3, where the dif-

ference of the squares 16 and 3 is 13, and v' 13 has no
ratio in numbers to 4.

—

The fifth Apotome is when the least

number is rational, and the square root of the difference of

the squares of the two numbers has not a ratio in numbers

to the greatest, as y'e— 2, where the difference of the

squares 6 and 4 is 2, and V^'i to v^6 has not a ratio in

numbers.—The si.rlli Apotome is when both the numbers are

irrationals, and the square root of the difference of their

squares has not a ratio in numbers to the greatest, as

</6 — V% where the difference of the squares 6 and 2 is 4,

and V^4 to v/6 is not a rational ratio. Ettclid. Elem.
b. 10, prop. 80, et scq. ; Papp. Math. Coll. Introd. 1. 7;
Luc. de Burg.; Stifel. Arith. Integ. 1. 2, c. 13, &c.

;

Oughtred. Clav. Malhemat.
Apoto.me (Mus.) the difference between the greater and

less semitone, being expressed by the ratio of 128 to

125.

APOTROPj'E'A {Ant.) aTteTfitaM, from uxn^i^u, to avert;

sacrifices offered to the Apotroprei Dii, a.>.ihx.x.Kot, Aver-
runcatores vcl malurum depntsores, i. e. the gods who deli-

vered them from all hurtful things.

APOTROPAPA (Med.) the same as Amulets.

APOZE'MA (Med.) a decoction.

APPARA'TOR (Ant.) the same as Apparitor.

APPARA'TUS (Surg.) the collection and right disposition of
the instruments of surgery, &c.

Apparatus is also a term among Litliotomists for the parti-

cular operation with its apparatus, which is employed in the

extraction of the stone. There arc two sorts, the A/jpo-

ratus major, or High Operation, and the Apparatus minor,

or Low Operation.

—

Apparatus major is that which is [ler-

formed immediately above the Pubes, in that part of the

bladder which is not covered with the Peritona;um.

—

.Ippn-

ratus minor is performed in the pcrina;um, by laying 0|>en

the neck and lateral part of the bladder, so as to allow tlie

extraction of the stone.

Apparatus (Chcm.) the machinery for performing experi-

ments, as the vessels, and other utensils belonging to a la-

boratory.

Apparatus (Pneum.) conqirehcnds those peculiar instru-

ments by which the aeriform fiulds may in distillations, so-

lutions, &c. be caught and collected. The principal of

these machines is the pneuinismatic trough.

APPA'RENT {Astron.) an epithet api)lied to things as tlicy

appear to the eye, in distinction from what they really are,

as in regard to conjunction, diameter, distance, &c. of the

heavenly bodies.

—

Apparent conjunction of the planet.s is

when they appear to be placed in the same right line with

the eye of the spectator.

—

Apparent diameter is the angle
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under which ne see the sun, moon, and stars,

as when we see the sun, S, under the angle

DOE. Tliis angle is the sun's apparent dia-

meter, which is the least when he is in 25 , and

the greatest when in K- Plol. A/manr. \, 5,

c. I*; KcpL Tub. Rudolph, p. 92, &c. and

Astron. Optic, c. 10; Cassin. apiid Rkciol.

Almag. Nov. 1. .•?, c. 10, &c.; Tijch. Brah.

Progi/mnas, 1.1, c. 1 ; De la Hire Tab, Astroti.;

HevcL in Tradat. de Mer. p. 101; Hui/gcn.

System. Saturn, p, 77.

—

Apparent horizon.

[vide Horizon']—Apparent place of a planet,

that point in the sphere of the world at which

you see the centre of the sun, moon, or stars, from the

surface of the earth.

—

Apparent station, the position or ap-

pearance of a planet or comet in the same point of the zo-

diac for several days successively.

—

Apparent time, [vide

i'quatioii and Time]
ArrARENT distance (Opt.) that distance which we judge an

object to be from us when seen from a far off, which may
be very different from the real distance ; for tlie heavenly

bodies appear to be at the same distance, although there is

tlie ditftrence of many thousand miles between their dis-

tances.

—

Apparent motion, that motion which wc perceive

in a distant body tliat is moving whilst the eye is either at

rest or in motion ; or that motion which an object at rest

seems to have whilst the eye itself only is in motion ; thus

very swift motions, as those of the luminaries, may not ap-

pear to be any motions ; and on the other hand, supposing

tJie eye to move forwards in one direction, any remote ob-

ject at rest will appear to move in a parallel line the con-

trary way. The more oblique the eye is to the line or plane

v'hich a distant bod)- moves in, the

more w'ill the apparent motion differ

from the true one. Suppose a body
to revolve equably in the circumfe-

rence of a circle, A B F C E D, de-

scribing equal arcs in equal times, and
the eye be at O in the plane of that

circle, when at the point A it seems

fof some time to stand still, and con-

stantly afterwards to move faster till

it gets to the point F, where the mo-
tion appears to become the greatest

;

after which it appears to decrease till

the body comes to C, when it will

again seem to stand still ; and then its

apparent motion will increase back-

wards till the body arrives at E, where it wij] seem agam
to move fastest.

—

Apparent magnitude of an object, the
magnitude as it appears to the eye, the measure of which
is the quantity of the optic angle ; as suppose D to be an

object viewed by the eye at A B, then C A D is the appa-

rent magnitude of the object w hen viewed at A, and C B D
the apparent magnitude of that object viewed at B.

—

Appa-
rentjigure, the figure or shape under which an object ap-

|)ears when seen at a distance.

—

Apparent place <ifan object,

that in which it appears when seen through or in glass,

water, or other refracting substances. When an object is

seen in a convex glass, its apparent place will be more re-

mote than the true place, and the reverse when it is seen

through a plane or concave glass.

—

Apparent place of the
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image ofan object, that in which the image of an object np-

pears to be which is made by the reflection of a fpeculum.

This, according to Euclid and others, is when the reflected

rays meet the perpendicular drawn from the object to

the speculum. Eucl. Cntop. prop. 16, &c. ; Kepi, in Vitetl.

prop. 18.

Apparent [Lav:) an epithet for an heir, as the heir appa-

rent, or immediate heir to the crown, in distinction from

the presumptive heir,

APPARI'TION [Astron.) the becoming visible, as applied

to the lieavenly bodies which appear above the horizon.

—

Circle of apparition, that circle or imaginary line within

which the stars are always visible in any given latitude, in

distinction from the circle of occultation.

APPAUITO'llES (Ant.) from appareo, to appear, or be at

hand ;
public officers so called because they were always

at hand to wait upon the magistrates. Under this general

name were included the Scribes, Accensi, Prsecones, Sec.

They also acted as lictors to the priests, according to an

inscription in the Appian way, AI^PARITOIII PONTI-
FICUM PARMULARIO. Cic. in Verr. act. 3, c. 78

;

Serv. in Virg. JEn. 1. 12, v. 850 ; Bud. in Pandect, p. 244.

;

Sigon. de Ant. Jur. Civ. Rom. 1. 2, c. 15 ; Gather, de Vet.

Jur. Pontif. 1. 2, c. 13.

APPA'RITORS (Lcm) or messengers who serve the process

of the spiritual court. Stat. 21, Hen. 8.

—

Apparitors co-

mitatus. Sheriffs' officers. Hale's Sheriff's Acco. 10-t.

APPA'RLEMENT (Laic) a French term corrupted from pa-

reillenient, signifying in hke manner, as apparlement of wars,

i. e. after the manner of wars. Stat. 2, R. 2.

APPx\RU'RA (Archaol.) furniture implements, as Carru-

carum apparura, plough tackle.

APPE'AL (Laxv) from appctlo, to appeal. 1. The removal

of a cause from an inferior to a superior judge, [vide Au-

dita Querela, <i-c.] 2. An accusation by a private subject

for any heinous offence, as appeals of Maijhem, de pace, de

plagio, de impriiimento, which are not capital ; or appeals

of Murder, Larceny, or Robbery, Rape, and Arson, which

aie capital. Clnnv.de Leg. Sec. 1. 2, c. 1 ; Bract. 1. 3, tract 2,

c. 19: Britt. c. 22, Sec. ; Horn. Mir. of Just. c. 2, sect. 11 ;

Staundf. Plac. Coron. 1. 2, c. 5, &c.; 1 Inst. 288, &c.

APPE'ARANCE (Per.) the representation or projection of

a figure, cS:c. on the perspective plane.

Appe.\rance direct (Opt.) the view or sight of any object by
direct rays, without refraction or reflection.

Appearance (Law) the defendant's engaging to answer an

action entered against him.

Appearance (Astron.) the same as Phcetiomenon or Phasis.

APPE'ARAND (Law) vide Heir-apparent.

APPE'L (Mil.) French for a roll-call.

Appel {Fenc.) a smart blow with the sword-blade on that of

the antagonist on the contrary side to that which has been

engaged. It is generally accompanied with a stamp of the

foot, and serves the purpose of in-ocuring an openmg.

APPE'LLANT (Law) he who makes the appeal.

APPELLA'TIO (Law) vide Appeal.

APPE'LLATIVE (Gram.) the common name, as opposed to

the proper. Prise. Inst. Gramm. 1. 1.

APPELLEE' (Law) he of whom the appeal or accusation

is made.
APPE'LLOR (Law) the same as Appellant.

APPE'NDEXS (Law) «;;;;«;(/«»/, or belonging to something

else ; as an advowson appendant to a manor, «S:c. Co. Lit.

121, &c.
APPENDI'CULA vermiformis (Anat.) a worm-formed ap-

pendage to the intestinum ccccum.

APPENDI'CULATE (Bot.) appendictdalus; appendicled,

or appended, at the extremity ; an epithet applied to the

petiole ; Peiiolus appeyidictdatus, a petiole that has a small

leaf or leaves at the base.

u2
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Appesdiculate (Mt'd.) connected in any way.
Ai'PESDicuLATE (Ml.) au epithet for the Botany Bay

Sf/unlii.<: of Linna;us.

APPENDl'TIA {Lim) from appendo, to hang at or on ; the

appurtenances to a dwelling, &c. thus pent-houses are the

nppeniUtia domus, he.
APPE'NDIX (Lit.) from tippendo, to hang at or on ; a

supplement to any work by way of addition or illustra-

tion.

Appendix (Med.) the same as Apophysis ; parts connected
with the whole : the Fallopian tubes are appended to the

uterus.

Appendix [Hot.) a thorn having red berries; also the ber-

ries themselves hanging on are appendices.

A'PPENNAGE (Law) njxinage, from appendage; a child's

portion ; properly the portion of the king's younger chil-

dren in France.

APPE'NSA (Med.) a species of amulet.

APPE'N'.SIO (i\/cf/.)from nppcndo, to hang up; the suspension

of a broken limb, princi[)ally the arm in a scarf. Castcll.

APPENSU'IIA (Lav:) the payment of money at the scale,

or by weight.

APPETE'NTIA cihi, an appetite.

—

Appetentiti glnria, am-
bition.

APPETI'TUS caninus (Med.) the same as Bulima.
A'PPLE (Bot.) the well-known fruit of a tree of the same
name, the Pyrus mains of Linnfcus, which, in its culti-

vated state, is called the Ma/us saliva, or Common Apph;-
Tree; and in its wild state, Mains sy/veslris, the Wilding
or Crab. The most esteemed sorts of apples, in England,
are, according to the order of their ripening, the—Codlin,

which comes first to the market ; the Margaret Apple, not

so long as the Codlin; the Pearmain; the Quince; the

Golden llenctte, which ripens in October; the Hertford-

shire Pearmain, fit for use in November; the Uusset, a

good kitchen apple from October to April; Nonpareil, one
of the most esteemed fruits, which is not ripe before

Christmas ; and Golden Pippin, an apple almost peculiar to

England. The sorts best fitted for cyder arc the Red-
Streak, the Devonshire Royal Wilding, the Whitsour, the
Herefordshire Under Leaf, John-Apple or Deux-annes,
Everlasting Hanger, and (jennet Moyle.
There are other plants which have also the name of Apple,

as follows—Custard apple, the Annona ; Love apple,

the Solanian ; Mad apple, the Solanurn; Pine apple,

the Bromelia ; Purple apple, the Annuna ; Sour apple,

the Annona ; Thorn apple, the Datura ; Water apple,

the Annona of Linna;us.

A'PPLICATE (Cieom.) another name for the ordinate or

right line that is drawn to a curve and bisected by its dia-

meter, [vide Ordinate]— Applicale number, [vide Co?i-

Crete']

APPL1C.\'TI0N (Med.) npplicafio, any communication to

the body, externally or internally, by way of a remedy.
Application (Math.) the bringing one thing near to another

for the purpose of measuring it. Thus a longer space is

measured by the continual ajiplication of a less, as a yard
by a foot or inch. The number 'it is measured or divided
by the application of G ; or the rectangle a b applied to the

,. . ab .

line c gives — •

—

Application, jexfaficXn, a term to express

the fitting of two quantities whose areas are equal but
figures dilferent, as when Euclid shows how on a given
line <rafa/3«AAir', to apply a parallelogram, equal to a
right-lined figure given. Euclid 1-Ucm. I. 6, proj). 2S, Ac.—Application of one science to another, is the employing
the rules and principles of the one for perfecting the other;

a.s of Algebra to Geometry, when geometrical theorems are
golved by algebraical investigations.

—

Application ofMe-
chanics to Geometry, consists chiefly in employing the
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centre of gravit)' of figures for determining the contents of

solids described by those figures.

—

Application of Geometry
and Astronomy to Geography, consists in determining the

longitudes and latitudes of places, the figure of the globe,

&c. by geometrical and astronomical operations and prin-

ciples.

—

Application of Geometry and Algebra to Physics

and Natural Philosophy, the reduction of any physical

principles or operations to a comparison of angles and
lines, &c. as in the science of Catoptrics for example,
which rests on the datum, " That the angle of incidence is

equal to the angle of reflection." This species of applica-

tion was first introduced by Newton.
Application (Aslrol.) the approaching of any two planets

to each other.

APPODIA'RE (Archceol.) to lean unon.

APPOGIATU'RA (Mm.) an Italian word for a note of

embellishment.

APPOINTEE' (Mil.) a foot soldier in France, who, for long
service and great bravery, received pay above a private

centinel.

APPOI'NTMENT of a ship (Mar.) its equipment, furni-

ture, &c.
APPO'LLON (Astron.) a name given to the star Castor.

Al'PO'NEKE (Law) to pledge or ])awn. Neubrinoisis.

APPO'RTIONMENT (Lcm') a dividing of rents."

APPO'RTUM (Ant.) the revenue or profit which a thing

brines in to its owner. Stat. 1, 35 Ed. 1, Dc Apportis
Rei:

APPO'SAL of Sheriffs (Laxv) the charging them with money
received upon the account in the Exchequer. Slat 'i2

Car. 2.

APPO'SER (Laxv) an examiner; an officer in the court of
Exchij(]uer, called the foreign apposer.

APP().S1'TI0 IMed.) the same as Additio.

APPOSPTION (Gram.) the situation of two nouns standing
in the same case, as Cicero, the orator.

APPRAI'SER (Com.) one sworn to value goods, &-c.

APPREIIE'NSION (Log.) apprehensio, the first power of the

mind, by which it simply contemplates things without pro-

nouncing any thing about them.
Apprf.iiknsion (Law) the capture of the person.

APPIIE'NDRE (Laiv) a fee or profit to be taken or received.

Stat. 2 Ed. 6.

APPRE'NTICE (Laxv) a young person bound by indentures

or articles of agreement, to a tradesman or artificer, to

learn his trade or mystery.

APPRE'SSED (Bot.) appressus, pressed or squeezed close;

an epithet for a leaf, calyx, and peduncle. Folium ap-

pressum, a leaf, the disk of which approaches so near
to the stem as to seem as if it had been pressed to it by
violence. Calyx appressus, a calyx that presses close on
the peduncle. Peduncidus appressus, a peduncle that is

close to the branch or stem.

APPRPZING (Laxv) a name for an action in the Scotch
law, by which a creditor formerly carried off the estates of
the debtor in payment of the del)ts due to him, in lieu of

which adjudications are now resorted to.

APPRO'ACII (Math.) or the Curve of equable Approach, a

problem, first proposed by Leibnitz, to find a curve down
which a body descending by the force of gravity shall

make equal approaches in equal times. This curve has

been found, by )5ernouilli and others, to be the second cu-

bical parabola, placed with its vertex uppermost.— Method

of Approaches, a. method of resolving certain problems in

Algebra, by assigning certain limits to the quantity, and
then approaching nearer and nearer until the point is

reached. Wall. Oper. Math.
APl'RO'ACHES (Fort.) the works whereby the besiegers

approach the besieged place, such as the first, second, and
tliird Parallels, Trenches, &c.—Counter Approaclies, are
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those which are carried on by the besieged against those

of the besiegers.

APPRO'ACHIXG (Horf.) the inoculating or ingrafting the

sprig of one tree into another without cutting it off from

the parent stock. It is also called hiarching.

Approaching (Sport.) a term for the devices employed by

the sportsman to get near shy birds.

APPROPIA'RE (Med.) to appropriate or adapt medicines

to a particular part of the body.

—

Appropiare communiam,

to discommon or inclose any piece of land which was
before common.

—

Appropiare ad honorcm, to bring a

nianour within the extent and liberty of such an honour.

APPIJOPIUA'TIOX (Lflu) the annexation of an ecclesias-

tical benufice to the proper and perpetULd use of some
religious body. If to the use of lay persons it is termed
Impropriation. 27 Hen. 8, c. 13 ; Co. Lit. 16.

AppRorRi.^TiON (Med.) that action of the natural heat by
which the humours and animal spirits are so united with

the body as to enable them to perform their proper func-

tion.

TO APPRO'VE (Law) approhare, to increase the profit

upon a thing ; as to approve land bj- increasing the rent.

2 hnf. 784.

APPRO'VEMEXT (Laxv) approbatio. 1. The inclosing the

common land within the lord's waste, so as to leave egress

and regress to the tenant who is a commoner. Rea.

Jiid. 8, 9. 2. The augmentation of the profits of lands.

Stat, of Mert. 20 Hen. 8; F. X. B.7\ ; Crompl. Just. 250.

APPRO'VE R (Laii-) approbator, one confessing himself

guilty of felony, and appealing others of the same crime to

save himself. '(Bract.) 1.3, tract. 2, c. .33 ; Stand/. Pluc.

Coroii. 52 ; Crompt. Just. 250.

APPRO'VERS (Lati) approbatores. 1. Bailiffs or lords in

their franchises; such persons in the marshes of Wales as

had licence dc vendre et acheter beasts. 2. Those who
were sent to increase the farms of hundreds, dc. Stat. 2,

Edic. 3.

—

Approvers of the King. 1. Such as have the

letting of the king's demesne. Stat. 51 Hen. 3. 2. Sheriftis.

Edn: 3, Stat. 1.

APPRO'XIMATE (Hot.) approximatus ; an epithet for a

leaf; approiimatum folium, a leaf that stands close to the

stem.

APPROXIMATION (Math.) a continual approach to a
root or quantitj' sought, but not expected to be found.

Approximation (Med.) a method of cure by transplanting

a disease into an animal or vegetable subject b}' way of

immediate contact. Cnstell. Lex. Med.
APPRU.A'RE (Law) to take to one's own use or profit.

Slat. Will. 2.

APPRY'SIXG (Lnu) vide Apprising.

APPUP (Me)!.) a stay upon the hand; that is, the recipro-

cal sense between the horse's mouth and the bridle hand.— True or right appui is the nice bearing or stay of the
bridle.

—

Dull or deafappui is when the tongue is so thick,

that the bit cannot work or bear upon the bars.— Too much
appui, when the horse throws him?elf too much upon the
bit.— Full appui, a firm stay without resting heavy.

Appui (Mil.) a French term for any particular given point
or body upon which troops are formed, or by which they
are marched in line or column.

—

Allcr i I'appai is to go
to the assistance of any body of men.

A'PPULSE (Astron.) the approach of two luminaries to one
another, so as to be seen as it were together in the same
telescope.

APPU'LSUS (Lavi) from appello, to drive ; the driving or
coming of cattle to the water.

APPU'RTEXANCE (Lok) in Latin pertinentia, in French
appartinir ; whatever thing corporal or incorporal apper-
tains to another thing as the principal, as hamlets to a
chief manor, &c.i or right of common, &c. Co. Lit. 121.

APT

A'PRE (Her.) a figure like a bull, except that the tail is

short, and without the testes ; the sinister supporter of the

Russia merchants' company.
A'PRICOT (Hot.) or apricock, a sort of wall-fruit, which

requires much sun to ripen it. It was reckoned by tlie

ancients to be allied both to the Apple, malum, and to the

Plum, j}runus ; and is called by Dioscorides /iS^.a 'Af«-£-

naxx, TUfixor-rAct, or ^ifixoKy.M ; by Pliny, Pnrcocia ; and is

now, in the Linnean system, the Prunus Armeniaca. The
principal sorts of this fruit are the Masculine, the Orange,

the Algier, the Roman, the Turkey, tlie Breda, and the

Brussells, which last is ripe the latest of all the Apricots.

Dioseor. 1. 1, c. 163 ; Plin. 1. 15, c. 12; Columel. in Hort.

;

Paul. J^.ginct. 1. 1, c. SI.

A'PRIL (Chron.) Aprilis, i.e. Aperilis, because the spring,

aperit, opens or commences with this month.
Virg. Georg.l. 1, v. 217.

Candidus auratis aperit cum c(mitibus annian

rau,„s.

The second month of Romulus' year and the fourth of

Numa's year, which began in January. Romulus conse-

crated this month to Venus, the mother of .Eneas.

0-cid. Fast. I 1, v. 39.

Martis erat primus mensis. Venerisque secundus:

HaC generis princeps, ipsins ille putir.

Hor.H, od. 11, V. IK
Jdus tibi suiit agenda ;

Qui dits mensem Veneris marint£

Fi'ulit .-ipritem.

A'PRON (Gunn.) a piece of. thin or sheet lead, used to

cover the vent or touch-hole of a cannon.

—

Apron of a.

dock, a flooring raised at the entrance of the dock, a little

higher tlian the bottom.

—

Apron of a ship, a piece of curved
timber fixed behind the stern.

Apron' (Carpent.) a platform, or flooring of plank, raised at

the entrance of a dock, against which the gates are shut.

—Apron piece, or pitching piece, in double-flighted stairs,

for supporting the carriage piece or rough strings.

APRO'XIA (Bat.) a name for the Nigra vitis, or Black
Briony.

APRO'.XIS (Bot.) the name given by Pythagoras to a herb,

whose root takes fire at a distance like Naphtha. Flin.

1. 2-t, c. 17.

A'PSIDES (Astron.) or Apses, i'vom apsis, a-^i(, connexio ;

two points in the orbits of the planets at the greatest and
least distance from the sun or the earth, as A and B in the

article Anomaly, [vide Anonuili/']

APSIXTHA'TUM (Med.) from u-^^'^S^c, apsinthium ; a sort

of drink accommodated to the stomach made of worm-
wood. Act. Tetrah. 1, scrm. 3, c. 69.

APSrXTHIU:M (But.) the same as Absinthium.

AP'SIS (Ecc.) a place in ancient churches where the clergy

used to sit ; so called from a^J'^?, an arch, because it was
arched. August, ep. 23 ; Greg. Turon. 1. 10, c. 31, l^c. ;

Cal. Rhodig. Antiq. Led. 1. 28, c. 10.

.\psi.s (Math.) vide Apsides.

APSY'CHIA (Med.) the same as Lipocthymia.

APSYRTOS (Bot.) a name for common horehound.

TO A'PTATE a planet (Astrol.) to strengthen it in the po-
sition of a house and dignities, to its greatest advantage.

A'PTEXADYTES (Or.) Penguin, a genus of animals, of

the Class Aves, Order Anseres.

Generic Characters. B;7/ straight.— Tongue with reflected

prickles.— Wings fin-shaped, without quill-feathers, co-

vered with a strong, broad membrane.— Tail, short,

wedged.
A'PTERA (Ent.) aTTspe?, i. e. without wings, from a, priv.

and TTfpor, a wing ; the seventh order of insects, having

no wings. It includes the following genera i

—

Lepisma i.
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Poiliira, Spring-Tail; Tcrmcs ; Pedlculu^, house; Pidcx,

Flea; Acarus, Tick; Hydrachna, Head; I'halnngium ;

Araitcn, Spider ; Scorpio, Scorpion ; Cancer, Crab, Lob-
ster ; Mouoculus ; Oniscus ; Hcolopendra ; Julux, Lip.

A'PTOTE (Grnm.) uktoito, from «, priv. and zrS<r:c, case ;

a noun without cases, as Netiuani. Sosipat. Char. Inst.

Gram. 1. 1 ; Prisciaii. de Art. Gram. 1. 5.

A'PUA {Ic/i.) a.<!>uri, a worthless little fish; called by some
the Loach. The same name is given to the Clupea Encra-

sic/ioliis of Linnaeus, now called the Anchovy. Arist. Hist.

Animal. I. 6, c. 15; Plin. 1. 31 ; Gcsn.de Aquat. Rai. Ichth.;

Aldrov. de Pise, &c.

A'PUS (Or.) asK?, without feet, the Martinet; so called

because it does not use its feet; a kind of Swallow; the

Jtirnndo npns of Linnscus. P/in. I. 11, c. 47.

Apus (Aslron.) or Apous, a constellation near the south pole,

having eleven stars, according to Bayer. Uranomet.

APU'TASY [Bol.) a tree found on the coast of Guinea,

used b}' the natives as an antiscorbutic.

APyCNI (Mus.) uavKtei, a name given by the Greeks to

the three notes proslambanomenos, iiete symyiemenon, and

nete hijperholiron, which are so called because they contain

a perfect sound, and do not press on either side upon the

compact intervals.

APY'RA {Min.) a species of the Argilla of Linnxus.

APYRE'XIA (Med.) avvfilU, from «, priv. and Tt/fSTos, fever;

the abatement of a fever.

APYiUX.-V (Med.) Current-wine.

APYKOME'LE (Sitrg.) Utcfcfjt,ii>.yi, from «, priv. zvy),', nu-

cleus, and iJ'i>^i a probe ; a probe without a button. Gal.

Exeges Vucab. Ilippoc.

A'PYUOX (Min.) from «, priv. and jtuj, fire: 1. Sulphur

vivum. Diosc. 1. 5, c. 12i. 2. A chemical preparation,

otherwise called j'Ethiops.

APYHOTIIIUM {Min.) Sulphur vivum.

A'QUA (Cliem.) i. e. a quii vivimus, by which we live; as

nnda comes from undc siiid omnia, i. e. whence all things

are ; \Vater, an insipid, ponderous, transparent, colour-

less, uninflammable, and fluid body, formed by the

union of oxygen and hydrogen. The substances contained

in water are held either in suspension or solution ; by the

first are meant clay, silex, calcareous earth, and magnesia;

by the latter, air of different kinds, carbonic acid, simple or

compound alkalies, lime, the sulphates, muriates, hepatic

gas, i:c.

—

Agua pura. Pure or conmion water is distin-

guished into

—

Aijna pluvia, called by Ovid aqua pluvinlis,

by Pliny aqua imbrium, by Horace aqua ccelcstis ; Rain

Water, which is the purest or freest from the impregnation

of foreign bodies.

—

Aqua fontaua. Spring Water; the next

in purity, often contains common salt and carbonate of

lime. It is unfit for the dressing of food, or the dissolving

of soap, owing to the ([uantity of earthy salts which it

holds in solution.

—

Aqua puteanii, called by Columella

puteali.t, Well-Water, known by the name of hard-water,

which is the most liable to be impregnated with the soil.

—

Aqua flux inlis, River-Water, is generally as pure if not

purer than spring water, if the motion be rapid and the bed

silieious sand.

—

Aqua nivnlis, Snow-Water, which, when
melted, is destitute of all gaseous bodies.

—

Aqua paluslris,

.Marsh-VNater, which is stagnant and impregnated with

many animal and vegetable substances.

—

Aqua marina,

Sea-Water, which, in addition to common salt, contains

sulphate of magnesia, of soda, and of lime, muriate of

magnesia, and of lime, in dill'erent proportions.

—

Aqua

minernlis, IMineral-Water, whatever is impregnated in a

sensible manner with any mineral. The substances which

these waters are found to contain are thirty-eight in num-

ber, conbisting of air, and gases, acids, alkalies, earth,

and salts, according to the ))ivdominance of which they

arc distinguished into the cku^ses. I. The Acidulous, in
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which carbonic acid prevails. 2. The Chalybeate, in

which iron is discovered. 3. The hepatic, or sulphureous,

which contain sulphurated hydrogen gas. 4. Tlic saline,

which contains only salts in solution without iron, or car-

bonic acid in eNte.ss.

—

Aqua distillala, Distilled-Water,

which is drawn from vegetables or any other substance,

and is either simple when drawn by simple water ; but

compound, spirituous, or medicated, as lavender water,

peppermint water, &c. when drawn by means of any other

liquid substance.

—

Aqua fortis, made of a mixture of salt-

petre, vitriol, and potter's-earth, in equal parts.

—

Aqim
extincta, aquafortis, on which river water has been poured

to qualify its corrosive quality.

—

Aqua omnium flunrm,

made of cow-dung when the cows go to grass.— .Iqiia re-

gulus or regia, made by the dissolution of sal anmioniac in

the spirit of nitre.— Aqua secunda, made of water and the

precipitate of silver.

—

Aqua citlestis, rectified spirits of

wine.— Aqua vitcE, a cordial water made of beer, strongly

hopped, and well fermented.

—

Aqua tophania, a noted

Italian poison, called after the name of the woman who
employed it.

—

Aqua epidemica. Plague Water, made of

rosemary, angelica, French brandy, &c.

—

Aqua odorifera.

Honey-Water, made of honey, coriander seeds, spirits of

wine, &c.

—

Aqua vulnerata, Arquebusade-Water, made of

various aromatics.

Aqua interrus (Med.) the same as Anasarca.—Aqua perian-

dri, that humour which is collected in the bag of the heart.

Aqua marina (Min.) seu Beryllus, a species of Gemma of

Linna;us.

Aqua Beuedicta (Ecc.) Holy Water, otherwise called Aqua
asperisionis, because both persons and things are sprinkled

with it among the Roman Catholics.

AQU.EDU'CTA Fallopia (Anat.) a bony canal in the as

petrosum.

AQU.^DU'CTUS (Ant.) from aqua dncenda, Aqueduct, a

Conduit for water by pipes, of which, in the time of the

Emperor Nerva, there were nine that emptied themselves

through 13,591' pipes of an inch diameter. Plin. I. 31,

c. 6 ; Fronlin, de Aqueeduct. apud Grcev. Thesaur. Antiq.

Roman, torn, i, &c.

AQUA'GIUM (Law) i.e. aqua agium : 1. A watercourse.

2. A toll for water.

AQUALI'CULUS (Anat.) «Vfov, properly signifies that part

of the belly which reaches from the navel to the pubes ;

but it is sometimes used to express the stomach or intesti-

nal tube. Ruf. Ephes. Appellat. Part, human. Corp. I. 1,

c. 11 ; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 25, c. 1

.

AQUA'RIA libra (Mech.) an instrument for measuring the

height of water. I'ilruw de Architect. 1. 8, c. 5.

AQUA'RIANS (Ecc.) Heretics; so called because they

used only water at the Lord's Supper; a practice whicli

was condemned by S. Cyprian in 252. S. Cijp. epist. 63.

AQUA'RIUS (Ant.) l^a<Pu)^u.\, Aquaductuum Curator, the

name of the person who had charge of the conduits or

aqueducts, of whom mention is made in an ancient inscrip-

tion. NYMPHSANC. SAC. EPICTETUS AQUA-
RIUS. AUGUSTI. A'. AVc ad Earn. 1. 8, ep. 6 ; Manut.

in Cic. ad Inc. Turneb. Adver. 1. H, c. 13.

Aquahius (Ast.) ii}(ox,'<>i, the water bearer, a constellation

in the heavens ; so called, as is supposed, because at its

rising there is much rain. It is the eleventh sign in the

zodiac, reckoned from Aries, and is commonly inarked

[;X5]. It rises in January, and sets in February, and is

supposed by the Poets to be Ganymede or Deucalion.

Virg. Georg. 1. 3, v. 303.

Jam caJil, eilremoijue irrurut /li/imrius mmo.

This constellation contains -IS stars according to Ptolemy,

45 according to Kepler, 41 Tycho, 47 Ilevelius, 108
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Flarastead ; among which is one of the first magnitude,

called Fomahaiit or Fomelhaut, and one of the third, called

Scheal. Aral, in Apparent, et Hipparch. in Aral. Manil.

Astronom. 1. 4 ; Hygin. Poet. Astronom. ; Vitruv. 1. 9, c. 6.

AQUA'RTIA (Bot.) a plant ; so named by Jacquin in

honour of his friend and assistant Benoit Acquart.

Aquartia, in the Linniran system, is a genus of plants,

CJass 4 Tetrandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth monophyllous ; tube

bell-shaped.

—

Cor. inonopetalous ; tube very short.

—

Stam. Jilaments short; anthers erect.— PiST. germ
ovate ; style filiform ; stigma simple.

—

Per. berry glo-

bular ; .leeds very many.
Species. The two species are Aquartia aculeata, a shrub,

native of South America.

—

Aquartia micrnphylla, a

shrub. Linn. Spec. Plant.

AQUATIC (Xat.) vv^(ci. Aquatic; belonging to, or living

in, the water; an epithet applied to different sorts of birds,

plants, or flowers. Also, an epithet in natural history for

different species of animals and plants.

AQUA'TICS (Dot.) trees that grow on the banks of rivers^

in marshes, and watery places.

AQUA-TI'NTE (Paint.) a method lately invented of etch-

ing on copper, by which a soft colour is produced resem-
bJing a fine drawing in water colours. It is effected by
means of a powder.

AQUA'TUM aquceum (Nat.) the chalaza of an egg.
A'QUEDL'CT (.-Inat.) vide Aquceductus.

A'QUEOUS (.4nat.) vide Aqueus.
AQUE'TTA (Cliem.) the same as Aqua Tophania.
A'QUEUS humor occuli (Anat.) the aqueous or watery
humour of the eye ; the first, or outermost, and thinnest

of the three.

AQUIFO'LIUM (Bot.) the Ilex cassine of Linnaeus.

A'QUILA (Ant.) the Eagle was reckoned by the ancients,

not only the king of the birds, but the minister of Jupiter,

who is said to have carried Ganymede up into heaven in the

form of an eagle ; whence he is styled by the poets ales

Joi'is, armiger, and the like.

Find. Olymp. od. 2.

axf»<Tct ytcfjtrar

Theocrit. idyl. 17, v. 72.

Virg. .En. 1. 5, v. 254.

quern prtcpes ab Ida

Sublimem pedibus rapuit Jovis armiger unci's.

Hor. Carm. 1. 4, od. 4, v. 1.

Qnalem ministrum fulminis alitem.

Slat. Theb. 1. 7, v. 674.
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Accurrit, niveoqu

Immitiet.

lec septus ardens

a Jlammiger alei olffri

This bird is particularly distinguished for his fierceness,

loftiness of flight, rapidity, and quickness of sight

;

whence Homer designates him commonly by the epithets

i^priTt,!, or simply ^iTd.??, i. e. by distinction ; thus, when
describing the combat between Achilles and Hector,
he says,

II. 1. 22, V. 308.

O5 t' iirtf Ti^.i» o'i <^l« ti^iut lfl,Slty5f

Virg.MnA. II, V. 753.

Utque volaJis ai(?, raplun cumfulva draeonem
Fert aquita.

Hor. I. 1, sat. 3, V. 26.

1 litiis tarn ceniisacuttim,

Qimm aut aqitilui aiit sei-]>eris Epidauflnsl

As a bird of omen it was reckoned lucky when it appeared

on the right hand, as we learn from Homer.

—

Ham. Oclyss. 1. 15, v. 115.

'

^li oi^u ei EtVocrt fTSTraro atho^ ep*?

Aquila legionarin, the figure of the eagle, with expanded
wings, made either of gold or silver, was chosen by the

Romans as their ensign, one of which belonged to each

legion, wherefore the term aquila is sometimes used for a

legion.

Lucan. 1. 1, v. 244.

Ut nottf fulsere aquiOE, Romanaque signa,

[vide Aquila, under Numismatics']

Aquila (Num.) the eagle was chosen, as the symbol of em-
pire, first by the Persians, and afterwards by the Romans,
in consequence of which he is represented on coins in a
variety of forms, sometimes standing on thunder, &sjig. 1,

or on a crown, as inJig. 2 ; the first of which is the reverse

of a coin of Ptolemy'Soter, the inscription PTOAEMAIOT
SOTHPO:^, in the area AB, i.e.Ai3vU^,, Abydenorum ;

the second a coin of Acha;us, the sOn of Seleucus, the in-

scription AXAIOT BASIAEHS. On the coins of Sicily

the eagle was a frequent symbol, as in Jig. 3, the reverse

of a coin of Agrigentum, where two eagles are standing

over a hare, which is supposed to be emblematical of the

victory obtained by Gelo, King of Syracuse, and his father-

in-law, Tlieron, King of Agrigentum, over the Carthagi-

nians, the inscription AKPAFANTI-W', i. e. Agrigcnti-

norum. On another coin of the same city one eagle is

tearing another, as wjig- 4, which was emblematical of

the civil wars between Cxsar and Pompey. The con-

secration of the emperors was some times depicted by an
eagle with a man on its back, supposed to be the soul of

the deceased emperor which it was bearing to heaven, [vide

Consecratio] But the most frequent representation of the

eagle was that of the Aquila legionaria, as in the subjoined

figure of the coin of Augustus, struck by the town of

Acci, in Spain. On the obverse, is the head of Augustus,
with the inscription AUGustu^ CAESAR; on the reverse

two legionary eagles between two military standards,

the common symbol of this town, the inscription Coltmia

.Julia Gemella Acci. Xenophon. Cyrop. 1. 7, c. 1, and
Anab. 1. 1, c. 10; Sallust. de Bell. Cat.;. Hist, de Bell.

Civ. 1. 3, c. 99; Diodor. 1. 1 ; Joseph, de Bell. Jud. 1. 3,

c. 5; PUn. 1. 10, e. 4 ; Tacit. Annal. 1. 15, c. 29 ; Flor.

1. 11, c. 12 ; Qidnt. Cuii. 1. 3, c. 3 ; Sueton. in Aug.; Die.
1.40; Lactant. 1. 1, c. 2 ; Herod. 1. 4, c. 3 ; J'eget. 1. 2,

c. 8 ; Serv. in 2En. 1. 9, c. ICil ; Fulgent. Mythol. 1. 2,

c. 23 ; Vaillant. Numis. Prast. Imperat. ; Haverkamp.
Parut. Sicil. Discrit.; Florez. Med. de Espan. ; Spanh.

Dissert, de Pncst. et Usu Num. ; Harduin.; Num. Ant.

Illust.; Beg. Thes. Brand. ; Froch. Not. Elem.

Aquila (Astron.) the Eagle, in the Arabic Aliair, but, in
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tlie Persian tables, the Flying Vulture, one of tlie fortj'-

cight old constellations, which, according to the fables

of the Greeks, represented Ganymede, who was trans-

ported to heaven, and made cup-bearer to Jupiter. I'to-

ieiny reckons nine stars in tliis constellation, Kepler twelve,

ISayer thirty-two, Tycho and Flamstead seventy-one, among
which was one in the shoulder of the first magnitude
called Alliiir. Aral. Appurent., et Hipparch. in Aral.

;

Eratnsth. Charaderism. ; I'lul. Almag. 1. 7, c. 5 ; Hijgin.

Aitron. Poet.; Midi. Astrou. 1. 1.

Attuii.A (Zool.) the Eagle is classed, in the Linnean system,

under the genus Falco. [vide Falcn]

AuuiLA alba [Chem.) the same as i^Iercurius dulcis.— Aijiiila

philosophorum is the name given by the alchymists to the

process of reducing metals to their first matter.

A'(^UIL.E (Anat.) iiroi, the veins which pass through the

temples into the head. Ritf. Ephcs. Appcll. Part. Corp.
Innn.

AQUir..TE lignum [Dot.) Eagle wood, generally sold for

Agallochum, is that part which is nearest the bark.

AQUILA'KIA (Bol.) t'rom aijuiia, an eagle, eagle wood ; a

genus of plants. Class 10 Dccanrlria, Order 1 Monngi/nia.

Generic Chnrncters. Cal. perianth one-leaved ; lube bell-

shaped ; border five-cleft ; clef.s ovate.—CoR. none ;

tu'ctarij one-leaved; clefts bifid.

—

St.\m. Jilaments ten;

anthers oblong.—PiST. germ ovate ; style none ; stigma

simple.

—

Per. capsule obovate ; .';ce/is solitary.

Sjiecies. The only species is the Aquilaria ovata, a shrub,

native of Malacca. Linn. Upec. Plant.

.VQUILE'GIA (Bot.) Culunibina, a plant so called, from
arpdla, an eagle, because of the resemblance its nectaries

are suppo-scd to bear to the eagle's claws; a genus of plants,

Class 13 Polyandria, Order 5 Pentagynia.
(tcncric Characters. Cal. none.—CoK. petals five; necta-

ries five.

—

Stam. Jilaments thirty to forty; anthers

oblong.—PisT. germs five ; styles longer than the sta-

mens ; stiginas erect ; chaffs ten.—Per. capsules five ;

seeds very many.
Species. The species are perennials, as the Aguilegia vul-

garis, v/sco.sa, Sfc. ./. Bauhin. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauhin.
Pin. Theat. ; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Botan. ; llnii

Hist. Plant.; Tourn. Inst. Herb.; Linn. Spec. I'lant.

AQUILI'CEA Srtm^Kftv'na (Bol.) the Leea stimbucina oi' L,'m.

naeus.

AQUILI'CIUM (Ant.) particular sacrifices performed among
the Romans during a period of great drought. Fest. dc
Verb. Sign if.

AQUI'LirKR (Ant.) from aquiln and /iro, to bear; the
standard bearer among the Romans, who had in his ensign

the picture of an eagle. Suet, in Jul. c. 62; Sigon. dc
antiq. ,Jur. Provinc. I. 2, c. 2 ; Ursat. dc Nat. Horn, apud
Gr(tv. Thcs. Antiq. Rom. tom. II, p. 960.

.\'QUILIXE (Nat.) an epithet for any thing connected with
or belonging to an eagle, as an aquiline nose, i. c. a nose
crooked like an eagle's beak.

A'QLILO (,\V;/.) the North-Wcst wind ; so called from its

rapidity and vehemence resembling the flight of the eagle.

Horace gives it the epithet of impotens, i. c. valdc patens,
very powerful.

Hor. I. 3, od. 30, v. 3.

Quml iiDn imber edai, Jwn Aijuilo impolem,

I'liSfiit diruere.

It is named by tlic Greek.s Boreas. Plin. 1. 2, c. 47 ; Fest.

dc Verb. Sig.

A'UA (Ant.) from ardore, heat or burning; because the vic-

tim:' ardent, burn upon it: a place reared for offering

sacrifices diis injl-ris ct supcris, i. e. to the gods above and
below; ill distinction from ihc allure, [vide /i/Zn/c] In

the phrase, Cerlarc pro oris et /oris, ara is put for the altar

in the impluvium or middle of the house, in which the Pe-
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nates were worshipped. The ara was a place of refuge or

asylum for slaves who fled from their masters, and criminals

who wanted to escape justice, as we learn from the poets.

Plant. Rud. act 3.

La. Mthi mm Hceat meat ancillits TVru-ns de ard abduccre ?

Dae. Kon licet ; itu est lex apud tios.

Terent. Heaut. act. 5, seen. 2, v. 22.

• nemo accxitat, Syrc, te ; nee tu uram tihi

Nee precalorem pararis.

Olid. Trist. 1. 5, eleg. 2, v. 43.

Sacram, quami'ts hivisus, ad aram

Confugiuin: nulltts summovet ara munus.

ribull. 1. 4-, carm. 13, v. 23.

Stul Veneris sanctte coimdam vinctus ad aras

lidc notat hijuitos, suppitcibusque j'aiet.

Altars were erected not onlj' in honour of particular dei-

ties, but also on particular occasions ; as votive altars, altars

of apotheosis, or consecration of the emperors ; altars of

peace ; altars of adoption, and the like, [vide Cansecratio,

Piclas, &c.] Herodotus makes the Egyptians to have been
the first who erected altars to the gods, in which they pro-

bably imitated the example of the patriarchs, who set up
altars to the true God. Herodot. 1. 2, c. 4 ; Cic. pro Dom.
c. 10, et de Xal. Denr. I. 3, c. 10; Varro. de Ling. Lat.

1.4, c. 4; Tacit. Ann. 1.1, c. 14 ; Dio. 55 ; Lid. Grig.

I. 15, c. 4; Berlhold. de Ara.

Ara (A.stron.) one of the old constellations in the southern
hemisphere, which was fabled to have been that at which
the giants entered into their conspiracy against the gods

;

wherefore Jupiter, in commemoration of the event, trans-

planted the altar into the heavens.

Manil. Aitron. 1. 1, v. 421.

Tunc Jupiter aril

Sidcra constititit, qutE nunc quoque maxitna fulgent.

It contains seven stars according to Ptolemy, and nine

according to Flansstead. Llygin. A.slron. Poet. ; Plol.

Almag. I. 7, c. 5 ; Flamstead. Ccelat. Machin.
Ara pa rx^a (Surg.) /Ss'/aii? ^ixpi?, a neat kind of bandage or

filleting ; so called because, when fixed, its four corners

represented an altar. Gal. de Fascic.

A'RAIiESQL'E (Paint.) or Moresque; a style of ornament
in painting and sculpture, so called from the Arabians and
Moors, who rejected the representation of animals.

A'RABIC Figures (Math.) or Arabic characters, the nume-
ral characters 0, 1, 'I, 3, 4, .'5, 6, &c. now in conmion use,

which are so called because they were borrowed from the

Arabs on the revival of learning in the eleventh century.

ARAnic (Sat.) an epithet for a transparent sort of gum,
called " (jum Arabic," which exudes from the Egyptian
Acacia. It is brought from Turkey in small irregular

masses, of a pale yellow cohmr. Heing glutinous and de-

mulcent, it is good for coughs, diarrhccas, &c.
AR.V'BICI (Kcc.) heretics of the third century, who had

their rise in Arabia, and who maintained the belief that the

soul died or slept till the day ofjudgment, and then had its

resurrection without the body. August, dc Fleer. 83 ;

Siccph. I. 5, c. 23.

.VH.V'BICA antidotns (Med.) a preparation of myrrh and
Indian spices for the liver. Mi/rep.

ARA'BICUlM Gummi (Chem.) (Jum Arabic, [vide Gummi]
AR.\'I!ICUS lapis (Min.) a stone like ivory blemished with

spots.

A'RABIS (Bot.) ipf.,3<?, Wall-Cress, a genus of plants, Class

1.') 'J'etradynamia, Order 2 .Siliquosa.

Geticric Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved ; leaflets

ovate.

—

Cor. four-petalled ; petals spreading.

—

Stam.
filaments subulate ; anthers cordate.—Pisx. germ co-

lunmar; style none; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. silique com-
pressed ; seeds very many.



Species. Some of the species are annuals, as

—

Arahis iha-

liance. Common Wall-Cress.

—

Arabia hispidn, sen Cnr-

driDiine piimiln. Rough Wall-Cress, &c. Some are pe-

rennials, as

—

Arabis grandijiora. Great-flowered Vi'all-

Cress.— Arabis bellidifolia, sen Siiinpi, Daisy-leaved

Wail-Cress, <ic. J. Bauhin Hist. Plant.; Ger. Herb.

;

Park. T/icat. Butan. ; Raii Si/nnp. Melli. Stirp.; PluL:

Almag. Botan. ; JSIor. Hist. Plant. ; Ji-'ild. Linn. Spec.

Plant.

Arabis is also the name of the Cardamiiie bellidifuUa of

Liima:us.

Arabis Malagmn (Med.) the Arabians nialagmafor strumous
swellings. Cel. 1. 5, c. 18.

A'liABLE Intid (Agric.) land fit to be ploughed.

ARABO-TRDE'SCO (Arcliit.) a style of arcliitecture, in

which the Moorish and the modern Gothic are coni-

l)ined.

AllAC (Cook.) an Indian spirituous liquor, prepared from
rice, or sugar fermented with the juice of Cocoa.

ARACA-PU'DA (Bot.) a species of the Droscra of Linnaeus.
—Araca gitam, a species of the Goava tree.

—

Araca miro,

a shrub growing in Brasil, the fruit of w hich lias a sweetish

musky taste, and somewhat the savour of mulberries. Pis.

Marcgr. Med. Braz.

A'RACE (Laic) in French arraclier ; to rase or pluck up.

A'RACH (Bot.) vide Oraclte.

ARAC HI'DXA (ZJo/.) or Arachidnoides. 1. Another name
for the Arachis. 2. The Glycine siibterranca, and the La-
ilii/rus amphicarpos ct' liinnscixs. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Plum.
Descript. des Plant. del'Amer.

A'RACHIS (Bot.) 'AfXK^c, i^„.„u., ifUKi},,^, and 4«;tt"^"«, a plant

called by Dale Wild Vetch, or Strangle Tare, the medi-
cinal virtues of which are the same as those of the vetch

tribe. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 1, c. 1.

Arachis, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 17
Diadclpkia, Order i Decandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth two-parted ; upper lip

ovate; under lip lanceolate.—Con. papilionaceous.

—

StAM. JUaments ten; anthers alternately roundish and
oblong.— PisT. germ oblong; style subulate; stigma
simple.

—

Per. Legume ovate-oblong ; seeds two.

Species. The species are

—

Arachis kypogaa. Common
Earth or Ground Nut, a perennial, native of Peru.

—

Arachis fruticosa. Shrubby Earth or Ground Nut, native

of the East Indies. Raii Hist. Plant.; Pluk. Almag.
Botan.; Plum. Nov. Plant. Amer. ; Brown. Hist. Ja-
maic. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

Arachis, the Glycine Africana of Linnaeus. Burm. Prodr.
ARACHNOI'DES (.J/iff/.) icft^yjci^n, hom uf^x.":, a spider,

i. e. spider-formed. 1. The name of the coat between
the Pia and the Dura Mater. 2. The crystalline hu-
mour of the eye, which, according to Celsus and others,

immediately invests the vitreous humour. Ruf. Ephcs.
1. 1, c. 2, 3 ; Cels. I. 7, c. 7 ; Gal. de Mcth. Med. I. 1, c. 3.

3. An epithet for a pulse that was small, and moved like a
spider's web by every breeze. Also for urine resembling a
spider's web. Gal. Def. Med ; Gorr. Def. Med.

ARACHXOrDEUS (Bot.) Cobwebbed ; an epithet for the
ring of the fungi, which is composed of a very white web,
also of a leaf, a peduncle, and a calyx, when they are co-
vered with a thick interwoven pubescence, resembling a
cobweb.

A'RACHUS {Bot.) vide Aracus.
A'RACON (Min.) Brass.

ARACUS (Bot.) Strangle Tare, or Wild Vetch ; the Orabus
canescens of Linna;us.

A'RADOS (.!/((/.) dfctScii, perturbation in the stomach from
the concoction of discordant food. Hip. de Rat. Vict, in
Acul. Morb.

AR.EO'METER (.Vfc/;.) or Water-Poise, from af*,=;, thin,

ARA
and /MiTfev, a measure, an instrument for measuring tlie den-

sity and gravity of fluids.

.^R.EO'STYLOS (.-Irchit.) from acai'o<, thin, and f-u^i;, a pillar;

a sort of intercolumniation, in which the columns are at a

distance from each other. l'itr!n\ 1. 3, c 2.

AR.EO'TICS (iVfrf.) ifXiuTiKci, from afxtcu, to rarify ; mj-
dicines which rarify the humours, so that thej' may pass otf

more freely.

A'RAHO (Laii:) i. e. in nrahocnnjurare ; to make oath in the

church, or some holy place.

ARAI'NS (Com) striped or checked armorines, or tafFeties,

which come from the Indies.

ARA'LI.\ (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 5 Pentagynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. involucre very small
; perianth

five-toothed.—Con. petals five.— Htam. Jilamcnls five;

anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germ roundish; styles very

short; stigmas simple.

—

Per. Arrrj/ roundish ; seeds so-

litary.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, as the

—

Arnli/i

spinosa, the Thorny Aralia, or Angelica-Tree, &c.
Park. Theat. Botan.; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Pluk. Almag.
Botan. et Phytogr. ; J\Ior. Hist. Plant. ; Linn. Spec.

Plant.

Aralia capilata, the Hedera capitata of Linnaeus. Jacun.
Hist. Americ.

ARALIA'STRUM (Bot.) anotlier name for the Panax of

Linnaeus.

ARA'NEA (Ent.) Spider; a well-known genus of animals,

Class Insecia, Order Aplcra.

Generic Characters. ISIouth with short horny jaws.

—

Feelers

two, jointed.

—

Eyes eight, sometimes six.

—

Legs eight.
—Abdomen terminated by papilla;, or teats, through which
the insect draws its thread.

Species. The principal species are

—

Aranea diadema, one
of the largest of the common spiders, of a deep chesnut
brown, which is seen during the autunnial season in

gardens, <!v:c.

—

Aranea Tarantula, the Tarantula spider,

the bite of which it was formerl)- supposed could be cured
only by music.

—

Aranea nobilis, a very beautiful species,

with an orange-coloured thorax.

—

Aranea scenica, a small

species, seen on the walls of gardens: this is one of

those species which darts suddenly on its prey.

—

Aranea
extensa, a smallish species, of a fine green colour.

—

Aranea Iccvipes, of a grey colour, with legs beautifully

crossed by numerous alternate black and white bars.

—

Aranea palustris, of a lengthened form, and brown co-

lour, found in damp places.

—

Aranea aquatica, a middle-

sized species, of a deep chesnut colour, residing entirely

under water.

—

Aranea uvicnlaria, or Bird-catching Spi-

der, a gigantic species, not uncommon in the East In-

dies, where it is of sufficient size to seize on small birds,

which it destroys by wounding with its fangs.

Aranea (Anat.) vide Tunica Arachnoides.

Ahanea (Com.) a silver ore, found only in the mines of Po-
tosi, so called from its resemblance to a cobweb.

ARANEO'SA ??//«« {Med.) ipa^mii? spw, Urine containing

something like spiders' webs, with a fatness at the top, in-

dicating something like acolliquation. Hippocrat.in Coac.

Pranotat. Ce/s. I. 8, c. 2 ; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

A.WX'SXLO'SiVS) pulsus (Med.) A small pulse that moves as

if it were shaken by short puffs of air. Gal. de Differ. Pal.':.

ARA'NEUS niger (Ent.) the Black Spider; from which a

water is distilled that is an excellent cure for wounds. Dale.

ARAPABA'CA (Bot.) the Spigelia anthebnia of Linnceus.

ARA'RA (Bot.) a tree of the Juniper kind.

ARATE {Com.) vide Arohe.

ARA'TIA (Laxv) Arable grounds.

ARA'TICU (Bot.) the Annona muricata of Linnaeus.

ARA'TRUM (Ant.) the Plough; the invention of which is



ARB ARC
ascribed by some to Ceres, by others to Bacchus, or to

Triptolemus. Orpli. Humn. ad Cer. ; Dindor. 1. 3 ; Virg.

Georg. 1. 1, V. l-t? ; Ovid. Met. 1. 5, v. 3il.

AuATRUM lerra: {Law) as niucli land as could be plouglied

with one plough.

ARATU'IlA/trr^c (Lav) tlie service which the tenant is to do

for his lord by ploughing his land.

AR'RALET(A/;V.)akindofweapon,vulgarlycallcdacross-bow.
A'RHALIST (Mi/.) a cross-bow.

AU'BITER (.-l)U.) a sort of judge appointed by the Pra;tor

to decide by equity rather than by the strict letter of the

law, who is called Judex lionorariiis by Cicero. Tmc. 1. 5,

c. 41 ; OJfic. 1. 3, c. 16, &c. ; Senec. de Bcnef. 1. 3, c. 7 ;

Fcsl. dc Verb. Sigtiif.—Arbiter biheiidi was the master of

the feast, or the toast-master, who was chosen by the 2 o//,

or TesseriE, and prescribed rules for the company.
Hot. 1. 2, od. 7, v. 25.

Quern Venus arbilrum

Dicet bibendi ?

lie was called by the Greeks o-ou/Toinap;^''!, /SniriMJc, ^fxTr.yoi.

Rhodig. Ant. Lect. 7, c. 26 ; Pulcaii. Relit/. Cons. Prise,

apud ijrtcv. Thes. Aiitig. Rom. toni. 12, p. 24-8, Sec.

Arbiter (I^nw) anj' one to whom a reference is made for the

decision of any disputes in law.

A'RhlTRAKY punishments (Laxv) those which are left to the

decision of the judge, in distinction from those which are

defined by a statute.

ARBITKA'TION nf Exchange (Con.) is the method of re-

mitting to and drawing upon foreign places in such a manner
as shall turn out the most profitable. Arbitration is either

simple or compound.

—

Simple arbitration respects three

places only, where, by comparing the par of arbitration

between a first and second place, and that between a first

and third, the rate between the second and third is disco-

vered.—The compound Arbitration comprehends cases of

exchange between three, four, or more places.

AllUrTUII (Mas.) certain extemporaneous preludes.

AR'BOR AinrricanaJ'raxiniJblus (But.) the Sivictenia Maha-
goni of Linnaeus.

AuBOR Aquatica Brasiliensis. [vide Aninga"]—Arbor Aro-
matica Magcllanica, Winter's IJark, or Wild Cinnamon

-

tree; the Wintera Aromatica of Linnaeus.

—

Arbor Cam-
phorijica Japonica, the Laurus Camphora of Linnieus.

—

Arbor crepitans, the llnru crepitans of Linnicus.

—

Arbor in

aqua nascens, the Ni/ssa dcntienlata of Linnaeus.— Arbor
.Judtc, the Ccrcis of Linna;us.

—

Arbor laurijhlin venenata,

the Poison Tree.

—

Arbor Snpnnaria, the Hapindus sapo-

7iaria of Linn.xus.

—

Arbor I'irginiana Benzoinum J'lindens,

the Laurus Benzoin of Linna;us.

—

Arbor Vitcc, the Thuja

of Linnaeus.— Arbor Zeylonica, the Chionanthus Zei/loniea

of Linnaeus.

Arbor Diana: (Chem.) a particular crystallization, from the

solution of Mercury in salts.

—

Arbor Hermetis, a- process

of the rcvification of Mercury.
.^RBOK Marlis, Coral, it being supposed to grow like a tree

or plant, under the water of the sea.

Arbok I'orphyrianu {Log.) otherwise called scala prredica-

mcnttdis; a scale of beings, or a figure formed by three

rows or columns of words, the middle of which ooiUaino<l

the genus or species, bearing some analogy to the trunk
and branches of a tree, as

Substance.
Thinking Extended

Body.
Inanimate Animate

Animal.
Irrational Rational

Man.
Thit That

1'lato.

Arbor (Mech.) 1. The principal part of a machine, which
serves to support the rest. 2. The spindle or axis on which
the instrument or machine turns.

Arbor vitte (Med.) a medicine drawn from the Arbor vitie.

ARBO'REOUS (ZJo^) an epithet for mosses, &c. growing on
trees, in distinction from such as grow on the ground.

A'RBORES (Bot.) Trees ; the name of one of the Natural

I'amilies of plants, consisting of a durable stem and
branches.

—

Arbores caducc. Trees that have been cut and
sprout up again.

ARBORE'SCENT (Bot.) Arborescens, an epithet for a stem

which becomes woody.
ARBU'SCULA (Bot.) a little tree or shrab.—A rbusculu

Africana repens, an African trailing shrub, with leaves

something like the Orache.

ARBU'STIVA (Bot.) the 39th order in Linnaeus' fragments

of a natural arrangement. Pliil. Bot.

ARBU'STUM (BotJ) an orchard, hopyard, or vineyard.

A'RBUTUS (Bot.) x»|«-af=!, Strawberry tree; a tree, the

leaves of which resemble those of the laurel, and its fruit

is that of the strawberry plant. It is very sharp and aus-

tere, and when eaten, according to Dioscorides, it occa-

sions head-aches, and pains in the stomach. Virgil speaks

of it as grateful food for kids.

Virg. Ed. 3, V. 82.

Dulcc Siitis liumor, dcpuhis arbutus hirdis.

Horace commends it for the shade which it affords.

Hor. 1. I, od. 1, V. 21.

nunc viridi membra sub arbuto

Stratus.

Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 175 ; Plin. 1. 15, c. 24 ; Oribas. Med. Coll.

1. 11 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul. /Eginet. de Re Med.
1. 7, c. 3.

Arbutus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 10

Decandria, Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous.

—

Stam. filaments ten.

—

Pist. germ subglo-

bular; .style cylindric ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. berry

roundish ; seeds small.

Species. The species ai e mostly shrubs, as

—

Arbutus unedo,

the Common Strawberry-Tree.

—

Arbutus pumi/a, the

Dwarf Strawberry-Trec.

—

Arbutus laurijolia, the Laurel-

leaved Strawberry-Tree, &c.

A'RC; (Math.) or arch, any part of a curve line, as a circle

ellipse, &c. as A F, F 15, or B G, of

the circle A B G D. The right line

joining the extremes of any arc is tlie

chord, as A G is the chord of the arc

A B G, and K M the chord of the arc M-
K D M.— Circular Arcs are the mea- i^\
sures of angles ; thus suppose the arc

F B to contain 29° 25', then the angle

FCB contains also 29 y.'j'; and as

the arc B G is the (|uadrant of the circle A B G D, then

the angle B C G is 90°, i. e. the fourth part of 360', into

which the whole circumference of every circle is supposed
to be divided. Arcs are equal, similar, and concentric.

—

Equal arcs are the arcs of the same or equal circles, which
contain the same number of degrees.— Similar arcs are the

arcs of unequal circles that have the same
number of degrees, or that are the like

parts of their respective circles, as the

arcs A B and M N. Similar arcs are pro-

portionate to their radii, i. e. A B is to

M N as C A is to C M.

—

Concentric arcs

are those that have the same centre drawn
from different radii, as the arcs A B and M N having the

same centre, C.
Arc {Astron.) is differently named, according to the circle
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to which it is applied, as an arc of the meridian, by which

the latitude, iS:c. is measured, an arc of a parallel, circle,

&c.

—

Diurnal arc, that part of a circle parallel to the

equator, described by the sun in his course from his rising

to his setting, in distinction from his nocturnal arc, which

is described from liis setting to liis rising.

—

Arc uf progres-

sion or direction, an arc of the ecliptic, which a planet

seems to describe when its motion is direct, or according

to the order of the signs.

—

Arc of retrogradntion, an arc

of the ecliptic, described by a planet while it is retrograde,

or moving contrary to the order of the signs.

—

virc bctncen

the centres, in eclipses, is an arc passing from the centre of

the eartli's shadow perpendicular to the moon's orbit, meet-

ing her centre at the middle of an eclipse.

—

jlrc of vision,

that which measures the sun's depth below the horizon,

when a star, before liid by his rays, begins to appear again.

This arc varies for dirt'erent planets, as, for Mercury 10°,

for Venus 5, Mars Ili, Jupiter 10, Saturn 11 ; for a star

of the first magnitude 12°, for one of the second, 13, Ac.

It will sometimes also vary for the same planet. Ptul.

Almo'T. 1. 13, c. 7; Mngin. Theor. Planet. 1. 2, c. 15;
Kepler. Epit. p 369; Ricciol. I. 1, c. 32.

A'RCA (Con.) Ark-Shell; a genus of animals, Class Vermes,

Order TeHacea.

Generic Character. Animal a tethys ; shell bivalve equi-

valve ; hinge with numerous sharp teeth, alternately

inserted between each other.

Species. The species are divided into—Those which have
their margin entire, beaks recurved, as Area torluosa, S;c.

—Those which have their beaks inflected, as Area Nncc,

Noah's Ark, &:c.—Those which have their margin cre-

nate, beaks recurved, as Area lactea, S,x.—Tbose which

have their margin crenate and beaks inflected, as Area
undata.

Arc.\ arcanormn (Alch.) Mercurius j>hilosophorum.

Arc* ci/rographicn (Archccol) a common chest, with three

locks and keys, kept by certain Christians and Jews,

wherein all n;ortgages. Sec. belonging to the latter were
kept to prevent fraud, by order of Richard I. Hoved. Annal.

ARC.\'DE (Archit.) an opening in the wall of a building,

formed by an arch.

ARCA'NN'E [Min) Ochre.

ARCA'NUM (Alch.) from area in qua, (j'lcc clausa sunt, tula

inanent ; a name for chemical preparations kept secret by
the authors. Paracelsus describes it as a principal medium
which ought to be investigated by experience.

—

Arcanum
maicriale, a specific extract more nearly allied to the mat-
ter of the body Arcanum specificum, an extract of the

interior nature.

—

Arcanum coralinum, the red precipitate

of mercury.

—

Arcanum duplex, or duplicatum, a sort of salt

from the distillation of double Aqua fortis, the Sulphate of

Pot-ash in modern chemistry.

—

.trcanum Jovii, an amal-
gama of tin and quicksilver digested in nitre.

—

Arcanum
tartari. Acetate of Pot-ash.

ARCA'T.V (Mus.) or Arcote, when placed at a particular

part, signifies it must be played with the arco.

ARC-BOUTA'NT (Archit.) an arched buttress.

ARCEU'THOS (Dot.) the same as Juniperus.
A'RCH (Genm.) vide Arc.

Arch (Archit.) that part of a building which derives its

name from its curved figure. The parts of an arch are
the reins or springing walls by which it is sup])orted.—The
dr'ift or push of an arch is that force which the arch ex-
erts in the whole length of the building.

—

Kri/stone is the
middle of the voussoir immediately over the centre of the

arch.— Voussoirs, the archstones, or stones which immedi-
ately form the arch.

—

Pitch, the perpendicular height
from the spring or impost to the keystone.

—

Intrndos, the
under sides of the voussoir, in distinction from the

—

Ex-
trados, or upper surface.

—

Springing lines, the bounding

ARC
lines of the intrados.— Chord or Span, that line which
extends from the springing line on one side of the arch to

that on the opposite side.— Vertex or Crown, that part of
the intrados most remote from the span.

—

Section, that

vertical plane figure contained by tlie span and the intra-

dos.

—

Haunches or Flanks, the curved parts on the top of
the section, between the crown and each extremity of the

spanning line, [vide Bridge^
Arches are variously named, according to the figure of the

section, as circular, elliptical, cycloidal, &c.

—

Circular

arches are distinguished into perfect and imperfect.

—

Perject arches form an exact semicircle : they are called

by the French arcs en plein centre.—Inipeijcct or di-

minished arches do not form an exact semicircle. They
are, moreover, distinguished into

—

Scheme or Skene
arches, which are flat arches.

—

Pointed arches, otherwise

called Gothic, or by the Italians arches di tcrzo et di quarto
acuta, i. e. of the third and fourth point ; because they
consist of two arcs of a circle meeting in an angle at

the top, and drawn from the division of a chord into three

or more jjoints at pleasure.

—

Strait arches, those which
have their upper and under edges parallel strait lines in-

stead of a curve.

—

Arch ofEqudibrium, is that which is in

equilibrium in all its parts, having no tendency to break
in one part more than another, [vide Bridge]

Arch (Gram.) in composition, signifies chief, from 'ifx)".,

princeps, as Archbishop, Archduke, &c.
Arch (Mas.) a curve formerly placed over a bass note,

to signify that it was accompanied with the imperfect
fifth.

Arch (Bot.) fornix, a small elongation of the corolla, whleli

commonly covers the stamina, or is situated at the

aperture of the corolla, as in Symphytum ojjicinalc, or

Gonifrey.

Arch (Her.) arches are borne in coat armour,

as in the annexed figure. " He beareth gides

three single arches, their capitals and pedes-

tals or, by the name of Arches." These are

supposed to be arches of a bridge.

ARCH.EO'LOGY, from a.fzxUi, ancient, and
Aoyo;, doctrine ; the science which treats of anti(iuities in

general. The term is now particularly applied to the an-

tiquities of the Middle Ages.

ARCHTERE'SII (Chron.) the same as Anarchi.

ARCHA'LTES (Alch.) the pillars of the earth, supported

by the power of God only.

ARCHA'NGEL (BiU.) Archangelus, ap^^ciyyas?, princeps

angclorum, the prince of angels, as Michael is called.

Archangel (Bot.) the Archangelica and Lamium of Lin-

nffius.—Baum-leaved Archangel, the Meliltis melissophy-

lum, of Linnasus.—Yellow-leaved Archangel, the Galeopsis

galeobdolon.

ARCHIU'SHOP (Ecc.) archiepiscopus, u.fx.-^alirx.o'aiK;, princeps

episcoporum ; the chief prelate, having an authority over

other bishops.

ARCHBU'TLER (Polit.) one of tlie great officers at the

court of the German emperor, who presents the cup to

him on solemn occasions.

AUCIID.VPIFER (Ant.) the chief sewer; one of the prin-

cipal officers of the Germanic empire belonging to the

Count Palatine.

ARCHDEA'CON (Ecc.) archdeuconus, ifx""'"""'". a substi-

tute lor the bishop, who has a superintendant |)ower over

the clergy within his iiJ\stT\c\..— Archdeacon's Court, an

inferior court within the jurisdiction of the archdeacon.

ARCHDU'KE (Polit.) one having a pre-eminence over

other dukes.

Archduke's crown (Her.) closed at the top by a scarlet

cap, and encompassed with a circle of gold.

A'RCHE (Med.) ipz", inltium, the first attack of a disorder.
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A'RCHED biittrcssei (Archit.) or Arcli-butments, otherwise

called Jl,yi>ig butlre-scs ; props, in tlie form of an arch,

whicli are employed in sacred edifices, of the pointed style,

for sustaining the vaults of the nave.

Ahciied /(•;'!
(
I'et.) the defect of a horse who has his knees

bent archwise. This relates to the fore quarters, and hap-
pens to such horses as are spoiled by travelling.

AiiciiKD {Bot.) the same as I'nidlcd.

ARCHEGO'NOS morbus (Med.) the same as Aaitus morbus,
ARCIlli'lON {Aiit.) i-fxi'm, which is rendered in the Latin
summum iemplum, a particular part of the temple, which
served as a repository or treasury for any thing that was
valuable, whether of public or private property ; whence
also the epithets given to it by Pollux, /Aiya>,3,TA««» a-o>.i'-

zfjo-tt i();(;io,TA»T6>. This place, according to Suidas, was
likewise employed as a judgment hall. Poll. OnomA. 1,

c. 23 ; Suidas ; Bud. in Paudect. p. 21-5.

ARCHE'NDA (Med.) a powder prepared from the Alcanna.
A'RCIIER (Ast.) the constellation named Sagittarius.

A'RCHERY (Liiiv) an ancient service of keeping a bow for

the use of the lord to defend his castle. Co. Lit. sect. 157.
Archery, the art of shooting with the bow. This art was

learnt by means of pricli)i>i, i. e. shooting at a marlc or
bull, called a popinmoye or popinjay, because it was
made in the shape of a parrot.

Bows were called, as to their shape, long-boics or cross-

bows ; as to their quality and materials, slecl-bows, ycxv-

boivs, and livcry-bmi's. a coarse sort of bow Cross-

bows were of two kinds, called latches and prodds.—
Those who used the long-bow were called archers, in

distinction from the cross-hnxmnen, who were so denomi-
nated from their use of the cross-bow; both of whom
were employed in the English army long after the intro-

duction of fire arms.

The boil) consisted of the stave, or straight wooden part

;

the urch which was to be bent ; the string by which it

was bent ; and the nook, or nut, in which the string was
fixed. Bow-staves were made either of steel or wood

;

the latter either of yew, ash, or elm, of which the first

was reckoned the best. The smaller bows were bent by
means of an instrument called a. goat's foot, and tlie long
bows either by the help of a stirrup, or a machine called

a moulinet. Cross-bows discharged not only arrows but
also darts, called ijuarreaux or quarrels, stones, leaden-
balls, &c.

Arrows were reckoned in garbs, sheaves, or bundles, each
sheaf consisting of twenty-four arrows. Their heads
were made of the best iron pointed with steel, which
were most\y barbed and feathered ; some were likewise

ncer«/«, that is, sharpened, or non acernta, that is, blunt.

The arrows were carried in a (juiver or case, and those
who used them were obliged to have a bracer or piece
of leather, on which the how-string rested; shooliiit;

gloves, to protect the fingers ; and sharp-pointed stairs
which served as a defence against the cavalry in the
day of battle. Those who maimfacturcd the bows were
called bowijcrs ; those who made the arrows and quar-
rels were Jletchers ; and those who made the arrow-
heads v.'ere termed arroiv-hcad-malers.

A'RCIIES {Archit.) vide Arch.
Arciii:s (//(;•.) a sort of cinting or allusive arms ; as three

arches for a person named .Vrclies. [vide Arch]
Ancm-.s, Court of (/.aw) the most ancient consistory be-

longing to the Archbishop of Canterbury, for the determi-
nation of ecclesiastical matters. It was so called from the
church of St. .Mary-Ie-I5nw, i. e. de Arcubus.—Dean of
ylrchcs, the chief judge of this court, who has also a pecu-
liar jurisdiction over thirteen parishes in London. 4' In.sl.

•.VM, S^c.

A'RCIIET (Mus ) the sanie as Arco.

A'RCHETYPE [Paint.) Archeli/pum, apx"'^"'> from k^y},

principiuni, and T1/V05, jigura, a figure ; the original of a

picture or drawing.

Akciietype (Com.) the original standard for the weights

ke|)t at the mint.

ARCIIE'US (Alch) the pov.'er or principle in nature,

which, according to Paracelsus, disposes and orders all

matter according to its form. This Archa:us, or priinum

mobile, in animal bodies is in the stomach.

ARCHEZO'STIS (Bot.) the same as Bn/onia allia.

ARCHIACO'LUTHUS (Ecc.) the chief of the acolythi or

ministers in cathedral churches.

ARCHIA'TER (ISled.) Kf^arf^?, from ip;s'!, chief, and i«rf«,

physician ; a physician to the prince, according to Mer-

curialis, Casaubon, and Vossius ; or the prince of phy-

sicians ; or, which is more probable, it signifies both.

ARCHIEPrSCOPAL (Ecc.) belonging to an archbishop.

ARCniGERO'NTES (Ant.) ufx,'ytfo>Jn, principes seniorum,

the overseers of the king's household. Ilottom.

AKCHIGRA'MMATEUS (Ant.) ufx^yc/^t^crtuf, scribnrum

pnefectus, the principal secretary.

ARC'HI(;UBE'RNUS (./«<.) or Archigubernator, i. e. gu-

bernalorum princeps, sive classis prcejcclus, the admiral of

a squadron. Diodor. I. 20.

A'RCHIL (Com.) a dye made of the Lichen roecella.

ARCIilLO'CinAN ver-sc (Poet.) Archilochium Carmen, a

verse so called from the poet Archilochus, of which there

were different kinds, as the Iambic trimeter catalectic, which

consists of five feet; the Iambic dimeter hijpermetcr, i.e.

Iambic dimeter, with an additional syllable at the end, etc.

A'RCIIIMAGIA (Alch.) Chemistry ; "or the art of making
gold and silver.

A'RCHIMAGIRUS [Ant.) head cook.

ARCIir.MANDRITE (Ecc.) another name for ^Mo/.
ARCIII'MIA (Alch.) the art of changing imperfect metals

into those that are perfect.

ARCHISTRATE'GUS (Ant.) from ^pj;ii, chief, and j-pxT-;;.

-/i?, a leader ; the chief leader or generalissimo of an army.

A'RCIIITECT (Ant.) ip;c"-"'-'"', from i.(X"., the chief, and

Tir.Tuv, a workman. Architect ; a master builder, or a per-

son skilled in architecture.

ARCIIITECTO'NICE, vide Architecture.

ARCIIITECTO'NIC nature (Nat.) the same as Palastic

Nature.

A'RCIIITECTURE, Architcctura, if^^nxTrnx,:, from kfzU,

the chief, and T-ixTmw, building ; the art of building any edi-

fice. It is divided into civil, military, and naval architec-

ture. Civil architecture is applied to the erection of build-

ings for the purposes of civil life. Militarj/ architecture

is the art of erecting places for the purposes of security

against the attacks of an enemy. S'avtd architecture is

the art of constructing ships. The two last branches of

architecture are treated of under the heads o( Fortijirntion

and Ship-buil/liug. Civil Architecture is again divided

into theoretical and practical architecture. Theoretical

architecture comprehends those rules of science, the appli-

cation of which gives stability and beauty to every edifice.

It is therefore mostly employed about the exterior and

decorative parts of buildings. Practical architecture is

mostly concerned with the operative part of erecting an

edifice ; and is consequently more enq)loyed about the

interior economy. The theory of architecture is properly

architeclure so called: the practical part is mostly called

Building, and may be found treated of under that head.

Architecture, according to V'itruvius, comprehends, ordi-

natio, in (jreek, raiy,. Order; disposilio, iiahct;; euri-

Ihi/mia, Proportion ; si/mmetria, Synnnetry ; dcctir, Pro-

priety ; dislribulio. Distribution: which four are com-

]n-ehended under the Greek name <Jixi)>o/*i'i<.

—

Ordination

IS the modification of all the members, or parts, to the

G
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whole work.

—

Dhpnaition is the adaptation, or apt col-

location, of things for producing a suitable composition

or combination. The ditierent kinds of disposition arc

ichnografihy, or the drawing of geometrical plans ; or-

thoa;rapJiij, or the taking of elevations; and sccnograph;/,

or the drawing of those plans in perspective.

—

EurHhmtj

is the harmonious correspondence of the parts with one

another, in length, breadth, and thickness.

—

Symmelri/

is the proportion of one member to another, or to tlie

whole.

—

Propriety is the suitableness of the building to

the purpose for which it is intended, and all other rela-

tive circumstances.

—

Distributiun is the arrangement of

the work according to the nature of the situation, the

materials, and the like.

The principal parts of a building on which the skill of an

architect is displayed, are beginning from the founda-

tion upwards, as follows : namelj', the pedestal, column,

architrave, arches, pediments, mouldings, and orna-

ments.

Pedestal.

The pedestal, called by Vitruvius, stylohates, serves as a

foot to the column which rests upon it. The principal

parts of the pedestal are three, namely

—

Basis, the

Base, which is the foot of the pedestal.

—

Die, a square
trunk, which forms the body.

—

Corona, the cornice,

which serves for the head. The different sorts of pedes-
tals are as follow: namely, the

—

Tuscan, Doric, Ionic,

Corintliian, and Composite pedestals, which belong to

the five orders, [vide Plate 9 and 10.]

—

Siptare pe-
destal, one whose height and width are equal.

—

Double
pedestal, that which supports two columns

—

Continued
pedestal, that which supports a row of columns.

Columns.

The Column, columna, in Greek, s-kAs;, the cylindrical

body, which serves as the chief support and ornament
of a building. The column consists of three principal

parts, namely, the

—

Basis, which is the lowest part.

—

Frustum, the Fust or Shaft, which is the body ; and

—

Capilula, the Capital.

Columns are of different kinds, according to their propor-

tions, as the Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, 2'uscan, and
Composite columns, of which more may be seen under
the head of Orders.—According to their materials, as

ynoulded, fusible, transparent, scagliola, and masonic co-

lumns.—According to their construction or formation,

as columns in bands, or tambours ; columns in trencheons,

or banded columns ; attic, conical, conoidal, cylindridal,

cylindroidal, polygonal columns.—According to the de-

coration of their shafts, as bark-Jormed, cabled, caro-

lytic, fluted, iivisted columns.—According to their dis-

position, as angular, cantoned, coupled, doubled, &c.
[vide Column']

A pillar is an irregular kind of colunm, which deviates
from the just proportions of the latter.—A pilaster is a
small kind of column which is square instead of being
round : otherwise it consists of the same parts and pro-
portions. Pilasters are mostly employed in interior

decorations, because they occupy less space.

—

Attics

are a sort of pilasters with their cornices, which are em-
employed at the upper extremity of a building. They
derive their name from the Athenians, by whom they
were first used for the purpose of concealing the roofs
of their houses.

Columns are either insulated, i. e. stand singly, at a dis-

tance from any wall ; or else they are engaged and stand
near a wall. When several columns stand together in

one building, their distance from each other is called
the iniercolumniation, which is of different kinds, as it

was distinguished among the ancients Into pycnostyle,
when the columns stood thickly together ; areosiijlc,

wlien they were at a considerable distance; diasii/le,

when three diameters distant ; eustyle, when two dia-

meters and a quarter, which was reckoned a happy
medium between the picnostyle and the arcostyle ;

systyle, when the columns stood thick, but not so thick
as the pycnostyle. When a range of columns support
an entablature, this is tcnned a colonnade ; which is

distinguished according to the number of its columns,
into tetraslyle, liexasli/le, octostijle, Sec.

Entablature.

The entablature, otherwise called trabeation, is compre-
hended by Vitruvius under the general name of orna-
ment. The word is immediately derived from the
French, which is formed from the Latin, tabulatum, a
stage or storj'. The entablature is supported by the
column, and consists of three principal divisions,

namely—the Architrave, in Greek, WiyfAi'o, in Latin,
epistylium, the epistyle or beam, which rests upon the ca-
pitals of the columns.

—

Prize, in Greek, ^ii^ffofo:, in Latin,
zoophyrus, which is formed by the cross beams that sup-
port the roof

—

Cornice, in Latin, corona, which is formed
by the ends of the timbers of the roof.

Arches.

An arch is a concave structure, raised on a mould, called

the centering, and in a curved form, serving as the
inward prop of some superstructure. The supports of
an arch are the springing xvalls or reins ; the under sur-

face is the intrados ; the upper surface the citrados ;

the line extending from one rein to the other is the
chord or span ; the most remote part from the span is

the vertex or crown ; the curved parts on each sitle the

vertex are hatniches, or flanks. To these parts may be
added the

—

Archivault, or contour of the arch, an as-

semblage of mouldings on the (ace of the arch.

—

Inijost,

a capital or plinth which sustains the arch.

—

Piers, the
walls which support the arches of a bridge, and from
which they spring, as bases to stand upon.— I'oussoirs,

or arch-stones, the stones which inmiediately form the

arch of a bridge, &c. That which is in the middle is

called the Key-stone.

Arches are employed in different parts of large buildings,

and are of various kinds, according to the figure of the

section ; as semicircular, elliptical, scheme, pointed, ram-
pant, extradosscd, perfect, imperfect, surbassed, dimin-
ished, horse shoe, surmounted, &c. When employed as

props to buildings, they are called arc-boutants, or fil-

ing buttresses ; when in the interior of buildings to form
the ceiling, they are termed vaults. When several

arches stand together, they form a range which is

called an arcade, [vide Arch and Building']

Pediments.

A Pediment is a kind of low pinnacle, called, in French,

fronton, and, in L,aUn,Jasliginm, which serves as a crown-
ing to porticoes, or to finish a frontispiece. Its area is

called the tympan ; and its figure is commonly triangu-

lar, but sometimes circular; in the former case it is

termed a pointed pediment.

Mouldings.

A moulding is any projection from the naked part of a wall,

column, <S:c. which serves as a decoration, either singly,

or when brought together into an assemblage. Mould-
ings are of different kinds, as follows : nanielj',

—

Fillet,

a small square moulding that separates the larger mould-
ings. The fillets in a Doric architrave are each called a
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regula.—Annulet, a narrow flat moulding in tlift'erent

parts of a column.

—

Plinth, a flat square member, re-

senibling a brick or tile, which serves as a support to

the base of the column or pedestal.— Cavetto, a concave

niouulin'; in the pedestal and entablature, which is recln,

when in its natural position, and revcrsa when turned

upside down.

—

Ovo/n, or <jH<irlrr round, a convex mould-

ing, tlie reverse of the cavetto.

—

Cijmn, or ngcc, a wave-

like nu)nldin<r, which is either rcctii or rcversii.— Tarns,

a large round moulding in tlic bases of the columns.

—

Aitrn^al, a small round moulding, like the torw:, encom-
passing the shaft of a colunm.

—

Bend, a small round

moulding, like a bead in different parts of the colunm.

—

Scotia, a hollow obscure moulding of the base.

—

Apo-
]i!iyp,e, or scnpe, a moulding, partly concave and partly

straight, which joins the bottom of the shaft to the base;

also the top of the shaft to the fillet under the astragal.

— Prize, or liypotrnchelion, a flat member on the capital

of a column.— Volute, a spiral or scroll of the capital.

—Bell of a capital, that |)art under the abacus which

contains the caulicles, leaves, scrolls, &c.

—

Abacus, a

square table on the upper part of the capital of a column.
— Pacia, ov fascia. Face or Platband, a flat member of

the architrave.

—

Gutlcc, an ornament in the shape of

drops under the triglyphs of the frize.— Tcenia, a small

square fillet above the guttx.— Triglyphs, ornamental

tablets in the frize of tiie entablature.

—

Mclops, the

square interval between the triglyphs.— Con.TO/c.v, or

brackets, with scrolled ends for the supjjort of the cor-

nice.— !^';l/it, or larmier, the caves or drip of the cor-

nice.

—

Modillions, or nuitnlcs, projecting bodies imder

the soffits, resembling inverted consoles.

—

Drnlils, or-

naments in the cornice shaped like teeth, and placed

iu a square moulding, called denticle, [vide Plate 9
and 11]

The proportions of tliesc several parts to each other are

regulated by a given rule or measure, called a module,

for wliich the diameter or seniidiaraeter of the bottom
of the column is commonly taken, whidi is subdivided

into sixty parts, called minutes.

Ornaments.

Ornaments comprehend all the sculpture, or carved work,

with which any piece of architecture is decorated, and
derive their names from the figure which they are in-

tended to represent, as foliage, roses, egg, egg and anchor,

^festoons, fretwork, and the like, [vide Plate 1 1 ] The
disposition of the several members in a column consti-

tutes what is termed an order, which, as far as respects

the use of the arch in modern times, has been termed
n stifle of Architecture.

Orders and Sti/les.

There arc five principal orders among the ancients, three

of which are (irecian, and two Roman ; namely, the

Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, Tuscan, and Conqxisite.

The Doric Order, the most ancient of all, is said to have
been invented by Dnrus after the proportions of a man's
body, making the thickness of the shaft, at tiie base of the

column, eciual to the sixth part of the height, including

the capital. This order is now distinguished by the

name of 6'(rr/«;( and Itoman Doric ; tlie I'ormer of which
is the original model of that style of architecture drawn
from specimens which are extant in dilferent parts of
(irecce; the latter, which is but an imperfect imitation

of the Doric, taken jjrincipally from the theatre of
Marcellinus, at Konie, is the style which is now most
connnonly known by that name, [vide Plate 10]

The Iniiic Order, so called from Ionia, where it had its

origin, copied the gracefulness of women, making the

thickness of the column, and the volutes to represent

the tresses of hair falling to the right and left, [vide

Plate!) and 10]
The Corinthian Order, called, by Scaniozzi, the Virginal

Order, derived its name from a Corinthian maid, whose
tomb gave rise to the ornament in the capital of this

colunm, which represents the flower Acanthus. The
hciglit of the Corinthian capital is also much greater

than that in the Ionic Order, so as to give the whole
tlie appearance of slender delicacy, [vide Plate 10]

The Tuscan Order derives its origin and name tiom Tus-

cany, in Italy. The shaft of this colunm is six times

the diameter, the base and capital each half a diameter,

and, consequently, the whole height seven times the

diameter, [vide Plate y and 10]

Tlie Composite Order, so called because it is composed
of the Ionic and Corinthian Orders, is of Roman ex-

traction, and, on that account, called likewise the

Roman, or Italian Order. It is more slender than the

Corinthian, the column, including its base and capital,

being ten diameters in height, [vide Plate 9 and 10]

There were other styles among the ancients which have

also been distinguished by the name of Orders ; namely,

the

—

Aittic Order, a name sometimes given to the Attic

))i!asters which are frequently placed at the top of

edifices over the other orders.

—

Peniaa, or Persic Order,

is applied to the statues of men, which serve to support

the entablature in the place of columns. It is so called

because the figures of the Persian captives, taken by
the Lacedemonians in their war with the Persians, were
employed in this manner. The figures themselves were
called Persians, or Allaulidcs, and by the Romans 7e-

lamones.—The Cariatic Order differs from the preceding

only in as much as the statues represented women in-

stead of men, being the figures of the Carj^atides, or

Carian women, who were taken captives by the. Athe-
nians when they destroyed the city of the Carians after

the Persian war. Besides the Caryatides and the Per-

sians, figures were sometimes used by the Romans for

the support of entablatures, the upper part of which
represented the head and breast of a human body, and
the lower the inverted frustum of a square pyramid.

They were called Termini, because they were used by
the ancients as boundaries, and wore made to represent

the god Terminus. Persian figures are generally charged
with a Doric entablature ; the Car^'atides with an Ionic,

or Corinthian architrave cornice ; and the Termini with

an entablature of any of the three (irecian orders.

Styles of architecture are distinguished by the different

forms of the arch, as orders are by that of the column.
The two principal styles which are no.v in use are the

.Saxon and the Gothic.—The Sa.ron Stijle is character-

ized by its semicircular arches, and massive columns.

—

The (lothic Style is otherwise called the Pointed Arch,

in Italian di tcrzo and quarto acnto, because the urch

which is used in this style meets in a sharp point. The
Gothic has been, moreover, divided into the simple and

the florid, according as the workmanship was more or

less decorated. 'Ihe fiorld (iothic, which surpasses the

CJrecian architecture in grandeur and elegance, is parti-

cularly chosen for sacred edifices.

Principal Authors on Architecture.

Vilruvius " De Architectura ;" Philandri, Barbarl, and

Salmasii " Comnientarii in Vitruvium
;

" Sir Henry
IVotlon's " Elements of Architecture ;" Leo Baplista de

Alhertis " De Re iedilicatoria libri decem ;" Palladin " De
Architectura libri quatuor,'' and " De Templis Roma-
nis;" Philihertis de Lnrme " De Architectura libri no-

vcm;" Vignola " Cour d' Architecture," &c. ; Scamozzi
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" CEuvres d'ArcIiitecture;" Blondel " Cursus Archi-

tecturae ;'' Ferrault " Architecture generate de Vitruve

reiluite en Abrege," and " Ordonnance de cinq especes

de Colomnes," &c. ; Goldmatnd " Tractatus de Stylo-

metris," &c.

Explanation ofthe Plates.

Plate No. I. (9)—Members of the Pedestal, Column, and
Entablature, in the five Orders.

Tuscan Order.

Pedestal.

—

Base, a. Plinth, b. List, or Fillet, c, Cavetto

reversa.

—

Die, or Body.— Cornice, d, Cavetto, i. e. Ca-
vetto recta ; Fillet, c. Band.

Column. — Base, f, Plinth, g. Torus ; F'iliet.

—

Shaft,

h, Apophyge, or Cincture, and Body, or Diameter be-

low the break ; Apophyge and Body above ; F'illet.

i, Astragal.— Capital, k, Gorge, Freeze, or Neck of

the Capital ; Fillet. /, Ovolo, or Echinus, m. Abacus.
Entablature.— Architrave. n. First, or small Fascia.

0, Second, or large Fascia; List, or Band.— Prize, or

Zaphi/rus.— Cornice. Cavetto; Fillet; Ovolo, p, Co-
rona ; Fillet, q, Cima recta, Cymatium, or ogee ; Fillet.

Doric Order.

Pedestal.

—

Base; Plinth. A, Cima reversa ; Cavetto re-

versa.

—

Die, or Bodi/.—Cornice ; Cavetto ; Ovolo ; Co-
rona.

Column.

—

Base ; lower Torus. B, Scotia ; upper Torus.

—

Shaft, Apophyge and Body below the break ; Apo-
phyge and Body above ; Asti'agal.— Capital; Prize, or

Neck. C, Anulets ; Ovolo ; Abacus ; Cyuia recta.

Entablature.

—

Architrave ; first Fascia ; second F'ascia.

D, Guttoe. E, Ta:nia.

—

Prize. V, Metops. G. Tri-

glyphs. H, Cap of Triglyphs ; Cavetto ; Ovolo. I, INIu-

tule. K, Cap of Mutule ; Corona ; Cima reversa

;

Cima recta.

Ionic Order.

Pedestal.

—

Base; Plinth; Cima reversa. L, Bead; Ca-
vetto.

—

Die.—Cornice ; Cavetto ; Ovolo and Bead ; Co-
rona.

Column.

—

Base; Plinth; lower Torus; Scotia; upper
Torus.— Shaft ; Body below; Body above, with Fluting.— Capital; Astragal; Ovolo. IM, Volute; Abacus.

Entablature.

—

Architrave ; first, second, and third Fascia;

Cima reversa. — Prize.— Cornice; Cavetto; Ovolo.
N, Modillions ; Caps ; Corona ; Cima reversa.

Corinthian Order.

Pedestal.

—

Base; Plinth; Torus; Cima reversa; Cima
recta.

—

Die.—Cornice ; Cima recta ; Ovolo ; Corona

;

Cima reversa.

Column.

—

Base ; Plinth ; lower Torus ; Scotia ; upper
Torus; Bead.

—

Shaft; Body below, above with Apo-
phyges ; Astragal.

—

Capital. O, Bell adorned with the
leaves of the Acanthus; Abacus.

Entablature.

—

Architrave ; first, second, and third Fascia
;

Cima reversa.— Prize.— Cornice ; Cima reversa. P,

Dentils ; Ovolo ; Modillions in the form of Consoles
;

Corona; Cima reversa; Cima recta.

Composite Order.

Pedestal.

—

Base ; Plinth ; Torus ; Cima reversa ; Bead.

—

Die.— Cornice; Bead; Cima recta; Corona; Cima re-

versa.

Column.

—

Base; Plinth; lower Torus ; Scotia; double
Astragal ; Scotia ; upper Torus ; Bead.

—

Shaft ; Body
below and above, with Apojihyges. — Capital ; Bell

adorned with the leaves of the Acanthus ; Astragal

;

Ovolo ; Volute ; Abacus.
Entablature.

—

Architrave ; first and second Fascia ; Cima

reversa ; Cavetto.— Prize.— Cornice ; Cima reversa ;

Modillions ; Corona ; Cima reversa ; Cima recta.

Plate No. IL (10.)—The five Orders in General.

These five orders are collected from the foregoing pro-
portions, allowing their several heights to be as follow :

namely, Tuscan, 10 modules, 4.5 minutes.— Roman
Doric, 12 modules, '20 minutes, the proportions of which
may be compared with the Grecian Doric, both bein<r
of the same altitude.

—

Ionic, 13 modules, 31 minutes.— Corinthian, It modules, 12 minutes. — Composite,
li modules. The module in this plate is marked by the
figures 1,5, li, 1,'!, c*ic. which may be easily reduced to
minutes by the scale laid down.

Plate No. in. (11.)

Ornaments. A, Eggs. B, Channels. C, Foliage. D, Rose.
E, Festoon. F, Fretwork.— Mouldings. G, Torus.
H, Astragal. I, Cavetto. K, Ovolo. L, Scotia.
M, Cima Recta. N, Cima reversa. O, Apophyge.
P, Doric Intcrcolumniation.— Q, Corinthian Capital.
11, Composite Capital.

Architectuue (Pcrspcd.) a sort of building, the members
of which are ol different measures and modules, and di-
minish in proportion to their distance so as to make the
building appear longer and larger to the view than it

really is.

ARCIll'TRAVE (Archil.) a French term, from ipzk, chief,
and trails, a beam ; signifying that division of the entabla-
ture, which rests upon the column, and is supposed to
represent the principal beam in the building ; whence it

has the name, in English, of the Reason-Piece, or Master-
Piece in porticoes, t"\:c. ; the Mantle-Piece in chimneys

;

and the Hyperthyron over doors, &c. It is called in

Greek i-i'^u/.m, by Vitruvius episti/liuni, the Epistyle, i. e.

fVi T« ffAo", upon the column, because it rests upon the
column. I'ilruv. I. 3, c. 3 ; Plut. in Peric; Bald. Le.r.

Vilrnv.— Architrave Cornice, an architrave crowned with
a cornice.

—

Architrave doors, those which have an archi-
trave on the jaunbs, or over the door windows ; on the cap-
piece if straight ; and on the arch if the top be curved.

—

Architrave rvindoivs are usually an ogee raised out of tlie

solid timber with a list over it ; but sometimes the mould-
ings are struck and laid on ; sometimes cut in brick.

ARCHI'TRICLINUS (Ant.) qui prwcst triclinio, the major
domo, or steward of the household. Sluclc. de .Int.

Conviv. 1. 2, c. 7.

ARCHl'VAULT (Arch.) or Arcliivolt, the contour of an
arch or a frame set off with mouldings running upon the
faces of the arch-stones, and bearing upon the imposts.

ARCHI'VES (Arclucol.) from area, a chest, or more pro-
bably from i-pyj"!", the treasury in the Greek temples
[vide Archeion'] ; a place where the records, &c. belongino-
to the crown and kingdom are kept ; the office of the rolls,

<Src. ; also the rolls themselves.

A'UCH-LUTE (Mus.) a theorbe, or large lute, [vide Arci-
lruto'\

A'RCHON (Hist.) the chief magistrate of Athens ; the office

was at first perpetual, and afterwards annual. Vcl. Pat.
1. 1, c. 2. 8 ; August, de Civ. Dei. 1. IS, c. 20.

ARCHO'NTICKS (Ecc.) heretics who held that Archangels
created the world, &c. They were a branch of the Valen-
tinians. Epiphan. Hceres. iO ; August. Hares. 20; Baron.
Annal. Ann. 195.

ARCHOPTO'MA (Med.) a bearing down of the rectum.
A'RCILEUTO (Mus.) Italian for an archlute, or very long

lute used by the Italians for playing a thorough base.

A'RCION (Bot.) or Arcium. [vide Arctium']

ARCITE'NENS (Ast.) another name for Sagittarius. Prise.

A'RCO (Mus.) an Italian word signifying the Arc or Bow, with



ARC
wliicli llic violin and otlier string instruments are played.

In violin music it denotes that tlie bow must be used in-

stead of tlie fingers.

A'KCOS (C/icni.) Burnt Copper.
AIICTA'TA jmrs (Med.) the part compressed or closed b}'

a fibula.

ARC TA'TIO (Med.) a constipation of the intestines from
inflannnation, or a pra?ternatural streigluness of tlie puden-
dum niuUcbrc.

A'KCTIC (Astral.) ufy.Tixci:, from afxTo?, the bear; an epi-

thet for wliat lies towards the North, as the Arctic circle,

and the Arctic Pole.

—

Arctic circle, one of the lesser cir-

cles ol' the sphere, which is twentj'-three degrees and a iialf

distant from the North Pole.

—

Arctic Pole, the same as the
North I'ole. l'n:cl. de Sp/ucr. Cleom. 1. 1.

A'RCTIZITE (Mill.) a sort of stone of the Feldspar family.

A'KCTOMYS (Znol.) Marmot, a genus of animals ; Class

Mnmmnlin, Order Clires.

Generic Chnractcrs. Fore-teeth wedged, two in each jaw.

Grinders upper five each jaw ; loiver four ; clavicles per-

fect.

Species. The Arctomys is so similar to the mouse that it

scarcely deserves to be reckoned a distinct genus. The
principal species are

—

Arctomys ]\larmota, the Marmot.—Arctomys Uohac, le Boback, the Bobac.

—

Arctomys
citellus, le Zizel, the Varigated Marmot, iSrc.

AUCHTO'PHYLAX (Astron.) the Bear-Ward, a name for

Bootes. Anil, dc Plicenom. Cic. in Arnt.

A'RC TOPL'S (Hot.) ufxTonnf, Bear's-Foot; a genus of plants;

Class '23 Polygamia. Order 3 Dioecia.

Generic Characters. Cal. umbel universal long, partial

shorter ; perianth five parted.

—

Cor. universal uniform ;

proper petals five.

—

STAM.Jilamcnts five ; anthers simple.—Pivr. rrcrm none; styles two; stigmas simple.

—

Per.
abortive ; seeds solitary.

Species. The only species is the Arctopus echinalus,

Prickly leaved Arctopus, a perennial, native of the
Cape of Good Hope. Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'RCTOS (Aslron.) ipxro; ursa, a name for the two Northern
constellation.s, namely, the Ursa major and minor, which
were also know n by tlie names of Helice and Cynosura,
which were carefully observed by the sailors.

Aral, dc Apparent.

'Oi Tvy yjtv, KuvcirSfxv sTotAijiTtv )t.x>.tiiTt

These stars never set to us, to which \'irgil and others
allude.

I'irg. Georg.l 1, v. 246.

Arctos, Oceani metiientes aquore tiiigi.

(hid. Fast. 1. i.

Esse dims Arctos, ijunrinn Ctji}n$tira petatur

Sidomus, Helimi Cram carina m.tH.

Homer speaks of Arctos in the singular.

Odijss. 1. 5, v. 273.

"Afy.Tcii' !)» KHi hfjtuixi, 'tTtmX/iirit xttMniru

*Ut' uvri Tfl^tTai >t«lr' Hfimu (JoKfii"

Oi'<i J" 'uf/,fi.(ifOf iri >olTfw» ilKlavctt.

ARCTOSCrVRDON (Bol.) Bear's Garlic.

ARCTO.STA'PHYL(.).S (Bot.) from «pK7-<>5, and «-«i?t/A«, uva

;

because it is eaten by bears; a species of the vaccinium of
Linnxus.

ARCTOTIIE'CA (Hot.) the Gorteria rigens and the Arctotis

of I.innu'us. Haii l/ist. Plant.

ARCTO'TIS (Hot.) from »f;»TOi, »««, the bear; because of its

shaggine.ss. 1. A genus of plants, Class 19 Syngenesia,
Order 4' Polygamia Necessaria.

Generic Characters. Cal. common roundish.

—

Con. com

-

^)o«H^ radiate.—Stam. Jilamenls five; anthers cylindric.

ARC
—Pi ST. germ scarcely visible; style cylindric; stigma
simple.— Per. none; calyx unchanged; seeds, in the

hermaphrodites, none—in the females, solitary ; recep-

tacle villose or chaffy.

Species. The species are annuals, as the Arctotis calendu-

lacea scrrata, SfC. ; biennials, as the Arctotis grandifolia,

Sfc; perennials, as Arctotis tenuijiilia, argentea, &ic.

;

shrubs, as Arctotis anguslifolia aspera, f^c. Linn. Spec.

Plant.

Arctotis is also the Gorteria rigens of Linnasus.

AllCTU'RA (Med.) inflammation of the finger or the toe,

from the curvature of the nail. Linn.

ARCTU'RUS (A.ftron.) xfy-Ttfn,;, a star of the first magni-
tude in the tail of the bear, which Erotian makes to

signify the same as Archtophylax, i. e. the keeper of the

bear, because keepers were called s/foi; but others derive

it from uf-Tof, the bear, and sftt, a tail. This star is called

by Homer i^t^umy ; by Pliny gladius aut pugio Bootis ; by
Isidore arctuzona ; in the Arabic alkameluz. Aratus dis-

tinguishes it for its brightness.

Phcenom. v. 93.

'E| uXXf" 'AfK-rifti ixlirimai UfiitpfK^oy xn^

which is rendered by Cicero,

Ifuic autem subter prtpcoi'dia fxa videtiir

.'Stella mkans radiU arcturus nomine ciara.

So Manilius Aslron. 1. 5, v. 351.

"Nunc subit Arcitenens, cujus pars qiiiiita nitentem

Arcturum ostendit ponto.

It was the portender of storms, according to Plautus and
others.

Plant, in Rudent,

Arcturtts signum sum omnium ijiiam acerrimum

Veheinens sum cum exorior, cum occido vehemently.

Virg. JEn. I. 1, v. 743.

^——. Unde iniber et igne.*;,

Arcturum pluviasque Hyades, gemitwsque Triones.

Ilor. Carm. 1.3, od. 1, v. 27.

AV savus Arcturi cadentis

Impetus.

Virgil recommends ploughing barren lands at the rising of

Arcturus.

llrg. Gror. 1. 1, V. 67.

At si non fuerit telhis fo'cuuda sub ipsum

Arcturum tenui sat erit suspendere sulco.

According to Pliny it rose on the 12th, and according to

Columella on the 5th of September ; but now it rises as

late as October. Hippocrat. Epidem. I. 1; Hipparch. in

Aral.; I'lin. 1.6, c. 23 ; Ptolem. de Apparent ; Erotian.

Lex Hippocrat.; Hesi/chius ; Suidas.

.\rctuuus verbascum (Hot.) a species of the Celsia of Lin-

na'us.

ARCUA'LI.\ ossa (Anat.) the bones of the Sinciput, or the

temple bones.

AUCUA'LIS sutura (Anat.) another name for the Sulura

eoronalis, from its bow-like shape.

ARCU.\'TIO (Med.) Arcuation ; a gibbosity of the fore

parts, with a curvation of the bone of the sternum of the

tibia, or dorsal vertebra;.

ARCIIA'TION (llort.) the raising of plants by layers.

ARCUA'TUS morhii.1 (Med.) the same as /c/mu.
AiicuATU.s (Bot.) bent like a bow.
ARCUBALI'STA (Ant.) from nm(s, a bow, and /3«a;i«, to

cast ; a cross bow, which has been contracted into arbalist.

ARCU'L/li (Anat.) woi/iJis, the caverns or orbits of the eyes.

Rnf, Ephes. Appcll. Part, human, Corp. 1. 3, c. 1.



ARD
A'RCUS (Nimis.) the Bow; was the symbol of many cities,

in honour of Diana, as on the annexed
figure, which represents the reverse of a

medal of Agrippina, struck by the Acmo-
nians : the inscription EIII SEPOTI-
NIOT KAniTiiXOS KAI I0TAIA2
SEOTPAii AKMOXEflN, i. e. sub

Serotiiiio Capitone et Julia Sever'a Acmo-
niensium. Sometimes Apollo is also represented with his

bow bent ready to shoot the serpent, Python,

as in the annexed figure, which represents a ,.

coin of i^gina, bearing the inscription /j-

AirlNH, ji^gina. Vailtant. Numis. Grccc. \ .

,

Peller. Rcc. de Med.—Arcus triumphcdis, the \
Triumphal Arch, is represented on the coins

of several emperors, commemorative of their victories, as

in the annexed figure, representing a coin

of Augustus Caesar, on which an eques-

trian statue, by the side of the triumpha

arch, the inscription S. P. Q. R. IMP.
CAES. Triumphal arches are represented

on the coins of Drusus, Claudius, Nero,

Galba, Titus, Domitian, Trajan, Antoni-

nus, M. Aurelius, L. Verus, Gallienus, and Postumus,

sen. Gollz. Num. Aug. Cms.; Vaillant. Num. Imp. Horn.;

Tristan. Comment. Histor. vol. i. ; Morell. Famil. Pom-
peian. ; Beg. Thes. Brand, tom. ii.

A'RDABAR (Chem.) a sort of arum.

A'RDAS (Chem.) sordes or filth.

ARDA'SSINE [Com.) a sort of Persian silk of the finer kind.

ARDE'A (Or.) a sort of water-fowl of the heron tribe; so

called from the loftiness of its flight, to which Virgil alludes.

Virg. Georg. 1. 1, v. 363.

In sicco ludwufulice ; iiotasque paludes

Veseritf atque altam supra volut Ardea nubem.

Ardea, in the Linnean system, a genus of birds, in the

Order Grallce.

Generic Characters. Bill straight, long, pointed.

—

Nos-
trils linear.— Tongue sharp.

—

Feel four-toed cleft.

Species. The species are distinguished by the English
names of the Crane, the Stork, the Heron, and the

Bittern, as

—

Ardea grus, in French, le Grue, the Grii

or Grua of Aldrovandus, the Common Crane, having its

head bald.

—

Ardea ciconia, in French, le Cicogne, the

Stork, having its orbits naked.

—

Ardea major, or cinerea,

the Heron cendre of Belon, and Heron hupi of Brisson,

the Heronshaw or Common Heron.

—

Ardea alba, in

French, le Heron blanc, the White Heron.

—

Ardea Gar-
zelta, in French, l' Aigrette, the Egret, or Dwarf Heron.—Ardea nyctocorax, or grisea, in French, le Heron gris,

or Bithreau, the Night Heron.

—

Ardea comata, the

Cancnifagus luteus of Brisson, in French, Crabier de
Mahon, the Squacco of Ray, the Squacco Heron.

—

Ardea stellaris, or Botaurus, in French, le Butor, the
Trombone, or Terrabuso of Aldrovandus, the Bittour,

Miredrum, or Bittern Ardea minuta, or Ardeola, in

French, le Blongios, the Little Bittern Heron.
A'RDENSye4;7.s (Med.) xaZtri^, an ardent or burning fever;

a species of tertian remittent.

A'RDENT spirits (Chem.) distilled spirits, which will take
fire, and burn as spirits of wine, &c.

AllDE'^iTES papuUe (Med.) the same as Ecbrasmata.
ARDE'NTIA (Med.) things unfit to be eaten and drank,

being subject to combustion, as amber, turpentine, and the
like.

A'RDEOLA (Or.) dim. of ardea, a little heron ; the Ardea
minuta of Linnaeus.

A'RDERS (Agric.) the fallowings or ploughings of grounds,
&c.

ARE

ARUE'SL^ (Min.) n genus of Argillaceous earths, consist-

ing of alumina and silica, with some oxyde of iron and
carbonate of lime, magnesia, and petroleum.

Species. The princiiial species are

—

Ardesia novacula, or

Schistus scriptura alba, Novacuhte, Turkey Hone, or

Whetstone.

—

Ardesia tabularis, Schistus tabularis, or

Schistus subtilior niger.—Ardesia tegularis, Schistus Ar-

desia, or Schistus dunis, ArgilUte, Argillaceous Schistus,

Slate, &c.
ARDI'SIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. one-

petalled.— Stam. Jilamcuts five; anthers acute.—PisT.

germ superior ; style subulate ; stigma simple.

—

Per.
berry roundish ; seed single.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, and natives of

the Indies, as Ardisia ejccelsa, zeylanica, &c.
A'RDOR (Med.) an intense heat in the body.

—

Ardor tirincE,

vide Dijsuriic.—Ardor ventriculi, vide Cardialgia.

ARDUl'NA (Bot.) from Pietro Ardium of Padua; a genus

of plants. Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted.—CoR.

one-petalled.

—

iiiAt<\. Jilaments five; anthers oblong.

—

PisT. germ superior; style filiform; stigma bifid.

—

Per.
berry globular oval ; seeds solitary.

Sj>ccics. The only species is Arduina bispinosa, Two-spined
Arduina, a shrub, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
Linn. Spec. Plant.

ARE' (Mus.) ala mire, one of the eight notes in the scale.

A'REA (Ant.) from area, to grow dry, because there the

fruits, arescunt, grow dr}' ; a threshing floor, which, among
the Romans, was placed near the house, on high ground,

open on all sides, and elevated in the middle. Varr. de

Lat. Ling. 1. 4, c. 4 ; Aul. Cell. 1. 11, c. 10, &c.
Area (Archit.) the site or space of ground on which any

building is erected.

Area (Geom.) the superficial content of any q
figure, as a triangle, quadrangle, &c. which
is estimated by small squares or parts of

squares. Suppose A B C D to be a rectan-

gle, consisting of twelve inches, twelve

feet, or twelve yards; then each of the

little squares, as a or b, will be one inch,

one foot, or one yaxA square.

Area (Opt.) vide Field.

Area (Min.) the mass dug from the mines, or the place

where it is dug.

Area (Med.) the s&me as Alopecia.

AREA'LU (Bot.) the Ficiis religiosa of Linnaeus.

A'REB (Com.) a nominal money used in accounts in the do-

minions of the (ireat Mogul.
ARE'CA (Bot.) the Indian nut, the fruit of a kind of palm-

tree which the Indians chew, and roll up in a betel leaf to

help digestion. KcempJ', Amcenitat.

Areca, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 21

Monoecia, Order 8 Monadclphia.

Generic Characters. Cal. spathe bivalve.—CoR. petals

three.— Stam. Jilaments nine.

—

Per. berry subovate
;

seed ovate.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, and natives of the

Indies, as the

—

Areca oleracea, the Cabbage-Tree.

—

Areca catechu, &c. Linn. Spec. Plant.

ARE'FACTIO (Med.) Arefaction, or the drying of medi-

cines, so as to reduce them to a powder.

AREI'RA (Bot.) a species of Sclimus of Linnaeus.

ARE'LI (Bot.) the Ncriuni oleander of Linnaeus.

AREMA'ROS (Bot.) vide Cinnabaris.

ARE'NA (Aut.) the amphitheatre, and that part of it in

particular where the gladiators contended ; so called from

the sand with wliich it was strewed. Plin. 1. S, c. 7.



ARE

AnF.VA (Mill.) a genus ot\';\rtlis of the Siliceous order.

Generic Clinrncters. The Arena consists of comminuted

Siliceous stones, not fusible, per se, but melting with

soda into glass.

Species. The principal species are

—

Arena silicca, Flint

Stones.

—

Arena snxnsa, Gravel.

—

Arena qiiartzosa, Com-
mon Sand.

—

ArenaJ'arinacea, Dust or Grit.

—

.irena mo-

bilis. Quick Sand.

ARKNA'MEN (Chcm.) Bole Armoniac.

AHENA'HIA (liol.) from Arena, sand, its native soil Sand-

wort; a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria, Order 3

Trigf/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved ; leaflets

oblong.

—

Cor. petals five.

—

Stam. Jilnments ten ; antliers

roundish.

—

Pist. germ ovate ; styles from erect reflex ;

stigmas thickish.— Peu. capsule ovate; seeils very many.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Arenaria

peploides. Sea Sandwort or Chickweed.

—

Arenaria mul-

iicaiilis, many stalked Sandwort.

—

Arenaria montana,

Mountain Sandwort, &c. Some few are annuals, as

—

Arenaria trinerva. Plantain-leaved Chickweed.

—

Arena-

ria serpyllifulia, Least Chickweed, or Thyme-leaved

Sandwort.-^..'/retrnj/n media, Middle or Downy Sand-

wort, &c. These annuals are all natives of Britain.

ARENA'HII (.1/)/.) those who fought with beasts in the

amphitheatre. Sijmmach. Epist. I. 5, ep. 57; Lips, de

Amphith. c. 3.

ARENA'TIO (Med.) Besprinkling or bathing patients with

hot sand. Castell. Lex. Med.
ARE'NDATE (Min.) another name for Epidote.

ARE'NTES (Med.) a sort of cupping glasses.

A'REOLA (Anat.) a diminutive of area; a circle which

surrounds the nipple of the breast.

AREO'.METER (Mecii.) from ««;, the air, and fjunfiv, to

measure ; an instrument for measuring the weight of

liquors,
,

-MU.O'PAGIT^E (Ant.) 'A(ic,rx'/,7),i, a sort of judges at

Athens; so called from the court of the Areopagus where

thev presided. Cic. de OJic. I. 1, ad Attic. 1. 1, ep. H.
AREO'PAGUS (Ant.) from ufun nayc<„ i.e. Mars-hill; so

called, as some say, because Mars was first tried there for

the murder of Halerrhotius. A village or hill in the neigh-

huurhood of Athens, where the first capital sentence is said

to have passed : whence it became a court or judgment-

liall for life and death. J.wcrat. Areopagitic. Licurg. in

Leocrnt.; Demoslh. in Aristocrat. ; Dimarch. in ristcgit.;

Poll. Unomast. 1. 8, c. 9 ; Ilarpocration, Suidas, Elijmolo-

giciin, &c,

AREO'STYLE {.irchit.) a species of intercolunmiation

mentioned by Vitruvius, in wliich the columns are placed

at considerable intervals between each other, from apmo?,

a ft-w, and ?»>«!, a column. I'ilriiv. de Architect. 1. A, c. 2.

A'RES (.4lch.) the last of the three disposers of nature,

which distri!)utes the species into individuals. Paracel. de

Vil. Long. 1. 3, c. 12, &c.

.MU-ySTA liiivis (Hal.) vide Annonis.

ARET.-1':N0'1DES (Aunt.) vide An/t(enoides.

ARETIlirSA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 20 Gj/nan-

drill. Order 1 Diandria.

Generic Characters. Cai.. 'ipatlie leafy; perianth none.

—

Con. ringent ; petals five; nectary one-leaved.

—

Stam.
filaments two; anthers ovate.

—

VihT.germ oblong; .v/y/c

oblong ; stigma funnel shaped.

—

Feb. capsule oblong

ovate ; .leeds numerous.

Species. The species are mostly perennials and natives of

America, the Cape of Good Hope, &c. as Arethiisa

Imlliosa, ophioglussoides, divaricata, &c. Linn. Spec.

Plant.

.\\\V.''\'[.\ (But.) from Arrfiw:, u Botanist at Berne; a gc-

aus of plants, Class Pentandria, Order 1 Munogi/nia,

ARG
Generic Characters. Cat., jierianth one-leaved.—CoR

monopetalous.

—

Stam. Jilanients five; anthers erect.

—

PisT. germ roundish; .(^ye filiform ; s/Zg-ma flat-headed

Per. capsule one-celled ; seeds five.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Aretia helvetica,

Alpina, &c. Linn. Spec. Plant.

A'REUS (Med.) a pessary, mentioned by Paulus -Egineta.

De lie Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

A'RFAR (Chem.) Arsenic.

ARGA'GANON (Med.) Medicines against the leprosy.

A'RGAL (\at.) Hard lees sticking to the sides of wine

glasses ; another name for Tartar.

A'RGAN (Bot.) A species of Elicndendrtim.

A'RGEMA (Med.) V/^V**! Albugo; an ulceration of the

Cornea, [vide Albugo]

ARGEMO'NE (Bot ) ufyi/Amti, or Argemonia ; a plant like

wild poppy, so called because it cures the disease in the

eyes called the af/i/Acc, or Albugo occuli. Dioscor. 1. 2,

c. 208; Plin.\. 25, c. 9.

Argemone, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants ; Class 13
Polyandria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. y;fnV/HfA three-leaved ; leaflets

roundish, with a point.

—

Cor. /jeM/i six.

—

Stam. fila-

ments numerous; anthers oblong.

—

Pist. germ ovate;

style none ; stigma thickish.

—

Per. capsule ovate ; seeds

numerous ; receptacles linear.

Species. The Species are annuals, as Argemone Mcxicana,

Arincniaca, Pyrcnnica, Sec. Linn. Spec. Plant.

Argemone is also the Pnpax^er argemone, hybridum, Alpi-

num, et dubiiim of Linnaeus. Batik. ; Park. S^e.

A'RGENT (Her.) a French word for silver, is used to de-

note the white colour marked in the coats of — -

arms of baronets, knights, and gentlemen

;

the white colour in the coat of a sovereign

prince is called Luna, that in the arms of the

nobility Pearl. It is marked in painting by
leaving the field blank, or without any dot and
line, as in the annexed figine.

ARGENTANGI'NA (Lnn') from urgentum, silver, and

angina, the quinsey, in (ireek ufyjfxy^^n, silver quinsy;

when a pleader being bribed feigns himself sick, and not

able to speak.

ARGE'NTEA (Bot.) the Protea potent ilia of LAnnrcus.

ARGENTEO-MARGINATUM (Bot.) Silver-bordered, an

epithet for leaves, &c.

ARGENTEUM (But.) the Potentilla on.scrina of Liniia-us.

Bauh.
ARCjENTI'NA (Ich.) Argentine, a genus of animals ; Class

Pisces, Order Abdominales.

Generic Characters. Teeth in the jaws and tongue.

—

Hays
branchiostegous eight.— lent near the tail.—/Vns ven-

tral composed of many rays.

Species. The species are Argentina sphyrccna, European

Argentine.

—

Argentina glossodonta, &c.

Argentina (Bot.) the Potentilla anserina of Linnasus.

ARGE'NTINE (Ich.) \\Aa Argntina.

Argentine (Min.) Slate-spar, a calcareous salt of the Car-

bonate family.

Argentine (Chem.) flowers of Antimony, a preparation of

Antimony with acid.

AMCA'.'KrVM factum (.Inat) called by Valerius Maximus
argentea rn.ra, i. e. Plate or silver wrought into vessels of

different kinds. I'al. Max. 1. 2, c. 9 ; Aid. Grll. 1. 4-, c. 8.

—Argcnlum infcctum, unwrought silver, or silver in the

lump. Liv. 1. 34, c. 52; Isidor. Orig. 1. 16, c. 17.—

Argentum escarium, the plate or silver vessels at table.

Vlp. 1. 19, § 12;.^. de Aur. Donat. in Virg. Aui. 1. 1,

V. (M- 1.

—

Argentum signatum, silver coin, or silver stamiied.

— .Irgentum puslulatum or granulatiim, silver chased or

embossed, which was of the purest kind. Mart. 1. 7,
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epig. 60; Siicton. in Ner. c. 44'.

—

Argenttcm vialorium,

money for travelling. Sccrvol. Leg. 40 ; ff\
de Anr. S;c.—

Amydiim piirum, plain silver, in distinction t'roni the

co'Tntum that was carved.

Juv- sat. 9, V. lil.
argenti vascida piiri.

Plin. 1. 3, ep. 1 ; Paull. Leg. 6, f. de Atir. et Arg. Legal.

Argentum album (Archceol) silver coin. Domesday Book.
AnoEXTUM Dei (Law) money given as earnest at the making

of a bargain.

Argentum (Miii.) af/ffo?, from a'fvo;, white, silver ; a genus
of metals.

Generic Cliaraders. Of a white colour, hard, tenacious, so-

norous, exceedingly malleable, and ductile; specific gra-

vity before hammering 10,478, melting in a perfect

red heat, and soluble in niti-ic acid.

Sjyecies. The species are Argentum naiivum, sen Argentum
nudum. Native Silver, [vide Silver']—Argentum nigrum,

Argentum fuliginnsnm, sen Argentum mineralisatiun.

Black-silver, Black-silver-ore.

—

Argeidum corneum, Ar-
gentum diaplianum, seu Argentum acidum sale viineralisa-

tum. Corneous Silver Ore or Muriate of silver.

—

Argen-
tum electrum. Auriferous Native Silver.— Argentum
stibiatum, Antimoniated Native Silver, Antimoniated
Silver Ore.

—

Argentum arseniacum, Arsenicated Silver,

Arsenicated Native Silver, or Arsenical Silver.

—

Ar-
geutum molybdcenatum, Molybdenic Silver Ore.

—

Ar-
gentum vitreum, Argentum miiieralisatum, seu Argentum
sulphuratum mineralisatnm. Sulphurated Silver Ore,
Vitreous Silver, or Sulphuret of Silver.

—

Argentum
Jragile, Antimoniated Silver Ore, Brittle Silver Ore, or

Antimoniated Sulphuret.— Argentum nitens. Cuprifer-

ous sulphurated Silver or Cupriferous Sulphuret.

—

Argentum rubrum, Argentum rubescens, Argentum sid-

pliure, &.C. seu Argentum arsenico-mincrale. Light red

Silver Ore.

—

Argentum album, Plumbiferous Silver Ore
or Grey Silver Ore.

Argentum xivum. Quick Silver, the Hydrargyrum of Lin-

naeus.

ARGETE'NAR (Astron.) a star of the fourth magnitude in

Eridanus.

A'RGIL [Min) Argilla, White Clay; a fat soft kind of
earth, of which potters' vessels are made, [vide Argilla]

ARGI'LLA (Min.) from o'fyiAAo; or <if7>i, white, i. e. White-
earth ; a genus of argillaceous earths.

Generic Character. Alumina and Silica, with some oxyde of
iron and inflammable matter ; opake, soft to the touch,

earthy, contracting, and becoming harder in the fire.

Species. The species are Ar:iilla porcella, Terra porcellana,

seu Argilla apyra. Porcelain Clay.

—

Argilla leucargilla.

Potters' Clay, Pipe Clay, or Common Clay.

—

Argilla

lithomarga. Talcum subfriabile, seu Litliomarga, Litho-
niarge or Potters' Clay.

—

Argilla fullonica, seu Argilla
vitrescens. Fuller's Earth.

—

Argilla Crustacea, Argilla

Jidlonica, seu Argilla vitrescens.—Argilla Lemnia, Argilla
incarnata. Terra Lemnia, sen Argilla Crustacea, Lemnian
earth.

—

Argida communis. Common Clay.

—

Argilla bolus,

Argilla ore liquescens, seu Argdla vitrescens. Bole.

—

Argilla
cimolia, Cimolite.

—

Argdla sinensis, seu ArgillaJlavescens,
Poliershiefer

—

Argilla rubrica, seu Talcum.—Argilla sub-
JissUe, Reddle.

—

Argilla tnten. Yellow Ochre.

—

Argilla
viridis. Bolus viridis. Terra verde.

—

Argilla Tripoli-
tana, sou Argilla scabra, Tripolis.

ARGILLA'CEUS (Min.) Argillaceous, the fourth order of
earths, according to Gmelin, which are mostly soft and
plastic. They are as foWow i— Aluminaris, consisting
almost entirely of alumina; meagre to the touch.

—

.Irnilla,

consisting of alumina and silica.

—

Pideolana, of alumina,
silica, and iron.— Cirmentum, as the former, but hardish,
lightish, porous, of an earthy texture.

—

Cariosus, Rotten-
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stone, consisting of alumina, &c. but light, soft, porous, fall-

ing to powder in water.

—

Ardesia, of alumina and silica,

with some oxide of iron and carbonate of lime, magnesia,
and petroleum.

—

Basaltcs, Basalt, consisting of more silica,

and less of alumina and o<yde of iron.

—

Lava, consisting
of alumina, &-c. but generally of a dull colour.—M/c«, of
alumina, &c. but lightish and parasitical.

—

Opalus, of alu-
mina, &c. but melting with the greatest difficulty.—Zeo-
Utlius, of a little alumina, and a large proportion of silica.

Sec.—Schorlus, of alumina, &c. but easily melting into a
glass.

ARGI'LLITE (Min.) a species of clay-slate.

A'RGO Xavis (Aitron.) Af/a mSc, the ship ; a constellation
called after the ship of Jason and his companions, which
was said to be translated into the heavens, which is situated
near to the Canis JSIajor.

Arat. Phanom. v. 342.

'\\h xuthi fjljiyclXoio y.tiT eupt sMstm

Manill. Astronom. I, 1, v. 401.

Turn Prncyoii, veloxque teptis. Turn rwJiiUs Ariro

In ctslinn suhducta, inari ijimd prima cuciirrit.

It contained, according to Ptolemy, forty-five stars, accord-
to Kepler fifty-three, to Bayer sixty-three, and to Heve-
lius sixty-four ; of these, one in the rudder, called by Pro-
clus xa.is//3o5, i. e. Canopus, and in the Arabic Suhel, is of
the first magnitude. This constellation is called by Catullus
currus volnns. Plol. Almag. 1. 7, c. 5 ; Uygin. Astron.
Poet. ; Hipparcli. in Arat. ,• Eratosth. Characteris.

ARGOXA'LiTA (Con.) a genus of animals; Class Vermes,
Order Testacea.

Generic Cliaracters. Atumal a Sepia or Clio.

—

Shell uni-
valve, one-celled.

Species. The most remarkable of the species is the Argo-
nanta Argo, or the famous Nautilus, which was sup-
posed by the ancients to have first taught men the use
of sails. When it means to sail it discharges a quantity
of water, by which it was made heavier than the sea-
water, and, rising to the surfoce, erects its arms and
throws out a membrane between them, by which means
it is driven forwards like a vessel under sail ; two of the
arms it hangs over the shell to serve as oars or as a
rudder. The keel or ridge of the shell is slightly toothed
on each side.

ARGONAU'TICA (Lit.) the account of the expedition of
the Argonauts, as that of Valerius Flaccus, Orpheus, &c.

ARGOPHY'LLUM (Bot.) from ^-/"s, white, and ^uMo>,' a
leaf, Whiteleaf; a genus of plants. Class 5 Peidandria,
Order 1 Monogynia,
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth short.—CoR. petals

five; nectary fi\e-a.ng\eA.—StAyi.flaments fi\e; anthers
ovate.—PisT. geryn. turbinate; style filiform; stigma
globular.

—

Per. capsule hemispherical; seeds very many.
Species. The only species is Argophylliim nitidum, a

shrub, a native of New Caledonia.
A'RGUMENT (Astron.) any quantity or equation on which

depends another quantity relating to the motion of the
planets; or, in other words, it is an arc whereby another
arc is to be sought, bearing a certain proportion to the
first arc. The argument is of different kinds, namely
Argument of inclination, or Argument oflatitude, the arc of
a planet's orbit intercepted between the ascending node
and the place of the planet from the sun, numbered
according to the succession of the signs.

—

Menstrual argu-
ment of latitude is the distance of the moon's true place
from the sun's true place, by which is found the quantity
of the real obscuration in eclipses.

—

Annual argument of
the moon's apogee, the distance of the sun's place from the
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moon's apogee, i. e. an arc of the ecliptic comprised

between tliese two i>\aces.—Argument of the parallax,

denotes the effect it produces on the observation, which

serves for determining the true quantity of the horizontal

parallax.

—

.Irgumciit of the equation of the centre, is the

same as the anomaly.

Argument (Log.) whatever is added or offers itself to the

mind, so as to create belief in regard to any subject or

matter laid down.

Argument {Lit.) the summary of the contents of any book

or chapter in a work.

Argument (Paint.) the persons represented in a landscape,

in contradistinction to the country or prospect.

ARGUMENTATION (Log.) an operation of the intellect,

by which any proposition is proved by the help of other

propositions. The proposition to be proved is called the

assumption, and when it is proved, or drawn to a conclusion,

it is termed the conclusion.

ARGYRA'SPIDES (Ant.) from a'f"/>'("'!, and »<rT.5, a shield;

a company in Alexander's army, who were so called be-

cause they wore silver shields.

ARGYRI'TiC (Anl.) ipyvfirxt, from af/i-po!, money; games

upon wagers for money, &c. as horse-races for plates, &c.

ARGYRI'TIS /(?rr(i (Min.) if/i/fm? yS. 1. The sort of earth

taken from silver mines. 2. Spuma argcnti, the scum or

froth arising from the silver, or the lead that is mixed with

the silver on trial. Dioscor, 1. 5, c. 102; Plin. 1. 33, c. 6:

Orihas. 1. 13.

ARGYRO'CO.ME (Bot.) ^fyvfOKiu,,,. from ipyf?. silver, and

)£««-«, hair; the Bacchnrix halimifulia, the Gnaphalenm mar-

aaaritaceum, the I'cranthcmum vestilum and speciociisiinum

of Linnsus. Pari;. Thcnt. Bot.

ARGYllO'DAMAS (Min.) 1. «f-/tpoJ'«/.<,«;, from anum, sil-

ver, and 'ciSiifi.a.',, Adamant, a silver diamond ; a sort of

precious stone. Plin. I. 37, c. 10. 2. A kind of talc of

a silver colour that will not yield to fire. CastM. Lex.

Med.
ARGYRODE'NDROS (Bot.) the Portea argenlea of Lin-

naeus. Rail Hist. Plant.

ARGY'ROGO'NIA (Chem.) <ip-/i/povo«i':^, from apvapo;, silver,

and '/'•»""", to produce ; an argentific seed, perfectly di-

gested from the solution of silver. Castell, Lex Med.

ARGVKOLrii.'VNUM (Bot.) the White OHbanum.
ARGYROPIIO'RA (Med.) a costly antidote. Myrep. An-

tidol. c. 320.

ARGYROPai;TA (Alch.) ip-zups^-ca, from V/"?"?' silver,

and T'Aiu, to make ; the art of making silver out of more

imperfect metals, by means of the philosopher's stone.

ARGYROTIIROl'HI'.'MA (Med.) from uf/vf^rfcipi, nourish-

ment ; a cooling food made with milk. Gal. dc Sue.

ARGYTILV'.MNI-V (Bot.) from ipyi?, albus, and (imUi,

shrub; White-.Shrub, a genus of plants, Class 21 Monocciit,

Order i Tetrnndria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved; leaflets

lanceolate.

—

Con. petals four; nectary roundish.

—

Stam.
filaments four ; anthers simple.—Pi.sT. rudiment of a

style.

—

Per. capsule tricoccous ; seed solitary.

Species. The only species is the Argt/thamnia candicans,

a .shrub, native of Jamaica. Li)in. Spec. Plant.

AlUIEUMATl'STO.S (Mrd.) ifiuy-^tr^^o^, from «, priv, and
piu^K, rheum ; without rheumatism : apj)Iied to the joints

in particular. Ca.\telL Lex. j\Ied.

A'R1.\ {.Mus.) Italian for an air.

—

Aria Buffo, a comic air.

AuiA (H'lt.) ufiu, a plant, the fruit of which mitigates

coughs. It is a species of the Crala-gus of Linnx-us.

—

Aria Brpou, the Melia azederachta of Linnaeus.

—

Aria

yccia, the Cleome visco.'a of Linnaeus.

A'RI.VNISM (Lcc.) the heresy of A ri us, who, in the fourth

century, ddnied that the Sou wiis of the same substance with

the I'ather. At/tanas, orat. I, ad Hcrap; Epiphan. IJceres.
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68; Socrat. Hist. Eccles. 1. I, c.6; Sozom. 1.2, c. 32,
&c.

A'RIDA medicamenta (Med.) dry medicines, such as pow-
ders.

ARI'DITAS (3/erf.) dryness, from disease, as in a fever.

ARIDU'RA (Med.) a total consumption or withering away
of the body or its members.

ARI'E aggiunte (Mus.) Italian for supplementary airs to an
oratorio, (Src.

ARrERRAN (Laie) vide Arrierhan.

A'RIES (Ant.) xp"«, a battering ram; a formidable warlike

machine, invented, as is mostly supposed, by the Cartha-

ginians. It was constructed with a head of iron, called in

Greek Kt(Pa.M, or f/*/3oA>i, resembling a ram's head, which
was sometimes enclosed or covered with a shroud to pro-

tect the soldiers, which was called j;f>i'ii, aretaria

testudo. The use of this machine in levelling the walls of

towns is spoken of by the poets.

Luc. 1. 1. V. 383.

Tu qiioscunque voles in planum dncere muros

His Aries actus disperget saxa lacertis,

Claud.
Turn, tua mnrali libretur machina fttlsu

Siua relet prtEceps AiTes, protectaque portiis

TesUuio j'eriat, mat ernersura juventim.

Cic. dc Qffic. 1. 1, ell; Cas. dc Bell. Gall. 1. 2; Liv.

1.38, c. 5; Plin. 1.7, c. oG; Athen. apud Turneb. Adv.
1. 23, c. 31 ; Vitruv. 1. 10, c. 19 ; Appian. in Bell. Mithri-
dat.; Jo.^eph. de Bcll.Jud. 1. 3, c. 9; Aul. Gel. 1. 1, c. 13;
Tertull. de Pall. c. 1 ; Veget. de Re Mil. 1. l, c. 14-.

Aries (Astron.) the first sign marked (T) in the Zodiac,
into which when the sun enters, the days and nights are

equal. Ptolemy reckoned IS stars in this constellation,

Tycho Brahe 21, Bayer 18, Hevelius 27, and Flam-
stead f)6 ; of which one only is of the second magnitude,
two of the third, and the rest smaller. Plol. Almag.
1. 7, c. .5 ; Tych, Brah. Mech. Astron. ; Bayer I'ranomct. ;

Hevcl. Machin. ctelest.; Flamst. Hist, ccclcst. Brilan.

Aries (Zool.) the ram ; the male of the first and common
species of the Oxis of Linnaeus.

Aries (Ich.) a great sea fish with horns like a ram, much of

the nature of the Shark. Plin.

ARIE'TTA (.Mus.) an Italian diminutive of Aria, signify-

ing a short air.

—

Arietta alia Vencziana, little airs in the

Venetian style.

ARIETFI'NA (Mm.) Italian for the same as ^ne«(7.

ARIE'TUM levatio (.Irchceol.) a sort of tournament or

tilting.

ARI'LL.V ( /?o^) a grape stone.

ARILLA'TUS (Bot.) provided with an aril.

ARI'LLUS (Bot.) aril, the outer coat of a seed falling off

spontaneously, or inclosing the seed partially. It is called

succulcntus, succulent, when it is thick and fleshy, as in

Euonymus Europtvus ; cartilagineus, cartilaginous, when
the membrane is thick ; memhranaceus, membranaceous,
when consisting of a thin tunicle ; dimidiatus, halved, when
covering half the seed ; lacerus, torn, i. e. irregularly

laciniated; calyptralus, capped, when covering tliL' top of

the seed, as the cal3ptra encircles the top of the theca of
mosses ; reticulatus, netlike, when it embraces the seed

like a fine web, as in some species of the Orchis.

.'VRIO'SE canlate (Mus.) Italian for a kind of speaking airs.

ARIO'SO (Mus.) Italian for the movement or time of a com-
mon air in musical composition.

A'RIS (Surg.) the name of an instrument, according to

(}alen. Exiges. Vocah. Hippocrat.

Anis (But.) the same as the ./rwrtrHm.

ARISA'RUM (Bot.) <ip.V«p»., Friar's Cowl; a small plant

with a root like that of the olive, but more acrimonious

than the Arum. Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 198 ; Plin. 1. 24', c. 16.
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AniSAnuM, in the Linnean system, is classed under the-^»i-

brosinia and the Arum. C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.;

Park. Theat. Dot. ; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Instit.

A'RISH (Com.) a Persian measure of length equal to

3197 feet.

ARI'STA (Bot.) the beard of corn, or the ear of corn ; so

called from areo, to grow dry, because it dries.

Virg. y£«. 1. 7, v. 7'20.

Vet quam Siite now densis torrentur arutiz.

Arista, in modern Botany, tlie Awn is the pointed beard
that sits on the flower of grasses, which is called

—

Niida,

naked, when not hairy.

—

Flamosa, feathered, when beset

with fine hairs, as in the Stipa pennatn.—Recta, when it is

straight.

—

Geiiicidata, geniculated, when it has a joint in

the middle by which it is bent, as in the common oat Avena
sntiva.—Recurvata, bent, when bent in the form of a bow.
— Tortilis, twisted, when it is bent in a serpentine form.

—

Terminalis, when situated on the point of the glume.

—

Dorsalis, when situated behind the apex, or on the back
of the glume.

Arista (.%'«»;.) is an emblem of plenty on
medals, as in the annexed figure, which
represents the head of Agrippina, the

mother of Nero ; the inscription AFPlri-
niNAN 2EBA2THN, i. e. Agrippinam
Au^ustam. Vaillant. Num. Grcec.

ARISTA'TUS (Bot.) awned.

ARISTE'A {Bot.) a genus of plants ; Class 3 Triandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Gal. spnthes bivalve.

—

Cor. petals

six.

—

St.\m. Jilaments three ; anthers oblong.— PiST.

germ inferior ; style filiform ; stigma funnel-form.

—

Per.
capsule oblong; seeds very many.

Species. The species are all perennials. Linn. Spec. Plant.

AR1STELL.\ {Bot.) a species of the Ulipa of Linnaeus.

ARISTIO'NTS mactiinamentum {Surg.) a machine for re-

storing luxations. Oribas. de Machin.
ARISTO'CRACY [Polit.) «pr<.«faT,'=<, that form of govern-

ment where the supreme power is lodged in the hands of

the chiefs or nobles, from ufiioc, the chief or best, and
xfaroi, power. Aristot. de Politic. I. 4, c. 7.

ARISTOLO'CHIA {Bot.) Birthwort, a plant so called from
its efficacy in promoting the Lochia, or evacuations of
child-bed-women, after ihe ^cetus and secunilines are ex-
pelled. Hippocrat. de Mid.; Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 9,

c. 13; Sicand.in Theriac.; Cic.de Div.]. 1, c. 10; Dioscor.

1. 3, c. 'J', &c. ; Gal. de Simplic. 1. 6 ; Oribas. Med. Coll.

1. 1 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1; Patd. zEginet. 1. 7, c. 3

;

Sal/nas. ad Solin. p. 501.

Aristolochia, in the Linnean .system, a genus of plants ;

Class 19 Gynandria, Order 4 Hexandria.
Generic Characters. Cal. none.

—

Cor. monopetalous.

—

Sit A.'^i.jilaments none; anthei'S six.—Pist. germ oblong;
style scarcely any ; stigma subglobular.

—

Per. capsule

large ; seeds several.

Species. The species are either shrubs or perennials

;

among the former are

—

Aristolochia bilobata. Two
lobed Birthwort, native of Dominica.

—

Aristolochia pel-

tata, Peltated Birthwort, native of St. Domingo.

—

Aristolochia erecia, Upriglit Birthwort, native of New
Spain.

—

Aristolochia odoratissima. Sweet scented Birth-
wort, native of Jamaica.

—

Aristolochia anguicida, Snake-
killing Birthwort, native of Carthagena.

—

Aristolochia

sempen'irens, Evergreen Birthwort, &c. Among the
perennials are

—

Aristolochia serpentaria, Virginia Birth-
wort or Snake-root.

—

Aristolochia clematilis. Common
Birthwort, a native of Britain, &c. Linn. Spec. Plant.

ARISTOTE'LIA {Bot.) a genus of plants, so called from the
philosopher Aristotle, Class 1 1 Dodecandria, Order 1 Mo-
nogynia.
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Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved Cor. pe-
tals five.

—

Stam.Jilaments fifteen ; anthers linear.—Pisx.
germ superior ; style filiform ; stigtnas three.

—

Per. berry
subglobular ; seeds two.

Species. The only species is the Aristotelia Macntii, Shin-
ing leaved Aristotelia, a shrub, native of Chili. Linn.
Spec. Plant.

ARITHMETIC is the science of computation, or estimating
quantities, from the Greek ufi^jx-iio, to number, or calculate.

Itis of different kinds, namely

—

Theoretical Arithmetic, which
considers the abstract properties and relations of numbers.—Practical Arithmetic, the art or practice of computing
numbers, or finding from them certain other numbers whose
relation to the former is known.

—

Instrumental Arithmetic

is a mode of computing numbers by means of some instru-

ment, as the ten fingers, the abacus, Napier's Bones, cic.—Logarithmetical Arithmetic is performed by tables of Lo-
garithms.

—

Political Arithmetic is the application of arith-

metic to political subjects.

—

Numeral Arithmetic teaches
the calculus of determinate quantities by the numeral cha-
racters, 1,2,3, Sec.— Specious, literal, or universal Arith-

metic, is the computation of abstract quantities by means
of letters, which is otherwise called Algebra.

—

Binary
Arithmetic is performed by means of two figures, as 1 and 6.

— Tetractical Arithmetic by means of four figures, as 1 , 2,

3, 0.

—

Decadal Arithmetic by a series of ten characters, as

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, such as are now in common
use.

—

Duodenary Arithmetic by a series of twelve figures

instead often.

—

Integral Arithmetic treats ofwhole numbers.—Fractional Arithmetic of fractional numbers.

—

Decimal
Arithtneticisihe working with decimal fractions.

—

Sexa^resi-

mal Arithmetic treatsof the doctrine ofsexagesimal fractions.—Arithmetic of Itifinites is the summing up a series of num-
bers, of which the number of terms is infinite.

—

Harmo-
nical Arithmetic is the doctrine of numbers, as it relates to

the comparison and reduction of numbers.— Vulgar Arith-
metic is the computation of numbers in the ordinary con-
cerns of life according to certain rules, called Operations ;

these are, Numeration, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplica-

tion, Division, Reduction, Rule of Three, Practice, Tare
and Tret, Interest, Exchange, Barter, Profit and Loss,
Position, Progression, Permutation, Fractions, Decimals,
Square and Cube Root, &c. ; all which will be considered
in their respective places.

Numbers, which are the foundation of Arithmetic, are of
different kinds.— Whole numbers, cither a unit or units,

as a pound, a yard, &c. or 1, 2, 3, &c.

—

Fractions, or
broken numhers, which are less than unity, as 4, that is,

one third of a unit.

—

Mixed numbers consist of a whole
number and a fraction, as 1^.

—

Even numbers may be
divided into two equal whole numbers, as 4, which may
be divided into 2 and 2.

—

Odd numbers cannot be equally

divided.

—

Prime numbers can only be divided by them-
selves or by unity, as .5, which may be divided by Jj or 1.

—Compound numbers are produC'' I by multiplying two
or more numbers together.

—

Square number, or square,

the product of any number multiplied by itself, as 4 tlie

product of 2 multiplied by 2.

—

Cube number, or cube, the
product of any number multiplied by its square, as 8 the
product of 2 multiplied by 4.

—

Aliquot part is that which
is contained a precise number of times in an integer,

as 2 the aliquot part of 10, because it is contained in it

five times.

—

Aliquant part is that which is not contained
in an integer a certain number of times without a re-

mainder, as 5, which is the aliquant part of 7, 11, &c.-~
Rational number is that which is commensurable to unity.

—Irrational number, or surd, is that which is incom-
mensurable to unity.

—

Abstract number is any number
considered independently of or abstracted from all

things.— CoHcrrte number is any number connected with
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some thinp or tilings; thus, 5, 7, 8, &c. are abstract

luimlKTs, but 5 pounds, 7 ounces, &c. are concrete.

The ciiaracters employed in Arithmetic are either numeral

letters, such as were used by the Phoenicians, Greeks,

&c. [vide Plate i:5 and Notation] figures called f//)j/',s

[vide Plate I'.i and Notation] letters, used as symbols,

and signs, or arbitrary characters, which serve to shorten

the different operations, [vide Algebra] Those used in

Vulgar Arithmetic are the sign of addition, marked ihu*,

+ ; the sign of subtraction, thus, — ; the sign of multi-

plication, thus, X : and the sign of division, -^ . the

remaining signs will be found under the head of Al-

gebra.

Writers on Arilhmetic,

Nicomachi, " Arlthmetica;" Boetii " Arithmetica
;

"

Pselli, "Compendium Arithmeticae veterum ; " Lucas

de Burgo " De Arithmetica," &c. ; Stifelii, " ^y'''','

nietica Integra;" Tartaglia;, "Arithmetica practica;"

Henischii, " Arithmetica perfecta ;" Recorde, Clavius,

Leotaude, Wallis, &c. &c. &c. [vide Algebra'\

Explanation of the Plate.

Plate 12.

This plate contains the numerical characters in the order

of derivation, or chronological succession, beginning

with A. Phcenician, drawn from the coins of Sidon, by

Dr. Swinton. B. Greek, derived from the Phcenician.

C. Irish, also derived from the Phcenician, and taken

from .MS.; and another Irish, derived froi"ii the Ara-

bian. D. Palmyrene. E. Egyptian. F. Indian, an-

cient and modern. G. Arabian. H. Figures of Pla-

nudes. I. Figures of Boetius. K. Arabian and Persian

figures in 800, from .Moreton's Tables. L. Spanish nu-

merals in 1000, from iMoreton's Tables. M. Figures of

John Sacro de Bosco, from Dr. Wallis. N. Coins of

Sidon, having on the obverse a turreted head with a

branch of ])alm, emblematical of the country, and on

the reverse three Phoenician letters, that form the word

Sidon, over the prow of a ship, the usual symbol of the

city where it was struck. The characters in the exergue

form, according to Dr. Swinton, the inscription " In

the year of Sidon 120. 127. 130;" i. e. the proper asra

of Sidon.

ARITIl-METICAL (Math.) an epithet for any thing relat-

ing to arithmetic, as

—

Arit/niic/icii/ cumplcmcnt of a /(n^ti-

rillim. [vide Cmiiplcmeiit^^Arilhinclicid iiislriinienls, con-

trivances by which calculations are made, as the Abac\is,

Napier's Bones, &c.

—

Arithmetical mean, the middle term

of three quantities in arithmetical progression, or half the

sum of two proposed quantities, as in 2, <!, 6, 4 is the arith-

metical mean.— Arithmetical progression or priiportioii.

[vide Progression and Proportion}—Arithmetical ratio, the

difference between any two adjacent terms in arithmetic.\l

progression.

—

Arithmetical scale, the scale of rotation by

which arithmetical operations are performed, as the binary,

denary, &-c. [vide Sotatioii']— Arithmetical triangle, a

table of numbers in the form of a triangle.

AUl'THMOS (jVfr/.) <ipiC/ie?, numerus ; the numeral differ-

ences of diseases, by whieh they were distinguished.

A'BK [drom.) vide Arc.

Auk [Aslron.) vide Arc.

AUI.liSPF'NNV (Cus.) Earnest given to servants when they

were hired.

A'HLl-^S crui/um {Alrh.) Drops falling in June, especially by
night. Paracel. de (Irnd. et Conip.

ARM (Anat.) vide lirachium.

Ami, /ore, thai part lying between the elbow and the wrist.

ARM
Arm presentation (Mid.) when the arm of the child comes

foremost.

.\n.\i of a horse (Men.) the fore thigh.

.\r.\i (Mar.) each extremity of a bibb or bracket.

—

Arm of

an anchor, that part of an anchor on which the palm is

shut, [vide Anchor}
Arm of the sea (Gcog.) when the sea runs any way into the

land.

Arm (Her.) the human arm is borne in coat armour, eilhe'"

erect or cubit, i. e. couped at the elbow,

or embowed in armour, that is, couped

at the shoulder, bent, grasping a mili-

tary standard, and the like, as in the

annexed figure. " Field argent, a fess

embattled; base a chevron indented;

gules between three boars' heads, erased

azure ; out of the embattlements in

chief issuant a dexter arm eiubowed in armour, encircled

by a wreath of laurel, and the hand grasping a stand of

military colours, representing the invincible standard of

the French taken in Egypt." These are the arms of the

distinguished general Sir Ralph .'Vbercrombie.

TO Ar.m (Men ) the action of a horse when he endeavours
to defend himself against the bit, to prevent being checked
thereby.

TO Ar.m a shot (Gun.) to roll rope, yarn, &c. about the end
of the iron bar which passes through the shot.

A'RMA (Ant.) vide Militia.

Arma (Archceol.) vide Arms and Armour.
Ar.ma dare (Law) to dub a knight.

—

Arma capere vel snsci-

pere, to be made a knight.—Arma deponere, a punishment
enjoined when a man had committed an offence against the

king. Walking, p. 507 ; Orderic. lit. 1. 8, de lien. Sec—
Arma libera, a sword and a lance usually given to a servant

when he was made free. Leg. U'il. apud Brom/d.—Arma
moluta, sharp weapons, that cut instead of bruising, called

by Fleta arma emolita. Brae. I. 3; Flct. I. 1, c. 38, &c.
—Anna revcrsata, a punishment inflicted on one convicted

of treason or felony, as in the case of Hugh Spenser, men-
tioned by our historian Knighton. " Primo vestierunt

eum uno vestimento cum armis suis reversatis." Knight,
1. 3, p. 2546.

Arma (Bot.) arms, weapons of defence, as thorns, stings, Ac.

ARM .A'DA (Mar.) a Spanish name for a fleet of men of war,

and applied in particular to that of the Spaniards destined

for the invasion of England in the reign of Elizabeth.

ARM ADl'LLA (Mar.) a small squadron in Span sli America.
AI!M.'\DrLLO (Zool.) a creature of llie ampliiblous kind in

the West Indies, whose body is covered with a bou}' shell-

like armour; the Dasi/pus of Linmcus.
A'RMALA (Bot.) Wild Hue.
ARMA'LGOL (Chem.) the same as Corallinm.

ARMAiNIE'NTA (Ant.) all kinds of tools for husbandry.—
Arniamenta nainum, the tackling of the ship. 'lac. Hist.

I. .5, c. 23.

ARMAiMENTA'RHIM (.-1«/.) an armoury, or a storehouse

for ordnance and shipping; " Ai)erire armamentarium
jussit, rapta statim arma, &c." Tac. Hist. 1. 1, c. 38.

.'VR.M.'VND ( Vet.) a confection to preTcnt or cure the loss of

appetite in horses.

AU.M A'lilU.M (.'Int.) from arma; a. storehouse for all sorts

of arms or utensils.

ARMATU'RA (Ant.) from «nno, to arm ; the nillltary ex-

ercise in use among the Romans which consisted either in

throwing the spear or javelin, shooting with the bow, &c.

.\uMA ruRA, also a denomination given to the soldiers in the

emperor's retinue.

AK.^1.\TU'RE (Archit.) a French word comprehending the

bars, iron pins, stirrups, and all the iron holdfasts used in

carpentry.
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A'RME {Mil.) a French term for any distinct body of armed

men.

—

yiniie blanche signifies a sword or bayonet; artne a

Jeu, fire-arms, arme de trait, a bow or cross-bow.

Akme (Anut.) afu,>;, from ufu, to fit, n/j/o ; a joining of the

parts of the body ; a coalition of wounds in general ; the

joining of the sutures of the head. Gal. in Exeg.; Erot.

Lex. Hipp oat.; Uc'ijcliius.

A'RMED (Mil.) an epithet signifying generally provided

with or carrying arms, as an armed body of men, /. e. a

railitar)' detachment provided with arms and ammunition
for an engagement.

Armed (Mur.) an epithet for a bar-shot, Sec. when rope-yarn

is rolled about the end of the iron-bar wliich runs thrcmgh

the shot.—Armed >liip, that which is fitted out and pro-

vided in all respects for a man of war.

Ahmed (Her.) an epithet in blazoning for lions, eagles,

cocks, &c. painted with their respective arms, as claws, ta-

lons, spurs, iSrc. of different tincture from that of their

bodies.

Armed loadstone (\af.) when it is capped, cased, or set in

iron to make it take up a greater weight.

A'RMEN'A (Surg.) ra. if:if>«, a whole surgical apparatus, or

the whole apparatus for bathing, &c. Hippocrat. de Rat.

Vict, in Morb.acut.; Hesychius.

ARMENI'ACA mains (But.) the Apricot-tree, the Prunus
Anneninca of Linnaeus. Ger. Herb.; J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.;

Raii Hist. Plant. S,-c.

ARMENI'.ACU.M '(Bot.) ipu-£««x«i', Armeniaca malus, the

Prunus Armeniaca of Linnxus. Diuscor. 1. 1. c. 165 ; Plin.

1. 15, c. I'i ; Oribas Med. Collect. 1. 2, c. 48 ; Paul. /Eginet.

de Re .Med. 1. 1, c. H'2 ; Act. de Spir. Anim. Nat. c. 6.

ARME'NIAN stone (Min.) '\jiU'i<i'c>, Arinenus lapis,, an opake
sort of stone of a greenish blue colour like the lapis lazuli.

It is used as a purgative. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 105 ; Aet. Tetrab.

serm. 'i, c. 12 ; Act. de i'rin. Differ, c. 9.

—

Armenian Hole,

a native bole or earth brought from Armenia commonly
called Bole .^rmoniac. It is a fat kind of earth of con-

siderable use as an absorbent, astringent, and vulnerary.

ARME'Xl AXS (Eccl.)a denomination of professing Christians

in Armenia who formed two sects ; one which adhered to

the catholic church, and another which rejected the epis-

copacy.

ARME'illA (Bot.) Meadow pink; a plant, the flowers of

which are good as an alexipharmic. In the Linncean sys-

tem it is the Dinnthns barbatus.

ARME'RIL'S^os (Bot.) The Silene armeria of Linnaeus.

Dodon. Stirp. Hist.

A'RMES a I'epreuve (Mil.) a French phrase for armour of
polished steel.

—

Armes a la legere, light-armed troops.

—

Amies ail pied ! ground arms !

A'RMIGER I Ant.) ot: Aoipcfuc, oTTXiTrfi, an Armour-bearer.
Armioer (Laji) Knight or Esquire; a title of dignity to

such gentlemen as bear arms; they are of two kinds.

—

.Ir-

viiger by fOHr/cs-;/, as sons ofnoblemen, eldest sons of knights,

&c.

—

Armigcr by creation, such as the king's servants, &c.
Armiger (C'««.) the higher servants in convents.
.ARMI'LL.A. (Ant.) a bracelet or ornament for the wrist pre-

sented as a badge of distinction to soldiers. Liv. 1. 1, c. 2 ;

). 10, c. U ; Plin. 1. 10, c. 15 ; Fest. de Verb. Si-'ni/]; Isidor.

Orig.i. 19. c. :51.

Armill.4 (Piilit.) one of the coronation garments.
Armilla (.Mech.) an iron ring, hoop, or brace, wherein the
gudgeons of a wheel move. Vitruv. 1. 10, c.6.

Armilla (Anat.) a circular ligament comprehending the
manifold tendons of the whole hand as it were in a circle.

Castell Lex Med.
ARMI'LL.ARY sphere (Astron.) an artificial sphere so called
from armilla, a bracelet, or ring, because it is composed of
a number of circles of metal, wood, or paper, representing
the several circles of the sphere of the world put together

4
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in their natural order, [vide Astronomy'] Ai-niillary trigono-

meter, an instrument invented by Mr. Munro Murray, and
improved by Mr. Ferguson, consisting of five semicircles

divided and graduated so as to serve for the expeditious

resolution of many problems in astronomy.

ARMILLA'TI cursores (.-Int.) runners, or posts, wearing

bracelets by way of a badge.

ARMI'LLUSi (.i)(/.) vas quod armo, i.e. humero deportetur,

a wine vessel, carried in sacrifices on the shoulders.

ARMILU'STRUM (Ant.) ab armis lustrandis, a solemn

feast at Rome, in which all the people being armed went

to the sacrifices at the sound of the trumpet. Varr. de

Lat. Ling. 1. \: c. V2 ; Fest. de Verb. Signif.

.\'R'Sll'SG- Buckle (Her.) a buckle in the shape of a lozenge.

ARMl'XIAXISM (Ecc.) the doctrines of one Arminius, a

professor of Leyden, who maintained certain tenets re-

specting free-will, the atonement, &c. in 1603, which were
condemned by the synod of Dort.

ARMI'SCWR.A. (Loii) a sort of punishment imposed upon
an offender by the judge. Malmsb. 1. 3 ; IValsingh. p. 430.

AliMl'STlCF,(Mit )annistitilinn, i.e. sistere ab armis, a tem-

porary cessation of arms.

A'RMLET (Geog.) a small arm or branch of a sea, river. Sec.

Armlet (Mil.) a piece of armour for the arm.

ARMO'NIAC (Chcm.) the same as .Immoniac.

A'RMOR (Laiv) or arms; any thing that a man either wears

for his defence, or takes into his hand in his anger, to strike

or throw at another. Comp. Inst. 65.

A'RMORER (Mar.) an officer who takes charge of the arms
in a vessel.

A'R.MORINGS (Mar.) the same as waste clothes.

ARMO'RIAL (Her.) an epithet for what belongs to coat ar-

mour, as armorial bearings, armorial ensigns, &c.

ARMO'RU.M pugna (Ant.) a sort of gymnastics used for-

merly by the Romans as a military exercise. Orib. Med.
Coll'l. 6, c. .-16.

.-VR-MORY (Her.) the art of blazoning and marking all coats

of arms.

Ar.mory (Mil.) the place where armour and arms are kept.

A'RMOUR (Mil ) a name for all such habiliments as serve

to defend the body from wounds, as helmets, cuirasses. A
suit of armour formerly consisted of a helmet, a shield, a
cuirasse, a coat of mail, a gantlet, Sec.— Armour-bearer,

the person who was formerly employed to carry the ar-

mour of another.

A 'RMOf RE R(xU//.) the person who makes and deals in arms,

A'RMOURERS' Company (Her.) a company in the city of
London which was incorporated in the be-

ginning of the reign of Henry VI ; the king

himself being pleased to be free of their

company. Their arms are argent on a chev-

ron gules, a gauntlet between four swords in

saltire on a chief sable, a buckler argent,

charged with a cross gules betwixt two
helmets of the first. Their crest is a man
demi-armed at all points surmounting a torce and helmet.

Their motto " Make all sure."

A'RMOURY (Mil ) a storehouse for arms.

A'RMS (.Mil ) any kind of weapon that is used either for of-

fence or defence.

—

Arms of offence include Jire-arms, or

those w'hich are discharged by fire, sicords, bayonets. Sec.

—Arms of defence consist of shields, helmets, coats of

mail, and every species of repulsive or impenetrable co-

vering.

—

Bells of arms, or Bell-tents, a kind of tents in the

shape of a cone where the company's arms are lodged in

the field.

—

.^rms of parade or courtesy, those used in an-

cient justs and tournaments, as unshod lances, swords with-

out edge, wooden swords, Sec.—Pass of arms, a kind of

combat in which ancient cavaliers undertook to defend a

pass against all attacks.

—

Stand ofarms, a complete set of
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arms for one soldier.

—

Place of arms, a part of the covert

way opposite to the re-entering angle of the counterscarp

projecting outward in an angle.

Arms {Mcc/i.) the two ends of an axle-tree in a carriage.

Arms {llcr.) or coats of arms; any signs of arms, or armour,

puinlt'd on shields, targets, banners, Sec. and denoting some
att or quality of the bearer.

Arms are of various kinds, as

—

Arms ofdominion, borne by

kings and emperors.

—

Anns of pretension, borne by so-

vereigns who are not in possession of the dominions they

represent, as the arms of France formerly quartered

in those of England.

—

Arms assumptive, such as a man
niav of right assume with the approbation of his sove-

reign, as in the annexed figure. " The
field is argent, on a bend gules between three

pellets, as many swans proper, rewarded

ivith a canton sinister azure, thereupon a

demi-ram mounting argent armed, or be-

tween two fleurs de lis of the last, over all

a baton dexterwise, as the second in the

c;mton." This is the arms of Sir John Clarke ; the can-

ton was the arms of the Duke of Longueville, which

being granted to Sir .John Clarke as a reward for taking

prisoner Lewis de Orleans, Duke of Longueville, are

what is called Arms assumptive.—Arms of patronage,

such as governors of provinces, &c. add to their arms.

—

Artns of' alliance, such as are taken by the issues of

heiresses to show their descent, paternal and maternal.

—Arms of succession, taken by those who inherit certain

fiefs or manors —Arms of adoption, those taken irom

another family to be quartered with the paternal one.

—

Anns paternal and hereditary, such as are transmitted

from tiie first obtainer to his son, grandson, great grand-

son, &c.

—

Arms ofconcession, augmentations granted by
sovereigns.

—

Arms canting or allusive, whose figures al-

lude to the names, professions, &c. as a trevet for a per-

son named Trevet, tliree covered cups for one named
lUitler, &c.

Arms vary also according to the mode of marshalling, as

the arms of a husband and wife, &c. of which farther

account may be seen under the head of Hcraldrij or

IMarslialling.

Akms (Falcon.) the legs of a bird of prey from the thighs

to the feet.

A'R.MY (Ant.) vide Militia.

Army (Mil.) is a term used either in a general or a particular

sense. Army, in a general sense, is taken for the whole

armed force raised for the defence of the country by land,

'i'he English army consists of the

—

Mditia, which is raised

for home service and by ballot.— Volunteers, those who
volunteer their services to government on particular occa-

sions.

—

Fencibles, raised by enlisting for a limited time and

a particular service.— Regulars, enlisted without any limi-

tation of time or place. They are so called because they

are better disciplined, and consequently rank higher than

any other force. They are also termed the line, because

they act in a more compact body. Formerly there were

foreign troo))s called mercenaries, because they served for

hire; otherwise named routers or rylers, i.e. horsemen, Bra-

buKj-ons, I'roven^ales, Colerelli, and Flemings.

Army, in a limited sense, signifies a body of troops com-
pletely equipped and disciplined for service, whence it

IS mostly confined in its application to the Uegulars. An
army is generally divided into three corps, each consisting

of firigades, Jtegiments, liatlalions, antl Srpiadrons. The
first cor[)S is called the front line, a part of which forms

the vanguard, the second the main body, and the third

the rear-guard, or corps of reserve. The whole is under

the command of one general, who is styled, by distinc-

tion, the Qommandcr in Ctuef. The officers under him
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are general-officers, Jield-oflicers, stqff-ojficers, and suhaU

terns. The soldiers are called privates, common men, or

rank andfile, in distinction from the officers. They are

moreover distinguished, according to the nature of their

service or their equipment, into liorse or foot, otherwise

called injanlry or cavalry. The cavalry consists of

hussars, or light horse, and heavy horse.—Dragoons are

soldiers serving either on foot or on horseback.

—

Marines

are soldiers trained up to serve at sea.

—

Artillerymen

serve the artillery.—Guards are those who protect the

king's person, and consist of the life-guards, the horse-

guards, and the foot-guards, which are collectively

called household troops.— Grenadiers, so called because

they were formerly trained in the art of throning hand
grenades, are a picked body of men, distinguished by

their size and dress.

—

Riflemen, or sharp-shooters, those

who are exercised particularly in the use of the ritle, and

in sharp-shooting.

—

Fusikers, are so called from the fusil

which they cai'ry, and musketeers from the musket : the

latter term is no longer in use.

—

Men at arms were those

formerly who were equipped in a complete suit of ar-

mour.

—

Pioneers, those who are employed during the

march in mending the roads, cutting down hedges, de.

The exercising of soldiers in military movements and dis-

cipline is called drilling ; those who are so trained are

called recruits ; the person training is the drill Serjeant ;

the exercise in which they are trained is either manual
or platoon. The manual exercise teaches the use of the

firelock, and the movements of the body ; the platoon

exercise is that which is performed in companies. When
soldiers are brought to act together in large bodies,

they go through a variety of manoeuvres. The duties

of a soldier are various, according as he is in camp,

in garrison, or in quarters, in the field of battle, or at

a siege. In all cases they move by certain signals,

either from the beat of the drum, or the sound of the

trumpet, the former of w hich is called the heat, and the

latter the sounding. The beats of the drum are dif-

ferently named, according to the purpose for which it

is beaten ; as, the general, for a general march ; the

rex'cillc, at break of day for the soldiers to rise ; the as-

semLly, or troop, for the troops to assemble, &c. [vide

Beut\ The soundings are also differently named : as

butte sella, put on your saddles ; monte caballo, mount
on horseback, &c.

The materiel of an army, as the French term it, consists

of the horses, cannon, stores, provisions, and every

thing necessary for service.

Armies are moreover distinguished, according to their ser-

vice, into the

—

Covering army, which is used to cover

and protect every place.

—

Blockading army, which is

employed to invest a town, so as to reduce it by assault

or famine.— .4rmy of observation, an army employed in

watching the movements of an enemy.

—

Army of reserve,

an army w Inch is reserved, or kejit apart, for any parti-

cular exigency, as to renew an engagement in case of

defeat, to secure a victory, and the like.

—

Flying army,

a strong body of horse and foot, always in motion to

protect its own army.

ARNA'LDIA (^led.) from if 5, a lamb, because lambs were

subject to it, a malignant disease, attended with an Alo-

pecia ; a kind of Lues venerea.

AUN'A'LLV (Archccol.) Arable lands. Dooms-daybook.

A'UNAUTS (Mil.) Turkish light cavalry, whose only wea-

))on was a sabre.

A'KNICA (Hot.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Syngcnesia,

Order 2 Polygamia, Super/iua, called Dorinicum by

Bauhin.

Generic Characters. Cal. common imbricate ; leaflets hn-

ccolate.—Cor. compound radiate.

—

StA».Jilamcnts\eTy
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short ; anthers cylindric.—PisT. Mrm oblong ; sfi/le

simple; stigma bitid.

—

Pek. none; ca/i/x unchanged; seeds

solitary ; down simple ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are mostly perennials or shrubs,

as

—

Arnica monluna Dorouicum, or Caltha alpina, the

Mountain ATxnca.-^Arnica scorpioides, or Aster scor-

pioides, Alternate-leaved Arnica.— Arnica maritima. As-

ter or Helenium ninritiimim. Sea Arnica, &c. Cliis.

Pann.; Dod. Pempt. ; C. BaiiJi. Pin.; llaii Hist. Plant.

ARXOGLO'SSUM (Bot.) aftiyxam-irov, from «p=, a lamb,

and yAiio-o-K, a tongue ; a species of the Plantago of Lin-

nxus. Theophrast. 1. 7, c. 10.

ARNO'LDISTS (Ecc.) the followers of one Arnold of Bres-

cia, who set themselves up against the Roman pontiff.

ARNO'TTO (But.) or Anata, the Bixa oriblana of Linna;us.

[vide Anata^
A'RXOTTS (Dot.) the roots of a plant frequently turned up

in ploughing, resembling a chesnut when roasted. The}'

seem to be the roots of a species cf Buninm.
A'ROBE (Com.) a Portuguese measure for sugar, equal to

twenty-five bushels.

ARO'MA (Bot.) afditix, from eptw, aro ; all sweet spices,

but particularly myrrh.

Arom.\ (Alclt.) another name for Arop/i.

AROMATA'RIUS (Arclia:ol.) a Grocer.

AROMA'TICA (Bot.) from V/*«. a" fragrant things, as

spices, herbs, seeds, tic. ; also confects or pills, made of

aromatic herbs.

AROMATI'TES (Nat.) apa/AKTiViis : 1. viniim aromate con-

sitiini, Hippocras, or wine brewed with spices. Dioscor.

1. 5, c. 6i—5; Plin. 1. 14', c. 16. 2. A precious stone, in

colour and smell resembling myrrh. Plin. 1. y7, c. 10.

A'RON (Bot.) vide Arum.
ARO'XIA (Bot.) a species of the Mespilus of L!nna;us.

A'ROPH (Alcli.) 1. A Lithontriptic medicine prepared by
distillation. Parac. de Vir. JSlcmb. 1. 2, c. 10. 2. The
flowers raised by sublimation of equal portions of Lapis

Haematitis and Sal Ammoniac. Parac. S. A distillation

of sattron and bread. Van. Helm, de Litliias. c. ?•

ARO'TUS (Theol.) and Marottis, two Angels; so called by
tJie Mahometans, whom they believe to have been sent

from heaven to teach men their duty.

A'ROUGHCAIN (Zool.) au animal in Virginia resembling

the beaver.

A'RPA (Mas.) Italian for a harp.

—

Arpa dopper, a double harp.

ARPA'GIUS (Med.) a name for one who died in his cradle.

ARPE'GGIO (Mas.) or Argo, Italian for a mark in Music,
signifying that the movement of the several notes must be
heard not together, but one after another in the style of
harp music.

—

Arpeggio accompaniment consists chiefly of

the notes of the several chords taken in returning succes-

sions.

A'RPEX (Larv) or Arpente, an acre or furlong of ground
equal to 100 perches. Doomsday Book.

ARPENTA'TOR (Laiv) a measurer or surveyor of land.

ARQUA'TUS morbus (Med.) the jaundice ; so named from
its resembling the colour of the rainbow.

ARQUEBUSA'DE (Med.) Aqua Sclopetaria.

A'RQUEBUSE (Mil.) in French Arqucbuse, a large hand
gun, somewhat bigger than our musket.

ARQUEBU'SIER (^lil.) a soldier that bears an arquebuse.
A'RRAC (Com.) a spirituous liquor distilled in India from

the Cocoa-tree, rice, or sugar Mort ; also, in Tartary,

from Mares' milk ; this liquor is very strong, and intoxi-

cates more than rum or brandy.

Arrac (Bot.) another name for the Oryza and Palma of
Linnaeus.

A'RRACH (Bot.) vide Arach.
ARRA'CHE (Her.) erased or torn up by the roots.

A'RRAGONITE (Min.) a species of calcareous salt.

ARR
ARRAIA'TIO peditum (Lato) arraying the foot soldiers.

ARRA'IERS (Laxv) arruitores, officers who had the charge
of the soldiers' armour.

TO ARRA'IGN a writ nf assize (Laiv) to cause the demand-
dant to be called to make the plaint, and to set the cause
in such order as the tenant may be forced to answer
thereunto.— To arraign a prisoner, to bring him forth to

trial, read the indictment to him, and put the question of
guilty or not guilty. Co. Lit. 262, &c.

A'RRAPHON (Anat.) «fpV.(po., from «, priv. and paTTS', to

knit together ; an epithet signifying without a suture,

applied to the cranium when it is so disposed, whether
naturally or apparently.

A'RRAS Hangings (Com.) Tapestry made at Arras, in the
county of Artois, in Flanders.

ARRA'Y (Md.) the drawing up, or ranging of soldiers in

order of battle.

Array (Lmv) the setting forth a jury impanelled upon a
cause F. N. B. Ii57.— To challenge an array, to except at

once against all the persons arrayed or impanelled. If the
sherill' be of affinity to either of the parties, or for any
other partiality, the array shall be quashed. Co. Lit.

156, &c.
ARR A'VERS (Md.) vide Arraiers.

ARREA'RAGE (Law) arrears; money unpaid at the due
time : as rent, moneys in hand, or arrears of an account,
pensions, and the like.

ARRECTA'TUS (Law) suspected of any crime. Qffic.
Coronat.

ARRE'CTED (Law) reckoned, considered. Inst. 173.
ARREXA'TUS (Law^) Arraigned. Rut. Pari. 2\. Ed. I.

ARRENTA'TIOX (Lau<) ad cerium reditum dimittere ; li-

cencing the owner of lands in the forest to enclose tliem

with a hedge and a little ditch, under a yearly rent.

—

Saving the arrentation, saving the power to give such
licences. Ord. Forest. 31. Ed. 1. St. 5.

ARREPHO'RIA (Ant.) c.ff>:(pifia, a festival in honour of
Minerva, celebrated at Athens in the month Scirrophorion.

It is so called arro rS affura. (pifiLs, \. e. because certain

mysterious things were carried about by four noble virgins.

Harpocration. ; Suidas. ; Etymologicon. Magnum.
ARRE'ST (Law) arrcstum, in French arreter. 1. The re-

straint of a man's person by the lawful warrant of some
court of record, or officer of justice. 2. The decree of
a court, by which a man is arrested. An arrest in a civil

case must be by virtue of a precept; but, in a criminal
case, it may be done without a warrant. Wood's List.

515.—Arrest ofjudgment, a staying of judgment. To
move an arrest of judgment, is to show cause why judg-
ment should be stayed, notwithstanding verdict given.

2 hist. 210.

—

Arrest of inquest, is to plead in arrest of tak-

ing the inquest upon a former issue, and to show cause
why an inquest should not be taken.

ARRESTA'XUIS bonis ne dissipentur (Law) a writ for him
whose cattle or goods, being taken during a controvers}',

are likely to be wasted and consumed. Reg. Orig. 126.
ARRESTA'XDO ipsum qui pecuniam recipit, Sfc. (Laxv) a

writ for the apprehension of him who hath taken the king's

prest money to serve in the wars, and hides himself uoqA\
he should go. Reg. Orig. 24.

ARRE'STINIEXT (Law) the command of a judge in the
Scotch law, discharging any person in whose hands the
debtor's moveables are, to pay or deliver up the same, till

the creditor who hath procured the arrestment to be laid

on be satisfied.

—

Arrestmentjurisdictinnis Jundandte causa,

an arrestment which is used to bring a foreigner under the
jurisdiction of the courts of Scotland.

ARRE'STO (Law) Jitcto super bonis mercatorum alienigino-

rum, a writ which lies for a denizen against the goods of
aliens found in this kingdom, in recompence for goods

Z
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taken from him in a foreign country, after denial of resti-

tution. This was former!}- called clarigatio by the civilians,

but now reprisitlia. Ren. Orig. 129.

AIUIE'STS
(
I'd.) mangy humours upon a horse's hinder legs,

between the ham and the pastern.

AUlili'TTED (Lan-) arreclatus, i.e. ad rectum vocatus

;

convened before a judge, and charged with a crime.

—

Ad
rectum habere malefactorcm, is, according to Bracton, to

have a malefactor forthcoming to be put to his trial.

Sometimes it is used for imputed or laid to his charge ; as

no folly may be arrcled to any one under age. Bract. 1. 3,

tract 2, c. 10 ; Staundf. Plac. cor. 45 ; Lyt. Cap. Rom.
remitter.

A'RRHiE (Law) earnest-money given in evidence of a

bargain.

AllRH/E'A (Med.) u.'ficix, from a, priv. and fiu, to flow; a

retention or obstruction of the menstrual discharge. Gal.

in Kieges. I'licnh. Ilippocrat.

ARRHOBONA'IUI (Ecc.) heretics of the ICth century,

who denied that the eucharist was the sign of the real flesh

and bh)od, but only a pledge of them. Prceteol. Doct.

Omii. llivret.

ARRHO'STIA (Med.) ipjj'o^ria, infirmity or debility. Hipp.

ARKrERE-15AN (.Irchceol.) the edict of the old French

and German kings, commanding all their tenants to come
into the army, and in case of their refusal to be deprived of

their estates.

ARKIE'RE-GUARD (Mil.) that part of an army which

marches in the rear.

A'RRIS (Archil.) the intersection or line formed by the

meeting of the exterior surfaces of two bodies, as the arris

of a stone : it answers to what is vulgarly called the edge,

which latter term in building is confined to the two sur-

faces of rectangular bodies, as boards, planks, &c.

—

Arrix

fillet, a small piece of timber, of a triangular section, used

in raising the slates against chimney-shafts, or against a

wall that cuts obliquely across the roof.

ARUO'NDIE (llcr.) rounded or circular; an epithet for a

tierce, as a tierce in gijrons arrotidie.

A'RROW (Arch.) the well-known missile which is discharged

from a bow, the pointed part of which is called the Arrow-

Head. Bundles of arrows are called sheaves, [vide Archerj/']

Aurow (Her.) this weapon, when borne in coats of arms, is

commonly said to be barbed and Jeatlicrcd, as in the sub-

joined /?),'•. 1. Tiie field is azure, three broad arrows ; or,

l)arbed and feathered argent ; name, Hales. The arroin-

liend is also borne as a charge, as in J'ig. '2. The field is

1. Fis:. 2.

\rrl on a chevron, argent ; three barbed arrow-heads,
sal'te, by the name of Keymis, of Gloucestershire.

A'RIU)\V-(;RA.S.S (««/.) the7V/V/ocA/H of Linnxus.—^n-ou'-
hcad, the Sayjltaria of Linnicus, a plant so called because
its leaves resemble the head of an arrow.

—

Arrow-root, an
Indian root of which starch was made. It is also employed
medicinally, and is esteemed a warm alexipliarmic. It is

the root of the plant which by Linnxus is classed under
the genus iVrt/flH/u.

—

Arrom-hcadcd, or Arrow-.fhaped, [vide

,\RRU'RA (Lan) one day's work at the plough, which the
tenant was obliged to give his lord.

.\]i^ nuloria (Alch.) a pretended way of acquiring sciences
by means of infusion.

—

Ars transccndcns, the transccndant
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art, called also Raimond ImUi/s art, by which a man can
dispute upon subjects in a style altogether unintelligible.

A'RSEN.VL (Mil.) a public storehouse for arms and all

sorts of ammunition.
ARSE'N'IATE (Chcm.) the name of a sort of salts formed
by the combination of arsenic acid with different bases, as

the arscniate of ammonia, of potash, &c.

A'RSENIC (Min.) a ponderous mineral body, [vide Ar-
senicum]

Arsenic (Chem.) was distinguished formerly by the cha-

Arsenic is now distinguished into yellow, white, and red.

—

Yelloiu arsenic is the native arsenic dug out of the mines,

which is otherwise called Arsenic ore, or the Arsenicum
nativum of Linnaeus.— IVliite arsenic, or the oxjde of

arsenic, is arsenic reduced to powder b}' the mixture of

oxygen, or by exposure to the air ; of this there are two
sorts, namely, the protoxiilc of arsenic, or arsenious acid,

which, when exposed to a moderate heat in contact with

air, sublimes in a white powder; and the peroxide, or arse-

)iic acid, which is formed by an additional dose of ox3'gen,—Red arsenic, otherwise called sidphuret of arsenic, or

realgal, is formed by heating arsenious acid, or arsenic

acid with sulphur.

—

Butter of arsenic, a composition

formed of arsenic and corrosive sublimate; it is other-

wise called chloride of arsenic, because it may be
prepared of arsenic and chlorine gas.

—

Arsenic bloom,

another name for an arseniate, or arsenic salt, which is

a sort of stone dug out of the mines in Germanj'.

Arsenic acid (Chcm.) an acid formed by the combination of

arsenic with a dose of oxygen, in distinction i'von\ arsenious

acid, which contains a less dose.

.'VRSE'NICAL (Min.) an epithet for what contains or

belongs to arsenic, as ar.ienical pyrites, Sfc — Arsenicul

magnet, a preparation of antimony with sulphur and white

arsenic.

—

Arsenical caustic, a preparation of antimony with

white arsenic.— Arsenical solution, a solution of arsenic

with sub-carbonate of potash in distilled water.

ARSE'NICUM (Min.) ufintiKm, arsenic; a well-known mi-

neral, called by Aristotle ira»^fa;^;«, by Tiieophrastus iiffinxh,

by the Romans orpimenluni and arsenicum ; it is a reddish-

coloured ponderous, caustic, corrosive, and highly poison-

ous substance; which was used by the ancients in medicine

and painting. Aristot. de Hist. Anim. 1. 8, c. 21' ; Thea-
phrast. ; Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 121 ; Plin. 1. 34, c. 18 ; Cels. tk

Re Med. 1.5, c. 5 ; Gal. de Comp. Med. sec. Loc. I.*;

Oribas. Med. Collect. 1.2; Gorr. Dif. Med.
Arsenicum, in the Linnean system, a genus of metals.

Generic Characters. Bluelsh white, soon becoming black,

and falling to powder in the air ; soft and extremely

brittle ; specific gravity S*;J10.

.Species. The principal species are

—

.irscnicum nativum.

Native Arsenic.

—

Arsenicum calcifornia. White .-Vrsenic.

—Arsenicum auripigmentum, Arsenicum Jlavum, seu Py-
rites nudus, Orpiment, or Yellow Sulphurized Arsenic.

—

Arsenicum sandarnca, Arsenicum rubrum. Red Arsenic,

or Realgar.^

—

Arsenicum sulpliuratum. White Mnndic, or

Arsenical Pyrites.

—

Arsenicum albicans, Misspickel.

A'RSENITE (Chem.) the name for a sort of salts formed

by the combination of arsenious acid with dift'erent

bases.

A'RSIS (Gram) Sfnt, from xl'fu, to elevate, signifies the

elevation of the voice, in distinction from the thesis or

depression of the voice, corresponding to the motion of

lifting up and setting down again of the foot, which the

Greeks call afn^ and CfVi?.

Ansis (Mus.) and Thesis, the raising and falling of the hand

as applied to the beating of time. Schol. Anon, in

-!•
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Hcntwsr. z!s, I"'. 1 1 ; Meibnm. in Qiiintil. 1. 9, c. 4; Pi is:.

<le Accent.; Eustnth. in Horn. II, v. .566.

A'RSMART {Bol.) the Poli/gonum oCLmnxus.
A'RSOX {Laxi) from nrdeo, to burn ; setting houses, &c. on

fire, whicli is felon}- bj- common law. 3 /««/. 66.

A'RSUUA {Law) 1. Trial of money by fire after it has been

coined. 2. The diminution and loss of metal occasioned

by this trial. 3. The dust and sweepings of metals that

are melted down by silversmiths.

ART, the contrivance and disposal of things by the help of

thought and experience, and according to prescribed

rules, so as to make them serve the purposes for which

thev were designed.

—

Liberal a>is, those which are noble

and worthy to be cultivated, without regard to the lucre

which they may bring ; such as architecture, grammar,
the militar}- art, music, navigation, painting, poetry, Sec.

These are commonly distinguished by the name of the

seven liberal arts.

—

Shxlianic arts, those wherein the hand
and body are more concerned than the mind; which are

followed for the sake of the gain that accrues from them ;

as weaving, turnery, <S:c.

—

A tcnn of art, a word used in

the sense of any particular art or profession.— Transcen-

dant aii, otherwise called Raymond L'.dli/s art, a method
of descanting upon subjects in a manner so mysterious and
abstruse as to be totally unintelligible.— St. Ansclm's art, a

superstitious or pretended method of curing wounds by
touching the linen with which the wounds have been
covered.— Tfte black art, the same as magic.

—

Angelic art,

a pretended method of coming at the knowledge of any
thing that is desired by means of spirits or daemons.

Art [vide Arts']

Art, Terms of (Gram.) an)' term used in the particular

sense of an art or profession.

Art and Part (Scotch Laxv) when, in the commission of a

crime, the same person was both a contriver and actor.

ARTE'DIA (Hot.) from Mr. Artedi, a Swedish botanist, a

genus of plants, Class 5 Pcntandria, Order 2 Di^^ynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. umbel universal, spreading.

—

Cor. universal difform.

—

Stam. Jllaments five ; anthers

simple.

—

Pi ST. germ small ; styles reflex ; stigmas simple.

—Per. none ; fruit roundish; seeds two.

Species. The only species is the

—

Artedia squamata, an
annual, native of Mount Lebanus.

ARTEMI'SIA (.J«/.) 'Af-'.""=-'^, a festival celebrated in dif-

ferent parts of Greece, particularly at Delphi, where they

offered a mullet to the goddess Diana, for its supposed
chastity. Liv. 1. 25, c. 23 ; Athen. 1. 7, c. 21 ; Hesychius.

Arte.misia (Bot.) '.\fTiu,i(r.u. Mother-Herb, a plant, which
was reckoned of great efficacy in promoting the uterine

evacuations. It is called by Apuleius Partlicnium, and is

supposed to derive its name from 'ApTfu-i;, Diana, who pre-

sided over women in child-bed. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 127; Plin.

1. 26, c. 5, &c.; Apul. dc Herb. 1. 10 ; Oribas. Med. Coll.

1. 11 ; Paul. .Eginet. 1. 7, c. 3 ; Kirch. (Edip. ./Egyptac.

vol. 3, p. 72.

Artemisia, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class

19 Syngenesia, Order 1 Polygamia A^qualis, answering to

the Abrotanum and Absinthium of Tournefort.

Generic Characters. Cal. common roundish.—CoR. com-
pound.—Stam. Jilaments capillary; anthers cylindric.

—

Pist. germ small ; style filiform ; stigma bifid.

—

Per.
none ; calyx scarcely changed ; seeds solitary ; receptacle

flat.

Species. The plants of this genus are either undershrubs
or herbs, as

—

Artemisia abrotanum, Abrotanum vulgare.

Common Southernwood.

—

Artemisia campestris, seu Abro-
tanum campestre. Field Southernwood.

—

Artemisia ab-
sinthium. Absinthium vulgare, Common Wormwood.

—

Artemisia pontica. Absinthium ponticum, Roman Worm-
wood.

—

Artemisia rupestris, Creeping Wormwood.

—

Ar-

ART
temisia vulgaris, Mugwort.

—

Artemisia dracnncnhis, seu

Draco /(Pr^n, Tarragon, &c. Dodon. Pempt. ; J. Bauh.
Hist. Plant.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Parad.; Raii Hid.
Plant. ; Tournef. Inst. ; Boerh. Lngdb.

ARTEMI'SION (Chmn) afni^id-u, ; a month among the

Macedonians when the vernal equinox conmienced. Gcd.

Com. 1, in Hippocrat. Epid. 1. 1.

ARTEMO'NTUM (Med.) Abollyriun,. Gal.

ARTE'NXA (Or.) an aquatic web-footed bird, called also

Diomedea Castell. Lex. Med.
ARTE'RIA (Anat.) ctfrrflx, the Greek for Arteiy, was used

bj- Hippocrates to signify what is now called the Arteria

nspcra, or Windpipe, and is derived from T£ffV, to keep,

and ««f, the air, because it serves as a channel for the air.

The term is now applied to the conical tubes which convey

the blood from the heart to all parts of the body. The ar-

teries consist of three coats, the external containing blood-

vessels ; the middle consisting of elastic fibres, that contract

and dilate ; and the internal, which is a fine dense mem-
brane that supports the fibres. B}' the circulation of the

blood through the arteries is produced the particular motion

called the pulse, which arises from the alternate dilatation

of the arteries, called the diastole, and their contraction,

called the systole. The time which the fibres of the arte-

ries take in performing their systole, i. e. returning to their

natural state, is the distance between two pulses. The
heart discharges the blood into two great blood-vessels,

called the Arteria pulmonalis and the Aorta.

The arteria pulmonalis, or Pulmonary Artery, rises from

the right ventricle of the heart, and dividing itself to

the right and left, carries the blood by innumerable ra-

mifications through the lungs, [vide Pulmonary Ar-

The Aorta goes from the left ventricle of the heart, and is

divided into the Aorta ascendens and the Aorta descendens.

The Aorta is called ascendens from the point where it

leaves the heart to its great curvature or arch, from

which it is principally distributed to the thorax, the head,

and the upper extremities. The Aorta descendens is the

remaining part of this trunk from the arch to the Os
Sacrum, or the Bifurcation. It is distributed to the

diaphragm, abdomen, and lower extremities. From
each of these divisions arise what are called original or

capital branches, from which smaller branches and rami-

fications proceed.

Branches of the Aorta ascendens.

The capital branches from the Aorta ascendens are

—

Ar-

tericr suhclavitr, the Subclavian Arteries, which run

under the clavicle, or collar-bone.

—

Carotides, the Ca-

rotids, which go from the arch of the aorta directly to

the head.

—

Artericc coronaricv. Coronary Arteries of the

heart, so called because they form a sort of crown on

the basis of the heart.

The principal subordinate branches from these are from

the Subclavian Arteries, the

—

Mammaria interna, the

Mediastana, the Pericardia, the Diaphragmntica minor

sive superior, Thymica, Trachealis, Veriebrales, Cervi-

cales, and Intercostales. The Axillary Artillery, which is

only a continuance of the Subclavian from where it goes

out of the thorax to the axilla, detaches chiefly the

Mammaria externa, Thoracica superior et inferior, Sca-

pularis externa, Scapularis interna, Humeratis, Muscu-

laris, Sfc.—The Carotids are divided into external and

internal ; the external sends out the Maiillaris interna.

Occipitalis, Temporalis, Lingualis, tS'c- The internal

sends out the Ophthalmic and middle Cerebral Arteries.

Bratiches of the Aorta descendens.

The capital branches from the Aorta descendens are—
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In the breast, the Bronchial, (T^sopliageal, IiUcrcostal,

and Iiifcrior Diaphragmatic.—Within the abdomen, the

Ctc/iac, which divides into tlie Hepatic, the Coronaria

vcntriculi, and the Splenic ; tlie Mesenteric Superior and
Iiifcrior, the Einu/genta, tlie Spcrmatics, thu Lumbar ar-

teries, &c.—At the bifurcation the Jorta divides into

the Iliacs, which are divided into internal and external.

Tlie internal gives oft' the Sacral, Gluteal, Ischiatic,

&c; the external sends forth the Epigastric, Femoral,

Tibial, &c. [vide Anatoiiii/] Ilippocrut. ilc Cord. iS'c. ;

Riff. EphcSii Appell. Part. Corp. Hum. 1. '2, c. 17; Gal.

ele Aimt. Jdminist. 1. 7, &c. ; ylul. Gell. 1. 18, c. 10; Phi-
larct.de Puis. 1.1, c.3,'t ; Oribas.Med. Coll. \.'ii, c.ll.&c.

ARTERI'ACA (Med.) afT^fiajcie, medicines against disorders

in the Anterin aspera.

ARTEKIO'TOMY (Surg) afTy,fii,rtif^iie, the opening of an

artery with a view of taking away blood. Gal. apud Oribas.

Med. Coll. 1. 7, c. 13 ; Paul. A'lginet. 1. 6, c. 4.

ARTETl'SCIUS (Surg.) one who suffers the loss of any
member.

ARTHANI'TA (Bo/.) from «fro;, bread; Sow Bread, a plant

so called because it is the food of swine. It is of a very

forcin:; nature, and is the Ci/clamen Europicum of Liiin;vus.

A'RTHEL {La-.v) or Ardliel, a Welsh word for a vouchee
allowed to one who was taken with stolen goods in his hand,

by whom ho was allowed to clear himself of the charge.

This privilege occasioning a delay in the administration of

justice, provision was made against it by stat. 28 Hen. 8.

ARTIIE'TICA {Med.) or Arthretica, from «f(ifo», a joint;

Ground-l'inc, a plant so called because it is good for the

gout, and disorders in the joints.

ARTHRO'K'UM (Med.) an oil e-xtraeted from roots and
bread digested in dung.

AHTHRE'MHOLUS (Surg.) ufyiy.;3o>.ci, from afCf«!/, a joint,

and nhfia.x>.o>, to impel ; an instrument for reducing lu.xated

bones. Castell. Lex. Med.
ARTHRI'TIC (Med.) an epithet for what belongs to the gout.

ARTIIRI'TIS (Med.) affpirtc, tiiorbi.s articularis, i. e. joint

evil ; the gout, a disorder in the joints, which, if it lie in

the feet, is c?.\\eA podogrn ; if in the hips, sciatica; if in the

hands, cliiragra. Hippocrat. I. 3, aph. 6 ; Aret. de Caus. ct

Sympt. Acut, Mori). 1. 2, c. 12; Ccel. Aureliait. Chron. 1. 5,

c. 3 ; Gal. de Fin. Med.
ARTHROCA'CE (3/erf.) from «Vpo», a joint, and ;-.««v, an

evil ; a disease in the cavity of the bone.

ARTHRO'DI A (.hiat.) from «f(i|jo», a joint, and ^iz")^--", to re-

ceive ; a species of articulation, when the fiat head ol' one

bone is received into the shallow socket of another. }]'in-

slotv. Anal.

ARTHKODY'NIA (Med.) vide Ilheumatism.

A'R'VUWOS (Anat.) Kfffcv, artieulus, a joint.

ARTIIROI'VO'.SIS (Med ) from a^Cfn, a joint, and Wok, pus ;

an abscess or inflammation in a joint.

Artiihoi'yosis is a genus of diseases, Class Pi/rexice, Order
Phlci^maJir, in Cullen's Nosology.

AR'I'liUO'SlS (Med.) vide Articulation.

A'RTK'IIOKE (AV.) a plant very like a thistle, with scaly

heads, like the cone of a pine tree. It is the Cijnara of

Linna;us.

—

.Jerusalem artichoke, a plant, the root of which
resembles a potatoe, and has the taste of the artichoke. It

is the //( lianthus tuhero^us of Linna;us.

A'RTICLiC (Law) the clause or condition in a covenant.

—

Lords of articles, a committee of the Scotch Parliament,

which was abolished in UjSS), because it was supposed to

increase too much the power of the crown.

—

/Irticles of
Jtoup, the conditions under which property is exposed to

sale in Scotland.

AnTici.K (Gram.) a part of speech which commonly serves

to distinguish the gender of nouns. In modern languages

it also serves to distinguish things, and is divided into the
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Definite and Indefinite.

—

Definite article, which in English
is " The," delines and specifies some particular thing
pointed out.

—

Indijiiiile article, which is "A," is ajipliedin
the indefinite sense to any thing.

ARTICLES (Ecc.) or the thirty-nine Articles, a name for

thirty-nine points of foith which have been adopted by tlie

" Church of England," and to which all persons must sub-
scribe before they are admitted iruo Holy Orders.

—

Ar-
ticles of the Clergy, statutes containing certain articles re-

lating to the church, the clergy, and other ecclesiastical

matters.

ARTICO'CCA (Bot.) Artichoke.
ARTICULA'RIS morbus (Med.) the swelling, &c. from the

gout, or the gout itself.

ARTI'CULATE adjudication (Laic) a term used in the
Scotch law in cases where there is more than the debt due
to the adjudging creditor, when it is usual to accumulate
each debt by itself, so that any error which may arise in

ascertaining one of the debts need not reach to all the rest.

ARTICULA'TED (i?o^) nrliculatus, jointed; an epithet for

different parts of a plant, as

—

Radix articulata, a root

which has one knob growing out of another, so that the

whole seems to consist of connected members.

—

Folium ar-

ticulatum, a cylindrical hollow leaf, having its cavities di-

vided by horizontal partitions, as the Juncus articulatus.—
Filamcntuin articulatum, a filament having a moveable
joint, as in Salvia qfficina/is, the Sage.

—

Lomcntuni nrticu-

Idtiini, a loment, having its transverse partitions visible on
the outside, so that they may be easily divided into joints,

as in Hedysarum.—Pili articulati, hairs divided into dis-

tinct members or joints, like the antennas of some insects.

ARTICULATION {Anal.) c^ff^v-.c; the fit adjustment of
the bones together, which is articulation, proper!}- so called,

in distinction from symphisis, the connection or keeping
them together, which is another sort of articulation. Ar-
ticulation is of three kinds, namely— Diarthrosis, when
the bones are allowed a certain degree: of motion

—

Synar-
throsis, when the bones remain fixed in their situation ;

and

—

.Imphiarthrosis, which is a species composed of the
two preceding.

AmicaL.'iTioN {Bot.) 1. The springing or shooting of plants

from joint to joint. 2. Articulatio atborum, the hurting or

bruising of young vine shoots, iS:c. Plin, 1. 17, c 21.

AnricuLArioN (Gram.) the articulate or distinct utt'^raiK'e

of each syllable or sound, so as to render oneself intel-

ligible.

Auj'Rui.ATioN {Mus.) that distinctness and accuracy of ex-

pression which gives every sound with truth and perspicuity.

ARTICUL.A'TL'S (Bot.) vide Articulated.

ARTl'CULI Clerici (Ecc.) vide Articles.

ARTi'CL'LUS (I'.cc.) an article or complaint exhibited by
wa}' of libel in a court Christian. Sometimes the religious

bound themselves to obey the ordinary without this formal

process.

Articulus {Auat.) ufCfo, dim. of arlus, a limb ; a joint or

connexion of hones adapted for motion.

Articulu.s mortis (Med.) the instant of death or expiration.

AuTicuLus (Bot.) joijit; that part of a culm between two
knots. Linn. Phil. Bot.

Akticulus (Gram.) vide Article.

AiiTicui.us (7,011') vide .Irticle.

A'RTIEEX (Med.) the I'liysieian who practises the art of

medicine from rational principles, confirmed by experience.

Castell.

ARTHT'CIAL Argument (Rhet.) a name for those proofs or

considerations that proceed from the genius, industry, or

invention of the orator; such are definitions, causes, ef-

fects, &c.
Ahtificial Lines (Geom ) lines so contrived on a sector as

to represent the logarithmal lines and tangents.

—

Artificial

I
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numhers, logarithraelical numbers relating to sines, tan-

gents, and secants.

Artificial Datj [Astron.) that space of tinie which inter-

venes between the rising and setting of the sun, in distinc-

tion from the night, when he is under the horizon.

Ahtifkiai, (Chem.) a name for whatever is prepared from

cinnabar, &c.

AKTI'LLERY {Mil.) in a general sense, implies all sorts of

great guns, mortars, howitzers, petards, &c.., together with

all the apparatus and stores which are requisite for service

in the field, at sieges, &-c. ; but in a particular sense it im^

plies the science of artillerj' and gunnery.— Train nf artil-

ten/, a train formed of the attendants and carriages which

follow the artillery into the field. —Ptirk of artillerj/, the

place set apart by the general for the depot of guns, am-
munition, and stores, to be in readiness, as occasion may
require.

—

Honourable Artilleri/ Compani/, a band of in-

fantry, consisting of 600 men, of which the Prince of

Wales for the time being is always colonel. This corps

forms part of the militia, or city guard, of London.
ARTISCO'CCUS Iccvis (Bot.) the same as the Cinara of

Linnxus.

AUTl'SCUS (Med.) «pT«rxo;, from afiro?, bread ; a troche

made in the form of a loaf; but particularly that which is

made of viper's flesii. Castcll. Lex. Med.
A'RTIST, a proficient in the liberal arts, in distinction from

aiti ar, or one who follows one of the mechanic arts.

Aktist [L'hcm.) a term used by Paracelsus and others for

a chemist and an alcliymist.

APlTOCA'RI'US {Bot.) from 5fT05, bread, and y-uf-U, fruit,

Bread-fruit Tree; a genus of plants; Class 21 Monoecia,

Order 1 Monandria.
Generic Characters. Cal. none.— CoH. to each two petals.—isTA^i. filament filiform; n«//ir/- oblong.

—

Fist, germs
verj' many ; sti/le to each filiform ; stigma single.

—

Per.
Ji'iiil ovate-globular ; seeds oblong.

Sj:ecies. The species are

—

Artocarpus incisa, Sitodium

incisnm, Radermachia incisa, Soccus lanosus, sengranaius,

in French Le Rima on Fruit i Pain, Bread-fruit Tree,

Native of the Molucca Islands.

—

Artocarpus integrifolia,

Sitodium macrocarpon, seu caulijlorum, Radermncliia in-

iegra, Succus arboreus, seu Tojacca-maram Indira, In-

dian Jaca Tree, a shrub, native of the East Indies.

—

Artocarpus Philippensis, a shrub, native of the Philllppine

Islands.

—

Artocarpuspubescens, Ansj'eli, seu Castanea Ma-
labarica, a shrub, native of Malabar. Linn. Spec. Plant.

ARTO'CREAS {Med.) from V"?. ^^ead, and «p«?, flesh;

a pasty.

ARTO'.MELI {Med.) a Cataplasm, from ap»-«5, bread, and
ijuiKi, honey.

ARTO'PTA {Med.) from Sp-j-sc, bread, nnd o^^rin; to bake
;

a vessel for baking a pye or pudding; applied metaphori-
cally to women who have easy labour,^. Caitell.

A'RTO.S (Med.) apro;, bread ; the difltsrent sorts of which,
mentioned by Hippocrates and Galen, are as follow :

—

i;To? a^t/i/.«5, unleavened bread, most nourishing.

—

'AfTc^

i.ivfof,^ bread twice baked, prescribed in the dropsy.

—

.vpro; i-n.TToi, toasted bread prescribed in a dysentery.

—

'Apros ;(r;i;!£fiV>j?, bread baked on a hearth, a very bad sort.—'AfTOi fyiMTA<i, leavened bread, light but not nutritive.

—

'AfTOi Kx-^xf):, bread made of fine flour.
—

"Apro; y.Ai,iuviTii',,

testaceous bread, so called from xAiicaci, a moveable oven,
the vessel in which it was baked ; it was very dry but not
nourishing.—^"Apvss i-/xfjQi>;;, subcinericious bread baked
U'lder the embers, which was the worst sort.—'Apr.,5 o.3=-

t.ixTo^, bread spitted and roasted, which was rather nutri-
tious.

—

" fro; triij^uocifilry.c, bread made of fine flour, men-
tioned by Hippocrates, Galen, and Athena;us, as very
nutritious.— .Apj-t, « Z'-'^'f^, bread made of alica, which
was extremely nourishing—."Aproj o-s^.ynTi;, bread made of
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siligo, the purest and finest flour; this was a Roman bread,

and the most nutritive of all.
—

"Aprc; it/j-KTi/joc, bread of the

wheat itself, or unsifted meal, which was reckoned the

least nutritive of all. Hippocrai. de Vict-, in acut. Morb.
1. 2, &c. ; Gal. Exeges. et de Alim. Fac. 1. ] ; Athen. Dcip-
nos. 1. .3 ; Gorr. Def. Med.; Foes. (Fconom. Ilippocrat.

ARTOTYRI'T.'E {Ecc.) panem et caseum rffcrentes, heretics

in the second century offering bread and cheese at the

communion. Epiphan. Hceres. •tO ; S. Augustin. Hccres. 27

;

Baron. Annal. Ann. 173; Du Pin. Bibl. des Aut. dcs pre-

mieres Siecles.

A'RTUS {Anal.) quod membra mcmbris nrtentur, I. A limb,

ra r.aiXu, the extreme and most compacted parts of thebod}-.

Fest. de Verb. Sign/Jic ; Castell. Lex. Med. 2. A joint,

the members of v.hich extend themselves from the trunk,

and are divided into joints. Castell.

AIIVA'LES {Ant.) the twelve priests appointed b^' Ro-
mulus to celebrate the festival of the Ambarvalia. Pli}i.

1. 18, c. 2; Aul. Gell. 1. 6, c. 7; Fulgent, de Prise.

Sermon.

A'RVIL {ArchrEol.) Anal, or Aifnl, funeral rites.

—

Arril

supper, a funeral entertainment formerly made in the

northern parts of England.

—

Arvil bread, bread given to

the poor at a funeral.

A'RUM {Bot.) if.i, Cuckow-Pint ; a plant probably so called

from lifw, sacred. It has leaves like the Dracuncnlus,

which it resembles also in its medicinal virtues. Diosc.

1. 2, c. 197; Plin.l. 24, c. 16.

Arum, in the Linnean stjstem, a genus of plants, Class 21
Monoecia. Order 9 Polyandria.

Generic diameters. Cal. spathe one-leaved.—CoR. none.—Stam. Jilaments none; anthers sessile.

—

Fisr. germ
each obvate ; sti/le none ; stigma bearded with viilose

hairs.

—

Per. berri/ globular ; seeds several.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Arum
crenitum, seu inuscivorum, seu dracunculus, Hair}'-

sheathed Arum.

—

Arum dracunculus, Draconliuin, seu
Dracunculus polijphijllus, Long-sheathed Arum, or Com-
mon Dragon,

—

Arum Dracontium, Short-sheathed Arum
or Green Dragon.

—

Arum esculcntum, seu Caladiuni

aqnalile, Esculent Arum, or Indian Kale.

—

Arum macu-
latum. Common Arum.

—

Arum arisarum, seu Arisarum
lalifolium, Broad-leaved hooded Arum, or Friar's Cowl,
&c. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Gcr.

Herb.; Park. Theat. Bot.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Tour.ief.

Inst.; Boerhaav. Ltd. SfC.

Arum is also the Calla JEthiopica et orienialis of Linnaeus.

ARU'XCO {Zool.) the Chili toad.

ARU'NCUS {BoI.) from wfi^v'/os, hair hanging from the chin

of goats. Goats-beard ; a species of Spima of Linna;us.

Aristot. Hist. Anim. 1. 9, c. 4 ; I'lin. 1. 8, c. 50.

ARUNDE'LIAN marbles {Ant.) ancient marbles illustrative

of the history and mythology of the ancients, so called

from the Earl of Arundel, by whom they were transported

from the island of Paros into England. They contain the

principal epochas in the Athenian history, from the first

year of Cecrops, 1582 years B. C. to 354 years B. C.

Sflden. Marnwr. Arundel. ; Prid. Marmor. Oxoniens.

ARUNDINA'CEA {But.) reedy, an epithet for some plants.

ARUXDIXE'TUM (Bot.) a place where reeds grow.

ARUNDI'XEUS (Bot.) Arundineous, abounding in reeds.

ARUNDIXO'SUS (Bot.) Arundinose, or full of reeds.

ARU'XDO (Bot.) from areo, to dry; a plant so called be-

cause, arescit, it dries quickly. It has some medicinal

virtues, particularly if applied as a powder to wounds

;

it attracts any matter that is lodged in them. Plin. 1. 16,

c. 35 ; Oribas. de JMorb. Curat. 1. 3, c. 32 ; .let. Tetrab. 1.

Arus'do, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 3
jyiandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal, two-valved ; valves oblong,

—
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Cob. two-valved ; valves oblong ; nectary Uvo-leaved.

—

Stam. ^filaments three; atilluTs forked at both ends.

—

PisT. germ oblong; slyles two; stigmas simple.

—

Pek.
none ; sei'tt single.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Arundo
hamhu, Bambit, Mambu, Bambos nnindimucn, Tahncir,

seu Mambu arbor, seu Caniui, See. Bamboo Cane.

—

Arundo donnx, seu saliva, Cultivated Reed.

—

Arundo
phragmites. Common lleaA.—Arundo epizegos, seu Ca-
lamagroslis minor, Small Reed-Grass.

—

Arundo cala-

magrostis, Calamagrostis, seu Gramen arutidinaceum.
Wood Reed-grass.

—

Arundo arennria, sou Spartum spi-

catum. Sea Reed-grass. J. Bauh. Hist. L'lant.; C.
Bank. Pin.; Gcr. Herb.; Park. Tlieat. Botan. ; liaii

Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Jnstit. ; Boerhaav. Ind.
Arundo is also the Canna Indica, the Snccharum ojici-

narum, and the Calamus rotantj of Linna:us.

Arundo (Mech.) the reed or instrument which separated
the threads of the warp.

ARU'RA {Laiv) vide Arrura.
ARU'SPEX [Ant.) i. e. Avispcx, because inspexit, he in-

spected the entrails of birds ; a soothsayer or diviner who
examined the birds, in distinction from the augurs, who ex-
amined the entrails, &c. of victims at the sacrifices for the
purpose of divination ; but the aruspex used also to ex-
amine the entrails. The college of the Aruspices grew into

an order, as we learn from an inscription dug up, at Rome,
in 1605; L. FONTEIUS. FLA VIANUS HARUSPEX.
AUGG. CC. PONTIFEX. DICTATOR. ALBANUS.
MAG. PUBLICUS HARUSPICUM ORDINI HARUS-
PICUM. LX. D. D. Cic.de Div. 1. 1, c. 4-1 ; Dion,,s.

Hal. 1. 2; Plin. 1. 7, c. 3 ; Val. Max. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Q. Cicrt.

1.7, C. 7 ; Herodian. 1.4, c. 12; Jul. Obseq. de Prodig.

;

Firmic. Astron. 1. 2; hid. Orig. 1. 8, c. 9; Buleng. de
Sort. ; JJrsat. dc Not. Roman, apud Grcev. Thes. Antiq.
vol. xi.

ARYTiENO-EPIGLO'TTI (.4»«/.)fleshy/«sacMte fixed to

the Arytaenoides and the Epiglottis.

ARVT.ENO'IDES (Anat) «fur«t>o£ij^5, from apTuua, a cup,
and uhi, a figure funnel shaped ; Arytenoides two carti-

lages constituting the head of the Larynx. Oribas. Med.
Coll. 1. 21-, c. 9.

ARYTi?iNOID.^'I (Anat.) a name for some muscles of the
Larynx.

ARY'THMUS (il/erf.) api/«/*<i?, from a, priv. and pV^^os,rhythm,
signifies, properly, a modulation of time in music, but is

taken also for order and harmony in other things. The word
is used by Galen for the pulse nol modulated according to

nature, in opposition to the sapS/*o5, or just modulation.
Gal.de Diff: Puis.]. 1, c. 9.

A'S (Ant.) from trs, brass, because money w.as first coined
from brass; ].a Roman pound weight containing 12 ounces.
2. Any thing divided into equal parts, as an inheritance,

land, &c. whence ex asse hceredemfaccrc, to make one heir
to the whole fortune.

Mart. 1. vii. epig. 65.

Iliindem F(ibiiis Lahietium ei asse reliquit.

3. The smallest brass coin, as a farthing, 12 of which made
a denier, equal to J English money. I'ar. de Lat. Ling.

1.5; De Vil. Pop. Roman. 1.1, apud Non.\. VZ, c. 50

;

Plin. 1. Z?,, c. 3 ; Colimel. 1. 5, c. 3 ; Fitruv. de Architect.

1. 3, c. 1 ; Suet, in August, c. 91 ; Gal. de Pond.; Macrob.
Saturn. 1. 2, c. 4; ; Gronov. de Pec. Vet.; Salmas. in Vopisc;
Patus de Vet. Ponder. Sfc. Iffc. apud Grcev. Thes. Antiq.
vol. V. xi.

A'SA didcis seu odorata (Chem.) vide Benzoicum Asajie-
tida, a gum resin of a very fetid smell ; which is an excel-

lent remedy in hysterical disorders, a good sudorific and
strengthener of the stomach. It is extracted from a plant
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of the same name, a native of Persia. Kcmpf. Amce-
nitat.

Asa fcetida (Hot.) a plant from which asa foetida is extracted.
It is the Ferula assa fcetida of Linnasus.

ASAPH.'VTl'M (Med.) a sort of serpigo, or intercutaiieous

itch, generated in the ports like worms.
A'S.VPHEIS (?,Ifd.) k<ru<PiTi, obscure; applied to patients

who do not utter their words distinctly. Hipp, Prorriiet.

1. 1.

A'SAPPI (^Fd.) vide Azapes.

A'SAR (Com.) a gold coin at Ormuz, in the Persian Gulf,

worth 6s. Sd. sterling.

ASARABA'CCA (Bot.) the Attarnm of Linna.'us.

ASA'RCON (Sat.) uiraficot, fleshless; applied by Aristotle to

the he.id, in distinction from the fleshy [larts.

A'SARI pulvis compositiis (Med.) a powder made of the leaves

of Asarum, Marjoram, Marum, and Lavender.
ASARl'N.'V (Bot.) the Aulirrliinum of Linnaeus.

—

Asarina
erccta, the Chelone penstemon of Linna;us.

ASARI'TES (Med.) as-afiVijc, from u.Ta.(m, a diuretic wine
made of Asarum. Diosc. 1.5, c. 68.

ASARO'TA (Ant.) uarufurx, from «, priv. and trcifou, to

sweep ; a fine pavement laid in dining-rooms of such
small tiles that it appears never to be swept. They were
artificially inlaid in different colours.

Stat. Sijh. 1. 3, v. 35.

varias ubi picta per artes

Caitdet humus, sitberatitqne 7u>i'is assarotafptris.

Plin. 1. 36, c. 25; Vitruv. de Architect. 1. 6, c. 5, et Phi-
land, ad Lnc. ; Salmas in Solin. p. 1214; Gyr-ald. Oper.
tom. 2, p. 643 ; Rhodig. Antiq. Lect. 1. 21, c. 32.

A'SARUM (Bot.) aa-Kfor, from «, priv. and ireti'fu, to adorn,

Asarabacca, or Wild Spikenard : a plant so called, accord-

ing to Pliny, because it was not inserted in garlands. It

has leaves like ivy, and its roots are heating and diuretic.

Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 9; Plin. 1. 12, c. 13; Oribas. Med. Coll.

1. 1 1 ; Act. Tetrah., serm. 1 ; Paul. Mginet. dc Re Med.
1. 7, c. 3 ; Myrep. de Antidot.

Asarum, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 11

Dodecandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. CAh. perianth one-leaved.—Con. none.
—Stam. ^^//jwejifs twelve ; anthers oblong.—PisT. ^fnn
inferior; style cylindric ; stigma stellate.

—

Per. capsule

coriaceous ; seeds several.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Asarum Eu-
ropceum, Canadense, and Virginicum. J. Bauh. Hist.

Plant.; C.Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.SfC.; Park. Thcat. Bo-
tan.; Rail Hist. Plant. ; 'FourneJ'. Inslit.; Boerhaav. Ind.

Asarum is also a species of the Cytisus of Linnaeus. Bauh.
S^c.

ASA'SI (Bot.) a tree growing on the coast of Guinea, the

infusion of whose leaves cures the tooth-ache.

ASBE'STINUiM (Nat.) ot Asbestos, air/3ffo», inextinguisliable,

from a, priv. and (rfimuijt,!, to extinguish ; a kind of flax of

which cloth was made tliat was cleansed by fire, as to-

bacco pipes are, but was not consumed. Plin. 1. 19, c. 1

;

Ferrar. de Jet. Lucern. SfC. apud Grcev. Thes. Antiq.

Roman, torn. 12, &c.

AsBESTiNUM (Mech.) the cloth or paper which was made of

the Abestinum.

ASBE'STUS(A//«.) ar/Sfyo?, inextinguishable ; a kind of stone

which being set on fire cannot be quenched. Plin. 1. 37)

c. 10 ; Solin. p. 7; Isid. Orig. 1. 16, c. 4.

AsBESTUs, in the Linnean system, a genus of minerals. Class

Talcose Earths, consisting of carbonate of magnesia, silica,

and generally alumina.

Species. The species consist of such as have all their fibres

parallel, as— Asbeslus amiantus, seu Aniiantiis Jibrus,

Amiant, or Flexible Asbestus.— Asbestus vulgaris, or

Amiantus inimaturus, Common Asbestus, or Asbest; and
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of such as have the fibres interwoven and breaking into

obtuse-angled fragments, as

—

Ashesttts subcr, Amiantus

corticosus, Asbestusfibrmflexibilibus, sou Suber montanum.

Elastic Asbestus, or Mountain Cork.

—

4sbestus lignum,

Ligniform Asbestus.

—

Asbestus caro, seu Amiantus corti-

cosusjiexilis. Mountain Leather.

ASCALABO'TES {Zool.) io->iaA«,siTii;, a kind of lizard. Gal.

de Simp/. 1. 2.

ASCA'LAPHUS {Ent.) a division of the genus Myrmelcon,

according to Fabricius, comprehending those insects of

this tribe having the feelers nearly equal, jaw ciliate, lip

horny, rounded.

ASCA'LIA (Bot.) atTKcc^.ix, an artichoke bottom. Theophrast.

Hist. Plant. 1.6, C.4.; Plin. 1. 21, c. 16.

ASCALO'XIA (Bot.) a kind of onion, so called from the

town of Ascalon.

ASCALONI'TIDES {Bot.) Eschalots, or barren onions.

ASC ARDAMY'CTES (Med.) Ua-:c«f}x^uKr,,i, one who keeps

his eyes fixed without twinkling. Hippocrat. de Epidem. 1. 2.

ASCA'RIDES (Ent.) carx.x^ihi, from mtkiu, to move; small

worms bred in the intestinum rectum, which cause by their

motion a continual irritation and titillation. Gal. Exeges.

Vocnb. Hippocrat.; Aet. Tctrab. 1, serm. 2, c. il ; Paid.

.Eginet. de Re Med. 1. 4, c 58 ; Acinar, de Meth. Med. 1. 1,

c. 21.

AscA RIDES, in the Linnean system, a genus of insects. Class

Vermes, Order Intestina.

Generic Characters. Body round, elastic ; head with three

vesicles ; tail obtuse ; intestines spiral and milk-white.

Species. The species are distinguished according to the

animal which they infest, namely—Those infesting the

Mammalia, Ascaris vennicularis, in tlie intestines of chil-

dren ; Ascaris canis, in the intestines of the dog, &c. ;

those found in birds, as Ascaris aquiUe, ciirnicis, S;c. in

the intestines of an eagle, crow, &c.—Those infesting

reptiles, as Ascaris testudinis laccrtce, S;c. in the intestines

of the tortoise, lizard, &c.—Those infesting fishes and
those infesting worms.

ASCARl'NA (But.) from ascaris, to which the shape of the

antlicr is like ; a genus of plants, Class 22 Dioecia, Or-
der 1 Monandria.
Generic Character. Cal. Anient filiform.

—

Cor. none.

—

Stam. filaments single.— Pist. germ globose ; style

none ; stigma flat.

—

Per. drupe ; seed single.

The only species is Ascsrina polystachia, a shrub, native of

the Society Isles. Linn. Spec. Plant.

ASCA'RIS (Ent.) vide Ascarides.

ASC.\U'LES (Ant.) Ua-rMuXr,!;, a bagpipe.

ASCE'ND.AN'T (Law) such relations as have gone before in

families reckoned upwards.

Ascendant (Archit.) an ornament in masonry and joiner's

work which borders the three sides of doors, windows,
and chimneys ; it is otherwise called chamhranle.

Ascendant (Astral.) that degree of the ecliptic which rises

at a person's nativity, and is supposd to have an influence

on his future life. This is otherwise called the First

House, the Angle of the East, the Oriental Angle, or the

Significator of life. Hence the expression, " This or that

planet ruled in his Ascendant."
ASCE'NDING (.4stron.) an epithet applied to any star, de-

gree, or point in the heavens, which is rising above the
horizon.

—

Ascending Latitude, the latitude of a planet when
going towards the North.

—

Ascending Xnde, that point of
a planet's orbit where it crosses the ecliptic whilst pro-
ceeding northward. It is otherwise called the Northern
Node, and is marked by the character g3 representing a

node or knot, in distinction from the descending node.

—

Ascending signs, those which are upon the ascent, or rising,

from the nadir to the zenith.

Ascending stoK (Bot.) caulis ascendens, that yiart of a plant
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which rises above the ground in the form of wood and leaf,

in distinction from the caulis descendens, the descending

stem or root.

Ascending (Anat) an epithet for that part of the aortattom

where it leaves the heart to its great curvature or arch.

ASCE'NSION Day(Ecc.) a festival observed in the Christian

church ten days before Whitsuntide, in commemoration of

C'jr Saviour's ascension into Heaven. It is otherwise called

Holy Thursday.

Ascension (Astri,,:.) that degree of the equator reckoned

from the first of Aries eastward, which rises with a star, or

any point in the Ecliptic.

—

Asccnsis:t is right or oblique.

—

Right ascension, that degree of the equinoctial reckoned

from Aries which rises with the sun, or a star, in a i'^ht

sphere.

—

Right ascension of the viid-heaven is the riglit

ascension of that point of the equator which is in the me-
ridian.— Oblique ascension, that degree of the equinoctial

reckoned from .4.ries which rises with the sun or a star in

an oblique sphere.

—

Arc of oblique ascension, an arc of the

horizon intercepted between the beginning of Aries and
the point of the Equator, which rises with a star or planet

in an oblique sphere. This varies with the latitude of the

place.

—

Refraction of ascension [vide Refraction and Astro-

nomy]
ASCENSIONAL Difference (Astron.) is the difference be-

tween the right and oblique ascension of the same point in

the sphere ; or it is the space of time the sun rises or sets

before or after six o'clock.

ASCE'NSUS morbi (Med.) the ascent or increase of a dis-

ease.

ASCE'NT (Nat.) Ascensus, from ad and scando, to climb
;

the motion of a body tending upward.

—

Ascent offiuids,
tlie ascent or rising of fluids in a glass tube, or any vessel,

above the surface of their own level.

Ascent (Log.) a sort of reasoning by which one ascends
from particulars to universals.

.'Vscent (Chem.) a sort of sublimation and c//s<///a<;o«.

ASCE.STE'RICUM (Ecc.) a Monastery.

ASCE'T/E (Ant.) the same as Athlettr.

ASCETE'RIA (Ecc.) ia-xirryfix, from Ko-xfn', to exercise;

cloisters or places where people gave themselves up to

meditation and prayers. Theodnret. 1. 6, &c.

A'SCHl.V Thymallus (Ich.) the Grayling or Umber ; a sort

of fish, the fat of which is used in medicine to take away
specks from the eyes.

A SCL\ (Med.) from «|i»ii, an axe or hatchet ; a bandage in

the form of the axe. Gal. Com. 2 in Hippocrat. de Art.

ASCI'DIA {Ent.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes, Order
Mollusca, found in the sea, and adhering by their base to

the rocks.

Generic Characters. Body fixed roundish.

—

Apertures two,

one on the summit, the other lower.

Species. The species of this genus are principally found

in the sea, and adhere by their base to rocks, shells,

and other submarine substances. They are more or

less gelatinous, and have the power of squirting out the

water they take in, and alternately contracting and di-

lating themselves ; some of them are esculent, most of

them sessile, though a few are furnished with a long

stalk or tubular stem.

ASCIDIFO'RMIS (Bot.) bottle-shaped; an epithet for the

bractcic in the .Iscium and Rny.schia.

ASC'IDIUM (But.) the Bottle, a species of fulcrum, which

is a foliaceous body, cylindrical, and hollow, having its

mouth furnished with a complete cover that opens occa-

sionally. It is either sessile, sitting, i. e. supported on a

foot stalk, or petiolatum pedicelled, i. e. situated at the

extremity of a leaf, as in the Nepenthes distillatoria. This

body generally contains pure water.

A'SCI.l (Astron.) uo-xm, from «, priv. and o-xia, shade; in-
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habitants of the globe having no shadow, such as those in

the torrid zone, who twice a year have their sun at noon

in the zenith. Plin. 1. 2, c. 7J.

ASCITES (Med.) irxiVii!, from ainuc, a bottle; a species of

dropsy, distending the belly in the shape of a bottle. Arct.

rie Sign, el Cans. Morb. Acut. 1. 2, c. 1 ; Cels. de Re Med.

1. 3, c. '21 ; Oribas. Si/mps. 1. 9, c. 23 ; Act. Tclrab. 3,

serm. 2, c. 21 ; Paid. Algiiiet. 1. 3, c. 48.

Ascites has been classed by Cullen as a genus of diseases,

Class Cachexia, Order Iiitumescenlice.

ASCl'TICUS {Med.) ascitick; an epithet which signifies

labouring under an asr.i'.es.

ASCI'UM (Brii.) a genus of plants, Class 13 Polyandria,

Order 1 Munogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved; Icnjlets

roundish.— Cor. petals five.— Stam. fdaments very

many ; anthers oblong.— PiST. germ ovate ; sli/Ie very

short ; stigma headed.

—

Per. berry one-celled ; seeds

very many.
Species. The species are Ascium morantea, a shrub, native

of Guiana.

—

Ascium violaceum, a shrub, native of Guiana.

Linn. Spec. Plant.

ASCLEPI'.A. (Ant.) 'Airx>>;Tfi'«, a festival in honour of ^liscu-

lapius, celebrated all over Greece, but with the greatest so-

lemnity, by the Epidaurians. It was also called nf-i xym,

the sacred contest, because poets and musicians contended

for victory at this festival. J'/at. in Ion.

ASCLEPI'AD/E (Biog.) the descendants of iEsculapias, of

whom Hippocrates was one in the eighteenth degree.

ASCLEPIAD/E'AN verse (Poet.) a sort of verse; so called

from Asclepins, the inventor, consisting of four feet, a

.-ipondec, choriambus, and two dactyls ; or a spondee, two

thoriambus, and a pyrrhicius.

Hor. 1. 1, od. 1, V. 1.

Mdce
I
nils uttivts

\
idlte

|
re'iiiuj.

Or, according to the second form,

Mac?
I

nai atiivU
\
editc re

|
gibus.

Plolin. S{ Mar. Vict, de Met. ; Serv. de Cent.

ASCEE'PIAS (Hot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 2 Digi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-cleft.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous ; rfms/o«5 ovate-acuminate; nectaries five,

fleshy or cowled.

—

Stam. filaments five; anthers ob-

long; pollen collected into ten corpuscles.

—

Viar, germs

two oblong; styles two subulate; stigma common to

both.

—

VEM. follicles, two large oblong; seeds numerous ;

receptacle membranaceous.
Species. The species are mostly perennials and shrubs.

Of the former kinds are the

—

Asclcpias Syriaca, Apocy-

niim Si/riaciim, seu lieidcssar, Syrion Swallow-Wort.

—

Asclcpias incarnata, seu Apocynum Canadense, P'lesh-

coloured Swallow-Wort, &c. Of the latter kind are the

—Asclcpias undulata, seu Apocynum Africanum, Wave-
leaved Swallow-Wort.

—

Asclcpias gigantea, seu Ericu,

Curl-flowered gigantic Swallow-Wort.

—

Asclcpias curas-

saoica, seu Curassoa, Swallow-Wort or Bastard Ipecacu-

anha, <tc. J. Baiihin. Hist, Plant.; C. Jiauh. Pin.;

Ger. Herb.; Parte. Theat. Dotan.; llaii Hist. Plant.;

Tonrn. Inst.; lioerli. hid.; Linn. Spec. Plant.

ASCLE'PIOS (Med.) 1. A dry Smegma. Paul. Algin.LI,

C.13. 2. A troche. Act. Tetrab.\; sf^rm. 2, c. 50. 3. A
Collyrium. Gal. Ex. Scribnn.

ASCODIKJGI'TES (Kcc.) Heretics in the second century,

who, under the pretence of inspiration, introduced bac-

chanals into their worship. August. Her, G'2; Philast.de

liar. Baron. Annal, Ann. 173.

ASCO'LIA (Ant.) 'Aa-KuMoi, from a'lTKo;, a bottle ; a festival

among the rustic Athenians in honour of Bacchus, at
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which they leaped upon a bladder filled with oil and wine.
Virg. Gco'rg. 1. 2, v. 384.

atque inler pocula lirti

Mollibus in pratis uuctcs saliere pet- utres.

Schol. in Aristoph. Pint, act 5, seen. I ; Phurnut. de
Bacch.

ASCOLIA'SMUS (Ant.) aa-xoAwo-^.ic, from aVxoc, a leathern
bottle ; a game among boys of beating one another with
thongs.

ASCO'M.V (hied.) do-Kx/j^u, the eminence in the pubes at

years of maturity, particularly in the female. Jhif. Ephcs.

Appell. Part. Corp. human. 1. 1, c. 11.

ASCIIIPTI'TII (Aui.) Ascriptivi, or Ad,<:criptivi, supernu-
merary soldiers, who served to supply tiie losses in the le-

gions. Varr. de Lat. Ling. 1. 6, et de Vit. Pop. Rnm. 1. 3

;

Laniprid. in Alex. Sever.; Trehell. Poll, de Balist. Tyrann.
AscKii'TiTii (Archccol.) 1. A kind of villeins who attach

themselves to some new lord, and become his vassals.

2. Foreigners, or aliens, who are newly adn;itted to the

freedom of a city.

ASCYKO'IDES (Bot.) the same as Ascyrnm.
A'SCYRUM (Bot.) aVxi/fOf, from a, priv. and (rxufj?, rough,

St. John's Wort; a plant very similar to the Hypericum,
but the leaves larger and thicker; the seeds in hydromel
are good for the sciatica and the bile. Diosc. 1. 3, c. 172;
Plid. 1. 27, c. 5; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 11.

AscYRUM, a genus of plants. Class 18 Polyadelphia, Order
i Polijandria.

Generic Clinracters. Cal. perianth four-leaved.—CoR.
petals four-ovate.

—

Si'AM. filaments numerous; anthers

roundish.— Pist. germ oblong; style scarcely any;
stigma simple.— Per. capiule oblong; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are

—

Ascyrum, Crux Andrea, seu
Hypericoides, Common Ascyrum, or St. Andrew's Cross,

native of Virginia.

—

Ascyrum, Hypericoides, seu Hyperi-
cum piimilum, seu sempcrvirens, a shrub, native of A'ir-

ginia.

—

Ascyrum villosum, Hypericum pilosnm, seu J'ir-

ginianum, a shrub, native of ^^rginia.

—

^Iseyrum stam,

seu Hypericum tctrnpetalnm, a shrub, native of North
America. Ger. Herb. ; J. BauJi. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh.
Pin.; Parh. Theat. Bolan. ; Rail Hist. Plant. ; Tourn.
Instit. ; Boerhaav. Ind.

ASDE'NIGI (Min.) Blood-stone.

A'SE (Med.) cia-i;, loathing of food from a conflux, of hu-

mours to the stomach. Hipp. 1. 5, aphor. 61, &c.

A'SEB (Miu.) the same as Alnmcn.
AsKii (Med.) the same as Hydroa.
A'SE(iEN (Bot.) vide Sanguis Draeonis.

A'SEKI (Polit.) or Asehai, a Turkish name for the favourite

sultanas who have brought forth sons.

ASE'LLI (.}.\-lron.) two stars of the fourth magnitude, which,

according to Pliny, portend storms. Plin. 1. IS, c. 35.

ASE'LLUS (Ich.) Cod-fish, or Keeling, was formerly rec-

koned a genus of fishes by Willonghby, but is classed in

the Linnean system under the Gadus. Plin. 1. 9, c. 16;

ff'il. Ichth. ; Raii Synop.

ASE'MOS (Med.) ao-ijiAo?, from «, priv. and (ri)/*«, a sign;

an epithet, signifying without the ordinary signs or reasons,

applied to diseases and their changes. Hipp. Epid. 1. 2.

AS(i.\'NDES (Ant.) io-jtmJV.s, a Persian mes.senger or courier.

Plut. in Alex.

ASH (Bot.) a well known tree, the timber of which is next

to the oak in value, being of service in every sort of handi-

craft. The tree is raised best by the keys gathered, when
they are about to fall, in October; they are sown in

Januarjf, and best transplanted in October or November;
they are felled when the sap is at rest, from October to

November, but the lopping of pollards is better done in the

spring. When the young plants are cut down they throw

up straight shoots called ground-ash. The principal sorts
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of ash are the Common, Flowering, anil Manna Ash, the

Fraxiiin ; Mountain Ash, the Sorlms ; Poison Ash, the

R/ins in the Linnean system.

—

Ash-wccd, the Xgopodutm
of Linnsus.

ASMA'RIANS (Theol.) a sect of -Mahometans opposed to

the Motazak's, or orthodox sect.

A'SHES [Ant.) a mode of punishment, in use among the

Persians, of throwing criminals from a great height into

ashes, with which they were suii'ocatcd to death.

Ashes (C/icin.) the residue of combustion, in general con-

taining earth and fixed salts.— Vegetable asJies are produced
from the burning of vegetable substances, as fuel.

—

Aniiniil

ashes, produced from animal substances, as the coma cervi

cakiiialinn.—?tlinernl as/ies, the calces of minerals.

Ashes (Mcch.) the skimmings of metal among the letter-

founders, and the sweepings of their house, from which
refiners afterwards draw the remainder of the metal by
the fierceness of their fires.

—

Fat as/u's, those which are

heavy and contain much metal.— Lean ashes are light,

containing little metal.

A'JSH-FIRE (Chetn.) when tiie vessel, containing the sub-

stance to be heated, is covered with ashes.

A'SH-HOLE [Mech.) the iioie in the earth of a furnace,

which receives the ashes to be taken away.

A'SHLAH (Mason.) free stone as it comes from the quarry.

A'SHLElilN'G (Carpent.) quartering to tack to in garrets

perpendicular to the floor.

ASHO'RE {Mar.) on the shore or land, as opposed to

aboard ; but a ship is said to be ashore when she has run

aground, or on the sea coast.

ASH-WE'DN'ESDAY (Ecc.) the first day in Lent, so called

from the ancient custom of fasting in sack-cloth and ashes.

ASIA'KCHES [Aiit.) a.trM(x,v,, a governor of the provinces,

who used to preside over the public games.
ASI'DE [Lit.) a term in plays for wliat is to be said on the

stage without being heard by the otlier performers.

A'SILUS [J'liil.) an insect so called, cither from its infesting

asellos, young asses, or from citn-, and I'Au;, both wliich

signify mud. It was used, according to Pliny, as an
amulet, and was called oestron by the Greeks. Plin. 1. 1 1,

c. 28; Aldrov. Ichtli.—Asiliis marinus, oiVpos 5«A«(rcrio;, the

sea breeze, which gets under the fins of the Thunny,
and stings them so that they leap out of the water. Plin.

1. 11, c. 29.

AsiLus, ill the Linnean si/stem, a genus of insects, of the

order Diptcra.

Generic Characters. Mouth with a horny sucker.

—

An-
tenncc filiform.

—

Body conic.

Sjieciea. The principal species of this genus are the

—

Asiliis crabro/iiforinis, nearly equalling a hornet in length.
— Asilus gibbosus, larger than the formei', a native of

Lapland.

—

Asilus Jlaviis, the size of a wasp, and of a
black colour, with a yellow abdomen.

—

Asilus forcipatus,

of a blackish brown colour, and considerably smaller
than the former.

—

Asilus tipnloides, one of the smallest
species.

ASINA'RL\ [Enl.) 'ATeixj'x, a festival, in Sicily, iu com-
memoration of the victory obtained over the Athenians,
when Demosthenes and Nicias were taken prisoners ; it

was so called from the river Asinarius, near which the
battle was fought. Demosthen . in Nic.

A'SINUS [Zool.) the Ass is classed, in the Linnean system,

as a species of the Ecpius, or Horse.
A'SIO [Or.) horned owl, a species of the Slrix of Linnwus

;

a bird, so called because it has ears like an ass.

ASrilACL'S (Ent.) sKTipzxw, a species of locusts.

A'SITI [Med.) a<rcTci, from k, priv. and (nrt'ot, food; an
epithet for those abstaining from food.

A'SJOGAM [Dot.) an Indian tree, the juice of whose leaves
is good for the colic. Eaii Hist. Plant.
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A'SIUS []\Iin.) vel Assius Lapis, ar/c? i; ao-o-io; A-iia; ; a stone,

so called from "Aro-o;, a city of Troas. It is a soft, friable,^

and tophous substance, having a fine powder growing upon
it called the Flower of the Asian Hock, which is colliqua-
tive, digestive, and preservative like salt. Cel. 1. 4., c. 21s
Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 11-2; Gul. de Simpl. 1. 9; Oribas. Sijnop.

I. 2, c. 12; Aet. Tctrabib. 2, semi, a, c. 38 ; Paul. JJinu.et.

de Re Med. I. 7, c. 3 ; Acinar, de Melh. Med. 1. 6, c.'','^.

ASL.-\'NI [Cojn.) the Turkish name for a Dutch dollar.

A'SMAGA [Chem.) mixing certain metals together.

ASP [Zool.) a very small kind of serpent, the Coluber aspis

of Linnseus, peculiar to Lybia and Egypt, the bite of
which is deadly : its poison is so quick in the operation
that it kills without the possibility of applying a remedy.
Those who are bitten by it die within three hours, and
their death, which comes on by sleep, is attended with no
pain ; circumstances which induced Cleopatra to adopt
this mode of dispatching herself.

Asi' (Hot.) or Aspen-tree, a kind of poplar, the Populus
trennila of Linna;us, the leaves of which are remarkable
for their perpetually tremulous motion.

ASPADIA'LIS L-ichuria [Med.) suppression of the urine
from the Urethra being imperforated.

ASPA'LATHUS [Hot.) atrTrnXtiioi,, a plant wliich, according
to Theocritus, grows on the mountains.
Thcocrit. Ldijl.

Ef '/ixj) of£i i^u.i/j'jtn rt KHi utr^x>^x6ot acwcuJTui.

The scholiast, on this verse, makes the Aspalathus to be
a sort of Acanthus, so called because its thorns cannot be
easily, «2-o(rTair««i, plucked out of the bodies of those who
are beaten with it ; wherefore, according to Plato, tyrants
were scourged with it, in Tartarus. It is of a heating, as-

tringent, and abstersive quality, good as a decoction for
aphtha; and removing impurities. Plat, de liepiib. 1. 10

;

Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 19; Plin. 1. 2i; c. 13; Oribas. Med. Coll'.

1. 11 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serni. 2, c. 196; Paul. .F.ginet. de
Be Med. ). 7, c. 3.

Aspalathus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants;
Class 17 Diadelphia, Order 4 Decandria, in English Rho-
dium or Rose -Wood.
Generic Characters. Cat., perianth one-leaved.—Con. pa-

pilionaceus.— Stam. Jilaments ten; anthers oblong.

—

Fist, germ ovate; style simple; stigma sharp.

—

Pek.
legume ovate ; seeds generally two.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs and natives of
the Cape of Good Hope, as

—

Aspalathus .tpinoyn, seu
Genistetla spinosa /Ifricana, Thorny Aspalathus, or Rose-
wood.

—

Aspalathus chenopoda, Genista Africuna, Che-
mcclari.x, seu Chenopoda nionomatopciisis, cS'c.

Asi>AL.\THus is also the Robinia spinosa and pi/gmea, the
Spartium spinosum, and the Amerimnum cbciius of Linnaeus.
Bauh. Hist. Plant. S^c.

A'SFALAX [Bot.) uo-tixXkI, a plant which, according to

the description of Theophrastus, resembles the crocus iu

having more root than leaf. Theophrasl. Hist. Plant.
I. 1, c. 1 1 ; Plin. I. 19, c. 6.

ASPA'RAGIN [Chcm.) the juice extracted from Asparagus.
ASPA'RAGUS [Bot.) a.<r7:afj.-/oc, a well known plant, so

called, according to Varro, because it springs up from
rough twigs. The root of this plant is one of the five

opening roots, and it is also of singular efficacy in disorders

of tlie eye. Theophrast. 1. 6, c. 3 ; Cato de Re Rust. c. 6 ;

I'arr. de Lat. Ling. 1. 4; Cotum. de Re Rust. I. 2, c. 3 ;

Dio.scor. 1. 2, c. 1.32; Plin. 1. 19, c. 8, &c. ; Athen. 1. 2,

c. 22; Gal. de Simp. 1. 6; Oribas. Synop. I. 2, c. 1 ; Aet.

Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul. 31ginet. 1. 7, c. 3.

Asparagus, a genus of plants ; Class 6 He.randria, Order 1

Monogynia.
Generic Characters, Cal. none.

—

Cor. petals six.—Stam.
2 a
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flaments six filiform ; anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germ

turbinate ; sli/le very short ; stigma a prominent point.

—

Peii. berri/ globular; seeds two.

Species. The species are either perennial or shrubs, but

mostly the hitter, as

—

Asparagus officinalis, Common
Aspanisus. — Asparagus J'nitescetis, Africanus, seu

tcnitifolius. Larch-leaved Asparagus.

—

Asparagus liorri-

dusj seu Hispnnicus, Thorny Asparagus.

—

Asparagus

aphijllus, seu Corruda altera, Prickly Asparagus.

—

Aspa-

ragus Capcnsis, seu Corruda Africana, Cape Asparagus,

&c. ./. liauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger.

Herb.; Park. T/ieat. Botan. ; Raii Hist. Plant.;

Tournef. Instit. ; Boer/iaav. Ind.

ASPA'SIA" (^Med.) a constrictive medicine for the Pudenda

Muliehria. Cnstell. Lex. Med.
A'SPECT (.Istron.) the situation of the stars and planets in

respect to each other. These configurations of the planets

were regarded by astrologers as having an influence over

sublunary affairs, wherefore tliey were much noticed in the

study of astrology. Aspect is an angle formed with the earth

bv the luminous ravs of two planets so situated as to be ca-

pable of acting upon sublunary natures, according to Ke])her,

or perhaps more correctly, according to Wolfius, the

meeting of luminous rays emitted from two planets to the

earth according to their situation with respect to each other.

The ancient astronomers reckoned five different aspects ;

namely. Conjunction, textile, Qnartile, Trine, Opposition

;

the signs and distances of which are as follows :

Name. Character

Conjunction ^
Sextile ''.•

Quartile n
Trine A
Oppo.sition (f

Distance.

0"= O'sign

60 ^ 2 signs

90 = 3 signs

IW — i signs

180 = 6 signs

To these Kepkr added eight new aspects, as the Dcmi-

sextile of 30", Decile of .';G°, Octile of 43°, Qiiiutile of

72', &c. [vide Astronnnii/I Vitruv. de Architect. 1. i),

c. i; Jovian. Pontan. de Cel. Rcb. 1. 1 ; Kepler. I'pitom. ffc.

Aspect double (Paint.) when a single figure represents two

or more different objects.

A'SPEN-TUEl-: (Bol.) the Popnlus trennda of Linnaeus,

or Trembling Poplar, a sort cf popular which is mucli

more tender of its branches than the common kind, [vide

Asp^
A'SPEK (Com.) a Turkish coin eiiual to |(/, also a money of

account at Constantinople.

A'SPEllA Arteria (Annt.) the windpipe, so called from the

ineiiuality of its cartileges. [vide Trachea] Aret. de Sign.

et Cans. acnt. Miirb. 1. 1 , c. 7 ; Act. Tetrab. 2, serm. 3, c. 5.

ASPE'RGINE.S (Med.) from aspergo, to sprinkle; medi-

cines administered by way of sprinkling.

ASPr.'RIH)LI.lv (Il't ) Uough leaved, the name of a class

in Hay's and Menuaii's systems, and of the forty-third

order in Linnxus' Fragments of a natural Method.

ASPE'R.SEI) (I/er.) strewed or powdered.

ASPERU'(J() (/iot.) from asperitia, or roughness, which this

plant has in common with several genera of the natural

order o( .Ispcr'iJ'uliic. J'lin. l.'2-i, c. 17.

Asi'KRL(iO, in the I.inncan system, a genus of plants, Class 5

Pentandria, Order 1 Munngyuia.

Generic Characters. C.al. perianth one leaved.—Con.
one-petalled

—

Utam. Jilameuts five; anthers oblongisb.

—PisT germs four ; style filiform ; stigina obtuse.

—

Peh.

none ; calyx very large ; seeds four.

Species. The two species are the Asperugo prncnmhcns,

Jinglossum .sylvestre, seu Aparine major Plinii, I'rociuu-

bent Asperugo, an annual, native of Britain ; A.'^pcnigo

A'.gi/plicu, Tycop'iis .i'.gijptiaca, Anchusa verruco.^a, seu

Jlava, Egyptian Asperugo, an Annual, native of Egypt.

ASP

ASPE'RUL.\ (Bat.) a diminutive of asper, rough because
the seeds are roughish ; a genus ofplauts, Class l Tetran-
dria. Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. C.VL. perianth small.

—

Cor. one-
petalled.

—

St.\m. Jiliimcnts four at the top of the tube;
anthers simple.

—

Pist. germ twin ; style filiform ; stigmas

headed.

—

Per. two dry united berries ; seed solitary.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Aspenda
odorala, Galuim odorata, Rubeola montanii odorata, seu

Hepatica stellaria. Sweet-scented ^^'oodroof.

—

Asperula

cynanchica, Galuim cynanchicnm, seu Rubia cynanchica.

Squinancy-Wort, &c. ; but the

—

Asperula arvensis, Ru-
bin asperula, seu Rubeola cccrulea, Blue or Field Wood-
roof, a native of Britain, is an annual; and the

—

Asperula

Calabrica, Oleander Crcticus, Thymehe, Slicrardia, Pa-
vetta fcetidissima. Rubeola Valeriana, seu i\'erum, Cala-

brian Woodroof, a native of Calabria, is a shrub. Gir.

Herb.; J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Parle. Theat. Bot.

;

Raii Hist. Plant.; TourneJ. Inst. Rei Herb.; Boerhaav,
Ind.

ASPH.VL.'\THUS (Bot.) the ."^ame as Aspalathus.

ASPHALTI'TIS (Bot) i<r<pu;'.r.r>c, a kind of trefoil, which
Dioscorides calls ao-fiATiei'. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 123.

AspiLii^TiTis (Auat.) the last vertebra; of the loins. Gorr.

Dejin. Med.
ASPHA'LTOS (Min.) or Asphaltum, i<r<f^-},rc^, a.sphultos ;

Jews' Pitch : a solid, brittle, ponderous substance ; of a

discutient, emollient, and agglutinaut quality. It is the

Bitumen Asj>hallum of Linnjcus.

ASPHEXD.V.MNO.S (Bot.) Mountain Maple.
A'Sl'HODEL (Bot.) a plant. [\idc Asphodelus']

ASPHO'DELUS (Bot.) U<r^ok>.or„ Asphodel, or King's

Spear; a well-known plant, so called from the ashes, (r;ro5o>,

of the dead bodies that were burnt ; because the ancients

used to put the asphodel into the tombs, that there might
be food in the regions below for the departed spirits. This

plant bears on the top of its smooth stalk a small flower,

called Antliericus.

Kicand. Theriiic.

^A^AcTf y.at/Mior UTTicn^ov i.CspDccio

TloXXUKl o'a.V KM ITTriff/tX OTIS >.o/3o§ UfJtjC^ie, ui\n.

Ilippocrat. de Intern. Affect.; Theophrast. Hist. Plaid.

I. 1, c. 16 ; 1. 7, c. 12 : Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 199; Tlin. I. 22,

c. 22 ; .Schol. in Kicand. Gal. de Siniplic. 1. -l ; Oribas. Med.
Coll. I. U ; Act. Tetrab. I, serm. 1 ; Paul. A'.i^iuct. de Re
Med. 1.7, c. 3.

AspiiODELU.s, a genus ofplauts, Class 6 Hexandria, Order 1

JSIonogynia.

Generic Characters. C.\l. none.

—

Cor. one-petalled.

—

Stam. filaments six ; anthers oblong.

—

Pist. germ
roundish; style subulate; stigma truncate.— Per. capsule

globular; .«c«/i several.

Species. The species are mostly perennials ; but the As-

phodelus luteus. Yellow Asphodel, or King's-spcar, is

a biennial. ./. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.;

Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Bolau. ; Raii Hist. Plant.;

Tournef. Instit. Rei Herb.; Boerhaav. Ind.

ASPHUREL.V'T/E (Min.) semi-metallic fossils, fusible by

fire, and not malleable when in their purest state. They

are intimately coimected with sulphur and metallic ores.

ASPIIY'XIA (Meil.) ciriptjh'it, froni ii priv. and a-yuft, to beat

like the pulse; an apparent privation of pulse; or accord-

ing to Cielius Aurelianus, a smallness and amputation of

tlie pulse, del. Aurcl. de Tard. Pass. 1. 4, c. 3 ; Gal. ds

Dijj: Puis. 1. 4-, c. 3.

.A'SI'IC (lii^t.) another name for the Lavandula Storchas of

Linna;us.— Oil of aspic, an extraction from the loot of a

plant called Aspic. Geoff'. Mem. de I'Aiadcm. 171.'3.
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ASPI'DION {Boi.) a name for the Alysson of Dioscorides.

ASPIDI'SCI {Aril.) aiTTiiirxoi', dim. of a<r;j-i; ; short sliields

or ornaments in the fashion of shields.

ASPIDI'SCOS (Aunt.) <ic-Tj.<rxo;, a buckler, is metaphori-

cally applied to the Sphincter ani. Ceel. Aurelian. Tard,
Pns.t. 1. 3, c. 3.

ASPILA'TES {Mill.) ktrzaaTr'., from «, priv. and inrXxic.

a spot. 1. A precious stone, of a silver colour, good
against lunacy. 2. A sparkling gem in Arabia. Pliu

I. :!7, c. 10.
"

A'SPIKATE {Gram.) the character in the Greek (marked
thus, '

) to denote that the vowel must be sounded v.ith a

breatliing, as , which is sounded with an Ii instead of e.

The letter /;, in modern languages, is called nspirate

when it is sounded, in distinction from h mute, which is not

sounded.

A'SPIS {A»t.) a.in:'i'., in Latin dypeus, and in English shield,

was a defence for the whole body, according to the man-
ner in which it was anciently made. It was composed
either of wickers, or light wood, or hides doubled into

several folds, and fortified with several plates of metals, to

which Homer freciuently alludes. They were mostly made
of ox-hides, and therefore commonly called o!3-,Tii£; /3«.ki.

The principal parts of the shield were the «rTa| Itvc,

rtpEipifiia, or KUKXm, the outermost round, circle, or

circumference; owxfxAc?, in Latin iivibo, the Boss, jutting

out in the middle of the buckler ; Tf/i«/i«», a thong of

leather, whereby they hung over the shoulder. The shields

were of different kinds, varying both in size and form.

The general form was round, whence ic-3-iA? linn^ar, but

the 7s;;» was squared, the ivfsa, was oblong, the ratrrySoi was
composed of hides with the hair, and the ^sAr.; was a small

light buckler, [vide Militia'] Poll. Or.om. 1. J, c. 10 ;

Eustalh. in Horn.

AsPis (Zool.) aicrjri!. Asp, the most venomous of all serpents;

is classed by Linnseus under the Coluber. Galen makes
three species of the Aspis, namely, j;ifa-ara, jjtA^J^iJia, and
KTvsi'., which is the most pernicious of all. [vide Asp]
Gal. de Thrriac. ad Pison. 1. 1, c. 8; Act. Tetrab. i,

serni. 3, c. 15 ; Paul. JEgiuet. 1. 5, c. IS.

ASPLE'MUM {But.) a<rzM"", or Spleenwort; a plant so

called from its efEcacj- in curing disorders of the spleen.

It is a small plant, consisting of leaves oiilj', and is one of

the live capillary plants. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. I. 9,

c. 19; Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 151 ; Plin. 1.27, c. 5; Oribas.

Med. Coll. 1.11; Paul. JEginet. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

AsPLEXiuM, iti the Linnean system, a genus of plants,

CJass 24' Cryptoaamia, Order 1 Filices, the Trichomanes
and Lingua cer-cina of Tournefort.

Generic Character. Fructifications disposed in right

lines under the disk of the frond.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Asplenium
rhizophyllum, seu Phyllitis, Rootleaved Spleenwort.

—

Aiplenium hemionitis, seu Heinionitis, ^lule's-tongue

Spleenwort.— Asplenium nidus, seu Scolopendria, Bird's-

nest Spleenwort.

—

Asplenium ceterach. Common Spleen-
wort, or Miltwaste.

—

Asplenium trichomanes, Polytrichum
eeu Adiantum, Common Maidenhair.

—

Asplenium septen-

triounle, Achrostichum, Holostcum, Filicula, seu Fili.i,

Forked Fern, Sec. Sec. Dodon. Stirp. Hist.; Clus. rar.

Plant. Hist.; J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.;
Park.Theat. Botan.; Rail Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Inst.;

Boerhnav. Ind.

AsPLENiL'M is also the Acrostichum rufum and the Meniscum
of Linna;us.

ASPOPiTATIOX {Law) a felonious carrying away.
ASPRE'DO cernua (Ichth.) the name of a tish answering to

the Perca cernua of Linna;us. In the head of this fish is a
bone good for the stone, &c. Gesn, de Aquat.; Raii Ichth.

Aldrov. de Pis.

\AA.Mt
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ASPRE'LLA {Bat.) ihe Eqnisctum majui oilAnntRWi.

A'SPRIS {Bot.) the same as J^gilopa.

ASS {Zool.) the well-known animal which is nearly allied to

the horse, and is the Equus asinus of Linna;us.

Ass {Her.) was a charge in coats of iinns,

where it was the emblem of patience, as

" Argent, a fess between three asses passant;

in the arms of the Ascough family."

A'SSABA (Bot.) an Indian plant used medi-

cinally.

A'SSAC (Chem.) the game as Gummi ammoniacum.
A'SSACH (Lati') a mode of purgation used in Wales, of

clearing oneself from a criminal charge by the oath of

300 men. It was abolished in the reign of Henry the 1 iuh.

1 Hen. 5.

ASSA-FCE'TIDA (Chem.) \h\e Asa.

ASSA'I (Mus.) Italian for an augmentative expression

which in any composition indicates that the time must be

accelerated or retarded, as allegro, quick ; allegro assai,

still quicker ; odanio, slow ; adagio aaai, still slower.

A'SSAL.\ (Bot.) Nutmeg.
ASSA'LI.E (Eiit.) worms that breed among planks.

ASSANK'GI (Min.) the powder that fails oft' from the walls

ofsc.lt in the salt mines.

A'SSANUS (Com.) a weight among the ancients, consisting

of two drams. Gal. de Ponder, et yientur.

ASSARABA'CCA (Bot.) vide Asarum.
ASSA'RON (Ant.) another name for the measure called in

the Scriptures onier.

ASSA'RTUM (Latv) or assertum, from e.xerlum, pulled up
by the roots ; assart, an offence of plucking up trees by
the roots in the forests. Charta Forest. Anno 9 //. 3, c. 4;

Flet. 1.4, c. 22; Crompt. Jur. 177; Manw. For. Z,ntw,

part 1, p. 171.

ASSA'SSIN (Lain) one who kills another unlawfully and by
surprize. The word is supposed to be derived from a

certain prince of the family of the Arsarida;, called the

" Old Man of the Mountain," who was wont to fall on

defenceless persons that came in his way.

ASSA'TIO (Med.) cVrzxa and Tsv-'"'5-a, roasting and frying.

Gnl. Alim. Fnc. 1. 3, c. 2.

ASSATU'RA (Med.) the piece of meat just removed from

the fire after roasting, which, when wrapped up in a cloth,

was reckoned among poisons.

ASSA'ULT (Lnir) an attempt or offer, with violence, to do

bodily hurt to another. Lil. Assis. pi. 60 ; Lamb. Erre-

narch. 1. 1, c. 3.— Assault and battery, an assault with

actual blows.

ASSA'Y (Lou) from essayer, to try; a mode of trying me-
tals, or separating them from all foreign bodies inherent in

them ; thus gold and silver are assayed by the refiner, to

obtain them in their finest or purest state. It was formerly

called the touch, and those who had the care of it were

called the rfficers (if the tcuch.—Assay Ma.stcr, the master

of the mint, who weighs the bullion, and takes care that

it be according to the standard.

—

Assay of weights and

measures, an examination of them by the questmen in the

city, &e. Reg. Oria. 279.

ASSAY-BALAN'CE '(Mech.) a particular kind of balance or

scales employed by Assayers.

ASSA'YER of the ling (Laxi:) an officer of the king's mint

for the trial of silver : he is indifferently appointed between

the master of the mint and the merchants that carry silver

thither for exchange.

ASSA'YING (3/»i.) a flourishing previous to the perform-

ance.

ASSAYSI'ARE (Lave) to associate or take as fellow judges.

Cart. Abbot. Glast. M. S.

ASSECURA'RE (Archceol.) to make secure by pledges, or

any solemn interposition of faith. Flovedon, Anno 1 174.
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ASSEDA'TION (Lnu') possession, !n tlie Scotch law, by a
tack or lease, &c.

ASSE'.MBLY (Ecc.) or General Assembly of the Church of

Scotland, the highest ecclesiastical court in Scotland,

composed of a representation of the ministers and elders of

the Kirk.

Assembly unlnwful (I.nxv) the meeting of three or more
persons to do an unlawful act, although they may not carry

their purpose into effect.

Assemble (37//.) the second beat of the drum before, the

marcli.

ASSE'NT ro!/al (Law) the assent of the king to the bills that

have passed the two Houses of Parliament, the form of

which, when given to a public bill, is " Le Roy le veut;
"

but to a private bill, " Soit fait conime il est desire." The
royal assent ma}' be given either in person, through the

medium of the clerk, by commission to certain lords, or by
writing.

A'iSEliS (Archit.) asseres, laths which support the tiles -of

the roof, in imitation of which the dentils were made.
I'ilntv. 1. 4, c. 2 ; Fcst. tie Verb. Sigiiif; Btild. Lex. Vilruv.

ASSEUVA'TIO (Med.) the same as Voitservntin.

TO ASSE'SS [Law) to rate, or to fix the proportion which
every person has to pay of any particular taxes.

ASSE'SSOR (Ant.) Ciijus qfficium est assidere prcBsidi ; an
assistant in council.

AssKsson (Anal.) vide Prostatic.

AssEssoK (Laiv) those that a.ssess the public taxes, of which
there were two in every parish, to rate every person ac-

cording to the value of his estate, iitat. 16 and 17 Car. IL
ASSE'TS (Laxv) from assez, enough

;
goods and chattels

sufficient for an heir or executor to discharge the debts

and legacies of the testator or ancestor. Assets are

either real or personal, assets per descent, or assets entre

maines. — Real assets arc lands in fee simple whereof
a man dies seized.

—

Personal assets, any personal estate.

—

Assets pi-r descent, where a person is bound in an obliga-

tion, and dies seized of lands, that land shall be assets,

and the heir shall be charged as far as the land descended
to him shall extend.-

—

Assets entre maines, when sufficient

is left to discharge all debts and legacies ; or where some
conmiodity or profit ariseth to them in right of the tes-

tator : these are assets entre maines, or in hand.
ASSlvRVIA'RE (Law) to draw or drain water from marsh-

grounds. Mon. An'^tienn.

ASSIUE'ANS ( Tlieol.) in^^ioi, a sect of the Jews who are
mentioned in the Maccabees, I Mace. ii. 42, as a people
who were devoted to the law. They are supposed to derive
their name from D'Ton, merciful, holy, because they pro-

fessed particular holiness of life. From them sprung the
Pharisees, lleland. Anticj. Hue. Pars. 2, c. II; Prid. Con-
vccl. part 2, book ;i, iS;c.

A'SSlDENSivVjHO)/ (Med.) irvi;?'ftZiti, a sign or symptom usu-
ally attendant on a disorder, but not inseparable from it, in

distinction from the pathognomnnic, which is inseparable.

Gal. Vom.^, in Ilippocrat. Epid.]. 3.

ASSIOE'lU'. (/.ffu') to assess or tax equally. Math, Par.
ASSl'DUUS (Med.) the same as Continuus.
ASSIh'NTO (f'om.) a contract between the king of Spain
and the South-Sea company for furnishing the Spanish set-

tlements with slaves.

TO ASSI'GN (/.nil') 1. To make a right over to another; as
to assign an estate, an annuity, bond, &c. over to another.

2. To ap|)oint, as to a|)i)oint a deputy, iX-c. Justices are
also said to be assigned to take assizes. Stat. 11 //. 6,

c. 2, '.'i. .'i. To set forth or point out, as " to assign errors,"

to show where the error is committed, or to assign false

judgment; to show wlierein it was unjust. F. N. D. ly,

&c. ; Ilrg. Orig. ~'2.

Assign, vide Assignee.
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ASSI'GNAl^LE magnitude (Matli.) any finite magnitude
that can be expressed or specified.

ASSKjN.VriO agrorum (/Int.) tli.' assignment of land to

soldiers, either as debentures or fur reward of services. Cic.

ad Earn. I. 8, ep. 13, &c.
ASSIGNA'TIONI (Lau') the ceding or yielding a thing to

another in the Scotch law, of which intimation must be made.
ASSIGNE'E (L«iii) or assign, he to whom any thing is as-

signed, as an assignee to a Bankrupt's estate.

—

Assignee,

or assign bi] deed, is one appointed, as when a lessee of a

terra assigns the same to another, in distinction from an
Assignee, or assign in law, whom the law makes so without

any appointment, as an executor, who is assignee in law to

a testator.

ASSIGNMENT (Z.niii) 1. The making over the interest a

man hath in a concern to another, as the assignment of an
estate freehold, or for term of years, by a deed in writing.

Co. Lit. 2. The deed itself; thus in assignments the words
grant, assign, and set over, are required. Lnt. 30.

—

As-
signment of a dower, the setting out a woman's marriage
portion by the heir.

ASSLMILA'TION (Ph;j.) a sort of motion, by which some
bodies are changed into other bodies, aptly disposed into a
nature homogeneous to their own ; as the assimilation of tlie

food with the body.

Assimilation (Med.) Uo/ioiWi?, an action by which the nou-
rishment assimilates with the thing nourished, which re-

quires iTfoc-Stri;, apposition, and iTfoir<f)t;(ri5,agglutinatio, or ad-

herence. It dift'ers only in name from nutrition. Gal. de

Fac. Nat. 1. 3, c. 1, et de Cans. Si/mpt. 1. 3, c. 2.

ASSIMUL.'V'RE (Latv) to put highways together. Leg.
Hen. I, c. 8, apud Drompton.

ASSIMULA'TIO [Archcrol.) counterfeiting.

ASSrS (Med.) an Egyptian bolus, consisting of a powder
prepared from hemp leaves. Prosp. Alp.

Assis (Her.) sejant, or sitting, as a lion assis uffronte, or
sejant gardanl nffronte. [vide Sejanf]

ASSISTE'NTES (Anat.) or ostites glandulosi, the prostate

glands; so called because they lie near the bladder, [vide

Parastatic']

ASSrSA (Law) from assiden. [vide .-/.ss/ce]

—

Assisn cadere,

to be nonsuited when the complainant, from defect of legal

evidence, can proceed no farther. Bract. I. 2, c. 7 ; F/et.

1. 1, c. 15.

—

Assisa cadil in jnratum, is where a thing in con-

troversy is so doubtful that it must necessarily be tried by
a jury. Flet. 1. 4-, c. 15.

—

Assisa continuanda vcl proro-

ganda. [vide Assize^—Assisa panis et cereviscc. [vide

Assize"]—Assisa de utriim, a writ, [vide Juris iitruni]—
Assisa Nocumenti. [vide Nuisance'] — Assisa capi in mo-
dum assiscE—/Issisajudicum, a judgment of tlie court given

either against the plaintiff or the defendant.

ASSI'SE \Law) vide .Issize.

ASSrSU.S {Law) rented or farmed out for such an assize

or assessment. Terra assisa was opposed to Terra domi-

nica, the latter being held in domain, and the former let

out to smaller tenants.

ASSI'THMENT (Lnic) a weregeld or compensation by a

pecuniary mulct for any offence, from ad and the Saxon
j-itlie, in lieu of, because it was paid in lieu of any other

punishment.

A'SSIUS /«7ji.? (Min.) vide Asius.

ASSI'ZE (7,(111') assisa, from a,?.s/(/(')r, to sit toccther ; signi-

fies, in its proper sense, an assembly of knights, and other

substantial men, with the justice, at a certain time, and
in a certain jilace, for the due administration of justice.

In this sense assizes are general when the justices go their

circuits with commission to take all assizes ; or they are

special when special connnissions are granted to try parti-

cular causes. The commissions for general assizes are

five in number ; namely,—Commission of o^cr and terminer
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for the trial of felonies, treasons, &c.'—Of gnni dcUverij,

for the trial of all persons committed to gaol for any

offence.—Of a.sdze, for trials upon writs of assize.—Of
nisi prhis, for the trial of civil causes, in the vacation, that

have been brought to issue iu the courts above by a jury

of twelve men of tlie county where the cause of action

arises, with this proviso, nisi priiis, i. e. unless, before the

day prefixed, the judges of assize come into the county

in question, which they are sure to do in the preceding

vacation.

—

A commission of the pence in every county of

the circuits where all justices of the peace are bound

to attend. Brad. 1. 2, &c. ; Flet. 1. 4- ; '!• Inst. 26.5. —
Clerk nf assize, an officer of the court who sets down
all things judicially done by the justices of assize in court,

^ss/xe signifies also, 1. A writ of assize for the recovery

of things immoveable, of which one has been disseized.

This was of different kinds ; namely,

—

Assize of 7tovel

(lisseisi)!, a remedy, niaxime fcsliinim, for the recovery

of lands or tenements.

—

Assize of mart d'nncestor, when
a man's ancestors died seized of lands, and, after their

death, a stranger abated.

—

Assize of darrein presentment,

where a man's ancestors have presented a clerk to a

church, and, afterwards the church being void, a stranger

presents his clerk to the church, whereby the right of

the proprietor is disturbed. Stat. 20, //. 3, c. 3

;

Westm. 2, c. 13, Sec; Bract. 1. 4; F. N. B. 105.

190, &-C.; Co. Lit. 154-, &c. ; Reg. Orig. 208, &c.;

Neiv. \at. Brev. 'll?, &c.— Assize at large, a writ

brought by an infant to inquire whether his ancestors

were of full good memory when he made the deed
whereby he claims his right.

—

Assize in poiid of assize,

when the defendant pleads directly to the writ, no
wrong.

—

Assize out of the point lyf assize, when the defend-

ant pleads something by way of exception.

—

Assize of
right of damages, when the tenant confesseth an ouster.

—

Assisa continuanda, a writ directed to justices of assize

for the continuation of a cause when certain records

alleged cannot be produced in time by the party that

has occasion to use them.

—

Assisa proroganda, a writ

for the stay of proceedings by reason of the parties

being employed in the King's business. 2. Assize is

sometimes taken for a statute, as

—

Assiza panis ct

cerevisce, assize of Bread and Beer, a statute for regu-

lating their weight and quantity.

—

Assize of the forest,

touching orders to be observed in the King's forest.

—

Assize of the King, the same as the statute of view of

Frankpledge. 51 11.3; Manxi: For. Laivs, 35. 3. As-
size is likewise sometimes taken for a jury where assizes

of novel disseisin are tried. 6 Hen. 6, c. 2.

ASSi'ZEll of Keights and measures (Law) an officer who
has the care and oversight of those matters.

ASSI'ZORS (Law) in the Scotch Law answer to the jurors

in the English Law.
ASSOCIATION (Law) a writ directed to justices of as-

size to have others associated unto them as colleagues in

assize. F. N. B.IS5 ; Reg. Orig. 201, &c. ; AVu'. Xat. Brev.

416, &c.

—

Association cf Parliament, the solemn associa-

tion which Parliament entered into, in the reign of Wil-
liam III, to defend his Majesty's person and government.
7 & S IVill. Ill, cap 2, made void by 1 Ann. Slat. 1,

cap. 22, ^2.
Association of Ideas (Phil.) that connexion between cer-

tai^l ideas which causes them to succeed each other in-

voluntarily in the mind.

ASSO'DES (Med.) from assure, to burn ; a continual fever

with excessive heat inwardly, though not so great exter-
nally. It is arranged by Cullen under the Tertian Re-
mittents.

ASSOI'LE (Laxv) to deliver from excon.munication. Staitnrlf.

Plac. Cor. 72.
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A'SSONANCE (Gram.) a jingling of words which have tlie

same sound, but are not intended to rhyme.

A'SSON.'VNT rhfjmcs (Poet.) a sort of verses common among
the Spaniards which rh3'nie but imperfecMy.

ASSO'NIA (Bot.) from as.'so, a Spanish "ootanist; a genus
of plants. Class 16 ISInnadelphia, Order .6 Dodecandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth double.

—

Cor. petals

five.

—

Stam. flamenls fifteen; anthers oblong.

—

Plst.

o-erw roundish ; .t^y/c simple ; stigmas Hve.—Peu. capsule

subglobose ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are perennials, as Assonia palmata,

angulala, &c.
ASSU'MINA (Bot.) a shrub on the coast of Guinea, which

destroys the vena medinensis.

ASSU'MPSIT (Law.) from assinno, a voluntary promise, by
which a man takes upon himself to perform or pay any
thing to another.— Action of assumpsit, [vide Action^

ASSU'MPTION (Log.) the postulate or thing supposed,

which is the minor or second proposition in a syllogism,

[vide Sijllogism'\

Assu.MPTioN (Med.) the receiving of any thing into the

bodv through the mouth, as an aliment, &c. Castell. Lex.

Med.
Assu.MPTioN (Ecc.) 1. A feast, celebrated on the 15th of

August, in the Romish church, in commemoration of the

miraculous ascent of the Holy Virgin. 2. The day of the

death of a Saint.

ASSU'MPTIVE Arjns (Her.) such arms as a man hath a

right to assume to himself by virtue of some action ; as if

a man, being no gentleman by blood, shall take prisoner

any nobleman and gentleman, he may bear the shield of

that prisoner, and enjoy it to him and his heirs for ever,

as in the case of Sir John Clark, who, in the reign of

Henry VIII, took the arms of his prisoner the Duke de

Longueville. [vide Arms']

ASSU'RANCE (Com.) vide Insurance.

Assurance of lands (Laiv) where lands are conveyed by
a deed.

ASSU'RGENS (Bot.) rising in a curve to an erect position,

an epithet for a petiole and for leaves.

—

Petiolus assurge?2s,

a rising petiole.— Folia assurgentia, rising leaves.

ASSY'ZERS (Law) jurors, or those who serve on an in-

quest in the Scotch Law.
ASSY'THMENT (Laxv) Reparation for mutilation and

slaughter in the Scotch Law.
A'STACUS [Icht.) the lobster, which, in the Linnean

system, forms a division of the Cancer or Crab. PUn.
1. 9, c. 31; Gesn. de Aquat.; Rondelet. de Aqual. ; Al-

drov. Ichth.

ASTA'XD^E (./)(/.) vide Asgandce.

ASTA'THIANS (Ecc.) heretics and followers of one Ser-

gius in the ninth century, who renewed the Manichean
impostures. Baron. Annal. Ann. 810.

A'STAZOF (Med.) 1. An ointment of litharge, spernisla,

and houseleek. 2. A mixture of rosewater and camphor.

Paracel. de Apostem. c. 3S.

.\STCHA'CHILOS (Med.) a gangrenous ulcer at the junc-

ture of the feet. Paracel. de Apostem. c. IS.

A'STEISM (Rhet.) xfntrfii, from afito!, urbanus ; a plea-

sant trope, or kind of irony, as

Virg. Eclog. 3, v. 90.

Qui Bai'ium lion odit, amet iua carminaf Mtrt'i.

Demet. Eloc. 128 ; Longin. de Suhlin. 1. 31, c. 2 ; Philostrat.

Vit. Sophist, tom. i. p. 510.

A'STER Samius (Min.) from i^'f, a star; a kind of bright

earth dug in the island of Samos, so called from its re-

sembling a star. It is efKcacious against spitting of

blood. Diosc. 1. 15, c. 172; Plin. I. 35, c. 16; Gal.

de Camp. Med. sec. gen, 1.4; Orihas. Med. CollccA. 13;
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Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul, JEc^inet. de Re Med.
1. 7, c. 3.

Aster Alticus (Dot.) <iT<o «ttikc;, a plant, so called from the

figure of its flower, whicli resembles that of a star. It was

also called Bubonium from its efficacy in curing a bubo.

Dinscor. 1. 4-, c. I'iO ; /'///(. 1. 27, c. ,')
; Gid. de Simpl. 1. (3

;

Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 11 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paid.

JEainet. de lie Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

Aster, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants, Class 19

Si/>igeiiesia, Order 2 Polj/gamia Superjlua, in English

Starwort.

Generic Characters. CAh. common imbricate.

—

CoR. com-

pound radiate.

—

Htam. filaments five; anlher.s cylindric.

— I'l ST. "•(•?•)» oblong; 4/^/f filiform ; stigma bifid.

—

Per.
none ; calyx scarcely changed ; seeds solitary ; reccpticle

naked.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Aiter tripolium,

seu Tripolium, the Sea-Starwort.

—

A.-itcr Amcllui, seu

Amelias, Italian Starwort, &c. Ger Herb.; C. Batih.

Pin.; llaii Hist. Plant.; Tournef. Inst. Jiei Herb.;
Boerhaav. Ind.

Aster (/.ate) or /(omo as/er, a man that is resident. Brilt. 151.

ASTERA'NTIUM (Dot.) the herb called imperatoria,

masterwort, or pellitory of Spain. Dodon. Slirp. Hist.

ASTE'RIA (.1//;/.) the Bastard Opal, a.sort of gem.
ASTE'RIAS (Or.) ar'flcti, a kind of heron or egret, the

Accipiter palumbarius of Pliny, the Falco palumbarius of

Linna:;us, and the Gos.'hawk of Willoughby iristot.

Hist. Anim. 1. 9, c. 36 ; Plin. 1. 10, c. 60.

AsTERlAS (Bol.) tlie Gentiana lutca of Linnasus.

AsTERiAS [Con.) Star-fish or Sea-star, a genus of animals,

Class Vermes, Order Mollusca.

Generic Characters. Body depressed, covered with a co-

riaceous coat, furnished with five or more rays, and
numerous retractile tentacula.

—

Moulh in the centre.

Species. These animals are all inhabitants of the sea, and
feed on oysters, to whose beds they are very destructive.

They easily renew any parts which are lost by violence,

and fix themselves to the bottom by swimming on the

back, and bending the rays. The species are distin-

guished into the lunate, stellate, &c.

ASTE'RICUM [Bot.) uiifnui, muralis herba ; pellitory of

the wall. Plin. 1. 22, c. 17.

ASTEKISCOI'DES {Bot.) a species of the Osmites of Lin-

nasus.

ASTERI'SCUS (Bot.) the Buphtlialmium and the Silphium

cs/emcMS of Linnzeus. Tournef.; J)illen. Sfc.

A'STERISK (Gram.) irrfiVxo?, a diminutive of irn», a star;

a little murk in the form of a star (
*

) shewing something

to be noted. Isid. Grig. 1. 1, c. 20.

A'STERI Simil'is (Bot.) the Erigeron alpinnm of Lin-

na-ns.

ASTERI'SMUS (Ast.) a^i^urfMi, an asterism or constella-

tion of fixed stars.

ASTE'RN (Mar.) behind a ship, as opposed to ahead, which
is before.

ASTEROCE'PHALUS (Bot.) the Scai/osa of Linna;us.

ASTEROl'UES (Hot.) Bastard Star-wort. 1. The Buph-
thalmium of Linna;us. Tournef. 2. A species of the

Couijzn of Llnna;us.

.\ST1:R()PI.ATYCA'RP0S (Bot.) the Orthonna pectinata

of Linmeus.
ASTERO'i'TEROS (Bot.) the /.cy^ra of Linntcus.

ASTEROPO'DIU.M (Mia.) a geiii, very similar to the As-
toria.

A'STHIMA (Med.) u<rf/A,u, from <iu, to breath ; signifies, ac-

cording to Hippocrates, a (|uick and difficult respiration,

such as people experience after running, and is the highest

degree of dyspne. Hippocrat. aph. 4-6 ; Arrt. de Sign.

de Caus. Moib, Acut. 1. 1, c. II ; G'a^. Comm. in Hip-
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pocrat. nd loc. Oribas. de Loc. Affec. 1. 3, c. 79 ; Paul.
.Eginet. de lie Med. 1. 3, c. 29.

Asthma is a disorder which consists in a chronical and
sometimes periodical difficulty of breathing, with a sense

of stricture across the breast, and is classed by Cullen as a
genus of diseases in the Class Neui-Oiis, Order Spasiiii.

The species are

—

Adhma spovtnneum, when without any
manifest cause.

—

A.slhmn plethoricum, when arising from
plethora.

—

Asthma c.xnnthemalicum, originating in the re-

pulsion of some acid humour.
A'STO.MOS (Anat.) «5-i!(K.o5, from «, priv. and fsito;, with-

out mouths, Pliny speaks of a people in India without
mouths, who live anhelatu el odore.

ASTRA'BA (Lit.) 1. The Pack-saddle or Sumpter-mule; a

title of one of Plautus' plays. 2. A stepping-stone on
which to mount horses. Siiidas ; Hesijchius, 8^-c.

A'STRAGAL (Archit.) as-fay^^'?, the ancle-bone; a small

round moulding, encompassing the fut or shaft of a

column, which was made to imitate the form of those

bones which are placed at the juncture of the neck of the

foot, as in the annexed figure j Vitruv. cic

Archit. 1. 3, c. 3 ; Philand. Bald. Lex Vitruv.

Astragal (Gun.) the corner ring of a piece of ordnance.

ASTRAGALOI'DES (Dot.) the PAncn of Tournefort.

ASTRAGALOMA'KCV (Ant.) ^^(xyu>„>u.x,Tu,i, a species

of divination, by throwing small pieces marked with the

letters of the alphabet, from the accidental disposition of

which the answer was sought.

ASTR.i'GALUS (.'hiat.) the ancle-bone, or sling-bone, the

superior and first bone of the foot, so called from ir/j^yaAM,

a die, because it resembled a die in shape. It is divided

into two portions ; one posterior, which is large, and as it

were the body; and one anterior, which is an apophysis.

Rirf. Ephes, Avpell. Part Corp. Human. 1. 3, c. 5 ; Oribas.

1. 2,5, c. 3.

Astragalus (Bot.) Liquorice-Vetch, a plant so called from
the ancle-bone, which its seed resembles in shape. Its

root is sweetish, astringent, and gives a tincture of red to

blue paper. Dioscor. 1. 4, c. 62 ; Plin. 1. 26, c. 8 ; Cal. de

Simpl. 1. 6.

Astragalus (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 17 Dm.'/e/p/jij,

Order 4< Decandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. na-

pelionriccous.— Stam. Jilaments diadelphous ; anthers

roundish.

—

Plst. germ nearly columnar ; .'.tijlc subulate;

stigma obtuse.

—

Per. legume two-celled ; seeds kidney-
shaped.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Astragalus ono-

brychis, Purple-spiked Mllk-Velcli.

—

Astragalus cicer,

Cicer silvestre, seu (j7/7Hj,Blad Milk-Vetch, &c.

—

Astra-

galus hypiiglotlis, seu Glauic monlann purpurea, Purple
Mountain Milk-\'etch, &:c. Clus. Uist. rar. Plant. ; ./.

Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C.Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb. ; Park.
Theat. Botan. ; Jlaii Hist. Plant.

Astrac.ai,u.s is also the Anthyllis montana ; the Bisurrtda ;

the Hedysarum argcntatum; the Indigofcra hirsuta ; the

Orobus vcrnns and tuberosus ; and the Phaca of Linna;us.

Bauh.; Parle.; S)-c.

A'STR.'\L (.4stron.) belonging to the stars.

ASTRA'LISII (Min.) that ore of gold whicli lies as yet in

its first state.

ASTRA'NTIA (Bot.) Master Wort, a genus of plants.

Class .') Pentandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. umbel universal rays very few;

partial very numerous.—CoR . universal uniform.

—

St AM. filaments five; anthers simple.— Pist. germ ob-

long; styles two; stigmas simple.

—

Per, yruit ovate;

seeds two.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Astranlia major,
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Helleborus, seu Veratrum, Great Master-Wort.

—

Astran-

tin minor, seu Helleborus, Little or Alpine Master-Wort.
—Adrantia ciliaris, seu jassione, S;c. Dodon. Slirp.

Hist.; Ger. Herb.; J. Bnuh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh.

Pin. ; Park. Thent. Botan. ; Rail Hist. Plant. ; Toiir-

nef. Instit. liei Herb. ; Boerhaav. Ind.

ASTRA'RIUS lueres (Lcic) from astre, the hearth of a

chimney, where the ancestor, by conveyance, hath set his

heir apparent and his family in a house in his lifetime.

Co. Lit.

ASTRI'CTA (Med.) an epithet applied to the belly, in

opposition to the sob.da, or relaxed.

AS rUICTO'RIA (Med.) the same as Astringcntia.

ASTlirXGENIS [Mtd.) nstringentia, those things which

have a binding quality, as Peruvian Bark, &c.

A'STRIOS (Mm.) iro'ui !!,-fo>, a kind of gem found in India,

resembling chrystal. Plin. 1. ;;7, c. 9 ; Isid. Orig. 1. 16,

c. 13.

ASTRO'nOLOS (.1///).) from .r,-p« and ;e«AA.', to dart; a

gem like a fish's eye. Plin. 1. 37* c. 9.

ASTROBOLl'SMOS (Med.) ^,-pc,3o/a(r^«=, from ii-rf«, a star,

and Icc/J.u, to strike ; with regard to plants, denotes planet

stricken; with regard to man, it signifies apoplexy. Thcoph.

de Cans. Plant. 1. 5, c.2; Gorr. Dejin. Med.
ASTRODrCTICUM (Astron.) an instrument for several

persons to view the stars at the same time, invented by

.Mr. Weighel.

ASTROGNO'SIA (Astron.) a knowledge of the fixed stars,

from yt'o'ry.uc, tO know, and a^fn.

ASTRO'IDES (Her.) a star consisting of six points or more,

in distinctiomfrom a mullet, consisting only of five, [vide

Mullet and Star'\

ASTRO'ITES (Min.) a stone having the figure of a star

upon it. It is a species of the Helminth-jlithus of Lin-

na'us. Plin. 1. .'iV, c. 9.

ASTROLA'BIUM (Astron) irfiAi^io., from
^,'f»=, a star,

and /;:/. J«'^, to take; Astrolabe, an instrument described

by Ptoiemy, which was chiefly used by navigators to take

tlie height of the pole, &c. at sea. It is now superseded by
Hiuliey's quadrant. Ptul. Almag. 1. .5, c. 1.

A'STROLABE, Hea, an instrument for taking altitudes by
sea.

ASTRO'LOGY, an art of judging or predicting human
events by the influence of the stars, which is now generally

exploded.

ASTRO'NIUM (Bat.) a genus of plants, Class 22 Pentan-
dria, Order 5 Dioecia.

Generic Characters. For the male. Cal. perianth five-

leaved ; lenjlets ovate.

—

Cor. petals five ovate; nectary

five.

—

Stam. Jilnments five ; anthers oblong. For the

Jemale. Cal. perianth five-leaved ; leajlets oblong.

—

Con. petals five.

—

Pist. germ ovate; styles three; siicr-

ma.\ sub-capitate.

—

Per. none ; calyx coloured ; seed
one oval.

Species. The only species is, Astronium graveolens, a
shrub, native of Caithagena. Linn. Spec.'Plant.

ASTRONO'MICAL (.-Istron.) an epithet for any thing re-

lating to astronomy, as astronomical Day, Hour, Year,
in distinction from the civil Day, Hour, Year, [vide Day,
&c.]

—

Astronomical Characters, those used in astronomy,
[vide Characters^— Astronomical Horizon, in distinction

from the Sensible Horizon, [vide Horizon']—.-istronomical

Place of a Star or Planet, the longitude of a star or place
in the ecliptic, reckoned from the beginning of .-iries.

— Astronomical Hours, such as are reckoned from the
noon or mid-day of one day to the noon or midnight of
another.

—

Astronomical observations, such observations as
are made with suitable instruments by astronomers on the
heavenly bodies to ascertain their forms, appearances, mo-
tions, &c. The observations of Hipparchus, which are
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the earliest handed do^m to us from the Greeks, are given

in Ptolemy's Almagest.

—

Astronomical Ta'les, are compu-
tations of the motions, places, and other phenomena of the

planets, both primary and secondary. Tables of this de-

scription are to be found in Ptolemy's Almagest, whicli

liave, however, been superseded by more modern and
correct calculations.

Astronomical Calendar, an instrument consisting of a
board on which is pasted an engraven and printed paper,

with a brass slider, which carries a hair, and shows upon
sight the meridian altitude and declination of the sun.

—

Astronomical Quadrant, a mathematical instrument for

taking observations of the sun. [yide .^stronomy^ Astro-

iwmiciil Telescope, so called because it is only used in astro-

nomical observation, consists of an object-glass, and an

e3'e-glass, both convex.

—

Astronomical Sector, an instru-

ment for finding the difference in right ascension and decli-

nation between two objects whose distance is too great to

bo seen through a fixed telescope.

ASTRONO'MICALS (Math.) i.e. Astronomical Kumbers, a.

name for sexagesimal fractions, because they were for-

merly used in astronomical calculations.

.'VSTRO'NO.MY, so called fromi^po', a star, and ".".us. a law, is

a science which teaches the measures and motions of the

heavenly bodies, or, in other words, it comprehends the

whole docrine of the sphere. It consists of two parts,

theoretical and practical.

Theoretical Astronomy.

The theory of astronomy comprehends a knowledge of the

circles of the sphere, and of the aftections of the sphere.

The Circles of the Sphere.

The sphere is the concave orb, or expanse, which invests

the celestial bodies.—The circles of the sphere are those

which cut the sphere, or have their circumference either

in the immoveable or moveable superficies of the sphere.

—To every circle of the sphere belongs a centre, an

axis, and two poles.—The centre is the middle point

round which the sphere revolves.—The axis is a right

line drawn through the centre, on which the body re-

volves.

—

'W\e poles are the extreme points of the axis.

Every circle is divided into ."Jeo parts called degrees, each
degree into 60 minutes, and each minute into 60 seconds.

Circles are divided into great and small.— Great circles

are such as cut the sphere into two equal parts, the

centres of which are the centres of the sphere.—The
small circles of the sphere are those which divide it un-

equally, and consequently do not pass through its centre.

Great Circles cif the Sphere.

The great circles of the sphere are—the Horizon, Meri-
dian, Equator, Ecliptic with the Zodiac, the Colures,

the Vertical Circles, Circles of Declination, Circles of

Latitude, Horary Circles, and Circles of Position.

Horizon. The Horizon is a great circle which divides the

sphere into two hemispheres, upper and lower.—The
upper hemisphere is that above the head of the spectator,

and the lower hemisphere that under his feet. The hori-

zon is divided into the rational and sensible. The ra-

tional, which is the Horizon properly so called, belongs

to all the spheres : but the sensible Horizon has respect

to different parts of the same sphere. The poles of the

Horizon are the two vertical points called the Zenith

and the Nadir, as in fig. 1, plate I j, where C represents the

centre of the mundane sphere, B A E X the globe of

the earth, H V R K the heavens, or celestial meridian,

H C R the Horizon, H V R the upper hemisphere of

the univer.=e, B A E of the earth ; H R K and B N E
the lower hemispheres, V K the axis, V and K the poles.
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or the Zenith and Nadir. The sensible horizon is li r,

whicU is a small circle of the sphere.

Meridian. The Meridian is a vertical circle drawn through

the polos of the world P Q, as .-^ Z B N in tig. 2.

Efjiiaior. The Kijurilor, so called in the terrestrial sphere ;

but, in the celestial sphere, the Equinoctial, is a circle

drawn from the East to the West, by which it divides

the sphere into the Northern and Southern hemisphere,

as A H Q G, fig. ?,.

hcliplic. The Ecliptic is that circle in the heavens which

the sun seems to describe in its course. It cuts the

Equator at two points, called the Equinoctial points,

where the Ecliptic is at the greatest distance from the

Equator, and makes with it an angle of inclination of

nearly 23^ degrees, called the (.blicjuity of the Ecliptic,

as in fig. .S, where E G L H represents the Eclii)tic,

AHQG the Equator; the arc A E, or the angle

A G E, formed by the intersection of A Q, and E L the

obliquit)' of the Ecliptic. E) and L the Eijuinoctial

Point.!, the former of which is called the vernnl equinox,

and tlie latter the autumnal equinox. The Zodiac is a

girdle, or belt, in the celestial sphere, which extends

about eight degrees on each side the Ecliptic, as C P,

fig. 7. It is divided into the Dodccamatoria, or twelve

portions, called the signs of the Zodiac.

Colures. The Colures are circles which circumscribe the

globe from North to South, and pass through the poles

of the world ; the first, called the Equinoctial colurc,

passe.'i through the beginning of Aries and Libra ; the

second, called the Solstitial Colure, passes through the

beginning of Cancer and Capricorn.

Vertical or Azimuth circles. A Vertical or Azimuth circle

is a great circle passing through the Zenith and Nadir,

cutting the Iiorizon at right angles ; it is also called a

circle of altitude, because the altitudes of the heavenly

bodies are measured upon it, as A Z B N, fig. 2, passing

through the points Z N. 'Y\\c priine ov primary vertical

circle, is that which passes through the East and West
points, and is always at right angles to the meridian,

which is also a vertical circle passing through the North
and South points. The points in which this prime circle

Z D N E cuts the Horizon A D B E are called Cardinal

Points, which are A North, B South, E East, and D West.
Circles of Declination. A circle of declination is a circle

passing through the poles of the world, and having its

poles in the ICrpiator, as in fig. 4-, where II O R repre-

sents the horizon, A Q the Equator, Z N the vertical

circle, and P (.} D K the circle of declination passing

tlirougi) the poles of the Equator and the poles of the

world PK. These circles are so called because the

declination of the heavenly bodies is marked upon then).

Circles (if Latitude. A Circle of Latitude is drawn through
the poles of the Ecliptic, as in fig. 6, where H Z R (^

represents the Meridian, Z C the Ecliptic, E Q the

Equator, G P tlie poles of the Ecliptic, then the circle

G I P L (i will be the Circle of Latitude, so called be-

cause the latitude of the stars is reckoned upon it.

Ilorartj Circles. Horary Circles are those circles whose
poles are in the Equator, through whose poles they are

drawn at the distance of fifteen degrees from one an-

other, which is equal to an hour in time, as in fig. 5,

where II (i B R A represents the Meridian, H K the

horizon, E Q the Equator, A B the poles of the Equator,
and the figures the twelve hours of the day and of the

Circles of Pusili ,n. A circle of position is a circle drawn
through the intersections of the Horizon and the Meri-
dian, and through a star, or any point in the sphere, as

in fig. 10, where H V R represents the Meridian, II A R
the horizon, then H P R the Circle of Position passing

through H and R, where the meridian and horizon
mutually intersect each other ; and, supposing the arc of
a vertical circle to be drawn as V P A, then H P V or

R P V is the angle of position.

Circles of Longitude and Rigid Ascension. The Circle of
Longitude, which is the same as the Ecliptic, and the

Circle of Right Ascension, which is the same as the

Equator, are both so called from their use.

Small Circles of the Sphere.

The small circles of the sphere are the Tropics, Polar
Circles, Almacantar Circles, Parallels of Latitude, and
Circles of Apparition and Occultation.

Trojiics. The Tropics are drawn parallel to the equator
at the distance of twenty-three degrees and a half from
it on each side ; that on the North side is the Tropic of
Cancer, as C R, fig. 7 ; that on the South side is the
Tropic of Capricorn, as K P.

Polar Circles. The Polar Circles are drawn parallel to

the Equator at the distance of twenty-three degrees
and a half from the Poles ; that at the North Pole is

called the Arctic Circle, as T M, fig. 7 ; and that at the
South Pole the Antarctic Circle.

Almacantar Circles. Alniacantars, or Circles of Altitude,

are parallel to the Horizon, and drawn from its Poles,

as in fig. 8, where H V R represents the Meridian,
H O R the Horizon, A S L an Almacantar circle drawn
parallel to the Horizon ; they are so called because the

altitude of celestial objects is marked by them.
Parallels of Latitude. Parallels of Latitude are circles

drawn parallel to the Equator on the terrestrial sphere,

as in fig. 9, where E N Q S represents the terrestrial

sphere, E Q the Equator, L M and O P parallels, N E S
and N (i S Meridians.

Circles of Apparition and Occultation are drawn parallel to

the Equator, and are so called because within these

circles the stars are perpetually visible or otherwise to

the inhabitants of any sphere, as in any given latitude

in the terrestrial sphere. By means of these circles

other divisions are formed, both of the earth itself and
its inhabitants, as zones, climates, antipodes, antoeci,

perioeci, &c. of which more may be seen under the

practical part.

The most important of the above-mentioned circles are to

be seen in fig. 7, where G represents the centre of the

mundane sphere, A E B Q the Meridian, and, at the

same time, the Solstitial Colure, A G B its diameter,

which also represents the horizon and the axis of the

Equator, EG the Equator or Equinoctial, of which

A B are the Poles, which are also the poles of the

world, A the South Pole, and B the North, C P the Zo-

diac with the Ecliptic, C R the Tropic of Cancer, and

K P the Tropic of Capricorn, T M and N O the Polar

Circles, i. c. T .M the Arctic, and N O the Antarctic.

Ajfcctions of the Sphere.

The affections of the sphere arc either general or parti-

cular, i. c. such as belong equally to the sphere in

general, or are applied in different ways to particular

celestial bodies.

General Ajfcctions ofthe Sphere.

The general affections are as follow ; namely, the Order

or System of the Sphere, Positions of the Sphere, Longi-

tude, Latitude, Altitude, Declination, Ascension, Ue-

scension. Azimuth, Amplitude, Zenith Distance, and

Polar Distance.

System of the Sphere. The order or system of the sphere

is the order in which the different celestial bodies are
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supposed to bo placed !n regard to each other, on which

a variety of hypotheses have been formed that have

been denominated systems ; the principal of these are the

Ptolemaic, Copernican, Tychonic, S:c.

Ptnlcmciic Si/sfem. The Ptolemaic System, so called

from Ptolemy, a distinguished astronon)er, whose system

was that of the ancients in general. According to this

system, which is represented in fig. 11, the Earth is

supposed to be the immoveable centre of the universe,

round which all the heavenly bodies revolved as crystal-

line spheres, one included in the other; thus the ^loon

(d) occupies the place nearest to the earth, and the

six other planets in their order ; namely. Mercury
( 2 ),

Venus_(?), the Sun (Q), Mars (J), Jupiter (Ij.),

Saturn (Ij ): these are succeeded b)" the sphere of the

fixed stars, otherwise called the Jirmnmciit, or the eighth

sphere, and two other spheres called crystalline, all

whicli were put in motion by the outermost sphere,

called the Primum Mobile, or prime mover.

Copernican S/.^t-nn. The Copernican system, as represented

in plate iV, fig. 13, places the Sun in the centre of the

world, round which the Earth and all the planets move in

their orbits ; each of which is singly treated of under the

Solar System. This system, though called Copernican,

because Copernicus was the reviver of-it, is as old as

Pythagoras, from whom it was called the Pythagorean

System.
Tychonic Sy<tem. The Tychonic System, or the system

of T3-cho Brahe, a Danish astronomer, supposes the

Earth to be fixed in the centre of the world, as in

plate 13, fig. 12, round which the sun, stars, and planets

revolved in twenty-four hours ; but it differs from the

Ptolemaic System by allowing the Sun to be the centre

of the planetary motions, which the planets performed in

their respective years, as the sun revolves round the

earth in a solar year. This system was afterwards

altered by Longimontanus, who allowed the motion of

the earth on its own axis, but denied its annual motion

round the sun.

To the above systems might be added the Egyptian,

and others, which, as they have not obtained any con-

siderable number of followers, are not entitled to any

particular consideration in this place.

Positions of the Sphere. The Positions of the Sphere re-

spect the relative situation of the Equator and the Ho-
rizon, and are three-fold; namely, right, oblique, and

parallel,

—

yi right sphere is that in which the Equator cuts

the horizon at right angles, as in plate l.}, fig. H-, where

the Equator E Q cuts the Horizon H O. In this case

tlie poles of the world are in the Horizon ; namely, at H
aud O.

—

An oblique sphere is that in which the Equator

cuts the Horizon obliquely, as in fig. 15; the poles of

the world P and S are then obliquely situated above and

below the horizon.

—

A parallel sphere is that in which the

Equator is parallel with the horizon H O, as in fig. Ki,

and the poles of the world are the poles of the Horizon.

Longitude. Longitude, in the celestial sphere, is the distance

of a star, or any other heavenly body tVom the first

point of Aries, or from East to ^\'est, measured on the

Equinoctial, as in plate 13, fig. 6. Suppose the star to be

in K, the beginning of Aries to be Z, and through K a

circle of latitude P K I G L be drawn, cutting the

ecliptic in I, the longitude of the star K will be Z I.

The longitude of the Sun is what is called the Sun's

place in the ecliptic.

—

Longitude, in the terrestrial

sphere, is the distance of the meridian of any place from
tlie first meridian, which is either eastward or westward,

and reckoned on the Equator.

Latitude. Latitude, in the celestial sphere, is the distance

of a star or any celestial object from the ecliptic, north-

ward or southward, measured on a circle of latitude ; or

it is an arc of that circle intercepted between the Eclip-

tic and the centre of the star, as in fig. 6, where A Z H Q
represents the Meridian and Solstitial Colure ; Z C the

Ecliptic, E Q the Equinoctial ; G the South Pole, and
N the North Pole of the Ecliptic; P K I G L a circle of

latitude; then if a star be in I it will have no latitude ;

if in K its North latitude will be the arc I K ; if in Fits

Southern latitude F L The greatest latitude a star can
have is 90 degrees, and the greatest latitude of a planet

nearly S degrees. The Sun being al.vays in the ecliptic

has no latitude.

—

Latitude, in the terrestrial sphere, i> the

distance of any place from the equator, reckoned in

degrees, minutes, or geographical miles, Sec. Latitude

is either North or South.

Altitude. Altitude of a star, or any point in the heavens, is

its height above the Horizon, as in plate 13, fig. S, where
V R N represents the Meridian, V the Zenith, N the Nadir,

H O R the Horizon, S the Star, and Z S the altitude or arc

of the vertical circle V Z N M. Altitudes may be either

true or apparent.

—

Apparent .lllitude is that which ap-

pears by sensible observation.— True Altitude is that

which results from correcting the apparent, on account

of refraction and parallax.

—

Meridian Altitude is the

greatest altitude when the object is upon the Meridian.

—

Altitude or Elevation ofthe Pole, the arc R P (in fig. i)

of the .Meridian, intercepted between the Horizon II and
the Pole P ; this is always equal to the latitude of the

place.

—

Altitude or Elevation ofthe Equator, the arc H A
of the Meridian, intercepted between the Horizon H R
and the Equator A Q. The elevation of the Equator is

equal to Z P, the co-latitude of the place ; therefore the

elevation of the Pole and the Equator make up the

quadrant of a circle.

—

Altitude of the Nonagesimal is the

altitude of the 90th degree of the Ecliptic, counted from
the point where it cuts the Horizon, i. e. from its rising-

point; this is ecjual to the angle KM I, in plate 15, fig. IS,

which is formed by the intersection of E L the Ecliptic

and H R the Horizon, and is called the nngle of the

East, or of the Ascendant.

Declination. Declination of a star, or any celestial object,

is its distance from the Equator, measured on an arc of a

great circle, as in plate \'i, fig. 19, where H E R Q repre-

sents the Meridian, E O Q the Equator, A the South Pole,

B the North Pole, .A O B I A the circle of Declination ;

then, if a star be in O or I it has no declination : if in S,

or the parallel C N, its Northern Declination will be the

arc O S ; but if the star be in M, or on the parallel K P,

the Southern Declination will be M O; so, in like man-
ner, if the star be in the Horizon, as G or F, the Northern

Declination will be F I, and the Southern, G O.

Ascension. Ascension of anj- star or point in the heavens,

is an arc of the Equinoctial, intercepted between the

beginning of Aries ca-tward, and that point of the Equi-

noctial which rises v.ith the star. This is either right or

oblique.

—

Right ascension is an arc of the equinoctiul

which rises with a star in a right sphere.

—

Ohlique acen-

sion is that which arises with a star in an oblique sphei'e.

—Ascension of the mid-heaven is the right ascension of

that point of the Equinoctial which is in the meridir!n.

Descension. Descension of any star or point in the hea-

vens, is an arc of the Equinoctial, intercepted between

the beginning of Aries and that point which sets w ith

any cefestial object. This is either right or oblique, as

it sets in a right or oblique sphere. Ascension and

Descension, with respect to the stars, are otherwise

called their astronomical rising and setting, in distinction

from their poetical rising and setting.

Ascensional Difference. Ascensional Difference is the dif-

terence between the right and oblique ascensions ; thus,

2b
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suppose, as in plate 15, fig. 10, a star to be in F, the rising

point of tlie horizon, and a circle of declination be drawn

through it, B F I A, the arc of the Equinoctial U I will

be the ascensional difference of the star F ; but the

point rising with it will be the point of the Equinoc-

tial D.
Azimutk. Azimuth is the distance of a star or any celes-

tial object from the North or South points, reckoned

upon an arc of the horizon towards tlie East or West

points, when the object is above the horizon ; thus, sup-

pose a star to be in Z or S, the point of a vertical circle

passing thrnugh Z, as in plate 13, fig. 8, the azimuth of

that star will be the arc H Z, and the complement of the

azimuth is Z O.
Amplitude. Amplitude is the distance of a star or any

heavenly body from due East or West at the time of its

rising or setting.

Zenith Distance. Zenith Distance is the number of de-

grees that any star or heavenly body wants of 90 degrees

when it is upon the meridian or at its greatest height.

Polar Distance. Polar Distance of a star or any celestial

object, is an arc of the meridian contained between the

centre of that object and the Pole of the Equinoctial.

Rising and Setting. Rising of any celestial object is the

becoming visible, or ascending above the horizon, in

distinction from setting, or the becoming invisible by

descending below the horizon. The faint light which

we perceive before the sun rises, and after he is set, is

called the Crepnsculnm, or Twilight. The arc described

by the heavenly bodies from their rising to their setting,

is called the diurnal arc, in distinction from that whicli

they describe from their setting to their rising, which is

the nocturnal arc. The rising and setting of the stars is

either astronomical or poetical.—The astronnmical rising

or setting are the same as Ascension or Descension.

—

The poetical rising and setting, so called because they

arc spoken of by the poets, are of three kinds, namely,

cosmical, achronical, and heliacal.—The cosniical rising

or setting of a star is when it rises with the sun, or sets

when the sun rises, as in plate 1.5, fig. 20, where the sun is

rising in E and the stars I, L are rising with it, or the stars

F, 11, G are setting with it.

—

Achronical rising or setting

is when a star rises at sun-set, or sets with the sun, as in

fig. '2\, where E, the sun, is setting; F G, the stars, are

setting, and IKE rising.

—

Heliacal rising is when a star

first becomes visible in the morning, after having been

80 near the sun as to be hidden by the splendour of his

rays ; and the /if/;na// setting is when a star first becomes
invisible in the evening, by reason of its nearness to the

sun: thus, for the heliacal rising, suppose, as in fig. '22,

the rising sun to be in E and the star to be in F, which

has just emerged from his rays and is become visible ;

on the following days he will appear more distant, as at

G : for the setting, suppose a star L, which one day is

seen in the Horizon A 1 C after the setting of the sun,

and the next day becomes invisible when it reaches to

tlie point of setting, on account of its near approach to

the sun.

Culminating. Culminating, or Southing, is when a star or

any other heavenly body comes to the Meridian of any
place ; for then its altitude at that place is the greatest.

Occultalion. Occultalion is the obscuration or hiding

from our sight any star or planet by the interposition of

any celestial body.

Place. The Place of a star, or any other celestial object,

simply denotes the sign and deforce of the Zodiac which
the Kiininary is in; but, in respect to the eye of the

observer, it is distinguished into physical or optical.

—

Thi; /ill i/siciil place of a star is that point in which the centre

of the body lies, as S in plate 15, fig. 23.—The optical

place is that point on the surface of the mundane sphere

where the spectator sees the centre of the star, &c. The
optical place is either true or apparent.—The true, or

real optic place, is that point wheie a spectator, at the

centre of the earth, would see the object, as B in fig. 23.

—The apparent or xisiljle place is that ])oint where a

spectator, situated on the surface of the earth, at E,

would see the object as the point C.

Parallax. Parallax, or Parallax of Altitude, is the dif-

ference between the true and apparent optical place of a

star or any other celestial object, as in plate 15, fig. 24.

Suppose C to be the centre, A the place of the sjiectator

on the surface, S any object, Z H the sphere of the fixed

stars to which the places of all the bodies in our system are

referred, Z the Zenith, H the Horizon; then, if C S ot,

A S H, be drawn, m is the place seen from the centre,

and H from the surface ; m n is the arc of parallax, and
the angle made by lines drawn through the centre of

the object from these several points is called the paral-

lactic angle, as m S n, or its equal A S C. Parallax

from the zenith to the horizon affects the altitude of an

object, which, when it is in the zenith, has no parallax; and
when in the horizon has the greatest, as at s; wherefore

the horizontal parallax is distinguished from the rest.

The Moon's greatest horizontal parallax is 1° 1' 25", and
the least 54' 5". The fixed stars, owing to their immense
distance, have no parallax. There are other sorts of par-

allax, as the

—

Parallax of right a.'sccnsion and descension,

which is an arc of the Equinoctial, D d, as in plate 15,

fig. 17, by which the parallax of altitude increases the

ascension anddiminishes the descension.

—

Parallax of de-

clination is an arc of a circle of declination, * I, by which
the parallax ofaltitude increases or diminishes the declina-

tion of a star.

—

Parallax of latitude is an arc of a circle of

latitude, S I, by which the parallax of altitude incrcasesor

diminishes the latitude.— Menstrual jiarallax rifthe Sun,

an angle formed by two right lines, one drawn from the

earth to the sun, and another from the sun to the moon,
at either of their quadratures.

—

Piiridlax of the annual

orbit of a planet is the difference between the heliocen-

tric and geocentric place of a planet, or the angle at any
planet subtended by the distance between the earth and
sun, as the S R T in plate 18, fig. 29, which is explained
under the eccentric place ofplanets.

lieftaction . Refraction is an inflection of the rays of the

stars, &c. in passing through our atmosphere, the effects

of which are directly the opposite to those of parallax,

for the parallax diminishes the altitude of objects, ami
the refraction increases it. There are as many kinds of

refraction as of parallax, namely

—

Refraction of altitude,

which is the principal sort, as in plate 15, fig. 25, where
C O (i rei)resents the quadrant of a vertical circle, A the

centre of the earth, T B the quadrant of a great circle de-

scribed from A as the centre, D R E a (juadrant of the

spherical superficies described by the vapours round the

earth, A B ( j the rational horizon, T R O the sensible hori-

zon, S the true place of the star, of which S R is the radius,

which by refraction is inflected from the straight line

S II L towards the perpendicular R A, and from tliat

line to ']"
; w herefore the star will appear in the line

T R (), and at the point O in the horizon, though it b«
really below the horizon.

—

Refraction of declination is an
arc of a circle of declination, by which the declination is

decreased or diminished.

—

Refraction of ascension and
descension is an arc of the E<iuinoetial, by which ascen-

sion or descension is increased or diminished, [vide

Refraction'l

Aberration. Aberration, an apparent motion of the hea-

venly bodies, occasioned by the earth's annual motion in

its orbit combined with the progressive motion of light.
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AS in plate 1.5, fig. 26. Suppose S to represent a fixed star,

VF the direction of the earth's motion, SFthe direction

of a particle of light entering the axis a r ofa telescope at

n, and moving through a F while the eartli moves from c

to F; tlien, if the telescope keep parallel to itself, the

light will descend in the axis, and as the place measured
at F by the telescope is s, the angle S F s is tlie aberra-

tion, or the difference between the true place of the star

and the place measured by the instrument.

Particular affections oj the sphere.

The particular affections of tlie sphere are such as belong
to some particular spheres, or which belong to all the

spheres in different measures. The spheres, or celestial

bodies, are divided in respect to motion and reat, into

fixed stars and planets.

Fixed Stars.

The fixed stars are so called because they preserve nearly

the same relative distance with respect to each other ;

but they are subject to an increase of longitude of about
5O5: seconds in a year, as also to u small variation in their

latitudes, declinations, and right ascensions, which was
ascribed by the ancients to a nioticn called tlie trepida-

tion, or Iihration, of the eighth sphere ; but by the

moderns this motion is supposed to be apjiareiit, and
occasioned by the retrograde motion of the Equinoxes,
called ihe jjrecession of tlie Equinoxes,

The fixed stars are distinguished, as to their magnitudes
and distribution.

Magnitudes of thi stars. The magnitudes of the stars are

commonly estimated as at the bottom of the planisphere

[plate 16], from those of the first to those of the seventh
magnitude, according to the magnitude and splendour
of their light : besides which, they are, moreover, distin-

, guished, according to the arrangement of Bayer, in his

Uranonietria, by the letters of the Greek alphabet, «

being affixed to those of the first magnitude, /3 to

those of the second, and 7 to those of the third, and so
on.

Diitrihution. The distribution of the stars is generally
into formed, unformed, and nebulous.

—

Formed stars are

those which are arranged under certain figures called

Constellations.— Unformed stars are such as are brought
under no positive form, but are scattered about.

—

Xebu-
lous stars, or Ncbutie, are such as are smaller than the
seventh magnitude, and present only a dim hazj' light,

like little specks or clouds. Of these nebula; is formed
a whitish luminous tract, which seems to encompass the
heavens like a girdle of a considerable though unequal
breadth, varying from about i to 20 degrees, as may be
seen in the planisphere, beginning at Cygnus ; this is

well known by the name of the mlaxy, via lactea, or
Milky Way.

o ./.
.

Cunslellation^. The constellations are divided into North-
ern, Southern, and Zodiacal ; and in the following
Catalogue they are arranged according to their prox-
imity to the Poles within the parallels of latitude, by
which they may be more easily traced by the reader.

The Northern Constellations are those which are north of
the E(|uinoctial ; the Southern, those which are south

;

the Zodiacal, those which are contained within the
zodiac : the latter are, moreover, distinguished into

ascending, through which the planets ascend northerly,
as Capricorn, Aquarius, Pisces, &c.; the descending
Uirough which the planets descend towards the South, as
Cancer, Leo, Virgo, &c. These are called Signs of the
Zodiac, because they are marked with particular cha-
racters, as may be seen in the planisphere.

Northern Constellations.

Nnmhr rf Stars. Principal Stars.

Ursa major 18

Draco 31

Lyra 10
*Camclnpardalus . ,

—
Cepheus 13

Lacerta —
Cygnus 10
I'ulpeculus et Anser —
Cerberus —
Ramus —
Hercules 29
Coronaborealis.seul „

septentrionalis. . J
Asterion etChara. . —
Cassiopeia 13
Perseus 29
Andromeda 23
Sagitta .5

Serpentarius 29
Bootes 23
Cor Caruli —
Lynx —
Pegasus 20
Equulus 4
Delphinus 10
Aquila et Anti- J

—
nous \ — 3

Serpens 13
Scutum Sobieshi , .

—
Mons Menelaus . .

—
Coma Berenices . .

—
Leo Minor —
Auriga li

Caput Medusae, vide Perseus
Triangulum 4- i 12 16

^luscii — — — G
Triangulum minus . — — — 10
Cetus 22 21 -i-S 97 Menkar.

jcho.



Xa

Lepus ,

Canis Major 29
Centaurus 37
Triangulum ausirale —
Indus —
Phcenix —
Ara 7
Grus —
Hydra —
Canis minor 2
Orion 38
IMonoccros —

^

Scx/aus Uranice . . —
Crater 7
Corvus 7
Lupus 19
Piscis australis .... 18

Corona australis ..13

Number if Stars.

Plot. Trch...ll..,l. Bril.Cil.

12 13 16 19

ASTRONOMY
Principal Stars.

13 21

2 13
12 62
— 19
— 11

3 10
-1- —

31 Sirius 1

35
5

12
13

9
14.

14.

78 Betelguese 1

31
4-1

31 Alkes 3
9 Alfforab 3

21.

24 Fomelliant .... ]

12

Since the construction of this planisphere, other constella-
tions have been formed, which are of minor importance,
as Taurus Poniitlutvdi, Pyxis nautica, Fornax chemica,
cS-c. etc.

Plancls.

A planet is a heavenly body which either moves, or ap-
pears to move, perpetually within a certain limit, called
his orbit or path ; or supposing the sun, according to

the Copernican System, to be immoveable in the centre
of the sphere, then the planets arc defined to be celestial

bodies moving round the snn, or some other body, in

elliptical orbs, having a focus for a centre. In this

sense tlicy are distinguished into primarj' or secondary.
—Primary planets are those which move about the sun.—Secondary planets, otherwise called satellites, move
about some other planet, as the moon about the
earth. The primary planets hitherto discovered arc
11 in number, which are distinguished by the followinu-
names and characters, as Mercury y, Venus $, the
Earth ®, Mars cJ, Vesta fi. -Juno -y-, Ceres ^, Pallas

^, Jupiter 1/, Saturn \^ , and the Georgium Sidus y.
'J'he satellites hitherto discovered are 18 in nuiuber,
the Earth having the ^Nloon for one satellite, Jupiter
four, Saturn seven, and the (Jeorgium Sidus six.

Tlie sun and planets, together with the comets, compie-
liend what is now commonly called the Solar System, in
which the sun is sujijiosed to be the centre of motion
round which the oilier celestial bodies revolve at dif-
ferent distances, and in different periods of time. The
affections of the solar system are either general or parti-
cular.

Ccneral Affections ofthe Solar System.

Tlic general affections of the Solar System are mostly the
affections of motion.

Motion. The motion of the planets is of different kinds,
as mean, true, direct, retrograde, iSrc.

—

Mean motion
is that by which a planet is supposed to move c(|uablv
in its own orbit.— 'J'ruc motion is that which the planet
actually performs in the heavens, as seen from the earth.— Diricl motion is when a planet appears to a spectator
on earth to move in signa conseanei.titi, i. c. according
to the order of the signs, as arics, taiirus, gemini, ^r.
from ea^t to west—Retrograde motion is when the planet
appears to move in signa aniecedcntia, i. e. in a contrary
order of the signs, as gemini, tanrus, arics, &c. Planets
are said to be itationary when they seem to remain fixed
in one point of the heavens for some time.— Diurnal
motion is the number of degrees and minutes which the
planet passes over within twenty-four hours.

!•
I

Aphelion. Aphelion is a point in the orbit of a planet which
is at the greatest distance from the sun, as in plate 18,
fig- 27. where S represents the sun in the focus, round
which, as its centre, the planet P describes the ellipse
A P 15, then A is the point of the orbit, which is the
aphelion, or at the greatest distance from the sun. In
the motion of the sun about the earth, this point is

called the a;;oge?, or the greatest distance from the
earth.

Perihelion. Perihelion is the point of the planet's orbit
which is at the least distance from the sun, as the point B.
This, according to the Ptolemaic system, is the jiericee,
or the point nearest the earth.

"

Apsis. Apsis of an orbit is its aphelion or perihelion, its

apogee or perigee.—Lwe tf the Apsides, or Ap.'ies, is a
right line, as A B, drawn from the aphelion to the peri-
helion.

Eccentricity. Eccentricity is the distance of the centre of
the orbit C from the sun S. In the ancient astronomy
this was called the distance of the centre <.f the orbit
from the earth.—Eccentric circle is the circle B D A E,
described from the centre of the orbit C, with half the
axis C A for a radius. In the old astronomy this eccen-
tric circle was the orbit of the planet itself.

Anomaly. Anomaly is the distance of the planet from its
aphelion or apogee.— 3/ra;i or simple Anomaly is, in
modern astronomy, the time in which a planet raovw
frotii the aphelion A, to its mean place or point in tlve
orbit P, and, as the area ASP, is proportional to the
time in which the planet describes the arch A P ; that
area may be the measure of mean anomaly. In ancient
astronomy the mean anomaly was the distance of the
mean place of a planet from the apogee.

—

Eccentric
anomaly, or anomaly of the centre, is the arc A K of
the eccentric circle, intercepted between the aphelion A
and the perpendicular K L, drawn through the centre
of the planet P.— True or equated anomaly, otherwise
called the angle at the .<;un, is the angle A S P, under
which the planet's distance from the aphelion A P,
appears. In the motion of the sun this will be the dis-
tance of the true place of the sun from the apogee, as
seen by a spectator on the earth, or, which is tlie same
thing, the distance of the true place of the earth from
the apogee, as seen from the sun.

Equation. F.quation is an arc of the Ecliptic to be added
to, or subtracted from, the mean motion or place, that
it may be reduced to the true, or from the true, that it

may be reduced to the mem.—Equation of the centre.
or prosthaphcrresis, the difference between the true and
mean motion, or between true and mean jilace of a
planet

; or, which is the same thing, the diflerence
between the true and equated anomaly.

Thus, suppose T 25 ii VJ", plate I S, lig. 28, to be the Eclip-
tic, S the sun, .M P N ,V the orbit of the Earth, its centre
C, A P the line »f the apsides, A the aphelion, then if the
I'larth be in L, the arc A E, or the angle A C L is the
mean anomaly, and the arc of the ecliptic Vf ss, or the
angle ASL is the true anomaly ; which, if taken from
the true anomaly, leaves the angle C L S, which is the
equation or prosthapharcsis. It is so called because it

is sometimes to be added to, and sometimes subtracted
from, the mean anomaly, to give the true one. Thus,
suppose the earth to be in U, the mean anomaly to be
P C R, and then, if C R S be added to it, the true
anomaly will be P S R and the place of the i:arth in the
Ecliptic will be found, consequently C: I{ S is the Equa-
tion.— .'I«h»o/ equation, an equation either of the mean
motion of the sun and moon, or of the moon's apogee
and nodes, &c. [vide Equation']

Eccentric place of a planet. Eccentric place of a planet.
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in its orbit, is the place in whicli it appears when seen

from the sun, as represented by the hue S P, plate IS,

fig. 29, where N E O 11 is put for the Ecliptic, X P O Q
for the orbit of the planet, !S for the Sun, T for the Earth,

and P for the planet.

—

Eccentric place in the Ecliptic, or

tlie place of llie planet reduced to the Ecliptic, is a

point of the Ecliptic to which the planet, as seen from
the sun is referred, as R S. This coincides with the

heliocentric longitude, or the longitude of the planet

viewed from the sun, and is therefore called the heliocen-

tric place.—Geocentric place of a planet, as TK, is the

point of the Ecliptic to which the planet viewed from
the earth is referred.

—

Angle of Commutation, E 6 U, is

the diti'erence between the true place of t!ie sun, E, when
seen from the earth, and tile place of the planet reduced

to the Ecliptic.

Nodes. Xodes are the two points of N and O in fig. 29,

where the planet intersects the Ecliptic. They are

ascending and descending.

—

Ascending node, otherwise

called tlie Dragon's head in the !Moon, and marked ( £5 ),

is that point N, where the planet ascends from the

South to the North side of the Ecliptic.

—

Descending

nolle, or Dragon's tail, marked { J3 ), is that point O,
where the planet descends from the North to the Soutii

side of the Ecliptic.

Inclination. Inclination is the angle at the sun R S P, in

fig. 2L, under which the distance of the planet P from

the Ecliptic, P H, appears when viewed from the sun.

The greatest inclination or declination is called the

inclination of the orbit of a planet, which varies for dif-

ferent planets, as may be seen hereafter.

.irgumcnt. Argument, an arc given, by which another

arc is found, as

—

.-Jrgument of inclination, or argument
|

of latitude, an arc of a planet's orbit, as N P, in tig. '.:;;),

intercepted between the Ascending Node and the pla-

net's place, numbered according to the succession of

signs.

—

?<Ieustruul argument of latitude, tlie distance of

the moon's true place from the sun's true place.— -J;;-

7iual argument rf the moon's apogee, or simply annual
argument, the distance of the sun's place from the place

of the moon's apogee, or an arc of the Ecliptic, com-
prised between these two places.

Reducti n to the Ecliptic. Reduction to the Ecliptic is

the dirt'crence between the argument of latitude N P.

fig. 29, and the arc of the Ecliptic N R, intercepted

between ihe place of the planet R, brought back to the

Ecliptic, and the ascending node N.
Qiiiale Distance. Curtate distance, the distance from the

Bun of the place of a planet reduced to the Ecliptic.

Curia^ion, the difference between the distance of a planet

from the sun, as P S, and the curtate distmice .S R.
Aspect. Aspect is the situation of the planets, (and also

of the stars), with respect to each other. The aspects

are five in number, namely. Conjunction, Sextile,

Quartile, Trine, and Opposition.— Conjunction, marked
(6), w hen they are in the same sign and degree.—Sex-
tile ( :»: ), when they are two signs distant, as Cancer

( 53 ),

and Virgo (iijj), Scorpio (iT)^), and Capricornns (Yf),
Pisces (K )) and Taurus

( ), are each in sexiile aspect,

i. e. at the distance of 60 degrees, or the sixth part of a

circle from each other.— Quartile (n), when they are

three signs, 90 degrees, or the fourth part of a circle

distant from each other, as Cancer (03), and Libra (£i),

Capricornns (Vf), and Aries (t).—Trine (A)) when
they are four signs, 120 degrees, or the third part of a
circle from each other, as Cancer (53), Scorpio (V\],

and Pisces
( ^ ).

—

Opposition, when they are six signs,

180 degrees, or half a circle from each other. The
Conjunction and Opposition are called Syzygies ; the
quartile aspect, the quadrature ; and the trine, triplicilj/.

—Other aspects have since been added to these, as de-

cile, tridecile. Sec. [vide Aspecti

Transit. Transit is the apparent passage of any planet over

the disc or face of the sun, or any planet. Mercury and
Venus, in their transits over the sun's disc, appear like

specks.

Eclipses. An Eclipse is a species of occultation, particu-

larly applied to the sun and the planets.

—

Duration of
an eclipse is the time of its conti[Uiancc, or the time of

the immersion and emersion.

—

Immersion, or Incidence

of an Eclipse, is the moment when the eclipse begins,

or when part of the planet is obscure.

—

Emersion or

expurgation of an Eclipse, is the. time when the eclipsed

body begins to re-appear, or emerge out of the shadow.
Quantity of an eclipse, is the portion of the luminary
tliat is eclipsed. This is usuall)' measured by dividing

the diameter of the luminary into twelve equal parts,

called digits .Innular eclipse, is when the whole body
is eclipsed, except a ring or annulus, which appears
round its limb or edge. Eclipses are also distinguished

into partial, when only a part of the luminary is

eclipsed; total, when the whole is eclipsed; and cen-

tral, when the centre of the three bodies is in the
same right line, [vide Eclipse]—Penumbra is a f;iint or
))artial sliadow in an eclipse, observed between the per-

fect shadow and the full light. The penumbra arises

principally from the magnitude of the sun's body : thus,

suppose S to be the sun, as in plate 18, fig. 31 , T the moon,
the shadow of the moon to be G H, then the penumbra,
or imperfect shadow, will be H L and G E.

—

Scruples

of incidence, an arc of the moon's orbit, described by
her from the beginning of the eclipse, to the time when
her centre falls into the shadow, [vide Eclipse and Scru-

ple]—Eclipse of the Moon, the privation of the light of
the Moon, occasioned by the interposition of the earth,

as in fig. 32, where A B represents the Sun, E C D the

conical shadow of the Earth, H, G the Moon partially

eclipsed, I the same totally eclipsed, and K its situation

when not at all eclipsed. Lunar eclipses happen only

at the time of the full moon, because it is only at that

time that the earth is between the sun and the moon.
They do not, however, happen every full moon, only
when the moon's latitude, or distance between the cen-
tres of the earth and moon is less than the sum of the
apparent semidiameters of the moon and the earth's

shadow. This happens mostly at the moon's nodes.

—

Eclipse of the sun, is an occultation of the sun's body,
occasioned by the interposition of the moon between
the sun and the earth. This is represented in fig. 33,
where S is the sun, ;;; the moon, cd the earth, ni nop
the moon's conical shadow extended over that track of
the earth, COD to which only the eclipse is complete,
then H e n p is the faint shadow, called the penumbra.

Phases. Phases are the forms under which the illuminated

parts of a planet are seen, and are particularly applied to

t!ie Moon, Mercury, or Venus; thus, suppose S to repre-

sent the sun iji plate IS, fig. 31-, Tthe earth, and A B C D,
&c. the moon's orbit. When the moon is at A, in conjunc-
tion with the sun, S, her dark side, being turned towards
the earth, she will be invisible as at a, and is then called

the ner.v moon : when she comes to her first octant, as at

B, and a quarter of her enlightened side is turned to-

wards the earth, she will then appear to be cusped or
horned, as at b. When she has run through her first

quarter, as at C, she is said to be a half moon, as at c.

At D she is in lier second octant, atxl shows more than
lialf her enlightened side, wherefore she is said to be
gibbons, as at d. Her whole enlightened side being
turned to the earth, in her opposition at E, she is called

a J'uU moon, as at e. In the same manner she decreases
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from E to A, being pibbous at f, a half moon at g, and I

horned at /(, until the chanue at A.
|

Uevohtlion. lievolution is the course of a celestial body I

from any point of its orbit to the same point again.

This is twofold, namely, diurnal and sidereal.

—

Diurnnl

rcvo/ution is the revolution which any celestial body per-

forms on its own axis, which is called diurnal, because

the space of time in which this is performed is called a

day.—Sidereal revolution is the revolution which the

body performs round another body : the space of time

in which this is performed is called a year. Sometimes

this is called a tropical revolution, if the body be

supposed to move from either of the tropics, and to re-

turn to the same point again : wherefore the year, in

that case, is called a tropical year.

Time. Time is that portion of duration which is measured

by the motion of the heavenly bodies.—Time is true or

apparent, and mean.— True or apparent time is the un-

equal time which is measured by the motion of the sun

in the ecliptic.—Mean time is the equal time which is

measured by the mean motion of the sun.—The equation

of time is the difference between the mean and true

time.

Particular affections of the Solar System.

'I'lic particular affections of the Solar System are magni-

tudes, relative distances, peculiar motions, &c. which

belong in various proportions and measures to the bodies

that compose this system.

The Sun ©.

The Sun, plate 14, is an immense body of fire, situated

near the centre of the orbits of the planets. lie is dis-

covered by the mncuhc, or spots, on his disc to have a

motion on his own axis, which he performs in 25^ days,

or in 25 days 10 hours; besides which, he is supposed

to be agitated by a small motion caused by the attrac-

tions of the various surrounding planets. But the

apparent annual motion of the sun is explained, ac-

cording to the Copernican System, on the supposition

of the earth's real motion round the sun. The figure

of the sun is spheroidal, like that of the planets ; his dia-

meter is equal to a hundred diameters of the earth, and

therefore the body of the sun nmst be one million times

greater than that of the earth. His mean apparent dia-

meter, according to Newton, is 32' 12", and his horizon-

tal parallax is now fixed at 8"VV- 'fhe proportional mag-
i:itudes of the sun as seen from the different planets

are given in plate 19, fig. 38.

Mercury ^

.

.Mercury is the least of all planets, as in ])late 11- and 19,

and performs his periodical revolution round the sun in

87 days, 23 ho. 1.5 min. 4-3 sec. ; his greatest elongation is

SS' 20' distance from the sun, nearly 37 millions of miles,

and eccentricity of his orbit is estimated at one-fifth of

his mean distance from the sun ; his apparent diameter

if) 11"; hence his real diameter is. 3108 miles, and his

magnitude tV the magnitude of the earth.

To illustrate the apparent paths of the planets in general,

that of Mercury and Venus is given in plate 19, fig. 36,

where the dotted line represents the sun's path in the

ecliptic, the looped circles the motion of Mercury for

seven years, and that of Venus for eight years, in which
time .Mercury makes 2.3 loops, crossing itself .so many
times, but Vciuis makes only five. The dotted lines

from the earth to the ecliptic shows Mercury's apparent

or geocentric motion therein for one year ; in which
time his path makes three loops ; he has three inferior

and &i many superior conjunctions with the sun ; is six

times stationary, and three times retrograde. For the

better understanding of this plate, let us suppose Mer-
cury to set out from A towards B with a direct motion;
Mhen he comes to B he appears to stand still in the 21"

of J at F, as shown by the line B F; whilst going
from B to C the line B F is supposed to move with liini,

and goes backward from F to E, or contrary to the or-

der of the signs; when he is at C he appears stationary

at E, having gone back 11!. Now supposing him to

be stationary at C on the 1st of January, on the 10th

he will appear in the heavens, as at 20 near F; on the

20th he will be seen at (1 ; on the 31st at H; on the

10th of February at I ; on the 20th at K, and on the

2.'-th at L ; on the 10th of March he appears at M ; on
the 20th at X; on the 31st at O; on the 10th of April

stationary at P ; on the 20th he seems to have gone
back to O, and on the 30th to be stationary at Q; from
the 30th of April to the 10th of iMay he seems to move
from Q to U, and on the 20th he is seen at S, thus going
forward or backward according to the order of tht»

letters by which his path may be easily traced.

A'enus $ .

Venus, the brightest of all the planets, is also to appear-

ance the largest ; but lier real magnitude, as may be .seen

in plate 19, fig. 37, is somewhat less than the earth. Her
apparent diameter is stated to bo ,58" 79", consequently
her real diameter is 7198 miles. The eccentricity of her

orbit is nearly .500,000 miles, her greatest elongation

•i?" 4-8' ; her revolution round the sun is performed in

224- d. lGh.49m. 10 see. and her distance from the sun

is nearly G9 millions of miles, \\hen A'eiuis appears

west of the sun she is a morning star, and when east-

ward of the sun she is an evening star.

The Earth ©.
The earth is a globe 9.5 millions of miles distant from the

sun, 7964 miles in diameter, of a spherical figure, but

generally supposed to be somewhat flatter at the poles

than at the equator. According to the Copernican Sys-

tem the earth revolves on its own axis every 24- hours

from West to F^ast, which causes an apjiarcnt diurnal

motion of all the heavenly bodies from East to West,
and performs her annual revolution round the sun in

36,5 d. 5 h. 4-9 m. from either of the equinoxes or solstices

to the .same again; but from any fixed star to the same
again, as seen from the sun in 365 d. 6 h. and 9 m. the

former being the length of the tropical year, and the

latter the length of the sidereal.

The earth's axis makes an angle of 23^ with the axis

of its orbit, which keeps always the same oblique di-

rection towards the same fixed stars throughout its

annual course, which causes the vicissitudes of the sea-

sons, and the difference in the length of the days and
nights, as may be seen in plate 20, fig. 46, where a,b,c,

f/, c/i,if, A, represents the earth in eight different parts

of its orbit equi-distant from one another. Ni its axis,

N its North Pole, * its South Pole, and S the sun,

nearly in the centre of tlu' earth's orbit. .As the earth

goes round the sun according to the order of the letters

a, b,c,d,&c. its axis N « keeps the same obllijuity, and
is still parallel to MN.«. When the earth is at n, its

North I'ole inclines towards the sun S, and brings all

the northern places more into the light than at any other

time of the year; but when the earth is at e, the North
Pole declines from the sun, which occasions tiie northern

places to be more in the dark than in the light, and the

reverse at the southern ])laces. When the earth is at c

or "-, its axis inclines neither to nor from the sun, where-

fore the poles are in the boundary of light and darkness,
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and the sun being directly over the equator makes equal
]

day and night at all places. When the earth is at i it is

halfway between the summer solstice and harvest equi-

nox ; at d it is between the harvest equinox and the win-

ter solstice; aty halfway between the winter solstice

and the spring equinox ; and h halfway between the

spring equinox and the summer solstice. The axis of

the earth is subject to a libratory motion, called the nu-

tation nf the earth's axis, which is about 19" in 9 years,

and in returning to the same spot the same period of

time, making about eighteen years and seven months,

the period in which the moon performs the motion of

her nodes.

The Moon J .

The Moon, though considered as a primary planet, is only

a satellite to the earth, which she attends in its revo-

lution round the sun every year. The moon's orbit is

inclined to the ecliptic in an angle whicli is at medium
5^ 9', her mean horizontal parallax is 57' -IS", her mean
distance from the earth is upwards of two hundred thou-

sand miles ; her mean apparent diameter is stated to be
31' 7", consequently her real diameter is 21 It miles,

and her magnitude ^V of 'hat of the earth. The prin-

cipal motions peculiar to the moon are as follow, namely,
—Periodical or sidereal rnolion of the moon on her own
axis, when she returns to the point of the zodiac from

which she set out; which revolution she performs in

27d. "h.^ym. 11 sec. called the periodical month. —
Synodical motion, or her motion in her orbit round the

earth, which she performs in 29 d. 12 h. -iim. 12sec.

called the synodical month.—Motion iif Vibration, a wa-
vering motion of the moon about her own axis, by which
she seems to turn one time towards the East, and the

other towards the West.— T)ic motion of the moon's

anomaly, or apogee, which she has in common with the

other planets, is performed at the rate of 6° 41" for the

diurnal motion, in tlie period of 8 _y. 31 1 d. 8 h. 3 1 m.
57 sec. called the anomalistic month ; her motion of the

nodes, or her revolution from the ascending node to the

same point again, she performs at the rate of 3° 10' for

tlie diurnal motion, in the period of IS y. 223 d. 7 h.

13 m. 17 sec. which is called the dracontic month.

The disc or face of the moon is greatly diversified with

inequalities, which, through a telescope, have the ap-

pearance of hills and vallies. These spots have been
delineated on a map, as in plate IS, fig. 35, to each of
which different names of astronomers and philosophers

have been given by dift'erent writers.

Mars (J.

Mars is a planet well known by liis dusky red colour. He
revolves on his axis in 24: h. 39 m. 22 s. and performs
his revolution round the sun in 1 y. 321 d. 23 h. 15 m.
4-4 s. His apparent semidiameter at liis nearest dis-

tance is 25", consequently his mean distance from the
sun is 144907630 mdes, his diameter 4218 miles, and
his magnitude rather more than + of that of the earth.

(Plate 19, fig. 37.) The apparent motion of Mars, like

that of Venus, is sometimes direct, sometimes retro-

grade, and sometimes stationary; sometimes he rises

before the sun, and at other times he sets after the sun.

The inclination of his orbit to the plane of the ecliptic

is 1° 51', the place of his ascending node about 1S° in

Taurus, and his horizontal parallax is said to be 23" 6.

Vesta §.
This planet was discovered by Dr. Olbers, of Bremen, on

the 29th of March, 1S07. It has the appearance of a

star of the fifth magnitude, (as in plate 14, fig. 13) and

performs its revolution in about 3 y. 66 d. 4 h. ; its mean
distance is 2,163, the inclination of its orbit 7° 8' 20",

and the place of its perihelion in 13° of the eighth sign,

the place of its ascending node in 14° 3S' of the third

sign. The orbits of this planet, as also of Ceres, Pallas,

and Juno, are given in fig. 13, together with their ec-

centricities and the intersections of their orbits one with
another, which latter affection is peculiar to them in dis-

tinction from the other planets. The points of intersec-

tion however necessarilj- vary with the changes which the

planets experience in their aphelia.

Juno -y-.

Juno was discovered by Mr. Harding, of Libienthal, near

Bremen, on the 1st of September, 1804, having the ap-

pearance of a star of the eighth magnitude, as in plate

14, fig. 13. It is distinguished from the rest of the

planets by the eccentricity of its orbit, as may be seen

in fig. 13. It performs its revolution in 4 )•. 128 d. ;

its apparent mean diameter, as seen from the earth, is

3" .057 ; its diameter is 1425 miles; mean distance from
the sun 280 millions of miles ; inclination of its orbit

13° 3' 37" .29.

Ceres ^

.

Ceres was discovered by M. Piazzi, astronomer royal at

Palermo, in Sicily, on the 1st of January, ISOl. She
is of a ruddy colour, appears like a star of the eighth

magnitude, as in plate 14, fig. 13, and performs her re-

volution round the sun in 4 y. 7 ra. 10 d. Her mean dis-

tance from the sun is 260 millions of miles ; her apparent

mean diameter, as seen from the earth, 2" 5 ; and the

eccentricity of her orbit is little less than tiiat of Mer-
cury.

Pallas $.

Pallas was discovered by Dr. Olbers, in March, 1802. It

is nearly of the same magnitude with Ceres, but of a
less ruddy colour. It performs its revolution round the

sun in 4 y. 7 m. 11 d., its annual motion being 2° 18' 1 1 ',

and its mean distance from the sun 266 millions of miles.

Jupiter 7/ and his satellites..

Jupiter, the biggest of all the planets, as may be seen in

plate 19, fig. 37, is above 1000 times as big as our earth,

his diameter being 81,000 miles. He is upwards of 40<)

millions of miles distant from the sun, round which he
performs his annual revolution in 1 1 y. 315 d. 14 h. 27 ra.

11 s., while he revolves on his own axis in 9 h. 56 m.
Jupiter is surrounded with faint substances, called 6e!ls,

which, owing to their variable appearance, are supposed
to be clouds, and he is attended with four satellites, as in

plate 14, fig. 13, which revolve round him as the moon does
round the earth, and supply him with light, wherefore
they are called moons. Their periodical revolutions are,

for'the first, 1 d. 18 h. 27 m. 33 s. ; for the second, 3 d.

13 h. 13 m. 42 s. ; for the third, 7 d. 3 h. 42 m. 33 s.

;

for the fourth, 16 d. 16 h. 32 m. 8 s. Jupiter's orbit is

1° 20' inclined to the ecliptic ; his North node is in

about the 7th degree of Cancer, and his South node in

nearly the same degree of Capricorn. As his axis is

so nearly perpendicular to his orbit, he has no sensible

change of seasons. The eccentricity of his orbit is | his

mean distance from the sun.

Saturn Ij , his satellites, and his ring.

Saturn shines with a pale feeble light, being the farthest of

any of the planets that can be seen without a telescope

It is upwards of 700 millions of miles distant from the

sun, round which it performs its annual revolution in

29 y. 167 d. 5 h., travelling at the rate of 18,000 miles
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every hour. His diameter is above 67,000 miles, and
consequently he is more than 600 times as big as our

earth. The inclination of his orliit is said to be 2° 29' 50",

and he revolves, according to Ilerschel, on his axis from
West to East in 10 h. 16 m. 2 s. The most remarkable
features in the appearance of Saturn, w hen seen through

a telescope, are his satellites and his ring, both of

which are to be seen in plate 14, and the latter also in

plate 20, fig. 40. The disc of Saturn is likewise crossed

by obscure zones, or belts, like those of Jupiter. The
satellites, which are five in number, as marked by the

round points in their orbits, revolve round the planet in

different periods, namely, for the first, or nearest, d.

22 h. y? m. 23 s ; the second in I d. 8 h. .53 m. 9 s.; the

third, 1 d. 21 h. 18 m. 27 s, ; the fourth, 2 d. 17 h. 44 m.
51 s. ; the fifth in 4 d. 12 h. 25 m. 1 1 s. ; the sixth, 15 d.

22 h. 41 m. 16 s.; the seventh in 79 d. 7 h. 53 m. 43 s.

The ring of Saturn encircles him much in the same
manner as the horizon encircles the artificial globe; and
when seen through the telescope it appears to be double,

being divided into an interior and exterior, as he is re-

presented in fig. 40.

T/ic Gcorgiiim Siilus Ijl and his satellite'!.

The Georgium Sidus (Plate 14) was discovered by
Dr. Herschel in 1781, by whom it obtained its name,
although on the continent it is better known by the

name of Uranus, or Herschel. It is the most distant of

all the planets hitherto discovered, its revolution round
the sun completing, as is supposed, a period of not less

than 83 of our ytars. The revolutions of its six satel-

lites, according to Ilerschel, are as follow—for the first,

or nearest, 5 d. 21 h. 25 m. ; for the second, 8d. 17 h.

Im.iys.; forthe third, lOd. 23h.4ni. ; for the fourth,

13 d. J 1 h. 5 m. 1 ' s. ; for the fifth, 38 d. 1 h. 49 m.

;

for the sixth, 107 d. 16 h. 40 m.

The Comets.

Tlie Comets are solid opaque bodies, which, according to

Newton, are a kind of planets moving in exceedingly
oblique and eccentric orbits, similar to what is repre-

sented in plate 1 1. The train of light which is fre-

quently observable in them is called its tai/ ; which
light is emitted by its nucleus, or Head, that is ignited

by the sun. Comets have the appearance of being
tailed when they are westward of the sun, and set after

him. Others arc called bearded, because they emit a

light resembling a beard in appearance when they are

eastward of the sun ; and others are termed hairij, when
their light resembles hair, as when the sun and comet a: e

diametrically opposite.

Practical Astronomy.

Practical astronomy comprehends that part of the science
which may be learned by the nieaus of machines or in-

struments, of which the principal arc the CJlobes, the
Orrery, and the Astronomical Quadrant.

The Use of the Globes.

A Globe is an artificial representation of anj' sphere, and
is of two kinds, namely, terrestrial, which gives a repre-

sentation of the earth, and celestial, that which repre-

sents the heavens, as may be seen in plate 20, fig. 43.
The parts of the globes, and their several uses, are as

follow :

—

Axis. The axis is a brass wire, as .\, on which the body
of the globe is made to turn, so as to represent the mo-
tion of the earth or the heavens on their own axis, the
two extremities of which, N and S, arc the North and
South poles.

The brazen Meridian, M, is a strong brass ring which en-
compasses the globe from North to South. Tlie use of
the Aleridian is as follows:— 1. It divides the globe into

two hemispheres, ICast and West, in the former of
which all bodies rise, and in the latter they set ; by
which both th.c diurnal and nocturnal arcs are divided
into two equal portions, making forenoon, noon, after-

noon, and midnight Each of these four quadrants of
the c'rcle consists of 90 degrees, namely, two numbered
from the equator to the poles, and the other two from
the poles to the equator, as in pl.ite 20, fig. 42. 2. It

measures the greatest altitude oi' the heavenly bodies ;

on that account called ihtir .Meridian altitude. 3. It

measure.s the elevation of the pole in an obliijue and pa-

rallel sphere. 4. In a right s|)licre, being in the plaee

of the horizon, it determines the right ascension of the

celestial bodies. 5. It measures the declination of the

heavenly bodies when they are brought to its graduated
edge. Tlie declination of the sun is thus measured by
means of his place in the ecliptic, i. e. the sign and de-

gree he is in on any given day, as marked on the horizon.

(). It measures the latitude of all places on the terres-

trial globe by means of the degrees and minutes ihereon

marked, and also the longitude of places as marked on
the equator, by showing the point where the latter is in-

tersected by it. 7. It serves for the solution of all pro-

blems where the globe requires to be rectified for the

latitude of the place, or for the sun's place. When the

pole, North or South, is elevated above the horizon

any number of degrees, equal to the latitude of the place,

or the declination of the sun, the globe is said to be
rectified for the latitude and sun's place; but in the latter

case the index, or hour circle, must be turned to twelve,

or noon. 8. It answers as a general meridian for all the

meridian ciicles which are drawn on the globe at the dis-

tance of fifteen degrees from each other; and by it also

parallels of latitude may be drawn on the globe at the

smallest possible distance from each other.

Horizon. The Horizon, or rational Horizon, H, is the

frame which supports the globe, and is divided into se-

veral concentric spaces, containing a calender of thg

months and da3S, corresponding to the 12 zodiacal con-

stellations, each divided into 30 parts. In most globes

the circle of bearings follows, nuirked with the cardinal

and collateral points of the couipass, also the circle of

azemuths and amplitudes. The use of the Horizon is

as follows:— 1. It divides the globe into two hemisphcref,

upper and lower, i. e. northern and southern, and cuts

the meridian at right angles. 2. It is the circle from
which the altitudes of the poles and of the heavenly bo-

dies are reckoned. 3. It dctcrniiiies the true rising and
setting of the celestial bodies, as also their course above
and below itself, which is called the artificial day and night.

4. Not only the four cardinal points, North, South, East,

and West, but also four other |)oints arc marked upon it

namely, the rising and setting points in the two solstices.

5. It measures the amplitude of the heavenly bodies,

which is an arc of the horizon intercepted between th«

true East or West points and the centre of the sun or

stars at their rising or setting, according to their dif-

ferent declinations and latitudes. 6. It is the circle in

which are marked the regions or points in the sphere,

from which the winds derive their names ; whence these

points are called the points of the couqiass. 7. It mea-
sures the ascensions and dcscensions of the heavenly

bodies, &;c.

Iloraru Circle. The Horary, or Hour Circle, is a small

circle of brass, as in fig. 43, which is usually divided

into twice 12 hours, the upper of which represents noon,

and the lower midnight. This circle is divided so thai
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the hours should correspond to the meridian circles,

otherwise called horari/ circles, drawn on the globe, as

M m m, &c., plate 20, fig. 4-1 , reckoning an hour of time

equal to fifteen degrees of longitude.

Quadrant nf Altitude. The Quadrant of Altitude is a thin

flexible piece of brass, so formed at one end, with the

assistance of a screw, as to fix on anj' part of the horizon

:

it is so called because it measures the altitudes of celes-

tial bodies, and serves the purpose of the vertical circles

which are not drawn on the globe. It is divided up-

wards from to 90 degrees, and downwards from to 18

degrees. The upper divisions are used to determine the

distances of places on the terrestrial globe, or the dis-

tances, altitudes, &c. of the celestial bodies on the ce-

lestial globe : for this purpose the quadrant must be
screwed upon the brass meridian over the latitude of any
given place, which is called rectifi/ingjhr the zenith ; for

supposing the pole to be elevated so many degrees above
the horizon as are equal to the latitude of the place,

then the same degree on the meridian, reckoned from

the equator, is the zenith point. The lower division

serves to measure the beginning, end, and duration of

twilight.

Equator. The Equator on the terrestrial globe, or Equi-

noctial on the celestial, has the degrees and minutes

marked upon it (as E in fig. 42), ISO degrees each way,

i. e. Eastward and Westward, or 3fiO degrees quite

round, numbered from a given point, called \.\\ejirst me-

ridian, for which that which passes through the capital

of the country is generally chosen. The use of the

Equator is as follows :—1. It divides the globe into two
equal parts, called the Northern and Southern hemi-

spheres, every part of which is 90 degrees distant from the

poles. 2. It intersects the ecliptic at two points, called

the equinoctial pt/inis, namely, Aries and Libra. When-
ever the sun comes to these points, the days and nights

are equal all over the world; wherefore these periods

are called the Equinoxes. 3. From this circle the de-

clination of the sun or stars on the celestial globe, or

the latitude of places on the terrestrial, are reckoned
on the meridian, -i. On this circle are reckoned the

right and oblique ascensions on the celestial globe, and
the longitude of places on the terrestrial.

Ecliptic. The Ecliptic, e in fig. 41, and C P in plate 1 3, fig.

7, is the circle so called because eclipses of the sun and
moon happen only within that circle. The use ofthe eclip-

tic is as follows:— 1. It cuts the equator at two opposite
points, making an angle of 23+, called the obliquity of
the ecliptic. 2. By this obliquity of the ecliptic is deter-

mined the greatest declination of the sun, as well as the

distance of the tropics from the equator, and the poles

of the ecliptic from the poles of the equator. 3. Jt is

divided into the twelve portions of thirty degrees, cor-

responding to the days of the month, which are distin-

guished by the signs of the zodiac. 4. In this circle the
sun advances one degree every 24 hours, and thirty de-
grees every month, passing through the whole 360 de-
grees in a year ; whence it is called the sun's path.

5. From this circle is measured the latitude of the
stars.

Zodiac. The Zodiac is the broad belt or circle drawn on
the celestial globe at the distance of about eight degrees
on each side the ecliptic, E, which marks the boundary
within which the planets perform their revolutions.

Colures. The Colures divide the ecliptic into four equal
parts, and mai-k the four seasons of the year. The
meridian, A E B Q, in pi. 13, fig. 7. represents the
solstitial colure.

By the help of the lesser circles the terrestrial globe is

divided into different portions called Zones, which are

large, and Climates, which are small portions. The
zones are five in number ; namely, two frigid, two
temperate, and one torrid. The Xorthji-igid zone lies

within the arctic circle, T M, in fig. 7 ; and South/rigid

zone within the antarctic circle. The Notih temperate

zone extends from the arctic circle to the tropic of

Cancer, C II ; the South temperate zone from the

antarctic circle to the tropic of Capricorn, K P. The
torrid zone lies between the tropics. Climates are por-

tions of the earth, contained between two small circles

parallel to the equator, of such a breadth that the

longest day in the parallel nearest the pole exceeds
the longest day in the parallel of latitude nearest the

equator, by half an hour, in the torrid and temperate
zones, and by a month in the frigid zones ; so that there

are tn-enty-four climates between the equator and each
polar circle, and six climates between each polar circle

and its poles.

The inhabitants of the earth are likewise distinguished, by
their relative situations with regard to each other, into

Antoeci, Perioeci, and Antipodes. The Antoeci are

those who live in the same degree of longitude, and in

equal degrees of latitude, but the one North and the

other South : they have noon at the same time, but
contrary seasons of the year ; consequently, the length

of the days to the one is equal to the length of the

nights to the other. Perioeci are those who live in the

same latitude, but in opposite longitudes ; consequently,
when it is noon with the one it is midnight with the

other : they have the same seasons of the year, and the

same lengths of days. Antipodes are those who live

diametrically opposite to each other ; their latitudes,

longitudes, seasons of the year, days, nights, being all

contrary. There are other distinctions of the inhabitants

into Amphiscii, Heteroscii, and Periscii, according to

the manner in which their shadows fall. £vide Am-
phiscii, &c.]

The Orrery.

The Orrery is a machine which has been contrived to

display the solar system with the order, motions, ex-
centricities, and other att'ections of the sun and the

planets. It has been constructed in a variety of forms
more or less complete, but the one which is given in

plate 20, fig. 45, aftords the best representation of the

planets that can be given on paper.

Astronomical Quadrant.

This instrument is so called because it is constructed for

the purpose of taking observations of the heavenly bodies.

It is usually made of brass or iron bars, having its limb

A B, pi. 19, fig. 39, divided into degrees and minutes, and
furnished either with two pair of plain sights, or two tele-

scopes, one on each side of the quadrant, as C D and E F,

moveable about the centre by means of the screw G; the

dented wheels H and I serve to direct the instrument to

any object of which the observer wishes to take the alti-

tude, &c. This quadrant is sometimes provided with only

one telescope, and a plummet to direct its movements.

Principal Writers on Astronomy in Chronological

Succession.

Plato " Dialog! de Astronomia ;" Aristoteles " De Coelo ;"

Eratosthenes " De Characterismis Astrorum;" Aratus
" De Apparentiis ;" Hipparchi Bithyni " Enarrationura

in Arati et Eudoxi Phaenomena tres libri;" Gemini
" Isagoge in Arati Phenomena sen Eleraenta Astrono-

mica;" Theodosius " De Sphara ;" Cleomedes " De
Sphaera ;" Manilii " Astronomicon Poeticon ;" Diony-

sius Areopagita " De Eclipsi in Morte Christi ;" Hygini
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" Astrononiicon Poeticoii ;" PHiiii " Historiac naturalls,

1. l/'&c; Prodi " Coimiientarii in Euclidem;" Pto-
LEMvEi " Almagestum," &c. ; Tlieonis palris Hijpntice

" Commcntarii in Ptolemoeum;" Martianus Capclla " De
Nuptiis Mercuria; et Philologia?," &c. ; Achillis Tcilii

" Isagoge in Arati Pha;noniena;" Albategnus " De
Scientia Stellarum ;" Alfraauiii " Elemcnta Astrono-

niica;" Johannes de Sacrobosco " De SpIiEera;" Al-

pkonsi X. Reikis "Tabulae;" Ptirbcichii "Epitome Pto-

joniici Almagest!," cSrc. ; Rcs;io»iaiita>ius " De Co-
metis," «S:c. ; Pnntanus " De Rebus Ca'lestibus ;" Sloef-

leii " Coninientarii in Proclum ;" Copernicus " De Ue-
volutionibus;" Ti/clio Brti/ie " De Mechanica Astro-

noniia?," &c. ; Clavii " Kalendarii Reformatio," &c.

;

JosepliHS Scaligcr " De Cyclometriae," &c. ; Kcplcri
" Rudolphina; Tabula;, Epitome Astronomia; Copernici,"

&c. ; Baijeri " Uranometria ;" /?/a/o//." Almagestum
novum ;" Hevelii " Maehina cxlestis," &c. ; Nexvtonis
" Principia," &c. ; Fltimsteiiil's " Historia coelestis

Britannica;" Cassini " Recueil d'Observations," &c. ;

Gretrorii " Elementa Astronomia'," iS.-c.

ASTRO'SCOPE (Aslron.) a kind of astronomical instru-

ment composed of telescopes for the observation of the

stars, invented and described by William Shukhard, of

Tubingen, in IG9S.

ASTROSCO'PIA (Aslron.) from arfw and irx.ixroa,cii, spe-

culnr ; observation and contemplation of the stars.

ASTROTHE'SIA (Astron.) the same as Astrum.
A'STRUM {Astron.) or AUron, a constellation or assem-

blage of stars, in distinction from aster, a single star.

AsTRUM (Cltem.) the virtue and power which accrues to

things from tlieir preparation, as the astrum of salt, its

resolution witli water or oil. Diet. Paracelsic.

AsTiiUM (Med.) troches in the form of an asterisk. Gal.de

Cump. Med. sec loc. 1. 8, c. 3.

AsTHUM (Law) a house or place of habitation. Placit.

Hilar. IS Ed. 1.

A'SYLA (Dot.) a herb with which cattle cure themselves

when they have eaten pimpernel. Plin. 1. 27, c. l.'i.

ASY'LUM (Ant.) iiTuXm, from «, priv. and m\x:^, to vio-

late, i. e. an inviolable place, or a place of refuge fur

offenders, where they were screened from the hands of

justice. The asi/la, among the Jews, were the temple, the

altar of burnt ottering, and the cities of refuge mentioned

in Exodus xxi. .'53, and Numbers xxxi. U . A similar

custom prevailed both among the (ireeksand the Romans,
where temples, altars, and statues, were places of refuge

for criminals of every description, as Tacitus informs us,

to the violation of public justice. It is said that the first

asylum was erected, at .Athens, by the Heraclidas, for the

protection of those who dreaded the resentment of such

as had sutt'ered from the oppression and tyranny of their

grandfather Hercules. The tomb of Theseus was an

asylum for slaves ; the tenjple of Diana, at Epliesus, an

asylum for debtors. At the building of Rome, Romulus
left a space as a place of refuge for all sorts of persons,

slaves or free-born, who wished to settle under his govern-

ment : to which Virgil and Juvenal allude.

Virg. Aln. 1. 8, v. 31-2.

Jintc liicuin in"entem, ijiiem Romulus actrr atnilum

Ueltutil.

Juven. sat. 8, v. 272.

/*( tamen.ut longf rfpetas, longecjue revoll'as

Xumtiif uh iujami gciUern tlcducis asyh.

According to Suetonius this custom was abolished b}-

Tiberius, at Rome ; but it continued in the Gr.Tcian pro-

vinces, as we learn from the coins of Claudius, Vespasian,

Domitian, Trajan, M. Anri'lins, Macrinus, Elegabulus,

and Dccius, which were struck by the cities of Seleucia,

ATC
Damascus, Heraclea, Laodicea, Antioch, Saniosata, &c.
bearing the inscription IEPA K \I ACTAOC, i. e. sacred
and inviolable. Dionijs. Hal. 1. 2; Liv. I. 35, c. 51;
Tacit. Annal. 1. 3, c. 60 ; Plat, de Supers/it. et de Viland.

Usiir. ; Siieton. in Tib. c. 37 ; Non. Marccll. 1. i, c. 209;
fierv. in JEn. ; VaiUant. Nuinis. Grtcc. ; Spanheim. de
Prcvsf. rt Us. Nu?nm. Dis.terl. 9, p. 778, cSrc.

ASYM'METRY (Math.) i,r!/</.^sr,i«, a relation between two
quantities, having no common measure, as between 1

and the ^/2.

ASY'MPTOTE (Meth.) occ-uu-TrrniTm, a name for lines con-

tinually approaching each other, but w Inch, if infinitely

produced, can never meet, so called from «, priv. and
<rv/^7r,7rra; to meet ; or, in other words, a tangent to the

curve when conceived to be at an infinite distance, which
is best illustrated by tlie asymptote of the conchoid, as

in the subjoined figure : suppose ABC to be part of a

conchoid, and the line 11 N be so drawn that the parts

F B, G C, H D, IE, iS.c. of right lines drawn from the

pole P to the curve B C D, be equal to each other, then

will the line M N be the asymptote of the curve, because
the perpendicular C c is shorter than F B, and D d than

C c, &c. so that two lines continually approach, yet the

points E e, iSrc. can never coincide.

—

Of rHn'cv of the first

kind, that is, the Conic Sections, only the hyperbola has

more than one asymptote ; all curves of the second kind

have one at least, and may have three; and all curves of

the fourth kind may have four. The conchoid, cissoid,

and logarithmic curve have each one.

—

Asipnptotes of the

hijpcrbula are thus described ; suppose, as in the annexed
figure, C P to be a diameter
of an hyperbola, R A S and q
C D the semiconjugate to

it ; then, if F E be a tangent

at the point A, A E = FA
= C D, and the lines C (J,

C G, be drawn from the

centre C through the points

E and F, these lines C (r,

C G, will be the asymptotes
of the hyperbola' R .V S.

Apollon. Pera. Con. Sect. 1. 2, prop. 1, &c.
ASYMPTO'TON (Med.) «ir.;^!rT<uT<,., i.e. not meeting, not

compressed or brought into contact. Hippocrat. Trifl xot^^'i
Gnl.ad Glauc.\. 1.

ASY'NDETON (Rhet.) io-J.Jiro., from «, priv. and <rw^i«,

to bind ; a figure in which many words are joined without

a conjunction, as veni, rii/i, rici. Dionijs. Hal. in Jud.

Li/s. c. 9; Sophron. npud Phot. Cod. .5; Philostrat. in

I'il. Aniiph. ; Schol. in Aplithon. Progi/mn. de Ethopoeia.

A'T.\BAL (Mas.) a kind of tabor used among the Moors,
which is |)robably a word of INIoorish extraction.

ATAMA'RAM (Hot.) the .4nnona squamosa of Linna;us.

ATAM.V'SCO (P.iit.) a species of the Amarijllis oi'Unnxni.
ATAR.V'XIA (Ant.) another name for stoical apathy, from

a, priv. T<xfu<rc-u, to disturb.

AT.VXIA (Med.) uTx'Ja, from «, priv. and Tirru, to dis-

pose, irregularity ; a term applied to the pulse or to fevers.

////)/). Epidem. I. 1 & 3.

A'TCHE (Com.) the smallest coin in the Grand Seignor's

dominions ecpial to } of a farthing.

ATCHII'VVEMEN'T (Her.) vulgarly called hatchment, th«

arms of any family, with all the ornaments belonging to

their several degrees, as crest, helmet, mantle, &c. or ot



ATH
any person deceased, painted on canvass, and fixed apalnst

the wall of his late dwelling-house to denote his death.

The atchievcment marks not only the degree of the person,

but also, whether a bachelor, married man, or widouer, a

maid, married woman, or widow, [vide Heraldry]

ATE'BRA.S (Cliem.) a subliming vessel.

ATE'CIINIA {Med.) aTix,n'i, from «, priv. and 'i;>i>">:, art;

a want of art.

A'TEGAU (Chi.) a weapon among the Saxons, which from

aeron, to throw, and japa, weapon, seems to have been
a hand weapon.

ATELLA'N.t (Ant.) comic and satirical pieces among the

Romans, so called from Atella, a town of the Osci or

Tuscany, where they were first represented ; they were
something similar to our farces. Cic. nd Finn. 1. 9, ep. 16;
Val. Mnxim. 1. 3, c. 4 ; Diomed. de Elocut. 1. 3 ; JSIacrob.

Saturn. 1. 3, c. 7 ; Gyrald. de Sat. Roman, ; Salinas. Ex-
ercitat. Plin. p. 77.

A-TE'MPO (Mux.) Italian for in time, an expression era-

ployed only when the regular measure has been inter-

rupted.

ATHAMA'NTA {Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pen-
tandria, Order 2 Digynia, the Oreoselinum of Tourne-
fort.

Generic Characters. Cal. umbel universal manifold; in-

volucre universal, many leaved.—Con. universal uni-

form.— Utam. Jilaments five; anthers roundish.—PiST.
germ inferior; styles two, distant; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per.
none ;J'ruit ovate oblong; seeds two.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Athamanta liba-

notis, Lyguslicutn, Apium libanotis, seu Daucus, Moun-
tain Spignel, or Stone Parsley.

—

Atlinmanta cervaria,

Selinum libanotis, Daucus, seu Cervaria, Broad-leaved
Spignel, or Black-Heart Root.

—

Athamanta oreoselinum,

seu Oreoselinum, Divaricated Spignel, or Mountain
Parsle)'.

—

Athamanta Cretensis, Libanotis, seu Daucus,
Cretan Spignel, or Candv Carrot. . C!us. Hist. var.

Plant.; J. Dauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Hauh. Pin.; Ger.
Herb.; Park. Thcat. Botan.; liaii Hist. Plant.; Tour-
nef. Inst.

ATHANA'SIA (Med.) from «, priv. and (u-xTec, mors; a
medicine for infirmities of the liver, &c.

Athanasia (But.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Syngenesia,
Order I Polygamia A]quaUs, the Baccharis of \'aillant.

Generic Characters. Cal. common urabricate.—CoR. com-
pound uniform.— Stam. filaments five ; anther cylindric.—Fist, germ oblongish ; .style filiform ; stigma bifid.

Species. The species are either shrubs or perennials, as

—

Athanasia capitata. Chrysanthemum, seu Tanacetum,
Hairy Athanasia.

—

Athanasia maritima, Filaao mari-
tima, Santolina maritima, Gnaphalium maritimum, seu
Chrysanthemum, Sea Athanasia Cudweed, or Cotton-
weed.

—

Athanasia erithmifolia Santolina, Jacobcea, seu
Coma aurca, Sampire-leaved Athanasia.

—

Athanasia
parvijlora, Tanicetum erithmifolium, Santolina, Coma
aurea, Elichrysum, seu Ageratum, Small-flowered Atha-
nasia, i&c. There are a few annuals, namelj-,

—

Athanasia
annua, Elichrysum inodorum. Chrysanthemum erymbife-
rum, Bellis polyclonos.

—

Achillea inodora, seu Agera-
tum, the Annual Athenasia. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.;
C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Botan.;
Rail Hist. Plant., Sfc.

ATHAXA'SIAN creed (Ecc.) a formula of faith which
has been adopted into the Liturgy of the Church of Eng-
land; so called because it is said to have been drawn up
by St. Athanasius : a point upon which ecclesiastical
writers are not agreed. Du Pin. Bib. des Aut. de iv.
Siec. ; Watcrland. Hist. Athauas. Creed.

ATHA'N.\TI (Ant.) i.eimrci, immortal ; the name of a
squadron of ten thousand horse among the Macedonians,

ATH
which was alwaj-s kept complete, by filling up the vacan-

cies of every one Hhen he died.

ATHA'XOR (Chem.) from the Arabic Athan ; a digesting

furnace which retained the heat for so long a time as a

month ; and was so contrived that it might be increased or

diminished at pleasure.

ATHA'REN (.-Istrol.) a term applied to the moon when she

is in the same day and minute as the sun.

A'THE (Laiv) a privilege of administering an oath ; such as

was granted to the monks of Glastonbury by Hen. H.
A'THELIXG (Polit.) achehns, achel, or a&el, Saxon for

noble; was the title given to the king's eldest son, as the

Prince of Wales is in our time.

ATHE'NA (Med.) ufr.va, a plaister, recommended by As-

clepiades, and mentioned by Orobasius, Actius, and Pau-

lus. ^Eginef.

ATHE'X.^ (Lit.) the title of x\.nthony Wood's History of

Oxford.
ATHEX.E'A (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class S Octandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters, Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.

none.

—

St.\m. Jilaments eight; anthers sagittate.

—

Pist.

germ superior ; style setaceous ; stigma depressed.

—

Per
capsule globose ; seeds three to five.

Species. The only species is the

—

Athencea Guianensis,

seu Iroucana, a shrub, native of Guiana.

ATHEX.E'UM {Ant.) uln-'um, a public school erected at

Athens, which was frequented by philosophers, poets, and
rhetoricians, for the purpose of arguing, reciting, declaim-

ing, and other exercises of a scholastic or philosophic kind.

There were several buildings of this name at Athens, and
one at Rome, erected by the emperor Adrian. Dio. 1. 73 ;

Aurel. Vict, de Ccesar. ; Lamprid, in Alex. c. 35; Capi-

iolin. in Periinax. c. 11.

ATHEXATO'RIUM (Chem.) a thick glass cover, to be
luted to a cucurbit when the alumbic is taken off. Thcat.

Chem. vol. iii. p. 33.

ATHEXIO'XIS catapolium (il/frf ) a cough pill mentioned
by Celsus, consisting of mj-rrh, pepper, castor, and
apium.

ATHEXI'PPOX (Med.) a collyrium for the eyes, mentioned
b)- Galen, and another by Scribonius Largus.

A'THER (Xat.) ah^, the prickly part, or beard of barley.

Hipp, de Epidem. \. 5.

ATHE'RA (Med.) iC'p, a kind of pap for children ; also a

kind of liniment. Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 1 1 1 ; I'tin. 1. 22, c. 25.

ATHE'RIXA (Ich.) Atherine ; a fish very full of bones,

but good food and easy of digestion. Gesn. de Aquat.

;

Aldrov. Ichth.

Atherina, in the Linnean system, a genus of fishes of the

Abdominal Order.

Generic Characters. Upper Jcm a little flat; Gill-mem-
brane brayed ; Sides with a silvery stripe.

Species. The species are the Atherina hispeius, menidia,

schama, and .Japonica.

ATHERO'MA (Med) kii^uf>,u, a kind of tumor in the neck
or arm-holes, containing a matter like uir^x., a pap. Ccls.

de Re JSled. 1. 7, c. G ; Aet. Tetrab. 2, serm. 3, c. S3 ; J^nil.

jEginet. 1. 4-, c. 33 ; Act. Meth. Med. 1. 2, c. 12 ; Gvrr.

Def. Med.
ATHLE'TiE (Ant.) ai^rtTui, from af^.i'a; to contend; a com-

batant, champion, or any one who is engaged in the con-

tests usually exhibited at the games, as wrestlers, runners,

pugilists, &c. I'itruv. Pnrf. in lib. 9, Architect.

ATHLE'TICUS [Med.) ^h,,r.„\ athletic; an epithet,

signifying full, or robust, when applied by Hippocrates to

the a,",, or habit of the body ; full and strong when ap-

applied to the victus, or food. Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

ATHLOTHE'T.E (Ant.) ue^.oftTco, the judges who presided

at the Athletic games, in distinction, according to Phavo-
2 c 2



ATO
rinus ; sometimes from the uyuudriti, who presided at mu-
sical contests.

ATHWA'llT {Mar.) an epithet, used in several phrases to

signify a cross, the line of the ship's course, as ' We dis-

covered a fleet standing nlliwart us.' " Atlm-art the fore-

foot" is applied to the flight of a cannon ball, fired from
one ship across the line of anothei"'s course, but a-head of
her to bring her to. " At/nvart Iiawse" expresses the si-

tuation of a ship when she is driven by wind or tide across

the stern of another vessel, whether in contact, or at a
small distance from each other. " Atlnvini ships," reach-
ing across the ship from one side to the other.

ATHY'MI.\ (Mud.) from a, priv. and eu/ji,cq, the mind ; de-

jection of spirits attendant upon some diseases.

A'TIA (Law) a writ of inquiry, whether a person be com-
mitted to prison on just cause of suspicion, [vide Udio
et Alia"]

A'TIBAR (Com.) Gold dust on the coast of Africa.

ATI'LIA Lex (Ant.) the name of several laws enacted by
members of the Atilian family, as 1, by Atilius, a tribune,

concerning the towns which surrendered themselves, U. C.

543. Liv. 1. 2G, c. 33. 2. Concerning the guardians,

U. C. 567. [7/;. in Fragai. 3. Concerning the military

tribunes, passed bj' L. Atilius and C. Marcius, tribunes of

the people. Liv. 1. 9, c. 30.

Atilia (ArchtEoL) Utensils or country implements.

ATI'NIA (Bot.) a sort of Elm. Plin. 1. 16, c. 17.

Atinia lex (Ant.) a law which gave the tribunes the privi-

lege of a senator. Aid. Cell. 1. 4-5, c. 8.

ATl'ZOES (Min.) a precious stone, shining like silver, three

fingers in size. Ptin. 1. 37, C. 10.

ATLA'NTES (Arc/uro!.) i.T>MTn, from «T>,a«, to bear;

images of men bearing up pillars, or supporting the build-

ing ; as Atlas bore the heavens on his shoulders. Vitruv.

1. 6, c. 10.

ATLA'NTIDES (Astron.) another name for the Pleiades.

ATLA'NTIUS nudus (Bot.) the first or bottom joint of the

thorn which bears up the rest. Plin. 1. 28, c. 8.

A'TLAS (Gcog.) the name of a book, containing maps of

the whole world ; so called from Atlas, who was fabled to

have borne the world on his shoulders.

A'TLAS (yUiat.) the first vertebra of the neck which sup-

ports the head.

Atlas (Com.) a satin manufiictured in the Indies. Mart.

A'TMOSPHERE (\nt.) from az/K-i?, vapour, and o-tpxTfct, a

sphere or region ; signifies ])roperly that region of the air

next to the eartli, v.hich receives the vapours and exhala-

tions, and is terminated by the refraction of the sun's light.

In this sense, it is most commonly understood by natural

philosophers ; although sometimes it is made to signify the

whole mass of ambient air.— Atmosphere of consistent

bodies, according to Mr. Boyle, is a kind of sphere,

formed by the efHuvia emitted from them.

Atmosimieki: (Elect.) that sphere which surrounds the sur-

face of electrilied bodies, and is formed by tlie effluvia

issuing from them.

—

Magnetic atmosphere, that sphere

within whicli the virtue of the magnet acts.

ATMO.SPHE'llIC Stones (Nat.) vide Aeroliths. — Atmo-

spheric Tides, certain periodical changes in tlie almospliere,

similar to those of the ocean, and produced from nearly

the same causes; of this description are the Equinoctial

winds.

ATMOSPII E'KICAL clock (Mcch.) a machine for measuring

the mean temperature of the air, which was proposed by

Dr. Brewster.

ATA'CIUM (Bot.) a name for Antirrhinum.

ATO'CIl'M (Med.) ircKm, a medicine which prevents con-

ception.

ATO'LLI (Med.) a sort of Indian pap, made of maize.

A'TOM (A^H^.) «To|«««5, sc, sVia, imlividua subslanlia (jucc

AtR
secari non potest; a thing so small that it cannot be di-

vided.

A'TONY (Med.) arevix, from «, priv. and rum, to extend

;

a want of due tension, or a relaxation of the system.
A'TRA bdis (Med.) Black-Bile, or Melancholy, propcrljf

signifies that humour of the body which is rendered, by
adustion, preternaturally mordacions, harsh, and malignant.
Aret. de Sign, et Cans. Acut. Morli. 1. 1, c. 5 ; Uiif. Ephes.
1. 1, c. 3; Gal. Comm. in Hippoc. Epidem. 1. 1, Ac.

ATRA'CTYLIS (Bot.) axp^.T^^Ai;, distalT-thistle, a plant;

so called from <irfa«T05, a spindle, because the spindle was
formerly made of it. Its leaves, when taken by decoction,

are aperitive, sudorific, and an antidote against poisons.

Theoph. Hist. Plant. 1. 6, c. 4; Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 107 ; Plin.

1. 21, c. 15, &c.; Gal. de Simpl. 1. 6; Oribas. Med. Collect.

1. 15 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul. J^ginct. 1. 7, c. 3.

Atractylis, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class

19 Syngenesia, Order 1 Polygamia jEqualis.

Generic Characters. Cal. outer many-leaved.

—

Cor. cowi-

poiind radiate.

—

Sram. Jilamoits five; a^Mer cylindric.

—PisT. germ very short; i/^/e filiform ; stigma bifid.—
Per. none ; seeds turbinate ; receptacle villose.

Species. The species are some annuals, as

—

Atractylis

canccllata, Acarna, Erynginm, seu Cardans, Netted
Atractylis. Some biennials, as

—

Atractylis humilis, Cen-
taurca, Cnicus, seu crocodeloidcs, Dwarf Atractylis.

Some perennials, as

—

Atractylis gummifera, Cnicus, Car-
Una, Cardans, seu Chameleon, Gummy-rooted Atrac-
tylis, &:c. Dodon. Stirp. Hist.; Clus. Hist. rar. Plant.;

J. Bank. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Park. Thcat.

Botnn. ; Rail Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Inst.

ATR.^G'ENE (Bot.) Traveller's joy, a plant, the flowers,

bark, seeds, and root of v^-hich are of a caustic quality.

Atragene, iji the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class

13 Polyandria, Order 7 Polygynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved.

—

Cor.
petals twelve.

—

Stam. Jilamenls very manj' ; anthers ob-

long.—PisT. germs very many; styles villose; stigma

simple.

—

Per. none ; seeds very many.
Species. The S|)ecies are shrubs, as

—

Atragene .Taponica,

Atragene Alpina, Clematis, Capensis, seu Pulsatilla,

Zeylanica. Clus. Hist, rar. Plant.; ,/. Bauh. Hist.;

C. Bauh. Pin. ; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat. Bot. ; Rait

Hist. Plant.

ATRAME'NTUM (Nat.) the blood of the Cuttle-fish.

Atramentu.m sutorium (Chem.) x,^?.xxt6ci. Copperas or Vi-

triol. Cic. de i\at. Deor. 1. 2, c. 50; Plin. 1. 34, c. 12;
Oribas. Med. Colled. 1. 13.

ATRAPIIA'XIS (Bnt.) the Greek name for the Atriplex.

Atrai'HAxis, in the Linnean .tystem, a genus of plants.

Class 6 Hexandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth two-leaved.— Cor.
petals two.— Stam. Jilaments six; anthers roundish.

— PisT. germ compressed; style none; stigmas two
capitate.

—

Per. none; seed one.

Species. 'I'he two species are

—

Atraphnxis spinosa, seu Atri-
j

plex. Prickly branched Atraphaxis, a shrub, native of '

Siberia.

—

Atraphaxis undulata. Polygonum, seu Arbus-

cula. Waved-leaved Atraphaxis, a shrub, native of the

Cape of Good Hope. 'I'ournef. Inst. Re. Herb; Boer-

haax\ lud.

ATREBA'TICTE Vestes (Ant.) z'-'S-a uTfi/SstTwoi, a sort

of cloths made at Arras, in Flanders. Suidas.; Cccl. Rho-

di<x. Aid. Led. 1. 16, c. 10.

ATiU'CES (Med.) Small tubercles about the anus.

.\'1'1!IC'I (Med.) small sinuses in the intestinum rectum.

.VTUIICNSIS (Ant.) custodes Atrii; servants of special trust,

who had the charge of the images, plate, and pedigree of

the family which were kept in the porch, or hall.

Plant. Asin. act. 2, seen. 2, v. 84.
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ATT
Sr temph facto facrtnm me, atqitf mttguiJicHm lirum

Vico me eae atrieiuem.

Cic. Parad. 1. 5; Cohtmel. 1. 12, c. 3; Vrsin. Append, ad
Craccon. in Tridin. ; Xardhi. Rom. Vet. 1. 6, c. 1 3.

A-TRI'P {^Ta>.) an epithet applied to the anchor and sails:

" The anchor is a-trip" when it is just drawn out of the

crfound in a perpendicular direction. " The top-sails are

a-trip" when the}' are just started from the cap-

A'TRIPLEX [Dot.) Oraciie, a plant called in the Greek
utifxipalic,, or uTfci(pu.lifi. because, ccif^", iihi, it grows imme-
diately to its full height. The seeds of this plant are pur-

gative, and often act as an emetic. Tlicophrast . Hist.

Plant. 1. 7. c. '_': Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 145; Plin. 1. 20, c. 20;
Cal Aurdian. Chron. 1. 5, c. II ; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 15;

Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul. Mginci de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

Atkiplex, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 23
Poli/gnmia, Order 1 Moiwecin.

Generic diameters. Cal. perianth five-leaved.

—

Cor. none.

STAyi.Jilameiits five ; unthers twin.

—

Pist. germ orbi-

culate ; style short ; stigmas reflex.— Per. none ; seed

one.

Species. The species are partly annuals, as

—

Atriplex ma-
rina, Serrated Sea-Orache.

—

Atrijlex hnstatn. Broad-
leaved Wild Orache, vulgarly called Fat-Hen, See; and
partly shrubs, as

—

Atriplex portulncoides, Halimus, seu

Portulnca marina. Dwarf Shrubby Orache, or Common
Sea Purslane. Matlbiol. Kraeut ; l.ohel Obsen-at. Si/l-

vest.; J. Bank. Hist.; C.Bauh.Pin.; Ger.Herb.; Park.
Theat. Botan.; Raii Hist. Plant.

ATRI'PLICIS (Ent.) a species of Scarabaeus.

ATRIUM {.-Int.) a court before the house, and sometimes a

churchyard.

A'TROP.-V (Bot.) from Atropos, one of the Fates, who was
supposed to cut the thread of life ; a genus of plants,

Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. petals

one.

—

StAM. Jilaments five.—PiST. germ semi-ovate;
style filiform; stigma headed.

—

Per. ifjry globular ; seeds

very many.
Species. The species are mostly perennials, as Atropa

Belladonna, seu Solanum, Deadly Nightshade, or Dwale.—Atropa niandragorn, Mandrake; but the

—

Atropa phy-
saloides, seu Alkengi, Peruvian Deadly Nightshade, is an
annual, and some others are shrubs, as Atropa frutescens,

Physalis, seu Belladonna, Shrubby Atropa, &c. Fucks.
Hist. Stirp. Sfc. Label. Plant. Hist, et Adver.; Clus.

Hist. Plant. Rar.; J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh.
Pin. ; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Botan.; Rati Hist.
Plant.

.\'TROPHUS (Med.) one labouring under the disease of
atroph}'.

A'TROPHY (Med.) arfctplct, from «, priv. and rfitpu, to nou-
rish, atrophj- ; a sort of consumption by means of a de-
fective nourishment. Cels. 1. 3, c.22.

Atrophy, in Cullen's Nosology, is a genus of diseases,

Class Cachexia, Order Marcores.
A'TTA (Ant.) ccTTx, or ^ktsj, a Thessalian ; a term of re-

spect given by young people to their elders. Fest.

Atta (Med.) a limper, or one who from some defect in his

feet walks on the fore pan instead of the tread. Fest. de
Verb. Signif.

ATTACHI.i'RE (Lan-) from attacker, to attach, or appre-
hend by force of a writ, or precept. Lamb. Eiren. 1. 2,
c. 26.

ATTACHIAME'NTA bonorum (Law) a distress taken upon
goods or chattels.

—

Attachiamenta de spinis et bosco, a pri-
vilege granted to the officers of a forest, to take to their
own use thorns, bushes, &c. of the forest.

ATTA'CHMENT {Laiv) a laying on of hands, or appre-
hending by virtue of a precept ; it differs from an arrest,

ATT
inasmuch as it lays hold of the goods, as well as the per-
son. It differs from a capias, inasmuch as the latter be-
longs to real and the former to personal actions. Bract.
L 4; Britt. c. 26; Flet. 1. 2, c. 1, &c.; Horn. Mir. ofju.^f.

c. 2, sect. 6 ;
/•". X.B. '10, &c.; Kitch, 79, etc.; Lamb Eiren.

1.2, C.26; Nerv Xat. Brev. 6, &c.—Attachment of privi-

lege, a power to apprehend a man in a privileged state.

Kitch.lQ.—Foreign Attachment, an attachment of the goods
of a foreigner, to satisfy his creditors.

—

Attachment of the

forest, the lower of the three courts held there, of which
the Sweynmote is the middle, and the Justice in Eyre's
seat the highest. It is so called because attachments
against offenders are there received and enrolled. F. A". B.
105; Crompt. Court. ICi; Maniv. For. Laws, c. 3, &'C.

ATTA'CK (Mil.) a general as.sault, or onset, made to gain a
post, or any particular point.

—

Attack of a siege, are the
works which the besiegers carry on, as trenches, galleries,

mines, &c. in order to take the place by storm.

—

Regular
attack, an attack made in due form, according to the rules

of art, called also right, or droit ; so also, " To gain a
place by right attack," is to gain the place by formal at-

tack and regular works without a general storm.

—

Fal.<!e

attack, is an effort of the besiegers to make themselves
masters of the place, but made with less vigour than a real

attack, in order to divert the attention of the besieged
from the point really aimed at.

—

Attack in front or flank

i. e. an attack of the salient angle, or both sides of
the bastion, which the French call en Front et sur les

Flancs.— Attack and Defence, a part of the drill exercise
for recruits learning the sword exercise.

A'TTAGEN (Orti.) arzaya,-., called bv the Greeks, >.--<•/L'-n^,

" Harefoot," on account of its downy feet ; an Asiatic

partridge, native of Ionia in Asia Minor, the flesh of
which Aristophanes, in Athenteus, calls " The sweetest
that is dressed at public feasts ; " also

Hor. Epod. od. 2, v. 53.

jN'oh Afra avis descendat in lentreiu meuui,

Non attagen lotiieus.

xVarM. 13, ep. 61. "

Inter saporesferturalitum primut

loiiicarum giistns attagetiantm.

This Iiird, or one supposed to be like it, is called by the

same name by Gessner, Aldrovandus, and Ray, and by
Willoughby the GoR-cocK, MooH-cocK, or Red-game.
Plin. 1. !0, c. 48. Atken. 1. 9, c. 9. Oribas. Med. Coll.

1. 2, c. 4-2.

ATT.ATNDER (Lnxv) alfinctura; the stain or corruption of

blood which arises from being condemned for any crime.
— Attainder on appearance, is b}' battle, confession, or ver-

dict.— Attainder by battle, is when the party appealed by
another chooses to trj- the truth by battle rather than by
jury.

—

Attainder by confession, is either by pleading guilty

at the bar before the judges, and not putting oneselfon one's

trial by a jury ; or before the coroner in sanctuary, when, in

ancient times, the oftender was obliged to abjure the realm.

—Attainder by verdict, is when the prisoner at the bar

pleads not guilty to the indictment, and is pronounced
guilty by the verdict of the jury.

—

Attainder by process, or

outlawry, is when the party fleeth. Staundf Plac. Cor. 44,

Si'C; Co. Lit. 391 , St'C.—Bill ofattainder, a bill brought into

parliament for attainting persons condemned of high trea-

son, which have been jjassed into acts occasionally from the

reign of Charles II. to the present time.

ATTAI'NT (Ln-v) V. attinctus, attainted, stained, or black-

ened. 2. A writ that lieth to inquiry, whether a jur}- of

twelve men gave a false verdict. A verdict cannot be at-

tainted by less than twelve men. Bract. I. 4, tr. 1, c. 34;

Flet. 1. 5, c. 22, § 2, &c.; Co. Ent. 61.

Atxaimx (Vet.) a knock, or hurt, in a horse's leg.



ATT
ATTAL-SA'RASIN {Archmol.) a name among the ancient

miners of Cornwall for an old deserted mine.
ATTE'LABUS (Ent.) arri>.ctl2o'^, aTrty.iBoc, or according; to

Theophrastus umMilo-.i ; the smallest kind of locust witlioiil

wings. Tkeophrat-I. I list. Plant. 1. 2, c. 4 ; Plin. 1. 29, c. 4.

Attelabus, in the I.nincan sijstem, a genus of animals,

Class Iiiscctn, Order Coleoplera.

Generic Characters. Antcnnce moniliform ; l:cnd pointed

behind.

Species. The species arc distinguished into those which
liave their jaw.s bifid, those which have the jaw one-

toothed, hind-feelers hatchet-shaped, and those wliich

have the feelers clavate. Of the first kind are ihe

—

Attelabus cori/li, a small insect found chieflj- on hazel-

trees, &c.

—

Attelabus Betulce, which is found on the

birch.—Of the second sort is the Attelabus apiarius, a

species so called from the mischief which it commits
among bee-hives.

ATTEL.-^'xNiE {Ant.) vide Atlellame.

TO ATTE'MPT {Mar.) in French tenter un passage, to at-

tempt a passage with a vessel.

TO ATTE'ND [Mar.) in French vcillcr aux signaux, to at-

tend the signals.

ATTE'NDANT (Z,«u) one that owes duty or service to an-

other, or is otherwise dependant upon him, as a wife when
endowed of lands by a guardian, &c. is attendant on that

guardian.

ATTE'NTION! [Mil.) the word of command which is given

in the British ami}' preparatory to any particular exercise

or direction.

ATTENUA'NTIA (Med.) attenuants ; attenuating medi-
cines, which tend to promote excretion and secretion.

ATTE'NUATED [Dot.) tapered, or tapering; an epithet for

a leaf, peduncle, scape, &c. as altennatuinJ'oUum, a leaf

tapering towards one or both extremities.

ATTETIMININCt (Laiv) from Attominer, the gruiting a

time or term for the payment.
ATTESTATION (/.«u.) the act of bearing witn ss in a

court of law ; also the evidence given.

A'TTIC [Ant.) an epithet denoting puritj-, as an Attic wit-

ness.

Attic [Lit.) an epithet signifying delicate or fine, as the

Attic nmse, and Attic salt, i. e. wit which was peculiar to

the Athenians.

Attic Order [Archil.) a little order which is usually placed
upon a greater. Instead of pillars, [his order has only

pilasters, with a cornice and architrave for an entablature,

as that, for instance, in the castle of Versailles above the

Ionic, on the side of the garden.

—

Attic, or Athenian base

a i)arlicular kind of base, attached by modern architects to

llie Doric pillar.— .'lltic signifies also a kind of building in

which there is no roof or covering to be seen, as was usual

in the houses of the Athenians.

—

Attic of a roof, a sort of
plalform or parapet, which is of two kinds, namely, the— Attic cmdinned, which encompasses the whole pourtour
of a building without any interruption.

—

Attic interposed,

that which is situated between two tall stories, and some-
times adorned with columns and pilasters.

—

Attic story, the

up\)er story of a house.

Attic dialed (Gram.) a dialect of the Greek ; so called be-
cause it was used by the Athenians.

A'T'i'ICISM (Ant.) (iiTiKiir//,<-, ini elegancy of speech, after

the manner of the Attic dialect.

A'TTU'KI [}'et.) a breed of Arabian horses.

A''1TICIJM (Med.) a plaister described by Hippocrates.
J'.pidem. 1.4.

ATTICU'RGES (/!»/.) aTTix«pv>i<, nttico opere /actus ; made
after the Athenian fashion.

ATITLA'TUS e(iiius (Ant.) ahorse dressed in his gccr.s or

Jiarncss. Flet,\.\, c.2'A.

ATT
ATTI'LTUM (Ant.) attilamenluni ; the rigging of a ship.

Flet.\. 1, c. '25.

ATTl'IlE (Sport.) the branching horns of a stag.

Attirk (Her.) the term which designates the horns of stags

and similar animals in blazoning coats of arms. The attires

of a stag are both the horns affixed to the scali)

Attiiie (Dot.) a term formerly used to denote one of the

three parts belonging to the flower, of which the former

are the Enipalement and the Foliation. It was either

Florid Attire, otherwise called T/irniiis, as in the flowers

of the Marigold, Tansey, &c. ; or it was Scmifurin Attire,

consisting of two parts, i. e. the Chives, otherwise called

Stamina ; and the Semets, or Apices in each attire. Gi-ew.

Anat. Plaid.

ATTI'llED (Her.) an epithet used in blazoning, in applica-

tion to such animals as stags, harts, &.c. which are provided

with horns.

A'TTITUDE (Paint.) the posturf of a figure or statue, or

the disposition of its parts, by which we discover the ac-

tion it is supposed to be engaged in, and the verj' sen-

timent of mind which the artist wishes to delineate.

ATTO'LLENS (Anat.) lifting up; an epithet applied to

some muscles, as

—

Altollens aiirem, a muscle of the ear,

whose office it is to draw the ear upwards.

—

Altollens

ocuhim, the same as the Elevator oculi.

—

Attollentes, a pair

of muscles which together draw the upper lip upward and
outward.

AT'fO'NITUS morbus (Med.) or attonitus stupor. Epilepsy

;

so called because the person afl'ected falls down as it wert;

in a perfect stupor.

ATTORNA'llE rem (Law) to atturn or turn over money and
goods, i. e. to assign them to some particular use and service.

ATTORNA'TO /?;a'eHf/o vel recipiendo (Law) a writ to com-
mand a sheriff, &c. to admit an attorney to appear for the

person that owes suit of that court. F. A'. B. 1.56.

ATTO'KNEY (Laiv) attornatus, from ad and tour ; one that

is appointed by another man to do a thing in his absence.

Reg. Orig. 20, &c

—

Public attorney, is in the courts of

record, king's bench, &c.

—

Private attorney acts upon par-

ticular occasions, who is made by letter of attorney.

—

Letter ofattorney, an instrument which gives full power to

act for another Attorney at laxo, an}' one taking upon him
the business of other men by whom he is retained.

—

Attorney of the Duchy court of Lancaster, the second

officer in that court, and assessor to the court.

—

Attorney

General, a great law-officer under the king, made by letters

patent.

ATTO'llNMENT (Laxv) the consent of the tenant to the

grant of the seignory, whereby he agreed to become the

tenant to the new lord. Bract. 1. II, c. 99 ; Old Sat. Brcv.

no, c'vc; /'. A'. B. It7; Kiteh. 70; Reg. Orig. 170, &c.

ATTK.'V'CTION (Nat.) that universal tendency that all

bodies have towards one another, by which the whole

system of the universe is supposed to preserve its co-

herence, and all the several bodies be made to move
within their several spheres of activity by nmtual attrac-

tion to their proper centre. This principle is termed by

Copernicus, " An appetence, ajipctenlia , which the Creator

lias impressed upon all the parts of matter, in order to

their uniting and coalescing into a globular form, &c.''

Kepler also speaks of gravity, as " A corporeal and mutual

affection between similar bodies in order to their union."

This principle has since been applied to the motion of the

heavenly bodies by Sir Isaac Newton, in his Principia, for

the illustration of the Copernican system. Attraction is of

different kinds, as applied to particular bodies, as Mag-
netism and Electricity.— Centre of Attraction [vide Centre]

Cupernie. de Rev. Orb. Ctr/est. 1. 1, c. 9; Kepler. Inlroduc.

Ast. Nov. ; Gilbert, de Mag. I. 2, aphor. 86, &c. ; et de

Motiv. S)-c. ; Newt. Princijria Defin. 8, &c.
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Attraction chemical {Ckem.) another name for Affinit}'.

[vide Affiiiiti/']

ATTRA'CTIVE /T/rce, any force by which bodies, and tlie

particles of ali bodies, are made to tend towards each

other without any sensible impulse. Sir Isaac Newton

calls this force centripetal ; and on it he builds the whole

theory of liis Principia; but he does not profess to define

bv what cause or particular mode it acts in and upon all

bodies.

ATTRACTI'VU.Vr (Med.) a specific which draws out every

thing from the body that is hurtful to it. Parac. de Arclii-

dnx. 1. 7.

ATTRAHE'NTIA (Med.) drawing medicines, such as by

their minute particles open the pores of the body, so as to

disperse the humours, cause the parts to swell, and draw

blisters in the skin.

A'TTRIBUTE (Theol.) those properties or excellencies

which are attributed to the Divine Being only, as his Self-

existence, Immutability, Eternity, Infinite Wisdom, and

the like. These attributes have been divided into comnui-

nicable and incommunicable : the

—

Conitnuiiicable Attri-

butes of God are power, justice, knowledge; the

—

Iitcom-

vuinicnUc Attributes of God, which are properly his

attributes, are his Self-existence, Sec.

Attribute (Z-oo- ) the predicate of any subject, or whatever

is affirmed or denied of any thing. Attributes are positive,

negative, commnii, and proper.— Positive attribute, what is

affirmed of any thing, as, " That it is animate."

—

Negative

attribute, that which is denied of a thing, as, " That it is

inanimate.''

—

Common attribute, that which is common to

several different things, as " Animality."

—

Proper attribute,

what is peculiar to one kind only, as " Rationality " to

man.
Attributes (Paint.) sj'mbols added to figures, to intimate

their quality and character ; as an eagle to Jupiter, to

denote his power ; a club to Hercules, to denote his

prowess, S:c.

ATTR1I?U'TUM (Ant.) k^i>r7irayjj,ivx. xfii/yXTcc ; money as-

signed for the payment of the soldiers. J'urr. de Lat.

Ling. 1. 4, c. .Se.

ATTUl'BUTIVES (Gram.) words denoting attributes ; the

same as adjectives.

ATTKl'TION (Med.) a superficial galling or fretting from

friction.

Attrition (Nat.) the striking or rubbing of bodies against

each other, so as to throw ortsoine of their superficial par-

ticles, as amber and other electric bodies are rubbed.

Attrition (Theol.) the lowest or faintest degree of repen-

tance lor sin, as it may affect ourselves; in distinction from
contrition, which is the highest degree of repentance.

A'TYPUS (Med.) i-v-joc, from x, piiv. and tu,toc, a type or

form. 1. An epithet for one that is tongue-tied, or that

does not speak articulately. 2. An epithet for a disea.se

which has no regularity in its periods.

ATZOZ.^'TL (Bot) an Indian name for the Mirabilis Me.r-

icana of Ra}', or the Mirabilis longijlura ofLinnseus. Rail

Hist. Plant.

AV.\ A'VA (Bot.) the name of a plant in the Ctaheitan

language, which is of an intoxicating quality.

AVA'CCARI (Bot.) a little Indian tree very similar to the

myrtle, but a great deal more astringent.

AV.\DRA'TES (Theol.) a sect of Bramins in India, who
exceeded all the rest in austerity.

A'V.\GE (Law) or Avisage, a rent or payment by tenants

of the manor of Writtle, in Essex, for the privilege of
pennage in the Lord's woods.

AVA'IL of marriage (Laxv) that casualty in wardholding
by which the superior was entitled to a certain sum from
his vassal on his attaining the age of puberty.

AVAL.\'NCHE (Xat.) a French term for the masses of

AUG
snow which break off from the mountains and rocks of
Switzerland, and fall down into the vallies below.

AUA'NSIS (Bof.) a-MvTn, from =.!/<*., to dry: an epithet .de-

noting exsiccation in general, but particularly that of
plants, which is caused by age.

AVA'NT (Mil.) a French word for foremost, or advanced
towards the enemy, as Avaut-Garde, the van of the arnij',

the next to which is the Ballnil, and the last the Arriere-

garde, or the rear.— .ivnhl-triiin, the limbers of a field

piece, on which are placed two boxes containing ammuni-
tion enough for immediate service.

.VvANT-iec (Archil.) the starling of a stone bridge.

—

Avant-
bec d'amont, the name of those starlings which are always
pointed towards the current of the water, in distinction

from the others which are called the Avani-bec-d'aval.

AvA'ST-chemin-couvcrt (Fort.) the advanced covered-way
which is made at the foot of the glacis to oppose the ap-

proaches of an enemy.

—

Avant-duc, the pilework which is

formed by a number of trees on the edge or entrance of a
river.

—

Avant-fosse, the ditch of the counterscarp next to

the country. It is dug at the foot of the glacis.

Avant main (Man.) French for the fore-hand of a horse.

AUA'NTE (Med.) k^u.,rr, from uuo.; to dry; the dry dis-

ease in which the patient can neither bear eating or fasting.

liippocml. de ^lorb. 1. 2; Foes. CEconom. IFippncrat.

AVA'NTURINE (yiin.) a reddish-yellow stone covered all

over with sparkles which resemble gold ; it is used by en-

amellers.

AVAR.VMO-TEMO (Bot.) a siliquose tree growing in tiie

Brazils of a very astringent quality. Rail Hist.

.WA'ST (Mar.) a term of connnand given at sea signifying

hold, stop, stay.

AV^A'UNCERS (.Sport.) the second branch of a hart's-horn.

AU'BIER (Bot.) the same as Albernum.

AU'BIN (DJaii.) the awkward or imperfect gait of a horse

between a trot and an amble.

AUBLE'TIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, so called after M.
Aublet, a botanist; Class 713 Polyandria, Order 1 Mo-
nogijnia.

Generic Characters. C.\L. perianth five-leaved.— CoR.
petals five.

—

Sram. Jilaments very many ; anthers ovate

oblong.—PisT. ^er»; roundish; sti/le long; stigma spread-

ing.— Per. capsule large ; seeds very many.
Sjiccies. The species are shrubs and natives of Guiana.

AUCTA'RIL'M (Ant.) from the supine auctum, augmented;
surplisage, or what is more than just weight or measure.

Fe^t. de Verb. Signif.

AU'CTIO (Ant.) publica vendilio cum res trnditur plus offe-

renti, auction, or setting things to a public or open sale.

—

Audio hastcr, setting to sale under a spear as the custom

was by the proclamation of the cryer.

—

Audio regia, sale

of the King's goods.

.AU'CTIOX (Com.) a public sale conducted by persons

called auctioneers, who are licensed to dispose of goods to

the highest bidder, according to certain conditions called

the conditions of sale.—Mode Auction, a similar public

sale conducted by unlicensed persons for fraudulent pur-

poses.

AU'CTOR legis (Ant.) suasor, laudator, the proposer of a
law, or speaker in its favour ; but, in regard to senators,

it always implies proposer or mover. _ Cic. in Dom. c. 30;
y4ffr. orat. 2, c. 5.

—

Auctor sententia, the maker of a mo-
tion, or the principal defender of it. Cic. Acadcm. 1. 4,

c. ^Z, Sec.— Auctor cumiliorum, he who assembled the

comitia and presided at the meeting.

AUCTORAME'NTUM (Ant.) an indenture or obligation

whereby one is bound to serve out a hire.

AUCTO'RES in .\enatu (Ant.) the principal senators, or

those who, like the consuls, had the power of decreeing or

determining. Cic. Brut. c. 34, &c.
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AUC'TUS (Dol.) increased, doubled, or calyculated; an

epithet for the Anthodium. [vide Calyculale]

AU'CUUA (/io/.) a genus of plants; Class 21 Monoecia,

Order 4 Tetrandiia.

Generic Characters. Caj.. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cob. four-

petaPicd.— Stam. Jilanioits I'our; anthers o\ate.

Species. Tlieonly species is the Aucitba Japonica, a shrub,

native of Japan. Linn. Spec. Plant.

ArCl'l'A'TION' (Sport.) fowling, or the art of bird-catching.

AUDI"A'UAND (Ciis.) a term in the North country for

children grave and witty above their years.

AU'DIENCI'^ (I'ulit.) 1. A ceremony by which ambassadors
or ministers at any court are admitted to a hearing from
the sovereign. 2. A Spanish Court of Justice in the West
Indies which had several provinces within its jurisdiction.

;>. A commission to quell any insurrection which had com-
menced at any given place.

Audience court (Law) a court belonging to the Archbishop
of Canterbury, having the same authority with the court
of arciies. 4 Inst. 3^7.

AUDIE'NDO (Laxv) et terminando, a writ, or rather a com-
mission, directed to certain persons for the trying and pu-
nishing such persons as have been concerned in a riotous

assembly, insurrection, or other heinous misdemeanour.
AUDIE'NTES (Ecc.) vide Auditores.

AU'Dir (Com.) a regular examination of accounts by a
proper officer.

—

Audit Office, an office at Somerset House
where accounts are audited.

AUDI'TA querela [Laiv) a writ whereby a defendant against

whom judgment is recovered, is therefore in danger of exe-

cution, and may be relieved upon some good matter of
discharge. F.'N.D.\02\ Reg. Orig. Hi.

AU'D1T()R (7.fiU') an ofiicer of the king, or of any corporate

body, appointed annually to examine accounts.

—

Auditor

of the receipts, an officer of the exchequer that files the
teller's bills, and gives in a weekly account of the receipts,

&c. ! Inst. 106.

—

Auditors of the mint, those who make up
the accounts of the imprest. These officers formerly had
the charge of auditing the king's accounts, &c. 4 Inst. 107.

AUDITO'UES {ICce.) or Audientes, Catachumens instructed

in the mysteries of the christian religion previous to their

admission to baptism.

AL'DITO'RIUM (Ecc.) the auditory, or place in the church
for the auditors, now called the nave.

AU'DITOKY (Arcluvol.) the bench on which magistrates
used to sit and hear causes.

.\.VDn:oi\.\ passage (.tnat.) Auditorius meatus, the passage or
entrance into the ear. Ihif. Ephes. Appel. Part. Corp.
Human. I. 1.

—

Audilorij nerves, a pair of nerves arising

from the medulla oblongata, and distributed, the one to

the ear, the other to the nose, lips, &c. Gcd. lulrnd.

AX'ELLA'NA (/int.) nux Ponlirn, Filbert, a sort of nut so

called from Avellanuni, a town of Campania, where they
abounded. It is the Conjlus avellana of Linnaeus. Plin.
1. 2,5, c. 23. ; (ier. Herb. Ac. [vide Corylus-]

AVELLA'N'E (Her.) a cross so called because
the (juarters of it resemble a filbert-nut, as in

the annexed figure. According to Morgan, it

is the cross which ensigns the mound of autho-
rity on the sovereign's globe.

A'\'E-MAUr.\ (/•-'((.) a prayer so called because it consists

of the first words used in the salutation of the Virgin .Mary.
AVE'.NA (Hot.) Oats, in the Greek .Spa'iit.o?, a plant, the grain

of which is astringent and drying. Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 116;
Plin. 1. 18, c. 17; Gal.de Aliment. 1. 1, c. 14; Oribas.
Sijnop. 1. 3, c. 3.5 ; Paul. Alginet. I. 7, c. 3.

,^ V'KNA, Oats, in the I.innean .system, u genus of plants, Class 3

Triandria, Order 2 Digijuia.

Generic Characters. Cal. ^'/Mmc generally many flowered.
—Coil, valves two.

—

Si&ii. Jilaments three ; anthers ob-

AVE

long.—PiST. germ obtuse ; styles two ; stigmas simple.— Per. none ; seed one.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as

—

Avenajalua,
Festuca, Gramen avenaceum, seu /Egilops, Bearded Wild
Oat, or Haver.

—

Avcnii saliva, cultivated Oats.

—

Avena
nuda, Pillis, or Pillcorn, &c. except

—

.4vcna clatior,

Holcus avcnaceus, seu Gramen nodosum, Tall Oat Grass,

Quick or Couch Grass, which is a perennial. J. Bnuh.
Hist. Plant.; C.Bauh.Pin.; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat.

Bntan.; llaii Hid. Plant.; Tournef. Instit.

A'VENAGE (Lnio) from avena, Oats, i. e. oats paid to a

landlord instead of rent or other dues.

AVENA'RI.\ cicada (Zool.) a kind of grasshopper that does
not appear till the corn is ripe. Plin. 11, c. 27.

AVENA'UIUS (Architol.) an officer belonging to the king's

stables that provided oats for hb horses. Stat. 13, cap. 8.

AVE'NIL'S (Hot.) Veinless ; an epithet for a leaf

—

Folium
avenium, a leaf without any peixeptible veins.

AVE'NQUA (Dot.) a Brasilian name for Maiden-hair.

AVENTU'RyE (Archaol.) adventures or trials of skill, mili-

tary exercises on horseback.

AVE'NTURE (Law) for adventure; a mischance, causing

the death of a man, as when a person is drowned, or other-

wise killed, without any felonious intent. Co. Lit. 391.

A'V^ENUE (Hort.) quo licet venire ad; i. e. a passai;e open

to a place ; a walk or row of trees leading to a house,

garden, or some distant object.

Avenue (Mil.) a space left for a passage into a camp, garri-

son, lie. ; an oi)ening or inlet into any fortress.

A'VER (Arclupol.) vide Avcr-Curu, Aver-Penni/, &c.

A'VEIiA (Arclucol.) i.e. overa, from ouvrer, to work, and

in Latin opera, a day's work at ploughing, valued at 8d.

Doomsday Bk. ; 4 Inst. 269.

A'VER AG I'l (Lavj) averagium, the service which a tenant

owes to his lord.

AvERAiiK of corn fields (Agr.) the stubble or remainder of

straw-grass left in corn fields after the harvest is carried

away. In Kent it is called the Gratten, in other parts the

roughii.gs, &c.

Average (Com.) 1. The damage which the vessel, the goods,

or the loading sustains from the time of its departure to its

return. 2. The charges or contribution towards defraying

such damages or the losses of such as have their goods cast

overboard for the safety of the ship and the crew. 3. The
quota or proportion which each merchant or proprietor in

the ship or lading is adjudged, upon a reasonable estimate,

to contribute to a common average. This contribution

seems to be so called because it is proportioned after the

rate of every man's average or goods carried. 4. A small

duty joined to primage, which is the master's perquisite.

This is called /)('//// average.

A'VER-C'ORN (Lau') a reserved rent in corn paid to reli-

gious houses.

AVE'RIA (Arciurol.) from ouvragc, work; cattle, princi-

pally working cattle.

AVE'RIIS captis in Withernam (Law) a writ for the taking

of cattle to his use, who hath cattle unlawfully distrained

by another, and driven out of the county where they were

taken, so that they cannot be replevied by the sheritf. Reg.

Orig. 82.

A'VER-LAND (Laiv) Lands plouglicd by the tenant, ch»i

averiis suis, for the use of the lortl. jMon. An«l.

AVE'RMENT (Law) an offer of the defendant to make

good or justify an exception pleaded in abatement, or bar

of a |)laintiff"s action. Averments are either general or

particuliU-. Co. Lit. 362.

A'VER-l'KNNY (/,««) Money paid towards the king's

averages or carriages.

A\'1;RRA'HE (Archceol.) to carry goods in a waggon, &c.

a duty required of some tenants.
|
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AVERRHO'A (Boi.) a genus of plants, called after Aver-

rhoes of Corduba, Class 10 Decandria, Order 4; Penta-
gynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved.

—

Cor.
petals five.—STA.\r. Jilanwnts ten ; anthers roundish.

—

.PiST. germ oblong; styles five; stigmas simple.

—

Peh.
j)ome turbinate ; seeds angular.

Species. The species are

—

Averrhoa BiUmhi, Bilimbing

teres, seu Bilimbi, a shrub, native of India.

—

Ai'crrhoa

caramboln, JhlioUs, S)X. ]\lala gocnsia, S^c. I'runum slel-

latiim, Tamnra Conga, seu carambolas, native of India.

C. Bau/i. Pin. ; Raii Hist. Plant.; Linn. Spec. Plant.

AVERRUXC A'TIO (Ant.) from avcrrunco, to avert; a

pruning of vines, and cutting away v.ny thing hurtful; also

the averting of evils, hence Dii averrunrent, God forbid,

or forefcnd; and avcrruncus detis the god whom they sup-

plicated to avert evils.

A'V'ER-SILVER {Archceol.) A custom of rent.

AVE'RSIO (Med.) the diverting a flux of humours from

one part to another.

AVE'RT (?ilan.) Regular, or enjoined ; an epithet in lessons

of horsemanship applied to the step or motions of the

horse : as pas averti, or pas ecoute, i. e. a step regulated or

enjoined.

A'VERY (Archceol.) a place where the oats are kept for the

king's horses.

A'VES (Or.) Birds, the second Class of animals in the Lin-

ncan S3'Stem, comprehending those which are oviparous,

[vide Animal kingdoni]

A'UGE (Astron.) vide Aux.

AUGE'A (Archceol.) a cistern for water.

A'UGER (Mech.) a wimble or tool for boring.

AU'GELOT (Hurt.) or a I'augclot, French, for a mode of

planting vines, i. e. to dig small trenches in the form of a

little trough, for laying in the slips or shoots, which are

afterwards covered with earth.

AUGI'TES (Min.) from if/n, splendour ; Augite, a precious

stone ; a stone of the Chrysolite family.

AU'GMEXT (Gram.) vide Augmentum.
AUGMENTATION (Lna) a court erected by Henry VIII.

for augmenting the revenues, by suppressing religious

liouscs. 27 li'en. 8.

AuGMEXTATiox (Her.) a particular mark
of honour, borne either on an escutcheon,

or a canton, as argen*, sih^nd, gules, borne

by every baronet not being of higher dig-

nity, as in the annexed example. " Or, a

cross flory sable, with a mullet for differ-

ence." These are the arms of the Ainslie

family.

AuG.MEXT.-VTiox (Miis.) doubling the length of the notes in

a fuge or canon.

AUGME'NTU.M (Gram.) augment, a letter or syllable

added or changed in the tenses of Greek verbs. The aug-

ment is either syllabic or temporal.

—

Augmcntum Sylla-

bicum, the syllabic augment, is the addition of a letter or

syllable, as from T-j-rf, comes, itcstto* iru\^«. Sec.—Aug-
mentiim Temporale, the temporal augment, is the change
of a short vowel into a long one, or a diphthong into ore
still longer, as i>fa', n'fsi.

AuGMEXTUM (^Icd.) the increase of a disease from its at-

tack to its utmost violence.

A'UGRE. (Mech.) vide Auger.

A'UGURES (Ant.) from garritus, the noise of birds; cer-

tain officers appointed by Romulus to draw omens from
the flight and singing of birds. Cic.de Divin.\.\, c.Xl

;

Plin. 1. 7, c. 56; Liv. 1. 1, c. 18 ; Sueton. in Aug. c. 95;
Test, de Verb. SigniJ'.

AU'GUST (Chron.) the eighth month of the year, called

after the emperor Augustus, who entered his second con-

AUM
sulship in that month, after the Actian victory. It was
before called Sextilis. Dio. 1.5.5; Macrob. Saturn. 1. 1,

ex 12; C. Gassend. Calend. Roman, c. 3 ; P'iol. de Vet. et

N^ov. Roynan. ; 2'cmp. Rat. apud Grccv. Tlies. Antiij.

Roman, tom. viii. p. lOt.

AUGU'STA {Med.) an epithet for several compound medi-
cines.

AUGUSTA'LES (Ant.) priests appointed by Tiberius to

perform the sacred rites, instituted in honour of Augustus
and the Augustan family. They were twenty-five in num-
ber, and chosen by lot from the principal people of the
city. Ancient inscriptions make frequent mention of the
Augustalis Flamen, and also the Augustalis Sodalis, as

NERONI. CAESARI GERMANKT. F. TI. AU-
GU.STI. N. DIVI AUG. PRON. FLA:\IINI. AUGUS-
TALI SODALI AV.GVSlLXLl.— Angustales, soldiers

whom Augustus had added to the Ordinarii, and who
commonly formed the van-guard. I'eget. de Re Mil. 1. '2.—Augustales ludi, games instituted in honour of Augustus,
U. C. 735, and celebrated on the 4. Id. October, i.e. the
twelfth of October.

AUGUSTA'LIA (.Ant.) plays instituted in honour of Au-
gustus. Tac. .Innal. 1. 1, c. 100; Dio. 1. 5i.

AUGUSTA'LIS (A'h7».) a gold coin of the emperors of the

East, first struck by Frederic II. in 1231. Citron. Richard.

AUGU'STAN confession (Ecc.) a confession of Christian

faith made by the Protestants of Augusta, or Augsburg, in

Germany, A.D. 1.550.

AUGU'StlNS (Ecc.) or Augn.^tin Friars, black friars, who
were of the order of St. Augustin.

—

Barefooted Augustins,

a distinct branch of the Augustins, who were founded in

Portugal.

AUGUSTI'NI.\NS (Ecc.) heretics of the sixteenth century,
who maintained that the gates of heaven were not openetl
till the general resurrection.

AVICE'N.M.-V (Bof.) a genus of plants, called after Avi-
cenna, the physician, Class H' Didijnamia, Order 2 An-
giospermia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted.

—

Cor.
mouopetalous.

—

Stam.Jtlaments four ; anthers roundish.

—PisT. germ ovate ; sfj/le subulate ; stigma bifid.

—

Per.
capsule coriaceous ; seed one.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Avicennia tomen-
tosa, Bontia germinans, Donatia, Mangel laurocei-asi, <*)(,•.

Anacardiiim, seu CEpata, S;c. a native of the Indies.

./. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Batch. Pin.; Raii Hist.

Plant.; Pink. Almas,cst. Botan. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.
AVICULA'RIA Si/lvii \BuI.) Venus Looking glass.

A'^TLA (Bot.) a species of ai)ple in the Indies larger than
an orange, including nuts, that are an excellent medicine
against poisons, &c. Lemcr. des Drag.

AVISAME'NTUM (Lau-) advice or counsel ; de avisamento
et consensu consilii nostri concessimus, S,-c. was tlie common
form of our ancient kings' grants.

AUK (Orn.) a bird, otherwise called Penguin, or Razor-
bill, and by Linnaeus .Alca : is an inhabitant of the .-Arctic

seas. This bird is observed by seamen never to wander
bej'ond soundings, and accordingly they conclude, on its

appearance, that land is not ver}' remote. The species
best known are the Great Auk, Alca impcnnis ; the Little

Auk, .-ilea alle ; and the Puffin Auk, Alca arctica.

AU'LA {Lavi) a Court baron.

—

Aula regia, the King's
Bench.

—

Aula ecclesicr, the same as Xavis ccclcsicr.

AU'L.W (Bot.) the Pra.'ffl of Linnaeus.

AU'LNAGE (Com.) \iie Alnage.

AU'LOiS (Med.) the foramen of the e.xterior vagina. Hipp,
de Mul. 1. 2.

AL^LULA'RIA (Anl.) the name of one of Plautus' comedies.
AUME (Corn.) \\de Anm.
AUMO'NE (Cus.) Alms.—Tenure in Aumone, where lands
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AUR
are given in alms to a religious house, on condition of
prayers being offered up at certain times. Brit. 16k

AU'XCEL (Com.) or Auncel wcigld, i. e. hand sale weight,

from ansa, a handle ; an ancient kind of hand-weighing,
by the hanging of the scales at each end of a beam, and
lifting it up with the finger to find the weight of the thing

weighed. Stat. 5, 25 Ed. 2.

AUNCE'STRAL (Lnu') vide Action.

AUNCIA'TCS {Archa-ol.) Antiquated.

AVOCA'DO (Bol.) a tree that grows in the Spanish West
Indies, and in Jamaica, the fruit of which, though very

insipid, is much eaten by the natives.

A^'OCATO'llI.V [Polit.) a mandate of the emperor of Ger-
many to a prince of the empire, to stop his unlawful pro-

ceedings.

AVOI'DANCE [Lmv) when a benefice is void of an incum-
bent, which is either in fact or by law.— Avoidance infact,

by the death of an incumbent.

—

Avoidance in law, by ces-

sion, deprivation, resignation, &:c.

AVOIR-DU-PO'ISE (Com.) i.e. habere pondus aut justi esse

ponderis ; a weight having sixteen ounces to the pound, in

distinction from Troy weight, which has only twelve.

AVOL.^'TION (C/iem.) a flying off of the particles, as by
evaporation.

A'VOSET {Orn.) a bird otherwise called the Scooper or

Crooked Bill, is distinguished by its bill, which is three

and a half inches long, slender, thin, and turned up nearly

half its length. It is the Rccurvirostra of Gesner; the

Avosetta, seu Spinzago d'Acqua of Aldrovandus; and the

liecurvirostra Avosetta of Linnaeus. Gesn. Av. ; Will.

Orn.; Rail Sijn. ; Aldrov. Ornith.

AVO'W (irnc) vide Advow.
AV'O'WANT [Law) one making an avowry.

AVOWEE' [Laiv] an advocate of a church benefice, [vide

Advocate']

AVO'WPiY [Law) the plea which tlic maker of a distress

for rent, dvc. must put in when the party distrained sues

for a replevin.

AVO'WTEUER [Ant.) an adulterer.

AU'RA [Orn.) or Grt//;';inssn, a species of Indian raven, ap-

proaching the eagle in size, the flesh of which is good for

the small po.\. Lemcrij.

Auha [?\led:) a vapour, as if from mcphitic caves.

—

Aura
epilcptica, a gradual sensation like air ascending from
some determined part of the e.\tremitics upwards occasion-

ing an epileptic attack.

—

Aura vita/is, vital heat.

AU'it-E [Mec/i.) clouts or plates of iron set upon the axle-

tree to save it from fretting.

AUR.AME'NTU.M (Ant.) an instrument for taking gold out

of the mine ; also leaf gold.

AURA'XTIA (Bot.) the O'/ras of Linnaeus.

AUR.VNXrACUS [Bot.) orange, the colour of some flowers.

AUR.A'NTIU.M (Dot.) orange, the Citrus nurantiiim of

Linnreu?.

AURA'TUS eqxtes (Archanl.) a knight with gilt spurs.

AURE'LI.-^. (Nat.) the first apparent change of the eruca

or maggot of any insect.

AURELIA'NA (fiot.) the Pinnx qninquefolia of Linnaeus.

AURE'OL.A (Paint.) a crown of glory witli which saints,

martyrs, and confessors, are adorned, as a mark of their

having obtained the victory.

AU'UES (.-Irclicc I.) an ancient ]>unishment among the

Saxons, of cutting off the ears of church robbers and other

offenders.

AURE'US (Xiim.) the name of a gold coin current among
the Romans, wjiich was equivalent to 25 denarii, or 10!)

sesterces, and a crown sterling. It was customary to give

this piece to the charioteers.

Jnven. sat. 7, v. 2 13.

.'IccijK, ticlifri prpuliis qnctl pcitultitt aurnm.

AUR
Sueion. in Claud, c. 21 ; Dio. 1.55; Tunieb. Adv. 1.5,

c. 1 ; Gron. dc Vet. Pectin . 1. 3, c. 15.

AURICHA'LCUM (Met.) quasi orichalchum, cfsi^'^f.Kti,

mountain brass, from Sfo?, a mountain, and %aA«£, brass ;

the metal now called brass, being a mixture of copper and
lapis calarainaris. It is called Aurichalcum by Plautus, and
Orichalcum by A'irgil and Horace.
Plant. Mil. act 3, seen. 1, v. 61'.

Cedo mihi tres homines aurichalco contra cum istii tncribus.

Virg. JEn. 1. 12, v. 87.

auro sqiudlentem, alhoque cn-'ichalco

Circumdat toriccim hitweris.

Horat. Ars Poet. v. 202.

Tibia non ut nunc m-iihalco vincta, tubaque

JEmula.

Plat, in Crit. ; Sencc. ep. 90 ; Suet, in Vet. c. 5 ; Fat. dc

Sign if. Verb.

AU'RICLE (Anat.) auricula. 1. The external ear, or that

part of it which is prominent from the head. 2. Auricuhe
cordis, two appendages of the heart, being muscular caps

or bags covering the two ventricles, and seated at its basis.

They move regularly like the heart, only in an inverted

order, their systole corresponding to the diastole of the

heart.

Auricle (Bot.) vide Auricula.

AURICO'LLA (Met.) the glue or cement of gold. Oribas.

Med. Coll. 1. 13 ; Aet. Tetrad. 1, serra. 1 ; Paul. .Eginet.

1.7, c. 3.

AURFCULA (Anat.) vide Auricle.

Auricula Leporis (Bot.) Hare's Ear, the Bupleurum fal-

catum, odonilis, ranunculoides, et tenuissimum, of Linnaeus.

Bauh. Hist.—Auricula muris, ISIouse Ear, the Hieracium
auricula et auraittincum, S(c.—Auricula L'rsi, the Primula,

Sfc. of Linnaeus. Bauh., Toiirnef., &c.

AURICUL.\'RIA (Bot.) Ear-wort, the Hedijotis auricu-

laria of Lumasus.

AURICUL.A'RIUS (Med.) an epithet for what belongs to

the ears, as auricidarius medicus, an aurist.

AURICULA'TUS (Bot.) Earshaped, an epithet for a leaf;

Jhlium auriculatum, a leaf having two small lobes bent

outwards.

AURI'CULAR confession, a mode of confessing sins prac-

tised by the Roman Catholics ; so called because the

penitents whisper their sins into the ears of their con-

fessors.

AURICULA'RIS Digitus (.lym/.) the little finger with which

one is most apt to pick the ear.

AURI'FEROUS silver (Min.) an alloy of silver, of a yel-

lowish colour.

AURIELA'MMA (Mil.) a flag or standard belonging to the

abbey of St. Dennis, which the monks used in honour of

that saint whenever they were compelled to defend them-

selves.

AURI'GA (Ant.) quasi currign, because, cnrriim ngat, he

drives the chariot; a charioteer at the races, of whom there

were different ^rf^Ci, or factions, as the alba vel albata,

russata, vaneta, prasina, aurata, et purpurea, so called

from their dress. Sueton. in Calig. c. 19, &c. ; Tertull. dc

Sped. c. 9 ; Rosin. Antiq. Rom. 1. 5, c. 5, &c.

Auriga (A.':tn>n.) i'loxh, tlie Waggoner, called by Manilius

and others Heniochus, which Ptolemy makes to consist of

11- stars; Kepler and Tycho, of 27 ; Bayer, of 33; Heve-

lius, of 40 ; the British Catalogue, of G'), among which is

Caprlla, a star of the first magnitude, which was otherwise

call Olcnin, or Capra Jovis, i. c. Amalthea, the nurse of

.lupiter.

Aral. v. 16.

.\li Ufr., rr,'' jW/S^ TS ;,o-/o5 Ait f/,xi^n 'ix-.trxi^i



AUS
Capella was called pluvialis, because it brought rain with
it when it rose.

Ovid. Fast. 1. 5, v. 111.

Ah Jove sttrgat opus ; prima mihi nocle xUlemla
Stella est in cutiis ojficioaa Jovia,

Kascitur Olenice nidus pluviate CapelliE

Ilia dati cmtum priEmia lactis hubet.

This constellation is represented by the figure of an old

man, with a goat and her kids in his left hand, who is said

to have been transported to heaven by Jupiter, on tlie

invention of carriages. Hipparc/i. in Arnt.; Eralusth.
C/iaraclerism. ; Plin. 1. 18, c. 'iti, &c. ; Manil. Astrou. 1. 1,

V. 361 ; Hijgin. Astrnn. Poet.

Auriga (?iled.) a sort of bandage for the side, made like

the traces of a waggon-horse.
Auriga [Anat.) the fourth lobe of the liver. Castell. Lex.
Med.

AURIGA'RIUS (A)it.) a person who kept chariots for use.

AUKI'GO (Med.) the jaundice.

AURIPIGME'NTUM (3//;;.) Orpiment, the arsenic ore
[vide Arseiuc'\ which was formerly much used by painters,

and is of two kinds, namely, the yellow and red, which is

otherwise called Realgar. Plin. 1. 33, c. 4.

AURI'PLICES (Ant.) leaves of gold wrapped together in

the shape of a man or woman.
A'URIS (Anat.) vide Ear.
AURISCA'LPRUM (Mcch.) an ear-picker.

AU'RIST (Med.) an ear-doctor.

AURO'RA (Axt?-on.) the morning twilight.

—

Aurora borealis.

Northern light, or Streamers, a meteor appearing in the
northern part of the heavens, mostlj' in the winter season
and in frosty weather. It appears often in the form of an
arch, which is partly bright and partly dark, of a reddish
colour inclining to yellow. The matter of which it is com-
posed is not found to have any effect on the rays of light

which pass freely through it. In the Shetland Isles these
phenomena are the constant attendants on bright evenings,
and have obtained the name of the merry dancers among
the inhabitants, to whom they afford relief amidst the gloom
of long winter nights.

AU'RUM^r/«)H (Ant.) Wrought Gold.

—

Aurum signatmn,
coined gold, [vide Argenlum]

AuRUM (Min.) Gold, the heaviest of all metals, the specific

gravity being 19*300. It is of a reddish-yellow colour,
soft texture, not sonorous, but exceedingly ductile and
malleable.

AuKCM potahilc (Med.) Tincture of Gold,a rich cordial liquor,

with leaf gold in it.

—

Aurum J'ldminans, Thundering Gold,
a powder of gold and aqua regia, so called because of the
explosion which it makes by a gentle attrition.

—

Aurum
horizontale, a mercurial medicine of a red colour.

Aurum mosaicum (Paint.) or musivum, a composition to lay
on a colour like brass or copper. It is known to be a per-
sulphuret of tin.

Aurum Reginw (Laiv) the queen's gold; a royal revenue
belonging to every queen-consort during her marriage,
drawn from fines to the king upon grants.

AU'SPEX (Ant.) a diviner by birds, who, when he wished
to perform any divination, mounted a tower, his head
being covered with a gown peculiar to his office; he then
turned his face to the east, marked out the heavens with
his lituus (a rod which he held in his hand), and afterwards
waited for the omen from the quarter to which the bird
should fly.

AUSPI'CIUM (Ant.) quasi avispicium, a divination from the
inspection of birds, which, by Pliny, is distinguished from
auguriiim, ttie former being confined to observations on
birds, and the latter extending itself to divination from
objects in general. The auspice was, however, more

AUT
minute and particular in its observations on birds tlian

the augury. The Atispicia were taken either from the

noise or tiie flight of birds, or from the movements of

chickens in a coop, &c. Cic. de Dixin. \.'2, c. 3(3 ; Liv.

1. 6, c. tl ; Plin. 1.7, c. .56.

AU'STER (Ant.) the South wind.

Virg. eclog. 2, v. 3d:

Pcrditus, et li.

Thvihus Auslrum
misi Joiitibi'S oprtis.

AUSCULTA'RE (Archaol.) a custom of hearing the monks
read the service, i)y persons appointed to correct thtm, so

that they may officiate in a graceful and impressive

manner.
A'USTRAL signs (Astron.) the six last signs in the zodiac,

so called because they are on the south side of the Equi-
noctial.

AUSTRA'LIS corona (Asl/'on.) vide Corona.—Auslralis

Piscis. [vide P/.sr/s]

AUSTRI'ACA sidera (Astron.) spots in the sun, resembling
small stars.

AUSTU'RCUS (Fal.) a Goshawk.
AUTER-DRO'IT (Lmc) an expression used when persons

sue or are sued in another's right.

—

Autcrfnit.^ acquit, a
plea by a criminal that he was heretofore acquitted of the

same felony or treason ; so, in like manner, Atiterfoits

convict or attaint, viz. convicted or attainted before of the

same crime, &'C.

AUTHE'MERON (Med.) i^^-/-.'p«,from ^«ro,, the same, and
y.f'Sfx, day; a medicine, so called because it gives relief the
same day as it is taken. Gal. de Comp. Med. sec. Lor.
1. 9j c. 2.

AUTHE'NTICS (Law) the title of the tliird volume of the

Roman law ; so called because it has its authorit}- from
itself; proceeding immediately from the mouth of the

emperor. This was a volume of new constitutions, ap-
pointed by the emperor Justinian, and introduced into the

body of the law under one book, called the Novellx of
Justinian.

AUTHE'FSA (Ant.) from i=;r«5, of itself, and i-4-", to boil

;

a kind of brass pot that boils any thing with little or no
fire under it. Cic. pro liosc. ; Lamprid, in Heliogab.

c. 19.

AUTOCHTIIO'NES (Ant.) uvTix,f'.^n:c, in Latin indigemo,

the original inhabitants of a country. The Athenians gave
themselves this epithet because they boasted to be as old

as xfii', the earth, uvth, itself. Cic. de Oral. 1. 3, c. 83 ;

Pans. 1. 1, c. U.
AUTO'CRASY (Polit.) kvro^^^^iiU, from u-jtI:,, oneself, and

x((aTC5, power ; government by oneself, or self-supre-

macy.
AUTO'GENES (Bot.) <it/rcv!»ii«, from it/j-t?, oneself, and

yitciAjxi, to be made ; self-begotten, applied to the Nar-
cissus, the bulb of which seems to produce its leaves of
itself before it is put into the earth.

AUTOGRAPH (Ant.) ii/rivf£i,p.;, from u:.t\c, itself, and
yfccpu, to write ; one's own hand-writing, as autographa
epistnla, a letter of one's own writing, or writing with one's

own hand.

AUTOMA'RIA (Mech.) the art of making clocks, &c.
AUTO'.MATON (Mech.) any machine moving by itself, as

a spring.

AUTO'MATOS (Med.) <i«r»«,«To?, from u^rcc, itself, and
//.uryiv, easy ; whatever is done more by an effort of nature
than bv any external action or application. Hippocrat.

1. I , aph 2.

AUTO'.MELITE (Min.) a mineral of the ruby family.

AUTONO'MI.V (Polit.) Uvtoiouao., independent government,

or a government accordinc to one's own laws and customs,
"2 D 2



AWN
in distinction from those towns or countries

tiiat were subject to tbreigu laws. Many
cities and places are distinguished by the

title of 2i/Ti)/o«.ij?, as in the annexed figure

of tlie town of /Egea, representing the head
of a goat, with the inscription AlFEAIllN
TII5 lEPAi; KAI ATTONO.MOT. Hard. Numm.
Urb.

AUTOPIIO'KAS (Anl.) «^ToV^p»! from iir.V, ipse, oneself,

and ipi'(, a thief, i. c. the very thief; a thief taiicn in tlie

very fact.

AUTO'PSIA [Med.) afro-vj/ia, from ifro;, oneself, and oWt-ciac.:,

to see ; ocular evidence, or the memory of what one sees

with one's own eyes ; a point strongly insisted upon by the

empiric sect.

AUTOPY'llOS (Med.) vide Artos.

AUTOU'll {Med.) a bark much resembling cinnamon.
A'UTUMN (A.slron.) the third season of the year, which

begins at the descending equinox, i. e. in the Northern
Hemisphere, wiicn the sun enters Libra, on the 22d day
of September ; it terminates about the same day of Decem-
ber, when winter commences.

AUTU'MNAL Equinox (Aatron.) the time when the sun

enters Libra, [vide Autumn']—Autumnal pninl, that point

at wliich the autumnal equinox commences.

—

Autumnal
signs, the three signs, Libra. .Scorpio, and Sagittarius,

through which tlie sun passes during the autumn season.

AUXE'SIS (Itlict.) clvha-i^, a figure of rhetorick when, by
hyperbole, a thing is too mucli magnified. Lungin. sect. 12;

SchoL in Herman;. Aid. Edit. p. 353.

AU.VrLIARIES (Mil.) or auxiliary forces, that are eni';

ployed only on particular occasions, or that come to assist.

AUXl'LIAliY verbs [Gram.) verbs tliat are principally used

in forming the tenses of other verbs, as " To Have " and
" To Be."

AUXI'LIUM nd filium militcm faciendum el fdiam mari-

tandam (Laiv) a writ for levying an aid towards the knight-

ing the king's son, or marrying a daughter. /'. A'. B. 82.—Auxilium curice, a precept or order for the citing one

party at the suit of another.

—

Auxilium facere alieni in

curia regis, to be another's friend or solicitor in the king's

courts.

—

Auxilium regis, the king's aid, or money levinj

for the king's use or the public service.

—

Auxilium vicc-

comiti, a customary aid, or duty payable to sheriffs out of

certain manors.

TO AWA'IT (Law) to lay in wait, or way-lay.

AWA'ME (Com.) the same as Awm.
AWA'RD (Law) from the French agard, because it is a

dictum imposed upon the ])artics to be observed by them ;

a judgment given by an arbitrator between two parties on

a matter of dispute.

A-Vv'E'ATlIER (Mar.) the situation of the helm when
pusliod to the weather side of the ship.

,\-VVE'l(;H (Mar.) the state of the anchor when it is drawn
nut of the ground in a jicrpendicular direction.

AVv'L (Mrrli.) a sharp pointed tool.

.\W'L-\V011T (Bol.) the Subuhria of Linnasus; an annual,

so called from the shape of its leaves.

—

Awl-shaped, or

subulate, suhulalus. [vide Subulate']

AWM (Com.) a measure of Rhenish wine containing forty

gallons, mentioned in Stat. 1 , .Jac. I, now equivalent to a ton.

AWN (Hot.) arista, the Heard: a slender sharp process

issuing from the glume, or chart" in corn and grasses, [vide

Arista}

A'WNEl) (Hot.) arislalus, having an awn; an epitliet for

the glume and anther.

AWNI..E.SS (Hot.) muliciis, having no awn, opposed to the

awntrd ; an epithet for the glume, as in Agroslis and Aim,
for the calyx of Serralulu ; for the seeds, as in Adonis, &c.

AWNING (Mar.) a canopy extending over the deck.

3

AXI
AX (Medi.) or Axe, a carpenter's tool.

AXAYACA'TL (Eut.) a species of fly in Me.vico, the eggs
of which are gathered from the rushes where they are de-
posited, and are called cavearc.

AXE'A commitsura (Anal.) a sort of articulation.

AXE'DO (Alcli.) a spell to render a person impotent.
JMarc. Emn.

AXE'-FORMED (Bol.) \k\c Dolnbriformrd.
AXE'-STONE ('\Iii!.) a subspecies of the Nephrite.
AXrCULUS (Merh.) a roller or c_v Under.
AXI'LLA (Anal.) diminutive of axis', the arm-pit, or cavity

of the arm.

Axilla (Bot.) the Axil, the angle formed by a branch
with a stem, or by a leaf with a branch, resembling the

arm-pit in form.

AXILLA'RIS [Anat.) belonging to the axilla, axillary,

or subclavian ; an epithet for the vein that passes under
the arm-pit, or the arteries which are the continuations of
the subclavian, or of the nerve wliich is a branch of the
brachial plexus.

AXrLLARY (Bol.) axillaris, an epithet for leaves, the

peduncle, and the scape and cirrus : axillary leaves are

tliose growing at the angles formed by the branches with

the slem.

A'XINITE (Min.) a species of stone of the Epidote family.

AXI'NOMANCY' (Ayit.) klmfiuMriM, from aiyn, a hatchet

;

a sort of divination by means of a hatchet or ax which was
fixed on a stake so as to be poised ; when the names of
the suspected persons being repeated, he, at whose name
the hatchet moved, was pronounced guilty.

A'XIOM (Phi.) cc'iwfA^u, from iilios, worthy, i. e. «?ioti5-o?,

worthy cf credit ; a self evident proposition, or one re-

quiring no (iroof, as ' the whole is greater than the part.'

AXI'RNACII (Med.) superfluous fat sometimes growing on
the tunics of the eyelids, particularly of children.

A'XIS (Ant.) ii'^av, from ayi>; the axle-tree of a wheel; so

called because the wheel is driven about it. It is also

the name of the board, or tablet, on which the laws of

Solon and others were engraven. J7/n(t'. 1. 4-, c. 2; Aul,

Ge/l. 1.2, c. 12; Fest.de Verb. Signif.

Axis (deom.) a right line conceived to be drawn from the

vertex of a figure to the middle of the base ; it is so called

because the figure, by revolving round this line, is con-

ceived to generate a solid.

—

Axis ofa circle, the same as

the diameter, [vide Circle']—Axis of a cone, the line drawn
from the vertex to the centre of the base.

—

A.xis of a cy-

linder, the line drawn from the centre of the one end to

that of the other, [vide Cylinder]—Axis of a conic section,

a line going through the middle of the figure, and cut-

ting all the ordinates at right angles. Upon this the figure

is supposed to be turned, so as to form the section. The
axes are of dilferent kinds, namelj', transverse, conjugate,

determinate, and indeterminate.

—

Transverse axis of an
ellipse hyperbole, or parabola, otherwise called the princi-

])al axis, is that diameter which passes through the two

i'oci, and the two vertices, as A P, which cuts the ordi-

Vh

nate MN at right angles.— Conjugate axis of an ellipse

hyperbola, ^c. is the diameter F 1'^ passing through the

centre and perpendicular to the transverse axis ; it is tlie
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shortest of the diameters, as the transverse is the longest.

Determinate axis of an hyperbola, is a right line draivn

between the vertices, or tops of the opposite sections.

—

Indeterminate axis of an hyperbola, the axis « liicli cuts

an infinite number of lines at right angles; in this manner

A P is determinate if it lies only between tiie vertices of

the opposite sections ; but it is indeterminate if it cut the

lines JNI X, C E, W N, &c. at right angles.

Axis {^Aitran.) or axis of tlie sphere, an imaginary right line

conceived to pass through the centre of the earth, and

terminating in each end at the surface of the mundane
sphere. In the Ptolemaic sjstem the sphere was supposed

to revolve about this line as an axis in performing its

diurnal motion.

—

Axis of the earth, the line connecting its

two poles, and about which the earth performs its diurnal

rotation from wtst to east. This is re|)resented in the ter-

restrial globe by the piece of wood, or iron, on which the

globe turns.

—

Axis of a planet, the line passing through

its centre, and about which the planet revolves, as the

axis of the Sun, Earth, Moon, Jupiter, Mars, and Venus,

round which they are known, by observation, to perform

their several motions.

—

Axis of the Horizon, Equator,

Ecliptic, Sfc. the right lines passing through the centres of

those circles perpendicular to their planes, (vide Astronomy)

Axis (Mcch.) a certain line about which a body ma^' revolve,

as the axis of a balance, &c.; so also

—

Axis of rotation,

the line about which a body revolves when it is put in mo-
tion.

—

A.iis of oscillation, a line parallel to the horizon

passing through the centre, about which a pendulum vi-

brates, and perpendicular to the plane in which it oscillates.

—Axis in Feritrochio, or Wheel and Axle, one of the five

mechanical powers, or simple machines, which is princi-

pally used in the raising of water, as in the ainiexed figure,

where the circle A B represents that part of the machine
which is called the peritrochinm, and the cylinder C A the

Axis. In the peritrochium are the radii, or spokes, called

the scytalcE, by which it is turned round, and in the cylin-

der is the rope to which the weight E is fixed that is to

be raised. Of this description are capstans, cranes, and
the like.

—

Axis ofa vessel, the quiescent right line through
the middle of it perpendicular to its base, and equally dis-

tant from its sides.

Axis of a macrnet {Nat.) a line supposed to pass through the
middle of a magnet in such a manner, that, however tlie

magnet is divided, if the division be made according to

a plane in which such line is found, the magnet will be cut
or separated into two loadstones. The extremes of such
lines are called the poles of the magnet.

Axis (Archit.) is otherwise called cathetus. The axis of an
Ionic capital is a line passing perpendicularly through the
eye of the volute.

—

Spiral axis, is the axis of a twisted
column drawn spirally, in order to trace the circumvolu-
tions without.

Ax\s of a/ii/ glass {Opt.) a right line drawn perpendicularly
through the centre of a glass, and if it be a convex glass
through the thickest part ; if it be a concave glass through
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the thinnest part ; which in each of them is termed the
pole of the glass.

—

Axis ofa lens, a right line passing along
the axis of that whereof the lens is a segment.

—

Optic, oV
visual axis, a ray passing through the centre of the eye,
or falling perpendicularly on the eye.

—

Axis of incidence,

in dioptrics, is the. line passing through the point of inci-

dence, particularly to the refracting surfice.

—

Axis of re-

fraction, is the line continued from the point of incidence,
or refraction, perpendicularly to the refracting surface
along the further medium.

Axis (Bot.) The smooth part in the centre of some fruits

about which the other parts are disposed.

Axis (Anat.) a name for the second vertebra of the neck,
which has a toothlike fixture into the first vertebra. This
tooth is sometimes called the axis.

A'XLE-TREE (Mech.) a piece of wood under a cart, &c. on
whicli the wheel turns.

—

Axle-tree pins, the irons holding
the axle-tree to the cart.

AXU'NGIA (Nat.) ^ityyt-^, hog's lard. Paul. JEginet.l. 7,
c. 3.

—

Axutigia de mumia. Marrow.

—

Axungia vitri, Sandi-
ver, or Salt of glass.

A'XYRIS [But.) a genus of plants. Class 21 Monoecia, Or-
der 3 Triandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth three-parted.— Cor.
none.— ST.iJi.^^/ame/jis three; anthers roundish.

—

Pist.
germ roundish; styles two; stigmas acuminate.— Per.
none ; seed one.

Species. The species are annuals, as — Axyris amaran-
thoides, seu Atriplex montana, l\c. Simple spiked .Ixyris,

&c.

—

Axyris hyhridn, native of Siberia.

—

A ryris prosirata
Jhliis, &.C. seu herbacea, ice. an annual, native of Siberia.

Linn. Sped. Plant.

AYE'NIA (Bol.) from the Due d'Ayen, a genus of plants,
Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 Blonogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con. pen-

tapetalous.

—

Stam. filaments five; anthers roundish.

—

VisT. germ roundish; style cylindric ; stigma obtuse.—Per. capsule five-grained ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are

—

Ayenia pusillajuliis, Sfc. Smooth
Ayenia, an annual, native of Jamaica.

—

Ayenia tomen-
tosa, native of South America.— Ayenia manna, a per-
ennial, native of South America.

—

Ayenia Icevi^ata, a
shrub, native of Jamaica. Linn. Spect. Plant.

A'YLETS (Her.) or .Ka-sxvalloxvs, a charge in coats of arms
represented sable, beaked and legged gules. They are
otherwise called Cornish choughs.

A'Z.A.C (Chem.) Sal animoniaciim.

AZADAIirCHTA (Bof.) The Melia azaderichta of Lin-
naeus.

A'ZAGOR (Chem.) veridigrease.

AZ.'i'LEA (Bot.) from a^a^vio;, dr}', because it grows in dry
places ; a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria, Order I

Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted.— CoR. nio-

nopetalous.— Stam. filaments five; anthers simple.
Pist. gertn roundish; style filiform; stigma obtuse.

• Per. capsule roundish ; seeds many.
Species. The species are mostly shrubs, as

—

Azalea pon-
tica, or Chamaerhndendron ponticum, Pontic azalea.
Azalea Indica, Chamaerhodendron exoticum, Cistus L.i-

dicus, seu Tsuthusi, S(c. Linn. Spec. Plant.
AZA'LDUS (Archaol.) a jade or poor horse.

AZAMO'GLANS (Theol.) vide Agamoglans.
.-VZANrT^-E Acopon (Med.) an ointment. Paul. TEs^jncf.

1. 7, c. 19.

—

Azanitcv ceratum, a cerate. Oribas, MecLCi.ll
1. 13.

AZA'PPES (Mil.) The name by which the Turks distinguish
their newly-raised soldiers.

A'ZEG (Chem.) vitriol.

AZEMA'SOR (Chem.) native cinnabar.
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AZE'NSALI (Dot.) a sort of moss that grows on vocks ; also

a sort of black stone found among goW.
A'ZEC {CIicw.) ink.

A'ZED (Med.) an inferior kind of camphor used by the

Anibians.

AZli'DARACH (Bot.) a species of the Melia of Lin-

nocus.

AZE'DEGUIX {Min.) the Lapis hcematUes.

A'ZEEF (('Item.) scissiie alum.

A'ZEM (Polit.) the name which the Turks give to their grand

vizier.

A'ZEUOLE (Bot.) a kind of medlar-trees, the leaves of

which are like parsley.

A'ZIMAH (C/iem.) Burnt Copper.

A'ZIMEN degrees (Astrol.) Degrees of the Zodiac, so called

because persons born when any of them are ascending are

commonly afflicted with lameness, or some other natural

imperfection.

A'ZIMUTH of the sun, stars, SjX. (Astron.) an arc of the

horizon, comprehended between the meridian of the place

and the azimuth circle, passing through the sun, &c.

—

Azimuth circles, or vertical circle-, i. e. great circles of the

spheres, intersecting each other in the zenith and nadir.

—

Magnetical Azimuth, an arc of the horizon contained be-

tween the magnetical meridian and the azimuth or vertical

circle of the object.

—

Azimuth compass, an instrument for

finding either the magnetical azimuth or amplitude of a
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circle at sea.

—

Azimuth dial, a dial whose stile or gnomon
is perpendicular to the plane of the horizon.

A'ZIMUTHS (Astron.) \k\ii Azimtilh Circles.

.\ZO'GA ships {Com.) Spanii-h ships commonly carrying
quicksilver for the use of the miners in extracting the

silver.

AZO'T (Chem.) another name for nitrogen, [vide Nitrogen']

.\ZO'TH (.//(/(.) the Mercurius Philosophorum, or universal

remedy. Pnrnccl. dc Philos. Occult.

A'ZOTITE (Chcm.) a kind of salt formed from tlie combi-
nation of the protoxide of azote with alcalits.

A'ZUR (Min.) ]{ed Coral.

.^'ZUllE (Min.) vide Copper.

AzuKE (Her.) the blue colour in the coats of arms
of all persons under the degree of Barons. In

engraving, the azure is represented by horizontal

lines across the shield from side to side. Azure
is the emblem of justice, humility, and loyalty.

A'ZUKITE (Min.) a species of azure stone.

AZU'llIUM (Chcm.) a preparation of mercury, sulphur,
and sal ammoniac, reconnnended by Albertus Magnus.

AZY'GES (.Inat.) Uly/n, a name for the Os Sphenoides.
A'ZYGUS (Anat.) ufyyo^, from a, priv. and ^1-7^5, a pair, i. e.

unpaired, the name of a vein situated within the thorax, on
the right side, having no fellow on the left.

A'ZYMA (Thcol.) a.Qjfjt,x., the feast of unleavened bread
among the Jews ; from »itji^tn, unleavened, or unfermentcd.

B.

B. (Ant^ stands as an abbreviation for Balbus, Brutus, c&c.

;

as a numeral for 300, and with a dash over it, as B, for 1

3,000. [vide .4bbrevintion.s']

B. (Lit.) stands for Bachelor, [vide Abbreviations]

B. (Chron.) stands for one of the Dominical letters, [vide

Dominical Letter and Chronolngif]

B (Mus.) the name of the seventh note in the gamut, to
\

which De Neveis, a Erench physician, is said to have ap-

plied the syllable si, (Juido having attached syllables only

to the other si\. [vide Gamut and 3/«.«"c]
j

B. (Her.) stands for the middle chief in the Escutcheon.

[vide Escutcheor. and Hcraidrij]

BA'.WITES (Kcc.) Heretics so called from their leader, one

Baancs, who taught the errors of the ^lanachites in the

9th century.

B A'AKD (Mar.) a sort of sea vessel or transport ship.

BA'A.S (Zool.) the Bos barbatus of Linn:eiis.

BA'AT (Com.) a weight in Siam and China equal to half an

ounce, also current as a small coin of different values.

BABOO'N {Zo) a sort of monkey with a short tail, which

forms one division of the genus Siniia in the Linna;an

system
BAlU'ZICA'llIUS (.Med.) vide Licubus.

HAC (Mar.) a kind of praam or ferry-boat.

Bac (.Mech.) another name for a tub or cooler.

Bag (Chem.) the vessel into which the liquors are poured.

BA'CANON (.\'at.) fiuy.x>oy, the seeds of cabbages.

Bacaniin (Med.) a sort of antidote, which, according to

Myrepsus, is a good hepatic medicine.

BACA'N'TllU (/•,'(('.) strolling clerks, who wandered from

clmrch to church.

BA'CAR (.'J"/.) I'as vinarium, a beaker, or drinking vessel.

Bacar (Com.) a weight.

BA'CCA (Bot.) from n33, he wept, on account of the juice

or fluid which it contains; a berry, or round soft succulent
fruit, containirvg seeds in a pulpy substance. It is a species
of pericarp. Its different kinds arc, the

—

Dacca succosa, very
succulent, as the Gooseberry, Currant, &c.

—

Bacca corticosa,

corticated, or covered with a hard rind, as the Garcinia
Mangostaua, &c.

—

Bucca crsucca, dry, when the skin is co-
riaceous or coloured, as in \.\\e liedera.—Bacca Mono-bi-tn-
pol^-sperma, one-two-three, m.-my seeded, according to the
number of seeds.

—

Bacca Uni-bi-tri-multilocularis, one-
two-thrce, many celled, according to the number of cells

into which the berry is divided.

—

Bacca di-tri-pi/rena, one-
two, or three, many |)yrenous, when the seeds have a hard
shell attached to their skin.

—

Bacca Bermudcnsis, the fruit

of Arbor Saponaria, the kernel of which, steeped in water,
raises a froth, like soap.

BACCALAU'KEUS (/.//.) Batchelor. 1,m\Ac Batchelor]
BACCA'LIA (Bot.) the B.ay-tree.

B.'VCC.V'TL'S (Bot.) berried, or soft, like a berry; an epi-

thet for a capsule, a drupe, a silique, and an aril.

—

Bac-
cata capsula, a capsule v\ith a fleshy coat.

—

Baccata drupa,

a drupe with a succulent coat, &c.
BACC;HAXA'LIA (Ant.) Barchijesla, A,<„i,t.'«. [vide />/o-

7i:/sia] Bacchanals, festivals at Rome, in honour of Bac-
chus, which ibr their licentiousness were suppressed by a
solemn decree of the senate. Liv. 1. 19, c. I't; Fest.de
t'crb. Signi/'.; Laz. Comment. Reip. Roman. ]. 10, c. 9 ;

Stuck. Anli(], Coimv. 1. 1, c. .'i5 ; Castellan dc Fcst. Grtvc.

apud Gronox'. 'I'hcs: Anlitj tom. <S, p. 637.

B.\C(-'H.\NA'LI.VNS (Aut.) those who performed rites in

honour of Bacchus.

BA'CCMAXALS (./»/.) vide Bacchanalia.

BACCHARIO'IDES (Bot.) the Coni^za Anihclmlntica of

I.innxus.

BiV'CCHARIS (Bot.) flanxdcfii, a sweet-scc]ned shrubby
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plant, which was formerly esteemed a vulnerary, and of

which an ointment is supposed to have been made that bore

the same name. Hippocrat. de Mul. ; Dioscor. 1.3, c.51 ;

PlhiA. 21, c. 6; Athen. 1. 1.5.

B.4Ccn.\Ris, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class

19 SyitgcJtesin, Order '2, Potygamia supoj/iiii.

Generic Characters. Cal. common cylindric ; scales linear.

•

—

Cor. Compound equal ; proper funnel-formed.

—

Stam.
Jilaments five; anthers tuh\i\ar.— Pisr. gi-nn ovate; style

filiform ; stigma bifid.

—

Per. none ; ciilyx unchanged ;

seeds solitary ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are shrubs.

—

Daccharis iviefolia, Co-

nyza frutescens, l-hipatorium .'l///f(7»KH(, Peruvian Plough-

man's Spikenard, native of America.

—

Daccharis nervi-

Jolia, Oleander Ploughman's Spikenard.

—

Baccharis ha-

limijhlia, Senecio I'irginira, pseiido Heliclirysum, Sea

Purslane-leaved Ploughman's Spikenard.

—

Baccharis Di-
oscoridis, seu Conyza Major altera indica, native of

Ceylon.

—

Baccharis Brasiliana, native of Brasil.

—

Bac-

charisJixtida, seu Conyza Americana, native of Carolina.

—Baccharis Clnnensis, an undershrub, native of Canton,

in China. Ger. Herb. ; J. Bauh. Hist.; C. Bauh. Pin.;

Park. Thcaf. Botan. ; Rail Hist. Plant.; Tournef. Inst,

de Re Herb.
Baccharis, the species is the Conyza sguarrosa of Linnsus.

BACCHAROI'DES, the Conyza athelmintica of Linnaeus.

BACCHI'A (.-J«^) ii^xyj"^, a festiviil. [vide Dionysia^

Bacchi.v (Med.) the same as Gutta rosacea.

BA'CCHICA (Bot.) the same as Hedera.

BA'CC'IIIUS [Gram.) lixr.yj'ir)^, a sort of foot so called be-

cause it was frequently used in hjmns to Bacchus : it con-

sists of three syllables, the first short and two last long, as

legebant.

BACCI'FER.E (Bot.) Berry-bearing plants; one of the

eiglitccn classes in Morrison's system.

BACHIX.A'RIA [Polit.) the Yeomanry, as distinguished

from the Baronage.
BA'CHELOU [Lit.) the first degree in the arts and sciences,

as Bachelor of arts, B. A.; Bachelor of Divinity, B. D.

;

Bachelor of Medicine, B. M.. &c. It is called in Latin

Baccalanreus, from baculus, a staif, because it was supposed

that a staff v.as given, by way of distinction, into the hands

of those who had completed their studies. Some have,
^ hottcver, derived the word from bas chevaliers, i. e. knights

of a lower order.

Bachelor, arms of (Her.) a bachelor, while he remains

such, may (]uarter his paternal coat with other coats, but

he mav not impale it till he is married, [vide Heraldry']

Bachelor, a title formerly given to knights who had made
their first campaign; also to young military men, because

they exercised themselves with staves and bucklers.

Bachelor rj/" Arms, a title given to those who for the first

time came off victorious in the combat.
BA'CHELORS (Polit.) those members belonging to the

companies of London who are not yet admitted to tlie

livery.

B.\CILLA'RL\ (Ent.) a genus of animals. Class Ver-mes,

Order Infitsiora.

Generic Character, Body consisting of cylindrical straw-

like filaments.

Specie;. The only species is the

—

Bncillaria Paradoxa,
seu Vibrio paxilifer.

B.\CrLLUM (Med.) dim. of baculum, a troche in the form
of a stick.

Bacillu.m (Chem.) iron instruments in the shape of a bacu-

lum, or staff.

B.^CI'N'irM (Cm.?.) a Wash-hand bason; the holding of

which at the king's coronation is one kind of service.

Lib, Rid). Seacm:Mon. Angl.

B.\CK {Carp) the upper side of a piece of timber when it

i
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is fixed in a level or inclined position, in distinction from

the lower side, which is called the Breast. The same is to

be understood with regard to the curved ribs of ceilings,

and the rafters of a roof; their upper edges are alwa)S
called the backs.

—

Bacl: of a U'indon; in joinery, is the

board or wainscotting between the sash frame and the floor,

forming a part of the finish of the room in which it-is

placed.

—

Bac/i or hip-moulding, the backward hips or val-

Ie3'-rafter in the way of an angle for the back part of a

building.

—

Back-stairs, stairs leading to an apartment back-

wards.—/?acA-/(Oz«c, the buildings behind the house, the

office houses.

Back of the stern-post (Mar.) an additional piece behind the

stern-post.

—

Back-board, a board placed in the after part

of the ship to lean against, as the back of a chair.

—

Back-

Jrame-whecl, a wheel for laying cordage.

—

Back-slajf, an

instrument for taking the sun's

altitude ; so called because the

back of the observer is towards

the sun. It consists of two con-

centric arcs and three vanes

:

the arc of the longer radius, as

G F, is 30 degrees, that of the

shorter 60 degrees, as D E,
making altogether 90 degrees,

or a quadrant. The vane A,
at the centre, is called the ho-

rizon vane, because through it

the observer must see the hori-

zon ; that at B the shade vane, because it produces a

shadow that directs his eye ; that at C the sight vane, be-

cause through it he looks to make his observation.

—

Back-

stays, ropes that stay back or keep up the masts from

pitching forward.

—

Back-stay-stool, a piece of plank fitted

for the dead eyes and chains for the back-stays.

BACK-BERI'NDE [Lcxv) or back bear, bearing upon the

back a sign or circumstance of what the civilians call

furtum manifestmn, theft apparent, which was one of the

four cases or circumstances wherein, according to Man-
wood, a forester may arrest the body of an offender against

vert or venison ; the three other cases being stable-stand,

i. e. with the how bent ; dog-dratv, i. e. drawing a dog or

hound after him, to recover the deer that is shot; and
blondy-hand, i. e. having the hands suspiciously besmeared

with blood. Bract. I. 3, tract 2, c. 32 ; Maniv. For. Laxis,

pt. 2, c. 18.

—

Back-tack, in the Scotch law, when a wad-
setter, instead of occupying the wadset lands, grants a tack

thereof to the reverser for payment of a certain sum, under

the name of the tacking duty, that tack is called a back-lack.

BACK-G.V'M.MOX (Sport.) a particular game played by

two persons, with the help of dice, on a board or table di-

vided into two parts, whereon are 21- black and white spaces,

called points.

BA'CK-PAINTING (Paint.) the method of painting mezzo-

tinto prints pasted on glass, w ith oil colours.

TO BACK (Mar.) is used in several nautical phrases, as

—

" To back an anchor," to carry out a small anchor to sup-

port the larger one.—" To back a-stern,' to manage the

oars in rowing in a direction contrary to the usual method.
—" To back and fill," an operation generally performed in

a river when a ship has the tide in her favour and the wind

against her.—" To back the sails," to arrange them for the

ship to retreat or move astern, in consequence of the tide

favouring her.—" Back the starboard oars !" the command
to confine the management to the oars on the right hand

side of the boat or ship.—" Back the main top-sail
!

" the

command to brace that sail, so that the wind may act on

the forepart, and tlius retard tlie ship's course.

BA'CKING of a iitnll (Carpenl.) the building which forms

the inner face of a wall, or the act of building the inner face.
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BACKS {Com.) the thickest and best tanned hides, used

chiefly tor soles of shoes.

IJA'COPA {But.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 1 ^lonogijnia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. onc-

petalled.

—

Stam.Jilnments five; anthers sagittate.—I'isT.

germ ovate; sii/le short; stigma headed.

—

Per. capsule

one-ceiled ; seeds very many.

Species. The only species is the

—

Bacopa aquaticn, native

of Ca)'enne. Linn. Spec. Plant.

I5A'CTILE [ArchcFol ) a candlestick, properly so called when
made e l/acu'n, of a stick.

BA'CTRIS (Hot.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Mcinoecia,

Order G Hexandria.

(ieneric Characters. Cal. spnthe universal one-leaved.

—

CoR. one-petalled.

—

Stam. Jilaments six; anthers ob-

long.— PisT. germ ovate; style very short: stigma

headed.

—

Per. drupe coriaceous; seed nut roundish.

Species. The species are

—

Bactris minor Jructibus, &c.

seu Cocos (quincensis) aculeata, &c. a shrub, native of

S. America.

—

Bactris majorfructu, &c. seu Fructus exo-

ticus, a shrub, native of S. America. Linn. Spec.

Plant.

BA'CULE (Furl.) a kind of portcullis, or gate, made like a

pitfall, with a counterpoise, and supported by two great

itakes.

B.VCULOME'TRIA (Math.) a measuring of lines by means

of baculi, or staves.

BADGE (Her.) an exterior ornament of a coat of arms, ori-

ginally worn by the servants, &c. of the nobility. They
were much used from the reign of king Edward the First

until that of queen Elizabeth, when they grew into disuse.

B.\t>(:E (Mar.) an ornament placed on the outside of small

ship?, and commonly decorated with marine figures.

]i.\'i)GER (L«u') from baggage, and bagagier, a carrier of

bundles ; one that buys corn or victuals in one place and

sells them in another. Stat. 5 and Ed. 6 ; 3 Eliz. c. 12.

Badger (Nat.) the {.V.5hs mf/es of Linnaeus, an animal which

lives in woods and clefts of rocks. It feeds on insects,

&c. burrows during winter, hunts by night, and lies con-

cealed by day. It is easily famed ;
gravid 7 weeks, and

brings '.i to '/ young.

B.«.D(.ER (Her.) has been occasionally used as a charge in

coats of arms.

BADIA'GA (Med.) a kind of sponge in Russia, the powder
of which, according to Bauxbaum, takes away the livid

marks from bruises.

BA'DIAN Semen (Bat.) the same as Anisum Indinim.

BADI'GEON (Mcch.) a mixture of plaster and free-stone

ground and sifted together, which is used by statuaries to

fill up the little holes and re|iair the defects in stones.

The same nan)e is given by joiners to a composition of saw-

dust and glue, witli which any cavities in their work are

filled up.

15.\D1'TES (Hot.) the name for the Ni/mpha'a,OT Clava Uir-
(ulii ; the root of which., according to Alarcellus Empi-
ricus, bruised and eaten with vinegar for ten days by a

boy, makes him a eunuch without excision.

B.\'DIUtJ (Dot.) chesnut or liver brown, an epithet for

plants.

B '-.'ECKIA (Hot.) from Abraham Baecka, a friend of Lin-

na-us', a genus of plants. Class 8 Oclandria, Order 1 Mo-
nogi/nia.

(ieneric Characters. Cai,. perianth one-leaved Cor.
pftdls five.

—

SiA}.t. Ji'aments eight; anthers subovate.

PisT. germ roundish ; .stijle filiform ; stigma capitate.

—

Per. capside globular ; seeds a few.

Sprrirs. The stiecics are mo.stly shrubs, as the

—

Bneclda

f'rulcfens folds, SjC. seu Chincnsis, native of China.

—

Jiaeckia deiisi/olia, seujutiis, Sfc. native of New Holland.
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Baeckia virgata, native of New Holland. Linn. Spec.

Plant.

Bj^iOBO'TRYS (Dot.) from /8aio5, parvus, and fiirfv^, race-

mus, the fructifications being in their racemes ; a genus of

plants. Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 Monngynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth double —CoR. one-

petalled.— Stam. Jilaments five ; anthers heart-shaped.

VIST, germ globose; style cylindric; stigma obtuse.—
Per. /^ory globose ; seeds several.

Species. The species are the

—

Bccobolri/s ncmoralis, seu

_foliis, Sfc. a shrub, native of the Isle of Janna, in the

South Seas. — Bceobotrt/s Innceolata Joliis, 8fc. seu

Maesa, a shrub, native of Arabia Felix. Linn. Spec.

Plant.

B/^'OS (Med.) amalagma. Paul. TF.gin.

BA'ETAS (Com.) a sort of woollen stuff in Spain and Por-

tugal which is not crossed.

BAFI'E'TAS (Com.) a kind of calico manufactured in India.

BA'FFLIXG-WTNDS (Mar.) those winds which wave and

shift continually.

BAG (C<im.) a determinate quantity of goods contained in a

bag, varying according to the article, or the place, in size,

from three to four hundred weight.

Bag of madder (Her.) a charge in the Dyer's arms, [vide

Di/cr's Company']

BAGA'VEL (Archirol.) a tribute upon all goods brought to

the city of Exeter, the collection of wliieli was granted to

the citizens by charter, from King Edward I. for repairing

the walls, tVc.

BA(iA'UZ (Com.) the sugar canes in the Antilles, after

they have passed through the mills.

BAGE'DIA (Com.) a pound of twelve ounces.

BAGNIGGE-WE'LLS (Med.) Wells, near Islington, con-

taining water slightly brackish, three half-pints of which

are purgative.

BA'(tNIO (Med.) from bagno, Italian for a bathing-house,

with conveniences for bathing, sweating, and otherwise

cleansing the body. It is now most commonly understood

to be a brothel.

BAGNOLE'NSES (Ecc.) Heretics in the eighth century,

who rejected the Old Testament and part of the New.

They were a branch of the Manichacans. Anionin. Sum.

Hist, part iv, sect. 11, c. 7 ; Pratcol. Dnd. ()m. Htrret.

BA'GPIPE (Mas.) a favourite wind instrument among tlie

Highlanders.

TO Bagpipe the mizen (Mar.) to lay it back, by bringing the

sheet to the mizen shrouds.

BA'(j-REFU'' (Mar.) a fourth or lower reef, sometimes used

in the royal navy.

BAGUE'TTE (Archit.) a small round moulding, less than

an astragal, sometimes carved and enriched with foliages,

ril)ban(ts, laiirels, &c.

BAGEL-COYO'LLI (Dot.) the same as Arecn.—Bagel-

Si-hnlli, an Indian tree, from the roots of which a decoc-

tion is made that is diuretic. Itaii Hist. Plant.

B.A'HIR (Thcdl.) a term signifying literally excellent, but

applied particularly to the cabbala of the Rabbis, or tlieir

book of mysteries.

IS.AIE (Laxv) from the French baillcr, Latin Lallium, and

Greek tinM-.i^. to deliver. 1. The freeing one arrested,

or imprisoned upon any action, on surety taken for his

appearance on a certain day, and at a certain place. This

is what Braeton and the statute of Westtninster (made the

3 Ed. I.) calls rep/e<ii(iri, and letting out by a sufficient

rephgium ; what Britton and the Register expreis by find-

ing of Mainprize; the statute 5 Ed. 111. c. <S, by letting

to" Baile; that of Marlbridgc, c. 27 (made 52 Hen. III.),

by tradere in ballium vcl replcgium ; the statute 2 Ed. III.

c^ !), dr hominr replrginndo, declareth the effect thereof to

be, tbat he should replevy the prisoner by good Mainprize

;
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the statute 23 Hen. VIII. calls it lelt'mg in kiil, or maiii-

ttrize ; and the statute of 2 P. & M. seems to make all

the words synonj-mous : but according to the modern dis-

tinction, to replcvic, is to redeem a thing by giving pledges,

particularly applied to cattle or goods that are distrained

;

hailmcnt signifies delivering a person, who is a prisoner,

into the hands of his friends, who are sureties for his

appearance ; mainprize signifies also literally taking a pri-

soner in hand from nmnu captio, but with this difference,

that he who is bailed is always a prisoner to his friends ;

but he who is mainprized, is said always to be at large.

—

Bail is either common or special.

—

Common hud is in com-
mon concernment, where any sureties may be taken; but

— Special bail is in matters of greater weight, where spe-

cial surety of two or more persons must be taken, accord-

ing to the value of the cause. Home's Mir. qfjuit. c. 2

;

Britt. c. 2, &c. ; Bract. 1. 3, tract 2, c. S ; Old. Nat.

Brev. 42; F.N.B. 249; Reg. Orig. 123; Lamb. Eiren.

1. 3, c. 2; 4 Inst. 179.

Bail signifies also a limit or bound within a forest.

TO Bail (inn) to be bail or surety for one arrested, &c.

;

also to hold to bail.

BAILE'E (Laxv) the person to whom the goods of the one

that is bailed are delivered.

BA'ILIl'F (Lu-m) Balivus, from l^xXXnv, to commit or en-

trust ; Magistrates in France who administered justice in

the parliaments or courts, answering to sheriffs or to the

bailiffs of hundreds, mentioned by Bracton. There are

still bailiffs of particular towns in England, as the bailiff' o(

Dover Castle, &c. ; otherwise bailiffs are now onl}' officers

or stewards, &c. ; as

—

Bailiffs of liberties, appointed by

every lord within his liberty, to serve writs, &c.

—

Bailiff]

errant or itinerant, appointed to go about the county ibr

the same purpose.

—

Sheriff's bailiffs, sheriff's officers to

execute writs. These are also called bound bailiffs, be-

cause they are usually bound in bond to the sheriff for the

due execution of their office.

—

Bailff of courts baron, to

summon the court, &:c.—Bailffs of' husbandri/, appointed

by private persons to collect their rents, and manage their

estates.— It'ater-Bailffs, officers in all port towns, for

searching ships, gathering toll, &c.
BAI'LIWICK {Laiv) from balliva, either the county itself,

or any liberty over which the lord appointeth a bailiff, as

the bailiff of Westminster. Wood's Instil. 206.

BAILLO'XE (Her.) a charge in coats of arms, representing

a lion rampant, holding a staff' in his mouth.
BAI'LLOR (Lan') the party who delivers the goods of a

person that is bailed.

BAI'LMENT (Z-oa) from the French bailler, to deliver; a

delivery of goods in trust upon a contract expressed or

implied. Of these there are si\ sorts, as— 1. Depositum,

a bare and naked bailment, to keep for the use of the

bailor. 2. Accommodatum, a lending gratis, or delivery

of goods, to be returned again in specie. 3. Locatio, or

cnnductio, a delivery of goods for hire. 4. Vadium, a de-

livery by way of pledge. 5. A delivery of goods to be
carried for a reward. G. Mandatum, as it is called by
Bracton, a commission or delivery of goods to do some-
thing about them, as to carry them, <lc. without a reward.

1 Inst. 89.

BAI'LO (Polit.) the title given at Constantinople to the

ambassador of the Republic of Venice, who acts also as

consul.

BAILO'QUE (Com.) or Balloque, a French name for the

ostrich feathers that are used as ornaments witliout

dying.

BAIO'CO (Com.) a small coin in the Roman state, a hun-
dred of which make a Roman crown,

B.M'RAM (T/ieol ) a festival among the Turks, celebrated
after the fast of Ramazan for three days together, in which
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no work is done; but presents arc sent from one to another

with manifestations of joy.

BAI'R-MAN (Laxv) a poor insolvent debtor left bare and

naked. Stat. Will. Ren. Scot.

BAIRN'S /)(7)-i (Laxv) Children's part; a third part of the

defunct's free moveables, debts deducted, if the wife sur-

vive; and a half if there be no relict.

TO BAIT (Falc.) the action of a hawk when she claps her

wings, or stoops to catch her prey.

BA'JL'LUS (Archcrol.) a Bailiff

BAIZE (Com.) or ba^s, in the singular. Bay ; a coarse

woollen stuff, having a long nap. The name and the thing

w as introduced into England by the Flemish refugees.

TO B.'VKE (Print.) the letters are said by compositors to

bake which stick together, in a composed state, from the

drying of the ink.

BA'KERS' Company (Her.) there are two companies of this

name, the White and the Brown Bakers.

The White Bakers are of great antiquity, having been

a company as early as Edward II. Their arms are, as

in fig. 1, "gules, three garbs, or, on a chief; an arm

issuing out of a cloud, proper, holding a pair of scales,

or, between three gaibs of the first."

Fis.l. Fig. 2.

The Brovin Bakers were incorporated the 19th of James I.

Their arms, as in fig. 2, are " gidcs, a hand issuing out

of the clouds, 7;ro/;cr, holding a pair of scales; an anchor

in a chief, barry wavy, or and azure, on a chevron, gides

between three garbes.

BAL.Ti'NA (Zool.) Whale, the !j.v;U/,ti', of Aristotle, the

Musculus of Pliny ; is, in the Linnean system, a genus of

animals. Class Mammalia, Order Cete.

Generic Characters. Hornij laminee in the upper jaw in

place of teeth.

—

Spiracle with a double external orifice

on the top of the head.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Balivnu Mysti-

cetus, seu Groenlands Wallfisch, the Common Whale.

—

Balcena physalns, tripinnis, &c. Pliy:ali(S bcllua, Phy-
seter, seu Fimifisch, Fin-Fish, or Finn-backed iMysticete.

Balcena hoops, tripinnis, musculus, &'C. seu Jupiterfisch,

Pike-headed Whale, or Mystieete.

—

Balcena gihbosa,

seu Knoteiifsch, Knobbcllisch, Bunched Mystieete Whale.

BA'LANCE (Mech.) an instrument formed by the application

of the lever, in order to determine the weight of bodies

;

of which there are different kinds, named according to

their construction, as the common balance, the Roman ba-

lance, or steelyard, the compound balance, Danish balance

deceitful or false balance, &c. ; and also according to their

use, as assai/ balance, liydrosfaiical balance, and the like.

The Common Balance consists of a lever, called the beam,

the two halves of which, on each side the axis, are called

the arms; the line which divides the beam in two is called

\.heaxis, which, if considered as a point, is called thecc/j//e

of motion ; and the extremities, where the weights are

applied, are called the points of suspension.—Balance of

a clock or ivatch, that part which by its motion regulates

and determines the beat. The circular part of it is called

the rim, and its spindle the verge ; besides which it has

two pallets, or nuts, that play in the fangs of the crown

wheel ; and in pocket watches the strong stud in which

the lower part of the crown wheel lies, is called the potans

2 E
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or potance. The wrought piece which covers the balance
and by which the upper pivot plays, is the lock, and the

small spring in watches is the regulator, [vide ISIechanics]

Balanck (A.slroii.) a constellation, [vide Lil/ra']

Balance (Com.) is so called in Merchants' Accounts when
the debtor and creditor sides are even. The act of" so doing

is termed " Drawing a balance."—Ba/auce also signifies tlie

ditll'rence between two accounts, which, when added to the

one that is deficient, makes them even.

—

Balance in trade,

tlie difference between the value of" commodities bought of

foreigners, and that of our own products exported.

Balance (Em.) a style or oblong liody under each wing of

the two-winged flies, which is supposed to serve as a ba-

lance or poise for them in their flight.

BALANTNUM oleum (Bot.) the oil of the Balanus Mi/rep-

sica. Plin. 1. 13, c. 1.

BALANOCA'STANUM (Bot.) the same as Bnlbocaslaiium.

l?ALANO'PII01lA (Bot.) the Liynomoriwn of Liunscus.

BA'LANOS (Bot.) /3a>ia»o;, an acorn ; an oak, or any glan-

diferous tree, llippocrat. de Ajf'ect. ; Theoph. HUt. Plant.

1. f, c. 8.

Balanos (Med.) a suppository or pessary made in form like

an acorn.

Balanos (.Anat^ the Glans Penis.

B.\LANUS Mijrcpska (Bot.) the Oily Acorn, the fruit of

the Lignum Nephriticum,

B.\LA'UUC, Waters of (Med.) saline and purgative waters

in France.

BALA'SIUS (Min.) a sort of Carbuncle.

BA'LASS-RUBY (Min.) a species of stone, of the ruby
kind, with crystals of a regular octahedron form.

BALA'STUI {Com.) the finest gold cloth of Venice.

B.AL.VTRO'NliS (Arduvol.) a profligate set of men ; so

called from one Servilius Balatro, a noted libertine. Hor.
1. 1 , sat. 2, V. 2, &c.

BAL.VUSTIUM (Bot.) /SaA^i,-,./, Balaustines; the flowers

of the wild Pomegranate ; the Panica granatum of Lin-

na;us. These flowers were reckoned of an astringent

quality. Diosc. 1. 1, c. ]5t; I'lin. 1. 13, c. 19.

BAL.\'ZOES (Com.) or white cotton cloths of Mogul.
BA'LIUS (Med.) lia^liU, an oblong cavity. Gal. Exeges. Vo-

call. llippocrat.

B.lLlilTO'DES (Anat.) /3«><3it«iJ'(?, the cavity at the extre-

mity of the humerus to which the idna is articulated. Hip.
de Artie.

BALBU'TIES (Med.) from /SuX/loc^i,!, a stammering and pre-

cipitate speech.

BALCW'NIFEK (.4rcha;ol.) a standard-bearer.

BALCO'NY (Arcli.) a projection in the front of a building
surrounded with balustrades, and serving the purpose of a

small gallery.

BA'LDACniN (Archit.) from the Italian AnWrtJii^o, signify-

ing a sort of canopy erected over an altar as a covering.

BA'LE (Com.) a pack, or certain quantity of goods.

—

Bcdc-
goods, such goods as are exported or imported in bales.

TO Bale (Mar.) to lade water out of a ship's hold with
buckets.

BALE'NGER (.irclucol.) a kind of barge or water-vessel,
Htal. 2S //. fi ; also a man of war. IVahiug. in R. '2.

BAL1UJ'G.\ (.Irclucol.) a territory, or precinct. Cha7t.
Hen. 2.

BALl'STA (Ant.) vide Balli.sla.

Balista (Her.) vide Sweep.

B.M.IS'IK A'K1U.S (Arcliwol.) a cross-bowman. 28, 29 //cm. 2.

BALl'STE.S (Ich.) a genus of animals, Class Pisces, Order
Brancliio.itegous.

Generic Character. Head compressed ; Mouth narrow ;

Teeth in each jaw 8 ; Gills narrow in the aperture ; BoJi/
rough, with very minute prickle.s, the scales joined to-

gether by the skin.

Species. None of these fishes inhabit the seas of Europe

;

they feed on other fish, grow to a vast size, and are
most of them suspected to be poisonous, particularly

the Balistcs monocerus, Sinensis, c'Jc.

BALISTI'QUE (Mil.) a French word signifying the art of
projecting heavy substances, as cannon-balls, &.c.

BA'LIVA (Loh') a bailiwick or jurisdiction.

BALIVO .\MOVE'NDO (Law) a writ to remove a bailiff

out of his office. Reg. Urig.

B.A.'LK (Arch.) a large piece of timber used as a main beam
for a house, a scatt'olding, or any other building.

B.1LK (Agr.) a ridge, or bank, between two furrows.

Balk stiijf^ (Mar.) a quarter-staff.

BA'LKERS (Arcliicol.) from the word Balk, because they

stand higher than others. Persons who from a high place

on the coast show the passage of the shoals of herrings to

fishermen, or give notice of any thing to others.

BA'LL (Ent.) the little case, or cone, of silk in which silk-

worms and spiders deposit their eggs.

B.ALL (Sat.) a mass of hair covered with a smooth shining

coat, or shell, found in the stomach of goats, &c. and
otherwise called Bezoar.

Ball (Min.) a term among the Cornish miners for a tin-

mine.

—

Ball-vein a sort of iron ore common in the mines
of Switzerland.

Ball offire (Meteor.) vide Fire-ball.

Ball (Mil.) any round substance of lead, iron, <S:c. which is

discharged from fire-arms, as musket-balls, cannon-balls,

&c.

—

Fire-balls, or light-balls, are such as are composed of
meal, powder, saltpetre, sulphur, &c. and put into shells

which are discharged from mortars for the purpose of set-

ting fire to particular places.— Smoke-balls, those which
have a larger proportion of pitch, rosin, and savvdust.

—

Stink-balls, those in which horses' hoofs, asa-fcetida, Reform
the principal ingredients.

—

Red-hot balls, such as are sent

out in a perfect state of ignition.

—

Chain-balls, two balls

linked together by a chain, that do much damage to the

rigging of vessels.

—

Stang-balls, commonly called bar-shot,

are balls of two heads, or two half-balls joined together by
a bar of iron.

—

Anchor-balls are composed of the same
materials asfire-balls, but are made with an iron-bar, one-

half of which is fixed within the ball.— Message-balls,

[vide Shells]— Skij-balls, those which burst from rockets.

—

IVatcr-balls, those which burn while snimming on the wa-

ter.

—

Sand-balls, those which burst on the ground.

Ball martial (Med.) a mixture of iron filings and cream of

tartar formed into the consistence of a ball for impreg-

nating water and other licjuids.—Mercurial ball, an amal^

gam of mercury and tin moulded into the shape of a ball.

Ball ( \'ct.) the medicines given to a horse in the shape of a

ball, and distinguished by the name of a horse-ball.

Ball of a pendulum (Mech.) The weight at the bottom,

which, in short pendulums, is called the bob.— Ball and

socket, an instrument made of brass, with a |)erpetual

screw, so as to move in different directions, for the pur-

pose of managing astronomical and surveying instruments.

Baijl (Elect.) a name for two pieces of cork, or pith of elder-

tree, nicely turned in a lathe to the size of a small pea,

and suspended by very delicate threads, which serve to

discover small degrees of electricity.

BA'LLAST (i\Iar.) from the Teutonic, Ballast; gravel, sand,

or any weighty matter, put into a ship's hold to poise her,

and bring her sufficiently low in the water. Ships are said

to be in ballast when they have no other lading.—" To

trench ballast," is to divide or dispose it.— Shot-ballast,

when the ballast runs from one side to the other.

—

Pea-

hallasl, a peculiar kind of fresh-water sand dried by the

sun, and used f"or stowing teas « ith.— Shingle-ballnst,

coarse gravel used for ballast.— Stijf' ballast, when the bal-

last is so heavy as to retard the ship's motion.— C;f(;i/i- bal-
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last, when the ballast is so light as to endanger the ship

upsetting.

BALLATA [Mus.) Italian for any song, the melody of which

is calculated to regulate the measure of a dance.

BALLATOO'NS (Mar.) large, heavy barks, or baggage-

boats, for carrying wood from Astracan to Moscow.
BA'LLEL (Dnt.) the Coinohiiltis rcpens of Linnaeus.

BALLE'T [Mies.) French for a theatrical representation

composed of music and dancing.

—

Ballet-nwsler, the artist

who regulates the performance and representation of the

ballet.

BALLE'TYS (Ant.) .SaAA^rw, a festival at Eleusis, in Attica,

in honour of Demophoon, the son of Celeus. Athen. 1.9 ;

Hesychiw.

BA'LLI (Mus.) Italian for dances between the acts of the i

operas.

BA'LLIAGE {Com.) a duty payable to the City of London,

for all the goods and merchandises of aliens, according to

the charter of the 16th Car. 2.

BA'LLIN [Com.) the name for Emballage, or packing, in the

South of France and Bayonne.
BALLrST.\ (Ant.) a machine for war, by which stones and

other missile weapons were projected to a distance.

Sii.ItaLl. 1,T. 334-.

Additctis slriditla nervis

Pluiuiis efundit lastos ballista moUires,

Lucan. 1. 3, v. 464'.

• Xetpie enim solis excussa hcertis

lanc^a, sed tensv baUista turbitie rapta

Haud unum contenta latiis transire, quiescit

:

S^ pandens perque arma liam, perque ossa, Telicta

Mi^teJ'vgit ; superfst telo poet vutnera cursus ;

At saium (juoties ingenti ponderis ictu

Kicutitur, qualis rupfs, qnam vertice montii

Abicidit impulsu v^ntorum adjuta vetustas,

Frangit cuncta mens:

It is so called from the Greek lixxxa, to cast, but the

Greeks distinguish this machine by the names viTfo^Xa;

and >.?c3=/o?, [vide Mililia] Cic. Tiiscul. 1. 2, c. 24;
Viiruv. 1. 10, c. 16: Joseph, de Bell. Jtid. 1.6; Plln. 1. 7,

c 56 ; Appian. in Mithrid. Hegesip. 1. 3, c. 12 ; Ammian.
1. 3, c. 24; IsidoT. 1. 18, c. 10; Lips. Poliorc. I. 3;
dial. 3.

BALLISTA'RII (Ant.) a sort of light-armed soldiers. I'eget.

1.2, c. 2.

BATLISTER (Arch.) vide Baluster.

BALLISTEUM (Ant.) i^xxxt^io^ a sort of song and dance
combined, which was in use among the Romans, so called

from ,3x?J'..^ii-, to dance, or throw about the hands. The
French word ballet, which is taken in a similar sense, is

derived, in all probability, from this word. J'opisc. in

Aurel. ; Stiidas.

BALLI'STIC pendulum (Mec/i.) a machine for ascertaining
the velocity of militarj- projectiles, invented by Mr. Ben-
jamin Robins.

BALLI'STICS (Mil.) the art of using projectiles.

BA'LLIUM (Archceot.) a fortress, or bulwark. Matth. West.
An. 1265.

BATLLON (Ant.) from the French ballon and balle, a large
ball which princes used in the sports.

Ballon (Chem.) or balloon; a round, short-necked vessel,

used as a receiver in distillation.

Ballom (Archit.) a ball, or globe, on the top of a pillar.

Ballox (Mech.) a kind of bomb made of pasteboard, and
played off in fireworks.

Ballox (Mar.) a sort of brigantine in Siam made out of a
single trunk not less than a hundred, or a hundred and
twentj' feet long.

Ballox (Com.) or ballot, a name in Lorraine for a certain
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quantity of glass-plates, smaller or larger, according to

the quality.

Ballon, a determinate quantity of particular commodities;

as a ballon of glass, consisting of twelve bundles and a

half; a ballon of paper, containing fourteen reams.

Ballox (Pneum.) balloon, or air-balloon, the machine in-

vented by Mr. Montgolfier, for navigating the air. [vide

Pneumatics']

B.ALLOO'X (C/iem.) a large glass receiver in the form of a

hollov.- globe, which forms a part of the chemical apparatus.

BA'LLOT (PoHt.) a diminutive of ball, i.e. a little ball used

in giving votes: or the act itself of giving votes.

BALLO'TA (Bot.) 3u.>.>.c,-,., Stinking or Black Horehound

;

a plant so called, from ia>,>.ai, to dart, because it was sup-

posed to open obstructions in the ears, in the same man-
ner that a dart penetrates the body. A cataplasm made
of its leaves are, according to Dioscorides, efficacious

against the bite of a mad dog. Dioscorides, 1. 3, c. 11"
;

Plin. I. 27, c. 8.

B.ALLOTA, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 14

Didynaynia, Order 1 (iymnospermia. This plant is, by the

earlier botanists, mostly called Marrubrium, of which it

was reckoned to be a species; Tournefort, however, calls

it Ballote.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
monopetalous.-— ST.AM._^/o)7;e»/s four; an<^fr.s oblong.

—

PisT. germ quadrifid ; style filiform ; stigma slender.

—

Per. none ; seeds four.

Species. The species are raostl}' perennials, as

—

Ballota

nigra, ^larrubium nigrum, seu Marrubiastr'.im, Stinking

or Black Horeiiound, a native of Britain.

—

Ballola alba,

White Horehound.— But the Ballota suaveolens, Bystro-

pogon, Meso.iplucrum, Mcntaslrum, seu Melissa, Sweet-
smelling Horehound, is an annual.

BALLOTA'DE (Man.) the leap of a horse between two
pillars made with justness of time.

BALLL'STER (Arch.) a small kind of column or pillar.

BALLL'STRA'DE (Arch.) a series or rows of ballusters

serving as a guard or fence to balconies, staircases, &c.
It is so called from Balustrum, a space in the ancient baths

that was railed in.

BALM (Bot.) a contraction of balsam, as the Balm of Gilead,

a liquid resin of a whitish or yellow colour, of a fragrant

smell, and of a penetrating aromatic taste. The balm
flows from the Balsam-Tree, [vide Dalsami

B.VL.M of Gilead is also a perennial, so called from the fine

perfume which it emits when rubbed. It is the Dracocc-
phalum canariense of Linnsus.

—

Balm of fir-tree, the

Pinus balsamea of Linnaeus.

—

Balm, or Balm mint, the

^lelissa of Linnaeus ; a perennial, so called from the fra-

grance of its smell which resembles that of the balsam :

the sort of balm most known is the garden balm, which is

of medicinal and culinary use.

BA'LNE^E (Ant
)

public baths or bains for bathing two
together, one for the men, and the other for the women.
Vitruv. I. 5, c. 10.

BALNEA'RIUS (Ant.) a name of the thief who stole the

clothes of those that were bathing. Tertull. de Per.'tecui.

c. 13.

BALXEA'TOR (Ant.) qui balneis preest ; the bath keeper,
or he who had the charge of the bath.

BA'LXEUM (Ant.) Scc>,<mo, a private bath or bathing place,

in distinction from the Balnea: or Balinece, which were
public baths. }'arr. de Ling. Lat. 1.8, c.41.

—

Balneum
Frigidarium , the cold-bath.

—

Balneum Culdarium, the hot-

bath.— Balneum Tepidarium, the warm or tepid-bath.

Balxeum artncc, vel siccum (Chem.) a sand heat for the puri-

fication of mercur}'.

—

Balneum marice, seu )naris, boiling

water, into which the vessel that contains the ingredients

to be digested or acted upon is placed.

—

Balneum vaporis^

2e 2
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Vapour-bath, when the vessel is exposed only to the steam
of boiliin; water.

BALOTI'DES (Man.) vide Bnllotmle.

I'.V'LS.VM (Bat.) the resinous juiee which proceeds from
the bark of the Balsam-tree. The first sort of Halsam
that -was known bore the name of Opobalsam, Balm of
Gilead, or the Balsam of Mecca, and was produced from
a tree, growing in Arabia and Egypt, called, in the Lin-

nertn system, the Amijris (lileadensis, et Opobahumtim.
[vide Balsamum'] This balsam is much in use, among the

females of Turkey, as a cosmetic.

Balsam (Med.) a name also given to several medicinal pre-

parations, as the

—

BalsAim tif Sulphur, or the oily parts of
common brimstone dissolved in oil of turpentine.

—

Bulsaiv

of Saturn, a solution of the Saccharum Snturni, or sugar
of lead, made with spirit or oil of turpentine, and digested,

&c.
Balsam Tree (Dot.) the tree from which the Balm or Balsam

of Gilead flows ; it is the Ami/ris Gileadensis of Linnaeus.

BALSA'^IEA {But.) from balsamum, a species of Pinus,
which see.

BALSAMEL.E'ON (Bot.) the same as Balsamum.
BALSAME'LLA (But.) the same as Balsa 7);inn.

BALSA'MICS (Med.) from balsamum ; balsamic medicines,

which Hoffman describes as hot and acrid. Under this

description are comprehended Aloe's-wood, Yellow San-
ders, Ambergrise, which are very eflRcacious in all diseases

of the head, nerves, spinal marrow, &c.
BALSA'MINA (Bot.) a species of Momordka of Linnaeus.

—Balsamina lutea, seu noli me tangcre, a species of Im-
paliens of Linnaeus.

BALSA'MINUS (Bot.) 0x>,<rai/,mc, oleum Lalsaminum, Oil

of Balm. Plin. I. 23, c. 4'.

BALSAMI'TA major (Bot.) a species of the Tanacetum of

Linnaeus.

—

Bahamila minor, the Achillea ageratum of

Linnicus Balsamita agerali, the Chrysantlienmm Jloscti-

losum of Linna;us.

B.\'LSAMUM (Bot.) /lu>,(ra//j(iv, a tree growing in the valleys

of Syria which yields the most precious aromatic, known by
the name of Balsam ; it is so called from helsamin, which,

among the Easterns, signifies the chief of aromatics. In

the Linnean system it is the Am^ris Gileadensis. Thco-
phrast. Hist. Plant. 1.9, c. G ; Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 18; Plin.

1. 12, c. 25; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 11 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1,

serm. 1 ; Paul. A-lginet. 1. 7, c. 3.

BA'I-TIIEI (Archil.) hands or girdles belonging to the

Ionic volute, according to Vitruvius. They are supposed

to be the bolsters of the volute, and are so called from
their resembling the girdles of the soldiers. I'itrnv. 1. 3,

c. 3; Tcrlull. dc Spcctac. 3 ; Salmas. in Solin. p. 919.

BALTIMO'RA (Bot.) from Lord Baltimore, a genus of

plants. Class 19 Si/ngenetia, Order 1 Polygamia Neces-

saria.

Generic Characters. Cal. common cylindric.

—

Cor. com-
pound radiixle.—StAM.Jilaments five; anthers cylindric.— Pi ST. gfrm obscure ; s/y/c short; stigma none.—Per.
none ; seeds none ; receptacle chafty.

Species. The only species is Baltimora recta, seu CJtri/san-

tliemum Americanum, &c. an annual, native of North
America.

r.ALU'STEIl (Archit.) corruptly written 15annister, a small

colunni or pilaster of different dimensions, from an inch

and three quarters to fiiur inches square.

BALUSTUA'Di: (Archil.) vide Ballustrade.—Fetnte balus-

trade, French for small pillars or balusters which arc fixed

half their usual height U|)on any ground.

B.\lMB0'0 (Bot.) or Lambn, an Indian reed with larger

knots than the common reed ; the Arundo bambos of Lin-

naus, a jilant of >vhieh the poorer inhabitants in the East

Indies build their houses; paper is also made of the same

BAN
material, by bruising it, and steeping it in water till it be
reduced to a paste. The Turks make their pens of a
variety of this cane.

—

Bamboo habit, a Chinese contrivance
for one to keep himself above water who does not know
how to swim.

BAMBU'SA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class G Hccandria,
Order 1 Monogj/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. none, except glume like

bractes scattered.—Con. g/Hwe two-valved; nectary two-
leaved.

—

Stam. Jilaments six ; anthers parellalopiped.

—

PiST. germ oblong ; style capillary ; stigmas feathery.

—

Per. none ; seed single.

Species. The species are

—

Bambusa arundinacea, jxtni-

cula, SfC. Bambos arundinacea, A'astus, Arundo Bambos,
8fC. Arundo arbor, Arundarbor vasaria, Tabaxir, seu
Mombu arbor seu Illi/, a shrub, native of the Indies.

—

Bambusa verticilata, spica, 8)X. Arundo multiplex, S^c.

Arundo arbor, S;c. a shrub, native of India.

BA'.MIEIl (Bot.) an Egyptian plant, the husk of which is

dressed with their meat to give it an agreeable flavour.

BA'MM.A. (Med.) the same as Embamina.
BAN (La-w) in the Latin of the Middle age, bannum, Tcu-

lonic bann, from binden, to bind ; 1. An outlawry, or banish-

ment by edict or proclamation at the sound of the trumpet.

2. An arrier ban, or reer ban, an edict by which all vassals

were summoned to attend their lord on the field with

horses and arms, in pain of being outlawed. Hotlom.
,3. An edict interdicting all intercourse with an enemy.
4'. Banna matrimonialia, bans which are published in the

church previous to the marriage of any couple, who have
not obtained a licence.

Ban (Com.) a sort of fine India cotton.

Ban (Bot.) an Egyptian plant called calaf.

BANA'NA (Bot.) Banana or Plantain-tree, the Musa
sapientum of Linnseus ; an American plant, diuretic, heat-

ing and nutritious. Raii Hist. Plant.

BANANl'KR.A (Bot.) the Ficus Indica of Linnaeus.

BANA'RA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 12 Icosandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
petals six.

—

Stam. Jilaments fifteen and more ; anthers

roundish.—fisT. germ somewhat globose.

—

Per. berry

globose ; seeds very many.
Species. The species are the Banara ejuianensis, et Ba-

narajagifolia, shrubs of Cayenne.
BANC de del (Archil.) a bed or layer of the upper stones,

which is supported by pillars at intermediate distances.

BA'NC.'VL (Com.) an Indian weight of IG oz. and above.
BANC.A'LE (Arclucol.) a covering for ease or ornament

belonging to the seats or benches formerlj' used.

BA'NCI /hs (Law) vide Jus,

BA'NCO (Com.) Italian for bank, a term particularly ap-

plied to that of Venice.

BA'NCUS (Archceol.) bench, a term particularly used in Law,
as

—

Bancus Begins, the King's Bench.— Bancus Com-
munis, the Common Pleas.

BAND of Pensioners (Polil.) a particular company of gentle-

men bearing halberds, and attending the person of the

King upon solemn occasions.

Band (Her.) a military order Instituted by .'Vlphonso XI,

king of Castile, for the younger sons of the nobility, who
are obliged to serve ten years, cither by land or sea, before

their admission, and arc bound to take up arms in defence

of the Catholic faith against the infidels.

Band (.Irchil.) any flat low member or moulding that is

broad, but not very deep. It is otherwise called " Face,"

and by Whruvmsjitscia . Vitruv. I. 3, c. 3.

Band (Com.) a weight of two ounces on the Gold coast.

Bani) (Mil.) vide Bands.

Band (Mus.) a fixed and select body of musicians, particu-
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larly such as are attached to every regiment In the Eiigllsli

army.

Ba'nd" FLili (Ic/i.) the Cepola ruhescens of Linnaeus, a fish

remarkable for the shortness of its head.

BA'NDAGE (Surg.) deligatio, seujciscia, an apparatus con-

sisting of one or more pieces of linen or flannel, and

fitted for the binding up of wounds, &c. Bandages are

either simple or compound.

—

Simule B'lndrincs, made of

one entire piece of linen, are, as to their form, circular,

or annuLjr, spiral, or ubtiise, &c. ; as to their use, uiiili)tg,

retaining, cxpcllent, Sec.— Cumpound bandagea, made of

several pieces, or of one piece cut into several heads, are

the T. bandages, the suspensorij, the capislrum, the eigldecn-

tail bandage, or ascialis, &c.
BANDA'NXOIS {Com.) a species of Indian calicoe.

15ANDE {Her.) vide Bend.

BA'NDEL) [Her.) anything as a garb or wheatsheaf, &c.

tied with a band of a different tincture, as " A garb, or,

banded, gules, by the name of Grosvenor." [vide Garb}
Banded Column (Archit.) any column encircled with bands

or annular rustics.

BANDELET (Archit.) an ornament encompassing a pillar

quite round about like a rinse.

BANDELIE'U.S (Mil.) vide Bandoleer.

BANDEKE'T (Mil.) a name in history for the commander
in chief of the Swiss troops in the Canton of Berne.

BA'XDES (Mil.) a French name anciently for the infantry

of France. It is now used in application to the Prcrot des

Bandes, i. e. the judge, or Provost ?klarshal, who tried the

men belonging to the Gardes.—Bandes is also a name for

the troops or bands to a mortar carriage.

BANDIE'RE (JMd.) an epithet for a particular disposition

of the armv, as nne armee rangce enfront dc bandiere, i. e.

an army in battle array ; une armee campce en front de

bandicre, an army encamped with the regular stand of
colours; hence also la lignc bandiere, the camp colour line.

BANDI'TTI (Polit.) banniti qui carebant jure togce; guibiis

a(]ua et igne interdictum erat. Outlaws originally in Italy;

robbers in particular.

BA'NDLE (Com.) an Irish measure of two feet.

BANDOLEER (Mil.) or bandolier, a large leathern belt,

formerly worn over the right shoulder and hanging under
the left arm, to carry some kind of warlike weapon.

—

Ban-
doliers were also wooden cases to hold the charges of
powder, of which each musketeer used to carry twelve

hanging on his belt.

BANliO'llE (Mus.) bandusa, an ancient stringed instrument

resembling a lute.

BA'NDKOL (Mil.) a little flag or streamer, particularly

that at the end of a flag.

BA'NDllOLLS (Mil.) vide Camp-Colours.

BANDS (Mil.) train-bands, or trained-bands, i. e. particu-

lar regiments composed of the citizens of London, who
used to be trained and exercised after the manner of the

militia.

Bands nave (Gun.) the bands or iron hoops that bind the

nave of a gun-carriage at both ends.

Bands (Mar.) slips of canvass strongly sewed across a can-

vass to strengthen it, as the reef bands, <S.c.

Bands of a saddle (Mech.) two flat pieces of iron nailed on
each side the bows of the saddle, to keep its form.

BA'NDSUM (Ant.) signum militare, a banner or^ standard

of the general.

BANDU'llA (Bot.) a plant ofColumbo, the root of which
is astringent. Its seeds and seed-vessels resemble those of
gentian. It is the Xepcnl/ies disliliatoria of LinniEus.

liaii Hist. Plant.
BA'NDY (Mech.) a crooked club or stick to play with.

BANE (Lavi) from the Saxon bana, a murderer ; the author
of mischief to another. Bract. 1. 2, tract 8, c. 1.

BAN

BA'NE-BERRY (Bot.) the Actaa spicata oilAxmains.

BA'NERET (Her.) banerettus, a knight made in the field,

whose standard was converted into a banner, which ho

could displa}' in the king's arm}' as barons do. Thev are

next to the baron in dignity ; but those banerets who have

been created sub vexillis regiis, in aperto hello, &fC. take

place of all baronets. Smith de Repub. Anglican, c. IS.

BA'NGLE-EARED (Man.) flap-eared, an imperfection in

the sit of a horse's ears.

BANGLE (Bot.) an Indian plant, with leaves like hemp, of

a heating and intoxicating nature. It is the Acosta of

Ray, and the Cannabis Indica of Linnaeus.

BA'NIAN (Archccol.) vide Bannians.

Banian days (Mar.) a cant term among the seamen for

days on which no meat is served out to them.

BA'NiCA (Bot.) the Pastinica sijlvcsiris of Linnasus.

BANI'LIA (Bot) the same as I'anilla.

BA'NISHMENT (Lajc) from ban [vide Ban} signifies quit-

ting the realm in consequence of some offence. It is of

two kinds, namely, voluntary, i. e. upon oath, or by abju-

ration ; and compulsory, i. e. by transportation. Staundf.

Plac. Coron. 117.

BANISTE'RIA (Bot:) a genus of plants, called after the

Rev. John Banister, of Virginia, who lost his life in the

search after plants. Class 10 Decandria, Order 3 Trigynia,

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted.—CoR. pe-

tals five.—Stam. Jilaments ten; antlters simple.

—

Pist.

germs three ; styles tliree; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. capsules

three ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are all shrubs, and natives of hot

climates, particularly of America and Brazil.

BANK (Laiv) was formerly taken for a bench or seat of

judgment, as Bank le Buy, the King's Bench ; Bank Ic

Common Pleas, the Common Pleas : so also in Latin Bancus
Regis, S)C. Cromp. Just. 67, 91.

—

Days in bank, stated days
of appearance in the Court of Conunon Pleas in each of
the terms, called, in Latin, dies in banco. They are

generally at the distance of about a week from each
other.

Bank {Coyn.) a public office for keeping and circulating

money, to be employed in exchanges, discounts, govern-

ment-loans, Sec. of which description is the Bank of Eng-
land, w hich was established by charter in the reign of Wil-
liam and ]Mary, into a corporate bod}', by the title of The
Governor and Company of the Bank of England.—The
word bank in this sense owes its origin to the Italian banco,

because the money-changers of this nation, who were the

first bankers, used to sit on benches in their courses or

exchanges..

—

Bank-note, or bank-poU-bill, names for the pa-
per currency issued by the Bank of England : the former
payable to bearer on demand; the latter to order seven dsiys

after sight.

BA'NKER (Co7n.) one who carries on the trade of private

banking.

Banker (Mar.) a vessel employed in the cod fishery on tiie

banks of Newfoundland.
BA'NKING (Com.) that particular kind of trade carried on

in England, which consists in exchanging and receiving

the current cash of individuals, free of interest, and ne-

gotiating with it, either in the discount of bills or the

advance of money on sufficient securities. This is one of
the principal branches of business carried on by the Bank
of England, and the peculiar trade of private bankers.

—

Banking-House, any mercantile house which carries on the

banking-business, in distinction from the Bank, by which
is understood the Bank of England.

Banking (Agric.) the making of banks to oppose the force

of the sea.

BA'NKRUPT (Com.) a trader who fails, or breaks, so as to

be unable to pay his debts. It is compounded of bancum^
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the bench, and runipere, to break, i. e. to break the bench,
because the bench of the Italian banker or money-changer
is said to have been broken, by way of infamy, wlien he
failed.

BA'XIvRUPTCY (C'cm.) from bankrupt, the condition of a
bankrupt, or becoming a bankrupt.

—

Act nf hankriiplci^,

any act such as tliat of secreting oneself, &c.' wliich makes
a man legally a bankrupt.— Commission of hnnkruptcij, a
warrant granted by the Lord Chancellor, on the petition of
one or more creditors, against any trader who is charged
with an act of bankruptcy.

BA'NKSEA {Bot.) a genus of plants, so called from Sir
Joseph Banks, the discoverer, Class ^ Tetrandria, Order 1

Monoi^ijnia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Cor.
one-petalled.

—

Stam. Jilamriit.i none; anthers four.

—

I'isT. germ superior; sti/!e filiform; stigma acute.

—

Per.
capsule ovate or globose; seeds two.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of New Hol-
land, as Bnnksea serrata, integrijhlia, ericevjhlia, SfC.

BANN (Laiv) vide Ban.
BANNA'LIS jnola {.Irchceol.) the lord of the manor's mill,

where his tenants were obliged to grind their corn.

—

Dan-
nalia Jlumina, rivers whose royalties belong to particular

lords of manors.
BA'NNEK (3///.) a flag or standard at the end of a lance.

The ordnance flag is affixed to the carriage of the right-

hand gun of the park. The banner for tlie kettle-drums
and trumpets in the horse equipage must be of the colour
and facing of the regiment, that of the kettle-drums bear-
ing in the centre the badge of the regiment, or its rank;
and that of the trumpets, the king's cypher and crown. &c.

Bannkr (Iler.) such a flag is borne as a charge
in coats of arms, and when open and flying is

called " The Banner disveloped," as " The
field is Jupiter, three banners disveloped, in

bend Sol,'' which are said to have been the

arms of the kingdom of Baldachla.

BANNERET (Ant.) vide Banerct.

BA'NNIANS (Thenl.) a religious sect among the Indians,

who believe in the transmigration of souls, and therefore

abstain from the flesh of all animals, whom they carefully

preserve.

BANNr.VIUS (Archaol) the first word in the sentence of
expulsion of any member from the University of O.xford,

which was formerly posted up in some public place.

BA'NNLSTER (Archit.) vide Ballister.

BANNI'TUS (/.nil.) an outlaw.

B'ANNOCK (Co.o/f.) a sort of oaten cake, in the North of
England, baked in the embers or on a hot stone.

BA'NNITM (A)clue(il.) the utmost bounds of a manor or town.
BAPTISTERY {Ecc.) either the place or the vessel in

which persons are baptized.

BA'NQUET {Man.) a part of the branch of a bridle under
the eye, which is rounded like a small rod, and joins the

extremities of a bit to the branch.

—

Banquet-line, an ima-
ginary line drawn along the iianquet, to adjust the designed
force or weakness of the branch.

BANQUE'TTE (Fort.) a small foot-place, in form of a step,

at the bottom of a parapet.

BA'XTAM-COCK (Om.) a .'.pecies of the Callus, having
the shanks feathered and long feathers behind.

BA'OBAL (Bot.) an African fruit, as large as a lemon, re-

sembling a gourd, grateful to the taste, a cooler and
quencher of thirst. Prosper Alp Baobal is the Adan.wnia
aigilata of Linnxus.

Baobal lapidium (Min.) a particular stone resembling the
fruit in form.

BAPIIIA {Ant.) HciipKu, dye-houses.

BA'PTiii (Ant.) 1. The priests of Cotytto, the goddess of

BAR
lasclviousness, so called, «« t» ^utTut, i. e. from washing,
because bathing was a particular rite among them.
Juv. sat. 2, V. 91.

Tal'ia secretu cfllnenmt Orgia teda

Cecrnpiam sitliti Bapitt laisiire Cotytto.

2. The title of a play of Eupolis, who ridiculed their
efteniinacy and licentiousness.

BA'PTES (Min.) /3<2/T7-i;5, a soft precious stone, of a fragrant
smell. Ptin. 1. 37, c. 10.

BA'PTISM (Theol.) fiunTuruM, from (S«TTii», to wash; a sa-
crament of the Christian church, administered, by means of
water, to all persons previous to their admission into the
number of the faithful. It is performed either by immer-
sion, i. e. dipping, or by sprinkling.

BA'PTIST (Bibl.) /?a-Ti5-<5, one who performs the office of
baptizing, an epithet applied, by way of distinction, to
John the Baptist.

BAPTISTE'RIUM (Ant.) a tub of wood or stone, used in

the bath, by those who went to bathe. /-*//;(. 1. 2, ep. 16.
Baftisterium (Ecc ) the baptistery or fount used in bap-

tism. Sidon. Apoll. 1. 2, ep. 1.

BAPTISTU.AI (Bot.) a species of wild mustard, so called
from its reddish colour.

BAR (Mech.) a long piece of iron or wood, which serves as
a fastening to doors and windows, and also as an inclosure.
In carriages bars are of different denominations, as cross-
bars, shaft-bars, &c.

Bar (Com.) a solid mass of metal, as gold, silver, or iron,

wrought into a shape somewhat resembling a bar.

Bar {Mar.) a rock lying before the harbour in such a man-
ner that ships cannot sail over it but upon the flood.

Bar (Latv) is taken in different senses. 1. The place parted
off' by a bar or railing, where Serjeants and counsellors
at law stand to plead, on one side of which stand also

prisoners to plead to the indictment. 2. The profession
of a barrister :

" To be called to the bar," is to be ad-
mitted a member of the profession of barristers. 3. A sort

of plea, or such a peremptory exception of a defendant
as destroys the plaintiff's action. Bars are of different

kinds, namely

—

Perpetual bar, which for ever overthrows
the action of the plaintiff. Temporary bar, which is good
for the present.

Ordinary or general bar, or bar in a common intendment,
usually a bar to the declaration of the plaintiff.

—

Special
bar, one which falls out on some special circumstance of
the fact.

—

Bar at large, is when the defendant does not
traverse the plaintiff's title by pleading, nor confess nor
avoid it, but only makes to liimself a title in his bar.

—

Bar material, a sort of special bar, which is a plea in

stay of the plaintiff's action on some particular matter, as

a descent from him that was owner of the land. Kitch. 68,
&c. &'C.

—

Bar fee, a fee of twenty-pence whicli prisoners

acquitted of felony paid to the gaoler.

Bar (Her.) one of the honourable ordinaries, consisting of
two horizontal lines drawn across the escutcheon, as in

fig. 1. The bar differs from the fcs.ie in three particulars,

namely, that it occupies a fifth part of the field instead of

a third; it is not limited to any past of the escutcheon, and
is never borne single. It has two diminutives, namely, the

closet (fig. 2), which is half the bar, and the barrule (fig. 3),

which is half the closeU Of the closet there may be five

4
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in one field; but tliebarrulet can be borne only in couples.

Burs aemeUes are so called when they stand in couples,

as in fig^ -t.
" The field is argent, a fesse between two

bars, gemeWes, gides, by the name of Badlemere.''

Bah (Miis.) is employed to divide the notes into equal por-

tions in respect to their duration, (as fig. \.)—Dinihle

bar, (fig. 2) is introduced at the end of a strahi, or a change

in the measure or time.

—

Dotted bar, (fig. 3) signifies that

tlie preceding and following strains are to be repeated.—

Half-dotted bar, (fig. 4-) shows that the strain is on the

same side of the bar with the dots.

fiV. 1. F\g. 2. Fig. 3. Tig. 4.

Bar (Man.) ahorse is said " To fiiU foul of the bar" who
gets himself entangled in the partition bar that separates

two horses in the stable.

TO 'Qw. a vein (Vet.) to tie it above and below, after the

skin has been opened, and then strike it between the liga-

tures.

BAR-SHOT (Mil.) the same as Stang-balls. [vide Ball'\

BARALrPTON (Log.) an indirect mode of syllogisms, or

an imperfect syllogism, consisting of two universals and

one particular affirmative proposition, as,

b A Every animal is endued with sense;

2 A Every man is an animal ; therefore

I Ijiton Something endued with sense is man.

BAR.VLLOTS (Ecc.) heretics of Bologna, in Italy, who had

their wives, children, and every thing in common. From
tlieir base spirit they were called Obedientes. Ferdin. Cor-

dubeii!:. de 8 exig. annon.

BARA-MARE'KA (i?o/.)aspecies of theZ)o//c^oi of Linnaeus.

BARA'NGl (Polit.) /Sufxtyoi, officers in the Greek empire,

who had the keys of the city in charge where the emperor

resided. This word is of English extraction, according to

Curupulates, from bar, to fasten, or shut close, because

their office was to keep tlie gates locked ; and they were

of the English nation to whom this office was entrusted.

BA'RAS (Med.) vide Alphus.

BARA'THRU.M {^nt.) i2cifa.efa«, a deep pit into which con-

demned persons were cast headlong, at Athens. It was a

dark and noisome hole, having sharp spikes at the top and
others at the bottom, to pierce such as were cast in. ^Iris-

topli. in Pint, act 2, seen. ; Plut in Mar.; Diomed. de

Art. Gram.
BA'RATOR (Laxv) vide Barrator.

BARA'TRON (Ant.) /SapaTp., games in Threspotia, at which
the strongest obtained the victory. Hesijehins.

BA'RATRY (Cum.) when the master or mariners cheat the

owners by embezzling their goods or running away with

the vessel.

BARA'TTA (Nat.) a sort of balsam brought from the West
Indies.

BARA'TZ (Polit.) a Turkish name for the letters patent

granted by the sultan to the grand patriarch, the bishops,

&c. for the exercise of their clerical functions.

BARB (.ircb.) the reflected points of the head of an arrow.
Barb (Bot.) -f>.uziit glochis, a straight process armed with

several teeth pointmg backwards like the sting of a bee.
It is one sort of pubescence in plants, in distinction from
the Hook, hamus, which is not bent.

Barb (Zool.) a horse of the Barbary breed, much esteemed
for its swiftness. Barbs are so much valued by the own-
ers in Barbary, that they preserve their genealogies with
as much care as the nobility do of their families in Europe.
They are said to be able to outstrip an ostrich in the race,
and some will fetch as high a price as 200 or 300 pounds
Bterling.

BAR
TO Barb a lobster (Cook.) to cut it up.

BA'RBA (Bot.) the beard, [vide Beard]—Bnrba-capra, the

Spircea Arunciis and Ulmaria of Linna;us.

—

Barba Hirci,

the TragopogoH of Linnaeus.

—

Barba Jovis, the Anthi/llis

barba Jovis, the Ebenics Cretica, and the Psorella, of Lin-

na;us.

BA'RBACAN {Archcrol.) vide Barbican.

BARBA'DOES (Bot.) or Bastard Cedar, the Cedrcla of

Linnaeus.—Barbadoes Cherry, the Malpighia of Linnajus.

-— Barbadoes Gooseberry, the Cactus Pcreshia of Linnaous.

—Barbadoes \Vild Olive, the Bontia of Linnaeus.

BA'RBARA (Log.) an arbitrary name for the first mode of

the first figures of sylogisms, consisting of three universal

propositions, as

—

b \r All animals are endued with sense.

b A All men are animals ; ergo,

r A All men are endued with sense.

BARB.A'REA (Bot.) a species of the Erijsimum and Sisym-

bmim of Linnosus.

BA'RBARISx^I (G)am.) /3«p/3«fiir(i*.o5 from /3ap/3«pi'C*'> *« speak

a strange tongue ; a barbarous kind of speech, used only

by the rude and unlettered.

BARBARO'SSA (Med.) mercurial medicine.

BA'RBARUM (Med.) a plaster for green wounds. Scrih.

Larg.
BA'RBARY Falcons (Falc.) a kind of hawks commonly taken
' in Barbary, which are less than the tiercel ; they are gentle,

but very bold ; are plumed with red under the wings, and

armed with long talons and stretchers.

BARBE (Mil.) the armour of the horses of the ancient

knights and soldiers, which covered the neck, breast, and

crupper.

Harbe (Fort.) or, to fire en barbc ; to discharge a cannon

over the breast-work instead of putting it through the

loop-holes.

Barhe Robert (Cook.) a particular way of dressing hogs' ears.

BA'RBED (Mech.) bearded like a fish-hook, set with barbs.

Barbed (Her.) 1. An epithet for the full-blown rose, pro-

vided with its barbs, or green leaves, which appear on the

outside. 2. For the arrow, whose head is pointed and

jagged. 3. Barbed and Crested, an epithet for the cock,

wattled and crested, particularly if of a different tincture.

Barbed (Bot.) furnished with a barb, or glochis.

Barbee (Her.) or barbed, as croi.v barbee, a

cross, the extremities of which are like a

barbed fish-hook.

BARBEL (7c/;.) the Cyprinus Barbus, a fish

of the carp kind, which lies in holes near

the bankij, and feeds on testaceous animals,

worms, lesser fish, and carcases. It is so.

very tame as to be often taken by the hand, grows fast, and

is long lived. It has the name of Barbel from the beards

or wattles under its nose.

BARBELICOT.E (Etc.) an abominable sect of heretics

mentioned by Theodoret.

BA'RBER Chiriirgeons (Her.) were incorporated by king

Edward IV., but the barbers were separated

from the surgeons by 18 Geo. 2, c. 1.5. Their

arms are, " A St. George's cross; gules

thereon a lion passant ;
gardant or quarterly ;

the first and fourth a chevron between three

fleams ; the second and third ])er pale argent

and vert, a rose, gidcs crowned, and seeded

or.

BA'RBERRY (Bot.) a tart berry, the fruit of the barberry-

tree.

—

Barberry-tree, the Barberis of Linnaeus, a prickly

shrub, bearing a tart fruit.

BARBES ({>/.') or barbies, a disease in horses and black

cattle, when they have two small excrescences under the.-

tongue.
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BA'RBET (Zool.) a species of Cams famUinrh, wltli a tail

truncate, the hair long and coarse.

Bakbkt {()rn.) the Ducco of Linnsus, a bird, living chiefly

in warm countries, which is almost covered with bristles,

and is very stupid.

BA'RBIC.VN' (Arc/urol.) Barbicanum, a watch-tower of a

fortress, or any outwork to a great building.

B.\'RBICANAGE (Archccol.) money given for the mainte-

nance of a fortress or watch-tower.

BA'llBITOX (^J»/.) $xf3!Tm, a musical instrument of three

or more strings, of which Horace makes Anacreon to be

the inventor. Pv//. Oiiom. 1. i, c. 9.

BAltliO'lW (Ick.) the barbut, a small river fish, the liver

of which is remarkable for its size and delicacy.

B.\'RBOTINE {Bot.) a grain, otherwise called wormseed.

BAUCA'L.\0 (Com.) a kind of cod on the coast of Chili.

BAllC.\LO'NGA {Mar.) a large Spanish coasting vessel.

B.VRC.\'RI.\ (Archccol.) a sheepcote, or sheepwalk. M. S.

I'lacit. Ed. 3.

BARCARO'LLES (Mus.) Italian for songs composed by the

Venetian Gondoliers.

B.VRD (Archceul.) Bardus, a sort of poets among the Gauls,

whose business it was to set forth the deeds of their heroes

and great men. Ammian. Marcell. 1. 15, c. 9 ; Buliiig. de

Tlieat. 1. 2, c. 39.

BARD.\'NA (Bol.) the Arctium Lappa of Linna;us.

BARDE (Man.) French for a long saddle for an ass or mule,

made onlv of coarse canvass stutfed with flocks.

—

Javelin

de Bardc, a barbed javelin for a horseman.

B.\RDEE'.S d'cau (C'lm.) French for a measure used in the

making of saltpetre, containing three half-hogsheads of

water, which are poured into tubs for the purpose of re-

fining it.

B.^ltDE'LLE (Man.) bardello, the quilted or canvass saddle

with wliich colts are backed.

BARDE'.SEN1STS (Ecc.) the heretical followers of one

Bardesenes, who maintained the Valentinian heresy. Euscb.

Hist. Eccles. 1. 4', c. ult. ; .S. Epipliatt. de Hccr. c. 5G ; St.

August, de Har. c. 35; llieron. in Cat. c. 33; Baron.
Annal. Ann. 175; Tillem. Biblioth. des Aut Eccl. des

'.') prem. siec.

BARDS (Cook.) thin broad slices of bacon, with whicii

capons, pullets, &c. are covered, in order to be roasted,

baked, lic.

B.V'RD-WOOL (Com.) when the head and neck is cut off

from tlie fleece, [vide To Claclc]

BA'RE-l'UMP (Mar.) a pump for drawing liquor out of a

cask.

—

Bare-poles, an epithet for any ship lying to without

any sails set. A ship is said to be under bare-jmles, when
liaving no sails set out at sea.

BA'RGAIX (Com.) a contract in buying and selling.

Bakcjain and sale (Law) a real contract upon a valuable

consideration for passing lands, tenements, &c. 2 Inst.

()7'2.

B.'VIUJE {Mar.) from barca ; a very large boat used on
rivers, citiicr for pleasure and slate, as the royal barge, &c.
or for trade, as the coal barge, &c.

Bauck couples (Arch.) a beam or piece of wood mortised

into another to strengthen the building.

—

Barge-course,

part of the tiling of a house that projects over the prin-

cipal rafter wiien there is a gable or a gerkiii head.

B.\R-(iEAIE'L (Her.) from the Latin Oemel/i, twins; a

double bar, or two bars placed near eacii other, [vide

Bar-]

B.\'RGH-MASTER (Min.) from the Teutonic bergc, a mine ;

a master of the mines.

—

Bargh-mole, a court held concern-

ij)g tile mines.

r..\l'I'LEAR (Polil.) I'rench for an officer who was formerly

employed among the gallies, to superintend the distribution

of bread and v.ater.

6
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BARI'LLET(.l/f(/(.) French for tlic barrel of a watch; also

for the funnel of a sucking-pump,
BA'RIHG of trees (flusbaiid.) laying the roots bare in the

winter sea?on, that they may receive the snow water.

BARIPI'CKl (Mui.) a name among the Greeks for low
sounds ill general.

BARITO'NO (Mus.) from /Safi/Voyo?, gravitonus, a low pitch

of the voice, between bass and tenor.

—

Baritono cliff] the

F cliff, so called because it was suited to the baritone

voice.

BA'RIUM (Min.) a metal of barytes, produced by its che-

mical decomposition.

BARK (Bot.) the skin or covering of a ligneous plant, con-

sisting of three parts, namely— 1. The cuticle, or Epi-

dermis, a. The outer bark, Cortex. 3. The inner bark.

Liber.

Bark (Med.) Cortex, a name given by way of eminence to

the Peruvian or Jesuit's bark, which is of such well-known
efficacy.

Bark binding (Hort.) a distemper in trees cured by slitting

the bark.

—

liark galling, when trees are galled by being

bound to stakes.

Bark (Com.) a stuff manufactured in the East Indies with

bark, which is spun like hemp.
Bark (Mar.) in French barque, from the Latin barca; any

small .ship, but particularly one carrying three masts.

—

Armed bark, a fireship filled with soldiers for attacking bat-

teries, &C.—Long bark, one that has no deck, and is built

like a sloop.— fl'ater bark, a small kind of vessel for carry-

ing fresh water in Holland.

BA'RKARY (Archccol.) a tan-house, or place to keep bark in.

BA'RKING of trees (Husband.) peeling the bark off the

trees, which must be done in the month of May, because

at that time the sap parts the bark from the wood.
BARLE'RL\ (Bot.) a genus of plants so called by Plumier,

after the Rev. J. Barrelier, a Dominican botanist, and M. D.
of Paris, Class li Didijnnmia, Order 2 Angiospermia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth, four-parted.—CoR.
nionopetalous.

—

Sta'si.filaments four; anthers, the upper

oblong, the lower withered.

—

Fist, germ ovate; sti/le

filiform; stigma h'ldd.—Ver. capsule acute ; seeds tv/o.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, and natives of

America or India.

BARLEY (.Agric.) a sort of corn or grain botanically named
Hordeum, which is sown in March, April, and INIay, suc-

ceeds best in light dry soils, and is ripe when the led roan,

as it is called, is off. The sorts of barley most used in

agriculture are, the Common Spring Barley, the Sprat, or

Battle-dore Barley, Common, or Long-eared Barley, &c.—Batlrij-mo-v, the place wiiere reaped barley is laid up.

—

Pearl-barlei/, barley stripped of its first coat, and sold at

Paris by the druggists, to be used as a diet drink.

BAl{LEY-CORN (Anth.) the smallest measure in England.

equal to one-third of an inch.

BA'RLEY-BIRD (0;h.) the siskin; so called in Essex be-

cause it goes there in barley seed time.

BA'RLEY-WATER (Med.) a decoction of pearl-barley,

which, for its lubricity and cooling quality, is much u.sed in

slow fevers.

BARM (Nat.) Yeast; the head or working out of beer,

which is used as a ferment to iigiiten bread.

BA'RNA BITES (Ecc.) an order of regular priests, of the

congregation of St. Paul.

BARN.\CLE (Con.) the I^epas balanus of IJnntrus, a spe-

cies of shell-fish which sticks to tiie bottom of ships, rocks,

&c. The tentacula from this animal are feathered, for

which reason the origin of the Bernacle-goose is ascribed,

as we learn from Gerard, in his Herbal, p. 1587, ivc.

Barnacle Goose (Or.) or Bernacle, a large water-fowl,

called by the Scotch a cleg goose, has a flat broad bill, with
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a hooked point, the forepart of its head white, and the rest

of its body mostly black. It is the Anus ert/thropus of Linnaeus'

BA'RNACLES"( Tc;.) from the Saxon bcaran, to carry, or

hold up, and necca, the neck ; irons put on the noses of

horses, to make them stand still.

BARNADE'SIA (Bot.) a genus of plants named after Bar-

nades, a Spanish botanist, Class 19 Si/ngenesia, Order I

Polvgamia ^Eqiialis.

Generic Characters. Cal. common somewhat ventricose.

—Cor. coinpoinid rayed.—Stam. filaments five; anther

cylindric.

—

Pist. germ ovate ; style filiform ; stigtna bifid.

—Per. none ; seeds very many ; receptacle flat.

Species. The only species is, the

—

Barnciclesia spinosa, a

shrub, native of America. Linn. Spec. Plant.

BARO'CO {Log.) a technical term for the fourth mode of

tlie second figure of syllogisms, containing an universal

affirmative and two particular negative propositions, as

—

b A All believers will be saved.

r O c Some men will not be saved ; ergo,

c O Some men are not believers.

BA'ROLITE {Min.) the Barytes IVitheringii of Linnaeus, a

stone of the Ponderous Order, called also the Carbonite

of Barytes.

BARO'METER (Pneum.) from /3aft<?, heavy, and i^trfta, to

measure ; an instrument for weighing the gravity of the air,

invented by Torricelli. Baronieter.s are variously named,
according to their construction, as horizontal, portable,

riheel, and reduced barometer, [vide Pneumatics']

BA'RON (Lau-) in Latin l/aro, from /3afi/!, 1. e. having

weight or influence ; a degree of nobility next to a vis-

count. Barons are of different kinds, as

—

Barons major,

or by u'rit, those \vho were summoned by writ in the reign

of King John to attend Parliament, now termed Barons by

prescription, for that he and his ancestors have continued

barons beyond the memory of man.

—

Barons by letters

patent, or by creation, those who were made barons by the

King's letters patent, whose posterity are now called Lords
of Parliament.

—

Barons by tenure, those who are barons by
virtue of the barony annexed to their lands or office, as in

the case of some ancient barons and bishops.

—

Barons by

office, as the barons of Exchequer, of the Cinque Ports,

kc—Bract. 1. 1 ; Glanvil. c. 8, &c. ; Cambd. Bril. p. 109;
2 List. {S, &c.; Selden's Titles of Honour, 1. i, c. 13.—
Coiiii Baron, [vide Court']—Baron and Jhnme, husband
and wife, because baro in law, signified a husband.

B.'VRON andfemme (Her.) in blazoning, when the arms of a

man and his wife are marshalled together side by side.

BA'ROXS' coronet (Her.) on a gold circle, six

pearls, which were assigned to barons by King
Charles the Second after the restoration.

Previously to this time, the barons wore scar-

let caps, turned up with ermine, and on the

top a tassel of gold. The pearls on the coro-

net, though called pearls, are alwaj-s made of silver.

BA'RONAGE (Lnii-) a tax to be raised for the king's use

out of the precincts of baronies.

B.^RO'XES (Ent.) small worms.
BA'RON'ET (Her.) the lowest degree of honour, hereditar}-,

created by letters patent, and ibunded by James L in Ib'Oi.

A baronet takes precedence of all knights except Ban-
nerets.

—

Baronets' mark, the arms of the

Province of Ulster, viz. argent, a hand
gides, in a canton, or in escutcheon, are

borne by every baronet, as in the annexed
example. " He beareth, or, between two
chevronels, three trefoils, slipped, sable."

These are the arms of the Abdy family.

BA'RONY (Lau'] baronia, from baro ; the honour and ter-

ritory which gives titles to a Baron, including the fees and
lands of Lords, both temporal and spiritual.

BAR
BARONY'CHL\ (Bot.) the Asplenium and Ruta murania

of Linna;us.

B.\RO'QUE (3/;(.s.) an epithet applied to a composition
where the harmony is false and overcharged.

BA'ROS (Med.) from /2apl/?, heavy; an epithet expressing
an uneasy weight in any part.

BA'ROSCOPE (Xat.) from /3afu?, heavy, and irx.miu, to

view; a sort of barometer.

BAROSSE'LENITE (Min.) the Barytes vtdgans of Lin-
naeus ; a stone, otherwise called the Sulphate of Barytes.—Compact Barosselenite, the Barytes compacta of Lin-
nseus.

B.\RO'TE (Min.) a name for the Barytes.

BAUR (Her.) \k\e Bar.
BA'RRA (C'o)«.) a Portuguese measure, equal to the Eng-

lish ell.

BA'RRACAN (Com.) a French woollen stuff resembling
the English barrage.

BA'RRACKS (Mil.) from the Spanish bnracca, a small

cabin ; the places erected for the accommodation of both
men and horses in the English army. Former]}' those used
by the cavalry were so called, in distinction from the huts

built for the use of the infantry.

—

Barrack alloivance, a

specific allowance of bread, beer, and coals, &c. to the
regiments stationed in barracks.— Barrack-guard, the
name given to the principal guard of a regiment that is in

barracks.

—

Barrack-Master-General, a staff officer that is

at the head of the barrack department.

BA'RRAGE (Com.) a linen, interwoven with worsted
flowers in Normandy,

BA'RRAS (Chem.) a substance, consisting of rosin and oil,

which exudes from the wounds of fir-trees in winter.

BA'RRASTER (Lniu) Barrister.

BA'RRATOR (Lavi) from the French Barrateur, a de-
ceiver ; a common mover of suits and quarrels, either in

courts or elsewhere.

IbA'RRATRY (Com.) vide Baratry.
BA'liREL (Com.) 1. A cask or vessel for holding liquor,

viz. 31 1 gallons of wine, &c. ; 32 gallons of ale, and 36
gallons of beer. 2. A cask for other commodities of
different measures.

Barrel of the ear (.4nat.) tympanum, otherwise called the
Drum, is the cavity in which are lodged the bones of the
ear.

Barrel of a watch (Mech.) the cylinder about which the
spring is wrapped.

Barrels (Mil.) are of different kinds, as

—

Fire-barrels,

that are filled with combustibles, grenades, handspikes, i.<>;c.

^Budge-barrels, that are made in the form of half powder
barrels, having at one end a leathern bag with brass nails.— JVater-tight barrels, such as have six copper hoops,
without any hazle hoops.

—

Barrels of earth, a sort of half

hogsheads filled with earth, which are used as breastworks
for covering the soldiery.

BARREN Signs (.4strol.) the signs, Gemini, Leo, and Virgo :

so called because when the question is asked, whether
any particular person shall have children or nut ; if one
of those signs be on the cusp, or first point of the first

house, it is taken for granted that the person inquiring

shall have none.

BAHRE'RL\ (Bot.) a genus of plants, named after Barrere,

a Professor of Perpignan, Class 19 Syagenesia, Order 1

Motiogynia,

Generic Characters, Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.
one-petalled.

—

Sta^i. Jilaments five; anthers erect.—
Fist:. germ roundish ; style short; stigma trifid.

Species, The species are shrubs and natives of Guiana.
BA'RRETOR (late) vide Barrator.

BA'RRETRY (Com.) vide Baratry,

BARRICA'DE (Mil,) or barricade, in French barricade, in

2t
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Spanish harricnda, from Itnrre, a spar ; is a fence hastily

raised nitii stakes, earth, &c. to protect an array from a

sudden assault.

Barricade {Mar.) a strong wooden rail, supported by

stauncheons, extending across the foremost part of the

(juarter-deck, employed with a netting as a defence against

the grape-shot.

BA'RRIEKS (Fort.) in French barricre.1, a kind of fence,

composed of great stakes, planted ten feet from one

another, and erected to defend the entrance of a passage,

&c.

—

Barrier /ohms, forti6ed places on the frontiers of any

country, as were formerly Ypres, Tournay, Mons, Namur,

&c. in Flanders.

Barriers {Mil.) barriera;, orJra 6?c iarrra, a martial exer-

cise of men fighting with swords within bars or rails, sepa-

rating them from the spectators.

BAIIRINGTO'NIA [But.) a genus of plants ; named by

Forster after the Hon. Daincs Barrington, Class 16 Mona-

(lelphia. Order 7 Polyandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth two-leaved.— Cor.

j>ctah four; nectary conic.

—

Si-am. flaments very many;

anthers small.

—

V\fir. germ inferior ; sti/le filiform ; stigma

simple.

—

Per. drupe large ; seed nut long.

Species. The only species is the Barringtonia speciosn,

Butonica speciosa, Commcrsonia, seu Mammca Asiatica,

&c. Laurel-leaved Barringtonia, a tree, native of the

East Indies.

BA'RKISTER (L(iiv)a. counsellor admitted to plead at thehar.

Outer barrister is one who pleads ouster, or without the

bar.

—

Inner bnrri.ster,a Serjeant or king's counsel who pleads

within the bar.— Vacation barrister, a counsellor newly

called to the bar, who is obliged to attend for the six or

four next long vacations the exercise of the house.

BA'RROW (Arclucol.) a large hillock or mount raised in

many parts of England, supposed to be the tumuli of the

llomans for their dead.

Barrow hog (Ilu.'ihand.) a boar-hog that has been cut.

BA'RRULET (Her.) a diminutive of bar; the fourth part

of a bar and twentieth of the field, [vide Bar']

BA'RRIJLY (Her.) vide TJam/.

BA'RRY (Tier.) or banmijs, from bar, a field, divided by

horizontal lines into four or more parts. The number of

divisions, which must always be specified, as in fig. 1.

" Barry of eight, or and azure, name Constable."—Barrij,

Bcndj/, is when the lines run from dexter chief to sinister

base, &c. interchangeably varying their tinctures, as in

fig. 2 ; likewise

—

Barn/ pi/i/, is another particular man-
ner of dividing the field into six or more pieces, as in

fig. 3.

BARS (.Mu.t.) vide Bar.

Bars (Archicol.) slender pieces of wood or iron, affixed at

certain distances, to make fast and secure.

Bars lialch [Mar.) bars which lock over the hatches —
Capstan bars, those which are fitted to the drum head of

the capstan.

Bars (.Man) or binders. I. niosc portions of the lioof of a

horse that form the arches, situated between the heels and
the frog. 2. The fleshy row that runs across the upper part

of the mouth, and reaches almost to the palate.

iA'RTER (Arith.) from the Italian barratare. 1. Ex-
changing one commodity fur aiKillier, 2. The rule by

BAS

which the proportionate value of the commodities is found.

Luc. de Borg.
BA'RTON (Lf/ii) or Bcrton, the demesne lands of a manor;

a farm distinct from the mansion.

BARTONA'RII (Lan) husbandmen who held bartons at

the will of tlie lord.

BAUTRA'MIA (B^t.) a species of the Triumfctta of Lin-

na;us.

BA'RTSIA (Bnt.) a genus of plants, named after Linnaeus'

unfortunate friend, John Bartsch, MD. Class M- Didy-
namia. Order 2 Angiospermia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.
nionopetalous.

—

Stam. Ji/amcnts four; anthers oblong.

—Pi.sT. germ ovate; style filiform ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per.
capstde ovate ; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Bartsia

coccinea, Pedicularis, seu Crista galli, &c. seu Ilornti-

num, &c. Red Bartsia, native of Virginia.

—

Bartsia

pallida fijliis alternis, &c. scufoliis lancrolatis, &c. Pale-

flowered Bartsia, native of Siheria.—Barlsia alpinn Jb-
liis oppositis, &c. Stnehelinia J'uliis, &c. Staehelinia al-

pina, Euphrasia caule, &c. Euphrasia rubra, &c. Cha-
mccdry vidgare, &c. Clinopodinm alpinum, S:c. Teucriuvi

alpinum, Crattcogonon, seu Pcdicnlnris, Alpine Bartsia,.

native of Britain ; but the

—

Bartsia viscosa, Euphrasia

latifolia, seu Alectorophus, &c. A'iscid Bartsia, or Yellow

Marsh Eyebright, native of Britain, is an annual. Rail

Hist. Plant.

BARU'LES (Ecc.) a sect of heretics, who held that our

Saviour had only a phantom of a body. Sander. liter. 1 W.
BA'RUTII (Com.) an Indian measure, equal to 5i or 58

pounds, of pepper.

BARUT'INE sills (Com.) silks manufactured in Persia.

BARYO'CCATON (Bot.) the Stramonium of Linnxus.
BARYPIIO'NTA (Med.) from /3«p!, difficult, and ipcn,

voice ; a difficulty of speech.

BARYPI'CRON (Bat.) vide Absinthium.

BARYPY'CNT (Mas.) fixfyanKtci, a name among the Crocks
for five of their eight sounds, or princiiial chords, namely,

the hypate-hypatou, the hypate-meson, the mese, the para-

mesc, and the nctc diazengmcnon. Euclid. Introd. Harmon.
BARV'TES (Min.) a genus of the Terra- ponderosce.

Generic Characters. Ponderous, parasitic, very Ijrittle,

entirely soluble in boiling sulphuric acid.

Species. The species are — Barytes Witheringii, Baro-

lite, or Carbonate of Barytes.

—

Barytes lamcllosa. Car-

bonate of Barytes. — Barytes terrestris Barosclenite,

Ponderous Earthcavvk, Earthy sulphate of Barytes.—
Barytes cnmpacta, Compact Barosclenite, Heavy Spar,

or Sulphate of Barytes.

—

Barytes bonouiensis, Miiria-

pbosphorea, seu Gypsum s/mthnsum, Bononien, or I5o-

logna-stone.

—

Barytes lamellata, Lamcllated heavy Spar.

—Barytes vulgaris, Clirystallized Sulphate of Barytes,

Barosclenite, Sulphate of Barytes, Common ponderous
Spar, or Cawk.

BAS-CIIEVALIE'RS (Her.) inferior knights by a bare

tenure of military fee, in distinction from banneret.s.

BASA'AL (Bot.) an Indian tree : a decoction from the leaves

of which is used as a gargle. Ilaii Hist. Plant.

BASA'LTES (Min.) Basalt, a genus of earths of the Ar-
gillaceous order.

Generic Characters. Consisting of more silica and Iciw

alumina and oxydo of iron, liine, magnesia, oxyde of

manganese and soda; opake, and breaking into indeter-

minate fragments.

Species. The principal species are

—

Bnsaltes coluninaris,

I'igurate trap. Basalt.

—

Basaltes Trapezum, seu sa.ru.m

impnlpabile, Trap, consisting of the three varieties—

•

1. Toadstone ; 2. Rowley ragg; 15. \\'hin-stone.

BAS.\TIAC0 (Com.) a small Indian coin.
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BASCA'NIA (//»^) /2«(rx«v(K, little trifles that smiths were

wont to hang at their shop-windows as amulets and charms.

BA'SE, or basis, in Greek /Sao-i?, from /3ai'i», to go; signifies

that on which one treads, that is, the lowermost part or

foundation of any body.

Base (Archil.) the foot of a pillar, by which it is sustained,

or that part that is under the body, or lies upon the pe-

destal, or zocle, when there is any. [vide Arc/iitectiire'}

Base (if a room, the lower projecting part, which consists

of a plinth, and one or more mouldings, called base-

mouldings.

Base of a solid fgurc [Math.) is its lowermost plain side, or

that on which it stands ; and if the solid has two opposite

parallel plain sides, and one of tliem is the base, then the

other is also called the base.

—

Base of a triangle, or any

other plain figure, is usually that which lies the lowest;

but any side may be the base, according to the position in

which it m.iy be conceived to be lying, or standing.

Base (Fort.) the external side of the polygon in the ima-

ginary line which is drawn from the flanked angle of a

bastion to the angle opposite to it.-

—

Base also signifies the

level line on which any work stands that is even with the

ground ; thus the base of a parapet is the rampart.

Base {Gun.) is the least sort of ordnance, the diameter of

whose base is li, weighing 2G0 pounds, and carrying a ball

J-rV inch in diameter.

—

Base ring of a cannon, the great

ring next behind the touch-hole.

Base //;;(;' (.V/7.) the line on which troops in colunn move;
tlie first division that marches into the alignment forms the

base line which each successive division prolongs.

—

Base
line signifies also the line on which all the magazines and

means of supply of an army are established.

Base line {Pcrspect.) the common section of a picture, and
tlie geometrical plane.

Base distinct (Opt.) that precise distance from the pole of a

convex-glass, in which the objects seen through it appear

distinct : it is the same as focus.

Base (Hot.) that part on which the whole flower stands, and
the fruit too when the flower has faded. There are two
kinds of bases, namely, the receptacle and the fruit-bed.

[vide Botanij, c^c]

Base (Con.) the broad extremity of a shell, in distinction

from the apex.

Base tenure (Law) holding by villeinage, or other customary
service, in distinction from the higher tenure in capite, or

by military service.

Base (Chem.) a term employed by chemists formerly to de-

signate substances of a fixed and inert nature, which com-
bined with and were acted on by more volatile and active

menstrua. Of this description were reckoned the alkalies,

earths, and metallic oxydes, which form compound salts.

The modern chemists apply this term, base, to the same
substances, because, although they do not admit their

character, yet they reckon them principal ingredients in the

foniiation of salts, which serve as a convenient mark of

distinction between the several sorts of salts that differ in

regard to their acid ; as salts with an alkaline base, in

distinction from salts with a metallic or earthy base, [vide

Chemistry, or Salts'^

B.\'SELARD (Ant.) or Basillard; a weapon mentioned in

Siat.\2, 7?k7!.2, which signifies, according to Mr. Speight,

on Chaucer, pugio vel sicca, a poignard.

BASE'LLA (But^) Climbing Nightshade; a genus of plants.

Class 5 Pentandria, Order 3, Trigi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. none. — CoR. seven-cleft.

—

Stam. flaments five ; anthers roundish. — PiST. germ
superior ; styles three ; sligynas oblong.— Per. corolla

permanent ; seed single.

Species. The species are annuals, or biennials, and natives

of India, &c. as the

—

Basella rubra, Cuscutata, sen Gan-

BAS

dula rubra. Red ^Malabar Nightshade,— DnseUa alia,

Gnndola Mirab. sou Maiasackki, \Vhite Malabar Night-

shade, &c.

BASE'LS (Archceol.) Baselli; a coin abolished by Henry II.

BA'SEMENT (Archil.) a continued base extended along

any building, as the basement, or lower story of a house, &c.

B.\S"HA'N'A.V (Thcol.) a sect of Mahometans who carried

the notion of man's free agency to its utmost length.

BASHA'W (Polit.) or Pasha, a title given to the grand of-

ficers of the Porte, as the Capudan-Basluiw, the com-
mander at sea, or admiral; Bostangi- Bashaw, the chief

officer of the gardens, &c.
BA'SIL (Bot.) a perennial, the CVmopodium of Linna?us.

The principal sorts are the Connnon Basil and the Bu.sh-

Basil, which has an aromatic smell.

Basil (Ca>-peiit.) the sloping edge of a chisel, or of the iron

of a plane, the angle of which is ground away.

Basil (Mcch.) the skin of a sheep tanned.

BASILA'KIS (Anat.) from 0a(r.?.tui, a king ; royal, an epi-

thet applied by way of distinction to some bones, as the

sphenoid and occipital bones.

—

Basilnris artcria, basilary

artery, an artery of the brain so called, because it lies

upon the basilary process of the occipital bone.

B/\'SILEION (Med) a collyrium.

BA'SILEUS (.Int.) /3ko-ia£U2, the second in rank among the

Athenian archons, who presided over their religious cere-

monies, &c. Lys. oVz. io-i/S ; Demosih. in Ntsar; Poll.

Onomast. 1. 8, c. 9 ; Harpocration ; Suidas j Sigon dc Rep.

Athen. Li:
Basileus (Polit.) /SariAiu?, rex, from i1x(rU Ma, i.e. >.^,fnr:-

danientum pnpuli ; a title anciently tidopted by our English

kings, as Ego Edgar totius Anglicc basileus confirmavi.

BASfLI'A (Ant.) HnnMin, a festival at Lebadaea in Boeotia.

Schol. in Pind. Olymp. 9.

BASILIA'RIS apophisis (Anal.) the great apophysis of the

occiput.

BA'SILIC Constitutions (Law) an abridgement and reform

of the emperor Justinian's laws made under Basilius and
Leo, whence they were named.

BASI'LICA (Anat.) the middle vein of the arm, so named
by wa}' of pre-eminence.

BASI'LICiE (.4«<.) halls, or spacious buildings, adorned with

stately columns, which were employed as courts of justice,

and, on the establishment of Christianity, were many of

them converted into churches. Suetonius calls the basilic

a palace, and Zosimus /3«o-iAi«« joa. Cic. ad Att. 1. 4-, ep.

16 ; et Verr. 4, c. 3 ; Vitruv. I. 5, c. 1 ; .S'raec. de Ira. 1. 3,

c. 33 ; Joseph. Antiq. 1. 15, c. 1 1 ; Plin. 1. 6, ep. 33 ; Zosim.

1.5,0.2; Isidor. Orig.X.o; Marlian Topogr. I'rb. Rom.
1. 3, c. 6 ; Panciroll Descr. Urb. Rom. apud Grav. Thes.

Anticp Rom. vol. 3, p. 360.

BASI'LICON (Med.) /3«o-.a.mj', royal, from /2ain>,s!;?, a king ;

an ointment consisting of rosin, pitch, oil, wax, &c.; also

a sovereign kind of plaster, and an epithet for many com-

positions. Cels. de Re Med. 1. 5, c. 19 ; Oribas. Synvp. 1. 3 ;

Aet. Tetrab. 4, serm.3, c. 21.

BASI'LICUM (Bot.) the Ocimum basilicum and tenuifolium,

and the Basilicum agreste of Linnoeus.

BASI'LICUS (Astron.) or basilica, the same as Regains.

Basilicus pidxis (Med.) Royal powder; an epithet for se-

veral purging powders containing cream of tartar.

BASILI'DIANS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the second cen-

tury, who held the errors of Simon Magus. They main-

tained, among other things, that angels created the world.

Justin. Mart. Dial, cum Tryphon ; S. Iren. 1. 22, c. 2

;

Teriidl. de Prcescent. Clem. Aleria, et Strom. 3 ; Epiphan.

Hcrres. 23 : St. Augustin. Hieres.

BASILI'DION {Med.) a particular cerate for the itch, de-

scribed by Galen.

BASILI'NDA (Ant.) /ixriM't^x, a sort of game similar to

2 F 2
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the choosing of king and queen on Twclfih-night. Poll,

Onomasl. 1. 9, c. 7.

BA'SILISK (Zoo/.) /SxriXnTKor, liasiliscus, a poisonous serpent,

so calk'il from flxa-iMuc, a king, because, according to Ni-
cander, he was tpi/ra/j /Sa»i>.ii/5, the king of the reptiles.

Luc. 1. y, V. 72.5.

^^^— Late sihi siihmovet amne
Vulgus, ac in vacua regiiat busihscus arcud.

It is also called in English a cockatrice, because it was fa-

bled to be produced from the egg of a cock. This ser-

pent, which is the Lacerta baslli.uus of Linnasus, is not
above three palms long, and distinguished from others of
its tribe, by having a white spot on its head resembling a
diamond. Pli/i. 1. S, c. 21; Holin. c.21 -, jElian. dc Hist.

Aiiim. 1. 3, c. 21 ; Gal. ad i'ison. c. 8 ; Hor. Hicrog. 1. 1,

c. I, Sfc. ; Boch. Hieroz. Part. Post. 1. 3, c. 9 ; Salmas Plin.

Exercital. p. 372.

Basilisk {Mil.) the name of a large piece of ordnance.
BA'SIN ()f a dock (Mar.) a place for water confined by

double floodgates, to prevent it running out at ebb tide.

It contains vessels before they enter or after they come out
of dock.

—

Basin of a haven, that part which opens from a
narrow channel into a spacious receptacle.

Basix (Annt.) a round cavity in the form of a tunnel, situate

betwixt the anterior ventricles of the brain, and ending at

the glaiidiila piticitaria.

Basiss of a balance, (Mecli.) the two concave pieces of brass,

or other metal, hanging by strings at tile extremity of the
beam ; the one to hold the weights, and the other the things

to be weighed.

—

Basins, aynong glass-grinders, the dishes in

which are formed or ground the convex glasses, which are

different as the focusses of the glass are at a greater or

less distance. — Basins, xvitli Iiatters, the iron moulds in

which tliey form their wool or fur into hats.

BA'SIO-CERA'TO-CHONDRO-GLOSSUS (Anal.) vide
Ilyogl issus.

Basio-Glossum, vide Hi/oglossits.

BAsio-piiARYNGiKUS, vide Constrictor pharyngis medius.

BA'SIS (Anat.) /2aa-ic, the sole of the foot, according to Hip-
pocrates. Ue Artie.—Basis cordis, the superior part of
the heart, to distinguish it from its apex, or small point.

—

Basis Cerebri, the lower and posterior part of the brain.

Ri[/: Kphes. 1. 1 , c. 22.

Basis [Mrd.) the principal ingredient in a composition.

BA'SKET (Her.) vide IVinnoning Basket.

Basket Tenure of Lands (Laxc) vide Cancs-Tellus.

BA'SKING SHARK (Icli.) a species of the shark, the

Sqnalus maximus of Linna;us, so called from its lying

much in the sun on the surface of the water. This fish

inhabits the Arctic and European seas, feeds on the

smaller cetaceous animals, and grows to a prodigious size,

but is not very fierce. The liver is very large, and jiro-

duccs much oil.

BASMVTUM (Arclucol.) a basnet.

BA'SON (Anat.) vide Basin.

BA'.SS (Mccli.) a sort of cushion made of straw or rushes;

also a collar for horses.

Bass (.Vm.s.) in Italian basso, the lowest or deepest part of
any composition, which is regarded as the foundation of
harmony. Bass is of diiferent kinds, as

—

Tlinroiigh bass,

which includes the fundamental rules of composition.

—

Fundamental bass, which forms the tone, or natural found-

ation of harmony.

—

(iround bas.i, is that which commences
with some subject of its own, that is continually repeated
throughout the movement, whilst the upper parts pursue

a separate air.

—

Figured bass is that which, while a certain

cliord or harmony is continued by the parts above, moves
in notes of the same harmony.

—

Buss cli/f, or 1' cli^, the

character marked tlius i-i:, and placed at the beginning

BAS
of a stave, in which the base, or lower notes of a com-
position, are placed.

—

Bass cliff' note, that note in the bass
stave which is placed on the same line with the bass cliff,

[vide Music"]—Bass voice, the gravest and deepest of the
male voices.

—

Bass viol, a well-known stringed instrument
of the same form but larger than a violin.

Bass Relief (Archit.) vide Basso Relievo.

BASSE (Ich.) a species of perch, the .^a"p!<| of Aristotle,

the Perca Labrnx of Linnreus ; a strong, active, voracious
fish, which Ovid calls rapidi lupi, wherefore they are called

lupus by Rondeletius. The flesh is esteemed as very de-
licate.

Basse court (Archit.) a court separated from the principal

one, and destined for the stables, &c.
BA'SSET (Spurt.) a game of chance, which was invented by

a Venetian nobleman.
BASSE'TTO (Mas.) or basso, a small bass viol.

BA'SSIA (Bot.) a genus of plants named after Ferdinand
Bassi, curator of the Botanic-garden at Bologna, Class 11
Dodecandria, Order 1 Monogj/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved.— Cor.
monopetalous.

—

Stasi.Jilanients sixteen; anthers linear.

PisT. germ, superior; style subulate; stigma acute.—
Per. drupe fleshy; seeds nuts five.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of India.

BA'SSO-RELIEVO (Archit.) in French has relief, in English
Bass Relief, a sort of sculpture in which the figures are re-

presented as projecting from the back ground, as a kind of
relief in distinction from the alto relievo and me—.o relievo.

Basso (Mus.) Italian for bass, which in choral scores is

generally placed against the stave of the instrumental
bass.

—

Ba.sso is of difierent kinds, as Basso concertante,

the bass of the little chorus.— Basso repieno, the bass of
the grand chorus.

—

Basso continuo, that part of a compo-
sition which is figured for the organ. Sec. Sec.

BA'SSOCK (Mech.) the same as Bass or Hassock.
BASSOO'X (Mus.) a wind instrument, consisting of a very

long tube, and a reed for the admission of the wind ; it

comprehends three octaves.

BASSO'VIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 1, ]\Ionogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.^CoR.one-
petalled.

—

Stam. Jilaments five; anthers ovate.—PlST.
germ ovate; sti/le short j stigma thickish.— Pee. berry

ovate; seeds very many.
Species. The only species is the

—

Bassovia sylvatica, a

perennial, native of Guiana.
B.\SS-Vl'OL (Mus.) \k\e Ba.ss.—Bass voice, [vide Bass']

BA'STA (Mus.) Italian for enough, stop I an expression used
by the leader of a band.

BA'ST.A.RD (Gunn.) a name for those pieces of ordnance
which are of an unusual size and make.

BAsTARD-scAitLF.T (Mcch.) a name given to red dyed with

bale-madder, which comes the nearest to new scarlet.

Bastard (Laxi^) one born out of lawful wedlock, according
to the civil and canon law ; but one begotten as well as born

out of wedlock, according to the common, 'i Inst. 06.—
Bastard-cigne, a son born out of wedlock, in distinction

from another son born of the same man and woman after

thtir marriage. Lit. sect. 399, Ike.

Ba.stard Alkanet (Bol.) an annual, the Lithospernmm ar-

vense of Linnaeus.-—Bastard balm, a perennial, the Mclitlis

Melissophijllum.—Bastard Cabbage-tree, the Geoff'roya,—
Bastard Cedar, the Bubroma Gauzuma.—Bastard Cress, a

biennial, the Thlaspi.—Bastard Feverfew, an annual, the

Tarlhenium Hijsterophorus.—Bastard Gentian, an annual,

the Sarolhra.— B.astard(Jromwell, an annual, the Lithosper-

viutn arvense.— Bastard Hares' Ear, a shrub, the Phyllis.—
Bastard Hatchet Vetch, an annual, the Bi.'iserrula.—Bastard

Hemp, a perennial, the Dcitisca.—Bastard Hibiscus, the
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Achania Bastard Jesuit's Bark-tree, the Ivafrutescens.—
Bastard Indigo, a shrub, the AmorpUa.—Bastard Knot-

grass, the Corrigiola.—Bastard Lupine, a perennial, the

Trifolinm Lupiiutster.—Bastard Orpine, the Andrachne.—
Bastard Peintor_y, the Achillea.—Bastard Pimpernel, an

annual, the Ceiitunculus.—Bastard Plantain, a largo her-

baceous plant, the Hdiconia Bihui and Ceniunculus.—Bas-

tard Quince, a shrub, the Mespihii ChamiEtraespilus.— Bas-

tard Saffron, an annual, the Carthamus tinctorius.—Bastard

Toadflax, a perennial, the Thesium linophyllum.—Bastard

Vetch, a perennial, the P/'iaca.

Bastard strangles [I'et.) the sti-angles in its most violent

state.

BA'STARDY (Law) bastardia, the defect of birth objected

to one born out of wedlock.

—

Rights of bastardy, a right

in the French Law, by virtue of which the effects of

bastards dying intestate devolved to the king, or the lord

of the manor.

BASTE'lUA (Dot.) the Cali/caiithmflnrida of Linnaius.

BA'TA (Bot.) the Musa paradisia of LinnKus.

BATA'TA (Bvt.) an Indian name for the potatoe, or the

Solaniim tuberosum of h\nnx\x%.— Batata is also a name
for a species of the Dioscerea of Linnaeus.

BATA'TUS (Bnt.) a species of the C'o»i'o/vm/i« of Linnaeus.

BASTI'LE (Polit.) the name of a noted French prison de-

stroyed during the French Revolution.

BA'STION (Fori.) a large mass of earth forming part of the

inner inclosure of a fortification, ancientlj- called the bul-

wark. The bastion consists of two faces, and an opening

towards the centre called the gorge. It is of different

kinds ; namely

—

Full, or solid bastion, that in which the

level ground within is even with the rampart.

—

F.mptij, or

holloxi' bastion, where the level ground is much lower than

the bastion.— Composed bastion, when two sides of the

interior polygon are very unequal.— Deformed bastion,

when the irregularity of the lines and angles causes the

bastion to appear deformed

—

Cut bastion, that which
makes a re-entering angle at the point, sometimes called

bastion ivith a tenaille—Demi-bastion, one raised on the

plane of another bastion, but much higher.

—

Regular bas-

tion, that which has its due proportion of faces, &c.

—

Flat bastion, one constructed on a right line so that its

deniigorges do not form an angle, [vide Fortification'}

BA'STOX (Her.) vide Button.

Baston (Law) a servant or officer belonging to the warden
of tlie Fleet, who attends the king's courts to take such
into custody as are committed by the court.

BASTOKA'DO (Polit.) a mode of punishment, usual among
the Turks, of beating the offender on the soles of the

feet.

BA'SUS ( Archerol ) strike, as " Per basum tolnetum capere
;"

to take toll by strike, in distinction from in cumulo vel can-

tdlo.

BAT (Zool.) the Vespertilio of Linmus, an animal that re-

sembles both a bird and a mouse. It has wings, not of
feathers, but of a skin distended ; lays no eggs, but brings

fortli its young alive, and suckles them. It is never to be
tamed, feeds on insects, and flies about in the dusk of a
summer's evening.

Bat (Her.) vide Rere Mouse.
^AT-Foivling (Spo)i.) a way of catching birds in the night

while they are roosting.

BAT'Horses {^L'l.) or Baw- Horses, baggage horses belong-
ing to the officer when on actual duty.

—

Bat-JMcn, or Baiu-
Men, originally servants hired in war time to take care
of the horses belonging to the artillery, &c. The same
Dame is given now to those who are excused regimental
duty for the express purpose of attending to the horses
belonging to the officers.

BATA (Bot.) the JMusa Faradisiaca of Linnaeus*
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BA'TABLE ground (Latu) land lying between England and
Scotland heretofore in debate, or debatable to whom it

belonged.

BA'TAGE (Mil.) or Battage, French, for the time employed
in reducing gunpowder to its proper consistency.

BATA'ILLE Cheval de (Mil.) a war horse, or charger.

BATAILLO'N guarre (Mi/.) French for a battalion formed
into a perfect square, which is equally strong on all

sides.

BATA'RDE (Mil.) an eight pounder among the French.

BATARDEA'U (Fort.) a massive perpendicular pile of

masonry, whose length is equal to the breadtli of the ditch

inundation, or any part of a fortification where the water

cannot be kept in by any other means.

BA'TCHELOR (Her.) v\dc Bachelor.

TO BATE (Falc.) the act of a hawk fluttering her wings,

either from fist or perch, as it were striving to get away.

BA'TEMENT (Carp.) the wasting of stuff Tn cutting it for

a designed purpose; aboard is said "to have so much
batement " from which any quantity is cut off.

BATH (Di/jl.) na, a liquid measure of the largest capacity

next to the homer, of which it was the tenth part, E:e^:

xlv. 11. l-i. It was equal to the Epha, i. e. seven gallons

and a half English.

Bath, Knights of the (Her.) a military order of Knighthood
of uncertain original, but so called from a part of the

ceremony. It was restored, if not instituted, by Henry IV,

and revived again in the reign of George I. The Knights
wear a red ribbon, and their motto is " Tria juncta in

uno," alluding to the three cardinal virtues which every
knight ought to posses, [vide Herald?-!/]

Bath (Med.) any receptacle for water which is convenient

for bathing. This is distinguished into the hot, tej.id, or

coW Bath, according to the temperature of the water.

—

Bath is also any artificial contrivance which is to supply

the place of a bath, which is of different kinds, as^
Shoxver Bath, an apparatus for applying water to the body
through numerous apertures after the manner of a shower.
— Vapour Bath conveys moisture or heat to the body
through the medium of steam, which may be done to any
degree of temperature.

—

Medicated Bath, such as is satu-

rated with various mineral, vegetable, and animal sub-
stances

—

Dry Bath, made of ashes, salt, sand, &c. through
which heat is conveyed to the body.

Bath (Chem.) a contrivance by which heat is conveyed to

any substance, as when a body is heated by the steam or

vapour of boiling water, it is said to be done by means of

a vapour Bath.

Bath (Metal.) the fusion of metallic matter for any parti-

cular purpose : metals are said to be in bath when they

are melted for refining ; and the purifying of gold by anti-

mony is called the bath of gold.

BA'THYS (Med.) the best sort of cheese for food used by
the great at Rome. Gal- de Alim.Jac. 1. 3, c. 17.

BA'THMIS (Anut.) /iciS/jijU, a sijius, or cavity of a bone,

which receives the protuberance of another at the joints.

Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

BA'THRON (Sur.) /3iffM, or /3«0,.v, as it is written in Hip-
pocrates's Treatise, de Jiatibus, the scaninum, Hippocratis

;

an instrument invented for the extension of fractured

limbs. Oribas. de Machin. c. "29.

BATl'LLUS (Mus.) an instrument, used in the service of the

Armenian churches, formed like a stafi", and furnished with

rings which yield an harmonious sound.

BA'TIS (Ich.) fiaru, or paici- a sort of fish, the Rain batis

of Linnaeus.

Batis (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 22 Dinccia, Order 4

Tetrandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. anient pyramidal.

—

Cor. none.
—Stam. Jilaments four ; anthers oblong.

—

Fist, germ
3
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quadrangular ; stifle none ; stigtyia obtuse.—Per. berry

one-celled ; seeds four.

Species. The onl)' species is the Batis marithna, mnrilimn

erecta, &c, seu Kali Jruticosum, &c. ; a shrub, native of

Jamaica.
I'lATI'STE ( Cow.) a fine white linen manufactured in Picardy.

IJ.V'TMAX (CoiH.) a Persian weight of four hundred drnms.

B.-\T'()N' de Commnndcmciit (Mil.) literally " A staff of

command," which was a symbol of authorily given to

generals in the French army. Henry III, before his ac-

cession, received the baton on being made generalissimo

of the forces of his brother Charles IX.

BATOO'X {Arcliit.) a moulding in the base of a column.

Ha TOON (37,7.) a truncheon, or marshal's staff.

BATIIACHI'TES (Min.) a stone, in colour and shape

much resembling a green frog. Plin. 1. 37, c. 10.

BATUA'CHIUxM [Bot.) Crow's-foot, a sort of herb, riiii.

1. 25.

BATRACHO'IDES (Dot) the Geranium, et P/ueum pra-

tense, ct st/lvaticnin of Linn;cus. Bau/i. Hist. I'lant.

BATKACHO.MYOMA'CIIIA [Lit.) the title of one of

Homer's smaller poems signifying the battle between the

frogs and mice, from ftaT^a-^Bi, a frog, /*i'!, mouse, fji-aK',

a battle.

BA'TRACHUS (Icli.) e^i^r^^X'^, a sea fish like the frog,

called a sea-devil. P//«. 1. 32, c. 11.

Batrachus CSled.) an inflammatory tumor which rises

under the tongue, particularly of children. Paul. JEginet.

de Re Med. 1. 3, c. 26.

BA'TTA {Mil.) allowances made to troops in India.

—

Dri/

Imtta, money which is given in India to the troops in lieu of

ratios.

—

Full Ixitta, an additional allowance which is given

by the East India Company to their troops.

—

Half batia,

half of the above allowance drawn by the troops in gar-

rison.— Wet batta, batta given in kind.

BATTA'LIA {Mil.) from the Italian BattagUa, order of

battle.

BATTA'LIOX [Mill.) in French bataillon, a body of foot

soldiers of from 600 to 800 men.—" To draw up battalion,"

is to range tiie men in order of battle.— Triangular bat-

talion, a body of troops ranged in the form of a triangle,

as was formerly the practice.

B.\TTA'RDE.\ (Archit.) coffer-dam, a case of piling fixed

in the bed of a river for drawing off the water where the

pier of a bridge is to be built.

BATT.VTA (Hot.) vide Batata.

B/V.'TTEL (La-m) in French bataille, an ancient mode of

trial by single combat called wnger of battel, where, in

appeals of felony, the appellee might fight with the ap-

pellant to prove his innocence. It was also used in affairs

of chivalry or honour, and in civil cases upon issue

joined in a writ of risht. Glanv. 1.2, c. 7 ; Brit. c. 22;

Co. Lit. '29i.

Battel (Mil.) vide Battle.

BA'TT1':LED (Her.) ox cmhatlcled,\\Ac Crenelle.

BA'TTELER (Cus.) a student in the University that bat-

tles.

BA'I'TEN (Carp.) a scantling or piece of wooden stuff from

two to four inches broad and one inch thick.

—

Batten-door,

a door, on the surface of which are fixed stiles, rails, and

munnions, made of battens, so as to give it the appearance

of a framed door.

—

Ballen-Jloor, the same as a Boardcd-

Jloor.

Batten (Mech.) the moveable lath or bar of a loom, which

serves to strike in, or close, more or less, the tlireads of a

woof.

15A'TT1>NING {Carpen.) the act of fixing battens to walls

for nailing of the lath over which the plaister is laid; or it

is the battens that are prepared tor this purpose.

BA'T I'ENS {Mar.) thin pieces of oak or fir, nailed to the

BAT
mast-head.

—

Battens oj the halehes, narrow latlis which
serve to keep the tarpaulin close to the hatchways

—

Tra-
cing-battens, pieces of wood to which the seamen's ham-
mocks are slung.

TO Batten {Archil.) a term used to signify that a wall,

piece of timber, and the like, does not stand upright, but
leans from a person ; in distinction from overhanging, when
it leans towards the person.

BATTERI'E de tambour (Mil.) French for a beat of the

drum, called in English, the General.
Battehie is also the name for a Battery, as

—

Batterie en

rouagc, a battery used to dismount the enemy's canon.

—

Batterie par camarade, the discharge of several pieces of
ordnance planted above a parapet that is not sufficiently

high to admit of embrasures.

—

Batterie de canon, signifies

not only a ))ark of artillery, or the place where the ord-

nance are planted, but also the pieces themselves, as batte-

rie directe, cannon planted right in front of a work, &:c.

[vide Balteri/]

BA'TTERING {Mil.) a cannonade of heavy ordnance from
the first and second parallel of entrenchment against any
fortress or works.— I'o batter in breach, in French battre en

breche, is a heavy cannonade of many pieces directed to

one part of the revetement from the third parallel.

—

Bai-
tering-pieces, the heavy pieces of ordnance used in battering.—Baltcring-train, a train of artiller}' used solely for be-

sieging a strong place.

Batteuing ram (Mil.) vide Aries.

Battering ram (Her.) the ancient military ">"

machine of this name has been used as a
charge in some coats of arms, as argent

three battering rams, barwise proper, headed
azure, armed and garnished or, name Bertie.

BA'TTERY (Ln;/') French batterie, an act that

tends to a breach of the peace, by violently striking or

beating a man, who may therefore indict the person, or

have his action of trespas.s, or of assault and battery; there

may be an assault without battery, but there can be no
battery without an assault.

'

Battery {Mil.) any raised place on which cannon are

planted, It consists of a

—

Breastxvork, parapet, or rpaule-

ment.—Embrazures, or open spaces left to put the muzzles

of the guns.

—

Merlons, the solid earth between the em-
brasures.

—

Gennuilleres, or parts of the parapet which
cover the carriages.

—

Platform, or wooden floor to prevent

the carriages from sinking.

Batteries are of different kinds, as

—

Gun-batteries, which
are the connnon sort.

—

Open batteries, in French batteries

en plci)i champ, different sorts of batteries, when they are

exposed to view..— Covered or mashed batteries, batteries

enterrces, when hidden by a breastwork.— Sunk or huried

batterie', when the platform is sunk on which the cannon

are planted, so that trenches are cut into the earth for

firing through

—

Ricochet batteries, when the elevation is

but small, and the balls are made to roll along the oppo-

site parapet to dismount the enemy's cannon.— Cross

batteries, two batteries firing athwart each other on the

same object. They are otherwise called murdering bat-

teries.— Sweeping or enfilading batteries, in French batteries

d'EnJilade, when they scour or sweep the whole length

of a straight line.

—

Direct batteries, in French batteries

dircctcs, those situated directly opposite to the place in-

tended to be battered.— Oblique batteries, m French bat-

teries en cchardc, when they play obliquely upon any

work.

—

Reverse or murdering batteries, in French bat-

teries de reverse, which play on the enemy's back.

—

Rcilan batteries, in I'rench Batteries en redans, such

as flank each other at the saliant or re-entering angles

of a fortification.

—

Joint batteries, or in IVencli Bat-

teries par cumerade, when several guns play upon the
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same place at the same time.

—

JMoriar hatleries, in

iVeiich D'ltteries de morticr, have the parapet inwards,

and no enibrazures.

—

Glancing batteries, those wliose

shot strikes the object at an angle of 20°, after

which the ball glances from the object and recoils

to some adjacent object.

—

Fascine or Gabion batte-

ries, in French Batteries ii Jascincs, batteries made of

fascines instead of rods, when they cannot be procured.

—

Battery planks, tiie planks used in making platforms.

—

Batten/ boxes, square chests or boxes filled with earth or

dung, and used instead of sods for the erection of bat-

teries.

—

Baiteri) nails, wooden pins made of the toughest
wood, with which the platforms are nailed.

—

Batteri/

master, an officer whose business it was to see to the rais-

ing of batteries, which office is now suppressed in England.
Batteuy, ^y/onZ/H"- (Mar.) a battery erected either on simple

rafts, or, according to the latest invention of Sir William
Congreve, on the hulls of ships.

Battery (Elect.) a combination of coated surfaces of glass

jars, so connected that the}' may be charged at once and
discharged by a common conductor.

—

Batter:/, or Pile, an
apparatus employed for accumulating the electricity of

. galvanism, consisting of plates of copper and zinc, or of
silver and zinc, soldered together, and cemented in such
manner as to leave a number of water-tight cells, [vide
Clietnistri/^

BATTEU'KS d'Estrade (Mil.) scouts of horsemen sent to

collect intelligence.

B.^TTIXG-STAFF (Mech.) a tool used by laundressers to

beat washed linen.

BATTITU'R.\ (Met.) the squama or scales which fly off

from the metals while under the hammer.
BATTLE (Lou) vide Battel.

TO Battle, to take up provision in the college-book at
. Oxford.

Battle axe (Mil.) an ancient sort of weapon, having an
axe and a point at the end, for cutting or thrusting.

Battle axe (Her.i the weapon of this name was frequently
used as a charge in coats of arms, as he

'

beareth " gidcs three battle axes, or, name
Hackluit, of Yetton, in Hertfordshire." From
this family was descended Richard Hackluit,

prebend of Westminster, and author of a col-

lection of sea voyages.

BA'TTLED (Archit.) or embattled, an epithet for a wall

which has a double row of embattlements.
Battled (Her.) or embattled, an epithet for a line of par-

tition having one battlement upon another.

BATTLEDORE (Sport.) an instrument used either with a
sliuttlecoek or tennis hall.

BATTLED0RE-SH.\PED (Bot.) Spafulaius; an epithet
for a leaf, when its fore part is circular and it grows smaller
towards the base, as in the Cucubalus otites.

BATTLEMENTS (Arch.) from battle; notches or inden-
tures in the top of a wall or building, like enibrazures,
to look through.

BATTO'LOGY (Gram.) UrrO.,r/U, from ;S«rr»,, a foolish

poet of that name, and Aoyi;!, speech ; vain babbling ; tau-
tology. Hestjchius ; Siiidas.

BATTON (Her.) battune, or baslon, in

French baton, a staff truncheon, used as an
abatement in coats of arms to denote illegi-

timacy. It is the fourth part of the bend-
sinister, as in the annexed figure.

BATTOO'X, vide Balton.
BATTUE (Mil.) a French word, signifiying literally to

beat ; is also employed in many military phrases in a par-
ticular sense, as

—

Battre la campagne, to scour the coun-
try.

—

Battre de front, to throw cannon shot in almost a
perpendicular direction against any object.

—

Baiire en

BAY
Ircchc, to batter in breach.

—

Battre en Jlanc, to direct

shot along the front of an object.

—

Battre a dos, to direct

the shot along the back part of an object.

—

Battre en sape,

to batter a work at the foot of its revctement.

—

Battre en
salve, to make a general discharge of heavy ordnance.

—

Battre la caisse, to beat a drum.

—

Battre un ban, to give

notice by sound of drum when an officer is to be received,

a punishment inflicted, Src.

—

Battre la chamade, to beat a
parley.— Battre aux champs, to give notice by beat of
drum that a regiment is approaching or marching off, &:c.

—Battre la charge, to beat the charge, or to give notice

that a general discharge of musketry is about to take place.—Battre la Diane, to beat the reveille.

—

Battre les dra-

peaux, to announce, by beat of drum, that the colours are

to be lodged.

—

Battre la gencralc, to beat the General.

—

Battre la marche, to give the signal for advancing or re-

treating.

—

Battre la masse, to give notice by beat of drum,
for the soldiers to go to church.

—

Battre la pricre, to give

notice, by beat of drum, for prayers.

—

Battre la retraile,

to beat the retreat, &c. [vide To Beat]—Se Battre en re-

iraite, to keep up a running fight.

B.VTZ {Com.) a coin of less value than a fartliing, current
in different parts of Germany.

B.'iUDRlER (.1/(7.) French for a cross-belt, and also a
sword-belt.

BAVE'TTE (Mil.) French for a piece or apron of lead,

which is placed in front of a water-pipe, or upon a roof
that is slated.

B.AUGE (Mil.) French for a coarse sort of mortar.

B.liUGE (Com.) a drugget manufactured in Burgundy, with
thread spun thick and coarse wool.

BAUHI'NLV (Bat.) a genus of plants, called by Plumier
after John and Caspar Bauhin, two famous botanists, Class

10 Decandria, Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Characters. C.\l. perianth oblong.

—

Cor. petals

five, oblong.

—

StA^t. filaments ten; anthers ovate.

—

Fist.
germ oblong; slj/le filiform; stigma ohtMsc.—Per. legume
oblong ; seeds many.

Species. The species are shrubs and natives of India.

BA'\TX.S (Mil.) small faggots of brushwood having no part

of the brush taken off', which serve as fascines.

BAULK (Archit.) vide Balk.

B.\'WLIN'(i (.Spoit.) a name given to the noise of dogs who
are too busy before they find the scent.

BA'WREL (Falcon.) a kind of hawk resembling the linnet

in size and shape, but having a longer body and tail.

BAY' (Geiig.) in Saxon bvje, German Bucht., from biegoi,

to bend or curve ; an arm of the sea stretching inland.

B.VY (Mar.) any inlet of the sea between two capes or pro-
montories, where shipping may ride. Smaller bays are
denominated gulfs or havens, and creeks, which are the

smallest of the kind.

—

Bai/ of a ship, that part on each
side, between the decks of large ships of war, which lies

before the bits.

B.'iY' (Mech.') or pen, a pond head, made very high to keep
in water for the supply of a mill. Stat. 11, Eliz.

Bay" (Bot.) or Batj-tree, the female laurel-tree, a well known
shrub, which Linna;us has therefore entitled the Lauriis

nobilis. It is an evergreen which grows wild in Italy and
France. The leaves and berries of this shrub have an
aromatic and astringent taste, and a fragrant smell, whence
it is called the Sweet Bay, of which there are several sorts

cultivated in gardens, namely, the Broad-leaved Bay, the

Common Bay, and the Xarrow-leaved Bay ; it is generally

supposed to be the Lniirus of the ancients.

B.\Y (Sport.) when a dog detains a partridge till she be shot,

he is said to keep her at bai/\ also when the dogs have
earthed any vermin, or brought a deer or bojr, or the like,

to turn against them; then not only the deer but the dogs
. are said to. ba^.
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Bay {1'ii.) a colour in horses; so called from its resem-

bling tlie colour of a dried bay leaf. There are various

shades of this colour, from the bright bay, which is a

very beautiful colour, to tlie dark ba}', which approaches

very near to the brown, but is more gay and shining.

Bay horses have black manes, which distinguish them from

the sorrel which have reddish manes.

—

Ba^ is also the

same as a Uay-Horse.

Tay (Arclnt.) 1. A space left in a wall for a door, &c.

2. That part nf a barn where the corn is laid.

—

Day of
Joists, the joisting between two binding joists, or between

two girders when there are no binding joists.

—

Bai/ of

llonfiiig, the small rafters, and their supporting purlins

between principal rafters.

—

Bay-Windoiu, another name
for a Bmv-xmndoiv.

liAY (Furt.) a hole in a parapet to receive the mouth of a

cannon.

BA'Y-SALT (Chem.) a salt, so called from its brown
colour, which is made of sea-water in France, particu-

larly on the coast of Bretagne, from the middle of Ma}'

to the end of August, by letting the sea-water into square

pits or basons, where, by the rays of the sun, the water

is evaporated, and the residue is converted into crystals of

salt.

BA'YONET (3/(7.) in French Bayonetle, Italian Bagonetta,

Spanish Bayoneta, a kind of triangular dagger, made to fix

on the muzzle of a firelock or musket, so as not to inter-

fere with either charging or firing. It is of great use

against a charge of the cavalry.

BAYS (Com.) vide Baize.

BAZA'Iv (Com.) a place designed for trade among the

Eastern nations, particularly the Persians. It is sometimes

uncovered like our market places, but mostly covered and

fitted up with shops for the sale of every article.

BA'ZOT (Com.) or Baza, cotton, from Said or Zeyde.

BDE'LLA (Med.) a horse-leach.

BDii'LLIUM (\at.) M^^'w, from the Hebrew nhi2, the

cum of an Arabian tree about the size of the olive-tree.

It resembles wax, is somewhat pellucid, moderately heavy,

considerably hard, of a bitterish taste, and a sweet smell.

Its medicinal virtues consist in mollifying hard swellings

and stiff sinews, and in acting as an antidote against the

bites of venomous beasts. Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 80; I'lin. 1. 12,

c. 9 ; Cel. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 4 ; Gal. de Simplic. 1. 6

;

Oribas. de Virt. Simplic. 1. 2; Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1;

Paul J-lginel. de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

Bdellium (Cliem.) the constituent parts of this gum have

been found to be resin, gum, cerasin, and volatile oil.

BEACH (Mar.) the sea shore, or margin of the sea, parti-

cularly that part washed by the waves.

BEA'CON (Archil.) from the Saxon beacone, to discover or

descry ; a signal by fire, placed on some eminence to pre-

vent shipwrecks ; or to give an alarm on the appearance of

an enemy.
Be-^con (ller.) this signal has been used as a

charge in coats of arms, representing high

standards, bearing the iron pots, with pitch,

hemp, and other combustibles set on fire, as

" He bcareth sable three beacons, fired, or,

the tlanies, proper, by the name of Daun-
Ire."

BEA'CONAGE (Cus.) a duty paid towards the maintenance

of beacons. Stat. 5, Hen.\.

BEAD (F.cc.) in Saxon Behe, a prayer; hence, " To say

over beads," or " To tell one's beads," is to say one s

prayers ; and " Bidding of bead.';," was a charge from the

priest to say so many I'ater Nosters over their beads for a

soul that was deceased.

—

Bead-roll, a list of such as used

to be prayed for in the church.

Bead (Arc/tit.) a round moulding, carved in short cm-

BEA
bossnipnts, like the bead of a necklace, [vide Architec-
ture.}

Bead (Carpenl.) a circular moulding stuck on the edge of a
piece of stuff by a plane of the same. When the bead is

flush, i. e. even with the surface, it is called the quirk-bead;
but when raised, the cock-bead. ^Vhen the bead is stuck
on with one quirk only, it is called Bead and Quirk ; but
when it is returned on the other surface, it is then a Bead
and Double Quirk, or a Return Bead.—Bead and Bull-
IVork, a piece of framing, having the pannels flush with
the framing ; it is called Bead-Butt and Square, or Bead-
Butt and Flush, when it is bead and butt ; or Bead and
Flusii on one side, and square only on the other.

Bead (Metal) the small ball or mass of pure metal separated
from the scoria, and seen distinct while in the fire.

Bead-;»oo/ (Chem.) a term among distillers for that proof
of the standard strength of spirituous liquors, which con-
sists in tiie bubbles called bends, that will rise and stand on
the surface of the liquid for some time after rt has been
shaken.

Bead J^ree (Bot.) the Melia of Linnaeus, a shrub, so called

because the nut which it bears is bored through, and
strung as beads by the ]{oman Catholics in Spain and Por-
tugal, where it commonly grows.

BEA'DLE (Law) vide Bedel.

BE.^'DMAKERS (Com.) the manufacturers and makers of
beads for the use of the Roman Catholics.

BEA'DSMAN (Ecc.) one who says over beads or prayers

for his patron, <S:c.

BEA'GLE (Sport.) a sort of hunting dog, of which there

are three sorts, the southern, the northern, or cut beagle,

and a cross breed of the two, which is reckoned the best

of the three.

BEAK (Ur.) the upper part of the bill of a bird.

Beak (Falcon.) the upper and crooked part of the bill of a

hawk.
Beak

(
f'et.) a little shoe at the toe of a horse's foot, about

an inch long, turned up and fastened in upon the fore part

of the hoof.

Beak of a ship (Ant.) vide Rostrum.

BEAK-HE.^D (Mar.) a small platform at the forepart of

the upper deck, either for the planting of a gun, or the

conveniency of the men.
Beak (Archit) a little fillet left on the edge of a larmier,

which forms a channel behind, for preventing the water from

running down the lower bed of the cornice.— Chin-Beak,

a moulding, the same as the quarter round, except that it

is inverted. It is more commonly called a cavetto. [vide

Moulding]
Beak (Carp.) the crooked end of the hold-fast in a carpen-

ter's bench.

BEA'KED (Her.) an epithet in blazoning for birds whose

beaks are of a different tincture from the bodies.

Beaked (Bot.) ro.stratus ; an epithet for the fruit when it is

terminated by a process in the shape of a bird's beak.

BEA'KEll (Mcch.) in the Teutonic, bcckcr, a drinking cup;

so called from its having a spout like a bird's beak.

BEA'KING (Sport.) the fighting of cocks with their bills.

Bkakinc; ./oiut (Carpcnt.) a name for the heading joints of

the boards of a floor when they fall in the same straight

line.

BEAM (Carpent.) from the Saxon hia.m, a tree; the largest

piece of wood in a building, which is its main support: the

dimensions of beams are regulated by statute, so that a

beam 15 feet long must be at least 7 inches on one side

its square, or end, and 5 the other.

Uea M-fillimr (^Mason.) the filling up the space between

the raison and the roof with bricks or stones; laid betwixt

the rafters or the raison, and plastered on with loom.

Beam ofa plough (Mcch.) the stout wooden part into which
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the iron-work of the plough-tail is fixed.

—

Beam of a

loom, a long thick cylinder running along the back of the

loom.

Be.\m {Mar.) the large main timbers that stretch across a

ship to support the decks, &c. — Beak-head beam, the

broadest beam in the ship.

—

Midship beam, the longest

beam lodged in the midship frame.— Orlop heams, those

which support the orlop deck. This word is also used in

many phrases, as " On the beam," any distance from the

ship, or a line with the beams: thus, when a ship steers

northward, any object lying east or west is on her star- ;

board or larboard beam. " On the wcather-/;ffl?»," /. e. I

on the weather-side of the ship. " Before the beam," an
arc of the horizon between the line of the beam and that

,

point of the compass which she steers. " Abaft the beam"
an arc of the horizon between the line drawn at right

angles to the keel, and the point to which the ship's stern

is directed. \ ship is said " To be on her beam ends,"
when she inclines very much to one side for her beams to

be almost in a vertical position.

—

Beam of an anchor, the

main piece. y\iiie Anclinr.

Be.am [Sat.) a sort of fiery meteor in the shape of a pillar.

Beam o/' a s/on- {Sport.) that part of the head where the

antlers, &c. grow, which are so called because they grow
out of the head as branches out of a tree.

—

Beam antler,

the second start in a stag's head.

Beam {Falc.) the long feathers of a hawk's wing.

Beam {Her.) a term used in blazoning coats of arms, for

the main horn of a stag, or buck.

Beam nfa balance {Mech.) the horizontal piece of wood, or

iron, on the extremities of which the scales are suspended.—Beam compass, an uistrument consisting of a wooden or

brass square beam having sliding sockets carrying steel or

pencil points.

Beam-tree (Bot) the Crates;us aria of Linnaeus, a tree

which grows to the height of thirty or forty feet ; it is so

called, because it is particularly fitted for making axle-

trees, and the like.

Bean (Bot.) the I'icia Faba of Linnaeus; an edible pulse, of
whicii there are several sorts, as the Common Garden
Bean, the Windsor-Bean, the Horse-Bean, &c.—Kidney
or French-Bean, the Phtseohts, cultivated in gardens, of
which the principal sorts are the small White Dwarf, the

Scarlet, and the Black Dwarf, or Negro.—Bean Caper, the

Zygophijlliim, a fleshy succulent shrub.— Bean 'I'refoil, the

Anni^ijrif:, a hardy, deciduous shrub.—Bean Trefoil-tree,

the Ci/lisus Laburnum of St. Ignatius, the fruit of a tree

growing in the Philippine Islands, which is the Ignalii

amara. This fruit was so named by the Jesuits, on ac-

count of its medicinal virtues being a specific remedy
against poisons, diseases of the nerves, cramps, cic.

Bean-cod {Mar.) a small fishing-boat, or pilot-boat, on the

coasts of Portugal.

Bean-fly (Ent.) a beautiful fly of a pale purple colour, fre-

quently found on bean-flowers.

BE.^'R (Zorjl.) a wild beast covered with shaggy hair of a

dark brown colour, and having hooked claws for climbing
trees. It feeds on honey, insects, and carcases, lies torpid

during the winter season, and is gravid six or seven
months. It is also related of the she-bear, that she brings

forth her young imperfect and deformed, and licks them
into shape and perfection. The Black Bear, Urms arctos

of Linna?us, is a native of the North of Europe and Asia;
but the Polar Bear, Ursus maritimus, lives within the
."Vrctic Pole, and is frequently found on the ice-islands.

Bear, to sell a, {Com.) to sell stock on the Stock Exchange
which one has not.

Bear (Mar.) a square piece of wood with pigs of iron ballast

fastened to it for cleaning a ship's deck.
BEAR-bcrrj/ (Bot.) the Arbutus uva ursi of Linna;us.

BEA

Bear (A.^fron.) the name of two northern constellations, the
one called the Great Bear, Ur.^a major, and the other the
Little Bear, Ur.sa minor, [vide Vrsa']

Bear (Her.) this animal occurs frequently as a charge in

coats of arms when it is borne passant, as in ficr. \. " He
bcareth, or, a bear passant, -wble ; by the name of
Fitzourse : and ranqmnt, as in /T"^. 2. " He beareth, or,

Fiir. 1. Fh'. 2.

a bear rampant, sable, muzzled, or ; by the name of Bar-
nard. Also, bears' heads are borne in coat armour mostly
erased, as in Jig. 3. " Argent, a thevron between three

bears' heads erased, sable, muzzled, or ; by the name of
Pennarth."— Order oj' the Bear, a militarj' order instituted

by Frederic II. in 1213. To the collar was attached a
medal, on which was represented a bear raised on an
eminence of earth.

Bear-garden (Archceol.) a place formerly set apart for the

baiting of bears.

Bear's breech (Bot.) or Brank Ursine, the Acanthus spinosus

of Linnoeus ; a herb, supposed to be the Mollis acanthus

of Virgil. From this herb is extracted a mucilage which
is highly esteemed.

—

Bear's ear, the Primula auricula.—
Bear's foot, the Helleborus fa-tidus.

Be.ar's Head (Her.) vide Bear.

To Bear (Mar.) a term used to denote the situation or

movements of a ship, or the persons in a ship. A place is

said " To bear," i. e. To be, or be seen from a ship in a
certain direction, as " The land's end bore E. N. E." A
ship is said " To bear down iq)on the enemy," being to

windward so as to approach the enemy by sailing large, or

from the wind. " To bear in with the land," to steer to-

wards it. " To bear in with the harbour," to sail into the

harbour before the wind, or with the wind large. " To
bear off," either to steer from the land, or to keep off from
any weight, as a cask, boat, &c. when it is hoisting up from
rubbing against the sides of the ship, &c. " To bear un-

der another ship's lee," to come under the stern of another

ship which was to the windward, and so give her the v.ind.

" To bear up or away," to change the course of a ship,

in-order to make her sail before the wind; so called from

the motion of the helm, which is borne up, or to windward.
" To bear up round," to let the ship go between her two
sheets directly before the wind. " The ship bears," which
sinks too deep on the descent of her heavy burden. " The
ship bears a good sail," when she sails upright in the water.
" To bear ordnance," i.e. to carry great guns. " Bear a

hand!" a command given to make haste, or be quick.
" Bear up the helm," a command to the steersman to let

the ship go more at large before the wind.

To Bear (Her.) to have in one's coat of arms, that is, the

respective charges, Ac.

To Bear (Gunn.) a piece of ordnance is said to Lear when it

lies right with the mark.

To Bear (Mech ) timber is said to boar at its whole length

when neither a wall nor post stands between its extre-

mities ; otherwise, it is said to bear according to the dis-

tance between the bearer and either end.

BEA'KD (Bot.) Larba, a name for the parallel hairs in

the pubescence: also for a tuft of stiff hairs terminating

the leaves, as in the Mcsembri/anthemum barbatum ; and

with some botanists the lower lip of a ringent corolla is so

called. Beard is, in common language, the name of the awn.

Beard of a horse [Vet.) that part beneath the longer man-
2 u
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dible on the outside ami above the chin, vliitli bears tlic

curb of the bridle.

Beard of a li-ltcr (Print.) the outer angle of the square
shoulder of tiie shank, which reaches almost up to the face

of the letter, and is commonly scraped off by the founder.—Beard-gage, an instrument for measuring this angle.

Beahd of a comet {Astron.) the rays which it emits in the

direction in which it moves, in distinction from the tail,

or the rays emitted from behind.

BEA'RDED (lint.) bnrbatus, having parallel hairs, or tufts;

an epithet for the leaves : also for the corolla, as in Dian-
t/iiis hiirbatus ; and for the nectary in the Iris, &c.

BEA'IIDIXG {Carp.) chipping, planing, or otherwise di-

minishing any piece of timber from a given line, or curve,

as the bearding of clamps, planksheers, &c.
BEA'llDLESS (Bot.) imberlns, without parallel hairs, or

tufts ; an epithet applied to the corollas, as in some species

of the Iris, Gentiana, &c.
BE.A.'RER (Coin.) the person carrying any thing.

Beaker (Carp.) the post, or wall, trimmed to a beam, to

lessen its bearing.

Bearer (Lau-) a person bearing others down with litigation,

&c. Stat, i; Kf/w.S.
Bearer (Her.) a person bearing a coat of arms in distinc-

tion from others by some colour or difference.

Bearer of a bill (Com.) the person in whose hands the

bill is, and in favour of whom the last indorsement is

made.
BE.'V'IUXG (Mnr.) l.Tlie point of the compass that one

place bears, or stands off, from another. 2. The situation

of any distant object estimated with regard to the ship's

position, that is, whether a-hcad, a-stern, or a-breast, &c.
Bearing (Her.) what tills an escutcheon, \\Ae C/iarge.

Bearixc; (Arcliil.) the distance between the bearer and each
end of the timber, as 12, 15, <S:c. feet bearing.

Bearing-(^laws (Sp'irt.) the foremost toes of a cock.

BEA'STS of C/ia^e (Lnxv) Fera campestres, are five in num-
ber, namely, the buck, doe, fox, marten, and roe. Maini'.

For. Laws, pt- 1, (S.C.

—

Beasts of t/ie Forest, otherwise

called Beasts ofvenerv, are the hart, hind, boar, and wolf.

Matiw. F'or. Laii.i, pt. 2, c. "i.

—

Beasts andfolds of the war-
ren, are the hare, coney, pheasant, and partridge. Reg.
Orig. 9.5, &c. Co. Lit. 233.

BEA'l" (Mil.) from Lat. batuo, and Gr. rxiU; to tread;

beating the drum as a signal, [vide To beat']

Be,\t (Mus.) a grace-note marked thus ", or thus ;;;.

Beat (Chs.) the walk, or round, which the watchman has to

take at stated intervals.

To 15eat (Mil.) to give a signal by beat of drum, of which
there are different kinds, namely, " To beat an alarm," to

give notice of danger by beat of drum. " To beat a

charge," to give notice to charge the enemy. " To beat

the general," to give notice to the troo|)s to march. " To
beat the rerrille,'" to give notice for leaving quarters. " To
heat the tat-too," to give notice for retiring to quarters.
"

'l"o Acfl/ the troop," to give notice for repairing to their

colours. " To beat to arms," to give notice for the sol-

diers to repair to their arms. " To beat a parley," to give

a signal for a conference with the enemy.
To Beat (Sport.) or tap, is said of coneys or hares when

they make a noise at rutting time.

To Heat upon the hand (Man.) is said of a horse when it

toBSes up its no«e, and shakes it all of a sudden, to avoid
the subjection of the bridle.—To bent the dust, is when a

liorbe, at each time or motion, does not take in way or
ground enough with his fore-legs.

BE.ATASSl (Thiol.) an order or sect of religions among
the Turks, to which all tin; Janizaries belonged.

B1;A'TKHS (Print.) the ink-balls with which the pressmen
beat the letters in the chase, or form.

BED
Beaters (Mech.) is the name of those who beat gold.

BEATING Titne (Mas.) that motion of the hand or foot

by which the performers themselves, or some person pre-

siding, mark and regulate the measure of the movements.
If the time be common or equal, the beating is also equal,

two down and two up ; but when the time is triple, the

beating is two down and one up.

Beating in of the Jlanlcs (Vet.) a disease which consists of

an abscess in the loins, with a little pulsation.

Beating (Meek.) among Buoicbinders, is the process of

beating the quires with a hammer ; among the Paperworks,
it is beating the paper.

Beating (Mar.) the act of making a progress against the

wind.

Beating the wind (Archceol.) a practice, in former times, at

a trial by battle, when one of the parties failed to appear,

for the other to flourish his sword in the air, which was
called beating the ivind.

BEA'TINGS (Mas.) the regular pulsative heavings or swell-

ings of sound produced in an organ by pipes of the same
key, when they are not exactly in unison.

BEA'TS in a elock or ivatch (Mech.) the strokes made
by the pallets or fangs of the spindle, or of the pads in a
royal pendulum.

BEA'VEU (Zool.) the Cantor of Linnaeus; an amphibious
fourfooted animal, that lives on the banks of rivers and
unfrequented lakes, and is remarkable, like the otter, for

its skill in building its house. It walks slow, swims dex-
ti-Tously, is very cleanly, eats sitting on its haunches, and
conveys its food to its mouth with the fore-paws. The
female has four teats, is gravid four months, and seldom
brings forth more than two young. This animal is valued

both for the fur on its skin, and for the oil which it yields,

called Castor-oil.—Beaver Hat, the Mus Coypus of Lin-

naeus, which inhabits Chili.

Beaver (Her.) this animal is painted as a
charge in a coat of arms in a window of

New Inn Hall, London, as " Argent, a bea-

ver erected sable devouring a fish proper,

armed gules,"

Beaver (Mil.) that part of the helmet which
defends the sight, and opens in the front.

Beaver (Mech.) the best sort of hat, which is made of the

beaver.

Beaver, or Beaver-skin (Coin.) the fur and skin of the

Beaver, or Castor ; they are of two sorts, the coat beaver,

worn by savages as a garment ; and the parchment beaver,

which is as it is taken from the animal.

BEA'U PLEADER (Law) pnlchre placitando, in French

beaii-plaider, to plead fairly; a writ upon the statute of

.Marlbridge, whereby it is enacted, that neither in the

circuit of justices, nor in counties, hundreds, or courts

baion, any fines shall be taken for " Eair-pleading," i.e.

not pleading fairly.

BECA15L''N(iA (Bot.) the Veronica becabunga of Linnaeus.

BECA'L.MED (Mar.) an epithet expressing the state of a

ship which lies still for want of wind.

BECA'RRE (Mas.) French for a Natural, [vide A'n/Hra/]

I'E'CKETS (Mar.) large hooks, or such things as are used

to confine loose ropes, tackles, oars, or spars.

Bi'/D (Mech.) in Saxon bcdde, the place for lying in, which

is of various kinds, according to the materials of which it

is made; as a feather bed, down bed, dock bed, and straw

hid ; or according to the hi.ike of the bedstead, a pallet

bed, cano|iy bed, truckle bed, couch bed, Ac.

Bi;i) mouldings (Archit.) the members of a cornice that is

l)laced below the corona.

Beij of snakes (Zool.) a knot of young snakes.

Bed (Ctunn.) a thick plank which lies under a piece of ord-

nance on the carriage.

—

Bed or stool for a mortar, a thick
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and strong planking hollowed out to receive a mortar.

—

Royal beds, OT cncliorn beds, carriages for a royal mortar,

the diameter of which is from 4"6 to 5'6 inches.

Bed far Ihe caik (Mar.) a flat thick piece of limber lodged

under the quarters of casks which are stowed in a ship's

liold

—

Bed uf a barrel scre-a; the main piece, through

which the puppets work.

—

Bed of a bowsprit, the place of

greatest diameter in the bowsprits.

—

Bed of a river, the

bottom of a channel in which the stream or current usually

flows.

Bed (Hort.) the place parted off and disposed for flowers.

Bed (Mason.) a range or course of stones or bricks. The
point of the bed is the mortar between two stones placed
over each other.

—

Bed of a mill, tiie nether stone.

Bed (Mill.) a stratum or layer of any earth or stone. The
different strata or layers are disposed one above another.

TO Bed (Hunt.) to hedge in a particular place, which is said

of a roe.

TO Bed (Print.) to lay or fix the stone of the press either on
paper, bran, or plaster of Paris.

BED-CHAMBER, Lordi of the (Pnlif.) twelve noblemen
at the British Court, who attend each a month in rotation,

and lie in the bed-chamber of the King.

BEDE'GL'A (Bot.) a species of thistle.

BEDEGU'AU (Bol.) the spongy excrescences of the Rosa
Si/lve-.lris ; also a disease in plants, arising from insects,

which deposit their eggs in a heap in the apex of a bud.

BE'DE-IiOUSE (Ecc.) an hospital or alms-house for bede's

people, or poor people, who were to praj' for their

benefactors.

BE'DEL (Law) or Beadle, an officer or cryer of a court, an
officer to attend at church, an officer of the university, and
an officer of the forest ; also an officer belonging to any
conipanj' or corporate bodj'.

BE'DELARY (Law) the jurisdiction of a bedel.

BEDE'NGIAU (Dot.) Love apples.

BE'DEUEPE (Arcluvol.) a service of certain tenants to reap
their landlord's corn.

BE'DMAKER (Cus.) a servant in the University, whose
office it is to wait upon the students.

BE'D.MOULDING (Arehit.) vide Bed.
BEDRIDDEN (Med.) confined to one's bed from age or

sickness, so as never to be able to leave it.

BEE (Ent.) a well-known insect, the Apis of Linnaeus [vide

Apis] which carries on the operations of making wax and
honey in baskets made for them, called hives, or beehives,

which, when situated in a particular spot, are called an
apiary. Bees begin to swarm, i e. to form new colonies,

in .May or June, according to the state of the weather.
In a mild season they swarm much earlier than usual. The
swarm commonly- consists of a female, called the queen,
as in /(". 1, who is distinguished by her size; \.\\ft drones,
as in _/("-. 2, who are supposed to be males that eat, but do

•F'g- 1- Tig,. 2. Fi>. 3.

>#̂

not work or contribute to the common stock ; and the
mules, or common bees, as in fiv. 3, who are of neither
sex, and do the whole work of the hive. The queen bee
lives in a larger cell than the rest, called the roijal cell,

where she deposits her eggs, which, in the process of
hatching, change to the state of a maggot, a chrysalis,
and a bee, after the manner of other insects. The food of

BEH
the maggot is supposed to be the pastelike substance found
in the hives, wHiich is called bee-bread.

Bee (Her.) this insect is made the emblem of industry and
good government in heraldry, and is represented in coat
armour, as in /;V. 1. " He beareth azure three bees volant

en arriere, by the name of Bye." The beehive is also re-
presented, as in //o '>. '• He beareth argent a beehive, with
bees diversely volant, sable, by the name of Rooe of Mac-
clesfield."

BEE-FLOWER (Bot.) the Orchis of Linnseus.
BEECH (Bot.) or beech-tree, in Saxon bece, or boe, the
^fagus of Linnaeus, a glandiferous tree, raised from seeds,
and mostly managed like the oak. The two principal sorts
are the Mountain-Beech and theCampesioul. orWild Beech,
which grow to a considerable stature, though the soil be
barren. The fruit of this tree is good for fattening swine.

BEEF a-la-mode (Cook.) beef well beaten, larded, and stewed
with lemon, pepper, &c.

BEE'HIVE (Mech.) vide Bee.
BEELE (Mrch.) a pick-axe.

BEE'NEL (Bot) an evergreen tree of Malabar, from the
leaves of which a liniment is made for the head-ache.
Raii Hist. Plant.

BEER (Cook.) a drink made of malt and hops, by the pro-
cess of brewing. It is of three kinds, strong beer, ale,

and table beer, or small beer.

Beer (Mech.) a name given by weavers to 19 ends of yarn
running all together out of the trough its whole length.

BEES (Archit.) pieces of elm plank bolted to the end of the
bowsprit.

BEE'SHA (Bot.) a species of Cambu, a decoction of which
is good for obstructions.

BEE'STINGS (Husband.) the first milk of a cow after
calving.

BEET (Bnt.) a garden herb which is thick and flesh}', the
Beta of Linna;us.

—

Beelrave, a beet raddish, a sort of red
beet.

BEETLE [Ent.) the Scarabceus of Linnseus, a well-known
insect, produced from the larva; or grubs that live under
ground ; it has six feet, and is annular, and hairy at one end.
The beetle lives on dry decayed wood, roots of plants, iSrc.

Beetle (Mech ) a large wooden hammer for driving palisades.

BE'GGAR (Com.) one who follows the trade of a beggar.
BE'GLERBEG (Polit.) the chief governor of a Turkish pro-

vince, who has all the inferior officers under his command.
The sultan gives each beglerbeg three ensigns, as a mark
of royalty.

BE'GMA (Med.) fiv/fM, from /3i?, a cough; a cough, with
what is brought up by expectoration. Foes. CEconom.
Hippocrat.

IIEGO'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, named by Plumier
after Mons. Begon, Class 21 Monoecia, Order 7 Polij-

andria.

Generic Characters. Cal. none.

—

Cor. petals four.

—

St.\M.flaments numerous; anthers oblong.

—

Fist, germ
inferior; sti/les bifid; stigmas six.

—

Per. capsule in most
three-cornered.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs or perennials.

BEGU'E
(
I'et.) an old term for the natural mark in a horse's

mouth, by which his age may be known.
BEHA'VING as heir (Law) the same as gestio prohcerede.

BEHA'VIOUR (Laiv) vide Good Behaviour.
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BE'IIEMOTII (Dibl.) nnna, an animal desciiboil in Job
xl. 15. which 15ochait supiiosLs to be the same as the river-

horse.

BE'HEX (Bnt.) ov been, from tlie Arabic bchen, or alMi en,

a plant, the root of whitli is nn;{h(rinal. There are three
sorts of Ik'lieii, namelv lichen allium, the Wliile Ik'hen of
tlie ancients, and tliL' Coitaiirca heiien of Linnteus.

—

Bchrn
ruhnim, Sea Lavender, the S/a/ice Lemonium.— [ielicii offi-

cinanim, the Ciiciibnhis behfu. Tiie roots of these plants

are cordial and cephalic. ./. linuli. Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauh.
Pill.; Park. Thcal . ; Uad Hist. Plant.; TourneJ. InUil. ;

Biicrhaav. Ind.

BEJA'IUA {Bot.) a genus of plants, named I)y Mutis after

Bejar, a Spanisli botanist. Class 1 1 Dodecaii'dria, Order 1

Mnnogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—CoR.

petals sidsen.—SrAM. Jilameiits fourteen; anthers oblong.
— I'lST. nWH( superior; s/y/c columnar ; i/;]^'H;a thickish.—Per. /«t;v/ juiceless ; .sfcA' numerou.s.

Species. The species are shrub.s, and natives of Grenada,
Florida, &c.

BE1D-EL-0'SS.\R, an ^Egyptian plant described by Pros-
per Alpinus, abounding with a miliiy juice, in which when
leather is macerated the hair falls off.

BE'IGE-SERGE (Cuw.) a serge of Poitou, which is black,
grey, or tawny.

BEI'T-OLL.T^H (Theol.) literally signifies in the Arabic the
house of God, and is applied by the Mahometans to the
temple at Mecca, whither the pilgrims resort.

BEJU'CO (Bot.) the Hippncralea comosa of Linna;us.
BEJU'IO (Bot.) a kind of bean in Carthagena.
BE'KAH (Ant.) a Jewish coin, worth about \s. 1-Urf. of our

money.
BE'L.AC (Med.) a particular kind of bark of Madagascar,

slightly biiter and astringent.

BELA'NDllE (Mar.) French for a flat-bottomed vessel with
masts, sails, &c. which is used in Flanders for the convey-
ance of goods.

TO BELA'V (Mar.) to fasten a rope, particularly the run-
ning rigging, by winding it several times round the
cleats, ic.

BELA'YING-PINS (Mar.) wooden-pins on which the ropes
are belayed or wound.

TO B1:LE'AGUER (MU.) to besiege.

BELE'CTION nwutdinus (Carpcnt.) those which surround
the pannels, and project without the surface of the framing
in doors.

BELELA'IS (Com.) a si)ecies of Bengal silk resembling
taffety.

BELEMNI'TES {Min.) from ,3.>,«!, a dart; a kind of stone
resembling an arrow in shape ; it is sometimes whitish, and
sometimes of a gold colour. Cess, de Larid. ; Aldrov.
Mas. MetalL

BELEMNOl'DES (/f««<.) from /^ha, a dart, and tii?o«, the
form ; a name for the styloid process of the temporal
bone.

BE'U'llY (Ant.) belfrediim, berpedum, belfragiim, brarfreil,
in French brff'rni/, a warlike machine, in form of a tower,
forjntrly used in sieges, under the shelter of which they
could fire upon the enemy. It was also employed us a
tower.

Bklfhy (Archil.) that part of a steeple in which the bells

arc hung, but more particularly that part of tlie timber
work from which the bells are suspended,

r.iantv (Mar.) the shelter under which the ship's bell is

snspcniled.

I'.K'LI (B'lt.) a tall fruit-tree, not unlike the quince, the Cra-
leva marinelos of Linmcus. ./. Bauh. Hist. Plant.

BE'LIC {Her.) vide (lulcs.

BELI'Ll.'V (iio<.) an Indian berry-bearing shrub; the Mus-

BEL

sendafrnndosa of Linna;us, a decoction of which is cool-
ing. Bail Hist. Plant.

BELL (Mas.) the well-known metallic macliine which is

ranked among musical instruments; it consists of three
parts, the badi/, or barrel, the clapper, and the ear, or
cannon.—Bell metal, the metal employed in the manufac-
ture of bells, which usually consists of three parts of
copper and one of tin.

—

Bell of a horn, the wide open
part, from wliieh the sound issues.

Bell (Her.) v'ldeB.lls.

Bell (Mitr.) vide Bells.

Bell o/ a capital (Archit.) a circular moulding, otherwise
called the cobcl.

Bell, boolc, and candle-light (Ecc.) the name of an impreca-
tion practised formerly in the Christian church in the lOlh
and 11th centuries ui)on the excommunication of a person.
It was so called because the people were summoned by the
sound of the bell to attend the ceremony of hearing the

curse read out of the book by the minister, standing in a
balcony, when he extinguished the candle or lamp that he
held by throwing it on the ground, thereby denoting that

in this manner the excommunicated person would be ex-
tinguished if he did not repent.

Bell (Man.) a name for the horse in a team who bears the
bell.

BE'LL-FLOAVER (Bot.) the common name for the Campa-
nula.— Bellbhaped, campaiiulatus, an epithet for the corolla
when it swells or bellies, but without any tube, as in the
Campanulas, Canterbury bells, &c. also applied to the ca-
lyxes and nectaries.—Bell Pear, a pear in the shape of a
gourd.

BELLADO'XNA (Bot.) Deadly Nightshade; the Atropa
belladonna of Linna;us.

BELLA'TRIX (Ant.) a galley for war.

Bellathix (Astron.) a glittering star, of the 2d magnitude,
in the left shoulder of Orion ; so called from bellum war,
over which it was sujjposed to preside.

BE'LLED (Her.) an epithet in blazoning for a hawk, to

whose feet bells are affixed.

BELLES LE'TTRES (Lit.) a French term, now generally
used to imply polite literature.

BE'LL-FOUNDER (Mech.) one who casts bells for churches,
&c.

BELLIDIA'STRUM (Bot.) a species of tlie Dronicum of

Linnxus.
BELLIDIO'IDES (Bot.) the Chrysanthemum balsamita of

Linnaeus.

BELLr(jERENT (Mil.) an epithet for any country which
is in a state of warfare ; in which case it is called a belli-

gerent power.

BE'LLIS (Bot.) from Lat. Bellus, pretty; in Fr. Marguerite,
Dai.sy, a genus of plants, Class 19 Syngenesia, Order 2
Polygamia Supcijliia.

Cicneric Characters. Cal. common hemispheric.—OoR.
compound radiate.

—

Sram. filaments five; anther cylin-

dric.— PlsT. germ ovate; style filiform; stigmas two.—
Per. none; «'<(/.« solitary ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are

—

Bellis prrennis scapo nudo, ^c,

seu sylvestris minor. Perennial, or Common Daisy, a pe-

rennial, native of Britain.

—

Bellis annua, seu Leucanthe-

mum annuum, i^r. Annual Daisy, an annual, native of

Sicily, &c.

—

Bellis syhestris, seu scapo nudo, &c. a pe-

rennial, native of Italy.

Bellis, the species is the

—

Anthemis cola, the Athanasia
annua, the Calendula nudiculis, the Crysanthenium Ji-ulex-

cens, serolinum, abratum, Icucanlhemum, Sjc. ; the Cotula

coronifiilia, the Doronicum Betlidiastrum, and the Sapo-
naria Bellidijiilia of Linnaeus. Clus. Hist. Plant. Rar.

;

J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Rait Hist. Plant. ; Commel. Hart.

Med. ; Plukcn. Almagest. Botan.
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BE'LLIUM {Bui.) a genus of plants, Class 1!) S^ngcnesia,

Order 2 Polijs,(imia supcrjiua.

Generic Characlcrs. Cali common simple.— Con. compound
radiated.

—

Stam. Jilaments four; anther cylindric.

—

Fist, germ turbinate; style filiform; stigma bifid.

—

Per.
none; iCff/i turbinate ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are the

—

Dellium bellidioides, &c.
drosercefolia slolonibus, &c. annua minima, marilima mi-

nima, &c. seu Jhliis parvis, &c. an annual, native of

Italy.

—

Bellium minulum, Pectis mimita, &c. seu Bel/is

cretica. Sec. an annual, native of the East.

BELLO'CULUS (Min.) from bcllus, fair, and oculus, the

eye ; a precious stone resembling the eye, and formerly

supposed to be usel'ul in its disorder?.

BE'LLON {Med) the Devonshire colic, or coUca Pic-

tnnum.

BELLONA'RIA {Bot.) from Bcllonn, the goddess; a herb
which, if eaten, makes people mad, and act outrageously.

BELLONA'KII (My.) priests of Bellona, who cut aiid

maimed themselves in their mad fits. Tertull. Apolog.

c. 9; Lnct. ant. 1. 1, c. 21.

BELLO'XIA {Bvt.) a genus of plants, named by Plumier
after Pierre Belon, a naturalist ; Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cm., perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous.

—

SxAyi.Jilanients five; anthers erect.—Pist.

germ inferior ; sti/le subulate ; stigma acute.

—

Per. cap-

sule turbinate-ovate; seeds numerous.
Species. The two species are

—

Bellonia nspera, Jhliis

ovalis, &c. frutescens. Sec. a shrub, native of America.

—

Bellonia spinosa, &c. a shrub, native of Hispaniola.

Linn. Spec. Plant.

BE'LLOWS of an organ (Mas.) the pneumatic part of the

machine, by which it is supplied with wind.

Bellows {Her.) a machine for blowing, the

invention of which is ascribed by .Strabo to

Anacharsis. It occurs sometimes as a charge
in coats of arms, as he bcareth, " Argent,

three pair of bellows, sable, by the name of

Scipton."

BELLS, Baptism oj {Ecc.) a ceremony, in the Romish
church, of consecrating bells by sprinkling them with holy

water and blessing them, after which they were supposed
capable of dispelling evil spirits by their sound.

Bells {Her.) are denominated church bells

in coats of arms where they are used as a
charge, as he beareth, ' Sable, a fesse, ermine,

between three church bells, argent, by the

name of Bell of Norfolk." Crest, " A falcon

rising, argent, jessed and belled, or, on his

breast an ermine.''

Bells {Mar.) half hours of the watch, which are marked by
striking the bell at the end of each.

BE'LLU-E {'Zool.) the sixth order of animals. Class jl/flm-

malia, having their fore-feet obtuse, truncate, and feet

hoofed. It contains the following genera :

—

Eguus, fore-

teeth, upper si.x, lower six ; tusks solitary ; teats two, in-

guinal.

—

Hippnpotamus, fore-teeth, each jaw; tusks soli-

tary ; feet hoofed.— Tapir, fore-teeth, each jaw ten ; tusks
none; hoofs on the fore-feet four, hind-feet three.

—

Sus,
fore-teeth, upper four, lower six ; tusks, upper two, lower
two ; snout prominent ; feet mostly cloven.

BELLL'TA {But.) the Crinum Asiaticum of Linnaeus.

BE'LLY {Anat.) vide Alvusa.i\A Venter.—Belly of a muscle,

the large fleshy part, in contradistinction to the smaller
tendinous extremities.

Belly {.'Irchit.) the hollow part of compass timber, the
round part of which is called the back.

BzLty-baiid {Man.) the girt that goes under the belly of the
shaft horse, in a carriage, &c.
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Belly of an instrument (Mus.) the smooth thin board over
which the strings are distended, as the belly of a harp-
sichord, violin, cS:c.

BE'LLYIXG (Bot.) or bellied, vcntricosus, swelling out in

the middle; an epithet fur the perianth, as in J^tculus ; for

the corolla, as in Digitalis ; so also for the spike, the
stipe, &c.

BEL-MET.\'LO (// voce {Mus.) an Italian expression for a
clear and brilliant toned soprano voice.

BELO.VIA'NCY {Ant.) piAo.«,«.TiiW, from ,c'.a=;, a dart, and
/ioa>T£;a, divination ; a sort of divination, by means of
arrows, which was in practice among the Scythians.

BE'LONE {Ich.) from pe/.^m, a needle; a kind offish, with a
long slender body like a needle, a species of the Esox of
Linna;us. Arislot. Hist. Anim. 1. 6, c. 8 ; Plin. 1. 9, c. 51

.

BELT (Mil.) a girdle to hang a sword, or other weapon in,

bilb, belt, belce, .Sax.; belte, Du. ; belte, Sw.;all of which
come immediately from the Lat. balteus. They are of
dift'erent sorts, as

—

Srvurd-belt, a leathern strap in which
a sword hangs.— Shoulder-belt, a broad leathern belt which
goes over the shoulder, and to which the pouch is fixed ;

it is also called cross-bell, and should be made of stout

smooth buff.— IVaist-Lclt, a leathern strap fixed round
the waist, by which a sw-ord or bayonet is suspended.

—

Belts were called, by the ancient writers, by different

names, as Zona cingulum, reminiculum, ringa, and bal-

drellus.

Belt {Her.) a badge, or mark of the knightly order given
to a person when he was raised to knighthood.

Belt (let.) a distemper in sheep.

Belt (Med.) a bandage applied round the body; in this

manner mercury is sometimes employed.
Belt {Astron.) vide Belts.

Belt (Mason.) a range or course of stones or bricks pro-
jecting from the rest, which may be either plain or

fluted, &c.
BE'LTEIN (Cus.) or Beltane, from the Gaelic and Irish

beal-tine, or Bel'sJire, that is, the sun, Bel being a name
of the sun among the Gauls ; a festival celebrated, in

Ireland, on the 21st of June, the summer solstice, when
fires were made on the tops of the hills, and every member
of the family was made to pass through the fire to ensure
good luck.

BELTS (Astron.) fascia, two zones or girdles round the
planet .Jupiter, which are observed to be sometimes
broader, and sometimes narrower, and not always to oc-
cupy the same part of the planet's disc.

Belts (Gcog.) straits near the Sound which lead from the
Baltic into the German ocean.

BELU'CDERE (Archit.) a turret, or some part of an edifice

raised above the rest for the purpose of extending the

prospect of the country around.

BELU'LCUiNI {Surg.) from /3iAo(, a dart; an instrument for

extracting darts.

BELL'TTA (Bot.) vide Bellutla.

BELZO'INUM {Cliem.\ vide Benzoinum.
BPj'MA {Ecc.) a sort of festival, observed by the Manichees,

in honour of Manes, who was slain. August. Cont. Faust.

1. 18, c. i.

BE'MBEX {Ent.) a division of the genus I'espa, according
to Fabricius, comprehending the insects of this tribe,

which have the tongue inflected, five -cleft.

BEM-CURI'NI (Bot.) the Justicia adhotoda of Linna'us.

BE'MOL (Mus.) another name for B flat, [vide 2J]

BEN Tamdra (Bot.) the Egyptian bean.

BE'NAR (Mil.) French for a four-wheeled carriage, which
is used to cai-ry stones in the construction of fortified places.

BE'NATH (Med.) Arabic for small pustules produced by
sweating in the night.

BENCH (Law) a seat of justice, as the King's Bench at
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Westminster.

—

Bench, King's, a prison belonging to the

court of King's Bench.

Bench (Mec/i.) a (inrticular tool fitted up with a hook, a

screw, &c. for laying anil fastening boards to it so fiiat

they may be |)laned, &c.

—

Bench of a spinnincr wheel, or

the reel, the stool to which the supporters of the wheel, or

reel, are fixed.

Bencher (Lav:) a lawyer of the first rank in the inns of

court.

BHND (Her.) an honourable ordinary formed by diagonal

lini's draun from the dexter, or right corner at top, to the

sinister base, or left corner at bottom, which is supposed

to represent a shoulder belt or scarf, and to show the

wearer to be valiant in war. The content of tlic bend

when charged is the third part of the field, but uncharged

it contains only the fifth. The bend taken absolutely signi-

fies the dexter-bend, as in_//n-. l. " He beareth, argent, a

bend, sahle ; name Erderswick, of Staffordshire." Other-

wise it is called a bend sinister, as in fig. 2. " He beareth,

gules, a bend sinister, by the name of VVildestein." Bends
are composed of either plain or crooked lines ; those com-
])osed of crooked lines are engrailed, wavy, crenelle, flory,

^MC. [vide Engrailed, i)C.']

The bend has four different diminutives ; namely, the

bendlel, the garter, the cost, or coltise, and the ribbon.

[vide Bendlct, &c.] It is also borne in three diliercnt

forms ; namely, in-bend, per-bend, and bendy.

—

In-hcnd

is when a charge is borne sloping from the dexter chief

to the sinister base, after the manner of a bend, as in

Jig. 3. " Me beareth, argent, a wyvern volant in-bend,

sable ; name Raynon."

—

Per-bend is wlien the charge or

field is divided by a line drawn after the manner of a

bend, as '\\\jig. 4. " He beareth, parted by bend cre-

nelle, pearl and ruby, i. e. argent and gnles." These
were the arms of the Right Honourable Robert Boyle,

the philosoiiher.

—

Bendy, or Bendwise, vide Bendi/.

Bend (Mar.) 1. The knot by which one rope is fastened

to another, or to an anchor, varying in name according
to the bend by which the knot is formed, as the Jislier-

man's bend, the earrie/c-bend, the sheet-bend, &c.. To make
a carriek-bend, lay the ends of a rope bend, as

a and b in the annexed figure, then pass it

through the bight in (/, and up through the

bight c. 2. Tile small rope used to confine the

clench of a cable, ii. The thickest and strongest

])lanks in tiie ship's side, on which men set ,

their feet in cliniliing up.

TO Bend (Mec/t.) from the Saxon binban, to be; the reducing

a body to a curved or crooked form. The bending ol' boards,

planks, <S:c. is effected by means of heat, whether by boil-

ing or otherwise.

TO Bkxd (Mar.) to fasten one rope to another.—" To bend
the cable," to clinch, or tie it to the ring of an anchor.
" To bend two cables," to tie them togetlier so as to make
their own ends fast on Iheinselves. " To bend a sail," to

fasten it to a yard or stay.

ISENDIOrA (.'Int.) lifi.i'ua, a Thracian festival in honour
of Diana, who was called iti A?, by the Thracians. Slrab.

I. ;): Brod. in Tim.; Ilp.<it/chia.s.

HE'NDINO (Mech.) vide to Bend.

BE'NDLET (Her.) one of the diminutives of the bond,
4
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which is in size half the breadth of the bend.
Bendlets are sometimes borne in an unusual
manner, called enhanced, i. e. lifted up to a
place in which they are not usually borne, as

"He beareth, argent, three bendlets, n!(/e.s;

name Byron, of Nottinghamshire.

BE'NDY (Her.) beniluise, or bcndiiays; an epi-

thet for a thing that is divided four, six, or

more parts drawn sloping like a bend, as in

the annexed figure. " He beareth bendy wavy
of six, argent and azure ; name Playters, of
Suffolk." A border is also borne bendy.

BE'NE (Mus.) vk\c Bene plaeito.

BENE'.VPED (Mar.) an epithet expressing the state of a

ship when the water does not flow high enough to bring

her off ihe ground, out of a dock, or over a bar.

BENEDICTINES (Ecc.) an order of monks founded by
St. Benedict, whose habit was black. They were divided

into several congregations.

BENEDI'CTION generate (Mil.) an invocation made to

God by the chaplain of the French army on the eve of an
engagement.

—

Benediction de Drapcaux, a consecration of

colours.

BENEDI'CTUS (Med.) Blessed; an epithet for several com-
positions on account of their supposed excellence, as

Benedicld aqua, for lime-wSter; and also an infusion of

Crocw^ metallorum, &-c. Benedictnm la.iativum, for Rhubarb.
Benedictum vinum for antimonial wine.

Benrdictus lapis (Alch.) the philosopher's stone,

BE'NEFICE (Law) beiieficiuni ; a grant of land from a lord

to his followers, held at first c.v mero benejiein, of the donor,

but afterwards converted into a perpetual hereditary tenure.

2. Any ecclesiastical living or promotion, but particularly

rectories and vicarages. They are either elective or dona-

tive. 13 R. 2, St. 2, c. 2 ; 3 Instit. 15,5 ; Spelm. de Feud.

c. 21 ; BInunt. Anc. Ten.

BENEFICIA'RII (Ant.) 1. Soldiers who were promoted to

a higher rank, al Urst benejieio, i.e. by the favour of the

tribunes, afterwards by that of other magistrates ; where-

fore we read in inscriptions of the Benejiciarius Consulis,

Proconsulis, Sfc. Liv. I. 9, c. .SO; I'eget. 1. 2, c. 7; Bnleng.

de Imp. Roman, 1. 6, c. SO; Ursat. de Not. Roman, apud
Grccv. Thcs. Antif/. toni. II, p. 570, &c. 2. Soldiers who
were discharged from military duty with a pension allowed

to them. Cces. de Bell. Civ. 1. 3, c. 88 ; Test, de Verb.

Signif.

BENEl'T'CIOyjWmo ecclesiastico habendo, a writ from the king

to the chancellor to bestow the benefice that shall fall in

the king's gift upon this or that man. Reg. Orig. 30".

BE'NEFIT nj Clergy (Laxv) a privilege formerly peculiar to

clerks, but in after times made common to laymen, who
were convicted of certain crimes, as manslaughter and the

like. The mode of obtaining this privilege was thus: the

ordinary, his commissioner, or deputy, gives the prisoner

at the bar a Latin book, in a black Gothic character, and

puts him to read a verse or two ; then, if he say /(•"// ut

rlcricus, " he ix'ads like a clergyman or scholar," he is only

burnt in the hand and set free, for the first time ; otherwise

he must suffer death.

Benefit societies, vide Friendly Societies.

Benefit (Com.) a term used at the theatre for the profit of

one or more nights, which is given to an actor or a poet,

BENE()LE'NTI.\ (Med.) sweet-smelling medicines.

BENE PLA'CITO (Mas.) Italian for at pleasure; a term

denoting that the performer is at liberty to exercise his

taste.

l')E'NERTH (Law) an ancient service rendered by tlie

tenant to his lord, with his plough and cart. Lamb. Jtin.

Co. Lit. S6.

BENE'VOLENCE (Laio) a voluntary contribution from the
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subject to tlic king, which grew from the time of Henry
the Fourth's days.

BENEVOLE'NTIA regis hnhemla (Laxv) the form of pur-

chasing the king's favour, in ancient fines and submissions,

to be restored to estate, title, or place.

BENG {Med.) a name among the Mahometans for the leaves

of hemp made into pills or a conserve, which possess an

exhilarating power.

BENGAL QUI'NCE (Bot.) the fruit of the Cralcva mar-
nie/os of Linnaeus.

BENGI-ETRI (not.) the name of an Indian evergreen.

BE'NJAMIN (/iot.) vide Benzoin Benjamin tree, the Sti/-

rax benzoin of Linnaeus.

BENINGA'NIO (B^jt.) a fruit growing in tlie bay of St.

Augustine, of the size of a lemon, and grateful to the

taste.

BENI'GN disease (Med.) a favourable disease, unattended
with dreadful symptoms.

BENiMARCI'TO (Mns.) Italian for well-marked ; an epithet

applied to the performance when it must be clear and
pointed.

BE'NXET (Bot.) or Herb Rennet, Benedicta herhrt, the

. Geum urbaniim of Linnaeus, a perennial, so called because
of its supposed medicinal virtues.

BE'NT-GRASS (Bot.) the Agrostis of Linnxus, a perennial.

BENVENU'E (Print.) i. e. welcome, from the French bien

and vcnir, to come ; a custom among printers for every
new workman to pay a certain sum upon first going to the

chapel, i. e. the printing-office.

BE'NZOATE (C/iem.) a salt formed by the combination of
Benzoic acid with alkalies, earths, or metallic oxides.

BE'NZOE (C/iem.) the same as Benzoin.
BENZOIC A'CID (C/icm.) the acid produced by subliming

Benzoin.

BE'NZOIN (Bot.) a species of the Laurus and the Stijra.-c

of Linnaeus.

Benzoin (Cliem.) Benzointim, Benzoe, Belzoe, Asa dulcis, a
gum of an agreeable and fragrant smell, produced by inci-

sion, from an Indian tree, the Sti/rn.v Benzoin of Linnaeus.

The best is liard, solid, shining, and transparent; being of
warming, drying, discussing, and dissolving nature. The
two principal sorts are the true Benzoin, and Benzoin in

tears.—True Benzoin is of a yellowish gold colour, a highly
aromatic smell, but without any taste.—Benzoin in tears,

or Benzoimnn amygdnloides, is a clear transparent mass, of
a reddish colour, mixed with whitish tears, resembling al-

monds. The tincture of Magistery and flowers of Benzoin
are particularly good for the lungs, and also for obstruc-
tions.

BENZOI'NI tiytetura (Med.) Tincture of Benzoin, made by
digesting Benzoin in spirits of wine, a cosmetic, [vide
Lac virgiiiis^—Benzoini Jiores, Flowers of Benzoin, or
the gum sublimed and purified, which is a fine pectoral,
now called Benzoic Acid.

—

Benzoini oleum. Essential oil

of Benzoin, the oil which rises after the flowers are mixed
with a little acid.

—

Benzoini miigisteriiim, Magistery of
Benzoin, the gum deposited on mixing the tincture with
water, that is, the resinous without the saline part of the
gum.

BER (Bot.) an Indian tree, the fruit of which is like jujel.
BE'RAMS (Com.) a coarse calico made at Surat.
BE'RBERIS (Bot.) Barberry, or I'ipperidge bush, a genus
of plants, t'lass 6 Hexnndrin, Order I Monogynia, the
fruit of which is very cooling and restringent.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth six-leaved. ^

—

Cor. pe-
tals six; nectary two, small.—Stam. flaments six;
anthers two.

—

Pist. germ cylindric ; style none ; stigma
orbiculate.

—

Per. berry cylindric ; seeds two.
Species. The species are sUnihs—Berberis vulgaris-race-

mis, Sfc. pedunculis, S)-c. Jloribus, S^x. spinis, ^-c. dume-
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iorum, Crespinus, seu Oxycantha Gnleni, Common Ber-
berry.

—

Berberis Creticn, seu Lycium Creticum, seu Cre-
tan, or Box-leaved Berberry.

BE'RBIAGE (Arch(eol.)a sort of tenure mentioned by Blount.

BERBICA'RIA (Ant.) a sheep-down, or ground to feed

sheep. Leg. Alfrcdi. ]Mon. Aiigl.

BE'RCARY (Archceol.) Berquarinm, in French Berquerc ; a
fold or inclosure for sheep, probably contracted from
berbicaria: hence berbicus, a ram; berbica, a ewe; caro

berbicina, mutton.

BERCE'AU (Archit.) French for a full-arched vault.

BERE'ANS (Ecc.) a sect of seceders from the Scotch kirk.

BEllE'DRIAS (Med.) an ointment described by Aetius.

Tetrab.i; serm. 4, c. 113.

BEREFELLA'RII (Archceol.) seven churchmen so called,

anciently belonging to the church of St. John Beverley.

BEREFRE'IT (Archceol.) a large wooden tower.

BERENl'CE (Chcm.) a name for Amber.
Beurnice's Hair (Astrnn.) vide Coma Berenica.

BERENGE'RIANS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the eleventh

century, the followers of one Berenger, who denied the

real presence.

BERENI'CTU.M (Chem.) a sort of nitre mentioned by Galen
and others.

BERETI'NUS Jruclns (Bot.) a fruit found by Francis

Drake's sailors in the Malaccas.
BE'RCJAMO (Com.) a coarse tapestry, manufactured from

several sorts of spun thread, supposed to derive its name
from the town Bergamo, where it was said to be invented.

BERGA.MO'T (Bot) in French Bergamotte, Italian Berga-
niote ; a species of Pyrus sativa, of which there are two
kinds, namely, the Summer Bergamot and the Autumn
Berganiot.

Berc^a.mot (Chem.) a certain fragrant and cordial essence,

extracted from a kind of lemon in Italy; the fruit of a

lemon tree ingrafted on a Bergamot pear tree. The liquor is

an acthereal oil, very subtile, and of a charming smell.

Medicinally it is a cardiac, stomachic, and cephalic.

BERGE'RA (Bot.) a genus of plants, named after Professor

Berger, of Kiel, Class 10 Decandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cm., perianth five-parted.— Cor. /;e-

t(ds five.

—

Stam. Jilaments ten; anthers round.

—

Pist.

germ roundish ; style filiform ; stigma turbinate.

—

Per.
berry subglobular ; seeds two.

Species. The only species is the Bergera Koenigii, seu
Papaja sylvestris, a shrub, native of the East Indies.

BE'RGH-MaSTER (Min.) from the Saxon berg, mountain
or mine; a bailiff or chief officer among the Derbyshire
miners. Esc. de Ann. 16 Ed. 1.

BE'RGHMOTE (Min.) Bergmot, from the Saxon berj,
mountain or mine, and gemoce, an assembly; an assembly
or court for deciding all controversies among the Derby-
shire miners.

BE'RGIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, named after Professor

Bergius, of Stockholm, Class 10 Decandria, Order 5 Pen-
iagynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted.

—

Cor.
petals five.

—

Stam. Jilaments ten; aitthers roundish.

—

Pist. ^crm roundish ; styles ftve; stigmas simpie.—Per.
capsule simple ; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are natives of India.

BE'RIA (Archteol.) or berie, an open place, which Cosvel says

is not, according to Spelman, to be confounded with bury
and borough in the names of towns that end with this word.

Beria Sancti Edniundi [St. Edmond's Bury] mentioned
by Matthew Paris, sub. ann. ll"*, is not to be taken for

the town, but the plain, according to Du Fresiie.

BE'RIBERI (Med.) a kind of palsy frequent in the East
Indies.

BERILLI'STICA {Alck.) a kind of magic art in observing
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pretended procternatuial visions in halUsti, or mirror
glasses.

BERLl'N (Mech.) a sort of carriages made at Berlin.

15ERME (Fort.) a small space of ground, 4' or 5 feet wide,
left without the rampart, between it and the side of the

moat.

BERMCDAS Juniper [Bot.) the Juniperus Bermudiana of
Linna:us.

BEKMUDIA'NA (B:>l.) 1. A species of the Juniperus of
Linnaeus. 2. The Juniperus hnrbadensis. 3. A species of
the Sisyrinchium, and of the Iris.

BE'UNACLE [Om.) a bird of the goose kind, the Anas
erijihropns of Linnaeus, formerly called the tree goose, be-

cause it was supposed to be generated out of wood, or
rather to be a species of shell adhering to the bottoms
of ships. These birds appear in vast flocks during winter
on the north-west coast of this kingdom. They are very
shy and wild ; but upon being taken grow as tame as the
domestic goose. In February they retire as far as Lap-
land, to breed.

BE'llN.UJDINES (Ecc.) monks of the order of St. Bernard.
]iKRNA'\T (Med.) an electuary mentioned by Prosper

.Alpinus.

BE'RNET (Lfiw) inceudium, from the Saxon bvpan, to burn ;

the crime of arson, or wilfully setting on fire, which, ac-
cording to the laws of Henry L was one of those crimes
which nnn emendari possunt. It is, however, sometimes
taken for any capital crime. Leg. Canul. et II. 1, upud
Brompt.

]!I:|;qUA'RIUM [Archaol.) vide Bercaria.
JSE'RRA (Arclucol.) \iie Beria.

BE'RRIED (Bol.) baccatus ; an epithet for the capsule, and
also for the drupe, which is surrounded by a very succu-
lent coat, as the clierry, that seeds, but never bursts.

BE'RRY {Hot.) [vide /?«cra]— Berry-bearing Alder, the

RliamnusJ'riingula of Linnajus.

BERS (Med.) an exhilarating sort of electuary made by the

Egyptians.

BE'RSA (Archaol.) a limit within a park.

BERSA'RE (/lrc/(«o/.) to hunt or shoot: the i;(rsam were
properly those who hunted the wolf.

BE'RSELET (Areliceol.) abound.
BER THl'NSECK (Law) or herdinseck, a law in Scotland,

by which a man is not hanged, but only whipped, for

taking a sheep or calf that he can carry away on his back.
BERTIE'RA (Bot.) a genus of plants named by Aublet alter

Slons. Bertier, Class ,5 Penlandria, Order 1 Monogyuia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth turbinate.—Con. one-

petalled.

—

Stam. Jilaments five; atitliers Vmcar I'lsx.

germ roundish ; slijle filiform ; stigmas two-plated.

—

Per.
berry globose ; seeds very many.

Species. The only species is

—

Bertieria quianensis, a shrub,
native of (Juinea.

BE'RTOX (Archieol.) vide Barton.
BIVRTYIN(i a shin (Mar.) raising up a ship's sides.

BE'RUL.V (Bot.) Upright water parsnep, which was esteemed
an antiscorbutic. Gal. dc Comp. Med. I. 7, c. 2G.

BERL''L1.\N.S (Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the Pith century,
who affirmed that all human souls were created in the be-
ginning of the world.

Biyin (Archtcol.) or Bury, the vill or country scat of a no-
bkiiian,- from beop;^, a hill, because the castles of the
nohility were erected on hills.

BE'RVL (Min.) beryllus, /Bi-fi/.Aij?, a precious stone, which, in

its purity, is of a perfectly sea-green colour, and on that

account has hcon called af/un marina. I'liny mentions se-

veral species ot the beryl, as the chrysolcryllus, chrysoprasns,
hyacinthizontes, and croides. ['tin. I. .S7, c. .5 ; Solin. c, 5'i;

])iony<. Berieg.v. 1012 ; Epiphan. de \'2Gem.; I.sid. dr
Origin. 1. K), c. 17 ; Marbod. dc Lapid. jmt. eq. Beryl,

BET
among the modern lapidaries, is only a fine sort of corne-
lian, of a more deep bright red.

Beryl (Paint.) the sea-green colour prepared in imitation
of the beryl.

BERY'TIOX (Med.) Af".«', a collyrium for the eyes de-

scribed by Galen.

BES (Ant.) 1. A weight of eight ounces, i. e. two-thirds of
the as, or pound. Gal. dc Comp. 1. 6 ; Fest. de Verb.

Signi/ic. 2. A measure of land making two-thirds of an
acre.

BESA'CHER (Bot.) a fungus, or sponge.

BESAl'LLE (Latv) or besayle, in Latin proavus, in French
besayeul ; a writ that lies where the great grandfather was
seized the day that he died of any lands or tenements in

fee simple, and after his death a stranger entereth the same
day upon them, and keepeth out the heir. F. N. B. 222.

BESA'NT (Com.) or Bezant, a very ancient gold coin

stamped at Byzantium.
Besant (Her.) vide Bezant.

BE'SCA (Archctol.) a sjjade or shovel, whence una bescata

terra inclusa ; a piece of land turned up with a spade in a
day. JMon. Angl.

BF.SIE'GED (Astral.) an epithet for a planet which is placed

between others of a malignant cast, as Saturn and Mars.
BESr.STAN (Com.) ov Birstaii, large galleries vaulted over

in Turkey, where the merchants have shops, and expose
their goods to sale.

BESLE'RIA (Bol.) a genus of plants named by Plumier

after Basil Besler, a botanist of Nuremberg, Class 1 !• Di-
dijnamia. Order 2 Angiospcrmia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous.

—

Stam. /ilumoits four; anthers oblong.

—

PiST. germ globular; style subulate; stigma bifid.

—

Pkr. berry subglobular ; seeds numerous.
Species. The species are shrubs or perennials.

BE'SORCH (Com.) a tin coin at Ornuis, in value much less

than a farthing.

BESTIA'LES (Ant.) in French bcstayles, Bestials, all kinils

of cattle, but particularly those winch were anciently pur-

veyed for the king's provision. Stat. 4 Ed. 3.

BESTIA'RII (Ant.) those among the Romans who fought

with beasts at their public games, whether by compulsion,

as condemned persons, or voluntarily, as gladiators, who
made a trade of it. Cic. in f'alicin, c. 17; Suet. Claud.

c. 31' ; Tertull. Apol. c. 3.5.

BE'STIAS (.-}»/.) or ad B<:stias. [vide /^(/]

BIC'TA (Gram.) the second letter in the Greek Alphabet,

[vide Alphabet']

Bfta (Bot.) a plant so called from the (Jreek letter ,•}, which

it resembles in shape whilst the seed is swelling.

Columcl. 1. 10.

Nomine turn Graio, ceu litlera pi-axima prima:

I'iiii^itur i« Cera diKti mncrtme ma^istri,

^ic et hitmopingiiiferrutce cttspidis ictu

Deprimiturfolio liridis, pcde eandiiia, beta.

Mart.l. 13, epig. 13.

Vt siipiitiitfiititiifalnvrum priiintitt btta:,

O ipiam s,rj,e peM iwa, pipcr.pie c,../ui,s.

It is one of the five emollient herbs; and on account of its

insipidity, those who languished were said betizare, to flajf

like the beet-root. '

Catull. Carm. C6, v. 21.

/.,
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germ in a manner below the receptacle ; sfi/h's two

;

sligiiKi!, acute.

—

Per. capsule one-celled ; seed single.

Species. The species are biennials, as

—

Beta vulgaris. Red
Garden Beet.

—

Beta cicln, White Garden Beet.

—

Beta
viarilima. Sea-Beet.

—

Beta palula. Spreading Beet, &c.

BETA'CHES (Arehcrol.) Laymen using glebe lands.

BE'TEL (Bo!.) or Beth, a species of pepper plant, the leaf

of which is universally chewed by the southern Asiatics,

to sweeten the breath and strengthen the stomach. This

is the Piper Belle of Linnaeus.

—

Betel-nut, a name given

to the Areca when slices of it are enclosed in the leaf of

the Betel.

BETELGE'USE (Ast.) a star of the first magnitude in the

right shoulder of Orion. Its right ascension in 1812 was

8l)^ li' 31", declination North 7" 21' 3-t", annual variation

in right ascension 4-8" 6, in declination + 1" 5.

BE'THLEMITES (Ecc.) certain friars who wore the figure

of a star on their breasts, in memory of the star that ap-

peared to the wise men, and conducted them to Beth-

lehem.
BETI'LLRS (Com.) a thick sort of muslin; the finer sort

resembling cambric, and the coarser calico.

BE'TLE (Bot.) in German betel, a plant of the scandent

kind, the leaves of which are chewed b}' the Indians, for

the purpose of sweetening their breath.

BETO'NTCA (But.) a plant so called, according to Pliny,

because it was found among the Bettones. Thi.s plant was
reckoned vulnerary, aperient, and diuretic. Plin. 1. 25,

c. S; Gal.dc Simpl. 1.7; Orilias. Med. Coll. 1. II ; Aet.

Tetrab. I, serm. 1 ; Paul. jEgin. 1. 7, c. 3.

Betonica, ill the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 14

Didtjnamia, Order 1 Gymnospermia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
nionopetalous.

—

Sta^i. Jilaments four; anthers roundish.

—PisT.^frw four-parted ; style filiform ; siig-jna bifid.

—

Per. none ; seeds four.

Species. The species are perennials. Dodon. Stirp.

Hist.; J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger.

Herb.; Park, Theat. ; Bail Hist. Plant.; Linn. Spec.

Plant.

BE'TULA (Bot.) a tree so called, according to some, from
the bitumen which is extracted from it. Plin. 1. 16, c. 8.

Betula, the Bircli in the Linnean system, a genus of plants,

CJass 21 Monoecia, Order i Telrandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. anient imbricate on every side.

—Cor. none.

—

Stam, Jilameiiis to each four; anthers

twin.—PiST. germ proper, ovate, compressed ; styles

two ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none ; seeds solitary.

Sj)ecies. The species are either trees or shrubs, as

—

Betula

alba. Common Birch-tree.

—

Betula nana, the Dwarf
Bircli-tree.

—

Betula nigra, Virginian Black Birch-tree.
—Betula incaiia, seu Alnus folio incano. Hoary Alder-

tree.

—

Betula oblongata, seu Alnusfolio oblongo, Turkey
Alder.

—

Betula serrulata. Notch-leaved Alder.

—

Betula

cc/y;«. Curled-leaved Alder. &c. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.;

C. Bauh. Pill.; Park: Theat.; Rail Hist. Plant.;

Tournf. Instit.; Boerhaav. hid.

Betui.a (Ent.) an insect that feeds on the Betula alba, a

species of the Chrysomela.

BE'TULUS (Min.) a precious stone, of the white jasper

kind. Plin. 37, c. 9.

Betulus (Bot.) a species of the Carpinus.

BETWE'EN-DEC'KS (Mar.) the space contained between
two whole decks of a ship.

BE'\'EAU (Mech.) French for an instrument that is used to

carry a mixlined angle from one angle to another.

B^'VEh (Carp.) an instrument with a moveable tongue to

strike angles of a greater or less number of degrees. This
instrument difters from the square and mitre by being
moveable, whilst they are fixed, the first at an angle of 90°,

BEZ

and the second at that of 45°, or a right angle, whether it

be obtuse or acute ; but if it be exactly half a right angle,

i. e. if the angle measure 45°, then it is called a mitre; if

the quarter of a right angle, i. e. 27jJ°, it is a half mitre.— Bevel-angle, any angle that is not a square.

Bevel (Her.) an epithet for a chief in coats of j=
arms which is broken, or opening like a car- ;~

penter's rule, as, he beareth " Argent a chief
bevile, X'e>-t, by the name of Deverlis."

BE'VELLING (Carp.) hewing timber viith a

proper or regular curve, according to a mould, V,____^

so that each side should be a plane. If timber
be not hewn square, and a square be applied, there will be
wood wanting either on the upper or the lower side. This
is called being xiithin or without square. \Vhen the wood
is deficient on the under side it is called Under-bevelling;
when it is on the upper side it is called Standing-bevelling.

BE'VER (Andueol.) i'vova the Ital. bevere, to drink. l.A
small collation between dinner and supper. 2. The visor

or .sight of a head-piece.

BE'VERAGE to pay (Ciis.) to give a treat on the first wear-
ing a new suit of clothes.

BEVE'RCHES (Archceol.) customary services done by the
tenants at the will of the lord.

BEVIL'E (Her.) vidii Bevel.

BEUUE'IUA (Bot.) the Chalcanthusjloridus, and the Ehretia
beiircriii, and c.i-eiissa, of Linnaeus.

BEURT-SCHE'EPEN (Com.) or Beurt Schuyten, Turn-
ships, or Turn-boats ; vessels or boats at Amsterdam which
have the exclusive privilege of taking in goods in the seven
provinces ; so called because they must sail in their turn,

according to specific regulations.

BE'VY (Sport.) a. certain number of animals of the chace
when together, as " A bevy of roe-bucks," i. e. a hertl;
" A bevy of partridges," i. e. three in number; " A bevy
of quails," i. e. a flock, or brood.

BEVVA'RED (Ant.) i. e. expended, or laid out in wares; a
term among the Saxons and Britons, who traded only by
an exchange of wares.

BE'VVITS (Falcon.) pieces of leather with which the bells

of hawks are fastened and buttoned to their legs.

BEX (Med.) li'i, tu.tsis, a cough.
BEXU'GO (Bot.) the root of the Clematis Peruviana, which

is a purgative. Bauh. Hi^l. Plant.

BEY (Polit.) an officer of high rank among the Turks, infe-

rior to none but the Pacha.
BEZA'NT (Xum.) round flat pieces of bullion without any

impression, which are supposed to have been the current
coin of Byzantium.

Bezant (Her.) this coin was probably intro-

duced into coat armour by those who went to

the Holy Wars, as in the annexed figure.

"He beareth ermine on a fess, gules three

bezants, by the name oi ^Iihi:ard." They were
always of metal, and when blazoned, according

to the custom of foreign heralds, should be
^""^

expressly said to be or or argent.

BEZA'NTLER
(^
Sport.) or bisantler, the second branch of a

stag's horn.

BEZA'NTY (Her.) an epithet for a cross composed of
bezants.

BE'ZEL (.irchit.) or Bezil, the upper part of the collet of a
ring, which encompasses and fastens the stone in it.

BEZO'AR (Chem.) from the Persian bedzher, an antidote; a
medicinal stone brought from the East and ^^"est Indies,

which was formerly reckoned a sovereign antidote against

poisons. It is found to be a morbid concretion in the

stomachs of some animals, which consists partly of bile

and partly of resin. The bezoars are distinguished into—
Oriental bezoar, fcuiid in the stomach of an animal of the

2h
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poat kind in Persia, called pnzan.— Occidental bezoar, found

in quadrupeds of the deer kind.

—

Bezoar hystriciis, found

in the gall hladder of the Indian porcupine.— JMotdei/ be-

zoar, found in certain nionke3's of Brazil.

—

German bezoar,

fouiid in the stomach of the chamois.

BfzoAU fnifile (Mill.) a substance so called because it is

formed by strata or beds that resemble bezoar, as the Be-

zoar uiinerale, or Terra Sicula, found in the cla3'-pits of

Italy.

Bezoau (Mrii.) is also the name of some medicinal prepara-

tions, as the

—

Bezoar aiiimale, made of calcined hartshorn

and vitriol.

—

Bezoar minerale, a preparation of antimony,

made by atlding nitrous acid to antimony.

BEZOA'liDIC nt'/(i' {C/ifni.) a name given to the acid ex-

tracted from the urinary calculi formed in the kidneys or

gall-bladder.

REZOA'UDICA radix (Bot.) a herb so called for its effi-

cacy as a counterpoison ; the Drostera conlrayerva of Lin-

na;us.

BEZOA'RTIC (Med.) an epithet for several compositions,

as the

—

Bezoarticum Joviale, bezoar mixed with tin.

—

Be-
soarliciim Lunale, a ])rcparation of antimony and silver. &c.
—Bezoarticum Martiale, a composition of nitrous acid and

butter of antimony.— Bezoarticus pu/vis, the powder of the

oriental bezoar.

BrA (CojH.) a Siamese name for the white shells called

cowries throughout the East Indies.

BIAL.\'TL'S (/io<.) two-winged; an epithet applied to the

wings or membranes of a seed.

BIA'llCHUS (Polit.) a caterer, or one who took charge of

the public provisions; an officer in the Greek empire. Lenn.

Jvip. Constit. 1.3. dc Agent, in Reb. ; Hicron. Epist. 61.

ad Pammach.
BI'AS (Mech.) from the Fr. biais, a weight fixed on one side of

a bowl, turning the course of the bowl that way to which

the bias looks.

BIB (Ich.) a species of Cod fish, the Gadus hiscus of Lin-

nxus, which inhabits European seas. It grows to a foot in

length, has a back of a pale olive colour, sides finely

tinged with gold, and a belly white. The flesh of this fish

is excellent.

BIBBS (Mar.) brackets made of elm plank, and bolted to

the hounds of the masts, for the purpose of supporting the

tresle-trees.

CI'BEllOT (Cooh.) minced meats made of the breasts of

partridges and fat pullets.

BIBIXE'LLA (Bnt.) the same as Pimpernella.

BI'BIO (Eiit.) a division of the genus Musca, according to

Fabricius, con)i)reliending the insects of this tribe which

have a sucker with three bristles, and a single-valved sheath.

BIBlTO'llIUS musculus (Anat.) another name for the Ad-
ductor oculi. [vide Adducl'ir']

BIBLIO'GKAPIIEU(/,/7 ) from /3i'*3A»!, a book, and -/f=i<)^,

to write ; a describcr of books, or one conversant in books.

BIBLIO'GRAPIIY (/.//.) from /3/^^»;, a book, and -/f«v>^^

to write ; a description of books as respects their general

contents, dift'erent editions, type, and the like.

lil'BLIO.MANCV (Mij.) a kind of divination performed by
means of the bible, otherwise called Sorter Bihlictr, or

Sorlcs Sanctorum, which consists in taking passages of

scripture at !iazard, and drawing conclusions from them
concerning futurity.

BIBLIO.MA'NI.V (/.il.) from /Si;3A.«, a book, and /«.«>.'=<, a

manitt ; a rage lor books on account of their scarcity,

dearncss, print, or some other childish reason.

lilBEUrPOLIST (Lit.) /3./3Ai<.;7»;,iic, venditor librorum ; a

bookseller.

BUILIOTA'PIIIST (AiV.) ^..^^..^r*?).,. from i8.'/3a<.,, a book,

and T«*o', to bury ; a hidcr or burier of books.

BIliHOTlili'C'A (Lit.) liifiMoHK',, from /3//3Aci, a book, and
G
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iheca, a chest ; a library or repository of books, also the

books themselves.

BICA'PSULAR (Bot.) bicapsularis ; having two capsules

containing seeds to each flower, an epithet for the pericarp,

as in Pteoniri.

BICA'UDALIS (Anat.) the same as Abductor Auris.

BICE (Paint.) a blue colour prepared from the Lapis Ar-
menus ; it bears the best body of all bright blues used in

common work, as House-painting, &c., but it is the palest

in colour.

BI'CEPS (Anat.) bicapital, or double-headed ; an epithet for

several muscles having two heads, as

—

Biceps Cubiti, a

muscle of the elbow, the outermost head of which rises

from the Acetabulum scapula:.—Biceps Fcmoris, which rises

from the protuberance of the Ischium, on the back part.

Its office is to bend the Tibia.—Biceps Humeri, or Biceps

Jlexor, rising, by one head from the glenoid cavity, by
the other from the coracoid process. It acts both as a

flexor and a rotator.

BICHE'T (Coin.) a measure in France equal to from thirteen

to nineteen bushels.

BICHrCIIIA (Med.) troches made of liquorice, almonds,

&c. Castcl. Lex. ^led.

BI'CHOS (Ent.) a Portuguese name for the worms found
under the toes in the Indies, which are destroyed by the

Cashew-nut.
BI'CKERN (Mech.) or beak-iron, the pointed part of an

anvil, with which its face is usually made to end.

BICO'RXES (Bot.) two-horned; the eighteenth of Linneus'

natural orders of plants, having the anthers furnished with

two long straight points or horns, as in Vacciuium, Erica,

I-'j/rola, &c.
BIC'O'RNIS (Dot.) two-horned; an epithet for the anthera

bicornis, an anther having two subulate prolongations, as

in Arbutus, I'lyrolus, &c.

BICUCULLA'TA (Bot.) the Fumaria cucullaria of Lin-

naeus.

BICU'SPIDES (Anat.) two-pointed; an epithet for the

teeth which have double fangs.

BIDA'LE (Ant.) or biddal, an invitation to friends to

drink ale at the house of a poor man, who thereby hopes

for a charitable contribution for his relief. Stat. 26.

Hen. 8.

BI'DDIKG of Beads (Arclueol.) a charge or warning an-

ciently given by the parish priest to his parishioners, that

they should pray for the soul of some deceased friend.

BI'DENS (Ant.) a two-yearling sheep, which was reckoned
fit to bo a victim for sacrifice.

BiDENS (Hot.) Water Hemp, a genus of plants so called be-

cause the seeds are terminated by two teeth or awns.

Class 19 Si/>!genesia, Order 1 Pol;jgamia yEgua/i,^.

Generic Characters. Cal. common imbricate.

—

Cor. com-

pound uniform.— Stam. Jilamcnts five; anther cylindric.

—PiST. germ oblong; .style simple; stigmas two.

—

Per.

none ; seeds solitary ; receptacle flat.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as

—

Bidens tri-

partita, scu Cannabina ai/uatica, Trifid Water-Hcnip,
Agrimony, or Bur-Marygold.

—

Bidens cernna, Canna-
bina, scu Eupatorium, &c. Drooping NVater-Hemp, Agri-

mony, or IJur-Marygold.

—

Bidens Chinensis, sen Agri-

monia Molucca, &c. ; but some are i)ercnnials, as the

—

Bidens hetcrophylla, Sambucefolia, &c. ; and the

—

Bidens

frutc.tcens is a shrub.

BIDENT.\'LES (Ant.) priests; so named among the Ro-
mans, whose office it was to consecrate any place that had

been struck by a thunderbolt, or by lightening: this cere-

mony was performed by the sacrifice of a sheep bideni,

i. e. two years old, or having two teeth longer than the

rest.

BIDO'N (Com.) a liquid measure containing about five pints
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of Paris, i. e. about five quarts Engllsli wine measure, tt

is seldom used but among ships' crews.

BIDUA'N'A {Arrltteol.) a fasting for the space of two days.

BIE'NNIALS (But.) or Biennial Plants; those plants which
endure for two years, and then perisli. The roots and
leaves of biennials are produced in the first year, and in

the second year they flower.

BIE'STINGS (Nat.) the first milk taken from a cow after

calving, which is thick, and of a yellow colour.

BIFA'RIOUS (Bot.) pointing two ways ; an epithet for the

leaves ; folia bifaria, leaves coming out only on opposite

jides ot a branch.

—

Bifhrioudi/ hnirij is also applied to the

stem or branch when the hairs between any two joints come
out on the front and back.

BI'FEIIOUS /)/«»(« (Bot.) those which bear twice a year, as

is common in hot climates.

BI'FID (Bot.) bifidiis, cleft, or cloven into two, an epithet for

the leaf; the perianth, as in Utricularia ; the anther, as in

the Grasses; the stigma; the strap ; the filament; the ten-

dril ; the teeth ; and the style.

BIFLO'ROUS {Bnt.) hiflonis, two-flowered; an epithet for

the ear, the peduncle, and the spathe.

BI'FORA (Bot.) the name for a class of plants, according to

Camellus, having a pericarp with two valves.

BI'FRONS (Ant.) double-headed, or double-fiiced, an epi-

thet for Janus.

TO BI'FURCATE (Anat.) to divide into branches, as nerves

and vessels are said to do ; thus the bifurcation of the

aorta, &c.

BI'GA (Ant.) a cart or chariot drawn with two horses, but
properly a cart with two wheels, and in our ancient records

any waggon or wain. P/hi. 1. 7, c. 56 ; Mon. Angl.

BI'GAMY (Law) or a double marriage; marrying two fe-

males one after another, both of which were virgins, or

the one a virgin and the other a widow, which incapacitated

a man for holy orders, according to a canon at Lyons,
A.D. 12-17. Stat. -t. EcL 1.

—

Bigamy, in the civil law, is

the having a plurality of wives or husbands, which is fe-

lony. 3 hut. Stat. 1. Jac. 1.

BIGARE'LLA (Bot.) a species of the Prunits of Linnaeus.

BIGA'BIUS [Ant.) the charioteer of a biga, or two-wheeled
chariot, as we learn from an inscription at Rome. FLORUS.
EGO. HICJACEO. BIGARIUS. INFANS. QUI. CITO.
DUM. CUPIO. CURRUS. CITO DECIDL AD. UM-
BRAS. JANUARIUS. ALUMNO. DULCIS. S. Ferrel.

Mus. Lapid. 1. 4.

BIGA'STER {Anat.) from his and -/"s-if, venter, double-bel-

lied ; an epithet for muscles.

BIGATI {Ant.) money or coin stamped with the figure of

a biga, or two-wheeled chariot. Liv. 1. 23, c. 15, &c.

;

Plin. 1. 33, c. 3 ; Tacit, de Germ. c. 5.

BIGE'MINATE (Bot.) higeminatus, or bigemimis, twin-

forked; according to Withering, an epithet for a leaf;

folium bigeminum, a decompound leaf, having a dichoto-

mous or forked petiole, with several folioles or leaflets at

the end of each division.

BIGHT (Mar.) from the Sax. bi/gan, to bend ; the double
part of a rope when it is folded, in contradistinction from
the end, as " Her anchor hooked the bight of our cable,"

i. e. caught any part of it between the ends. " The bight

of his cable has swept our anchor;" the double part of
another ship's cable, as she ranged about, has entangled
itself with our cable.

Bight (Geng.) a small bay between two points of land.

Bight [Man.) the inward bent of the chambrel; also the
bent of the fore knees.

BIGNO'NIA (But.) a genus of plants, named b)' Tournefort
after the Abbe Bignon, librarian to Lewis XIV., Class li
Didyhania, Order 2 Angiospcrmia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. vio-

nbpkialoiis.— Stam. flaments four; anthers reflex.

—

PlsT. germ oblong; style filiform; stigma capitate.

—

Per. sili(jue two-celled ; seeds very many.
Species. The species are shrubs, as

—

Bignnnia tomentosn,

seu Too, seu Kiri, &c.

—

Bignonin sempcrvircns, Gclse-

miniim, Lasminum, seu Syringo, &c. Carolina Yellow
.Jasmine. — Bignonia clematis. Four-leaved Trumpet-
Flower.

—

Bignonia pentajihylla, seu Guari-parabn, Hairy
five-leaved Trumpet-flower.

—

Bignonia Leucoxylun, Lca-
cuxylon, seu Ncrio, kc. Smooth five-leaved Trumpet-
flower, White Wood, or Tulip-Flower, &c. &c. Tuurnef.
Instit.

BIHAI (Bot.) the Strelitzia regina of Linnneus.

BIHYDRO'GURET of carbon (Chem.) a gaseous substance,

compounded of hydrogen and carbon.

BI.IO'KKNA (Ich.) a species of the Cyprinus of Linnaeus.

Bl'IS (Cum.) a weight and measure in the East Indies.

BLIU'GOUS (Bot.) bijugus, from bis and Jngum, yoked or

coupled side by side ; an epithei for a Xcni ; folium bijugum,

a pinnate leaf, having two pairs of leaflets. Linn. P/iilos.

Botan,

BILA'BIATE (Bot.) bihibiatus, two lipped ; an epithet for

the corolla and perianth; corolla bilabiata, a corolla, having
two segments or lips.

BILA'DEN (Med.) steel, or rather iron.

BILA'GINES (Laii<) bye-laws of corporations, &c.
BILAMME'LLATE (Bot.) bilammellatus ; an epithet for

the stigma; as stigma hilamellatum, a stigma in the form
of a flatted sphere longitudinally bifid. Linn. Philos.

Botan.

BILA'N {Com.) French for a book, in which bankers
and merchants in F'rance write their active and passive

debts.

BILA'NCIIS defcrendis (Law) a writ directed to a corpora-
tion for the carrying of weights to a particular haven,

there to weigh the wool that was licensed to be exported.

Beg. Orig. 270.
BILA'NDER [Mar.) a small merchant vessel with two

masts.

BILA'NUS {Bot.) the Crateva Marmelos of Linna-us.

I5ILAW (Laxv) vide Bi.Kot.

BI'LBO (Mil.) the former name of a rapier or small sword.

BI'LBOES (Mar.) long bars or bolts of iron with which the

feet of offenders at sea are confined : the irons are more or

less ponderous, according to the magnitude of the offence.

BILBOQUE'TS (Mil.) a French term for small pieces of

stone which have been sawed from the block, and laid up
in store.

BILE (Med.) BUis, X"'*^'; is supposed to be derived from bin

and lis, double sti'ife, because it is supposed to be the

principal cause of disputes; a bitter fluid, secreted in the

glandular substance of the liver. There are different sorts,

according to the colour and state of the fluid, as Pale or

Yellow Bile, which Hippocrates calls simply ?;»>i ; Black

Bile, %oAi) i/ji>Mi>x, a thick black humour, or bile torrefied

beyond measure. Aret. de Caus. et Sign. Morb. acut. 1. ]

,

c. 15 ; Ruf. Ephes. de Appell. Corp. hum. I. 1, c. 36 ; Gal.

Comm. 3 in Hippocrat. de Rat. vict. in acut. Morb. ; Act.

Tetrab. 3, serm.i, c. 28; Gorr.Defn.Med.; Focs.CEconom.

Hippocrat.

Bile is now distinguished by the names oi hepatic and cystic

Bile.—Hepatic bile is that which flows from the liver into

the duodenum. This is thin and of a pale yellow colour.

— Cy.itic bile, that which regurgitates from the hepatic

duct into the gall-bladder, where it becomes thicker and

more acrid.

Bile (Chem.) the constituent parts of bile are water, a resi-

nous and albuminous principle, soda in its caustic state,

and phosphate of lime.

BILGE (Mar.) from the Saxon bdi3, the belly. 1. That
2h2
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part of the floor of a ship on which it would rest if laiil on

the ground. 2. The largest circumference of a cask, or

that which extends round l)y the bung hole.

—

Bilge water,

tliat water which, liy reason of a ship's flat bottom, remains

in tlie bilge, instead of going into the well.

lU'LGED [Mar.) the state of a vessel which, b}' reason of

its striking on a rock, or otherwise, has its bilge fractured

or staved in.

lU'LIAllY rf/fc^ (Aunt) Dticlus /,ili,:si, small canals which

convey the bile out of the liver into the hepatic duct, which

is formed of these canals, into one trunk.

VAhl.VlU^ calculus (Mi-(/.) Gall-stone, [vide Calcidu^']

BILI'.MBI (Bot.) a tree of Malabar; the Averrhoa biligiihri

of Linnajus.

Bl'LIOUS (Mctl.) iiliosnt ; an epithet for any disorders

arising from too copious a secretion of the bile, a bilious

fever, a bilious colic, a bilious habit, &c.

15ILIS (Med.) vide Bilc.—Bilis atrn, black bile, which was

supposed to be the cause of melancholy.

BILL (Mar.) the point or extremity of the flook of an an-

chor ; also, the ends of a compass or knee timber.

Bill (Laiv) a declaration in writing, expressing tlie griev-

ance or wrong the plaintiff has suffered from the defendant.

3 Inst. 30.

—

Bill in Chanreri/ is a bill filed in Chancery.

—

Bill nf review, a bill for the rehearsal of any cause, an

error' of judgment appearing on the face of the decree.

—

True hill, or iilla vera, is a presentment or indictment,

which, in a criminal cause, a grand jury finds to be true,

and endorses accordingly —Bill o/'dcOt, a conmion engage-

ment for monev given by one man to another, which is

either a penal bill liaving a penalty attached to it, or it is a

single bill, without any penalty, which is equivalent to a

bond. West Symbol, 1.2, sect 1 & 6.

—

Bill of exceptions

to evidence, is a sort of appeal put in writing, sedente curia,

in the presence of the judge who tried the cause, and

signed by the counsel on each side. It is then signed by

the judge, when there goes out a scire Jaciax to the same

judge, ad cognoscendum scriptum.—Bill in Parliament, an

instrument drawn up by any member, and presented to

Parliament for its approbation or rejection. After it has

gone through the two houses, and passed the Royal assent,

it has the force of a law.

—

Bill r>f Middlesex, vide Process.

—Bill of' rights, a statute passed in the reign of William

and Mary; so called because it declared the true rights of

British subjects. IV. & M. stat. 2, c. 2.

Bill of exchange (Com.) a note ordering the payment of a

sum of money to a person in a given place, in considera-

tion of value received. This bill, when signed by respon-

sible persons, is negotiable. The person who draws up

the bill is called the drawer, he to whom it is addressed

the drarvee ; and when he undertakes to pay the amount,

which he docs by writing the word accepted, signed with

his name, lie is then called the accejitor. The person to

whom it is ordered to be paid is called the pai/ee, and when
he indorses his name he is the indorscr; if he appoint

another to receive the money, that person is, in respect to

himself, the indorsee. He who is in possession of the bill

is called the holder. A bill that is to be paid whenever it

is presented is called payable at sight ; sometimes it is

payable at so many days after sight, and sometimes after

a certain interval from the given date. Usance is the time

of one, two, or three months after the day of the date of

the bill, according to. he custom of the place between
wliicli the exchanges run. Usance may be cither double,

treble, or half. \\ hen the time is limited, three days are

added to the term specified in the bill, which arc called

dai/s of (iracc.

Bills are moreover distinguished into foreign and inland,

the first of which pass from one country to another, and

the latter between persons residing in the same country.

BIL

A bill when presented for payment, and not taken up,

i. e. payment refused, is said to be dishonoured. This
refusal is noted on the back of the bill by the notary,

which is called simply noting, and afterwards it is pro-
tested, i. e. a declaration is signed by the notary, sig-

nifying the acceptance of the bills and refusal of pay-
ment.

—

Bill of credit, [vide Letter']

BUI is also the name of several other documents employed
in trade, as

—

Bill of lading, or invoice, a deed signed by
the master of a ship, by which he acknowledges the re-

ceipt of the merchant's goods, and obliges himself to

deliver the same at the place to which they are con-
signed

—

Bill of parcels, a particular accouiit given by
the seller to the buyer of the sorts and prices of goods
bought.

—

Bill of sale, a deed given by a person borrow-
ing a sum of money, and delivering goods as a security

to the lender.

—

Bill of stores, a licence granted at the

Custom-IIouse to merchants to carry stores and provi-

sions necessary for their voyage custom free.

—

Bill of
sufferance, a licence granted to trade from one English
port to another without paying custom.

—

Bill of the play,

an account of the performance that is to be exhibited at

the theatre at any time ; and also of the performers who
are to take part in it.

—

Bill of fare, an account of the

provisions that are in season, and of the dishes that are

prepared for an entertainment.

BI'LLA vera (Laxe) i. e. true bill ; the words of endorse-

ment used by the Grand Jury who find an}' bill to be
true.

BI'LLAGE (Mar.) the breadth of a floor of a ship when
she lies aground.

BI'LLfiUD (Cook.) an imperfect or bastard capon.
BI'LLET (Com.) a dinn'nutive of bill ; a log of wood for

fuel.

—

Billet-wood, small wood, sold in bilk-ts, which, ac-

cording to statute 43 Eliz. must be three feet four inches

long.

—

Billet of gold is the same as wedge or ingot. Stat.

27, Eliz.

BiLLiiT (Mil.) a ticket for quartering soldiers.

Billet (Her.) a bearing in form of an oblong square, sup-

posed to represent cloth of gold, as in the an-

nexed figure. " Argent, a chevron, between
three billets, gules, by the name of Kclli/, of
Devonshire." Guillim thinks that billets re-

present billet-doux, but, according to Smi-
thurst, they signify one employed in embas-
sies.

TO Billet (Mil.) to quarter soldiers in houses by means of

billets.

BILLET-DOU'X (Lit.) a short love letter sent to a sweet-

heart or mistress.

BI'LLETV (//(/•.) or hillette, an epithet used in blazoning,

when the billets exceed the number of ten.

BI'LLIAUDS (Sport.) a game; so called, from bali/ard, the

stick with which the ivory balls are struck. It is played
upon a table, covered with baize, and famished with holes,

called hazards or pockets, into which, according to the

rules of the game, each party seeks to drive his antago-

nist.

BILLINGBI'NG (Bot.) the same as Bilimbi.

Bl'LLlOX (Arith.) i.e. bimillion ; a million millions.

BI'LLON (Com.) a sort of base metal, either gold or silver,

in the mixture of which copper predominates.
Bl'LLOT (Coin.) or bills, bullion of gold or silver in the

mass before it is coined.

BILLS of mortaliti/ (Law) annual registers of the deaths

and burials which take place in the different parishes in

and near London. These bills were first connnenced in

1592, during the period of a great pestilence, when they

includid 10!) parishes. The number has since been in-

creased to 14G.
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BI'LLUS {Jnf.) a bill stock or staff, which was the only

weapon in use for servants and watchmen.

BILO'BATE (Hoi.) bilubus, two-lobed ; an epithet for a

\eaC; fillillm liilobiim, a leaf divided into two lobes.

BILO'CULAR {Bot.) bilociilaris, or two-celled ; an epithet

applied to the anther, the berry, the capsule, the leaf,

the nut, the pumpkin, and the seed.

BIME'DIAL (Geoni.) Juo f/^sirjti, the sum of two medials, as

when two medials, commensurable only in power, and con-

taining a rational rectangle, be compounded, the whole shall

be irrational with respect to either of the two parts. This

Euclid calls the_;?r-/ medial, in distinction from the second,

when tliat rectangle is a medial. EkcL 1. 10, prop. 38, 39.

BI'XARY (Arilh.) an epithet for what appertains to the

number of tv.o.

—

Binary arithmttic, or biimrij scale, is that

arithmetic in which two figures only are used ; namely,
and 1 ; the cypher multiplying by 2 instead of 10; thus,

in the number 1111, the first figure on the right hand, ac-

cording to the denary scale, means simple unity ; the

second 10; the third 100, or 10-; the fourth 1000, or 10=;

but, according to the binary scale, the second figure is 2,

or 2'
; the third 2% or 4 ; the fourth 23, or 8 ; con-

sequently,

nil, in the first case, = 103 4. lo^ + 10' -}- 1 =234-5
1111, in the second case, = 2' -^ 2" + 2' + 1 = 15

Binary measure [Mils.) a measure in which you beat equally,

i.e. the time of rising is equal to the time of falling.

BTXATE (Bot.) an epithet either for a leaf, or a peduncle;

folium binatum, a leaf having a simple petiole connecting

two leaflets at the top of it, which is a sort of digitate leaf;

hinnti pcdiinculi, peduncles in pairs, as in Cnpraria.

BI'NDING [Archit.) an epithet for the joists in a floor, into

which the trimmers of staircases and chimney walls are

framed.

BiNDt.sG (Mar.) the iron wrought round the dead eyes.

—

Binding strakes, two strakes of oak in the deck to bind it

well together.

Binding notes (Mus.) notes held together by tics or curves.

Binding (Falc.) a tiring, or when a hawk seizes.

Binding of hooks (Meek.) the art of doing up books in

leather.

BI'ND-WEED (Bot.) a flower better known by its botanical

name of Convolvulus.—Hough Bind-Weed, the Smilax
aspera of Linnicus.

BI'ND-WITH (Bot.) a plant better known by its botanical

name of Clematis.

BINN (Husband.) a large chest to put corn in.

BI'NNACLE (Mar.) a wooden case containing the com-
passes, log-glasses, watch-glasses, and lights to show the

compass at night. The bin-

nacle consists of three apart-

ments with sliding shutters ;

the two side ones, a, b, have
always a compass in each, d,

to direct the way, while the

middle division, c, has a lamp,

or candle, with a pane of glass

on either side to throw a light

uj^on the compass in the night.

BLNN'AIilUM (ArchcEol.) a pond, or stew for kefpiii;.; tish in.

BINO'CLE telescope (Per.) from bini and oculi, or binocular

telescope ; a double perspective glass to see a distant ob-

ject with both eyes at once.

BIXO'CL'LUS (Surg.) a bandage for retaining the dressings

upon both eyes.

BINO'MI.\L (Algeb.) from bis, twice, and nomen, a name
;

» term introduced by Recorde to denote any quantity

consisting of two names, or terms connected together by
the signs -f ; or — , a.s a + b, or a — c. This epithet has

shjce been applied to different things, as

—

Binomial curve,

3

Jr .^
4
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a curve whose ordinate is expressed by a binomial quan-
tity, as ^ = .r"* .\/ b + d .r".

—

Binominal equation, an equa-
tion consisting of two terms, .r" — 1 =: Ima<xi!iary, or
impossible binomial, a binomial expression of which one

of the branches is imaginary, as a + v' — b, ov — a±
V — b.—Binomial surd, is the same as Apotomc. [vide
Apotomc']—Binomial theorem, a general algebraic expres-
sion or formula, by which any power, or root of a quantity,
is expanded into a series ; this is called the Newtonian
Theorem, from Sir Isaac Newton, its discoverer. By the
help of this theorem a binomial quantity is readily raised
to an}- given power without the trouble of continued

3
involution, as, for example, (a -f- i)' = «3 .j— «! l ^
3.2 3.2.1— a b- + -^j— bi, or (a + b)' = a^ i- 3 a- b + 3 a b' -\- bi;

and, in its most general form, (a + b)" = a" -]— a"~' b +

a (n - 2)

1.2 '

'b- -f- u
l)(n

Hi, &c. [vide
1.2.3

Algebra] Record. Whet, of Wit.; Kent. Commerc. Epist.

BrXSEC.\ (Med.) mental sickness, or a disordered imagi-
nation.

BIXTA'MBARA (Bot.) the Convolvulus pes tnpnv of Lin-
naeus.

BIO'GRAPHY (Lit.) from /S/o?, life, and y^x^fn, to write; the

writing the lives of eminent persons.

BIOLY'CHNIU:nI (Med.) iiiOAu^nt^, from 5/05 and Xvyjov, a
lamp; 1. The vital flame, the lamp of life. 2. A secret

preparation of human blood.

BI'OS (Med.) a Greek term signifying literally life, is taken
sometimes in the sense of victus, food. Castel. Lex. Med.

BIO'TE (Med.) /iiorr., the time of continuance of aliment in

the body. Gal. upud Castel. Lex. Med.
BIOTHA'NATOS {Ant.) /3.o««v««5, mors, from .e.«, force,

and SiivttTci, death ; persons dying a violent death, parti-

cularly by suicide ; hence Ordericus Vitalis, speaking of

"William Rufus, tells us that the bishops, considering his

wicked life and bad exit, adjudged him '• ecclesiastica

veUiti biothanetum absolutione indignuni." Lib. 10, p. 782.

BIO'TICUM mctrum (Ant) /.i^trfnt fiioiriKcv, a measure where-
by we buy and sell whatever is necessary for our use.

BI'OVAC (Mil.) bivouac, from bis, double, and the German
Waclie, a guard ; an extraordinary guard kept by the

whole army which remain under arms all the night to

prevent a surprize; whence "To bivouac" is to remain

all night under arms ; and " To raise the bivouac," to

order the men to return to their tents some time after break

of day.

BIPA'RTIENT (Mat.) lipartiens, from bis and partior, to

divide, dividing into two ; an epithet for a number that

divides another into two equal parts without a remainder.

BIPA'RTITE (Bot.) bipartilus, divided into two ; an epi-

thet for the corolla, the leaf, and the perianth, when
they are divided into two parts at the base.

BTPES (Ant.) a biped, or two footed animal.

BIPI'XXATE (Bot.) doubly pinnate, or winged, an epithet

for a leaf; fdiian bipinnalum, a connnon petiole, having

pinnate leaves on each side of it, as in Anemone pnhatilla.

BIPINNATI'FID (Bot.) doubly pinnatifid, an epithet for

the leaf and the frons; folium bipinnalipdum, a petiole

having pinnatifid leaves on each side of it; frons bipin-

natijida, a bipinnated frond, having the foliola cleft half-

way down.
BIPINXE'LLA (Bot.) the same as Pimpinella.

BIQUA'DR.VTE (Algeb.) or biquadratic, i. e. the square

squared, or the fourth power of any quantity, as 16, whiclL
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IS the blquadrate of 2, thus 2x2x2x2= 16.

—

Biqua-

drnte root, the root of a biqaatlratic power, as 2, the

biquailrate root of IG.

—

Biquitdralic equation, an equation

of the fourth degree in which tlie unlinown quantity rises

to tlie fourth power, as x* -\- a x'^ -^ b x- + c x -\- d =. 0,

which is a biquadratic equation iiaving tlie unknown quan-

tity, X, raised to llie fourth degree or power, [vide

Algcbrii]

BJQUADRA'TICS (A/geb.) that part of an equation in

whicli there are biquadratic powers, [vide Biquadrate]

BIQUIQUE'XTILE (A^lron) an aspect, formed by Kepler,

consisting of two-fifllis of a whole circle, or HO degrees

distance.

BIRCH-TREE (Bat.) a well-known tree, the Betida of

Linnaeus, which is commonly raised from roots and suckers.

The timber, which is of an inferior quality, is used for hop-

poles, hoops, and the like.

15IRD (Orn.) vide Ax'cs, and Ornithology.—Bird of Paradise,

the Faradisea of Limia2us, a bird of New Guinea, the bill

of which is covered with a belt of downy feathers.

DI'RD-l'.OLT {Ich.) a delicate kind of codfish, otherwise

called Burbot.

Bird-bolt {llcr.) a small arrow with three

heads, which was discharged at birds from a

cross. This arrow is borne in coat armour
as in the annexed ^figure. " He beareth ar-

gent three bird-bolts snblc, by the name of

Risdeii. These were the arms of Tristram

Risden, esq. the celebrated antiquary. As
bird-bolts are borne with two or more heads, the number
of heads must always be specified.

BI'RD-CALL (Sport.) a whistle or pipe to decoy birds.

—

Bird-lime, a glutinous matter made of the bark of holly,

which being spread upon twigs entangles the feet of birds

that lit;ht upon it.

BI'RD-CHERRY (Bot.) a shrub, the Priin?is padiis of Lin-

na;us.—Bird Pepper, a shrub, the Ccipsicicm baccatum.

BI'RDING-PIECE (Sport.) a fowling-piece or gun for shoot-

ing birds.

BI'RD'S-EYE (Bot.) an annual, the Adonis uutumnalis of

Linnaeus.—Bird's-Foot, an annual, the Ornilhopus.—Bird's-

foot Trefoil, au herbaceous root, more perennial than

otherwise, the Lotus.—Bird's-Tongue, a perennial, the Se-

nccio paludosus.

BHiE'MIS (Ant.) a galley with two benches of oars. Cic. ad
Attic. 1. 16, ep. 4 ; Hirt. de Bell. Alex. c. 47; Plin. 1. 7,

c. 56.

BIRGA'NDER (Om.) a .sort of wild goose.

BIRE'THRUS (Ant.) the same as Cucupha.

BI'RLAW (Lam) or I5ye-law, a law in Scotland, established

between neighbours by common consent.

—

Birlaw-cotirt, a

court in which cognizance is taken of complaints betwixt

neighbours.

—

liirlaw-men, men who are chosen to be judges

in the Birlaw court, or arbitrators betwixt neighbours.

BI'RLET (Arclucol.) a coif or hood.

BI'RSEN (Med.) an inflammation in the breast.

BIRT (Ich.) a fish of the turbot kind.

BIRTH (Mar.) 1. The station in which a ship rides at

jmchor : " She is in a good birlli," that is, in a good an-

choring-ground. 2. The room where any number of the

.ship's company mess or reside.

BI'RTlI-Dx\Y (Chron.) the day on which a person is born, or

the anniversary of that day.

Bl'RTII-RIGHT (Law) honour or estate belonging to a

person !)y right of' his birth.

RI'RTH-WORT (Bot.) a perennial, the Arktolochia of Liu-

na.'us.

TO Birth a ship'.'! company (Mar.) to allot to each man the

space in which Iiis hammock is to be slung.

BrirnilNG (Mar.) the raising the sides of llic ship.

BIS

BIS (Cow.) twice; used in accounts to denote duplicates of
folios or accounts.

Bis (Mus.) in a composition, signifies that the bars included
within the same curve is to be sung or played twice suc-
cessively.

BI'SA (Corn.) biza, or bizc, a coin of Pegu, equal to half a

ducat, or one shilling and eightpence.

BISACU'TUS(il/(7.)two-edged; anepithet foran iron weapon.
BISA'NTIUM (Num.) besant, or besantine, a gold coin of

Byzantium current in England, equal to half a ducain
silver, or two shillings sterling.

BISCO'CTUS (Ant.) an epithet for panis, bread, that is,

twice baked, whence comes the word biscuit.

BI'-SCOT (Ant.) i. e, a double scot, or fine, for every perch
of land, in default of not repairing banks, causeways, &c.
on a day assigned, the first fine being called bilaw.

BI'SCUIT (Coo/c.) biscoctus ; twice or much baked bread.—
Sea Biscuit, a sort of unfermented bread, more baked than
any other, and fitted to last good for a year at sea.

BISCUTE'LLA (Bot) from bis and scatella, diminutive of
scutum, a shield, the fruit resembling a double shield

;

Buckler Mustard, a genus of plants, Class 15 Titradijnamia,

Order 1 Siliquosa.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved.

—

Cor.
four-petailed

—

Stam. Jilaments six ; anthers simple.—
PisT. germ compressed ; sli/le simple ; stigma obtuse.—
Pk r. silicic erect ; seeds solitary.

Species. . The species are either annuals, perennials, or

shrubs. Among the annuals are the

—

Biscutella anricu-

lata, Thla.^pidium, ^-c. Leuconiiim, Sfc. sen Jondrabas,
&;c. Earpodded Buckler Mustard.

—

Biscutella Apula
Thlaspidium, l^c. ; Thlaspi biscutatnm, S(c. Thlaspi
chjpeatum, seu Jondraba, Sfc. Spear-leaved Buckler Mus-
tard, &c. Among the shrubs or perennials are the—
Biscutella sempervirens, Biscutella lavigata, S(c. S)-c.

BISDIAPA'SON ^Mus.) a name among the ancients for a

double octave.

BISE'CTION (Math.) from bis and seco, to cut; the cutting
any quantity, as a line or an angle, into two equal parts.

BISEMA'TUM (Min.) Plumbum.
BISERIA'LIS (Bot.) two-rowed; an epithet for the Lamellce
and Sorus.—Lamellce biseriales, gills, which consist of a

long and a short gill alternate.— Sorus biserialis, the moss
which has its seed capsules run in two close lines, as in

Dantva and Angiopteris.

BISERU'LA (Bot.) Hatchet Vetch, a genus of plants.

Class 17 Diadelphia, Order 4 Decandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. pa-
pilionaceous.

—

Sta.m. Jilaments diadelphous ; anthers

small.— PisT. germ oblong ; stijlc subulate ; stigma sim-

ple.

—

Per. legume large ; seeds very many.
Species. The only species is the Bisscrula pelccinns astra-

galus, seu Lunaria, S;c. Bastard Hatchet Vetch, an
annual, native of the South of Europe.

BI'SHOP (Ant.) vide Episcopus.

Bishop (Ecc.) a dignitary in the Christian Church who pre-

.sides over the clergy within a certain district, called his

dioce.^e. The word is derived from the Greek iTiirxoTos,

signifying literally an overseer, and was at first indiscri-

minately applied to those who presided over a single

church, and to those who had many churches : but bishops

were from the beginning a superior order of clergy, who
became the successors of the ajwstlcs both in their office

and authority. The bishop is called by Justin Martyr
TTfoi^ui, by St. Cyprian the summus sacerdos, in distinction

from preslii/leri et diaconi, priests and deacons, who might
baptize, but not without permission from the bishop, ob

ecclesicr hnnorem. Clem. Constit. Apostol. 1.2, c. 1, &c.

;

Ignat. in ]'p' '. ad Fhiladelph.; Tertull. de Bajitism. c. 17;

S. Cijprion. Epist.66 ; S. Chri/sostom. HoinAO, Ac; S. Au-
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gust, lie Civ. Dei, 1. 19, c. 19; S. Hieroii. Epist. ad Eva-
grium ; Socrat. Hist. Eccles.j D. Gregor, Horn. 26, in

Evang. SfC.

Bishops are suffragans or assistants to the archbishop, who
is the chief of the clergy in his Province. The arcli-

bishop is said to be entlironed, the bishop to be installed;

the titles of the archbishop are, Your Grace and ?iIo.st

Reverend Father in God by Divine Providence ; those of

a bishop, My Lord, or Right Reverend Father in God hy

Divine Permission. An archbishop is created, and con-
secrated by another archbishop, and two bishops : ac-

cording to a statute in the reign of Henry VIII. a bishop
is elected by the King's corige d'elire, or licence to elect

the person named by the King, directed to the Dean
and Chapter.

—

Snffragan or titular bishop, one who is

subordinate or assistant to the bishop or archbishop by
whom he is consecrated, to execute such power, juris-

diction, and authority, and to receive such profits, as

are specified in his commission.

BI'SHOPPIXG (^lan.) a trick among horsedealers of at-

tempting to pass off an old horse for a young one, by
operating on his mouth.

BI'SHOPKIC (Ecc.) the diocese, or district, over which a
bishop presides.

BI'SHOPS-VVEED (Bot.) an annual, the Ammi of Linnjeus.

BISI'LIQUOUS (Bot.) an epithet for plants contained in

two distinct pods.

BI'SK {Sport.) in French bisque; odds at the play of Tennis,
a stroke allowed to the weakest plaj-er.

Bisk {Cook.) a pottage made of quails, capons, &c.
BISLl'XGUA (Bol.) the tlypoglossum of Linnaeus.

BISMA'LVA {Bot.) another name for the Althcca.

BI'SMIA {Mus.) an epithet for piano forte pieces, in which
. both hands are alternately employed upont he same
melody.

BISMI'LLAH (Theol) the term with which the Maho-
metans begin their Koran, compounded of bi, in, ism, the

name, and Allah, God.
BI'SMUTH, salts of (Chem.) salts formed by the mixture of
• bismuth, the base, with some acid, as the nitrate of bis-

muth, the sulphate of bismuth, &c.
BIS:MU'TUM {Min.) Bismuth, a genus of metals.

Generic Characters. Reddish-white, soft, brittle, specific

gravity 9-822, easily melting, and soluble in acids.

Species. The species are

—

Bismutum nativum, seu IVis-

mutum nativum.—Bismutum ochraceum, seu JVismutum
pulverulentum, Flowers of Bismuth, or Bismuth ochre.

—

Bismutum sulphuratum, seu IVismuium sulphure. Sul-

phurated Bismuth, or Sulphuret of Bismuth.

—

Bismutum
martiale, seu Jl'ismutum lamellis cuneaiis, Martial sul-

phurized Bismuth.
BI'SON {Zool.) a variety of the ox, or Bos taurm of Lin-

nasus, which has its horns bent forwards, back gibbous,
and mane long. Plin. 1. 8, c. 15 ; Gess. de Animal.; Aldrov.

de Quad.
BI'SSAC {Mil.) French for a wallet, or sack, which opens
down the middle.

BISSE'XTILE {Chron.) bissextilis, or lissextus, Leap-Year;
a name given by the ancient Romans to that year in which
the intercalation of a day took place, by reckoning the sixth

of the Calends of March, /. e. the 24th of February, twice.

This intercalation, which happens every fourth year, was
made bj- Julius Ca;sar to compensate for the hours which
the sun takes up in his course above 365 dajs. It is called

intercalaris by Pliny. Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 2, c. 24'; Coh-
mel.\.^, C.6; Ammian.\.16, c. 1 ; Macrob. Saturnal. 1. 1,

c. 14'; Censor de Die Xat.
BISTA'CIUM (Bot.) the same as Pistacia.

BI'STER [Paint.) a colour made of chimney soot boiled
and diluted.

BIT

BISTO'RTA {Bot.) from bis and lorta, twice twisted, or

wreathed ; so called from the contortion of its roots,

which, medicinally applied, are powerful!}' astringent,

and antiseptic. It is a species of the Polygonum of
Linnaeus.

BISTOU'RY {Surg.) a small knife of various forms, ac-
cording to the purpose for which it is to be used.

BI'SUS {Archicol.) or panis basins, hrownhreail.
BIT {Mar.) vide Bin.
Bit {Carpent.) a boring instrument, so constructed as to be

taken out of the handle, which is called the stock, by
means of a spring. Bits are of different kinds, as

—

Shell-

bits, for boring wood.— Centre-bits, which form a cylin-

drical excavation, by turning on an axis or centre.

—

Countersink bits, for widening the upper part of a hole, &c.
Bit {Com.) vide Bitt.

TO Bit the cable, to put it round the bitts so as to fasten it.

BI'TCHEMARE {Com.) a kind of fish on the coast of China,
which is salted and dried like cod.

TO BI'TE {I\Iar,) is said of the anchor when it lays hold of
the ground.

TO Bite (Print.) is said of the frisket of a printing press when
it falls upon any of the sides of the pages.

BI'TERN.'VTE (Bot.) i.e. doubly ternate, an epithet for a
leaf; folium biternatum, a petiole having three ternate

leaflets, as in Epimedium.
BITHNIMA'LEA (Med.) a word coined by Dolceus, to ex-

press the active principle presiding over the several func-
tions of the stomach.

BITHY'NICI tonsoris emplaslrum (Med.) a. plaster for sple-

netic people.

BI'THYNUS (Med.) the name of a plaster, and a trochee.

BI'TT (Mech.) from the verb to bite ; any thing that lays hold,

or is laid hold of, as

—

Bill (if a bridle, the iron attached
to the bridle, which is put into the horse's mouth, called

otherwise ihe bitt-mouth.—Bitt of a poker, the part which
stirs up the fire.

—

Bitt of a xvater-mill on boats, the piece
which fastens the mills to the boats.

—

Bitt ofa key, that

part in which the wards are cut out.

Bitt {Mar.) the name for two pieces of timber, in the

fore part of the ship, to which the anchor cables are

fastened.

Bitt (Com.) a piece of money value lid. current at Bar-
badoes.

BI'TTACLE {Mar.) a frame of timber in the steerage of a
ship in which the compass stands, [vide Binnaclc'\

Bl'TTEN (Bot.) Prccmnrsus, an epithet for a root, a leaf,

and a corolla, [vide Privmorsiis']

BI'TTER (Mar.) the turn of the cable round the bitts ; thus,

a ship stopped by her cable is said to be brought up to a
bitter.

—

Bitter-end, that part of the cable which is abaft

the bitts, and therefore within boards when the ship rides

at anchor.

Bitter almond {Bot.) a tree, and the fruit of the tree, the

Amygdalus communis and Amygdala of Linnsus.—Bitter

Cucumber, Gourd, or Apple, an annual, the Cucumis Colo-

cyrithus, otherwise called Coloquintida.—Bitter-.Sweet, a
perennial, the Solanum dulcamara.—Bitter- Vetch, a peren-

nial, the Orobus.—Bitter-Wort, another name for Gentian,

Bitter-salt {Min) the Aniarum geniinum of Linnaeus.

—

Bitter-spar, a species of saline stone, or calcareous salt.

Bitter principle (Chem.) the bitter parts of vegetable sub-

stances, which may be extracted hj' a chemical principle.

— Artificial bitter, any bitter formed by the action of nitric

acid on vegetable and other substances.

BI'TTERN (Orn.) or Bittour, the Ardea of Linnaeus; a bird

of the Heron kind, which is of retired habits, concealing

itself in the midst of reeds and rushes in marshes. It has

two kinds of notes, the one croaking, when it is disturbed ;

and the other bellowing, which it commences in the spring,
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and enils in the autumn. There is a small sort of this

bird which is distinguished bj' the name of the Little Bit-

tern Heron.
BiTTERV (Med.) a certain very bitter liquor, which drains

oif in the making of common salt, and is used in the pre-

paration of ICpsoni salt.

Bl rU'MEN {Mill.) a genus of mineral substances of the

class Iiijl/niimnhilin.

Generic C/inr/iclcrs. Easily combustible with flame ; and

emitting, when ignited, a strong odour ; greasy to the

touch.

Species. The species are the

—

Bitumen Nnpldha, seu Bitumen

J!iii<lin>i, Niiphtha, found principally in Persia.

—

Bitumen
petrnleinn, I'etrol, or Rock oil, liquid, but of thicker con-

sistence than the former.

—

Bitumen jMaltiia, Barbadocs

Tar, found floating on lakes.

—

Bitumen Mumia, Mineral

!Mummy, found in the clefts of rocks.

—

Bitumen nsphnl-

iiiin. Asphalt, or Bitumen, which was used by the ancient

Egyptians for making mummies.

—

Bitumen serum, iSIine-

ral Tallow, found in Finland.

—

Bitumen e/adicum, Mineral

Cahoutchou, or Elastic Bitumen.

—

Bitumen gngax, jet-

black, compact, and glassy.

—

Bitumen Ampelitc.t, Bovcy,

or Cannel Coal, bituminous wood.

—

Bitumen lithnn-

tlirax, common coal.

—

Bitumen oxi/genatum, Culm, or

Stono Coal, oxygenated carbon.

BrVAL\'E (Boi.) double-valved; an epithet for the cap-

sule, glume, indusium, and spathe, which is split into two
portions, as all the siliques and the glumes in Grasses, &c.

BR'ASCULA'liE.S [Dot.) from bis et vascidum, a little ves-

sel ; blvascular plants, a class in Hermann's system.

BIVE'NTER (Anal.) from bis and venter, the belly biven-

tral ; an epithet for a muscle with two bellies, as the

Biventer ccrvicis, a muscle of the lower jaw, <S:c.

BI'XA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 13 Poljandria, Order 1

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-toothed.— Cor.
double.

—

Sti\^!, Ji/nments numerous; anthers erect.

—

PisT. !jrr»i ovate; stj^lc filiform; stigma parallelly bifid.

—Per. capsule ovate-cordate; seeds numerous; receptacle

near.

Sjiecies. 'Ihc only specie;! is the

—

Bixa OrcUana, Or-
leana, scu Orcllana, Aibur Mexicana, Urucii, Rocu Pig-

mentaria, Bixa Oviedi, scu Achiotl, Arnotto, Arnotta,

or Anata, a shrub, native of America.
From the red ])ulp which covers the seeds of this plant is

made the drug Yerra Orellana, Rouco, or Arnotto. [vide

Anatal
BIZA'UUf) (Mns.) Italian for strange or fantastical, and

applied to the style of movement.
BLA'CC^Mi (Med.) the measles.

BLACK (Phi/.) a colour which is supposed to be produced
by the peculiar texture of bodies, which deaden, as it were,

the light falling upon them, and reflect none, or very little

of it, outwards towards the eye. Sir Isaac Newton con-

siders that, for the production of black colours, the cor-

puscles must be less than any of those that exhibit other

colours.

Black (Paint.) as a colour or dye, is of different kinds, as fol-

low:

—

Lamp hliick, siiio/ic black, the smoke of rosin, prepared

by melting and purifying the rosin in iron vessels.

—

h'ori/

li'.nck, made of burnt ivory, is used in miniatures.

—

Spanish

black, so called because it was first used by the Si)aniards, is

made of burnt cork.

—

Indian ink, made of burnt horse

beans, very commonly used by painters instead of water-

colours.

—

Kiirtli black, a kind of coal which is pounded and
used in fresco.

—

Printn-^s black, the same as printer's ink,

which is frequently used by painters in washing.

—

Bistre,

a colour made of chimney soot, boiled and diluted with

water, with which painters wash their designs.

—

Duer\s

Mack, one of the five simple and motiier colours used in
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dying, which is differently made according to the quality
of the stuff to be dyed.

Black liooK (Archtcol.) vide Liber Niger.
Black Book (Latv) a bonk kept in the Exchequer, which

contains the orders of thu court.

—

Black made, a rent in

the Xorthcrn counties, either of money, corn, or cattle,

and paid to some person in power living on the borders,
and allied to the iVIoss Troopers, to protect them from
their robberies.

Black -itoij, Usher nf the (Her.) the Usher of the Order
of the Garter, so called because he carries a black rod with

a golden lion on the top.

Black-hole (Mil.) a place of confinement to which
soldiers arc committed at the discretion of the command-
ing officer.

Black-lktter (Gram.) a sort of old English alphabet,
[vide Alphabet']

Black-cattle (Husband.) a name given to oxen and
cows.

BLA'CK-BERRY (Bot.) the fruit of the common Bramble,
or the rtuliits fruticosus of Linn.Tus.

BLA'CKBIUD' (Orn.) a bird, well known for its fine black
colour and beautiful voice. It is the Turdus merula of
Linnaeus, which frequents hedges, sings during spring and
summer, and makes its nest of moss, grass, &c.— Black
Cap, the Motacilln atracapilla, a little bird about five and
a half inches in length, which frequents orchards, singing

very finely : it is distinguished by the black crown of its

head.—Black Cock, or Black Game, a name given to the

black sort of grouse.

BLA'CK-FISIl"(M.) a fish of the perch kind found in

Cornwall ; the Perca nigra in the Linnean system.
BLA'CK-LEAD (Min.) Plumbago, or the Graphites of Lin-
rxus ; a mineral found in lead mines, which is used in

making pencils. It is not fusible but by a very violent heat.

BLACKBU'RNIA (But.) a genus of plants, Class 1 Tetan^

dria. Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Characters. C'.VL. perianth very short, four-

toothed; teeth short, acute.—Con. /je/n/s four, elliptic—
^TA'si.^filamsitts four, rather shorter than the petals.^
PisT. germ conic; .s////e filiform ; stigma simple.

Species. The only species is the Blackburnia piiinata.

BLACKSTONIA (Bot.) the Chlora pcr/hliatu of Linnaeus.

BLADA'RIUS (Archa-ol.) a corn chandler or meaiman, ac-

cording to old records.

BLADDER, urinari/(Anat.)\\Ati Urinarjj Bladder.—Bladder'
Gall, vide Gidl- Bladder.

Bladdkr, Injlammation nf (Med.) vide Cijstitis.

Bladder (Bot.) utriculus, a distended membranaceous peri-

carp, as in the Bladder Senna.—Bladder-Nut, so calletl

from its fruit being contained in a membrane inflated like

a bladder. The plant which produces this fruit is a tree,

the Stnphi/lca pinnata of Linnaeus. liaii Hist. Plant.—
Bladder Senna, a shrub, the Coliitea. It yields a papi-

lionaceous flower, which is succeeded by pods that re-

semble the inflated bladder of fishes, in which are con-

tained several kidney-shaped seeds.

BLA'DDERS (Bot.) 'Vcsiculce, or Utriculi, bags at the root

of the Utricularia.

BLADE (Bot.) the leaf, or first sprout of a plant.

Blade (Mech.) the flat part of a sword or knife, which re-

sembles the blade of ijrass in shape.

BLA'DE-BONE (Anat.) the Shoulder-Bone, called by
anatomists the Scapula.

BLA'UED (Her.) bearing a blade of corn, &c. ; an expres-

sion in blazonry when the blade is of a different colour

from the car or fruit.

BLA'DHIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, named by Thunberg
after P. J. Bladh, a Swede, Class 5 Pcntandria, Order 1

Monogi/nia.
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Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Cor, one'

petalled.

—

Stam.Jilaments five; anthers heart-shaped.

—

PisT. germ superior ; style filiform; stigma simple.

—

Per.
berry globose ; seed single.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of Japan, as

Bladhia japonica, fvliis, &c. seu Sankits, &c.

—

Bladhia
crispa,Joliis, &c. seu Kvakits, &c.

BL^'E'IIIA (Bof.) a genus of plants, named after P. Blair, !M.D.
and a botanist, Class 4 Tetrandria, Order 1 JSIonogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal, perianth four-parted.

—

Cor.
nionopetalous.

—

Stam. Jilaments four; anthers oblong.

•^PisT. germ four-cornered; style setaceous; .itigma

obtuse.

—

Per. capsule obtuse ; seeds some roundish.

Species. The principal species are

—

Bhvria bricoidcs, seu
Erica blaria, &c. Heath-leaved Bla;ria.

—

Blceria ciliaris,

articulata, &c.
BL^'SUS {Med.) a stammerer.
BLAIR (Vet.) a distemper in cattle, being a bladder full of

wind and water, rising from the root of the tongue, which
grows so large as to stop the breath of the animal.

BLAKE'A (Bot.) a genus of plants, named by Brown after

INIr. Blake, of Antigua, Class 11 Dodecandria, Order 1

Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth of the fruit, inferior ;

of the JioTxer, superior.

—

Cor. petals six.

—

Stam. Jila-

ments twelve ; anthers triangular.

—

Pist. germ inferior;

style subulate; stigma acute.

—

Per. capsule obovate
;

seeds very many.
Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of South

America and the West Indies.

BLA'NEA (Med.) a purging mixture; so called because it

was supposed to evacuate the white phlegmatic humours.
BLANCH /on)! (Laiv) a farm where the rent is paid in

silver, not in black cattle.

BLA'NCHING (Mech.) the art of making any thing white.

Blanching almonds (Cook.) skinning them by means of
hot water.

Blanching (Min.) annealing, boiling, and cleansing the
money that is coined, to give it the necessary lustre and
brilliancy.

—

Blanching denotes also the operation of cover-
ing iron plates with a thin coat or crust of tin.

Blanching (Hort.) the method of whitening salads.

BLANK (Num.) from blanc, white, i. e. empty, or unfilled

up ; a kind of white money, value 8rf. coined by Hen. V.
in France ; but forbidden to be current in England. 2 Stat.

Hen. 6.

Blank bar (Law) the same as common bar, plea in bar.
[vide Bai']—Blank bar, in judicial proceedings, void
spaces left by mistake, which may cause an abatement, or
demurrer. Stat. 4, Ed. 4 ; 20 H. 6.—Blank letter of At-
torney, one in which is a void space left to be filled up liy

the name of the person who is to act. A blank is also a
piece of paper at the bottom of which a person has
signed his name, the rest being void, commonly entrusted
to arbiters or friends for the settlement of a dispute.

Blank (Com.) a void space in a merchant's books, which in

a court of law is suspicious.

—

Blank endorsement, when one
person writes his name on a bill, leaving an empty space
sufficient for writing either an order or a receipt.

Blank verse (Poet.) that which has no rhymes.
Blank (Archit.) an epithet for a window or door which is

made to appear like a real window or door.
BLA'NKETS (Mil.) combustibles made of coarse brown

paper, steeped in nitre, dried, and then dipped again in
tallow, resin, and sulphur. These blankets are used in
fireships.

Blankets (Print.) woollen cloths to lay between the tym-
pans of a printing press, in order to produce a fair impres-
sion of the letter.

Blanket (Bot.) in French Bhnquet, a large pear, approach-
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ing to a round form. I'yrus saliva /ructu astivo albido
majori. Tournef. Inslit.

BLANQUI'LLE (Num.) a small coin current in Morocco
on the coast of Barbary, equal in value to about three
halfpence P^nglish.

BLAPS (Ent.) a division of the genus Pimelia, according
to Fabricius, comprehending the insects of this tribe which
have the feelers clavate.

BLAPSIGO'NIA (AV//.) a disease in bees that do not breed.
BLAPTISE'CULA (Bot.) a name for the Cornbottle, be-

cause it turns the edge of the mowers.
BLARE (Cum.) a coin in Berne, a canton of Switzerland,

equal to a penny.
BLAS (Alch.) the force of motion according to Van Helmont.
BLA'SA (Bot.) an Indian tree, the fruit of which is powdered

and used to destroy worms.
PiLA'SIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class Cryptogamia,
Order Algir.

BLAST (Nat.) the stroke of a malignant planet, the infec-

tion of any thing pestilential, or the blight of corn from a
pestilential wind.

TO BLAST (Min.) is to blow up mines by the force of gun-
powder.

BLASTE'MA (Med.) /S^a^u^a, a bud; is used by Hippo-
crates for a cutaneous pimple, resembling a bud. Foes.
CEconom. Ilippocrat.

BLA'STINGS (Mat.) winds and frosts immediately succeed-
ing rain, which are destructive to the fruits.

BLA'TTA (Ant.) a sort of worm which consumes books and
garments.

Martial 1. 6, epig. 60.

Quam multi tineas pascuitt hlaitasfiue tiUerti.

Herat. 1.2, sat. 3, v. 119.
Clii stragiila vestis,

Blaitiirum ac tiuearum epultc, putrescat in area!

Plin. 1. 11, c. 8.

Blatta Byzantina (Nat^ or blattca, Ifa/jti^ci «i/AaT«5, con-
creted blood, particularly that of the purple-fish. Paul,
ex Fast.; Serv. in Alueid., &c.

Blatta (Ent.) Cock-Roach; a genus of animals, Class /«-
secta. Order Hemiptera.

Generic Characters. Head inRecieCi.—Antenna setaceous;
feelers unequal.— Wing-cases and uings smooth.— Thorax
rather flat.

—

Legs formed for running.

—

Abdomen ternii-

minating in four spines or bristles.

Species. The principal species which are most known are
the

—

Blatta gigantea, the largest of the genus, nearly
equal to the egg of an hen in size, native of the warmer
parts of Asia, Africa, and South America.

—

Blatta
orientalis, the Black Beetle, an insect naturalized in

Europe.

—

Blatta Americana, American Cockroach, of a
light chesnut colour, common in the warmer parts of
America and the West Indies.— Blatta heteroclita,

shorter and rounder than the rest, and further distin-

guished by having three spots on one wing-sheath, and
four on the other.

BLATTA'RIA (Bot.) the Lysimachia vulgaris of Linnaeus.

BLA'ZON (Her.) comes from the CJerraan i/«ie/!, to blow;
because a trumpet used to be blown at justs, &c. previous

to the herald's recording the achievements of the knights,

and signifies the explication of coats of arms in apt and
significant terms.

BLA'ZONRY (Her.) or blazoning, from blazon ; that branch
of the art of heraldry which consists in expressing in pro-

per terms all that belongs to coats ofarms, [vide Heraldry]

BLEAK (Ich.) a little fish, the Alburtms of Ausonius, [vide

Alburnus~\ and the Cyprinus albnrnus of Linn;Eus, which is

very abundant in our rivers. The bleaks keep together in

great shoals, and at certain seasons are infested with a spe-

cies of Gordius or hair-worm, whicii causes them to tumble
2 I
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about on the surface of the waters, apparently in great

iigoniLS, anil unable to swim any distance. They are then

denominated by the sailms mad bleaks. The flesh of this

fish is very white and goml.

BLE'CIINON [Bot.\ ii/1,.;-', a plant of the fern kind, men-
tioned by J^ioscorides and Pliny. Dioscor. 1. 4-, c. ISG ;

Plin. 1. '27. c. y.

BLE'CHNUM, in the Linncnn system, a genus of plants.

Class Cryptosamici, Order I-'ilices.

BLE'CHON (Bol.) Penny-royal.

BLEE'DING [Med.) is either an operation of letting blood,

whicli is called blood-Idling, or it is an involuntary dis-

charge of blood, called an hcemorrliage Bleeding at the

nose [vide Epitaxis]

BLEIME (Vet.) an inflammation arising from bruised blood

between the horse's sole and the bone of the foot towards

the heels : this may be either accidental or owing to bad

shoeing.

BLE'MISH (Vet.) any imperfection in a horse which im-

pedes a sound warrant, as broken knees, cracked heels,

false quarters, &c.

Blemish {Hunt.) when the hounds finding where the chace

hns been, onU' make a proffer, and return.

BLENCH (Lrnv) the same as Blanche.

BLENDE {Min.) different species of Zincum.
BLE'ND-VVATER ( Vet.) a distemper incident to black cat-

tle, in which their livers arc affected.

BLE'NNA (Med.) iSAkk, mucus flowing from the brain,

through the nostrils. Galen explains it by the word fOKja.

Hippucmt. de Epidem. 1. 2; Gal. Excges ; Gorr. Def. Med.;

Foes. (Econom. Hipp'icrnt.

BLE'NNIUS (Ich.) Blenny, the name of a fish, derived from

(ixti-x., mucus, because of its slimy nature.

Blenmus, in the Linnean system, a genus of fishes, Order

Jugulares.

Generic Characters. Head sloping from the eyes.

—

Gill-

membrane with six rays.

—

Bndy lanceolate.— Ventral-Jins

of two united rays.

—

Anal-fin distinct.

SjKcies. The species consist of such as have a crested

head and such as have not.

BLENNY (frh.) vide nicnnius.

BLENOHRILE'A (Med.) or Blenorrhagia, from fi>.ina,

mucus, and ff^, to flow ; a gleet, or a discharge of mucus
from the urethra.

BLE'PILVHA (Anat.) /S>s?i«pK, from S^ifViis and <Ji«po?, a de-

fence for the sight ; the eyelids. Ruf. Ephes. de Appellat.

Part Human. Corp. 1. 1, c. 4.

BLEPHA'RIDES [Anat.) ^M<pu^{h<;, the hair growing on the

eyelids. Hcsi/chms.

BLEPHAROPHTIIA'LMIA (Med.) from /3A(>cep«, the eye-

lids, and i<pex>.)/jix, a disease in the eyes ; signifies, literally,

a disease in the eyelids.

BLEPIIAROPTO'SIS (Med.) from /3>f>«p«, the eyelids, and

xtuo-k:, a falling : a prolapse or falling of the upper eyelid,

so as to cover the cornea.

BLEi'IIARO'TIS (Med.) from .SAs>p«, the eyelids ; an in-

flammation ill the eyelids.

BLEl'IIARO.XY'STUM (Sur.) l3M<p^pl,j^«, from /3\i<p«.px,

the eyelids, and ?('», to scrape; an instrument, so called by

Paulus /liglneta, for scarifying the eyelids. Others give

this instrument the name of aspcratum specillum. Paul.

JEginel. de lie Med. 1. 3, c. 22.

BLESTRr.SML;.S (Med.) /3;i,5-p,(r^«, from /Sa;^/^, to lie; a

restless tossing of the body from one posture to another,

as in a phrensy, <S:c. Gorr. DeJ. Med.; Foes. (Econom.

Hippncrat.

BLE'TA (Archctol.) peat, or combustible earth, dug up for

burning. Rot. Pari. US Ed. I.

Bleta ixhite (Med.) milky urine, from diseased kidneys.

Parac. de Tartar, tract 3, c. 3 ; Castell. Lex Med.
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BLE'TE (Med.) /3>,eTei, from $xMu, jacio ; struck or seized
with a difficulty of breathing, from an inflammation of the
pleura. Hipp, de Rat. Vict, in Morb. Acut. Sfc. ; Foes.
(Econom. Hippocrat.

BLIGHT (Bot.) usiilago ; a disease incident to plants, par-
ticularly the grasses, which affects them seriously, some-
times the whole plants and sometimes onlj' the leaves or

blossoms. It consists in a sort of fungus that converts the

affected part into a sooty mass, and is commonly produced
by dry cold winds which impede the circulation of the

vegetable^uices.

BLIND (Surg.) is an epithet for a blow which is attended
with no apparent wound or bruise.

Blind (Mcch.) a false light used in shops and warehouses.

—

Blinds for wi)idon<s, a contrivance to prevent persons from
seeing through a window. Blinds are either made of cloth,

and are called Canvas Blinds, or of laths, which are Vene-
tian Blinds.

Blinds (Mil.) or, in French, blindes, bundles of oziers used
at the heads of trenches to protect the men.

BLI'ND-WORM (Zool.) or Slow-worm, so called from the

smallness of its eyes and the slowness of its motion ; a

harmless torpid species of serpent, the Anguis Jragilis of

Linna;us.

BLINK of the ice (Mar.) the dazzling whiteness about the

horizon, which is occasioned by the reflection of light

from fields of ice.

BLl'NK-BEER (Husb.) beer kept unbroached till it is sharp.

BLINKS (Sport.) boughs put in the way where deer are

likely to pass.

BLIS'TER (Med.) vesicalorium emplastnim, a topical appli-

cation, which raises small vesicles on the skin filled with a

serous fluid.

BLIS'TERED (Bot.) an epithet for a leaf, [vide Bullate.}

BLI'TUM (Bnt.) fi?,'rer, or /JA.iroi', a plant, so called from
/3Ai)rW, struck with a stupor, because of its insipidity ; for

which reason it was esteemed of no value b}' the ancients.

Nevertheless, the seeds were reckoned good in dysenteries.

Catull. Carm.

Ni'u assh fiicis blitum lacunar.

Hippocrat. de Morb. Mul. 1.2; Theophrast. Hist. Plant.

1. 7, c. 2; Dio.'icor. 1. 2, c. 143 ; Plin. 1. 20, c. 22 ; Gal. de

Alim. Fac. 1. 2, c. 45.

Blitum, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 1

Monandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. CAh. perianth three-parted ; f//i'i«o«s

ovate.

—

.Cor. none.

—

Stam. Jilaments longer than the

calyx ; anthers twin.— PiST. germ ovate ; styles two

erect ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. capsule ovate ; seed single.

Species. Plants of this genus arc annuals.

BLO'ATED ^V; (Com.) a name for herrings half dried.

BLOCK land (.hchicol.) another name for what is now
called freehold-land.

Block (Falcon.) the perch whereon the hawk is kept.

Block (Mar.) a pulley, or system of pulleys, mounted in a

frame er shell, which consists of the shell, (fig. 1 ) ; the

sheave or itihccl, (fig. 2) on which the rope runs ; the pin or

axle, (fig. 3) on which the sheave turns. To this may be

Fig. I. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

added the strap, or part by which the block is made fiist to
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any particular station, and is generally made either of rope

or iron. The strap terminates with an eye of rope or a

hook of iron, by n>eans of which one of the blocks, tailed

the running block, is attached to the object on which it

acts as a mechanical power, while the other, called the

stnm/lng block, is suspended from some fixed support. In

the best blocks those sheaves are called cooked sheaves,

which have a brass bush fitted in the centre, with a round
hole through it, to receive the pin. Blocks are of difterent

kinds, as follow:

—

Single blacks are those which have a sin-

gle sheave, as fig. 4 ; so, also, double, treble blocks, S;c.

according to the number of blocks.

—

See-blocks, those

bolted to the bowsprit under the bees.

—

Cheek-blocks, half

shells bolted against the mast-head.

—

Clexv-garnet-blocks,

which are suspended from tlie yards by a strap with two
eyes.— Cleiv-line-blocks, the same as the former, but ap-

plied to the topsails.

—

Fish-blocks, which serve to haul up
the flooks of the anchor in tlie ship's bow.

—

BuU's-cye, a
kind of wooden thimble, with a iiole in the centre and a

groove in the circumference.

—

Dead-eije, a large circular

piece of wood, having a groove in its circumference.

—

Eiiphroc, a long piece of wood with a number of holes,

through which the crowfoot for the awning is reeved.

—

Heart, a block of wood with a large hole in the centre, and
a groove to admit of a rope called a stai/, &c.

Block (Sport.) the small bowl which is used by bowlers
to bowl at.

BLOCK-TI'N (Min.) the purest kind of tin, which is un-
mixed, and, as yet, unwrought.

LLOCKA'DE (Mil) the blocking-up the avenues and roads

to a place by soldiers, so as to prevent all ingress and egress.

Blockade o/' a port or harbour (Mar.) surrounding it with
ships so as to prevent ingress and egress.—" To raise a

blockade," to force the ships, or troops (if by land), from
their stations.

BLODE'UR (Archccol.) deep red, whence blouse, a red-faced

wench.
BLO'MARY [Mech.) the first forge in an iron mill.

BLOOD (Anat.) in Latin sanguis, a red homogeneous fluid,

of a saltish taste, a rather urinous smell, and glutinous

consistence, which circulates by means of tlie heart, the
arteries, and the veins, through the whole body [vide
Anatomi/, Arteries, S{C.'] ; while it is in motion it is per-
fectly fluid and red ; but, when it is at rest, and grows
cool, itseparates into two parts; namely, a concrete floating

substance of a dark red colour called cruor crassamentum,
or Cake ; and a fluid of a yellow-greenish colour, vvliich is

undermost, called the serum. By a chemical analysis the
blood is found to contain an insipid water which soon be-
comes putrid, an empyreumatic oil, an ammoniacal spirit,

and the remainder carbon, a spongy substance which is

with difficulty incinerated.

—

Blood vessels, the vessels by
which the blood is distributed to all parts of the body, con-
sisting of arteries and veins, [vide Anatomy, Artery, Vein']

Blood [Laxn) is regarded in descent of lands ; for a person
is to be next and most wortliy of blood to inherit his an-
cestor's estate. Co. Lit. 1S.~- Princes of the blood, a name
for all princes who are of the blood royal.

—

Blood-xvit, or
Uoiidveit skene, an amerciament, or fine for bloodshed.

Blood Running-itch ( Vet.) a disease in horses similar to the
mange.

—

Blood-stick, a stick used in bleeding horses.

—

Blood Spavin, a distemper in horses, which consists in a
soft swelling that grows through the hoof, and is usually
full of blood.

—

Blood-horse, a particular breed of horses
cultivated originally from the Arabian horses; the ex-
cellence of which consists in the compactness of his fibre,

which increases his strength without adding to his bulk.

—

Blood-hounds, a fierce kind of hunting dogs that are of
such quick scent that they can follow the track of the
person.

Blood, spitting of (Med.) vide Hcemotoptysis.— Vomiting nf

BLU
blood, vide Hamatemisis.—Blood-shot, a disorder of th^
eyes, when the blood vessels are distended so as to make
the eyes appear red.

BLO'Op-FLOWER (Bot.) a bulbous root, the Hcrmanthus
of LinnEcus.—Blood-wort, or Blood-dock, a herb, the Ru-
mex sanguineus.—Dragon's Blood, vide Dragon's Blood.

BLO'OD-LETTING (Surg) an artificial discharge of blood,
which is either general, as venesection and arteriotomy, or
topical, as by the application of leeches, &c.

BLO'OD-RED hot {^Mecli.) the last degree of heat given
by smiths to their iron in the forge.

BLO'OD-STONE (Min.) a stone, so called because it is

effectual in stopping a bleeding, [vide Iliemalites']

BLO'OD-SUCKER (S'al.) the name of a leach, so called

from its sucking the blood of any animal to whom it is ap-
plied.

BLOODY liand (Z-(7U')'one circumstance by which an offender
in killing deer is discovered if he be found with his hands
or other parts bloody, [vide BackberindJ

Bloody flux (Med.) vide Dysentery.
BLOOM of iron (Com.) a square piece of two foot long.

BLO'QUER (Mil.) a term in French for erecting thick

rough walls along the trenches without following the line

and the measure, as is usual in other walls; also for filling

up the chasms in walls with rubbish and coarse mortar, as
is usually done in works constructed under water.

BLO'SSOM (Bot.) in common language, answers to the
Corolla in the botanical language.

Blossom (Man.) an epithet for a horse, whose general colour
is white interspersed with sorrel and bay hairs.

BLOT ill Backgammon (Sport.) when a single man is open
to be taken up.

BLOW (Ent.) or Fly-Blaxu, the ova of flies collected on meat.
Blow (Surg.) vide Blind.

BLO'WER (Zool.) a kind of whale, so called because it spouts
fourth an immense quantity of water.

BLO'VVING qfjire-arms (Gunn.) is when the vent or touch-
hole is run or gullied, and becomes wide so that the powder
will flame out.

Blowing glass (Mech.) the process of forming glass into

various shapes by means of blowing through a blow-pipe
dipped into the melted glass.

—

Blowing of tin, melting tlie

ore of tin after it has been burnt to destroy the mundic.

—

Blowing-house, furnaces where tin ore is melted and cast.

BLOWING-SNAKE (Zool.) a kind of snake which swells

itself up before it begins to bite.

BLOWN (Mech.) a term used in the boiling of sugar when
the sides of the copper pan, in which the sugar has been
boiled for a considerable time, is beaten with the skimmer,
and, a person blowing through the holes of it from one
side to the other, certain sparks or small bubbles fly out,

which is an indication that the sugar is come to the proper
degree of boiling.

BLO'W-PIPE (Chem.) an apparatus in chemistry and mine-
ralogy, which consists of a tube ending in a cavity as fine

as a wire, through which air may be directed with con-
siderable force against a flame ; and, by that means, minute
substances may be heated with great rapidity according to

the convenience of the operator. In this manner experi-

ments may be made on minerals, and all substances which
are exposed to the action of heat.

BLUBBER (Nat.) the fat of a whale before it is boiled.

Blubber, sea (Con.) a vulgar name for the Medusa of
Liimseus.

BLUE (Phy.) one of the seven primitive colours, into which
they are divided when refracted through a glass prism.

Blue [Paint.) as a colour, is distinguished according to the

manner of its preparation, its use, shade, &c. as follows:

—

Ultra-marine, a rich and beautiful blue from an azure stone

called the Lapis lazuli.—Blur ashes are used in limning,

fresco, and miniature.— Turnsole blue, made of the seed
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of the turnsole, used in painting on wood.

—

Prussian blue,

a colour next to ultra-marine for beauty, if it be used in

oil.

—

Bice, or blue-bice, is the palest of all the bright

blues.

—

Smalt is a sort of blue frequently used instead of

bice on common occasions.

—

Indigo is a dark blue ex-

tracted from indigo, principally used to shadow upon
other blues.

—

Blue verditcr is a bright pleasant blue some-
what inclining to a green, which is the easiest to work
with in water.

Blue (Her.) is the common name for azure as a tincture

in coats of arms, [vide Aztire'\

BLU'E-BOTTLE (Bat,) the Cynnus of Linnaeus, an annual
having a bell-shaped flower.

Blue-bottle (Ent.) a large kind of fly with a bluish body.
Blue-bottle (ller.) the flower is borne some-

times in coats of arms, as in the annexed
figure. " He beareth a chevron, gules, be-

tween three blue bottles slipped, proper; by
the name of Chnrley, of Chorley," an ancient

family in the Count}' Palatine, of Lancaster.

BLUE'IXG of metals (Mech.) the process of
heating metals in the fire till they assume a blue colour,

which is the practice of gilders before they apply the gold
and silver leaf to them.

liLUE'NESS (Pill/.) the propcrt}' of a body which, from the

size and texture of the parts that compose its surface, is

disposed to reflect the blue or azure rays of light to the

eye.

BLUFF (Mar.) a high land projecting almost perpendi-

cularly into the sea.— Vlnff' b<med, an epithet for a vessel

that has broad and flat bows.

—

PAulf-headed, an epithet for

a vessel that has a small rake forward, and her stern too

straight up.

BLU'NDEliBUS (.V;7.) a short brass gun with a large bore.

BLUNT (Bot.) vide Obtuse.

B MOLLARE (Mus.) or B mdle, one of the notes of
music, otherwise called soft or flat, in opposition to the

sharp.

BO'A (Med.) a pustulous eruption similar to the small pox,

which was so called, as is supposed, because oxen were
subject to it. Vet. Gloss.

Boa (Zool.) a huge kind of serpent mentioned by Pliny, in

the belly of which was found a young child whole, in the

time of the emperor Claudius. It was so called because
it used to suck the cows. Plin. 1. 8, c. H ; Soliii. c. 2.

l!o.'\, in the Linnenn system, a genus of animals, Class Am-
phibia, Order Serpeiitas.

Generic Characters. Plates on the belly; plates under the

tail ; without a rattle.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Boa Constrictor,

griseo-Jlaresccus, &c. Serpens Ceilonica, S,-c. excellcns. Sec.

blunda, &c. Americana arborea, seu Le Devin, Boa Con-
strictor, or Great Boa, native of -Africa, India, &c. This

is a serpent of immense size and strength, measuring
sometimes twelve yards in length, which, by twisting

itself round the bodies of oxen and other animals, breaks
their bones and swallows tliem whole.

—

Bon srylale,

seu cincrea maculis, &c. Cinereous or Spotted Boa,
native of S. America, which is eaten by the natives.

—

Boa
Cenchris, seu Tamncuilla Iluilia, &c. seu Serpens Oculea,

&c. Kinged or Rufesccnt Boa, native of South America.—Boa Enydris, \Vater Boa.

—

Boa Ophryns, seu corpora

fusco, Brown Boa, or Boa with brown body.

—

Boa
canina, viridis, Jti.sciis, &c. seu Serpens Bojobi, &c. Ca-
nine or Green Boa.

—

Boa regia, nlba, collo, &c. Serpens
pbi/licus. Sec. sou Arabica, &c. Uoyal or White Boa.—

j

Boa pbrygia, nlba, dorso, &c. seu Serpens Phylicus, &c.
[

Embroidered or Wliite Boa, native of the East Indies.
!

—Boa Iforlulana, seu Grisco, &c. Garden or Yellowish-
Grey Boa, native of South America.

—

Boa marina, '

grisea maculis, &c. seu Serpens tcUudinca, &c. Rat or

BOA
Grey Boa, native of South America.

—

Boa maculis, &c.
seu Crotalus mulus, Crotaline Boa, native of Surinam.—
Boafasciata, flava, cnrpore, &c. seu Bungarum Parnah,
Faseiated or Yellow Boa.

BOA-A''i"I (Bot.) a dry fruit from a tree in the Molucca
islands, which is much esteemed as a medicine in the East
Indies, and is an article of trade with the Dutch.

BOAR (Zool.) the same as swine.

Boar (Her.) a charge in a coat of arras, which betokeneth
a man of a bold spirit, and skilful in warlike feats, who will

rather die valourously in the field than save himself by
ignominious flight ; whence no doubt the boar's head is

found so frequent in coats of arms, [vide Boar's Hcad'\
TO Boar (Man.) the action of a horse when he shoots out

his nose as high as his ears, or tosses his nose in the wind.

BOARD (Polit.) an office under the control of the executive
government, where the business of particular departments
is conducted, as the India Board, the Board of Ordnance,
the Board of Admiralty, the Board of Works, &c.

Board (Carp.) all timber sawed to a less thickness thaa
nine inches. All above this thickness are called ;)/a«fe;

boards that are thinner at one edge than another are called

Feather-edged. Fir boards are Deals, which, if they
are one inch and a quarter thick, are called IVhole

Deals ; and those half an inch thick, Split Deals, [vide

Bonrds'\

Board (Mech.) or pasteboard, layers of paper so pasted to-

gether as to make a substance as hard as a board, of which
the coverings of books are made ; hence a book is said to

be in boards, or, abbreviated, in ids., when the boards are

only covered with paper, in distinction from a book, bd. or
bound, i. e. when it is put into leather.

Board (Chs.) the food received at the board or table of
another for a certain remuneration.

Board (Mar.) the space comprehended between any line a
ship runs over, between tack and tack, wlien turning to

windward, or against the wind ; hence " To make a
board," " To board it up to a place," i. e. to turn to wind-
ward. " To make a good board," or " To stretch," to

sail in a straight line. " To make short boards," to tack
frequently. " To make a stern board," to fall back from
the point she has gained on the last tack. " Weather
board," that side of a ship which is to windward. " A
long board," to stand a good way off before you tack.
" To leave the land on back board," to leave it a-stern or

behind.

Board is also taken for the ship itself, as " a-board," i, e.

within a ship. " To go a-board," to go into the ship.

" To throw over-board," to throw out of a ship. " To
slip by the board," i. e. by the ship's side. " Board
and board," when two ships come so near each other

as to touch b}' the board over the ship's side.

TO Board (Mar.) to enter a ship in battle, or in a forcible

manner.
BOA'RDED /?oor (Carpenl.) a floor formed of boards, in

distinction I'rom a stone floor, or a brick floor.

BOA'RDERS (Mar.) sailors appointed to make the attack

by boarding.

BOA'RDING (Carpent.) the fixing of boards for any purposQ,

as a floor : also the boards themselves, which are used for

the purpose.

BOARDING-HOUSE (Cus.) any house in which persons

are provided with board and lodging.

BOA'RDIXG-PIKE (Mar.) a defensive weapon used by
sailors in boarding.

BOARDS, listed (Carpent.) are those reduced in their

breadth by taking away the sap wood.

—

Lever-boards,

those which are fixed in such a manner as to admit or ex-

clude the air at pleasure.

BOARD-WA'GES (Cus.) money given to servants in lieu

of their diet, which they provide for themselves.
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BOARS' HEADS (Her.) a charge in coats ^
of arms, as " He beareth azure three

boars' heads couped within a double

tressure, by the name of Gordon, of the

illustrious house of Gordon."

BOA'STING (Mich.) the paring of stones

by stone-cutters, with the broad chisel and
mallet.

—

Boasting, among carvers, is the rough cutting

round the ornaments, so as to reduce them to their con
tour or outlines.

BOAT (Mar.) a small open vessel worked on rivers or

small waters, by rowing or sailing. Of the different kinds

are—the long-boat, which is the largest that accompanies

a ship ; the skiff-boat, or skiff; t\\eJcrn/-boat, passage-boat,

8^c.—Life-boa), [vide Life'\

Boat is a term used in many sea-phrases, as " To trim the

boat," to sit in the boat in such a manner as that she

shall float upright in the water.— " To moor the boat,"

to fasten the boat with two ropes so as to keep her in a

steady position.—" To bale the boat," to bale the water
out of the boat.

—

Boat-rope, the rope which fastens the

boat to the ship.

—

Boat-hook, a long pole with a hook at

the end, which is used in boats.— Train of boats, small

vessels fastened to each other, ascending the Loire in

France.

—

Boat-skids, long square pieces of fir extending
across the ship, on which the boats, &c. are stowed.

—

Boat-sxinin, the officer who has the boats, anchors, &:c.

in his charge.

—

Boat-sit:ain's-mate, an assistant to the

boat-swain.

BOA'T-BILL (Orn.) a bird of South America, the Cancroma
of Linnaeus, which lives upon fish, and darts down upon
them as they are swimming. It is so called because its

bill resembles a boat in shape.

BOA'T-FLY (Ent.) an insect with an inflected snout, the

Notoneda of Linna:us. It lives in stagnant waters, and
preys on aquatic animalcula;.

BOA'T-.SHAPED (Bot.) navicularis, seu cymbeformis, an
epithet for a petal, a pericarp valve, &c. hollowed out in

the shape of a boat.

BOA'TING (Ant.) a punishment in ancient Persia, offi.xing

a person between two boats, and leaving him to perish in

that condition.

BOA'T'S crexv
(
3/«r.) the men appointed to man a boat.

BO.VTSHAPED (Bot.) vide Boat.

BOA'TSVVAIN (Mar.) \\Ae Boat.

BOB of a pendulum (Hor.) or Ball of a pendulum, the me-
tallic weight attached to the lower extremitj- of a pendu-
lum-rod, by means of an adjusting nut, at such a distance

from the point of suspension as the time of a given vibra-

tion requires.

Bob of the Shears (Mech.) that which serves to bring the

edges of the shears together.

BOBA'RTIA (Bot) ihe Morea spalhacea oCLiavisixxi.

BO'BBINS (Mech.) little pins of wood, with a notch, on
which thread, &C. is wound.

—

Bobbin is also a sort of tape

used in female dress.

BO'B STAY (Mar.) a rope used to confine the bowsprit to

the stem or cut-water.

—

Bobstay-holes, those in the fore-

part of the knee.

—

Bob of the head, a rope used for the

security of the bob-staj-.

BO'B-TAIL (.-ircher.) the steel of a shaft or arrow that is

small breasted and big towards the head.

BOCA'RDO (Lo^.) an arbitrary terra for a species of syllo-

gism of the fifth mode and third figure, in which the

middle proposition is (A) a universal affirmative proposi-

tion, the first and last (O) particular negatives, as

b O Some animals are not men.
c A r Every animal is endued with sense.

dO Therefore something endued with sense is not man.
BO'CCA (Mech.) the large mouth or opening of a glass-house.

BOD
BO'CCALE (Com.) a liquid measure at Rome, equal to half

a gallon.

BOCCARE'LLA (Mech.) a small mouth or opening on each
side the bocca.

BOCCO'XIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, (named after Paolo
Boccone, a physician, Sicilian monk, and botanical writer)
Class 1 1 Dodecandria, Order 1 Monogi/nia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth two-leaved.

—

Cor.
none.

—

Stam. flaments twelve; anthers linear.

—

Pist.
germ roundish; sfj/le one; stigmas simple.

—

Per. sub-
ovate ; seed one.

Species. The species are

—

Bocconin frutescens foliis, S^-c.

ramosa, &;c, Chelidonium, Sjc. seu Cocoxihuith, Shrubby
Bocconia, Tree Celandine, or Parrot-weed, a shrub,
native of Mexico.

—

Bocconia cordata, seu foliis, S^-c.

a shrub, native of China.
B0CHE'TUM(.Vrt/.) a second decoction ofLignumVit£P,&c.
BO'CHIA (Chem.) a chemical vessel similar to a cucurbit.
BO'CIUxM (Med.) \\i.\e Bronchocele.

BO'CKELET [Falcon.) a sort of long-winged hawk.
BO'CK-HORD (Archccol.) a place where books are kept.
BO'CKING (Com.) a Dutch word for red-herring.
BOCK-LAND (Lau) i.e. bookland, deed or charterland

;

land held by some deed or charter, and not to be made
over to another by sale or u'ift. but left entire to the heir.

BODIA'NUS (Ich.) a genus of fishes of the Thoracic Order.
Generic Character. Gill-cover scaly, serrated, and acule-

ated.

—

Scales mostly smooth.
Species. The species are mostly distinguished by their

colour, as the— Bodianns rhodianus. Rose-coloured
Bodian.

—

Bodianns mnculatus, &;c.

BO'DICE (Mech) from body; a kind of waistcoat stiffened

with whalebone, but not so much as women's stays.

BO'DKIN (Mech.) 1. A long sort of pin, on which ivomen
used to roll their hair. 2. A long pointed instrument with
a handle to it. 3. An instrument with an eye to it, through
which thread or ribbon may be drawn.

—

Bodkin-tvork, a
sort of trimming.

BODLE'IAN librari/ (Lit.) a library in Oxford, called after

its founder Sir Thomas Bodley, which is noted throughout
Europe for its immense collection of valuable books, and
manuscripts.

BO'DY (Geom.) or solid, that which has three dimensions,
length, breadth, and thickness.

—

Bodies are either regular
or irregular—A regular body is that which has all its

angles, sides, and planes, similar and equal.—An irregular

body is a solid not bounded with equal and similar surfaces.—Regular bodies are also called Platonic, because Plato
compared the five elements to them : they are as follow

—

Tetraedon, a bodj contained under four equilateral tri-

angles, as fig. 1.

—

Heiaedron, containing six squares, as

fig. 2. — Ociaedron, having eight triangles, as fig. 3.

—

f
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Fig. 3.
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Dodecaedron, containing twelve pentagons, as fig. 4.

—

Icosaedruv, containing twenty triangles, as fig. 5.

Fis. 5.

Body (Pln/s.) a solid, extended, palpable substance, which,

according to the Newtonian philosophy, consists of massy,

hard, impenetrable, moveable particles. Bodies are of dif-

ferent kinds, namely—A hard hodij, whose parts do not

yield to any stroke or percussion, but remains unaltered.

—

A soft body, which yields to any stroke, and thereby

undergoes a change.—An clastic body, that changes its

form with every stroke, but recovers it again when the

impelling force is removed.

Body (Hydros.) is distinguished into solid, fluid, dense, rare,

specifically heavy and light.—A solid body is that whose

particles are kept by a certain continuity which preserves

them in the same form.

—

X ^ftuiil body is that the particles

of which are not so bound together as to preserve a con-

stant cohesion.—A dense body is that which within the

same space contains a greater mass than another.—A rare

body is that which contains a less mass within the same

space than others.—A body specijtcally heavier is that

Avhich with the same volume of matter contains a greater

weight.—A body specifically lighter is that which with the

same volume of matter contains a less weight.

Body (Opt.) that which, as the object of sight, is distinguished

into luminous or lucid, illuminated, diaphonous or pellucid,

and opake.—A lumiiwus body is that which diffuses its own
light.—An illuminated body is that which diffuses a bor-

rowed light.—A pellucid or diaphonous body is that

through which the rays of light easily pass.—An opitlce

body intercepts the passage of the rays.

Body {Anat.) the animal body is distinguished into Head,
Trunk, and Extremities, [vide Anatomy]

Body (Chcm.) is distinguished into imponderable, combusti-

ble, or incombustible, inflammable, gaseous, &c. [vide

Chemi.'.try']

Body (Mech.) the solid and more spacious part of many
vessels, machines, and the like, as

—
'Die body ofn chemical

•vessel, that which holds the matter in distillation.—The
hodij of a pump, the thickest part of the barrel or pipe.

—

The bodi/ of a piece of ordnance, the part contained be-

tween the centre of the trunnions and the cascabcl.

Body (Paint.) or to bear a body, a term applied to any

colour which is of a nature to be ground so finely, and to

mix with the oil so entirely, as to seem onl}' a very thick

oil of the same colour ; of this nature are white-lead and
ceruss, lamp-black, ivory-black, &c.

Body of a letter (Print.) the space contained between the

top and bottom line of a long letter, [vide Printing]

Body of the Place (Fort.) that part inclosed by the bastions,

curtiuns and other works, or the buildings within the

inclosure.

'Body of a room (Archit.) the middle open part, in distinc-

tion from the recesses or sides.

Body {Mil.) any number of forces united under one com-
mander.—The main body is that part of an army which

occupies the centre between the two wings.—The body of
reserve, or, simply, the reserve, is a select body of troops

posted by a general out of the first line of action, to

answer some specific or critical purpose.

BOEDKO'MIA (Atit.) /S.^J^po^ia, an Athenian festival so

called, aTo tS fi<i)i^(![Ajt7i, i, e. from coming to help, because it

BOI

was instituted in honour of Ion, the son of Ruthus, who
went to the assistance of the Athenians, in the reign of

king Erichtheus ; or, according to Plutarch, to commemo-
rate the victory obtained by Theseus over the Amazons in

the month Boedromion. Pint, in Thes. ; Harpocration ;

Suidas, S)X.

BOEDHO'MION (Chron.) tSa^'fowlc, a month so called by
the Greeks, after the festival Boedromia, answering to our

March.
BOEHME'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, named by Jacquin

after Professor Bochnier, of Wittenberg, Class 21 Mo-
noecia. Order 4 Tctrandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.
none; nectanj none.

—

St.\m. Jilaments four; anthers

roundish.— PisT. a rudiment, or none.— Peu. none;

seed roundish.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs and natives of

America or the West Indies ; but the Boehmeria litio-

ralis is an annual.

BOERHA'VIA (Bot.) Hogweed, a genus of plants, named
by Vaillant, after the distinguished i)hysician and botanist,

Boerhaave, Class 1 Monamlria, Order 1 jSIonogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth oblong.— Cor. one-

petalled ; nectary fleshy.

—

Stam. Jilaments one; anthers

t«in.— PisT. germ roundish; style RViCorm ; stig7na capi-

tate.— Per. none ; seed one.

Sj)ccics. The species are perennials, as

—

Boerhavia erecta,

&c. seu Solanum baccijerum, &c. Upright Hogweed.—
Boerhavia diffa.sa, Talu-dama, seu Valerianella, &c.

Spreading Hogweed, &c.

BOE'TE (Gunn.) an instrument made of brass, to which a

steel-tempered blade is attached for diminishing the metal

in a cannon and widening the bore.

BOETHEMA'TICA signa (Med.) /3o.,«,^«T,Kk rvft-iTx, auxi-

liary signs for observing a curcin diseases. Gal. Def.

Med.
BOETHI (Ant.) fify.Soi, assistants in any office.

BO'G-RUSH (Bot.) a perennial, the Schoenus of Linnaeus.

—Bog-Bean, the Mcmanthes trifoliata.

BOCi-HlON-O'RE (Min.) a simple mineral, and a kind of

sulphuret.

BO'GIA (Min.) a sort of gum. {y'liXe Gamboge]
BO'tiO.AHLES (Ecc.) or Bongomiles, heretics of the twelfth

century, who, among others, rejected the five books of

Moses. Baron. Annul. Ann. 1118; Prateul. Doct. omn.

Iheret. ; .Sander. Ihcres. 138.

BOHAD'OCMIA (Bot.) the Pcltaria alUacea of Linn.-cus.

BOIIE'A (Com.) one of the superior kinds of tea that comes

from China.

BOl'AR (Polit.) a great officer of state in Persia.

BOICINI'NGA (Zool.) a name in India for the Rattle Snake.

BOIL (Med.) furnnculns, a phlegmonous tumour, which

commonly terminates in some sort of pustule.

BOl'L.ARY (Mech.) a salt-house, or place where salt is

boiled.

BOILED sillc (Com.) that which has been boiled in water to

facilitate the winding.

BOI'LING (Phy.) ebullition, or the bubbling up of any

fluid by the application of heat. This consists, in gene-

ral, in the discharge of seme vapour, whether of common
air, fixed air, or steam, &c.

—

Boiling point, that point or

degree of heat, as marked on the barometer, which is re-

quis.ito to produce ebullition or boiling in any fluid. This

varies in different liquids, and in the same liquid under

different pressures of the atmosphere ; water begins to boil

at 212 degrees of rahrenheit's scale.

BOJO'BI (Zool.) a venomous serpent.

BOIS (Mil.) rrench for wood, is used in some phrases, at

aller au bois, to go foraging for wood ; bois de remontage,

timber for new mounting cannon, &c. ; bois de chatffag»,
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fuel distributed among French troops •,faire haut le bols is

said of pilcenien wlio make a stand advancing tlieir pikes.

BOITIA'PO [Zool.) a serpent of Brazil.

BOLIU'DION (Med.) ^cxs^iw, a small polypus, recom-
mended as a food. Hipp, ile Miil. ; Foes. CEeoiiom. Hip-
pncrnt.

BO'LBION (Med.) e^>.s,e<, bulbuhis, diniinitive of /3a>o«5,

bulbos, recommended in a pessary. Hipp, de MuL; Foes.

CEeonnm. Hiiipocrat,

BOLBI'TION (.Ufrf.) vide Bolbidion.

BO'LIUTOX {Med.) ^c;^3,rcc, artic, /J»Ait=;, from SoM, ejec-

tion : cow-dung, i-ecommended as a fomentation. Hipp,

de Mid. ; Foes. (I^eonom. Hippocrat.

BO'LC'HON {Mill.) the same as Bdellium.

BO'LD-SHORE (Mar.) a sea coast, so abrupt and steep,

that vessels may approach it without danger.

BO'LE (Mill.) a friable earth of the argillaceous kind, which

unites with water so as to form a paste. There are many
kinds of boles distinguished either b}' the name of the

place from which they come, as Armenian, Leinnian, Tus-

can bole, &c. ; or from their colour, as red, if/iite, broivn

bole, &c. The principal earth of this kind used in medi-

cine is the Armenian bole, or Bole .\rmenic, a bright red

coloured earth, which is often mixed with honey, and ap-

plied to the mouth of children having the aphtha;.

Bole (Med.) vide Bolus.

BOLE'SIS (Min.) Coral.

BOLE'SON (Cltem.) Balsam.

BOLE'TIC aeid (C/iem.) an acid drawn from the juice of

the Boletus pseudo igniarius,

BOLE'TUS (But.) a sort of fungus highly esteemetl by the

ancients, and purchased as a great dtlicacv for the table.

Mart. 1. 13, epig. i".

Ar^eutrim atque aunim facile eit, Unamqiie togamque

Mittere ; botetos mittere difficile est.

It was by means of the boletus that Claudius was poisoned

;

to which Juvenal alludes,

Juv. sat. 5, V. 14-7.

Vilibiis aiicipitesfun^i ponentur amicis

Boletus domino ; sed quaUm Claudius edit.

Suet, in Claud, c. 44 ; Plin. 1. 22, c. 22.

Boletus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class

Cryptogamia, Order Fungi.— Boletus eervi, the Mushroom.
—Boletus igniarius, the same as .Vgaric.

BO'LIS (Ant.) 1. The plummet line for sounding. 2. A
fiery meteor that darts down. Plin. 1. 2, c. 26.

BOLl'SMUS (Med.) the same a& Bulimus.

BOLL (Bot.) from ball and bowl. 1. The naked trunk of a

tree. 2. A poppy head with the seeds.

Boll of salt ( Com ) a measure of two bushels.

BO'LLARU-TIMBERS (Mar.) or Knight-heads, two tim-

bers on each side the bowsprits to secure its inner end.

—

Bollards, large posts set in the ground on each side a dock.

BO'LLEIIO (Sport.) a Spanish dance noted for its volup-

tuousness.

BOLLIMONY (Husband.) a medley of several sorts of

grain.

BO'LLITO (Paint.) an Italian name for a sort of sea-green

colour in artificial crystal.

BO'LLOCK-BLOCKS (Mar.) blocks secured to the topsail

yards.

BOLO'GNA Stone (Min.) a phosphoric stone ; the Barytes

bononicnses of Linnaeus, which shines in the dark after

having been calcined in the fire.

BO'LSTER (Surg.) a soft pillow for a broken limb.

Bolster (Man.) those parts of a saddle which are raised

upon the bows to receive the rider's thighs.

—

To Jit the

Bolster, I. e. to put the cork of the saddle into the bolster

to keep it tight.

BOM
Bolster (Mar.) 1. A piece of timber cut and placed for

the casement of the cable. 2. The piece bolted to the
ship's side on which the stanchions for the linings of the
anchors are placed. ;>. A small bag of tarred canvass laid

between the collars of the stays. 4. A cylindrical piece
of iron with a hole through the middle, used when holes
are to be punched.

BOLT (Carpent.) an iron pin used for strengthening timber.

Bolts are distinguished into plate, spring, and round bolts.

Flate and spring bolts are used for doors and windows.
Round bolts are long iron pins, with a head at one end and
a key at the other.

—

Bolt-lock or nab, that part of the lock
which receives the bolt in shooting it backward and for-

ward.

Bolt (Mar.) an iron pin used to fasten parts of a ship; which
is distinguished into

—

Fend bolts, bolts with long and thick

heads, struck into the uttermost walls or bends of the ship

to save the sides from galling.

—

Set bolts, used for forcing

the planks together.

—

lU'ig bilts, which serve to bring the

planks together, to which the breeches are fastened.

—

Rag-bolts, which have jags or barbs.

—

Clench-bolts, which
are clenched with a rivetting hammer.

—

Drive-bolts, which
are used for driving out other bolts.

—

Forelock bolts, which
have a forelock of iron at the end driven in, to keep it

from starting back.

—

Bolt rope, that to which the edges of
the sails are sewed to prevent their rending.

—

Bull-boat, a
strong boat fitted for a rough sea.— Bolt-sprit, [vide Borv-

sprit'\—Bolt-augeiir, a large borer or piercer, used by ships'

carpenters for boring the holes for bolts.

Bolt (Gunn.) the iron pin of a gun carriage, which is of
dift'erent kinds, namely

—

Prize bolts, large knobs of iron

on the cheek of a carriage to prevent the handspike frona

sliding.— Traverse bolts, two short bolts put into each end
of an English mortar carriage.— Transum bolts, which go
between the cheeks of a gun carriage to strengthen the

transoms.

—

Bracket bolts, which go through the cheeks of

a mortar, and by the help of the coins, keep it at any given
elevation.

BO'LT-HEAD (Chem.) a long straight-necked glass vessel

for distillations, which being fitted to the alembic or still,

is called a receiver ; when the neck is well joined to the

neck of another, it is called a double-vessel.

Bolt of silk (Com.) a long narrow piece.

—

Bolt of canvass,

a certain quantity, containing twenty-eight ells.

Bolt and tun (Her.) a charge in coats of arms, consisting of

a bird bolt in pale piercing through a tuii.

to Bolt (S/jo;/.) a coney is said to be bolted when she is

first started.

TO Bolt (Hu.sband.) to sift flour.

BO'LTER (Mecli.) the machine for sifting meal.

BO'LTIXG (Laxv) a legal exercise of arguing cases formerly

used in our inns of court.

BO'LTING-CLOTH (Mech.) the cloth through which the

sifted meal runs, which is of different degrees of fineness.

BOLTO'NT.A (Bot.) a genus of plants, named after jNIr. Bol-

ton, a botanist of Halifax, Class 19 Syngenesia, Order 2
Polygamia Superflua.

Generic Characters. C.VL. common flattish,—CoR. com-

pound ruAisXe.—Stam. Jilaments five; anthers cylindric.

—Pist. germ oblong ; style filiform ; stigmas two.

—

Per.
none ; seeds solitary ; recejytacle naked.

Species. The species are the

—

Boltonia asieroides, Joliis,

&c. Matricaria asteroidcs, &c. Joliis, &c. seu Aster

americanus, &.C. Star-wort flowered Boltonia.

—

Boltonia

glastijblia, seu foliis, Szc. Glaucous-leaved Boltonia, a

perennial, native of Pennsylvania.

BO'LUS (Med.) from iia>>.oc, a clod of earth; a Bolus or

Bole, an internal medicine, of a consistency much thicker

than honey, [vide Bole']

BOMB (Gunn.) from /3o/«,,3o5, a hollow noise ; a shell or hoi-
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low ball of cast iron, which is thrown into towns, when,

l)y bursting, it causes much mischief. They have large

vents to receive the fusees or tubes, and are filled with

combustible materials of all kinds, nails, old iron, &c.

After the bomb has been filled, the fusee is driven into the

vent within an inch of the head, and pitched over to pre-

serve it : then they uncase another fusee, put the bomb
into the mortar, and cover it with gunpowder dust, which,

having taken fire by the flash of the powder in the cham-

ber of the mortar, "burns all the time the bomb is in the

air, and the composition in the fusee being spent, it fires

the powder in the bomb, which, in consequence, bursts,

blowing into pieces whatever comes in its way. [vide For-

tijicntion]—Bomb-chest, a wooden chest, filled with bombs,

which was formerly buried under ground, in order to blow

up those that happened to be on the spot at the time of

its bursting.

—

Bomb-ketch, or bomb-vessel, a small vessel

particularly constructed for carrying and using mortars at

sea.

—

Bomb-tender, a small vessel laden with bombs for

the use of the bomb-ketch.

BOMBA'RD (Mil.) in Latin bombarcla, in French hom-

barde, a great gun, formerly in use, which carried balls

300 pounds weight, and for the loading of which they

employed cranes.

TO Bombard (Mil.) to shoot bombs into a besieged place.

BOMBAUDFERS (Mil.) non-commissioned officers ; so

called because they were chiefly employed in mortar and

howitzer duty.

BOMBA'RDO (Mus.) a wind instrument, resembling a bas-

soon.

BOMBASI'NE (Com.) a sort of slight silken stuff.

BOMBAST (Com.) a kind of stuff made of cotton.

BO'MBAX (Bol.) Cotton-bush, or Silk-cotton, a genus of

plants. Class IG Monadelphia, Order 5 Polyandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con.
five-parted.

—

Stam. flamcnts five, or many.— Pist.

oerm roundish ; style filiform ; stigma capitate.

—

Peu.

capsule large; seeds very many; receptacle columnar.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Bombax pcntan-

driim, Xylon caule, Sfc. Gossi/pium, S^-c. F.riophorosjavana,

seu Pania Paniala.—Bombax Cnbn, Xylon, Gossijiitim

nrboreum, &;c. seu Cuba viticis, ^-c.—Bombax heptaphyl-

lumjtofibus, S;c. Septenatum,Joliis septenafis, S^'c. Gossy-

jiium, seu Xylon arbor, Sfc. seu Moul-clauou.—Bombax
gossypinumjhliis, tS'C Ketmiafoliis, &c.—Bombax Conga,

seu Gossipium, S;c.—Bombax Erianthos, Jlorihus, ls;c.

caulc, Sfc.—Bombax globosum,Jloribus, S^'c. seu fuliis, S^r.

Ger. Herb.; J. Bank. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauli. Pin.;

Jiaii Hist. Plant.; Parle. Theat. Botan. ; Bocrhaav.

Jnd. ; Tournef. Instit.

BOMBE'LLES (Mil.) French for small bombs.
BO'.MBIATE (Cltem.) a salt formed by the combination of

bombic acid with different bases, as the borabiatc of alu-

mine, &c.

BOMBIC acid (Chem.) an acid liquorof the silk-worm, con-

tained in a reservoir near the anus. This acid is of a very

penetrating nature, and of a yellow amber colour.

BO'MBUS (Med.) /3«/*/3o5, a reverberating noise, which if in

the cars in an acute disorder is a mortal symptom.
BOMBVCI'LLA (Orn.) Wax-wing, a genus of birds de-

tached from the Chatterers, of the Order Passeres.

Generic Character. Beak short, and slightly depressed.

—

Nostrils oval, covered with small feathers.

—

Feet four-

toed.

Species. There are two species, namely

—

Bombicylla bohc-

mica, Garrulus Bohemicus, le ./a.'ieur de Bohcmc, Bohe-
mian Wax-wing, or Chatterer.

—

Bombycilla Carolina,

Ampelis garrulus, Carolina Wax-wing.
BO.MBV'LIUS (/}«/.) /3o^/3t-Aio5, a drinking-cup with along
narrow neck, which is so called from the bubbling noise

BON
which it makes in drinking. Poll. Onomast.l. G, c. 16;
Athen. 1. 6, c. 18.

BoMBYLius (Ent.) the Humble Bee, a sort of bee so called

ajTo t5 fio/^/ivXMf, that is, from the humming noise which
this bee makes; or from /3oj«,/3uAii>?, a drinking-cup with a
long neck, which its larva resembles in shape, a genus
of animals, Class Jusecla, Order Diptera.

Generic Characters. Mouth furnished with a long setaceous

sucker, formed of two unequal horizontal valves, and
containing setaceous stings.

Species. The species are : 1 . Those having two liairy

feelers, and antennae united at the base, as

—

Bombylius
major. Humble-bee.— Bombylius medius.— BombijUus
minor.-—Domhylius ater. 2. Those having two suckers,

with three incumbent bristles or feelers, and antennae
approximate, as

—

liombylius albifrons, &c.
BO'MBYX (.Jh^) fiiu,fivl, a sort of pipe made of the reed

called /So«,/3i/x.'a5, which was used in the Bacchanalian fes-

tival. Aristot. de Auscult. ; Poll. 1. 4, c. 9.

BoMBYX (Ent.) the worm mentioned by Aristotle and Pliny,

which was supposed to be generated from the flowers of
trees in the island of Cos, and spun its threads after the

manner of the spider, of which the inhabitants made their

garments. The bonibyx was so called because it resembled
in shape the vessel called the bombylius [vide Uombi/lius']

but it is supposed to differ from what is now called the Silk-

Worm. Aristot. Hist. Anim. 1. 5, c. 1 9 ; Plin. 1. 1 1 , c. 22 ;

Poll. 1. 7, c. 17; Snlmas. in Tertnll. de Pall. c. 3.

BOMO'LOCHUS (^1«/.) from /3»/a«, an altar, and Ao;k«w, to

lie wait ; one who lies wait at the altar to get any thing of
the provisions.

BOMPERNrCKEL(.l/crf.) or Bonpournickel, good for no-
thing, i. e. bon pour and nickel, nothing, corrupted from the
Low (lerman nic, and the French nul, nothing; an epithet
applied by a French traveller to the Wcstphalian black
bread, which being made of the unsifted meal, as it comes
from the mill, has been reckoned by some of a highly glu-

tinous and nutritious quality.

BON (Polit.) French for a written document, by the signa-

ture of which a sovereign or a minister confirms some ap-
pointment to the person or persons specified.

BoN (Bot.) the Coft'ee-tree; the Caffea Arabica of Linnaeus.

BONA-FI'DE (Laiv) with good faith, i. e. without fraud or

subterfuge.

—

Bona gestura, Good Abcaring, Good-Beha-
viour.

—

Bona patria, an assize of twelve men, or good
neighbours, otherwise caWodJuratores Bona pcritura, pe-
rishable commodities, such as, in a wreck, will not last a
year and a day, and n)ust therefore be sold by the Sheriff.

Slat. West. 1, 3 Ed. 1.

BO'NACE (Mar.) French for calm weather and a smooth sea.

BO'NAROTA (Bol.) the Pttdcrota bonerota and ageria of
Linna-us.

BONA'SIANS (Ecc.) or Bonosians, Heretics of the fourth

century maintaining that Jesus Christ was the Son of God
by adoption only. Baron. Annal. Ann. 376.

BONA'SUS (Zool.) liovxiroi, an animal of the ox kind in

Piconia having the mane of a horse. It is said that when
pursued by hunters he emits a noisome odure, for the pur-

pose of deterring them from the jjursuit.

BONAVE'NTURE mizcn (Mar.) a second mizen mast added
in some large foreign ships, which stands next the poop.

BON chrclien (Bot.) a sort of summer pear.

BOND (Carpent.) from to bind ; the binding any two pieces

together by tenanting, morticing, &c. ; whence the expres-

sion " To make good bond," i. e. to fasten them in such

manner securely.

BOND (Mason.) the disposition of stones or bricks in a

building. Stones which liave their length placed in the

thickness of the wall are called headers, and those whose

length extends along the face, or exterior of the wall, are
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called stretchers : where this sort of disposition is blended

it is called header and stretcher bond. The stones that are

inserted the wliole thickness of the wall are called Iicadinn

jambs; and the intermediate stones, having their length

placed horizontally in the face, are the stretching jambs.—
Heait bond is when two stones which appear in the front

and rear of a wall meet in the centre of it, and when a

third stone is placed over the joint, in order to bind
the facing and backing together.

—

Bond stones are
stretchers nsed in uncoursed ruble work, which, if they
are inserted the whole thickness of the masonry, are called

perpends, or perpend stones.—English bond is «hen to every
two courses of headers there is one course of stretchers,

the former of which are called heading-courses, the latter

stretching-courses.—Flemish bond has one header between
every two stretchers.

—

Bond-timbers are the horizontal

timbers built in stone or brick walls for strengthening the

masonry. Sec. Bond-timbers disposed in tires are called

common bond ; those placed in or near the middle of the

story are called chain-timbers, or chain-bond.

BO'NDMAN {Ant.) a man who was a slave, in distinction

from the bond-maid. They are otherwise called bond-
servants.

BOND-SO'COME (Z,ato) a custom by which tenants were
bound to grind corn at their lord's mill.

—

Bond-tenants,
another name for copyholders, or customary tenants.

BO'NDAGE (Law) another name for slavery.

BOND.S (Carpcnt.) all the timbers disposed in the walls of a

liouse, as bond-timbers, lintels, and wall-plates.

BO'NDSJMAN(/,a:iO one bound or giving security for another.

BO'NDUC (Bill.) the Guilandina of Linnaeus.

BONDUCE'LLA [Bot.) a species of the Guilandina of
Linnaeus.

BONE (Anat.) a hard, dry, insensible part of the body, of
a whitish colour, composed of a spongy, compact, reticular

substance, containing an oily substance, called marrow.
Bones are covered with an exceedingly sensible mem-
brane, which is generally called periosteum, and on the
scull the pericranium. Tlie processes of bones are distin-

guished by their figure and situations, into the head, the neck,

the condi/le, the tuberositi/, cri-^ta, tS't. ^'c. The cavities of
bones, which serve for the reception of other bones, 5:c.

are distinguished, according to their magnitude, into fovea-,

OT \iiu, foramina, notches, furrows, lic. &c. The human
bod\ is divided, as respects the bones, into the Head, Trunk,
and E.xtreniities, which are composed altogether of '2uS

bones, as in the following table :

—

Bones of the Head.
The Cranium, or Skull.

No.
Frontal 1

Parietal 2
Occipital 1

Temporal 2
Ethmoid 1

Sphenoid 1

The Face.

Superior maxillary .... 2
Jugal ' 2
Nasal 2
Lachrymal 2
Palatine ^ . . .

.

2
Inferior and spongy. ... 2
Vomer I

Inferior maxillary 1

The Teeth.
Incisores 8
Cuspidati 4.

Molares 20

The Tongue.

Hyoides Os 1

The Ear.
3Ialleus 2
Incus 2
Stapes 2
Os Orbiculare , 2

Bones of the Trunk.
The Spine.

Vertebrae cervical .... 7
dorsal 12
lumbar 5

Os Sacrum
Os Coccygis 1

The Thoraie.

Sternum, or Breast-bone 1

Costae, or Ribs o^

Boxes of the Upper
Extremities.
The Shoulder.

Clavicle, or Collar-bone 2

Scapula, or Shoulder-
blade

The Arm.
Os Humeri

The Fore arm.
Ulna

,

Radius

The Hand.
Os Naviculare

Os Lunare

Carpus, or Wrist.

Os Cuneiforme
,

Os Orbiculare

Os Trapezium
Os Trapezoides
Os Magnum

,

Os Unciforme
,

Metacarpus
Phalanges

BON
No. BONCS OF THE Lowl

Extremities.
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BONTA'NS (Com.) a kind of stuff of cotton interwoven

with worsted at Canton, on the river Gambia.

BO'NTIA (Bot.) a genu., of plants named after Bontius, a

physician of Batavia, Class H Didijiiamia, Order 2 An-

giospcrmia.

Generic Characlers. CAL./?e«an</i one-leaved.

—

Cor. one-

petalled.

—

^T.\t.\. filaments iout; anthers simple.—PiST.

srerm ovate; style simple; stigma bifid.

—

1'er. drupe

ovatf! ; seed-nut o\ei\.

Species. The only species is

—

Bontia dnphnoidcs, foliis

alternis, &;c. arboresccns, S^c. fauricolce Jhcie, seu Olea

stjivestris, S)-c. Barbadoes Wild Olive, a shrub, native of

the West Indies.

BONUS Ilenricus (Bot.) a species of the Clicuopodium of

Linnaeus.

BO'NZES (Tlieol.) Indian priests, who wear a charlet of

100 beads round their neck, and carry a staff, at the end

of which is a wooden bird.

BOO'BY (Om.) a South American bird of the Pelican tribe.

BOOK (Lit.) from the Ger. buck, a beech-tree, because the

bark of trees was originally used instead of paper : any

folded leaves which are or may be written upon.

Book of rates (Law) a book showing the value of goods that

pay poundage at the custom house.

—

Book of responses,

that which the director of the chancery keeps particularly

to note a seizure.

Book (Mil.) the different books used in the British service are

distinguished according to their use, as the

—

General order

Book, from which the parole and countersign are taken.

—

Regimental order Book, containing instructions to parti-

cular regiments.

—

Regimental bonk, containing the records

of tlie regiment.

—

Black book, containing the offences, &c.

of the non-commissioned officers and soldiers.

—

Time book,

a book kept in the war-office, and other offices, to note

down the time when the clerks attend.— (Quarter book, in

the ordnance office, containing the names of tlie officers,

their appointments, salaries, Ac

—

Practice book, contain-

injr the weight, range, &c. of cannon.

BOOK-KEEPING (Com.) the art of keeping a merchant's

books or accounts in due order, according to certain rules.

To this end merchants always employ two, and sometimes

three books, namely, the Waste Book, the Ledger, the

Journal, to which may be added the Cash Book and the

Bill Book.— Waste Book is the book which contains a re-

gistry of the common and daily transactions that occur in

business, wlien against every person's name, at the right

hand extremity of the same line, D'. i. e. debtor, or C'.

i. e. creditor, must be written. The act of placing any

transaction under a given account is called the entry : if

any transaction be entered with the mark D'. it is called

debiting the account; if with the mark C'. it k crediting.

The accounts of persons are debited under their respective

names when they become indebted to the merchant : they

are credited when the merchant becomes indebted to them.

Accounts of property are debited when they conic into the

merchant's possession, and credited when they go out of

his possession. The goods are either specified particularly,

or given under the general name of sundries. In the same

manner the accounts of profit and loss arc kept, which are

debited on account of a loss, or credited on account of

a gain. Those marked I)', in tlie Waste Book are placed

on the left hand page, marked D'. and those marked C'. on

the 0|iposite page, marked Contra C'.—Ledger is a book in

which the various accounts relating to any individual are

arranged in a methodical manner, the act of doing which

is ca\\ci!i posting. The different ledgers which a merchant

may want in the course of his transactions are numbered

by the letters of tlic alphnlict, A, 15, C, &c. ; and when a

new ledger becomes necessary each account must be ba-

lanced by carrying the diilercnce between the two sides to

BOO
the lighter, and entering it against the words " To balance,"

or " By balance," as the entry is to be made on the D'.
or C. side : when the difference is carried to the former, it

shows the same to be in favour of the person to whose
debit it is carried, and when on the C' . side it is against

him.

—

Journal is an intermediate book between the Waste
Book and the Ledger, wherein the transactions of the

Waste Book are entered in a brief manner, so as to facili-

tate the posting them into the latter.— Cash Book is the

book in which the cash-account is kept, by entering moneys
due to the merchant on the D'. side of the person's against

whose name it is entered, and those received on the C'.

side. In this book cash is J)', on the left hand page, and
Contra C'. on the right hand.

—

Bill Book, or the book in

which all bills payable or receivable are entered, com-
monly consists of two distinct books, called the bills re-

ceivable book, and the bills pai/al/le book. In the former tlie

bills receivable is the only D'. and accounts credited are

entered in the column which shows from whom or on whose
account they are received: in the latter the bills payable
is the only C'. and accounts debited are entered in the co-

lumn which shows by whom or on whose account they are

drawn.

Book-keeping is conducted either by double or single entry,

which are two different methods of posting the entries of

the transactions into the ledger.

—

Double Entri/ is so

called because the .same transaction is entered as it were
twice, or in two different forms, as in the entry of N. N.
D'. to Cottons, the account of N. N. was debited to

Cottons, and the account of Cottons was credited by
N. N. each for the same amount. This is called form-

ing the ledger by Double Entry.

—

Single Entry, on the

other hand, is that in which the entiy is made but once,

as in the preceding case, wherein the entry of N. N. D'.
to Cottons, the account of N. N. only is debited to

account, with the omission of the Credit .\ccount by
N. N.

TO Book a debt (Com.) is to enter a debt against a person's

name in account books.

BOOM (Mar.) from beam, a long pole to extend the bottoms
of particular sails, as the jib-boom, studding sail boom,
&c.

—

Boom iron, the iron composed of two rings in which
the boom rests.

—

Boom of a harbour, a strong iron chain

thrown across a harbour to prevent the entrance of an
enemy.

—

Fire-boom, a strong pole thrown out from a ship

to prevent the approach of fire-ships, <S:c.

BOO'MING (ISIar.) the application of a boom to the sails:

also a ship is said to come booming when she makes all the

sail she can.

BO'OPS (Ich.) a fish which is the Sparus of Linnaeus.

BOOT (Archceol.) a species of torture formerly practised in

Scotland towards criminals to extort confession. It consisted

in fixing a boot of wetted parchment on the leg, which
being afterwards dried by the fire, caused exquisite pain by
the shrinking.

Boot was also the name of another punishment, by means
of irons so fixed on the legs that when squeezed together

they could be broken.

—

Boot-baler, a freebooter or robber.

Boot of a coach (Mech.) the space underneath between the

coachman and the body of the coach, in which parcels are

stowed.

—

Boot-tree, two pieces of wood, the shape of a

leg, driven into a boot to stretch it.

BOOT-TO'PPING (Mar.) the operation of scraping off the

grass, shells, SfC. from the ship's bottom.

BOO'TES (Astron.) fioarn^, a northern con.^tcllatioM so called

from ilSc, an ox, andaiCiu, to drive, i. c. the ox-driver, be-

cause it seems to follow the great bear as the driver follows

his oxen. It was also called by the (ireeks Arctopliylax,

ufjbx^ci and Arctos, and by the Arabians Aramach, and in

English Charles' Wain.
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Horn. Odj/ss, I. 5, V. 272.

riAi^jfiWce? T* ta'c^citfTtj KXi oys ^octree Boarrijr

AfKTCv 0' >iv x-Xi 'AfAxittr i^tKXyiC-if xxMUfTiv,

Araf, Apparent, v. 91.

Ejo.7»o-fi£»J^ 'EAix;)? (pifiTUi tXaovTt ioixa^^

Arctophylaxformam terga sequentis habet.

Juv. sat. 5, V. 23.

Frigida ciTcumagunt pigri sari'oca Bci^tt^,

Manill. Astron. Poet. 1. 1. v. 315.

il tergo nitet Arctophytai, ulemqiie Bootes.

Bootes had, according to Ptolemy, 23 stars, according to

Tyclio 28, to Bayer 34, to Hevelius 52, to Flamstead 5i,

one of which, in the skirt of his coat, is Arcliirus, a star of

tlie first magnitude. Bootes is represented as a man walk-

ing, and grasping a club in his right hand, and is fabled to

have been Icarius, who was transported to heaven because

he was a great cultivator of the vine; for when Bootes rises

the works of ploughing and carting go forward. Cic. cle

Nat. Dear.; Hygin. Astron. Poet. ; Plhi. I. 2, c. il ; Aid.

Gell. 1. 2, c. 21 ; Gem. Elem. Astron.; Hipparch. in Arat.

;

Eratostli. Characteris. ; Ptol. Almag.X. 7, c. 5 ; Bay. Ura-

nomet. Hevel. kinchin, ccelest.

BO'OTIXG {Lan') the punishment formerly used in Scotland

of putting irons on the legs of offenders.

—

Booting corn, a

rent of corn paid by the tenant to his lord by way of com-
pensation for giving him a lease.

BOOTS [Mil.) a familiar term in the British army for the

youngest officer at a regimental mess.

BOOZE (Archaol.) an ox or cow-stall.

BO'RACE (Min.) videZJorax.

BORA'CHIO (ArchiEol.) a leathern bottle made of swine

skin to carry wine in.

BORA'CIC acid (C/iem.) an acid drawn from borax by com-
bustion.

BORACI'TES {Min.) Boracite, a genus of argillaceous

earths found at Kahlberg, near Luneberg, situated on a

bed of Gypsum.
Generic Characters. Consisting of carbonate of lime, of

carbonate of magnesia, and boracic acid, with a little

alumina, silica, and oxyde of iron.

Species. The onlj- species is Boracites cubicus, Boracites,

Boracite, or Borat of Magnesia.

BO'RAGE (Bot.) vide Borago.

BORAGINOl'DES {Bot.) another name for the Borago.

BORA'GO {Bot.) Borage, a plant, the leaves of which are

esteemed of a cordial, exhilarating, and refrigerating na-

ture. It answers nearest to the Buglossum of the ancients.

Borago, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 5
Pentandria, Order 1 jMo7iogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted.— Cor.
monopetalous.

—

Stam.Jilaments five; ant/iers oblong.

—

PiST. gerins four; .si^/c- filiform ; stigma simple.

—

Per.
none ; seeds four roundish.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as Borago offici-

nalis, sea Buglossum, Common Borage.

—

Borago Indica,

Cynoglossoides, seu Anchusa, &c. Indian Borage.

—

Bo-
rago Africana, Cynoglossoides, seu Cynoglossum, African

Borage. But the Borago orientalis is a perennial ; and
the Borago laxijlora is a biennial. J. Bank. Hist. Plant.;

C.Bauh.Pin.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Park. Theat. Botan.;

Tonrnef. Inst, Re Herb. ; Boerhaav. Ind.

Borago, the species is the Cynoglossum Ompholades of
Linnaeus. Park.

BORAME'TZ {Bot.) vide Agnus Scythicus.

BORASSUS (Bot.) a genus of plants consisting of the

BOR

Palmes of the largest size, Class 22 Dioecia, Order 6
Heiandria.
Generic Characters. Cai.. spathe universal.

—

Cor. perianth

proper three-leaved.— Sta.m. Jilaments six; anthers

thicker.

—

Pist. germ roundish ; styles three ; stigmas

simple.

—

Per. berry (drupe) roundish ; seeds three.

Species. The only species is Borassus JlabelliJ'ormix,Jron-

dibus, &.C. Pahna coccif'era, Ampana Carimpara, seu

Lontarus domestica, a shrub, native of the East Indies.

BO'RATE (Chem.) a salt formed of boracic acid with an

earthy, alkaline, or-metallic base, as borate of soda, &iC.—
Borate of magnesia is another name for the Boracites.

BORAX {Min.) the name of a salt which, by the ancients,

was called chrysocoUa, and is supposed to be derived from
the Arabic Baurac, which properly signifies nitre. The
use of Bora'v in medicine is to cleanse wounds. Aristot. de

Mirnb.; Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 104- ; Plin. 1. 33, c. 5; Aet.

Teirab. 1, serra. 2, c. SI ; Paul. yEginet. 1. 7, c. 3 ; Salrnas.

Homoni/m. Hyl. latr. c. 121.

Borax, in the Linnean system, a genus of salts, found in Japan,
Chili, and Peru, sometimes in the form of solid grains,

sometimes in large crystals enclosed in a fatty matter.

Generic Characters. The generic characters are slightly

caustic, rather ponderous, seniitransparent, and melting

into a transparent glass.

Species. The species are Borax sedativa, seu Sal nalu-

rale.—Borax tincal, Borax nudus, seu Borax crudus.

Borax, Tincal, or Sub-bort of Soda.

Borax {Chem.) was formerly distinguished by this cha-

racter |—
'^ .

BORBO'>slA {Bot.) a genus of plants named after Gaston
Bourbon, Duke of Orleans, Class 17 Diadelphia, Order 4-

Decandria.
Generic Characters. Cai.. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.

pentapetalous.

—

St A}.i. Jilaments nine; anthers small.

—

PlsT. germ subulate; style very short; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. legume roundish ; seed kidney-form.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of the Cape
of Good Hope, as the

—

Borbonia ericijolia, seu Genista

Africana, &c. a shrub.

—

Borbonia trinervia, seu Frutex

jEthiopicus, S:c.—Borbonia lanceolata. Genista Africana,

Sec. Spartium AJricanum, &c. seu Frutex ALthiopicus, &.c.

Spear leaved Borbonia, &c.
BORBORO'DES {MeJ.) ^c^icfZh.i, earthy, feculent, as /3«f-

liofahc, TKOf, feculent pus. Hipp. 1. 7, aphor. 44.

BORBORY'GMUS {Med.) /!<>f,SvfvyfA,ii, from /2of,3^p.t«, to

send forth a noise, or murmur. Gal. Com. in Hippoc.

1. 4, aphor. 73.

RO'RDAGE {Mar.) French for the planks of a ship's side.

BORDA'GIUM (Archceol.) the same as Bordlode.

BORD.A.'RIA (/Irci^ffi'o/.) a cottage, from the Saxon bopb, a

house.

BORD.A'RII {ArchiEol.) or Bordmen, a term frequently used

in Domesday book for a sort of boors, who were distinct

from the villani. They are supposed to have been peasants

in a less servile condition, who had a bord or cottage.

BORDA'T {Com.) or bordetti, a very narrow stuiT manu-
factured in India.

BO'RD-BRIGGH {Archccol.) from the S'axon bopg-bpycJ, or

bunj-bpych ; a pledge, breach, or breach of mutual fidelity.

BO'RDER (Mil.) a French term, signifying to line with sol-

diers, as border la cote, to line the coast.

Border {Mech.) from the Teut. i?o/-/, a limit, or a board

;

the edge of any thing, particularly of a garment, a garden-

bed, &c.
Border (Bot.) the upper or spreading part of a one-petalled

corolla, [vide Limhu.i']

Border {Her.) or bordure, in French bordeure ; is an ordi-

nary, so called because it borders round, and, as it were,

hems in the field. They are either plain, as inj%. 1, or in-
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dented, ;is In Jig. 2. " Hcbcareth, gules, a bordure iiuk'ntcd,

argent." Borders arc cliarged with things natural and arti-

ficial in the same manner as the field; thus, a border

enaluron consists of birds, as in fig. 3. He beareth, argent,

a bordure, gules, enaluron of martlets, or;" so borders

CH«/(7i/ composed of beasts; uen/oj/, of vegetables ; enloyer,

of inanimate things. Borders always give place to the

chief, quarter, and canton, so that in coats charged with

a chief, quarter, or canton, the border goes round the

field until it reaches them, as in Jig. i. " He beareth,

ar>rcnt, a border, gules, a chief, azure.^' Borders were

anciently used to distinguish one house from another that

wag descended of one family and the same parents.

BORDEREA'U (A/;7.) French for a sort of diary, which

is kept, for a troop or company, for the purpose of ascer-

taining what articles have been distributed, and what

money paid to the soldiers.

BO'llDEl'iER [Geog.) a name for an inhabitant on the ex-

treme borders of a country, and particularly applied, in

former times, to those who lived on the borders of England

and Scotland.

BOUDEHERS (Mil.) or King's own borderers, a name given

to the twenty-fifth regiment, because it was originally

stationed on the borders of Scotland.

BO'RDER-WARRANT (Law) a warrant given by a judge,

on cither side the borders of England or Scotland, for ar-

resting a person on the opposite side.

liORD-HA'LFPENNY (Laxv) from the Saxon borb, a

board ; a duty paid at fairs and markets for setting up

boards, stalls, &c. for vending.—jBorfWnwrf.v, the demesnes,

or estate, which lords kept in their hands for the main-

tenance of their board or table. Bract. 1. 4, trat. 3, c. 9.

—Bord-lodc, a service required of tenants to carry timber

out of the woods of the lord.

—

Bord .Krvice, a tenure of

bord-lands, by which some lands in the manor of Fulham
were held of the bishop of London.

BORDU'RE (Her.) vide Border.

BoituuRK (Arc/lit.) French for a profile in relievo, which

is either oval or round. \Vhei\ it is square it is called a

cadre, and serves as a frame for a pannel or a picture.

BORE (Gun.) the hollow of a piece of ordnance.

Bo'iiF, coi.ii (Bol.) er Curled Colewort, a hardy species of

Kale, which is improved by cold. It is a variety of the

Bra.isica Oleracea of Linnaeus.

BO'UEAL (.Islron.) an epithet the same as northern, as the

boreal signs, Aurora Borealis. [vide Aurora Boreafis']

BO'REAS (.Int.) the North wind, otherwise called /l(/uilo;

it derives its name from the Hyperborean mountains, from

which it blows, or is-o t2 ^eaj-, from the blusterijig noise

wiiich it makes in blowing. It lies, according to I'liny,

between Caecias and Aparctias, answering nearly to that

part of the compass which sailors call N.N.E.
rirg. Geog. 1. 1, v. 93.

Jinrcd penrtrahile f'rif^us adnrat.

Ovid makes Boreas say of himself, MeL 1. G, v. G91.

Apia mihi liseit, qn& Iristia nnbila pello :

Kt freta concntio, nohsuque robiwa vertOy

Indiintque vivcs, ct taras graiidhie pulso>

filruv. 1. 1, c. 6 ; I'lin. 1.2, c. 47 ; Agalhem. 1. 1, c. 2.

]U)REA'SMI (Anl.) fiofiiiirfbol, an Athenian festival in lionour

of Boreas, who had an altar at Athens.
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BOU EL-FOLK (.Irch.rol.) country people, from the French
hiiure, Flock,because t hev covered their heads with such stuli'.

BO'RFJl (Meclt.) an instrument for boring holes.

BORI'DLV (Med.) a kind of salt fish eaten raw, which is

hard of digestion.

BO'RINO (I'ct.) an operation formerly practised upon horses

with wrenched shoulders, by cutting a hole in the part

aftl'ctcd, and thrusting in a cold flat iron.

BORNE (Ma.'ion.) French for a stone stud placed before a

wall to secure it against waggons, &c.

BORNO'YER (Ilort.) a French term signifying to look

w-ith one eye through three or more stakes or poles in order

to erect a wall, or plant a row of trees.

BOROUGH (Archccol.) from the Teut. i?Hr^, formerly sig-

nified a fenced town, but is now taken for any corporate

town which is not a city, and sends burgesses to Parlia-

ment. Boroughs in Scotland are divided into Rnijal

boroughs, that are held of the King; and htiroughs of
barony, that are held of a subject. The magistrates of

royal boroughs have the same jurisdiction within the bo-

rough that sheriffs have in the county.

—

Borough English,

a custom whereby lands or estates descended to the

youngest son.

—

Borough-holders, or borslwlder, vide Head'

borough.—Borough master, a maj'or of a town. Glanv.

I. 7, c. 3; Bract. 1. 3, tract. 2, c. 10; F. N. B. 150;

Co. Lit. 33, &c. ; Kitch. 102 ; Lamb. But. of Comt.
BO'ROZAIL (Med.) a disease in TEthiopia similar to tli^

lues venerea.

BORHA'GO (Dot.) vide Borago.
BORSE'LLA (Mech.) an instrument with which glass makers

contract or extend their glasses at pleasure.

BORSYCITES (Miu.) a black gem mixed with red and

white spots. Plin. 1. 37, c. 10.

BO'RTMAGAD (Archeeol.) a housemaid.

BOS (Zool.) a genus of animals, Class JMannnalia, Order

Pecora.

Generic Characters. Horns hollow.

—

Foreteeth lower eight;

tusks none.

Species. The species are Bos Taurus, the Ox, including

the varieties of the Wild Bull, the Bison, the Bonassus,

&c.

—

Bos Arnee, Arnee.

—

Bos Bubalus, Bubalus, Buf-
Jilus, Le Bujjh, Buffalo.

—

Bos Moschatus, Musk Ox.—
Bos Grunniens, Bubalus cauda, et equina, Le yak, ou

BuJJle a queue de Cheial, Grunting Ox, or Yak of Tar-

tary.

—

Bos Coffer, Cape Ox.

—

Bos Americanus, Ame-
rican Ox.

—

Bos barbatus. Baas.

—

Bospumilus, Dwarf Ox.
BO'S.\ (Med.) an inebriating preparation of meal, darnel,

&c. Prosp. Alp.

RO'SCAGE (Paint.) a picture representing much wood, &c.

BcscAGE (.-Irchit.) vide Bossage.

BOSC.V'GIUM (Archccol.) Boscage, the food which woods
yield to cattle, as mast, &c. from the Italian Boseo, a wood :

to be quit de Boscagio is to be free of paying a duty for

windfalls in the wood. Mamv.
BOSCA'RIA (Archccol.) wood-houses.

BOSCAS (Or.) a pigeon, /Soo-ua? from 0<iirxu.

BoscAs (Chem.) a kind of dry pitch. Gorr. Med. De.f.

BO'SC'.US (Ant.) from the Italian /;o.?co, wood; all manner

of wood. Stat. 10, Hen. 6.

BO'SEA (Bot.) a genus of plants, (named after Bosc, a Ger-

man senator,) Class 5 I'entandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved.—CoR.

none.

—

^tam. filaments five; anthers simple.— PisT.

germ ovate-oblong; style none; stigmas two.

—

Pek.

berry globular ; seed one.

Species. The only species is the Bosea Yervamora,

Golden-Rod tree, a shrub, native of the Canary Isles.

BOSS (Mason.) a vessel in which bricklayers put the mortar

used for tiling. It is hung by an iron hook on the laths or

the ladder.
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Boss of a hit (Her.) a charge borne in llie arms of tlic

loriners or bitmakcrs' compan)-.

BOSSA'GE (Arcliil.) or Boxcage, a term for any stone

having a projecture which is hiid rougli in a building, in

order to be afterwards carved into mouldings, capitals,

coats of arms, itc.

—

Bossnge is also the name for what is

otherwise called Rustic xvnrk, consisting of stones that

seem to project beyond the naked of the building.

—

Bossnge en liaison, that which represents squares and
stones laid crossways.

BOSSE (Mil.) a French term for a glass bottle filled with

gunpo^vder and provided with matches, which, when
thrown with force, breaks and explodes to the annoyance
of the enemy.

BossE (Mason.) French for a knob or embossment which is

left on the dressing of a stone, to show that the dimensions
have not been toised. It is afterwards pared oft" when the

work is finished.

BO'STRYCHUS (Ent.) a genus of animals, Class Insecta,

Order Coleoptera.

Generic Characl&rs. Antenna clavate.— Thorax convex.—Head inflected.

Species. Insects of this tribe are very voracious, and make
deep irregular channels in the bark of trees.

BOTA (Arehccol.) a boot, such as the monks used to wear.

BOTANOMA'NCY (Ant.) !inmt,fi.tr.-,Ti:i, divination by means
of herbs, especially by those of sage or tlie fig-tree. The
persons who consulted them wrote their own names or their

questions on leaves, which they exposed to the wind, and
from the scattered letters they collected what they took to

be the answer.

BOTANY.

BO'TANY is the science which teaches the knowledge of

plants. Plants are to be considered as to their Farts,

Classification, and Physiology.

Parts of Plants.

The principal Parts of Plants are three; namely, the Stem,
cnudex ; the Herb, herha ; and the Fructification, yr«c-
tificatio.

The Stem.

The Stem is either descending or ascending.—The De-
scending Stem is the same as the Root, radix ; the

Ascending Stem is the Stem, caudcx, properly so

called.

Root. The root is divided into the Rhizonin, the thick

fleshy part belonging to biennials and perennials.

—

Fibrillcc, the fibrous prolongations or thread-like parts

of the root, which in some plants constitute tlie only
parts of the root.

—

Radicuhe, the fine hair-like pro-
longations of the roots, which serve as absorbent vessels

to nourish the plants.— Tuber, the thick fleshy part

from which the shoots proceed, as in the Solanum tube-

rosum, the Potatoe.

—

Btilbus, the Bulb, a fleshy body
provided with several coats.

—

Soboles, an horizontal pro-
longation of the root, which produces new plants of its

kind, as in the Triticuin repens. Couch, or Dog's Grass.
According to these parts, roots are divided into the
RJiizomatoidccc, Fibrillatcc, TubcroscE, Bulboscc, and Ao-
thcE, or spurious roots. The rhizomatoidcce are moreover
distinguished into the woody, as in trees and shrubs

;

fleshy, as in Daucus carota, the Carrot ; hollow, as in

Fumaria bulhosa ; prccmorse, or bitten-oft', as in Sca-
biosa succisa, Devil's-Bit Scabious ; geuicidate, or
jointed, as in Cyclamen The JibriUatte are distin-

guished into the fibrous, as in Poa annua ; capillary, or
hair-like, as in Scirpus avicularis, the Least Club-Rush,
&c.—The tuberoscE are distinguished into the granulate,
or knobbed, as in the Saxifraga granulata ; testiculated,

as in the Orchis; digitate or fingered, as in the Dioscorea

ahernifnlia, Ac.—The bulbosir are distinguished into

the imbricated, as in the Lilinm bnJbifermn, or Bulb-
bearing Liiy i coated, as in the Allium Cepa, the Common
Onion, Ac.—The nothcc are di^tinguished into divi.^w,

the divided ; bissaracece, byssus-like, as In many species

of Agnricus, &c. [pi. 21 ]

Stem. The Ascending Stem, Caudex ascendcns, is the

prolongation of the plant above the soil, which is

divided into truiicu.s, the Trunk; caidis, the Stalk;

culmus, the Straw, or Culm ; .•:capui, the Scape ; stipes,

the Stipe ; surculus, the Shoot ; sarmentinn, the .Sar-

ment ; stolo, the Sucker; caudex, the Stem ;
/W/o/«,v,

the Petiole, or Leaf-Stalk ;
pcduncwhs, the Peduncle,

or Flower- Stalk ; and seta, the Bristle

—

Truiicus, the"

Trunk, peculiar to trees and shrubs, the divisions of

which are called Rami, Branches, and Hamuli, Twigs.— Caulis, the Stalk, is herbaceous, and belongs only to

herbaceous plants. The stalk, in respect to division, is

simple, branched, dichotomous, &c. ; in respect to the

branches, alternate, opposite, distochous, &c.; in respect

to position, erect, creeping ; orparasitieal, as in the Viscuvi

sarmentosum, Misletoe ; twining from the left to the

right, as in llumulus lupinus, the Hop; twining from the

right to the left, as in Convolvulus, the Bindweed; i,i

respect to clothing, as naked, leafless, scaly, prickly,

bulb-bearing, &c.; in respect to figure, round, com-
pressed, angled, articulated, &c. ; in respect to sub-

stance, woody, herbaceous, fleshy, &c.— Cnlmus, the

Straw or Culm, proper to Grasses only. The straw is

knotted, branched, sheathed, &c.

—

Scopus, the Scape,
an herbaceous stem, bearing flowers but not leaves, like

the Lilies.— Caudcx, the Stem, a simple perennial rod,

belonging to the Palms and the arboreous Ferns. The
Stem is ringed, scaly, tessellated, aculeated, &c.

—

Stipes,

the Stipe, is applied only to the Filices, Fungi, &c.
The Stipe in the Filices is chaffy, scaly, naked, &c. ; in

the Fungi, fleshy, leathery, squarrose, etc.— Surculus,

the Shoot, is a stem of the Mosses ; but that sort of
stalk which bears the fructification ofthe Musciyrondo-
si et Jungermannicc, is called seta, the Bristle. The
Shoot is simple, branched, pinnated, creeping, &c. The
Bristle, single, aggregate, axillary, &c.

—

Samientum, a

filiform stem, that sends forth shoots and produces new
plants of the same kind, as Saxifraga sarmcntosa, the

Saxifrage.— Stolo, the Sucker, a fbliaceous creeping

stem, producing leaves, from which comes a new plant,

as Azuga reptans. Common Bugle, and Hieracium pllo-

sella, Mouse-Ear Hawkwecd.

—

Petiulus, the Petiole, or

Leafstalk, is a stem situated at the base of the leaf The
Petiole is winged, as in the Citrus aurantinm, the

Orange ; compressed, as in the Populus trcmula, tlie

Asp ; channelled, as in the Tussilago pelasites. Common
Butter-Burr ; inflated, as in the Trapa nutans, four-

awned Caltrops, dtc. — Pedunculus, the Peduncle, or

Flower-Stalk, which is found close under the flower,

and may be either a principal stem or a partial stalk,

called PediccUus, or Foot-stalk. The Flower-Stalk is

one, two, three, flowered, &c. , common, partial, axillary,

lateral, alar, &c. To the Flower-Stalk belongs inflo-

rescentia, the Inflorescence, or the manner in which the

flower grows on the stalk, [pi. 21]
Injlorescence. The Inflorescence is of different kinds,

namely, verticillus, the Whorl ; capitulum, the Head

;

spicula, the Ear ; spica, the Spike ; racemus, the Ra-
ceme ; Jascicidus, the Fascicle ; ci/ma, the Cyme

;

corymbus, the Corymb ;
panicida, the Panicle; thyrsus,

the Thyrse ; spadix, the Spadix ; amentum, the Catkin;

sorus, the Moss.— Verticellus, the Whorl, or Whirl,

which consists of several flowers standing at intervals.

It is sessile, as in the Mentha arvensis, the Field Mint;.
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pcdicelled, headed, as in PMomis tuhcrosa ; naked,

bracteatc, &c.

—

Cnpitiilum, the Head, has many flowers,

standing thick, so as to form a head. It is s;;heiical,

as in the Gomphrcna gl"i"):a ; conical, as in the

Trlfolium rf.nr^lauum ; leafy, tufted, &c.— Spicula, or

Locusta, the Ear, the floutrs of gramineous plants. It

is one, two, many flowered, &c. ; ovate, oblonj;, &c.

—

Spica, the Spike, has many flowers without a foot-stalk.

It is glomerate, interrupted, verticillated, imbricated,

ovate, or vcntricose, &c.—Racemus, the Raceme, is a

peduncle with short lateral branches, as in ritis, the

Vine ; Ribes, the Currant, &c. : this is one-sided, one-
rowed, limber, stiff, compound, conjugate, &c.— Cori/m-

b)l.i, the Corymb, is an erect raceme, the lower pedmicle.s

of which are so lengthened as to be of equal height with

the upper. These footstalks take their rise from dif-

ferent heights, wliich distinguish the Corj-mb from—
Cyma, the Cyme, where the peduncles take their rise

from the same centre; but the subdivisions are irregular,

Sit, m Samhucu^ nigra, and from

—

Umbdla, the Umbel,
nJiere the peduncles take their rise from the same
centre, and the whole is disposed in regular order. In

an Umbel the flower-stalks are called Radii, Rayo; and
the Umbel is either simple, compound, sitting, pe-

duncled, close, distant, poor, convex, or flat, &c.

—

Fasciculus, the Fascicle, or Bundle, a number of simple

peduncles rising at the foot of the stem from several

points, as in Diruithua burhatus, the Sweet-VVilliam.

—

Panicula, the Panicle, is that in which the flowers or fruits

are scattered on branches unequally divided, as in

Arena, Oats, or Oat-Grass, it is either simple, branched,

or crowded, &c.— Tliyrsiis, the Thyrse, is a panicle in

an ovate form, as in the Sijringa, Ligustrum vulgnre,

Common Privet, &c.

—

Spac/ix, an inflorescence, so called

from the vagina, called Spadix, which contains the flovver-

Stalks, as in the Palms and some plants of the Arum genus.—Amentum, or Jnlus, the Catkin, is a long stem thickly

covered with scales, under which are the flowers, or their

essential parts, as in the .Sn/icpi, the Willows; Corijlus

a-jcl/ana, the Hazel, &c. It is either cylindrical, or atte-

nuated, &c.

—

Sorus, the Mass, the inflorescence peculiar

to the Filices, so called from the masses of seed-capsules

found on the fronds of these plants. It is either round,

lunated, linear, two-rowed, continued, or interrupted,

&c. [pi. 21.22]

Of the Herb.

The Herb consists of folium, the Leaf ;_/rons, the Frond;
swAfdcrum, the Prop or Fulcre.

Leaf. The Leaf is the production and prolongation of the

a.scending stem. Leaves are generally divided into

simple and compound. The simple Leaf is distinguished,

as to its Apex, into acute, or ending in a point ; obtuse,

or having the point blunt or round ; nmcronate, prac-

niorse, truncated, ^c. As to its Base, into heartshaped,

kindeyshaped, earshaped, lunate, arrowshajicd, ilc.

As to its C'ircumference, spatulate, or in the form of a

spatula, rhombic, ovate, lanceolate, lobed, palmated,

laciniate, or torn, &c. As respects the Surface, into

veined, when the vessels rise from the middle rib;

nerved, when the vessels rise from the base to the apex:
tliree-nerved, quintuple-nerved, &c. ; channelled, wrin-

kled, pitted, curled, &c. As to the iVIargin, toothed,

undulated, or bent in and out ; crenated, serrated,

gnawed, spiny, fringed, &c. As to its Situation, into ra-

dical when the leaf springs from the root, as in the viula

odorata ; seminal, when the leaf grows out of the seed,

as in Hemp, dc.

Compound Leaves, are those whicii have several leaves

supported by one footstalk. They are of difl'erent kinds.

as blgeminate, when the divided leafstalk bears two
leaves

;
pinnate, when an undivided leafstalk has leaf-

lets on each side ; alternately pinnate, when the leaflets

stand alternately on a pinnated leaf, S:c.

Frond. The Frond, a kind of leaf proper to the
Palmce hepaticic anAAlgcs, which have the stalk and leaf

so intimately connected that they cannot be distin-

guished. The Frond of the Palms is either fanshaped,

as in Chamcerops borassus ; potalled, as in Con/pha ;

pinsiated, as in Pluenix ; bipinnated, as in Caryota

;

unfertile, as in Blechnum ; whirled, as in Equise-

irum. The Frond of the Alga is in Lichen saxatilis

fraxineus, &c. gelatinous, as in Lichen criiipu.<i, fasdcti-

laris ; leathery, as in Peltidca canina ; imbricated, as

in Lichen soxicola, parietimis, &c. ; crustaceous, as in

Lichen saxicola, sulfuscu.':, Opegrapha pulvendcnta

;

powdery, as in Lepra; threadlike, as in Lichen Jubatus,

Conferva, Geranium, liijsms, &c. ; cupbearing, as in

Lichen pyridattis, gracilis, &c. [pi. 23]
Props. The Prop is a sort of leaf which serves to keep

the plant erect, and answers .several other purposes. It

is of dift'erent kinds, as

—

Slipula, the stipule, a small

leaf that appears on the stem in the place of a footstalk,

which are double, solitary, lateral, caducous, deciduous,

&c. The stipules also vary in form like the leaves.

—

—Ramentnm, the Rament, a bristle-shaped leaflet placed

in the angle of the petiole, as on the oak.

—

Bractecv, the

Floral Leaves that stand near or between the flowers,

which sometimes form Cuma, a Tuft, as FritiUarea im-

pcrialis, the Pine Apple,— Vagina, the Sheath, the pro-

longation of a leaf, which rolls itself round the stem, as in

the grasses.

—

Spaiha, the Spathe, an oblong leaf which
surrounds the stem, and serves as a covering for the flower.

The spathe is univalve, as in Arum macidatum ; bivalve,

as in Stra/iotes aloides, the Fresh-water Soldier ; one
flowered, two-flowered, &c. withering, permanent, &c.—Ochrea, the Roll, a leaf-like body, encircling the

branches of the Flower-Stalk in some grasses, after the

manner of the sheath. The Roll is truncated, oblique,

and foliaceous.

—

Ascidium, the Bottle, a foliaceous cy-
lindrical hollow body, which is generally furnished with a
cover, and contains walev.—Ampulla, the Bladder, a round
hollow body at the roots of water plants, as in Utricit-

laria.—Ligida, the Strap, a leaflet at the base of the

leaf in grasses only. The strap is entire, bifid, torn,

fringed, truncated, iSrC.

—

Involucrum, the Involucre, con-

sisting of several leaves which surround the flower, par-

ticularly of umbelliferous plants before they unfold. The
Involucre is common, partial, or halved ; one-leaved,

as in Buplermn ; two-leaved, as in Euphorbia; three-

leaved, as in Butomus ; tetraphyllous, or four-leaved,

as in Coruus ; pentaphyllous, as in Daucus, hexaphyl-
lous, as in Habnanlhus. Linna;us reckons the invo-

lucre as a sort of calyx, [vide Calyx and Livolucre'}—

Cirrhus, the Tendril, a filiform body, which serves for

attaching ])lants to some support, as in the vine, &c.

The tendril is either axillary, foliar, petiolar, pedun-
cular, simple, three-branched, &c. [vide Tendrils-
Gemma, the Bud which contains the embryo of leaves.

The opening of the bud is called _/iV;y///o, Foliation; an

opening bud cut horizontally presents difl'erent ap-

pearances, which are distinguished bj' the names of in-

volute, as in Hamulus hipulus, the Hop; revolute, as

in Salices, the Willows ; obvolute, as in Salvia offi-

cinalis, Sage ; convolute, as in Prianus Armenuaca, the

Apricot ; riding, as in Syriuga vulgaris, the Lilac ; con-

duplii:atc, as in Fagus sylvatica, the Beech; plaited, a»

in Belula alba, [vide /};«/]

—

Propago, the Moss-Bud,
is a roundish longish body proceeding from the mother

plant, and becoming itself a new one, as in the mosses.
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—Gonirylus, the knot belonging to the Fuci, which falls

off upon the death of the mother plant, and becomes a

new one.

—

Glandida, the gland, a round body, situated

on the leaves, that serves as an organ of transpiration

and secretion.

—

Spina, the Thorn, rises in the interior

of the plant, as in Primus spiiiosa, the Sloe.

—

Arulcux,

the Prickle, a persistent production, that issues from
the bark, as in the Rosa cent'ifoUa.—Arista, the Awn,
a pointed beard on grasses. The Awn is either naked,
feathered, straight, geniculated, bent, twisted, terminal,

or dorsal, [vide Arista']—Pili, the Hairs, fine slen-

der bodies, which serve as organs of perspiration. The
Hairs are either awl-shaped, as in Dorago (rfficinalis ; bul-

bous, as in Centaurea jcicca ; hook-shaped, as in Sca-

hiosa succisa ; articulated, as in Veronica apliylla ; forked,

as in Apnrgia hispida ; branched, as in liit/es grossu-

larin ; the Gooseberrj'. [vide Pili]

Parts of the Fungi, ic. To the above may be added the

parts of the Fungi, Filices, and Alga?, which differ so ma-
terially, as to admit of little or no comjjarison with those

of other plants, particularly the first, the parts of which
are xolxa, the Wrapper ; annulus, the Ring ; pileus, the

Cap ; pcridium, the Envelope.— Volva, the wrapper, i.s

a thick fleshy membrane, as in Lijcopcrdon stctlnta.—
Annulus, the Ring, is a thin membrane attached to the

stalk, as in Agnricus conspurcatus. The Ring is either

upright, inverted, sitting, moveable, permanent, fuga-

cious, cobweb-like.—P;7fu.';, the Cap, or the top of the

Fungus, is distinguished into the flat, round, hollow,

bossed, bell-shaped, viscid, seal}', squarrose, halved,

stipitate, sitting, iS:c. The Pileus has also parts pecu-
liar to itself, as Umbo, the Boss, wliich is the centre

;

Lamelhe, the Gills, the thin foliaceous membrane on the
underside of the Pileus, which are peculiar to the genus
Agnricus ; Pari, the Pores, small holes on the under
side of the Pileus, which are peculiar to the Boteti

;

Aculci, or Echini, the Prickles or projecting points pe-
culiar to the genus Hydnum; Papilhc, the Warts, small
round protuberances on the under surface, [vide Cup]—Peridium, the Envelope, is a thin membrane, belong-
ing to some Fungi, which cover the seeds, as in Lyco-
perdon, &c. The Envelope is either simple, as in Phy-
iarium, Nidularia, &c. ; double, as in Diderma ; cir-

cularlj--torn, as in Arcyria ; dentated, as in JEcidium ;

reticulate, as in Dictydium.

The Filices have a tender membrane, called ludusium, the
Cover which surrounds the Sorus. The Cover is either

fiat, as in Polypodium ; bottle-siiaped, as in Tricho-
nianes ; bivalve, as in Hynienophyllitm ; continuous, as

in Pleris ; superficial, as in Scolopcndrum ; simple, as

in Pleris ; double, as in Scolopendrum, &c.
Some of the Algae have a peltated concavity, with a raised

rim, called Cyphclla, the Little Cup.

Fructijication,

Tlie Fructification consists of the Flower, Flos ; and the
Fruit, Fructus.

Flower. The Flower is to be considered as to the parts of
which it is composed, and the kinds into which it is

divided. The principal parts of the Flower are, calyx,

the Calyx or Empalement ; corolla, the Blojsom

;

stamen, the Stamen or Chives
; pistillum, the Pistil or

Pointal ; and nectarium, the Nectary.

Calyx. The Calyx comprehends all the green leaves
which serve as an envelope for the flower, of which there
are different kinds, as

—

Perianthimn, the Perianth,
which immediatel}' incloses the flower ; and is either

abiding, as in Hi/oscyamus niger, the Henbane; de-
ciduous, as in 2 ilia Europeea, the Lime Tree ; wither-
ing, marescens, as in Prtinus Armeniaca, the Apricot

;

caducous, as in Papaver somniferum ; double, as in Fra-
graria vesca, the Strawberry ; labiated, as in Salvia offi-

cinalis, the Sage; one, two, three-leaved, iS.-c. cleft, bifid,

trifid, &c. &c. [vide Calyx or perianth]—Anthodium,
the common Perianth, which contains a great number of
flowers in one, as in Leontodon Taraxacum, the Dan-
delion ; Centaurea eyanus, the Blue Bottle; Htlianthns
annuus, the Sunflower, &c. The common Perianth is

either one-leaved, many-leaved, simple, equal, sealy,

squarrose, fringed, muricated, thorny, turbinated, sphe-
rical, cylindrical, flat, doubled, or calyculated. This
perianth is called by Linna?us the Common Calyx, and
its Jhliola are called squavuv. The same name is also

given to the foliola which cover the Catkin, and serve in

place of the Calyx.

—

Glinna, the Glume, or perianth of
Grasses.

—

Pappus, a calyx, consisting of hair, which
remains till the ripening of the seed.— Pcrichcctium is

the calyx of the mosses, [vide Calyx]
Corolla. The Corolla is the envelope of small leaves, in-

closed by the Calyx, and surrounding the interior parts

of the flower. The divisions or small leaves of the Co-
rolla are called I'elala, petals, according to which it is

distinguished into Corolla monopetala, nionopctalous
Corolla, when it consists of one piece, or petal ; and
Corolla polypetala, polypetalous Corolla, when it con-
sists of several petals. The nionopctalous Corolla is di-

vided into segments, and, as to its form, is either club-
shaped, spherical, bell-shaped, cup-shaped, urceolated,
funnel-shaped, salver-shaped, wheel-shaped, tongue-
shaped, ringent, or bilabiate, &c. The PolypetalousCo-
rolla is either rose-like, mallow-like, cross-like, pink-
like, lily-like, papilionaceous, one, two, three, or niany-
petalled, &c. The other parts of the Corolla are Tubus,
the hollow underpart of the monopetalous Corolla

:

liinljus, the Border or opening of the Corolla; lacinicp,

the segments or lobes ; galea, the Helmet, or U]iper

arched laciiiia ; labia, the Lips upper and under

;

barba, the Beard, a species of a lip ; rictus, the Gape
between the extremities of the lip ; faux, the Throat,
or opening of the tube ; palatum, the Palate, or arch of
the under lip. The parts of a papilionaceous Corolla
are vcxillum, the Standard; alee, the Wings; carina,

the Keel, [vide Corolla] The Corolla of the Mosses,
which differs from that of all other plants, is a pretty
hard membrane that closely embraces the pistil, the
under part of which perfectly resembles the vagina on
the straw of the Grasses, and is called vaginula, the
little Sheath ; the upper part remains attached to the
fruit, and is called calyptra, the Calyptre, the varieties

of which do not appear until the fruit is ripe.

Stamen. The Stamen is one of the essential parts of a
flower consisting of

—

Filamcnia, Filaments, which sup-
port the Anther.

—

Anthera, the Anther, a hollow cel-

lular body.

—

Pollen, a powder, or very fine dust con-
tained in the anther. The Filaments are, as to their

figure, capillary, filiform, awl-shaped, dilated, heart-

shaped, wedge-shaped, loose, connate, bifid, multifid-

jointed, connivant, incurved, declined, hairy, unequal,
&-C. [vide Stamen and filament] The Anther is either

kidnej'-shaped, as in Digitalis purpurea, the Fox-glove;
bifid, as in most Grasses ; peltated, as in Taxus bucentn,

the Yew ; hairy, as in Lamiinn Album, the Dead-
Nettie ; crested, as in Ericir, the Heaths ; bilocular,

unilocular, angulated, &c. [vide Stamen and Anther]
Pistil. The Pistil, the second essential part of a flower,

stands always in the middle, and consists of

—

Germen,
the Seed-bud, the undermost part containing the embryo
of the fruit.

—

Stylus, the Style or Shaft, a small stalk

seated on the Germen.— Stigma, the top of the style.

The Germen is either sitting, pedicelled, superior, or
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inferior. The Style is luir-likc, bristle-like, tlireail-

like, awl-shaped, club-sluipLiI, cliLhotonious, bitid, tritid,

iiudiiKd, &c. terminal, lateral, erect, declined, deciduous,

&c. The .Slis^ma is pointed, blunt, oblong, club-sliaped,

spherical, capitate, emarginated, peltated, angular,

tliree-lobed, cruciform, petal-like, bifid, tritid, multifid,&c.

Xirtari/. The Nectary is that part of the Ho« er which

commonly serves to secrete a sweet juice, called Nectar.

Nectaries are of different kinds, as Gldudulcc, glands

which really secrete and exude the sweet juice,

and are either sessile, petiolated, spherical, compressed,

or flat. Sec.— Sc/iiamw neclari/ine aie small scales

that e.\ude Iioney.

—

I'uri nrclariferi are small pores

that exude honey.— Ctictdliis, the Hood, a hollow-

body like a hood or bag, as in Aconilam, Monkshood.

—

Fornix, the Arch, a small elongation of the Corolla —
Bnrba, the Beard, consisting of soft iiairs or bristles.

—

Tiibu.i, the Tube, of the shape of a cylinder, as in

Pelargviiiuiii, Crane's-bill.

—

Fovea, the Pit, a cavity for

the reception of honey.

—

P/icn, an oblong groove.

—

Ccdcnr, the Spur, a horn-shaped production of the Co-

rolla, in which honey is found, as in Viola odoratn, March
Violet.

—

Filum, the Thread, a long body at the bottom

of the flower, as in Passl/lora, the Passion-Flower.

—

Ci/lindrus, the Cylinder, a thin cylindrical body sur-

rounding the pistil, as in Sroeteuia.— Corona, the Crown,

a body much resembling the Corolla.

Fruit. The Fruit proceeds from the Germen, and consists

of pericarpiitm, the Pericarp ; semen, the Seed ; and

basis, the Base.

Pericarp. The Pericarp is the Iiard hollow body

which contains the seed, and is of different kinds

;

namely, titriculiis, the Bladder ; samara, the Winged
Fruit ; foUicidus, the Follicle ; capsula, the Capsule

;

nnx, the Nut ; dntpn, the Drupe ; barca, the Berry,

pomum, the Pome; pcpo, the Pumpkin; siliqua, the

Silique ; ligumen, the Legume; /o;H«i/«»(, the Loment

;

and Ihcca, the Case.— Utricidiis, the Bladder, a thin

skin inclosing a single seed. The Bladder is loose, as

in Adonis ; straight, as in Galium; and cut round, as

in Amaranthus.—Samara, the Winged-Fruit, a peri-

carp containing two seeds at most, as in the fruit of the

Elm.

—

Follicidus, the Follicle, an oblong pericarp, Hlled

with seeds.— Capsula, the Capsule, is a pericarp, or

thin coat divided into cells.

The parts of the capsule are, dissepimentum, the partition ;

loculamenta, the cells; columella, the Colunm ; valvidic,

the Valves ; sutura, the Suture. The different sorts of

capsules are distinguished, as to their figure, into round,

long, &c. ; as to the number of their cells, into unilocular,

or one-celled, bilocular, &c. ; as to the number of valves,

into one-valved, two, three-valved, &c. as to the number

of seeds, into one-seeded, two-seeded, &c. ; as to their

composition, into berried, corticated, woody, Ac. ; as to

their mode of o])ening, whether they burst at the top, in

the middle, or at the base — A'».r, the Nut, a pericarp

covered with a hard .shell, called the Putanien, the seed

of which is called Nucleus, the Kernel.

—

Drujia, the

Drupe, a nut covered with a fleshy coat, as in the Pruuus

eerasus, the Cherry. The Drupe is berried, as in Primus

rrrasus, the cherry, Pruuus domesticu, the Phmi, Ami/g-

dalus Persica, the Peach ; dry, as in Amygdalus commu-

nis, the Almond; winged, as in Halrsia ; bursting, as in

Juglans regia, the VValnut, Mtpistica moschata, the

Nutmeg, &-C. It is also distinguished as to the number
of nuts and cells.

—

Dacca, the Berry, a succulent fruit

containing many seeds. The Berry is distinguished, ac-

cording to the number of the seeds, into one, two, three,

or many-seeded, &c. ; according to the number of cells,

into one, two, tliree, or many-celled, &c. ; and as to its

make, succulent, as in Tiihes grossularia, the Gooseberry;
dry, as in Ihdcra helix, the Ivy ; corticated, as in Gar-
ciiiia luaugostana.—Pomum, the Pome, a fleshy fruit,

having internally a capsule for the seed.

—

Pepo, Pump-
kin, a succulent fruit, having its seeds attached to the

inner surface of the rind, as in the Cucurbita pepo, the

Gourd, &-C. The Pumpkin is unilocular, bilocular, mul-
tilocular, &c. ; halHocular, fleshy, juicy, dry, cortical,

Ac.

—

Siliaun, the Silique, a dry elongated pericarp, con-

sisting of halves, or valves, as in the Siuapis alba, the

iMustard : when the Siliciue is as broad as it is long it is

called silicula, a Silicic, both of which are distinguished

according to the situation of the partition, i. e. whether

the valves run parallel with the partition, or whether

contrary to the partition.—The Legume, a dry elongated

pericarp, differing somewhat from the silique. The Le-

gume is membranaceous, coriaceous, fleshy, woody,
mealy, ventricose, compressed, channelled, one-seeded,

two-seeded, &c.—Lomentum, the Loment, an elongated

pericarp that bursts differently from the legume. The
Loment is cortical, as in Cassia Jistula ; articulated,

as in lledysarum ; intercepted, as in Hippocrepis.—
Tiieen, the Case, the fruit of theJrondosi Musci, which

consists of cali/ptra, a calyptre, or tender skin, like a

cup; operculum, a \\A; fimbria, the I'ringe, a narrow

sinuated membrane; peristoma, or peristomium, the

Mouth ; epip/iragma, the Epiphragni, a thin membrane
which stretches over the mouth of the Theca ; cnhi-

mclla, or sporanjidium, the Column, a slender thread-

like body passing through the middle of the Theca, and

to which the seed is attached ; apophysis, a fleshy round

or oblong body that appears at the base of the riicca.

The calyptre is either entire, as in Grimmia cxtinctorin;

half, as in nio.st Musci ; hairy, as in Poli/trichum ; den-

tated, as in Grimmia dentata. The Lid is distinguished

as to its figure into acute, mucronate, convex, &c. The
Mouth is either naked or sctwith membranaceous teeth in

different rows and positions.

—

Strobile, a pericarp made of

a catkin.

—

Apotheciam, a pericarp peculiar to the Lichens.

Seed. The Seed is that part of the plant destined for pro-

pagation. It consists of different parts, namelj', colyle-

dones, Cotyledons, or Seed-Leaves ; corculum, the

Corcle ; hi/lum the Fye ; funiculus umbiticalis, the

Umbilical Chord ; plumula, the Plumule ; and ros/elhim,

the Rostel.

—

Cotyledons, are the two lobes, or Seed-

Leaves.— Corcnlum, the Corcle, or germ of the new plant.— Ilylum, the Eye, a deep scar in that part of the seed

which has been occu])ied by the corcle.

—

Funiculus um-

bilicalis, the l^iibilical chord, or the thread by which

the seed is attached.

—

Plumula, the Plumule, or that

part of the corcle which ascends to form the leaves.

—

lloslellum, the Hostel, the other part of the corcle which

desceiuls into the earth, and becomes the root. The
seed is, besides, covered with two coats, the one external,

called the tunica externa, and the other internal, Mem-
brana interna. Other parts belonging to the Seed or Pe-

ricarp are arillus, the Aril
;
pappus, the Down ; desma,

the Tuft ; cauila, the Tail ; rostrum, the Beak ; aln, the

Wing ; crista, the Crest ; costce, the Ribs ; verruca, the

Wart; pruiua, the Hoar; elater, the Springer; capil-

litiiim, the Ilair-Net, and the trichidium.—Arillus, the

Aril, is a soft membrane extended over the seed, which

is succulent, as in F.nonymus Eitropccns, the Spindle-

Tree ; the Aril, cartilaginous, membranaceous, halved,

torn, caped ; or netlike, as in the Orchis. Sometimes the

Aril encloses the pericarp as well as the seed, as in

Myristica moschata, the Nutmeg.

—

Pappus, or Down,

the calyx of each particular floret enclosed in a common
perianth. The Down is either sitting, stipitate, abiding,

caducous, calycled ; or chaffy, as in Helianthus annuus,
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the Sunflower ; awned as in Bideiis tripartita ; stellate,

hair-like, fringed, setaceous, iS:c.

—

Desma, or Coma,
the Tuft, a sort of pilose pappus.—Cauda, the Tail, a

threadlike hody tliat appears on the top of the seed.

—

Rostrum, a persistent stjie on the seed or pericarp.

—

Ala, the Wing, a cartilaginous membrane on the seed

and the pericarp.— Crista, the Crest, a cork-like wing
on the top ot" some pericarps. — Costa, the Ribs,

prominent ridges on some pericarps.— Verruca, the

\\art, a protuberance on many seeds.

—

Pi-uina, the

Hoar, a fine white powder that often covere the seeds

and the pericarp.— Elatcr, the Springer, a filiform elastic

bod}- found on the seeds of the Musd Itepalici.— CapiUi-

tiiini. a Hair-Net that serves to fasten the seeds of some
Fungi.— Trichitlium, or Pecten, a very tender simple

hair which supports the seed in some Fungi,

Base. The Base connects all the parts of fructification,

and consists of

—

Rcceptaculum, the Receptacle, or body
on which the llower stands. The Receptacle is distin-

guished as to its form into flat, convex, conical ; clubbed

as in Annn, closed as in Ficus ; quadrifid as in Miihri-

dntca qv.adrijida ; flat as in D'^rstenia, &c.— Thclamus,

the l"ruit-bed, which encloses the fruit within its sub-

stunce. This is. of different kinds, as jiella, the Target,

a thin round or oblong fruit-bed, which is chiefly found

in the genus Peltidea; scutella, the Shield, a plate-shaped

fruit-bed, proper only to the Algce ; tubemilurn, a con-

vex fruit-bed which has no raised margin ; gjroiua, or

t'-ica, which has the appearance of a saucer, and is pe-

culiar to the genus Umbilicaria ; cisfella, which is in

shape like a ball ; orbiculus, a round fruit-bed flat on
both sides, in the substance of some fungi, as Sidularia

;

liiiella, a linear-shaped fruit-bed.

Flon-ers. Flowers are either simple or compound—The
Simple Flower is distinguished into fos nudus, the Naked
Flower, which has neither calyx nor corolla; Jlnf: apeia-

Iks. the Apetalous Flower, which has no corolla : Jios

cpinjlhi.t, or corallaceus, the Aphyllous Flower, which has

no calyx ;Jlos henimpliroditus,the Hermaphrodite Flower,

which has no stamina and Yihti]]um;JlosJa:mi)icifs, the

Female Flower, having no stamina; /I'd? masculus, the

Male Flower, having no pistil.—The Compound Flower
is that which has several flowers seated close together,

so as to have the appearance of but one. It is distin-

guished according to the form into semifloscular, discoid,

radiate, &c. [vide Flon-er']

Classification of Plants.

Plants are classed cither according to a natural or an arti-

ficial order.

S'atural Orders. Plants in their natural order are divided

into seven families, namely

—

Fungi, which are fleshy,

coriaceous, or woodv

—

-ilgce, which have neither stem
nor leaves.

—

Musci, Mosses, which resemble other plants

in nothing, except in their leaves and fruit.

—

F/lice;, Ferns,

that never send forth ranre than one leaf on a footstalk.

Th.eir fructification is either in a spike, whence they are

called si)icifer3E ; or on the back of the leaf Epiphyllo-
spermcc ; or on the root in the form of a knob, Rltizo-

spfrmie.— ijrnmiiia. Grasses, which are distinguished bj'

their stem, which is a culm, or straw.—Z.;7m, Lilies, hav-
ing a tuberous or bulbous root.

—

Palince, Palms, which
have an arboreous stem, called Stipes, from which rise

the leaves, but not the branches.

—

Plauttr, Plants, all

those which do not come under the above divisions.

These are divided into Herha, Herbs, which bear flowers
and seeds once, and then die. If they die at the end
of one year they are called Annuals; if they last two
years they are called Biennials.— Siiffrutices, Under-
shrubs, the stem of v.hich perishes annually, but the

root remains. These are better known by the name of
perennials.—Fruticcs, Shrubs, the stem of which con-
tinues many years, and sends forth branches from the
bottom.— Arbores, Trees, the stem of which sends forth

branches from the middle or top.

Artificial Syslern. The artificial system is composed of
Classes, Orders, Genera, Species, and A^arieties. The
Class is the most general division of all, including the
greatest number of particular plants that have some
common characteristic ; the Order is a subdivision of
the Class; the Genera are contained in the Order, and
the Species in the Genera ; when the species differ fVoni

each other in any minute particular, it is denominated a
Variety. The name of a Genus is called the generic
Xame : that of a Species or Variety the specific or
trivial Name. In this manner different systems have
been formed according to the different characters which
have been selected as the ground of distinction.

CaBsalpinus, who first systematized Botany, formed fifteen

classes from the fruit and the situation of the Corculum.
IMorison constructed his system according to the flower

and the general appearance of the plant, out of which
he made eighteen classes, and divided the plants gene-
rally into Lignosce and Herbacece. Hermann made use
of the flower, fruit, &c. dividing his plants into Herbcc
gymnoS2)ermcc , Herbce angiospcrm^e, Ilerbce apetalie, and
arbores. Ray also chose the flower, fruit, and external

appearance of the plant, dividing them into, 1. Herbcc
submarince. 2. Fungi, 'i. Musci. i. Capillares. 5. Ape-
tahv. 6. PlanipetaliE. 7- Discoidece. S. Cori/mbifercE.

9. Capitatce. 10. Solilario Semine. 11. UmbelltJ'ercv.

12. Stellatce. 13. Asperijolia. 14-. Verticellatte. 15. Po-
lyspermce. 16. PoinifercB. 17. BaccJJhcc. 18. Alulti-

silitjuce. 19. Monopetalce. 20. Di-iripetalcB. 21. Siii-

guoscc. 22. Leguminosce. 23. Peiitapetalce. 24. Flori-

J'erce. 16. Stnminece. 26. Anomalce. 27. Arundinacece.

28. Arbores apetalce. 29. Fructu iimbilicato. 30. Fructu
non umbilicato. 31. Fructu sicca. 32. Fructu siliquoso.

33. AnomaUe.
Camellus framed a system from the valves of the capsule,

calling his classes Pericarpia ajbra, unijhru, bifora, &c.
Rivinus selected the Corolla, dividing the plants into

Flores regularcs, compositce, and irregulares, and these

again into 31onopetali, dipefali, &c.
Tournefort also made the Corolla the foundation of his

system, which was generally adopted until the time of
Linnaeus. He divitled plants into Herbte et Sujfrutices,

Arbores et Frutices, and these again into HerbtF Floribus

monopetalis cantpaniforinibus, infundibuliformibus, &c.
Gleditsch formed his s^'stem on the stamina, making the

following classes : Thnlastemonis, Petalastcmonis, Caly-
costemonis, Stylostemonis, and Cryplostenionis.

Haller framed a natural sjstem on the Cotyledons, the

Calyx, the Corolla, the Stamina, and the sexes of the
plants, distinguishing them into— 1. Fungi. 2. Musci.
3. Epiphyllosperma. 4. .4petala:. 5. Gramiiia, &c. to

the number of fifteen classes.

The system of Linnaeus, otherwise called the sexual system,

because it embraces the sexes of plants in the scheme,
consists of classes which are distinguished according
to the stamina, and of orders which are mostly taken
from the style. From the first to the tenth they are

named after the number of the stamina, as— 1. Mo an-

dria, for those having one stamen; '2. Diandria, those

with two stamina ; 3. Triandria, those with three sta-

mina; 4. Tetrandria, those w'ith four stamina; o. i'en-

tandria, those with five stamina; 6. Hexandria, those
with six stamina ; 7. Heptandria, those with seven sta-

mina ; 8. Ociandria, those with eight stamina ; 9. Enne-
andria, those with nine stamina ; 10. Decandrla, those

2 L
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" Enchiridion historiic Phintarum ; " Fiichsii " Uc
Historia Stirpium commentarii insigncs;" Mailhiolt
" Kraeuterbuch ;

" Dodomei" Stirpium Historiae; " Lo-

bd'd " Plantaruni, seu Stirpium Historia fct Adversaria;"
Clusii " Rariorum Plantarum Historia," &c. ; Cirsul-

pini de Plantis, libri xvi. ; Ddcchampii " Historia ge-

ncralis Plantarum ;
" Ciimcrarii " Hortus medicus plii-

losophicus ;
" Prosper Alpinus " De Plantis ^gypti

liber, el de Plantis exoticis libri duo;" ,/. Bauhini
" Historia Plantarum ;

" CulumucB " <I>uT<i/3«(r«n>5 sive

plantaruni alicpiot Historia;" C. Bnuldni " <l'u7-osi:c£,

seu Enumeratio Plantaruni ab Herbariis descrlptaruni,"

&C. ; Gerarde's " Herbal, or general History of Plants ;

"

Varkmsort's " Tlieatrura liotanicum," &:c. ; Raii " His-

toria Plantarum," &c. ; Brei/nii " Exoticarum et minus
cognitarum Stirpium," &c. : Rheedi " Hortus Malaba-
ricus Indicus," &c. ; J. Commclini " Horti medici Am-
stelodaraensis rariorum tam orientalis, quam occidentalis

Indiae Plantarum Descriptio et Icones," Casp. Commc-
lini " Flora Malabarica ; " Plukenet " Phitographia, et

Almagestum Botanicum," &c. ; IHumier " Nova Plan-

tarum Americanarum genera," &c. ; Tournefort " In-

slitutiones Rei herbaria;;" Boerhaave " Index alter

plantarum horti Academici Lugdoni-Bativini ; " Vaillntit

" Botanicon Parisiense," &c. ; Liiinai " Systema Plan-

tarum," " Genera Plantarum," " Species Plantaruni,

'

" Philosophia Botanica," t'^c.

Explanatioti ofthe Plates.

Plate No. 1.(21)

Roots. Fig. 1. A creeping scaly root of the OxaFn
laciniata. 2. A dentated root of the Ophrys corallorhizu.

3. A tuberous, pendulous root of the Spircea fiUpendidu.

4. A granulated root of the Saxifraga granulata. 5. A
palmatcd root of the Orchis latijhlia. 6. A root of the

Hiiccisa Ji/c/isii, which is pra;niorse, or bitten ort". 7. 'Hie

tunicated bulb of the Allium cepa. 8. The scaly bull)

of the Lilium bulbifera. 9. The horizontal root of the

Graliola officinalis, which is jointed and fibrous at the

joints. 10. The testiculated or scrotiform root of the

Orchis militaris : a, the old tuber that sent up and
nourished the stem of the preceding year ; l>, the new-

tuber that sent up and nourished the present year's stem.

Stems. Pig. 11. A stem bending upwards, adscendcm.

12. A stem bent downwards, declinatus. 13. A sarmeii-

tose stem. 11. A flexuose stem of the Celaslrus

buxifolius, which has obovate leaves standing in bundles.

\5. A quadrangular stem with stellate leaves, which
stand close together. 16, A twining stem which twists

itself round its jirop from left to right. 17. An articu-

lated stem. IS. A culm, or straw. 19. A naked stipe

of the Boletus boviniis, a fungus. 20. A surculus, or

shoot, of the I'olijlrichum commune, the theca of which
is covered with a hairy calyptra. 21 . The scape, a, of
the Pinguicida vulgaris, bearing a flower with a horned
nectary. 22. A winged petiole or leafstalk, a, of the
Citrus aurardium. 23. Tlie bristle of the Polijtrichnm
cumynune with the Perichatium, and the capsule without
an operculum.

Inflorescence. Fig. 24. A leafy capitulum of the Com-
phrena globosa. 2.'5. The circinate spike of the Heliotro-
pium Iiidicum. 2f). The raceme of the vetch, which has
Its leaves alternately pinnate and the corolla papiliona-

ceous. 27. A fascicle of the Rhcxia hypericoides.

Plate No. II. (22)

Inflorescence. Fig. 1.—A compound umbel of the Amini
mnjiis. 2. The cyme of the Viburnum opulus, having
large neuter flowers at tlie extremities. 3. The corymb

of the Achillea crithmifolia. 4. The panicle of the Poa
t'iviidis. 5. A catkin of the Pvpiilus trei)iiiln, bearing

female flowers. 6. The univalve spathe of the Arum
viacidatum, in the centre of which stands the spadix.

7. The spadix of the foregoing flower, with female

flowers below and male flowers above.

Simple Leaves. Fig. 8. A venoso-nerved leaf. 9. A rhom-

bic leaf of Hibiscus rhombifolius. 10. An ovate leaf of the

Citrus aurnntium, the Orange. 11. The leaf of the

Lncis Jlnvialis, which is laciniate and curled. 12. The
lanceolate leaf of the Scpenthes distillatoria, which bears

a pedicelled ascidiuni, a. I.'3. A quintuple-nerved leaf.

H. An oval pointed perfoliate leaf of the Bupleunim

rotundijhiinm. 1.5. The leaf of the Epidendrum prce-

morsum, which is, as it were, bitten oft" at the end. 16. A
ly rate leaf 1". A spatulate leaf. IS. A squarrose laci-

niate leaf, which is also decurrent, and has a winged

footstalk. 19. The imbricated leaves of the Bcrkheya

c'liaiis, which are ciliated. 20. The singular leaf of the

Sarraccnia purpurea, or Purple Side-saddle Flower.

21. The anomalous leaf of the Diuncta muscipula, or

^'enus's Flytrap.

Plate No. III. (23)

Compound Leaves, Fulcra, &c. Fig. I. A jointedly pin-

nate leaf of the Fagara pterota. 2. A digitato-pinnate

\{i&ioi\\\e Mimosa pudica. 3. A tripinnate leaf. 4. The
alternately pinnate leaf of the Vicia sntiva, or Common
Vetch. 5. The interruptedly pinnate leaf of the Spiraa

jUipendula, the pinnuia of which is lanceolate and

unequally dentated. 6. A trigeminate leaf of the ilYi-

musa tri^cmina. 7. A triternate leaf. 8. The sinuated

leaves of the Common Oak, having the ramenta between

them. 9. The frond of the Polypodium otites diminished,

having u frond with confluent pinna;, on the back of

which are the subrotund sori. 10. The fertile frond of

Okmniida ciiinamomcn diminished, which is pinnated

;

and the unfertile, which is bipinnatifid. 11. The pin-

nated frond of the Plcris tongi/olia, having linear masses

which are marginal and continued. 12. The twining

stem of the Banistcria purpurea, twining from the right to

the left, the leaves of which are opposite and elliptic, and

bear a eorymbus. 13. Part of a straw with a leaf, and

at the base a strap. 14. The Passijlora tUitcflnra,

having, n, a round stem ; b, a hcai (shaped leaf; s, dou-

ble stipula^; d, an axillary tendril; e, a one-flowered

peduncle ; ff, a polypetalous corolla ; g g, nectaria,

w hich consist of straight threads ; and h, a pedicelled

germen. 1.5. The Biipleurum rotundijhlium , with a,

a perfoliate stem and leaf; b, a depauperate umbel;

and a pentaphyllous involucrum. 16. The Sagittar'ui

sagdii/olia, having, a, an arrowshaped leaf; b, a chan-

nelled petiole ; c, a three-sided scape. The flowers

stand in whirls, as at d d, and are tripetalous. 17. The

Krythropylon coca has a veined leaf and lateral pedun-

cles, a a a. 18. The two-rowed sori which stand trans-

versely on the frond of the Daiuea nodosa. 19. The

Agaricus consjmrealus, a fungus having «, an annulated

stipe; b, the annidus sessile; and c, the pileus um-

bonated and squanose. 20. The (ica.struni pediccllatum,

a fungus with, a, a stellated volva of a spherical figure

and b, a ciliated orihce. 21. The scape of the Equisc-

turn nrvensc, which is one of the Filices sjncijerce.

22. The Lichen stellaris, an alga with a stellated frond

and scutelln.-, or plateshaped fruit-beds in the middle.

23. 'i"he Lichen gracilis, having a cup-bearing fvond.

Plate No. IV. (21.)

Fructification. Fig. 1. A back view of the Rose, to dis-

})lay tlie calyx, or cup. aa aaa, the segments of the
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cup. 2. a, T'le flower, in bud, of the I.iliiim criiididiim,

or Common Whito Lily. b. The bellshaped corolla, or

blossom, expanding, cccccc. The six petals of the

corolla quite open. d. The pistil, or pointal. e. Tlie

germ.
J'.

The stj'le. g. The stigma, /i. The six sta-

mens, i. The filaments, k. The anthers. /. The germ,

advanced into a pericarp, which is here a capsule, m. A
transverse section of the pericarp, to show the three

cells and seeds. 3. A flower of the Cheiranthus incn-

nus, or Stock-Gilliflower, showing

—

a. Tlie four petals

and the cruciform shape of the corolla, i. The calyx

of the same, seen from a back view, consisting of four

leaflets, and bulging out at the bottom, c. A single

petal separated, the lower narrow part of which is called

the unguis, or tail; the upper spreading part, the lamina,

or border, d. A section of the calyx, with the single

pistil and six stamens in their proper situation, e. The
six stamens, two of which are sensibly shorter than the

other four.
J".

The pistil separated from the other parts.

g. A single stamen, h. The fruit seed-vessel, or peri-

carp, called the silique, open from the bottom upwards,

and showing the two valves with the seeds ranged along

the dissepiment, or partition of the two cells, and the

permanent stigma at the top. 4. a. The glume, which is

the calyx of Grasses, b. The anthers on the filaments.

c. The downy sunniiits of the styles. 5. A flower with

the calyx, stamen, and pistils, but the petals taken

away. a. The calyx or cup. b b bbbb. The anthers of

the stamens, c. The germen. (/. The style, e. The
summit, f. One of the anthers discharging its pollen.

6. A funnelshaped corolla, or blossom, a. The tube.

b. The border, c. The calyx, or cup. 7. A cruciform

corolla, with the calyx taken away to show, a a, the

claws, ungues, of tlie petals, b b b b. The limbs, lamina,

of the petals, c. The receptacle. S. The flower of the

Dimorpha grandijlora, with its singular corolla. 9. The
flower of the Rupala montana, the stamina of which
stand on the tips of the petals. 10. The flower of the

aterculia crinita, which has a pedicelled germen. 11. The
flower of the Fuchsia excuiiicala, with a funnelshaped

corolla, showing, a, its tetraphyllous crown, and, b, the

three-lobed stigma. 12. The Aconitum napellus, or

Blue Monk's Hood, sho'wing, a a, the two recurved

pedunculated nectaries, b. A single nectary taken out

of the flower. 13. a. The nectary of the Delphinium
Ajacis, or Garden Larkspur, continued backward in tlie

form of a spur. 14. The flower of the Parnassia palus-

tris, showing, a, the nectareous scales at the base of the

stamens, b. The five heartshaped nectaries, terminating

in hairs, with a little ball on the top of each hair, and
placed between the stamens. 15. A petal of the Ra-
nunculus, showing, a a, the honied gland just above the

base on the inside. 16. The nectary of the Iris, or

Flag, in form of a villous line along the middle of one
of the reflex ]ietals. 17. The Fritellaria Imperialis, or

Crown Imperial, showing an excavation, a, at the base of
the petal. IS. a. The tubular nectaries placed in a

ring at the base of the stamens in the Helleborus

fcelidus, or Stinking Black Hellebore, b. A single nec-

tary. 19. a. The closed ringent, or personate corolla,

of the Antirrhinum majus, or Snap-Dragon. b. The
corolla opened, to show the situation of the stamens.

c. The capsule, with the permanent style and calyx.

20. a. A single flower of the Digitalis purpurea, or

Purple Fox-glove, showing its open bellshaped corolla.

b. The inside, exhibiting the situation and structure of
the stamens, c. The germ, with the style, d. The
capsule, with the style permanent. 21. a. The pericarp
of the Pisum sativum, or Garden Pea, which is a legume
silique, or pod, open, to show, a b, the two valves,

d d dd, cc c. Tlie seeds, fastened alternately to the
sutures of the v.ilves at the back of the legume, e. The
permanent calyx. 22. Figures of silicles, or small short

pods or pouclies. a. The flat triangular or heartsha|)ed

silicle of the Shepherd's Purse, b. The oblong si.'icle

of .Scurvy-Grass, both shut and open. c. The almost
spherical silicic of Candy Tuft. 23. .A capsule cut

open horizontally, to show, aaaa, the receptacles and
seeds, bbbb. The partitions, cccc. The valves to

which the partitions are connected. 24-. A seed, with

its pappus, or down. a. The hairlike down. b. The
feathered down. d. The pillar, or pedicle, supporting
the down. c. The seed.

Plate No. V. (25)

Linnean Classes. Fig. 1—10 represent the classes Mo-
nandria, Diandria, &c. which are distinguished by the

number of the stamens, from one to ten. 11. The class

Dodecandria, which comprehends plants that have from
eleven to nineteen stamens inclusive. 12. Icosandriu,

having about twenty stamens on the Calyx or Corolla.

13. Polijandria, having above twenty stamens on the

lleceptacle, or Base of the Flower, li. Didi/namia,
having four Stamens, two longer than the other two

;

one Pistil; and ringent Flowers. 15. Tetradijnamia,

having six Stamens, four longer than the rest ; one
Pistil : Flowers cruciform. 16. Monude/phia, having
the filaments united into one body. 17. Diadelpliia,

having the filaments united into two bodies ; Corolla

papillionaceous. 18. Pohjadelphia, having the filaments

in three or more parcels ; Stamens coherent at the top

only, or by the Anthers. 19. Syngencsia, having the
Anthers united, five filaments distinct ; one pistil, with
Stamens growing out of the Pistil itself. The Flowers
are compound. 20. Gt/nandria, having Stamens on the

Pistil instead of the Receptacle. All the flowers im-

perfect, having stamens only, or pistils only. 21. Mo-
noecia, having a, a male flower, and b, a female flower,

separate on the same plant. 22. Dioccia, having a, .a

plant, with a male flower; b, another plant with a female

flower. 23. Polugamia, having a, a plant with a male
and Iiermaphrodite flower ; b, another plant with a
female and hermaphrodite flower. 21'. Crijptoganii,!, a
felix or Fern, having the fructification upon the back of
the leaf.

Plate No. VL (26)

Linnean Orders. Fig. 1—10 represent the Orders ac-

cording to the number of pistils ; namely, 1 . Muno-
gynia, one Pistil ; 2. Digynia, two Pistils ; 3. Trigynia,

three Pistils; 4. Tetragynia, four Pistils; 5. Pentagyiiia,

five Pistils; 6. Hexagynia, six Pistils; 7. Heptagynia,

seven Pistils ; 8. Decagynia, ten Pistils ; 9. Dodecagy-
nia, twelve Pistils; 10. Polygynia, many Pistils.

—

Fig. 11. Didynamia Gymnospermia, having four naked
seeds at the bottom of the Perianth; a, the four seeds

in their natural order; b, the Calyx laid open to show
them more plainly. 12. Didynamia Aiigiospermia, the

Seeds in a Seed vessel which is two-celled, and the

seeds, which are many, are fastened to a receptacle in the

middle of it. 13. Tetradynamia siliculosa, having a
Silicle, or short, two-valved Pericarp for the fruit.

14. Tetradynamia Siliquosa, having a Silique, or oblong
narrow, two-valved Pericarp. 15. Polygamia JEqualis,

the first of the six Orders belonging to the Class Synge-

ncsia, having the whole flower regular, all the Florets

alike hermaphrodite, and, consequently, fertile ; a, a
Compound ligulate Flower ; b, a single Floret ; c, the

germ crowned by its pappus ; d, the cylinder of anthers

with the bifid curled stigma above it. The other Orders

are as follow;—16. Polygamia superjlua, a, a radiate
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Flower; h, a single tubulous and ligulate Floret; r, the

cylinder of anthers. 17. Poli/gamia Frustnnea, a, an

entire Flower ; b, a single fertile Floret ; c, a Floret that

is neuter. 18. Polygamia Necessaria, a, an entire Flower;

b, a fertile Floret; c, a neuter Floret; d, a fertile seed ;

e, an abortive Seed. 19. Polj/gamia segregala, a, an entire

flower ; A, a single tubulous floret surrounded with its

calyx ; c, one stripped of the calyx. 20. Mono<rainia,

a. a simple Flower; b, the Anthers united. 21. Trioecia,

tlie third Order of the Class Fulj/gamia, representing a,

a plant that has male flowers only ; b, one that has

female flowers only ; c, one that has hermaphrodite
flowers only. 22. Cryplngamia Filkes, a Fern iiaving

the fructitication on the back of the Leaf. 23. A spe-

cimen of the Order Musci. 24. A specimen of the

Order Algce. 25. A specimen of tiie Order Fungi.

Plates No. VII, VIII. (27,28)

Linnean Classes and Orders exemplified. Fig. 1. Monan-
dria Moiiogi/nia. a. The flower of Canna Indica, or

Indian Shot, with its monopetalous six-parted Corolla.

b. The scabrous Germ. c. The triphyllous perianth, or

calyx on the top of the germ. d. The anther growing to

one of the Petals, which serves it for a filament, e. The
Style growing to the petaliform filament.

J".
The

scabrous cajisule cut open to show the three cells.

Fig. 2. Diaiidria Monogi/nia. a. A Flower of the SnJvia

officinalis, or Garden Sage. b. The two Stamens show-
ing the singularity of their structure, c. The Pistil

sejiarate.

Fig. 3. Triandria Digynia, a Branch of the Dactylis

glomeratn, or Hard Grass, a. The Glume, or Chaff.

bbb. The three Stamens, c. The two reflected Styles

with the feathered Stigma.

Fig. 4-. Tetrandria iSIonogynia. a. An aggregate Flower
of the Scabiosa columbiiria, or Small Scabious consisting

of many Floscules. b. A single Floscule with its five-

parted Corolla, and the Germ crowned with hairs.

c. The Caly.t with the four stamens, and the Pistil.

Fig. 5. Pcntandria Telragynia, uaaan. The veined

])etals of Parnassia paludris. b b b b b. The five heart-

shaped nectaries, ccccc. The five stamens, d. A
single anther, e. A single nectary.

J".
The gcrmen

with the four pistils.

Fig. C. Ilcxandria. a. The flower of the Trillium ercc-

tuni. b. The stamens and pistils apart, c. A single

pistil.

Fig. 7. Heptandria Hepiagynia, the Sepias Capensis.

a. One of the seven Stamens, b. One of the seven
Pistils.

Fig. 3. Oclnndria 'J'liragynin, the Paris quadrifulia, or
Herb Paris, a. The four green Petals, 1, 2, 3, 4.

bbb b b b b b. The eight stamens, cc cc. The four Pistils.

Fig. 9. Enncandria Ilcxngynia, the Butotius nmbdhitus,
or Flowering Rush. a. Tiic Flower of si.\ Petals.

b. Tlie nine Stamens surrounding, c. The six Pistils.

Fig. 10. Dccnndria Monogynia, the Rhododendron eliamcc-

cistus. a. One of the ten Stamens, b. The Pistil.

Fig. 11. Dodecandria Dodecagi/nia, the Sempervivum tecto-

rum, Common Houscleek. a. The Peduncle, or Flower-
stem, with a reflexed range of flowers, b. A flower in

front showing the Corolla of twelve Petals, c. The Calyx
with the Capsules after the fiower is past. d. A single

Capsule, e. The tvvelve Stamens and twelve Styles

separated from the flower. /; A single Pistil exhibiting

the Germ, Style, and Stigma, g. Two Stamens.
Fig. 12. Icosandria Pcntagynia. a. A flower of the

Pyrus mains, or Apple-Tree. b. The stamens apart.

c. The jjistils apart.

Fig. 13. Poli/andria Folyginia, a flower of the Caliba

palnslris, Marsh Marigold, showing a, the Corolla with
b, five Petals.

Fig. l^. Didynamia Gymnospermia, the Glechoma kedc-

racra, or Ground Ivy. a. The kidney-shaped leaves.

b. The ringent flowers, c. A flower opened to show
the situation of the Stamens, d. A flower exhibiting

the cruciform appearance of the anthers, e. The Ca-
lyxes, f. A single Filament, g. The Pistil.

Fig. 15. Tetradynamia Sdiguosa, the Sisymbrium nastur-

tium, or Water Cress, a a. The pinnated leaves, b. The
Corymb of flowers, d. A single four-petalled cruci-

form Flower, c. A single Petal. Jl The Calyx, g. The
Calyx with the Stamens, h. A single Stamen, i. The
Silique.

Fig. I(). iMonodclphia Polyandria, the Althcea nflicinaUs,

or Marsh Mallow, a. The Flower showing the five

Petals united at bottom; in the centre the column
of Stamens with the Pistils in the middle of them.
b. The column of Stamens and Pistils removed from the

Corolla, and showing the rudiment of the fruit under-
neath, c. The Pistil separate, d. The Calyx exhibiting

the nine divisions of the outer calyx.

Fig. 17. Diadclphia Decandria, the Lathyrus latifolius,

or Everlasting Pea, consisting of a bunch of flowers in

their natural size and situation, a. The Banner, b. One
of the Wings, c. The keel. d. The Stamens and Pistil

in their natural situation, e. The Stamens showing the
simple Filament separate from the compound one.

Fig. lb. Polyadclphia Polyandria, the Hypericum ascy-

ron, or Garden Tutsan, a. The Flower with a Corolla

of five petals, and the numerous stamens in the middle.

b. A single pencil, or parcel of Stamens, c. The per-

manent five-parted Calyx, including the germ termi-

nated by five pistils.

Fig. 19. Syngencsia— 1. Polygatnia JEqualis. a. The
Eupatoriuni cnnnabinum, Common Hemp Agrimony.
b. The l)unch of Flowers, c. A single Flower, d. A
single bunch.—2. Polyganiia J'ruHanea. a. The com-
pound flower of the Ccntaurea 7nontana, Mountain
Blue Bottle, showing the neutral or barren florets

on the outside, longer than the fertile ones in the

middle, and the ciliated scales of the calyx, b. A bar-

ren floret, c. A fertile floret, with some of the bristles

at the base. d. The same divested of the Corolla,

e. The Pistil.

Fig. 20. Gynandria Monandria, the Ophrys muscijera, or

Fly Orcliis, showing, a, the five Petals, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

b. The lip of the nectary, c. The bracte, or floral leaf.

d. The germen. e. The germen and anthers apart.

_f. The germen. g. A single anther.

Fig.2\. Monoecia Syngenesia. a. The male or stamini-

ferous flower of the Mumurdica Elaterium, or Spirting

Cucumber, b. The female, or pistilliferous flower, with
the large germ below the receptacle, c. The male
flower apart, showing the three filaments with double
anthers on two of them, and a simple anther on the

third, d. The germ, surmounted with the style, divided

into three parts, each part sustaining an oblong gibbous
stigma, e. The divided part of the style, with the

stigmas. _f. Two different views of a single stigma.

Fig. 22. Dioccia Pcniamlria, the Cannabis saliva, or

Hemp. a. The female hemp. b. The seed included within

the calyx, c. The male hemp. d. Male flowers, separate.

Fig. 23. Polygatnia Monoecia. a a. The lobed leaves of

the Acer campestrc. b. A bunch of flowers, c. A per-

fect flower, d. A male flower, with stamens only.

e. A single perfect flower.
J", a petal, g. A perfect

flower, divested of corolla and calyx, /i. A single

stamen. ;. The pistil, witii the two revolute stigmas,

and the rudiment of the two capsules, terminating in a
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wing. Ic. A male or stamiferous flower, and a single

petal.

F/"-. Si. Cri/ptogamia.— 1. Mtisci, the male flower of one

of the Musci frondosi, with succulent filaments and

stamina, some of whicli are shedding their pollen

;

others are not so far advanced ; and others have already

shed their pollen.—2. A/gce. a a a. The small or barren

flowers of the Lichen ciliuris, Ciliated Liverwort.

bb. The females in a state of ripeness, cc. The root-

ing hairs.—3. Fungi, a. The Fungus in its natural

state, b. The same in its middle state, c. Small plants

just rising, d. A parcel of knotted threads from the

fungus, marked b, supposed to be the stamens, e. The
ripe seeds of this fungus much magnified.

BOTA'UGO (Crwk.) a kind of sausage made of the roes

and blood of the sea mullet.

BOTCHING matrices (Print.) vide Matrices.

BOTE (iati) in Saxon boce, a recompense or amends.

—

Bote-ltouse, an allowance of wood for its repairs.

—

Bote-

j>/ough, or cart, an allowance of wood for their repairs.

—

Bote-liay, or hedge, wood for the repairs of hedges.

—

Bvte

man, compensation for a man slain.

BOTELLA'IJIA [Archceol.) a cellar for the butts and bottles.

BO'TEKOLL [Her.) the tag of a broad sword scabbard,

which by the French heraldic writers, is esteemed an ho-

nourable bearing. The crampet, which is the badge of

the Right Honourable Earl de la War, was meant for the

same ornament of the scabbard.

BOTH sheets aft (Mar.) the situation of a ship that sails

right before the wind.

BOTHA (Law) a booth or standing in a fair, &c.

BOTHA'GIUM (Law) a duty paid to the lord for erecting

booths. Kenn. Par. Ant.

BOTHE'NA (Law) a barony or lordship.

BO'THOR (Med.) Arabic for pustules in general, and for

particular pustules.

BO'THRION (Med) fioSfio; a tumour in the back of the

eye. Gal. Def. Med.
BOTILER of the king (Ant.) an officer that provides the

king's wines, who may choose out of every ship laden with

sale wines, one cask before the mast, and one cask behind.

2.5 Ed. 3, St. 5, c. 21 ; Flet. 1. 2, c. 21.

BOTIN (Chem.) butino, turpentine; also the balsam of tur-

pentine.

BO'TONNY (Her.) ^r botone, a cross ; so called

because its extremities resemble trefoil. The
French call it Croix ireffiee, as in the annexed

figure.

BOTOTHI'NUM (Med.) a word which Para-

celsus explains to be the Flower ofthe Disease,

Parac. de Podag. Necromant, 1. 2.

BOTRYFTIS (Min.) /3orpt/ij-i!, or Botritis, a sort of burnt

Cadmia ; so called because it resembled a fiorfv,, a cluster

of grapes. It is collected from the upper part of the fur-

nace, where it is burnt, and is distinguished from the

placitis, which is collected in the lower part. Plin. 1. 37,

c. 10 ; Gorr. Def. Med.
BOTRYOl'DAL \Nat.) clustered like a bunch of grapes ;

hence Butria, a plant, found in Africa.

BOTRYOI'DES (Min.) a species of Suillus.

BO'TRYS (Bot.) /3»Tfi/?, Oak of Jerusalem ; the C/teno-

podiiim ambrosioides et botrys of Linnaeus, a herb ; so

called because its seeds hang down like a fiirfvi;, a bunch
of grapes. It is of a bitter taste, a heating, drying, dis-

solving, and purgative nature. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 130; Plin.

1. 27, c. 8; Dodon. Stirp. Hist.; Label. Plant, et Slirp.

Hist, et Advers. ; C. Bauh. Pin.

BO'TTINE (Mil.) French for the half-boots worn by the

dragoons and hussars in foreign armies.

BO'TTLE HEAD (M.) the name of a sort of whale, called

3

BOU
Flounder's Head or Beaked Whale, because its nose re-

sembles the beak of a bird.

BO'TTO.M (Mar.) the ground or lowest part of any thing;
as the bottom of a vessel, or the bottom of the sea : hence
a clean or a foul bottom ; or to go in foreign bottoms, when
speaking of ships; or a rocky muddy bottom, &c. in regard
to the water.

Bottom ^;/«/(; (Mech.) a plate of iron belonging to the mould
of a pnnting-press, on which the carriage is fixed.

—

Bottom
line, one of the four imaginary lines belonging to the body
of a letter in printing.

BO'TTOMRY (Laiv) 1. A contract for borrowing money
on the bottom of a ship, which is to be forfeited if the

terms of the contract be not fulfilled. 2. Lending money
to a merchant on any adventure, tlie interest to be paid on
the return of the ship, but to be lost if she is lost.

BOTTS ( Vet.) worms that are very troublesume, and even
dangerous to horses, breeding in their intestines.

BO'TUS (Chem.) a sort of cucurbit.
BOVAR (Bot.) Little Lard Pear ; a juicy kind of pear.

BOVA'TA terra: (Law) as much as an ox can till, i.e.

twenty-eight acres, otherwise called an oxgate.
BOUBA'LIOS (Bot.) /3»/3«aio5, the Cucurnis agrestis oiUm-

na;us.

BouBALIOS (Aiiat.) the female pupenduni.
BOUBO'N (Med.) fi^/Sm, bubo, a tumour in the groin; a

term frequently recurring in this sense in Hippocrates,
Galen, and Aretaeus. Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. CEconom.
Hippncrat.

BO'UCERAS (Bot.) Fenugreek.
BOUCHE (f court (Law) a certain allowance of provisions

to knights and others attending the king upon military ex-

peditions.

BO'UCHERS d'une armee (Mil.) a French name for those

persons who contract to supply the French army with pro-

visions.

BOUCHES a feu (Mil.) a French name for pieces of ord-

nance, as cannon and mortars.

BOUCHE'TT (Bot.) a sort of pear like the besidery.

BOUCHO'N (Mil.) French for the wadding of a cannon.
BOVE'RIUM (Archaol.) an ox-stall.

BOVE'TTUS (ArchtBol.) a young steer or bullock that is cut.

BO'VEY COAL (Min.) the Bitumen amp/iilitcs of Linna;us.

BOUGE' (Mech.) the middle or belly of a cask.

BOUGH of a tree (Laio) seisin of land given by it, to be
held of the donor in capite.

BOUGl'E (Surg.) from the French bougie, a wax candle;

another name for the catheter, which is sometimes made
of wax.

BOVI'LL.E (Med.) the measles.

BOUI'LLANS (Cook.) little pies made of the breasts of

roasted capons, iSrc.

BOUI'LLON ( I'el.) a disease in horses when a lump, or

excrescence of flesh, grows by or upon the frush.

BOVI'NA nffeclio ( Vet.) a distemper in black cattle, caused

by a worm between the flesh and the skin.

—

Bovinafames,
the same as Bulimus.

BOUJO'NS (Cook.) steaks of veal, with thin slices of bacon
rolled up together.

BOVrSTA (Bot.) the Lycoperdon of Linnaeus.

BO'ULDER WALLS (Archit.) certain walls built of round

flints or pebbles, laid on a strong mortar, particularly near

the sea coast.

B0ULE'TE(il/(7H.) a term used of a horse when the fetlock or

pastern-joint bends forward, and out of its natural situation.

BOU'LINS (Carpent.) pieces of timber, which are fastened

into walls, in order to erect a scatt'old.

BOULI'NTS (Com.) or boulynis, a copper coin, struck at

Boulogna, in Italy, which answers to a penny English:

money.
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liO'ULTINE (.-IrcJilt.) a convex moulding, wliose con-

vexity is but one fourth of the ciixle, ami is placed next
below the plinth in the Tuscan and Doric capital.

BOUND ( I'el.) from to hind ; an epithet applied to any part

of an animal that is embraced with an unnatural force, as

of a horse /(Oo/^6o;(;it.', hide-bound, S^c.

Hound (Mar.) confined to a particular spot or direction,

applied to a ship ; as ivind-hound, ice-bound, &c. confined

by the wind or ice to a place from which you were sailing

homebound, or going homeward, &c.
BO'UNIAS {Bot.) vide Biinias.

Bounty {Lmv) or Queen Anne's Bountt/, a term applied to

the provision made by Queen Anne for the augmentation
of poor livings out of the first fruits.

Bounty (Com.) a premium given by government on the ex-

portation of British manufactures or commodities.

Bounty' (Mil.) a sum of money given by government to

men who enlist.

—

Fresh bounty, money given to a soldier

when he continues in the service after the expiration of

the term for which he enlisted.

BOURGEOI'S (Polit.) a French name for the middle order

of inhabitants in towns, in distinction from tlie nobility and
gentry.

BOURGEOrSE (Cook) veal dressed ^ /a hourgeoise, after

the city fashion, ?". e. larded, spiced, and stewed with pieces

of bacon. Sic.

BOURNrONOMISTS (Ecc.) an enthusiastic sect in the

Low Countries, resembling the quakers in England.
BOURIIA'DE (Mil.) French for a thrust which is made

with the barrel end of the musket, instead of the butt.

BOUKRELA'T (Gunn.) the French for the extremity of a

piece of ordnance towards its mouth.
BOURRERIA (Bot.) the Ehrctici boiirreria of Linnreus.

BOURRIQUE'T (Mil.) French for a basket made use of in

mining, to draw u\) the earth, and to let down whatever
may be necessary for the miner.

BOURSEA'U (Archit.) French for a round moulding
formed by the ridge of lead on the top of a house that is

slated.

BOUSSO'LE {Mar.) French for the mariner's compass.
BOUSTROI'HE'DON (Gram.) vide Bustrophedon.

BOUTA'DE (Mas.) a small kind of ballet.

BOUT (Man.) a term used for a horse when he is overdone,

and quite spent with fatigue.

BOUTE (Man.) an epithet for a horse whose legs are in a

straight line from the knee to the coronet.

BOUTE-FE'U (Archceol.) an incendiary or wilful firer of

houses.

BOUTE-SE'LLE (Mil.) Frencli for the signal or word
given to the cavalry to saddle their horses.

BOUTO'N (Gunn.) French for the sight of a musket.

BouTorf ((Joiili.) a dish of bards of bacon, covered with a

farce and ragout, and baked between two fires.

BOUTS-RIME'AUX (Poet.) a French term, signifying

certain rhymes disposed in order, and given to a poet,

together with a subject to be filled up with verses in the

same rhymes and the same order.

BO'W (Mil.) from the Teut. bogen, and biegen, to bend; an
instrument for the discharge of arrows, bullets, &c. The
two principal sorts of i)ows are the Long Bt)w and the Cross
Bow.

—

Long Bow, the favourite of the English army in

former timus, is simply a bow with a string fixed at each end,

to which tiie arrow is applied.— ('ross Bow is a bow strung
and set in a shaft of wood, with a trigger, &c.

Bow (Her.) a charge in coats of arms, as in

the annexed figure, " He beareth three long

bows ermine bent, in pale gules, by the name
of Bowes."

Bow (Mtitli.) an instrument consisting of an
arch of 90 deg. fixed on a staif with vanes,

BOW
&c. for taking the sun's altitude at sea.

—

Bun- compasses, an
instrument for drawing arches.

Bow (Mar.) the rounding parts of the ship's side on each
side its head, distinguished by the starboard and leeboard,
or weather and lee bow.

—

Lean Bow, a narrow bow fitted

for swift sailing.

—

Bluff" bow, a broad bow fitted for a high
sea.

—

Doubling of the bow, the thick stuff placed there to

prevent the anchor from tearing it.

—

On the how, an arch
of the horizon (not exceeding tS deg.) between some ob-
ject and t!ie point of the compass right a head, as a fleet

bearing three points on the starboard bow, viz. three points
from that point of the horizon right a head, or towards the
right hand.

—

Bow grnce. a frame of old rope, or junk, laid

against the bows to defend them from the ice.

—

Bow line,

or Bow ling, a rope fastened to the bolt rope of a sail by
two or three small ropes, called bridles, used when the sails

must be braced sideways. ' To check the bow line,' is to

slacken it when the wind becomes more favourable. ' To
sharp the main boxvling, or hale the bou-ling,' to pull it

harder.

—

Bow-man of ike Imat, the man who rows the fore-

most oar in a boat.

—

Bow-piece, a piece of ordnance lying

at the bow.

—

Buiv-sprit, a mast projecting over the stem to

carry the sail forward.

Bow (Mech.) the name of several things so called from their

having a curved figure, as the

—

'J'urner's bow, the pole
fixed to the cieling to which the cord is fastened that
wheels round the piece to be turned.

—

Sliipwrighl's boir,

the beam of wood, or brass, with three long screws that

direct a lath of wood, or steel, to any part, particularly

used in making the draughts of ships.

—

Bow q/ a kei/, the
arched part to receive the fingers.

—

Bow .«0!u, a hand saw,
having an arched handle.

—

Bow of a mold to a printing,

press ; a spring wire that is arched conveniently for the
purpose.

—

Boiv of a saddle, the jiiece of wood on each
side laid archwise to receive the upper part of a horse's

back.

Bow of a violin (Mus.) the round stick furnished with hair

with which the performer plays.

BO'W-BEARER (Law) an officer in the forest who had
charge of the vert, or venison ; as also to oversee and make
true inquisition of every person, sworn or unsworn, in every
bailiwick of the forest. Crompt. Jur. 201.

BO'WED (Bot.) arcuatus, bent like a bow; an epithet for a
frond, filament, anther, and legume.

BO'U'EL CJALLED (Vet.) an epithet for a horse when the

girth frets his skin between the elbow of his fore-legs and
his ribs.

BO'VVELS (Anat.) the same as Ldeslines.

BO'WEN'S KNOT
(
f/er.) a particular sort of knot, so called

from the name of the bearer.

BO'WKR-ANCHOIt (Mar.) a name for two anchors which
are situated at the bow of a ship.

BO'WET (Falcon.) a young hawk, so called when it draws
any thing out of the nest and covets to clamber on the

boughs.
BOVVGE (La-w, Mar.) \\(\e Bouche anA Bnw-gracc.
BO'VV-HAND (Archer.) the right-hand, with whicli the bow

is held : iience ' a fine or good b<nv-hand.'

BO'VVING [Mas.) managing the i)ow, which constitutes

the main art of the performer on the violin.

BOWL (Mar.) a round space at the head of the mast for

the men to stand in.

Bowl (Gunn.) a box to fill with small shot and fire out of

a cannon at the enemy when near at sea.

BO'WLDER-STONES (Min.) hunps or fragments of stones

or marble, broken from the adjacent cliKi, which are so

culled because they are tumbled backward and forward by

the action of the water.

BO'W-LEGCJED (Man.) a defective conformation of a

horse's le<r, when the knees come further out than the feet.
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BOWLINE (Mar.) vide Bnxi\—Bn-dme-hnot,

a knot so constructed that it should never

slip. It is made by laying the end of a rope, n,

over the standing part, b, ai.d turning a bight

over the standing part ; then leading the end
round the standing part through the bignt

again.

—

Boii-Ung-bridle. [vide Bvxir\

TO liOWLT a coney (Sport.) to start it.

TO BOWSE (3/ar.) to pull upon a bodv with

tackle, or a complication of pulleys, in order

to remove any object : hence ' bouse away '

i. e. [lull all away ;
' bouse, ho! ' pull more

upon the tackle.

BO'W ^;IX(t (Fa/c.) the excessive drinking of

a hawk who is always thirsty.

BO'WSPRIT (.V«r.)" vide Boxv.

BOWYEIl (Mech.) a bowmaker; one of the

City companies, which was incorporated in

1622, but had been a fraternity long before.

The arms of this company are " argent, on a
clievron between three floats, sable, as many
mullets, gules."

BOX (Bol.) or Box Tree, the Burns of Linnaeus, the wood
of which is used by engravers and mathematical instru-

ment-makers. There are two kinds of box, namely, the

Dwarf Box, which is used for borders in gardens
;

and the Tall Box, a shrub or tree, which grows to a

considerable height. The bo.x wood is jellow and hard,

and bears a good polish.— Box-thorn, the Lycium, a
shrub.

Box (Mech.) any case of wood, iron, or leather, which is

named according to the use to which it is applied, as

—

Ciit-

ting-boxeg, chests for keeping cut hay and straw for the

use of the cavalry.

—

Battery-boxes, \_v\iie Batteryl— Car-
tridgr-bores. [vide Cartridge.'].— Box-and-needle,a. compass
applied to the theodolite, and used for surveying.

—

Box of
a ribsaiv, two thin iron plates for receiving the saw.

—

Box
ofthe pump, the machine requisite for repairing a pump.

—

Kave-boxes, iron boxes fastened one at each end of the
nave, to prevent the arms of the axletree, about « hich the
boxes turn, from causing too much friction.

—

Box-dust,
dust for strewing over fresh writing.

—

Box-maker, a maker
of boxes, packing-cases, iSrc.

BO'XHAULING (Mar.) a particular method of veering a
ship, by keeping the helm hard a-lee. It is used when
tacking is impracticable.

BOX'IXCj off' (Mar.) an operation similar to box-hauling.

—

Boxing the compass, rehearsing the several points of the
compass in their proper order.

—

Boxing of the stem, or
siniply boxing, the projection left in the hawse-pieces, in

the wake of the hawse-holes.

BO'XUS (Bot.) Misletoe.

BCYAIl (Polit.) a lord or grandee among the Musco-
vites.

BOYA'U (Fort.) French for a ditch separated from the main
trench, covered with a parapet, and serving as a commu-
nication from one trench to another.

BRA'BE (Bot.) an herb a cubit high, with leaves like dit-

tander. and an umbella like that of elder. Oribas.

BR.A.BE'IU.M (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 23 Polygamia,
Order 1 Monoecia.
Generic Characters. Cal. ament with ovate scales.

—

Cor.
one-petalled.

—

Stam. filaments four; anthers small.

—

PiST. germ very small ; style filiform ; stigma simple.

—

Per. drupe very dry; seed nut globular.

Speeies. The only species is the Brabeum stellulijhlium,

Amygdalus JEthiopica, S^-c. seu Brabyla Capensis, Afri-

can Almond, a shrub, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.

BRa.'BYLA (Bot.) Damescenes.

BRA
BR A'CC.V (Archc^ol.) 1. A Gaulish name for breeches. 2. A

large fleet hound, or hunting dog.
BRACE (Mech.) from brachium, an arm; any thing which

is extended so as to include, lock, or fix other things, as
Braces of a coach, the thick leather thongs on which it

rests; hence also a brace in the sense of a couple, as " a
brace of partridges," Ac.

—

Braces of a drum, the leathers
with which the drum head is tightened or relaxed.

BRACE (Archit.) the cross beams framed in with bevel
joints, which serve to keep the building from swinging
either way.

Brace (Mar.) 1. The ropes that are fastened to the yard
arms to brace the yard, or bring it to any position.

2. Pieces of iron that serve as supports to different ma-
chines in a ship, as the poop lanterns, <S:c. 3. A security
for the rudder, which is fixed to the stern post, and to the
bottom of the ship.

Brac« (Print.) 1. The stays of the press, which serve to
keep it steady in its position. 2. A character

( } ) de-
signed to hook in, or brace any number of lines.

Brace (Com.) an Italian measure equal to two or three elh,
English.

Brace (Mus.) a character similar to that used in printing,
which is placed at the beginning of every stave to bind
and harmonize the parts.

TO Brace (Mar.) to move the yard by means of braces, as
" To brace about," to turn tlie yards round for tackinir.
" To brace the yards sharp up," so that they should make
the sharpest angle possible w ith the keel. " To brace to,"
to ease off the lee braces, and round in the weather braces.

BRACED (Her.) the same as fretted or interlaced, [vide
hilcrlaced]

BRA'CELET (Mil.) from brace or brachium, the arm; a
piece of defensive armour for the arm.

Bracelet (Sport.) a hound, or rather beagle of the smaller
kind. Rot. Pat. 1 Rich. 2.

BRACENA'RIUS (Sport.) a huntsman or master of the
hounds. Ann. 26 Ed. 1. Rot.

BRA'CER (Archer.) a smooth piece of leather fastened on
the outside of the archer's left arm, which serveth to do-
fend his arm from the stripe of the string. Rog. Asch.

BRACHE'RIUM (Med.) the same as Amma.
BRACHE'TUS (Archwol.) vide Braco.
BRACHLE'US (Anat.) vide Brachial.

BRA'CHIAL (Anal.) an epithet for what belongs to the
arm, as the brachial artery, &e.

BRACHIA'LIS (Anat.) or brachiceus, an epithet for two
muscles of the arm ; namely, the Brachialis extcrnus, which
is the same as the Triceps extensor cubiti ; and Brachialis

internus, a muscle in the forearm.

BR.\'CH1.\TE (Bot.) from brachium, an arm; an epithet

for a stem : caulis brachiatus, a stem having branches
stretched out like arms in pairs.

BRACHIO-CU'BITAL (Anal.) an epithet for an expansion
of the lateral ligament fixed in the inner condyle of the

Os Humeri.—Brachio-radial, an expansion of the lateral

ligament, on which runs the external condyle.

BRACHI'OLUM (Math.) the member of an instrument

used upon astrolabes. Sec. usually made of brass, with several

joints.

BRA'CHIUM (Anat.) fifxx'ia,, the arm; that part lying be-
tween the cubit and the joint of the shoulder, according

to Hippocrates ; or the whole arm, from the .shoulder to

the fingers' ends. Hippocrat. de Art. ; Ruf. Ephes. de

Appellat. Part. Corp, hum. 1. 1 ; Gal. de Admin. Anal. 1. 8
;

Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

BRACI'NUM (ArcheEol.) the whole quantity of ale brewed
at one time.

BRACl'UM (Min.) copper.

BRA'CKET (Carpent.) from brace, a kind of stay in the

2m
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form of a knee oi" shoulder for tlie support of shelves, or

a cramp-iron as a Slav in limber work.

Bkacket (Mar.) 1. A short crooked timber resembling a

knuc for the support of the gratings, as also of the gallerj'.

2. Ornaments, as the hair bracket, which is the boundary

of the aft-))art of ihc liead ; and the console-bracket, at

the fore-part of the iiuarter-gallery.

BRA'CKETS (Giin.) the cheeks of the travelling carriage

of guns or liowitzers, which are made of strong wooden
planks. This name is also given to that part of a large

niortar-bcd where the trunnions are placed for the eleva-

tion of tl>e mortar.

BIlA'CKKT'I'IXG (Archil.) ornamental projections placed

in the corners of rooms, called according to the figure of

the ceiling which they support, groin-bracketting, covc-

hrnch'lliiig, doinc-hrackelling, &c.

BRA'CIIMANS (Theol.) or Brciclimins, a sect of gymno-
sophists, or philosophers in India, who live only on fruits

and herbs, and derive their mission from Confucius.

BllACHYCATALE'CTON [Poet.) fi(u^vy.uTci>.^KTcv, scil.

f/ATfot, from fif'iX"^, short, and xar»Xvtyu, to end; a verse

v.anting a syllable at the end.

BRACHYCE'PHALI (/(/(.) a fish of bad juice and rank

smell. Orib. Med. CM. 1. 2, c. 58.

BRACHY'CEIiUS (Ent.) a division of the genus Ciircullo,

consisting of such insects of this tribe as have a horny lip,

and feelers very short.

BRACHYCHRO'NIUS (Med.)_ /3px;j..j;p.V.«, from /3p«j;U,

tlioi-t, and ;Kf<"»!, time ; an epithet for a disease of short

duration. Gal. Def. Med.
BRACHYGRA'PHY (Lll.) from /Spx;^'!'?, short, aniv(i<P'>',

to write; short-hand writing.

BRACIIYGLO'TTIS (Bui.) the Cineraria roUmdifolia of

LinnEEUs.

BRACHYLO'GY' (Rliet.) 5p«>;i-Aoyia, from ;8px;tW, short, and
>,5-/o?, speech ; a laconic or concise form of speech similar

to the aphorisms of Hippocrates. Tacitus calls it Impera-

toriam brevitatcm, and Plutarch refers to it when speak-

ing of Lycurgus. Dcmet. dc Elocut. c. 7 ; Quint. Instil.

1. 8, c. 3; Tacit. Hist. 1. 1, c. 18.

BRACHYPN.-E'A (Med.) /3p«;Kw»»i«, from li(»zx,<;, short, and
s;iw, to breathe ; short and small respiration, or a short

respiration at small intervals. Ilippoc. dc Epid. 1. 1, &c.

;

Gal. dc Dijfic. Itesp. I. X c. 8.

BRACIIYPO'T/E (Med.) Iifx.xv7zirat^ from /2p«j;if, little, and

570105, drinking ; little drinkers, like ihose sometimes who
are in a phrensy. Gal. Comm. 3 in Ilippocrat. Epid. 1. 3.

BRA'CO (Archicol.) a large fleet hound, in distinction from

the brnchctm, the smaller ; and braclicle, the bitch of that

breed. Mnn. Angl.

BRA'CONS (Carpeut.) I'rench for small stakes of wood
which are placed with the cross-beams in the floodgates

of large sluices.

BRA'CTE.\ (Ant.) nUti.xa "tXur^jju, a thin leaf of gold, or

any metal.

Bkactka (Bnt^ Bracte, or Floral leaf, one of the seven

fulcrts or props of plants, as in the Lime, Tilia Eurapica.

It is dill'erent from the other leaves in shajjc and colour,

and generally situated on the jieduncle. When there arc

several bractcs on one flowc-r they are called a tuft. The
bracte is caducoous, c-idncca, when it falls olf soon after

its evolution ; deciduous, decidua, when it falls before the

leaves; persistant, pcrsistens, when it falls with the leaves ;

coloured, colomla, when of any other colour than green.

BR.A'CTEl) (Bol.) braclcnlii.i, furnished with u bracte ; an

epithet for tlic peduncle, the whorl, and the raceme.

BRAD (Carpcnt.) \)i\(j Brads.

BRADI.iyYA (l>''l.) a genus of plants, named after Pro

ffssor Bradley, of Cambridge, Class 21 Monoecia, Order I

Moii'jddphia.

BRA
Generic Characlcrs. Cal. none.

—

Con. petals six.

—

Stam.
Jilaniciil.'i three; aiilbcr cylindric.— PisT. germ globose;
stjjle none ; stigmas six to eight.

—

Per. capsule de-
pressed ; seed solitary.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of the In-

dies, &c.

BRADS (Carpent ) a kind of nails without heads, which
are particularly used in flooring of rooms.

BRADYPE'PSY (Med.) ilfccio^^i-,, from /?p=<^W, slow, and
s-£TTw, to boil; weakness of digestion. Gal. de Diff'.

Si/mpli. c. 4.

BRA'DYPUS (Zool.) Sloth, a genus of animals, Class Mam-
malia, Order Brula.

Generic Characters. Fvre-terlh none ; grinders si.K in each
jaw.

—

Bodj/ covered with hair.

Species. The species arc Bradijpus Tridacti/lus, Ignavus,

seu Ai, Three-toed Sloth, native of South America,

—

Bradi/pus Didaclijlus, seu Unau, Two-toed Sloth, native

of South America.

—

Bradipus Ursinus, Ursine Bra-

dypus or Ursiform Sloth, or Betre Bear, native of
India.

—

Bradypus Penladactylus, Five-toed Sloth.

BRAG (Sport.) a game at cards, in which the knaves and
nines are principals.

BR'AGGAT (Med.) a name formerly applied to a ptisan of
honey and water.

BR.YGUE (Carpent.) French for a kind of mortise, or joining

together.

BRAILS (Mar.) ropes for hauling up, or collecting to their

yards, the lower extremities of the sails that they may be
furled the more conveniently; hence the expression
" Brail up," for haul up a sail by the brails.

BRAIN (Anal.) the soft contents of the cranium, or scull,

consisting of the Cerebrum, Cerebellum, &c. [vide Ana-
tomy, &c.]

BRA'IN-STONE (Ent.) the Madrepora cerebrum of Lin-

naeus, an insect of the Zoophytes Order.

BRAISES (Cook.) meat dressed a la braise, i. e. broiled

upon the coals, or else baked in a campaign oven, c'tc.

BRAIT (Min.) a rough diamond.
BRAKE (Bot.) a sort of furze.

BnAKE (Mech.) 1. An instrument with teeth for dressing

flax, 2. A baker's kneeding trough. 3. The sharp bit

or snafle of a bridle.

Brake (Mar.) the handle or lever by which a common
ship's pump is worked.

BRA'.MA (/(/(.) vide Bream.
BRA'MANS (Thcol.) \\dc Brachmans.
BRA'iMBLE (Bnt.) a shrub which has been classed by Lin-

naeus under the Rubus.

BuAMBLE (Or.) or Brambling, the IMountain Finch, Frin-

gilla monlefringilla.

BRA'.VIBLE-NET (Mech.) a sort of net for catching birds.

BRAN (Bot.) the husk of ground corn, which contains a

considerable portion of the glutinous and nutritious (juality

of the wheat.

BKA'NCA Hrs7«(i (Bnt.) liear's Foot. \_yiCLti Acanthus']

BKA'NC.lRD (Mil.) a sort of hand-barrow.

BRANCH (Bot.) ramus, a division of the main stem support-

ing the leaves and fructification.—Branch Leaves, ramca

folia, leaves growing on the branches.—Branch Peduncle,

ramcns peduiiculus, a peduncle springing from a briinch.

—

Fruit branch, that which shoots out of the cut of a pre-

ceding year, and is naturally of a considerable thickness.

—

llalf-iKood branch, one that is too gross for a IVuil branch,

and too slender for a wood branch.

BiiANCii (Mech.) a name for several things, so called from

their resemblance in figure, as — Jlrauck of a candU-

slick, or chandelier, that which runs olf from the main

sH;m.—Branchrs of the bit uf a hriiUc, the two pieces of

bended iron that bear the bit mouth, the chains, and the curb.

G
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Branch nfastag (S/70)Z.) theliorns of the head, or tlie antlers.

Branch (Or.) a canary bird of the first year brouglit up by
the old one.

TO Branch slaiid (Fn/r.) to make a liauk take the branch,
or leap from tree to tree, till tlic dog spring the partridge.

BRANCME (Fo)i.) a French word applied to the extended
sides of ihe different works which surround a fortiiied town^
as the covert-way, ditch, &c.

BliA'NCHED {Her.) a term in blazoning for spread into

branches like the horns of a deer.

Branched (Bui.) or Branching, rnmosus ; an ej)ithct for a
stem, leaf, spine, &c. which, when loaded with many
branches, are called ranHtsissimuf:, very branching.

BUA'XCIIEU (Falcon.) a young hav.k, or other bird, that

begins to go from branch to branch.
BRA'NCIIES (Carpcnt.) the ribs or arches of a Gothic vault,

which traverse from one angle to another.

BRA'NCIII (Med.) or Brandur, the glandulous tumours of

the fauces. Caslell. Lex. Med.
BRANCHl'^ (Ich.) the gills of a fish.

BRANCHI'OXUS (Ent.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes,

Order Infusoria.

Generic Character. Body contractile, and covered with

a shell.

Species. These animals inhabit the stagnant water, where,
from their minuteness, they appear to the naked eye like

white specks.

BRANCIIIO'STEGOUS (Ich.) an Order of fishes, in the

Linnean system, comprehending those which have gills

without bony rays, and including the following genera

:

J\Ioniiip-us ; Ostrncion, Tctrodon ; S(/»^;(n//«(.s', Pipe Fish
;

. Pegasus ; Centriscics ; Balisfes ; Ci/cloplerus, Sucker ; Lo-
phins, Frog-fish.

BRA'NX'HLET (Bot.) ramidus, a small branch.

BRA'NCIIUS (Med.) (ifiyxoi, a hoarseness, or defluxion of

humours upon the fauces. Hippnerat. de Epid. I. 1 ; C<vl.

Attrc/. Tard. Pass. I. 2, c. 7 ; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

BRAND (Archceol.) a sword.
BRANij (Or.) vide Brant.
BRANDE'UM (Ecc.) the cloth wherewith the bodies of

saints and martyrs had been wrapped, cut into small pieces,

. and distributed as a relic. Bed. Hist. Angl. I. 1, c. 3 ;

Grecror. Tiiron. dc Glor. Conjcss. c. 37.

BRA'NDLING (Sport.) a worm used in fishing.

BRA'NDRITH (Mcc.) a fence or rail about a'well.

BRA'NUY (Chem.) a spirituous and inflammable liquor

made from the lees of wine by distillation. Its consti-

tuent parts are water, alcohol, and a little oil or resin. It

was formerly distinguished by the annexed character, vtv
and called Aqua vitcc.

'

BRANK (Bot.) another name for Buck-Wheat Brank
Ursine, Branca ursina. [vide Acanthus'}

BRA'NT-FOX (Zool.) a sort of black and red fox, the

Canis ainpcx of Linnxus.
BRAZIL-WOOD (Bot.) an American wood, so called be-

cause it was first brousht from Brazil.

BRA'.SIUM (.'irchccd.) \\lalt.

BRA'SMA (Nat.) /3pi(rju/«, a sort of black pepper that is

good for nothing ; the same as is now observed to corrupt
on the plant.

BRASMA'TIAS (Nat.) a kind of earthquake, when the

earth moves directly upwards.
BRA'SMOS (Nat.) fifuiriA,<n, fermentation.

BRASS (Met.) a factitious metal made of zinc and copper,

or copper ore.

—

Brass colour, a colour pre[)ared by braziers

to imitate brass, which is red brass or bronze, and yellow
or gilt brass.

BRA'SSART (Her.) armour for the elbow.

BRASSATE'LLA (Bot.) the same as Uphioglossum.

BRA'SSES (Her.) sepulchral engravings on brass-plates, let
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into slabs in the pavements of the ancient churches, pour-

traying the effigies, &c. of illustrious persons.

BisA.ssES (Mceh.) plates let into the heads of spinning wheels,

with holes for the spindles to work in.

BRA'SSETS (Her.) pieces of armour for the arms.

BRA'SSICA (Bot.) in the Greek f^Oy.v^c, and in English

Cabbage, a McU-known vegetable, much used by the an-

cients and the moderns. In the Linnean system it is a

genus of plants. Class 15 Tetradynamia, Order 2 .'>///-

quosa

.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved; Icnjhis

lanceolate.—CoE. tetrapetalous
; petals subovate ; ncctu-

reous glands four ovate.-

—

v^tam. Jilaments six, subolate;

anthers erect.—PlST.^crw columnar ; style short ; stigma

capitate.

—

Per. silique long; partition with a prominent
columnar top ; valves shorter than the partition.

Species. The jnincipal species are the

—

Biassica oleracen,

Conmion Cabbage.

—

Brnssica napus, Najms sylvestris,

seu Bunias, Wild Cabbage, Rape, or Naveu.

—

Brassica
napus saliva. Coleseed.

—

Brassica rapa, Rnpa rotunda,

Bapum 7najus, seu Rapa napus, Turncp, iS.c. Ac.
BRA'SSICOURT (Man) or brachicourt, an epithet for a

horse whose legs are naturally bent archwise, in distinction

from the bow-legged horse, who is made so by labour.

BRASSIDE'LICA ars (Med.) a mode of cure" by applying
the herb brassadella.

BRA'THYS (Bot.) fifxlvi. 01- fifa(v, a shrub of a habil between
the heath and the juniper : it is so called from Sfucihc, slow,

because it is of slow growth. According to Pliny it was
the name for the herb Savine. Dioscor. 1. I, c. 104 ; Plin.

\.'l^,c. 11.

BnATHys, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 13
Polyandiia, Order 5 Pentagynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved.—CoR.
petals five.— Stam.^filaments many ; anthers twin.— PtsT.
^f?-)H superior; styles five; stigmas capitate.

—

Fer. cap-

side ovate ; seeds very nianj'.

Species. The species are all shrubs.

BRA'ULE (Mus.) an old French dance performed in a circle.

BRAURO'NIA (Ant.) fifxvci.-v'.a, an Athenian festival cele-

brated everj' five years in honour of Diana, who was s.nr-

namcd Brauronia. Aristoph. Iren. ; Poll. Onom. I. 8, c. 9 ;

Hesych/us.

BRAVL'RA (Mus.) Italian for a song of spirit, as also for

the execution of the performer.

BRAWN (Anat.) the muscular or fleshy part ol' the body,
particularly that of the boar.

BRAY (Falcon.) a pannel or piece of leather i-lit to bind u]i

the legs of a hawk.
VtnAY false (Fort.) a false trench to hide a real one.-

BR.\'YER (Print.) a round wooden rubber used in the ink-

block to bray or rub ink.

BRA'ZIER (Com.) a maker or seller of bra.ss v/are.

BUA'ZING (Meeh.) the soldering or joining two ])ieces of

iron by means of thin plates of brass melted between the

two pieces to be joined.

BREACH (Fort.) a gap made in the woiks of a town by the

besiegers. A practicable breach is an opening mr.de in a
wall by which soldiers may enter. " To repair a Breach,"

to stop or fill up the gap with gabions, fascines, Ac. so as

to prevent the assault. " To I'ortify a Breach," to render

it inaccessible by cheveux de frizes, crcwsfect, &c.
" To make a lodgement in the Breach " is said of the be-

siegers who secure themselves in the breach after the bi.'-

sieged have been driven out. " To clear the Breach,'' to

remove the rubbish, &c. from the Breach.

Breach of close (Laxi) is a sort of trespass by entering on
another man's ground without lawful authority.

—

Breach

if covenant, the not performing any covenant, &c.

—

Breach

of duty, the not executing any office, &c.

—

Breach o/peacc,

2 m"2
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offences against the public peace.

—

Breach ofpounds break-

ing any place where cattle are distrained.

—

Breach iif

pri.^nn, an escape by breaking out of prison.

r>KE.\D (Med.) vide Artos.

BRE'AD-FRUIT-TREE (Bot.) the ^r/oc«r;)«i of Linnaeus,

a tree growing in Otaheite, so called because the fruit,

which is milky and juicy, supplies the place of bread to the

inhabitants. This tree grows to the height of forty feet.—Bread-inil-trce, the Brosiminn of Linnaeus.

Bread [Lam] or assize nf bread, beer, and ale. [vide Assize]—Bread of treat, a name in the statute ,51 Hen. 3. of assize

of bread and ale for the household bread, as it is now called

in distinction from the waslel, or xvhite bread, and the cocket,

or U'heaten bread.

Bre.^'d room (Mar.) that part of the hold in a ship destined

to receive the bread and biscuit.

Bread turnip (Med.) the expressed juice of turnips mixed
with meal.

—

Bread-jelli/, bread boiled to a jelly,

BREAK (Air/iit.) the projection in the front of a building

carried up more than one story.

Break (A<rric.) a land ploughed the first year after it had
Iain fallow in sheep-walks.

Break of n deck [Mnr.) that part where the descent to the

next deck below it commences.

—

Break-rvalcr, l.The hull

of a vessel sunk at the entrance of a harbour to break the

force of the water. 2. A small buoy fastened to a large

one, to show where the latter always is.

Break (Print.) the short line which ends a paragraph.
2. The piece of metal contiguous to the shank of the

letter, so called because it is always broken oft".

TO Break in (Carpcnt.) to cut or break a hole in brickwork
with a ripping chissel for the purpose of inserting timber.

BUE'.AK-JOINT (Mason.) a term for that part of brickwork
which consists in laying a third stone over two others that

are contiguous, for the purpose of binding them the closer

together.

TO Break (Com.) to become bankrupt.

TO Break off (Mil.) a term in the militarj' movements of

the cavalry for diminishing the front, and also for wheeling
from the line, as " Break iff to the left," i. e. wheel to the

left.

TO Break ground {Fort.) to open the trenches, or begin the

works for a siege.

TO Bre.\k (Mar.) is used in several sea phrases, as " To
break ground," i. e. to weigh an anchor, and quit a place.

" I'o break bulk," to commence unloading a ship. " To
break up," to rip off" the planks of a ship, and take her to

pieces, when old and unserviceable. " To break sheer," is

said of a ship which is driven by the force of the winds

out of the position in which she might keep clear of her

anchors.

TO Break a horse (iMan ) in trotting, is to make him light

upon the hand by trotting; to break him for hunting, is to

supple him, and make him take the habit of running.

TO Break a deer (Cook.) to cut up venison.

BRE'.\KERS {jMur.) billows breaking over rocks that lie

under water.

BREAKING in (Man.) the discipline of first training a colt

to be useful.

Breaking ofarrestment (Laxk<) an action in the Scotch court,

wherein it is narrated, that though arrestment was laid on,

payment nevertheless was not made ; the pursuer thereCore

concludes that the breaker should refund him, and besides

should he punished according to law.

Breakinc; o//' (Mec/i.) breaking the break from the shank of

a printing-type.

I'REAM (/c//.) the Ci/primis brama of Linnxus, a fish of

the carp kind that grows fast, and has a broad body.

—

Sea

liream, otherwi.-e called Red (jilt Head, the Sparn^ pagrus

of Linnoeus, a fish of a red colour, with the iris silvery.

BRE
BREA'MING (Mar.) burning off the filth of grass, sea-weed,

&c. from a ship's bottom.
BREA'ST (Anal.) the anterior part of the Thorax, the

t-ternum,

—

Breast-bone, the Sternum, [vide Anatomy'}—Breast, or Breasts, vide MamnKF.
BREA'STFAST {Mar.) the large rope employed to confine

a ship sideways to a wharf or quay.

—

Breast hooks, thick
pieces of incurvated timber, serving to strengthen the fore-

part of the ship.

—

Breast caskets, the longest and biggest
caskets.

—

Breast-rail, the upper rail of the breast-work.—
Breast-xcork, the balustrade of the quarter-deck, &c.

BRE'AST-PAIN
(
I'et.) a disease incident to horses.

BREA'ST-PLATE (Man.) a leathern strap running from
one side of the saddle, across the horse's breast, to the
other, to keep it in its place.

—

Breast of a saddle, that part
where the arch or upper part of the bow ends.

Breast-plate (3/;7.) a piece of defensive armour worn on
the breast.

BREA'ST-PLOUGH (^o^Wc.) asort ofplough which is driven
by the breast, and is used in parting turf for denshering
the land, [vide Agriculture']

BREA'ST-WORK (Fort.) works thrown up as high &s the
breast of the besieged, or those who are defending them-
selves.

BRE'CCA (Archceol.) a breach from the want of repair.

BRE'CCIA (Min.) Pudding-stone, a sort of aggregate earths,

consisting of fragments of stones conglutinated.
BRE'DWITE (Archceol.) a fine, or penalty, imposed for de-

faults in the assize of bread.

BREE'CPI (Mar.) the angle of knee-timber in a ship, the
inside of which is called the throat.

Breech of a gun (Guun.) the hinder part from the casca-
bel to the bore.

RRE'ECHING (Agric.) the hard and clotted wool cut from
the sheep; also long white hairs in wool as stiff as badger's
hairs.

BRE'EDING (Agric.) a method of improving the race of
different animals by crossing or mingling one species or
variety with another.

BRE'EZE (]Mar.) a shifting wind that blows from sea and
land alternately.

Breeze (Ent.) or sea-breeze, the Oestrus of Linna:us, another
name for the Gadfly.

BRE'GMA (Anat.) lifC/ct^lc,, fifiy/j^icc., the middle and forepart

of the head. Hippoc. de Vul. Cap.; Ccel. Aurclinn. de

tard Pass. 1. I , c. t ; Enstath. in Honi. II. 1. 3 ; Ilesychius.

BRETION (Laxv) an Iri.sh judge.

BRE'ISMA (Archceol.) a weather sheep.

BRE'LISIS (Nat.) the caranna, a sort of gum.
BRENA'GRIUM (Archaol.) a payment in bran by tenants

to their lords.

BRE'NT-GOOSE (Orn.) the Anas Bernicla of Linnsus.
[vide Bernicle]

BRE'NTUS (Ent.) a genus of insects, Order ro/ra/j/era.

Generic Character. Antenn<c moniliform ; head projecting

into a very long cylindrical snout.

Species. The species are distinguished into those which
have the thighs simple, and those that have the thighs

toothed.

liliE'SSUMiMER (Carpcnt.) a binding inter-tic, or girder,

to different parts of a house.

BRE'ST (Archit.) another name for the torus.

BRETE'SSE (IJcr.) a charge which is embattled on both

sides equal to each other.

BRETO'ISE (Laxv) ctx brctoysc, the law of the Marches of

Wales in use among the ancient Britons.

BREVE' (Laxi.') a writ so called for its brevity, directed to

the Chancellor and Judges, by which a man is summoned
or attached to answer an action, Ac. Brad. 1. 51 ; Tract. !>,

c. 17.

—

Breve jicrquircrc, to purchase a writ or licence of
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trial In the king's court by the plaintiff.

—

Breve de recto, a

writ of right or licence for a person ejected out of an

-estate to sue for the possession of it.

Breve [yius.) a note of the third degree of length, marked
thus \'Z\\ it was formerly marked as a square figure.

—

Imperfect breve, is one that has no dot after it, which is equal

to one quarter of a large breve, or to two semibreves.

—

Perfect ireve is dotted, and is equal to three seniibreves.

BRE'VET (Mi/.) a term expressive of promotion in the

arm}', from the captain upwards, v.ithout additional ))ay,

until it reaches to the rank of Major-General, uho is now
entitled to a quarterly allowance.

—

Brevet-ran/^, a rank in

the army higher than that for which pay is received.

BRE'VIA TESTATA {Lntc) an ancient term for a deed.

Brevia i^isa (Anat.) small venous vessels passing from the

stomach to the splenetic veins.

BREMARY (Ecc.) a book containing the daily service of

the Romish Church.

BRE'\'IBUS et rutuUs Uberandis (Laxv) a writ to a sheriff to

deliver to his successor the county with the rolls, &c. lieg.

Ori^. 295.

BRE'VIER (Print.) a small printing letter, so called, pro-

babh', from its having been first used in printing breviaries,

or, still more probably, from /irevis, short, because it is

comparatively small, [vide Printing]

BRE'VIS w«sc»/;/s (Anat.') a muscle of the scapida.— Brevis

cuhiti, a muscle of the fore-arm.

—

Brevis e.rtenxnr digitnm

pedis, [vide Extensor'] — Brevis Flexor PoUicis. \yiAe

Flexor] — Brevis Peroneus. [vide Peroneus] Brevis
Pronator radii, [vide Pronator]

BREWERS' Companij (Her.) the brewers were
incorporated in iV2\-, in the 6lh 3ear of the

reign of Henrj' ^T. Their arms are " Gules

on a chevron argent between three saltines of

garbs or, as many tuns sable.

BRE'\\TN'G (Mar.) or a squall brewing;
black tempestuous clouds collecting so as to

portend a storm.

BREXA'NTES (Med.) a small kind of frog, to the blood
of which was falsely ascribed, according to Galen, the

virtue of restoring the lost hair. Gal. de San. tuend. 1. 10.

BRE'YNTA (Bot.) a genus of plants named after Breynius,

father and son. Class 23, Polygamia, Order 2, Dioeria.

Generic Characters.— Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.
none.

—

ST.KM.Jilamenfs none; anthers five.— Piut. germ
very small; stj/le cylindric ; stigma blunt.

—

Per. berrt/

dry ; seeds two.

Species. 'J'he only species is Breynia disticha, native of
New Caledonia and the Isle of Tamia.

BRI'.VR (Bot.) Wild or Common Briar, the Rosa canina of
Linna:us.

BRI'BERY (I.aiv) when any person in a judicial place takes
any fee, gift, reward, or brocage, for doing his office, or by
colour of his office, except of the king only. 3 Inst. 14-5.

BRIBO'UR (Archccol.) a pilferer.

BRI'CK (Mech.) an artificial kind of stone composed of clay,

coal-ashes, or sand, &c. dried by the sun, and hardened by
fire. Bricks are made in a mould, are dried in a framework
called Hacks, and burnt in heaps, called Clamps, whence the
burning itself is also called a Clamp. Bricks differ ac-
cording to their quality.

—

Marls are prepared and tem-
pered with the greatest care; the finest of vhich are called

Jirsts, which are chosen for archways. Sec. The next best
are called seconds.— .Stocks are a sort of brick next in

quality to the seconds of marls. The grei/ Stocks are made
of the purest earth : the red Stocks are so called from the
colour of the earth of which they are made. The finest

sort of Stocks are called red Rubbers.
Bricks are likewise distinguished according to their figure,

as

—

Compass Bricks, which are of a circular form. Con-
cave or holloxu Buicks, which are flat on one side and
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hollowed on the other.

—

Feather-edged Bricks, that are
thinner on one edge than the other ; also according to

their use, as Caping Bricks, used for the caping of walls.

—Cogging Bricks, for the indented work under the
caping of walls. — Dutch or Flemish Bricks used in

paving 3ards, &c.
BiucK (Chem.) was formerly distinguished by

this character,

BRl'CK-KILN (Mech.) a place in which bricks are burnt.

BRICKLAYERS' Compani/ (Her.) was not

incorporated before 1586. The Bricklayers'

arms are as in the annexed figure. " Azure
a chevron, or between a fleur de Lys, argent

enters two brick-axes in chief, and a bundle
of lathes in base, or."

BRICO'LLE (Archaol.) an engine for beating

down walls.

Bricolle (Sport.) or bricoil, the rebound of a tennis-ball

after a side stroke.

BRI'CU.MUM (Bot.) a name for Artemisia.

BRI'DEMEN (Cus.) and bridemaids, j-oung men and maid-
ens attending the bride on their wedding-day.

BRl'DE-STAKE (^.ircbaol.) probably a post setup to dance
round like a niav-pole.

BRI'DGE (Arcbit.) a structure raised over rivers, &c. com-
nionlj' formed of some durable materials, as wood, stone,

or iron. The principal parts belonging to a bridge are as

follow, namely, the cnff'crdain, or bntterdcau, a case of
piling without a bottom fixed in the river water-tight, or

nearly so, for the purpose of laying the bottom dry.

—

caisson, a flat-bottomed boat, in which a pier is built; the

bottom of which afterwards serves as a foundation for the

pier.— Abutments, the extremities of the bridge which join

to or abut upon the land.— 7'/pr.s-, the walls built for the

support of the arches.— .4rcbes, the circular openings which
have different names for their different parts and figure,

[vide Arch]—Impost, that part of the pier on which the feet

of the arches stand.

—

Piles, stakes or posts shod with

iron, and driven into the bed of the river to serve as a
foundation, or to protect the piers.— Stilts, a set of piles

driven into the space intended for the pier, whose tops

being sawed off level above low-water mark, the pier is

then raised upon them.

—

.Jetlee, the border made round the

stilts under the pier.

—

Sta/'lings, a kind of case made about
a pier of stilts and jettees, &c.— Pile-driver, an engine for

driving down the piles, [vide PI. 29, fig. 5] — Parapet,

the breast-wall made on the lop of the bridge to prevent

the passengers from falling over.— Banquet, the raised

footpath at the sides of the bridge next the parapet.

Bridges are of different kinds, according to their materials,

construction, or use, namely

—

Wooden bridges, stone, or

iron bridges, according as they are made of wood, stone,

or iron.

—

Rush bridges, those which are made of rushes

bound fast together, over which planks are laid for pass-

ing over marshy places. They are used by soldiers on
their march.

—

Pendant or hanging bridges, those which
are not supported by posts, pillars, or hutments, but

hang in the air sustained only at the two ends.

—

Draw-
bridge, that which is fastened with hinges at one end, so

that the other may be drawn up, or to one side, so as to

admit the passage of a vessel, or in fortifications to pre-

vent the crossing of a ditch.— Fli/ing bridge, one com-
posed of two smaller bridges, so constructed one over

the other, that by means of ropes and pulleys the upper

one may be pushed forward till it reaches the point where
it is to be fixed. It is commonly used to surprise works
or outposts Bridge of boats, a number of conmion
boats joined parallel to each other at the distance of six

feet, till they reach across a river. They are then co-

vered with planks, so as to serve as a passage for men
and horses. This is mostly used in military marches.

—
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Bruh^c of communicdtiun, a bridge constructLcl for tbo

purpose of aftbrding a coiiiniuiucation bctwutn two ar-

iiiifs or forts.

—

Flociling liridKe, a sort of redoubt, con-

bistiiiL; of two boats covered with planks, and solidly

framed so as to bear either man or horse.

—

Pontnnhridgea,

tliose which are made of pontons.— Caxk or brurel

Lritlgcs are a number of cask:> or barrels, which are made
to answer the purpose of pontons.

Biui>G£ (Miis.) tjie perpendicular arch in a violin, bass-viol,

&c. which stands upon tlie belly, and serves to support the

htrings ; also the flat ruler laid over the jacks of a harpsi-

chord, or spinnet, to prevent them leaping out of their

sockets.

BniDGE [Gitnn.) a name for the two pieces of timber which
go between the tHO transoms of a gun-carriage, on which
the coi\is are placed for elevating the piece.

Bridoe (//(•)•.) a charge in coat armour, as

in the annexed figure. " He beareth or on
a bridge of three arches, jj^fe masoned sable,

tlie streamers transfluent proper, a fane ar-

f^ent, name Troivbridi^e."

BRIDLE (Man.) a contrivance made of lea-

ther straps and pieces of iron, the parts of

which arc as follow, namely, the

—

D'dt, or snqfle, which
goes into the horse's mouth.— Curb, a chain of iron made
fa.st to the upper part of the branches of the bridle in a

liole called the eijc, and running over the beard of the

horse.

—

Ihad-stull, the leather going from the top of the

liead to the rings of the bitt.

—

Fillet, which lies over the

forehead, and is usually adorned with a rose.— Throat-

hand, a leather under tlie throat.

—

Reins, the thongs for

the use of the rider.

—

Button and loop, at the end of the

reins.— S'ose-band, a leather going over the middle of the

nose.— Cavcssan, a false rein.— ]\Iart!7igale, a thong of

leather, one end of which is fastened under the horse's

head, and the other between his legs, to make him hold
his Iiead well.

The principal erts of bridles now in use are the snqfle,

the curb, and the ehnjf-hnller, which is a lady's bridle

with double reins.— Bridlc-liand, the liorseman's left

hand ; the right hand being the spear, or whip hand.
BRII)LE-AUI\] ;;?o/ff/ (Mil.) a guard used by the ca-

valry, which consists in having the sword-hilt above
the helmet, and the point downwards in advance of the
l)ridle-hand.

BlUDOX (Man.) or bridoon, the snafle and rein of a military

bridle, whicli acts independently of the bit and curb at tlie

pleasure of the rider.

BRIEl" [Imik) an abridgement of tlie client's case made out
for the instruction of counsel on a trial at law.

—

Brief
ul'Evcsquc, a writ to the liishop, which, in Quare imprdit,

shall go to remove an incumbent. — Brief out eif the

chancery, a writ to a judge to examine by an inquest
whether a man be nearest heir.

—

Brief of distress, a writ

out of chancery against a landlord to distress his goods,
now ob.solete.

—

Brief of mort-ancestri/, for entering the
heirs of all defuncts.

—

Brief, or licence, to make collections

for repairing churches, losses by fire, &c.
BniEF, Apostolical (Ecc.) a letter which the pope sends to

princes and magistrates relative to public aifairs. It is so

called on account of its lirevity, in distinction from the
Bull, which is drawn up at large, and with all possible
form.

Ijuiet {Mas.) a measure of quantity, which contains two
strokes down in beating time, and as many up. It is not
now often used.

BRK; (Mar.) a small merchantman with two masts.
lilU'CiA (Arelinnol.) contention.

llUHjA'DlC (Mil.) a party ol either horse or foot, consisting,

in the first case, of eight or ten squadrons ; and, in the

second, of from four to six battalions.

—

Irish Brigade,
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were Iriih rcgimetits serving in Erance, Spain, and Naples.—Brigade Major is an officer appointed by the brigadier

to assist him in the management of his brigade.

—

Brigade

nf a troop of horse, the third part of it.

TO BiiiGAiJE (Mil.) to make any given number of regiments
or battalions act together for the purpose of service.

RRIG.'\])1'ER (Mil.) the officer who commands a brigade.

ijRIGAXDl'NE (Mil.) a coat of mail, consisting of many
iointed and scale-like plates, very pliant and easy for the

body. .S/«/. 4,5, P. Ss M.
BiiKiANDiXE (Her.) or Briganline. [vide IIabcrgeon'\

BRlGAN'ri'NE (Mar.) a small swift sailing vessel.

BRI'GBOTE [Archa-ol.) or brug bote, the contribution to

the repair of bridges. Flcla.

BRIGHT-IjAY (Man.) the common colour of a horse.

BRIGI'DLVNS (Fee.) an order of .Swedish nuns, whose
founder was named Bridget.

BRILLA'NTE (Man.) an epithet for a brisk high mettled
stately horse.

BitiLi.ANTE (Mus.) Italian for a brisk lively manner.
BRILLS (Man.) hairs on a horse's eyelids.

BRl'MSEY (Her.) y\<\a Gad-Jli/.

BIir.M.STGNE (Chcm.) the vulgar name for sulphur.

BRl'NDLED (Zoot.) spotted; an epithet for cows, &c.
TO BRIKCi (Mar.) a term used in several sea phrases, as

' 'J'o bri'ig by the lee, to incline rapidh' to leeward.— ' To
bring to, to check the slii]i's course, to make her lie to,

or stationary ; also in applying a rope to the capstan, it is

said ' Bring to the messenger.'— ' I'o bring up,' a term
among the colliers for casting anchor.

TO Bring up (Mason.) a chimney foundation, &c. to raise

it to any height.

BRI'NGER (Mil.) a term employed in the recruiting ser-

vice, to signify the person who produces a man or a hoy
within the regulated age that is willing to enlist, for whieii

lie is allowed a guinea.

—

Bringers up, a name formerly

used in the English army for the whole rear rank of a bat-

talion drawn up.

BIU'NGING to (Mar.) checking the course of a ship to wait

the approach of another.

BniNGiNc; in (Man.) keeping in a liorse's nose when he

boars.

Bringing up the rear (Mil.) bringing all stragglers to the

main body.

BRINS d'est (Mil.) French for large stakes or poles, re-

sembling |)ickets, with iron at each end, which arc used to

cross ditclies.

BRI'ONY (Bot.) vide Bri/onj/.

BRISE (Carpent.) I'rench for a beam in sluices, that is

))laced swipe fashion, on the top of a large pile.

BnisE (Agric.) vide Brizc.

Brise (Her.) vide ronijni.

liltl'.SKET (I'et.) that part of tlic breast of an animal that

lies nearest the ribs.

—

Brishet of a horse, the forepart of

the neck at the shoulder down to the forelegs.

BRl'.STLE (Bot.) seta, that sort of stalk which bears only

the fructification of the Musci. It differs from the flower-

stalk, in being always simple, and standing between the

fruit and calyx.—Bristle-shaped, setaceous, an epithet for

a \tiai' ijolium setaceuni, a leaf in the shape of a bristle,

that is, shorter than a capillary leaf

BRI'.STLEl) (Her.) an epithet in blazoning for a boar,

having hair on his back and head.

BRl'STLY (Bot.) setosus, i.e. set with bristles; an epithet

for some receptacles that have bristles between the florets.

J5RrSTOL hot Katers (Chem.) mineral waters of the lowest

temperature of any in England, the constituent parts of

which are carbonic acid gas, lime, magnesia, together with

muriatic and vitriolic acids. They are used efficaciously

in ])iilnionary disorders.

BRITA'NNICA (Bot.) fifiTunKtt, the Rumcx Britannica of



BRO
Linnsus, a plant ; so called, according to Pliny, because

it was discovered by the Friezlanders near the Britisii

Channel. It is very astringent and efficacious for ulcers

in the moulli, Jvc. Dioscoi: 1. 4-, c. 2 ; Plin. 1. '25, c. 8.

BRI'ZA (Bot.) St. Peter's corn, Spelt Wheat, or Quaking
Grass, a genus of plants, Class 3 Triandria, Order
2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. glume many-flowered.

—

Cor.
bivalve; nectari/ two-leaved.— St Ayi. Jilameiils three;

anthers oblong.—PiST. germ roundish : sti/les two ; stig-

mas plumose.

—

Per. none : seed one.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as

—

Briza minor,

Pua petiulis, iSrc. seu Granien trcmulmn, &c. small Quak-
ing Grass, an annual, native of Britain.

—

Briza vireiis,

seu Gramen paniculalum. Green Quaking-Grass.

—

Briza
ma.vima, &c. Greatest Quaking Grass, &c. But

—

Briza
medea, I'oa petioUs, &c. Gramen tremiilum, &c. seu Pha-
laris pratensis. Middle or Common Quaking Grass,

Shakers, Ladies' Hair, or Bird's Eyes, is a perennial.

BRIZE (Agric.) a sort of ground that has lahi long un-

tilied.

BIIIZEVE'NT (Hort.) shelters on the north side of melon-
beds where walls are wanting.

BROACH {Mcch.) a spit for roasting meat upon.

Broach (.^//m.) a wind instrument, the sounds of which are

produced by turning round a handle.

Bro.^ch (Sport.) the start of the head of a voung stag,

growing sharp like the end of a spit.

TO Broach (Husband.) to pierce a cask or vessel in order

to draw the liquor.

TO Broach to {Mar.) to incline very rapidly to windward,
an action differing but in degree from that of bringing to.

BROAD-A'RROW (Her.) a charge which differs from the

pheon only, by having the inside of its barbs plain, [vide

Pheon'\

BROA'D-AXE (Her.) a charge occasionally in coats of arms.

BROA'D-SIDE (Mar.) 1. A discharge of all the guns on
one side of a ship at a time. 2. All that side of the ship

above water between the bow and quarter.

Broad-side (Print.) a form of one full page, printed on
one side of a whole sheet of paper.

BROAD-SIDE-PI'ECE [Com.) a gold coin, worth 23s. or

25s. 6d. G.U.
BRO'ADSWORD (Mil.) a sword with a broad blade,

chietl\' designed for cutting. The principal guards in the

broadsword exercise are the

—

Insideguard ,which is formed
by directing your point in a line about six inches higher

than your antagonist's left eye.

—

Outside guard consists

in directing your point above your antagonist's right eye.

—

Medium guard is a position between the inside and
outside guard.— Hanging guard is that in which the hilt

of your sword i.s raised high enough to view your op-

ponent under the shell.

—

St. George's guard protects the

head.

BROCA'DE (Com.) a kind of stuff, or cloth of gold, silver,

or silk, raised and enriched with llowers, &c.

BROCA'GIUM [ArchcEol.) brokery.

BRO'CCOLI (Bot.) a variety of the Cauliflower.

BROCH (Mcch.) vide Brooch.

BRO'CHA (.J;i^) in French broche, an awl or large packing
needle.

Brocha [Archccol.) broche, a spit.

BROcn.\ (Her.) an instrument used by embroiderers, and
borne in the arms of the embroiderers' company.

BROCHE'TTE (Coo'k.) a particular way of frying chickens.

BRO'CHI.A. (ArchiEol.) a great can or pitcher.

BRO'CHITAS (Vet.) bending of the teeth, which is a mark
of old age in horses, according to Pliny. ^'aTr. de Re
Ru.^t.\. 2, c. 7 : Plin. 1. 1], c. 3S.

BROCHOI'R (Mech.) French for a smith's shoeing-ham-
mer.

BRO
BRO'CHUS (Annt.) one having a prominent upper lip.

Castcll, Le.T. Med.
BROCK (Sport.) a buck or hart two years old.

BRODERIE'S (Mas.) flourishes thrown by performers, en

passant, into any composition.

BRO'D-HALFPENNY (Archccul.) vide Bord-halfpenny.

BRO'DIUM (Med.) the liquor in which some solid medicine
is preserved.

BRO'GGER (Archccol.) the same as Broker.—Brogger nf
corn, the same as Badger.

BROKEN-BA'CKED \Mar.) an epithet for a vessel so

loosened in her frame as to droop at both ends.

BROKEX-LETTER (Print.) the breaking the orderly suc-

cession in which the letter stood in a line or page, and
mingling them together.

BROKEN-NU'.MBER (.irith.) the same as Fraction.

BROKEN-RADIA'TION (Catop.) the broken beams of

light, as seen through a glass that is cut into several panes

or pieces.

BROKEN-RA'Y (Diop.) or ray of refraction, a right line,

whereby the ray of incident changes its direction, or is

broken in traversing the second medium.
BROKEN-Wl'ND (let.) a diseased respiration in horses.

—

Broken -knees, an injury done to the knees of horses.

BRO'KER (Com.) broccator, from hroca, a breaking; that

is, a broken trader, such being originally the only persons

employed iu that way. A broker is one who concludes

bargains or contracts for merchants, <S:c. of whom there

are several kinds, as

—

Exchange Brokers, such as negotiate

in all matters of exchange with foreign countries.

—

Ship

Brokers, those who transact business between tlie owners
of vessels, and the merchants who send cargoes.

—

Insur-

ance Brokers, those who manage the concerns, both of the

insurers and the insured.

—

Stock Brokers, those who buy
and sell stock for other persons.

—

Army Brokers, those

who formerlj' acted between army agents, and individuals

wishing to purchase, sell, or exchange commissions.

—

PaxKH Brokers, those who lend money upon goods to

necessitous people at a certain rate per month.

BR0'.\I£-GRASS (Bot.) the Bromus of Linnceus, a sort of

grass much resembling the Oat, whence it has also been
called Oat-Grass. The species are mostly annuals.

BROME'LIA (Bot.) a genus of plants named after Olaus

Bromel, a Swede, Class 6 Hexandria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth three-cornered.

—

Cor.
petals three.

—

STA^l.^filamettts six ; anthers erect.—PiST.

germ inferior ; style simple ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. berry

roundish.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of South

America, Jamaica, &c. as

—

Br^melia ananas, Carduus

Brasilianus, Sfc. Ananas acostce ovata, seu aculeatus, Sfc.

Anassa, [seu Capa-Isiakka, Ananas, or Pine-Apple.

—

Bromelia pinguin. Ananas Americana, Sjc. seu Piiiguin,

Pinguin, or Broad-leaved Wild Ananas.

—

Bromelia

Karatas, seu Karatas, &,-c. Karatas, or Upright-leaveil

Wild Ananas.

—

Bromelia acanga, Caraguata Mexocotl,

seu Manguel, S^c. Park. Theai.Bot.; Rail Hist. Plant. ;

Linn. Spec. Plant.

BRO'^nO'S (Med.) a plaister. Paul ^ginet.lj, c. 9.

BRO'MUS (Bot.) iSf^u.K, a herb described by Dioscorides

as very much like the .ligilops in its drying quality. A
decoction of this plaut is recommended for worms in

children. Dioscor. 1.4, c. 140; Plin.l. 18, c. 10; Gal.

de Simpl. 1.6; Oribas Med. Coll. 1. 11 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1,

serm. 1.

Bromus, Brome Grass, in the Linnean sy.^tem, a genus of

plants. Class 3 Triandria, Order 1 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. o;/«m(? many-flowered, bivalve
;

valve ovate.—CoR. bivalve; lovoer valve obtuse ; upper

valve lanceolate; aiiii straight; ricclary two-leaved;

leajlets ovate.

—

St.'^'si.flaments three, capillary; anthers
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oblong.— PiST. germ turbinate; sfijles two; stigmas

simple.

—

Peu. corolla aiUiering ; seed one, oblong.

Species. The species of tliis genus of Grasses are annuals,

and classed bj' the older botanists under the festucn, J.

Baiih. Hist. I'lant.; C. Bnuli. Pin.; Ilaii Hist. Plant.;

Linn. Spec. Plant.

BRO'NCHANT {Her.) a French term in blazonry to signify

surniountine, as when an escutcheon is strewed with tleurs

de lis, and then bronchant siir le tout, i. e. over them all,

stands a beast, or any thing else, which seems to cover

them almost entirely.

BRON'CHIA (Anat.) ^fov%"i was taken by Hippocrates for

the Aorta ; but the bronchia, or bronchi, are now the ra-

mifications of the Arlcria aspera, or Larynx. Hippocrat.

de Anatom. ; Gal.Exeg. Voc. Hippocrat.; Gorr. Def. Med.

;

Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

BRO'NCHIAL arteries {Anat) branches of the Aorta given

oft" from the chest Bronchial Glands, glands situated

about the Bronchia and Trachea.

BRONCHOCE'LE {Med.) iifoyy,,>yJ,M, from (ithx",, the wind-

pipe, and «i!A>i, a tumour ; a tumour in the neck, principally

of women, called a Derby Neck, because the people in

Derbyshire are mostly subject to it. It is also frequent in

the vallies of the Alps, to which Juvenal alludes.

Juv.sM. 13, V. 162.

Quis tumidum guttu in Alpibiis?

Cels. 1. 7, c. 13 ; Paul /Eginet. I. 6, c. 38 ; Gorr. Def. Med.
BRO'NCHOS (Aled.) the suppression of the voice from a

catarrh.

BRONCHO'TOMY {Surg.) fipoyx'-^'"^^", from /3p»v;t;«5. and
TiiA,vu, to cut ; an operation of cutting open the windpipe
in a membranaceous part, between two rings, for the pur-

pose of preventing suffocation.

BRO'NCHUS (v'/ho/.) /Sf^yx.'^, the whole Artcria aspera, or

only the fauces.

BRONTE'UM {AnI.) /3p«77.«, from i<3p«Ti, thunder; a ma-
chine or engine used on the stage to represent thunder.

Fest. de Verb. Signiy.

BRO'N'TIAS {Min.) a sort of precious stones supposed to

fall with thunder. Plin. 1. 37, c. 10.

BRONZE {Met.) a compound metal, two-thirds of which
consists of copper, and one-third of brass.

BRO'NZITE {Alin.) a species of stones of the Hornblende
family.

BROOCH {Mecli.) a collar of gold formerly worn about the

necks of ladies ; also an ornamental pin used in the same
manner.

Brooch {Paint.) a painting all in one colour.

BROO'K-LIME {Bot.)nson of Water Speedwell.^

BROOM {Bot ) a shrub; the Genista and Spnrtvm of Lin-

riKUS.— African Broom, the Aspalathus genistoides.— liut-

cher's broom, [vide Butcher]

BROO'.M-LANDS {ytgric.) lands that bear broom.
BROO'MINO (.Mar.) vide Breaming.
BRO'.SIMU.M (Hot.) from iffpco-iju-o;, esculentus, a genus of

plants, Class 'i'i Dioecia, Order 1 Monutulria.

Generic Characters. Cm. anient common, globular.— Con.
none.

—

StAt.l.Jilaments solitary; anthers bilamellate.

—

PisT. germ ovate; sti/le single; stigmas reflex.

—

Per.
berry pedicelled ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are trees, as the

—

Brosimum alicas-

trum et spurinm,

BROSSj^'A (Bot.) a genus of plants named after Guy de la

Brosse, intendant of the royal garden at Paris, Class .1

Pcntandria, Order I Monogi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con. mo-
nopetalous.

—

Sta.m. Filaments five.—PisT. germ pcnta-

coccous ; slyl/: subulate ; .s^/^'wa simple.—Per. capsule

roundish ; seeds very many.

DllU

Species. The only species is

—

Brosseca coccinca, a shrub,
native of South America.

BRO'SSl S (Archceol.) bruised, or injured with wounds.
BRO'THEL {Archaol.) or bordel, from the Italian bordelln,

a little house, was at length applied to a house of ill-fame,

a stewhouse, of which there were some licensed in the reign

of Henry VI, but they were put down in that of Henry
VII.

BROUI'LLER {JSIan.) a French term for a horse that

plunges, and is in disorder.

BROW {Anal.) the Os Frontis, or Forehead.
BROW-A'NTLER (Spurt.) the first start that grows on a

stag's head.

BROW-PO'ST (Carpent.) an athwart or cross-beam.

BROWA'LLI.\ (Bol.) a genus of plants named after Brow-
allius. Bishop of Aboa, the defender of Linnaeus, Class H
Didynamia, Order 2 Angiospermia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous.— Stam, Jilanients four; anthers simple.

—

Pl.sT. germ ovate; style filiform; stigma thick.

—

Per. capsule ovate ; seeds numerous ; receptacle com-
pressed.

Species. The .species are annuals, and natives of South
America.

BRO'WN-BILL (Mil.) the ancient weapon of the English

foot, resembling a battle-axe.

BROWNE'A (Bot.) a genus of plants named after Patrick

Browne, M. D. and Historian of Jamaica, Class 10 Mono-
delphia. Order ! Dccandria.

Generic Characters. QaJj. perianth one-leaved.— CoR.
outer monopetaious ; inner five-petalled.

—

St.\m. Jilt-

ments ten; anthers oblong.—PisT. germ oblong; style

subulate; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. legume oblong; seed

solitary.

Species. The species are shrubs.

BRO'WNISTS (Ecc.) a sect of independents who rejected

both episcopacy and presbyterianism.

BROWZE (Hort.) or broivze-ivood, sprouts of trees thai,

shoot forth early in the spring.

BRUCE'A (Bot.) a genus of plants named by Sir Jos. Banks
after Bruce, the Abyssinian traveller, Class 22 Dioecia,

Order t Tetrandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-parted.—Con.
petals four.— Stam. /i/ameH/i four; anthers roundish.

—

PiST. germs four; styles subulate; stigmas acute.

—

Per.

four ; seeds solitary.

Species. Plants of this genus are shrubs, and natives of

the East Indies.

BRUCE'NA {Archaol.)hThTS, or bush-heath.

BRU'CHUS (Ent.) (3fi;,;o;, from /Spt/;^''', to devour. A kind of

locust or caterpillar, a genus of animals, Class Jnsccta,

Order Coleoptera.

Generic Characters. Antenna filiform.

—

Feelers equal.—

Lip pointed.

Species. The species of this genus are mostly small insects

inhabiting the Indies and America. The Bruchus gra-

narius is found among beans, vetches, iS:c.

—

Bruchus se-

minnrius is smaller than the preceding, having the hinder

thighs plain.

—

Bruchus Bactris, of a grey colour, is found

in the nuts of the Palm of that name.
BRU'GBOTE (Arch.eol.) or Bruch-bole. [vide Briobote']

BRUILLE'TUS (.Ircluvol.) or iruillus, a copse or thicket.

BRUl'SE-WORT (Bot.) or Soap-lVort, a perennial, the So-

ponnria of Linna;us.

BRU.MA'LIA (Ant.) a festival celebrated by the Romans in

honour of Bacchus twice a year, i. e. on the twelfth of the

calends of March, and the eighth of the calends of De-

cember. Suidas ascribes the institution of this festival to

Romulus. Tertull. de Idol. c. 14; Auctor. GeoponA. 1,

c. 1 ; Gyrald, Synlag. Deor. 1. 8.
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BRUXE'LLA {Bot.) vide Prunella.

BRUN'FE'L.SIA {Dot.) a genus of plants named by Plumier

after Brunfelsius, a monk, pli3sician, and botanist of JNIentz,

Class li Didynamia, Order 2 .4ngiospcr»iia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved Cou.
one-petalled.— STAM.^/ame/i/.s four, verj' short; anthers

oblong.— PisT. germ roundish; style filiform; stigma

tliickish.

—

Per. capsule one-celled ; seeds very many.
Sj)ccies. Plants of this tribe are shrubs, and natives of the

East Indies.

BRU'NIA {Bot.) a genus of plants named after Cornelius

Brun, a traveller, Class .5 Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth common roundish

;

proper five-leaved.

—

Cor. petals five.

—

Stam. Jilnments

five; anthers ovate oblong.

—

Pist. germ verj- small;

style simple ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per ; seed

; receptacle common, hairy.

Sjiecies. Plants of this genus are shrubs, and natives of

yEthiopia, as

—

Brunia lanuninosus, seu Tamariscus, <i-c—Brunia abrntonoides, Levisanus Africanus, seu Erica

capitate, (Sec. &c.

BRU'NNERS GLANDS (Anai.) glands situated between the

villous and cellular coat of the intestinal canal.

BRUNSFE'LSIA (Bot.) vide Brnnfchia.

BRUXSVY'GIA [Bot.) the Amaryllis oricntalis,

BRU'N'US (Med.) a sort of Erysypelas.

BRU'SCUM {Bot.) a bunch or knob in a maple tree.

BRUCvUS (Bot.) the Buscus aculeatus of Linnaeus.

BRUSH (Sport.) the tail of a fox.

BRU'SH-WOOD (ZJoC.) rough, low, and shrubby thickets

;

also the wood cut from such places for fuel.

BRUSO'LES (Cook.) veal and other meats well seasoned and
stewed between thin slices of bacon.

BRU'SULA (Archccol.) Brushwood.

BRUT {Mech.) French for any thing in the rough state, as

stones from the quarry.

BKU'TA (Zool.) the second order of animals of the Class

}.Iiiinmnlia, comprehending those animals which have no
fore teeth in either jaw ; Ject with strong hoof-like nails,

and a slow motion. The genera included in this order are

as follow; namely, the

—

Rhinoceros, Brady, having a horn

in the middle of its forehead.— i?r(3(/(//;p(.<, Sloth

—

Myrme-
coj) 'I aga, Ant-eciteT.— P/«/)//;z«, having a duck-shaped mouth.
—Manis— Sypus, Armadillo.

—

Sukotyro, having a horn on
each side near the nose.

—

Elephas, Elephant.

—

Trichechus,

Morse.
BRUTE-WEIGHT (Com.) is when merchandizes are

weighed with the cases, &c. in distinction from the net

u-eight, when an allowance is made for the packages. This
distinction is preserved in the laying on of duties.

BRU'TIA (Chem.) the most resinous kind of pitch.

BRUTI'NO (Chem.) Turpentine.

BItU'TOBOX (Med.\ a barbarous name for some Greek
ointment. Castetl. Lex. Med.

BRL'TU.A. (Bot.) the Cissampelos pareira of l^iDnxus.

BRUXAXE'LLI (Bot.) a Malabar tree, the bark of which
is diuretic.

BRY'A (Bot.) tlie .4merymnum ebenus of Linnaeus.

BRYA'XTHA (Bot.) or Bryanthus, the Andromeda hryan-
till of Linna:us.

BRY'GMUS (Med.) fifir/fMc, a grating noise made by the

gnashing of the teeth.

BRY'OX (Bot.) iifjit, a moss growing on the bark of trees,

which was used by Hippocrates as a cataplasm, and was
reckoned very astringent. Hippocrat. de Mul. Nat. S;c.

;

Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 20;
Plin. 1. 12, c. 23 ; Gal. de Meth. Med. 1. 3.—Bryon tha-

laisium, Sea Moss, [vide Alga'^

BRYO'XI.\ (Bot.) j3ft/4ii'i«, a plant, so called because it bears
a flower resembling lifwt, Moss. It is otherwise called

vitis albus, because its leaves resemble the vine. This

BUG
plant is of an exulcerating quality, and its root is purga-
tive. Dioscor. 1. 4, c. 185 ; Plin. 1. 23, c. 1 ; Gal de fac.

Simpl. Med. 1. 6, c. 3-t.

Bryonia, Bryonj', in the Linnean system, a genus of plants,

Class 21 Monoecia, Order 10 Syngenesia.

Generic Characters. For the male flower—Cal. perianth

one-leaved.

—

Cor. five-parted ; divisions ovate.

—

Stam.
Jilaments three, very short ; anthers five. For thefemale
Jlouer—Cal. perianth as in the males.

—

Cor. the same.— Pist. germ inferior; style trifid ; stigmas emarginate.—Per. brrry subglohular ; seeds few.

Species. The species of this genus are shrubs, as the

—

I Bryonia alba. Black-berried White Briony.

—

Bryonia

I

dioica. Red-berried White Brionj'.

BRYO'PTERIS (Bot.) White Fern of the Oak.
BRY'TIIION (Med.) a malagma. Paul. .E^inet. 1. 7, c. 18.

BRY'TOX (Med.) a kind of drink made of'barley.

BU'BALUS (Zool.) iiaHcLMc, a wild ox or buffalo, native of
Africa, the Bos bubalus of Linneeus. Arist. Hist. Anim.
1. 3, c. 6; Plin. 1. 11, c. 38.

BUBASTECO'RDIUM (Bot.) the Artemisia angusfifolia of

Linnaeus.

BU'BBLES (Phy.) little round drops or vesicles filled with air,

«hich rise on the surface of any fluid when it is agitated.

Bubbles (Com.) any cheating projects by which the public

are defrauded, as the South-Sea speculation, or the Stock-
bubbles.

BU'BO (yicd.) from /Sa's-/, the groin; is the name of any
tumor in the lymphatic glands, particularly in the groin

or a.villa. .-irct. de Cans, et Sign. 1. 2, c. 3; Hippocrat.

de Natur. Puer.; Gal. de Art. Cur. I. 2, c. 1 ; Oribas, 1. 7,

c. 31 ; Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 2, c. 103 ; Act. 1. 2, c. 12;
Aduar. de Meth. Med. 1. 2, c. 12; Gorr. Def. Med.;
Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat. Buboes are now distinguished

into mild, malignant, and venereal. Heist. Chirur. \. i,

c. 7, S, 9.

BU'BON (Bot.) contracted from hubonium, a genus of

plants, Class 5 Pentandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. umbel universal often rays;

partial of fifteen; perianth five-toothed.

—

Cor. univer-

sal uniform ; proper of five petals.

—

Sta.m. filaments

five ; anthers simple.

—

Pist. germ ovate ; styles two,

setaceous

—

Per. none; Jruit ovate; seeds two, ovate.

Species. The species are mostly annuals or perennials, as—Bubon ^lacedonicum, Apium iSIacedoiiicum, Daucus
^lacedonicus, seu Petrosclinum Macedonicum, S(c. ^lace-

donian Parsley.

—

Bubon galbanum, seu Anisum Africa-

num, S)-c. Lovage-leaved BuL)on, from which the gum
calletl Galbanum is procured. These are annuals ; but

the Bubon rigidum is a low perennial. ./. Bauh. Hitl.

Plant. ; Park. Theat. Botan. ; Raii Hi^t. Plant.

BUBO'XTUM (Bot.) ^»/H«ic., a plant, so called from its

supposed efficacy in curing buboes. It is the same .is

Aster' Alticus. Dioscor. 1. 4, c. 120; Plin. 1. 27, c. 5.

BUBOXOCE'LE (Med.) Sx/S^c^^Ad, from /;»<:«', the groin, and
x»^i>, a tumor; the Inguinal Hernia, or rupture of the groin,

caused by the descent of the epiploon, or intestines; i. e.

when the bowels protrude at the abdominal ring. While the

intestine continues above the groin it is called Bubonocele,

but when it descends into the scrotum it is called Entero-

cele. Ccls. 1. 7, c. 19; Gal. de Turn, prcct. \at. c, 19;
Paul. A-ginct. 1. 3, c. 53 ; Gorr. Def. Mtd..

BUBU'LCA (Ich.) a small river fish, of a silver colour, the

Sarracrnia jlava, ofLinnaius.

BUCAXEPHY'LLUM (Bot.) the Sarracenia purpurea it

fiava of Linna;us.

BUCARDIA (Min.) a stone shaped like the heart of an ox,

from liii, an ox, and KafJii, the heart.

BUCCA (Anat.) yta.i'i".., that part which lies under the ball

of the cheek. Gal. Comm. 2 in Hippocrat, de Art. ; Gorf.

Def. Med.; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.
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BUCCACUA'TOX (Anl.) /3»KK««;p=£ror, a morsel of bread

sopped in wine, wliich served in former times for a break-

fast.

BUCCANAL-GLA'NDS (.?»«/.) the small glands of the

mouth under the cheek, wliich assist in secreting the saliva.

BUCCANEE'RS (M,ir.) a name for the pirates of all

nations who used to make war on the Spaniards in their

West-India possessions.

BUCCE'A {Med.) or buccclla, a Graeco-Latin word for a

mouthful ; it is used by Paracelsus for a polypus of the

nose. Par. de Apnslem. c. 20.

BUCCELA'TION {Med.) from buccclln, a method of stop-

ping an hjemorrhage by applying pieces of lint to the vein

or artery.

BUCCE'LATON {Med.) finKKix-xrcv, a purging medicine.

Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. a, c. 100; Paul. /Egincl. 1. 7, c. 5.

BUCCELLARII {Archccnl.) the emperor's guards at the

court of Byzantium, so called, as is supposed, because

they acted as sutlers, and distributed the Buccellatuni, or

camp-bread, to the soldiers. Vopisc. in Aurel. ; Ammian.
Marcell. I. 17, c. 8; Idac. Chron. Famil.; Cointantin. I'or-

phyrea. Vi(\ 0s//..

BL'CCELLA'TUM {Archcenl.) Biscuit-bread eaten by sol-

diers and sailors, [vide Buccellarii'j

BU'CCINA (.lilt.) a military instrument, called by Festus

a crooked horn.

BUCCINA'TOR (Anl.) a trumpeter. Cces. de Bell. Civ. I. 2,

0.35.

BucciVATon {Anal.) a muscle of the cheek, so called from

its office of forcing out the breath.

BU'CCINUM [Cnn.) the Whelk, a genus of animals, Class

Vermes, Order TeUacen.

Generic Character. Animal a limax or slug.— Shell uni-

valve, spiral.

—

Aperliire ovate, ending in a short canal.

Species. 'I'he principal species are the

—

Buccinum lapillus,

the Massy Whelk, which yields a fine purple dye.

—

Biiccinam perdix, the shell inflated.

—

Buccinum bilinea-

iuni, Si'C.

BUCCO (Orn.) Barbet, a genus of birds, of the Order Pica:

Generic Character. Beak strong, pointed.

—

Nostrils co-

vered with strong bristles.

—

Feet formed for swimming.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Bucco elc:^ans, in

French li; beau Tamalia, Beautiful Barbet. — Bucco

P/iilipj)en\is, in I'rench le Barbu <5 gorge jatine, Yellow-

throated Barbet.

—

Bucco Africanus, in French le bourrou-

drioii, African Cuckoo, or Barbet.

—

Bucco Cayanensis,

in French le Tamalia a tele el gorge rouges, Cayenne or

Black Barbet, &c.

BU'CCULA {Anl.) that part of the helmet which covered

the cheeks on each side. Liv. 1. H, c. 34 ; Turneb. Adv.

I. 9, c. 16.

BUCENTAU'R (Mar.) the name of the large vessel which

the Venetians formerly used in the ceremony of espousing

the sea.

BUCE'1'II.\E()N' (/?o/.) the Trophis Americana of Linnxus.

BUCEl'HALOTHORUS (Bjt.) a species of the Rumcx of

Linnxus.
BU'CERAS (Bot.) the same as the 2?««V/n.

BU'CEROS (Orn.) Horn-bill, a ^'cnus of birds of the Order
Pica;.

Generic Character. Bill very large and furnished with a

large ai)i)endi.>: on the upjier mandible.

—

Eyelids strongly

ciliated.— 'I'oiii^ue very short.

—

Legs short and strong.

Species. The princi))al species are the

—

Buceros rhino-

ceros, in Freiuli le Calao rhinoceros, Rhinoceros Bird, or

]{liinoceros Hornbill.

—

Buceros monoccros, in French le

Calao uiiicorne. Pied Hornbill.

—

Buceros bieornis, Bilid

Caskcd Hornbill.— Buceros Abyssinicus, icu Abba Gumbo,
Abyssinian Hornbill.— Buceros plicatus, Indian Raven,
or Wreathed Hornbill, &:c.

BUCHNE'RA [Bol.) a genus of plants, (called after Buch-

BCC

ncr, a German botanist), Class li Didynamia, Order 2
Angiospermia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cok.
monopetalous.

—

Stam. filaments four; anthers oblong
PlsT. germ ovate; .s/y/c filiform ; stigma obtuse —Pen.
capmle acuminate ; seeds numerous ; receptacle fastened

to the middle of the partition.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of America
and the Cape of Good Hope, cS:c.

BUCI'DA (Bol.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria,

Order 1 Monngynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
none.

—

Stam. Jilamcnts ten; anthers cordate.

—

Pist.

germ inferior; style filiform ; stigma obtuse.— Per. ben-y

dry ovate ; seed one.

Speciis. The single species is the Bucida buceras.

BUCK (Znol.) signifies either, generally, the same as the

Falknv Deer, the Cervus dnma of Linn.eiis ; or it is the

male of this tribe, in distinction from the Doe, or female.

Buck of the first head (Sport.) a buck in the fifth year, in

distinction from a Great Buck, i. e. one in the sixth year.

Buck (Her.) This animal is represented in coat

armour mostly tri))ping; as, '• He beareth

gules three bucks tripping, argent, attired or ;

by the name of Row." The buck's head is

also a bearing in coats of arms.

Bock (Chem.) a lye made made of ashes and
the lather of soap.

TO Buck (Mln.) to pound the ore on iron plates to the con-

sistency of gravel.

BU'CK-BASKET (Mech.) a basket in which foul clothes

used to be carried.

BUCK-BEAN (Bol.) a perennial, the .Vo^yw;;///™ of Lin-

naeus.

—

Buck thorn, a shrub, the Jihmnnus of Linnaeus.

The principal species is the Purging Bucktliorn, Jlhamnus

calharlicwi, which grows to the height of fourteen feet*

—

Buck-Wheat, otherwise called Brank, or Crai), an annual,

the Polygonum fagopyrum, which is cultivated as excellent

food for swine and poultry-.

—

Buckmast, the mast of the

beech -tree.

Bl''('K-STALL (Sport.) a toil for taking deer, which, by the

statute 19H. 7, c. 11, is not to be kept by any person

that hath not a park of his own.

BU'CKET {Mech.) a kind of pail made of leather, and com-

monly used for carrying water in quenching fire. Other

sorts are made of wood, for drawing water out of a well.

Bucket (Ilcr.) the well-bucket is occasionally used as a

bearing in coats of arms.

BUCKI:T-H0PE (Mnr.) a rope fastened to the bucket for

drawing water up the sides of a ship.

BU'CKLI'; (Her.) the buckle was anciently worn by persons

of repute and honour, on their military belts

and girdles ; wherefore it is an ancient and ^^ ^J
lionourable bearing. It is necessary, however,

to describe the shape of the buckle, whether

it be round, oval, square, &c. as, " He beareth

sable a chevron between three oval buckles

n/;f(?H/, by the name of iVrt//f/."

BucKi.r. of beef (Cook.) a piece cut off from the sirloin. '.

BU'CKLER '(Ant.) vide Militia.

Buckler (Mil.) an ancient piece of defensive armour made

of wicker-work, and worn on the arm. It varied in shape,

being round, oval, or square.

BUCKLER-MU'STARD {Bot.) an annual, the Bisculclla

of Linnicus.

BU'CKLERS (Mar.) two pieces of wood fitted together to

stop the hawser-holes, leaving only sufficient space between
^

them for the cable to pass. They serve to prevent the
|

ship taking in nmch water in a heavy sea. • i

BU'CKRAM (CW(.) asortofclothsiifl'ened.

BUCK'S HEAD (//er.) abearing occasionally in coats ofarms
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UCK'S-HORN PLANTAIN (Bot.) an annual, the Plan-

tago coronopus of Linnaeus,

BUCK-THO'RN (Hot.) vide B„c/c.

BUCO'LICS (Poet.) a name for pastoral poems, particularly

applied to the pastorals of Virgil.

BUCRA'NION (Bot.) Snap Dragon, [vide Antirrhinum.2

BUD {Bot.) gemma, that part of a plant which contains the

embryo of the leaves, flowers, &c. for which it is an hijber-

nacutnm, or Winter Receptacle in cold climates. Buds
vary as to their being Leafbearing, /oZ/nrw, as in Alder;

Leaf and Flower bearing, /o/mr/s elJiorijera, as in Poplar,

Willow, Ash, &c. : Leaf and Flower bearing together,

communis, as in most flowers ; Leaf, and Male Flower
bearing, &c.

Buds, as to their foliation or opening, are—Involute, involu-

tte, when the edges of the leaves are turned in, as in

Hiimulus lupulus, the Hop. (fig. 1
).— Revolute, rcvolutce,

when the edges of the leaves are rolled outwards, as in

the Willows, (fig. 2).—Obvolute, when two sinipl)' closed

leaves embrace each other, as in Salvia officinalis. Sage,

(fig. 3)—Convolute, convolutcE, when the leaves are

rolled up spirally, as in fig. 4.—Riding, cquitantcs, when

iS f
several leaves lie parallel and embrace one another,

as in Si/ringa vulgaris, \\\e Lilac, (fig. 5).— Condupiicate,

condupticatce, when the sides of the leaves lie parallel

to one another, as in Fagiis si/lvatica, the Beech, (fig. 6).

—Plaited, plicatce, when the leaves are regularly folded,

as in Bctula alba, the Birch, (fig. 7).—Bent down, recli-

nata, when the points of the young leaves hang down.

—Circinal, circinatcc, when the whole leaf is rolled up,

as in the Filices.

As to their position they are simple, aggregate, sessile, &c.

BU'DDLE (Min.) a frame to receive the ore after it is sepa-

rated from its coarsest parts.

TO BunDLE (.Min.) to wash and cleanse the Lapis cala-

ininaiis, or stones in general.

BUDDLE'A {Bot.) a genus of plants, (called after Adam
Buddie, a botanist,) Class i Tetandria, Order 1 Mono-
gjjnia.

Generic C/iaractcr. Cal. perianth very small.— CoR.
monopctalons, bell-forra, four-cleft.

—

St.\.m. Jilamenls

four; anllicrs very short.

—

VlST. germ ovate; style sim-

ple ; sligma obtuse.

—

Per. capsule ovate ; seeds nu-

merous.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of Jamaica.

BU'DGE-BARREL [Mar.) a small tin barrel to hold gun-

powder, having a case or purse made of leather covering

the head, to hinder the powder from taking fire.

BUDGE BA'CHEl.ORS (Polit.) a company of poor old

men clothed in long gowns lined with lamb's fur, who
attend on the Lord .Mayor at the solemnity of the public

show on the first day that he enters upon his office.

BU'DGET (Polit.) the statement made by the minister in

the House of Commons respecting the finances.

BUFF (Mecli.) or bufekin: ]. A sort of thick tanned lea-

ther, prepared from the skin of the Buffalo. 2. The skin

of elks and oxen dressed in oil, and prepared in the same
manner as that of the Butialo.

BU'FF.-VLO (Zool.) a wild ox, the Bos bubalus of Linna;us,

which is a native of Africa, but very abundant in Ame-
rica. It has horns resupinated and tiat on the foreside, a

tough skin, black hair, small head, and no dewlap.

BUFFE'T (Mech.) a repository, or sort of cupboard for

plate, glasses, china-ware, (ic.

BU'FFLE [Zoul.) the same as Bujalo.

BUI

BU'FFO {Mas.) Italian for a singer, or actor, when he takes

the humorous part in comic operas, &c.
BUFFO'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants called after the na-

turalist Buffon, Class 4 Tetandria, Order 2 Digijnin.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth four-leaved.—Con. pe-

tals four.

—

Stam. filaments four; anthers twin.—Pist.
gerin ovate; stales two; slignias simple.

—

Vi.u. capsule

;

seeds two.

Species. The single species, Buff'oni.a temtijblia Polygonum,
seu Alsina polygonoides, is an annual. Rail Hist. Plant.

;

Lin. Spec. Plant.

BU'FO (Zool.) the Toad, or liana biifo of Linnaeus.

BUFONI'TES (Min.) or Bnfonius Lapis, Toadstone, the
Iclithyolithus bujhniles of Linnasus, is a sort of stone said

to have been found in the head of a toad, which is, how-
ever, generally supposed to be the grinders of the sea-

wolf.

BUG (Ent.) a disgusting insect that infests beds, the Cimex
lectnlarius of Linnaeus.

BUGA'NTIA (Med.) Chilblains.

BU'GGERY (Law) an unnatural offence, which was for-

merly punished with burning alive, but is now felony with-

out benefit of clergy. liot. Pari. 50 Ed. I, 3. No. 58

;

25 //. 8, c.6; 3 Inst. 58.

BU'GLE (Zool.) i'rom bucula, a young heifer; was formerly
the name of a wild ox.

IjUCiLE (Mech.) a sort of glass bead of a shining black colour.

Bugle (Bot.) a vulnerary plant and a biennial, the AJt.'ga

of Linnreus.

Bugle (Her.) a frequent bearing in coats of
arms, which, when it is provided with a
mouth and strings, &c. of a different tinc-

ture, is said to be garnished and furnished, as
" He beareth sable a bugle-horn garnished and
furnished argent." These were the arms of
Bishop Burnet.

Bugle (Mil.) the person who blows the bugle-horn in the

British army.
BU'GLE-HORN (Mas.) a sort of horn so called, because

it was made of the horn of the bugle; it was also called

the Hunter's Horn, because it was also used in hunting.

The bugle is now used in the British service.

BU'GLES (Mil.) bengles or bibles, engines used formerly
for throwing large stones.

BU'GLOSS (Bot.) vide Buglossum — Viper's Bugloss, a
shrub, the Echium of Linnaeus.

BUGLO'SSUM (Bot.) Bugloss, a plant so called from /3b;,

an ox, and -/Aio-r^, a tongue, on account of the shape and
roughness of its leaf. It resembles the Borrage in its

qualities, being accounted a cordial, and good for hyste-

rical disorders. The roots are very glutinous, and give a
strong tincture of rid to blue paper. Dioscor. I. 4, c. 128

;

Plin. I. 25, c. 8 ; Gal. de Simpl. 1. 6.

Buglossum was reckoned a genus of plants by tire earlier

botanists, but in the Linnean System is classed under
the Ancliusa, Asperugo, Borago, Lithospermum, and Ly-
copsi.':. Label Plant, seu Stirp. Hist.; J. Bauh. Hist.

Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin. Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Bot.;
Rail Hist. Plant.; Toitrnef. Inst.; Boerhaav. Ind.

BUGO'NES (Zool.) from /3b;, an ox, and -/''«,*«', to be ge-
nerated ; a name given by the ancients to bees, which were
supposed to be bred from the putrefaction of an ox.

BU'GULA (Bot.) the same as the Ajnga.
BU'ILDING is the art of raising buildings according to

given designs, which may be called Practical Architectme.
[vide Architecture] Buildings are distinguished according
to their general structure as follow, namely

—

Rcgidar build-

ing, one whose plan is square, its opposite sides equal, and
ilisposed v.-iih syuimetry.

—

Irregular building, that which
is not contained within equal and jjarallel lines, or one
whose parts have not a'just relation the one to the other
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in the e\eyat\oa,—Insulated building, one which is not at-

tached to any other, as the Monument.

—

Engaged building,

one encompassed having no front towards any street, or
public place, nor communication but by a narrow passage.—Interred or sunk building, the area of whicli is below
the level or surface of the place on which it stands, and
of which the lowest courses of stones are hidden.
Buildings as to their particular structure and use are dis-

tinguished into Houses, Churches, Theatres, Bridges,
Monuments, and the like.

Houses. Houses are places of residence which are distin-

guished, according to the condition of the inhabitant, into—Palaces, which are royal residences.

—

Castles, which
are fortified residences, formerly occupied by the nobi-

lity.

—

Country seats, or family mansions, the residences

of the higher classes.

—

Dwelling- houses, which are oc-

cupied by the middle or inferior classes. Houses are di-

vided by walls into distinct rooms, called, according to

their use, parlour, dining-room, chamber, or bed-chamber,

&c. The ceiling, or floor, forms other divisions, called

Jloors, or stories. That which lies the lowest is called the

ground-Jloor, or basement-story ; those which rise above
it are called first, second, third floor, or story. All the

rooms taken collectively which serve for a residence are

called an apartment, and when they are on the same floor

without a passage between them, they are called a suite of
apartments.

Churches. A church is an edifice erected for the purpose
of public worship, consisting of a nave or body, two
aisles or wings, a choir, organ-loft, &c. Churches are

distinguished ecclesiastically into catliedral, metropolitan,

parochial, patriarchal, &c. ; and as to their jilan, into

churches built in a Greek cross, in a Latin cross, in a Ro-
tunda, &c.

Theatres. A theatre is an edifice erected for public ex-

hibitions, consisting of a stage, scenes, orchestra, pit,

boxes, galleries, &c.
Bridges. A bridge is a particular structure raised over a

river, canal, or other piece of water, which consists of
piers, arches, imposts, abutments, &c. [vide Bridge, and
plate 29, fig. 5]

Monuments. A monument is any structure raised by way
of a memorial ; this is commonly in the form of a pillar,

or a pilaster, and denominated an obelisk, [vide Ar-
chiteclnre and Colunni]

The two ])rincipal arts employed in erecting any building

are carpentry and masonry.

Carpentry, and the tools belonging thereto.

Carpentry comprehends all works done in wood, and is

either house-carpentry, that is, the large rough work,
or joinery, which is light, ornamental, and more artful.

Timber, i. e. the wood employed in building, is cut out

of the tree into deals, which are afterwards broken
or cut down into boards, or leaves, of different thick-

nesses, so that deals will always have one cut less than

there are leaves. When the leaves are thinner than half

an inch, the deal will divide into five or more parts,

ca\\c:A Jive-cut stii/f; and in this manner deals are distin-

guished according to the number of cuts, and the hoards
are denominated one inch, one inch and a half, ivc.

Boards, as to their dimensions in breailth and thick-

ness, are termed scantlings. The workman fits the wood
for hi" use by planing, grooving, rabbctting, mortising,

and tennanting. [vide Planing, &c.] The making a

piece of wood with a straight edge is called shooting,

and the edge so made is called the shot. Boards are

joined together by nails and pins, or by the mortise and
tcnnon, or by indenting them together, which is called

dovetailing. When they are glued together, and a piece

of wood called a clamp is nailed across, they are said to

be clamped. The cutting a piece of wood with a bevel,

or sloping edge, is called bevelling.

When the spot of ground is marked out on which a house
is to be built, which is called the ground-plot , the

carpenters make a frame of the timber-work, which
is called a carcase. The carcase, or naked flooring,

consists of three tier of beams. Those of the upper
tier are called bridges, or bridging-joists, those of the

lower the ceiling-joists, and those of the middle,

which support the other two, the binding-Joists. An-
other set of large beams, which shorten the bearings

of the others, are called girders. [|)l. 29, fig. 1, 2]

The carcase roofing consists also of three tiers of tim-

bers ; the first tier, which is inclined to the pitch of the

roof, Is supported by other timbers, which together

make vertical frames called trusses ; the inclined timbers

of which, in the upper part of the truss, are called /jWn-

cipul rnjicrs ; these support what are caUeA purlins, and
by the latter are supported the timbers of the last tier,

which are called bridgings. The principal rafters rest

upon an horizontal piece of timber on the wall-head,

called the raising or Kail-plate. RonJ's are of different

forms, the simplest of which is the shed-roof, or Ican-to,

otherwise called a pent-roof'. When the four sides of

the roof are formed by inclined planes it is said to be
hipped, and the inclined ridges springing from the an-

gles of the walls are called the hips. There are also

curvilineal roofs of different descriptions, [vide lioof, and
Plate 29, fig. 3] After the chimneys are completed by
the bricklayer, then the carpenter proceeds to bring up
the stairs and staircases, to hang the doors, &c. Stairs

are either straight, which ascend in a straight line, or

they are winding, when they turn round an upright post,

called a newel, or a circular well-hole. The stejjs ne.xt

to the well-hole are narrower than the rest, and are

termed winders, in distinction from the Jlyers, which
continue of the same breadth. A series, or number of
flyers connected together, is termed a Jlight of steps.

[vide Stairs'] The joiner's works in the interior are very
various, as in the casements, sashes, and sashjramcs to

windows, pannels to doors, boxing of windows, nosings to

stairs, brackets, wainscotting, moiddiugs of dlH'erent

kinds, rails, balusters, centerings to the arches, &c. of
which more may be found in their respective places.

The tools used by carpenters and joiners are planes of
different kinds for smoothing wood, [vide Plane] Those
used for boring holes are, the stock, with bits of dlffi.ri.'nt

sizes, gimblcts, and brad-awls, [vide Stock, d-c.] Those
for parting the wood are chisels and saws of dlflerent

kinds, [vide Chisel and Saw] Those for regulating the

form are, the square for trying right angles,the bevel for

oblique angles, which, when it is stationary, is called a
joint-hnok ; the gauge for reducing a piece of stuH" to a

parallul breadth; the straight edge, a sli]) of wood
straightened at one edge for making straight edges.

Masonry, and the tools belonging thereto.

Masonry conii)rehends all works done with stones, bricks,

anil mortar ; but, in a particular sense, masonry is con-

fined to the pre])arlng of stones so as to tooth or Indent

them Into each other, in distinction from the bricklayer,

who builds with bricks. The walls of a building are raised

by cltlu r of these artificers, but the chimneys are the

partltuhir work of the latter, [vide JI'all arn\ Chimney]
The materials of the mason arc stone, marble, and ce-

ment ; those of the bricklayer are bricks, tiles, mortar,

laths, nails, and tile-pins; to which may be added,

plaster and .tlates. [vide Stone, Marble, &c.] The took
belonging to this art are, the trowel, the hammer, the

plumb-rule, the level, the raker, hod, rammer, crotv, pick-

axe, banker, camber-slip, rubbing-stone, scribe, templet,

3
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Jloat-sione, lathing-hammer, boss, pantile-strike, scurhage ;

besides which the plasterers have stopping and picking

out tools, straight-edges, moulds, and the hke.

Explanation of the Plate (29.)

Fig. 1. A Floor, with the names ofeach member.—l.TheBrcs-

suniraer. 2. The Summer. 3. Girders framed into the

summer. 4. Spaces between the joists. 5. Joists.

6. Trimmers for the chimney waj'. 7. Trimmers for the

staircase, or well-hole.

Fig. 2. Carcase of a House.—A A. The breadth of the

house, cantilevers, cornices, and eaves. A B. The length

of the raftings and furrings, which ought to be three-

fourths the breadth of the house. 1. Ground- plate.

2. Girder, or binding interduce. 3. Beam to the roof,

or girder to the garret floor, i. Principal post, and up-

right brick wall. 5. Braces. 6. Quarters. 7. Inter-

duces. 8. Prick-post, or window-post. 9. Jaumes, or

door-posts. 10. King-piece, or joggle-piece. 11. Struts.

12. Collar-beam, strut-beam, wind-beam, or top-beam.

13. Door-liead. 14. Principal rafters. 1,5. Furrings and
shreddings. 16. Ends of the lintels and pieces. 17.

Bedding, moulding of the cornice over the windows, and
space between. 18. Knees of the principal rafters,

which are to be of one piece. 19. Purline mortices.

Fig. 3. A nip Roof.— 1. The wall. 2. Lintels. 3. Dragon-
beam for the hip to stand on. 4. Beam on summer,
wherein the dragon-beams are framed. 5. King-piece,

or crown-post. 6. Struts, or braces from the crown-post

to the hip-rafter. 7. Hips which make the angle equal

to the breadth of the house. 8. Hips which make the

angle in the diagonal lines from corner to corner.

Fig. 4. Centeringjor an arch of a bridge, xcith the names of
the timbers, i^c— 1. Timbers which support the center-

ing. 2, 3. Upper and lower striking plates, cased with

copper. 4. Wedge between striking-plates for lowering

the centre. 5. Double trussing pieces, to confine braces.

6. Apron-pieces, to strengthen the rib of centre. 7. Bridg-

ings, to keep them at equal distances. 8. Small braces,

to confine the ribs tight. 9. Iron straps bolted to truss-

ing pieces and apron pieces. 10. Entls of beams at the

feet of truss-pieces. 1 1. Principal braces.

Fig. 5. A Bridge, and its several parts.—C. the Crown.
B K. Part of tlie Extrados. B L. Part of the Intrados.

B. The Keystone, or Middle Voussoir. A M. the Span.
A.M. The Imposts. E D F G. the Pier. O B. The
Pitch, or perpendicular height. H I. The Spandrels.

BUENDE'S [Mil.) French for the shield which the Turks
and Tartars use when they fight with sabres.

BL'LAFO (-V»i.) a musical instrument among the Negroes of
Guinea, consisting ofpipesofwood tied with thongs of leather.

BULA'PATHOX (Z?o/.) the herb Patience, or Great Dock.
BULB (Bot.) fiaXiH, so called, according to Eustathius, be-

cause 'i'lht .3«AAs7-«i j2.!t, i. e. is sent out of the ground with
force, as it were ; an hybernacle or winter receptacle of a

plant, composed ofthe bases of past leaves, and placed imme-
diately upon the root. Bulbs are distinguished into— Scaly,

iquamalus, as in the Lily.— Solid, io/irfj^s, as in the Tulip.

—

Coated, tunicatus, as in the Onion.—Jointed, as in Lathrcea,
Mastynia, Adoxa. [vide Botany]

BtJLB (Meek.) the globular part in the tube of a thermometer.
BULBI'FEROUS (Bot.) an epithet for plants which are suc-

ceeded by bulbs instead of seeds, as the Allium, &c.
BU'LBIN'A {BiJ.) or bulhiuc. ,3oAo..i;, a bulbous plant having

leek blades and a red bulb. Pliny reckons it good for

fresh wounds. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 7, c. 13; Plin.
1.20, c. 9; Athen.X. 2.

BU'LBIN'E [Bot.) the same as Anthericiim.

BULBOCA'STAXUM (Bot.) the same as Bunium.
BULBOCO'DIUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 6 Hexan-

dria, Order 1 Monogynia.
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Generic Character. Cal. none.—CoR. hexapetalous ; claivs

long ; border erect.

—

Staji. Jilaments six, subulate ; an-

thers incumbent.

—

Pist. germ ovate, subulate ; style fili-

form ; stigmas three.

—

Per. capsule triangular ; seeds

numerous.
Species. The single species is the Bidbocodium, seu Col-

chicum vernum. Spring-flowering Bulbocodium.

BuLBOcoDiuM is also the Anthericum vcrctinitm, et Grcecum.

BU'LBOXACH (Bot.) the Lunaria rediviva of Linnaeus.

BU'LBOUS PLANTS (Bot.) bulbosa;, plants growing from

bulbs ; the name of a Class of plants in the systems of

Ca;salpinus and Ray.

—

Bulbous is also an epithet for roots

that are solid and round, like bulbs, as that of the Turnip,

Ranunculus bulbosus, See.

BULBS (Bot.) a name formerly given to the round spired

beard of flowers.

BU'LBUS esculentus (Bot.) (SoaA s<?a'^i>05, the Esculent Bulb,

a particular sort so denominated by the ancients, of which
nothing certain is known at present, but it is supposed to

be the Cepa ascalonica. Diosc. 1. 2, c. 200 ; Cels. de Re
Med. 1. 2, c. IS ; Plin. 1. 19, c. 5 ; Athen. 1. 2, c. 22 ; Gal.

de Simplic. 1. 6 ; Paul JEginet. 1. 1, c. 76 ; Salmas. de Ho-
monym. Hyl. Jatr. c. 114.—Bulbus vomitorius, .SoA.iSo; iijji-

Tixc?, a plant mentioned by Dioscorides to be emetic and
diuretic. Z)/oicor. 1.2, c. 201. Bulbus vomitoriusM caWeA
by Ray Musk-Grape-Flower, and in the Linnean system

Hi/acinthus Moscari. Raii Hist. Plant. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

BU'LGA (Archceol.) a budget, or coat of mail.

BL LGE (^Inr.) originally written bilge, from the Teutonic
Balg, a bellow ; a name for that part of a ship which bulges

out at the floor-heads.

—

Bulge-ivay, a large piece, or large

pieces of timber bolted together into one solid piece, which
is placed under the bulge of a ship to support her when
launching. The support for the bulge-ways to lie on is

called the ways.

BULGE-WATER-TREE (Bot.) the GeoJroTja Jamaiccnsis

of Linn<Bus.

BU'LGED (Mar.) an epithet for a ship when she has struck

olf some of her timbers upon a rock or anchor, and when
she springs a leak.

BULI'ML^ (Med.) from o», a particle denoting excess, and
Mu.\i, hunger ; voracity of appetite from the diseased state

of the stomach. Gal. Exeges. Vocal. Hip.; Gorr. Dej'.

Med. ; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

Bui.i.MiA is ranked by Cullen as a genus of diseases, under
the Class Locales, Order Di/-forexicB,

BULIMIA'SIS (Med.) vide Bulimia-

BULI'SMOS (Med.) vide Bulimia.

BULI'THOS (Med.) from iS=, an ox, and A.i?»?, a stone; a

concretion found in the kidneys and bladder of an ox.

BULK of a ship (Mar.) the v.hole cargo stowed in the hold

;

whence " To break bulk," is to take part of the cargo

out of the ship's hold.

—

Bulk Heads, partitions built up in

several parts of a ship, between two decks, either length-

waj's or across, to form and separate the other apartments.
— Bulk-head afore, is the partition between the forecastle

and gratings in the head.

BULL (Zool.) the male of Black Cattle, the female of which

is called the cow: when the male is cut he is called an ox,

which is the first species of ths Bos, namely, the Bos taurus.

of Linnceus.

Bull (A.stron.) a constellation, vide Taurus.

Bull (Her.) as a charge in coats of arms, de-

notes, according to (juiiiim, valour and mag-
nanimity-. It is mostly borne passant, as " He
beareth on a fess vert a bull passant, argent

armed or, by the name of Aldrich," father to

Dr. Henry Aldrich, canon of Christ Church,

Oxford. *

Bull (Ecc.) bulla, a brief or mandate issued by the pope or

bishop of Rome, which was so called from the bulla or seal

fe^
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of lead or gold which was affixed to it. These bulls are fre-

{

(]uently mentioned in our statutes ; by one of which, in the

reign of Plenry 8, they were made void. Matli. Par. Ann.
'

12:57, 2,j />/. 3; 28 Hen. 8, c. IC; 2 P. Sj M. c. 8 ; !

IS £//:. c. 2. i

Bull and boar {Law) by the law of some places a parson
|

may be obliged to keep a bull and a boar for the use of the
,

parishioners, in consideration.

Bull golden (Polil.) a statute or ordnance made by the em- '

peror Charles W, in 1356, by which he regulated the .

manner of electing emperors of Germany.
;

BU'LLA {Med.) -Tc:f^(pixiic, a bubble, or any vesicle which
arises from combustion, or other causes.

Bulla (/)»<,) an ornament of gold or silver in the shape
of a bulla, or bubble of water, which was worn about the

neck or breast of the children of the nobility till the age
of fourteen.

Propcrt. 1. i, eleg. 1, v. 152.

ISUx nhi bulla null ilemiasa est aurea collo.

Pers. sat. 5, v. 31.

{.'urn primian pai'ido ciistos mihi purpura cesiit

liutlaqtie succinctus Laribus donata pependit.

They were sometimes presented on the birth day, accord-
ing to Piautus.

Plant. Ihid. act ^, seen. 4, v. 127.

Kt bulla aurea est, pater quam dedit mihi natali dii'.

In shape they were either round, as in the

annexed figure, heart shaped, or ecliptical.

Ascon. in Cic. I'nr. act 1, c. 58 ; Plin. 1. 23,

c. 1 ; AY. Var. Hist. 1. 14, c. 34.; Fest. de Verb.

Signif. ; Macrob. Saturn. 1. 1, c. 6; Schol.

in Jiiven. Sat. ; Isidor. Orig. 1. 19, c. 31 ;

Pigh. Annal. 1. 1, p. 41s Augustin. aptid

Grcvv. Thcs. A nliJ. Roman, torn. XI.; Spon. Misccll. Eradit.

Act. sect. 9, p. 299.

Bulla {Co)i.) Dipper, a genus of testaceous animals, Class

Vermes, Order Testacea.

Generic Cliaracter. Animal a Liman ; shell univalve, con-

volute ; aperture oblong ; pillar oblique.

Species. Many of the species are found on the coast of

Devonshire, Dorsetshire, &c. as the Bulla plumula,

lii/datis, emarginata, &c.

lU'LLACK {Bot.) a wild sort of plum, the Primus insitia

of LinnoEUS.

BULLAKY (Mcch.) a salt-house, salt-pit, or place where
salt is made.

BlILLATE {Bot.) bullatus, an epithet for a leaf; folium
bullatum, a leaf having protuberances on its surface re-

sembling blisters.

BULL-BEEF {Cook.) the flesh of a bull, which is the coarsest

kind of beef.

BULL-COMBER (7^/;/.) a sort of beetle, the Scarabtcus

tri/ph(rus of Linna;us.

BUi-L-DOO {Sport.) a sort of dog, of English breed, with

jiendulous lips, of a robust body, and the size of a wolf, so

called from its property of attacking the bull ; on which

account it was formerly used in bull-baiting.

—

Bull-feast,

or Bull-fight, an entertainment formerly frequent in Spain

and I'ortugal, at which wild bulls are encountered by men
on hors'jback, armed with lances. »

BULLEN {Agric.) the stalks of hemp pitted.

BULLEN-NAILS {Carpent.) a sort of nails with round

heads and short shanks, tinned and lacquered, which are

used in the hangings of rooms.

lU'U.ET (.1///.) a name for the leaden balls wherewith

all kinds of small fire-arms are loaded, [vide Ball]

Bl'LLl'yri'N (/V//.)any otlicialaccount ofpublic transactions,

andtliestateofhealthofanvmenibersof the royal family, I've.

lUJLL-EINCH {Orn.) a small bird, the Lruia pi/rrhala of

Linnxus, of a cinereous colour, having its head and wings

2
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black, and coverts of the tail white. It frequents gardens in

the spring, when it is very destructive to the fruit-trees ; is

easily tamed when young, and may be taught to whistle
any tune.

BULL-FROG {Zool.) the liana catesbeiana, a remarkable
species of the frog in North America; so called because its

voice resembles the distant lowing of an ox.

BULL-HEAD {Ich.) a sort of fish, the Cottus of Linnaeus,
having its head much broader than its body. It is without
teeth, but the edges of its mouth are rough like a file.—
Bull Trout, the Salmo trutla of Linnajus, a sort of salmon
which seldom exceeds two feet in length. This fish in-

habits Europe ; and, like the rest of its tribe, ascends
rivers periodically.

BULLIME'NTA {Chcm.) chemical vessels such as they ap-
pear after scouring, that is, with glittering brightness.

BU'LLIMONY {Husband.) a mixture of several sorts of
grain together, as peas, oats, vetches, &c.

BULLIO salis (.'Irchccol.) a measure of salt as much as is

made at one wealing or boiling, supposed to be twelve
gallons. j\]on. Angl. toni. ii.

BU'LLION {.Min.) in French billon, unwrought gold or

silver, i. e. gold or silver in the mass or billet before it is

wrought into coin. 9 Ed. 3, st. 2, c. 2.

Bullion of copper (Mil.) was set as an ornament on the
breast plates and bridles of horses.

BU'LLOCK-SERGEANT (Mil.) a non-commissioned
officer in India, who has the care and superintendance of

the bullocks on the service.

BULLOSA yeim (Med.) an epithet applied to the vesicular

fever, because the skin is covered with little vesicles or

blisters.

BULL-RUSH (Bot.) the Scirpus lacustris of LinnsEus.

BULLS-E'YE (Archer.) a mark in the shape of a bull's eye,

at which archers used to shoot by way of exercise ; the

centre of a target.

Bulls-£ye (Mar.) a. sort of small pulley in the form of a

ring, having a hole in the middle to admit a rope.

—

Bidl's

eye is also the name given to the patent reflectors set in

to the posts or decks.

BULLS-HE'AD (Her.) the bull's head is commonly re-

presented in coats of arms as couped or erased.

BULLS-WO'RT (Bot.) or Bishops Weed, an umbelliferous

plant.

BU'LTED ({Ju.sband.) vide Bolted.

BU'LTER (Husband.) the bran or refuse of meal after it is

dressed.

BuLTER (Husband.) vide Bolter.

BU'LWARK (Archrcol.) the ancient name for a bastion or

rampart.

BUMA'LDA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pcnlandria,

Order 2 Digijnia.

Generic Character. C Ah. perianth one-leafed.

—

Cor. five-

petalled.

—

S t Ait. flaments five; anthers twin.

—

Pist.

germ superior ; styles two; stigmas simple.

—

Per. a two-

celled capsule.

Species. The only species is the Bumalda trfolia, a shrub,

native of Japan.

BU'MBOAT {Mar.) a sort of wherry used in, and about

harbours, to carry provisions, &c. for sale to ships lying at

a distance from the shore.

BUME'LIA (Bat.) /3K/*a.'a, the Great Ash, so called from the

particle lin, signifying excess, and i/'O.ix, an ash. Theoph.

1. 3, c. 11 ; Plin. 1. (i, c. 13; PItU. sympos. 8, qiia;st. 6.

BuMULiA, in the I.inncuu system, a genus of plants. Class 5

Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Character. Cai.. perianth five-leaved.— Coii. one-

])etalled.— St.wi. flaments five; anthers ovate.

—

Pist.

germ superior; style thick; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. drupe

oval ; seed a single kernel.

Species. The plants of this tribe arc all trees or shrubs.
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BU.MICE'LLI (T/icol.) a sect of Maliouietans, who dual

much in sorcerj'.

BU'MKIN (Mai:) orhnondin, a short bow, or beam of"timl)cr,

projecting from each bow of a ship to extend tiie hehii, or

lower edge of the foresail.

—

Binnkin nj'a boat, a small out-

rigsrer over the stern usually serving to extend the niizen.

BUNCH (Bot.) vide }lacei)iiis.

BUNCHED [Bot.) an epithet for seedpods or roots which
stand out in knobs.

BUNDLE (Com.) a certain quantity of particular commo-
dities.

JBuNDLE (Bot.) vide Fasciculiim.

Bundle pillar (Arcliit.) a sort of Gothic pillar consisting of

several smaller pillars in a cluster.

BUNDLES [Arclueol.) a sort of records of Chancery lying

in the office of tlie Rolls.

BUNGALOW (Mech.) an Indian name for a house with a

thatched roof such as is peculiar to the country.

BUNL'\S (Bot.) /38»ia;, a plant, the seed of which, accord-

ing to Dioscorides, is an antidote against poisons. Dioscor.

1. 2, c. 136.

BuNiAS, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants, Class 15

Tetradynamia, Order 2 Sili/juosa, the Erucago of Tourne-
fort.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved.— Cor.
tetrapetalous.

—

'&t \i>i. filaments s,\i<.x anthers erect bifid.

—PisT. germ oblong ; stt/le none; stigma obtuse.

—

Per.
silicle irregular ; seeds Cew.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as the Bunias
cornuta, seu Bursa Pasloris, Horned Bunias.

—

Bunias
spinosa, Brassica spinosa seu cramhe. Thorny Bunias.

—

Bunias Erucago, Mi/agrum, Sinapi, seu Eruca, Prickly-

podded Bunias.

—

Bunias cakile, Cakile, seu Raphanus,
Sea Rocket. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Ger. Herb.;
Park. Theat.; Rail Hist. Plant.; Linn. Spec. Plant.

BUNI'TES Vinum (Med.) /38»iVi); alio:, a wine made of l?u-

nium, which was reckoned good for disorders in the

stomach. Dioscor. I. 2, c. HG; Plin.\.20.

BU'NIUM (Bot.) /3a>iw, a plant which, according to the de-

scription of Dioscorides, resembled Anethum ; but Pliny

speaks of it as a sort of Napus. Dit.scorides, I. -i, c. I'il
;

Plin. 1. 20, c. 4.

BuNiUM, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants, Class 5
Pcntandria, Order '2 Digj/nia.

Generic Chaiactcr. Cal. umbclhoth universal and partial;

involucre both universal and partial.

—

Cor. universal

and proper.

—

Stam. filaments live; anthers simple.

—

Pi.sT. germ oblong; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. none; Jiuit
ovate ; seeds two, ovate.

Species. The only species is the Bunium hilbocastanum,

seu Nucula terrestris.

BUNT (Mar.) in French /bnr/i des voiles, the middle part, or

cavity of the square sails, as the main-sail, fore-sail, Sec.—
Bunt-linc-cl(jth, ihe linen that issewedup thesail in the direc-

tion of the bunt-lines to prevent the sail from being chafed.—Bunt-lines, in French cargues fonds, ropes fastened to

cringles on the bottoms of the square sails to draw them
up to their yards.

BU'NTINE (Mnr.) or Bunting, the thin woollen stuff of which
the colours, flags, and signals of a ship are usually made.

BUNTING (Oin.) a bird, the Emberiza of Linna;us, remark-
able for the shape of its bill, the sides of the upper
mandible forming a sharp angle bending inwards towards
the lower.

BUONO-CA'RDO (Mus.) Italian for an instrument resem-
bling a spinnet.

—

Buono-mano, Italian for a good hand,
implying a free power of exertion.

BUOY (Mar.) a sort of close cask, or block of wood,
fastened by a rope to the anchor to point out its situation,
tliat the ship may not come too near it so as to entangle
her cables about the stock or Hook. The slings of the

BUP
buoy are the ro|>es fastened about it. " To stream the
buoy" to let it fall from the ships into the water prepara-
tory to letting go the anchor.

—

Buoy-rope, the rope which
fastens the buoy to the anchor. Buoys are of ditterent

kinds, as

—

Cable-buoys, common casks employed to buny
up the cables in rocky anchorage.

—

Can-bmiy:<, in the
form of a cone, used to point out sand-banks, &c.—
Nun-buoys, shaped like the m'\AA\c frustrum of two cones.— Wooden-buoy, a solid piece of light timber with a hole
pierced through the end for the reception of a rope.

BUPE'INA (Med ) vide Bulimia.
BU'PHAGA (Or.) HecfEater, a genus of birds. Order

Piece, having the bill straight, and legs fitted for walking.
The}' are a solitary sort of bird, living mostly on the larvce

of the gad-fly, which they peck out of the skins of oxen
and other animals. The only species is the Buphaga
Africanus.

BU'PH.VGOS (Med.) an antidote mentioned by Marcellinus.
BUPHO'NIA (Ant.) vide Dupolea.
BUPHTHA'LWUM (Bot.) ^*>p««;ijt/,«?, Ox-Eye, a plant ; so

called because its flowers resemble the eye of an ox. It

is said to be aperitive and vulnerary. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 156 ;

Oribas. Med. Collect. 1. 15; Aet. Tetrad. 1. serm. 1 ; Paul.
A-lginet. 1. 7, c. 3.

BuPTHALMUM, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants,
Class 19 Syugcne.ua, Order 2 Polygamia superflua.
Generic Character. Cal. common imbricate.—CoR. both
compound and proper.

—

Sta.m. Ofthe hermaphrodite.—
Filaments five ; anther tubular.

—

Pist. Of the herma-
phrodite.—Germ ovate ; style filiform ; stigmas thickibh.

Of thefemale.— Germ ancipital ; style filiform, &c.
Species. These plants are either annuals or shrubs. Of

the first kind are the

—

Buphthalmum spinosum, Aster
lutens, seu Aster Alliens, Prickly Ox-Eye.

—

Bup'hal-
mum aquaticum. Sweet-scented Ox-Eye, &c. Of the
latter kind are the

—

Buphthalmum frntescens, A.steriats,

Corona Solis, seu Chry.santhemum, Shrubby Ox-Eye.

—

Buphthalmum salicifolium, Asteroides, seu Conyza, Wil-
low-leaved Ox-Eye.

—

Buphthalmum grandifioruni, seu
Chrysanthemum, Great-flowered Ox-Eye.— Buphthal-
mum helianthoides, HcUanthus, Silphium, &c. Sun-
flower-leaved Ox-Eye. Clus. Hist.; Prosp. Alpin. de
Plant. Exot. ; J. Bank. Hist.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger.
Herb.; Park. Theat.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Tournif.Inst. ;

Bocrhaav. Ind. ; Linn. Spec. Plant.

BUPHTHA'LMUS (Med.) adiseased enlargement of the eye.
RupiiTiiAi.Mus (Bot.) Houseleek.
BUPLEURO'IDES (Bot.) an evergreen, in the shape of

the Bupleurum.
BUPLEU'RUM (Bot.) /i^^Mvf<:v, from /3S., an ox, and hMv-

pi', a side, a plant ; so called because it has large rib like

filaments on its leaves. It is reckoned aperitive and dis-

cutient. Aicand. in Ther. ; Plin. 1. 22, c. 22.

BuPLKURUM, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class

5 Pentandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. umbel, both universal and par-
tial.—CoR. both universal and proper.— Stam. filaments
five; anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germ inferior; styles two
reflected; stig7nas very small.

—

Per. iione;fruit roundish;
seeds two.

Species. The species are annuals or perennials. Of the
first kind are the

—

Bupleurum rotundifolium. Common
Thorough-wax.— Bupleurum odontites. Narrow-leaved
Hare's Ear, &c. Of the latter kind is the

—

Bupleurum
stellatum. Starry Hare's Ear.— Bupleurum petrccum, seu
Sedum petraum. Rock Hare's Ear.

—

Bupleurum rigidum,

seu Auricula leporis, Stift'-leaved Hare's Ear. Clus.

Bar. Plant. Hist.; Dodon. Stirp. Pemplad. ; J. Bauh. ;

C. Bauh. Pin. ; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat.; Rail Hiit.

Plant.; Tournef. List. ; Boerhaav. Lid.

BUPKE'STIS (Ent.) /lazf^^ic, the Burn-Cow, an insect; so
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called from SS, a particle, signifying excess, anil B-fifVfl-a, to
i

burn ; because of its very inflammatory quality, wliich it
j

lias in common with llie Cantharides. Dinscor. 1. 2, c. 66 ;

Plin. 1. 30, c. ! ; Gfil. Exef;. Vocab. Hippocrat. ; Oribas.

Med. Coll. 1. 15 ; Aet. Tetrah. 1, serm. 1.

Bl'prestis, in the Linnean system, a genus of insects, Order
Coleoptera.

Generic CItaracter. Antenna filiform.

—

Feelers four.

—

Head partly retracted within the thorax.

Species. The species of this genus are remarkable for their

rich metallic colour, having frequently the appearance
of the most highly polished gold or copper. 'J'he larva;

are usually found in decayed trees and among timber.

Bl'PRestis (Hot.) a large sort of herb mentioned by Hesy-
chius.

BUll (Min.) a sort of mineral juice, mentioned by Van
Helmont.

PiUR (Mil.) a broad ring of iron behind the hand, or the

place made for the hand on the spears that were used by
knights formerly in tilting, which bur was brought to rest

when the tilter charged his spear.

BU'KAC (Cliem.) a general name for all kinds of salts.

BU'KBOT (Id/.) a kind of cod, the Gndus lota of Linnarus.

BUUCA'RDIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, called after Henry
Burkhard, a botanist and physician. Class 5 Penlandria,
Order ."5 Pentagynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved.—CoR.
petals five.

—

STAM.Jilayncnts five; anthers ovate.

—

Pist.
germ three-cornered; styles five; stigmas flat.

—

Per.
capsule one-celled ; seeds seven or eight.

Species. The only species is the

—

Burcardia villosa, seu
Piriqiieta villosa, an annual.

BURCHE'TA (Archccol.) in French berchi, a kind of gun
used in forests.

BU'RCIFER regis [Law) or Pursebearer, the keeper of the

King's privy purse. Pat. 17, Hen. 8.

BURD.-^'RE (Archipol.) to jest or trifle. Matth. Par.
BU'RDELAY (Bot.) a sort of grape.

BURDEN (Com.) signifies generally any weight which a

man or horse can carry ; but when applied to a ship it sig-

nifies as much as can be stowed into the hold.

—

Beasts of
burden, those beasts which are particularly fitted for carry-
ing burdens, or drawing heavy bodies, as the horse, ox, &c.

Burden of a song (Mns.) that part of a song which is re-

peated at the end of every stanza ; so called from the
French bourdon, a drone bass, an instrument remarkable
for its monotony.

BU'RDO (Zool.) a young mule.

BU'RDOCK (Bot.) a perennial, \\\e Aretium of Llnnxus,.

BURDU'NCULUS (Bot.) a herb mentioned by iMarcelius

Empiricus.

BUREA'U (Polit.) French for an office, or the place where
an)' office is performed.

BURG (.4rcha;ol.) a walled town or privileged place.

—

Burg-
botc, from burg, a borough, and bote, a compensation ; a
tribute or contribution towards the building, or repairing

the walls of a town. Flet. 1. 1, c. 47.

BU'R(iA(>E (/,«u) a tenure by which the inhabitants of
cities or boroughs held their lands or tenements of the king,

or any other lord for an annual rent. Glanv. 1. 7, c. '.i ;

Litt. § 162.

BUIUJEOIS (Print.) a kind of type larger than Brevier.

BU'RGESS (Liivo) burgarius. 1. The inhabitant of a walled
town. 2. The magistrate of a corporate town, who is

also a representative in Parliament.

BU'RGM-IJRECHE (Lau) fidcjussionis violatio, i. c. a
breach of pledge ; is used for a fine imposed on the com-
munity of a town for a breach of the peace. Leg. Caiiut.

npud Brompt.—Burgh Engloyes, or Francoyes, two parti-

cular tenures in the county of Nottingham, the usages of
which are tliat all the tenements, whereof the ancestor

BUR
dies seized, in Burgh Engloyes, descend to the youngest
son, and of those in Burgh Francoyes to the eldest, as in
common law. 1 Ed. 111. c. 12.

—

Burgh-vote, vide Bura.
bote.— Burghmastcr, vide Burgomaster.— Burghmote, "a
court of a borough, which is distinct from a Berghmote.
[vide Berg."]—Burgh-xvarc, vide Burgess.

BU'RGLAR [Law] ?Tom burg, a castle, and /a/ro, a thief

;

a breaker into houses by night.

BU'RGL.\RY (I.aiv) burgi latrocinium, anciently called
hamcscken, as it still is in Scotland; a breaking in and
entering the mansion-house of another in the night to the
intent to commit some felony, whether the felonious intent
be executed or not. There must be both a breaking and
an entering to complete the offence. 3 Inst. 64.

BURGO.AIA'STER (Polit.) the chief magistrate in the
towns of Germany and Switzerland answering to our mayor.

BURGUNDY (Husband.) a French ivine which comes from
Burgundy.

BURl'N (Mech.) an engraver's tool.

BU'RIS (Med.) a scirrhous hernia.

TO BURL (.Mech.) To dress cloth as fullers do; also to pick out
the straws or threads ofcloth which have not taken the dye.

BURLE'TTA (Mns.) a comic species of musical dance.
BU'RLING-IRONS (Mech.) a sort of pincers or nippers.

BURM.^'NNLA (Bot.) a genus of plants, called after John
Burmann, professor of botany, at Amsterdam, Class 6
Hexandria, Order 1 I^Ionogynia.

Generic Characters. C.'ii.. perianth one-leaved.— CoR.
petals three.— iirA^i. filaments five; anthers two, always
together.

—

Pist. germ cylindric; style filii'orm ; stigmas

three.

—

Per. capsule cylindric ; seeds numerous.
Species. These plants, which are perennials, grow in open
watery places in Ceylon.

BURN (Surg.) vide Ambustum.
BURN-BEATING (Agric.) a method of manuring lands

by cutting off' the peat, and burning it in heaps.
BU'RNEC (Chem.) pitch.

BU'RNET (Bot.) a perennial, the Potetium of Linna:us.

—

Burnet saxifrage, a perennial, the Pimpernella.

BURNE'TA (Archccol.) cloth made of dyed wood. The
burnet colour, which must be dyed, is distinct from the

brumes, or brunet, which may be made with wool without
dying. These are called medleys or russets.

BU'RNING (Phy.) the solution of continuity, produced by
the action of heat on bodies.

Burning (Med.) or brenning, an infectious disease, got by
impure commerce.

Burning //; the hand (Laxv) a mode of punishment, other-

wise called branding.

—

Burning, of houses. Sec. vide Arson.

Burning-glass (Mech.) a convex lens which transmits the

rays of light by refraction towards axommon centre called

i\\cfocus.—Burning mirrors, or specula, concave reflecting

surfaces, which carry the rays of light by reflection to the

common centre.

Burning mountain (Nat.) the same as tio/cawo.

Burning Zone (Geog.) vide Torrid Zone.

BURNT offering (Bibl.) an offering in which the whole

victim was consumed by fire.

Burnt Brass (Chem.) /Ks ustum. was formerly distin- Q
guished by the annexed character, [vide A'.s ustum] i

Burnt hartshorn (Chem.) vide Cornu Ustum. — Burnt

sponge, [vide Spongia usta'\

BURR (Gunn.) a round iron ring which serves to rivet the

end of the bolt so as to form a round head ; also a broad

iron ring for a lance.

BURR (Mil.) a triangular chisel used to clear the corner of

mortices.

Burr (Sport.) a round knob of horn next a deer's head;

also the lobe or tip of the car.

BU'RRAS pipe (Mech.) a utensil for keeping corroding

powders, such as vitriol, precipitate, &c.
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BU'HIIEL [Dot.) a pear, otherwise called the rcd-kitler

pear, from its smooth, delicious, and soft pulp.

BtJRUEL SHO'T (Mii.) small bullets, nails, &c. put into

cases to be discharged out of ordnance.

BU'lllfOCK (Mech.) a small wear or dam where wheels are

laid in a river to catch fish.

BU'UltOW (Law) vide Borough.—Biirroxos, or hurglt, a

caution, security.

'Blj'lliiA. pastnris (Dot.) the Bunias cornutn of Linnaeus.

Bursa (Theol.) a rich covering of the door of the house

at Mecca, which is carried about at the solemn processions

of the Mahometans, when those who carr)' it are made
to stop, that the people may touch it.

BU'RS.t mucoscv (Anal.) mucous bags which secrete a

mucous fat that serves to lubricate tendons, muscles, and
bones, in order to render their motion easy.

BIJRSA'LIS muscidus (Anat.) the Obturator exlernus et in-

terims.

BU'RSAR (ArchiEoI.) the treasurer of a monastery or college.

BURSARII (ArchcEoI.) stipendiary scholars who lived upon
the burse, or joint stock of the college.

BURSA'RIA (Ent.) a genus of animals. Class Vermes,

Order Infusoria, consisting of a very simple worm.
BURSE (Com.) bursa, or basilica, an exchange, or place of

meeting for merchants.

BURSE'KA (Hot.) a genus of plants, so called after Joachim
Burser, the disciple of Casper Bauhin, Class 23 Poli/gamia,

Order 2 Dioecia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved. — Con.
petals three.

—

Stam.Jilaments six; anthers oyaie.—Pist.

germ ovate; stuh short, thick.— Per. capsule fleshy;

seeds berried, solitary.

Species. The only species is the Bursera gummijera seu

Tcrebinthus, the Jamaica Birch-Tree.

BURSERIA (Bot.) the Verbena lappulacea of Linnseus.

BU'RSHOLDERS (Law) vide Head-borough.

BUR-SELl'NUM (Bot.) a large sort of parsley.

BU'RTON (Mar.) a small tackle formed by two blocks.

BUSH (Mar.) a circular piece of metal let into the sheaves

of such blocks as have iron pins.

BU'SHEL (Com.) an English dry measure containing four

pecks, or eight gallons.

BUSHELS of a cart wheel (Mech.) certain irons w ithin the

nave to preserve it from wearing.

BUSO'NES comilatus {Lau<) a term used by Bracton,

which is supposed to signify barons.

BUSS (Mar.) bursa, a ship of two masts used by the Eng-
lish and Dutch in their herring fisheries.

BUST (Sculpt.) the figure or portrait of a person in relievo,

showing only the upper parts of the body.

BUSTROPHE'DON (Gram.) from /3S?, an ox, and ^fi<pa, to

turn ; a term used by the Greeks to express a manner of

writing, which began at the left-hand in one line, and at

the right-hand in another, in imitation of the manner in

which oxen turn themselves at the end of the furrows.

BUSTUA'RII (Ant.) gladiators who fought about the bus-

turn, or funeral pile, of any person in the celebration of his

obsequies.

BUSTUM (Ant.) a funeral pile, on which the dead bodies

of the Romans used to be, combustum, burnt, from which
it derives its name. It was raised of stones.

ProperI. 1. !, el. 5, v. 75.

Scabrii hoc bustum ctsdite saxis.

Cic. de Leg. 1. 2, c. 26 ; Fest. de Verb. Signif. ; Serv. in

JEn.\. 12, V. 201.

BU'STARD (Or.) a large bird resembling a turkey, the Otis

of Linnaeus, which runs with great speed, but flies with
difficulty. The breed of this bird is almost extirpated in

England.

BUT
BUTCHER-BIRD (Or.) a species of the Shrike, the Lanus

excubitus of LiiHKCus. It is remarkable for its ferocity to-

wards the little birds which it kills, tearing them to pieces,
and sticking them on thorns.

BUTCHERS, Company of (Her) this frater-

nity, although very ancient, was not incorpo-
rated before the reign of James I. Their arms
are, " Azure, two axes saltirewise, argent,

between three bulls' heads couped, attired, or;

a boar's head, gules, betwixt two gnrhs, rert."

BUTCHERS'-BROOM (Bot.) the nu.m,s of Linn<rus, a
shrub, so called because its twigs are used in makin<;
besoms for the use of butchers.

BUT-Hl'XGES (Carpent.) those which are employed in hang-
ing doors, &c.

BUTHSCARLE (Arcluvol.) a mariner.
BUTLER (Laii') vide Botiler.

BUTLERAGE (Law) vide Prisage.

BUTMENT (Archit.) vide Abutment.
BUTNE'RIA (Bot.) the same as the Calycaiithus.

BU'TOMON (Bot.) the Iris pseudacoriis of Linnaeus.
BUTOMUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 9 Enneandria,

Order 3 Trigi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. involucre simple.

—

Cor. petals

six.

—

Stam. filaments nine; a7ithers bi\ame\\ate.—Pist.
germs six ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. capsules six ; seeds

very many.
Species. The only species is the Butomus umbellatus,

Juncusjloridus, seu Gladrolus aqualilis, Flowering Rush,
or Water Gladiole, a perennial.

BUTO'NICA (Bot.) the Barrington.

BUTT (Gtin.) a solid earthen parapet to fire against in the
proving of guns.

—

Butt offirelocks, the thick end which
rests against the shoulder when it is fired off.

Butt (Mar.) the end of a plank, in a ship's side or bottom,
uniting with the end of another plank. " To stait, or
spring a butt," to loosen the end of a plank. " But and
butt, the butt ends of two planks that come together. Butt
signifies also the lower end of a mast, &c.

Butt (Agric.) the end, or short piece of land, in arable
ridges or furrows.

Butt (Com.) a measure of wine containing 126 gallons.

BU'TT-END (Carpent.) the largest end of a piece of timber
nearest to the root.

—

Butt-joint, a joint in hand railing

at right angles to the curve of the rail.

BUTTER-BUR (Bot.) a perennial, the Tussilago alba, &c.
of Linna:us. — Butter-Wort, a perennial, the Pw^KiCfi/a of
Linnaeus.—Butterflower, the Ranunculus.

BU'TTERFLY (Ent.) the well-known insect, a species of the
Pnpilio, so called because it first appears in the butter season.

BvTTER (}f Antimoni/ (Chem.) another name for the muriate

of Antimoni/.— Butter of bismuth, a chloride of bismuth
obtained by heating bismuth with corrosive sublimate.

—

Butter of tin, a compound of one part tin, and three parts

corrosive sublimate.

—

Butter of ivax, wax when it is of the
consistency of butter.

BU'TTERIS (Vet.) ov butt rice, an instrument of steel used
in paring the hoof of a horse.

BU'TTERMILK (Husband.) the whey separated from the
cream after it has been converted into butter.

BL'TTERY (Archit.) the store-room for provisions.

BUTTNE'RIx\ (Bot.) a genus of plants, called after August.
Buttner, Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 Munogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.

petals five.—Stam. filaments five; anthers twin.—Pist.
germ roundish; style subulate; stigma obtuse.

—

Per.
capsule roundish ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are shrubby perennials.

BU'TTOCK (Mar.) that part of a ship which forms it»

convex breadth a-baft, under the stern.

2o
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BUTTON (Mech.) any thing in a round form which serves

to fasten.

Button and loop (Mnr.) a short piece of rope having, at

one end, a walnut knob, and, at the other end, an eye.

Button {Gunn.) a part of the cascabel in a gun, or a howitzer,

made in the form of a hall.

BU'TTOX-TREE ([>>,t.) the Conxrarpus erecta of Linnxus.

—Button-Weed, the Spcimacoce, an annual. — Button-

Wood, tlie Cepliahintltiis occidcntalis, a shrub.

BU'TTllESS (Arc/lit.) a mass of stone-brick work serving

to support the sides of walls, which are of two sorts,

pillared and arched.

—

Pillared buttresses rise in a perpendi-

cular direction Arched huttresses, in an arched form.

BUTTRICE ( Vet.) vide Butteris.

BUTTS (Archer.) the place where archers meet with their

bows and arrows to shoot at a mark, which is called shoot-

ing at butts.

BUXBAU'MIA (Dot.) a kind of moss.

BUXUS (Dot.) a genus of plants. Class 21 Monoecia,

Order 4 Tetrnndrin.

Generic Character. Male flowers prominent from the buds

of the plant.

—

Pist. rudiment of a germ without style or

stigma. Female flowers in the same bud with the males.

Pi ST. o^erm superior; i< jy/fa- permanent ; stigmas oht\\%c.

BUZO'NIS {Archer.) the shaft of an arrow before it is

fledged. Sirnb.Ed.l.
BU'ZZARD [Or.) a very sluggish bird of the hawk kind,

the Fnlco biiteo of Linn.xus.

—

Bald buzzard, a name given,

by Willoughby and Ray, to a bird of the ftilcon or eagle

tribe. Willoughby also gave the name of Honey Buzzard

to the Falco apivorus, and Moor Buzzard to the Fctlco

(TruginosHs of Linnaeus.

BUZZARDE'T (Or.) the Falco alhidits of Linnaeus.

CAB

BU'ZE (Mech.) a wooden or leaden pipe to convey the air

into mines.

BYA'RES (Anat.) a plexus of blood vessels.

BY'E-LAWS {Law) from the Saxon bye, a town; the laws
of towns, or particular places, or more probably laws
made obiter, i. e. by the bye ; for bj'e-laws, called in Scot-
land birlaws, are certain orders and constitutions made by
corporate bodies, with the consent of those who made them
in particular cases, to which the general laws do not
extend.

BYRE'THRUM (Med.) an odoriferous cap filled with
cephalic drugs, from the Italian biretta, a cap.

BY'RSA (Med.) fiifo-a, a leather skin to spread plasters upon.
BYSAU'CllON (Med.) from /3l,«, to stuff up, and «t-;;;,., the

neck; a morbid stiffness of the neck.

BY'SSMA (Ant.) garments made of the byssus.

BY'SSUS (Ant.) fiua-a-oi, a fine linen among the ancients,

which was obtained from India. Poll. Oiiom. 1. 7, segm.75
;

Plin. 1. 19, c. 1 ; Tertull. de Cult. Fcemiu. c. ly; hid.
Orig. 1. 19, c. 27.

Byssus {Bot.) a genus of plants. Class C;-^y;/on;nm/a, Order
Alga;.

BYSTROPO'GON (Z?o^) a genus of plants, Class 14 Duly-
namia, Order 1 Gymno.^pcrniia.

Generic Character. Cai.. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous.

—

Stam. Jilaments four; anthers incumbent.—Pist. germ superior; style subulate; stigma bifid.

—

Per. none ; seeds four.

Species. Plants of this tribe are shrubby perennials.

BYTHOS (Anat.) liuhi, depth ; is used by Hippocrates to

signify the bottom of the stomach. Hlppocral. de Xat.
Horn.

BYTTNE'RIA (Bot.) vide Bnttneria.

c.

C. {Ant.) as an abbreviation, stands for Cnzu,?, Cce-uir, &c.
As a Numeral, for Centum, 100, as CCCC, four hundred,
[vide Abbreviations']

c. [Chron.) stands for Christi, as A.C. Anno Christi, in tlie

year of Christ, [vide Abbreviations']

c. (Gram.) stands for Cains, Corjms Christi, &c. [vide

Abbreviations]

c. (Mas.) the name of that note in the natural major mode,
to which Guido applied the monosyllabic, for which t!ie

Italians now substitute 1)'.— C above G Gamut, that note

which is a fourth higher than (i Oamut.

—

C above the buss

CliJI', that note which is a fifth higher than the bass cli/f.—
(' above the treble cli^] a note which is a fourth higher than

the treble cliff.

CA.V-A'l'IA (Hot.) an Indian name for the Brazilian plant,

the Dorslenia Brasiliensis of Linnaeus, with which the in-

habitants cure those wounds which are caused by poisoned
darts.

—

Cna-alega, a plant of Brazil, the root of wliich

is ))erfectly cathartic, llaii Hist. Plant.

CAA'B.A {J'heol.) Arabic i'or the Beit-. Illah, or tlie House
of (»od, in Mecca, so called from its cubic form j caaba

signifying culiic.

C.^.\CI'CA (fiot.) a Brasilian herb, the Colubrina Lusitana,

which was applied in cataplasms against venomous bites.

Itaii Hist. Plant.

CAA'CO (/^o/.) an Indian name for the sensitive plant, the

root of which is used by tlic natives as an antidote.

CAAETIMA'Y (Bot.) the Senecio Brasiliensis, a decoction
of which is used in the cure of the itch.

CAAGHRYU'YS (Bot.) Frutex baccl/er Brasilien.iis, a shrub
of Brazil, the leaves of which are applied to ulcers.

CAA-0'PIA (Bot.) the Hypericum baccij'ennn, a tree of

Brazil, the bark of which emits a juice which when dri«d

resembles gamboge.
CAAPE'BA (Bot.) the Cessampelos Pareira of Linna-us.

CAAPO'NGA (Bol.) an Indian name for the Initln arrth-

mnidcs of Linnicus, the leaves of which are gently diuretic.

CAARO'BA (Bot.) an Indian name for a piant, the leaves

of which are employed in a decoction for the venereal

disease.

CAB (Ant.) np, a Hebrew measure, the sixth part of a Seah,

containing three English pints.

CA'I'>ALA (Theol.) nh^p, from f?ap, to receive; a traditional

or mysterious doctrine, which the ancient Jews say was de-

livered by word of mouth to Moses. »

C.Mi.VLA (iVy ) an abuse of certain passages of Scripture for

magical purposes, as the making of magical word."!,

numbers, &c.
CABALI'STIC Art (My.) the magic art, which teaches the

Caliala that was formerly employed in medicine.

CAIJA'LLINE ( Vet.) a coarser sort of aloes used for horses,

so called from caballus, a horse.

CABA'LLUS (//rc7iffo/.) a Kcffel or Rosinantc, but some-
times taken for a war-horse.
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CABANE (Mar.) French for a flat-bottomed boat wiili a
deck, which is used for the accommodation of passengers.

CABA'S (Mil.) a basket made of rushes, which is used in

Languedoc for the purpose of conveying stores and ara-

munition.

CA'BBAGE [Dot.) an edible plant for the pot, the Brnssicfi

of Linnaus. There are several sorts of cabbage cultivated

in gardens, which are varieties of the common Cabbage,
or the Brassica uleracea of Linnxus : the principal of these

are the Kale, or Colewort, the Broccoli, the Cauliflower,

and the Broccole, or Fringed Cabbage, the Turnip Cab-
bage, &:c.—Sea Cabbage, or Wild Colewort, the Brassim
olcracca sylvcstris.—Cabbage-Tree, the Cacalia KUinia of
Linna;us, so called from the resemblance its leaves bear to

those of the Cabbage.—Cabbage-Bark-Tree, the Genjf'roya

Jamaicensis.

Cabbage of a Deer's Head (Sport.) the burr which parts

where the horns take their rise.

CABBAGE-WO'RM (Ent.) a name for the Caterpillar which
particularly infests the Cabbage.

CABBALI'STICAL {Mag.) vide CnlmJislic.

CABE'CA (Com ) or cahesse, the finest kind of India silks,

in distinction from the bariga, ivliich is the inferior sort.

CABE'EU (Com.) a coin current at iMocha, etjual to two
shillings and sixpence sterling.

CABELIA'U (Ich.) Cod-fish.

C.A.BrDOS (Com.) a Portuguese long-measure, enual to

three-fourths of an English yard.

CA'BIX \Mar.) the apartment in a vessel for the officers and
superior passengers.

—

Cabin boy, the lad who attends on
the officers and passengers in the cabin.— Cabin passengers,

those who pay for accommodations in the cabin, in dis-

tinction from the deck passengers, or those who mess
with the sailors.

CA'BINET (Po/.) Gabinetto, It.; Gavinete, Sp. ; Gahinete,

Port. 1. A closet, or private room, in which consultations,

particularly on state atfairs, are commonly held. 2. The
collective body of ministers of state, each of whom may
be called a cabinet mimitex.— Cabinet council, a council of
cabinet ministers held with particular privacy.

Cabixet (Mech.) a small or close chest for valuables.— Ca-
binet-maker, a workman who does the finest work.

CA'BLE (Mar.) or Kabel, a thick rope made of three strands

or smaller ropes, and fixed to the anchor to hold a ship

fast.— Cable-tier, the place on the orlop-deck where the

cables are stowed.

—

Chief cable, or sheet-anchor-cable, the
largest cable in the ship.

—

Bower-cable, a name for either

of the two bowers.

—

Stream-cable, a hawser or small rope,

smaller than the bower-cable.— Cable-tire, the several rolls

of cable as they lie one upon another.

In the use of the cable there are ver}' many sea phrases, as—" To bend the cable," to make it fast to the ring of the
anchor. " To unbend the cable," to take it awav. " To
bit the cable," to put it round the bits, to fasten or

slacken it gradually. " To serve, keckle, or plait the

cable," to bind it round with ropes, <S:c. to prevent it

from being galled. " To heave in the slack of the cable,"

to draw it into the ship by the capstan or windlass.
" To pay out the cable, or veer away the cable," to

slacken it, that it may run out. ' To pay the cable

cheap," is to hand it out apace. " To coil the cable,"

to roll it round in a ring. " To shoot or splice the
cable," to splice two parts of a cable together by work-
ing the several threads of the rope the one into the other.
" To slip the cable," to let it run quite out when there is

no time to weigh anchor.
Cable is also the name of any large rope which is used for

raising weights, as in puUies, cranes, &c.
Cable (Archil.) a moulding of a convex form at the back
of the flute, represf;nting a rope or staff laid in a flute.

CAC

Cable (Mil.) French for the large rope which is used for
dragging the artillery.

CAlihE'E (Her.) or cabled, an epithet for across; a cross
cablee is made of two ends of a ship's cable.

CA'BLED Jlutes (Arch.) flutes filled up with pieces in form
of cables.

CABLE'S length (Mar.) the measure of 120 fathoms.
CA'BLET (Xiar.) a small cable.

CA'BLIXG (Archil.) the filling of flutes with cables, or the
cables themselves so disposed, whether in flutes or without
them.

CA'BLISH (Archceol.) cadibulum, Brushwood, or windfall
wood, from cadere, to fall.

CABO'CHE (Carpent.) French for a long-headed nail.

CABO'SSE (Her.) or cabosscd, from the French
caboche, Latin caput, the head; a term in bla-

zoning when the head of a beast is cut off

just under the ears, leaving no neck, as he
beareth " Argent three Bulls Heads, cabossed
sable, armed or, by the name of Batjnham, in

Glouceslershire."

CA'BOTAGE (Mar.) the art of navigating so as to avoid
all sand-banks, &c. ; also the practice of sailing from port
to port witliout stretching out to sea.

CA'BRER (Man.) French for to rear as a horse does when
improperly checked.

CABRIOLE'T (Mech.) a light low chaise.

CABULA'TOR (Chem.) Nitre.

CABURE'RBA (Bot.) an Indian tree, which, according to

Ray, yields the balsam of Peru.

CABU'RNES (Mar.) small lines for binding the cable.

CA'CABUS (Ant.) a cauldron or kettle so called from the
noise which it makes in boiling.

CACA'DE (Mil.) a French term for an unlucky enterprize
in war, which has been ill-concerted and ill-conducted.

CACAGO'GA (Med.) from y.y.y.y.x, ordure, and :£vi", to draw,
medicines which, when applied to the fundament, procure
stools. Paul. ..-Eginet. 1. 7, c. 9.

CACA'LIA (Bot.) y.ccKx>M, Strange Colts-foot, a plant
which, according to Dioscorides, cures coughs when n)a-

cerated in wine. Dioscor. 1. 4-, c. 123 ; Flin. 1. 2J, c. 1 1.

Cacalia, in the Linnean .system, a genus of plants, Class I'J

Si/ngenesia, Order 1 I'olygamia ccqualis.

Generic Characters. Cal. common simple.— Con. com-
pound tubular.— STA^r. jf/nwra/i five ; anther cylindric.

—PiST. germ oblong; style filiform ; stigmas two.

—

Per.
none ; seeds solitary ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are mostly shrubs, and natives of
the Cape of Good Hope, as the

—

Cacalia papillaris,

Kleinia, seu Cacalianlhemum , Rough-stalked Cacalia, a
shrub, native of the Cape of Good Hope.— Cacalia An-
ieujihorbium, Kleinia, seu Ante-Euphorbium, Oval-leaved
Cacalia.— Cacalia cuneifolia. Wedge-leaved Cacalia.

—

Cacalia Kleinia, Kleinia, Cacalianlhemum Frutcx Indiic,

SfC. seu Xec Cacalia, ffc. Oleander-leaved Cacalia, or
Cabbage-tree.

—

Cacalia repens. Glaucous-leaved Caca-
lia.— Cacalia Ficoides, Kleinia, seu Senecio africanus, S^c.

Flat-leaved Cacalia.— Cacalia carnosa, Narrow-leaved
Cacalia.— Cacalia articulata, laciniata, seu runcinata,
Jointed-stalked Cacalia.

—

Cacalia arbuscula, native of
the Cape of Good Hope.— Cacalia tomentosa, woolly-
leaved Cacalia, &c. But the following are perennials,

as the

—

Cacalia sempervirens, carnosa, seu semper-viva.
•— Cacalia saracenica, Solidago, Sfc. Senecio pcrennis,

Virga aurea, seu Conyza montana, S;c. Creeping-rooted
Cacalia, native of the South of France.

—

Cacalia
hastata, seu Senecio, S^c. Spear-leaved Cacalia, native
of Siberia.

—

Cacalia suaveolens, sweet-scented Cacalia,

native of Virginia.— Cacalia alriplicafolia, seu virgi-

niana glabra, Porophyllum, seu Nardus americana, §-c.

2o 2
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Orach-leaved Cacalia, a native of Virginia.

—

Cacalia

alpina, glabra pyrenaicn, Allicariee, sea Tussilago Cncaliri,

Alpine Cacalia, native of Switzerland.

—

Cacalia albifrons,

herbacca, hirsuta tnmciitofa, seu Alliarin, White-leaved

Cacalia, a native of Austria, &'C.; and the following arc

annuals, as the

—

Cacalia poropliijllum, Poroplitjllnm Scnc-

cio indicus, seu Chrysanthemum amcricammi, SfC. Perfo-

rated Cacalia, native of America.

—

Cacalia rudcralis, seu

Kleinia ruderalis, an annual, native of St. Domingo.

—

Cacalia procumbens, seu Sonchus volubilis, native of

China.— Cacalia Cnccinea, an annual, native of South

America, &c.

—

Cacalia sonchifulia, Kleinia, Muel Schair,

Senecio maderaxpulnnus, Chandril la Zcijlanica, Sonchus

amboinensiK, seu Tngolina higonum, Sowthistle-leaved

Cacalia, native of China. Clus. Hist. Plant. Rar. Cler.

Herb.; J. Dauh. Ilixt. Plant.; C.Bauh.Pin.; Park.

Theat. Botan.; Rail Hist. Plant.; Tourncf. Imt.; Bocr-

haav. Ind.

CACALIA'NTHEMUM [Bot.) the Cacalia papillaris cl

Kleinia of Linna;us.

CACAMO'TIC Hunoquiloni (Bot.) the Cathartic potatoe.

Hern. Xuv. Plant. Amer. Hist.

CACANGE'LIA [Lit.) y-ay-xy/iMx, evil-speaking. Gnl.Exegcs.

CACA'NUM {Bot.) a plant mentioned by Paulus yEgineta,

and supposed to be the same as the Cacalia of Uioscorides.

CA'CAO-TllEE {Bot.) the Thcuhroma of Linna;us.

CA'CAO-NUT, the fruit of the Cacao-tree, from which

chocolate is made, as also an oil, or butter, which has an

anodyne virtue. This oil can be kept a long time without

becoming rancid. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.

Hernand. Plant. Amer. Hist. S)-c.

CACA'OTETE [Min.) an Indian stone, otherwise called

Lapis corvinus, which, when heated, cracks like thunder.

CACA'PHONIA {Med.) Defective articulation.

CACA'llA {Bot.) the Dolichos Imlbosus of Linna;us.

CACATO'llIA/cfim {Med.) An intermittent fever.
_

Castcll.

Lex. Med.
CACA'VA {Bot.) Cacavate, or Quahool, the same as Cacao.

Hernand. Hist. Amer.

CACA'VI (Nat.) The same as Cassavi.

CA'CCIA (Mas.) an Italian epithet for a sort of composition

written in the huntinj,' style.

C.'VCEDO'KIUIM tartarum (Med.) peccant matter in the

human body.

CACE'MPIIATON (Gram.) or cacephaton, Kxtt^/puToi, from

xMtcat, and 'Pit''', to say ; bad diction.

CA'CHALOT (7f/(.) the Phijseter of Linnaus, one of the

largest of the whale tribe, from the head of which sper-

maceti is extracted.

CACHE'CTUS (Med.) or cachecticus, one labouring under

a cachexy.
CACHE'POLUS (Latv) a catchpole, an inferior officer of

justice. „
CACHE'XI.\ (Med.) xxKih", from k«m«, malus, and s^i?, ha-

liitus; an ill habit of body. Aret. de Acnt. Morb. 1. 1,

c. 1(5; Cels. 1. .O, c. 22 ; Gal. de Mcth. Med. 1.4; .let.

Tetrab. 3, scrm. 2, c. 1 i) ; Actiiar. de Mcth. Med. 1. 1, c. 1 1

.

Cachexia, in Cullcn's system the third class of diseases,

comprehending the three orders, marcorcs, intumcscentia,

and inipetigincs.

CA'CULEK (Med.) Kix>^,i. a pebble to which Galen ascribes

an astringent virtue when heated. Gal. de Simpl. 1. 10.

CACHOLO'NY (Min.) the Chalcedonius Cacholonius of

Linnaeus.

CA'CHOS (Bot.) the Snlanum pomiferum, &c. of Lmnacus.

Bauh. Pin.

CA'CIIOW (Bot.) an aromatic drug. \\de Terra Japnnicn.

CA'CIIKY {Bot ) K«v;;f'', the seed of the Libnnotis, which,

according to Dioscorides, is of a heating and drying (jua-

lity. Dioscor. 1. 3. c. 88.

CAC

CACHRYS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pcnlandria,

Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Character. Cal. umbel universal manifold
; par-

tial similar ; involucre tiniversal many-leaved ; partial

similar ; perianth proper, scarcely observable

—

Cor.
vniversal uniform ; Jloscules all uniform ; proper of five

lanceolate petals.

—

UTAyi.Jilaments five; anthers simple.

—PisT. germ, turbinate, inferior; styles two simple;

stigmas headed.

—

Per. J'ruit subovate, angular ; seeds

two, very large.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Cachrys

libanotis, seu Libanotis, Smooth-seeded Cachrys.

—

Cachrys sicula, seu Hippomarathrum, Hairy-seeded
Cachrys.

—

Cachrys panacijolia, seu Panax, &;c. Bauh.
Hist.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat.

Botan. ; Tournef. Inst.

CA'CHRYES (Bot.) K^xf-u Map'e Chat, or Ash Keys.
CACHU'NDE (Med.) a cordial medicine in China and

India, composed of amber, cinnamon, juice of roses, &c.
CACHY''iMIA (Met.) an imperfect metallic body, according

to Paracelsus.

C A'CIA Jcyrea (Archwol.) an iron spoon.

CACO'A (Rot.) the same as Cacao.

CACOA-LEXITERIUM {Med.) the same as Alexiterium.

CACOCHO'LIA (Med.) from xaxos and pc'^'n, an indisposi-

tion of the bile.

CACOCHRO'I (Med.) from kxxo^ and zp«'«, ill-coloured in

the face. Gal. Com. 4 in Hippoc. de Rat. VicL in Acut.

Morb.
*

CACOCH\''LIA (Med.) from x«m« and zv>^c, a bad chylifi-

cation ; when the humour called chyle is not duly made.
Cels. 1. 2, c. 19.

CACOCIIY'MIA (Med.) mkcxvijuU, from Ka«o? and x^fbci,

cacochymy, abundance of bad humours in the body, caused

by bad nourishment and ill digestion. Gal. de Sanit. tuend.

1. 5; Act. de Meth. M. I. 3, c. 9.

CACOCH\''iMICAL (Med.) or Cacochymic, having the hu-

mours corrupted, as cacochymical blood.

CACODTEMON (Astrol.) so called from its dreadful signifi-

cations, as great losses, ic. The twelfth house scheme,

or figure of the heavens.

CACODiEMO'N'UM magia (Mag.) from xaxi; and Ja.^-wr,

diabolical magic. Castell. Lex. Med.
CACO'DES (Med.) from »««? and iijw, ill-scented, fetid.

CACOE'THES (Med.) K^Koifm, from »=<«; and ««»5, a habit;

an epithet applied by Hippocrates to diseases, to denote

their malignancy ; and by Galen, to symptoms which are

dangerous and threatening, or ulcers and tumors which

are virulent and malignant. Gal. Com. 1, in Hippocrat.

Pradict. 1. 1 ; Cels. 1. 5, c. 21 ; Act. Tetrab. 3, serm, ),

c. 45 ; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat. ; Gorr. Med. Bef.

Cacoetiies (FJh.) an ill habit or propensity, as the caco'

ethes scribendi, the itch for writing mentioned by Juvenal.

Juv. sat. 7, v. 52.
•

Tenet iiisanabite muttc:

S<-riben<ii cuciiellies.

CACOPA'TIIIA (Med.) KXKcTuhi, from xaxaj and raflo<, ill-

affection ; suffering.

CACO'PHONY' (Med.) xxKoipmU, from kmix,, malus, and

ip»>», vox ; a depravation of the voice, of which there are

two kinds ; aphony, or dumbness ; and dysphony, diffi-

culty of speech. Gal. de di/f. Sympt. c. 3.

CACoriioNV (Gram.) a bad tone of the voice, proceed-

ing from the ill disposition of the organs : or, a certain

harshness of sound, arising from an improper mixture of

the vowels and consonants among themselves. Strabo

says, " Theophrastus was first called Tertamus ; but

Aristotle changed it into Theophrastus, to avoid the

cacophony of the former name."
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Cacophony (Mus.) a combination of discordant sounds.

CACOPHllA'STUS {Med.) a name given by some to Theo-

phrastus. Paracelsus ; Casttll. Lex ]SIed.

CACOFRA'GIA [Med.) xnMrifxyU, from x««?, ill, and

irpao-ra, to act ; a depraved action of the viscera.

CACORRHE.MO'SYXE (Med.) the same as Cacan^elia.

CACORHY'THMUS (Med.) the same as Arythmus.

CACO'SIS (Med.) koucuc-i^, from xxxU, mali(s ; indisposition.

Hippocrat. de Intern, Affect.

CACOSrSTATA (Log.) arguments that will serve as

well for one side as the other ; as, " You ought to forgive

him because he is a child.—No, for that reason I will

correct him, that he may be better hereafter."

CACOSI'FIA (Med.) the same as .Vn!«f«.

CACOSPHY''XIA (Med.) from xa.i? and <r4^'i'f, a disorderly

beating of the pulse in general. Gat: de Diff'- Si/mpt, c. 4.

CACOSTO'.MACHUS (Med.) xay.<:T=pi,xx}'i, from' x«"5 and

fif/^ax.'-'i, unwholesome ; a medicinal epithet for food.

CACOSY'NTHETOX (Gra»!.) xxKca-vhu-i^, from ;ca«s, tnaliis,

and rwCsV.4 ; an ill composition of words in a sentence.

CACOTE'CHNY (Rhet.) x^xort^'i", from xaxi?, malus, and

Tix:i'ti, ar.i; a corruption of art. Quintill.

CACOTHY'MIA (Med.) from xaxt; and V»5; an iU dis-

position of mind.

CACO'TROPHY' (Med.) xaxorpojia, from xaxo;, malus, and

Tfcfii:, nutriment : any sort of vicious nutrition in general.

Gal. de Diff'. Si/mp. c. i.

CACOTY'CHE {Astrol.) i. e. Bad Fortune ; the sixth house
of an astrological figure.

CACOZE'LIA (Rhet.) from «««?, malus, and ^KXia, amulor;

a vicious mode of speech, consisting of an affected or ipi-

perfect attempt at the sublime; the bombastic style.

Dcmet. de Elocut. § 2S6 ; Quintil. Instit. 1. 8, c, 3 ; S«e/.

Aug. c. 86 ; Longin. de SuMim. c. 3 ; Hermog. ;rsfi owar.

Aid. Edit.

CA'CTLS (Bot.) r.ir.Tc,, a prickly plant of Sicily, mentioned

by Theophrastus, and also the poet Theocritus, the de-

scription of which is copied from the former by Pliny and
Athena'us, according to whom it is the same plant which

the Romans called carduns, and the Greeks xiwpst, the

Artichoke. T/ieophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 6, c. 4 ; Theocrit.

Idyl. 10; Plin. 1. 21, c. 16 ; Athen. 1. 2.

Cactus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants^ Class 12

Icosandria, Order 1 ^lonogynia.

Generic Character. C.\l. perianth one-leaved.—Con. pe-

tals numerous, rather obtuse.

—

St A'si. Jilamenls nume-
rous, subulate ; anthers oblong, erect.—PiST. ger/n

inferior ; style the length of the stamens, cylindric

;

stigma headed,

—

Per. berry rather oblong ; seeds nume-
rous, roundish.

SiKcies. This genus consists of succulent plants perma-
nent in duration and singular in structure, which are all

natives of the continent of South America. The prin-

cipal species are as follow: the

—

Cactus mammillaris,

Echinon melocactus, Ficoides, seu Mclocactus, Smaller

Melon Thistle.— Cactus melocactus, seu Melocarduus,
Great Melon Thistle, or Turk's Cap.

—

Cactus hexagonus,

seu Cereus hexagonus. Six-angled Torch Thistle.

—

Cactus grandiflorus, seu Cereus grandijlorus, Great-
flowering Creeping Cereus.

—

Cactus pcndulus, Cassijta

baccijera, Rhipsalia cassutha, seu Ibiicum, Slender Cereus,

^Cactus triangularis. Triangular Cactus, or Strawberry
Pear.

—

Cactus opuntia, Opuntia rulgaris, seu Ficus

Indica, Common Indian Fig, or Pricklj' Pear.

—

Cactus
tuna, seu I'nna major, Opuntia tuna. Great Indian Fig,

or Upright Prickly Pear,— Cactus cochcnillifir, Cochineal
Indian Fig, so called because the insect called the
Cochineal feeds upon this plant.— Cactus phyllanthus,
seu Phyllanthus Americana, Spleenwort-leaved Indian
P'g-

—

Cactus pereskia, Malus Americana, seu Portulaca

CAD
Americana, Barbadoes Gooseberry. Bauh. Hist. Plant;

Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Far/:. Theat. Botan. ; Raii

Hist. Plant; Tournef. Inst. ; Bocrh. Ind.

CACL'BALUM (But.) a herb which cures tumors, the

Alsine baccifera of Bauhin, and the Berry-bearing Chick-
weed of Ray.

C.YDA'RI.ANS (Theol.) a sect of Mahometans so called,

according to Abulpharajius, from the Arabic cadr, a

decree ; not because they maintain, but because they deny,

the absolute decrees of the Almighty, in opposition to the

generality of Mahometans. Albtifarag. Hist. Dynast. Poc.

Edit.

CAD.\'VER (Anat.) a carcase, corpse, or dead body; so

called from cado, to fall, because the body falls when
stripped of the soul.

CADA'\'EROL'S (Sat) an epithet signifying like, or ap-

pertaining to, a corpse.

CA'DBOTE-FLY (Ent.) of Cadworms, the maggot of the

insect Phn/ganea, which is a good bait for fish.

CA'DDIS (Mcch.) a kind of tape or ribbon.

CA'DE (Cum.) a vessel containing 100 herrings, or 1000
sprats.

CA'DE-LAMB (Husband.) a lamb weaned and brought up
in the house.

CA'DE-^VORM (£«/.) vide Cadhote-fly.

CADEL-AVA'NACU (Bot.) a tree 'growing in Brazil, the

leaves of which are purgative. Raii Hist. Plant.

CADE'LSHEER (Polit.) a Turkish chief magistrate or

governor of a province. There were three who held

this rank|; namely, one who was set over Natolia ; a second

over Romania; and a third over Egypt. They had all

the cadies under them. Thevcn. Voy. de Lev.

CA'DEN'CE (Gram.) both in verse and prose, is formed by
the difference of time in pronouncing.— Cadence of the

voice, that sound of the voice which falls on the ear at the

end, which may be agreeable or otherwise, but is mostly

taken for what ends pleasantly to the ear.

—

Cadence of a

period, an harmonious fall or termination of a period, or

part of a period.

Cadence (Mus.) or reprize, in Italian cadenza, a pause or

suspension at the end of an air, resembling points or vir-

gules in prose. Cadences afford the performer an oppor-

tunity of introducing a graceful extempore close. Cadenct

is also taken for the close or embellishment itself, whence
the expression " To close the song with a fine cadence."—
Cadence is likewise used in dancing, when the steps follow

the notes and measures of the music.

C.4DEXCE (Mil.) a regular and uniform method of marching,

in which the length of the step, the time, and the distance,

are made to accord to a rule.

Cadekce (Man.) an equal measure or proportion observed

by a horse in all his motions when he is thoroughly ma-

naged, and works justly at a gallop, terra a terra, so that

his motions or times have an equal regard to each other.

CA'DENCY (Her.) a distinction of houses.

CADE'XE (Com.) the smallest Turkey carpets.

CA'DENT (Astral.) an epithet for a planet when it is in a

sign ojiposite to its exaltation.

CADE'NZ.Y (Mus.) Italian for the close of an air or song.

[vide Cadence^

CADE'T (Her.) the younger son of a family.

Cadet (Mil.) a youno- geiHlcman who follows a course of

instruction and discipline preparatory to his entering the

army ; of this description are the cadets, or gentlemen

cadets, at the militar}- college of Woolwich, &c.

—

Cadet is

also a junior officer.

—

Cadet in the French army, is a volun-

teer serving without pay, for the express purpose of

becoming acquainted with military tactics.

CADGE (Mech.) around frame of wood, on which hawks
are carried by the cadgers to be sold.
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CA'DGER {Com.) a huclcster; one who brings butter, eggs,

and poultry, from tlie countr}- to market.

CA'DI {Polit.) an ofticer of justice in Turivcy, wlio acts as a

judge.

CA'DIA (But.) from tlie x\vah. forsic, a genus of plants,

Class 10 Dccandria, Order 1 ISlonogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con.
petals five.— Stam. Ji/atnents ten; antliers oblong.

—

PisT. i^erm linear; style bowed; stigma acute.

—

Per.
legume linear ; secils oblong.

Species. The only species is Cadia purpurea Panciatica

purpurea, seu Spccndoncea, tamarindifolia. Purple

flowered Cadia, a shrub, native of Arabia Felix.

CADILE'SHEU [Polit.) vide Cadelsheer.

CA'DIS {Cum.) woollen stuffs of different kinds in France.

CADME'AN letters (Gram.) the letters composing the

Greek alphabet, which are supposed to have been brought

out of Phenicia, bv Cadmus, 1,,500 years before Christ,

[vide Ali<!iahcts, Tab. II, Plate 2.]
CA'DMI.V {Min.) a mineral; so called from Cadmus, by
whom the use of metals is supposed to have been intro-

duced. Cadmia is either natural or artificial.

—

Natural

cadinia is of two kinds, namely, metallic cadmia, which is

otherwise called cobalt, and the fossil cadmia, otherwise

called Lapis calaminuris, or the Calamine of the shops,

now more commonly known by the name of zinc, from

which brass is made.

—

Artificial cadmia, called by Agri-

cola Cadmia fornacum, is also of two kinds, namely, that

of the ancients, which was only the recrement blown

off by the bellows in melting copper ; and the Cadmia ojijl-

cinarum, the Cadmia of the shops, otherwise called Tutty.

The cadmia of the ancients was distinguished by its form

into the bustryitis, i. e. clustered like a bunch of grapes ;

onycliitis, like an onyx stone ; placitis, crusty ; zonitis,

surrounded with veins like girdles ; ostratitis, testaceous,

&c. This cadmia was much esteemed by physicians for

its obstruent and dr3'ing virtues. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. Si ;

Plin. 1. .'Si, c. 10; Gat. de Simp. I. 9; Oribus Med. Coll.

1. 11 ; Act. Tclrab. 1, serm. 1; Paul. JEginet. 1. 7, C.3;
Lidor. Orig. 1. IG, c. 19; Agricol. de Re Metal. 1. 8.

CADMI'TES {Min.) a precious stone having blue specks in it.

C.'i'DRE {Mil.) signifies in French literally a frame ; but is

used to denote the proposed establishment of a regiment.

C.\DR1'TES {Thcol.) a sect among the Mahometans who
lead a monastic life.

CADUCA'RIUS (Ant.) one made heir to the goods of

another who has left no heir, an eschcator ; whence caduca

bona, esciicats. Isid. Orig. 1. 5, c. 25.

CADUCEA'TOR {Ant.) a herald among the Romans who
went to sue for peace, in distinction from i\\c fociales, by
whom war was declared. He was so called from the cadu-

ecus which he carried, [vide Caduceus']

CADIJ'CEUS {Ant.) a name for Mercury's rod or sceptre,

suppo.'ied to be derived from the Greek x.7ifmim.

It was furnished with a pair of wings, and two
serpents entwine tliemselves about the top, as

in the annexed figure. When found upon
medals it is an emblem of peace, and was car-

ried by the Roman heralds who went to pro-

claim peace, when they were called caducea-

lores. It is said to have been presented by Apollo to

Mercury. Liv. I. 8, c. 20 ; Poll. 1. 8, c. 2 ; Ui/gin.

Astron. Poet. ; Plin. 1. 29, c. '.i.

CADU'Ct)US {Bot.) caducus, i. c. falling off before the

time; an epithet for different parts of plants, as the stipule

l)racte, petiole, pupjius, dc,

—

Braclic cailuctc, are those

which fall off before the end of the summer, as in the Con-
glus, or vcllaua, or Hazel.

—

I'ajipus caducus is tlvdt which
falls off upon the ripening of the seed.

CAD VCVii morbus {Med.) the falling sickness or epilepsy.

^-'^,

C.ES

CA'DUS {Ant.) x«^»5, or xi-^^oi, a Grecian and Roman
measure, equal to about ten gallons English. Poll. Onom.
1.9; Plin. 1. 14, c. 16.

C^CA'LISVENA {Anat.) the same as Ciecum intcstinum.

C^'CIAS (Nat.) KuiKtaci, a northerly wind, which, accord-
ing to Aristotle, is distinguished from the other winds by
its drawing the clouds to itself. Aristot. Prob. sect. 26;
Vitruv. 1. 1, c. 6 ; Plin. 1. 2, c. i7 ; Anl. Cell. 1. 2, c. 22;
Salmas in Solin. p. 1227.

CiECl'LIA (Zool.) a genus of animals. Class Amphibia,
Order Serpentes.

Generic Character. Body and Ta/Z wrinkled.— Upper lip

with two tentacula.

Species. The species^re

—

CcBcilia tentaculata, seu L'Ibiare,
Eel-shaped Ca:cilia, a native of South America.

—

Co:-

cilia Glutinosa, seu Serpens ccccilia, ccilonica. White
sided Cajcilia, native of South America.

—

Ccccilia Gra-
cilis, seu tentaculata, Slender Ca;eilia.

CiECILIA'NA {Bot.) a species of lettuce mentioned by
Pliny. Hist. Nat. I. 15, c. 25.

CiE'CUM intestinum {Anat.) to rvipxit, also culled by
Ruffus Ephesius, the Appendicula caci, comprehends the
first of the three portions into which the large intes-

tines are divided; it is called the ccrcum, or Blind Gut,
because it is perforated at one end only, being a round
bag, with the mouth upwards. It has also been called

monomachon, and by Paracelsus monocolon. R<if. Ephes.
I. 1, c. 27 ; Gal. de Usu. Part. 1. 4 ; Gorr. Dcf. 'Med.

CiE'LUM {Anat.) »f«o5, the roof of the mouth. " y^;/; EpAw.
de Appcll. Part. Corp. hum. 1. 1, c. 8.

'

;

CiEME'NTUM (71///;.) cement. 1. A preparation of brick-

dust, crocus of Mars, crocus of Venus, alum, vitriol, &c.
for the corroding, exalting, and depurating metals; that

'

which is used for the depurating of gold is called ctemen- i

turn regale. 2. The same thing as lute, [vide Lute]— Gee- ',

mentum cupreum. Cement Copper, or Ziment Copper;
'

copper precipitated from vitriolic waters, by means of iron. I

C/EMENTUM, in tlie Linnean system, a genus of earths. Order
Argillaceous.

Generic Character. It consists of iron, alumina, silica,

and carbonate of lime.

Species. The species are— Cccmentum Tiifa, Tufas or

Tuffwacke.— Cccmentum tan-as, seu induracum, Terass,

Terras, or Parras.

—

Cccmentum columnare, &c.
C^NO'PTEIHS {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 2iCryp-

togamia. Order 1 Filiccs.

Generic Character. Fructifications in submarginal lateral ',

lines, covered with a membrane, gaping on the outside. '

Species. The only species is Cccnopteris rhizophylla, native
\

of the island of Dominica. •

C.^'PA {Bot.) vide Cepa.
\

CTERI'TES tabulcc {Ant.) tables or registers in which the

Censors entered the names of those eiiizens, who for any
misdemeanor were deprived of their suffrage or voice at an

election ; whence the expression Li eceritum talndas reforre,

signifying to lose the right of voting at elections, because

the people of Cx're, though made denizens of Rome, had,

notwithstanding, no voice at elections, wherefore Horace
says, Cccrile ecra digni, i. e. persons fit to be amerced or

degraded, llor. 1. 1, cpist. 6, v. 63; Aid. Gell. 1. 16,

c. 13 ; Ascon. in Cic.

C/ESALPI'NIA {Bot.) a genus of plants, named by Plumier

after Cxsalpinus, physician to Clement VIII, of the Class

10 Dccandria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— CoR.

petals five.— Stam. filaments ten; anthers oblong.

—

PisT. germ superior ; style filiform ; stigma blunt.

—

Per.

legume oblong; seeds iiiw.

Species. The species are shrubs, as

—

Casalpinia bijiiga, .

aculeala, vcsicaria, &c. seu spinosa, Senna spuria, &c.
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Acacia gloriosa, &c. sen Poinciana bijugn, native of Ja-

maica.— Cicsa/pinia pulcherrima, seu aculeata, Poini-

ciaiia puhlwrrima, seu aculeata, Senna spuria, &c. l>ris-

iapavonis, Frtitcx pavonius, Acacia orientalis, &c. Flos

pavonis, seu Spetti mandaru, native of the Indies.

—

Casdlpinia clnta, seu inermis, seu Poinciana elala, &c.
native of India.

—

Ciesalpinia boviaria, seu inennis Poin-

ciana coriaria, Siliqua, seu Lihididi, native of the island

of Caraccas.

—

Ctesalpinia brasilicnsis, inermis, seu ar-

loreii inermis, &c, seu Psendo Santalitni, &c. Smooth
Brassiletto, native of Carolina. ^

—

Ctesalpinia eclimala,

seu aculeata, Psendo- Santaltim, Arbor Brasilia, Acacia

gloriosa, seu Iberapitanga, native of Brasil.

—

Ctesalpinia

Sappan, sen aculeata. Lignum Sappan, seu Tsiani pan-
gam. Narrow-leaved Prickly Brasiletto, native of the

Indies.

—

desalpinia crista, aculeata, seVL pohjphylla, &c.
Broad-leaved Prickly Brasiletto, native of Jamaica.

—

Casalpinia mimosoidcs, seu aculeata, Mimosa malabarica,

seu Kali-lodda-vaddi, native of the East Indies.

—

Cte-

salpinia pi/ramidata, seu Robinia pyramidata, native of
the West Indies. Bauh. Pin.; Raii Hist. Plant.

C.KSALPINIA, as a species, is the Guilandina Bondu of Lin-

nxus.

C/ESA'IiEA sectio (Mid.) hysterotomia, the Caesarean Sec-
tion ; so called because Caesar is said to have been born in

tills manner ; the operation of extracting the fcctus from
the uterus, by dividing the ligaments of the abdomen.
Plin. 1. 7, c. 9; Roset. de liysterot. apud C. Bauh. ; Heist.

Chirurg. pars. 2, sect. 5, c. 113.

C/ESARIE'NSES (Ant.) officers of the treasury at the

court of the Greek emperors.

CiE'SIAS (Ant.) vide Ciccias.

C.<E'SIUS (Med.) grey, like the eyes of a cat ; an epithet

for urine ; as also for the eyes.

CiE'SO (Mid.) one born by means of the Caesarian operation.

Plin. 1.7, c.9.

CiE'STUS (Ant.) i^fff^il, a kind of club, or rather thong of

leather, having plummets of lead fastened to it, which
was used by pugilists at the games.
Propert. 1. 3, el. 12.

'Nunc ligdt ad ctistum gaudentia hrachia lori£.

Cic. Tusc. Qutrst. 1. 2, c. 17 ; Poll. I. 3, segm. 150; Plin.

1. 11, c. 37 ; Eustal/t. in. Horn. II.; Serv. in Virg. JEn.

1. 5, V. 457 ; Merc, de Arte Gymn. 1. 2, c. 9 ; Turneb. Adv.
1. M, c. 1.

C/ESU'RA (Poet.) from ccedo, to cut; a figure in prosody,

by which a division or separation takes place in a foot

that is composed of syllables belonging to separate words.

It is called in the Greek Tojj^y., or uo^^a, by Cicero and
Victorinus inrisio or insiscum. It is divided into four kinds,

which take their name from the place where they are found
in a verse, as the Trihemimeris, when the caesura is made
after the third half foot, as

Virg. /En. 1. 4, v, 61-.

PecUri
1
bin inhiaus ^nriiiitiu, cojtsulit eita.

Penihemimeris, when it falls after the fifth half foot, as

Virg. .En. 1. 5, v. 337.

Emicat
]
Eitrya

\ lus, et munere victor amic'i.

Hepthemimeris, when it falls after the seventh half foot, as

Virg. Xn. 1. 1, V. 482.

Ter ter
|
ram et vn |

&& pul
|
vis inscribitur hastd.

Ennehcmimeris, when it falls after the ninth half foot, as

Virg. ,En. I. 10, V. 720.

('raius ho
I

mo, infec |
los tin

|
quens jrrofii

|

gus hifmentiOS.

In all which examples it is observable that the caesura has
tlie force of converting the short syllables bus, lus, vis, and
gus into long ones.
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C.^'TETilS paribus (Phil.) a term frequently used hy writers

in drawing compari.sons between objects, which signifies

the rest, or other things, being alike or equal : thus, of a

bullet it may be said, ctctcris paribus, the lioavier it is

the greater the range, supposing the strength of the pow-
der, the length, and the diameter of the two pieces, &c.

to be the same. So in Ethics, ctcteris paribus, a wealthy

man is fitter to be entrusted with power than a poor man,
i. e. supposing both to be alike known or esteemed for

their moral character.

CA'FFA (Com.) painted cloths, manufactured in the East
Indies, and sold at Bengal.

CA'FFEIN (Cheni.) the bitter principle of coffee.

CA'FFILA (Com.) a company of travellers, or merchants,

who form themselves into a band, for the purpose of pass-

ing with greater security through the dominions of the

Great Mogul to the East Indies. 2. A fleet of merchant
ships, kept by the King of Portugal, which navigate the

coast of Guzarat.

CA'FFTAN (Cns.) a Persian vest or garment which is now
worn by the Turks.

CAG (Mecli.) a vessel of wood in the form of a barrel, hold-

ing about four or five gallons, and sometimes less.

CAGA'STRUM (Med.) morbific seed, not innate or heredi-

tary, but adventitious, producing pleurisies, fevei"s, &c. in

distinction from the Iliastrum. Parac. Lex.

CAGE (Meek.) from the Latin cavea a.n<\.cavus, hollow; any
inclosure for birds or beasts.

Cage (Carpent.) an outer work of timber for the inclosure of

other works, as the cage of stairs, which is the same as the

wooden case.

Cage (Law) a machine built with lattice-work, which was
used as a place of confinement for prisoners. The same
name is now given to a temporary place of confinement in

each parish for occasional offenders.

Cage de la bascide (Mil.) a space into which one part of the

drawbridge falls whilst the other part rises and conceals the

gate.

CA'GMAG (Com.) old geese are so called which are sent

up to the London market for sale, when they are become
useless in the country. Tough dry meat of any kind is

also so called.

CA'HUTE (Mil.) French for a small hut, which soldiers

make to defend themselves against the inclemencies of the

weather.

CA'HYS (Com.) a corn measure of Seville, equal to one

fourth of a bushel.

CAJA'CIA (Bol.) the same as Cacica.

CAJAHA'BA (Bot.) an Indian plant that entwines itself

round trees like ivy.

CA'JAN (Bot.) a species of the Cytisus.

CAJA'TUS (Bot.) a. species of the ..Eschynomene.

CAIC (Mar.) a galley-boat.

CAIDBEI'A (Med.) the Forslcohlea tenacissima of Linnaeus.

CA'JEPUT oU (Med.) an aromatic oil extracted from an
Indian tree; the Malclcuca leucodendron of Linn;cus.

CAIMA'CAN (PoUt.) an officer of great dignity in Turkey,

of which there are three ; one who attends on the Grand
Seignor, one attached to the Grand Vizier, and a third,

who is governor of Constantinople.

CAI'NITES (Ecc.) or Caineans, a sect of heretics, branch-

ing off from the Gnostics in the second century. They
were so called from Cain, whom they professed to honour.

They also held Dathan, Abiram, and the other wicked

Scripture characters, in veneration.

CAINITO (Bot.) a species of the Chrysophyllum.

CAJOU' (Bot.) the same as Acajarba.

CAIRNS (y/rfAfTo/.) or carnes, a vulgar name for the heaps

to be seen in many parts of Britain, which consist of stones.

CAISSO'N (Mil.) a chest filled with bombs and gimpowder,
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to be buried under ground till the time for explosion,

M'lien it blows up all that is near it.

—

Caisson is also a co-

vered waggon or carriage for the provisions and ammunition
belonging to an army.

Caisson (Slnr.) a chest in the form of a boat, used in the

dock-yards instead of flood-gates, for getting ships in and

out.

Caisson {Archil.) the wooden chest, or flat-bottomed boat,

sunk in the beds of rivers, &c. to keep off the water while

laying the foundation of bridges, &c. It is so contrived

that the bottom is made to serve in part for the foundation.

CA'KILE (Bol.) a species of Bttnias.

CAL [Chem.) Yellow Arsenic.

CA'LA {Ant.) the club or staff carried by slaves who at-

tended their masters to the field of battle.

CA'LABA {Bot.) the CalophyUum of Linna;us, an Indian

tree, from the trunk and branches of which issues a gum
like mastich.

CA'LABASH {Bot.) a sort of GomA.—Calahash Tree, the

Crescentia of Linna;us, the fruit of which is enclosed in a

shell that serves the natives of the Caribbce islands for a

drinking cup, a pot for boiling, a musical instrument, and

various other domestic purposes.

CALA'BRA (Ant.) a place of meeting for religious matters,

as the appointment of festivals, games, sacrifices, &c. Fest.

de Verb. Signif.

CALABU'RA (Bot.) a species of the Muntingia of Linnseus.

CALADA'RIS (Cnm.) a coarse calico of Bengal.

CALA'DE (Man.) or casse, the slope of a manege-ground,

down which a horse is ridden several times in a gallop, to

make him learn to ply his haunches.

CALA'DIUM (Bot.) the Arum csculenlum of Linnaeus.

CALA'C (Mill.) a kind of Indian tin, from which cerass is

made.
CALA'F (Bot.) the Salix JEgyptiaca of Linnaeus.

CALAGUA'BA {Bot.) a root brought from America, and

used with success in medicine. It is probably a species of

the Polyfiodium.

CALAMACO'UUS (Bot) the Indian Reed.
CALAMAGRO'STIS (Bot.) Sheer Grass, or Reed Grass, a

sort of grass which, according to Dioscorides, is larger

than the common sort. Dioscor. 1. 4', c. 3.

CAi.AMAonosTis is the Arundo epigcjos et calamagrostis o{

Linna;us. Park. Tkcat. Botan. ; llaii Hist. Plant.

CALAIMA'NCO (Com.) a woollen stuff of Flanders, Brabant,

&c. which has a fine gloss upon it, and is chequered in the

warp.

CALAMA'RIA {Bot.) the Isoetes lacustris of Linnseus.

CALAMA'RIiE {Bot.) from calamus, the third Order in

Linnseus' " Fragments of a Natural Arrangement," com-
prehending the sedges and other plants nearly allied to the

Grasses.

CALAME'DON (Surg.) from rM^^i/juoi;, a reed ; a species of

fracture which runs along the bone in a right line, but is

bent at the extremity.

CALAME'T.\ (.Int.) from calamus, a reed; broken pieces

of reeds with which the ancients propped their vines in

vineyards.

CALA.MINARIS lapis (Min.) the Calamine Stone, the

Zincum calaminaris of Linnxus, and the Oxyde of zinc of

the chymists ; a kind of bituminous fossile earth, which

when mixed with copper produces brass, [vide Cnilmiu]

It is used as an absorbent and drier in outward medicinal

applications, but seldom given inwardly. Gal. dc Sanit.

tucnd. 1. 4 ; Uribas Med. Cull. I. 11 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1. scrm. 1

;

Paul. Alginet. 1. 7, c. ;>.

CA'LAMINE (Min.) the Zincum calaminaris of Linnajus.

CA'LAMINT (Bot.) in Latin ('alamintha, in Greek >t«A«-

f/tuU, a herb ; the Mountain Mint.

CALAMFNTII A (Bot.) Calamint, from the two Greek words

4

CAL
Kx>M fjt,t<h, i. e. good mint, is an aromatic herb much used
in phjsic as a cordial, alexipharmic, stomachic, carminative,

uterine, and emmenagogue medicine. Gal. de San. tuend.

1. 4- ; Oribns Med. Cull. 1. 1 1 ; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1.

Cala.mintiia is the Melissa Calamintha, grandijiora, &c. of
Linnaeus.

CALAlNirSTRUM (Ant.) a crisping or frizzling iron with

w hich the hair is curled.

CALAMI'TA (Ant.) the name for little green frogs living

among reeds and shrubs. Plin. I. 'SI, c. 10.

Calamita (Min.) a dry sort of Styrax.

CALAMl'TES (Min.) a precious stone which is formed with

many joints, after the manner of calamus, a reed. Plin.

1. 37, c. 10.

CALAMl'TIS (iVh!.) 1. A factitious cadmia, which by ad-

hering to iron acquires the form of a reed. 2. A marine
stone in the form of a reed.

CA'LAMUS (.4/i/.) xi>.«,w,05. 1. A reed or pipe which was
formerly used by rustics as a musical instrument.

lirg. Eel. 6, v. 69.

—Ilns tibi dant calamoSt en accipe, Muste

Ascr(Fo. quos auteieni ; quibus tile solehat

Cantundo vigidas deducere mo)ttibus crnos.

2. A pole or rod to measure with. Cenal. de Ponder, aptid

Grccv. Thesaur. Antiq. Roman, torn. 11, p. 148. 3. Ca-

lamus aucupatorius, a rod which was used in catching

hawks.—4. Calamus scripiorius, or, according to Apuleius,

chartoiius, a pen, because pens were formerly made of

reeds instead of quills. For which purpose the .Tigyptian

reed was preferred.

Mart. 1. 14, v. 38.

D..t cluiTtis kdhilcs calamos Memphitica teUits.

Arundo and calamus are sometimes indifferently put for the

same thing.

Pers. sat. 3, v. 1 1

.

Jnque manus charttFr nodosaque renit aruitdo.

Turn queritiir, crassus calamo .fitod peiideat /lumor,

i^if^ra quod infusa vauescat sepia tijmpha :

Diiutas queritur geminet quod fistula guttas.

Cels. 1. 5, c. 28 ; Apul. Florid. ; Plin. 1. 6, c. 36 ; Voss. de

Art. Gram. I. 1, c. 36; Hugo de prim. Hcrib. Orig. c. 9;

Salmas. Excrcit. Plin. p. 917, B.

Calamus (Bot.) Reed, a well known plant, a species of

which Dioscorides speaks under the name of the xaXufMi

ifwfianxc?, the aromatic reed, and describes it as having a

viscous, astringent, and somewhat acrimonious taste.

Thcoph. Hist. Plant.]. 4, c. 12; Dioscor. I. 1, c. 17; Plin.

I. 13, c. 11 ; Gal. dc Simpl. 1. 7 ; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 11 ;

Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul .Eginct. 1. 7, c. 3.

Calamus, in the Linnean syatcm, a genus of plants. Class 6

Hexandria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. fcrianth six-leaved.—Coji.none.

— HtAM. Jilaments six; anthers round.— PiST. germ
roundish; style bifid; stigmas simple.

—

Per. membra-
naceous: seed one.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of the East

Indies, as the

—

Calamus Rotang, seu pelnrus, Arundo

Zci/lanica, Sfc. nucijera, S)C. seu Rotang Fructus Canna,

S;c. Tsieru Tsierrel, seu Palmijuncus Calapparicus Rat-

tan.— Calamus verus, seu Palmijuncus verus, native of

India.

—

Calamus Draco, seu Palmijuncus Draco, native

of the East Indies.— Calamus niger, seu Palmijuncus

niger.— Calamus viminalis, seu Palmijuncus viminalis,

native of Java.— Calamus rudcntum, seu Palmijuncus

nlbus.—Calamus equeslris, seu Palmijuncus equestris.—
Calamus Zalacca, Palmijuncus Zalacca, seu Fructus

Baly, Sfc- liaii Hist. Plant.

Calamus Scripiorius {Anal.) a canal at the bottom of the

fourth ventricle of the brain, so called from its resem-
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blance to the calamus scriplorius, or writing pen of the

ancients.

CALA'N'DO {Mtis.) or Cnland, an Itah'an word, denoting

that the time of the passage over which it is written, is to

be gradually diminished in quickness.

CALAXDRA [Or.) a sort of lark.

C.ALA'NGIUM (^u-/;rco/.) or cnlaiigre, a challenge.

CAL.A.'XTICA (Aiit.) a liurl, or coif, a covering for the fe-

male head. Ck. npitd Xon. 1. 14-, c.2; Alex. Oen. Dier.

1.5, c 18.

C.A.LA'PPA [Bot.) the Cocos nucifera o{ "LxxvaTens.

C.A.LA'SH (Mech.) an open travelling chariot.

CAL.ASrilIS [Ant.) x.x/.ce<r:pic, a linen garment worn by the

sacrificers. Aristoph. in Ax:; Herodot. 1.2, c. 81 ; Poll.

Onom. 1. S, c. 16 ; Fest. de J'erb. Sig»i/.

CALAT.A. com'itia (Ant.) a name given to the com itia, which
was held by the appointment of the college of Fontificcs,

for the purpose of electing the rcr sacrorum, and other

priests, iS:c. Both the cnniitia cnriata, and the coitKriata,

had this name, because they were cn/ala, called or sum-
moned bv the lictor, or by a trumpeter. Varro de Ling.

Lat. 1. !•, c. 16 ; Aid. Cell. 1. 1.5, c. 27.

CALATHIA'NA (Bot.) Calathian Violet, the Gentiana

Pnemnnanthe of Linnaeus.

CA'LATHUS (Ant.) a basket, or panicle, made of ozier,

which was said to be of Grecian origin, and was used for

holding flowers.

Virg. eel. ii. v. 45.
tibi lilia pleuis

Ixceferunt vympha calathis.

Ovid. Fast. 1. 4, v. 4-,S5, speaking of Proserpine,

Hi£C implet Unto catathos e vimine nexo5.

Vitriiv. 1. 4, c. 1 ; Seri: in Virg. Eclog.; Isidor. Orig. 1. 19,

c. 28. 2. A vessel, or pan, for holding cheese.

Virg. Georg. 1. 3, v. 400.

QiumI suTgeiite die mulstre, harisoue diumis.

I\oae prenntm ; t{Uodjam teiiebris et sole cadeiite.

Sub tucem exp^^tans catathis, adit oppida pastffr.

Colmnel.].';, C.8. 3. A cup. Virg. Eclog. S, \. 71 ; Mart.
Aijophoret. 9".

CALA'TOR (Ant^ asro m xa^.i^v, an apparitor, or officer at

the call of the magistrates, but more particularly of the

priests, whom he attended in the sacrifices, and of whom
frequent mention is made in inscriptions, as Q. C-?5^CILI0
FEROCI CALATORI SACERDOTITII TITIALIU.M
FLAVIALIU.M. Plaid, liud. act. 2, seen. 3; Tacit. Au-
ral. 1. 3, c. 27 ; Sueton. Grain, c. 12; Popm, Serv. p. 75 ;

Pignnr. de Serv. p. 1 13.

CAL.A.TRA'VA Knights of (Her.) an ancient Spanish mili-

trary order, so called from a fort of that name, and insti-

tuted by Sancho III. Their habit was a black garment
with a red cross on the breast.

CA'LBEUS (Ant.) a name for the bracelets which were
given to soldiers. Fest. de Verb. Sigtiif.

CA'LCADIS (C/,tm.) White Vitriol.

CALCA'GirM (Ant.) vide Calcea.

CALCA'XEUM (Anat.) TTfpa, the Heel-bone, the largest

bone. Paid. .E^in. 1. 7, c. 14.

CALCA'XTHUSrthe same as Vitriol.

CALCAR (Mecli.) vide Calcaria Fornax.

Calcar (Bot.) the Spur, a horned-shaped production of

the corolla, in which honey is found, [vide Spur"]

Calcar (Chem.) a calcining furnace.

Calcar (Anat.) the same as Calcaneum.
Calcar (Miu.) vide Calcaria.

CA'LC-'VRATE (Bot.) Calcaratus, from calcar, a spur, spur-

red ; an epithet for a calyx, calcaratus calyx, a calcarate

caliTc, as in Tropcrohon—also for a corolla, calcarata co'

rolla, a corolla furnished with a spur, or in the shape of a
spur, as in Larkspur, Antirrhinum, kc.

CAL

CALCA'REOUS (Min.) the third order of the Class Earths,
according to Gmelin's system, consisting principally of
carbonate of lime.

The Genera are as follow, namely— CrWn, Chalk, calcining
in the fire, but not vitrifying.-^ roy;/««, precipitated by
water underwater.

—

Sp'atum, Spar, crackling in the fire.—Sc/iistospatiim, a proportion of carbonic acid gas and
water.

—

Lwlithus, Limestone, entirely soluble in nitric
acid with effervescence.— Stalactites, "Stalactite, formed
in the water by the gradual deposition of water.

—

Pi.^o-
lil/ius. Carbonate of lime, a very small proportion of
sand and oxide of iron, carbonic acid gas and water.

—

Marmor, Marble, burning into quick lime, soluble the
greater part in acids.

—

Suillus, Swinestone burning into
quick lime.— Tremolites, Tremolite, emitting a phospho-
rescent light in the dark when struck or rubbed.— Stel-
larij, easily melting in the fire.

—

Humus, Mould, con-
sisting of carbonate of lime, a smaller proportion of
silica, hydrogen, and carbonic acid gas, and oxyde of
iron.

—

Marga, Marl, partly soluble in nitric acid with
effervescence ; hardening in the fire, and vitrifying in a
strong heat.

—

Magnesia, Brown Spar, becoming black
in the fire.— Picro.tpatum, Bitterspath ; effervescing
slowly with acids.— Gj/psum, not commonly effervescing
with nitric acids, and melting with difficulty in the fire,

—

Hepaticus, when rubbed giving out an odour like liver
of sulphur, not effervescing with acids.

—

Fluor, not ef-
fervescing with acids, but if distilled with the mineral
acids, emitting the fluoric acid gas.

—

Apatites, Phospho-
rite, soluble in nitric acid, melting in the fire with diffi-

culty, emitting a yellowish-green phosphorescent light.

—Boracites, consisting of carbonate of lime, boracic
acid with a little alumina, silica, and oxide of iron,
crackling in the fire, and before the blow-pipe contract-
ing and melting into yellowish glass.

CALCARIA FORXAX (Mech.) a sort of calcining fur-
nace in glass-houses.

CALCARIS^o^ (Bot.) a flower so called because it some-
what resembles calcaria, or spurs, in shape, as the Larkspur.

Calcari.s lapis (Min.) Limestone.
C.'VLCEA (Ant.) a causeway, from calx, the chalk, or

stones, with which it was made ; calcearum operaliones, the
work done by the adjoining tenants; ^x\^ calcagium, the
tax paid by the neighbourhood for the repair of the
causeways.

CALCEARILTM (Ant.) an allowance made to the soldiers
for their shoes. Suet. Vespas. c. 8 ; Vlp. Leg. 21.

ff".
de

Alim. et Cib. Leg.; Bergicr de Viis Milit. 1. 4, c. 2.
'

CALCEDO'XIUS (Min.) Calcedony, vide Chalcedouius.
CALCEDOXY (Min.) Chalccdonius.

Calcedony (Lap.) or Calcedon, a defect in some precious
stone, either of a foulvcin. or a different colour from the rest.

CALCE'XA (Med.) a niorbous, tartareous matter. Parac.
de Tartar. 1.2, c. 1.

CALCE0L.4>'RIA (Bot.) from calceolus, a slipper, Slipper-
wort ; a genus of plants, Class 2 Diandria, Order 1 Mo-
nogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous.

—

Stam. Jilaments two; anthers incumbent.
—PiST. germ roundish ; stifle very short; sfigyna bluntish.
Per. capsule subconic; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as

—

Calceolaria
pinnata, seu Fagelia Jlavitnns, Pinnated Slippcrwort, an
annual, native of Peru.— Calceolaria integrifolia, seu
serrata, Whole-leaved Slipper-wort, native of Peru.
Calceolaria ovata, dichotoma, seu integrifolia, an annual,
native of Peru.

—

Calceolaria perfoliata, Perfoliate Mip-
per-wort, native of Peru— Calceolaria crenata, native
of Peru. But

—

Calceolaria Fothergillii, Spatula-leaved
Slipper-wort, is a biennial, and native of the Falkland
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isles; and

—

Calceolaria plantaginea, seu hijlora. Plan-

i

tain-leaved Slipper-wort.

—

Calceolaria nana, seu tiiiijlora.

Dwarf Slipper-wort, are perennials.

—

Calceolaria is also

the viola calceolaria of Linnseus.

C.\LCl-:'OLUS {Dot.) or Calciolus, Our Lady's Slipper, a

species ot Alixmn.

CA'LCES 7>ielallic (Chcin.) Metals which have undergone

the proce.ss of calcination, or combustion.

CALCE'TU.M (Ant.) vide Calcea.

CALCE'TUS (Med.) impregnated with tartareous particles;

an epithet for the blood. Parac. de Tartar. 1. 2.

CA'LC'EUM ee/iiinum [Dot.) the herb Colt's Foot.

CA'LCEUS [Ant.) a shoe, or whatever served as a covering

for the foot. The calccits differed from the solea, inas-

niueli as the former covered the whole foot, and the latter

only the sole of tlie foot. The two sorts of calcei spoken

of "by the ancients arc the

—

Calcei lunati, which were

worn by the Patricians, so called from an ivory crescent

with which they were ornamented, and the

—

Calcei mallei,

red shoes, so called from their resemblance to the mullet

in colour. Tliey came up to the middle of the leg, but

covered only the sole of the foot. They were first worn

by the Alban kings, afterwards by the kings of Rome

;

but on the abolition of the monarchy they were appro-

priated to those who had borne a curule office. The cal-

cetis lunatus was otherwise called the Lunula, [vide Lu-

nidal the calceus mulleus, simply mulleus. [vide Mullens']

CALCIIY'THEOS (Clicm.) Verdigrease.

CALCHOI'DEA ossicula (Anat.) the same as Cuncijormia

ossictila.

CALCFDICUM [Med.) a luedicine prepared of arsenic.

CALCIEK.VGA [Dot.) Breakstone; an epithet for the >'fo-

lopcndrium of Linna;us. Hcrib. Larg.

CALCIGU A'DUS (Med.) vrsfofi^.r^^, one walking, or laying a

stress on the heel. Hipp.de Artie; Foes. CEconom. Ilippocrat.

CALCINA'TION (Chem.) the solution of a mixed body by

means of heat, or otherwise, into a powder; or, in other

words, the dissolution, or corrosion, of compact bodies

into their minutest parts, so that they become friable

:

this was formerly called Chemical Pulverization, now more

commonly called O.vidation. The body so reduced was

named a cah, in conmion language a cinder, now chemi-

cally an Oxide. Calcination is performed, or takes place,

citlier by actual ftre, when the combustible parts of bodies

are consumed by exposure to the heat of the fire, or the

sun ; or by potential fire, that is, by the addition of some

proper jiienstruum, with or without the aid of fire, which

is otherwise called ('orronion, as when copper is calcined

in spirit of Nitre. Of this description is that sort of Ciil-

cination, in particular, which is termed Philosophical , as

wla-n the horns, bones, or hoofs of animals, are suspended

ovL'r boiling water, or any other liquid,' until by the force

ol' the heat they lose their mucilage, and are easily re-

duced to powder.

'J'liat species of Calcination which is performed by means

of fire alone, or a dry mendruum, is termed a drij Cal-

cination, as the calcinations of metallic suljstanees, thu

defiagratioii of vegetable substances, the calcination of

chalk into lime, &c. in distinction from the Humid or

Moi^t Calcination, as the calcination of copper and lead

by means of vinegar so as to procure verdigrease and

ceru.ss. To this class belongs the calcination by means

of tiie air, as also that of Amalgaination, Fumigation,

Detonation, Granulation, Cementation, and Extinction,

Calcination is also differently denominated according to

the objects to which it is applied, as Ihtion, when

a|)|)lied to hartshorn, alum, and brass.— Toasting, when

applied to rhubarb and such other substances.

—

Dccrc-

pilalion, as applicable to common salt.

CALCLN.l'TOUY, a vessel to calcine metals in.

CAL

CALCINA'TUM IChcm.) a term applied to chemical sub-

stances when calcined, as

—

Calcinalum majus, what is

dulcified by chemical art and not by nature, as dulcified

mercury, &c.

—

Calcinatum niajus Poltcrii, Jlercury dis-

solved in aqua-fortis and precipitated in salt water.— £'«/-

ciualum minus, what is sweet by nature without edulcoration.

TO CA'LCIXE (Cliem.) to reduce to a powder by means of

fire, or of a menstruum ; a process formerly distin- y-i

guished by the annexed mark. Y'
CA'LCIS arjua (Min.) C(dcis lii/uor, seu Calcis vivcc Jlores,

the solution of lime.

Calcis vitriolattc cataplasma (Med.) a cataplasm of plaster

of Paris, which is applied to ulcers.

Calcis os (Ana.) vide Calcancum.

C.'VLCITA'KI [Min.) the same as /1/to//.

CALCITE'A (Min.) the same as Vitriol.

CALCITEO'SA (Min.) the same as Lythargi/rum.

CALtTTHOS (Min.) the same as jErugo jEris.

CALCITUA'PA (Dot.) the Centaurea, &c. and the Vale-

riana, ^c. of Linnaeus. Ihdl.

CALCITRAPO'IDES (Dot.) The Centaurea Isnnrdi of

Linna-'us.

CALCO'GRAPHIST (Mech.) from ^«Ax)-t, brass, and vfi^*.,

to write ; an engraver in brass.

CALC'SI'NTER (Min) a subspecies of fibrous limestone.

CA'LCTUFF (Min.) a subspecies of fibrous lime.

CA'LCUL.\RY oj a pear (Dot.) a congeries of little hard

knots dispersed through the parenchyma of the fruit,

which surround the acetary or acid pulpy substance.

CALCULA'TION (Arith.) from calculus, (the pebble used

by the ancients in calculation) the act of computing

several sums by means of addition, subtraction, nuiltipli-

cation, division, &c.

Calculation (i\lil.) the art of computing the amplitudes

of shells, time of flight, projectile curve, &c.

CALCULA'TOR [Arith.) one who makes computation*.

Calculator [Astron.) a machine invented by Mr. I'erguson

in the shape of an orrery, for exhibiting the motions of the

earth, moon, &c.
CALCULATOTIES [Ant.) accountants or slaves among

the Romans, who formerly used to reckon by means of

calculi, of whom mention is made in an inscription V.T. P.

C.TXILIUS EMPERODIUS VL VIR. ALU. CALCU-
LATOR. JUSTIN/L. SALEN.L. U.KORL ET SIBL
Vlpian. Leg. l.ffde Oper. Libert.; Modestin. Leg. 15.

_l/'.

de Excusor. Tutor.; CapitoUn.de Ilelv. Pert.; Honor. Cod.

Theod. de Logogr. et Cons. I. ,'j ; hidor. Orig. 1. J , c. 3

;

Popma. de Operis. Scrv.

CA'LCULUS (Ant.) in (Jreek ^-n^"?, signifies, literally, a

little stone or pebble, but was afterwards applied to the

little balls of ivory or metal, with which computations

were made, votes given, and sentences passed by the

judges, &c.; whence, among the Romans, calculus albus

11 favourable vote, or a vote of acquittal ; and calculus

niger, or a sentence of condemnation. These calculi were

marked with the letters A for alisolvo, i. e. I actput ; C for

condemno, I condenm ; and N L, nnn liquet, i. e. it is not

clear, must be further examined and additional information

given.— Calculi lusorii were the chess-men, or little balls,

which were employed in the game of chess, which the

jioets allude to, both as to their matter, their colour, and

their use. They were made either of ivory, of gold, silver,

or glass.

./«v. sat. II, V. 131.

niliv HuUii uwlti nobis

F.St diiiris, nee teSiclU, ncc culiulus ei hoc

Materid.

Lucan. Ad Pison. v. 180.

CiiU-diorc malo lalnila variiUllr (tpirrla

Ciikulits, et vitno pLiagtiuliir militebelta.
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They were of two colours, black and white.

Lucan. V. 182.

Vt niveus nlgros, nunc et niger attiget albos.

Ovid. Trist. 1. 2, v. 477.

Discolor ut recto grassetur limite miles

Cum medius gemino culculos hoste peril,

Mart.hU, ep. 17.

Calculus hie gemino discolor hoste perit.

The common men were callucl lalninculi, or latrones.

Mart. 1. 14, ep. 20.

hisidiosorum si lutlis bella lutrot}um

(jemmeus iste tiln miis et hostis erit,

whence the game was called ludus lalrunculorum, and was
played with thirty calculi, fifteen white and fifteen black,

as in the present day. [vide Chess] Poll. Oiiom. 1. 9,

segm. 97 ; Seiiec. de TrnnquiU. Anim. c. 14, &c. ; Pelron.

c. -iZ ; PUn. 1. S, c. .54 ; Sidnit. 1. 8, ep. 12; Scholiast, in

Theocrtt. ; Grnnov. de Vet. Pecun. 1. 3, c. 15.

Calculus (Med.) the stone or gravel; a disease which
consists in the lodgement of a calcareous substance in the

bladder or kidneys. The Calculus in the bladder is called

Uthiasis ; that in the kidneys nephritis. ^-Jret.l. '2, c. 3 ;

Ce/. 1. 5, c. 20; Gnl. de Sa'n.tuend. 1.6; Oribas.de fist.

Simpl. 1. 2, c. J ; Aet. Tetrah. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul. Jlginct.

1. 8, c. 11 ; Act. de Meth. Med. 1. 1, c. 22.

Calculus (Ckem.) a name for any calcareous substance

formed in the animal body. The inoredients in the dif-

ferent calculi have been found to be not less than twelve,

nameh', lithic acid, urate of ammonia and soda, phosphate
of lime, acid phosphate of lime, ammoniaco-magnesian
phosphate, oxalate of lime, carbonate of lime, flint, sper-

maceti, bezoardic animal resin, and gelatine. The specific

gravity of urinary calculi is, in the lightest, 1213,1000 ; in

the heaviest, 1976,1000. The calculus, when single, is

usually oval ; but when there are several calculi in the

bladder the shape is more irregular, and still more so in

proportion to their number. They are mostly laminated,

and the lamina are of ditt'crent thickness, and irregular in

their direction ; in the middle of these a nucleus is com-
monly seen, of the same mass as the rest. The colour is

either white, brown, or resembling that of the mulberry.
Those of the latter description,from their resemblance to the

mulberry in form as well as colour, are called niulberri/slones,

which being very rugged, cause the most pain of all. Their
smell is partly strong, like that of urine or ammonia, and
partiv insipid or terreous, especially the white ones, which
are like sawed ivory or rasped stone.

CALD.\'RIU>I (.7;;^) 1. A sweating room, or a place in the

bath heated by means of steam, which Cicero called

Vaporarium, and Seneca Sudatorium, and Laconicum. Cic.

ad Quint. Frat. 1. 3, epist. 1 ; Vitruv. 1.5, c. 10; Senec.

epist. 51 : PUn. 1. 5, epist 6. 2. A vessel or cauldron in

which water was heated. Vitruv. 1,5, c. 10; PUn. 1.5,

c. 8 ; Bald. Lev. Vilnn:; Meiirs. de Calid. Pot. c. 1, § 1 ;

Grfft'. The.'. ArJ.ifj. Roman, toni. 12, prsefat.

CALD-VRLE ITALIC.E {Ant.) hot baths near Ferrara in

Italy, good for retention of urine.

C.VLE (Mil.) or la cale, a punishment among the French,

wliich is inflicted upon any soldier or sailor that wounds
another malicioush'. It cojisists in tying the culprit to the

yard-arm, suddenly plunging him into the sea and then

drawing him up again, very similar to what is called keel-

hauling in the IJritish service.

C.VLEA (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Si/tigenesia,

Order 1 Polj/s:ariua JEqualis.

Generic Characters. Cal. common imbricate.—CoH. com-
pound uniform.

—

Stam. filaments five ; anthers cylin- I

dric.

—

Fist, germ oblongish ; style filiform ; stigmas two.
'

Per. none ; seeds solitary ; receptacle chaffy.

I
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Species. The species are annuals or shrubs. Of tlie first

kind are the

—

Calea Jamaiccnsis, Snnlolina subhirsiita,
seu Conyza frulicnm, native of Jamaica. Of the second
kind are the

—

Galea oppositifuUa, Sanlolina erecta, seu
Acmella Jamaicensis, Sfc. native of Jamaica.— Galea
amellus, Amelias ramosus, seu Santolina scandens, Sfc.

native of Jamaica.— Calea lobata, Conyza lohata, seu
arborescens, &ic. Santolina erecta, S^-c. seu J'irga aurca,
"-S'C.— Calea scoparia, Chrysncoma arborea, S^c. seu Scr-
gilus scoparins, Sfc.— Calea a.spera,a native ofAmerica, &c.

CALEFA'ClENTS [Med.) catejacicntia, warming medicines;
such as have a tendency to stimulate the action of the
blood, as anise, carraway, cummin, &c. Cel. 1. 2, c. 33

;

Oribas. 1. 14, c. 13 ; Aet. Tetrab. l,serni. 2, c. 267; Paul.
yEginet. 1. 3, c. 38, See.

CALEFA'CTIO (Chem.) vide Calcination.

CALEFA'CTION (Phy.) the exciting or producing heat in
a mixt body.

Calefaction (Med.) a way of preparing simple or com-
pound medicines by a moderate heat of the sun.

CALEFA'CTOKY (Ecc.) a room in a monastery where the
religious persons warm themselves.

CALEFA'GIU.M (Lok) the right to take fuel yearly.
CALENDAR (Chroii.) an orderly distribution of tinie into

the months, weeks, and days, wiiich constitute the year,
together with an account of the festivals, and other such
matters as serve for the daily purposes of life. Calendars,
of course, vary according to the different forms of the
year, and the divisions of time in different countries ; the
principal of which are the Roman, the Julian, the Gre-
gorian, and the Reformed or Corrected Calendar.

—

lio-
man Calendar, the first that was formed, owes its ori<rin to
Romulus, [vide Kalcndarium']—Jalian Calendar is that
in which the days of the week are determined by the seven
letters, called the Dominical letters; namely, A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, by means of the solar cycle ; and the new and
full moons, particularly the paschal full moon, with the
feasts of Easter, and the other moveable feasts dependin"
on it, by means of golden numbers, or lunar cycles, rightly
disposed through the Julian Year, [vide Chronology']
Gregorian Cn/cHf/nr, that which, by means of epacts rightly
disposed through the several months, determines the new
and full moons, the time of Easter, &.c. in the Grt"orian
year. The epacts are here substituted for the golden
numbers of the Julian calendar.

—

ReJ'ormed or corrected
Calendar is that which, without the use of either colden
numbers or epacts, determines the equinox and the paschal
full moon, &c. by computation from astronomical tables.
When this calendar was introduced eleven days were
omitted in the month of February to make it agree wiih
the Gregorian style. The reformed calendar is ordered to
be observed in England by act of Parliament, which fixes
that " The Easterday, on which the rest depend, shviuld
always fall on the first Sunday after the full moon, which
happens upon, or next after, the 2Ist day of 3Iarch, to
that, if the full moon happens on a Sunday, Easterdi.y is

t!ie Sunday after. To the above-mentioned calendars may
be added the

—

Kcia French Calendar, which was iutJ-J-

duced with the revolution. According to this calendar the
year was divided into twelve months, each thirty days, with
five supernumerary days to complete the 365 ; the montii
was divided into three parts, called decades; and the weeks
into ten days. This has since fallen into disuse, and been
exchanged for the old one on the restoration of the
monarchy.

—

Calendar months, the solar months, as they
stand in the calendar, as January, thirty-one days, tie.

Astronomical calendar, a contrivance by means of a prnited
paper pasted on board, with a brass slider that carries a
hair, to show by inspection the sun's meridian altitude,
right ascension, declination, rising, setting, amplitude &c

2 p 2
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to a greater exactness than can be done by the common
globes.

CA'LENDER (Mech.) a machine for smoothing linen, so

called from calidiis, hot, because it acts as a species of hot-

pressing; also the person who follows the business.

CALENDS (Chrun.) the first day of the month in the Ro-
man Calendar, [vide KnIeiicLp']

CALE'NDULA {Bol.) Mangold, a plant, so called because

it flowers every calends or month. The flowers and leaves

of this plant are reckoned aperient.

Calendula, in the Linnean si/siem, a genus of plants,

Class 19 ISi/ngenefiiu, Order 4 Polygamia Necessaria.

Generic Characters. Cal. common simple.—CoR. com-

pound radiate.

—

Stam. Jilnments five ; anthers cylindric.

Viai. germ oblong; sty/e filiform; stigma obtuse.

—

Per.
none ; seeds solitary ; receptacles naked.

Species. The species are annuals, perennials, or shrubs.

Of the first kind are the

—

Calendula arvensis, seu Caltha

ofiicinalis, arvensis, seu minima, Field Marigold, native

of Europe.— Calendula stcllata, Starry Marigold, native

of Barbary.— Calendula sancta, Palestine Marigold,

native of Palestine,

—

Calendula officinalis seu saliva, seu

Caltha vulgaris, (jarden Marigold, native of the South of

Europe.

—

Calendula inca7ia seu tomentosa, seu Caltha ma-
ritima, native of Portugal.

—

Calendida pluvialis, scabra,

seu humilis Africana, seu Caltha Africnna, Small Cape
Marigold, native of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Calendula

hyhrida, Caltha Africana, seu Cardispernum, Africanum,

&c. Hybridous or Great Cape Marigold, native of the Cape
of Good Hope.— Calendula nudicaulis seu Africana,

Bellis, &c. seu Cnliha Africana, naked stalked Cape
Marigold, native of the Cape of Good Hope. Of the

second kind are

—

Calendula pumila. Pigmy Marigold,

native of New Zealand.

—

Calendida magellanica, seu

Aster nudicaulis, &c. native of the straits of Magellan.— Calendula grawinifolia, seu Africana, &c. Caltha Afri-
cana, Dimorpholhrca st/itices, seu Bellis Africana, Gras.s-

leavcd Marigold, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
Of the third kind are the — Calendula Tragus seu

caulcscens. Bending stalked Marigold, native of the Cape
of Good Hope.

—

Calendida oppositijolia seu rosmariiii-

fdia. Glaucous Marigold, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.

—

Calendula glabrata, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.

—

Culendula frulicosa. Shrubby Marigold, native

of the Cape of Ciood Hope— Calendula arborescens,

rigida, seu aspera, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
Trng. Kraeut. von den vier Element. Sf-c. ; Ciesalpin. de

Plant.; J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Ger. Herb.; Park.

Theat. Botan. ; Rait Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Instil. ;

Boerhaav. Ind.

CA'LENTURE (Med.) calentura, from caleo, to grow hot;

a burning fever attended with delirium.

CALR'NUM vinum (Ant.) rich wine of Campania.
C.'\LE'SU'.M (Rdt.) the name of a berry-bearing tree.

CALF (Sport.) the male hart or hind of the first year.

Calf, Sea (Ich.) a large fish with a velvet spotted skin,

the flesh of which is like that of a sucking pig.

C.4LF-SKIN (Mech.) or calve-skin, the leather made from

the hide of a calf.

CALF'S-SNOUTE (Bot.) vide Calve's- Snout.

C.VLl (Chem.) Pot-Ash.

CA'LHJER (Gunn.) calibre, or caliper, the thickness or dia-

meter of any thing, particularly of the bore of a cannon.

—

Caliber compasses, a sort of compasses made with bowed
ends for measuring the diameter of guns, &c.

C.XLIBERKD (Gunn.) measured with caliber compasses.

CALIBIJK (Gunn.) vide Caliber.

C A LICK (f.cc.) vide Chalice.

C.ALICO (Com.) a kind of liiun made of cotton, principally

in the East Indies.
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CALIDA'RIUM (Med.) Vide Caldarium.
CA'LIDUCT (Mech.) a pipe or canal disposed along the
rooms to convey heat to different parts of a building.

CA'LIDUM innatum (Phy.) innate heat, or that attrition

of the parts of the blood which arises from its circula-
tion.

CA'LIGA (.4nt.) a sort of sandal worn by the Roman
soldiers, whence Caligula derived his name. It was put
for the condition of a common soldier, of which mention
is made in an inscription : C. OPPIO. C. T. V'EL OM-
NIBUS OFFICIIS IN CALIGA FUNCTO. Whence
the soldiers were called caligati; and the life of a soldier, by
Tertullian, mditia caligata. They sometimes adorned these
caligcc with gold and silver nails. Cic. ad Attic. 1. 2, ep. 3;
Val. Max. 1. 9, c. 1 ; Senec. de Brev. lit. c. 17; Tacit.
Annal.l. 1, c. i\ ; Sueton. in Calig. c. 52; Justin. \.^^,
c. 10; Dio. 1.57; Tertullian. de Idol, c. 19; Grut. Vet.

Inscript. p. 445, and p. 279, &'C.

CALIGA'RIUS (Ant.) one who made the sandals for the
soldiers called caligcc. [vide Caliga]

CALIG A'TI (Ant.) a name for the Roman soldiers, from
the caliga which they wore.

Juv. sat. 16, v. 24.

Cum duo crura habeas, o^hidere tot caligatos.

Of these, mention is made in old inscriptions, as HONO-
RATI. ET. DECURIONES. ET. NUMERUS. MILI-
TUM. CALIGATORUM. [vide Caliga]

CALI'GRAPHY (Mech.) from x-^Ai;, "feir, and vfu^c, to
write ; the art of fine penmanship, or of writing beautifully

CALIPER (Gunn.) vide Caliber.
''

CALIPH (Polit.) in the Arabic Khalifa, which signifies a
successor ; was the title assumed by the successors of Ma-
homet, which was borne tor 656 3'ears, when Bagdad was
taken by the Tartars, and Moslaazem, the last of the race
of the Abassides, was put to death.

CALIPO'DIIIM {Archceol.) vide Calopndium.

CALl'PPIC Period (Cliron.) a period of seventy-si.x )'ears,

invented by Calippus, an Athenian astronomer, as an im-
provement on that of Meton, or the cycle of nineteen years.
At every recurrence of this period he supposed that the
mean, new, and full moons would always return to the
same daj' and hour.

CA'LIVER (Gunn.) from caliber, a small hand gun used at
sea, a harquebuse, or nuisket formerly in use.

TO CALK (Mar.) or caulk, from the French calfater and
calagc ; to drive oakum, spun yarn and wooden pins into
all the seams to keep out the water.

CA'LKERS (Mar.) the persons employed in calking vessels.

CA'LKING (Paint.) a term used when the backside of the
design is covered with black lead or red chalk, and the
lines traced through on a waxed plate, &c. which leaves
an impression of the colour on the plate.

CALKING-IRONS (Mar.) the irons employed in calking
vessels.

CA'LKINS (Vet.) the prominent parts at the extremities of
a horse-shoe, bent downwards and forged to a sort of
point ; they are either single or double, i. e. at one end
of the shoe or both.

C.VLL (Sport.) a lesson blown upon the horn to comfort the
hounds.

Call (Fowl.) an artificial pipe made to catch quails, &c. by
imitating their notes.

Call (.Mar.) a whistle, or pipe of silver or brass, for sum-
moning the sailors to their duty.

—

Gold call, with a chain,

was formerly the ensign of the office of admiral.

Call of the house (Polit.) a Parliamentary term implying
an imperative call or summons sent to every member to

attend on any particular occasion.

Call (Laiv) or calling of the plaintiff, a form in courts of

2
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la^v of calling upon the plaintiff to appear in cases where,

for want of sufficient evidence, he consents to be nonsuited,

or to withdraw himself. Accordingly, neither he, nor an}-

for him, appears to answer the summons.
Call {Min.) an English name for the mineral called by the

Germans tungsten.

CA'LLA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 20 Gynandria,
Order S Pidi/andria.

Generic Characters. Cal. spnthe one-leaved.

—

Cor. none.
—Stam. Jilaments some intermixed with the germs

;

anther simple.

—

¥is,T.germ to each, obtuse ; style simple

;

stigma acut(!.

—

¥y.r. berries one-celled.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Calla ^'Ethio-

pica. Arum Jt'.thiopicum, seu Americanum, &c. /Ethiopian

Calla, native of the Cape of Good Hope.— Calla paltis-

tris, Draciiiicidus palustris sew aquatilis, sum Provenzalia

palustris. Marsh Calla, native of the North of Europe
Calla orientalis, Ariitn 7>iinus, &c. seu Carsaami, Oriental

Calla, native of Aleppo Calla occulta, native of
Cochin China. Dud. Fempt. ; C. Baiih. Pin. ; Gc.
Herh.; Park. Theat. ; Raii Hist. Plant.

CA-'LLAF (Bot.) a sort of .-Egyptian willow mentioned by
Prosper Alpinus.

CALLAIS {.Mill.) xaxxaic, a precious stone of a sea-green

colour like a sapphire. Plin. 1. 37, c. 10.

CALLA'RIAS (Ich.) a haddock.
CA'LLIBER (Giiiin.) vide Caliper.

Calliber [Arcliit.) the bulk, volume, or diameter of any
thing.

CALLIBLETHARUM (Med.) x:tM,/iM<puf«, from >6«aa»5,

beauty, and ,3Ai<?«fy., e)elids ; a recipe for making the eye-

lids black, consisting of burnt roseleavcs, date-stones,

marrow, soot, &c. Terra ampelitis. I'liii. 1. 32, c. 6 ; Mar-
cel, de Med. c. 8.

GALLIC A'RPA (Bot.) from xkaAo;, beauty, and xapTo?,

fruit, a genus of plants ; so named from the beauty of its

fruit. Class 4 Telrandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor. mo-

nopetalous,— Stam. Jilaments four; anthers ovate.

—

PisT. germ roundish ; style filiform ; stigma thickish.

—

Per. berry globular ; seeds four.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Callicarpa ame-
ricana, Spondylococcas, Burchardia, Johnsonia ameri-

cans, Anonymus baccijera, &c. seu Frutex baccijer, &c.
American Callicarpa, native of Carolina, See.—Callicarpa

cana, tomenfosa, seu americana, native of Malabar.

—

Cal-

licarpa lanata, seu tomentosa, Tomex tonientoxa, seu

Arbor malabarica, &c. native of India.

—

Callicarpa ma-
crophylla, native of India.

—

Callicarpa ferruginea, native

of Jamaica.— Callicarpa reticidata, native of Jamaica.

—

Callicarpa longifolia, native of Malacca.

—

Callicarpa

integrijolia, native of Carthagena.—Ca/Z/car/w villosa,

native of the East Indies.

—

Callicarpa japonica, native

of Japan.

—

Callicarpa umbellata, native of Cochin China.— Callicarpa triloba, native of China.

—

Callicarpa macro-
phi/lla, native of India.

CA'LLICO (Com.) vide Calico.

CALLPGONUM (Bot.) xxXMyovci, a genus of plants. Class

11 Dodecandria, Orders Tetragynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.
none.

—

Stam. Jilaments about sixteen; n«//(e/-.s roundish.

PiST. germ superior; styles three; stigmas capitate.

—

Per. none ; seed nut.

Species. The species are

—

Callignnum Polygonoides, seu

Polygnnoides orientnle, &c. a shrub, native of the moun-
tain of Ararat.— Calligonum comosum, a shrub, native

of TEgypt.

—

Calligonum Pallasia, seu Polygonoides Pal-
lasia caspica, seu Pteroccus, seu Pteroccus aphyllus, a
shrub, native of the coast near the Caspian sea.

CALLl'GRAPHY (Meek.) vide Caligraphy.

CAL
CALLIMA'NCO (Com.) vide Calamanco.
CA'LLIMUS (.Min.) x«A.)ii|U,oc, a stone; found within an-

other, called Taphiiisius. Plin. 1.36, c. 21.
CA'LLION (Bot.) a kind of nightshade. Plin. I. 23, c. 31.
CALLIO'NYMUS (Ich.) y.c.>Mi>uu,c^, from m/Aa?, beauty,

;

and CIOU.U, a name, having a fair name ; a sort of fish

j

frequently found in the Mediterranean, which Hippo-
crates recommends for the dryness of its flesh. Dios-

I

corides also recommends the gall of this fish for disorders
in the eyes. Hippocrat. de Vict, in Acut. Morb. 1.2; Dioscor.
1. 2, c. 96 ; Plin. 1. 32, c. 7 ; Gal. de Simpl. 1. 10, c. 2.

Callionymus, in the Linnean system, a genus of aninnals.
Class Pisces, Order Jugulares.

Generic Characters. Upper lip doubled up ; eyes approxi-
mate

; gill-membrane six rayed.

—

Body naked; ventral
jiiis very remote.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Callionymus Lyra,
Genmieous Dragonet.

—

Callionymus Dracuiiculus, iSor-

did Dragonet.— Callionymus liidicus, Indian Dragonet.— Callionymus Baihalcnsis, Baikal Dragonet.— Calliony-
mus Ucellatus, Ocellate Dragonet.

—

Callionymus Sagiita,
Arrow-headed Dragonet.— Callionymus Japonicus, Ja-
pan Dragonet.

CALLIP.E'DES (Ant.) old fellows playing the boy. Fest.
de Verb. Sianif.

CA'LLIPER (Gunn.) v'lde Caliper.

CALLIPHY'LLUM (Bot.) «kaai^uaa=», from K<i;iA»5, beauti-
ful and (poA>,m, a leaf; a species of the Adianthum.

CALLI'PPII Period (Chron.) vide Calippic.

CA'LLIS (Ant.) called by Livy device calles, the name of a
path that beasts make in mountains and forests.

Callis (Law) the king's highway.
CALLI'SIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class Triandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth three-leaved.—Con.
petals three.

—

Stam. Jilaments three ; anthers douh]e.—
PisT. germ superior ; style capillary ; stig}nas three.—
Per. capsule ovate ; seeds two.

Species. The only si)ecies is

—

Callisia repens, CalUsia, seu
Hapalanthus repens, creeping Callisia, a perennial, na-
tive of America.

CALLISTE'A (.Ant.) x^M.^iiiii, a Lesbian festival, at which
the women presented themselves in Juno's temple, in
order that the prize might be assigned to the fairest. A
similar festival was celebrated among the Parrhasians, and
the Eleans, at which the prize was assigned to the most
beautiful man. Plat. Euthyd.; Hesychius; Eustath. 11.1.9.

CALLISTIANS (Ecc.) a set of reformers in Bohemia who
obtained permission from the see of Rome to communicate
in the sacraments of both kinds. Spondan. Annal. Ann.
1421.

CALLISTRU'THIA (Bot.) according to Pliny, a sort of fig

of an excellent taste. Plin. 1. 15, c. 18.

CA'LLITHRIX (Zool.) a kind of ape in Ethiopia, with a
long beard, and a spread tail. Plin. 1. S, c. 54:

CALLITRl'CHE (Bot.) originally a name (or adianthum,
or Maiden hair; from ^axxoi, beauty, and (ipi|, hair, a genus
of plants. Class 1 Monandria, Order 2 Digynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. none. — Cor. petals two.

—

StAM.Jilaments one ; anther simple.— PiST. germ round-
ish ; styles two ; stigmas acute.

—

Per. capsule roundish
;

seeds solitary.

Species. The species are annuals, as

—

Callitriche verna,
Jbntana, Stellaria, seu Corispcrmum , Vernal Star-wort,
or Star-headed Water Chickweed, native of Europe.

—

Callitriche aquaiica. Common Water Starwort, native
of Britain.

—

Caltitriche autumnalis, seu Stagnalis, Stel-

laria aquatica, Lenticula palustris, &c. seu .'Lsine aqua-
tica, &c. Autumnal Star-grass, native of Britain. C.Bauh.
Pin.; Raii Hist. Plant.
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CA'LLONE (Med.) y.!i>.Mr,, a teim signifying generally

comeliness or decency, but is applied, particularly by Hip-

pocrates, to the decency and gravity of deportment befit-

ting a medical man.
CALLO'SUM Corpus (Anal.) a medullary prominence in

tlie brain, which is conspicuous in separating the two la-

teral parts or hemisjjheres of the Cerebrum.

C A'LLOir.S (Siii-f;.) a term signifying hardened or indurated,

as the callous edges of ulcers.

CA'LLUS (Med.) Tt/Aoj, s-aj-o!. 1. Any cutaneous, carneous,

and osseous hardness, whether natural or pncternatural,

but particularly that callosity which is generated about the

edges of fractured bones, a sort of gluey substance, that

serves to solder them together. 2. Calli, n^'fu, nodes of

the gout, according to Galen, by whom ca/losiias and

cal/iis, Tu>,cirt<, and tuAo;, are also sometimes apphed to the

eyelids. Gal. dc Comp. ISIed. sec. Loc. 1. 7, c. 7, &c.

'S. The same as Callosiim Cor/ms. Aet. Tctrah. 1, serra. 1 ;

Paul. JKginel. 1. 4, c. 49; Act. dc Mcth. Med. 1. 5,

c. 6.

CALM.\'KLE (Bnt.) vide Calamarice.

C.A.LOCA'T.^XOS (Bol.) from »«>«;, beautiful, and «;iravo=,

a vessel, the wild Poppy ; so called from the beauty of its

flower.

CAL!SCHIE'R.\I (Bol.) a sort of thistle.

CALODE'NDllUM (Crrf.) from ««>«;, beautiful, and «^i.V.

a tree ; a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1

I\Inno^ijiiia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Con.

petals fise; neclaries fi.ve.—in M.\. filaments five: anthers

ovate cordate.—Pisx. gcrvi pedicelled ; style filiform ;

stigma simj)le.

—

Per. capsule peduncled ; seeds in pairs.

Species. The only species is

—

Calodendrum capen.se, Dic-

tammus capenus, seu Pallasia capensis, a shrub, native

of the Cape of Good Hope.
CA'LOMEL (Chc7».) Kx-Xnfijixxi, from uaAio?, beautiful, and

/«.M«;, black ; so called from its colour and virtues. Mer-
cury well pounded with sulphur, or more properly ?ilcr-

curins dulcis six times sublimed.

CALO.ME'LANOS Tnrqucti {Med.} a purgative composed
of Mercnrius dulcis, Scanmiony, &c.

C-.ALO'NIA (Med.) xxMym, a sort of myrrh.

C.VLONNE'A (Bot.) the Galardia of Linnasas.

C ALOPH Y'LLU.M {Bot.) from kuX-.^, fine, and tpuMo', a leaf;

a genus of plants, Class la Polyandria, Order 1 Mono-
gi/uia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved.—Con.
petals four.—SyA.M. filaments many; anthers erect.

—

PiST. germ roundish; style filiform; stigma headed,

—

Per. drupe globular ; seed nut globular.

Sp''cies. Tlie two species are shrubs, as the Calophyllum

Innphyllum, Arhor Indica, Bintnngor ninritima, Pnnna,

seu Punna nuirnm, native of India.— Calupliyllum ('alalia,

Inophi/llum, Arbor ultissima, Tsieron-ponna, native of

the Indies.

Cai.oi'Hyi.i.um ihc Grias and Mesua of Linnxus.

CALOPO'DIU.M (Ant.) KaAo.ToJ.o», from x«>i»>, wood, and jjs,

a foot; a wooden shoe or slipper.

—

Calopodi'im ferratum,

a shoe with an iron plate to slide upon the ice ; a skate.

CW'I.OI'US (Ant.) xa>Mt«, from xa>«, beautiful, and !ra«,

a foi t ; an epithet for persons with pretty feet, particu-

hirly slaves. Schol. Arisl.

Caloi'U.s (Eul.) a genus of animals, Class Jnsecla, Order

Culeoplcra

.

Generic Characters. Antenna filiform
;
feelers four.—

Thorax gibbous.— Shells linear.

Species. The -species are the

—

Calopus scrraticornis, Calo-

pns hi.ijiic'irnis, et Calojins pjignucus.

CAlA)'lilC (Phy.) or the Calorific Principle, that principle

'.cminoiilv known by the name of heat, which ia supposed
^ ^
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to be something independent of the body in which it is

found. It was formerly known by the name of the Igneous
Fl'tid, or Igneous flatter, [vide Chemistry']

CALOllI'METEll (Mech.) an instrument by which the
quantity of absolute heat existing in a body may be ascer-

tained.

CALO'TE (Ecc.) French for a sort of tonsure, which distin-

guished a person in orders in the Ixoniish church, whence
the revolutionary epithet of Calotin for a person having
this tonsure.

Cai.ote (Mil.) a sort of skull-cap worn by the French ca-

valry under their liats, as a guard against the blows of the

sword or sabre. The Calotc is also a French name for the

Lieutenant's Court, at which the first lieutenant of the

regiment presided. Like a court of honour, the Calote
took cognizance of all affairs in which the laws of honour
and good breeding had been violated, answering to the

Regimental Committees in the British service.

Calote sphericjue (Math.) the section of a sphere, having
a circle for its basis.

CALO'TTE (Archit.) a concavity or depressure, in the form
of a calotte or cap, to diminish the height of a chapel ; or

that it may not exceed the proportion of the breadth.

CALO'YERS (Ecc.) or Calogcrs, Greek monks, of tlie order

of St. Basil, who lead a rigorous and retired life on Mount
Athos ; so called from x«/05, fair, and '/ifuc, old age, i. e.

men venerable for their years. Mnntjauc. Paleograph.

CA'LPAR (Ant.) a sort of earthen vessel which was used:
also the wine itself, particularly that which was taken out

of the vessel for sacrifice before it might be tasted. Varr.

de Vit. Roman, apud Non. I. 1.5, c. 31 ; Fest. de Verb. Signif.

CA'LQUING (Mar.) vide Calking.

CA'LTHA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 13 Polyandria,
Order 7 Polygynia.

Generic CItaracters. Cal. none.

—

Con. j)etcdsfi\c.—Stam.
filaments numerous ; anthers compressed.—I'lST. germ
superior; styles none; stigmas simple.

—

Per. capsules

one-celled ; seeds very many.
Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Caltha pahisfris,

Populago palustris, seu major. Marsh Marigold, Souct

de Miirais, a native of Britain.— Caltha radicans, a
native of Britain.— Caltha nutans, seu Populago, a

native of Siberia. Clus. IIi.it. Plant, rar.; Batdi. Hist.

Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Thmt.
* Bot'in.; Raii Hist. Plant.

CA'LTHULA (Ant.) tunica genus u colore calthcc ; a short

cloak, or yellow frock. Plant. Epid. act. 2, seen. 2, v. 47;
Vnrr. de I it. Rom. apud Xon. 1. IG, c. 1.

CA'LTKOPS (Mil.) from the Sax. Coltroepe, or the French

chaufi'e-triippas, and cheval-trapper, irons with four spikes,

so made that which soever way they fall, one point still lies

upward ; generally thrown into breaches to annoy the

enemy's luu'se. [vide Fortification']

Caltrops (Sport.) an instrument with three iron spikes, used

in hunting the wolf.

Caltroi's (Her.) is occasionally biiriie as a charge in coat

armour.
Caltrops (Bot.) a herb, the Tropa natans of Linna;us, very

common in the South of France, where it grows among the

corn. It is so called because it resembles the military in-

strument of the s.iinc name, being armed with erect

prickles all way.«, that greatly aimoy the feet of cattle

which (read upon them.

CAL^'A (Aunt.) and Cnlvaria. The same as Cranium.
CA'LVAIIV oo.M (Her.) a cliarge representing

the cross on Mount Calvary, with three steps,

supposed to imply the three graces, Faith,

Hope, and Charity; as gules a Calvary cross

upon three steps or, name Jones, ot Den-
bighshire.
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CA'LVES-SXOUT [Dot.) the Anterrhimm of Linnicus, a

perennial, better known by the name of Snap-Diagon, or

Toad-fhix.

CA'LVIXIS.M {Ecc.) the doctrines of Calvhi and his adhe-

rents, «ho hold that predestination and reprobation depend
upon the will of God unconditionally, and without respect

to the good or evil works of men. They also maintain

that to the predestinated God imparts a grace which they

cannot lose, and imputes no sin to the elect, &c. &c.

CALVI'TIES {Med.) baldness proceeding from defect of

imniour, in distinction from n/upecia, area, ophiasis, and
tinea, which proceed from a corruption of the nutritious

humours.
CALU'INIBA (Bnt.) a root imported from Coluinbo, in Cey-

lon ; whence it has also been called Colombo, and Columba.
It has an aromatic smell, and a pungent bitter taste, and is

a good corrector of putrid bile.

CA'LUMET (Polil.) or Pipe of Peace, a large tobacco-pipe,

as in the annexed figure, made of red, black, or

white marble ; the head is finely polished, and the

quill, which is commonly two feet and a half long,

is made of a pretty strong reed or cane, adorned
with feathers of all colours, interlaid with locks of

women's hair ; the}' tie to it two wings of the most
curious birds they can find, which makes the calumet

resemble a Mercury's wand. This pipe is a pass and a safe

conduct among the allies of the nation who has given it

;

and in all embassies the ambassador carries it as a symbol
of peace, the people who use it being fully persuaded that

some great misfortune would befal them if they violated

the calumet.

CAhU'Sl'SillEJuramentinn (Laxv) an oath taken by both par-

ties in a cause ; the plaintiff, that he did not bring his

charge, and the defendant, that he did not deny it, with a

design to do each other a wrong, but because they be-

lieved their cause to be just and good ; also that they

would not create unnecessary delays, nor offer tlie judge
or evidence any bribes. If the plaintiff refused this oath,

the libel or complaint was dismissed ; if the defendant, it

was taken pro fOH/tVfso.

CA'LUMN\ {Law) the crime of accusing another falsel}'^,

knowing the accusation to be false.

CALX (C/iem.) a kind of ashes or fine friable powder which
remains of metals, minerals, &c. after they have under-
gone the violence of fire, and have lost all their humid
parts.

—

Calx I'iva, quick lime, or lime in its most caustic

stale.—Cn/.r cxlincla, or slacked lime, is lime that has been
quenched with water after it has been burnt.

—

Calais aqua,
or calcis liquor, lime-water, or a solution of lime in water,

[vide Calcination and Limel
CALY'BIOX {Bot.) the name of a pericarp adhering closely

to the seed.

CALYCA'NTIIEMI (Bot.) the fortieth Order in Linntcus'

Fragments of a Natural Arrangement.
CALYCA'NTHUS [Bot.) from ><a;,-4 and «>C»5, fos, the

flower, consisting of calycine folioles without petals ; a
genus of plants Class 12 Icosandria, Order 5 Pol'j;xynia.

Generic Characters. C.\L. perianth one-leaved.—Con.
none

—

Stam. Jilaments numerous; anthers oblong.

—

PisT. germs a great many ; stigmas glandulous.

—

Per.
none ; -seeds very manj'.

Species. The species are shrubs Calycanthus Jioridus,

Buttneria anemones, S)-c. Basteria, Beiireria, seu Frn-
tex corni, Sfc. Carolina All-spice, native of Carolina.

—

Calycanthus prcccox, Abai, seu Robai, Japan All-spice,

native of Japan.— Calycanthus Pensyhanicus, native of
North America.— Calycanthus J'eriilis, native of North
America.

CALYCrpLOILE (Bot.) the sixteenth order in LinnjEus'
fragments of a natural arrangement, comprehending those

CAL
plants that liave only a caly.x in whicli the stamina are

inserted, as in Elca^nus, Osyris, llippopha-, cS't'.

C.\LY''CIFOR.M {But.) in the form of a calvx, an epithet

for the involucrum when it li.as the appearance of a calyx.

CA'LY'CINE {Bot.) of, or on, the calyx; an epithet either

for the scales or the thorns, as calycine thorns, those
which are on the calvx.

CA'LY'CLE (Bot.) Calyculw;, a diminutive of calyx, a row
of small leaflets placed at the base of tjie calyx on the
outside. The calycle of the seed is the outer proper
covering of the seed, which adheres to it to facilitate its

dispersion.

CA'LYCLED (Bot.) cnlycnlalns, calyculated ; an epithet

either for the perianth or the pappus; pirinnthium ccdycii-

latum, a perianth having a calycle at the base, as in Dan-
delion, LeontodoH taraxacum, Sfc. ; pippus cnlyculatus, a

pappus having a membranaceous calycle that rises over

the seed.

CALY'CO'STEMON (Bot.) Calyco^tcmones, a name for a
class of plants, according to Gleditsch and Monck, whicli

have their stamina situated on the calyx.

CALYCULUS (Bot.) vide Calycle.

Calyculus echinorum (Zool.) the prickly cases or skins of
sea porcupines. Apul.

CALY'PTRA (Bot.) the Calyptra, a tender skin that loosely

covers the top of the theca, like a cup. The calyptra is

villasa, hairy, when composed of hairs, as in the Poly-
irichum commune ; Integra, entire, when it covers the whole
top of the theca, as in the G'i7)H;»/« extincloria ; dimidiata,

half, whpn it half covers the theca, as in most of the

i\Iusei ; dentala, dentated, when the rim is set with teeth,

as in the Grimmia dcntata.

CALYPTRA'NTHES (Bot.) from ^x>.6r,rf'.,, operculum, and
uteoc, flower; a genus of plants, Class 12 Icosandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—CoR.

none.

—

Stam. Jilaments very many; anthers roundish.

VisT. germ roundish ; style simple; stigma blunt.

—

Per.
berry g\ohw\ai; if«/ single.

Species. The species are shrubs, as Calyptranthes suzy-

gium, seu arborescens, Myrtus zuzygium, Suzygium, seu
Zuzygium Jruticosum, native of Jamaica.— Calyptranthes

guineensis, seu arborescens,- native of Guinea.— Cali/p-

tranthes caryophillifolia , seu arhorca, Eugenia caryophil-

lifolia, seu corticosa, Myrtus cumini, Jambosa ccramica.

Arbor Zeylanica, &;c. Caryophyllus, seu Peria Njara,
native of the East Indies.— Calyptranthesjamboluna, seu
arborea, Eugenia jumhnlana, Jambolann, seu Jambolifera
pedunculata, native of the East Indies.— Calyptranthes

chytraculia, seu arborea, Myrtus chytraculia, seu Clty-

truculia arborea, native of Jamaica. C. Bauh. Pin.;
Bali Hist. Plant.

CALY'PTRATE (Bot.) calyptratus, caped; an epithet for

the arillus when it covers the seed, as the calyptra sur-

rounds the top of the theca in flosses.

CA'LY'X (Bot.) in Greek y.!i>.vi, a cup; in English, Empale-
nient or Flower-Cup ; is defined by Linnaeus to be the

outer covering of the flower, or the first of the ."^even

parts of fructification, firmed of the cortex, or Outer Bark.
According to this author, the Calyx comprehends peri-

anthium, the Perianth ; anthodium, the Common Perianth,

involucrum, Involucre; gluma, the Glume; spaiha, the

Spathe ; calyptra, the Calyptre ; and vnha, tlie Wrapper.
^Pcrinnthium, the Perianth is that sort of calyx which
immediately incloses the flower, iis,mfig. I, where are-
presents the calyx, and b the eampanulate corolla. The
Perianth is abiding, as in Hyoscyamus niger. Henbane ;

deciduous, as in Tilia Europcva ; caducous, as in the

Papaver somniferum, the Poppy ; double, as in Jig. 2,

where a marks the perianth of the fruit, and b the perianth.
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of tlie flower; one, two, or three-leaved, &c.; labiate, as

in Sfi/vid nfficinnlis, the Sage, &-c.

—

Antliodium, a calyx

which contains a great number of flowers in such a manner
that these flowers appear to form but one, as in Leontodon

taraxacum, Dandelion; Ceiitaurca cyarius. Blue Bottle, <!v:c.

Tig. 3.

The anthndium is one or many-leaved, scaly, squarrose,

fringed, muricated, thorny, turbinated, doubled or caly-

culatcd, &c.

—

Inviducnim, the involucre, a caXyx. pecu-

liar to umbiliferous flowers, which encloses one or seve-

ral flowers, and is therefore generally distinguished into

partial and universal, as in fig. 3, where a a represent

the universal involucre, b hh the partial involucre, c c c c

the rays of the umbel.

—

Gluma, the glume, a calyx pe-

culiar to the grasses, the leaves of which are called val-

vulcc. Valves, as in fig. 4, where a marks one of the

valves of a bivalve glume.— Spatha, the Spathe, a calyx

of the spadix opening or bursting longitudinally in form

of asheath.— Cnti/ptra, the calyptre, a calyx of the mosses

covering the anther like a hood, according to Linnaeus,

but it is not generally reckoned among the number of

the calyxes.— Valva, the Wrapper, a membranaceous
calyx of thfi fungi, which, when they are full grown, re-

mains upon the ground.

CAMi^i'A (i\//)!.) a gem of the onyx kind.

CAJNIA'IEU (Mill.) and Cameo, a. stone on which are found

various figures and representations of landscapes.

Camaieu (Paiiil.) a name given to such paintings as have

but one colour, where the lights and shades are made on a

ground of gold or azure.

CAMA'IL (iVr.) a purple ornament worn by a bishop over

his rochet.

CA'M.ARA {Anat.) r-a/z-^pa, K«/*«pioi ; I. The yorrt/.r of the

brain. 2. The vaulted part of the auricle leading to the

external foramen. Gal. Def. jSled.; Oribas. Med. Cull. 1.2J';

Gnrr. Def. Med.
C^MARA (But.) the Brasilian name for the Santona of Lin-

naeus.

—

Camara cuba, a plant with hairy, rough leaves,

something like succory ; also a species of ISIentastrum,

or Horse-Mint. Fis. apud Rail Hist. Plant.— Camara
Mira, a Brasilian plant, which, according to Piso, opens

every day exactly at eleven, and shuts again at two. Itaii

Hist. Plaid.— Camara, a species of Dwarf-Honey-Suckle.

G.AMARAN-BA'YA (Bot.) a species of the Lysimachia of

Linna:us.

CAMARIN-BA'S {Bot.) a Brasilian tree, the fruit of which

is the size of a plum, but resembles a peach in taste.

Pis. apud Itaii Hi^t. Plant.

CAMA'IUUM (Anal.) Kuu^ufm, the same as Camara.
CAMARO'MA {Surg.) vide Camarosis.

CAM.'VROSIS (Archil.) x-xft-xfimrti, the raising with anarch
or vault.

CAM.Mtosi.s {Surg.) or, in Latin, camaroma, cameratio, a

fracture in the cranium, which takes the form of a vault.

Gal. de Fin. Med.; Paul. JEginet. 1. 6, c. 89; Gorr.

Def. Med.
C.\'SlAX (Bol.) from xu/j^tt}, vitis pedamentum ; n genus of

plants in Guiana, Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved. — Con.
one-petalled.

—

HT\M.Jilamciits five.—PtST. germ round-

ish ; style capillary ; stigmas three or four.—Per. berry

ovate ; seeds very many.

CAM
Species. The species are shrubs, as Cantax fraxinca, seu

Ropourea guianensis, native of Guiana.—Camax guia-

nensis, seu Ropourea guianensis, native of Guiana.

CAMBA'YES (Com.) cotton cloths made at Bengal, Madras,

and other places in India.

CA'MBER (Mar.) in general any thing that is round; but

chiefly employed for cambering the ways in launching a

ship.

CAMBER- BE'A?tI (Archil.) from x«|K.«p«, a vault; a beam
cut hollow or archwise in the middle, commonly used in

platforms.

CA'MBERED (Mar.) an epithet for a deck, the flooring of

which is highest in the middle ; also when it is irregularly

and defectively so, which is otherwise denominated broken-

backed.
CA'MBERING (Mar.) the same as cambered.

CA'MBING i^Bot.) a tree that grows in the Molucca, the

bark of which is efficacious in dysenteries.

CA'MBIO (Com.) an Italian word for Exchange, [vide

Cambiniii]

CAMBIRE'A [Med.) the name which Paracelsus gives to

a venereal bubo.
C.A.'MBIS (Com.) one trading in notes or bills of exchange.

CA'MBIUM {Com.) in Italian cnmbio, from x.xii,nT!.,, to

bend; 1. The exchanging or bartering of commodities,

hence litercB Canibii, bills of exchange ; also Cambium
siccum, i. e. pecunice perinulatio, apynpis iiA.>i«7if, exchange

of money. 2. The exchange, or place of meeting for

merchants.
Cambium (Med.) that humour of the body which, canibitur,

is exchanged into glutinous matter; among the Arabians,

a secondary humour, which is immediately converted into

aliment, the two others being termed ros and gluten, s»-

cording to Avicenna.

Cambium (Bol.) a moisture between the cortex and wood,

which in the air becomes mucilaginous and tenacious.

Grcn: Anat. of Plant.

CA'MBLET (Com.) vide Camlet.

CAMBO'GIA (Bol.) a genus of plants, named after Cam-
bodia, the province from which it comes, Class >3 Poly-

andria. Order 1 Monogynia. This tree produces the gum
called Gamboge.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved.

—

Cor.

petals four.— Stam.Jilamenls very many; anthers round-

ish—PisT. o-fnH roundish; style none; stigma four-cleft.

Ver. pome roundish; seed solitary.

Species. The only species is the Cambogia Gulta, Coddam-

pidli, Carcapuli, Camboginm, seu Gambogia, Gamboge-
tree, a native of the East Indies. Rail Hist. Plant.

CAMBO(iIUM (Bol.) the same as C«nj6oo^/rt.

CA'MBRE (Archil.) French for the bending a piece of

timber, or for the curve of an arch.

CA'MBREL (Mech.) or cambren, a crooked stick with notches

in it, on which butchers hang carcasses of mutton, &c.

C.VMBRER (Archil.) to vault, to bend, particularly to fit

pannel squares, &c. to anj' curved dimensions.

CA'MBRIC (Com.) a species of very fine white linen

made of flax, from Cambrensis or Canibra, the province

where it was first manufactured.

CAMBU'CA (Med) a bubo in the groin. Castcl. Lex. Med.

CA'MBUI (But.) the Wild American Myrtle. Marcgrav.

Pis. Bras. Hist.

CA'MBULU (Bot.) a species of the Bignonia of Linnaeus.

CA'MEL {7moI.) a well-known animal of Arabia, remark-

able for its swiftness, and its power of subsisting many

days without water. It is mild and gentli', unless parti-

cularly provoked, patient of hunger, and capable of carry-

ing great weights. The flesh and the milk of this aniinal

constitute the principal food of the inhabitants of Arabia,

and the countries where it is a native, [vide Camelusl
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A camel

CAM
pAMEL (Her.) this animal, in coats of arms,

denotes expedition in business; sometimes it

is only used as Canting Arms, as he beareth,

" Ardent, a camel passant, by the name of

Cnniel." This coat stands in the church of

Bury-Pomeroy, in the county of Devon.

Camel (Mec/i.) a machine usedfor lifting vessels

over the Pampas at the mouth of the river Y
is composed of two separate parts, whose outsides are

perpendicular, and whose insides are concave, so as to

embrace the hull of a ship on both sides.

CAMELA'llIUS (Ant.) a camel driver.

CAME'LEON (Astron.) one of the southern constellations

near the South Pole, which is invisible in our latitude.

There are ten stars in this constellation, according to

Sharpe's catalogue, which arc, however, only of the fifth

or sixth magnitude.

C.iMELEON (Zoo/.) vide Chamcvleon.

CAMELl'NA (Bot.) the Erysimum chcirniithoides of Lin-

nneus.

CAME'LLIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, named after Mr. G.

J. Kamel, or Camellus, a botanist in conjunction with

Ray, Class 16 JMonade/p/iia, Order 5 Polyandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth many-leaved.—Cort.

petals ti\e.—Stam. /rVrtme/iA? numerous; anthers simple.

—PisT. fffriH roundish; i/j,/e subulate; stigtna acute.—
Per. capsule turbinate; seeds kernels roundish.

Species. The species are shrubs, as Camellia japonica,

Thea Chinensis, Tsubakki montanus, si/lvestris, seu hor-

tensis, seu Rosa Chine>2sis, Japan Rose, native of Japan.
— Camellia Sasanqua, seu Sasanhva, native of Japan.

CAMELOPA'RDALIS (Zool.) or Cnmelopardus, x»«„>.=-

t!xfSn>\t'„ Camelopard, from xiu/iiAo; and x-af&A^, a panther;

so called, according to Varro, not because it was born of

a camel and a panther, but from its figure. It is called in

the Arabic Zurapha, in the .^ithiopian Xabis, by the

Romans ovisjera.

Horat. 1. 2, ep. 1, v. 195.

Diiersum panthera genus confusa cumelo.

Varr. de Lat. Ling. 1. 5 ; Plin. 1. 8, c. 18 ; Solin. c. 33 ;

Dion. 1. 4-3.

Camelopardalis, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of ani-

mals. Class Mammalia, Order Pecora.

Generic Characters. Horns simple ; fore-teeth lower eight;

body whitish mixed with tawny, and sprinkled with

numerous rusty spots.

Species. The only species is Camelopardalis Girnffa,

Cervus Camelopardalis, Camelus Indicus, seu Gyraffa,
Camelopard Giraffe, a native of ^^thiopia, which is

gentle, swift, and elegant ; when about to lie down it

kneels like the camel.

Camelopardalis (Astron.) a new constellation formed
by Hevelius, consisting of thirty-two stars, situated be-
tween Cepheus, Cassiopeia, Perseus, the two bears, and
Draco.

Camelopardalis (Her.) a charge that is sometimes borne
in coats of arms.

C.\MELOPODIUM (Bot.) a sort of Hore-hound.
CAMELS-HA'Y (Bot.) a sort of sweet smelling rush
growing in Eastern countries ; the Andropogon of Linnaeus.

CAME'LUS (Zool.) bni, Kau,^A»!, a beast of burden used
in Asia, of which the Arabians distinguish three kinds

;

the first, the clitellarii, or, in the Arabic, hoguin, i. e.

a'/iisi?, well-born, or of good breed, which have one bunch,
and are fitted to carry burdens to the weight of a thousand
pounds ; second, those with two bunches, called in Arabic
hechti, by the Greeks fixx-rfM, because they were found
originally in Bactria, which are fitted for carrying burdens,
or for riding; thirdly, the graciles, in Arabic raguahil,
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Greek Jf»/*«5li?, dromedaries, so called from their swiftness,

were principally used by the nobles. The milk and flesh of

the camel were very much esteemed among the ancient*,

and among the Caspians their finest garments were made
of its hair. Herodot. 1. 1, c. SO, &c. ; Aristot. Hist.

Animal. 1. 6, c. 26 ; Diodor. I. 2, ic. ; Plin. 1. 2, c. 11,

1. 8, c. IS; .man. 1. 17, c. ]4 ; Veget. 1. 3, c. 2 ; Apollo,!.

Mirab. c. 20 ; Veget. 1. 3, c. 23.

Camelus, in the Linnean system, a genus of animals. Class

Mammalia, Order Pecora.

Generic Characters. Horns none ; fore-tee'.h lower six ;

<!(.«fo distant, upper three, lower two; upper dip c\eh.

Species. The principal species are as follow : the Camelus
Dromedarius, in French Le Dromadaire, the Dromedarj-,

or Arabian Camel, a native of Asia and Africa.— Ca-

inelu-i Bnctrianus, Dromedarius, in French Le Chameau,
Bactrian Camel, native of India.— Camelus Glama stu

Peruvianus, Ovis Peruana, in French Lc Lama, the

Glama or Llama, native of South America.— Camelus

Vicugna seu Laniger, I'icognes ou Vicunas, in French I.a

Vigogne, Vicuna or Vicunna.— Camelus Paco, Paco or

Alpaco, native of Peru.— Camelus Huanacus, Guanaco-
Huanacu, Cervo-Camelus, seu Al/o-Camelus, Guanaco, a

native of Peru Camelus Arcucanus, Aries moromorus,

in French Moutons de Perou, Chilihucque, native of

Peru, Cauioe, and Chili.

CAMEO (Paint.) \\AeCamaieu.
CA'MERA (Ant.) Kcifjuxfx, a vault, or xau-z't:, a curvature;

1 . A kind of ships with close sides, and a wide hold covered

at the top, which were used b)' those who lived near the

Black Sea. Tacit. Hist. 1. 3, c. iV; Cyrald. de Xairg. c. 18;

AlcT. Gen. Dier. 1. 4, c. 2. 2. A roof, [vide Camara^
Camera ter)-(e (Archtvol.) a crooked plot of ground.

Camer.\ (Mus.) a term in composers' books denoting music
for the chamber, or for private concerts.

Camera .-Eolia (Mech.) a name given by Kircher to a con-

trivance for blowing the fire for the fusion of ores without
bellows, which is effected by means of water falling through
a funnel into a close vessel, which sends from it so much
air or vapour as continually blows the fire.— Camera lucida,

a contrivance of Dr. Hooke's, to make the image of any
thing appear on a wall in a light room, either by day or

night, which is described in the Philosophical Transac-
tions, vol. ii. No. 38.

Camera obscura (Opt.) an optical machine or apparatus

representing an artificial eye, by which the images of ex-

ternal objects, received through a double convex glass,

are shown distinctly, and in their native colours, on a
white ground placed within the machine in the focus of
the glass. The first invention of this machine is ascribed

to John Baptista Porta, by whom it is described at large in

his Magia Naturalis. [vide Optics'^

CAMERA'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, named bj' Plumier
after J. Camerarius, a physician and botanist, of Nurem-
berg ; it is of the Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-cleft.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous.

—

STAM.Jilaments five; anthers converging.

—PiST. germs two; styles hardly any; stigmas obscure.

PER.follicles two ; seeds numerous.
Species. The species are shrubs; namely, the Cameraria

latifolia seu arborca. Bastard Mangeneel, native of

America.

—

Cameraria Zeylanica, seu Apocyno Nerium,
native of Ceylon, &c.

Camer,\ria, the Montia of Linnaeus.

CAMERA'RIUS (Ant.) a chamberlain or treasurer.

CAMERA'TIO (Med.) vide Camarosis.

CxVMERO'NIANS (Ecc.) field conventiclers, or a fanatic

sort of Scotch Presbyterians, called after one Cameron,
their leader, and chaplain of the regiment, to which he
also gave his name.

2 a
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CA'MERY (

Vet.) a disease in horses, called also the Frounce,

when small warts or pimples arise in the nioutli.

CA'.MES (.V//i.) ovcamct, silver..

Cames (Mrcli.) slender rods of cast lead, of which glaziers

make tiieir turned or milled lead for joining the panes or

quarrels of glass.

CA'MFERING (Cfirpmt.) vide C/iam/mni;.

CA'MICA (Archtcol.) an old word for camlet.

CAMI'LII (Ant.) or Camilla:, priests instituted hy Romulus.

CA'MINUS (Ant.) xaiiAix;?, from r^.ia), to burn ; a furnace, or

chimne)' ; also a bell.

(".V'MION (Mil.) a sort of cart or dray with two wheels,

drawn by two horses, which serves to convej' cannon-balls.

C.VMISA'DE (iV(7. ) French for setting upon or surprizing

an enemy by night, when the soldiers had their shirts over

their clothes, that they might be known to each other.

CA'.MISATED (Ecc.) clothed in the camisia. or surplice.

CAMI'SIA (Ecc.) from the Hebrew i"Dp, a long linen vest-

ment of the priests, a surplice.

Camiki.k Jcetiis (Anrit.) the shirt of the foetus, [vide Cho-

rion']

CAMLET (Com.) or camhlet ; in French came/o/, in Italian

camellnto, a fine stuft', composed of a warp and woof, and
manufactured on a loom with two treddles, so called be-

cause they were originally made of camel's hair only.

Camlets are of different kinds, as follow, namely

—

Goat's-

hair, u'ool, or silk camlets, according as they are made of

those materials.

—

Figured camlets, having figures printed

upon them.— Waved camlets, having a wave imprinted upon
them, as on tabbies.— Water camlets, such as undergo a

certain preparation witli water ; but the water camlets of

Verona are a kind of tabbies.

CAMLE'TTO (Com.) or Camlcllum, a sort of fine worsted

camlets or canielots.

CA'MMARON (Bot.) vel Cammorum, xuf/^f/jxfot, the Acq-

nituni caminarum of Linna;us.

CA'MiMOCK (Bot.) another name for the herb Rest-harrow.

CAMO'CA (Ant.) a garment of silk, or any precious stutF.

CAMOCLA'DIA (Bot.) the same as Comocladca.

CA'.MOMILE (Bot.) vide Cliamomile.

CAMOU'FLET (i1/i/.) French for a stinking kind of com-
bustible blown out of paper cases into the miners' faces

while they are working in the galleries of the countermines.

— Camonjlet signifies also the sudden explosion of a pistol

when miners encounter one another.

CAMP (.'/»/.) vide Castrum, and Militia.

Camp (lilil.) the space of ground occupiedby an army pitch-

ing its tents when in the field, and upon which all its ap-

paratus, baggage, &c. are disposed according to the ar-

rangements of the Quarter-Master-General, by whom the

ground is marked out, and to every regiment its portion is

allotted.— (.'amp colour men, the men who carry the camp
colours.

—

Fli/iiig camp, the same as flying army.

CAMl' CEI'LING (Archil.) a ceiling formed by an inclina-

tion of the wall on each side towards the plane surface in

the middle, so as to form something like a coved ceil-

ing. It is most frequently used in garrets, where there

would otherwise be a deficiency in the height to clear the

head.

CA'Ml'-FIC.IIT (Lau^) the fighting of two champions or

combatants in the field. 3 Inst. '111.

C.A.Ml'-QUA'RTERS (Com.) the quarters which the Sia-

mese and other nations assign to the foreigners with whom
they trade.

C.VMPA'IGN (Mil.) the period within the space of a year

that an army continues in the field without going into

quarters; which is mostly dming the spring and sunnner

seasons.— Winter campaigns are so called when military

operations are continued through the winter season, which

is rarely the case.— Campaign oven, a portable oven made

CAM
of copper, and raised upon feet, so that fire may be made
underneath.

C.\'MPAN.\ (£a-.) the name of a church bell ; so called

because the use of it was first introduced into the Christian

Church bv Panlinus, bishop of Nola, a town of Campania.
Hier.

CA!\IPA\A'CE.E (Bot.) one of Linnau.s's Natural Orders,

including the bell-shaped flowers, as the Campanula, Con-
volvulus, S:c.

CAMPA'NIFORM (Bot.) the same as Campnnulate.

CAMPANI'LE (Archil.) a tower allotted for the bells in

Italy.

C.A..\I1'AN0'L0GY (Lit.) the art of casting and ringing of

bells, from canipana, a bell, and Aiyo?, a doctrine.

C.AMPA'NULA (Bot.) a diminutive oi campana, a bell, a

genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic characters. Cal. perianth five-parted.—Con. mo-

nopetalous.— St \M. Jilaments five; anthers compressed.
—P\iiT. germ angular ; si//U filiform ; stigma three-parted.—Per. capsule roundish ; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Campa-
ntda rotund'ifoHa, glabra, sen Rapunculus sylvestris, SjC,

Round-leaved Bell-Flower, a native of Britain

—

Campa-
nula lullfolia, seu maiinia, Trachelium anglicum, f)-c. sen

majus, Sfc. I'road-leaved Bell-Flower, or Giant Throat-

wort, a native of Britain.— Campanula rapunculoidcs

hortensis, or Rampion-like Bell-Flower, a native of Bri-

tain.— Campanula Trachelium, Trachelium majus, Cervi-

caria major, sou Rapuni sijlvestre, S;c. Great bell flower,

Great or Nettle-leaved Throat-wort, or Canterbury-Bell,

a native of Britain.

—

Campanula glomerata, seu pralcnsis

Trachelium minus, seu Alpinum, S)-c. seu Rapunculus
sijlvaticus, Sfc. Small or Clustered Bell-Flower, or Little

Canterbury-l;ell, a native of Britain.— Campanula hcde-

racia. Ivy-leaved Bell-Flower, a native of Britain.

—

Cam-
panula cenisia, seu unijlora, Ciliate Bell-Flower, a native

of the .'Vlps of Switzerland.

—

Campanula petrtca, seu

Trachelium majus, Sj-c. Great Stone Throat-\Vort. Some
are shrubs, as

—

Campanula fruticosa, seu Prisma!ocarpus

J'ruticosus, shrubby Cape Bell-Flower.— Campanula te-

nella, native of the Cape of Good Hope, «S;c. Some
are biennials, as the

—

Campanula thijrsoidea, Alopecurus

Alpinu.'i, Ccrvicnria major, seu Trachelium thijrsoides,

Long-spiked Bell-Flower, a native of the Alps.— Campa-
nula hirsiita, seu Rapunculus sylvestris. Waved-leaved
Bell flower, a native of Switzerland.— Campanula pa-

tula, seu Rapuntium, Spreading, or Field Bell-I"lower, a

native of Britain.

—

Cnnijmnula rapunculus, Rapunculum,
Jtapuntitim parvum, Rapunculus esculenius, seu Eritnis

Nieandri, Ram))ion, a native of Britain. Some arc an-

nuals, as the

—

Campanula hybrida. Speculum Veneris,

I'entagonium, Prismalocarpus, seu Onobrychis, i^c. Corn

Bell flower. Corn Violet, or Small Venus' Looking-glass.—Campanula speculum, seu Onobrychis arvensis, seu

Prismalocarpus speculum, Venus' Looking-glass.— Crtwi-

panula prismalocarpus, seu Prismalocarpus nitidus. Long-

capsuled Bell-F'lower, a native of the Cape of Good
Hope, Ac.

CAMPANULA'TA (Bot.) the %a.mc as Linncea.

CAMPA'NULATF: (BoI.) campanulatus, bellsliapcd ; an

epithet for the corolla, calyx, nectary, &c. ; corolla cn»i-

panulala, a corolla that grows wider towards the mouth,

so as to resemble a bell, as in the Canterbury Bell; calyx

campanulatus, a bell-shaped calyx, as in Cheironia; necta-

rium eampamdatum, a bell-shaped tiectary, as in Narcissus.

CAMI'A'RTUM (Archceol.) any portion of a lai-ger field or

ground divided off.

CA'MPIO (Zool.) >iuf/.irn, from xa/u-sri, a flexure, because it

curls itself when it creeps ; a worm or grub with many feet,

called a palmer, or caterpillar. It is also an epithet for all
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large fish, nliicli were so called from tlieir bending their

taits.

Cami'e {Anal.) a deflexion or bending, as in the perfora-

tions of the nostrils ; also the ham, because it is usually

bent ; and anv articulation. Gal. de Usii. Parti. 1. 2, c. 2.

CAMPE'CHE-\VOOD {Bot.) Log-wood; a West Indian

«ood, from the Hcsniatoiylum cnmpechinnum of Linnaeus ;

the wood is hard, and both the bark and the gum are gentle

astringents.

CA'MPHIHE-TREE (Bot.) or Camphor-Tree, the Lawns
cnniphora of Linna?us ; a tree so called because it j-ields

the camphor, which is extracted bj' distilling the wood with

water in pots stuffed with straw, when the camphor sub-

limes, and concretes upon the straw in the form of a grey

powder, [vide Camphor^
CA'MPHOIl (Cheni.) cnmphurrr, and in modern Greek xxpufx,

is not mentioned by the ancient Greeks, but was intro-

duced by the Arabians. It is a singular substance, dry,

friable, of a white colour, an acrid bitter taste, and a pe-

netrating smell. Boerhaave and others looked upon it to be

a highl)' perfect simple and volatile resin, or an oil of a

solid form and consistence ; but modern chemists have pro-

nounced it to be a substance so peculiar that it cannot be
classed with either the oils or the resins. It is altogether

volatile and inflammable, soluble in vinous spirits, oils, and
mineral acids, but not in water, alcalies, or vegetable acids.

Besides the common camphor just described, there is an-

other species, procured from the volatile oils of several

plants, as Rosemary, Sage, Lavender, &c. ; and an artifi-

cial camphor, procured by treating oil of turpentine with

muriatic acid.

—

Oil of Camphor, an oil which is procured
by the solution of camphor in nitric acid.

CAMPHOR A'SMA(i3o<.) Turkey Balsam ; so called from
its camphor-like smell.

CAMPHORA'TA [Bot.) the Camphorosvia polt/emum ar-

xeme, Selago cori/mbosa, of Linnfeus. Bauh. ; Rati, <St.

CA'MPHORATE (Chem.) camphoric acid combined with
alkalies, earths, and metallic oxides, as the camphoraie of
alumine, the camphoraie of ammonia, &c.

C.\MPHORA'TED (Chem.) mixed or impregnated with
campliire, as saline and camphorated liquors.

CAMPHORA'TUM OLEUM (Med.) a mixture of two
parts olive oil, witli one of camphor.

CAMPHO'RIC ACID (Chem.) an acid obtained by distil-

ling camphor in nitric acid.

CAMPHORO'SMA (Bot.) t\om camphora, and i(rfi,7i, odor;
Camphor-Smell. I. A genus of plants. Class 4- Tetrandria,
Order 1 Moiiogi/nia,

Generic Characters. C.\L. perianth pitcher-shaped.

—

Cor.
none.

—

STASi.filameiits four ; anthers oval.

—

Pist. o-gnn

ovate ; style filiform ; stigmas acute. Per. capsule one-
celled ; seed single.

Sjjecies. Tlie species are mostly shrubs, as

—

Camphorosma
paleacea, seu fruiicosa, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.

—

Camphorosma monspeliaca, Selago, seu Canipho-
rata hirsuia, seu monspeliensium. Hairy Camphorosma,
native of Spain, &c. But some are perennials, as

—

Camphorosma acnta, Camphorata altera, Camphorata
congener, seu Antht/llis altera, Sfc. Sharp-leaved Cam-
phorosma, native of Italy.

—

Camphorosma glabra, Cam-
phorata glahria, seu Folyenemon, Smooth Camphorosma,
native of Switzerland, &c. and

—

Camphorosma Pteran-
thiis, Lonichea cen-ina, seu Pteranthus, is an annual, and
native of Arabia. Bauh. Pin. ; Park. Theat. Botan. ;

Rati Hist. Plant.—Camphorosma, is also the Dracoce-
phalum Canariense of Linnaeus.

CAMPICU'RSIO (Ant.) the exercise of training soldiers in
marching.

C.\MPIDUCTO'RES iAnt.) officers who drilled or exer-
cised the young soldiers in their postures and in the use
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of their arms : they were also called doctores armorum
campigeni, or in the Greek ix>,o}'i^iirx.a>.m. Vegel. 1. 1, c. 1 ;

1. 2, c. 23 ; Salmas »i Lamprid. Alex. Sev. c. .53 ; Vales in

Ammian. 1. 1,5, c. 3.

CA:\IPrGENI (Ant.) vide Campiductores.

CA'.MPION {Bot.) an annual, ihe Agrostemmn of himMcus.

The principal species are as follow ; namely—Rose Cam-
pion, Agrostemma coronaria, a pretty garden flower, having

a white tubular or swelling blossom, with red in the

middle. \Vhen it becomes fixed in a place it grows as

freelj' as a weed.—Corn Campion, or Cockle, a connnon
weed in corn-fields.

CAMPTAU'LA (Ant.) a trumpeter. Vopisc. Carin. c. 19.

"CA'.MPUS MARTII (Archaol.) or Mali, an assembly of

the people everj' j-ear in March or May, where they con-

federated together to defend the country against all

enemies. Leg. Ediv. Confess.

C.\'MPYLON {Med.) xxult7u/>ot, from y.i.yj7:Tu, to bend; a

distortion of the eye. Celsus, 1. 1, c. 6.

CA.MPVLO'TIS (Sled.) a preternatural incurvation.

C.VMU'NIUM (Bot.) the same as Chalcas paniculata.

CA'MUS (Ant.) 1. xii/A-)t, a sort of snaffle or curb, with which

spirited horses used to be kept in check. Hesychius ;

Fest. de Verb. Signif.; hid. Orig. 1.2, c. IG; Buteug. dc

Eqidt. c. 17. 2. A sort of vessel made like a funnel, into

which the judges used to cast their lots by which they

passed sentence on criminals. Schol. in Aristoph. Eq.

act. 3, seen. 2.

CAN (Mar.) the vessel particularly used by seamen in

drinking their grog.— Can-buoy [vide Buoy^.— Canhoohs,

an instrument used for slinging a cask by the ends of its

staves.

CA'NA (Archce'il.) a rod or distance in the measure ground.

CA'XABIS (Bot.) the same as Bidens.

C.\'NADA BALSAM (Bot.) a balsam which is produced
from the I'inus l>r.l.<aiiica.

CANADE'LLA (hh.) a kind of sea-fish, not unlike the

perch.

CANAl'LLE (Polit.) a term among the French for the mob
or rabble.

CANA'L (Hydraul.) an artificial river, provided with locks

and sluices, and sustained by banks and mounds. They
are sometimes formed for ornament, as the canals of Ver-

sailles, Fontainbleau, and St. James's Park ; but they are

most commonly dug for commercial purposes, to expedite

the inland carriage of goods from one place to another.

Canal (Archit.) the same as Flute.

—

Canal cif the larmier,

the hollow platfond, or the soffit, for preventing the rain-

water from reaching the lower part of the cornice.

—

Canal of the volute, the channel on the face of the circum-

volutions inclosed by a list in the Ionic capital.

Canal (Surg.) vide Canalis.

CANA'L-COAL (Min.) otherwise called Bovey-Coal, the

Bitumen ampelites of Linnaeus, a compact jet-black glossy

kind of coal, that burns with a bright white flame, like a

candle ; is easily kindled, and leaves a strong or sooty

residuum. It is susceptible of a fine polish, and may, like

jet, be made into trinkets. Specific gravity from 1.232 to

1.426.

CAN.VLES SEMICIRCULARES (/l;m;.) the three semi-

circular canals placed in the posterior part of the lab)'rinth

in each ear. They open by five orifices into the vcs-

tihulum.

CANALICULA'TUS (Bot.) channelled; an epithet for a

leaf.

CANA'LIS (Ant^ from ^«i'k», to gape; a reed or pipe, so

called because it is hollow.

Canalis (Anat.) in the sense of a channel, may be applied to

all the vessels of the body ; but it is also used in applica-

tion to particular parts, as

—

Canalis arteriosus, a blood-

2q2
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vessel peculiar to the fetus, which disappears after the

birth. The blood passes through this vessel frora the pul-

monary artery into the aorta.

—

Caiinlis 7msalii, a canal
j;oing from the internal canthus of tiie eye downwards into

tlie nose: it is situated in tlie superior maxillary bone, and
is lined with the pituitary membrane continued from the

nose.

—

Canalis Pciiliainif, a triangular cavity, (so called

from M. Petit, its discoverer,) between the two laininai of
tiie hyaloid membrane of the eye, in tlie anterior part,

formed by tlie separation of anterior lamina from the pos-

terior.— Canalis sempctros, the half bony canal of the car.— Canalis xvnosus, another canal peculiar to the foetus,

that conveys the maternal blood from the porta of the

liver to tlie ascending vena, and disappears after the birth.

Canalis is also the name of the middle cavity or perfora-

tion in the vertebra; of the neck, through which the
spinal marrow reaches from the brain.

C.4NALIS (Surg.) <ru>.n«, a hollow instrument like a reed,

made either of wood, or reeds, and linen, which serves for

embracing and holding a broken limb. Hippocrat. de
Fract. Sf-c. ei Gal. Com. Cel. 1. 8, c. 10; Patd ^ginet. 1. 6,

c. 106; Scliiiltet. Armament, p. 1, tab. 23.

CA'NAN (Com.) a liquid measure of the kingdom of Slam,
which the Portuguese call clwup ; it contains a pot, or

near two pints, of Paris. One-fourth of the canan is

called luing, tlie same as the French chopinc.

CANARIE'NSIS (Nat.) Canary, or belonging to the Ca-
nary Islands ; an epithet applied to plants and animals

;

so Canary Birds, &c.

Canaries (Mas.) an old dance.

CANARI'NA (Dot.) a genus of plants, so named because it

is a native of the Canaries, Class 6 Hexandria, Order 1

Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal, perianth superior.

—

Cor. nio-

iiopetalous.

—

Stam, Jilaments six; anthers pendulous
frora tlie tip.

—

Pist. germ inferior ; sti/le conical ;

stigma clavated.— Per. ca;)S!(/i? obtuse ; sefrfs numerous.
Species. The species are

—

Canarina campanula, seu Cam-
panula Canariensis, 8jc. Canary Bell-flower, a perennial,

native of the Canaries.— Canarina Zanguebar, native of
Zanguebar.

CAN.VKIU.M AUGURIUM (Ant.) a sacrifice among the

Romans, of a red dog, for the purpose of appeasing the

fury of the dog-star on the approach of harvest.

Ovid. Fast. 1. 4, v. 939.

Est canis, Icarium dicunt, quo sidere moto

Tnsta sistit Idlits, praripiturque sr^^cs

Prn cane sitlerln, canis hie impouitiir ara

Etf qnare pereat, nil nisi nomen luibet.

Pliii. 1. 18, c. 3 ; Fest. de Verb. Signif. ; Alex. Gen. Dicr.

1. '.'>, c. 12; Sahnas.

Canakium (li')t.) a genus of plants so named, from canari,

the vernacular name in the Malay language. Class 22
Dioecia, Order .5 Pentandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth two-leaved.—Con.
petals three.

—

Stam, filaments five; anthers oblong.

—

Pisr. germ ovate; style scarcely any; stigma headed.

—

Per. drupe dry ; seed nut ovate.

Species. Tlie species are shrubs, as

—

Canarium commune,
scu vnlgare, seu ^Lhenl/ethfnr, native of tiie Moluccas.—Canarium sijlvctlre, a shrub, native of Amboynu.

—

Canarium b(dsamifcrum, seu odorifcrum, S,-c. a shrub,

native of Amboyna.

—

Canarium hirsutum, seu odorifc-

rum, ffc. native of the Moluccas.

—

Canarium micrucar-

pum, seu mirnnunm, native of the Moluccas.— Canarium
decumanum, native of the !\Ioluccas.

CANA'RY (Orn.) or Canary Bird, a well-known singing

bird, the Frin'j^dla Canaria of Linnaeus.

CANA'RY-GHASS (J3ot.) the P/ia/am of Linnaeus.

CAN
CA'NCA^IUM (Xat.) a kind of gum brought from Arabia,

very like myrrh. Plin. I. 12, c. 20.

TO CANCEL (Print.) to throw aside any portion of a
printed work, as single leaves or whole sheets, <S.c. and
print it afresh.

CANCELLER (Falcon.) is when a light-flown hawk in her
stooping turns two or three times upon the wind to recover
herself before she seizes her pre)'.

CANCELLA'iaA CURIA (.'l;<:/(rfo/.)theCourt ofChancery.
CANCELLARII (Ant.) officers at the emperor's court who

attended «rf Canccllos, i.e. at the bars. Vopisc. Carin. c. Ifi.

CANCELLA'TION (Lav) expunging the contents of an
instrument by means of striking two lines through it in

the shape of a cross ; so called from cancellus, a cross-bar.

CANCELLA'TED (Bot.) canccllatus, cross-barred or lat-

ticed, an epithet for the involucre and capsule, [vide

Latticed]

CA'NCELLER (Falcon.) vide Canceller.

CANCE'LLI (Archil.) xiyiilhi, trellis, or lattice-work, as in

latticed windows, &c. made of cross-bars, of wood or

iron ; also the balusters or rails encompassing the bar of a

court of justice ; and the chancel of a church. Schol.

Aristoph. in Eq. act 2, seen. 1 ; Spartian. in Caracul;

ylinmian. 1. 30 ; Cassiodor. I. 1 1, cp. 6; Anastas. Bibl. in

Sixt. J-'apias. Element. ; Oder. Vital. 1. 2.

Cancelli (Anat.) the reticular substance in bones.

CANCE'LLUS (Ent.) a species of Cancer, under the division

Gammarus, remarkable for the tenacity with which it

keeps hold of whatever it fixes upon.

CA'NCER (Ent.) xafwVos, from K^fpvo?, rough ; because it has a

shell furnished with rough claws ; the Crab, an animal fre-

quently spoken of by the ancients. Aristotle mentions three

species, namely—Maia, ma:a,\\\\\c\\ is the largest of the kind;—nuyxfUpngurus, otherwise caWedCancer marinas.— Cancer
Jluvialc, a variety of which was so much more swift than

the rest as to have the name o( equus. Aristot. Ilial. 1. 4-,

c. 2; Plin. 1. 9, c. 31 ; JElian. Hist. Anim. 1. 17, c. 1 ;

Athen.\. 3, c. 13.

Cancer, in the Linnean system, a genus of animals, Class

Insccta, Order Aptera.

Generic Character. Legs six or eight, besides chelate

claws ; feelers six, unequal.

—

Eyes two, moveable.

—

Mandibles horny.

—

Lip triple.— 7'o// articulated.

Species. The species are distinguished into tiie following

clas.ses: 1. The Crab, having four filiform antennae.

2. Pagurus, iiaving pedunculate antenn.TE. 3. Galathea,

liaving unequal antennae. '!•. A.stacns, Lobster, Craw-
fish, &c. 5. Sijuilla, the Squill, having the sliell of the

thorax extremely short. (J. Gammarus, having very

simple antennae. 7. Scyllarus, iiaving two biarticulate

plates instead of tiie hinder antenna;.

CA'NCER (Xumis.) that species of tlie cancer known among
tiie ancients by tiie name of tlie Pagurus, was the symbol
of Agrigentum, and other towns of Sicily, as it is com-
monly represented on medals. Gotlz. JMag. Grac; Haver-
hump. Parut. Sicil. Descril.

Cancer (Astron.) the fourth sign in the zodiac, marked
thus, s, which tiie sun enters on the 21st day of June,

thence called the summer solstice. It is called in the

(ireek iicTaTxc, i.e. eight-footed, or ijTKrO<j/3«(«/<D», i.e. retro-

grade; in Latin also Nepa, Astacus, and Cammarus ; in

Arabic F.harlan, and consists, according to Ptolemy, of

thirteen stars, to Kejiler of seventeen, to Bayer of thirty-

five, of which two are of the third magnitude, i. e. one in

the claws, called by tlie ;Vrabians Azubenc, and the other

in the southern foot. Tiiere are two others of tlie fourth

magnitude, called by the Greeks o><ii or o'»iiritoi, Asini or

Asclli, by Manilius Juguhr ; and a third of the same magni-

tude, in tile breast of tiie Cancer, called by tlie (irceks

liipiXaniii, (fxTtvi, and o-urfo?iii ; and in the Arabic Melkf.
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According to the fables of the Greeks, the crab was trans-

poited to heaven at the request of Juno, because it had
been slain by Hercules during his engagement with the

serpent Python; but the evident design, both of the figure

and the name of this constellation, is, to represent the ap-

parent backward motion of the sun, in which it is said to

resemble that animal. Theophrnst. de Vent, SfC. ; Aral,

de Apparent. ; Hipparchus ad Phcenom. seu Apparent. 1. 3 ;

Eratosthen. Character^ ; Gem. Elem. Aslroii. c. 14; Ptol.

Almag. 1. 7, c. 5 ; C/eoni. de Sp/itcr.; Prod, de Sphcvr. ;

Plin. 1. 18, c. 35.— Tropic of Cancer, a small circle of the

sphere, parallel to the Equator, from which it is 237;"" dis-

tant, and marks the sun's greatest northern declination.

It is so called because it passes through the beginning of

the sign Cancer.

Cancer (Med.) by this term, as appears from Celsus, the

Roman writers understood what the Greeks called Gan-
grene or Sphacelus ; and the disease, which now passes

under the name of cancer, is the same as what the Greeks
called x.cify.iiuiJi-x, from y-nfySivcc,, a crab; because, as Galen
thinks, its puffed veins bore some resemblance to the claws

of a crab. It was also called lupus by the Romans, be-

cause it consumed the body like a wolf. The cancer is an
unequal tumour, with very elevated edges, of a livid colour,

and extremely painful when it is attended with ulceration

;

it is called by Hippocrates tifumm, occult, in distinction

from that which is ulcerated, and consequently denomi-

nated open. It is generated from black bile, of a

corrosive quality, and rises in many parts, but princi-

pally infests the uterus, the breasts of women, and the

glandular parts of the body. Hippocrat. 1. 6, aphor. 38

;

Gal. de Art. Curat, ad Glauc. 1. 2, c. 10 ; Cel. 1. 5, c. 28

;

Oribas de Morb. Curat. 1. 3, c. 28 ; Aet. Tetrab. 4, sehn. 4,

c. 43 ; Paul. JLginet. 1. 4, c. 26.

Cancer is ranked by Cullen as a genus of diseases, in the

Class Locales, Order Tumores, and has been distin-

guished into primitive, degenerate, blind, latent, or oc-

cult, ulcerated, and confirmed.

—

Primitive cancer, is one
that comes of itself, appearing first about the bigness of

a pea, causing a continual inward pricking pain.

—

De-
generate cancer, a cancer which succeeds an impos-
thume, or swelling, that is either obstinate or ill-dressed,

and has never been occult.

—

Blind, latent, or open can-

cer, a primitive cancer, before it is grown large, and
has been opened, in which state a cancer may remain
for several years.— Ulcerated or open cancer, one that is

grown larger than a primitive one, and has been opened.
— Confirmed cancer, a malignant scirrhous humour,
whicli is accompanied with all the symptoms of a can-
cerous affection, as burning shooting pains, a livid co-

lour in the skin, iSrc.

—

Cancer of the bone, a disease in a

bone, caused by a sharp humour, and succeeded by an
ulcer of the flesh and skin.

CANCRE'NA {Med.) the same as Gangrena.
CANCRI (Ant.) the same as Cancelli.

CANCRl'NI versus (Poet.) a sort of verses, which ma}' be
read either backward or forward, as Roma tibi subito, mo-
iibu^s ibit amor.

CANCROI'DES (Ent.) as^tecles of Scarabaus,Dermcstes,&c.
CANCRO'MA (Urn.) Boat-bill, a genus of animals, Class

Aves, Order Grallcs, having the bill shaped like an inverted

boat.

Generic Characters. Bill gibbous.— Nostrils small.—
Tongue small.

—

Toes divided.

Sjyecics. The species are

—

Cancroma cochlearia, Crested
Boat-bill.— Cancroma cancrophaga, White bellied Boat-

CANCRUM oris (Med.) Canker of the Mouth, a deep, ir-

regular, foul, and foetid ulcer in the inside of the lips and
cheeks.
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CA'NDEL (Bot.) the Rhizophora gymnorrhiza ct candel of

Linnaeus.

CANDE'LA (Bot.) the Rhizophora candel of Linnaeus.

—

Candela regia, the same as Verbascum.

Cahde-la Jiimalis (Med.) an oblong mass, consisting of

odoriferous powders employed in fumigation.

CANDELA'HRUM (Ant.) a candlestick.

CANDELA'KES (Bot.) the second Order in Linnocus*

fragments of a Natural Arrangement.
CANDELA'RIA (But.) the same as Verba.'icum.

CA'NDENT (Chem.) hot in the highest degree ne.\t to

fusion.

CA'NDI (Com.) or cando, a long measure in India, equal to

about seven ells.

CANDIDATI (Ant.) those who among the Romans offered

themselves dressed Candida veste, in a white robe, as

suitors for any office, whence the modern name of can-

didate in the same sense. Dionjs. Hal. 1. 2 ; Tertul. de

Idol. c. 18; Pancirol. Notit. Dig. Imp. Occident, c. 73 ;

Ursat. de Not. Roman apud Greev. Thes. Antiq. tom. xi.

—

Candidati Principis, were the candidates whom the em-

peror recommended to public favour ; also those who read

the emperor's speech in the senate. Quintil. Instit. I. 6,

c. 3; Suet, in Aug. c. 56; Lamprid. in Sever, c. 43; Pan-
cirol. Notit. Dig. Imp. Occident, c. 73.

—

Candidati milites,

privileged soldiers, who were clothed in white, and fought

near the prince. Of these mention is made in an inscrip-

tion at Rome. HIC POSITUS EST ANTIOCHUS
CANDIDATUS PRIMICER. Hieron. in Vit. Hilar.

Animian. 1. 15, c. 5 ; Veget. de Re Mil. 1. 2, c. 7; Salnias.

in Capitol Gord.

CA'NDIIL (Com.) a measure of capacity in India, by
which the burden of a ship is estimated as it is by tons in

Europe; 400 candiils being equal to 1(X) tons.

CANDISA'TIO (Chem.) candying or crystallizing sugar

after it has been dissolved in water.

CANDITE'ERS (Fort.) frames to lay faggots or brushwood

on to cover the workmen.
CA'XDLE (Mech.) a cylindrical or conical body made of

tallow, wax, or spermaceti; whence they are called tallow,

tiY/.r, or spermaceti candles. They are called moulds

when they are made in a mould ; and rash-lights when the

wick is rush instead of cotton.

—

Candlestick, the stand in

which candles are fixed.

—

Candle-wood, slips of pine, which

are burnt instead of candles by the natives of America.

CANDLE-BERRY-TREE (Bot.) the Myrica of Linnaeus ; so

called because candles are made of its berries in America.

CA'NDLE-BOMBS (Chem.) glass bubbles, with a narrow

bore, which, after being filled with water, are stopped up,

and passed through the flame of a light, which causes them
to c.vplode with a noise.

CA'NDLEMAS-DAY (Ecc.) the festival observed in com-
memoration of the purification of the Virgin Mary, on the

second of February ; so n;imed ft-om the number of lights

used on the occasion, or from the consecration of the can-

dles ^o be used in the ensuing year, that takes place on

this day in the Romish Church.

CA'NDLE-STICK (Her.) is borne as a charge in the arms

of the founders' company.
CA'NDOCK (Bot.) a weed that grows in rivers.

CANDO'U Purchnsii (Bot.) a tree of Brazil, that is

very similar to the cork-tree in its wood, and to the wal-

nut-tree in its height.

CA'NDUM {Chein^ Candy sugar melted and crystallized.

CANDY-TUFT (Bot.) the Iberis of Linnaeus, of which the

Purple Candy-Tuft, Iberis umbellata, and the White Candy-

Tuft, Iberis amara, are annuals ; but the other species are

perennials.

CANE (Bot^) a strong Indian reed; so called from the Hebrew
nJD, the Greek xanx, and the Latin canna, of which there
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are two kinds, nanielyi the—Bambu, oi' Bamboo-cane, the

Anindo bamboo, a woody, hollow, round, knotted reed,

growing to tlie length cf forty feet, which serves a very
great variety of domestic purposes in India,—Sugar-cane,
the Saaharmn, a perennial, of the reed tribe, remarkable
for containing a juice, from which sugar is made. The
skin of the sugar-cane is soft, and the spongy matter, or

pith, which it contains is very juicy. The sugar-cane will

not thrive in England, except in a hot-house, where it is

propagated bj' slips taken from the older plants.

Cane [Com.) 1. A long measure of Montpelier, Sec. equal
to two ^ards and a half-quarter ; that of Spain equal to one
yard, and also to one and a half-quarter ; that of Naples
equal to two yards and a half; that of Marseilles equal to

two yards and a half; that of Rome is eight palms ; and
thirtj- canes is equal to fifty-five and a half ells. 'i. The
quantity measured as a cane of cloth, i^c. 'A. A walking-
stick, which consists of a cane. 4. A lance or dart made
of a cane.

CANE'LLA [Bot.) from cannn, a reed, because the bark
resembled a reed, a genus of plants, Class 11 Dodecandria,
Order 1 Moiiogijnia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perinnth one-leaved.— Coit.

petals five; nectary pitcher-shaped.

—

Stam. Jilaments

none; anthers tvitMy-one.— Pist. germ superior; style

cylindric ; stigmas two blunt.

—

Per. l/ei-ri/ oblong; seeds

roundish.

Species. The only species is the

—

Canella alba, IVinterana,

seu Cubane JVintcrania Canella, Winteramts cortex,

Lanriis, Pseudn Cassia, &c. Cassia lignea, &'C. seu cin-

nnmomea, seu Cinnumomum Si/lvestre, &c. Lignum, seu

Cortex aromaticus. Arbor baccijera, &c. Laurel-leaved
Canella, a shrub, native of the West Indies.

CANE'ON (Med.) xunTtv, the cover of a pot, used in ute-

rine suffumigations. Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

CANE'PHOli/E (Ant.) icx»;ipifci, noble virgins of the

Athenians ; who were so called because they were wont,

ips'f£i», to carry, kxvx, baskets, at the festival of the Pana-
thenica of Minerva. Schol. Aristoph. in Acharn. ; Harpo-
cralion. ; lle^i/cliius.

CAKEPIIO'KIA (Ant.) the ceremony of carrying the bas-

kets at the festival of the Panathenaea by the CanephoriE.

[vide Canepliorec']

CANES operti (Archaol.) dogs with whole feet that are

not lawed.

Canes venatici (Astron.) the Grey-Hounds, two northern

constellations, otherwise named Asterion and Cliara ; in

which Ilcvclius, by whom it was formed, reckoned twenty-

five stars : the British Catalogue ten.

CANESTELLUS (Archccol.) a basket, or the name of a

service by which land was held, that consisted in furnish-

ing baskets. Lib. litib. Scacc.

CA'Nl'.VHA [Arclurol.) a trial by means of hot iron, which

was formerly used in this kingdom. It is a sort of ordeal

by fire, in which the accused carried hot irons in his hands:

and if he came off unhurt, he was judged to be innocent,

[vide Ordeal]

CA'N-HOOK (,\rar.) vide Can.

CA'NIC.V (Com.) a spice in the island of Cuba; a sort of

wild cinnamon, having the taste of the clove.

CA'NICVE (Ant.) brown coarse bread made of bran. Fest.

de Verb. Signif.

CA'NICEI'S (Ant.) a name given by Pliny to a sort of wild

men, whom he describes as Jiaviog dog's heads. Plin.

1. 7, c. 2.

CANICI'DA (Bot.) another name for Aconite, because it

kills dogs.

CANICl'OIU.M (Anat.) a dissection of living dogs. Castcl.

Lex. Med.
CANI'CULA (Astron.) a name given both to Canis Major

CAN
and Canis Minor, and also to Siri)(s, particularly by the
poets, from which the dog days were called dies canicntares.

[vide Canicnlnr']

Moral. 1. 3, od. 13.

Tcflagrantis atTOx hcra CuuknliC.

Pers. sat. 3, v. 5.

F.n ifuid agis ? Siccai insaua Caiiicula rnesses

Jamihidum coquit.

Aristot. sect. 1, prob. 1 ; Plin. 1. 2, c. 40; 1. 18, c. 28.
CANl'CULAHrffj(/.« (Chron.) dies caniculares, the Dog-days;

a name given by the ancients to that period of the summer
season, between the 15th of .July and the 20th of August,
when the constellation Canicula or Canis, and particular^
the principal star in that constellation,'called Sirius, Cani-
cula, or Dog-Star, rises heliaeally. For they ascribed the
great heat, and the consequent diseases, which generally
prevail at this season to the influence of that star [vide
Catiicida and Canarium'] ; but this supposition is now con-
sidered to be incorrect.— Canicular year, the Egyptian
natural year ; so called because it was computed from the
heliacal rising of the Canicula, Canis, or Dog-star, [vide
Canicida and Canis]

CANILrCULL'S (Anat.) a little canal.

CANI'NA appetentia (Med.) the same as Biilimus.—Canina
rabies, the same as Hydrophobia.

Canina (But.) an epithet for several plants, namely

—

Bras-
sica canina, the Mercurialis sylvestris of Linnxus.

—

Lingua
canina, the Cynoglossum.

—

Malus ca7iina, the Mandragora.—Rosa canina, the Wild Briar.

CANINA'NA (Zool.) a species of serpent in America; so

called because it may be treated as familiarly as a dog.
CANI'NUS (Anat.) canine; an epithet for the teeth, denies

canini, the four eye-teeth ; so called from their resem-
blance to the teeth of the dog. They are the Cnlumellares

or Comelli of Varro and Pliny ; and are called Eye-teeth,
because their fangs e.\tend nearly up to the eye. J'arr. de
Re Rust. 1. 2, c. 7; Plin. 1. 11, c. 38; Isid. Grig. 1. 11,

c. 1.— Caninus musculus, the same as the Levator Anguli oris.

CANI'PULUS {Ant.) a short sword.

CANI'RAM (Bot.) a tree of Malabar, the span of which
exceeds the grasp of two men, the Strychnos nux vomica
of Linna;us. Rail Hist. Plant.

CANIRU'BUS (Bot.) the same as the Ro.'sa Canina.

CA'NIS (Zool.) a genus of animals. Class Mammalia, Order
Fera;.

Generic Character. Foreteeth, upper G, lower 6 Tush
solitaiy.

—

Grinders from 6 to 7.

Species. This genus comprehends animals that differ yery

essentially from each other in their habits, as the Dog,
Wolf, Hyxna, Fox, and Jackal. The principal species

are as follow, namely

—

Canis Jamiliaris, the Dog, with

all its varieties of Spaniel, Hound, Grey-Hound, Pointer,

(!tc. [vide J)og]—Canis lupus, the Wolf, having its tail

bent inward.— Canis Mexicanus, the Mexican Wolf,

having the tail smooth, and bent downwards.

—

Canis

Thous, having a greyish body, the size of a cat, the

Surinam Wolf.— Canis lycaon, the Black Wolf.

—

Canis

hycvna, the Hy.nena, of a pale brown colour striped with

black.

—

Canis cocuta, the Spotted IIya;na, being of a

reddish brown colour spotted with black.— Canis aureus,

the .Jackal, or Lion's Provider, having a straight tail,

and a pale tawny body.

—

Canis vulpes, the Fox.— Canis

Alopcx, the Brant Fox, having a straight tail, black at

the tip.—Canis Virginianus, the Lagopus.— Canis La-

gopus, the Arctic Fox.

—

Canis cmcigera, the th'oss Fox.

— Canis anstralis, the Wolf l"ox.

—

Canis Ccrdo, the

Fennce, or Zerda, a beautiful African and Asiatic

animal, remarkable for the size of its ears, which stand

up erect.
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Cakis Major (Asfi-on.) i jto«», one of the 48 old constellations,

called by Homer ir'o 0T*fi»05, an autumnal constellation,

which, according to Ptolemy, contains 18 stars, to Kepler
13, to Tyclio 13, to Bayer ].9, to Hevelius 21, and to

Flamstead 31 ; the principal of which is Sf/piod, Sirius, the
Dog-Star. According to the fables of the Greeks, the con-
stellation canis was so called from the dog of Orion, the

hunter, which was transported to heaven ; but Hephaestion
and Horus Apollo ascribe the name and figure to the

Egyptians, who called it Sothis, and judged of the swell-

ing of the Nile by its rising ; wherefore the}- looked upon
it to be the sentinel or watch of the year ; and according
to their hierogljphic mode of writing represented it under
the figure of a dog.

—

Canis Minor, another of the 4-8 old

constellations, called by the Greeks xfoxi/si», and by the

Latins Antecanis, because it rises before the Canis major.

This name is now applied to the principal star in the Canis
minor, which according to Ptolemy contains two stars, to

Kepler 5, to Tycho 5, to Bayer 8, to Hevelius 13, and to

Flamstead 1 4-. The Greeks make this also to have been
one of Orion's dogs, or, according to another fable, to

have been transported to Heaven by Erigone, or the

Virgin, daughter of Icarius ; but in all probability the

Egyptians were the inventors of this as well as the former
constellation. The heliacal rising of these two stars being
in the hottest season of the year, namely, in the latter part

of summer, this period was denominated by the ancients

dies caniculares, or Dog-days, [vide Canicula, and Cani-

cular Days'] Aral, de Apparent. ; Hij'parcli. ad Aral.

;

Eratostli. Cliaracteris. ; Cic. ex Aral, de Sat. Dear. \. '2;

Ptol. Almag. 1.7, c..'}-. Plin. 1. IS, c. 28; Gem. Elem.
Astron.c. li; Hor. ApoU. Hierog. ; Pciav. Uranolog.

CA'NISTER [Ant.) a canister or panier.

CAXI'TIES (Med.) hoariness of the hair, grey hairs.

CA'NKElt (Med.) see Cancncm oris.

Canker (Bot.) carcinoma, a cancerous affection which occurs

frequently iu fruit-trees. It shows itself in a large spongy
excrescence, which even in the driest weather discharges

an acrid corroding ichor. Sometimes it is latent, and
spreads far in the bark before it is discovered.

Canker (Cliem.) the rust of iron, brass, &c.
Canker (Te/.) a disease in the feet of horses, consisting of

a fungous excrescence with fibrous roots. The disease

termed the yrush will, when neglected, often turn to the

canker.

—

Canker is also the name of a disease in the ears

of dogs, and in the necks of pigeons, which is of a similar

Jiature.

CA'XN.\ major (Anat.) the greater bone of the leg, called

also Focile majtis and Tibia.— Cantia minor, the lesser bone
of the leg, called also Focile minus.

Canna (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 1 iSlonandria, OrAev 1

Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal, perianth three-leaved.

—

Cor.
monopetalous ; ?;ec/ary petal-like.

—

STAM.Ji/aments none;
anther linear.—PiST. germ roundish ; s/y/e single ; stigma

linear.

—

Per. capside roundish ; seeds few.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Canna indica,

Carmacorus, Gladiolus indicus, Arundo indica, seu fio'

rida, seu Kalu Bala, a native of Asia.— Canna angusti-

folia, Cannacorus angustifolius, Arundo indica, AUiara,

seu Pacivira, Narrow-leaved Indian reed, a native of
America.

—

Canna glatica, Cannoides, seu Cannacorus
glaucnphyltus, a native of Carolina.

—

Canna Juncea, a
native of China.

—

Canna flaccida, a native of S. Caro-
lina.

—

Canna coccinea, a native of the Indies.

—

Canna
lutea, a native of the East Indies Canna patens, a na-

tive of the Indies.

—

Canna gigantea, native of S. Ca-
rolina.

CAMNABI'NA {Bot.) the Datisca of Linna;us. Tournef.
Instit.
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CA'NNABIS (Bot.) y-xniZn., hemp, a well-known plant, the

seeds of which, in decoctions and enmlsions, have been
recommended against coughs, <S:c. Di •scor.\.9,, c. 166;
Plin. 1. 19, c. 4 ; Oribns. Med. Coll. 1. 1 1 ; Act. Tetrab. 1,

serm. 1 ; Paul. A'.ginet. 1. 7, c. 3 ; a genus of plants,

Class 22 Dioecia, Order 5 Pentandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—CoR. none.

—PisT. germ very small.

—

Per. very small; seed-nut

globose.

Species. The only species is

—

Cannabis sniix'a, mas, cr-

ratica, seu scmina, an annual, native of Persia.

CANNACO'UUS (Bot.) the Canna Indica of Linnaeus.

CA'N\EL-COAL(.V;>i.) vide Canal-Coal.

C.VSSEQVISS (Com.) white cotton cloths brought from
the East Indies, which are folded square, and are about
eight ells long.

CA'NN'ETS (Her.) a charge in which ducks are represented

without beak or feet.

CA'NNIOXS (Archieol.) an old fashioned garment for the

leg.

CA'NXISTER (Mech.) an instrument used by coopers in

racking off wine.

CANNON (Mil.) any sort of gun which is too large to be
used in the hand. On their first introduction cannons were
distinguished by particular names, as. Queen Elizabeth's

Pocket Pistol, a GO-pounder, Mounts-.Meg, an SO-pounder,

in the Tower of London ; the Thunderer, an 80-pounder,

at Berlin ; the Terrible, an 80-pounder, at Malaga, cSjc.

These names were exchanged for others more systematic,

and of more general use, namely

—

Xame. Pmnders. Cut.

Cannon Royal, or Carthoun 4-8 90
Bastard Cannon, or j Carthoun 36 79
Half Carthoun 24 60
Culverin 18 ,50

Demy-Culverin 9 30
Falcon 6 25

f lowest sort 5 13

Saker < ordinar}' 6 15

(.largest size 8 IS
Basilisk 48 S5
Serpentine 4 8

Aspik 2 7

Dragon 6 12

Syren 60 SI

Falconet 3, 2, & 1 . . 15, 10, 5

At present cannon, or pieces of ordnance, are distinguished

by the weight of the ball they carry ; as a 24-pounder, one

that discharges a ball of 24 pounds; a 12-pounder, one

that carries a ball of 12 pounds. Ship and Garrison-guns

consist of 42, 32, 24, 18, 12, 9, 6, and 3-pounders. Bat-

tering-guns of 24, 18, and 12-pounders. Field Pieces of

18, 12, 9, 6, 3, 2, li, 1, and |-pounders.

Parts ofa Cannon. The parts of a cannon are as follow ;

namely,—The reinforce, that part of a gun next the

breech, which is made stronger to resist the force of

powder. This is divided into the first and second re-

inforce, which differ in size.—The chace, the whole

space from the trunnions to the muzzle.—The nur.zle,

properly so called, is that part comprehended between

the muzzle, astragal, and the end.—The cascable, the

hindermost part of the breech, from the base-ring to the

end ofthebutton.

—

The cascable-astragal, the diminishing

part between the two breech-mouldings.—The neck ofthe

cascable, the narrow space between the breech-moulding

and the button.—The breech is the solid piece behind,

between the vent and the extremity of the base-ring,

which terminates the hind part of the gun, exclusive of

thecascable.

—

Thebreech-mouldings, the eniioent parts, as
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squares or rounds, which serve only for ornaments to

the piece, &c.—The dnse-ring and ogee are ornamental-

mouldings ; the latter of which is always in the shape of

the letter S, after the manner of the ogee in architecture.

—The venl-Jield is the jjart from the vent to the first re-

iuforce-astragal.—The vent-astragal and fillets are the

mouldings and fillels at or near the vent.—The charging

ci/liiider is all the space from the chace-astragal to the

inuzzle-astragal.

—

'ihejirst rciiiforce-ring and ngee are

the ornaments on the second reinforce,

—

The first re-

\

infbrce-astrngal is the ornament between the first and
second reinforce.—The chase girdle is the ornament
close to the trunnions.— Trunnions, two solid cylindrical

pieces of metal in every gun, which project from the

piece, and by which it is supported upon its carriage.

—Dolphins, two handles placed on the second reinforce-

ring of brass cannons, resembling the fish of that name;
they serve for mounting and dismounting the guns.

—

The second reinjorce-ring and ngee are the two ornaments

joining the trunnions.—The chnsc-astragal and fillets, the

two last-mentioned ornaments jointly.— Tiie muzzle-

astragal and filets, the joint ornaments nearest the

muzzle.—The muzzle mouldings, the ornaments at the

muzzle of a piece.— The sxuelling of the muzzle, the

projected part behind the muzzle mouldings.— The
mouth of a cannon, the entrance of the bore, or the

hollow part which receives the charge.—The vent, that

which, in small fire-arms, is called the touch-hole, a small

hole pierced at the end, or near the end, of the bore or

chamber, for the purpose of priming the piece with

powder, or to introduce the tube in order when lighted

to set fire to the charge.—The chamber is the place where
the powder is lodged which forms the charge.

The tools employed in the use of cannon are as follow :

—

Coins, or wedges, to lay under the breech of the gun in

order to elevate or depress it.— Handspikes, which serve

as levers to move and lay the gun.— Ladles, which
gerve to load the gun with loose powder.

—

Rammers,
which serve to ram home the wads put upon the powder
and shot.—The sponge is fixed at the opposite end of

the rammer, and serves to clean the gun after it has

been fired.—Sonus are used to field pieces instead of

coins, by which the gun is kept to the same elevation.

—

The searcher is an iron hollow, at one end, to receive a

wooden handle, and, on the other end, has from four

to eight flat springs pointed and turned outwards at the

ends.—The reliever is an iron flat ring with a wooden
liandle at right angles to it: it is so called because it

sjrves to relieve or disentangle the searcher, when any
one of its springs is caught in a hole on its being intro-

duced into the piece to search it after it is fired.

—

Cannon-ball and cannon-shot, [vide Ball and Hhot']

Cannon (Print.) one of the largest kinds of type or letter

used in a printing office, which by some is supposed to be

so called because it was used in the printing of canons,

but more probably from its size.

CAN.VONA'DE [Mil.) the firing of several pieces of ord-

nance against any particular object.

CANNONEETl (Mil.) the person who manages the gun.

C'.V'NNULA (Surg.) a tube of various figures introduced

into orifices for the purpose of conveying any fluid, as

pus from a wound, &c.
CANO'E (Mar.) an Indian boat formed of the trunk of a

tree that is hollowed out. 'J'he canoes made of the trunk

of one tree keep that name as long as they are so small

that not above three or four persons can go in them; when
they are larger, those of America are called pirogues, and
those of Guinea chanis. Among the Greenlanders the

man's canoe is called kaialc, that of the women miak ;

the latter is a large boat managed by the women for

1
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transporting families and effects when they shift their en«

campments.
CANON of Scripture (Bill.) from the Greek »«>«», a rule;

signifies that rule by which the genuine books of Scripture

are distinguislied from those which are either false or

doubtful. The Seriptui-es consist of the Old and New
Testament.
Old Testament. The Jews divided the books of the Old
Testament into three classes ; namely, the Law, the

Prophets, and the Hagiography, which by them was
called Chetiiliim.

The Laxi<. The First Class comprehended five books

;

namely, 1. Genesis, so called from the creation of the

world. 2. Exodus, from 8|o<5oc, the departure of the

Israelites out of Egypt. 3. Leviticus, so named from

its contents, because it treats of the office and duties of

the priest and Levites, and generally called the Levitical

Law. 4. Numbers, so named from the numbering of

the tribes that came out of Israel. 5. Deuteronomj-,

i. e. literally, kuTtfoc, the second, and >o/ao?, law, because
it contained a repetition, or recapitulation of the Law.
These five books, which were written by Moses, are

comprehended under the general name of Pentateuch,

from !TWTf, five, and n'i^^o',, a volume.

The Prophets. The Second Class consisted of nine books;
namely, I.Joshua, so called from Joshua, the son of

Nun, by whom it was written. 2. Judges, so called

because it contained an account of those who imme-
diately succeeded Moses and Joshua as rulers of the

people. 3, 4. The two books of Samuel, or the First

and Second Books of Kings, so named because they

were written by Samuel, and contain an account, not

only of himself, but also of the Kings Saul and David.

5, 6. The two books of Kings, or the Third and Fourth
Hooks of Kings, which contain an account of the several

Kings of Israel in the order of their succession. 7. Jere-

miah, or the book written by Jeremiah. 8. Ezekiel, or

the book written by Ezekiel. 9. The twelve minor Pro-

phets, which were all included in one book.

The Hagiographi/. The third class comprehended nine

books ; namely, I. Job, so named from the person whose
history it contains. This book is ascribed to Moses.
2. The Psalms, or, as the Hebrew word Thehclim im-

plies, the volume of Hymns, are ascribed to many dif-

ferent writers, the principal of whom are Moses, David,

and Solomon. 3. The Proverbs, also called from the name
of their author, the Proverbs of Solomon. 4-. Eccle-

siastes, or the Preacher, because this book, which was
also written by Solomon, was more in the shape of

moral discourses than the preceding. 5. The Song of

Solomon. 6. Daniel, or the book written by Daniel.

7. Chronicles, called by the Greeks vKpa, MTrofjiitu, re-

maining, because it details more at large the things

passed over, or slightly mentioned, in the Books of Kings.

8. Esdras, the book written by Esdras. 9. Esther,

which is ascribed to Esdras as the author ; to which

some added Uuth, and the Lamentations of Jeremiah.

These books, amounting in all to twenty-two, constituted

the Canon of the Old Testament as received by the

Jews ; to which the Romish Church have added six

other books that were held by the former to be apocry-

phal ; namely, 1. The Wisdom of Solomon. 2. Eccle-

siasticus. 3. Tobias. 4. Judith. ,5 & 6. Maccabees,
which, by the Protestants, are ranked in the same class

as they are by the Jews.

Vt'iu Testament. The New Testament, which consistssof

twenty-seven books, is divided into four parts ; namely,

the Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, Epistles, and Revela-

tion.

Gospels. The First Class comprehends the writings of the
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Evangelists, so called from tl, well, and «•/•/'>;«, a mes-

sage; because these books contain the Gospel, or a

message of glad tidings to all mankind. They are as

follow : 1 . Matthew, who wrote in Hebrew, and ad-
j

dressed himself to his own nation. 2. Mark, who wrote
^

in Greek, and for the benefit of the Gentiles. 3. Luke,
'

the most learned of the Evangelists, who wrote also

in Greek. 4. John, who was the last, wrote his Gospel
I

in Asia.

The Acts of the Apostles. The .Second Class, embraces in I

one book the Acts of the Apostles, so called from its

contents. It is ascribed to the evangelist Luke, and
[

contains the history of the Church at its first com- I

mencement after the death of our Saviour.

The Epistles. The Third Class, includes, 1. Fourteen!
Epistles of St. Paul, nine of which were written to seven t

churches, and the five others to his disciples Timothy,
,

Titus, and Philemon. 2. Two Epistles of St. Peter,

which are called General, because they were addressed

not to one church, citj-, or people, but to all the Gentiles. I

3. Three Epistles general of St. John. 4. One Epistle

general of St. James. 5. One Epistle general of St. Jude.

The Revelation. The Fourth Class, includes the book
called the Revelation, or Apocalypse, which was written

j

by the evangelist St. John, during his banishment to the

island of Patmos, and contains an account of the revela-

tion, or manifestation of hidden things, which was made
^

to himself. The spurious or disputed books of the New-

Testament are still more numerous than those of the i

Old, being written for the most part by heretics, for the

purpose of supporting their own particular opinions,

[vide Acts of the .Apostlei]

The following is a list of all the books of the Old and New
Testament, together with the number of chapters they

contain, according to the order in which they are placed

in our authorised version.

Books of the Old Testament.

&.)f:s. Chapters.

Genesis 50
Exodus 40
Leviticus 27
Numbers 36
Deuteronomy 34
Joshua 24
Judges 21
Ilutii 4
I. Samuel 31
II. Samuel 2t
I. Kings 22
n. Kings 25
I. Chronicles 29
II. Chronicles 30
Ezra 10
Nehemiah 13
Esther 10
Job 42
Psalms 150
Proverbs 31

Biwks. Chapten.

Ecclesiastes 12
The Song of Solomon.

.

8
Isaiah 66
Jeremiah 52
Lamentations 5
Ezekiel 48
Daniel 12
Hosea 14
Joel 3

Amos 9
Obadiah 1

Jonah ....'. 4
Jlicah 7
Nahura 3
Habakkuk 3

Zephaniah 3
Haggai 2
Zechariah 14
Malachi 4

Books of the New Testament.

hiwi.s. Chtipters.

Matthew 23
INIaik 16
Luke 24
John 21
The Acts 28
The Epistle to the"! ,_
Romans / ^°

I.Corinthians 16

Btxih. Chaptgrs.

II. Corinthians 13
Galatians 6
Ephesians 6
Philippians ,

,

4
Colossians 4
I. Thessalonians 5
II. Thessalonians 3

I. Timothy , 6

Bx'Aj. Chapters.

II. Timothy 4

Titus 3

Philemon 1

Epistle to the Hebrews. 13

The Epistle of James.

.

5
I. Peter 5

Bo,-h. Chaplns.

II. Peter 3

I. John 5

II. John 1

in. John I

Jude 1

Revelation 22

This body of Scripture is received into the Christian

Church as the genuine word of God, on the concurrent

testimony not only of Jews and Christians, but of the

adversaries of ,both ; to which is sometimes annexed

the Apocrj'pha, as follows :

—

Books. Chapters. Boohs. Chapters.

I. Esdras 9 The Song of the Three

II. Esdras 16 Children.

Tobit 14
Judith 16

The Rest of Esther 6
Wisdom 19
Ecclesiasticus 51
Baruch, with the Epis- \ „

...../ -^

The Story of Susanna . 1

Bel and the Dragon . . 1

The Prayer of Manasseh.
I.Maccabees 16

II. Maccabees 15

tie of Jeremiah

,

Phil. Jud. Oper.; Jo.sej)h. Antiq. SfC. ; 1 Polycarp. Epist.;

Jii.sf. Mart. Apol. dfc. ; Iren. adv. Ha-rcs. ; St. Clem.

Alexand.; Tertull. Apol. S;c. ; St. Chrysost. Hoinil. S\-c ;

Oiig. Comment. Sec; St. Cyp. Epist.; Arnoh.con. Genti.;

Lnctant. Inst.; Euseb. Hist. Eccles. ; Epiphan. Hcer.

S,'C. ; Hieron. Catal. S;c. ; August, de Hicres. S(C. ; Isid.

Orig. 1. 6, c. 1, 2 ; Cotel. Pat. Apost. vol. 1 ; Cave. Hist.

Lit. ; Tillem. Hist. Eccles. tom. ii. pt. 1 ; Du Pin. Bibl.

Ant. Eccles.; Stillingfleet. Orig. Sac; Prid. Connect.

S,-c. SfC

Caxon (Ant.) a customary tribute or impost for tonnage-

poundage, and also a payment for corn, &c. Spart. Sevtr.

c. 8 ; Lamprid. Heliogab. c. 27.

C.4K0N' [Ecc) a dignitary in the church, [vide Cnnons~\

Canon is also applied in the Romish church to any rules, or

formulas which serve as rules, as the

—

Canon Religiosoi urn,

the book in convents which contained the rules and insti-

tutions of the house.— Canon of the Mass, a formula of

private prayer used by the priest preparatory to his ad-

ministering the sacrament.

—

Pascal Canon, a table of the

moveable feasts, showing tlie day on which Easter falls,

&c.—Canon, lastly, is a list of the saints acknowledged
and canonized in the Romish church.

Canok (Laxv) a collection of ecclesiastical rules and consti-

tutions taken from the ancient, general, and provincial

councils. It consists of two parts; namely, decrees, called

the Decrees of Gratian ; and the Decretals, which contained

the decretal epistles or rescripts of the popes.

Canon (.Math.) a general rule for resolving all cases of a
like nature in Geometry, Algebra, &c. : thus the last step

of every equation is a Canon, which, if turned into words,

becomes a rule for resolving all questions similar to the one
proposed.— Canon is also the name for tables of sines,

tangents, &c. whether natural or artificial.

C.\NON (Mus.) a method of determining the intervals of

musical notes, which was invented by Ptolemy. Ptol.

Harmon. 1. 1, c. 8.

Canon, in modern music, a vocal composition in one or

more parts, in which one takes the lead and the other

follows. There are various kinds of Canons, as the simple,

double, triple, diminished, reversed, inverted, &c.— Canone
chiuso, or Canone in Corpo, a perpetual figure written

upon one line, w ith certain marks to denote where the imi-

tative parts begin.

Canon (Surg.) an instrument used in sewing up wounds.
Canon ( Vet.) the cylindrical bone in the hinder leg of a

horse, which is situated immediately below the hock.

2r
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Canox (Print.) vide Cannon.
Canon [Mil.) French for t!ie barrel of any fire-arms, great

or small.— Cfi.'.oH clianthrc, a piece not well cast, and on
that account unfit for use. — Canon secret, pieces of
ordnance so disposed on a battery as to be unperceived by
the enemy.— Canon double, vide Ileveil-mnfin.— Canon
rayc, a rifle gun.

C.-VXON'IAI [Meil.) K'^ycn'xi, those having contracted bellies,

as opposed to corpulent persons, according to Hippocratis
and (jalen. Jlippocrat. de Aer. ; Gal. Exrircx.

C.\NO'N'ICAL (Kcc.) agreeable to the canons of the church,
as C'ff»on/c«/Ao((rs, hours prescribed by the canons forprayers.

CAN'O'NICI [Mus.) the followers of Ptolemy's canon in

music, in distinction from Mnsici who followed Aristox-
enus and the Pythagorean method.

CANONIZATION (AVc.) the enrolment in the canon of saints.

CANON-MOUTH nfa Litt [Man.) a round but long piece

of iron, consisting sometimes of two pieces that couple
and bend in the middle. Canon-mouths are designed to

keep the horse in subjection.

CANONIIY (Ecc.) or CannnMp, an ecclesiastical benefice

in some cathedral or collegiate church.

CANONS [Ecc.) dignitaries in a cathedral church. Tliey

are of several sorts, namely

—

Regular Canonn, who still

live in community, and to the practice of their rules have
added the profession of vows; and

—

Secular Canons, who are

laj' canons that have been admitted into some chapter of
canons. This distinction is principally observed in the

Romish church.— Cardinal Canons, those who are incardi-

nale, i. e. attached to some church, as priests are to

a parish.

—

Dumi^illiari/ Canons, young canons who, not

being in orders, had no right in any particular chapters.—Forci:^n Canons, those who did not officiate in the

canonries to which they belonged.

—

Mansionarij or Re-
sidentiary Canons, who are distinguished from the former
by their officiating in their canonries.

—

Laij or Honorari/
Canons, those among the laity who, as a mark of honour
and respect, have been admitted into some chapter
of canons.

—

Expectative Canons, such as, without liaving

any of the revenue, enjoyed the title and dignity of a
canon.

—

Minor Canons, those who perform the duties of
the cathedral service in the place of the canons.

CANO'PICON (Bot.) a sort ofspunge. Dios. 1. 4, c. 16G.

CA'NOPITE (Med.) a collyrium for the eyes. Cel. 1. 6", c. 6.

CANO'PUM (Bot.) the flower and bark "of the Elder tree.

CANO'PUS (A.'it.) 1. The name formerly given to a star in

the second bend of Eridanus. '2. c.v(ai!o5, a bright star, of

the first magnitude, in the rudder of the ship Argo, which,

according to Pliny and Manilius, was visible at Alexandria
in Egypt ; but not at Uhodes.

Manil. Aslron .1. 1, v, 215.

Nus^inam invcnifsfulgere Caut^unn

Douec KUiacas per ponitirn veneris oras.

Gem. Elem. Astron. c. 2 ; Vilruv. 1. 9, c. 7 ; Strab. 1. '.i ;

/%(. I. 2, c. 70; Pelav. Uranomet. ; Bay. Uranonicl.

The longitude of Canopus, in J 700, was 10'52" in s ;

lat 72° 4-9'. 'i'he right ascension, in 1812, iH" 56'W

;

declination 52° 35' 48"; the annual variation in right

ascension 20", in declination 1" 7.

CA'NOPY (Arcliit.) 1. A covering for a throne or an altar.

2. The label or projecting moulding which surrounds the

heads of Gothic arches.

CANSCIII' (But.) the '/'mi'/rt of Linnaus.

C.ANT [Gram.) a quaint sort of language aflected by parti-

cular persons, or professions, for sinister purposes, and
not authorized by established usage.

Cant [Com.) a sale by auction, so called, probably, from
cantare, to sing or cry aloud; whence, in Scotland, an

auction is called an outcry.

Cant (Archil.) a term expressing the position of any piece

CAN
of timber not standing square.— Csnt-moidding, a mould-
ing with a bevelled surface applied, instead of the echinus,
to the capitals of columns.

Ca'nt-Pieces (Mar.) pieces of timber inserted or annexed
to the angles.— Cant-timbers, in French couples devoycs,

those timbers which are situated at the two ends of a
ship. Tluy are so called because they are canted or

rai.sed obliquely from the keel.

CANTABILE (iMus.) or Cantab, a term implying tliat the
performance must be sung.

CANTA'BRICA (/Jo^) Lavender-leaved Bindweed, a herb,

which, according to Pliny, was first discovered among the

Canlabri in Spain, from whom it takes its name. I'lin.

1. 25, c. 8.

Cantabrica, in the Linnean system, a species of Convolvulus.

CA'NTACON [Bot.) Garden Saffron.

CANTADOU'KS (Mas.) itinerant singers in Provence, who
sprung up in the ninth century.

CANTALI'VEU (Archit.) vide Cantilever.

CANTANTE (Mus.) a term to denote the vocal part of a

composition.

CAN TA'O (Com.) a wine measure of three gallons in Alicant.

CA'NTAR (Com.) the same as Cantaro.

CANTA'RA (Bot.) the plant which bears St. Ignatius's beam.
CANTARE'LLI (Ent.) a species of beetles, which, being

macerated in oil, are said to endue it with the virtues of oil

of Scorpions. Castell.

C.\NTA'RO (Com.) 1. A weight, in Italy, of 150 pounds, or

upwards. 2. A measure in Cochin.

CANTA'TA (Mus.) a piece of music for one, two, or more
voices; and sometimes with one or more instruments, con-

sisting of grave parts and airs intermingled or alternate.

CANTATI'LLA [Mus.) a small cantata.

CANTEE'N (A//7.) 1. A suttling-house for both officers and

men. 2. A leathern or wooden machine for holding dif-

ferent utensils used by the officers. 3. A sort of tin-vessel

for holding liquors, which is used by soldiers ontheirraarch.

C.A'NTEL (Archtcol.) a lump or mass.

CA'NTER (?tlan.) the well-known pace of a horse, which

is a sort of easy gallop. It is however reckoned not to be
the natural pace of any horse.

CAN'TERBURY-BE'LL (But.) the Campanula trachclium,

glomcrata, et medium, of LinniEus, which are all perennials.

CANTHARE'LLUS (Bot.) the same as the Chuntarcllicsot

Linna;us.

CA'NTHARI FIGULI'NI (Chem.) cucurbits made of pot-

ters' ware. i

CANTIIA'RIAS (Min.) a stone having the figure of a |

beetle upon it. Plin. 1.37, c. 10.

CANTIIA'UIDES (Med.) Spanish flies, aspccies of shining

beetle, of a golden, azure, or greeni.sh colour, and of a

fetid smell, which, when powdered and applied to the skin,

cause an exulceration, whence they are used in blisters.

This insect is classed under the genus Lytta in the Linnean

system.

CANTHARI'FERA (Bot.) the Nepenthes o( Linnxus.

CANTHARTNUS (Ent.) an epithet for a species of ciraex,

cerambix, &c.

CA'NTHARIS (Ent.) a genus of animals, Class Insecta,

Order Coleoptera.

Generic Characters. Anienncc filiform.— Thora.v mostly

margined.

—

Shells flexile.

Species. The species are distinguished into those which

iiave their feelers hatchet-shaped, filiform, or projecting.

CANTMARl'TES {Nat.) a kind of outlandish wine, men-

tioned by Pliny, 1. 14, c. 7.

CANTIIE'RIUS (Surg.) the cross beam between two posts

in the machine contrived by Hippocrates for replacing the

dislocated bone of the shoulder. Hippocrat. »<f. «?<» i^

i'OW. (Ecoiwnf. llippoc. •
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CA'NTHARUS (Ant.) a name of several utensils among
the Romans, as a jug or tankard, particularly the one

sacred to Bacchus. Virgil calls it gnni!,

I'irg. eel. 6, V. 17.

Lt graiU attrita pendebat cantharits ansa.

and Sidonius makes Bacchus, vhen he went in triumph,

to carry the Cantharus and the Th3Tsus

:

Cantharus et thyrius d€:ctraque l<£iaque ftruntur.

and in this manner he is represented on medals, as in the

annexed figure of a medal of ^<f^-^^''r^ ,#'''~~^

Antoninus Pius, bearing on /'^^^i^^-^ K f!

the obverse the head of the ;•=•' .^^^"t'V^'o _Jk
emperor crowned with laurel, fc ^^^3 ^.^^^i .^H
the inscription ATTox^^j^ao ^*^^ 5^ ^J^'''
KAI CV. AXTflNELN'OC ^*2&^ ^«^
CEBxfc? TCEB<?, i. e. Imperator Ceesnr Anlonimis Au-
gustus Pius ; on the reverse, a figure of Bacchus, standing

}

with a Cantharus and Thyrsus in his hands, and a tiger at

his feet; the incription ABflNOTElXElTaX, i. e. Abo-
\

nitic/ioruiii, the inhabitants of Abonetichus, a town ol'|

Paphlagonia. Plin. 1.33, c. 2; f'al. Max. i. 6, c. 3;
Goltz. Thesaur. ; ]'aUlanf. Sumis. Grac. ; Putin, \umis-
mati. Imperat. Roman.; Hnrduin. Numm. Ant. Illustrat. ;

Spanlicim. de Prastan. et Usu \uniis.

Caxtii.vrus is also the name for a water-spout, and the

knocker of a door. Plant. Men. act. I, seen. 2.

CA'N'THERUS (Archil.) or Cantherius, a rafter or joist of

a house that comes down from the ridge to the eaves.

Vitruv. 1. 4-, c. 2.

Caxtherus (^Carpeni.) a tressel or horse to saw or cut

timber on.

CA'XTHUS (Ant.) the iron with which the circumference of

the cart-wheel is bound. The fello of the wheel, which,

according to Quintilian, was a barbarous word first intro-

duced bj' Persius. Pers. sat. 5, v. 70; Mail. 1. li,

ep. 168: Quint. Inst. 1. 1, c. 5.

CAXTHUS (Anat.) r.x-.l:-,, the corner or angle of the eye.

That next the nose is termed the internal or greater Can-
iltus ; and the farther is the external or lesser Canihus.

Ruff. Ephes. 1. 1, c. 4-.

CA'NTIC.E (Ant.) ancient dramatic soliloquies, supposed to

have been introduced as interludes.

CA'XTICT (Ecc.) songs so called in the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, which were sun-^ in honour of the Blessed

Virgin, and the Saints and Martyrs.
CA'XTICLE (T/teol.) a sacred hymn or song among the

Hebrews, particularly applied to the Song of Solomon.
Canticle (Mus.) vocal soliloquies in the Greek tragedies.

CAXTILE'XA (Mus.) the treble melodj' or upper part of

any composition, in distinction from the bass and other

inferior parts.— Cantilena Scotica, Scottish melody.
CAXTILEVER-CO'RXTCE (Archit.) a cornice formed

of modillions or cantilevers.— Cantilevers, pieces of wood
framed into any side of a house to support the mouldings
and eaves over it; a sort of modillions.

CAXTIMARO'XS {Mar.) or Catimarons, a kind of float

or raft used by the inhabitants on the coast of Coromandel,
in fishing.

CA'XTIXG (Archit.) the act of turning a plank or timber to

see the opposite side.

CA'NTIXG-COIXS (3jV;r.) short pieces ofwood cut with a
sharp ridge, to lie between the casks to prevent them from
rolling against each other.

CA'XTIOX (Chem.) the same as SaccAnrum, or Candy.
CA'XTO (Mus.) or Cant, the melody or highest vocal part.—Canto concertante, the treble of the little chorus, or the

part which one sings throughout.— CantoJermo, the ancient
chants of the Romish church.

—

Canto Jigurato, another
name for the Canto fenno in its cultivated state.— Ca/iio

CAP

piano, another name for old chanting.— Canto recilaiivo, a

speakingsong.

—

Canto ?7))/c«o, the treble of thegrand chorus.

CAXTO'X (Geog.) a division of a country, as the Cantons
of Switzerland.

C.VNTOK (Her.) an ordinary, so called because it occupies
but a cantel or corner of the escutcheon. It is either dex-
ter or sinister, i. e. on the right or left side

1 of the escutcheon, and is the third of the

chief. Dexter in a canton is the sign of a

baronet's arms, as in the annexed exinnple.

" He beareth gules two lions passant, ar-

gent, between nine cross'ets titchet or.

These are the arms of the Acton family."

TO Cantos (Mil.) to disperse troops into summer or winter
quarters.

CAXTO'XE (Com.) a measure in the Molucca;; equal to five

English pints.

Cantone (^Archit.) an epithet for a building, the angles of
which are adorned with columns, pilastres, rustic quoins, &c.

CA'NTOXED (Her.) in French canlonnee, a cross between
four figures.

CA'XTOX.MEXTS (Mil.) distinct situations in towns and
villages where the different parts of an army lie encamped.

CA'XTRED (ArchcFol.) or Kantrff, from Centum, a hun-
dred, and tr/ff, a town ; a hundred in Wales, i.e. a hundred
villages. Stat. 2t^ Hen. S; Mon. Anglic.

CAXTUARIh'XSIS AQUA (Min.) Canterbury waters in

five welis near to each other, which are strongly impreg-
nated with iron, sulphur, and carbonic acid gas.

C.A.'XTRUM (C/ie»;.) or Cantiuni, the same as Candum, or

Candy.
CA'XTUS (Mus.) the mean or counter tenor.

—

Cantus
Gregorianus, the Gregorian chant, so called from St. Gre-
gory its inventor, who improved upon that introduced by
St. Ambrose.

CA'XVAS (Paint.) or Canvass, the cloth on which painters

usually draw their pictures. It is smoothed over with a
slick stone, then sized, and afterwards whited over, when it

is called the primed cloth, because they take their first

sketches on it.

Canvas (Mar.) or Canvass, the cloth of which the sails are

made, which are distinguished into degrees of fineness by
the first eight digits; Xo. 1 being the coarsest and strongest.

CA'XVASS (Mn.'<.) the model or first words whereon an air

or piece of music is composed and given to a poet to regu-
late and finish. The canvass of a song contains certain

notes which serve to determine the measure.

C.4NVASS (Com.) from cannabis, hemp; a coarse cloth of
hemp, unbleached, which is wove regularly in little squares.

It is used for working tapestry with the needle, &c.
CAXVASS-BAGS (Fort.) bags filled with earth for raising

a parapet in ha^te.

CAXU'LA (Surg.) the same as Cannula.

CA'XUM (Archceol.) a duty paid to a superior, or lord of
the manor.

CA'XUM-CERA'SUM (Bot.) the same as .Y.y/asto/w.

CAXZO'XE (Mus.) signifies properly an ode or song; but is

applied by musicians to a piece of instrumental music, when
it signifies sonata : to vocal music, signifying cantata : and
to any part of a sona.a, to signify the same as allegro.

CAXZOXE'T (Mus.) a diminutive of Canzone, signifying a
little air.

CAOPO'IBA (Bot.) a Brazilian tree, growing to the heJght

and shape of a beech. Raii Hist. Plant.

CAO'UP (Bot.) a tree in the island of Maragnam, with

leaves not unlike those of the apple tree, and the fruit like

that of the orange. Raii Hist. Plant.

CAOU'TCHOUC (.Vfl«.) the Indian name tor Indian Rub-
ber, a substance produced from the Syringe tree ofCayenne.

CAP, or Bonnet (Her.) a bearing in coats of arms.
2r2
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Cap of Maintenance, or Cap of Dignity, is a cap of state

made of crimson velvet, lined and turned up
with ermine, as in the annexed figure. It

is carried before the king of Great Britain
_v«|,.s,_._—

at his coronation and other great solemni- ^^la,J.-^
»''"'*'"

tics. Such a cap was sent by Pope Julius the second, with

a sword, to Henry the eighth, for his writing a book against

Martin Luther.
Cap {Mar.) a square piece of timber placed over the head

or upper end of a mast, in which is around hole to receive

the top or top-gallant masts, so that by these caps they

are kept steady and firm in the tressel-trees.— Cap of a

Block, a semi-circular projection from the sides and round

the end of a block above the pins.— Cap-Merchant, the

purser of a ship.

Cap iif a Gun {Ciunn.) vide Apron,
TO Cap (Cii.<:.) to take off the cap, as under-graduates in the

university do to their seniors.

TO Cap verses {Lit.) an exercise of the memory among
school-boys, who, standing in a row, the first repeats a

verse, then the second repeats another, proceeding where

he left otF, and so on with the rest.

TO Capo /?o/)i" (^Urtr.) tocover the end of it with tarredcanvas.

Cap {Arc/lit.) the uppermost part of any assemblage of prin-

cipal or subordinate parts. It is applied to the capital of a

column, the cornice of a door, the capping or uppermost

member of the surbase of a room, &c.

Cap {Dot.) piletis, the top of the fungus, in general shaped

like a plate or bonnet, as in Jig. 1, 2, and supported by a,

the stipes, or Stalk, in/;i-. 4. In this body are the organs

of generation. The different kinds of the cap are as

follow, namely— flat, planus, forming a plane expansion,

as in Jirr. 3 ; round, convexus, which is convex above, as in

Jig. 1 ; hollow, concavus, where there is a depression on the

r;^. 1. n^. 2. n^. 3. ng. 4.

upper surface; bossed, umbonatus, where there is a promi-

nent point in the centre, as b infijr. 4; bell shaped, cam-

panulatus, when it is very convex above, and spreads wide

below, like a bell, as in Agaricus cimetarius ; viscid, vis-

cidus, when the upper surface is covered with a clammy
exudation ; scaly, s</uamosus, when it is covered with a

number of imbricated scales of a different colour from its

oivn. as in Agaricus inuscarius ; scjuarrose, stpiarrosus, when
the scales stand up from the surftice, as in Jig. 4; halved,

dlinidialus, when it forms only half the figure of a plate,

and appears to have one side taken off, as in Uydnum au-

riscalj.ium ; stipitate, stipitatum, when supported on a stalk ;

sessile, scssilis, seu acanlis, when it is not supported by a stalk.

The parts of the cap are as follow, namely—The I5oss,

umbo, the centre of the cap, as a, fig. 1 and 2, and b

in fig. 4, which in the latter figure is prominent.—The
(liils, lamellic, thin foliaccous membranes on the under-

side of the mushroom, as in b b, m Jig. 1, and also in

Jig. 2, .'i. These contain the cajjsulcs of the seed, and

are peculiar to the genus Agaricui.—The I'ores, pari,

small holes on the underside of the cap, as if made with

the ))oinl of a needle, peculiar to the Jlulf/i.—The
I'rickles, echini, raised projecting points, which, like

the pores, contain the organs of generation. They are

peculiar to the genus llydnum, as injig. 2.—The \Varts,

papilhc, small round protuberances on the under surface.

C.V'l'-MEUCllANT [Mar.) vide Cap.

C.V'l'-l'Al'Ell {Com.) a large sort of brown paper.

CAP
CA'PA viela (Bot.) the Cleome pentaphylla.

CAPA-A'GA (Polit.) an old and experienced officer in the
seraglio, who has the charge of instructing and superin-
tending the Iconoglans, or Agamoglans.

CAPA'CITY (Larc) or capabiliti/, the right which a body
politic has to give or take lands or tenements, &c. or to sue
for actions, &c.

Capacity {Geom.) the solid content of any body: thence
our hollow measures of beer, wine, salt, &c. are called

measures of capacity.

CA'PAN (Com.) a coin in Sumatra, equal to about three-

pence English money.
CAP.V'RISON {Man.) or caparasson, a horse-cloth, or co-

vering for the trappings or furniture of a horse.

Caparison {Mil.) includes the bridle, saddle, and housing

of a military horse.

CAPA'RISOis'ED {Her.) applied to a horse completely fur-

nished for the field.

CAPE AST Ell {Bot.) the Cinerea amelloidcs of Linnaeus.

CA'PE {Lave) a judicial writ relative to a plea of lands or

tenements, which is so named from the word that denotes

its chief end and purpose. It consists of the Cape magnum
and Cape parvum.— Cape magnum, or the^roHrf Cape, is a

writ tiiat lies before appearance, to summon the tenant to

answer the default, or according to the Old Nulura Brg-

vium, where a man hath brought a Pnccipe quod reddat of

a thing touching a plea of land, and the tenant makes de-

fault at the day to him given in the original writ, then this

writ shall go for the king to take the land into his hands ;

and if the tenant come not at the day appointed he loseth

his lands. Bract. 1. 3, tract 3, c. 1 ; Vet. Sat. Brcv. IGl ;

Reg. Jud. fol. 1.

—

Cape parvum, or petit Cape, a writ where
the tenant is summoned in plea of land, and comes on the

summons, and iiis appearance is recorded : if at the day
given him he prays the view, and having it granted, makes
default, then this writ shall issue for the king, <lvc. Flet.

1.2, c. 4; J'et. Nat.Brev. 162.— Cape ad J'alentiam, a species

of Cape magnum, or writ of execution, that lies where one
is impleaded of certain lands, and he vouches to warrant

another, but the vouchee does not come on the day ap-

pointed, then if the demandant recover against the tenant

he shall have this writ against the vouchee. V. N. B. 616.

Cape {Gcng.) a promontory or head-land which projects into

the sea farther than the rest of the coast.

Capf. du Batardeau {Fort.) a roof sloping on both sides,

ivhich covers the upper part of the batardeau constructed

in the ditch at the salient angle of a bastion.

CA'PELET(F(>.'.) vide Capelld.

CA'PELINE {Mil.) a kind of iron helmet worn by the

French cavalry in the time of .lohn Duke of Britany.

Capkline {Surg.) from the Trench capcline, a woman's hat,

signifies a double-headed roller for the head.

CAPE'LLA {Arclueol.) a chapel or church ; also Capclla de

rioribus, a chaplet or garland of flowers.

Capella {Astron.) literally a little goat; the name of a star

of the first magnitude in Auriga. Its right ascension for

the beginning of 1812 was 7.5^ 42' 16", declination 4.5°

4-7' 51" N., annual variation in right ascension 6" 21. in

declination 5" 09.

Capella {Chcm.) the same as the Alembic.

Capella (Mus.) the music and the musicians belonging to a

chapel or church.

CAPE'LLET ( Vet.) a swelling of a wenny nature, to which

horses are subject on the hock, and other parts.

CAPELLE'TTI (jV/7.) the Venetian militia: they were for-

merly reckoned the best troops in the service.

CAPE'LLUS [Arclueol.) a cap or bonnet; whence Capellus

ferreus, a helmet, or iron head-piece. Iloved. p. 61 ;

Blount. Ten.

CA'PEll [Bot.) the flower or bud of the Caper-Bush, which
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is converted into a pickle.—Caper-Beard, a perennial, the

Zygophi/Uum of Linnxus.—Caper-Bush, or tree, the Cap-

paris of Linnsus.

Caper {Mnr.) a privateer or pirate ship.

CAPE'ROLANS (Ecc.) a congregation of religious in Italy,

founded by Peter Caperole in the 15th century.

CA'PETUS [Med.) x^TiTo?, a hole or notch cut in the Ba-
thron or Scamnum, which is a machine for restoring luxa-

tions. This hole series for the strengthening or better

managing the axis. Hippocrat. de Art. ; Gal. Comm.

;

Erot. Lei. Hippocrat. ; Gorr. Def. Mird. ; Foes. (Ecanom.

Hippocrat.

CAPHU'RA (Chem.) xuipfftt, the same as Camphora.

CAPHU'R.E o/ewm (3i«/.) an aromatic essential oil distilled

from the root of the cinnamon-tree.

CAPI-AGA (Polit.) vide Capa-Aga.
CA'PIAS (Lrju) a writ or process of two kinds; the one

called Capias ad respondendum, before judgment, where an

original is sued out. Sec. to take the body of the defendant

to answer the plaintiff; and the other a writ of execution,

which is of different kinds, as Capias ad satisfaciendmn,

ullagatnm, &;c.— Capias ad satisfaciendum, a judicial writ of

execution that lies where a man recovers for debt, da-

mages, &c. By this writ the sheriH" is commanded to take

the body of the defendant in execution, and him safely to

keep till he satisfy the plaintiff his debt and damages.

—

Capias utlagatuni, a writ that lies against a person that is

outlawed in any action.

—

Capias pro Fine, a writ formerly

against a plaintift' in whose favour judgment was given in

the king's courts in cases of assault, cite, that he be ar-

rested till he pay a fine for his wilful delay of justice, con-

sidering the offence to be a public misdemeanor as well as

a private injury. By Stat. 5 and 6 W. and M. c. 12, no
such writ shall issueybr the Fine, but the plaintift' shall pay
6«. Sd. to the proper officer, and be allowed it against the

defendant amongst his other costs.

—

Capias in Witliernam,

a writ whereby a sheriff is commanded to take other

cattle or goods in lieu of those that were formerly unjustly

taken and esloined, or otherwise withholden. Stat. MarlO.

52 H. 3, c. 23; IVestm. 2, c. 13: E. 1, c. II ; 19 H. 7,

c. 9 ; Old Nat. Brev. 154 ; lieg. Orig. S2, 83.

CAPICATl'NGA {Hot.) a species of Acorn, a Brasilian

plant. Pison. de Med. Brasil.

CAPrCULY (Mil.) another name for the Janizaries.

CAPI'Gl [Polit.) a porter or door-keeper of the Turkish
seraglio.

CAPILA'CTEUxM (Med.) vide Aphrogala.

CAPILLA'CEOUS (Bot.) vide Capillary.

CAPILLAME'NTA (Bot.) another name for the Stamina'm
plants. Columel. de Re Rust. 1. 4, c. 11.

CAPILLA'RES (Bot.) a name given by Ray, Boerhaave,
and Morison to a class of Ferns.

CAPI'LLARY (Nat.) capillaris, from capilla, hair; an epi-

thet for any thing like liair.

Capillary (Anat.) an epithet for the extreme ramifications

of the arteries and veins.

Capillary (Bot.) capillaceus, or capillaris, long and fine,

like a hair, an epithet for the leaves, as in Ranunculus
agtiatilis, Artemisia capillaris; the filaments, as in Dip-
saciis ; the pappus, or down, as in Sonclius, Lactuca, <fj-c. ;

the style : and the glands, as in Ribes, Scrophularia, &;c.

Capillary Tubes (Phi/.) small pipes, of the fineness of a
hair, by which various natural pha;nomena are displayed,

particularly in regard to fluids.

CAPILLA'TIO (Surg.) a capillary fracture of the cranium,
so called from its resembling capillus, a hair, in fineness.

CAPILLI'TIU.M (Bo!.) 1. Vide Capillamenta. 2. Capilli-
tium, or Hair-\et, a reticulated collection of hairs that
serve to fasten the seeds of some species of Fungi, as in

Cribaria vulgaris.

CAP
CAPILLA'RUM defuvium {Med.) a falling off of the hair,

[vide Alopecia']

CAPl'LLUS (Anat.) signifies properly the hair of the head,

but is made to signifj' hair in general.

Capillus (Bot.) a measure which is the diameter of a hair,

or the twelfth part of a line.— Capillus Veneris, iMaidtn-

Hair, the Adianthum of LinnKUS.

CAPIPLE'NIUM (Med.) a barbarous word, used to signify

a continual heaviness or disorder in the head, called by the

Greeks Kcefi:3xfM.

CAPrSCOLUS (Ecc.) an officer who superintended the

choir, who is otherwise called the Chanter, or Precentor.

CAPISTRA'TIO (Med.) vide Phimosis.

CAPI'STRUM (Ant.) besides its ordinary meaning of a

bridle, was employed to denote, 1 . A kind of muzzle or

ligature, which was used by ancient trumpeters to secure

the cheeks from bursting with the violence of the exertion,

and also to modulate the sounds by tempering the infla-

tion of the breath. It is called in Greek <pofSux. Schol.

Aristoph. in J'esp. p. 470 ; Plut. Sym. I. 7, quest. 8; He-
si/chus ; Suidas. 2. A band to tie up the vine to the top

o'f the stake. Columel. 1. 4, c. 20. 3. A cord to hold up

the wine-press, and keep it tight. Cat. de Re Rust. c. 12 ;

Turneb. Adv. 1. 8, c. 6 ; Voss. Lex. Etymol. ; Salmas. E.v-

ercitat. Plin. p. 582.

Capistrum (Surg.) bandages used about the head, resembling

a horse's head-stall. Castell. Lex. Med.
CAPIT.A (Ant.) vel navia; a game among the Roman youth

similar to our Heads and Tails, which consisted in throw-

ing up a coin that had on one side the figure of Janus with

his two heads, and on the reverse that of a ship. Macrob.

Sat.].],c.7.
Capita (Law) distribution or succession per capita, i. e. to

every one an equal share of the estate, when all the

claimants claim in their own right, as kindred in an equal

degree, and notjure rcpresentalionis.

Capita (Bot.) heads in plants, or those globose receptacles

of the seed which by their figure represent a head.

C.\'PITAL, from caput, the head, an epithet for what re-

lates to the head, both in the natural and figurative signi-

fication.

Capital fr/we (/.ffu) such a crime as subjects the offender

to the loss of head or life.

Capital (Geog.) the capital or chief city in any country or

district.

Capital (Print.) or capital letter, the larger kind of letter,

which is used in the composition of titles, or as initial

letters at the commencement of periods, &c.

Capital (Archil.) the uppermost part of a column or pi-

laster, serving for its head or crowning, placed immediately

over the shaft, and under the entablature. The capital in

all the orders is divided from the shaft by some small

member, as an astragal, or a fillet, or a channel ; but it

varies as to the number and form of the mouldings. The
Doric Capital consists of Trachelion, a Keck, which is a

continuation of the shaft with its fluting, several Fillets,

from three to five in number, an Ovolo, and an Abacus.—
The Ionic Capital consists of an Ovolo, a Band, or Fes-

toon, with A'olutes, and a thin, moulded Abacus.—The
Corinthian Capital consists of a Vase, with two rows of

leaves attached to the vase. Volutes, and Caulicoli, which

spring between each two of the upper row of leaves, the

whole of which is crowned with an .Abacus.—The Tuscan

Capital is the simplest and most unadorned of an}-, con-

sisting mostly of no more than three members, namely,

an Abacus, an Ovolo, or Quarter-Round, and under that

a Neck, or Collarine.—The Composite Capital is so called

because it is composed of members taken from the other

orders, as an Ovolo from the Doric, an Astragal, together

with Scrolls or Volutes, from the Ionic, a double row of
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leaves from the Corinthian.

—

Angular capilul. [vide An-
giihir']— Capital nf a baluster is similar to those of the

Doric or Tuscan Orders — Capital of a lantern, tlie cover-

ing by which it is terminated, either in a bell shape or that

of a cupola, &c.

—

Capital of a trigh/ph, the plat-band, or

projecting-band, over a triglyph.

—

Capital of a nicltc, a

sort of small canopy over a shallow niche.

Capital (Coin.) the stock or fund which any trader employs
in trade or commerce.

—

Capital stock, the sum of money
which the partners of a trading company jointly contribute

to be employed in trade, as the capital stock of the Bank
of England.

Capital line {Fort.) an imaginary line dividing any work
into similar and equal parts, as a line drawn from the angle

of the polygon to the point of the bastion, or from the

point of the bastion to tlie middle of the gorge.

Capital lees (Mec/i.) the strong lees made from potashes.

Capital medicines [Med.) the principal preparations in the

shops of apothecaries, as Venice treacle, &c.
Capital ship (Mar.) a ship of the line.

CAPITA'LE (Law) a thing which is stolen, or its value. Leg.

H. 1, c. S9.— Capitate vivens, live stock. Leg. Athehtan.

CAPITA'LIA (Med.) the same as Cephalics.

CAPITA'LIS Domimis (Law) vide Capite.

CAPITA'NEI (Archicol.) a denomination formerly given to

the nobility in Italy.

CAPITA'T.ii (Dot.) the first division of the twenty-first

order, i. e. Composita; CapitaUe of Linnaeus' Fragments of

a Natural Arrageraent. Li?!. Phil. Bot. Also the second

division of the first order, in the class Si/ngenesia, in his

artificial system.

Capitat.*; is also the name of a class in Ray's system, com-
prehending the thistles, and such other compound flowers

as grow into a head.

CA'PiTATE (JSut.) capiiatus, an epithet for a stigma;

stigma capittituni, the stigma which grows in the form of a

hemisphere ; and for a whorl, verticellus capitalus, a capi-

tated whorl, when the flowers stand so thick as to form a

hemisphere, as in Phlomis tuberosa.

CAPITA'TIOX (Z,rnu) f!:Mi(piz>,xm, a numbering by the

head ; also a I'oll-Ta.\, called by Appian ipc^'n tmv trufiidTi^t,

a tribute on the body. Dimiys. Halicarn. Autiq. 1. ^

;

Plut.de Piier. Imtit.; Appian in Syriac; Tertull. Apologct.

CA'PITE censi (Ant.) d to Ssikm riASiTtc, the poorer sort of

people, who in assessments were valued at nothing, but

only named, and reckoned as citizens. Sallust.; Bud. in

Pandect, p. 133 ; Sigon. de Ant. Jur. Civ. Roman, apud
Crav. Tiies. Antifj. lioman. torn. 1, p. 37.

Capite (/-nu') oT in Capite tenere, a sort of ancient tenure,

whereby a man held lands of the king immediately, as of

the crown, whether by knight's service or in socage. This

ancient tenure was of two sorts, one principal and general,

which was of the king, as caput rcgni et caput geueralissi-

viuni omnium fcedorum; the other special or subaltern of a

parlii:ular sul)iect, who was called caput feiidi sen terrcc

ittiu.s et capitalis Dominus, because he was the first who
granted land in such manner of tenure. Tenures in Ca-

pite arc now abolished; and by stat. 12 Car. 'I, c. 21-, all

tenures are now turned into free and common Socage.

F. N. B. .5; Kitch. 129; Dyer, ii ; Blount Ten.

CAPITE'LLUM (Chem.) tlie same as Alembic; also a

lixivium.

Capiti'.i.him (Bot.') vide Capitulum.

CAPITlLrTHM (Ant.) Poll-money.

CAPITILU'VITM (Med.) a bath or lotion for the head.

CA'PITIS OLliijUus Infriior et major (Anut.) vide Oi//V/»»,v

Iitfirior.— Cajiilis Par 'I'ertium Fallopii, vitle Conijjlexu.t

Minor.— Capitis Posticus, vide Rectus Major.— Capitis

Rectus, vide Rectus Minor.— Capitis Vena, vide Cepkalica

Vena.

2

CAPITI'TIUM (Ant.) a covering for the head. Stat. 1, //. 4
CA'l'lTO Anadromns (Ich.) a fish of the cod kind living

both in rivers and seas, so called on account of its great

head.

CAPITOLA'UE (Cooh.) a particular way of dressing fowls,

&c.
CAPITOLI'NI (Ant.) those who presided at the Capitoline

games, so called from their inhabiting the Capitol at Home.
'I'hey v.'cre erected into a college by !\I. Fur. Caniillus, the

Dictator. Liv. 1. 5, c. 50.

—

Capi.'olini Ludi, the Capi-

toline games instituted by the Romans in commemoration
of the deliverance of the Capitol at the time that the city

was taken by the Gauls. Poets used to recite their verses

at these games. Liv. 1. 5, c. 50, <S.'C ; Pint. (h'ce.-A. Ro-
man. 52; Teiiull. de Spectac. c. 5; Kipping. Antig. Roman.
1. 2, c. 6.

CAPITO'UL (Polil.) or capital, an appellation given to the

chief magistrate in Thoulouse.

C.'VPI'TULA Ruralia (Lav:) assemblies or chapters held by
rural deans and parochial clergy within the precinct of

every distinct deanery.

CAPI'TULAR (.'irchccol.) Capitidare, xnpuMoi ; an epithet

for any writing distinguished by cajiital letters, particularly

the books containing the ordinances of the kings, which

were called Capitulares lihri, and the ordinances themselves

Capitularia, as the " Capitular of Charlemagne "

CAPI'TULARS (Ecc.) members of an ecclesiastical

chapter.

TO CAPl'TULATE (Mil.) to surrender anyplace, or body
of troops, on certain conditions.

CAPITULATION (Mil.) 1. The conditions on which any

place or body of troops is surrendered. 2. The terms

which are sometimes made with men on their enlisting.

Capitulation (Polit.) a contract which the emperor of

Germany used to enter into, with the Elector.-^, previous to

his election; by this he engaged to defend the church and

the empire, and to preserve inviolate the laws, rights, and

privileges, not only of the whole empire, but of every

particular principality.

CAPITULI Agri (Archccol.) headlands, or lands lying at the

head or upper end of the furrows. Kenn. Paroch. Antiq.

p. 137.

CAPITULIFO'RMIS (Bot.) an epithet for a flower formed

like a capitulum, or head.

CAPI'TULUiM (Ant.) a transverse beam in the military

engines of the ancients, wherein were holes for the strings

which served to work them up and down.
Capitulum (I^cc.) signified generally a chapter, but par-

ticularly a chapter in the Bible ; whence ire ad capitulum,

to go to a lecture on a chapter of the Bible ; also the

apartment where the lecture was read.

Capitulu.m (Hot.) or Head, a mode of inflorescence, or a

manner of flowering, when several flowers form a kind of

head or ball. The capitulum is of various forms;

namely, globosum scu .y)luericum, globose or

spherical, as in the annexed figure, which re-

presents the capitulum of the Gomphrena globosa.

Clover; so likewise./o//os;(ot, leafy, when the

head is surrounded with leaves ; comu.ium, tufted,

liaving leaves at the point, as in Bromclia ananas ; nudum,

naked, when it is devoid of leaves ; terminate, when it

stands on the point of the stem ; axillare, axillary, or

standing in the angles of the leaves.

Capitulum (Anat.) a small head, or protuberance of a bone

received into the concavity of another bone.

CAPI'TZI (Ilisl.) or capigi, officers among the Turks who

guard the gate of the grand Seignior's palace.

CAPIVA'UD (Zool.) an amphibious animal of Brazil, called

a Water-Dog, having a body like a hog, a head like a

hare, and no tail.
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C A PIVI (Bot.) or Capevi-Tree, a tree of Rrasil, the Co-

paifera officinalis of Linnjeus, which yields the balsam ol

Capivi.

CA'PLAN {Com.) a small fish on the coast of Newfound-
land, which is used as a bait in fishing fo;- cod.

CAPNEL.^i'UM (.V«^) K«s-n:Ajeio», a resin which flows spon-

taneously ; Foesius supposes it to be so called from the

smoke which it yields whL'n put near the fire. Gul. de

Camp. ISIed. sec. Loc. 1. 2; Foes. G^cowmi. Hippoc.

CAPNIAS [Milt.) xx-ncii, a kind of jasper, so called from

its resembling smoke, «aT»/i, in coiour. P/i>i.\. 37, c. 9;
Act. Tclrab. I, serm. 2, c. 5G.

Capnias (Bot.) a sort of vine producing part white, and
• part black grapes. TJieoph. de Cans. Plant. 1. 5, c. 3.

CAPNl'STON {Med.) a sort of oil prepared of several sorts

of spices and oil, the former of which are kindled, and

the latter suttumigatcd.

CAPNITIS {Mill.) y.-j.TrnTu, a thin sort of cadmia wliicli

adheres to the arches and sides of the furnaces. Plin.

1. :!i, V. 10. [vide Cadmia']

Capsitis {Mill.) vide Capnias.

CAPNO'IDES (Bot.) the herb Fumitory.

CATNOMANCY (Ant.) xccT.cj.x.n'.x, a sort of divination

by the smoke of sacrifices, according to the windings

and contortions which they made in ascending.

CAPNO'RCHIS (Bat.) a species of Fumitory.

CA'PNOS (Bot.) the herb Fumitory.

CA'PO MOLA'GO (Bot.) the Piper Indicum of Linnaeus.

CAPO'LLIN (But.) a iMexican plant with leaves like those

of an almond or a cherry. Heritand. apiul Rail Hist.

CA'PON (Nat.) a castrated cock which is generally fattened

for the spit.

CAPONNI'ERE (Fort.) a covered lodgement of about four

or five feet broad, with a parapet to support planks laden

with earth. There is also a Demi Capoiuticre, which is a

passage made in a dry ditch, and only defended towards

the enemy by a parapet or glacis.

CAPO'T (Gam.) a term, at the game of picket, when all the

tricks of cards are won.
GAPOTE de Faction (Mil.) a large great coat with a hood

or cowl, which is worn by sentinels in bad weather.

CAPO'TES (Bot.) the Crateva marmelos of Linnirus.

CAPOU'CH (Ecc.) a friar's hood.

C.\'PPADINE (Com.) a sort of silk, with which the shag

of some rugs is made.
CAPPA'N'US (Eiit.) an extremely pernicious worm which

adheres to and gnaws the bottoms of ships.

CA'PPARIS (Bot.) y.u7:jTy.fn, Caper-Bush, a shrub, the trunk

and fruit of which are pickled for food, and are also used

medicinally, particularly in complaints of the spleen.

Hippoc. de Morb. ; Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 2()1- ; Plin. 1. 20,

c. 15; Gal. dc Simpl. 1. 7 ; Paul. .F^gin. I. 7, c. 3.

Capparis, in the Linnean si/stcm, a genus of plants, Class 12

Polt/andria, Order 1 Monogijnia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four leaved ; leaflets

ovate.—Cor. petals four.

—

Stat^i. filaments numerous;
anthers oblong.— PiST. germ pedicelled ; stijle none;

stigma obtuse.

—

Per. berri/ corticose ; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are shrubs, as Capparis spinosa,

pcduiiciilis unifloris, &c. aculeata, retnso folio, seu spinosa,

&c. Prickly Caper Bush, native of Europe.— Capparis

ovata, pedunculis unifloris, &c. seu spinosa, Siciila, &c.

seujblio ncitto, native of Sicily, Spain, and the north of

Africa.— Capparis JEgyptia, seu pedunculis, &c. native

of Egypt.

—

Capparis toinentosa, seu spinosa,Jloribus, &c.

native of Senegal.

—

Capparis acuminata, seu jiedunculis

unifloris, &c. native of the East Indies. — Capparis

Zeylanica, &c. pedunculis, &c. seu spinosa, &c. native of

Ceylon.— Capparis horrida, seu arborca, &c. native of

Coromandel.— Capparis eri/ihrocarpos, pedunculis, &c.

native of Guinea.

—

Capparis sepiaria, pedunculis, &c.

CAP

seu Arbuscula baccijern, &c. native of India.

—

Capparis
citrifolia.seu spinosa, &c. native of theCape ofGood Hope.— Capparis corijmbosa, seu floribus, &c. native of Senegal.— Capparis mariana, pedunculis, &.C. seu cord/folia, &c.
native of the Marianne Islands.— Capparis panduri-
J'ormis, native of the iVIauritius.— Capparis baducca,
inermis, &c. seu Baducca, native of the East Indies.

—

Capparis torulosa, seu Brei/nia arborescens, &c. native
of Jamaica.

—

Capparis Jt-rruginea, seu Cratctva fruti-

cosa, &c. native of Jamaica.— Capparis grandis, seu
arbore, native of Ceylon.— Capparis Jamnicensis, seu
pedunculis, multifloris, &c. native of Jamaica.— Cap-
paris verrucosa, seu pedunculis multifloris, &c. native of
Carthagena. — Capparis amplissima, inermis, &c. seu
pedunculis unifloris, &'c. native of Hispaniola.— Cap-
paris cjjnophallophora, seu pedunculis, &c. flexiiosn,

&c. seu arborescens, &c. Morisonia flexuosa, Breijnia

Jridicosa, itc. Ci/nophallophorus, seu Penis caninus, &c.
seu Acacia: afflnis. Sec. native of South America.

—

Capparis salinna, seu Joliis lineari, &c. native of St.

Cruce.

—

Capparis linearis, seu pedunculis, &c. native of
Carthagena.— Capparis, Breynia peduncidis, <S:C. Cijiio-

phaUophora, Szc. seu Brei/nia foliis, &c. native of Ja-
maica. Prosp. Alpin. Hist. Nat. ; Ger. Herb.; J.
Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Park. Tlieat.

Botan. ; Bail Hist. Plant.; Tournef. Instit. de Re
Herb, ; Brerhaav. Ind.

CA'PRA (Ant.) the goat was an emblem of
several towns in Greece, which were called ' i^ l

by the name of .i-Egasa, as in the annexed (
"

figure of a medal struck by the town of
/Egea, in Cilicia, bearing the inscription viPAEfiN
AirAEftN. Hard. Numm. Ant. illust.

;

Pellet in. Rec. des Med.
Capra (Zool.) the Goat, a genus of animals, Class Mam-

malia, Order Pecora.

Generic Character. Horns hollow, compressed.

—

Fore-
teeth lower eight.— Tushs none.

—

Chin bearded.
Species. The principal species are the Capra (rgiorus,

the Common Goat, which includes several varieties.

—

Capra ihc.v, the Ibex, a wild gregarious species, native

of Arabia.— Capia' Caticasica, the Caucasian Goat,
native of .Alount Caucasus.

Capra (Astron.) or the She-goat ; a name given to the
star Cnpella, on the left shoulder of Auriga, sometimes
to the constellation Capricorn, and sometimes to a northern
constellation, having three stars.

CA'PR.E saltantes (Met.) fiery meteors or exhalations
which sometimes appear in the atmosphere, not in a
straight line, but with windings and inflections.

CAPRA'RIA {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 14 Didi/namia,
Order 2 Angiospermia.

Generic Characters, Cal. perianth one leaved ; divisions

linear.—CoR. monopetalous ; divisions oblong.

—

Stam-
Jilaments four; anthers cordate.— PiST. germ conical;

style filiform; stigma cordate.

—

Per. capsule oblong-

conical ; seeds very many.
Species. The species are perennials, biennials, shrubs, &c.

as

—

Capraria biflora, sou foliis alternis. Sec. seu curas-

savica, se\x peruviana. Sic. seu Gratiohe ajfliiis, &c. seu

Lysimachice pcriiviancc, &c. Shrubby Goat-weed, or

Sweet-weed, a perennial, native of Peru and the Vvest

Indies.— Capraria lucida, seajhliis oppositis, Sec. Shining

Capraria, a biennial, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
— Capraria lanceolata, seu. Joliis oppositis, &c. Willow-

leaved Capraria, a shrub, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.

—

Capraria scniiscrrala, seujhliis lanccolatis, S:c. a

native of St. Martha.

—

Capraria undulata, seu Joliis

oppositis, Waved-leaved Capraria, a shrub, native of the

Cape of Good Hope.— Capraria humilis, seu pubesce?is,

Dwarf Capraria, an annual, native of the East Indies.——
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Cnpraria durant'ifulia, seu Stemodia durantifoUa, seu

Phclyptra erecta, &c. seu Veronica caule hexangulari,

&c. native of Jamaica.
CAPllA'KIUS (Aiil.) the slave who took care of the goats,

the coatherd.

CA'PKEA (Znol.) a roe, roebuck, or deer.

C.APREOLA'RIS {Med.) an epithet for such vessels as twine

about like the tendrils of vines, as the spermatic vessels, &c.
CAPREOLA'TA (Bot.) a creeping plant of Brazil.

CA'PREOLATE ;V«n/5 (Bot.) from Cnpreohis, a tendril;

plants which have tendrils like the vine, as the cucumber,
&c.

CAPllEO'LS {Cnrpcnt.) the struts or braces of a trussed roof.

CWPREO'LUS {Aunt.) the Helix of the ear; so called on

account of its tortuositj'.

C.\PREOLL's (Bot.} the clasp or tendril, by which vines and
other creeping ])lants fasten themselves to those things

which are intended for their support. I'arr. de Re Rust.

!. l,c. 31.

C.\PRICA'LEA {Orn.) a kind of wild goose, a little bigger

than a raven.

CAPRI'CCIO [Mus.) Italian for a loose irregular species

of composition, in which the composer, without any re-

straint, continually digresses from his subject.

CAPRICCIO'SO (Mus.) an Italian epithet to express that

the movement at the beginning of which it is written, is to

be played in a fantastic, free style.

C.VPRICE'RVA Occidcntalis (Zool.) from fffyjcr, a goat, and

ccrvus, a stag ; a West Indian deer, participating both of

the nature of the deer and stag, affording the West Indian

Bezoar.

—

Cnpricerva Orientalis, the deer in which the East

Indian Bezoar is found.

CAPRICORN (Astron.) «iye«f«;, the goat : a southern con-

stellation, and a sign of the zodiac, which the sun enters

about the 21st of December; or the winter solstice, to

which the poets allude.

Arat. de Apparent, v. 285.

KiicAiTXi ctiyetcsfu^f tvx rptTtr' vnMaio

Hor, Carm. 1. 2, od. 17.

s?i( tj^annus

llesperue Capriccrrnus urulte.

Proper!. 1. t, eleg. 1, v. 108.

Lotus et Ilesperid quid Capricornus aqwi,

Manil. Abtron. Poet. 1. 4, v. 779.

7'u Cfipricomr, regis quicquid sub sole catlenle

F.St iiMilum

This sign, which is marked thus, Vf, to represent the horns

of a goat, is fabled to have been Pan, who, in the war of

the giants, was transported to heaven in the shape of a

goat. Macrobius, who calls Cancer and Capricorn the

gates of the sun, makes the latter sign to represent his

ascending motion after the manner of the goat which
climbs the rocks. This constellation contains, according

to Ptolemy and Tycho, twenty-eight stars; to Bayer and
Hevelius, twenty-nine; to Flamstead, fifty-one.— Tropic

of (^apricorn, a small circle of the sphere parallel to the

equator, passing through the beginning of Capricorn, or

the winter solstice, which is the sun's greatest southern

declination, namely, 23^ 27' 46". Uipparch. ad Arat. ; I

F.rato.'th. Charactcris. ; Cic. de Nat. Deor. 1. 2, c. 4t;

Hiygin. A.'-lron. Poet.; Ptol. Almay. 1.7, c. .5; Gcmin. Elem.

A^lron. c. 4 ; Prorl. de Spliter.; Clcom.de Splicer.; Macrob.
Fat.]. I, c. 21 ; Ac/iill. Tat. I.iagog. ; Petav. Uranolog. ;

liny. Uranomct. ; Uicciol. A/niag. nov. Sfc.

CAPRICO'RNUS (C/irm) Lead.

CAPRUTCA'TION (Bol.) husbanding, or the dressing of

CAP
wild fig-trees; also the cutting of bark trees that they may
grow bigger. Ptin. 1. 15, c. 19.

CAPRIFICIA'LES Dies (Ant.) the dog-days, in which
women used to sacrifice under a fig-tree. Plin. 1. 11, c. 15.

CAPRITICUS (Bot.) the same as thejicus.

CAPRIFO'LIUM (Bot.) the same as Lonicera. >

CAPRI'GENOUS (Zool.) CapriMnus ; an epithet signify.

ing born of a goat, or the goat kind.

CAPRIMU'LGA (Zool.) a large species of viper that is not

poisonous ; so called from capra, a she-goat, and mtdgeo,

to milk ; because it was supposed to suck the milk from
the goats in the night time. Castel. Lex. Med.

CAPRIMU'LGUS (Orn.) Goat-sucker, a bird distinguished

for its immensely wide gape. It is a genus of the order

Passrres, in the Linnean sj'stem.

Generic Character. Bill slightly curved IMnuth ex-

tremely wide ; ears very large.— Tongue pointed.

—

Tad
not forked.

—

Legs short.

Species. The species are Caprimidgus Europatis, in French
I'Engoulevent, European or Nocturnal Goatsucker.— Ca-
jirimulgus I\Iegaccplialus, GTcat-headed Goatsucker.

—

Ca-
primulgus grandis,'in French le grand Tbijau, Grand Goat-
sucker.-— Caprimulgus strigoides, Strigoid Goatsucker
Caprimu/gus Jamaicensis, seu Guirea guerea, Jamaica
Goatsucker.— Caprimulgus guianensis, in French le Mont-
voyau de la Guiane, Guiana Goatsucker.— Caprimulgus ca^

rolinensis, in FVench Engoulevent de la Caroline, Carolina

Goatsucker.

—

Caprimidgus brack ijpterus, in French /'£«-

goulevenl roux. Short-winged Goatsucker.— Caprimulgus

villatus, Banded Goatsucker.— Caprimulgus incanus, seu

vociferus, in French V Engoulevent criard, Virginian Goat-
sucker.— Caprimulgus albicollis. White-throated Goat-

sucker.— Caprimulgus Asiaticus, Bombay Goatsucker.—
Caprimulgus AJricanus, in French I' Engoulevent ct cullicr,

Bombay Goatsucker.— Caprimulgus Indicus, Indian Goat-
sucker.— Caprimulgus Cayanus, in French VEngoulevent
de Cayenne, White-necked Goatsucker.

—

Caprimulgus

semitorquntus. White-collared Goatsucker.— Caprimulgus

torquatus. Gold-collared Goatsucker.-- Cfl/;m»!/^«s Pope-

tue, in French I'Engoulevent popetue, Popetue Goatsucker
or Nigl t Hawk.

—

CaprimulgusJ'orjicatus, in French I'En-

goulevent a queue Jburche, Fork-tailed Goatsucker.

—

Ca-

primulgus noxce HollandicB, New-Holland or Crested

Goatsucker.
CA'PRIOLA (Bot.) the herb dog's tooth.

CAPRIO'LE (Mus.) acaperorlcapindancinglikeagoat'sleap.

CAPRIOLES (Man.) leaps of firma, HJirma, or such as a

horse makes in one and the same place, without advancing

forwards, and that in such a manner, that when he is in

the air, and at the height of his leap, he yerks or strikes

out his hind legs even and near. A capriole is the most

difficult of all the high manege or raised airs, differing

from the croussade in this, that the horse does not show
his shoes ; and from the balotade in this, that in the latter

he does not yerk out.

CA'PRIZANS (Med.) <!of)t«5i^a)v, a sort of irregular and un-

equal pulse ; so called by Herophilus, because in its motion

it resembled the leaping of a goat. Gal. de Diff. Puis. 1. 1,

c. 29.

CAPIirSANT;)«/ie (Med.) the same as Caprizans.

TO CAPRI'Z.\TE (.Med.) to leap like a goat; a terra ap-

plied to the pulse.

C.M'S (Gunn.) the coverings made of leather, which serve

the same purpose as tompions to preserve the bores of

guns and howitzers from the rain.

CA'PSA (Ant.) Kx^cc, K,/3ur<>i. 1. A receptacle for books,

cloaths, &c. Diosc.]. 3, c. 26. 2. Something whose bot-

tom is a contexture of iron wire.

CAPSA'RIUS (./»0 «./3<^To?><if», x.»ii.^u(i,i. 1. A servant

that waited on noblemen's children to school, and carried

their books for them, whom Juvenal calls " Custos an-
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gustse vernula capsoc." Schol. Liven, sat. 10, v. 116; tSiiel.

ill Xcr. c. ;i(j ; I'/p. Icgg. 13,,/?: de Manum. Viiid. 2. One
who was hired to keep people's clothes while tliej' were in

the hath. Paul. leg. 3, § ult. de OJ/ic. Piie/. J'ig.; Epiphan.

Hares, dc .idanut.; li/iodig. Aiitiq. Led. 1. 25, c. 20.

CAPSE'LLA (Bot.) a name for Echus, i. e. Echium or

Viper's Bugloss. I\Inrcel. Empir. c. 20.

CA'PSICU^^(iJo^) Guinea Pepper, the fruit of wliich is the

strongest kind of Pepper, known better by the name of

Cayenne I'epper. The plant is so called from capsa, a

bag, which it's pods resemble in shape.

Capsicum, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 5
Pentandria, Order 1 Moiiosj/nia.

Generic CItnracters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous ; <«i<; very short ; iorrfe?- spreading; divisions

broad.

—

>Stam. Jilnments five ; anthers oblong.—PisT.

germ superior; stijle filiform; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. herr^

without pulp ; receptacles exsuccous ; seeds ver3- nianv.

Species. The principal species is an annual ; but the rest

are shrubs, as

—

Capsicum anniium. Piper Indiciun, &c.

seu Valtia-capo-molago, Annual Capsicum, or Cayenne
Pepper, native of South America.— Capsicum Laccatum,

seu caule Jiiiticoso, Sec. seu J'ructu minima, Sec. seu

minus, &c. seu J'rulcsccns, seu ruirum minimum, seu

Piper silirjuosum, seu brasilianum. Sec. Small fruited

Capsicum, or Bird Pepper, native of the Indies.

—

Cap-

sicum Sincnse, seu cauleJruticoso, &c. seu eauleJloribus,

Sec. Chinese Capsicum, native of China.

—

Capsicum
grossujn, seu caule suffrutescentc, &c. seujructu longo,

&c. seu Piper Indicum, Sec. Heart-shaped Capsicum, or

Bell Pepper, a perennial or shrub, native of India.

—

Capsicum Ji-utescens, seu caule J'ruticoso, Sec. seu brasi-

lianum, seu Indicum, seu Capo-Malaga, Shrubby Cap-
sicum, a shrub, native of the Indies.

—

Capsicum cerasi-

J'ormc, seu caide J'ruticoso, a slirub. J. Bauh. Hist.

Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Gcr. Herb.; I'ark. Tlieat.

Botan.; Rail Hist. Plant.; Tournef. Inst, de Re Herb.

;

Bocrhaav.

TO CAPSrZE {^lar.) to upset or overturn a ship, boat, or

any other body.—" Capsize the coil of rope," the order to

turn it over.

CAPSQUARES (Gunn.) a name given to the strong plates

of iron which come over the trunnions of a gun, and keep
her in her carriage. The capsquare is fastened bj- a hinge

to the prize plate, so that it may lift up and down. It

forms the part of an arch in the middle to receive a third

part of the trunnions ; for two thirds are let into the car-

riage, and the other end is fastened by two iron wedges,
which are calledyo/f/oc;?-* and keys.

CAPSTAN (3/n;-.) in French Cabestan, a strong massy
column of timber in the form of a truncated cone, and
having its upper extremity divided into several squares,

with holes in them, to receive the bars or levers, as in the

annexed figure, where the _-
parts are represented as BetC—^J-LJLl

follow: A, the step in which
the spindle works ; B B, the

beams under tlie lower and
middle decks ; C C, the

planks of those decks ; D,
the iron pawl rim ; E, the

pawl rim ; P, the lifter for

raising the messenger; GG,
the chocks ; H H, the

whelps ; I, the trundle-

heads ; K, the barrel ; L,
the partners ; M, the drum-
head; X, the pawls ; O, the

spindle. There are two
capstans in a ship, the fore and the main capstan. The
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Jhre-capstan is placed in the fore pnrt of the ship, abaft the

foremast ; the main-capstan abaft the mainmast. The sea

phrases connected with the use of the capstan are as follow:

— 7'o ma7i the capstan, in I'rench meltre dn monde au ca-

bestan, to place the sailors at it in readiness to heave.— To
rig the capstan, in French armcr, ou garnir Ic cabestan,

to fix the bars in their respective holes. Sec.— To surge the

capstan, in French choquer au cabestan, to slacken the rope
wound round upon it.— To heave in at the capstan, in

French vircr au cabestan, to go round with it, by pushing
with the breast against the bars, and drawing in an}- rope
of which the purchase is created.— To come up the capstan,

in French devirer, to turn the capstan the contrarj- way,
thereby letting out some of the rope upon w hicli they had
been heaving.— To pa-ai the capstan, in French metire tes

lingnets au cabestan, to fix the pawls to prevent it from
recoiling during any pause of heaving.

—

Capstan barrel,

the main post of it.

—

Capstan bars, the bars, levers, or

pieces of wood put in the capstan holes, in order to w ind

any thing.

—

Jeer capstan, the machine placed between
the mainmast and tlie foremast, used to heave upon the

jeer-rope or upon the viol, and to hold oft" by, when the

anchor is weighing.

—

Spindle ofa capstan, the main body of

it.— IVIielps of a capstan, short pieces of wood made fast

to it to hinder the cable from coming too high, in turning

it about.

CAPSL'LA (Anat.) a diminutive oi capsa, a chest ; a little

bag or chest.

—

Capsula cordis, the same as Pericardium.—
Capsida communis, Glissonii, a production of the Perito-

nceum, including the vena porta and biliary duct in the

liver.

Capsula (Chem.) an earthen vessel in form of a pan,

wherein things are put that are to undergo a violent ope-

ration by fire.

Capsula (Bot.) a sort of pericarp, opening in a determi-

nate manner, and containing many seeds. The parts of a

capsule are the following, namely,—The Partition, disse-

pimentiim, a firm membrane that intersects and divides the

inner cavity of a cai)sule, as b b b b, in fig. 1, of a capsule

cut transversely.—The Cells, loculumenta, the spaces be-

tween the partitions, aaaa, in fig. 1, and b, in fig. 2.—The

Fig.l.

Column, columella, a filiform body, that passes through

the middle of the capsule, and to which the partitions are

attached, as c.—The Valves, valvules, from the outward

coat of the capsule, which bursts longitudinalh* in several

parts, as in fig. 1.—The Suture, sutura, a deep furrow,

which appeai-s on the outside of a coat.

Different sorts of Capsules.

Capsules are distinguished by the number of their cells,

valves, and seeds, as follow :—Unilocular, iinilocularis,

when there are no divisions, as in Trientalis; bilocular, as

in Hyoscamum ; trilocular, triloeularis, as in Lilium; qua-

drilocular, as in Euonyinus ; multilocular, as in Nymphcea ;

bivalved, having two valves, as in Chelidonium ; trivalved,

as in Viola, Sec; two seeded, bisperma ; two, three, or

niultiseeded. Capsules are moreover distinguished as to

their formation into tricoccous, tricocca, when a trilocular

capsule appears as if three w ere grown together, as in the

Euphorbia, Ricinus, Sec; berried, baccata, when the coat

is fleshy and soft; corticated when the external coat is

hard, and the internal soft, as in Magnolia, &c, ; woody,

2 s
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lignosa, when the coat is very hard, but still bursts in

valves. As to their mode of bursting, capsules difter ma-

terially, some opening at the top, others at the base, and

others in the middle. Some are clastic, and open with a

spring ; others are inflated or putted up like a bladder.

CAPSUL^E atrahilaiue (Aiuit.) Glnmlulcc xupcrrcnales, or

llciics siiccenluriali, Glandulous bodies lying on the upper

part of the kidneys.— Capsulie seminctlcs, the extreme parts

of the Vasa defcrcntia, which have their cavities dilated

after the manner of capsules.

C.M'SULA'KES artcria; {Anal.) (rom capsulcc, \.\\c o.rteT\es

of the renal glands; so called because they arc enclosed

by a capsule.— Capsulares vetur. Branches from the emul-

gcnts which go into the renal glands.— Capsulares semi-

nales, vide Capsulce seminales,

CAPSULA'RIA /;]"•«;)!£«<« [Anal.) Capsular ligaments ; also

called mucilaginosa ligamentn, because they contain many
glands to separate the Synovia.

CA'PSULATE pnth {Bot.) from capsa, a chest; the little

short seed vessels of plants.

CAPSULA'TED (Bot.) inclosed in any thing, as a walnut

in its green husk.

CA'PTAW General {Mil.) the general or commander in

chief of an army. By the constitution the King is captain

general of ail tlic forces of Great Britain.

—

Lieutenant

Captain. 1. The commanding officer of a colonel's com-
pany or troop in every regiment, who commands as the

youngest captain. 2. The Captain's second, or the officer

who commands under the captain, and in his absence.

—

Captain reformed, one who, upon a reduction of the forces

on the termination of war, loses his company, yet keeps

his rank and pay, whether on duty or not,

—

Captain on

hdlf-paij, one who loses liis company on the reduction of

an army, and retires on half pay until seniority puts him
into duty and full pay again.— Captain en Second, or Second
Captain, one whose company having been broken is joined

to another to serve under the captain of it.

—

Captain of
halberts, or of black bills, those who, during the reigns

of our ancient kings, had the charge and direction of

a body of men called halberts, or black-bills.

Captain nfa ship of war {Mar.) or Post Captain, in French
Capitaine dc haul bord, an officer qualified to command
any ship of war, from a first rate down to a ship rigged

sloop.— Captain of a Merchant ship, in French Capitaine

mardiand, he who has the direction of the ship's crew and
cargo.

—

Captains of Port, in French Capitaines dc Port,

among the French, officers established in some consider-

able sea-ports where there are arsenals, as at Brest, Toulon,

&c.

—

Captain's Clrrk, in French Commis ou Secretaire da
capitaine charge de tcnir scs comptcs et ses ecritures ; a person

employed by the captain to take charge of all the books
necessary for his accounts.

Captain Bashaxv (Polit.) or Capondan Bashaxv, in the

polity of the Turks, signifies the Turkish high admiral,

who is the third officer in the empire, having the same
authority by sea that the vizier has on land.

C.^'PTIOX {Law) caplio, that part of a legal instrument,

as a commission, indictment, &-c. which shows where,

when, and by what authority it is taken, found, or ex-

ecuted.

—

Caption, also another name for an arrest, or the

taking a person by a judicial process.— Caption, in the

Scotch Law, the name of a writ issued by the court of

session against the agents of the court to return ])apers

belonging to processes or law-suits, or othenvise to go to

prison.

CA'PTIVE {Mil.) in French Captif, a prisoner of war.

C.^'PTUUE {Mar.) in French capture, a prize taken by a

ship of war at sea, or by privateers in time of war.

Capturk {Laiv) captura, the taking of a prey, an arrest,

or seizure.
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CAPU'CIIE {Ecc.) in French capuchon, Italian cappuccio,

a monk's hood or cowl.

C.'^PUCHI'N {Arcltceol.) a cloke with a head to it worn by
women, so called because it is made in imitation of the

dress of Capuchin monks.
Capuchin capers {Bot.) called also Nasturces, or Nastur-

tiums.

CAPUCHFNS (Ecc.) in French capuchins, in Italian cap-

puccio ; an order of Franciscan friars, so called from their

capuche, or hood hanging down their back. Heliot. Hist.

des Ord. J\Ion. tom. vii. c. 24-.

CAPUCHO'N (Her.) French for a hood which was some-
times used as a bearing in coat armour ; it differed from

the chaperon by being closed every way.
CA'PULA (Ant.) a wooden utensil with two handles for

ladling oil out of one vessel into another; whence the per-

son so doing was called the capulator. Cat. de lie llust.

c. 67 ; Coluni. de R. R. 1. 12, c. 50.

CAPULA'TOR (Ant.) an officer belonging to the prefect of

the city, who dealt out the oil to the people in the capula,

or oil-vessel, [vide Capula'}

CA'PULUM (Med.) from xipj-ru^ to bend; a contortion of

the eyelids, or other parts.

CA'PULUS (Ant.) 1. A sword hilt which was often beset

with ornaments.

Ovid. Met. 1. 7, v. 422.

Cum pater in capiito gtadii cognovit eburiw

Signa 5ui geiicris.

Senec. Hippol. act. 3, seen. 2. v. 897.

liegate pnrvis aspenim signis ehur

Ctipido refulgtt gentis Actaia decus.

2. A bier or carriage on which the dead were carried.

Fctt. de Verb. Signif.

CA'PUll (Chem.) the same as Camphora.
CAPU'RA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 6 Hexandria,

Order 1 Monngi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. none.— CoR. monopetalous;
tube cylindric ; border six-parted ; divisions rounded.

—

Stam. filaments hardly any; anthers six.

—

Pist. germ
superior ; stjjle cylindrical ; stigma nearly globose.

Species. The only species is Capnra purpurata, a shrub,

native of India.

CA'PUT (Anat.) the superior part of the body, which is

divided into the Skull, Cranium, and the Yace, fades.

The Skull consists of the Crown, verte.t or fontanella

;

the posterior part. Occiput; the anterior part. Sinciput;

and the lateral parts, the Temples, iempora. The Face

consists of the Forehead, Eye-brows, Eye-lids, Eyes,

Nose, Mouth, Cheeks, Chin, and Ears. The external

integuments of the head are the Hair ; the Skin ; the

ISIembrann cellulusa, an aponeurotic expansion covering

the head, neck, and shoulders, like a cap and hood, which

Winslow calls a coif; and, lastly, the membrane covering

the cranium, which is called the Pericranium. The other

parts of the head, as the brain, bones, muscles, arteries,

veins, and nerves, will be found explained under their re-

spective words ; as also under the head of Anatomy, [vide

Plate 7, fig. 1, 2] Rvff. Ephes. 1. 1, c. :5 ; Cel. \.'\, c. 1

;

Gal. de Ossib. SiC. ; Orib. Med. Coll. 1. 2.5, c. 3 ; Fallop.

Exposit. de Ossib.—Caput gallaginis, a kind of septum, or

spongeous border, at the extremities or apertures of each

of the Vesicidce seminales, serving to hinder the semen from

going out of its jiassage.

Caput Obstipum (Med.) a wry neck, which is mostly a spas-

modic disorder.

—

Caput-purgia, errhines, medicines, which

purge the head.

Caput Gallinacium (Bot.) the Hedijsarum humite of Lin-

nxus.— Caput monachi, the same as liens leonis.— Caput

Meduser, the Elt/mus caput Medusa; of Linna-us.

Caput Morluiim (Chem.) the focces of any body remaining
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after all the volatile and luiniid parts ; viz. phlegm, spu'it,

salt, lie. have been extracted from it by force of fire.

Caput anni (Lnn) new year's day.— Caput Barotnv, the

castle, or chief seat of a nobleman.— Caput Jejimii, Ash
Wednesday, according to our records, being the head, or

first day of the beginning of the Lent fast.

—

Caput Loci, the

head, or upper end of any place, as ad Caput vilhc, at the

end of the town.— Caput lupinum, anciently an outlawed
felon was said to have caput lupiiuim, and might be
knocked on the head as a wolf: now the wilful killing of
such a one would be murder. Bract. 1. ] ; Hal. P. C. 497.

Caput Draconis (Astron.) the Dragon's Head; a name given

by some to a star of the first magnitude in the constellation

Draco.

Caput Argol (Aslrnl.) a planet of malignant fortune.

—

Caput Draconis, the Dragon's Head, the name of the
moon's ascending node.

CAPUTA'GIU.M'(irtti) according to some, Head or Poll-

money, or the payment of it; but it seems rather to

signifj' what is called clievagium.

CAPUT-PU'RGIUM (Med.) the same as Errhinum.
CAPUUPE'BA Brasiliensibus (Bot.) Gramen dactylon phi-

meum, a sort of grass in Brasil, the root of which, drank
in any convenient liquor, is commmended by the natives

against poison. Raii Hist. Plant.

CAPYIU'DION [Med.) ov captjrion, a medicated cake much
baked.

CAPY'RION {Med.) vide Capyridion.

CA'PYS {Ent.) a species of Sphinx.

CAQUE cie Poudre (Mil.) a tun or barrel of powder.
C.VIl (Astrou.) the bear, or Charles's wain.

Car (Mil.) 1. A kind of small carriage used in triumphs,

and on other solemn occasions. 2. A carriage with two
wheels fitted up with boxes to contain ammunition, and
to carr)' artillery-men that are attached, and formed into

brigades, for the purpose of accompanying field ordnance.

CA'R-TAKER to hi': Majesty (Lan-) a sinecure which is en-

joyed by the entering clerk at the Pay office, valued 39/.

per annum, net.

CA'RA (ZJo/.)"a species of the Dioscorea.—Cava Brasilien-

sibus, a species of Convolvulus.

CA'RAB (Bot.) another name for the S///jae.

CARABA'CCIU^I lignum (Bot.) an Indian wood that tastes

verj- much like cloves.

CA'RABE (Chem.) Y'ellow Amber.

—

Carabc Jimerum, the

same as Bitumen.

CA'RABIXE (Mil.) vide Carbine.

CARABINE'ERS (^lil.) or Carbi^.eers, horsemen armed
with carbines, who occasionally act as infantr)'.

CARABI'NS (Mil.) light armed horsemen, who sometimes
acted on foot.

C.iRA'BOLUS (Bot.) a kind of wood for making the masts
of ships.

CA'RABUS (Ent.) xifxi^of, from x«f«, the head, i. e. Tw^f*-
/3«j>it>, to walk upon its head ; a species of crab much
resembling the scorpion. Aristot. Hist. Animal. 1. -t, c. 3 ;

Plin.\. 9, c. 31.

Carabus, in the Linnean system, a genus of insects, of the
order Coleoptera.

Generic Character. AntenncE filiform.

—

Feelers mostly six.

— Thorax flat, margined ; shells margined.

Species. Insects of this genus are nearly allied to the beetle

tribe, and live mostly in dry wood where they depose
their live. Two species of this insect, namelj-, the
Carabus chrysocephalus auijcrrugineus, are recommended
for the tooth ache when pressed between the fingers,

and applied to the gum.
CA'RACA (Bot.) the Dolichos bulbosus of Linnaeus.

CARACA'LLA (Ant.) a Gaulish kind of vestment introduced
into Rome by Aurelius Antonius Bassianus Caracalla, who

CAR
from thence received his cognomen. Z)/o. 1.78; Spnrtian,
Anton. Carac. c. 9; Aurel. Vict. Epit. c. 21.

Caracall.\ (Bot.) the Phaseohis caracalla of LinnKUS.
CA'RACK (3/rt/-.) the name of a large Portuguese ship, a

ship of burthen, the same as what are now caWcA galleons.

CA'RACOL (Archil.) a stair case in the form of a helix, or
spiral curve.

Car.\col (Man.) in Italian caracolla, an oblique pist or

tread, traced out in semirounds, changing from one hand
to another, without observing a regular ground.

CARACO'LE (Mil.) a semicircular motion, or half wheel,
used, either by individuals, or squadrons of cavalry, to

prevent an enemy from discovering where they intend to

make their attack ; whence the phrase caracoler autour
d'tine troupe d'cnneniie, i. e. to hang on the flanks of an
enemy to take him bj' surprize, or otherwise perplex him.

TO CARACO'LE {Man.) in Italian caracollarc, in Spanish
caracollar ; a term used for a horse to signify that he goes
in the form of half-rounds.

CARACO'LI (Cow.) a kind of metal, of which the Ca-
ribbees, or natives of the Lesser Antilles, make a sort of
ornament in the form of a crescent, which they call

caracoli. This metal comes from the main land, and is

generally supposed to be a compound of silver, copper,
and gold, something like the Corinthian brass of old.

CARACO'RES (Mar.) light vessels used by the natives

of Borneo, and the islands adjacent, and by the Dutch,
as gunrda-costas in those latitudes.

CARACO'SMOS (.Vnf.) a name for the Oxygala equinum,
or sour mare's milk, accounted by the Tartars a delicious
food.

CA'RACT (Com.) vide Carat.

CHARA'CTERES (Ant.) vide Phylactery.
CARAGA'NA (Bot.) the Robinia caragana of Liimarus.

CARA'GE (Com.) a measure of lime equal to sixty-four
bushels.

CAR.\'GI (Com.) 1. The duties of importation and exporta-
tion, so called in the grand Seignior's dominions. 2. The
name of the custom house officers who receive the duties.

CAR.VGNA (Bot.) the same as C'ara«);a.

C.VR.AGROUGH (Com.) a silver coin of the Turkish em-
pire weighing nine drachms, of which there are four sorts,

and all equally current, and of the same value. It goes at

Constantinople for one hundred and twenty aspers.

CARAGUA'TA (Bot.) the aloe of Brazil, the concreted
juice of which is supposed to be ambergrise ; it is the Bro-
melia acana of Linna?us.

CA'RAITES (Ecc.) from «Tp, to read; a sect among the

Jews, so called from their strict adherence to the letter

of the five books of Moses, rejecting all interpretations,

paraphrases, and commentaries of the Rabbis.

CARAMA'XGOE {Com.) a drug which comes from China,
and is valued much by the Tonquinese for its medicinal

virtues.

CARA'MBOLA {Bot.) Mains Indica, a tree growing in the

East Indies which bears fruit three times a year. It is the

Averrhoa carambola of LinUcXUS.

CARAMBU (Bot.) the .Tussieu rcpens of Linnaeus.

CARAMEL (Mech.) 1. The sixth and last degree of boiling

sugar, when if a little be put between the teeth it will

break and crackle. 2. A curious sort of sugar work.

CARAME'NO (^led.) a name sometimes given to the Hy-
boucouhoe Americanus.

CARAMOU'SEL (Mar.) a great ship of burthen.

CAR.\X.\rBA (Bot.) a species of palm.

C.ARAXA'SI (Bot.) the Capraria Crustacea of Linnaeus,

CARA'NDAS (Bot.) the Carissa carandas of Linna;us.

CARA'NXA (Bot.) caragna, or brelisis, a tree, supposed to

be a species of Palm.

Caranna {Com.) the gum or resin of the Caranna tree,

2s 2
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whiili is of an aromatic flavour, and is broiiglit from New
Spain, and other parts of America.

CARAKO'SI {Bui.) an Indian shrub; the same as the AV-

gtiiiiln of Linna;us.

CAllA'N'TIA (Bof.) the Siliijna didcis of Linnaeus.

CARAPA'CE (Con.) a tliick, sohd, and firm shell which

covers the tortoise or turtle.

CAllAl'ATI'NA (Bot.) tlie same as Biifonilis.

CAUAPICHE'A (Bot.) tlie same as the Ipccncuanha.

CAliA'llU Brci^iliensibus (Bot.) Blitum Braii/ituium Lnsi-

taiih, a species of BHte growing in Brasil ; it is the Ama-
ranthux of Liiina;us.

CARA-SCIIULM (Bot.) Friitex Indiais i:pinosits, an In-

dian shrub hke the Caper shrub ; the Barlerin luxiJhUa of

Linna?iis, whleli is used medicinally in various cases.

CA'KAT (Com.) cnracf, or Icnrnt, a weight anciently used by

workers in gold to mm"k the degree of purity that there is

in gold, twenty-four of which made a mark. The carat is

divided into one-fourth, one-eighth, and one-sixteenth,

one-thirty-second, in order to distinguish the greater or

less ([uantity of alloj' therein contained; thus twent^'-two

carats of gold is that which has two parts of silver, or any

other metal, and twenty-two of fine gold.

The caral, called by the Spaniards quihdc, is also a certain

weight which jewellers and lapidaries use wherewith to

weigh precious stones and pearls. This carat weighs

four grains, but something lighter than the grains of

niarc weight. Each of these grains is subdivided into

one-second, one-fom-th, one-eighth, and one-sixteenth,

according to which the price of pearls and precious

stones is rated. In Spain the carat or quilate is also of

four grains, three carats making a tomin, eight tomins a

castellan, six castellans and two tomins one ounce, and
eight ounces a marc ; but the marc of Spain is about
one-seventli lighter than that of France.

CAKAVA'N (Com.) a company or assembly of travellers or

pilgrims, and more particularly ofmerchants, whofor greater

security and mutual accommodation travel together through

the deserts, and other dangerous places, of Arabia.

CARAVA'NNA (Law) a caravan.

CARAVA'NSERA (Com.) in the East, a large building or

inn for the reception of travellers and the lodging of ca-

•avans.

C'aravansera Hkire (Com.) the director, steward, or in-

tendant of a caravansera. The merchants to whom the ca-

ravan belongs appoint its officers, and regulate every thing

relating to its police or government during the march.
There are commonly four principal officers, namely, the

Caravan- Bachi, or head of the caravan, the Captain of
tin: marcli, the Captain of stay, or rest, and the Captain

of the distri/mtion. The first has the uncontrollable com-
mand over all the rest, who are each absolute in the se-

veral de|)artments which they fill. The caravans are

generally distinguished into five sorts, namely

—

Heavy ca-

ravans, composed of elephants, camels, and horses.

—

Light caravans, having but few elephants Common ca-

ravans, where there are none of these animals.

—

Horse ca-

ravans, in which they use neither dromedaries nor camels.—Sea caravans, consisting of a number of merchant ships

under the convoy of some men of war.

CARAVA'T.\ (Bot.) the same as Cacao.

C'ARAVE'L (A/ft)-.) or carvel. 1. A liglit round old fashioned

ship, with a square poop, formerly used in Spain and Por-
tugal. '2. A small vessel used on the coast of France in

fishing for herrings on the l)anks.

CA'RAWAV (Bot.) a biennial, the ('arum carui o( h'mnscus,

which has a taper root like a parsnep, that is also reckoned
ccjual In goodness to the parsnep. The seed, well known
by the name of Caraway-sccd, is a strong aromatic that

abounds in essential oil.

CAR
CARA'XEON (Dot.) the same as Gomphrena.
CA'RBASUS (Med.) xaf/Sao-o;, apf/jimi. Lint, thin linen, or soft

thread, on which the surgeons spread their ointments

;

called also achne, carpia. Scrib. Larg. No. 227.

CA'RBEQUI (Com.) or asper nf copper, a coin current in

the province of Georgia, in Asia, forty of which make an
abagi, and ten a chasuri.

CA'RBINE (Mil.) a sort of fire-arms used by the cavalry,

and smaller than the firelock of the infantry.

CARBINE'ERS (Mil.) or carabineers, men armed with car-

bines : formerly all light armed horse were called car-

bineers.

CA'RRO (il//;(.) from the Hebrew nn, charab, to burn:
when used without the epithet _/o,m;& generally signifies

charcoal.— Carbo fossUis, or Lit/iant/ira.v, from charbah,

burnt Pit coal, or Scotch coal.

—

Carbo vegetabilis, or

Charcoal of Wood, the coal into which wood is converted

by the process of charring.

CA'RBO (Med.) the same as Carbuiictilus.

CA'RBON (Chem.) or Carbone, Charcoal, or more properly

the pure basis of charcoal, free from all the hj'drogen and
earthy or metallic particles which charcoal usually con-
tains. Charcoal is a black, insoluble, inodorous, insipid,

and brittle substance, which is an excellent conductor of

electricity, but a bad conductor of heat; remains un-

changed by air or moisture at common temperatures ; is in-

fusible, and easily combustible in oxygen ; absorbs gases

in various proportions, and destroys the smell and taste of

a variety of vegetable and animal substances. Carbon is

produced either by the combustion of charcoal or that of
the diamond, and other combustible substances, as coals,

wood, oil, wax, tallow, <S.c. By its union with oxygen it

produces two gaseous substances ; the first of which was
formerly called fixed air, and now carbonic acid ; the se-

cond, which contains less oxygen than the former, is called

eiiher oxide of carbon, or carbonous oxide, and sometimes
carbonic oxide gas. [vide 0.iide'\ Carbon also combines
with hydrogen in two proportions, so as to form two com-
pounds, namely, olefiant gas, otherwise called Jiydrogurel

of carbon, and carbureted hydrogen, or bihydruguret of
carbon ; the proportions of which are, one atom of char-

coal to two atoms of hydrogen in the former, and nn atom
of each in the latter. By its combination with azote it

forms a gaseous compound, which has been denominated
cyanogen ; and by the combination of phosphorus and sul-

phur with it, a phosphuret and sulphuret of carbon are pro-

duced, [vide Cliemistry']

CAnBON humauum (Med.) human ordure, in the language of

Paracelsus.

CARBONA'DO (Cook.) a steak across, and scotched to bo

broiled on hot coals.

CA'RBONATE (Chem.) a name for salts formed by the

union of carbonic acid with different bases; as carbonate

of copper, of ammonia, of barytes, &c. [vide Che-

niistrifl

CARlVO'N'ES cccli (Alch.) the Stars.

CARIUJ'NTC acid (Chem.) or carbonic acid gas, a gaseous

substance formed by the combination of carbon with oxy-

gen, in the proportion of 27"27 ])arts carbon to 72*T;?

oxj'gen, whicli is invisible and elastic, like common air,

extinguishes flame, is unfit for respiration, has no smell

;

specific gravity 1\527, that of air being l-OOO; is not al-

tered by exposure to lieat in close vessels ; combines wiih

alkaline, earthy, and metallic bases, so as to produce com-

pound salts, called carbonates.

CA'RBONOUS oxide (Chem.) a composition of carbon and

oxygen, [vide Carbon'}

CA'RBOS (Min.) Canal Coal.

CA'RBUNCLE (Her.) vide Escarhumie.

Caubuncle (Chem.) vide Spinell,
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CARBUNCULA'TIO (Med.) Mfay.aini, a carbuncle inci-

dent to the eye. Gal.Exeg. Vocab. ; Hippocrat.; Gal. de

Diff. Morh.
CAKBUNCULA'TION {Hort.) tlie blasting of the young
buds of trees.

CARliU'NCULUS (A/i«.) or ruhiiius, the Ruby; a glitter-

ing diaphonous gem, of a red colour.

Carbunculus (Med.) uyffal, a carbuncle, from carlo, a burn-

ing coal, called by Aviceuna Persicus ignis ; an inflamma-

tion which for the most part suddenly degenerates into a

sphacelus, and corrupts the subjacent parts down to the

bones, rendering them as black as a coal. This seems to

be the reason wh}' the Latins call such affections carduii-

cidi, and the Greeks nntliraces. Ccl. I. 5, c. 28 ; Gul. de

Diff: Morb. c. 12; Orib. de Curat. Morb. 1. 3, c. 27; Act.

Tclrab. i, serni. 2, c. 12; Paul. JEgitwt. 1. 'I, c. 25; Art.

de Mrlli. Med. 1. 2, c. 12.
"

jCA'RBURET (Chem.) a name for the compounds formed
by the combination of carbon with metals ; the most im-
portant of which is the carburet of iron, [vide Chemistri/']

CARBURE'TTED hydrogen gas {Chem.) a gaseous sub-!
stance formed b}' the combination of carbon with hydrogen,
in the proportions of one atom of carbon to two atoms of
hydrogen; whence it is also called a bihydroguret of

carbon. The gas which is known by the name of thejire-

damp among miners is pure carburetled hydrogen. It pos-

sesses the properties of common air, having neither colour,

taste, nor smell : specific gravity 0'555.

CA'RCAMOUSE (Mil.) in Trench Monlon, Marmoulon,
the battering-ram used by the ancients.

CA'RCAN (Lnti-) in Fr. Carean, an iron collar, sometimes
taken for a pillory, and carcannuin for a prison. Leg.
Caniol. Reg. npud Brompt.

CARCANE'T {Archaol.) a chain for the neck.

CARCA'PULl (Bot.) an Indian tree which affords the Gam-
boge ; the Candiogia gntta of Linnicus.

CA'IICAROS (Med.) Ktepy-ccfOi, from xKficaipi', to resound ; a
kind of fever attended with a horror or shivering.

CA'RCAS (Bot.) the same as CatapiUia.

CA'RC.'VSS [Carpcnt.) the timber-work of a house before it

is either lathed or plastered, or the floors laid.

—

Carcass,
or Naked flooring, that which supports the boarding above
and the ceiling below. It consists of three tiers of beams,
called yw/iii ; those of the middle tier, called binding-joists,

support the other two, namely, the bridgings, or bridging-

joists, which form the upper tier, and the ceiling-joists,

which compose the lower.

—

Carcass roojing, the frame of
timber-work which supports the covering of any building.
It consists of three tiers of timbers ; the first of which
compose several vertical frames, called trusses ; the in-

clined timbers in each truss are called principal rafters ;

the horizontal timbers parallel to each other are purlins

;

the timbers of the third tier are bridging, or common rafters.

The principals rest upon a horizontal piece, called the
raising, or tvall-plate.

Carcass {Mil.) in French carcasse ; an iron case so called
because the circles which pass from one plate to another
seem to represent the ribs of a human carcass. This case,
when filled with combustible materials, is discharged from
a mortar, in the same manner as a bomb. There are two
sorts of carcasses, namely, the oblong and the round ; but
the former are entirely out of use in the British service, on
account of the uncertainty of their flight. I

CARCA'TUS (Leu) Loading, a ship freighted. Pa. R.I.
jCA'RCAX (Bot.) from xapa, a head; a species of poppy

with a very large head. i

CARCELLAGE (Law) prison fees.

CA'RCER (Med.) a remedy proper to restrain the loose and
disorderly motions both of body and mind. Parac, de
Morb. Ament. tract 2, c. 3.

CAR
CA'RCERES (Ant.) the barriers, made at first of wood or

coarse stone, and afterwards of marble, which inclosed the

horse-race, particularly that part of it from which the

horses started; whence career, in the singular, for the start-

ing-post.

Vtrg. JEn. 1. 5, V. 145.

Varr. de I.ing. Lat. 1. 4, c. 32 ; Dioni/s. 1. 3 ; Suet, in

Claud, c. "21.

CARCHA'RIAS [Ich.) xaixitlci, another name for the Canis
marinu.t, or Sea-dog.

CA'RCHEDONY (Min.) xufxi^'", carchedonius lapis, a sort

of precious stone.

CARCHE'SIUM (Mar.) K».fx,y,(ri<», the top of the mast where
the pulley is placed ; also a cup described by Athena;us.
Virg. /T.n. 1. 5, ct Georg. I. 4'; Allien. I. II.

CARCHE'SIUS laqueus (Surg.) the name of a bandage, of
which there are two sorts, the single and the double. Gal.

Com. in Hippoc. de Artie. ; Oribas de Lcq. c. 9.

C.^RCHE'SII (Ant.) «c.fx.iiino', the ropes which are extended
from the top of the mast, and support the sails. Gal. Com.
in Hippoc. de Artie.

CA'RCHICHEC Turcarum (Bot.) Blue Primrose, called

Turks Snow Flower. It is reckoned hot, dry, and astrin-

gent. Rail Hist. Plant.

CARCINA'D^ (Ich.) a name for a very small sort of Sea-
fish, resembling Crabs. Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1.

CARCIXE'THRON (Bot.) from xctfy.X<oc, a crab; so called

from its being jointed like the claws of a crab ; a name for

the Polygonum ISlas, or Common Knot Grass, according
<o Oribasius. Med. Coll. 1. 1 1

.

CARCINO'DES (Med.) x«p«..«J"i<, from K«f.cr.o;, a 'cancer,

and ii^o!, a form ; an epithet for a tumour resembling a

cancer. Cel. I. 6, c. 8 ; Orib. de Viiiut. Simpl. 1. 2, c. 1.

CARCINO'DEES (i\/e(/.) choirades, x«fK..«i<J'si? ji^pitTi?, stru-

mous swellings of a malignant quality, which are painful to

the touch, and exasperated by the application of medicine.

CARCINO'MA (Med.) and carcinos, from xap«r»i>;, cancer,

and «'/*«, to consume ; the disease called the Cancer, [vide

Cancer'\

Carcinoma (Bot.) vide Cancer.

CA'RCINUS (Med.) vide Cancer.

CARD (Spurt.) vide Cards.

Card (Meek.) an instrument or comb composed of a great

number of small pieces of iron wire, of great use in the

manufactories, to comb, disentangle, and range the wool,

&c. for the purpose of spinning.

Card maker (Com.) one who makes cards for carding wool,

&c.
Card of a compass (Mar.) in French rose de vents, a term

applied to the circular paper on which the different points

of the compass are projected over the mariner's compass.

CARDAMA'NTICE (Bot.) the same as Cardamine.

CARDAME'LUM (Med.) a sort of medicine mentioned by
Galen.

CARDAMI'NDUM [Bot.) the same as the Tropaolum of

Linnaeus.

CA'RDAMINE (Bot.) Meadovr Cress, a plant, so called

from its resemblance to the xafiuti,n of the Greeks, and
the Nasturtium of the Latins. Gal. de Simpl. I. S; Oribas.

Med. Coll. 1. 12; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 3, c. 184; .^gin.

1. 7, c. 3.

Cardamine, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants. Class

15 Tetradynamia, Order 2 Siliquosa.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved; leajiels

obtuse.

—

Cor. four-petalled ;
jyetals oblong-obovate.

—

^TAM.filaments six; anthers small.

—

Fist, germ slender;

style none ; stigma entire.

—

Per. silique long ; seeds very

many.
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Slides. The species are perennials, biennials, and annuals

;

the perennials are as follow:

—

Cardaniine bcl/idifolia,

Aralih bellidifoUa, seu Xaatnrlium Alpinuni, tS't". Dais}'-

Icaved or Alpine Cress, native of Britain.

—

Cardamine
Alpitiii, seu Kuslurtium Alpinum, Sfc. native of Switzer-

land.

—

Cardamine asari/hlla, &eu_foliis siniplicibus, t'jc. seu

Kastioiiiim Alpiiium, c^r. seu montrinmn, Sfc. Asarabacca

leaved Cress, native of Italy.

—

Cardnminc resedifnUa,

seu Nasturtium Alpinnm, tS'C- Rocket-leaved Cress,

native of Switzerland.

—

Cardcimiiie pralensis, Tiirritis,

seu Flos cuculi, Common Lady's Smock, or Cuckow-
Flower, native of Europe.— Cardamine amara, Nastur-

tium, seu Hisymbrium aguaticum, Bitter Cress, native of

Britain. The biennials are as follow; namely

—

Carda-

mine ihalictroides, Plumieri,foUis iernalis, seu Nasturtium

monianum, native of Italy.

—

Cardamine inipatiens, Sisi/m-

hrii cardamincs, seu Sium minimum, Sfc. Impatient Lady's
Smock, native of Britain, &c. The annuals are as fol-

low :

—

Cardamine parvijiora, sea Nasi urliuni pratense,S{C.

Little-flowered Lady's Smock.— Cardamine Griecia,

Greek Cress, &c. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bank. Pin.;
Ger. Herb.; Park: T/ieat. Bot. ; Rail Hist. Plant.;

Tournef. Instit. de Re Herb. ; Boerhaav. Ind.

Cardamine is also the Lepidum ^llpinum ei petrttum.

CAUDAMO'MUM (Bol.) from Kccfi'u^o, and ««,£,«-o., a

plant, so called because it partakes of the nature of both

the Cardamum and the Auiomum.
CA'RDAMON (Dot.) the same as Cardamine.

CA'RDAMYLE {Bot.) a sort of Maize.

CARDA'SS (Mich.) French for a sort of card used in card-

ing silk ; also the flocks of silk so cai'ded.

CARDE'GO-INDI {Bot.) or FoUum-Indicum, the leaf of an
Indian tree, which, when chewed, renders the saliva slimy.

CA'RDER {Com.) one who cards wool.

CAUDIA {Anat.) ku^Mu. 1. The heart, 'i. The left and
superior orifice of the stomach ; so called on account of

its vicinity to the heart. R'fff- Ephes. 1. 1, c. 11 ; Gal. de

Decrct. Hippocrat. 1. 3.

Cardi.a {Bot.) the heart or pith of a tree, called by Pliny

enccphnlus. Theoplirast. Hist. Plant. 1. 3, c. 17.

CA'RDIAC-LINE (Palmis.) the line of the heart that encir-

cles the mount of the thumb, which is also called the line

oflifi--

CARDI'ACA (Bot.) the Galeopsis galeobdun oC Umnxus.
CARDI'ACA PASSIO {Med.) the Cardiac Passion, a dis-

order frequently mentioned by the ancients, but by the

moderns mostly treated of under the name of Syncope. It

derives its name from the part which was supposed to be
affected, and consisted, according to Hippocrates, of a

preternatural substance in the stomach and entrance into

the belly, with a subsequent biting pain of those parts.

Hippocrat. Epid. 1. 1, &c.; Ca-l. Aurel. 1. 2, c. 33.

CARDI'ACyE ARTERIiE {Anat.) another name for the

Coronarirc.

CARDI'ACE {Min.) x-xf^iuKti, a precious stone in the shape

of a heart.

CARUrACI(iV/et?.)x«pJt«K«,tlioseaffectedwiththecardialgia.

CA'RDIACS {Med.) medicines so called, from »«fA«, the

heart, because they act upon the heart by their application

to the stomach. They arc called by Paracelsus drfensiva.

CARDrACU.M (Med.) a cardiac medicine.

CARDI'ACIS DOLOR {Med.) the >i:\mc as Cardialgia.

CARDI'ACIIS I'LEXUS {Anal.) a branch of the Parvagum,
or eighth pair of nerves which about the first and second

rib is sent from its descending trunk, and bestowed upon
the heart.

CARDIA'LGIA {Med.) jcapiTiaAvia, from x«p(^''<«, the heart, or

upper orifice of the stomach, and aXyiu, to pain ; the heart-

burn, or pain at the upper orifice of the stomach, lluj)'.

Ephes. 1. 1, c. 11 ; Gal. Com. 3 in Hippocrat. Epid.; Tral-

CAll

liau. 1. 12, c. 4.

—

Cardialgia iiijlammaiorin, another name
for injlnmmatio venti-iculi.— Cardialnia -ipulatoria.

CARD'I'.MELECH {Med.) from y.^fSU, and the Hebrew
meleic, a king ; a fictitious term to express a ]iarticular

sort of active principle in the heart, commonly called the
vital function.

CARDI.MO'NA {Med.) another name for Carrfw/o-w.

CA'RDINAL {Ecc.) the highest dignitary in the Romish
church next to the Pope. The cardinals arc 70 in num-
ber; namely, six bishops, fifty priests, and fourteen deacons,
who are chosen by the pope, and from among whom,
when assembled in what is called the conclave, the pope
in his turn is elected. The name is derived from cardo, a

hinge ; because they serve the Apostolic See as a hinge on
which the government of the church turns. For the same
reason this term has been employed as an epithet of ex-

cellence to many other objects.

Cardinal virtues {Eth.) the four virtues of prudence, tem-
perance, justice, and fortitude, on which all others depend.

Cardinal ;)o»;/s o/'the compass {Mar.) in French points car'

dinaux, the four principal points or divisions of the horizon,

namely, the North, South, East, and West.

—

Cardinahvinds,

winds blowing from the cardinal points.

—

Cardinal signs.

those signs at the four quarters, or the equinoxes and
solstices, namely, the signs Aries, Libra, Cancer, and
Capricorn.

Cardinal numbers {Aritli.) such as express the number of

things, as one, two, three, &c. in distinction from the

ordinal first, second, Sec.

Cardinal points {Astral.) the first, fourth, seventh, and
tenth houses in a scheme or figure of the heavens.

CARDINAL'S CAP {Bot.) or Cardinal Flower, the Lobelia

cardinalis of Linnreus, a plant, so called because its flower,

by the intense redness of its colour, seems to emulate the

scarlet robes of a cardinal, especially when the sun shines

on it.

CARDINAL'S HAT {Her.) a charge in coats

of arms, as " The field is argent, a Cardinal's

Hat, with strings pendant, and platted in true

love, the ends meeting in base gules." These
are the arms of Sclavonia, on the coast of the

Adriatic.

CARDINAME'NTUM (Anat.) from cardo, a hinge; a

hinge-like articulation.

CARDI'NEA {Ent.) or Cardince, vide Foriculc.

CA'RDING (Com.) a method of preparing wool, cotton,

hair, &c. by passing it between the iron points of two in-

struments called cards, so as to dispose it for spinning.

CARDIOBO'TANON {But.) KU(}ioiioTu,o>, the name of a

herb mentioned by Myrepsus.
CARDIO'GMUS {Med.) the same as Cardialgia.

CARDIOGNOSTIC {Med.) xapAov'^s-'^s, of >cufiU, the

heart, and ytvurica!, to know; knowing the heart. R'iff- L
CARDIO'IDE {Geom.) a curve so called

by Castelliani, from its resemblance

in figure to xa-f^M, a heai't. Its con-

struction is as in the annexed diagram,

where through one extremity. A, a
circle is drawn, A P B having a dia-

meter A B, and a number of lines

A P Q are drawn, cutting the circle in

PP: upon these set off PQ equal to

the diameter A B; then the curve passing tlirough all the

points, P Q will be the cardioide.

CARDIOTRO'TUS (Med.) K«pA»rp<i,T05 from «;«p/'.«, the

heart, and nTfaa-x-u, to wound ; one who lias a wound in

his heart. Gal. Exeg.

CARDIOSPE'RMUM {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 8

Octandria, Order 3 Trigynia.

Generic Characters. Cai,, 2>e>'i"'dh four-leaved ; leaflets
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obtuse.

—

Cor. petals 4; nectary four-petalled ; leaflets

obtuse.

—

Stam. filaments eight; anthers small.

—

Pist.
germ three-sided ; styles three ; stigmas simple.

—

Per.
capsule roundish ; secils solitary.

Species. The species are annuals or shrubs, as the

—

Car-
iliosperminn lialicacabum, Sfc. seu Helicacahum, seu I'i.sum

resicariitmjSfc. Smooth-leaved Heart-pea, or Heart-seed,
an annual, native of the Indies.

—

Carcliospermum hir-

sutum, seu Caule petiolis, Sfc. native of Guinea, an
annual.— Cardiospermum corindum, seu villossum, Sfc.

Woolly-leaved Heart-pea, or Parsley-leaved Heart-
seed, an annual, native of the Brazils.— Cardiospermum
grandiflorum, seu foliis pubescer.iibus, Sfc. Great-flow-
ered Heart-seed, a shrub, native of Jamaica.— Cardio-
spermum leve, an annual, native of the Indies. Tournef.
Instit. de Re Herb.

CARDIR (Min.) Tin.

CARDISPE'RMUM (Bot.) the same as Calendula.
CARDIS MARS (Min.) Iron.

CARUI'TIS (Med.) vide Iiijlammatio cordis.

CA'RDIUM {Cun.) Cockle, a genus of insects belonging to

the Class Vermes, Order Testacea.

Generic Character. Animal a tethys.— Shell bivalve,

nearly equilateral ; equivalve ribbed, striate, or grooved.—Hinge with two teeth near the beak.

Species. The species are found in dift'erent seas ; some in

tlie British channel, as the Cardium medium, exiguum,
aculeatum, spinosum, ciliare, tuberculatum, Iceiigatum,

edule, rubrum, jiodosum, arcualum, discors, elongatum,
muricntum, S)-c.

C.\'RDO (Anat.) the articulation, otherwise called gingly-

mus, to which this name has been given on account of its

resemblance to a hinge.

CARDOXE'T (But.) the Carline acaidis of LinniEUS.

CARDO'NIUM (Med.) in the language of Paracelsus, wine
medicated with herbs.

CARDOO'N (Bot.) a plant somewhat resembling an arti-

dioke, the leaves of which are eaten as a sallad. It is the
Cynara cardunculus of Linnocus.

CARDOPA'TIUM {Bot.) thistle, the same as the Carlina
of LinnjEus.

CARDS (Sport.) pieces of pasteboard of an oblong figure

and dift'erent sizes, and marked with four different patterns

or suits, as the French call tlicm, which were intended to

represent the four classes in France, where they were in-

vented about the year 1390, to divert Charles VI. who had
fallen into a state of melancholy. By the cceurs. Hearts,
are meant the gens de Choeur, choirmen, or ecclesiastics

;

for which the Spaniards, who revived the use of cards,

have copas or chalices. The nobility were represented by
lances or pikes, to which we have given the name of spades,

probably from the Spanish word espiadas, swords, which
supply the place of the French pikes. By carreaux, dia-

monds, are designated the order of citizens, including

merchants, and the like. Trcjic, a trefoil-leaf, or clover-

grass, was emblematical of the husbandmen or peasantry.

This is falsely called clubs in English, because the Spa-
niards have baslos, staves or clubs, on their cards; where-
fore we have taken the thing from the French and the name
from the Spaniards. The four kings alluded to are David,
Alexander, Ccesar, and Charles, who represent the four
grand monarchies of the Jews, Greeks, Romans, and
Franks, under Cliarlemagne; the queens are Argine, i.e.

rcgina, the queen by descent, Esther, Judith, and Pallas.

The hnavcs represent the sen'ants of the knights, the word
knave signifying originailv a servant.

CARDUE''LIS (Orn.) Gold-finch, Thistle-finch, a species of
the Fringilla of Linnaeus.

CARDUN'CE'LLUS (Bot.) the Carthamus mitissimus and
Carihamus carduncellus of Linnaeus.

CARDU'NCULUS (Bot.) the Carthamus carduncellus of
Linn£eus.

CARDUO-CXrCUS (Bot.) another name for the Atrac-
lilis.

CA'RDUUS (Bot.) Thistle, a genus of plants. Class 19
Syngenesia, Order 1 Polygamia J^quales.

Generic Characters. Cal. common ventricose Cor. com-
pound tubular; corollulcs hermaphrodite.

—

Stam. Jila-

ments five ; anthers cylindrical. Pist. germ ovate ;

style filiform ; stigma simple.

—

Per. none ; calyx con-
verging a little ; seeds solitary ; receptacle hairy.

Species. The species are either annuals, biennials, or

perennials. Of the first kind are the following

—

Car-
duus leucographus, seu Cirsium, native of Campania.

—

Carduus Arabicus, Arabian Thistle.

—

Carduus prregrinus
seu lacteus, &c Carduus lannginosus, sen orientalis, &c.
native of Armenia.— Carduus macrocephalus, seu caule

iomentoso, &c.

—

Carduus viarianus, seu Silybum, &c.
Milk or Ladies' Thistle, native of England Carduus
crispus. Curled Thistle, native of Europe. Of the
second kind are the following:— Carduus nutans, seu
spinosissimus, <S:c. ^lusk Thistle, native of Europe.

—

Carduus ncanthoidcs, seu polyacanthos, Prickliest This-
tle.— Carduus palustris, seu Cirsium, Marsh Thistle.

—

Carduus candicans, native of Hungary.

—

Carduus per-
sonata, sea/oliis carlinis, Sec. seu inermis, seu mollis. Sec.

seu majus. Sec. seu Arctium persoiiata, Sec. native of Swit-
zerland.— Carduus polyanthemus, seu pycnocephalus, Sec.

seu Cirsium palustre. Sec. native of Rome. Of the third

kind are the following :

—

Carduus paniculatus, native of
the Pyrenees.— Carduus cyanoides, seu mollis, native of
Siberia.

—

Carduus polyclonos, seu inermis. Sec. n.itive of
Siberia.— Carduus defioratus, Cirsium angustifolium, seu
cirsioides, Various-leaved Thistle, native of Switzerland.— Carduus pannonicus, seu serraluloides, seu Cirsium
pannonicnm, Sec. native of Austria.— Carduus corni-

thoides, seu Centanrea nudicaulis. Sec. seu Jacea, Rapnn-
ticoides. Sec. native of Italy.

—

Carduus canus, seu Cir-
cium montanum, tomentosum. Sec. Hoary Tiiistle, native
of Austria.

—

Carduus rivularis, seu Cirsium carmoUcnm,
native of Montpellier.— Carduus acaidis, Chamccleon exi-

guns, seu Carlina minor, Dwarf Carline Thistle, native of
Europe.— Carduus pratensis, seu heterophtjllus, English
Soft or Gentle Thistle, Single Headed or ^Nleadow This-
tle, native of the Pyrenees.

—

Carduus ocltrolcucus, seu
Cirsium ochroleuciim.— Carduus rigens. Upright Alpine
Thistle, native of Switzerland.

—

Carduus Diacantha, na-
tive of Mount Libanus.— Carduus gnaphaloides, native of
Calabria.-

—

Carduus horridus, native of Armenia.

—

Car-
duus bcnedictus, the Centaurea benedicta of LinniEUS,
Carduus Brassilianus, the Bromclia Ananas of Linnaeus—CarduusfuUonum, the Dipsacus fullonum of Linnaeus.—Carduus spheeroceplialus, the Echinops spheerocephalus of
Linnaeus.

—

Cardut(s stellatus, the Centaurea Calcitrapa
of Linnaeus.— Carduus Pinea Thenphrasti, the Atractylis

gummifera of Linna;us. Lobel. Plant, et Slirp. Hist, et

Adver.; Cliis. Bar. Plant. Hist.; .J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.;

C. Bauh. Pin.; Get. Herb.; Park. Theat. Botan.;
Bail Hist. Plant.; Tournef. Instit. ; Boerhaav. Ind. ,-

Pluken. Almagest. Botan.
CAREBA'RIA (Med.) Kafi,/3«pi«, from xapD, the head, and

0xfoi heaviness ; an uneas}' heaviness of the head.
CARE'CTA (Ant.) or carectata, a cart or cartload-man.
CARECTA'RIUS (Ant.) or caretarius, a carter.

CARECTATA plumbi (Archccol.) a pig or mass of lead,
weighing 128 stone, or 2100 pounds.

CAREE'NING (Mar.) in French /aire a battre, carener,
heaving the ship down on one side, by applying a strong
purchase to her masts, so that it may be cleansed from any
filth which adheres to it by breaming,

—

A half careen, when
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it is not possible to come at the bottom of the ship, so

that only half of It can be careened.

CAUEE'll (Man.) the place inclosed with a l)aiTier,

wherein tlie horses run in a ring.

Caueer (Falcon.) a flight or tour of the bird, about 120

yards ; if she mount more, it is a double career ; if less, a

semi-career.

CAHELE'T (Mil.) the same as Scmelle.

CAKE'XA [Med.) the twenty-fourth part of a drop.

CARE'NE (Mil.) all the parts of a ship under water.

CAHE'NUM (Med.) xip«»«, the head.

CA^vET (Gram.) Latin for it wantelh ; is marked by a cha-

racter in printing or writing in this form (A), denoting

that there is something to be inserted or included.

C.-^llETTI (Bot.) a species of the Guilaudia of Linnanis.

CA'UEUM (But.) or Cari, Carraway Seeds ; so called from

Carin, the country whence they are brought.

CAREX (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Monoecia, Order

3 Triandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. anient oblong; scales acute.

—

Cor. none.

—

Sram. Jilarnents three; anthers erect.

—

—PisT. germ three-sided ; style very short ; stigmas two

or three.

—

Per. none ; seed single.

Species. The species are perennials :

—

Cairx dioica, Cy-

peroides parvum, &c. sen Gramen cj/peroides, &c. Small

Sedge, native of England, Germany, and Italy.

—

Carex

Davelliana, seu Gramen cyperoides, native of Germany.

Cfirex capitata, Spica andiogyna, seu suhglobosa, &c.

Round-headed Sedge, native of Lapland.— Carex

pancijlora, seu Leucoglochin, &c. native of Scot-

land.

—

Carex mcroglochin, native of North Lapland.

—Carex pulicaris, seu Gramen, &c. Flea Sedge, or

Flea Grass, native of Europe.

—

Carex cyperoides, Scir-

pus, seu Cyperus minor, &c. native of Bohemia.

—

Carex

Jielida, seu Gramen nlpinum, &c. native of Switzerland.

— Carex curvula, seu Gramen cyperoides, native of Swit-

zerland.— Carex maritima, seu Gramen cyperoides, &c.

Sand or Sea Sedge, native of Europe.

—

Carex lohata,

seu Cyperoides, native of the Alps of Switzerland.

—

Carex leporina, Lachenalii, &c. seu Lagossina, native of

Lapland.

—

Carex vulpina, seu Gramen pnlustre niajiis,

CJreat Sedge. /. Baiih. Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauh. Pin. ;

Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Bolan.; Raii Hist. Plant.

Carex Lithosperma, the Sclcria Jlagellum of Linna;us.

CA'RFVE (Husband.) unbroken or untilled ground.

CA'RGADORS (dm.) a name used by the Dutch and Por-

tuguese to signify a kind of brokers, whose only business

it is to find Vreight for ships outward bound, and to give

notice to the merchants who have commodities to send by

sea of the ships ready to sail, and of the places to which

they are bound.

CARGO (Com.) cargai-.nn ou chargement; the merchandize^

and effects which are laden on board a ship, exclusive of

the crew, ammunition, provision, &c.

—

Supercargo, a per-

s,on cmi)loyed by merclumts to go a voyage for the pur-

pose of taking charge of, and disposing of the cargo.

(lA'RIC.'V (Bot.) xafuK/i, a dried fig; so called from Caria,

the country from which they were brought.

Carica, in the I.innean .tyslem, a genus of plants. Class 22

Dioecia, Order 9 Decandrin. called by Tournefort Papaya.

Generic Character.'!. Cal. scarce manifest.—Cor. niono-

pctalous ; tube slender ; border five-parted.

—

SiAU.Jila-

ments ten ; anthers oblong ; germ ovate ; style none ;

stigmas broad.— Per. berry very large; seeds nu-

merous.

Specicj. The species are shrubs, as

—

Carica Papaya, Ficus,

seu Papaya, &c. Connnon I'apaw Tree, native of the

East Indies.— Cn?7(:a Po.mposa, Dwarf Papaw Tree.

—

Carica pi/rifurmis, seu I'apriya, &c. native of Peru.—

Carica cuuliflora, native of the Caraccas.— Carica micru-

1
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carpa, seu Ficus, &c. native of Chili.— Carica spinosa

seu Jaracatia, native of Guinea. J. Bauh. Hist. Plant,;

Park: Theat. Botan.; Raii Hist. Plant.; ToiirneJ'. Inst.;

Pluk. Almag. Botan.

Carica (Bot.) another name for the ficiw.

CARIC.'^TU'RE (Paint.) a way of representing objects dis-

torted and deformed, but still so as to preserve the likeness,

from the Italian caricatura, which comes from carica, a

burden, and signifies the same as overcharging.

CA'RICK (Mar.) a sort of vessel.

CA'KICOUS tumor (Surg.) from carica, a swelling resem-

bling the figure of a fig.

CARICUM \Med.) or Carycum, xafiw*, from Caricus, the

inventor. 1 . A cathartic medicine which deterges sordid

ulcers, and eats away proud flesh. Hipp, de Ulcer.

2. The name of an oil. Athen. 1. 2.

CA'RIES (Med.) from r-Lfoi, to abrade, a disease of the

bones. Gal. Introd. ; Act. 4, 2, 57 ; Aqui. 4, 20. Class

L.ncnle.':.

CARI'LLONS (Mas.) small bells, such as are held in the

hand, or placed in clocks ; a species of chimes frequent in

the Low Countries, particularly at Ghent and Antwerp.

CA'RLMA (Bot.) the same as Cassada.

CARIM-CU'RINT (Bot.) the Justicia ccbolium of Linnxus.

CARIM-GO'LA (Bot.) another name for the Pontcdaria of

Linnxus.
CARIMPA'NA (Bot.) the Borassus Jlabelliformis of Lin-

n»us.
CARIMTU'MBA (Bot.) a species of the Ncpcta of Linna;us.

CARI'NA (/////.) the keel, or long piece of timber that runs

along the bottom of the ship from head to stern.

Ovid. Pont. 1. 4', epist. 3.

Dum mea puppis erat validafundaUi carina.

It is frequently taken by the poets for the whole ship.

Virg. JEn. 1. 2, v. 23.

Ktinc tantum iinus, ei atatio malefida carinis.

Ovid. Heroid. ep. 17, v. 103.

Tunc ego te vetlem celeri venUse carinA.

Sallus. de Bell Jugurth. ; Isid. Orig. 1. 19, c. 1 ; Gyrald.

de Navigat. c. 2; Scheff. de Mil. Naval. 1. 1, c. 6.

Carina (Bol.) the lower petalum or leaf of a papilionaceous

flower, which contains the germen and pistillum. It is

hollow, and stands underneath the vexillum, to which it is

opposite, [vide Botany']

Carina (Anat.) the beginning of the entire vertebra:, or

turning joints.

Carina (.\'at.) the first rudiments of the spine of a chicken

during incubation.

Carina (Archa:ol.) a building, near the amphitheatre, in the

form of a ship's keel. Serv. in Virg. yEn. 1. 8, v. 3,69.

CA'RINATED (Bot.) Carinatu.% from carina, the keel,

bending or crooked like the keel of a ship; an epithet of a

leaf or nectary, Folium and S'ectarium carinatum, a keeled

leaf and nectary, i. e. having a longitudinal prominency

upon the back like the keel of a vessel.

CARIAPHYLLA'STER (Bot.) a species of the Dodonaa

of Linn.-cus.

CARIO'SSE (Bot.) a Portuguese name for the fruit of the

Adi/ or Palma Ady, a palm tree in the island of St. Thomas.

CA'lilOUS (Med.) rotten, after the manner of the bones.

CA'RIPI (Mil.) a kind of cavalry in tlie Turkish army, 1000

of which are not slaves, nor bicd up in the seraglio like

the rest, but are generally Jloors, or renegado Christians,

who have obtained the rank of horse guards to the Grand

Seignior.

CARl'SSA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandna,

Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Characters. CAh. perianth very small.-Con. mo-
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nopetalous; tule cylindrical ; iorrfer five-parted.

—

Stam.

filaments five ; anthers oblong.—PiST. germ roundish ;

style filiform ; stigma rather simple.

—

Per. berries two ;

seeds seven.

Species. The species are shrubs, asfollon*:

—

Carissa Ca-

randas, Ech'ites, Carandas, seu Lycinm, iSrc. native of

India.

—

Ciirissa spiiiaritm, native of the East Indies.

—

Carissa edulis, native of Arabia Felix.— Carista inennis,

native of the East Indies.

CARI'STIA (Laii-) dearth, scarcity, dearness. Pat. 8,

Ed. I.

CA'RITAS (Lna) Ad cnritatem ; poctdum cnritatis, a grace-

cup ; or an extraordinary allowance of the best wine, or

other liquor, wherein the religious at festivals drank in

commemoration of their founders and benefactors. Car-

tular. abat. Glaston.

CA'RIUM terrte (Min.) lime.

CARK (Law) a quantity of wool, whereof thirty make a

sarpler. Stat. 27, H. 6, c. 2.

CA'RKANET (Archccol.) vide Carcan.

CARL-D'OR (Com.) a gold coin of Brunswick, worth five

rix-dollars, or about sixteen shillings sterling. These
coins at present bear on the obverse the arms of Bruns-

wick, instead of the head of the reigning prince as before:

the legend CAROLUS D.G. DUX. BRUNS. ET LUN.;
on the reverse, a horse in full speed: legend NUNQUAM
RETRORSUM, with the date and value, 10 Thaler, or

5 Thaler, according as it is single or double.

CARLl'NA (Hot.) vide Carline Thistle.

Caklina in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants. Class 19
Syngenesia, Order 1 Polygamia /Eijualis.

Generic Characters. Cal. common ventricose ; scales

numerous.

—

Cor. compound uniform ; corollcts herma-
phrodite ; tube slender; border five-cleft.

—

Stam. fila-

ments five ; anthers cyiindric.—PiST. germ short ; style

filiform ; stigma oblong.

—

Per. none ; colyx remaining

unchanged ; seeds solitary ; dorvn plumose ; receptacle

fiat ; chaff's ternate.

Sjiecies. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Carlina

acaulis, seu Chamceleon albus. Low Carline Thistle, native

of Italy, &c.

—

Carlina acanthifiolia, Chardonsse, &c. seu

Carlinanska, native of the P^-renees.

—

Carlina adgregata,

seu caiilic/iis, native of Croatia.

—

Carlina lyrnta, native

of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Carlina involucrnta, native

of Algiers.

—

Carlina curymbosa, sen caule, &c. Acarina,

&.C. seu Acariis, &c. Corymbed Carline Thistle, native

of Italy. But the

—

Carlina vulgaris, Common Carline

Thistle, is a biennial, and native of Europe. The two
following are annuals, namely,— Carlina lanata, seu
Acarna, &c. Woolly Carline Thistle, native of Italy.

—

— Carlina sulphurea, Szc. Clics. Hist. Plant, rar. &;c.

;

J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Dauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.;
Park. Theat. Botan. ; Raii Hist . Plant. ; Tournef. Inst.

Carlina is also the Carduus acaulis, the Atractylis gummi-
fera ; the Arnica crocea, and the Cnicus spinosissimus of

LinniEus

CA'RLINE-THISTLE (Bot.) the Carlina of Linnius* a

plant of the thistle kind, which is said to have been so

called by Charlemagne, because his army was delivered

from the plague by the use of its root. It contains an
acrid resinous principle, by which it stimulates the solids,

dissolves the humours, and promotes perspiration.

CA'RLIXG-KNEES (M«r.) timbers going athwart the

ship from the sides to the hatchway, serving to sustain the

deck on both sides.

CA'RLIXGS (Mar.) in French entremises, ou traversins des

baux, short pieces of timber, ranging fore and aft from one
of the deck beams to another, into which their ends are
scored. They are used to sustain and fortify the smaller
beams of a ship.

CAR
CARLI'NO (Com.) a small silver coin, current in the king-
dom of Naples and in Sicily, worth about threepence three
farthings. It is supposed to derive its name from Charles I.

king of Naples and Sicily in 1266. The Carlino is also a
gold coin of Piedmont, worth five pounds eighteen shil-

lings and eightpence, or threepence according to their

present value. The impression on this latter coin is the
same as that on the Doppia.

CA'RLOCK (Chem.) a sort of Isinglass made with the
sturgeon's bladder, which is used for clarifying wine, and
also in dyeing.'

CARLO SANCTO RADIX (Bot.) St. Charles' Root, the
bark of which is sudorific, and strengthens the gums and
stomach. It is found in Mehoacan, a province of South
America.

CARM.A'GNOLE (Mil.) a name given to the French sol-

diers who first engaged in the cause of republicanism.
CA'RMAN (Com.) one who is employed in carrying goods

from the wharfs to the merchants' warehouses, &c. also in

timber-yards, &c.
CA'RMEL (Mil.) an order of knighthood in France insti-

tuted by Henry IV, in 1608, under the title of our Lady
of Carmel.

CA'RMELINE-WOOL (Com.) the second sort of wool,
produced by the animal which the Spaniards call Vi-
cunna.

CARMELITE (Bot.) a sort of pear.

CA'RMELITES (Ecc.) an order of monks, founded by
Almerius, bishop of Antioch, on mount Carmel in

Syria, in 1122. Baron. Annal. Ann. IISI.

—

Barefooted
Carmelites, a reformed order of Carmelite monks, so called

because they went barefoot according to the rules of their

order, which was instituted in the Kith century. Spondan.
Co7ilin. Baron. Ann. 1.668 ; Hel. Hist. Ord. Mon.

CA'RMEN (Ant.) any set formula of words, whether in

prose or verse, used for any specific purpose, of which
description was the prayer uttered by the Decii on their

devoting themselves to death for the benefit of their

country. Moral sentences, incantations, charms, and the
like, though written in prose, were called carmina.
The carmen, when written in verse, answered to what is

now called a verse, or an ode, as the carmen secnlare, and
the carmina, or odes, of Horace. Cat. Dist. Mor. n. 1 ;

Plin. I. :iS, c. 2.

Carmen (^led.) the same as Incantatio.

CARMENTA'LIA (Ant.) a festival in honour of Carmenta,
the mother of Evander, which was celebrated during five

days, i. e. from the third of the Ides of January, or the 1 1th
of January, to the 18th of the Calends of February. Varr.
de hat. Lin. I, 5, c. 3 ; Ovid. Fast. 1. 1, v. 617—631 ; Ale.v.

Gen. Dior. 1. 6, c. 8 ; JJrsat. de Not. Roman, apud Grcev.
Thes. Antiq. Rom. torn. 6, p. 2087.

CARMES, Eau de (Min.) Carmelite Water, or ^lagisterial

Water of Baume, which takes its name from being invented
by the Carmelites at Paris, and is extremely reviving and
good in all sorts of fits.

CA'R5IIN (Nat.) the same as Carmine.
CARIvirNATIVES (Med.) Carminanfia, medicines which

promote perspiration, or dilute and relax.

CA'RMINE (Nat.) a dross or powder of a very beautiful
deep red colour, separated from cochineal by means of a
water in which are infused Chouan and Autour. It is

used for painting in miniature.

CA'RMOT (Alch.) what the philosopher's stone was sup-
posed to consist of. Castel. Lex Med.

CARMOUSAL (Com.) a Turkish merchant ship.

CARNABA'DIUM (Med.) x«f«;3^^«, xaf,a/3«d\, the same as

Cuminum JEthiopicum, according to Myrepsus.
CARNA'DO (Com.) a Spanish coin, six of which make a

marvedi.
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CA'RNAGE (Mil.) in French carnage ; a massacre or great

slaughter in consequence of a desperate action between

two bodies of armed men.
Caknage (Sport.) in ItaVian carnaggio ; the flesh which is

given to the dogs after the chase.

CAllNA'LES (.-T«/.) -Ediles, so called because they super-

intended the markets. Xon. ex I'arr.

CARNA'RIUM (Archccol.) a charnel house, or repository

for the bones of the dead.

CARNATION (Bol.) a beautiful sort of Clove-Pink, a

variety of the Diantliia caryophyllus of Linna;us, the chief

excellence of which consists in the brightness of its

colours equally marked all over the flowers. It is distin-

guished by modern florists into four sorts, namely, the

—

Flakes, of two colours only and their stripes large.

—

Bizarres, striped with three or four different colours.

—

Piquettes, having a white ground spotted or pounced with

reel, purple, and other colours.

—

Painted-Ladies, liaving

the petals of a red or purple colour.

Carn.\tion (Paint.) the flesh colour, which is understood

of all the parts of a picture in general which represent

flesh, or which arc naked without drapery ; wherefore, if

the flesh be represented to the life, the carnation is said

to be very good.

CA'RNAVAL (Ecc.) vide Carnival.

CA'RNE.E COLUMN.^ (Med.) the fleshy pillars or co-

lumns in the cavities of the heart.

CARNE'DDE (Archceol.) heaps of stones, supposed to be

Druidical remains for confirming and commemorating
covenants, &c.

CA'RNEL (Mar.) a small Spanish ship which goes with

mizzen instead of main sails.

—

Carnel-iuorhj the same as

Carx^el-xvork.

CARNE'LIAN (Min.) or Cornelian, a precious stone, of

which there are three kinds, distinguished by their colours

red, yellow, and wliite. It is the Chalcedonius carneolus

of Linna;us.

CA'RNEOL (Min.) a sort of precious stone.

Carneol (Bat.) a kind of herb.

CARNE'OLUS LAPIS (Min.) Cornelian, a precious stone,

half transparent, which is found in Sardinia.

C.A.'RNEY (Vet.) a disease in horses by which their mouths

become so furred and clammy that they cannot feed.

CARNI'CULA (Med.) from caro, flesh; used by Fallopius

instead of cariincida, to signify in particular the flesh

which surrounds the gums.

CA'RNIFEX (Ant.) the public executioner among the

Romans, who was forbidden by the laws to have his house

in the city. Cic.pro Rab. c. 5; Sigon. de Ant. Jur, Itom.

1. '2, c. 15; Fcst. de Verb. Signif.

Carniiex (Alcli.) the spagiric Vulcan, or fire, in the affair

of the philosopher's stone.

CARNIEO'RMIS ABSCESSUS (Med.) from earn, flesh,

am\ forma, likeness; an abscess with a hardened orifice, and

of a firm substance or hard consistence, like a shell.

CA'RNIVAL (Ecc.) in Italian Carnevale, is supposed to be

derived from the Latin words cnrnis intervalliim, i. e. a

period for eating flesh, as distinguished from the ensuing

period of abstinence during Lent, although others have with

eejual probability derived it from ra»H-a-t>n/, i.e. flesh to the

pot, to denote the time for eating meat. The carnival is a

season of festivity among the Italians for the space of

twelve days previous to Lent, during which all sorts of

fames, feaiting, entertainments, and diversions of every

ind, go forward.

CARNI'VOROUS (Nat.) c-ufKefiuyoc, flesh-devouring; an

epithet of the Assius lapis : also animah are so called

whose food is flesh.

C.\'RNO (Law) an immunity or privilege. Cromp. Jurisd.

fol. 191.

CAR
CARNE'X CUTIS (Anat.) or pa nniculiis carnofii.i, & Aeshy

membrane that assists the corrugation of the skin.

CARNO'SITY (Surg.) a tubercle or fleshy excrescence
growing in, and obstructing^ any part of the bod}'.

CARNO'SUS (Bot.) fleshy; an epithet for roots, &c. [vide
FMi,/-]

CARNO'USE (Gunn.) the base ring about the breech of a
gun.

CA'RO (Anai.) in the general sense, signifies flesh ; but in

the particular sense, the belly, or red part of a muscle.

Rnff. Ep/ies. de Appellat. Part. Corp. Human. 1. 1, c. 35;
Gal. de Loc. Affect. 1. 2, c. 2.— Caro musculosa quad-
rata, the PnlmarLs brevis.

Caho adnata ad lesteni et ad vasa (Surg.) names given to

the sarcocele according to the circumstances in which it

takes place.

Caro (Bot.) the pulp of the fruit.

CA'ROB (Cotn.) a small weight, the twenty-fourth part of a

grain.

CA'ROB-TREE (Bnt.) a tall-spreading tree, the >!sp«T(« of

the Greeks, and the Ceratonia siliquosa of Linnffius, the
fruit of which is a pod or bean, resembling a chesnut in

taste, and yielding a sort of honey, which serves the Ara-
bians instead of sugar. Prosper. Alpin de jF.gypt, Plant.

;

J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.

CARO'BA (Bot.) another name for the Siliqua Dulcis.

CAROiNUIM (Bot.) KXfoivo; a name for musk when boiled

to the consumption of one-third, so as to be reduced to a

convenient thickness.

CA'ROL (Mus.) from the old Italian carola ; an old name
for a song sung to dancing.

CARO'LA (Mus.) Italian ; was formerly synonymous with

Ballata, signifying a song of a plain, simple, popular
melody to be sung to a dance.

Carola (Archceol.) a little pew or closet.

CAROLI'N (Com.) or Carolin d'Or, a gold coin of Bavaria

and Hesse-Darmstadt, worth about one pound sterling.

The carolin bears on the obverse the head of the reigning

prince Palatinate, with a suitable legend; and, on the

reverse, the Virgin and Child supporting the arms of

Bavaria. Legend, CLYPEUS O.MNIBUS IN TE SPE-
RANTIBUS.

—

Caroliui is also the name ofan old Swedish
coin, now out of circulation.

CAROLINE'A (Bnt.) a genus of plants, Class 16 Monadel-
pliia. Order 7 Poli/andria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con.
petals five.

—

Stam. monodelphous
; Jilamcnts very nu-

merous ; (7«//ie/-.! oblongish.

—

Pist. ^en». inferior ; style

filiform ; stigmas simple.—Per. dome ovate ; seeds twin.

Species. The species are

—

Carolinea princeps, seu foliis,

&c. sou I'achira aquaticr., seu Sergeant, &c. seu Cacao,

&c. a shrub, native of Guinea.— Carolinea insignis, seu

^foliis, &c. seu Rnmbax, &c. seu Xilnxorliitl, &c. a shrub,

native of America.

—

Carolinea minor, a shrub, native of

Guiana.
CAROLl'NES (Ecc.) the four books composed by the order

of Charlemagne, to refute the Second Council of Nice,

respecting the worship of images. Du Pin. Bibl. des Aut.

Eccles. xiii. Siic.

CAROLl'NGIANS (Pnlit.) a name of the second race of

kings in France, of which Pepin was the founder.

(WROLI'TIC COLU.MNS (Archit.) colunms with foliated

shafts, decorated with leaves and branches winding spirally

around them, or disposed in form of crowns and festoons.

CAROLO.STA'DIANS (Ecc.) a br.mch of the Lutherans,

who denied the real presence in the Eucharist; so called

from their founder Carolostadius.

CAUO'Ll'S (Cow.) a broad piece of gold struck in the

time of Charles the First, made then for twenty shillings,

but since current at twenty-three.
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CA'ROMEL (Cfiem.) a name given by the French to the

peculiar smell which exhales from sugar when heated.

CARO-MOE'LI (Bot.) the Sideroxylon of Linnaeus.

CARO'FI (Bot.) another name for the Amonium verum.

CAllO'PO {Ich.) a species of the Gj^m«o/i(s.

CARO'KA {Med.) Cynnia, or Cyna'a, the name of a vessel

tJiat resembles a urinal.

CA'ROS (Med.) y-c^cc, from K«f«, the head; because this is

the part principally affected ; a slight degree of apoplexy.

Dioicur. 1. 1-, c. 76 ; P/iii. I. 25, c. 13 ; Gal. Com. in Hip-
pocrat. 1. 5, aphor. 5 ; Aet. Telrab. 2, serm. 2, c. 5;
^Eginet. 1. 3, c. 9 ; Act. de Meth. Med. 1. 4-, c. 2.

Caros (Bot.) another name for C«r!(/.

CAUO'SIS (Med.) the same as Caros.

CARO'TA (Bot.) the Daucui carota of Linnteus.

CAROTEE'L (Com.) a certain quantity which varied in

weight according to the commodity ; the caroteel of mace
being about three pounds; that of nutmegs from six to

seven and a half; that of currants from five to nine pounds
weight.

CARO'TIDS (Anat.) Ku^urihc, carotidie arteria, carotid

arteries ; two principal arteries which conve}' the blood to

the head : they are so called from xsipoc, the cams, or

sleepiness; because when the current ofblood through these

vessels is diminished, a stupor ensues, ii'iff- Ephes. de

Appell. Part. Hum. Corp. I. 1, c. 34- ; Gal. de Usu. Part.

1. J6; Gorr. Med. Def.
CAROU'M (Bot.) the same as Caru, or Cariim.

CAROU'SAL (Mil.) in French carroussel, a magnificent en-

tertainment exhibited by princes or other great personages
on some public occasion, consisting of cavalcades of gen-
tlemen richly dressed and equipped, after the manner of
the ancient cavaliers, &c.

CARO'XYLUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class S Penian-
dria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth two-leaved.—CoR.
one-petalled ; tube none ; border segments obtuse ; nec-

tary scales five.

—

Stam. filaments five ; nnt/iers very
small.—PiST. gertn superior; style simple; stigmas two.—Per. none ; seed one depressed.

Species. The only species is the Caroxi/lon salsola, seu
Canna bosch, a perennial, native of Africa.

CARP (Ich.) a freshwater fish, the Cyprinus of Linnaeus,

which atfords a palatable and nourishing food. Carp
sometimes migrate, and spawn about April or May. They
are a valuable fish for stocking ponds, being very quick in

growth, and spawning three times a year.

CA'RP-STONE (Min.) a stone of a triangular form, found
in the palate of a carp.

CA'RPASUS (Bot.) xufjrccmi so named vxfx ro KXfot soiHg-xi,

because it induces sleep upon the person who eats of it

;

a highly poisonous herb, resembling myrrh, which is

spoken of by ancient naturalists.

CARPA'TA (Bot.) vide Cataputia Minor.
CARPA'THICUM (Med.) a name for fine essential oil dis-

tilled from the fresh cones of the trees which yield the

common turpentine.

CARPiE'A (Ant.) KUfTTuTx, a kind of dance anciently in

use among the Athenians and Magnesians, which was per-

formed by two persons, one acting the husbandman, the

other the robber. Atlien. 1. 1, c. 13.

CARPEMEALS (Com.) a coarse kind of cloth made in the

Northern parts of England. 7 Jac. 1, c. 16.

CARPENTARIA (Bot.) the Herba Judaica, a vulnerary

plant.

CARPENTA'RIUS (yint.) a maker of carpenta; a coach-
maker or wheelwright. Veget. 1. 2, c. 2.

CA'RPENTER of a ship (Mar.) maitre charpentier d'un

vaisseau, an officer appointed to examine and keep in order

the frame of a ship, with her masts, yards, &c.

—

Carpenter's

CAR

II mate, in French aide charpentier, one appointed to assist

j

the carpenter in his duty.— Carpenter's crexc, in French
gens du charpe/itier, a set of men employed under the car-
penter to make the necessary repairs.

I

CARPENTERS, Company of, (Her.) was in-

corporated in 14-76. Their arms are argent

a cheveron ingrailed between three pairs of

I

compasses pointing towards the base, and a
little extended.

Carpenter's rule (Carpent.) a tool generally

used in taking dimensions, and in casting up
the contents of timber, and of artificer's work.— Caipenter's

square, a square, the stock and plate of which consists of
one piece of iron plate.

Carpenter's square (Her.) a charge in some coats of arms.
CARPENTRY, one of the arts subservient to architecture.

[vide Building']

CARPE;NTUM (Am.) l. a kind of vehicle which is either

a chariot for public conveyance, or a cart for agricultural

uses. Ovid derives the name from Carmenta, the mother
of Evander.

Ovid. Fast. 1. 1, v. 619.

Kam prius Aiisonias mattes carpenta vehebant

Ht£c quoque ab Evaiidri dicta parente rem-.

Liv. 1.1, c. 48 ; Apul. Met. 1. 10, 11, &c. ; Pallad. de Re
Rust. 1. 10, c. 1 ; Tacit. Annal. 1. 12, c. 4-2; Sueton. in Cal.

c. 15; Flor.1.3, c. 2; Ammian. 1. 31, c. 2 ; Cassiodor.;
I'ar. 1. 6, c. 15 ; Isidor. Orig. 1. 20, c. 12 ; Schcff. de Re
Vehic. 1. 2, c. 17. 2. A tribunal, or the curule" chair of
the magistrates. Vopisc. in Aurel. c. 1 ; Cassiodor. 1. 6,
C. 3, &c. ; Justin. Novel. 70.

Carpentum (Astrol.) the throne or seat of a planet when set

where it has most dignities.

CARPERITA'RIA [Bot.) the Erysimum barbaria of Lin-
naeus.

CARPE'SIUM {Bot.) KXfziinot, a plant resembling cinna-
mon in its shoots, and a more powerful antidote than the
crocus. Gal.de Antidot. \. 1.

Carpesium, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants.
Class 19 Syngenesia, Order 2 Polygamia superflua.

Generic Character. Cal. common imbricate ; leaflets larger.—Cor. compound equal ; corollets hermaphrodites in the
disk ; border quinquefid.

—

St.\m. five ; anthers cylindric.— PiST. germ oblong; style simple; stigma bifid.

—

Per. none; caly.x unchanged ; seeds obovate ; receptacle

naked.

Species. The two species are the

—

Carpesium cernuum, seu
Jloribus, S,-c. seu Balsamita, Sjc. seu Aster, S^c. seu Chry-
santhemum, S;c. Drooping Carpesium, a shrub, native of
Italy.— Carpesium abrotanoides, seuJloribus, a perennial,
native of China.

CA'RPET (Com.) a covering for the floor, wrought either
with the needle or a loom.

Carpet, to shave the (Man.) is said of a horse when he
gallops close, or near the ground.

CARPET-KNIGHTS {Polit.) an epithet applied to persons
of peaceful professions, who are raised to the dignity of
knighthood.

CA'RPHOS {Bot.) the herb Feemigreek.
CA'RPHUS {Med.) a small pustule. Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1.

CA'RPIA (Med.) Lint.

CARPI'NUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Monoecia,
Order 8 Polyandria.

Generic Character. Cal. ament common.

—

Cor. none.

—

Stam.Jilameiits generally ten; anthers didymous.— Pist.
germs two; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none; ament very
large ; seed nut-ovate.

Sjiecies. The species are—Carpinus Bettdus, seu strobi-
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Innon, cS<'. seu squamis, cSr. sen xulgnris, SfC. sen Astryn,

Sfc. seu Fnatts, ^x. Horn beam, Hard beam, Horse beech,

Horn beech, Wych Hasel, a shrub, a native of Europe.
— Carpinus Americana, sou strobilornm, SfC. seu Jii/ilx,

4"C- a shrub, a native of Canada.

—

Carpinus oriciilnHs,

seu strohilorum, SjC. seu sirobi/is, Sfc. seu duinensis, S,c.

a shrub, a native of Carniola.

—

Carpiiitis Ustrija, Hop
Horn beam.— Carpinus virgiiiiaiia, Flowering Horn
beam.

—

Carpinus iluincnsis. Dodon. Pemplad. ; Label.

Adversar.; Clus. liar. Plant. Hist. ; Ger.Herb.; Bank.
Hist. Plant.; Park. Tluat. Botan. ; Rail UiU. Plant.;

Tournef. Instit,

CA'RPIO ([ch.) the Carp.

CARPI'SCULUS [Ant.) a kind of shoe or slipper. Vopis.

in ^lurel, c. fJO.

CARPOBA'LSAMUM (Bot.) from K^piri?, fruit, and /3aA(r<ij«.o.,

balsam, the fruit of the Balsam tree.

CARPO'COLUS (Hot.) the same as Lr/coperdon.

CARPOCRA'TI.^NS {F.cc.) a sect of heretics named after

Carpocrates, their ring-leader, A. D. 120. They owned
one sole principal and father of all things, and that the

world was created by angels ; but denied the divinity of

Christ. Iren. 1. I, c. 21-; Clem. Alcxand. Strum. 1. 3;
Tertull. de Prase, c. 48 ; Epiphan. Hceres. -l-T ; Barun.

Annal. Ann. 120.

CARPODE'TIJS [Bnt.) a genus of plants so called from
xapTcc, fruit, and i'uu<, to bind, the fruit being surrounded

by a fillet; VAaas 5 Pcntandria, Order 1 JMoiwgynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth turbinate; teeth subu-

late.—CoK. petals five.— S'[am. Jilaments five; anthers

roundish.

—

Fist, gerjn inferior; sti/le filiform; stigma

flat-headed.

—

Per. berri/ dry ; seeds a few.

Species. The only species is the

—

Carpodetus serratus, a

native of New Zealand.

CARPOLl'THI [Min.) fossils or stony concretions of any

kind which have a resemblance to fruit, from y.ufTrci, fruit,

and AiSo;, a stone.

CARPOLO'GIA (Med.) from carpo, to pluck or pull gently;

a delirious motion of the hands, usually a fatal symptom
in fevers.

CARPOPHY'LLUM (Bot.) ««.f77o(pu>.^«, a kind of laurel.

CA'RPOS (Bot.) KufxU, a seed or fruit.

CARP-STONE (Min.) vide Carp.

C.A'RPTOR (Ant.) or Carpus, a carver, or one who served

out the meat at meals, who is called obsoiiii magi.ster by
Seneca. Senec. de Vit. beat. c. 17; Petron. c. 36; Juv.

sat. <1, v. 110.

CA'RPUS (Anat.) xafwos, the wrist.

CARR (Archo'ol.) a kind of cart with wheels.

CA'RRACK (Mar.) or carriclc, carruchn, a ship of great

burden, so called from the Italian carico, or carcu, a

burden or charge. Stat. 2 R. 2, c. 4.

CARRA'GO (./«/.) a barricade, sconce, or camp, made by
means of carts and waggons, which it was the practice for

the (jauls, and other barbarous nations, to put in the way
to prevent the jirogress of the enemjf. Cws. de Bell. Gall.

1. 1, c. 2; Poll/an. Strat. 1. 3, c. 10; Curt. 1.9, c. 1 ;

Vcgct. I. 3, c. lb.

CARRA'RA (Min.) a sort of white marble, resembling the

Parian marble, but harder, and less bright; so called from

the town of Carrara where it was found.

CA'RUAT (Com.) vide Carat.

CARHEA'U (Mil.) 1. The ground. 2. A very ancient sort

of arrow.

Cahheau (Mason.) a sf^uare piece of stone, which is broader

upon the superficies of a wall than it is within.— Carrcau.

de plancher, clay made into ditfcrent shapes and sizes fi)r

the pavements of floors, as flat tiles, &c.— Carrcau dc Hul-

lande, Dutch tile.

CARREA'UX {Mar.) the bends or wales of a ship.

CAR
CARREFOU'R {Mil.) a cross-way.

CA'RREL {Archceol.) a closet or apartment for privacy and
retirement.

CARUELA'GE (M;7.) French for all works made of clay,

stone, or marble.

CARRELE'R (Mason.) French for to cover over or pave
with square tiles.

CARRE'TA (Archivnl.) a carriage, cart, or wain load, as

carrclafcpni, a load of hay.

GA'RRIAGE (Husbatid.) a chanufl cut for the conveyance
of water to overflow ground.

Cauriage of a gun (Alil.) the machine upon which it is

mounted. Carriages are of different kinds, namely

—

Block-

carriage, a carriage which is made from a solid piece of
timber, hollowed out so as to receive the gun into the cap-
squares.

—

Garrison-carriage, that on which garrison pieces

are mounted, which are much shorter than others.— Trn-
veiling-carriage, such as guns are-mounted on for sieges,

&c.—Field-carriage, a lighter sort of carriage than the pre-

ceding, which is adapted to the size of the pieces it carries.—Gallopper-carriagp, which serves for a lo-pounder.

—

Mountain-carriage, one constructed for mountainous coun-
tries.

—

Devil-carriage, a stouter sort of carriage, with four

wheels, used for transporting heavy guns.— Platform-car-

riage, one having a platform to carry both the gun and its

carriage.— Truck-carriage, which serves for conveying guus
and other things on a battery.

—

Pontoon-carriage, one con-

structed with four wheels, for transporting pontoons.

Carriage o/" a wooden stair (Carpent.) the frame of timber-

work which supports the steps.

CA'RRICK (Mar.) vide Carrack.— Carrick bend,vk\e Bend.
Carrick-Bits, the bits which support the windlass.

CA'RRIER (Falcon.) a flight or tour of the bird 120 yards;

if it mounts higher it is called a double career.

Carrier (Orn.) one of the different varieties of pigeons in-

cluded under the Colmnba domestica of Linnaeus, so called

from its capacity to be used in conveying letters or intelli-

gence to distant parts.

CARRIE'RE (Mil.) a large spot, intended for tournaments,

races, and other exercises.—" Carriere prendre,'" to com-
mence the full speed at which cavalry charge.

CA'RRIERS (Cum.) all persons carrying goods for hire,

as a master and owners of ships, lightermen, stage-coach-

nien.&c. come under the denomination o( conimu)i carriers.

CA'HKILON (Mus.) a short simple air, adapted to the per-

formance of small bells, or clocks.

CA'RRION crutv (Orn.) the Corxuis corone of l^nnxns, so

called from the carca.sses on which it feeds.

CARltOBALISTA (Ant.) a carriage for the balista, or other

warlike engines.

CARRONA'DE (Mar.) in French carronade, a short j«ece

of ordnance invented by Mr. Gascoine, and originally made
at Carron, a river. It differs from ordnance in general, hav-

ing no trunnions, and being elevated upon a joint and bolt.

CARROO'N (Laiv) a rent paid for the privilege of driving a

carr or cart in the city of London.
C A'RROT (Bot.) a well-known fleshy root growing in kitchen

gardens, the Dancu.t of Linna.nis.—Candy carrot, tlic

Athamanta cretensis of Linn.xus, a perennial.

CA'RROUSEL (Archceol.) vide Carousal.

CA'RROW (Polil.) a sort of itinerants in Ireland, who used

to wander up and down to gentleinens' houses, living only

by cards and dice ; who, though they had little or no-

thing of their own, would nevertheless play for much

money.
CARRU'CA (Ant.) a splendid kind of carr or chariot,

mounted on four wheels, which were made of brass, ol

ivory, of silver, and even of gold.

Mart. I. 3, ep. 62.

Anrea quodfuridipretio carruca parutiir-
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Sccevol. Leg. 13,,/f: de aiir. ct nrg.; Pliii. 1. 33, c. 2; Lam-
prid. Alex. Scv. c. 4-3; Ammiaii. 1. 1+, c. 6; I'opisc. AurcL

c. 46; Isidor. Orig. 1. 20, c. 12 ; Sc/ieff] de Re Vchic. 1. 2,

c. 27.

Carhuca (Archcrol) the former name for a plough

CA'KRUCAGE [Lnn-) a duty or tax imposed on every

plough ; also the plougliing of tlie ground.

CA'RHUCATE (Arclueol.) ploughed land; or as much
arable land as can be tilled in one year.

TO CARRY awn;/ [Mar.) emporter, to break; as " That

ship has carried away her fore-topmast;" i. e. has broken

it otf. " To carry a bone," is said of a ship that makes

the water foam before her.

TO Carry (Mil.) to obtain possession of by force, as " To
carry the outworks."

TO Carry on, to prosecute, or continue, as " To carry on

the war."

CARRY'ING power (C/iem.) that power by wliich alone fluids

acquire heat.

Carrying (L\dcnn.) a hawk's flying away with tlie quarry,

which is sometimes the consequence of her not being suffi-

ciently broken to the lure.

Carrying {Sport.) is said of a hare who runs on ground

where the soil sticks to her feet.

Carrying (Man.) is applied to a horse either in a good or a

bad sense. A horse is said to cnrri/ well that lias his

neck raised or arched, and " to crirr^ ill," or " to carri/

low," when his neck is ill-shaped, so that he lowers his

head too much.— Carn/ing nind, an expression applied to

a horse that tosses his head above his ears, and does not

carry handsomely. It is distinguished from beating on the

hand, because in the first case he only tosses his head, with-

out shaking the bridle, but in the latter case he shakes, and

resists the bridle. Carrying in the wind is opposed to car-

rying low.

CART (Mech.) a vehicle mounted on two wheels, and drawn

by one or more horses.

Cart {Mil.) this vehicle is much used in the military service,

and is denominated variously according to its use, as bnll-

cartridge-carf, powder-cart, hand-cart, trench-cart, tumbril-

cart, Sec. ; the latter is a cart with two wheels, and square

bodies, with a canvass painted top, for the conveyance of

ammunition.

CARTE {Mil.) 1. A thrust with a sword at tiic inside of

the upper part of the body.

—

Loxc carte, a thrust at the

inside of tlie lower half of the body. 2. A bill of fare,

such as is given at a tavern.

—

Carte blanche, a blank paper

sent to a person to HI up with such conditions as he

pleases.

Cakte dclailUe d'un pays {Geng.) the correct chart or

drawing of a country, so that all the places may be seen

at once.

CARTE'L (Mil) 1. An agreement between two states at

war for the mutual exchange of prisoners. 2. A challenge

to a duel.

Cartel (Mar.) in French cartel, hatiment parlemenfaire, a

ship commissioned in time of war to exchange the prisoners

of any two hostile powers, or to carry proposals, clc. from

one to another.

CARTE'LLI (Archceol.) vide Cartouse.

CARTE'SIAN Philosophic (Lit.).or Carlesiani.^m, the sys-

tem of philosophy advanced by Des Cartes, which is

founded on two great principles,^—the metaphysical and
physical. The metaphysical is : I think, therefore I am,
or I exist : the physical is, that nothing exists but sub-

stance.

CA'RTHAMUS (Bot.) Wild or Bastard Saffron, a genus of

plants. Class 19 Si/ngenesia, Order 1 Polugamia j-Equalis.

Generic Cliaracters. Cal. common ovate ; scales numerous.
—Cor. compound uniform ; corollets equal ; border five-
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parted.

—

SvAyi. filaments five; anthers cylindric.

—

Pist.
germ very short ; sli/le filiform ; siigma simple.

—

Per.
none; c«/(/x converging; ien/s solitary ; receptacle Hat.

Species. The species are annuals, perennials, or shrubs.

Among the annuals are the following

—

Carlhannis tinc-

torins, sea Cin'cus, Officinal Bastard Saffron, a native of
Egypt.— Carthavvn flavescens, sen Orientnlis, i^'c. a na-
tive of Armenia.— Carthamus persicus, a native of Persia.

— Carthamus dentntus, seu Cnicus, &;c. a native of Melita.— Carthamus lanatus, seu Atracti/lis, SfC. Yellow Distaff

Tl'.istle, or Woolly Carthamus.

—

Carthamus creticus, seu
Atractijlis, S;c. seu Cnicus, ^x. Cretan Carthamus, a na-
tive of Crete. Among the perennials are the following
— Carthamus pectinalus, a native of Barbary.— Cartha-
mus multijidus, seu canle, S;c. seu J'oliis, S.jc. a native of
Algiers.

—

Carthamus tingitanus, seu Carduus, Sfc. Tan-
gier Carthamus.

—

Carthamus cieruleus, seu Cnicus, Sfc.

Blue flowered Carthamus, or Bastard Saflron, a native of
Spain.

—

Carthamus Pinnalus, a native of Barbary.

—

Carthanun mitissimus, Sfc. Carthanioides, seu Cardun-
cellus, Sfc. Small Carthanms, a native of Paris.

—

Cartha-
mus Carduncellus, Cnicus, Carduncellus, t'^-c seu Eri/n-
gium, Sfc. Mountain Carthamus, &c. Among the shrubs
are the following

—

Carthamus Arborescens, seu Cartha-
moides, Cnicus, cS'c. a native of Spain.— Carthamus sali-

cifolins, seu cattle, &ic. seuj'ruticosus, iSc. a native of Ma-
deira.— Carthamus corymbo.nis, aea Chameelcon, Sfc. seu
Carduus, Sfc. Corymbed Carthamus, a native of Ajiulia.

Clus. Hist. Plant, rnr. ; Dod. Pempt. ; C. Bnuh. Pin.;
Ger. Herb.; ParL Theat. Dot.; Raii Hist. Plant.

CARTHU'SIANS (Ecc.) in French chatreu.v, an order of
monks, founded by Bruno, a canon of Rheims, A. D. 1080.
St. Bernard ep. 11, 12; Heliot Hist, des Ord. Monast. torn,

vii, c. 53 ; Mir. de I'Orig. de Ret. 1. 2, c. 35; Sainte Marlhe
Gall. Christ.

CARTHUSIAN Powder (Med.) another name for antimony,
which owed its introduction to the Carthusians.

CA'RTILAGE (Anat.) z^^f"., from caro, flesh; a car-
tilage or gristle ; a whitish or pearl-coloured substance,
vihich is harder than all other parts, except the bones.
Aristuf. Hist. Anim. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Ruff. Kphcs. de Appell.hum.
Corp. I. 1. c. 35 ; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 25, c. 1.

CARTILA'GINOUS (Dot.) cartilngincus; an epithet for a
leaf and arillus ; folium cartilas^ineum, a leaf, having its

edge strengthened by a tough rim ; arillus cartilagineus,

an aril of a firm consistence, and thick.

Cartilaginous (Ich.) an epithet for all fish whose muscles
are supported by cartilages instead of bones.

CARTILA'GO ensijbrmis (Anat.) xiy\i<, \.iP.<,h'jy,;, the tip or
extremity of the sternum, which by Hippocrates is called

Z'-'^C',, in the proper sense. Gal. de Usu. Part. 1. 6.

—

Cartilagn innominata, x'"^t'"' J'fit""^'!?, the second cartilage

of the larynx.— Cartilago scutijormis, or pcllalis, from its

resemblance to the scutum, or pelta, the prominences of
which are discernible outwardly in the tliroat. Gal. de
Usu. Part. 1.6, 7, &c.; Gorr. De/. Med.; Foes. CEconom.
Hippncrat. ; Castell. Lex. Med.

CARTOO'N (Paint.) in French and Spanish carton, paste-
board ; a design made on strong paper, to be afterwards
calked through, and transferred on the fresh piaster of a
wall. The most distinguished performances of this kind
are the cartoons of Raphael, seven of which are now pre-
served in the palace at Hampton Court. The word is de-
rived from the Italian cartone and carta, paper, signifying

several folds of paper.

CARTO'UCH (Mil.) a case of wood, bound about with
marline, about three inches thick at bottom, holding about
400 musket balls, besides eight or ten iron balls of about
a pound each, to be tired out of a howitzer, for the defence
of a pass.
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CARTOUCHE (Mil.) a charge or cartridge.

—

Cartouche

iiij'cimnide, or Cartouche jaune, a discliarge given to a sol-

dier in tlie French army, after having been degraded,

punished, and rendered unwortliy to carry arms.

Caktouche (I'aiiit.) a particular mode of sketching out

with a crow's quill and Indian ink.

CARTOL'CHKS (Archit.) or Cmlonzes, Italian ecrrtomo, a

kind of blocks or modillions used in the cornices of wains-

cotted apartments.

Cartouches (Mi/.) in the artillery services are made of

leather to sling over the shoulder of the gunner.

—

Car-

touches are also military passes given to soldiers going on

furlough.

CARTOU'SE (Archceol.) or Cartouch, Italian cartoccio, an

ornament representing a scroll of paper.

CA'RTRIDGE (Mi/.) a case of paper, parchment, or flan-

nel, fitted to the bore of the piece, and filled with gun-

powder, to expedite the discharge of the piece. Cartridges

are of two sorts, namely

—

Ba//-cartridges, which are used

in firing balls.

—

B/an/c-curtridges, which are used in firing

without ho\\.—Carl ridge-/ioi, a case of wood, carried by a

soldier, which contains several rounds of Ball and Blank

Cartridges.

CARTULA'RIES (Archicol.) from c/iarfa, paper; papers

wherein the contracts, sales, exchanges, &c. and other

acts belonging to churches and monasteries are collected

and preserved, and places where papers and records are

ke))t.

CARTWRIGHTS' timber (Com.) that which is used by
cartwrights and coach-makers.

CARVA (Bot.) the Justicia of Linna;us.

CA'RL'AGE (Ant.) or caivagc, two marks of silver, which

was taken of every knight's fee, by Henry III., towards

the marriage of his sister Isabella to the emperor.

C.\RU'CA (Ant.) in French charrue, a plough; from the

old Gallic carr, which is the present Irish word for any

sort of wheeled carriage : hence chur/ and car/ot, ploughman

and rustic.

CARU'CAGE {Ant.) carucagium, a tribute imposed on

every plough for the public service ; and as hidage was a

taxation by hides, so carucage was by carucates of land.

Moil. Aug. toni. i. p. 291'.

CARUCA'TA tiovum (Archceoi.) a team of oxen for plough-

ing and drawing of land.

Cahucata tcrrce (Ant.) carucate or came, a plough of land;

which was formerly declared to be 100 acres, by which

the subjects have sometimes been taxed. Bract, lib. 2, c. 2G.

CARIJCATA'RIUS (Ant.) he who held lands in carvage,

or plough-tenure. Paroch. Anliij. p. 35i.

CARUE (Archceol.) the same as Carnage.

CA'RVED-WORK (Mar.) in French la icu/pfure d'un vais-

seaii, the ornaments of a ship wrought by a carver.

CA'RVEL (Mar.) a small ship or fly hoaU—Carvel-bui/t, an

epithet for a ship that is built in carvel work.— Carve/-

ivor/c, in F'rench maniere ordinaire de border les vai.sseaux,

the connnon method of planking vessels, in contradistinc-

tion to clincher work.

CAKVE-OF/«Hrf (/Int.) vide Carucate.

CA'RV'ER (Archtco/.) an officer of the table, whose business

it was to cut up the meat and distribute it among the

guests; he answered to the carptor of the Romans.

Cauver (Com.) a cutter of wood into various forms and

devices, a very ingenious art, divided into several branches,

performed by the chair-carver, the frame-carver, the house-

carver, and the ship-carver.

CARUI (Bot.) or carvi, the Carum carvi of Linna;us.

CA'RUIFOLIA (Bot.) the Sc/inum caruifolia of Linnicus.

CA'KVIST (Fa/con.) a hawk in the beginning of the year
;

so called from its being carried on the fist.

CA'RL'M (Bot.) Caran'aij, a plant, the seeds of which arc
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remarkably hot, carminative, and stomachic. Oribas.

.SyHoy;. 1. 1, c. 5 ; Paid. .-Egin. 1. 1, c. 72.

Cabu-m, in the Linnean si/iiem, a genus of plants, called

Carui by Tournefort, Class 5 Peidandria, Order 2 Dy-
gynia.

Generic Character. Cal. umliel universal ; long rays ten ;

umbel partial crowded.

—

Cor. universa/ uniform; petals

five.

—

Utau. Ji/aments five; anthers roundish.—PisT.

germ inferior; sty/es two; itigmas simple.

—

Per. none;
J'ruit ovate-oblong ; seeds two.

Species. The species are

—

Carum carui, seu caule, &c.
seu Apium, &c. seu Heseli, S:c. seu Ligusticnm, ^-c. seu

Carum pralense, &c. Common Caraway, a biennial, na-

tive of Europe.— Carum simplex, seu caule, &c. native

of .Siberia. Dud. Hist. Sliip. ; Lob. Adver.; Gcr. Herb.;

J. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Parle. Theat.

Botan.; Rati Hist. Plant.; Tournef. Instil, de Re Herb.;

Boerhaav. Ind.

Caru.m is also the JEtliusa bunices of Linna;us.

CARU'NCULA (Anat.) a diminutive of caro, flesh ; a ca-

runcle, or small piece of flesh, or what has the appearance
of flesh : the Uvula is sometimes so called.

—

Gal. de Comp.
i\Ied. sec. Loc. 1. 6, c. 3

—

Caruncidic cuticulares, the

Nipnphte.—CarunculcE lac/iryma/cs, the same as CaruncuUe

ocii/i.— Carunculce mami/lares, the extremities in the tubes of

the nipple.

—

Caruncu/ce myrtiformes; small caruncles at the

entrance of the Vagina, formed, or rather discovered, by
the rupture of the Hymen.—Carunculce ocidi, long conoi-

dal glands, red externally, situated in the internal canthi

of the eyes, before the union of the eyelids.

—

Carunculce

papil/ares, protuberances in the kidneys and the Urethra.

CA'RUS (Med.) vide Caros.

CA'RYA (Bot.) a walnut, or any nut inclosed in a hard
shell. Thcoph. 1. 1, c. 18; Gal. de Aliin. Facidt. 1. 2;
Athen. Deipnosophist. 1. 2, c. 12; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 15;

Act. Tetrad. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul. jEginet. 1. 7, c. 3.

CARYA'TES (Archit.) or Caryatides, a name given to an

order of pillars, which consist of female figures, with their

arms cut off, and clothed in a robe down to their feet.

Vitruvius says they represented the Caryatids;, the women
of Carya, in Asia, who were carried as slaves into Greece,

because their town had favoured the Persians. To per-

petuate, therefore, the memory of their disgrace, their

figures were made to support the entablatures of buildings.

yitruv. I. 1, c. 1.

CARYA'TIC order (Archit.) an order wherein the entabla-

ture is supported by female figures instead of columns.

CA'RYCHUS (Med.) >cctfvzci, an ingredient in one of My-
repsus's antidotes, c. 295.

CARYCl'A (Med.) or Caryce, xufuxu'c xcefmn, a costly sort

of food prepared by the Lydians, according to Galen.

Varinus supposes it to be so called because it was black

like boiled walnuts. Arct. de Acut Morb, 1. 1, c. 2; Gal,

E.reges. Vocab. Hippocrat. ; Erot. Lex. Hippocrat.

CARYCOI'DEA (Med.) ««p./«o«^«, from K«p^«.!, caryce, and

ti5o?, resend)lance ; an epithet for any thing resembling

blood. Gal. Exeges. Voc. Hippoc.

CARYE'DON (Anat.) the smuc us Alphilcdon.

CARYI'TES (Bot.) a name for the female Tithymalus.

Diosc. I. 4-, c. 165.

CA'RY'L (Med.) a confect made of the flowers of the Coral-

lodendron.

CARYO'CAR (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 13 Polyandria,

Order 4 Tetragynia.

Generic Cliaracter. Cal. perianth quinquepartite ; divi-

sions obtuse.

—

Cor. petals five.

—

Stam. filaments nu-

merous; anthers oblong. —PisT. ^P)i)( globose; styles

four; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. drupe fleshy; seeds nuts

four.

Species. The species are slu'ubs, as l\w—Caryocar nuci-
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ferum, native of Bcrbices.

—

Carijccar bii/ijrosion, seu

Pekea, &c. scu lUiizoboliis, seu Castnnea, &.C. native of

Guiana.

—

Caryocar tomentusum, seujbliis, &c. seu Pekea,

&c. native of Guiana.

CARYO'CEO {Bnf.) a Portuguese name for the fruit of tlie

Palm-tree. AVy.
CARYOCO'STINUM (Med.) from r.«pt/»», carijophi/Uus, and

xiiTTBc, costus, an electuary ; so called from its ingre-

dients.

CA'RYON {Bnt.) xxfvit, a nut. It is also applied to all such

fruit as inclose something eatable in a hard shell.

—

Carbon
basilicon, the same as ,li<g/niis.—Carbon Heracleoton, a

small nut, as a hazle nut or filbert, from Heraclea, in

Pontus, whence it was brought into Greece.

—

Carijon

Lepton, from Mirrcc,, small, the same as the preceding.

CARYOPHYLLTE'US (Conchol.) a genus of animals. Class

Venues, Order Iiilcslina, having a round body, and a

mouth dilated and fringed.

CARYOPHYLLA'CEOUS (But.) CaryophyUaceus, caryo-

phylleus, Pink-like ; an epitliet for a corolla, having petals

at the base much elongated, as in DiantJius Carijophyllus.

CARYOPHYLLA'STER [Bot.) the Dodonea of Linuccus.

CARYOPHYLLA'TA {Bot.) a species of the Anemone of

Linnaeus.

CARYOPHYLL'ATUM Alcohol {Med.) :iiedicated alcohol,

that cures the caries according to Heister.

CARYOPHY'LLEjE {Bot.) an order of plants in Linnaeus'

Fragments of a Natural Method, including such as have
pink-like flowers.

CARYOPHYLLI nromatici {Bot.) aromatic cloves, the

fruit of the CaryophijUus aromaticus.

CARYOPHYLLUM"(Bo/.) or caryopJiynns, x.ufvo(pu>.Xm , x-a-

(vifivy^xoi, Clove-Tree ; the name of a tree which literally

signifies the leaf of a nut, to which it bears no resemblance
whatever. It is called b}' the Indians Calafa ; by the inha-

bitants of the INIollucca Islands Cnngue ; and by the Greeks
Cinnamon. Paulus /Egineta is the first who has described

this spice under the name of Caryopltyllum. Paul. JEginet.

de Re Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

Caryophyllum, in Ike Linnean system, the Sarraccninjlava

et purpurea.

CARYOPHYLLODE'NDRON {Bot.) the same as the

Caryophi/llus.

CARYOP'HY'LLUS {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 13
Polyandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters, Cal. perianth of the fruit superior.

— Cor. petals four.

—

Sram. Jilaments numerous; anthers

simple.— PisT. germ inferior; style simple; stigma sim-

ple.

—

Per. oval ; seed single.

Species. The only species is the

—

CaryopJiylliis aromati-

cus. Clove-tree, native of the Moluccas, &:c.

C.\RYOPHYLLU.s is also the .'iphylnnthes Monspi/ic7isis.

CA'RYOPOS {Bot.) the juice "^of a kind of nut that grows
upon a tree resembling cinnamon. I'lin. 1. 12, c. 28.

CARYO'TA {Bnt.) xufi^wT^c, one of the three sorts of palms
mentioned by Dioscorides and Pliny. The fruit was as big

as a walnut, and was sent gilt, according to Martial, as a
new year's gift.

Marl. xen. li.
Aurea porrigitur Jani cnriiotti KakntUs.

Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 14-8; Plin. 1. 16, c. 28.

Caryota, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class

Cryptogani/a, Order Pnlnice.

Generic Characters. Male Flowers. Cal. spitthe universal

compound; spadix ramose.— Cor. tripartite; petals

lanceolate, concave.— St At.t. Jilaments very numerous;
anthej-s linear. Female Flowers. Cal. common, with

the males.

—

Cor. tripartite; petals acuminate.

—

Pist.
germ roundish ; style acuminate ; stigma simple.

—

Per.
berry roundish, unilocular ; seeds two large, roundish.
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Species, The two species are the

—

Caryota nrens. Palm

,

Indica, Schunda-paria, seu Segnastcrmnjor.—Caryotaniitis

CARYO'TI {Bot.) xctfvu-rm, from ^lafuo^, a nut ; a name for

the best dates growing in Syria and Palestine. Gal. de Al.

fac. 1. 2, c. 26.

CARY'PTIS {Bot) a kind of Spurge.
CAS (Cow.) Caxa, Cayas, Cache, Casscs, and Caste ; a small

coin, made of lead, mixed with the scum of copper. It is

current principally at Java, and some of the neighbouring
islands.

Cas Gangythreb {Bot.) another name for the Verbena.

CA'S.AMUM {Bot.) the same as Arlhanila.

CASA'QUE {Mil.) a kind of coat that does not fit so tight

as the common coat.

CAS.'V'VA Gasava, or Gazana, an East Indian silver coin,

and one of the roupies current in the dominions of the
Great Mogul.

CASBE'QUE (Cow.) or Kabesque, a small copper coin, cur-
rent in Persia only ; worth about six denicrs Tournois.

CA'SCABEL {Mil.) the pummel or hindermost round knob
at the breech of a great gun.

CASCA'DE (Mil.) literally a Water-fall, or cataract; in

mining it signifies the several ascents or descents which
are made.

CASCANS {Fort.) in French Cas-cans, holes in the form
of wells, serving as entrances to galleries, or giving vent to

the enemy's mines.

CASCA'RILLA {Med.) a diminutive of the Spanish word
Cascara, bark ; was originally employed to signify Peruvian
Bark ; but is now applied to the bark of the Croton Cas-
carilla of Linnreus, which is a very excellent tonic.

Cascarilla {Bot.) the Croton Cascarilla of Linnasus,
which affords a medicinal bark of the same name.

CASCHO'U {Bot.) the Anacardiutn occidentale of Linna?us.
CASCHU {Min.) the same as Terra Japonica,
CASE (Print.) an oblong frame of wood, divided off into

small partitions or compartments, for the reception of the
letter, of which there are two kinds, the upper and the
lower-case : the upper contains the capitals, and the lower
case the small letters, [vide Printing']

Case (Mech.) any outside covering or envelope, which
serves to enclose a thing entirely. They are mostly made
of wood, slightly put together, to serve a temporary pur-
pose, as packing-cases.

—

Ca.<;e-linifc, a large kitchen" knife.—Case-Hardening, a method of making the surface of iron
so hard as to resist the file. This is mostly effected by put-
ting it into a case of loam, mixed with dried hoofs, salt,

vinegar, &c.—Case ofa door, the wooden frame, in which a
door is hung.

—

Case Bays, the joists framed between a pair
of girders, in naked flooring.—-Case o/'a Stair, the wall by
which a stair-case is surrounded.

Case, aclion on the (Laxv) an action; so called because the
whole cause or case, as much as is in the declaration (ex-
cept time and place), is set down in the writ.

Case of Glass (Com.) in Normandy, consists of 120 feet.
Case (Gram.) casns, an accident of nouns, which consists

in a variety of declension, to express the different relations
of things. In Latin there are six cases, the Nominative,
so called from nomino, to name, because we name every
thing by it.

—

Genitive, because we thereby express the
gender, kind, or description of things to which any thing
belongs.

—

Dative, from do, to give, because it expresses-
the giving of one thing to another.

—

Accusative, from
accuso, because we thereby accuse, or call upon a person or
thing,— Vocative, from voco, to call, because we address
any object by it.

—

Ablative, from ablatus, taken away,
because it denotes taking away from a thing. Cases are
moreover divided into direct and oblique ; of the former
kind is the nominative; and, under thejatter, are included
the other cases.

6
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TO Case a hare (Cook.) to skin it, and take out the bowels.
Case-Shot (.1/;7.) or Canhtcr-Shot, in French c/iargc ti

milrnille ; a species of shell containing a number of small

balls enclosed in a round tin case, so prepai-ed as to be
shot out of great guns.

CASE.vrCA (Dol^ the Samyda of Linnaeus.

C.-\.SED (Maiioii.) an epithet for a wall which is covered
with finer materials than what are in the inside ; thus, brick

walls may be cased with stone, or a finer kind of bricks.

Cased [Cnrprut.) an epithet for sash-frames hollowed to

receive and conceal the pulley-weights.

CASEMA'TE (Fort.) a vault, or arch of mason-work, in

that part of the flank of a bastion, which is next the cur-

tain, made to defend the ditch and the face of the opposite

bastion.— Casemates nouvelles, arched batteries constructed
under all the openings of revetments or ramparts.

CA'SEMENT (Archil) in Italian casamcnto, a part of a

window that opens on hinges to let in air. Casements are

cither single or double. The single consist of only one
aperture ; the double of two apertures, otherwise called

folding-casements, or French sashes.

CASE'RNER uiie troupe {Mil.) to put a troop into bar-

racks.

CASE'HNES {Fort.) J. Large buildings generally erected

between the houses of fortified towns and the rampart for

the soldiers of the garrison to live in. 2. Barracks.

CASES or Reports (Laxv) are the reports of such cases or

causes as have been already determined in courts of law,

which are carefully preserved.

CASE-SHOT (Mil.) vide Case.

CASEUS (Huxband.) from the Arah\c casalt, milk cheese :

the curd of milk separated from the whey, and hardened
by a slow heat ; said to have been first discovered by
AristEEus, a pupil of Chiron.

C.\.SH (Com.) the stock of ready money which a merchant,

&c. has at his disposal.

—

Cash-houh, the book in which an

account is kept of the disbursements and receipts of

moiiev.

CASIIEE'RING {Mil) or cashiering, from the French
Casscr, to break ; a dishonourable dismissal of an officer

or soldier. In extreme cases the dismissal is attended with

circumstances of infamy.

CASHE'W (Dot.) the name of a tree, called, in the Linnean
system, the Anacardium Occidentale. The fruit of this

tree is a nut called the Casheiv-Nut, the expressed juice

of which is made into a pleasant wine, and the spirit dis-

tilled from it is stronger than rum or arrack.

C.^SIII'ER (Cow.) one who keeps the cash or the money,
wliirh it is his business to receive and pay.

—

Cashiers of
the bank are officers who sign the notes that are issued out,

and examine and mark them when they are returned for

payment.
CASHLITE (Arc.haol.) a mulct or fine.

CA'SIIOO (/Jo/.) the gum or juice of the East Indian tree,

called the Cashew tree ; or the Anacardium of Linnxus.

CA'SHOW {Min.) the same as Terra .laponicn.

CA'SI.V (Hot.) the Nilraria scoberi of Linna;u8.

CASIl'iOU (7^;/.) Cyprus, a species of exotic privet.

CA'SING of timber work (Masoti.) the plastering a house

over with mortar, and striking it while wet with a coi-ner

of a trowel by a ruler to make it resemble the joints of

free-stone.

C.\SINGS {Ilu'ibnnd.) cow-dung dried for fuel.

CASK {Com.) a common name for vessels of divers kinds,

in contradistinction to the liquor, or other matter it con-

tains. A cask of sugar contains from eight to eleven

hundred weight ; a cask of almonds about three hundred

weight.

Cask (Mil.) or Casket, in French Casque; the ancient

helmet or armour for the head.

CA'SKET (Mar.) small strings of sinnet that, in furling,

make fast the sails to the yard.

CASLEU (Chron.) the tenth month of the Jewish year
answering to part of November and December.

CASJNIINA'RIS {Dot.) or Casmnnar^ the same as Cassum-
muniar.

CASQUE (Her.) vide Helmet.

CA'SSA (Aunt.) the same as Tlimax.
CASSA'D A (Dot.) or Cassa-M, the root of the plant called,

in the Linnean system, .Tatropha Manihot, from which
Tapioca; and also a sort of bread is made in India. The
juice of this root, in its unfermented state, is of a highly
deleterious quality.

CASSA'LE vzdnus (Med.) from the Arabic cassa, a breast;

a wound in the breast.

CA'SSAMUM {Dot.) the fruit of the Balsam-tree.

CASSAMUNA'IR (Dot.) vide Cassumuniar.
CASSA'TA {Laiv) or cassatum, called by the Saxons hi&e,

by V>ede,familia ; a house with land sufficient to maintain
one family.

CASSA'TUM {Med.) an epithet for weak, spiritless, and
grunious blood in the veins, hindering the passage and mo-
tion of goodblood. Parac.Arcliid. 1. 7; Sect, dc Spec. Diaph.

C.ASSA'V'A (Dot.) \.he same af. Cassada.

CASSAWA'RE (Orn.) vide Cassoxmrij.

C.-\SSE eau dc (Chem.) or Eau de cassc-luiietti, snow water
distilled from the flowers of the Cyanus.

CASSER'OLE {Cook.) a loaf stuffed with a farce of pullets,

and stewed.

CASSE'TTE {Mil.) a casket ; also a privy purse.

CASSI-ASCHER {Mil.) the provost- marshal in the Turkish
army.

CA'SSI.\ {Dot.) xutrclct, or K«<ri'a, is frequently mentioned by
the ancients among the aromatics, but is not described with

any particularity. The cassia used in medicine was the

y.x(r(rix (r'^fi-/i, cassia Jisltilii, answering to our cinnamon

;

and the «!«. o-U i^iXcct^u xaa-ia kikx ixfuitv,, the purging cassia.

Thcophrai.t. Hist. Plant. 1.9, c.5 ; Dioscor. 1. 9, c. ,5; Plin.

I. 12, c. 19; Gal. de Antidi.t. S;c. ; Actuar.de Meth. Med.
I. 5, c. 2.

Cassia, a genus of plants, Class 10 Dccandria, Order 1

Monogynia,
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth pentaphyllous.

—

Cor.
petals five.

—

StAM.Jilaments ten ; anthers sterile.—PiST.
germ long; style very short; stigma obtuse; Per.
legume oblong; seeds many.

Species, 'l"he species are annuals, shrubs, or perennials.

Among the annuals are the following :^

—

Cassia dipln/lla.

Two-leaved Cassia, native of India.

—

Cassia absus.

Senna, Sec. seu Loto, Four-leaved Cassia, native of

India.

—

Cassia Tagera, seu Tagera, native of India.

—

Cassia ubiusifolia, seu Gallinania, &c. Round-leaved
Cassia, native of Cuba.— Cassia sericea, sensitivh, seu

Paiominoba, native of Jamaica.

—

Cassia cnlcata, native

of America.

—

Cassia Senna, the Egyptian Cassia or

Senna, from which is produced the Senna used in medi-

cine.

—

Cassia procumbens, seu Clucmacri.<itn,ii&t\\n: of the

Indies.— Cassia Jtcxnosa, native of Brazil.

—

Cassia mi-

nima, \c. ; but the

—

Cassia dimidiatu, Fine-Icaved Cassia,

is a biennial. Among the shrubs or perennials are the

following:— Cassia tora, seu Galega, ()val-leaved Cassia,

or Wild Senna.

—

Cassia sennoidcs, native of the East

Indies.

—

Cassia acuminata, seu Apouconira, &c. native

of Guiana.— Cassia corymbosa, native of Bonaria.

—

Cassia longisititpia, native of America.

—

Cassia occidcn-

ialis, seu Senna, Sec. native of .lamaica.

—

-Cassia plani-

silitjua, native of America.

—

Cassia Fistula, seu Conna,

Alexandria purging Cassia, Cassia-Stick Tree, or

Pudding Pipe Tree, native of India, [vide Cassia]—
Cassia patula, native of the West Indies.

—

Cassia lineata,

2
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a perennial, native of Jamaica.— Cassia arlorescens seu

foliis, &c. seu JFel/ia Tngera, a shrub, native of the

East Indies.

—

Cassia niseifo/ia seu Jh/iis, &c. a shrub,

native of Madeira.— Cassia bijlnra, dc. T«o-flowered

Cassia, a shrub, native of America.— Caw/n Chinensi';,

a shrub, native of Pekin.— Cassia midliglandiilnsa, a shrub,

native of TenerifFe.

—

Cassia tumentosa, native of Ame-
rica.— Cassia liqueitrina, &c. seu Vahamoisis, a shrub,

native of Virginia.

—

Cassia florida, native of the East In-

dies.

—

Cassia stipulacea, seu Pseiido Acacia, Sec. native of

Chili.

—

Cassia alata, Faba, Sec. seu Henieticn, Sec. native

of America.

—

Cassia Marilayidica, seu Narilandica, &c.

a perennial native of Virginia.

—

Cassia J'astigiata, a

shrub, native of the East Indies.

—

Cassia Jrondosa, a
shrub, native of the West Indies.

—

Cassia tenuissima, seu

Senna, a shrub, native of Havannah.

—

Cassia virtrata, a

shrub, native of Jamaica.

—

Cassia sophora seu fuiiis. Sec.

seu Semia, Sec. seu Galegce, Sec. seu Gallinaria, Sec. seu

Ponnnm Tagera, native of India.

—

Cassia mollis, seu

Fistula, Sec. a shrub, native of South America.— Cassia

javnnica, a shrub, native of the East Indies. — Cassia

grandis, seu Arbor, &c. a shrub, native of Surinam.

—

Cassia nigricans, a shrub, native of Arabia Felix.

—

Cassia polj/phylla. Sec. a shrub, native of Porto Rico.

Dad. Pempt. ; Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Prosp. Alpin.

Xgypt. ; Raii Hist. Plant.

CASSIA-FLOWERS (Med.) an officinal name for the

flowers of the true cinnamon, the Lauras cinnamon of Lin-

naeus. They are aromatic, astringent, and useful in decoctions.

CASSIA'NA (Bot.) the same as Cassine.

CASSI-A'SCHER [Mil.) the provost-marshal in a Turkish
army.

CA'SSIBOR (Bot.) the same as Coriandrum.
CA'SSID.\ {Bot.) the same as the .Scutellaria of Linnncus.

Cassida (Ent.) a genus of animals. Class Insecta, Order
Cote.optera.

Generic Character. Antennce moniliforra.— Thorax and
Shell margined.

—

Head concealed under the shield.

—

Body above gibbous.

Species. The species are principally distinguished by their

colour.

C.\SSrDILL (Archceol.) a little sack, purse, or pocket.

Mat. JVestm.

C.\SSIDO'NA (Bot.) or Strickadore, a plant called Cast-
me-do\vn, or Lavender.

CASSIDO'NY (Min.) a mineral, and precious stone, with
reins of various colours, of which vases are made.

CASSI'NE (.4rclia:ol.) a farm house surrounded by a ditch,

where a number of soldiers have posted themselves to make
a stand against the approaches of an enemy.

Cassine (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,
Order 3 Trigynia,

Generic Characters. Cal. pena/i//i quinquepartite.

—

Cor.
quinquepartite ; divisions subovate. — Stam. Jilameiits

five; anthers simple.

—

PlST. germ superior; sti/le none;
itigmas three.

—

Per. berry roundish ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Cassine capensis,

Cela-stms, Phillyrea, seu Frutex, Sec. Cape Cassme, or

Phillyrea, native of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Cassine
Colpoon, seu Evonymus, Sec. native of the Cape of
Good Hope.— Cassine barbara, native of the Cape of
Good Hope.

—

Cassine Maurocenia, Sec. Manrocenia, Sec.

Frangula, Sec. seu Cerasus, Sec. native of .Ethiopia.

—

Cassine Peragua seu corymbo.m, Sec.

Cassine is also the Ilex cassine of Linnaeus.

CASSIOBERRY-BUSH (Bot.) the Viburnum eassionoides.

CASSIOPEIA (Astrnn.) one of the forty-eight old con-
stellations, near Cepheus, not far from the north pole. The
number of stars in this constellation are, according to

Ptolemy, thirteen ; to Hevelius, thirty-seven ; to Tycho,

CAS

forty-six; and to Flamstead, fifty-five. According to the
fables of the Greeks, Cassiopeia, with her husband Cepheus,
was placed among the constellations to witness the punish-
ment inflicted on their daughter Andromeda.
Arat. de Apparent, v. 653.

Manil. Astron. Poet. 1. 1, v. 353.

Ceplieusque Cassicpeia

In piinas stguata suas.

Cassiopeia was also called, among the Greeks, xxSi^x or

6pi".i, a throne, because she is represented as sitting in a
chair. Hipparch. ad Arat.; EratoUh. Character.; Hygin.
Astron. Poet. ; Ptol. Alinag. 1. 7, C. 5 ; Bayer. Uranomet.;
lUcciol. Almagest, nov. Sfc. Cassiopeia was distinguished in

the year 1.j72, by the appearance of a new star, which
exceeded Jupiter in magnitude, and excited very great
attention among astronomers; but it diminished by de-
grees, and, after the lapse of eighteen months, entirely

disappeared.

CASSI'QUE (Polit) or Cacique, a chief governor, or sove-
reign lord of a particular district or country in some parts
of .America.

CA'SSIS (Mil.) a casque or helmet.
CASSITE'RIA (Min.) a sort of crystal having an admixture

of tin.

CASSI'TERON (Min.) tin, or white-lead. Plin. 1. 34-, c. 16.
CA'SSITHA (Bot.) the Cuscata Europtra of Linnteus.

CA'SSIUS, Poivdei of(Chem) a beautiful precipitate formed
by immersing tin in a solution of gold, or by mixing the
nitro-muriates of each metal. It gives the finest ruby
colour to gold.

CA'SSOB (Chem.) the same as Alcali.

CA'SSOCK (Ecc.) in French casaque, in Latin casula, a
diminutive ot'casa, a covering of any kind; signified origi-

nally a cloak, but is now applied to the vestment worn by
clergymen under their gowns.

CASSOLE'T.V (Med.) a kind of humid suffumigation de-
scribed by Marcellus de Prces. Rcnied. Form.

CASSONA'DE (Com.) Cassonada, or Castonade, cask sugar,
or sugar put into casks or chests after the first purification,

but which has not been refined.

CASSOURA'llIUS (Orn.) or Cossoway, the Struthio Cas-
suarius of Linnaeus ; an exotic bird of the stork kind,
which Dr. Grew, in his Comparative Anatomy, affirms to

be without a craw. Like the stork it cannot fly far, but
it can run with great swiftness.

CASSOWA'RY (Orn.) vide Cassouarius.

CA'SSU (Bot.) the same as Acajaiba.

CA'SSULA (Ecc.) the cassock.

CASSUMU'NIAR (Bot.) a root which comes from the Eart
Indies. It is moderately heating and astringent, and is re-

commended as an excellent medicine in nervous and other
disorders.

CASSU'THA (Bot.) or Cassuta, the Cuscuta Europeea of
Linna?us.

CASSU'VIUM {Bot.) the Anacardium occidentale.

CA'SSYTA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 9 Enneandria,
Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth triphyllous ; leajlett

semiovate.

—

Cor. petals three ; nectary oblong.

—

Stam.
Jilaments nine ; anthers adjoined to the filaments below
the lip.—PisT. germ ovate ; style thickish ; stigma ob-
tuse.— Per. receptacle growing out into a depressed
globular drupe ; seed nut globular.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Cassytajiliformit,

Volutella, Cuscuta, &c. seu Acatsia- Valli, native of India.— Cassyfa corniculala, seu Cassutha, Sec. native of th«
island of Celebea.
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CAST (Mech.) a term particularly applied to figures, or

small statues of bronze.

—

Cast, among founders, is applied

to tubes of wax fitted in different parts of a mould of the

same matter, which when removed leave room for the ad-

mission of the melted metal.

—

Cast also signifies a cylin-

drical piece of brass used by founders in sand to form a

canal, or conduit in their moulds.

—

Cnst, among plumbers,
is a little brazen funnel at the end of a mould for casting

pipes without soldering.

Cast (Polil.) or caste, a tribe or number of families in India,

which are of the same rank or profession; the principal of
which are the Brnmins, the first nnd most noble ; the

Cdgas, or princes, who derive their origin from divers royal

families; the CAopi/zcs, who comprehend all artificers; and
the Faria, who are the lowest and most contemptible of all,

with whom it is disgraceful to have anv dealings.

Cast (Fnlcnn.) a flight, couple, or set of hawks dismissed

from the fist.

TO Cast (ISIar.) a term used in several sea phrases, as " Cast

off the lead," the act of once heaving the lead into the sea

to ascertain what depth of water there is. " To cast a
point in traverse," to prick down on a chart the point of
the compass that any land bears from you. " To be cast

away," in French /?r/rf? naiifrage, the state of a ship which
is lost or wrecked on a lee-shore, bank, reek, &c. " To
cast off, or to cast loose the guns," in French demarrer
les cannons, to untie them.

TO Cast off (Sport.) Let go or set loose, as " to cast off
the dogs in a chase."

TO Cast a hawk to the perch (Falcon.) to put her upon it.

CAST IRON (Chcm.) or Pig-iron, Iron when first extracted
from its ores.— White Cast Iron is extremely hard and
brittle, as if composed of a congeries of small crj'stals.

—

GVfy or Mottled Cast Iron is softer and less brittle than
the last.

—

Black Cast Iron, the most fusible and least cohe-
sive of the three.

CASTA'NEA (But.) xu^ana, xu^uim, xu^xta; in the singu-

lar Kce^x.tt,t ; the chesnut, or the fruit of the Chesnut-tree,

called by Theophrastus iJio? /SaAavo?, and by others x«5-«»«

tv'ioiy.x,, (TiTOTixi, and cifiiuTct, from Castanea, a town of Thes-
. saly. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 2, c. 18 ; Nicand. in Alex.

;

Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 145 ; Plin. 1. 15, c. 23; Gal. de Alim. Fac.

1.2, c. ,SS; Allien. 1.2; Orib. Eupor. 1.1, c. 19 ; Aet.

Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; JEgin. 1. 1, c. 83.

Ca.stanea is the Fagus castanea and the JEsculus Jlippocas-

tanum of Linnaeus.

CASTANE'TS [Mus.) in French casfagnettes, a sort of snap-
pers which dancers of sarabands tie about their fingers to

keep time with when they dance.
CASTE'LLA (Ant.) water-houses in the fields built over

conduit heads, yitruv. 1. 8, c. 7 ; Frontin. de Aqueduct.
c. 2.

CASTELLA'IN (f.aw) castellanus ; the lord, owner, or cap-
tain of a castle, and sometimes the constable of a fortified

house. Bract. 1. .0. tract. 2, c. 1(5 ; 3 Fd. 1, c. 7.

CASTE'LLAMENT (Cook.) a march-pane castle, or the

imitation of a castle in confectionery.

CASTELLA'NO (Com.) a piece of money in the West
Indies, in value something more than a ducat.

CASTELLA'NY (Arclucol.) in French clialellenie, the manor
appertaining to a castle; the extent of its land and juris-

. diction.

CASTELLA'RIUM [Laxu) or Castcllarii, the precinct or
.jurisdiction of a castle. Mon. Angl. tom. 2, p. 40','.

CASTELLATUUS (./;//.) one who had charge of the con-
duits or water-works, of which mention is made in an
epitaph: 1). M. CLEMENl'I C^vSARUM N. SEKV\'.
CASriXLARIO AQU.E CLAUDIA-; FECIT CLAU-
DIA SAH15ATIII.S ET SIBI SUIS. lleines. Inscript.

class 9 ; Upon. Miscet. Erud. Antiq. sect. 6, p. 233, &c.
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CASTELLATED (Mil.) in French entouri ; enclosed
within a building of stone, <S:c.

CASTELLA'TIO (ArcJurol.) the buildim; a castle.
CASTELLO'RUM OPERATIC (/.^u))^ castle-work; or

sei-vice and labour done by inferior tenants for the building
and upholding castles of defence.

CASTE'RIA (Aid.) a house wherein oars and other tackling
of ships are laid up.

Plant, .'isin. act. 3, seen. 1, v. IG.

Quill Pol si reposivi remum, sola ego in casteria

Ubi quiesco, omtiis fitmilite causa consistit tibi.

Non. 1. 2, c. 128.

CA'STIGATORY (Laxii) an engine of correction, on which
a woman, who is indicted for being a common scold, shall

be sentenced to be placed. 3 Inst. 219.
CASTILLA'NE (Com.) or Castellan. 1. A gold coin, cur-

rent in Spain, worth fourteen rials and sixteen deniers, or
three livres and ten sols French money. 2. A weight used
in Spain for weighing gold; the hundredth part of a pound
Spanish weight.

CASTILLEIA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class ] 4. Didyna-
mia. Order 2 Angiospennia.

Generic Characters. Cal. one-leaved; upper lip h\f\A \

lower none.

—

Cor. monopetalous ; upper lip very long
;

lower very short.

—

Stam. Jilaments four; anthers twin.— Fist, ^prm superior; style filiform; stigma simple.—
Per. capsule ovate ; seeds numerous, small.

Species. The two species are perennials, as—Castilleia in-

tegrifolia, native of New Granada.— Castilleia Jissifulia,

native of New Granada.
CASTI'LLE (Mil.) formerly the attack of a tower or castle;

also a species of military amusement, in which the com-
batants threw snow-balls at one another.

CA'STING (Mar.) in French abatre, the motion of falling

off, so as to bring the direction of the wind on one side of
the ship, which before was right a head.

Casting (Metall.) the operation of running any sort of
metal into a mould prepared for that purpose, as the cast-

ing of letters, bells, &c.

Casting is also, among sculptors, the taking of casts or im-

pressions of figures in wax, metal, plaster, and the like.

Casting of drapery (Paint.) a free, easy, negligent way of

clothing any figures.

Casting r)f timber-xwrk (Carpent.) the same as casing of

timber.

—

Casting of wood, the same as warping, when tlic

wood shrinks by reason of moisture, air, drought, &c.
Casting (Falcon.) any thing given to a hawk to purge and

cleanse his gorge.

Casting (A'ni.) a name for that process in nature by which
some animals throw olf their skins, horns, or other parts of

their body which serve either for ornament or use : thus

snakes are said to cast their skins, and deer their horns,

when the old fall ofl' to make room for the new.
C.A.'STLE (Law) or Casl(d, Castcllum, a fortress in a town ;

a principal mansion of a nobleman.

—

Castlc-ward, castlc-

wardum vcl wardum castri : an imposition laid upon such

persons as dwell within a certain compass of any castle,

towards the maintenance of such as watch and ward the

castle. Magna Charta, c. 15. 20 ; .'i2 //(•«. 8, c. 4-8.—

Ca.itle guard rents were paid by persons dwelling within

the liberty of any castle, for the maintaining of watch and

ward within the same. Slat. 22 and 23 Cai: 2, c. 24.

C.\stle (Mil.) a close head-piece, so called from its pro-

tecting the head as a castle does a town.

Casti.f., fore (Mar.) in French gaillard d'avani, a short

deck placed in the fi)re part of the ship, above the upper

deck. It is usually terminated, both before and behind,

by a breastwork in vessels of war, the foremost part form-

ing the top of the beaJc head, and the hinder piut reaching
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to the after part of the fore chains.

—

Proiv-caslle, the rise

or elevation of tlie prow over the uppermost deck towards
the mizen.

—

Sicm castle, the whole elevation that ranges
on the stern over the last deck, where the officers have
their cabins and places of assembly.

CASTLE-LK'OI) WATERS {C/iem.) a mineral water found
at Castle-Leod in Koss-shire.

CA'S I'LES {Her.) emblems of grandeur and
magnificence, denoting likewise a sanctuary
and safetj'. Ca-tles are commonly repre-

sented as treble towered, as " The field is

giilcx, three castles triple towered within a
double tressure, counterHowry ars;ent."

CA'STLING {X(i(.) the young of any animal brought forth

or cast before its time.

CA'STOR {Zoo/.) Beaver, a genus of animals, Class Mam-
malia, Order Glires.

Generic Character. Fore-teeth upper truncate.

—

Grinders
four each jaw.— Tail long, depressed.

—

Clavicles per-
fect.

Species. The two species of the Castor, or Beaver, are the
Castor Fi/ier, or Common Beaver, and the Castor htiido-

brius, or the Chilese Beaver.

Castor (Astron.) 1. One of the twins in the constellation

better known by the name of Gemini, [vide Gemini]
2. A bright star in this constellation, of the first magni-
tude, whose latitude for the year 1700 was, according to

Hevelius, 10° 4' 20" N. and its longitude 53 16° 4-' U''.

Its right ascension for 1812 was 1 10' S6' 43"; declination
32° 17'22"\. Annual variation in right ascension .57".83;

in declination 7''.I.

Castor and Pollux (Met.) a fiery meteor, which at sea
appears sometimes adhering to a part of a ship, in the
form of a hall, or even several balls. When one is seen
alone it is properlj' called Helena ; but two are called
Castor and Pollux, and sometimes Tyndarida;.

Castor {Med.) vide Castoreum.

CA'STOR-OIL [Chem.) the oil extracted from the seed of
the Ricinns communis of Linn£eus.

CASTO'REA (Sal.) the Beaver's testicles, from whicli
castor is procured. Plin. 1. 32, c. 3.

CASTO'UEUM (Med.) xKs-off.oi-, or Castor, a medicine made
of the li(|uor contained in little bags near the beaver's
groin, good for convulsions ; and used to fortify the head
and nervous parts. Aret. de Curat, acut. Morb. 1. 1, c. 6;
Oribas. Med. Collect. 1. 15; Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1 ; Trait.

I. 1, c. 13.

Castoreum (Zool.) a Castor.

CA'STRA (Ant.) besides the common signification of camp,
also signifies quarters, as castra lu/berna, winter quarters.

CASTRAMETA'TION (Mil.) the art of measuring or
tracing out the form of a camp on the ground, [vide

Militia']

CASTRA'NGULA (Bot.) the herb Brown-Wort or Water-
Betony-

CASTRATION (Surg.) the cutting or removing away the
testes of any animal.

Castration n/~a book (Lit.) the cutting out a leaf or sheet
of a book, 60 as to render it imperfect.

CASTRA'TUS (But.) from castra, to castrate; an epithet

signifying the filament without the anther.

CA'STREL (Falcon.) or Kastrel, in French Cesterelle, a

kind of hawk, in shape resembling the Lanner, but in size

the Hobby.
CASTRE'NSIS (Ant.) an epithet for several things belong-

ing to military service, as

—

Castrensis corona, a garland
given to him who first enters the enemy's camp,

—

Peculium
castrense, goods in war.

—

Comes castrensis, an officer in the
emperor's train during war. Fest. de lieb. SigniJ'.; Tertull.

de Coron. Mil. c. 12; Ammian. 1. 21, c. 9.

CAT
Castrensis (Med.) an epithet for some contagious epide-

mic diseases, especially fevers.

CASTRIA'NI (Ant.) soldiers that kept the forts on the

Roman frontiers.

C.A.'SUAL EJECTOR (Law) a nominal defendant in cases

of ejectment, who continues such until appearance by or

for the tenant in possession.

CA'SUALS (Mil.) or Casualties, a term applied to men
that are either dead since they were enlisted, have been
discharged, or have deserted.

CA'SUALTY of ti-ards (Law) the mails and duties due to

the superiors in ward-holdings.

Casu.\lty (Min.) a term among tinners for a strong matter
separated from the ore by washing.

CASUARI'N.^ (»>/.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Monoecia,
Order 1 Monandria.
Generic Characters. Cal. common ; ament loosely imbri-

cate.

—

Cor. scales two-parted.— St.^m. jilament capil-

lary ; anthers twin.—PisT. germ minute; style filiform;

stigmas two.

—

Per. strobile of bivalve scales gaping per-

pendicularl}'.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the— Casuarina equi-

setijblia. Horsetail Casuarina, native of India.

—

Casua-
rina nodiflora, native of New Caledonia.

—

Casuarina
striata. Upright Casuarina, native of New Holland.

—

Casuarina disti/la, seu dioica, Ike. native of New Hol-
land.— Casuarina torulosa. seu dinica, Cork-barked Casu-
arina, native of New Holland.— Casuarina AJiicana,
native of Africa.

CA'SU CONSI'MILI (Law) a writ of entry granted where
a tenant in courtesy, or a tenant for life, or for the life of
another, makes over land in fee or in tail, or for the term
of another's life. F. N. B. 206.— Casu matrimonii prolo-
cuti, a writ which lies against a man who within a reason-
able time refuses to marry a woman.

—

Casu proviso, a writ

of entry given by the statute of Gloucester, where a
tenant in dower aliens in fee or for life, and it lies for him
in reversion against the alienee. Stat. Gloucest. c. 7;
F. N. B.^M5.

CASU'LE (Ecc.) vide CassocL
CA'SUS (Med.) from cado, to fall or happen. J. The same

as Sympioma. 2. Anj' thing fortuitous or spontaneous.
3. A fall from an eminence. 4'. According to Pnracelsus,

a present distemper, as also an entire history of a disease.

CASUS OMISSUS (Laiv) where any particular thing is

omitted, and not provided for by the statute.

CAT (Mar.) in French chat. 1. A ship usually employed in

the coal trade, formed after the Norwegian model. 2. Cat,
in French capon, a sort of strong tackle, used to draw the
anchor perpendicularlj' up to the cat head.— Cat-block, in

French poulie de capon, a block with an iron strap and
large hook to it, which serves to draw the anchor up to

the cat head.

—

Cat-fall, in French garant de capon, the
rope that forms the tackle for heaving up the anchor from
the water's edge to the bow.— Cat-harpings, in French trc-

lingage des haubans sous la hune, small ropes serving to

brace in the shrouds of the lower masts behind their

respective yards.

—

Cat-heads, in French bossoirs, two strong

beams of timber projecting almost horizontally over the
ship's bows on each side the bowsprit.— Cat-holes, the
holes that are directly over the capstan, which are era-

ployed in heaving the ship astern by a cable, or a hawse,
called sternfast.— Cat-hook, the strong hook fitted to the
cat-block.

—

Cat-o' -nine-tails, an instrument of punishment
used both in the army and navy, so called because it cor>-

sists of nine cords knotted at intervals, whence the ex-
pression " To comb the cat," to arrange the cords so
that they should lie uniform.— Thieves' cat-o'nine-tails,

knotted harder than the rest, used only in cases of flagrant

ofience.
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Cat {Mil.) callus, galtus, or cnt-house, a shed used for

covering soldiers enii)loyed in filling up the ditch, mining

the walls, &c. : so called because soldiers lay in wait under

it as a cat for its prey.

—

Cnstellnted cut, a cat with crenelles

or loop-holes whence the aichers could discharge their

arrows.

Cat (Her.) this animal is borne in coat armour ' ^m__S
as a symbol of liberly, vigilance, forecast, and /y^Vi^.
courage. The Mountain or Wild Cat is alwaj'S

borne gardant; but the Common Cat is always

borne passant, as in the annexed example.
" He beareth argent three cats passant gar-

dant in pale bar-ways."

CA'T-GUT (Mrch.) vide Catgut.

CA'T-MINT (lilt.) a plant so called because cats like to

eat it. It is the Xrpelii of Linna;us

—

Cat-Pear, a pear in

shape like a hen's egg.— Cal-'I'/ii/nie, a shrub, the stalks

of which have a grateful but very powerful scent. It is

the Teucrium marum.
CAT-SALT [Min.) a beautiful granulated kind of common

salt, formed out of bittern or leach brine.— Cat-Halve, vide

Mica.— Cat\s-E^c, a sort of gem found in Siberia, having

rings like the onyx, and variable colours like the opal.

CATABA'LAM (Dnt.) the same as Ambalam.
CATABA'PTIST (Ecc.) one against, or averse to, baptism.

CATABIBA'SIS (Med.) from ^njujilfix^^, to cause to de-

scend ; an exclusion or expulsion of the humours down-

wards.

CATABIBA'ZON (Astron.) x«r«/3;/3«^«, j. e. descending ;

the south node, or dragon's tail ; so called because it goes

down exactly against the dragonV tail.

CATABLE'MA (Med) jc«Ta/3>i»^a /rom Ka-iaHiMu, to place

around ; the outermost fiUet which secures the rest of the

bandage. Hipp. Lib. dc Artie. &; Gal. Com.
CATABOLE'NSES (Ant.) or Catabulenses, a sort of pos-

tillions in the time of the Roman and Greek emperors, who
acted also as public carriers, and sometimes as sutlers to

thearmv. Ca.s.siod. Tnr. 1. 3, ep. 10.

CATABO'LICI SPl'lUTCS (Theol.) x.circti><,UKcl, evil spirits

which throw down the persons they possess, or that come

at certain times upon appointment and bargain. Tertull.

de Anim. c. 28.

CATABULE'NSES (Ant) vide Catabolenses.

CATAC.^THA'KTICS (Med.) from x«t« and x«:&«pT.K«,

medicines which purge downwards.

CATACAU'STIC CURVE (Calnp.) a curve or crooked

line found by joining the

points of concourse of seve- i^
ral reflected rays : suppose \ "\N
an infinite number of rays

A B, A C, AD, &c. pro-

ceeding from the radiating

point A, and reflected at any

given curve B 1) II, so that

the angles of incidence

should be etjual to those of

reflection, then the curve

B !> G, 10 which the re-

flected rays BI, C E, DF, ,Q
&c. are tangents continually,

as in the points I, E, I', &c is called the catacaustic, or

caustic bif rvjleclian ; and if the reflected ray I B be pro-

duced to K^ so that A B = B K, and the curve K L be the

evohite of the caustic BEG, beginning at the point K,

then the i)ortion of the caustic BE = AC — AB-(- CE
— B I continually.

CATACEKA'MKNUS (.Sm^jt.) from ic«T:<xtpa.itRi, splintered

or broken into fragineiUs ; an epithet for a fracture.

CATACEUA'STICOS (Med.) x.«T«xip«5-ixis, the same as

JUpiccrailicos.

1

CAT
CATACHLO'OS (Med.) xaraj^MK, from kkt'« and x^o«»i, to
make green, a very green colour ; an epithet applied to
stools, with which catacltola, very bilious, is synonymous.
Gal. Exe<^.

CATACHRE'SIS (Rhet.) xaTx^tirU, abuse; the same as
Abunin.

CATACHRE'STICAL (Rhel.) ««r„;KP-5-"''', abusive; con-
trary to proper use ; far fetched ; strained.

CAT.ACHRrSTON (Med.) from .«r«;tf'a', to anoint; any
medicine applied by way of unction.

CATACHY'SIS (Med.) xxTxy^vu-u, from xuraxi", to pour
upon ; an affusion.

CATACLA'SIS (Med.) «:«Tix>«(ri?, from x«t^kA«w, to break
or distort ; breaking, or distortion in general ; but particu-

larly that of the eye. Gal. Exeg. Vucat. Hippoc.
CATACLE'IS (Med.) kcctukMu,, from it«Ta, below, and kAii?,

the clavicle, subclavicle ; the first small rib of the thorax.
Gal. de Ossib. c. 14.

CATACLI'DA (Anat.) another name for the rib called sub-
clavian.

CATACLI'NES (Med) the same as Clinicus.

CATACLY'SMA (Med.) KUTaK>,v<riAcc, from xaruxhui^i; to

wash ; the same as Clyster.

CATACLY'S.MI (Med.) x:«r«>6P,i/<r^oi, Embrocations.
CATA'COMBS (Ant.) 1. Grottoes, or subterraneous places

for the burial of the dead. ". Divisions in a cellar to stow
wine, &c. in

CATACONE'NSIS (Med.) from >t«7««.,««, to irrigate ; irri-

gation by a plentiful affusion of liquor on some part of the

body.

CATACO'RES (Med.) k«t«>co(»i?, from Kxrccxifdnvubi, to super-

saturate, i. e. full or abundant ; an epithet signifying purely

or intensely bilious, when applied to stools. Gal. in Hip-
pucrat. de Rat. Vict, in ]\Iorb. Acut.

CATACOU'STICS (Mat.) or Cataphonics, the science of

reflected sounds ; or that part of acoustics which treats of

the properties of echoes.

Catacoustics (Mil.) are ecoute.':, or small galleries, which

communicate with a gallery parallel to the covert way.

CATADID'PTRICAL Telescope (Opt.) the same as Reject-

ing 7 elescope.

CATADRO'MUS (Ant) x«T<i4.^.?. 1. The stadium or

place w here races were run. Suet, in \'er. c. 11 . 2. A
sort of tight rope on which dancers used to perform their

feats. Suet, in Gtilba. c. 6; Dio. I. 61 ; Bud. in Pandect.

p. 165. 3. An engine like a crane, used by builders iu

lifting up and letting down any great weights.

CATADU'PA (Nat.) a sort of cataract in the Nile. Cit.

Som. Scip. c. 5.

CATTEGIZA'SIS (Med.) from k«t«i'v.C», to repel ; a revul-

sion or rushing back of humours or wind in the intestines.

CATvEGNE'NSIS (Med.) the same as Cataconen.iis.

CATAl'.V'LCO (Arc/lit) a decoration on a scaffold of tim-

ber for supporting the coffin of a deceased hero, during

the funeral solenmity.

CATAGE'.VIU (Bot.) another name for Gambngia.

CATAGLY'PHE {Mecli.) xxTxyXv^y,, from yAcifia-, to cut in

wood or metal ; an excavation, hole, or pit. Hipp, dt

Art. et Morb.
CATA'GMA (Med.) icaray^«, from k«t«, and ays-, to break,

a fracture ; the breaking of the bones, or a separation of

the continuity of the flesh, llippnc. de Art. ; Gal. Cum,

CATA(;MA'TICA (McJ.) x.ar«v/i«Tix«, from x«ray/i<«, a

fracture ; remedies for the cure of fractures.

CATAGO'GE (Med) xxTxyuy., from xaraya/, to bringdown;

the seat or region of any disease, and the circumjacent

part. Hipp, dc Epid. 1. 7.

CA'TAGRAPH (Paint.) x^rxyfuf., the first draught of a

))icture. Plin. 1. 35, c. 8.

CATALE'CTIC vme (Rhet.) from xaruMyu, to stop or



CAT
cease ; an epithet for a Greek or Latin verse wanting one
syllable.

CATALE'XTIA {Med.) a kind of Epilepsy, according to

Paracelsus. Paracel. de ISIorb. Caduc. 1. ] , c. I, par. 1.

CATALE'PSIS {Med.) KxruMA'^i, from xaraA«^/j«.4., to

seize or interrupt ; Catalepsy, a species of apoiilexy ; called

by Hippocrates aphonia, by .Vntigenes anandia, by Caelius

Aurelianus nppressio and npprehensio. Hippocrat. !. 2,

aplior. 3; Gat. de Caus. PuU.X. i, c. 16; Cccl. Aureliau

de Acut. Morb. 1. 2, c. 9 ; Aet. Tetrab. 2, serm. 2, c. 4-

;

Corr. Def. Med. ; Foes. (Ecoiwm. Hippocrat. ; Castcl.

Lex. Med.
CATA'LLA {Law) vide Catah.
CATALLIS captis mnitine districtionis {La\i:) anciently a

writ that lay where a house was within a borough, for rent

going out of the same ; and which warranted the taking of

doors, windows. Sec. by' way of distress of rent. \ et. Xat.

Brev. 66.— Catallis reddcndis, an ancient writ which lay

where goods, being delivered to any man to keep till a cer-

tain day, are not, upon demand, delivered at the day. Reg.
Orig. l:i9, et Vet. Sat. Brev. 63.

CATALOGUE raisQiine {Lit.) a catalogue or list of works,

arranged according to the order of the sciences, in distinc-

tion from the common or booksellers' catalogue, which is

formed according to the alphabetical arrangement of the

authors.

Catalogue of the stars (Astron.) a list of the fixed stars,

disposed according to some order, in their several constel-

lations; with the longitudes, latitudes, and right ascen-

sions, i\c. of each.

CATaLO'XGAY {Bot.) the plant which bears the Faba
Sancti Ignaiii.

CATALd'TICA (Med.) the same as Cicatnzatitia.

CATA'LPA (Bot.) the Bigiiniiia cntalpa of Linnsas.
CA'TALS (LfluO C'n/n//n

;' Goods and Chattels.

CATA'LYSIS (Med.) Kxra/virtc, from xxtuXui.; to dissolve

or destroy ; a paralysis, or such resolution as happens be-

fore the death of a patient; also that dissolution which
constitutes death.

CATAMARA'X (Mar.) in French radeau servant de Lac, a

sort of floating raft, originally used in China, and among
the Portugue>e, as a fishing boat ; small pieces of wood
lashed together, one of which serves as a keel, the other

two as sides. It is now used at Coromandel, particularly at

Madras.
CATAME'NIA {Med.) the same as iA/enies.

CA'TAMITE {Ant.) catamitus, from xxr'a, for, and ^lio;,

hire, a boy kept for unnatural practices.

CATAXA'N'CE (Bot.) Candy-lion's-foot.

CATANANCHE (Bot.) «aTa.avj;i,, a plant, mentioned by
Dioscorides, which was said to be of an inflammatory
nature, and to be used by the Thessalian women in in-

cantations. Dioscar. 1. 4-, c. 133.

Cat.ananche, in the Linnean .<;i/siem, a genus of plants.

Class 19 Syiigenesia, Order 1 Polygnmia .Fqualis.

Generic Characters. Cal. cunimon imbricate; Icaf/ets very
many; squamule concave. — Con. compound generally

imbricate ; corollets very many ; proper n)onopeta!ous.—Sta.m. Jilamejits five ; anthers tubular.—Pisx. germ
oblong ; stu/e filiform ; stigyna bifid.

—

Per. none ; ca/j/x

unchanged; «"f(/.s solitary ; ieceptacle chaffy.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Catananche cce-

Tulea, seu .\qnamis, &ic. sou C/iondrilla, Sfc. native of

Barbary.— Catananche eispilosa, a perennial, native of

Atlas. But the

—

Catananche lutea, seu Cliondrilla, Sfc.

seu Stoebe, S;c. is an annual, native of Crete. C. Bauh.
Pin. ; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Toimief. Instit.

CATA'NTIA {Med.) kxtxiti'ii, the declivity of the mem-
bers, as of the arms and legs. Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

CATANTLE'MA (il/ff/ ) «aTK.TAii/Ai«, from x«T«»T^K»', to draw
or pour water upon ; a kind of lotion by infusion of water.

CAT
CATAXTLE'SIS (Med.) x<cTuiT>.!mc, from iixTxtT>.iU>, a

lotion with hot water expressed out of sponges, for hot
running ulcers of the head. Marc. Empir. c. 1.

CATAPA'SMA {Med) or Catapastnm. from icxTx^xc-iro,

to sprinkle upon ; a term applied to any dry medicine, re-

duced to powder, which was fit for inspersion on the
human body. ]'ait!. .Eginet. 1. 7, c. 13.

CATAPA'SMUS {Med.) x«Ta)r«r^i., a rubbing of the pos-
terior part of the shoulders and neck downwards, accord-
ing to Ca;lius Aurelianus.

CATAPE'LTES {Med.) from xxtx, against, and itj^iti;, a
shield ; signifies literally a grenado or battery ; and is ap-
plied to medicines w hich heal the wounds and bruises made
by means of the grenado.

CATAPHI'S.MA (Med.) a thick poultice of raeal and herbs.

CATAPHO'NICS (Math.) vide Catacoustics.

CATA'PHORA (Med.) the same as Coma.
CA'IAPHRACT (.-Irchaol) a horseman in complete ar-

mour.
CATAPHRA'CTA (Ant.) a piece of heavy defensive ar-

mour with which sometimes only the breast, sometimes
the whole body, and the horse also, were covered. Tacit.

Hist. 1. 1, c. 59 ; Tertidl. de Pall. c. 4 ; Julian, orat. 1 :

Veget. 1. 1, o. 20.

Cataphracta {Med.) xxTxtffXKTx, the same as Qua-
driga.

C.^TAPHRA'CT.E (,4nt.) covered ships, [vide Catastroma']

CATAPHRACTA'RII (.-int.) horsemen in the Roman army
armed with the cataphractir. [vide Cataphracta'\ Lamprid.
in Sever.; I'opisc. in Aurelian, iS''-

CATAPHRACTI {Ant.) KxTx(PfXKT,:i, an epithet for men
armed at all points from top to toe. Liv. 1. 35, c. 48

;

Serv. in Virg. JEn. 1. 11, v. 771 ; Propert. 1. 3, eleg. 10;
Lamprid. Alex. Sev. c. 56; Amm. 1. 16, c. 10.

CATAPHRA'CTICS (Med.) Breast Swaddle; a bandage
or ligature for the breast.

CATAPHRA'GMENA (Ant.) vide Catastroma.

CATAPHRY'GLWS (Ecc.) heretics of the second century,

and followers of Montanus ; so called from their leader

who came from Phrygia. Euscb. Hist. Eccles. 1. 4, c. 27

;

Epiphan. Heer. 47.

CATAPLA'SiNL\ (Med.) xxrxjxxc-a^a, from xxTxx>.x<!-(ru, to

spread like a plaster ; a cataplasm or poultice ; a soft kind

of medicine of which there are ditferent sorts. Gal. ad
Glaucon. I. 2 ; Gorr. Def. Med.

CATAPLE'XIS {Med.) y.x7u^>.ri^, from r.xra77>,i<r<rc,, to

strike; "any sudden stupefaction or deprivation in any of

the members or organs. Hippoc. de Epid. 1. 5, 7, Sec. ; Gal.

Exeg. Vocab. Hipp.; Gorr. Def. Med.; Foes. CEconom.

Hippocrat.

C.\TA'P0SIS (Med.) y.xTXTree-u, from xxTXTrita; to swallow

down ; deglutition. Hence also

j

CATAPO'TIUM {Med.) a pill. Hipp, de Epid. 1. 5, &c.
CATA'PPA {Bot.) the Terminalia catappa of Linnaeus.

CATAPSYX'IS {Med.) x-^-rx-;,vhc, from xxTx-^i^x'', to re-

frigerate; a coldness without shivering.

CATAPTO'SIS (.1/0/) y.xTxzr^,r>i, from xarxzit^rc^, tO filU

down. 1. A falling down, the symptom of apojilexy and
epilepsy. 2. The spontaneous falling down of a paralytic

limb. Gal. de tol. Morb. Tempor. c. 4; Gorr. Def,
Med.

CATAPU'LTA {Ant.) at'o r\.f iTtAT??, i. e. from the pelta.

Catapult ; a military engine much used by the ancients for

throwing huge stones at the enemy, [vide Militia"]

Plant. Cure. act. 5, seen. 3, v. 12,

Te nervo tarquebo, itiditn tit catapuUte solent.

Diodor. 1. 14 ; Vitruv. 1. 10, c. 15 ; Plin. 1. 7, c 56 ; .Elian.

Far. Hist. 1. 6, v. 12; Plut. Apoth. ; Lyps. PoUorcet. 1. 8^

0.2.

CATAPU'TL\ {Bot.) the Ricinus communis of Linnaeus^



CAT

CATARACT (Geog.) tlie fall oF water down a rocky

precipice in the bed of a river, from xccr«ffi<r<ru, to throw
down.

Cataract {Mcrl.) from r.arxffia-ira', to mingle together or

l)ut out of order ; a disease in the eye ; so called because

the sense of vision is confounded if not destroj'ed. It was

called by the Greeks i-:i;^vu,u and uTo^^t/cn;, yi^avxdiA^a and
-/Aatxao-ic ; and was defined a flux of liumour about the

pupil, which concretes and either wholly intercepts the

sight, or renders it dim and obscure ; or the concretion of

an aqueous humour, which is more or less an impediment

to the sight. Hippocrnt. 1. 13, aph. 31 ; Gal. Drf. Med.;
Cel. 1. 6, c. C; Pnnl. .i:<riiiet. 1. 6, c.21.

C'dlaracl is now defined to be an affection of the crystal-

line humour, or its capsule, which becomes so opake,

as to prevent the rays of light from passing to the optic

nerve. When the opaque lens is much indurated it is

termed a luird cataract ; when the substance of the lens

seems to be converted into a whitish, or other kind of

fluid, lodged in the capsule, it is denominated a milkij

nr Jluid cataract ; w/icn the substance is of a mean con-

sistence neither hard nor soft, but approaching to the

consistence of curds, it is named a sn/t or caseous cata-

ract. The cataract is moreover divided into incipient
' and confirmed.— Incipient cataract is only suffusion of

sight when little clouds, like motes or flies, seem to

hover before the eyes.— Coiijirmed cataract, is when the

apple of the eye is either wholly, or in part covered, and

overspread with a skin, so that the rays of light cannot

have admittance to the retina.

Cataract (Falcon.) the name of a disease in the eyes of

hawks similar to that which affects the human eye.

CATA'llIA (Bot.) Cat-mint; the Hi/sopus lopanthus of

Linnaeus.

CATA'URH (Med.) vide Catarrhus.

CAT.\RKHA'L1S fehris amphcmerina (Med.) from ca-

tarrhus, an epithet for a fever which is accompanied with,

or proceeds from, a catarrh.

CATARRHE'CTICUS (Med.) x«r«ppVTiH;«, from |>V/.t<>i, to

break ; an epithet applied by Hippocrates to substances

of a penetrating and dissolving nature, as wine, oxymel,

&c. Hipp, de Rat. Vict, in Acut. Morb.
CATARRHE'UMA (Med.) the same as Catarrhus.

CATARRHE'XIS {Med.) «:<T<ipf,.,5<?, from pxy.t;^., to break ;

a violent and copious eruption and effusion. Hipp, de

Epid. 1. 4, i'<:c. Catarr/ic.vis, in Vogel's Nosology, is de-

fined a discharge of pure blood from the i)itestines, such

as takes place in a dysentery.

CATARRIKK'CUS (Med.) y.«7«f3<..«?, from ft^; to flow;

a word applied to diseases proceeding from distillation of

an acrid fluid. Hi/ipoc. 1. 5, aphor. '21:

CATARRHO'PIA (Med.) y.ccTxffo7!if,, from pWu, an inclina-

tion ; a propensity or inclination downwards, in distinc-

tion from anarrhopia, or a tendency upwards. Hip-

pnc. de Humor.— Catarrhopia I'hijmala, tubercles tending

downwards, or, according to Galen, those that have their

apex on a depending part. Gal. Connn. in Hippocrat. de

Kpid. 1. G, sect. 1, aph. 12.

CATARRIIO'POS .tplcn (Med.) the spleen verging down-
wards. Gal. in Hippocrat. Kpid. 1. G.

CATA'RRIIUS (Med.) from jc«t« and fiu, to flow down;
signifies, according to Hippocrates and (Jalen, a distilla-

tion or defluxion from the head upon the mouth and As-

pera Arteria, and through them ujinn the lungs. Hip-

pocrat. \.T, aph. 38; Gtd. Comm. 2.3 in Prognost.; Celt.

I. 2, c. 1 ; Ctrl. Aurclian de tnrd Pass. 1. 2, c. 7 ; Act. Te-

trnh. 2, serm. 3, c. 3 ; Marccll. de Medic, c. 5; Gorr. Def.

Med. ; Fues. (Econom. Hippocrat.

Calarr/uis, Catarrh, among the moderns, is defined to be

a morbid secretion from the mucous membrane of the

nose, eyes, throat, mouth, or lungs. It is of two kinds,

CAT
namely, catarrhus njrigore, a common cold in the head

;

and catarrhus rpidemicus, or the contagious catarrh,

which is better known by the name of the Influenza. It

is placed by Cullen as a genus of diseases, under the

Class Pijrcxia, Order Profluvia,— Catarrhus bvlinstda-

nus, seu Ci/nanche parntidcca, the Mumps.— Catarrhus
\

siijfocativus, seu Cijnauche trachealis, the Croup.—CVi-

tarrhus spinalis niedtdlcc, seu vesictr, the Stranguary.

CATASA'RCA (Med.) the same as Anasarca. I

CATASCE'UE (Ant.) x«7-a(r«i^;, a training of the athlehe,

or wrestlers, preparatory to their entering the lists. Gal.
i

de San. tuend. 1. 3, c. 2.

CATASCHA'SMOS (Med.) y-ccrac-y^aa-^li, from tx^^c., to

scarify and open a vein ; scarification. Gorr, Def. Med.

;

Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

CATA'SCOPUS (Kcc.) anarch-deacon.

CATASI'SIS (Med.) y-araa-utj-ic,, from iriiu, to shake; a dis-

tention or extension. Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. CEconom.

Hippocrat.

CATA'STA (.Int.) 1. A cage or stall, in which slaves

were exposed to sale in the Forum at Rome.
Pers. sat. 6, v. 76.

ne sit prtrstant'nyr a!ter

Cajypadocas rigidd piiigues piausisse catastd.

Plin. 1. 3.?, c. 18; Suet, in Grammat. c. 13; Schol. in Pers.

2. A strappado, or some such machine, on which the

martyrs used to be tortured. Prudent. Peristeph. 1. 2, ,

V. 397; Gesf. Mart. S. Marian, et .Jacob.

CATASTA'GMOS (Med.) or Castalagmos, ».i.Tu.ixy^\

from 5-a^<u, to distil ; a name formerly used among the

Greeks for a distillation. Ccls. 1. 4-, c. 4.

CATASTA'LTICriSI (Med.) x^ixas-aATi^i,, from x«t«Ww4,,

to restrain ; an epithet signifying styptic, astringent, re-

pressing. Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 2, c. 230.

CATA'STASIS [Med.) xxriyao-i?, from x«<«<V«/*i, to consti-

tute ; the constitution of the air or seasons, or the nature

of a disease, according to Hippocrates. Foes. CEconom.

Hippocrat.

Catastasis (Poet.) the third part of the ancient drama,

according to the Greek and Roman models. The cata-
'

statis supports, carries on, and heightens the intrigue or

action set forth in the Epitasis, till it be ripe for the

catastrophe.

Cata.stasis (Rhet.) the narration or the narrative part of the

orator's speech in which he unfolds the matter in question;

and which generally forms the exordium. Hermog. irspl iJ(.

p. 34 ; Sopat. Schol. ad Hermog. p. 19, Aid. torn. ii. ; Apsin.

Art. Rhet. p. 692; Syrian, ad Hermog. p. 247.

CATASTE'MA (Med.) kcctcc^^/^u, the dothing air, motion,

and external habit of the body ; but by Galen, in his

Exegesis, it is explained to signify a leaning or resting
,

upon.

CATA'STOLE (.Med.) x«T«re/!i, is explained by Hippo-

crates to signify decent dress. Hippocrat. de Decent. Hab.

;

Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

CATASTRO'MA (.'Int.) xxru^au^x, a name for the hatches
'

or decks of a ship on which the men stood to fight. It is

sometimes called )tKTa9f«v«.« ; whence the ships were

called vMi in(Pfu.yiJjim » KXTxtpfUK-rei, or covered ships of

war, in distinction from the aipfuxrei, or the uncovered

ships. Schol. in 'J'hucyd. 1. 7, c. 40 ; Gyrald. de Nav. c. 16 ;

Scheff: de Md. Nav. 1. 2. c. 7.

CATA'STROPHE (Poet.) x«r«5-f»^,, the third and last

part in the ancient drama, which is called by Aristotle the

iW«. Aristot. de Poet. c. 12.

CATATA'SIS (Med.) ««T«7s:crK, from xxrxrinu, to extend

or to place. According to Hippocrates, 1 . The extension

of a fractured or dislocated limb. 2. The actual replacing

it in a proper situation.

CATATONUM (Archival.) an epithet for a chapter or ca-
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pital of a pillar, when it is not of a height proportionate to

its breadth.

CATATRrPSIS (Med.) Karirfi^u, from -rf.'/Si; to rub

;

the attrition or friction of machines, applied by Hip-
pocrates to the organs of the human body.

CATAUUESIS {Med.) xaT«i/V>?, vociferation.

CATA'XA (Mec/i.) <cc^rulx, raw silk, or silk before it is dyed;
is so called by Aetius and Actuarius.

CAT-CALL (^Il<s.) or Cat-pipe, a harsh sort of pipe that

imitates the noise of a cat.

CATCH (Mar.) a sort of swift sailing vessel, less than a hoy,

, that will ride on any sea whatever.

Catch (Mus.) a humourous vocal composition, in which
the singers catch up each others' sentences, and give to

the words a different sense from that of the original read-

ing.— Catch-club, a nmsical society, who meet together for

, die purpose of singing catches and glees.

CATCHES (Mec/i.) those parts of a clock, &c. which hold

by hooking and catching hold of.

CATCH-FLY (But.) the Lychnis visceria of Linnaeus; a

plant, having grass-like leaves, and a long stalk, terminated

by a cluster of purple flowers. A glutinous liquor exudes
from under the leaves that is almost as clammy as birdlime,

so that ants and other insects which happen to light upon
these places, are fastened to the stalk; whence this plant

has the name of Catch-Fly.

CA'TCHLAXD (Law) grounds of which it is not known to

what parish they belong.

—

Catch-pole, a sheriff's officer.

CA'TCH-VVOUD (Print.) the last word at the end of a
page, and which commences the next.

CATE (Min.) a name sometimes given to the Terra Japon-
nica or Catechu.

CATECHE'SIS (Med.) Kurixi'Ttf, from xxTuxii^, to instruct

by word of mouth ; a term used by Hippocrates to signify

instruction or directing by word or mouth ; whence the

terms to catechize and catechetical.

CA'TECHIST (Ecc.) one who, in the early ages of Christ-

ianity, was appointed to instruct those who were intended

for baptism in the principles of the Christian faith, [vide

Catechumen']

CATECHU' (Bol.) the Areca catechu of Linnaeus.

Catechu (Chem.) or Terra Japonica, a substance obtained,

by decoction and evaporation, from a species of Mimosa,
which abounds in India. It is of a reddish-brown colour,

uniform in texture, brittle and friable, and without smell.

There are two kinds oi catechu : one from Bombay, which

has the lightest colour, and a specific gravity of 1'39 ; and

one from Bengal of the colour of chocolate, and the specific

gravity 1*28.

—

Extractive nf catechu, the catechu washed
repeatedly in powder with water till the fluids cease to

precipitate gelatine.

CATECHU'MEN (Ecc.) x«7-iijj!(V'E>o;, one newly instructed

and prepared to receive the ordinance of baptism, but not

baptized ; a novitiate in Christianity. S. August, Semi, de

Tempor. 1 16, &c. ; Morin. de Poenitent.

CATE'E (Bol.) the same as Acajaiba.

CATEGORE'MATA (Log.) x«Ti.,v.f„>«T«, predicables, or

predicable terms, which answer to appellatives in grammar.
Porphi/r. Isagng.

CATEGOUEMA'TICA vox (Log.) a categorematical word,

or a word which may be predicated, or be the subject of a

proposition by itself, as a man, a horse ; in distinction

from the Syncategorematica vox, or part of the subject,

as all, every, none.

CATEGO'RICAL (Log.) an epithet signifying affirmative

or positive, as a categorical proposition, or a categorical

syllogism, where all the propositions are affirmatives.

CA'TEGORY (Log.) xnTYiyofm , from xar^vps^', to predicate;

a term signifying predicament, rank, or class, into which
Aristotle divides all things logically considered, making
ten of these in number ; namely, substance, quantity,

CAT
quality, relation, action, passion, where, when, situation,

and habit. Aridot. de Categ.

CATEFA {Ant.) a barbed dart, or spear used by the ancient
Gauls.

Virg. JEn. 1. 7, v. 741.

Teutonico ritu soliti tt>rquere cateiis.

Serv. in Virg.; Isidor. Orig. 1. 18, c. 7 ; Lips. Poliorcet.

1. 4, c. 4.

CATEIA'DION (Surg.) ^-y-Tuit^,.,, from y.^.ru. and £.«, a
blade of grass ; a very long instrument which was intro-

duced into the nostrils, in order to provoke an hasmorrhage,
in the cure of the cephalalgia, or head-ach. Aret. De
curat. Morb. diutum. I. 1, c. 1.

CATE'L.'E-VEGON {.Bot.) the Aristolochia oiUvmmxii.
CATELLO'RUINI olium (Med.) from cntulns, a whelp ; olive

oil in which young whelps have been boiled until their flesh

separates from the bones ; to which is added thyme,
marjoram, &c.

CATE'LLUS cincreiis {Chem.) a cupel or test, so called
from its head resembling that of a dog in shape.

CATE'NA (Anat.) a muscle, otherwise called //(!r/n//.s an<i«is.

CA'TENARY (Geom.) from catena, a chain; a curve on a
crooked line formed by a rope when hanging, between
two points of suspension. Sup-
pose a line fixed at the points

A and B, then its weight w
bend it into the curve, A C B,

called the catenary, and if D B
to A B, B 6 parallel to C D, the points, D and d, infinitelv

and d c be parallel to the horizon, C D perpendicular
near to one another, and a be any given quantity, the
property of this curve will be as follow; namely, be : B b ::

a:Ch.
CATE'NULA (Bot.) or Elatnr, vide Springer.

CA'TER (Gam.) four on cards or dice.— Cater-point, the
number four.

—

Catcr-foil, vide Quatrefuil.

CATERER (Polit.) from the French achctcr, to buy; a
purveyor, or provider of victuals and other necessaries, in

the king's household.

CATE'RGI (Polit.) public carriers in the grand seignior's

dominions.

CATERPFLLAR (Ent.) the lana produced from the egg,
and an insect of a moist soft substance without wings,

slow in motion, often with numerous feet, sometimes with

none, and very voracious of its food ; from the larva it passes

by a metamorphosis, or transformation, into the pupa, chr3'-

salis, or nymph ; and, lastly, it becomes the perfect active

insect furnished with antenna:.

Caterpillar (But.) a kind of plant resembling cater-

pillars, which is esteemed for its seed vessels.

CATESB/E'A (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 4 Teirandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cai,. perianth swpermr.—Cor. mono-

petalous ; tube straight; border hro&A.—Stam.Jilameiits

four; anthers oblong.—PisT. germ roundish; .style iiVi-

forni ; stigma simple.

—

Per. berry oval ; seeds many.
Species. The two species are shrubs, as the

—

CatesbiTn

spinosa, seu Erutex spinusus, Lily-Thorn, native of
Providence Island.— Cateabcca parvijiora, seu Rhamnus,
(Src. native of Jamaica.

CATE-VA'LA (Bol) Common Aloe, or the Aloe perfo-
liata of Linnaeus.

CAT-FALL (Mar.) vide Cat.

CA'T-FISH (Lh ) a sea fish in the West Indies, so called

from its round head and large glaring eyes.

C.VT-GUT {Mech ) a name given to the small strings which
are used by dift'erent artificers, but particularly musical

instrument makers for violins, &c. It is made of the intes-

tines of sheep or lambs.

CATHiERESIS (Med.) xcclitt\i(ru, from uipiu, to takeaway;
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the detraction or subtraction of a part of the body by any
evacuation whatever.

CATH.ERE'TICA (Med.) x«««,ptT<««, from i.p.'.^. ; caustics

or reuitdies wliich consume superfluous flesh.

CATHA'IIIANS (Ecg.) or Calliari, Kuixfd, pure ; a title

assumed by tiie Novatians, wlio pretended to a stricter

church discipline than other Cliristians.

CA'THAlllJSTS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics, who were a
branch of tlie ^hulichccs. Aiirrust. Hceres.

CATHA'RMA (MaJ.) K«<fl«p<*«, from jc^dy/fw, to purge; the

excrements purged off from any part of the body.
CATHA'UM.VTA (Anl.) Kxexfu.a.~x, sacrifices to the gods

to turn away a pestilence i a victim, or one devoted to be
a victim for the purpose of expiation. Harpocration

;

He.li/c/iius.

CATHA'RMOS (Med.) xafef/ii;, from Kxfl»if«; purgation by
medicines, or the cure of a disorder by superstitious cere-

monies or sacrifices.

CA'THAUOS (Mfd.) pure or unmixed, as apphed to the
excrements. Fae.i. Qiconom. Hippocrat.

CAT-HAKPIXGS (Mnr.) vide Cn/.

CATHA'RSIS (Med.) n-xiuftnt,, a purgation of the excre-
ments either natural or artificial.

CATHA'RTICA (Med.) Kcctxfr.Kk, from x««a,'f^, cathartics;

purgative, or purging medicines, which are distinguished,

according to their properties, into stimulating, refrigerating,

astringent, emollient, and narcotic. Gnl. Com. 3 in Hip-
pnc. de'Vrnct.; dorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. CEconom . Hippocrat.

CATHARTICU-S Snl (Med.) a name for the Epsom Salts.

— Catharticus Hispaiiiciis Sn/, a purging salt procured
from some springs near Madrid.

CA'T-HEAD (Milt ) a kind of fossil containing nodules
with leaves called catheads, which seem to consist of iron-

stone not unlike that found in the rocks near Whitehaven.
Cat-hi^ad {Mar.) vide Cat.

CATHEAUTO'XPERAS (Oiro,,.) kxS' ixvrl, ^i^cf, the

month in the beginning of which the winter solstice falls;

it is so called by the Macedonians. Gal. Com. in Ilippoc,

Epid. I. 1.

CATHE'DRA (Arclurol.) a term introduced to denote the

pulpit, or the professor's chair ; it originally signified any
chair.

Cathedra (Med.) Kxd^f/i, from xa(ii^o;Aoi, to sit; t\\e anus.

CATHEDRAL (Ecc.) the church of the bishop, and head
of the diocese.

CATHEDRAL-DU'TY (Mas) a term applied to the duty
or service performed by the organist of a cathedral.

CATIIEDRAI.ITII (Ant.) Sedan-men that carry their

masters in chairs.

CATHEDRA' TIC medicines (Med.) from ^«««.pia., to destroy;

medicines which consume carnosities arising in wounds,
as proud flesh, &c.

CATIH'-DRATICUM (Law) cathedratic, a sum of two
shillings paid by the inferior clergy to the bishop.

CATHEMEIU'NA (M<d.) the same as Qiwtidiana Febris.

CATHEMERl'XOS (Med) the same as Amp/iemerinos.

CATHERE'TICS (Med.) the same as Cat/laiiica.

CA'THERINE /)fflr (Hot.) a well-known species of pear.

Catherine wheel (Ilcr.) a sort of wheel, so called from
St. Catherine, who surt'ered martyrdom on such a wheel.

It has been occasionally borne in coat armour, and is to

be found in the arms of the Turners' Conipanv.
Catukkine w/iecl (.-trchit.) a large circular ornament in

the upper compartment of Gothic windows, filled with a
rosette, or radiating divisions.

CATtiEiUNK, .S7. Order of (l/er.) an order instituted by
Catherine, wife of I'eter the (Jreat, for ladies of the fir.-t

quality in the Russian court. The emblems of this order

are a red cross supported by a figure of St. Catherine, and
the motto ProJide el palria.

CA'THERl'LUU'S (Mar.) the same as Cat-harpings.

CAT
CATHESTE'COS (Med.) x««<V),«tf?, from k««i!-,|«,., to esta-

blish or settle ; applied by Hippocrates, in his Aphorisms,
to the age of man, and the season of the j'ear ; also an
epithet for a strict and regular diet, according to Plutarch
in his Precepts of Health.

CA'THETER (Med.) ««fl£T,p, from x.«.(Uwi, to introduce;

an oblong hollow crooked instrument or tube used in dis-

orders incident to the bladder, called by Celsus Fistula.

Gels. 1. 27, c. 6 ; Gal. de Meth. Med. 1. 5, c. .5 ; Paid.
JEginet. 1. 6, c. .59.

CATHE'TERISMUS (Med.) catheterism, the introduction

of the catheter into the bladder. Paul. A-lginet. I. 6, c.59.

CATHETE'RUS (Med.) \\Ae Catheter.

CA'l'HE'Tl (Math.) the two legs of a right angled triangle,

including the right angle.

CATHE'TUS (Geo.) kkSito?, a side, also a perpendicular;

a line of a triangle that falls perpendicularly, the bottom
being called the base, the other leg the hypothenuse.

Catiietus ot incidence (Catop.) a right line drawn from a

point of the object perpendicular to the reflecting line.

—

Catiietus ofrejiection, or of tlie ei/e, a right line drawn from

the eye perpendicular to the reflecting line.

—

Cat/ietiis of
obliquation, a right line drawn perpendicular to the spe-

culum in the point of incidence or reflection.

Cathetus (Archil.) aline supposed directly to traverse the

middle of a cylindrical body, as of a balluster or pillar.

I'itruv. 1. 3, c. 3.

—

Cathelus of an Ionic capital, a line

falling perpendicularly and passing through the centre of

the volute.

CATHI'DRYSIS (Med.) x^«4uir.5, from xkO.V", to place

together ; the reducing of a thing to its proper place.

CATHl'.NHA (Min.) in the Spagirical language, signifies,

1. A subterraneous mineral vein, whence gold and silver

are dug. 2. Concretions in the furnaces of gold and silver.

3. Gold. 4. Spuma Argenti, 5. Soot that adheres to the

walls in burning of brass.

CA'THMIA nVidia (Min.) 1. The cathimia of silver, which
is of the colour of Litharge, i. e. burnt lead. '2. The
spuma auri, ceris, et argenti. There is also the Cathimia
Ferri.

CA'THODOS (Med.) (t««o<5ii«, from «««, downwards ; signi-

fies literally descent, and is applied by Hippocrates to the

blood which forms the menses. E'oes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

CATHOLCEUS (Surg.) xafioAxsic, from «kt« and ot^Kta, to

draw over ; an oblong fillet which came over the whole

bandage of the head, called periscej)astrum, which it held

firm. Gal. dc Fasc.

CAT-HOLES (Mar.) vide Ca<.

CATHOLIC (Ecc.) KuloXt'cix,, an epithet signifying universal,

and applied spiritually to the universal church, which
Christ lias promised to establish on earth. The Romish
church assumes this title to itself as the church which
is to be utiiversally established in time. Euseb. 1. 4

;

August, de Ver. Jietig. c. .5, 6.

—

Catholic faith, the funda-

mental principles of Christianity which are universally

admitted by all bearing the name of Christians.

C.\TiioLic ^Ve (Chcm) a little furnace used for all opera-

tions, except such as are done by a violent fire.

Catholic King (P<dit.) a title belonging to the King of Spain.

CATHOLICI (Polit.) xx(c>,iicc',, magistrates with consular

dignity, who had charge of the revenues in the province*

under Constantino and his successors. Euseb. 1, 8, c. 23 ;

Cajuc. de .fur. Fisc. 1. .5.

CA'ITIO'LICON (Med.) or calholicus, k^6cMkcc, from «:«t«

and <!/>o?, the whole ; a general or universal medicine

formerly supposed to purge ofi'all bad humours.
CA'THOLICS (Ecc.) tlie prelate.'; ])atriarchate of Antiocb

were formerly so called in the time of Justinian,

CA'I'HO'LICUS {Med.) the same as CaMo&o».
CAT-HOOK (Mar.) vide Cat.

CA'THYGUOS (Med.) it»<</yf»j, from *aTu and iyfi*, humid.
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excessively humid ; an epithet applied to the Uterus.

Hipp. sect. 6, aph. 62.

CATHY'PNI.A. {Med.) from uTm?, sleep; a profound sleep.

CATI [Com.) or Calli, 1. A Chinese weight equal to one

pound four ounces. It is the only weight at Japan, and

IS used also at Batavia and other parts of India. 2. A
small weight of three grains used by the Eastern lapidaries

for weighing emeralds.

CA'TIANG [Bot.) the Doliclios cntiaiig of Linmus.
CA'TIAS (Bol.) the same as Anient.

Catias (Surg.) y.'.irixi, from r-x(iy,w:, to introduce : an in-

cision knife used in extracting a dead foetus ; also in open-

ing an abscess in the uterus. Pan/. 1. 6, c. T*.

CATl'LLIA (Com.) a weight of nine ounces.

CATI-MA'RUS (Bol.) the KleiJi/wra Jwspila of Unnxus.
CATI'MIA (Min.) the same as Cadmin.
CATI'XUM-ALU'MEN (Chem.) Pot-ash.

CATrXL'S (Med.) the same as Citpella.—Catinus Jiisorius,

the same as Crucibidum.

CATI'SCHON (Med.) from r.^Ttirxti', to retain ; one who is

costive, or not easily purged. Hippoc. de Epid. 1. 6,

aph. 8.

CATKIN (Bot.) or Catling, the same as Anient; so called

from its resemblance to a cat's tail, [vide Ament]
CA'TLING

{
Surg.) a sort of dismembering knife used in

the cutting off any corrupted member or part of the body.

Catling (Bot.) the same as Catlin.

CA'TLIXGS (But.) the down or moss growing about wal-

nut-trees resembling the hair of a cat.

Catlings (Mus.) small cat-gut strings for musical instru-

ments.

CA'TMA (Min.) filings of gold.

CA'T-MIXT (Bot.) vide Cat.

CA'T-PURGA'RE (Med.) to purge downward.
CATOBLE'CTA (Zool.) animals furnished with civet.

CATOBLE'PAS (Zool.) or Cntoblepon, y.y.rcc3),(-c.,, a wild

beast found in .-Ethiopia, which is fabled to kill like the

basilisk, by its look. Ptin. 1. 8, c. 21.

CATOCATHA'RTICA (Med.) from .c;jt«, downwards, and
Kx6-y.i(u, to purge: medicines which operate by stool, in

distinction from anocathartica, which purge upwards, i. e.

emetics.

CATO'CHE (Med.) Catochus, the same as Cams.
CATOC'HI'TES (Min.) from x.xTiy_a!, to retain ; a stone

found in Corsica, said to attract and retain the hand when
laid upon it. P/in. 1. 37, c. 10.

CA'TOCHUS (Med.) from xxriz'^, to retain; a tetanus or

spasmodic affection, in which the body is rigidly held in an
upright posture.

CATO'DOX (Zool.) from xark, below, and ^JV?, a tooth;

the Spermaceti-Wliale, so called because it has teeth onlj'

in the lower jaw. It is the Ph;jseter Catodon of Linnasus.

CATOECl'DIOS (Med.) „xro,y.,}i^c, an epithet signifying

domestic, familiar, easy to be made or procured; but
applied by Hippocrates to extensions necessary for re-

placing luxated limbs. Hipp, de Articul. ; Foes. CEconom.
Hippoc.

C.ATCE'X.A DI TRILLI ['Mus.) a chain or succession of
short syllables.

CATOMI'SMOS (Surg.) K^ri'«.itr«.i;, from y-xTx, under, and
w«.s!, the shoulder ; a method of reducing a luxated hume-
rus. yEainet.\.fi,c.\U.

CAT-O'-XIXE-TAILS {Mar.) vide Cat.

CATO'PSIS (Med.) from r-KT-o/Ti-o^ai, to see with quickness,
or acuteness ; an acute and quick perception, particularly

that acuteness of the faculties which accompanies the
latter stages of a coiisumption. '

Catopsis (Opt.) vide Catoptrics.

CATO'PTER (Med.) yxrcm^, from y.<y.7x, through, and
oTTo«,a., to see ; the samj as Speculum.

CAT
CATO'PTRICAL CISTULA (Catop.) a machine or appa-

ratus by which small things are represented as large; near
ones, extremely wide ; with other phasnomena. It may
be made in a variety of different ways to represent different

scenes.— Catoptric dial, exhibits objects by reflected rays.—Catoptric telescope, a telescope which exhibits objects by
reflection.

C.\TO'PTRICS, a branch of the science of optics, v.hich

breaks off vL-sion by reflection, [vide Optics']

CATO'PTROMAXCY (Ant.) of x^ro^rrfo^, a speculum, and
u^ianix, divination ; a sort of divination among the Creeks,
by looking in a mirror which was let down by a thread
into a fountain before the temple of Ceres in Achaia. If

they saw a ghastly figure in the glass, it was looked upon
as a sure sign that the sick person on whose account the
ceremony was performed would not recover ; but if the
image looked fresh, they concluded favourably. Apul.
Met.

CATO'PTRON (Catop) y.u7o--fo>, a kind of optic glass.

CATOPYRI'TES (Min.) a kind of precious stone from
Cappadocia. Plin. 1. 37, c. 10.

CATORCHl'TES (Med.) KxTcf/Jr-nc, a sort of wine in which
orchis has been infused. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. i\.

CATORE'TICA (Med.) or catotereticn, the same as Pur-
gantia.

CAT-PEAR (Bot.) vide Cat.

CAT-PIPE (Mus.) the same as Cat-call.

CATRICO'XDA (Bot.) the Coi.x lacrynia of Linnfcus.

CAT'S-ROPE (Mar.) a rope for hauling up the anchor to

the cat-head.

CAT-SILVER (3//«.) a kind of fossil composed of plates,

generall}- plain and parallel, flexible and elastic. It is of
three sorts, the yellow or golden, white or silvery, ai.d

the black.

CAT.S (Mar.) vide Cat -heads.— Castellated Cats, vide Cat.

CAT'S-EYE (Min.) a stone of a glistening grey with a
tinge of green, yellow, or white. It is the Feldspatum
ouelus cati of Linna;us.

CAT'S-FOOT (Bot.) the same as Ale hoof, or Ground Ivi/.

— Cat's-head, a large sort of ajiple.— Cat's-tail. 1. That
which grows in the winter on nut-trees, pine-trees, &c.
2. A kind of reed bearing a spike like the tail of a cat.

—

Cat's-tail grass, a perennial, the Phleum of Linnaeus.

CAT'S-PAW (Mar.) in Yvench J'raicheur, ou petit vent snr

I'eau. 1. A light air of wind perceived at a distance in a
calm, by the impression made on the surface of the sea.

2. A name for a particular turn made in the bight of a
rope, in order to hook a tackle on it.

CA'TTA of Bantam (Com.) thin plates of lead on a string,

200 of which make a sata, value 3*. id,

CA'T-TAIL (Bot.) the same as Catkin.

CATTA'RIA (Bot.) the same as Catarca.

CATTE'E (Com.) a weight in Bantam, equal to 1200| oz.

avoirdupoise; in China, to 16 tail, about 20J oz. avoirdu-

poise; in Japan, to about 2) oz. avoirdupoise ; in Siam, to 26
tail, or 1 5 oz. Lisbon ; in Sumatra, to 29 oz. avoirdupoise.

CA'TTLE (Com.) from chattel and capital, signifies those

quadrupeds which constitute the personal property of a

man, and serve for his domestic use. They are distin-

guished into black cattle, as horses, cows,&c.; horned cattle,

as oxen, sheep, <Src. ; draught cattle, as horses, oxen, &c.
CA'T-THY'^IE (Bot.) the Teucrium marum of Linnaeus,

[vide Cat]

CATTU-GASTU'RI (Bot.) the same as the Hibiscus.—
Cattu-shiragam, a shrub, the seeds of which kill worms.
It is the Conyza of Linnaeus.— Cattu-tirpali, the Piper
Iongum.

CATTY {Com.) vide Cati.

CATU'LLI-POLA {Bot.) the Pancratcum zeylanicum of

Linnaius.
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CATULO'TICA (Med.) y.«.TKXuTi%iL, from kktiOow, to cica-

trize ; medicines lliat cicatrize wounds.

CA'TULUS {Rot.) tlie same as Juhn.

CATU'llUS {Bnt) a genus of plants, Class 22 Dioccia,

Order 3 Triandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. none.

—

Cor. monopetalous ;

divisions owate.—STAM. filaments three; anthers ro\im\-

ish.—PisT. germ villose; stijles three; stigmas acute.

—

Per. capsule roundish ; seed solitary.

Species. The two species are the

—

Calurus spiciflorus, seu

Acalypha, IVatta-Talij, seu Cauda, Sic a shrub, native

of the East Indies.

—

Caturus scandens, native of Cochin-

China.

C.VTURUS is also the name of the Boelsmerin of Linnoeus.

GA'TUS (Zool.) the Felis catus of Linnseus.

CATU-TZIE'RU (But.) the L/wokw of Linnaeus.

CATZU'RUS (Archcrol.) a hunting horse.

CAVA-VE'XA [Anat.) i.e. lioUow vein; the largest vein

in the body, descending from the heart. It is so named

from its hirge cavity; into which, as into a common chan-

nel, all the lesser veins, except the pulmonaris, empty

themselves.

CAV.'E'DIUM {Archi'.) or cava (cdium, the hall in the

midst of a house; or the quadrangle in a college or public

building. Vilriiv. 1. 6, c. S.

CAVA'L.AM [Bat.) a Malabaric plant, the SlercuUa ba-

Inngas of Limiacus.

CAVALCA'DE [Mil.) a pompous procession of horses,

carriages, &c.

TO Cav.'^lcade, to skirmish, as horsemen when they march

and fire one at another by way of diversion.

CAVALCAUOU'R [Mil.) a name for the equerry or master

of the horse at the court of France.

CA^'AEI'ER [Mil.) a horseman so called, from itu,ZxXMu

and caballns, a horse.

Cav.vlier [Man.) one expert in all the arts of horseman-

ship.

Cavalier [Fnr.) a work raised within the body of a place

ten or twelve feet above the other works. But a French

Cavalier, cavalier dc Iranchrc, in the attacks, is an eleva-

tion which the besiegers make, by means of earth, to enfi-

lade the covert-way. .....
CAVALl'ERS {Prjlil.) a name for the royalists m the time

of Charles I. in distinction from the rebels, contemptuously

denominated Round-heads.

CAVA'LLO (Com.) a small brass coin in Italy, worth only

the 24-th part of a penny.

CA'VALRY [Mil.) a body of horse.

CAVA'N (/io^) thesameas (Vyo". ^^ ^ . , ,

Cavan (Com.) a measure, conldinmg fifty Spanish pounds,

used in some of the Pliillipinc islands, especially for mea-

suring rice.
1 ,w 1

CAVA'TICUS {Zn-)l.) an epithet for cockles, or shell-hsli

that breed in holes.

C\V.\TrN'.\ [Mas.) a short air without a second i)art.

CAVA'TION (Archit.) digging away the earth for the

foundation of a building.

CAVATO'RES [Am.) sculptors of gems.

CAVA'ZION [Archil.) vide Cavation.

CAUC.-V'LIS (Bui.) «xi..«Vi;, Rastard Parsley, a plant, so

called from the shape of its flower, which resembles kxv...c,,

a cup ; is eaten as a vegetable, and, according to Dios-

corides, provokes urine. Theophrasl. Ilmt. Plant. 1. 7,

c. 7 ; Dinscor. 1. 2, c. 109 ; PUn. 1. 21, c. 1.5.

Caucalis, in the Linnean si/stcm, a genus of plants. Class 5

Pentandria, Order 2 Di:J:ijnia.
, , ,

Ge.ieric Characters. Cal. Hwir/ KHnrnsvi/ unequal ; umbel

partial unequal ;
involucre universal undivided ; involucre

partial often five; perianth proper five toothed.— CoR.

universal radiate ;
Jlorels of the di:c abortive

;
proper.

CAU
one of the disc, male, small; petals unequal.

—

Stam. in

all the flowers; filaments five; anthers small.—PisT.
germ, of the ray, oblong ; sti/les two ; stigmas two
I'ER.J'ruit ovate oblong ; seeds two.

Species. The species are all annuals except the last.

—

Caucalis grandlflora, seu Ecliinopliora, ^c. Great-flow-

ered Bastard Parsley, native of Europe.-

—

Cauc<dis dau-

coides, seu Cunium, Sfc. seu Echinnphora, ffc. Carrot-

leaved Bastard Parsley, native of Germany.

—

Caucalis

latifolia, 2'ordijlum, Caucalis arvensis, Lappnla, Sfc.

Broad leaved Bastard Parsley, native of Germany.

—

Caucalis Maurilanica, Barbary Bastard Parsley, native

of Mauritania.

—

Caucalis pumila, Sfc. Daucus, Lnppula,

cSr. seu Daucalus, &ic. native of Europe

—

Caucalii Afri-

cana, native of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Caucalis Itp-

tnphylla, seu Lappula, Fine-leaved Bastard Parsley,

native of Germany.

—

Caucalis platycarpos, Lappula, SfC.

seu Echinophora, native of Gaul.— Caucalis arvensis, Sfc.

Corn Bastard Parsley, native of Germany.— Caucalis

aidhriscus, seu Tordi/lium, S)-c. Hedge Bastard Parsley,

native of Europe.— Caucalis Japunica, ffc. native of

.lapan.— Caucalis nodosa, S,-c. Tordi/lium, seu Torilis

nodosa, S)C. Knotted Bastard Parsley, native of Carniola.

•

—

Caucalis macrocarpos, native of Morocco.

—

Caucalis

Oricntalis, Eastern Bastard Parsley, a biennial. J.Bauh.

Hist. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park.

Theat. Botan. ; Raii Hist. Plant. ; Tournrf. Indit. ;

Linn. Spec. Plant. ; S;c,

Cauc.\lis is also the Cunium Africanum of Linnaeus.

CAUCALO'IDES (Med.) Y.a.„\.^XoHh',, the patella, so called

from its supposed similitude to the flower of the Caucus.

CAUCAKBARDI'TES (Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the

sixth century, followers of Severus. I^icephor. 1. 18, c. 49;

Baron. Annul. Ann. 535.

CAU'CA (Ant.) cancan, or caucium, xkvx.:k, a drinking

goblet of wood. Hieron. in Jovin. 1.2; Spart. in Piscen.

c. 10.

CAU'CON [Bol.) the herb Horse-tail.

CA'UDA [.4stron.) the Latin name for tail, is affixed to the

names of several constellations, to denote certain stars in

their tails, as

—

Cauda Capricorni, a star in the tail of

Capricorn, marked -/ by Bayer

—

Cauda Ceti, in the tail of

Cetus, marked /i.— Cauda Cj/gni, marked x.^Cauda licl-

phini, marked s.

—

Cauda Draconis [vide Dragon's tail}.—

Cauda Leonis, the same as /3 Leo.

—

Cauda Urna Majoris,

marked n.— Cauda Ursa Minoris, marked «.

Cauda (But.) vide Tail.— Cauda equina, the same as Etjiti-

sctiim.—Cauda muris, a species of Ranunculus.— Cauda

porcina, the same as Peucedanum.

Cauda Vulpis rubicundi (Min.) Red-Lead.
Cauda I'erra (Law) a land's end, or the bottom of a ridge

in arable land.

CATJD.VL (Ich.) an epithet for the fin of a fish which forms

its tail, [vide Ichtliiiologij']

CAliDA'TIO (Med.) from cauda, a tail ; an elongation of

the clitoris.

CAU'DEBEC (Com.) a sort of hats (so called from Caudebec,

a town in Normandy, wlure they are principally manufac--

tured) made of lambs' wool, the hair or down of ostriches,

or camel's hair.

CAU'DEX (Bol.) the trunk or stem of a tree, that part of

a tree or shrub between the root and branches. Theo-

phra.st. Hist. Plant. 1. I, c. 2.

According to Linna?us, the stem is cither descending, eott-

dcx descendens, which terminates in roots ; or ascending,

caudex asccndens, which rises into branches and leaves.

Linn. Phil. Botan.

CAUDIVE'RBERA (Zool.) a species of Lnrcr/n.

CAU'DLE (Med.) a drink made of milk, ale, wine, eggs,

sugar, and spice.
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CA'VEA (Ant.) the place in the amphitheatre «here the

wild beasts were kept ; frequently, however, the word is

applied to the middle, or arena ; and sometimes to the

whole interior. P/iii. 1. 8, c. IT; Vnphc. in I'rob. c. 19;
Tcrtnll. contra Mare. I. 1, c. 27; Atnminn. 1. 'i9; Claud, in

Com. Slilich. 1. 2, v. 322 ; Salinas, in Vopisc.

CaveA {Palm.) a hollow in the palm of the hand, in which

is a triangle formed by three principal lines— the Cardiac,

Cephalic, and Hepatic.

CA'VEAT {Laiv) a kind of process to stop the institution

of a clerk to a benefice, or the probate of a will.

CA'\ EATING (Fenc.) a motion whereby a person, in an

instant, brings his sword which was presented to one side

of his adversary to the opposite side.

CA'VEDOC (Ciini.) two Persian measures, the first of which
is oiie inch longer than an English yard; the other, which

is the shortest, is three-fourths of the longest.

CAVE'RNA {Aunt.) a cavern: applied to the fema]e piirlenda.

CAVERNO'SA COKP()R.\ {Anai.) two cavernous bodies

which principally compose the penif:.—Cavernosa clitoris,

two nervous or spongy bodies, like those of the penis.—
C-avernostim corpus urethra, a third spongeous body of the

penis.

CA'VERS (3//«.) a name among miners for those who steal

ore from the'mines.

CAVE'SON [Man.) a sort of nose-band, either of iron,

leather, or wood, fastened round the nose of a horse, to

forward the suppling and breaking of the horse.

CAVE'TTO {Arch.) an Italian word, from A
the Latin cavus, hollow; signifying a con-

cave moulding, the curvature of whose
section does not esceed the quadrant of a

circle, as A B in the annexed figure. It

is the reverse of the ovolo, or quarter-

round, and is sometimes used in cornices, pedestals, and
tlie like.

CAUF [Com.) a chest with holes at the top, to keep fish

alive in the water.

CA'V'I.\ (Zool.) a genus of animals, Class Mammalia, Order
(Hires.

Generic Character. Foreteeth two-wedged. — Grinders
e\ght.— Tail short or none.

—

Clavicles none.

Species. The principal species are the— Cttvia Paca,
Spotted Cavy.

—

Cavia aguti. Long-nosed Cavy.

—

Cavia
Cobaga, Guinea Pig.— Cavia ^lagellanica, Fatagonian
Cavy.— Cavia Capybari, River Cavy.

CA'VLli (.J«<.) the part of the sacrifice next the tail. Fest.

dc Verb. Signiy.

CAVIA'R {Com.) Career, or Caviary, the spawn or hard
roes of Sturgeon, made into small cakes an inch thick and
of a hand's breadth. These are salted and dried in the

sun, and in that state are sold as an eatable in Italy and
Russia, where they are held in great esteem.

CAVIA'RES HOStLE (Ant.) parts of beasts next the tail,

to be offered every year for the college of priests.

CAVrCULA {Anat.) or Cavi/la, tiie ancle.

CA'VIL {Rhet.) vide Cavillation.

CAVILLA'TION {Rhet.) or Cavilling, the advancing a
false argument, knowing it to be fallacious, merely for the

sake of obtaining a victory ; whence cax'il, the false argu-
ment itself

CA'VIN {Mil.) a natural hollow sufficiently capacious to

lodge a body of troops and tacilitate their approach to a

place, 1

Cavin {Fort.) French for a hollow way which runs round
the works of a fortified place and answers the purpose of a
trench.

CA'VITAS IXXOMINATA (Anat.) from cavus, a hollow
cavity at the anterior or upper part of the anti-helex.

CA'VITAS (Anat.) any large hollow places in the body

CAU
which form or contain some essential part. They are
either

—

Great Cavities, as the head, chest, 61.C. ; or less, as
the ventricles of the heart, brain, &c.

CAUK {Mill.) a coarse talcy spar, the Barytes vulgaris of
LinnEEUs.

CA'UKER {Vet.) the bending or turning up of the heels of
the shoes of horses, which serves to prevent them from
slipping.

CA'UKING (Archit.) the art of dovetailing across.

CAUL {Anat.) the vulgar name for the o?Hc»i»)H.

CAULCEIS {Lazi) ways cased with flints, &c. Stat. G. H. 6.

CAU'LDROX {Mech.) a large kind of boiling vessel.

C.'^ULE'DON {Surg.) from i-.kmc;, a stalk, because it is in

the shape of a stalk ; a species of fracture when the bone
is broken transversely, so as not to cohere.

CAULE'SCEXT {Bot.) an epithet for a plant, planta cau-
lescens, having a stem different from that which produces
the flower, it is opposed to acaulis, or steniless. Linn.
Phil. Bolan.

CA'L'LIAS (Bot.) r.x.\i>.M,, an epithet for that juice of the

Silphium which flows from the stalk, in distinction from
that which flows from the root, and is called ?.^'a?.

CAULl'COLE [Archit.) caidicula, from caulis, a stalk; i\

name for the eight small stalks between each of the two
rows of leaves in the Corinthian capital. Vitruv. 1. 4, c. 1

.

CAULI'FEROUS PLANTS (Bo/.) from cfl«fc, astalk, and
fcro, to bear; an epithet for plants which have a true
caulis or stalk.

CA'ULIFLOWER (Bi.t.) the finest sort of cabbage; a va-

riety of the Brassica dleracea of Linnaeus.

CAULIFO'RMIS [But ) stemlike, an epithet for that part

of plants which penetrates under the soil.

CA'ULINE {Bot.) an epithet for a \faf: Julium canlinum, a

leaf which is attached inmiediately to the stem.

CA'ULIS {Bot.) from the Greek kkv>.U, which signifies

the stem of a tree, is called in Latin truncus, and in English
trunl; ; but it is now commonly applied to the stalk or

herbaceous stem which lasts but one or two years, [vide

Stalk, Stem'\

CAULK {Mar.) vide Calk.

CAULO'DES (Bot.) xuvAo^a^.^, a kind of broad-leaved Cole-
wort.

CAULO'TON [Bot.) an epithet for the Beta, Beet.

CA'ULPES (Laxv) vide Coupes.

CA'U^IA (Med.) r-j.^f/.x, from xxiu, to burn ; any violent

heat.

C.A'UXGA (Bot.) another name for the ^«fa.
CA'UNL-E (Bot.) a kind of figs, so called because they

were brought from Caunus, a sea-town of Caria. Pli,t

1. 15, c. 19.

CA'UPES {Law) or Cape', any gift given by a man to his

patrons during his own lifetime.

CA'UPONATE [Archceol.) from caupo, to keep ; a victual-

ling house.

CAURCI'NES [Com.) Caursini, Italians who came into

England about the year 123.5, calling themselves Pope's
merchants. They derive their name, according to Cowel,
from Cavisum Cavisi, a town in Lombardy, where they
first practised the arts of usury and extortion. Mat.
Paris. 4-03.

CAU'SA matrimoniiprcdocuti [Law) a writ w herein a woman
gives lands in fee simple to a man that he should marry her,

and he refuses so to do within a reasonable time.

CW'S.^.\^ propositions {.Log.) propositions connected toge-

ther by a causal conjunction, as because, as, since, <S.c.

CAU'SALTY {Min.) the earth or stony matter separated

from the tin ore in the stamping mill.

CA'USAM nobis significes {Lan-) a writ directed to a mayor
of a town on delay of the performance of his duty, requir-

ing him to show cause why he so delays it.
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CAUSA'RII niililes(Mil.) invalids, or soldiers who were dis-

missed because they were sick or maimed. Liv. 1. 6, c. G.

CAUSE (P/i//-) wliatever produces an effect, or that by which

any thing is caused to happen. Causes are distinguislied

into— l{//u-ic lit cause, the only true and proper cause of

any thing, in distinction from a secondary cause, or that

which is subservient to another cause. In this sense God
is the only elficient cause, or the first cause, to which all

other causes are secondary.

—

Necessary cause, that whicli

is concerned in producing an effect, not by the will of any

agent, hut by a necessary law of nature, as the sun emit-

ting its rays, or a spring its waters. This may be other-

wise termed a nalurnl cause.—Equivocal cause, that which

is of a different kind and denomination from its effect.

—

Accidental cause, that which produces eifects incidentally ;

as, for the sun to kill any person by the force of its rays.

Cause [Lag.) the end for which a thing is. The Final cause

is that winch is the direct end or motive for an action, &c.

Cause (Med.) that by which any disease is produced: this

is called eitlier remote or proximate; the

—

Remote, predis-

ponent, or antecedent cause, called by the Greeks sTpor/K/Aim,

is that which changes the body in such a manner as to dis-

pose it for the reception of disease upon the accession of

another cause: this consists principally in temperament,

plethora, and cacochymy.

—

Proximate cause, otherwise

called the procatarctic cause, and by the Greeks the a-fo^ao-r;,

is that cause the accession of which to the remote cause ex-

cites, and in conjunction with it forms, the disease. Proxi-

mate causes are either external or internal, and by Boer-

haave are reduced to four classes ; namely, the ingesta, or

things entering the body ; gesta, things done, as affections

of the mind, exercise, tiic; things retained or excreted;

and lastly, things applied to the body, as air, vapour, &c.

CA'USEWAY (A/cc/( ) or causey, in French c/iaussi-e, from

the Latin calcelum, a pathway made of stones and rubbish,

signifies any path raised above the level of the ground that

is near it, and paved with stones or gravel.

CA'USIA (Ant.) kccvitm, a hat worn by the kings of Mace-

donia.

Poll. I. 10, c. 31 ; Plut. in Dcmet.; Plant. Mil. Glor. act!-,

seen. 2, v. \.

Facito ut venias hue oninlns ornatu naucXcrico,

Ciiusitim habcaa Jerrugiiteam.

CAUSI'DICI (Law) cuusides, lawyers, or pleaders of causes.

CA'USIS (Med.) xauo-i;, from x«i«, to burn; another name for

Amhusta.
CAUS()'DES/cAr?'s (Med.) a burning fever.

C AUSO'MA (Med.) from ic«i'«, to burn ; a burning heat and

inflammation. Gorr. Dcf. Med.

CA'USTIC {Chem.) an epithet for potash, from its corrosive

quality.

Caustic sto}ie (SSurg.) a caustic composition.

Caustic c»/-w (Geom.) a curve formed by the concourse or

coincidence of the rays of light reflected or refracted from

some other curve. The former is called the catacaustic

curve, and the latter the diacaustic. [vide Catacaustic, cSc]

Caustic Barlej/ {Hot.) the seeds of the Cevadilla Hispa-

norum ; so called from their caustic quality.

CA'USTIC.A (Med.) from x^w, to burn ; caustics, so called

because when applied to any live part of the body they

burn it to a hard crust, or eschar : for this reason they are

also called escharotic medicines.

CAU'STICU.M Amcricanum (Med.) the same as Cevadilla.—
Causticum commune fortius, is made by adding five pounds

four ounces of ((uick lime to water of pure kali sixteen

pounds.— Causticum luiiare, the nitrate of silver, is used

by surgeons when melted and cast into cylindrical pieces

about the size of common slate pencils.— Causticum opia-

tum, opiated caustic.

CA'USUS (Med.) K«5(r«5, from mi'<", to burn ; a burning fever,

CEA '

one of the continual kind, attended with a burning heat,

and most intense thirst.

CAUTE'LA (Arclueol.) a cautel, caution, or security.

CA'UTEU (Surg.) xMVTv.f, from r-xiai, to burn; a scoring iron

to burn a sore with. Veget. 1. 2, c. 6.

CAIITEUISA'TIO (Med.) from ^«i;r,f,«^»,, cauterizing.

CAlJTE'llIUM (Med.) from r-^U', to burn; a cautery, or

whatever is applied to any live part of the body for the pur-

pose of burning it to a crust. Cauteries are actual, as ac-

tual (ire, -dnd potential, i. e. those which have the power of

consuming gradually, as Quick-lime, Hutter of Antimony,
Oil of Vitriol, &c.— Silver Cautery, a cautery made of

silver, which is accounted the best of the potential kind.

CA'UTING iron (Jet.) an iron used to sear or burn the

parts of a horse that require it.

CA'UTION (Cus.) a sum of money paid on matriculation at

the university, by way of caution, or security.

Caution (Mil.) an explanatory address to the soldiers pre-

vious to giving the word of command, that they may the

better execute the movement required of them.

CAUTIO'XE admittenda (Law) a writ lying against a bishop

who holds an excommunicated person in prison for contempt.

CA'UTIONEH (Law) a person in the Scotch law who be-

comes bound for another to the performance of any deed

or obligation.

CA'VY (Com.) vide Caviar.

CA'WK-STONE (Min.) a kind of mineral, akin to the white

milky mineral juice of lead-mines.

CA'WKINC; time (Falcon.) the pairing time of hawks.

CA'X.A (Com.) another name for Caslt.

CA'YA (Law) a key or water-lock.

CAYA'GIUINI (Law) a toll or duty paid at keys or wharfs

upon the landing of goods.

CAY'ENNITES (Ecc.) vide Cainitcs.

CAY'ENNE (Dot.) or Cayenne Pepper, a powder prepared

from several species of the capsicum, but particularly the

capsicum minimum, or Bird Pepper, which is the hottest of

all. In this state it was originally imported from Cayenne,

a town on the coast of Guayana, from which it took its

names. It is now brought from both the Indies, and some-

times the pods are imported in an unprepared state.

CAYiMA'KES (ZooL) the West Indian crocodile or alligator.

CAYUTA'NA luzonis (Bot.) another name for the Fagara

Major.
CAZA'BI (Bot.) the same as Cassada,

C.V'ZEMATE (Fort.) vide Casemate.

CA'ZERN (Fort.) vide Casern.

CA'ZIMI (Astrol.) the centre of the sun. A planet is said

to be in cazimi when it is not above 70 degrees distant from

the body of the sun.

CEANCVtnOS (Bot.) the same as the Carduus.

CEANO'THUS (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pcntandria, i

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved ; border '

five-parted.

—

CoR.petalsfi\e.—Stam.Jilameuts five; an-

thers roundish.—Pisx. ^frm superior; style cylindric;

stigma obtuse.

—

Pek. berru dry ; seeds solitary. !

Species. The species are shrubs, as

—

Ceanothus ameri-

canus, Celastrus, seu Evonymus,S;c. American Ceanothus,

or New Jersey tea, native of Virginia.— Ceanothus ma-

crncarpus, native of New Spain.— Ceanothus asiaticus,^

seu Grossularia, Asiatic Ceanothus, a shrub, native ot

Ceylon.

—

Ceanothus africanus, seu Ceta.tlrus, seu l>i-

cindes, S)-c. native of' .^lithiopia.— Ceanothus capsuliiris,

native of Otaheite.— Ceanothus micropliyllus, small-

leaved Ceanothus, native of North America.— Cihho-

thus laniger, woolly Ceanothus, native of New Holland.

— Ceanothus nitidus, glossy Ceanothus, native of New

WoWaniX.— Ceanothus globulosus, Kound-headed Ceano-

thus, native of New HoWanA.— Ceanothus reclinaius,
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sen liliammis, native of Jamaica.— Ccanolhus circum-

sclsxiis, seu lihatnnus circumscissus, native of tlie East

Indies.

CE.A.'FEUILDE (Archceol.) from the Saxon ceap, cattle, and

Tilb, a yielding; a yielding of cattle.

CE'BELL (iUH4.) a species of air which was frequent in the

time of Charles II.

CEBI Galtimc [Couk.) the broiled liver of a hen. Castcll.

Lex Med.
CEBIPl'HA BriiKilicnsihus (Bot.) a tree growing in Brazil,

the bark of which is bitter and astringent.

CE'BRIS (Eiit.) a division of the genus Cryptocephalus of

Linnaeus, having the lip entire, and palpigerous at the tip.

CE'BUS CAnol.) a sort of monkey.

CE'CIS {Bot.) xiy-iii, from r.tixLu, to spring, because it springs

suddenly from the oak. A gall of the oak.

C. CLIFF (Miis.) is so called because it gives to the two notes

on the same line with itself, the letter C standing for their

local name.

CECllO'PIA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 22 Dioecia,

Order 2 Diandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. spathe ovate.— Con. none, un-

less the scales be called nectaries.

—

StAM.Jilanients two;

anlliers oblong.— PisT. jrerms many ; rfy/fs solitary ; stig-

mas lacerated.

—

Per. I)crrij one-celled; seed oblong.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Cecropia peltata,

seu Coi/otapalus, Ficus, Yfirunici, S;c. seu Ambaiba, S^x.

Trumpet-tree, or Snake-wood, native of Jamaica.— Ce-

cropia palmata, seu Ambayba, native of Brazil.— Ce-

cropia coHColor, native of Brazil.

CECRY'PHALOS (Anat.) xiycfvpakof, from xfu^rra, to hide,

signifies properly a net in which women confined their hair

;

but it is applied to one of the stomachs of ruminating

animals.

CE'DAU (Bot.) a well-known evergreen of Mount Libanus,

the Pinu<s cedrus of Linnaeus. It is very like the juniper

in its appearance, as also in its heating and astringent qua-

lity. The timber of the cedar is said never to decay ; for

which reason it is used in the building of ships and roofs.

It also produces an oil or juice, with which books were
anointed to preserve them from being worm-eaten ; whence
the Carmiria cedro linenda of Horace, and cedro digna

of Persius, for things worthy of immortality. There are

other trees bearing this name, as—Barbadoes Cedar, the

Cedrela odorata.—Bermudas Cedar, the Juniperus Bermu-
diana.—Carolina Cedar, the Juniperus Virginiana.—Ja-

maica Cedar, the Abroma,—Lycian and Phtenician Cedar,
the Juniperus Lycia et Phoenicia.—White Cedar, the Cu-
pressus thyuides.

CEDI'LLA (Gram.) a mark thus ( ?) which is put under the

French 9, to give it the sound of s.

CE'DMA (Med.) from ta^xu, to disperse; the same as Pu-
dendagra.

CE'DMATA (Med.) xi^/juxtx, inveterate defluxions of hu-

mours on the joints, especially that at the hip.

CE'DllA e.'>.<<entia de (Nat.) the same as Bcrgamotle.

CEDRA'TUS (Ant.) cedrated ; i. e. anointed with the oil of

cedar trees.

CEDRE'LA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Cla.ss 5 Pentandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth monophyllous.—CoR.

funnel-form; tube bellied below ; petals obtuse.

—

Stam.
Jilaments fi\e; anthers oblong.—Pi.sT. rercyrfoc/e proper,

five-cornered; germ globular; style cylindric ; stigina

headed.

—

Per. capsule superior ; seeds numerous ; recep-

tacle woody.
Species. The only species is

—

Cedrela odorata, seu Bar-
badensium, Barbadoes Bastard Cedar, a .shrub, native of

South America.
Cedrela is also the Sweetenia of Linnaeus.
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CEDRELA'TE (Dot.) according to Bcllonius, from xs'4°«>

the Cedar, and syaTu, the Fir-Tree ; a species of cedar
which is said to exceed all other trees in size. Plin. 1. '2i,

C.5.

CE'DRIA (Bot.) xi^fice, from xtTfo;, the pitch and resin of
the great cedar tree. Dioscnr. 1. 1, c. 105; Plin. 1. 2+,
c. 5 ; Schot. in Nicnnd. Theriac.

CEDKI'NUM (Chcm.) a name for the composition of wax
and resin used for ships.

Cedrinum vinuni (Med.) xiS'^mc, oino;. Cedar wine. It is heat-
ing, diuretic, and gently astringent. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 15.

CE'DRIS (Bot.) xsJpis, the i'ruit of the great cedar, which,
according to Dioscorides, is heating and prejudicial to the
stomach. Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 105 ; Plin. 1. 24, c. 5.

CEDRI'TES (Bot.) xsJftVij?, a wine in which the resin, dis-

tilled from cedar trees, has been steeped. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 47.

CE'DRIUM (Bot.) y-i^'", the pitch and resin of the great

cedar tree with which book.s and other things were anointed,

to preserve them from moths, worms, and rottenness.

Bodies were also embalmed in Egypt with this juice.

Theoph. Hist. Plant. 1. 4, c. 2; J'ilruv.'l. 2, c. 9; Plin. 1. 16,

c. 11.

CE'DRO (Bot.) the Citron-tree.

CEDRO'xMELA (Bot.) the fruit of the Citron-tree.

CEDRONE'LLA (Bot.) the Dracoccphalum Canariense of
Linna;us.

CEDRO'STIS (Bot.) from gi^"'? because it smells like cedar;,

the Bigonia alba of Linnoeus. I'lin. 1. 23, c. 1.

CEUROTA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 8 Octandria,
Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved ; parts ovate.—Cor. none.

—

Stam. Jilamc7its eight; anthers roundish.

—Pi ST. germ superior ; style short ; stigma obtuse.

Species. The two species are the

—

Cedrota longifolia, seu
Anil/a, Sfc. a shrub, native of Guiana.

—

Cedrota guiancu-
sis, seu Aniba, Sfc. a tree, native of Guiana.

CE'DRUS (Bot.) x%?, the Cedar-tree; so called from Kc-
dron, a valley, where it grew in great abundance. It is

the Pinus cedrus of Linna}us. This tree is remarkable for

the durability of its wood, and tiie oil or resin which it

yields, called cedria or cedrinm. [vide Cedar, Cedria, and
Cedriumi It is also the Cedrela odorata.— Cedrus cuprcs-

sus, the Juniperus Lycia.— Cedrus Americana, the same as

Tha.— Cedrus baccijera Sabina, the Juniperus Sabina.

CE'DUE (Chem.) the air.

CE'DUOUS (Bot.) from c(vdo, to cut or lop trees ; an epi-

thet applied to trees which used to be cut or lopped.

CEGI'NUS (Astron.) a name sometimes given to a star, in

the left shoulder of BoiJtes, which is marked y by Bayer.
CE'IBA (Bot.) the same as the Bombax.
CE'ILING (Mar.) in French vaigres or vaigrage, the inside

planks of ships.

Ceiling (Archit.) from ccelum, the sky; the inside of the
roof or top of an apartment, in distinction from the surface
of a floor. Ceilings are either flat or coved.

—

Flat ceiliu<'s

are adorned with large compartments, foliages, or figures,

which arc formed by raising mouldings on the surface, or
by depressing the panels within a moulded inclosure.

The compartments in octagon ceilings are called coffers,

and the mode of making such compartments is called co/-

fering.—Cored ceilings are sometimes concave round the
margin, and flat in the middle, or otherwise thev are
vaulted. When a ceiling is made on the under side of the

rafters of a roof, it is said to be camp-ceiled.

Ceiling (Carpent.) a term denoting the lath and plaster at

the top of a room, or on the under side of common or ceil-

ing joists ; also the joisting, ribbing, or bracketting, for

supporting the lath and plaster of the upper surthce or

ceiling of a room.

—

Ceiling-Jloor, the joisting and ceiling

supported by the beams of the roof.

—

Ceiling-joists, small
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beams, which are either mortised into the sides of the

binding joists, with pulley mortises, or notched upon, and

nailed up to, the under sides of the joists.

CEI'XTRE (Arc/lie.) French for a wooden arch to build

vaults on.

CEl'NTUllE (Archil.) French for the ring or circle which

goes round the top or base of a column.

Ceinture wililaire (Mil.) French for a broad leathern belt

worn rounti the waist.

CE'lRIiE (Mi-il) KUfi:-, flat worms.

CELANDINE {P,ol.) a perennial, the C/ieledonum of Lin-

naeus.

CE'LA'KENT {Log.) a syllogism, in the first figure, having

the second proposition a universal affirmative, and the

other two universal negatives, as

C e No animals are devoid of sense.

L a All men are animals : ergo

U c NT No men are devoid of sense.

CELA'STRUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Penlandrin,

Order I Monugynia.

Generic: Characters. Cal. perianth one-leafed ; divisions

obtuse.

—

Cor. petals five.

—

Stam. filaments five ; an-

thers very small.

—

Pist. germ very small ; style subu-

late; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. co/jWe coloured ; seeds few.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the— Celastriis Ji/i-

Jin-mis, seu inennis, S(c. Filiform Branch Staff Tree, na-

tive of the Cape of Good Ho|)c.

—

Cclastnis scandens, ecu

iiiermis, SfC. seu pnnctatus, cS'C. seu Evnnymoides, SfC.

seu Frule.v, Climbing Staff Tree, native of Canada.

Celastrus paniculalus, seu inermis, S)C. native of the East
|

Indies.— Celastrus procumbens, <.Sc. Procumbent Stalf

Tree, a shrub, native of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Celastrus acuminatus, S^-c. Acuminate-leaved Staff Tree, I

native of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Celastrus cas.si-
\

noides, S;c. Crenated Staff Tree, native of the Cana-

ries.— Celastrus sirialus, native of .Japan Celastrus

Cfrnuus, native of the Cape of Good \\a\ic.— Celastrus

undatus, native of the Cape of Good Wo'^c— Celastrus

cdidis, seu Catha edulis, native of Arabia Felix.

—

Celastrus crenatus, S,-c. Notch-leaved Stalf Tree, native

of the Marqueses islands.

—

Celastrus dilalntus, seu En-

vonymnides, SfC. native of .Tapan.— Ce/a.vicKi- myrlifoUis,

8^0. Myrtle-leaved Staff Tree, native of Virginia.— Ce-

lastrus Mni/lenus, seu Maytenus, &;c. native of Chili—
^^

Celastrus alatus. Wing-branched Staff Tree, native of

Japan.

—

Celastrus linearis, seu spinosus, &;c. Linear-

leaved Staff Tree, native of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Celastrus inlegrifolins, seu spinosns, S^r. Entire-leaved

Staff Tree, native of the Cape of Good Hope.— CV/n.s-

trus emarginalus. seu Kattanchi Mullu, native of the

East ImVif-s.— Celastrus phyllacanthus, SfC. native of Se-

negal.— Celastrus bu.iif<iliHS, seu Lycium, Box-leaved

Staff Tree, native of JEthio[>\a.— Celastrus pyracanthus,

sea Lycium, SfC. native of .'Ethiopia.

—

Celastrus lucidus,

seu liuonymus. Shining Staff Tree, or Small Hottentot

Cherry.— Celastrus august;f.lius. Narrow-leaved Staff

Tree, "native of the Isle of Bourbon.

Celastrus is also the Cassiiie Capensis.

CE'LATUKE [Mech.) the art of engraving or cutting in

metals.

CELA'TUS aer (Chem.) air stagnating in wells or close

buildings, neither warmed by the sun, nor agitated by the

wind.

CELDRA {Com.) a measure among the Scotch, called by

them a chalder; whence our chaldron of Scotch or New-

castle coals.

CE'LE {Med.) Ka>!, from KO.ic, to swell out ; a hrrma or

rupture of any kind.

CE'LERES {Ant.) a body of .300 men, chosen by Romulus
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to defend him and execute his commands ; they were so

called from their quickness of dispatch, from xs^/ic, a horse-

man, or from Celer, the slayer of Remus. Dionys. Antiq.

1.2; Fest. de Verb. Signif. ; Serv. in /?'«. I. 9, v. STO;
Siaon. de Antiq. Jur. Civ. Roman. I. 2, c. 3 ; Panvin. de
Civil. Roman, c. 3 ; Ursal. de Not. liom. apud Grcev. The'
snur. Antiq, tom. xi, p. 60].

CE'LEUI {Bot.) or celery, the JKpium dulce.

CELE'RIAC {Bot.) or turnip rooted celery, a species of
parsley.

CVj\j\:Ai\\.l'Sll descensus linea (Math.) the curve of swiftest

descent of a natural body.
CELE'RITY {Phy.) an affection of motion by which any

moveable body runs through a given space in a given

time.

CELE'STIAL [Astron.) an epithet for what appertains

to the heavens, as the celestial sphere, the celestial globe,

and the like.

CELE'STINE (Min.) a species of the Strontian salts.

CELE'STINES {Ecc.) an order of monks, founded by one

Peter, a Sanmite, who was afterwards pope, by the name
of Celestin V.

CELEUS'MA [Ant.) xtuvrfj^c-, a shout of encouragement,
which mariners make to one another whilst they are

engaged in any work, similar to " Ho up," and such like

words, used among sailors in modern times.

Mart. 1.4, ep. 64, v. 21.

Serv. in JEn. I. S ; Gloss. Cyrill. ; Gyrald. de Navig. c. 16j
Bvd. in Pandect, p. 106 ; 'Schrf. de Mil. Nav. I. 3, c. L

CELE'USTES {Ant.) he who shouted the celeusma to the

mariners, [vide Celeusma']

CE'LIA {Ant.) a kind of ale formerly made in Spain. PUn.
I. 22, c. 25.

CE'LL\C (Med.) vide CnUac.
CELIBA'RIS hasta {Ant.) a spear with which new married

women had their hair trussed up. Fest. de I'erb. Signific.

CELI'COLI {Ecc.) vagabonds condemned by the Emperor
Honorius, as heathens and heretics, A. D. 408. Baron.
Aiinal. .inn. 408.

CELIDO'GRAPHY {Astron.) a description of the spots in

the sun.

CELrFOLI {Dot.) Ihe s^amc as Ccelifolium.

CE'LIS {Med.) x.yi?\if, a spot or any mark upon the skin.

CE'LL {.-Irchil.) in Latin cclla, from eelo, to conceal ; signi-

fies generally any place in which things, cclnntur, may be

concealed or kept ajiart. It is particularly applied to the

smaller and more private apartments of a prison, or those

of a monastery.

CE'LLA {Ant.) 1. A cellar or storehouse in which things were

laid up ; as cclla vinaria, a wine-vault or cellar ; cclla po-

ninria, an apple loft; cclla promptuarin, a pantry; cclla

penuaria, a garner or storehouse. PLiut. Amph. act \,

seen. 1; (Uito de Re Rust. c. 13; Vitruv. 1. 1, c. 4 ; Colu-

vhl. I. 1 , c. G ; Pallad. I. 1 , c. 2 ; Teifull. de Resurrect, c. 27.

2. The chamber underground where the slaves or domestics

slept. Cicer. .-Inlon. 2, c. 27 ; I'arr. de Re Rustic. I. 1, c. 13 ;

Vitruv. I. 6, c. 10; Hence, de Trnnquill. c. 8 ; Plin. I. .^6,

c. 2 ; Suet, in Cal. c. SI, &c. 3. A private chapel in a

temple, or what is now called the chancel of a church, as

the cella Jovis. Liu. 1. 36, c. 41 ; Val. Max. 1. S, c. 15;

Aul. Gell. I. 7, c. 1. 4. A private apartment in a bath,

which was distinguished as tlie bahunnn, into caldaria,

.frigidaria, and tcpidaria. 5. A stew or brothel, the doors

of which were marked with the name of the prostitutes,

whence it is called by Martial inscripta cella. ,/uven. sat, 6,

V. 121; Mart. 1. 11, ep. 46.

CliLLS {Bot.) Loculamenta, the partitions or hollow placet

in the pericarp, i. e. in the husk or pod of plants, in which
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the seeds are lodged. According to the number of these

cells perianths are called one-celled, t-.i'O-celled, &c.

Cells (Annt.) little bags or bladders, where tat and Huids
I

of different sorts are lodged.

Cells (Ak/.) the little compartments in honeycombs, where
the voung bees and honey are disposed.

|

CELLA'K1L'.S (Ant.) a slave who acted as butler.

the East Indies.— Celsia cretica, seu Blattaria, Sfc. Great-
flowered Celsia, a biennial, native of Crete.— Cthia
betonicijolin, seu Blallaria, cSt. a biennial, native of
Algiers.— Celsia capen^is. Cape Celsia, a biennial, native

of the Cape of Good Hope.
CE'LTIS (Bot.) a tall African tree, resembling a lotus, and

bearing a fruit the size of a bean. Plin. 1. 13, c. 1".

Cell.muus (^'/)c/((ro/.) the butler orcellarnian in a monastery. Celtis, in the Linnean si/steni, a genus of plants, Class 23
CELLEPO'KA (Con.) a genus of animals, Class I'ennes, i Polygamia, Order 1 Monoecia.
Order Znopliijl.

Generic Characters. Animal an hydra or polype.

—

Coral
somewhat membranaceous, composed of cells.

Species, The principal species are the

—

Cellepora picmi-

co.ia, annulnta .vponnites, &c.
CELLEH.V'RICS (Archieul.) the butler in a monastery.
CE'LLUL.E adiposce {Anat.) the loculi, or little cells, which

contain the fat of bodies in good habit.

—

CellulcB intatini

coli, cavities in the intestines.

—

CelluUe mastoidea, very irre-

gular cavities in the substance of the mastoid apophysis,
which conmiunicate with each other, and have a common
opening towards the inside.

CELLULO'SA memhrana (Anat.) the cellular membrane;
a membrane of the greatest extent, and of the utmost im-
portance in the human structure, since it connects and
peneti'ates into almost every part. It is of a vascular con-
texture, and forms innumerable cells, in which the fat is

lodged.— Celhilosa tunica Ruyscliii, the external or the
first coat of the intestines.

CELO'SI.\ (Bnt.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,
Order I Monogi/nia.

Generic Characters. C.AL. perianth three-leaved; leaflets

lanceolate.— Con. petals five; nectary veiy small.

—

Stasi. Jilamenis five; anthers versatile.— PiST. germ
globular; style subulate; stigma simple.

—

Per. capsule

globular ; .'!eeds few.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as the

—

Celosia

argentea, Amaranlhus, seu .Sfiera, Silvery-spiked Ce-
losia, native of China.— Celosiu albida, Sfc. sevi pyrami-
dalis, native of the East Indies.

—

Celosia margaritacea,

lie. Amaranthus, 6,-c. seu Belutia, S^-c. native of Malabar.— Celosia cristata, seu Amaranthus, JSiC Crested Ama-
ranth, or Cock's-comb, native of Asia.

—

Celosia nitida,

seu Amaranthus, S,-c. native of the West Indies.

—

Celosia

coccinea, seu Amaranthus, Sfc. Scarlet Celosia, or Chi-
nese Cocks-comb, native of India.

—

Celosia castrensis,

seu Amaranthus, iSr. Branched Celosia, or Cock's-comb,
native .of India. — Celjsia honsoniec, Illccehrum, seu
Amaranthoides, i;c. Downy Celosia, native of the East
Indies. But the following are perennials or shrubs

:

— Celosia corymbosa, S;c. seu Paronychia, t^c. native of
the East Indies.— Celosia caudaia, seu Achyranthes, S)-c.

|

native of Arabia Felix.— Celosia virgata, scxx/ruticosa,

A shrub.

—

Celosia polygonoides, Sfc. a perennial, native
of Malabar.

CELOTU'MIA {Bot.) from r-i;;, a rupture, and T!y,>a, to

cut ; the operation for a hernia.

CE'LSA (Alch.) the beating of the life, or the life's blood.

CE'LSIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class ll Didynamia,
Order 2 Angiospermia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted; diiHsions

lanceolate.— CciR. monopetalous ; /!/4e extremely short;

border flat; divisio7is roundish.

—

Stam. Jilaments four;

anthers roundish.—PiST. germ roundish; style filiform;

stigma obtuse.

—

Per. capsule roundish ; seeds very many

;

receptacles solitary.

Specie.^. The species are as follow; namely

—

Celsia orien-

tatis, Vcrbascum, seu Blattaria, S;c. Oriental Celsia, an
annual, native of Cappadocia.

—

Cehia Arcturus, seu
Verbascum, Sfc. Scollop-leaved Celsia, a biennial, native
of Crete.

—

Celsia coroniandelina, au annual, native of

Generic Characters. CtL. perianth one-leaved ; divisions

ovate.

—

Cor. none.

—

Si-am. filaments five; anthers oh-
long.— PisT. germ ovate; styles two; j//;^;»c(j' simple.

—

—Per. f/;«/;e globular ; iw;/ nut roundish.

Species. The species are shrubs, as

—

Celtis australis, seu

I

lotus, &J-C. European Nettle Tree, native of Europe.

—

Celtis Tourneforlii, seu oricntalis, Sfc. native of Armenia.
!

— Celtis occidentulis, SfC. seu Lotus, &c. American Nettle
Tree.— Celtis orientalis, Ulnius, Salri/vlia, Mallam, seu
Papyrus, Sx: Oriental Nettle Tree, native of the East
Indies.— Cell is micrantha, Rhamnus, 8)-c. seu ^luutingia,

Jamaica Nettle, native of Jamaica.— Celtis Lima, seu
Muntingia, A-c. native of the West Indies.

CE'MBALO (Mas.) or Cemb, Italian for a harpsichord.
CE'MBRA (Bot.) the Pinus cenibra of LinnaDus,

CEME'NT (Mech.) cementum, a compound of pitch, brick-
dust, plaster of Paris, &c used by chasers and other arti-

ficers, to be laid under their work, to make it lie firm for

receiving the impressions of their punches.

—

Royal cement,

a particular manner of purifying gold, by laying over it

beds of hard paste, consisting of sal ammoniac, common
salt, potters' eai-th, and brickdust, well moistened with
urine.— Calcareous cement, any kind of mortar made of
lime, sand, fresh water, &.c. which is used in buildings.

When this is made so as to be impervious to the water, it

is called a water cement.

Ce.ment Copper (Chem.) the copper procured from the sul-

phate by precipitation with iron.

CEMENTATION (Chem.) a mode cf making steel, [vide
Chemistry'^

CEMENTS (Chem.) or lutes, are substances or compositions
prepared in various manners, to repair flaws and cracks in

vessels.

CE'.METERY (Ecc.) a repository for the dead.

CE'MOS (Bot.) xjj/ii?, a kind of herb ; the same as the
Leontopodium. Plin. 1. 2", c. 8.

CENCHUA'MIDES (Bot.) a tree, the fruit of which re-

sembles millet. Plin. 1. 15, c. 10.

CENCHKA'.MIS (Bot.) «v;Kf^,«,;5, a grain or seed of the millet.

CE'NCHRIAS (Zool.) xiyxi'^f, cenc'iris or cenchrites, from
"i'/Zfo?, millet, which it resembles ; an animal of the serpent
kind : according to iElian it is at the most a cubit in length,

and the bite of it is instant death. Plin. 1. 20, c. 2 ; Aet.
Tetrab. 4, serm. 1, c. 25, &c. ; Paul. /Eginet. 1. 5, c. 16.

Cenchrias (Med.) Kiyxff, millet; a spreading inflamma-
tion, rcsen)bling millet ; also called shingles or wild fire.

CE'Xt'IIRIS (Orn.) a l.wtrel or stannel; a kind of speckled
hawk. Plin. 1. 10, c. .52.

Ce.nchris (Zeal.) a green snake; the Boa cenchris of Lin-
naeus.

CENCHRI'TES (Zool) or Acontius, vide Cenchrias.

CENCHRITIS (Min.) a precious stone with specks, resem-
bling millet seeds.

CE'NCHRUS (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 23 Polygamia,
Order 1 Monoecia.

Generic Characters. C.^^. involucres many; perianth a
bivalve glume.

—

Cor. one male, the other hermaphro-
dite ; proper each bivalve.

—

St.^m. to each three fila-

ments; anthers sagittate.

—

Visr, germ roundish; style

filiform; stigmas two.—Per. none; sep(/ roundish.

Species. The species are mostly annuals; namelv, the—
2
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Cenchrus lappiiccus. Bur Cenchrus, native of India.

—

Cenchriis capitatui, seu Grnmen, 6fC. Oval-spiked Cen-
clirus, native of Gaul.

—

Cenchrus echinalus, Eli/mus,

BC-u PaukaslrcUa, <Sc. scu Griimen, ^c. Kough-spiked
Cenchrus, native of Jamaica.

—

Cenchrus tribuloides, Pa-
nkastrella, Sfc. seu Gramen, native of Virginia.

—

Ccn-
dims ciliaris. Ciliated Cenchrus, native of the Cape
of Good Hope.

—

Cenchrus hordeijhrmis, seu Alopecurus,

Sfc. native of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Cenchrus pur-
purascens, seu Fanicum, ^-c. native of Japan. But the
.— Cenchrus frutcscens, S;c. Arundo, S)C. seu Gramen, i,c.

is a shrub, and native of Armenia.
CE'NDUL.^ {Archcenl.) small pieces of wood laid in the form

of tiles, to cover the roof of a house. Pat. i, Hen. 3,

p. 210.

CENEA'NGIA [Med.) xmxyyiU, from xsm?, empty, and
ayyot, a vessel ; any evacuation or inanition of the vessels,

from whatever cause, open or occult.

CENE'BRIA (Med.) KinSfix, Carrion; an epithet for the

flesh of animals which die of themselves.

CE'NEC;iLU (Archivul.) an expiatory mulct paid to the

kindred of the deceased.
CE'XKLLA (Ant.) acorns from the oak.

CENE'OXES (Anat.) xitiSni;, from r.ncf, empty the flanks.

CENEFICA'TUM (Chem.) or Cinificatum, Calcined.

CENI'GDAM (Surg.) Ccn'iplam, Cen'igotam, and Cenlpo-
Irini ; an instrument anciently used for opening the head
in epilepsies.

CEXl'(;OTA.M {Surg.) \\de Cenigdam.
CENlOTE'MIUiM (i\lcd.) a purging medicine affecting the

venereal disorder, which is supposed to be mercurial.

CENl'PLAM (Surg.) vide Cenigdam.
CENl'POLAiM (Surg.) vide Cenigdam.
CENNI'N'GA (^rc/((«o/.) notice given by thebuyerto the seller

that the thing sold was claimed by another, that he might
appear and justify the sale. Atheist, apud Drompl. c. 4.

CEXO'MUNI (I/ist.) an ancient people of the Celtic Gaul.
CEXO'SIS (Med.) from ks»04, empty, a general evacuation

;

in distinction from y.a.6af<ni, or the evacuation of some
particular humour.

CENOTA'PHlUiM (Ant.) xi»ra<p.ov, from «.i«, empty, and
Ta^'.c, sepulchre, a cenotaph ; an empty tomb, erected in

honour of the dead : called by Ovid " Tumulus sine cor-

pore ;" by Suetonius, " Funus imaginarium."
Ovid. Met. I. 11, v. 429.

Et sape in tnmuiis sirie c(*rpore 7icimina legi,

Virgil calls it tumulus inanis. JEn. 1. 3, v. 304'.

IL'cttn-eumad tumulum, riridi ffiem cespite inanem,

L't geininoi cauiam lacr'unis sucraverat aras.

Callimachus calls it xa'iov a-Zfj^a, epig. 2.

I EjV «Ai ^if ^tfirai vsjcw;, uvti ^' tKiivV

Suetonius also calls it tumulus honorarius, and Lycophron

Lyc. Cassand.

'AAA' iiofi,' iiKTfiv Kiil jiitr.fi'm ypx^uf.

Xennphon. Exped. C_t/r. 1. 6 ; Sucton. in Claud, c. 1 ; Vnl.

Place. \. 5; I'ausan. in Corinth.; Stat. Thcbaid. 1. 12,
V. 160; hidnr. Orig.L 15, c. 11 ; Menrs. ad Lycophron.

;

Kirchmann. de puner. 1. 3, c. 27; Dingcn. Lacrt. I. I;
Si/m. 07 ; Suidas.

CE'XSAL (Com.) on the coast of Provence, and in the
ports of the Levant, signifies the same as a broker.

CEXSA'RIA (Archicol.) from the IVench cense, a farm; a
farm, or house and land, let, ad censum, at a standing rent.

CENSA'RII (Archwol.) Farmers.

CENSE {Archceol.) public rates.
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CE'NSER (Ecc.) a vessel to burn incense in.

CE'NSIO (Ant.) a censure or punishment by the censor.

CE'NSITOR (Ant.) an assessor or surveyor of lands.

CENSO'llES (Ant.) Roman magistrates, of whom there were
two, whose office it was to take account of families, to rate

men's estate, and to punish misdemeanors and acts of
immorality. This they did by turning senators out of the

senate, and degrading knights and citizens, which was
called " Senatu et Tribu movere." Censors were created
U. C. 310, at first from the patricians only, afterwards

from both patricians and plebeians. Diimijs. Aniiq. I. 4.

;

Cic. de Leg. 1. 3, c. 3, &c. and Ascon. Ped. in Cic. ; I'arr.

de Lat. Lin. 1. 5, c. 7 ; Liv. 1. 4, c. 8 ; Aul. Gell. 1. 4, c. 20

;

Zoyiar. Annal. 1. 7, c. 19.

CENSO'RI/E Ttthulec (Ant.) registers or records kept by the

censors.

CENSU'RA (Ant.) the censorship, or office of censor; like-

wise a censure, or the exercise of the authority of a
censor.

CE'NSURAL hooh (Archcrol.) a register of taxations.

CE'XSURE (Law) from Lat. census, a custom observed in

divers manors in Cornwall and Devon, where all persons

residing therein, above the age of sixteen, are cited to

swear fealty to the lord, and to pay II rf. per poll, and \d.

per aim. ever after. Those thus sworn are called Censers.

Censure (Ecc.) a spiritual punishment inflicted by some ec-

clesiastical judge in former times, particularly on heretics

and schismatics.

CE'NSUS (Ant.) a declaration made before and registered

by the Censors, containing an enumeration in writing,

given by the several subjects of the Roman empire, of

their respective names, places of abode, estates, quality,

wives, children, domestics, tenants, slaves, &c. It was in-

stituted and peribrmed by Scrvius Tullius, and was held

every five years by the censors after that office was ap-

pointed. The Census of the people at largo was called

simply Census; that of the cquites, knights, census, recensio,

recognitio ; and that of senatnres, senators, lectio, and

relectio. The qualification of a knight was 400,000 ses-

terces, that of a senator 800,000. The people at large

were divided into six classes ; namely—The First Class

comprehended those who were worth 100,000 sesterces,

and consisted of eighty centuries, forty seniors, and as

many juniors. The seniors included those who were fifty

and upwards, who were appointed to guard the city; the

juniors those from the age of seventeen to forty-five, who
were employed in war. To these were assigned, as weapons

of defence, the galea, helmet, cli/pcus, the shield, ocrea,

the greavo, lorica, the coat of mail, and every thing which

was made of brass : their offensive arms were, tela, the ja-

velin, hasta, the spear, smd gladius, the sword. The Se-

cond Class comprehended those possessed of 7.'3,000 ses-

terces, making twenty centuries, ten seniors, and ten ju-

niors. They wore the scutum instead of the cli/pcus, but

had every thing else the same except the lorica. The
Third Class included those possessed of 50,000 .sesterces,

making also twenty centuries, ten seniors, and ten juniors,

and having the same arms, except the greaves. The
Fourth Class included those possessed of 25,000 sesterces,

making twenty centuries, and having the same arms. The
Fifth Class consisted of thirty centuries, who were assessed

at 1 1 ,000 sesterces. They consisted of nccensi, tibicincs,

and cornices, and carried slings for their arms, 'i'iie Sixth

Class comprehended all who were assessed below 11,000,

and consequently exempt from taxation and military ser-

vice. Dioni/S. I. 4 ; Cic. pro Place, c. 32 ; LixK 1. 1, c. 44,

&c.; Aul. Cell. I. 7, c. 1 1 ; Plor. I. 1, c. 6; hidur. Orig.

1. 5, C. 36; Sigon. de Antiq.,Iur. Civ. Horn. 1. 1, c. !4;

Manut. de Civil. Roman, anud Grccv. Tlics. Antiq. lloman,

torn. 1, p. 37.
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CENT (
Com.) an abbreviation for centum, a hundred. 1 . Tlie '

profit or loss of so much on the hundred in the sale of an}-

commodity : thus the expression " Ten per cent, gain or

loss" signifies that the seller has gained or lost ten pounds

on every hundred of the price at which he first bought the

merchandise, which is one-tenth of profit or one-tenth of

loss upon tlie total of the sale. To gain one hundred per

cent, or cenl. per cent, is the doubling of one's capital ; to

lose fifty per cent, is to lose one half of it. 2. Cent, is the

benefit, profit, or interest, on any sum of money which is

laid out for improvement : thus we sav money is worth four

or five per cent, upon exchange: that is, it brings four or

five pounds profit for every hundred pounds laid or lent out.

•S. C:nt. is also used with regard to the draughts or remit-

tances of money made from one place to another; thus

we say, it will cost 2i per cent, to remit money to such a

city. 4-. Vent, or cenlime, the hundredth part of any thing,

particularly applied to the coin or money of account in

America, w hich is the hundredth part of a dollar ; and to

the coins, weights, and measures which were introduced

into France during the Revolution.

CE'XTAUR (Astron.) vide Ccntnurun.

CENTAURE'A(i5o/.)xfiT«i;f£.'a, xi.3-:jifi^o., tLi.Taiipicr, Centaury ;

a herb so called from Chiron, the centaur, who was healed

by it, is used externally in fomentations against swellings

and inflammations. The juice, extract, or infusion of the

leaves and roots, of some species are also said to cure in-

termittents. Theoph. Hist. 1. 10, c. 1 ; Diuscor. 1. 3, c. 8

;

Plin. 1. 25, c. 6.

Cektaurea, ill the Linnean xijstcm, a genus of plants.

Class I'.) Si/nge>iesia, Order 3 Folijgaynia Frustanea.

Generic Characters. C.-M,. co»»»o»i imbricate ; scales ohcn
variously terminated.

—

Cor. compound tlosculous ; corol-

lu/fs hermaphrodite ; proper monopetalous; tube filiform ;

border ventricose.

—

Stam. Jilnmenl.i five ; anthers cylin-

dric.—PisT. germ small; stj/le filiform ; sligyna very ob-

tuse.

—

Peu. none; ca/yx unchanged; icerfs solitary ; re-

ceptacle bristly.

SjiCcies. The species are mostly annuals or perennials : of

the first kind are the following

—

Cenlaurea Crupina, Ser-

ratula, <S:c. Ckondrilla, etc. Senecio, &c. Jacea, seu Cy-
cnu^. Black seeded Centaury, Bearded Creeper, native

of Switzerland, Sec.—Centaurea moschata, seu Ci/anus,

&c. Purple Sweet Centaury, or Sweet Sultan, native of

Greece.— Centaurea suaveolens, Amberhni, seu Ci/anus,

native of the East.

—

Centaurea lippii, Egyptian Cen-
taury.— Centaurea coronopifolia, seu Jacea, a native of

Ireland.

—

Cenlaurea cyanus, seu Stoebe, Sec. Austrian

Centaury, native of Switzerland.— Ccii/awrea benedicta,

Cnicu.-i, seu Carduu^, Blessed Thistle, native of Chios.—Centaurea eriophora, seu Calcitrapa, native of Por-

tugal.-— Centaurea calcitrapa, seu Calcitrapa, native of

Switzerland.

—

Centaurea crocodylium, seu Crocodylium,

native of .Syria.— Centaurea gulactites, native of the

South of Europe.— Centaurea napi/olia. Turnip-leaved

Centaury, native of Archipelago. Of the second kind

are the following, namely

—

Centaurea crucijhlia, Jacea,

Amberboi, seu Stocbc, &c. — Centaurea rentaurium,

seu Cenlaurium, &c. Great Centaury, native of Italy.

— Centaurea phrygia, Cyanus, seu Jacea, &c. Aus-
trian Centaury, native of Switzerland.

—

Centaurea ni-

grescens, &c. native of Hungary.— Centaurea triumjetti, seu

Cyanus.—Centaurea ochroleuca, Caucasica, seu Cyanus,Scc.

native of Caucasus.— Centaurea orientalis, &c. seu Thci-
anthri. Oriental Centaury, native of Siberia.

—

Centaurea
Behen, Rhcponticoides, Serratula, seu Behen, &c. native

of Asia Elinor.

—

Centaurea alba, Rhaponticum, Jacea,
seu Stoebe, &c. native of Spain.— Centaurea Rhapontica,
Centaureum, seu Rhaponticum, &c. native of Switzer-
land.

—

Centaurea babylonica, Serratula, ice. seu Rapon-
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iicoides, native of the East

—

Centaurea conifera, Jacea,

seu Cliamccleon, &c. native of France.

—

Centaurea son-

chifulia, native of the Mediterranean.— Centaurea Is-

nardi, seu Calcitrapoides, native of Europe.— Centaurea

sempervirens, seu Jacea, Ac. Evergreen Centaury, na-

tive of Spain.— Centaurea scabiosa, Cyanu.i, Scabiosa,

&c. Jacea, &c.—Scabious Centaury, or Great Knap-
weed. But some are biennials, as

—

Centaurea nigra,

Black Centaury, or Knapweed, native of England.

—

Centaurea peregrina, \icteen.sis, Sec; and some shrubs,

as

—

Cenlaurea .yiinosa. Prickly-branched Centaury, na-

tive of Crete.

—

Centaurea hyssopifolia, native of Spain,

&c. Clus. Hist. Plant, rar.; Bauh. Hist. Plant. ; C.

Bauh. Pin. ; Cer. Herb. ; Park. Theal. Bnt. ; Raii
Hist.; Tournef. Inst,; Boerhuav. Ind. ; Linn. Sjkc.

Plant.

Cextaurea is also the Cnicus unijlorus of Linn.-rus.

CENTA'UREUM (Hot.) or Centanrium, the Chlora perfo-

licita, and the Chironia bnccifera etj'rutescerts of Linnxiis.

CEXTAUROI'DES (Bot.) the same as Gratinla.

CENTA'URUS (Astron.) Centaur, one of the-iS oldconstella-

tions in the southern hemisphei'e, represtnted in the form of
half man and half horse, who was fabltd by the Greeks
to have been Chiron the tutor of Achilles. Ptolemy
reckons in this constellation 37 stars, Kepler .52, Tycho i,

Bayer 40, and the Britannic Catalogue, &c. 3j. Plot. 1. 7,

c. 5 ; Ricciol. .Ilmasr. \av. I. 6.

CENTELLA (Bot.yihe Hydrocoti/le villosa of Linnxus.
CEXTE'XAR (Com.) a foreign weight of 100, 112, I2j,

128, 132, and UO pounds weight.

CEXTEXA'RII (Ant.) centurions, who had the charge of

single centuries. Veget. 1. 2, c. 8.

Centen-^rii (Lau) petty judges, and under sheriffs of coun-

ties, that had rule of an hundred, and judged small

matters.

CEXTEX.\RIUS (Chron.) centenary ; an epitliet for what
belongs to a century or 100 years.

CE'NTER (Math.) vide Centre.

CEXTE'SLMA (Ant.) a term signifying the 100th part of

an integer, particularly interest of one in the liundred

every month. Cic. in I'err. 3. c. 70; (Ironov. de Cenles.

CENTE'SLMALS (Arith.) the same as Cents, [vide Cen-
tigrade']

CEXTICI'PITOUS {My.) centiceps, from centum, a hun-
dred, and caput, a head, an epithet for an animal having

100 heads.

CEXTPFIUOUS (Math.) centifdus, from centum auCi fndo,
to split, an epithet for any thing divided into an 100 parts.

CEXTIFO'LIA (Bot.) a kind of rose in Campania having a
hundred or many leaves. Plin. 1. 21, c. 4.

CE'XTIGRADE {Arith.) the division of any tiling into a
hundred grades, or degrees, called Centesimals, Centimes,

or Cents ; thus money, weights, and measures, have been
divided into cents, or hundredth parts ; and the French
have a centigrade thermometer, in which tliey divide the

distance between the freezing and boiling points into 100.

CEXTIGRA'NUM (Bot.) a kind of wheat having in every

ear a hundred grains.

CEXTIMO'RBIA (Med.) or Centum-morbia, from centum, a

liundred, and morbus, a disease, an epithet for a medicine

supposed capable of curing a great number of diseases. It

is the same as the Xummularia.

CE'XTINEL (Mil.) vide Sentinel.

CENTINE'RVIA (Bot.) from centum, and uervia, a string,

an epithet for a plant having many nerves or ribs on its

leaves : it is the Plantago of Linna?us.

CEXTIXO'DIA (Bot.) Centum-nodia, or Cenlinodium, Cen-

tinody, from centum, a hundred, and nodus, a knot ; a herb

so called from its having many knots and joints ; the same

as the Poli/gonum of Linnaeus.
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CENTIPE'DA {Eut.) Centipede, a worm with many feet ; a

name given to the wood-louse. Plin. 1. 18, c. 10.

CENTI'PEDE {Ent.) from centum, and pes, a foot; the

name of a well known insect with many feet that infests

wood. It is vulgarly called a sow, from its resemblance in

shape to the hog.

CENTIPE'LLIO (Xnt.) the paunch of a stag.

CE'NTIPES {Ich.) afish, otherwise called scolopenclra, which

when it has devoured a hook vomits it up again with its

entrails, which it afterwards draws back again into its

stomach. F/iit. 1. 9, c. "iS.

CE'NTNAll {Com.) a weight at Lubeck, consisting of

8 lispards, or 28 pounds.

CE'NTO (Ant.) 1. A coverlet or rug made of various shreds.

Macrob. Sat. 1, 5, c. 2. 2. Patched clothes, such as country

fellows wore. Colum. de Re Rust. 3. A shroud or tarpau-

lin to keep off stones or darts from the soldiers in a siege.

Cccs. de Bell. Civ. 1. 2, c. 9. l. A cover cast over ships,

steeped first in vinegar, to keep them from taking fire.

Sisenn. Hist, apud S'on. 1.2, c. 177; Vegct.\. 4-, c. 15.

5. A mop, which was also steeped in vinegar, for the ex-

tinguishing of fire. Ulp. leg. 12; Alex. Gen. 1. 5, c. 21-.

Cento (Poet.) a poem composed of several pieces selected

from other authors.

CENl'ONA'RII (Anl.) Roman officers appointed to provide

tents, and other military furniture, called centones, or to

quench the fire kindled in the camp by the enemy. Turneb.

Advpr. 1. 29, c. 16.

CE'NTRAL, an epithet for what belongs to the centre.

Central yb)-ce.s {Phi/.) are forces which cause a moving

body to tend towards or recede from the centre of motion,

which are accordingly distinguished into two kinds ; namely,

centripetal and centrifugal.— Centripetal force is that by

which amoving body isperpetually urged towards a centre,

and made to revolve in a curve instead of a right line.

—

Cenirifogal force is that force by which a body revolving

about a centre, or about anotherbody, endeavours to recede

from it.

Central rule (Geom.) a rule for finding the centre of a

circle.

CEN'TUAL_^;e (Ctiem.) that fire which chemists formerly

imagined to be in the centre of the earth, the fumes and

vapours of which made, as they supposed, the metals and

minerals, and brought them to perfection.

CENTRA'LIS radi.c {Dot.) central root; that species of

root where the shoot proceeds from the middle, as in Ga-
lanthus nivalis.

CEN'TUATIO {Med.) from centrum, a centre; the dege-

nerating of a saline principle, contracting a corrosive and

ulcerating quality.

CE'NTRE {Geom.) xfn-fo>, a point, from x-ivriu, to prick ; a

point equally remote from the extremes of a line, surface,

or solid.

—

Centre iif a circle, or sphere, that point in the

figure from which all lines drawn to the circumference are

equal, [vide Circle]— Centre of a conic section, that |U)iiit

which bisects any diameter, or that point in which all the

diameters intersect each other. This point in an ellipse is

witliin the figure, but in the hyperbola without, and in the

parabola at an infinite distance.

—

Centre of a curve, of the

higher kind, is the point where two diameters concur ; and

when all the diameters concur in the same point it is called

by Sir Isaac Newton tlic <;eneral centre.

Centric {Phijsic.) is of dilfercnt kinds ; namely

—

Centre of

attraction, or gravitation, that point into wliieh if all the

matter of a body were collected, its action upon any re-

mote particle would still be the same as it is while the body

retains its own particular form. The conimon centre of at-

traction of two or more bodies is that point in which, if a

particle of matter were placed, the action of each body

upon it would be equal, and consequently it would remain
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there In equilibrio.—Centre of gravity of any body, or
system of bodies, is that point upon which the parts of the
body or bodies do in any situation exactly balance each
other. Hence, by means of this property, if the body be
supported or suspended by this point, it will rest in any
position in which it is put. The centre of gravity of a body
is not always within the body itself: thus the centre of gra-
vity of a ring is not in the substance of a ring, but in the
axis of its circumscribing cylinder ; and the centre of gra-
vity of a hollow staff, or of a bone, is not in the matter of
which it is constituted, but somewhere in its imaginary
axis. All bodies, however, and systems of bodies, have
a centre of gravity, in which the whole gravity, or the
whole matter of each bod}', is conceived to be united.

Through the centre of gravity passes a right line, called

the diameter of gravity ; and the intersection of two such
diameters determines the centre of gravity. In homoge-
neous bodies, which may be divided lengthwise into similar

and equal parts, the centre of gravity is the same as the
centre of magnitude ; hence, therefore, the centre of gra-

vity of a line is that point which bisects the line ; the centre
of gravity of a parallelogram, cylinder, &c. is in the middle
point of the axis. The position, distance, and motion of
the centre of gravity of any body is a medium of the po-
sitions and distances of all the particles of the body

;

which property of this centre has induced some authors to

give it the name of the centre of mean distance ; others, that

ot^ the centre of position, centre (if inertia, &c. This point

is of the greatest use in mechanics, and in many of the

ordinary concerns of life, because the place of the centre

of gravity is to be considered as the place of the body
itself in computing all mechanical effects.

—

Common centre

of gravili/ of two or more bodies, or of the different parts

of the same body, is that point which if it be suspended
or supported, the parts of the body, or the bodies, will

equiponderate, or rest in any position; thus the point of

suspension in a common balance-beam, or steel-yard, is the

common centre of gravity for the two parts into which it

maybe divided.— Centre rif equilibrium is the same with
respect to bodies immersed in a fluid as the centre of gra-

vity is to bodies in free space, being a certain point, upon
which if the body or bodies be suspended they will rest in

any position.

CeutWE of motion {Mech.) is that point which remains at

rest while all the points of a body move about it, which is

the same as the centre of gravity in homogeneous bodies.

The centre of motion of a ship is the point upon which a
vessel oscillates, or rolls, when put in motion. The velic

centre, or the velic point, is the centre of gravity of an
equivalent sail, or that single sail whose position and
magnitude are such as cause it to be acted upon by the

wind when the vessel is sailing, so that the motion shall be
the same as that which takes place while the sails have the

same position.— Centre of gyration, that point in which if

the whole mass be collected the same angular velocity will

be generated in the same time by a given force acting at

any place as in the body or system itself.— Centre of oscil-

lation, that point in the axis, or line of suspension, of a

vibrating body, or system of bodies, in which if the whole

matter or weight be collected, the vibrations will still be per-

formed in the same time, and with the same angular velocity,

as before. This point differs from that of gyration, inas-

much as in this case the motion of the body is produced

by the gravity of its own particles ; but in the case of centre

of gyration the body is put in motion by some other force

acting at one place only Centre of percussion, that point

where the percussion or stroke is the greatest, in which

the whole percutient force of the body is supposed to be

collected Centre of pressure of a fluid against a plane is

that point against which a force, equal to the whole prus-
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«ure, but in a contrary direction to it, will keep the surfiice

at rest; tiius, on a plane parallel to the horizon, or on any
plane where the pressure is uniform, the centre of pressure

coincides with the centre of gra%'ity of the plane.

—

Centre

of rotation, that point about which a body, otherwise at

liberty, revolves, or tends to revolve, «hen it is acted upon
unequally at different points, or by a force the direction of

which does not pass through its centre of gravit}'.— Centre

of spontaneous rotation is that point which remains at rest the

instant a body is struck, or about which the body begins

to move : it was employed first by John Bernouilli to dis-

tinguish this centre from the centre of forced rotation.

—

Centre of friction, that point in the base of a body on
which it revolves, into which, if the whole surface of the

base and the mass of the body were collected and made
to revolve about the centre of the base of the given bod)-,

the angular velocity destroyed by its friction would be
equal to the angular velocity destroyed in the given body
by its friction in the same time.— Centre of conversion,

a terra used, bj' Mr. Parent, in respect to a stick laid on
stagnant waters, and then drawn by a thread fastened to it,

so that the thread always makes the same angle with it

;

and, consequently, the stick will be found to turn about a

certain point, which point is called the centre of conver-
sion.

—

Phonic centre is a term sometimes used in acoustics

for the place where the speaker stands in polysyllabical

and articulate echoes.

Centre of cquant (Astron.) a terra, in the Old Astronomy,
for a point in the line of the aphelion supposed to be as

far distant from the centre of the eccentric, towards the

aphelion, as the sun is from the centre of the eccentric to-

wards the perihelion.

Centre (Dial.) that point where the gnomon or style, which
is placed parallel to the a.xis of the earth, intersects the
plane of the dial.

Centre (Archil.) a term used to denote a frame of timber
constructed for the purpose of supporting the stones or

bricks forming an arch or vault, during the erection.

Centre of a bastion (Fort.) a point in the middle of the
gorge where the capital line commences, and which is usu-
ally at the angle of the inner polygon of the figure. This
may otherwise be defined the point where the two adjacent
curtains produced intersect each other.

Centre nfn battalion (Mil.) in parade is the middle where

; an interval is left for the colours : in an encampment it is

the main street ; and on a march it is an interval for the

baggage

—

Centre of an attack, the middle point in the

front, which is taken before a besieged place, which is one
of the three capitals upon which the lines of attack are

caiTied,

Centre of a Jleet (Mar.) in French Centre, ou corps de
hataille, d'une armee navale, the station of the admiral or

commander of a fleet.

Centre Phrenique (Anat.) the name of the fibres of the large

muscles of the diaphragm.
CENTRIFU'GAL (P%.) vide Central.

Centrifug.al machine (Mcch.) a machine, so called because
it is contrived so as to raise water by means of a centri-

fugal force combined with the pressure of the atraosphere.

CENTRIGRADE (Arith.) vide Centigrade.

CENTRI'N.4 (Ich.) a species of squalus.

CE'NTRING (Carpent.) or centering, the frame of timber
by which the brick or stone work of arched vaulting is

supported during its erection, and from which it receives

its curved form.

Centring of an optic glass (Mech.) the grinding it so as

that the thickest part be exactly in the middle.

CE'NTRION (Med.) ic£»Tfio», from xnriu, to prick ; an epi-

thet for a plaster used by Galen against stitches in the
side.
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CEXTRIPE'TAL (P/i.y.) an epithet for a sort of central

force, [vide Central]

CENTRI'SCUS (Ich.) a genus of animals, ChusPisces, Order
Branch iostegosa

.

Generic Character. Head lengthened into a very narrow-

snout.

—

Month without teeth.

—

dills broad flat.

—

Bodj/

compressed.

—

Belli/ carinate.-

—

J'enlral-fins united.

Species. The species are, Centriscus scutatus, colopa.t, ct

valitarius.

CENTRIUM (Med.) vide Cenlrion.

CEXTROBA'RIC method (Mech.) a method of measuring

or determining the quantity of any surface or solid by con-

sidering it as generated by motion, and multiplying the

generating line or surface into the path of its centre of
gravity, i. e. " Every figure, whether superficial or solid,

generated by the motion of a line or surface, is equal to

the product of the generating magnitude into the path of its

centre of gravity." The word is derived from centro-bartjco,

i. e. the centre of weight or gravity, [vide Ce7itro-banjco']

CENTRO-BARY'CO (Mcch.) from >c/vrf«., a centre", and
Sapu;, another name for the centre of gravity.

CEN'TROGA'STER (Ich.) a genus of animafs, Class Pwcrs,
Order Thoracica.

Generic Character. Head compressed, smooth.— GiU-
membrane mostly seven raj-ed.

—

Body depressed, smooth.—Fins spinous.— Ventral-Jin connected by a membrane.
Species. The principal species are the Centrogaster Jus-

cescens, argentatus, equida, &c.

CEXTROPHA'GIA (Bot.) Penny-royal.

CENTRUM (Math.) vide Centre.

Centru.m (Cliem.) the principal residuum formed, or source

of any thing.

Centrum (Bot.) the herb Clary.

Centru.m (Med.) that part of a medicine in which the

greatest virtue resides.

Centrum (Anat.) the middle point in some parts of the

body.

—

Centrum nerveum, the tendinous part of the dia-

phragm, which has a triangular appearance.— Centrum
ovale, a part of the corpus callosum.

CE'XTRY (Mar.) or Sentinel, in French Centinelle, a pri-

vate marine posted in some responsible part of the ship

to prevent any surprize.

Centry (Archi't.) a mould for an arch.

CE'NTRY-BOX (?ilil.) a wooden hutch erected as a shelter

for the centinel.

CENTU.M Capita (Bot.) the same as Eryngium.
CENTUMVIRA'LIS (Ant.) an epithet for what belongs to

the Centumviri j Centumvirale Judicium, a sentence in the

court of the Centumviri ; Centumvirales causa, causes

heard in the court of the Centumviri. Cic. de Oral. 1. 1,

c. 38 ; Plin. 1. 6, ep. 3.3.

CENTU'MVIRI (Ant.) judges chosen to hear certain causes

among the people, three of whom were chosen out of

every tribe. Quintil. 1. 5, c. 10; Flor. Epitom. 1. 18;

Fest. de Verb. Signif; Hotoman. de Magistral. Rom.
apud Grcnv. Thcs. Antiq. Rom. tora. ii. p. 1816.

CENTUNCULA'RIS (Bot.) the sarae as Centuncidus.

CENTU'NCULUS (Ant.) 1. A patched coverlet or quilt to

sleep on. 2. A horse-cloth laid under the dorsers. Liv.

1. 7, c. U.
Centunculus (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 4 Tetrandria,

Order 1 ISIonogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. peiianth four-cleft.

—

Cor. i\ro-

jiopetalous ; ;!/5(; subglobular ; border flat.

—

Stam fila-

ments four; anthers sim^\e.— Pist. ^prm roundish ; style

filiform ; stigma simple.

—

Per. capsule globular ; seeds

very many.
Species. The only species is the Centunculus minimus,

Anaoallidiastrum, Anagallis, &c. seu Alsine, &c. Bastard

Pimpernel, an annual, native of Italy, &c.
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CEXTU'RIA (Ant.) a elivision of a hundred men, which
constituted a part of tlie classes into wliich Servius dis-

posed all the Roman citizens according to their property,

[vide CV/i.5Hs] The first class contained eighty centuries ;

the second, third, and fourth, twenty centuries ; the fifth

thirty centuries; and the sixth, or last, but one century
At the election of Consuls, Censors, and Praetors, the

people gave their votes by centuries; whence the assembly
was called cnmilia ccntiiriata ; and that century which had
the privilege of giving their votes before the rest w;xs

called the ccnluria prierogativa. 15y the first institution

of Servius this privilege was attached to the classici, or

those of the first class, but afterwards it was determined
by lot to whom it should belong. Cic. Brut. c. 67, &c.

;

D'vjntja. 1. 2; l.iv. 1. I, c. 36 ; Mnnitl. dc Comit. Rom. c. 4.

Cciituria signifies also, 1 . A band of a hundred men com-
manded by fK.xrmrxf^<ii, a centurion. It was called

tU-zfLu. by Polybius, and, among the Roman writers,

ordn. The cciituria was the half of a manijiulus, the

sixth part of a cohort, and the sixtieth part of a legion,

and consisted, according to Vegetius, of 110 men.
Polyb. 1. 6, c. 22; Varr. de Liiifr. Lnt. 1. 4, c. 16;
DIonijs. 1. 10; Liv. 1.7; Aul. GcIJ. 1. 16, c.4; Ve<^_et.

1. 2, c. 8. 13, 14, &c. 2. A measure of land consisting

of a hundred acres. Varr. dc Re Rust. 1. 1. c. 10;
Coliim. 1. 5, c. 1 ; Piff. dc Roman, et Greec. Mens. I. 1

;

npiid Grccv. T/ics. Aiitiq. Roman. 1. 11, <S:c.

CENTC'RIO [Ant.) a captain of a band, or a hundred
soldiers. The centurions stood each at the head of his

century to lead them up, and the common soldiers were
placed at his discretion. The badge of the centurion's

ofHce was the xntis, or rod of the vine, which he carried

in his liand. The centurion, who was chosen from among
the Triarii or Pilani, was the most honourable of all, and
was denominated centurio priinipili or primipidu.^. He
had the connnand of four hundred men, and the charge
of the standards. Cccs. de Bell. Gall. 1. 6, c. 39; Dionijs.

1. 9 ; Liv. 1. 7, c. 4 ; Tacit. Aiiiial. 1. 1, &c.; Veget. I. 2, 3;
.Sigon. de Jiir. Civ. Rom. 1. 1.

CE'NTURY (Ant.) vide Centuria & Census.

Cen'tuiiy (Chron.) a hundred years.

CENTU'SSIS [Ant.) a i-ate of Roman money containing
forty .Sesterces, ten Denarii, i. e. about ten groats sterling,

or a noble. Varr. dc Lat. Lin. 1. 5, c. 36 ; Pen. sat. 5,

V. 191.

CEO'LA (Archirol.) a large ship.

CE'PA (Bol.) from xEs-i;, a wool-card, from the likeness of
its roots ; the Onion.

CEP.\'CA (Bat.) a species of onion which used to be
esteemed for salads in spring, but is now disregarded.

CEP.V'STRUM (But.) another name for the Allium sijlvcstrc,

Cow-garlick ; the Ccpa Ascnlonica, Eschalots, and the

Sclucnnnre.iSHin, Chives.

CEPI!AL/E'A (Med.) vide Cephalalgia.

CEPIIALA'EGIA (Med.) or Cephalcca, y.^(pax»>.yU, from
«ijw;iz, the head, and «Ay»;, pain; ahead-ach: when mild,

it is called cephnlalgia ; when inveterate, ccphalrra. Arel.

dc Cans, et Sign.' Morb. Acut. I. 1, c. 'l.—Ccjihahilgia

crdarrhnlis, another name for a species of catarrh,

—

Ce-

plialalgia spasmodiea, the Sick llead-Ach.— CeptiaUilgiu

injlaininaloria, the same as Phrenitis.

Cei'HALAi.oia lierha (Hot.) the same as Verbena.

CEPII.'VLAL'GICA (A/erf.) mipctftuM/ixk, medicines for the

head-ach.

CEPIIALA'NTHUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 4 Te-
trandria. Order 1 Monngynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth common none; pe-

rianth proper one-leaved ; border quadrifid.—Con. uni-

versal equal; proper monopetalous.— Stam. Jilatncnts

four ; anthers globose.

—

Fist, genu inferior ; stj^le longer
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than tlie corolla ; stigma globose.

—

Per. none ; seeds
solitary; receptacles common globular.

Species. The species are shrubs, as follow ; namely, the
Cephalanlhus occidentaliit, seu Scnbiosa, &c. American
Button Wood, native of North America.

—

Ccphalanthus
munlanus, stcllatiLt, &c.

Cepiialantmus is also the Xauclca orientalis of Linnaeus.
CEPH.ALA'RTICA (Med.) from .sCy.;,., the head, and

ufri^w, to make clear; medicines which purge the head.
CEPH.\'LE.\J;ne«M)« (Med.) the head-ach that often at-

tends youth at the approach of puberty, and aftects the
whole head. Plin. 1. 20, c. 13.

CEPHALATIO (.Ant.) a capitation, or poll-tax.

CEPHA'LIC (Med.) from kkPccm, the head; an epithet for

what appertains to the head.

Cephalic tincture (Med.) a nervous antispasmodic medi-
cine, so called because it relieves the head.

Cephalic vein (Anat.) vena cephalica, the anterior vein of
the arm, so called because the head was supposed to be
relieved by opening it.

—

Cephalic of the thumb, vide Ce-
phalica.

Cephalic line, the line of the head or brain in palmistry.

Cephalic powder (Med.) a powder prepared from the head,
CEPHA'LICA Poinds (Anat.) a branch of the cephalic

vein running along the lower extremity of the radius
between the thumb and the metacarpus.

CEPHA'LIC.4S (Mux.) the name for a character of nota-
tion used in the middle ages.

CEPHALICS (Med.) cephalic medicines, or such as serve
to relieve disorders in the head, of which description is

snuff.

CEPIIALO'IDES (Bot.) •ciipy.>.cH},r„ from y.'.fccx,, and tiA«,

likeness ; applied to plants that are shaped like a head.
CE'PHALON (Bot.) the Date-Tree.
CEPIIALONO'SOS (Med.) ;cs.paAo.^V«;, from x.'<f«Ai, tlie

head, and »o(ro;, a disease ; a malignant epidemical fever

frequent in Hungary.
CE'PHALO-PHARYXG.EUS (Anat.) from >ct(^xM and

(pdfuyi, the throat ; a muscle of the Pharynx.
CEPHALOPO'MA (Med.) »((paAoyo..«, from y.iyxM and

!ro>o;, pain, a head-ach.

CEPHALO'TOS (Bot.) Capitate, an epithet for plants.

CEPH:\ LOTUS (Bot.) the Thymus ccphalotus oi' Linna;us.

CEPHALOTRO'TOS (Surg.) from «?>«;(>:, and TiT^uTKa,

to wound ; wounded in the head.

CE'PIIALINE (Med.) KupxMtn, that part of the tongue
which is next the root and nearest the fauces.

CEPHALPTIS (Med.) the same as Phrenitis.

CEPHALONOMA'NCY (Ant.) K«px!,c„f^,ci,r,U, from k:-

ipxM, the head, mo^, an ass, and /Mmriict, divination
; a mode

of divination, by means of an ass's head broiled on coals, in

order to convict a person of a crime. If the jaws moved,
or the teeth chattered, they thought they had detected
the offender. Gijrald. Si/ntag. Deor. 1. 17.

CE'PHALUS (Ich.) Kfip«Ao5, mullet, a fish with a large head;
the Mugi Ccphalus of Linmus.

CE'PHEUS (Astron.) w(ptv%, a constellation in the northern
hemisphere, and one of the 48 old asterisms, which is fabled

by the Greeks to represent the husband of Cas.sio|)eia and
father of Andromeda, [vide Cassiopeial Ptolemy reckons

in this constellation 13, Kepler 11, Bayer 17, HeveliusSJi
and the British Catalogue 3.5.

Cepheus (Zool.) an animal in /Ethiopia, with hands and feet

like a man. This is doubtless the ape from the Hebrew
B'p. Plin. 1. 8, c. 19.

CEPI corpus (Larv) the return made by the sheriff upon

a capias, or process to the like purpose, that he " liath*

taken the body." F.N.B. 26.

CEPPNA (Bot.) a bed of onions.

CEPl'Nl (Chcvi.) vinegar.
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CEPIO'XIDES (Mill.) precious stones as clear as crystal.

CE'PITES {Mill.) a species of agate.

CE'POLA {Ick.) a genus of animals, Class Pisces, Order
T/toracica.

Generic Character. Head roundish, compressed.— Teeth

curved.

—

Gill membrane with six rays.

—

Body ensifomi,

naked.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Cepola tccnia,

rubescens, tracltypiera, Sfc.

CEPPA'GIUM {Archceol.) the stumps or roots remaining in

the ground, after trees are felled. Fleta, 1. 2, c. +1.

CE'PPHUS {Orn.) a sea-mew; a bird so light that it is

carried away with every puff of wind.

CEPS de Cesar (Mi!.) Ca?sar's trap; a stratagem which
Casar adopted to draw the enemy into a forest, where the

passage was blocked up.

CE'PULA (Bot.) KiVsAi), a name for large ^lyrobans. Xic.

Mt/re. sec. 9, c. S3.

CE'llA [Med] y.rfif, from the Arabic Kira, or the Chaldean
Kerah, wax, Bees-wax ; a concrete substance, collected

fi-om vegetables by bees, and extracted from their combs
after the honey is separated from them.— Cera alba, white

wax ; the yellow wax artificially deprived of its colour, by
reducing it into thin flakes, by exposing it to the sun and
air, and by occasionally sprinkling it with water.— Cera cin-

nanwnii, a white sebaceous matter obtained from the fruit

of the Cinnamon tree.— Cera di cardo, a viscous milky juice,

resembling wax, gathered from the Carduus piiiea Thco-
phrasti, or Pine thistle.— Cera oleum, oil of wax, is used
as an emollient for healing chaps, rouglmess of the skin, dc.

CERACHA'TES (Min.) an agate stone of wax colour.

CERiE'A (Anat.) xtfxTa, from x.ifuc, a horn; the horns

of the uterus. H'^ff. Ephes. de Appellat. Corp. hum. 1. 1,

c. 31.

CER.\'GIUM (Archaol.) cerage, a tribute or payment made
for finding candles in the church.

CERA'GO (\at.) the aliment of bees, now called bee-bread.

CERA'MBYX (Ent.) a genus of animals, Class Insecta,

Order Coleoptera.

Generic Character. Anlenncc setaceous.

—

Feelers four.

—

77ioraj spinous or gibbous.

—

Hhclls linear.

Species. The species are distinguished into, 1. Prinni/s,

or those who have the feelers equal and filiform.

2. Rhagium, or those that have the feelers equal and
capitate, and the thorax spinous. 3. Callidium, or those

having the feelers equal and elevated, the thorax un-
armed, -i. Slenocorus, or those having the feelers un-
equal, the two fore ones filiform, the hinder ones clavate.

CER.\'MICE (Min.) or Ceramcia, xifxu^iK,,, or Wfa/Ain;,

joined with y,, earth, signifies Potter's-clay.

CERAMI'TES (Min.) a precious stone, of the colour of a
tile.

CERA'^IIUM (Ant.) a Greek measure of nine gallons.

CERAXI'TES (Med.) xifco.rr,,;, from xsfauufjt-i, to temper to-

gether ; the name of a troche.

CERA'MIU.M (Ant.) the same as Cadus.
CERA'NTHEMUS (Bot.) x'.(a,h^o^, or xtfi. t'^/xo., from x^^c,

wax, and a>S£fio?, a flower ; Bee-glue or Bee-bread.

CERAN'TIIUS (Bot.) the Chionanthus of Linnc-eus.

CERARE (Chem.) to incorporate or mix.
CERA'RIUM (Ant.) Wax-money; a tax which was paid

for the seal in wax. Cic. in Verr. orat. 3, c. 78.
.

CER.\S (Bot.) xifcii, a horn.

CERA'SA (Bot.) the Primus cera.ms of Linnaeus.

CERASIA'TUM (Med.) from cerasus, a cherry, a purging

medicine ; so called because the juice of cherries is the

principal ingredient.

CERA'SION (Bot.) xifxcici, a cherry.

CERA'SIOS (Med.) the name of two ointments in medicine.

CERA'SIN (Chem.) a vegetable principle, possessing the
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appearance of gum, and of a similar taste. It is usually
harder, and not so easilj- reduced to powder as gum.

CERA'SMA {Med.) xifutr/^a, from xifu-iufA,,, to mix ; a mix-
ture of cold and warm water, when the warm is poured on
the cold.

CERA'STES (Zonl.) xff««-«, xifxt^r.c, from x-pxi;, a horn; a
serpent, a cubit in length, or at the longest two cubits,

having two prominences on its head resembling horns.
Xicaiid. Ther. p. 19; Plin. 1. 8, c. 23; Soliiu c.Ti ; Aef,

Tetrab. i, serm. I, c. 28.

Cerastes is the Coluber Cerastes of Linnseusi.

Cekastes (Ent.) a worm tliat breeds in figs. Theoph. Hist,

Plant. 1. 9, c. 16; Plin. 1. 16, c. 4-1.

CERA'STIUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decan-
dria. Order 5 Pentagynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved; leajleii

acute.—Con. petals five.— Stam. Jilameiits ten ; anthers

roundish.

—

Pist. germ ovate; styles five: stigmas obtuse.—Per. capsule obtuse ; seeds very many.
Species. The species are annuals and perennials. The

annuals are as follow; namely

—

Cerastium per/oliatur,',

seu Myosotis, Sec. Mouse-ear, native of Greece.— Cera.'s-

tium vulgatum, Myosotis, Alsine, seu Auricula, Common
or Xarrow-leaved ilouse-ear, native of Europe.

—

Ceras-
tium anomalnm, &c. native of Hungary.— Cerastiu»t

'ciscusum, Myosotis, Alsine, &c. native of Europe.—
Celastrum semidccandrum, iSIyosotis, seu Ceniunculus,

Least Mouse-ear, native of Europe.

—

Cerastium peii-

tandrum, native of Spain.— Cerastium arvense, seu
Myosotis, &c. Centunculus, &c. Caryopliyllus, &c. seu
Holosteum, &c. Corn Mouse-ear. The perennials are as
follow; namely

—

Cerasthun tineare, native of Mount Ce-
nisius.— Cerastium dicholomum. Lychnis, seu Alsine,

Forked Mouse-ear.

—

Cerastium alpinuni, Myosotis, Cen-
tunculus, seu Ceniunculus, seu Alsine, Alpine Mouse-ear,
native of Europe.— Cerastium repens, seu perenne, &c.
Stcllaria, Myosotis, Ocymoides, seu Lychnis, &c. Creeps
ing Mouse-ear, or Sea-pink, native of Gaul.

—

Cerastiuvi

strictum, Myosotis, Alsine, Caryopliyllus, &c. native of
Austria Cerastium aquaticum, Alsine, Stcllaria, Szc.

native of Europe.— Cerastium lat[folium, Myosotis, seu
Caryophyllus, &c. scu Herhate, Broad-leaved ]Mouse-
ear, native of Switzerland.— Cerastium tomcntosum, na-
tive of Granada.

—

Cerastium refractitm, seu trigijnum,

seu Mijosotis, native of Mount St. Barnard. Clus'. Hist.
Plant: rar.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat.
Botan.i Baii Hist. Plant.; Tounicf. Instit.

Cerastium is also the Holosteum umbella of Linna;us.

CE'RASUS (Bot.) xifci^ci, the Cherry-tree ; it received its

name from Cerasus, a city of Pontus, whence it was im-
ported to Rome by Lucullus Lucilius, and thence propa-
gated into Britain, according to Plinj-. Tlieophra.it . HiU.
Plant. 1. 3, c. 13 ; Plin. 1. 15, c. 25; Allien, i. 2, &c.

Cerasus is the Prunus cerasus of Linna;us.

CERATACHA'TES (Min.) from xtfccc, a horn, and i;t;a-«,

an agate ; a species of agate stone, the veins of which
resemble the shape of a horn.

CERATAMA'LGAMA (Med.) or Ceratomalgama, from
Kiifj;, wax, and amalgama, a mollifying composition of
wax and other ingredients.

CE'RATE (Med.) Ceratum, a composition of wax, oil, oi-

lard, with or without other ingredients. It is used for

plasters; and takes its name from the was, cera, which is

the principal ingredient.

CER.VTIA (Bot.) xiiX7ix, the Carob-tree; the Cercis Cana-
densis of Linnaeus.

CERA'TIAS (Astron.) xtficTM^, a blazing star like a horn.

Plin. 1. 2, c. 25.

CERA'TION (Med.) the smearing any thing ever with-,

wax.
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CERATI'TES (Min.) tlie Fossil Unicorn; a stone in tlie

shape of a horn.

CERATI'TIS (Dot.) Kifxrhn, from xi'pa?, a horn; the sea

violet, according to Marcelkis Empiricus ; but according

to Pliny the Papavcr Corniculntiini. Pliii. 1. '20, c. 19.

CERA'TIUM (Bot.) n-tfirm, the fruit of the Carob-tree.

Ceratium (Com.) a carat.

CERATOCA'IIPUS {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21

Monoecia, Order 1 Monandria.
Generic Cltaracters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
none.

—

Stau. Jilament single ; anther twin.

—

Pist. germ
oblong ; styles two ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none ; seed

oblong.

Species. The only species is the

—

Ceratocarpus arena-

rius, an annual, native of Tartary.

CERATOCEPHALOI'DES (Bot.) the same as the

Bidens.

CERATOCE'PHALUS (Bot.) from «>;, horn, and xsipaAi,

the head ; from the horn-like appearance of its top. It is

the same as the Bidens.

CERATO-GLO'SSUS (Anat.) from 4«5 a horn, and -/Aartr«,

a tongue ; a muscle so named from its shape and insertion

into the tongue.

CERATO-HYOID.^'US (Anat.) the same as Stylo-hyoides.

CERATO'IDES (Anat.) xofarosij^'s, a name for the Tunica

Cornea of the C}'e.

CERATOMALA'GMA (Chem.) xip«T6/*«A«-/;«-«. [vide Ce-

ratamalguma']

CERATO'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 23 Poly-

gamia, Order 3 Trioecia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted.— Con.
none.

—

8iam. filaments iive; anthers twin.—Pist. germ
lying concealed within a fleshy receptacle ; style long

;

stigma headed.

—

Per. legume verj' large ; seed solitary.

Species, The only species is ihe^Ceratonia Siliqua, sou

Siliqua, &c. the Carob-tree, a shrub, native ot Apulia.

Ceratonia is also the Mimosa ceratonia of Linna;us.

CERATO-PHARY'NGUS Major ct Minor (Anat.) the

names of twp pair of the muscles inserted into the Os

hyoides.

CERATOPHY'LLUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21

Monoecia, Order 8 Polyandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth many-parted; divisions

equal.

—

Cor. none.

—

Sta.m. filaments from sixteen to

twenty; anthers oblong.

—

I'lST. germ ovate; style none;

stigma obtuse.

—

Per. none ; seed nut-ovate.

S}iecies. The species arc perennials ; namely

—

Cernto-

jjhylltim demersum, Hydroceratophyllum, Dicholophyllon,

Millefolium, &c. seu Eqimetiim, &c. Prickly-seeded Horn-
wort, native of Europe Ceralopln/Uum submersiim,

Smooth-seeded Hornwort, native or Europe.

CERA'TUM (Med.) from cfrn, wax ; cerate, or wax, com-
bined by the assistance of heat, with fixed oils.

CERAU'NIA (Min.) y-ifnuHm, from xifa:;>«, thunder ; thun-

der-stones, always found near some place blasted with

lightning, (craunia is a variety of the Helenintholithus

Naiitilitrs of Linnaeus.

CERAU'NIUM (Dot.) a kind of puff or mushroom, in

Thrace, which grows plentifully after thunder. Plin.

1. 19, c. 3.

CERAUNO-CHRY'SOS (Chem.) from x!p«i/v~c?, thunder,

and xf'"'''"^y gohl ; •> powder so called from the violence ol'

its explosion when heated. In the Latin it is called aurum
fiulminaris.

CE'RBERA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Penlandria,

Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth fivc-lcavcd; leafiels

ovate-lanceolate.

—

Cor. nionopetalous; lube clavated
;

border large; divisions oblique.

—

Stam. filaynents (ivc
;

anthers erect.

—

Pist. germ roundish ; style filiform
;

CER
stigma headed.

—

Per. drupe very large ; seed nut two-
celled.

Sjjecies. The species are shrubs; as the

—

Cerbcra Ahouai,
Thcvclia, seu Ahouai, Oval-leaved Cerbera, native of
Prazil.

—

Cerbera ovata, a native of New Spain.— Cerbera
parvifiora, native of the Friendly Isles.

—

Cerbcra Man-
ghas, Manghas, seu Odollam, native of the Indies.

Cerbera maculata, seu Ochrosia, &c. a shrub, native of
Bourbon.— Cerbera Thevetica, Phaneria, Ncrio, seu
Ycotli, &c. native of Cuba.

—

Cerbera salntaris, seu Lae-
taria, &c. native of Cochin-China.

—

Cerbera laurifiolia,

native of the West Indies.

CE'RBERUS TRICEPS {Chem.) the Pulvis comachini,
or a triple mercury, composed of salt, quicksilver, and
vitriol.

CERCA'RIA (Conch.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes,
Order Infusoria.

Generic Character. A worm invisible to the naked eye,

pellucid, and furnished with a tail.

Species. The principal species are, the Cercaria gyrinus,
inqnieta, lemna.

CERCELEE (Her.) or RecerccUe, a cross cir-

cling or curling at the end, like a ram's horn,

as in the annexed figure.

CERCHNA'LEOS (Med.) xtp^wAf'.?, any thing

which causes wheezing or hoarseness.

CE'RCHNOS (Med.) xifX"?, a wheezing or

hoarse noise made in respiration, on account of some dis-

order in the larynx, or aspera arteria, or both.

CERCHO'DES (Med.) those who suffer from a contracted
breathing.

CE'RCIO (Orn.) an Indian bird as large as a starling.

CE'RCIS (Anat.) ki^kU, signifies literally a pestle, or an instruS

ment to pound any thing with ; but is applied to the bone
in the arm called the radius.

Cercis (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class \0 Decandria, Order 1

JSlonogynin.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—CoR.
pentapetalous; voings petals two; standard petal one;

keel petals two ; nectary a style-shaped gland below the

germ.

—

Stam. filaments ten ; anthers oblong.—PisT.

germ linear-lanceolate ; style of the length and situa-

tion of the stamens ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. legume

oblong; seeds some roundish.

Species. The species are shrubs ; namely

—

Cercis siliquas-

trum, Arbor Jndcr, Siliqua, seu Siliquastrnm, Common
Judas tree, native of Itah".

—

Cercis Canadensis, Sili-

quastrnm, seu Ccratia, &c. Canada Judas tree, Red-Bud
tree, native of Virginia.

CE'RCIUS (Nat.) vide Circius.

CE'RCLE (Mil.) or grand circle, a ring fi)rmed every

evening by the sergeants and corporals of a brigade in the

old French military service, to rcceiTe orders.

—

Cercle

meurtrier, a large flat piece of iron made red hot and

thrown at the enemy.
Cercle' (Her.) within a circle or diadem.

CERCLES-GOUDRONNE'S(iV/7.)pitchedlioop8, i.e. pieces

of old cordage dipped in pitch and tar and placed in a

circle on chafing dishes, to light the garrison of a besieged

town at post.

—

Cereles li Jeux, hoops bound round with

grenades, loaded pistol-barrels, &c. covered with tow and

fireworks, which are driven across the works of the be-

siegers.

CERCO'DEA (Bot.) the same as the //o/ora^/i.
|

CERCOLIPS (Zoo/.) an ape without a tail. '

_ |

CERCO'PIS (Knt.) a division of the genus Cicada, hvi'mg

the anlcnncv filiform, and the ///) abbreviated truncate.

CERCO'SIS (Med.) Kify.ur,i, a disease of the f//<om, which

consists in a preternatural enlargement.

CE'RDAC (Chem.) mercury.
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CE'RDONISTS {Ecc.) or Cerdonians, a sect of heretics,

named after their leader Cerdo, who maintained most of

the errors of Simon Magus and other gnostics. Iren. cont.

Hares. I. 1, 3; Tertull. de Prces. c. 51 ; St. August.

Hcer. '21 ; St. Epiphaii. Hcer. 51 ; Euseh. Ecc. Hist. 1. i,

ell; Baron. Annal. Ann. 14G.

TO CERE (Mech.) to rub with wax.

CEREA'LIA (Ant.) from ceres, corn ; all sorts of corn of

which bread is made : and Cerealia anna, implements of

husbandry.

Cerealia (Ant.) or Cereales Ludi, solemn games in

honour of Ceres, when her votaries ran about with lighted

torches, in commemoration of her going about in search of

her daughter Proserpine.

Olid. East. I. 4, V. 391.

Circle erit pompa celeher, mimeroque deorum.

Primaque lentosU palma petetuT equij.

Hinc Cererii iudi.

Tacit. An7ial.\.l3, c.oSi D/o. 1. 4-3 ; Tertull. de Speciac.

c. 7 ; Ursat. de Xot. Roman, apud. Grcev. Thes. Antiq.

torn. ii. p. 603.
I

CEREBE'LLUM [.4nat.) and Ccrehellum, dim. of Cerebrum,
tlie posterior part of the brain, [vide Brain']

CE'REBRI AFfECTIO SPASMODICA (Med.) the same
as Apopleiia compressio et concussio, compression of the

brain.— Cerebri basis, the same as Palatum, which see.

—

Cerebri galea, the same as Cranium, which see.

CEREBRUM (Anat.) vide Brain.—Cerebrum elongatum,
the same as Mrdulla spinalis.

CEREBRU>r ,/ovw (Cfiem.) Burnt Tartar.

CEREFA'CTIO (Xat,) the same as Cerafio.

CEREFO'LIUM (Bot.) the Chcerophyllum sylvestre, tremulum,
hirsutuni, et aureum of Linnaeus.

CEREPBA (Bot.) a small tree which grows in Brazil, like

a willow.

CEREIBU'NA-MANGUE (Bot.) another species of the

preceding plant.

CEREL.E'UM (Med.) nfixxio', from xipi?, wax, and o.xim,

oil ; the same as Ceratum.

CEREM(3'NL\L (Ecc.) a book containing the ceremonies
of the Romish church.

CE'REMONIES, Master of (Polit.) an officer instituted

bj' James I. for the more honourable reception of ambas-
sadors, &c. He wears a chain of gold about his neck, with

a medal, under the crown of Great Britain, having on one
side an emblem of peace and the motto beati pacijici ; on
the other, an emblem of war and the motto Dieu et mon
droit.—Assistant Master of the Ceremonies, one who acts

in his stead when he is absent.

—

Marshal of the

Ceremonies, an otficer subordinate to them both.

CERE'TLA (Bot.) the Hi/nieenia corbaril of h'umxus.
CEREVrSiA (.irchceol.) a drink made of any sort of corn.

CEREUS (Bot.) or Creeping Cereus, a plant remarkable for

the beauty and sweetness of its flowers, which is classed in

the Linnean sj-stem. under the genus Cactus. The most dis-

tinguished kinds are the—Great Night-flowering Creeping
Cere\is,the Cactus grandiflorus ; the Pink-flowered Creeping
Cereus, the Cactus flagellijormis ; and the Parasitical

Creeping Cereus, the Cactus parasiticus.

CE'RIA [Ent.) a division of the genus of 3/;«c.7, having a
single bristle and univalve sheath; antenna: seated on a
common petiole.

CERIFICA'TIO, the same as Ccratio.

CERIGOX (Sat.) a wild American animal, having a skin
under the belly, in which it carries its young ones.

CE'RILLA [G'ram.) vide Cedilla.

CE'RIN
( Chem.) a substance of the consistence of wax,

and sokilile in fixed and volatile oils.

CEIU'NTHE [Btf.) a herb which Virgil calls gramen
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ignobile, but nevertheless recommends it as food for

bees.

Virg. Georg. 1. 4, v. 62.

hue ttLJussos asperge sapores,

Trita metisphi/Ua, et cerintha: iguohile gramen.

Aristotle also recommends it for bees. Aristot. Hist.

Anim. 1. y, c. 40 ; Theophrast. 1. 6, c. 7 ; Plin. 1. 21 , c. 12.

Ceristhe, in the Linnean system a genus of plants. Class 5
Pentandria, Order 1 l\Ionogt/nia.

Generic Characters. C\'l. perianth five-parled; divisions

oblong.—CoR. monopetalous; tube short; iorrfer tube-

bellied ; mouth five-cleft ; throat naked.— STA>t. Jila-

ments five ; anthers acute.

—

Pist. germ four-parted ;

style filiform ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. none ; calyx un-

changed ; seeds two.

Species. The species are as follow ; namely— Cerinthe

major. Great Honey wort, an annual, native of Siberia.

— Cerinthe aspera, an annual, native of Europe.—
Cerinlhe qua>ia. Small Honey wort, a biennial, native of

Austria.— Cerinthe maculala, a perennial. Bauh. Pin.;

Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat.Botan.
CERl'NTHIANS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics who took their

name from one Cerinthus, cotemporary with St. John,
who, among other blasphemies, denied that the world was

made by God. S. Iren. Cont. Hccres. 1. 1, c. 25, Szc. ; St.

Epiphan. Hccr. 28 ; Euseb. Ecc. Hist. 1. 4, c. 14 ; Baron.
Annal. Ann. 35.

CERINTHO'IDES (Bot.) the same as Puhnonaris.

CE'RIO (Med.) the same as Achor.

CE'RION (Xat.) xipm, a honeycomb, from xiifo;, wax; the

same as Achor.

CEKI'TE (Min.) an opake and brittle ore, specific gravity

4'660; a species of oxide formed of silica, oxide of ce-

rium, iron, lime-water, and carbonic acid.

CE'RITUS (Med.) or Cerritus, from Ceres; the disease

arising from malt-liquors.

CE'RIUM (Chem.) a metal which has been obtained from a

Swedish mineral called cerite, which was formerly sup-

posed to be an ore of tungsten. When this mineral is

dissolved in nitro-muriatic acid, the solution, after being

neutralized by potash, is precipitated by the tartrite of

potash. This precipitate, when calcined, is the oxide of

cerium, which is white, very hard, brittle, and volatile.

It combines with another dose of oxygen, and forms the

peroxide of cerium, which is red. Cerium combines with

several acids and forms salts, as the nitrate of cerium, the

carbonate ofcerium, the phosphate ofcerium, the sidphale of
cerium, the arseniate of cerium, &c. formed by the combi-

nation of cerium with nitric, carbonic, phosphoric, sul-

phuric, arsenic, &c. acids. The solutions of the oxides

in the acids are either yellow or red, and give precipitates

of different shades of these colours.

CE'RXUA (Icli.) a kind of fish mentioned by Galen.

CERNU'LIA (Ant.) a festival in honour of Bacchus.

CE'RXUUS (Bot.) from cemuo, to fall with the face down-

wards ; an epithet for plants that droop or bend downwards,

or hang down their head.

CEROCO'^NIA (Ent.) a division of the genus Lytta, in the

Linnean system of insects, having the jaw linear, entire.

CERO'GR.APHY (.int.) a writing or painting in wax.

CERO'M.A (Ant.) or Ceroninm, KyfUfA.:^, an oil tempered

with wax, with which wrestlers were anointed; also the

place where they were anointed. Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 35;

Plin. 1.28, c. 4.

CE'ROMANCY (.-Ih/.) xmofJ^cevTiU, from y.-cf<ii, wax, and u-ar-

rtU, divination; a divination by means of wax melted

over a vessel of water. They let it drop in three distinct

spaces, and observed the figure, situation, distance, and

concretion of the drops. Gyrald. Syntagm.Deor. 1. IT.

CERONE'UM {.-int.) a cerate ; vide Ceroma.
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CEltOPE'GIA {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Penlandrk,

Order 2 Di;j:ynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth very small.—Con. mo-
iiopetalous ; border very small.

—

Siam. Jilaments five;

anthers small.

—

Pist. trcrm very small ; slijle scarce any;
xti^mas two.

—

Per fdliclcs two; seed^ numerous.
Species. The species are ])ereniiials ; as the

—

Cerope^in
Candelabrum, seu Siota, &e. a native of Malabar.

—

Cf-
rope^ia inbenna, a native of India.

—

Ceropegia Oidhosa,

a native of India.

—

Ceropegia acuminata, a native of In-

dia

—

Ceiopegia sagittata, seu Ci/nanchum, lic. native of

the Cape of Good Hope.— Ceropegia tennifiora, Cijnan-

chium, &c. saaApocjjrium, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.— Ceropegia o/jtnsa, native of Cochin China.

—

Ceropegia cordala, native of Cochin China; but the

—

Ceropegia dichotoma is a shrub, and native of the East
Indies.

CEliOPl'SSUS [Med.) nfcviim-o!,, from nijf'c?, wax, and xiVo-«,

pitch ; a plaster made of pitch and wax.
CEKOSTHOTUM [Ant.) the inlaying of pieces of ivory,

<S:c. of dillerent colours, in cabinets, chess-boards, &c.
Plin.\.n,c'J,l.

CEltO'TUiM {Ant.) the same as Cerntum.
CE'UliI glans (Dot.) the (luercn.i cugilops of Linnaeus.

CE'IUUS (Dot.) the same as Cerrus.

CE'RUO (But.) from xs'fa?. a horn, because its wood is hard
like horn ; the same as the Phellodn/s.

CE'RIIUS (Bat.) or Cerris, a kmA o( quercu', or oak, that

bears mast-like chesnuts prickly about the cup; the holm-
tree. Plin.\.\6,c.6.

CE'RTHI.A. (Orn.) Creeper, a genus of animals. Class .(4v«,

Order L'ica.

(jeneric Character. Bill arched, pointed.— Tongue gene-
rally pointed.

—

Feet formed for walking.

Species, The species are distinguished by their colour ; as

the

—

Ccrthia fiimiliaris, which is grej'.

—

Certliia viri-

dis, the green Creeper.

—

Ccrthia aurautia, the orange-

breasted Creeper. Also by the form of the bill ; as

—

Ccrthia falcata, the sickle-billed Creeper.

—

Ccrthia pa-
cifica, great hook-billed Creeper, &c.

CERTIFICA'NDO rfe /Jecon-HiV/oHe Stapula; (Laxo) 1. a writ

commanding the mayor of the staple to certify to the

Lord Chancellor a statute staple taken before him, where
the party himself detains it, and refuses to bring in the

same. 2. A like writ to certify a statute merchant, and in

other cases. Reg. Grig. H8, 151, 152.

CERTIFICATE (Laxv) generally signifies a testimony

given in writing of the truth of any thing.

—

Certijicate, a

writ in any court giving notice to another court of any
thing done therein, which is usuall}' by transcript. Stal.

fi-i, a5 Hen. 8, c. 1 t ; 3 /)'. cS' M. c. 9.— Trial hj/ Certifi-

cate is allowed in such case where the evidence of the

person certifying is the only proper criterion of the point

in dispute. Litt. ^102; 1 Inst. "i^.— Certijicate, or Certi-

fication iif' assi.'ic, Certijicntio assiscc novcc disscisincc ; a writ

anciently granted for the re-examining or re-trial of a

matter passed by assise before justices. Bract. 1. 4, c. 1.3
;

J/vrne's Mirror of Just. ]. .3 ; F.N.B. 181; Reg. Grig.

200.

—

Bankrupt's certijicate, the paper granted to a bank-
ru|)t by the consent of his creditors, certifying that he
has surrendered and made a full disclosure of all his pro-

perty.

CERTI'FICATES (Mil.) arc of many different kinds in the

army ; as the certificate from a field-oHicer to the com-
mander, affirming the eligibility of a person to hold a com-
mission in hi.s Majesty's service.

—

Certijicate of the officer

upon honour that he does not exceed tne regulation in the

purchase of his commission.— C'cj-//)?c«^c' from a general

officer to affirm and prove the losses which officers may
sustain in the field.

—

Certijicate from regimental surgeons,

CEll

certifying that men who offer themselves for enlistment
are fit to be taken ; and in like manner in case of their dis-

charge, iSrc.

CERTIFIC.VTION (Law) Assurance when the judge as-

certains the party called, and not appearing, what he
will do in such a case.

Cl'^RTIOK.\'RI (Law) an original writ issuing out of the
Court of Chancery, or King's Bench, directed to an infe-

rior court, and connnanding them to certify, or to return

the records of a cause depending before them. p. X. B.
U5, 2-1-2; 2 llaiuks. P. C. c. 27, § 22.

CE'RT-i\IONEY (Law) Head-money paid yearly by tenants

of several manors to the lords thereof, for the certain

keeping of the leet, and sometime of the hundred.,
CKR\'.-i'RI.\ (Bot.) the Atliamanta cervaria of Liimaus.
CERV.V'RIO (Ant.) a sheep so called, which was sacrificed

to Diana instead of a deer, when a deer was not to be

had. Fest.de Verb. Signif.

CERVA'RIUS Lupus (Zool.) a beast engendered of a hind

and a wolf. Plin. 1. 27, c. 11.

CERUCHI (Ant.) the cords or ropes bj' which the two
horns of the sail-yards were held and managed. Homer
called them Ka>.ot^t, the Romans sometimes rudcntes.

Lucan. 1. 10, v. 4-95.

Transtraqne nautanim, suiumi'pie anere cenichi.

Jfl/.F/flCf. 1. 1, V.469.

Temperat nt tremulos Zethesfraterqite ceruchos.

Scheff. de Mil. Nav. 1. 2, c. 25 ; Phil, in Vitruv. 1. 10, c. 6.

CE'RL'CHIS (Bot.) a species of the Spilanthus of Linna;us.

CERVE'LLE (]Slil.) a French word, denoting that earth

which, in digging a ditch, or well, is not sufficiently firm to

support itself.

CE'RVEL.'VS {Cook.) a large kind of Bologna sausage.

CE'RVELAT {Mus.) a short kind of bassoon which was
blown through a reed like a hautboy.

CERVIAN.\ (Bot.) the Pharnacum cervaniana of Linnaeus.

CERVICA'LIS (Anat.) or C'e; v/ca/ra, from cervicc, the neck;
an epithet applied to the veins and arteries of the fore-

part of the neck, as

—

Cervicales arterice, the arteries of the

neck.— Cervicales ventc, the Cervical veins.

—

Cervicalis dc-

scendens dorsi, the same as the Sacroltimbaris acccssorius.

CER\TCA'RIA (Bot.) the Campanula ceixicaria of Lin-

na;us.

CERVI'CULj'E spiritus (Med.) the spirit of the bone of the

stag's heart.

CERVI'NUM cornu (Bot.) the same as Coro?iapus.

CERVISA'RII (Law) a name in Domesday book for such

tenants as paid the drinclean duty on ale, from ccrvisia,

which signifies ale.

CERVISPl'NA (Bot.) the same as the Rhamnus of Linnaeus.

CE'RVlX {Anat.) the neck ; that part of the body situated

between the head and breast. The neck is divided gene-

rally into the anterior part or throat, and the po.sterior part

or nape. Cervix is applied also to other parts of the body,

as cervix uteri, or that part immediately above the Gs Tincoe,

cervix vesiccE, cervix ossis, &c.
CERU'iMEN (Chem.) Ear-wax; a secretion formed in the

canal of the external ear, is found, by a chemical analysis,

to be very combustible and largely soluble in alcohol, and

composed of a fat oil, resembling that of the bile; of an

albuminous mucilage, in which the principal bitterness

seems to reside, and of a peculiar colouring matter.

CEHU'.MINA (Chem.) the same as C'f;70HCH.

CERU'RA (Imu') a mound, fence, or inclosure.

CE'RUSE (Chem.) vide Cerussa.

CERUSIA'NA (Med.) a compound medicine, mentioned

and described bv Galen. Gal. dc Compos, Med, sec. Loc.

1, 7, c. 5.

1
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CERU'SSA (Chem.) Cenisc, Wiite-lead; a carbonate of

lead, prepared bv exposing thin plates of lead to the hot

vapours of vinegar, or other acetic acids.

—

Ceriissn Anti-

monii, Ceruse of Antimony ; a perfect oxide of antimony

prepared by nitre.

CERUSSE'A nrina [Med.) White urine, which looks as if

Ceruse had been mixed with it.

CE'RVUS {Ant.) a forked stake or palisado driven into the

ground to annoy the enemy ; so called from its resembling

the horn of a stag in shape.

Tibull. 1. 4, carra. 1, v. 82.

Jam te non alitis belli tenet aptiiis artes:

Qua decent tutam castris prtrducerefossam ;

Qualiler admsos lifisli defigire cerios.

Cervus {ytnnh.) is a common symbol of Diana on coins,

[vide Arcui\

Cervus (Zoot.) the stag or deer, the female of which was
called cerxa, in the Greek, for both genders, iAot(fc;, is de-

signated by Virgil irripcs, to denote that it was surefooted.

Virg. >i'H. 1. 6, V. 803.

Fijerit irripedeni cervam licet.

And by Catullus it is distinguished for its fleetness, when
speakin;; of .\chilles.

CntuU. Ej}it/ial. Pel. et Thes. v. 342.

Flammea jn-tcvertet celeris vestigia ceritr.

The poets Pindar, Anacreon, and Sophoclej, have also

described the cerva, or hind, as having horns ; but in

this they are contradicted by Aristotle, Pliny, and other

naturalists.

The principal kinds of deer noticed bv the ancients, as

well as moderns, are

—

Taranilus, rafav^ec, the Census In-

randus of Linnaus, the Rein Deer.— Cervus, «Ax(p«,

Cervus elaphus, the Stag.

—

Plali/cerns, s-^aTi/xs'fa';, the

Cervus plaliceros, or Fallow Deer.— Caprea, <Jip«?, the

Cervus capreoliis, or Roe-Huck.

—

A.ris. the Cervus axis,

or the Spotted Axis, [vide Cervus^ The cervus is dis-

tinguished according to its age, in Greek, into ^uycthc,

the young fawns just after they are brought forth

;

»s3fci, the fawns when they begin to feed; t«tt».^/ki,

subulones, spitters, whose horns begin to bud forth

;

xsparai, those which are furnished with full branching
horns. Arislot. Hist. Anim. 1. 6, 9, &c. ; Plin. 1. 8, 1 J,

&c. ; .-EUaii. Hist. Anim. 1. 7, &c.

Cervus, /;( the Linnean si/stem, a genus of animals, Class

JMainmcilin, Order Pecora.

Generic Cliarncter. Horns solid, branched annually, de-

ciduous.

—

Fore-lecl/i, lower eight.— Tush, upper soli-

tary.

Species. The species differ both in the size of their horns

and in their general make. They are as follow, namely
— Cervus nlces, in French VElan, the Elk, or Moose
Deer, the largest of the tribe.— Cej'vus tarandus, the

Rangifer of Gessner, the Cervus rangifer of Ray ; in

French le Renne, the Rein Deer, an inhabitant of Lap-
land.

—

Cervus elaphus, in French le Cerf, the Stag, or

Red Deer, the female of which is called the hind.

This animal is distinguished b}' its branching horns.

—

Cercus damn, the Damn vulgaris of Gessner, the Cervus

plati/ceros of Ray ; in French le Daim et la Daine, the

Fallow Deer, the Common Buck and Doe, having

branching horns palmated at the top.

—

Ccrxnis Vir-

giniana, the Damn J'irginiana of Raj', the Virginian

Deer.

—

Cercus axis, in French I' Axis, the Spotted Axis,

one of the most beautiful animals of this tribe.

—

Cervus
pygnrgus, seu Cervus aha, Tailless Deer.— Cervus JSIexi-

canus, the Teuilal mafone of Hernandez; in French
Chevreuil d'Amerique, iSIesican Deer.

—

Cervus porcinus,

CES

in French Cerf-cochon, Porcine Yieev.— Cenms enpreolus,

the Capreolus of Gessner; in French Ic Chevreuil, the

Roe.— Cervus vunit/'nc, in French le Chevreuil des

Indes, Rib-faced Deer.— Cervus Guineeusis, the Grey
Deer.

CE'SARE {Log.) a syllogism of the second figure, consisting

of a universal affirmative proposition between tuo universal

negatives ; as,

C e No animal is incorporeal ;

S n All angels are incorporeal ; therefore,

R e No ansiel is an animal.

CESA'RIAN SECTION {Med.) vide Ccesarcan Section.

CE'SSAT EXECUTIO (Zojc) an abatement of a writ to-

wards one of two defendants who has been tried and con-
victed of a trespass, until the same has been tried against

the other defendant.

CESSA'TION OF ARM.S {Mil.) an armistice or occasional

truce, particularly in the case of a siege, when, if the
governor find that he must either surrender or sacrifice

himself and the garrison to the enemy, he plants a white
flag on the breach, or beats the chamnde to capitulate, when
both parties cease firing.

CESS.WIT (Lav:) a writ lying against a man who holds
lands by rent or other services, and neglects or ceases
to perform his services for two years together ; or where
a religious house hath lands given it on condition of per-
forming certain offices, as reading prajers, or giving alms,
and neglects it. F. X. D. 'iOS.

CE'SSE (Lniv) an assessment or tax. Stat. 22 Hen. S, c. 3.

Also, an exacting of provisions at a certain rate for the
deputy's family and garrison soldiers.

CE'SSIO {Lnii) cession; a ceasing, yielding up, or giving
over ; as when an ecclesiastical person is created bishop,
or a parson of a parish takes another benefice without
dispensation, or being otherwise not C[ualified, thev are
said to be void bv cession.

CE'SSION {Laiv) vide Cessio.— Cession, an act whereby a
person surrenders up to another person a right which "be-

longed to himself.— Cession qfrfpcts, the act of delivering
up all effects real and personal by a merchant to his cre-
ditors, in order to free himself from all actions and prosecu-
tions; and is either voluntary, which frees the debtor from
all the demands of his creditors upon any future estates or
effects he may acquire; ot forced, when his creditors are
authorized to seize ai\y effects that may come into his

fiands in pavment of his debts.

CE'SSIONARY BANKRUPT {Law) one who has yielded
up his estates to be divided amongst his creditors.

CE'SSOR {La:o) one who ceases or neglects to perform a
duty so long as to incur the danger of the law. F. S. B.
136.

CE'SSURE {Latv) or Cesser, ceasing; giving over; or de-
parting from. Stat. West. 2, c. 1.

CE'SSUS (Lav)) assessments or taxes.

CESTICI'LLUS {Ant.) a wisp of straw which women laid

upon their heads who carried pails. Fest. de Verb.

Sii^nif.

CESTilEUS {Ich.) Ki^fik, the mullet.^

CESTRI'TES oinum (Med.) xsrfi'ri)? iivec, from KtVfo;, be-
tonv ; wine impregnated with betony.

CESTRON (/?)(.) the herb Betony."
CESTROSPHE'XDONE (Ant.) a" sort of sling or engine

of war for casting darts. Liv. 1. 42, c. 65.

CESTRO'TA {A>it.)Ki'rfuTct, pieces of ivory or horn wrought
with the tool called the oestrum. Plin. 1. 11, c. 3"; He-
,^1/chius.

CE'STRUM (Ant.) «'«(>«>, a graving tool ; and also a borer,

awl, or wimble. Plin. 1. 3.5, c. 1 1

.

Cestru.m {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,
Order 1 Monogynia.
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Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved ; mnutJi

five-cleft.

—

Cor. nionopetalous ; tube cylindric ; divisiuns

ovate.

—

Stam. filaments five; anthers roundisli.—Pisr.
germ cylindric-ovate ; sti/le filiform ; stigma thickisli.

—

Per. berrj ovate ; seeds very many.
Species. The species are shrubs.

—

Cettrum nocinrnum,

Jasminoides, Sj/rin^a, seu Parxu, Night-smelling Ccs-

trnin, native of Jamaica.— Cestrum laurifolium, seu

Laureda, &c. Laurel-leaved Cestrum, native of America.—Cestrum pnrqui, seu Parqui, native of Chili.

—

Cestrum
aiiriculaliim, seu Hediunda, &c. Ear-leaved Ce.strum,

native of Lima.

—

Cestrum scandens, seu Jilamcntis, &c.
native of St. Martha.— Cestrum vespcrtiiuim, Ixorn, Sec.

seu Jasminum, &c. Cluster-flowered Cestrum, native of

America.

—

Ce::lrum diurnnm, seu Jasminoides, &c. Day-
smelling Cestrum, native of Chili.— Cestrum venenatum,

native of the Cape of Good llo'ps.— Cestrun tomen-
tosum, I've, native of America.— Cestrum hirtum, &c.
native of Jamaica.— Ceslriim lalifulium, native of Trinity

Island.

—

Cestrum nervosum, seu Jasminoides, &c. native

of Carthagena.

—

Cestrum macroplnjUitm, Large-leaved
Cestrum, native of the West Indies.

—

Cestrum olcijhlium,

Olive-leaved Cestrum, native of the West Indies.— Ces-

trum odontnsperntmi, Tooth-seeded Cestrum, native of

the West Indies.

CE'STUI QUE TltUST (Latu) or Cestui a que trust, one
in whose trust, or for whose use or benefit, another man is

enfeofied or seised of lands or tenements. Stat. 29 Car. 2.

c. 3.

—

Cestui que use, or a que use, one to whose use any
other man is enfeoffed of lands or tenements. Stat.

27 Hen. 8, c. 10.

—

Cestui il que vie, one to whom any lands

or tenements are granted for life.

CE'STUS (Ant.) a boxing-glove, [vide Castusl
Cestus, xii-oi, was also a marriage girdle full of studs, where-

with the husband girded his wife at the wedding, and
which he loosed again the first night.

CETA'CKOUS (Zool.) from ccte, a whale. Cetaceous, an

epithet for a very large sort of fishes which bring forth

perfect animals instead of spawn.
CETA'llLl (Ant.) places near the sea side where large

fish are taken and salted.

CE'TE (Zool.) an order of animals under the Class Mamma-
lia, of tlie whale tribe, which have pectoral fins instead of

feet, live upon smaller fish, and dwell in the waters. They
consist of the following genera

—

Monodon, the Narval,

having two teeth in the upper jaw, a spiracle on the fore

part of the head, and a white skin spotted on the back
with black.

—

HaLcr.a, the Whale, the head of which is

about a third part of the body, having a tubercle in wiiich

is the spiracle.

—

Piiyselcr, the Cachalot, liaving teeth in

the lower jaw and none in the upper.

—

Delpliinus, the

Porpoise, the Dolphin, and the Grampus, having teeth in

each jaw.

CE'TEKACH (Bat.) the Asplcnium ceterach of Linnreus.

CE'TIC ACID (Cliem.) a white solid substance, destitute of

taste and sn>ell, formed from spermaceti saponified.

CETO'LOGY (Zool.) a knowledge of those animals which

in the Linnean system arc comprehended under the Ccte,

or Wliulc.

CE'TIi.'\ (.Mil.) a shoM square target or buckler, used by
the Spaniards and Moors, which was made of the skin of

the ounce or of the butFalo's hide.

Virs. Ailn. 1. 7. V. 7.>2.

Liv. 1. 2fi, c. ,5 ; Plin. I. 1 1 , c. 39 ; Serv. in Virg. ; I'oss.

Lex Etipnol. St.

CETRO'Nl.V (Eiit.) a division of the genus Scnrabecus, com-
prehending those insects of that tribe which have their

mandibles straight.

CH.E

CE'TUS (Astron.) mto?, in the Arabic Elkeilo^, the Whale;
a southern constellation, and one of the iS old astcrisnis.

It is fabled to have been the sea monster sent by Neptune
to devour Andromeda, which was killed by Perseus.
Ptolemy reckons in this constellation 22 stars ; Kepler 21 ;

Bayer 27; Hevelius la; Britannic Catalogue 97, two of
which are of the second magnitude, namely, one in the
snout of the whale called Men/car, and another in the tail

called Deneb. Aral, de Apparent. S^ llipparc. ad .'Irat.

;

Eratosth. Character; I'itruv. I. 9, c. 7 ; Hygin. .Istron.

Poet.; Mar.il. AUron. Poet.; Ptol. Almag. 1 7, c. .5;

Proc. de Sphcer. ; Pctav. Uranolog. ; Bay. Vranomet.

;

Ricciul. Almag. nov.

Cktu.s (Zool.) the Whale, [vide Cete"]

CEVADI'LLA (Bot.) Indian Caustic Barley, the seeds of
which are extremely burning and caustic.

CEVA'DO (Com.) or Cobit, a measure in India for silk and
linen, which is 27 inches in length.—The lesser cevado of
Agra and Delli is 32 inches ; at Cambaia and at Surate,

35 inches.

CEVI'LLUS (Min.) or Ludus, a stone mentioned by Paracel-
sus and Helmont.

CE'YLANITE (Min.) a species of stone of the argillaceous

kind, found in the island of Ceylon, the Scorhus gcnuinus
of Linna;us.

CEYX (Zool.) y.',ul, the King-fisher, a bird breeding in the

halcyon's nest. Plin. I. 32, c. 8.

C Ja tit (i\/«.s.) a note in the scale.

CHAA (Bot.) the Thea Bohea of Linnaeus.

CHA'BASITE (Min.) a precious stone of the Zeolite family,

of a white and sometimes transparent colour.

CHABLE'AU (Meek.) a middle-sized rope used to draw
craft up a river.

CHACE (Laxv) cliacca, a station in a forest for game,
larger than a park, which ma}' be possessed by a subject

though a forest cannot. Bract. I. 4, c. 44.

Chace (Mar.) a term used in many sea phra.'ies : a ship is

said " To have a good chace,'" when she is so formed

at the stern as to carry many guns. She is said to lie with

her foot in chace when she lies in the nearest course to

meet another ship.—" To give chace to a ship," to pursue

it.— Chace-guns, or chace-pieces, guns lying at the head, to

fire on a vessel that is pursued, in distinction from the

stern chasers, which fire on the pursuer.

Chace {Mech.) vide Chase.

TO Ch.\ce (Sport.) a term used at the game of tennis, when
the ball falls in a part of the court beyond which the

opposite party must strike it the next time to gain the

stroke.

CMA'Cl^^.'V (Latv) vide Chace.

CIIACE'AKE (Archtcal.) to hunt a hare or fox.

CIIA'CEF (Mech.) an earthen pot.

TO CIIACK (Man.) or, to beat upon the hand, a term for a

horse that is not steady, but tosses up his nose and shakes

his head to avoid the subjection of the bridle.

CIIACOG'N (Mas.) Chaconc, or Chaconde, an air resem-

bling the saraband.

CMACU'KL'S (Lmi') in French Chasseur, a horse for the

cha.se ; a hound or dog ; a courser.

CHAD (Ich.) or Shad, a sort of round fish, the Clupca

nlosa of Liimxus.

CILEUOPIIY'LLO similis (Bot.) the Aphancs arvcnsis of

Linn.tus.

Cn.EROPIIY'LLUM (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class 5
!

Penlandria, Order 2 Digipiia.

Generic Characters. Cal. !OHic7»«/i'c«n/ .spreading; par-

tial nearly equal as to the number of rays ; involucre

universal none ;
;jnWi«/subpentaphyllous; leaflets lance-

olate ;
perianth proper, obscure.—Con. nuiversal nearly

uniform; Jlorets of the dish, abortive; proper of five



CHA
petals.

—

St AM. filaments five; anthers roundisli.

—

Pist.

germ inferior; styles two; stigmas obtuse,

—

Per. none ;

yruit oblong; seeds two.

Species. The species are perennials and biennials. Of the

first kind are the following; namely

—

Climrnplii/Unm

sylvestre, Cerefulinm, JSIi/rrhis, seu Cicutaria, &c. Wild
Cicely, Cow-weed, or Common Cow Parsley, native of

Europe.— CluvropliyUitm aromaticnm, Cen'/oliinn, Scnii-

(li.c, iS;c. seu Angelica, Aromatic Chxrophyllum, native of

Lusatia.

—

Clicerophyllum colnrntum, seu jMijrrliis, native

of Illyria—ChcErophyUinn anrenm, Cerefulinm, Scniidix,

seu Myrrhis, Sec. Golden Cha?rophylluni, native of Ger-
many.

—

Cluernpliyllum hirsiitum, seu Scseli, Ccrefolium,

£cc. native of Switzerland. Of the second kind are the

following

—

ClucrophyUiim bnlbosnm, Myrrhis, Scandix,

Bulhocastnnum, seu Ciculnrin, Sec. Tuberous Chervil,

native of Germany.

—

Cli(vrophylhnn nristatuni. Sec. na-

. live of Japan.— Chcerophyllum temuliim, seu sylvestre.

Sec. seu Myrrhis, Scandix, Cerefolinm, Sec. Wild Chervil,

Hough Cow Parsley, native of Europe.

—

Chcerophyllum

Capense, native of the Cape of Good Hope.— Chcero-

pliyllum scabrum, seu Jammn, native of Jeddo.
Ch^iropiiyllu.m is also the Scandix of Linncsus.

CH^TO'DON (Ich.) a genus of animals, Class Pisces,

Order Thnracica.

Generic Character. Head small ; month small ; teeth seta-

ceous.

—

Bodyhroad, compressed.

—

Dorsal and anal Jins

rigid, fleshy, and coated with scales.

Species. The principal species are the Chcstodon canescens,

alepidotus, accnmiiiatus, cornutns, f)X.

CHA'FAU Alpini (But.) a sort of Egyptian melon.

TO CHAFE [Mar.) in French brailler, ragner, to rub or fret

the surface of a cable, mast, yard, ic. by the motion of
the ship, or otherwise.

CHA'FEK {Eni.) a name used in composition for three sorts

of insects, namely, the Cojkchafer, [vi<le Cocl-chajer]

the Stag-chafer, [vide Stag-chnfer'] and the Glimmer-
chafer, [vide Glimmer-chafer']

CHA'FEUY oj" an iron mill (Mech.) a sort of forge, wherein
the iron is wrought, and brought to perfection.

CHAFE-WAX (Lam) an oSicer in chancery who prepares
the wax for sealing of writs and commissions to be issued

out.

CHAFF (But.) palea, a vulgar term for the dry calyx of corn
and grass, which is called gluma by Linna;us. Cliaft'is also

a dry membranaceous body interposed between two florets

in some plants of the class Syngenesia.

CHAFF-CUTTER (Mech.) a machine for cutting chaff.

CH.^'FFEIN (Archteul.) a vessel to heat water in.

CHA'FFEIJS (Z,r;tu) wares or merchandise. Stat. 3.

CHA FFINCH (Orn.) a bird so called because it delights in

eating chaft'; the Fringilla Ccelebs of Linna?us.

CHAFF-WEED (But.) the Filago Germanica of Linnaeus,

an annual.

CHA'FFY (Bot.) paleaeeus, an epithet for a root, receptacle,

pappus, stipe. Sec; radix paleacea, a chafty root, having
membranaceous scales as many of the Alices ; receptaculum

pnlraceum, a receptacle with palea chaff or scales, as in

Dipsaciis scahiosa; pappns paleaeeus, a chaffy pappus, or one
having small leaves, as in the Helianthus ; stipes paleaeeus,

a stipe covered with scales.

CHAFING-DISH (Mech.) a utensil for warming meat.
CHAGUEEN (Mech.) a rough-grained leather.

CHAIARXAMBAR'(Bo;.) the Cassia Jstularis of Lin-
nasus.

CHAIN-BOAT (Mar.) a large boat fitted for getting up
mooring-chains, anchors, &c.

—

Chain-bolts, bolts driven

througli the upper end of the preventer plates, and then
fastened to a link of the chains.

—

Chain-plates, iron plates

bolted to the ship's side, and to which the chains and dead-

CHA
eyes that support the masts by the shrouds are connected.— Chain-pump, a sort of pump provided with a chain for

pumping v.ater out of the ship's hold, [vide Pump]—
Chain-shut, two shots linked together. [vide Shot]—
Chain-xmles, broad timbers jutting out of its sides, serving
to spread the shrouds, that tliey may the better support
the masts.

CHAINS (3/flr.) in French chaines de haubans, strong iron

plates fastened through the ship's side to the timbers.

—

Top-chains, in French chaines des basses rcrgnes, are those
which preserve the lower yards from fulling when in time
of battle the ropes are by any means rendered incapable of
service.

Chains (Her.) as badges of dignity, fre-

quently occur in coats of arms, as he beareth
" azure a chain pendant in pale or, a label

gules," name Chaindore.
CHA'IN-SHOT [Mar.) vide Chain-Boat.
Chain-shot (Her.) this weapon is termed, in

blazoning, murdering chain-shot, as in the an-
nexed figure, " He beareth azure three mur-
dering chain-shots or." This coat w'as borne
by the Earl of Cumberland next to his pater-
nal coat.

CHAIN-TIMBER (Carpent.) a timber of larger
dimensions than the common timbers, which
is placed in the middle of a building to give it strencth.

CHAIR-CARVER (Mech.) one employed in carving chairs,
bed-posts, and other furniture which passes through the
hands of the cabinet-maker or upholsterer.

—

Cliair-makcr,
one who makes the frames of chairs.

CHA'IR-MAN (Polit.) one who takes the chair, and pre-
sides at any meeting.

Chair-man (Cus.) a sedan-man, or one who bears a
sedan.

CH.AISE (Mech.) a light open two-wheeled conveyance.
CHA'ITA (Nat.) %.^iV«, signifies properly the mane of a

quadruped, but is used by Rutfus Ephesius to express the
hair of the head.

CFIA'LAMFAU (Mus.) or Chnlmey, from calamus, a reed;
a wind instrument blown throuyh a reed.

CHALA'PA (Med.) the sameasj«/«;j.
CHALA'SSIS (Ant.) a sort of garment so called from its

looseness ; also the knot wherewith a woman's scarf is tied
about her neck.

CH.ALA'STICS (Med.) jjaAartxa, from j;«Ai«, to relax;
such medicines as by their temperate heat have the fiiculty

of softening or relaxing the parts whicli, on account of
their extraordinary tension or swelling, occasion pains.

CHALA'STRICUM (Min.) pure salt-petre, so called from
the town Calastra. Plin. I. 'M, c. 10.

CHALATO'RH //(Hci (Ant.) from ;e«p,«ni, to let down; rones
to let down the sail-yards. Vegei. 1. 4, c. 23 ; Turneb. Adv.
I. 21, c. 2.5.

CHALA'ZA (Med.) xaxv-i^a, or yjt>,alfm, a disorder in the
eyelids, which consists in a tubercle, like ;k«->"'C'"j hail-

stones, and is well know n by the name of a stye or stia. It is

white, hard, and encysted, and differs from the crithe, an-
other species, only in being moveable. The chalazion
has also been distinguished into scirrhous, canorous, cystic,

and earthy.

Chalaza (Vet.) a disorder to which swine are much exposed,
which causes the flesh to be full of tubercles.

Chalaza (Nat.) the treadle of an egg, or the knotty kind
of string at each end, whereby the yolk and white are con-
nected together.

CHALAZ'IAS (Min.) a stone like hail, and so cold that no
fire can heat it. Pliyi. 1. 37, c. 11

.

CHALA'ZION (Med.) vide Chalaza.

CHALAZOPHY'LACES (Ant.) from x^>^<'^, hail, and
2 z 2
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0xi>.uircu, to preserve; Grecian priests who pretended to

avert hail and tempests by cutting themselves with

knives.

CHA'LBANE (Chem.) ;k«a,<3«f,, Galbanum.
CHALBOT (f/cr.) ox cliabot, a name given in

heraldic bearings to the lisli called the Bull-

Head, or Miller's Thumb, as in the annexed
figure. He beareth " Or three chalbots hau-

riant sides, name C/ia!bot."

CHALCA'XTHU.M (C/iem.) or chnlcanthoti,

from x,''^-'-'":-, brass, and ti^C^s, flower, flowers

of brass, or vitriol. PUii. 1. St, c. 12.— Chalcanthum ru-

bcfnctuni, vitriol calcined to redness.

CHX'hCAS paniculafa {Dot.) the Murraya exotica of Lin-

nseus.

CHALCEDO'NIUS (Mh.) Chalcedony; a genus of earths

of the Siliceous order, consisting of silica, lime, and oxyde
of iron. It is hard, light, and shining within, not moulder-

ing in the air, and admitting of a high polish.

Species. Tlie principal species are as follow

—

C/ialcedo-

7iiHS geiiiiiiins, seu Achates, Chalcedony found in the

islands of Scotland, dc.

—

Chalcedonitis cncholonius, Ka-
chelony, or Cacholony, found in the Ferroe islands.

The Calmucks make their idols of this stone.

—

C/ialcc-

donius ca>->ieolus, Sile.x ruber, seu Ccirneolus, Cornelian,

or Carnelian, found in layers of agate in Arabia and
Hindostan.

—

C/ialcedonius sardus, Si/ex vagus, seu Car-

veohis albescens, Sardoine.

—

Chalcedonius Jitsciatus, Sar-

donyx, found in Ceylon, Feroe, Iceland, &c. It is grey

and pellucid, with milk-white diaphonous bands.

—

Chal-

cedonius oui/x, seu Achates, the Onyx, found in the East

Indies; it is the hardest of all the species.

—

Chalcedonius

chrijsoprasus, Chri/soprasium, Achates prasius, seu Kilrum

Jluor, or Chrysoprase, found in Germany, &c.

—

Chalce-

donius lielsotropius, Jaspii hcliotropius, seu Heliotropium,

Heliotrope, or Blood-stone.

CHAi.ciiDONiUii (Med.) an epithet for a medicine which Galen
directs to be used for disorders in the ears. Gal. de Camp.
]\Ied. sec. Loc. I. 3, c. 1.

CHA'LCEOS (Bot.) a kind of thistle. Plin. I. 21, c. 18.

CHALCEl'OS (Bot.) the Echinops sphcerocephalus of Lin-

niEus.

CHALCE'TUM (Bot.) a place where thistles grow. Plin. 26.

c. 7.

CHALCI'DICE (Zool.) ;t;«^'"^""!, a sort of serpent so called

from its resembling chalcedony. Dioscnr. 1. 2, c. 70

;

Plin. 1. 29, c. 17 ; Gal. dc Simpl. I. 11, c. 1.

CHALCI'DICU.M (Archceol.) Chalcidic, a large stately hall

belonging to a court of justice.

CHA'LCIS (/cA.) x"^*'!. a fish of the turbot kind. Arist.

Hist. Animal. 1. 8, c. 25 ; Plin. 1. 9, c. 47 ; Colnm. 1. 8,

c. 17.

Cii.VLCi.s (Enl.) a genus of animals. Class Insccia, Order
ilymcnoptcra.

Generic Character. Mouth with a horny compressed jaw
;

thorax gibbous; abdomen rounded.

Species. The principal species are, the

—

Cluikis clavipcs,

apiformis.

CH AIXT'TES {Min.) a precious stone of the colour of brass.

Plin. I. .'(7, c. 11.

Cll.VI.CrriS (.\/;;(.) from j^aAjto?, brass; a vitriolic mineral

containing copper and iron, of a copperish colour. Plin.

1. 31-, c. 12.

CHALCO'GKAl'HEU {Mech.) chalcographus, Gr. x«>xiyf«-

(pivi, from ;%;«>m»?, brass, and Vfct(puii, an engraver ; an en-

graver on brass or cojiper.

CHALCOI'DES (/<•/(.) a species of Cyprinu.';.

CHALCOLI'BANUM (Min.) ;(;«A«>i/3«»«, a sort of fine

brass.

CHA'LCOLITE (Min.) a species of ore of the genus of

CHA
oxides, of a glass green colour, translucent, soft, and ea-
sily frangible; the Uranium clialcolithus of Linnafus.

CHALCOPHO'NOS (Min.) xaA^opi-.o;, from ^xXK^i, brass,
and (fii".«, a voice ; a black stone that sounds like brass
Plin. 1. 37, c. 10.

CHA'LCOS (Min.) vide .&.
CHALCOSMARA'GDOS (Min.) ;K«^'<6<r/*«favJi5, the bas-

tard emerald. Plin. 1. 37, c. 5.

CHA'LCUS (Ant.) x«'"'»5> a weight, the 36th part of a
dram, 2 gr. the same as areolum ; also a coin of seven
mites in value. According to Pliny, ten chalci, or accord-
ing to Pollux eight, go to an obolus. Poll. 0)ioni. 1. 9, c. 6 ;

Plin. I. 21, c. 3't; Gronov. de Pec. Vet. 1. 3, c. 10; Cenall.
de Pond, apud GrcBv. Thes. Antiq. torn. 11, p. 1522.

CHA'LCUTE (Chem.) burnt brass.

CHALDE'E (Gram.) a dialect of the Hebrew.
Chaldee paraphrase (Theol.) another name for the Tarcrum,

of which there are three kinds mentioned by Walton,
namely, that of Onkelos, that of Jonathan, son of Uzziel,
and that of Jerusalem.

CHA'LDUON (Com.) or chalder, of coals, a measure of 36
bushels.

CHA'LICE (Ant.) vide Simpulum.
Chalice (Ecc.) from calyx, the communion cup used at the

sacrament of the eucharist in general.

CHALICKA'TON (Med.) from the old word %«;>;«, pure
wine, and Kifanvjj^t, to mix; a mixture of wine and
water.

CHALI'NOS (Med.) from ;k«^ifo'5, a bridle; that part of the

cheeks which on each side is contiguous to the angles of
the mouth.

CHALK (Min.) a kind of white fossil, the Creta scriptoria

of Linna!us, consisting principally of the carbonate of
lime, and from which lime is made. It is of two sorts

;

hard, dry, and strong, which is best for lime; and the soft,

unctuous chalk, which is best for lands.

CHALK-CU'TTER (Husband.) a man that digs chalk.—
Chalk-pit, a pit in which chalk is dug.

CHALK-STONES (Med.) a common name for the calca-

reous concretions in the hands and feet of people violently

afflicted with the gout.

CHA'LLENGE (Law) culumnia. Ft. chalenger ; an excep-
tion taken either against persons, as jurors, or against

things, as a declaration, &c. of which there are two kinds,

namely, challenge to the array, and challenge to the polls.

Challenge to the array, is that which is made to the whole
jury as it stands arranged in the panel, or little square panel

of parchment, on which the jurors' names are written.

—

Challenge to the polls, i.e. to the several particular persons,

or heads, in the arra)'. Challenges likewise are distin-

guished into principal or peremptory, and challenges pur-

cause.— Peremptory or principal challenge is that which
the law allows without cause alleged, or further exami-
nation. Between the peremptory and principal challenge

tliere is this difl'erence, that the former is used only in cri-

minal matters, and the latter in civil causes.— Challenge

purcause is a challenge upon some cause or reason al-

leged.— Challenge to the favour '\s a species of challenge

purcause where the plaintiH" or defendant is tenant to the

sheritt", or if the tenant's son hath married the plaintiff's

daughter, with many other such like causes. Staundf.

P.C. 124., 157; Lnndj. Eiren. 1.4, e. 14-; 1 Inst. \r,6,SiC.— Challenge tojight, is a provocation to another, either by
word or letter, to fight a duel, which is now regarded in

law as a breach of the peace. Ilaxck. P. C. c. 63, § 3.

Ciiallen<;e (Sport.) a term apjjlicd to hounds who begin to

cry at the first scent of their game.
CHALLENCjED (Sport.) a term in cockfighting when teft

staves of cocks are engaged to fight twenty-one battles, and,

the odd battle is to have the mastery.



CHA
CHA^LT^'PUS (Ant.) the bride was so called who went to

the bridegroom's house on foot to be wedded.

CHALY'BEATE chr^stals of tartar {Cliem.) vide Cream of
Taiiar.

Chalybeate xvnters, mineral waters in which iron abounds,

as the waters of Tunbridge, the Spa, Cheltenham, &c.

CHALY'BEATES (Med.) medicinal preparations in which

iron forms the principal ingredient.

CHALY'BIS Rtibigo ct Sal (C/icm.) Salt of Steel. The same

as Sal Marlis.

CHALYBS {Med.) properly Steel, but in medicine is taken

for iron.

—

Chalijbs tartarizalus. vide Ferrum tartari.

CHAM (Polif.) or Kltnii, a title of the «mperor or sove-

reign prince of Tartary.

CHA'MA (Zool.) a sort of .llthiopian wolf spotted like the

panther, which was exhibited first at the games given by

Pompey. Pliii. I. S, c. 19.

Chama (Couch.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes, Order

Testacea.

Generic Character. Animal a Tethys.— .S/(e// bivalve.

—

Hinge with a callous gibbosity.

Species. The principal species are the Chama cor, gigas,

liippopus, &c.

CHAMA'DE (Mil.) a beat of drum or sound of trumpet,

given as a kind of signal to the enemy to come to a

parley.

CHAM.E (Con.) j;?,"-*', a sort of cockle-fish, of which

Pliny mentions several varieties. Plin. 1. .SVi, c. 10.

CHAM.EA'CTE (Bot.) from -/.xum, upon tlie ground, and
ciKTr,, the Elder; Dwarf Elder, or Banewort. Plin. 1.24,

c. 8.

CHAMiEBA'LANUS (Bot.) the Arachis hjpogea of Lin-

na;us.

CHAM.E'BATUS (Bot.) from jjau-ai, on the ground, and

/3«iw, to go ; an epithet for a plant that creeps along the

sround ; the same as the Ruhus vulgaris of LiunKus.

CHAM.EBU'XUS (Bat.) ihe same as Pol^gala.

CHAM.ECE'DRYS [But.) th.e same as Abrotanum fce-

mina.

CHAM.'ECE'RASUS (Bot.) Dwarf cherrj-- tree. Plin. 1 15,

c. 25.

Cham.txerasus is a species of the Primus of Linnaeus.

CHAM.ECISSUS (Bot.) Ground-ivy. P//h. 1. 16, c. 3i.

Cham.t.cissus is the Glechoma hederacea of Linnaeus.

CHANLECrSTUS (Bot.) the Andromeda droseroides of

Linnasus.

CHA>LECLA'MA (Bot.) the Glechoma hederacea of Lin-

na;us.

CHAM.ECHRYSO'COME (Bot.) a species of the Sia-

helina of Linnseus.

CHAM.-ECUI'STA (Bot.) the Cassia chamacrista, procum-
bens, &c. of Lirina;us.

CHAM.ECYPARI'SSUS (^Bot.) the Dwarf-cypress. Plin.

1. 2-t, c. 15.

CHA>LEDA'PHNE (Bot.) ;t;«/*«.,Ji<Ji.«, the herb Periwin-

kle, a sort of laurel. Dioscor. I. 4, c. 149; Plin. 1.25,

c. 30.

Cham.t;daphne is the same as the Andromeda of Linnaeus.

CHAM.LDRIFOLIA (Bot.) the Forskoelia tenui^sima of

Linnaeus.

CHA.M.E'DROPS (Bot.) the same as Chamccdri/s, which
see.

CHAM.EDRY'ITES vimtm (Med.) j;a/*a^i/iVi!5 eim?; wine
which has had chamcedrys infused in it. Dioscor. 1. 5,

c. 51.

CHAM.'E'DRYS (Bot.) j;«/A«.'Jpt-5, the herb Germander, or

English treacle, which is reckoned efficacious against the

bites of serpents. Theoph. 1. 10, c. 10; Dioscor. 1. 3,

c. 112; Plin. 2i, c. 14.

Chamxdrys, in the Linnean Si/stem, the Dri/as octopetala.

CHA
CHAM.EFI'CUS (Bot.) the Picas humilis of Linn.-cus.

CHAM.EFI'LIX (Bot.) a species of the Aspleniunt of Liii-

nfEus.

CHAM.E-GENI'STA (Bot.) the Genista sagitalis of Lin-
naeus.

CHAM,EI'AIME (Bot.) the same as Stellaria.

CHA>LErRIS (Bot.) the Iris pumila of Linnteus.
CHAM.El'TEA (Bot.) the straight dwarf willow with nar-

rotv leaves.

CH A:\LELA'lTES vinum (Med.) ;K='.«,«,;>,«.'r^, or,»5, wine
impregnated with the Chama-lea, Dioscor. 1. 5, c. TO.

CHAM.ELA'RIX (Bot.) the Aspalat/ius Chenopoda of Lin-
naeus.

CHA^I/ELiE'A (Bot.) the same as the Cncorum.
CHA^LELEA'GNUS (Bot.) the same as tlie Myrtus Bra-

bantica.

CHAM.E'LEON (Zool.) vide Chameleon.
CHAM.ELEU'CE i i?o/.) %«/«.^;Aic«,, the Sussilage, or Colts-

foot, reckoned good for pains in the loins. Plin. 1.24, c. 15;
Gal. de Simpl. 1.6; Dodon. Pemptad.

CHAiSLELI'NUM (But.) the Linum catharticum , or purg-
ing Flax of Linnaeus.

CHAM.E'.MALUS (Bot.) a kind of dwarf apple-tree, called
Paradise apple.

CHA]NLE.ME'LUM (Bot.) ;c«/*aW'". the herb Camomile,
so well known for its many medicinal virtues, being sto-

machic, hepatic, emollient, and carminative. It derives
its name from z^y-'"', dwarf, and /^'i^ov, apple, because its

flower resembles the apple in smell. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 154 ;

Plin. 1. 22, c, 21 ; Gal. Exeges. Vocab. Ilippocrat.; Oribas.

Med. Coll.]. l^.

CHAM.EM.ELUM (Bot.) was reckoned as a genus among
Botanists formerly, but is classed as a species in the Lin-
nean system under the genus Achillea, Anthemis, Arctotis,

Chrijsanthemum, Colula, and ^latricaria. Ger. Herb.;
C. Bauh. Pin.; Parle. Thcat. Bot.; Rail Hist. Plant. &c. ;

Tourncf. Instit.; Boerhaav. Ind.

CHAM-EME'SPILUS (Bot.) the Mespilus chamccmespilus of
LinntPus.

CHAM;E-MO'LY (Bot.) the Allium chamcemoly oi'Lumxw^.
CIIAM.EMO'RUS (Bot.) the Rubus chanuemorus.

CHAM.EMY'RSINE (Bot) a sort of rush, or Butcher's
broom. fliti. 1. 15, c. 7.

CHAM.ENE'RION (Bot.) the same as the Epilubium.
CIIA.M.EO'RCIIIS (Bot.) the Ophrys Alpina.

CHAM.EPERICLYME'NUM (Bot.) the Cornus Suecica
of Linnaeus.

CHAMiEPEU'CE (Bot.) a herb good against a pain in tlie

back. Diosror. 1. 4, c. 126 ; Plin. 1. 24, c. 15.

CHAM.EPEUCETUINU.M vinum (Med.) ;c«^«,^,t.,«,

eT«>i, wine in which bruised leaves of tlie Chama-pitys have
been infused. Diosc. 1.5, c. 180.

CHAM.EPl'TYS (Bot.) ;e=<,"'«"f'Vf«, the herb Ground-pine,
is a strong diuretic, opens obstructions, and powerfully
promotes the menstrual discharge. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 175 ;

Plin. 1. 24, c. 6.

CnA.M.ff;piTYs, in the Linnean system, the Cres.m Cretica.

CHAM.EPLA'TANUS (Bot.) the dwarf Rose-bag. Plin.

1.12, c.2.

CHAM.E'PLION (Bot.) a name in Oribasius for the Ery-
simum.

CHAM.EPY'XOS (Bot.) the same as the Pseudo-chamce-
buxus.

CHAMiERA'PHANUM (Bot.) the upper part of the root

of the Apium. Paul .Tleinet. 1. 7, c. 10.

CHAM.ERIIODODE'NDRON (Bot.) or Chama-rhododen-
dros, the Azalea procumbens, &c. of Linna>us.

CHA^LE'RIPHES (Bot.) x'^H-'^^f^Q^'^'., trees growing in Crete

and Sicily that resemble the palm. Theoph. Hist. Plant.,

1. 2, c. 8 ; Plin. 1. 13, c. 4 ; Hesychius.

.



CHA
CIIAMiE'ROPS (not.) a sort of palm wliidi, wlien drunk

in wine, is good for pains in the sides. I'/iii. i. 2;j, c. S.

CiiAM-snoi's (Dol.) a genus of plants, Class 23 I'olijgamia,

Order 2 Dioccin,

Generic Characters. Cal. spathe universal ; spndix branch-
ing.— Peu. proper trii)artite.— C'oit. tripartite; j)etals

ovate.

—

Stam. /sYamrais six ; antliers linear.—PisT.^fniu
three ; sti/les permanent ; stigmas acute ; perdrupes three

;

seeds solitary.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

C/iamivrops hu-

milis, Phcenix Inimilis, Palma minor, seu Cliama:riphes,

&c. Dwarf Fan palm, native of Sicily.

—

Clmmwrnps ser-

iiilata, native of Georgia.— Chamccmps Palmettn, seu

C'.rtjplin, ivrc. native of Carolina.

—

Chamccrnps Cochin-

cliincnsis, native of Cochin-china.— Vitamarops exceha,

seu S/)iro et Sodio.

CHAM.ERUBUS {Bot.) the Rttbus ccesitts saxitiVn, &c. of
Linnaeus.

CHAiM.ESPA'RTIUM (Bot.) from ;««.«'«' and c-nurA,-.;

Spanish broom; the same as the Genista tinctoria of Lin-

na;us.

CHAM.ESY'CE (Bot.) a sort of fig good for all sorts of
disorders in the womb. Theuph. Hist. Plant. 1. 9, c. 12;
Dioscor. 1.4, c. 170; Plin. 1. 24-, c. 15.

CHAlMyETE'H/E (Ant.) or Chamceterides, x'iyMn!fi^>:i,]\tt\c

images resembling handmaids, or waiting women, sitting on
the ground.

CHAM/ETRACHE'A (Enf.) a kind of sea-crab.

CHAM^ZE'LON (Br>t.) j;c4,^«;'{,>«, a herb, the leaves of

which are used in stulSng bed-ticks, &c.
CHAM/EZELOS (Mci!.) x.'^fj^aii^^^.oi. low, depressed.

CHA'MBAR (Med.) thti same as Magjiesia.

CHA'.MBELECH (Med.) an Elixir.

CHAOIBER of a mortar (Mil.) a cavity at the bottom of

the bore to receive the charge.

—

Buttled chamber, tl'.at

part where the powder lies.

—

Chamber of a mine, the place

where the charge-powder is lodged that is to be used for

blowing up the works.

—

Chamber of a battery, a place sunk
under ground to hold the powder, bombs, &c. and to pre-

serve tiiem.

CiiAMBF.R (Her.) the cylindrical part of ord-

nance is so denominated, and is sometimes
borne in coats of arms without a carriage, as

he l)eareth " Argent a chevron, sable sur-

mounted of another ermine, between the r'jlj2s^
cliamhers placed transverse the escutcheon of
the second, fired proper ;" the name Chambers.

CHAMliER rifa Loch (Mech.) the space between the gates
of a lock in a canal, in which the barge rises and sinks so

as to pass tiie lock.

CM AMBERDl'L'KIN (Lnic) or chamberdeacon, a name for

poor Irish scholars cloathed meanly, and having no rule

;

or rather Beggars who were banished from England.
Slat. 1. Hen. b, c. 7,8.

CHA'MBEliLAIN' (La\v) Camerariu.i, a term used variously

in our laws and statutes for officers of state, as the Lord
Great Chamberlain (if England, to whom belongs the go-
vernment of the palace of Westminster.

—

Lord ('hnmber-
lain of the King's ho'.iseliold, who lias the oversight and
government of all the officers belonging to the king's

chamber, and also of the Wardrobe. Chamberlains are

also receivers of rents, as the

—

Chamberlain of the E.c-

chenner, who keeps a controlment of the Pells of receipts,

auiexitus, &c.— Chandicrlain of Chester, who receives the
rents and revenues of that city.— Chamberlain of London,
who is commonly the receiver of the city rents, payable
into the chamber.

CHAM15ERLA'RIA (Law) or Chamberlangcria, the office

of a chamberlaiii.

CHA'.MBERS of the king (Law) Rcgiic Camcrcc, the havens

CHA
or ports of the kingdom were anciently so called. Marc.
Clans, p. 2-1-2.— Chambers at Inns of court, rooms or apart-

ments belonging to the several inns of court, which are
occu|)ied by members of the legal profession ; whence the

term chamber-practice for that branch of the practice which
can be followed by barristers or pleaders in their chambers,
as distinguished from man.iging or pleading causes in

open court.— Chambers oj' commerce, an assemblv of mer-
chants and traders who hear and determine all causes
relative to commerce, and inspect the bills of entry and
exports.

CHAMBERS (Annt.) two spaces between the crystalline

lens and the cornea of the e3e, divided off by the iris; ihat

before the iris is termed the anterior chamber ; and that be-

hind it the posterior chamber. They are filled with an

aqueous fluid.

CHAMURA'NLE (Archit.) called by Vitruvius Antepag.

mcnia, an ornament of brick or wood, which borders the

three sides of doors, windows, and chinmeys, varying in

the diif'erent orders of architecture. It is composed of

three parts : the top called the traverse, and the two sides

called the ascendants. When the Chamhranle is quite

plain, it is only a case or franie, as in a door-case and a

window frame.

CHAMBRE depeinte (Laxv) the painted chamber, anciently

calli'd St. Edward's chamber.

CH.A.MBRIwte fy";;;/?.? (Laxv) a court established by royal

authority for examining the accounts of those who received

the royal money.
Chambre (Mil.) in French signifies, besides its ordinary

meaning, a hollow space or flaw in pieces of ordnance, for

which they are invariably condemned.
CHAMBRE'E (Mil.) a term among the French to signify

several soldiers lodged in the same room, in barracks, &c.

CII.-\'M15REL (I'el.) the joint of the upper part of the

hinder leg of a horse.

CHA'.MBRELECH (Med.) an elixir.

CHA'MBROCH (Bot.) Trefoil.

CHAMEGA'OiVIE (Bot.) the Ilouslonia cccrulca of Lin-

naeus.

CIIAMEL.EA (Bot.) the Daphne myzerenm oC hinnxui.

CHAINIELEON {/joi.);^*/"''"^"'"; a thistle so called, according

to Dioscorides, from its many colours. It is of two sorts,

the one white, which is the Sow-thistle, or Carline ; and

the other black, which is the Fuller s Teazle, Theoph.

Hist. Plant. 1. 10, c. 13; Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 11 ; Plin. I '22,

c. 18.

Chameleon, in the Linnean System, the Afractj/lis gummi-

fera of Linnxus.
Chameleon (Zool.) Chnmceleon, j;«^«i>i8w, a quadruped

(;•'' the Lizard tribe in India and New Spain, the Lacerta

Chamtcleon of Linna;us, is said to assume the colour of

the objects nearest to it. The ancients supposed it to

subsist upon the air ; but by later discoveries it has been

ascertained that it lives upon flies, which it catches dex-

terousl}' with its long tongue while it hangs on the branches

of the trees. AriHot. Animal. 1. 4, c. 11 ; Plin. I. 8, c. 33;

Jel. Hist. Animal. I. 2, c. 14.

CHAMELEOS (Ichn.) a kind of crab-fish.

CHA'MELOT (Com.) vide Camlet.

CHAMEUNIA (Med.) x<i^imU, from zocu-cl, on the

ground, and iun, a bed ; a lying on the ground, or on any

liard place.

TO CHAMFER (Archil.) to channel or make hollow.

Chamfeu (Archit.) or Chanifret, a smaller channel or fur-

row on a pillar.

CHAMFERED (Bot.) is applied to the .stalks of plants

which have Impressions on them like furrows.

CHAMFERET (Archil.) strix, or .stria, a kind of channel

or gutter on a eolunm. I'itriiv. 1. 3, c. 3.



CHA
CHAMFERING (Carpenl.) or C/unnernining, cutting the

edge or end of anj' thing aslope or bevelling.

CHAMFRAIN (Mi!.) an ancient piece of armour among
the French to protect the horse.

CHAMI'KA (B<il.) the Heliophila circtxciiiicle!; of Linnaius.

CHA'.MOIS [ZuoL] or Vt'ild Goat, which inhabits the Alpine

mountains, having horns erect, round, and smooth. It is

classed by Linnaeus under the Antelope tribe, of which it

is made a species >vith the name of the Antilope lupi-

capra.

CHA'.MOMILE {Bol.) a well known odoriferous plant,

the Anihcmis of Linnaeus, which is possessed of a very

bitter taste, but many medicinal virtues, [vide Chama-
melam~\

CHAMO.MI'LL.V {Dot.) the Matricaria snavcolens et Cha-
momilla of Linnaeus.

CHA'.MOS (My.) or Chcmosh, ii>ii:3, an idol of the :.Io-

abites.

CHAMOYS (Mcch.) or chamois, leather, vulgarly called

shammy, the leather which is made of the skin of the wild

goat.

CHAMPA'CA (Bat.) or Champacam, a large tall tree grow-
ing in the East Indies, the ^Icchclia Champaca of Linnseus,

Avhich bears very fragrant flowers twice a year, but no
fruit till far advanced in age. The flowers boiled in oil

make an ointment for the head ache.

CHAJIPAIGN (Her.) an epithet for a sort of abatement,

a Point champaign, or a mark of dishonour in the coat of
one who kills a prisoner of »var, in field, after he has
craved quarter.

CH.AMPAIX Lychnis (Bat.) a kind of rose, either red or

white.

Champain Line (Archit.) a conjunction of straight lines,

formerly called indentations, the sides of which are pa-
rallel and similar to each other.

CHA'.MPANS (Mar.) small flat bottomed vessels with one
sail, used in China and Japan.

CHAMPA'RTY (Lam) or Champerty, campi partitio, be-
cause the parties agree to divide the lands, &c. in question

;

a bargain with the plaintiff or defendant in any suit for

part of the land, debt, cScc. sued for, if the party who un-
dertake it prevails therein.

CHAMPE'RTORS (Law) those v.'ho move pleas or suits,

or cause them to be moved, either by their own procurement
or others, and sue them at their proper cost, upon condi-
tion of having part of the land in variance, or part of the
gain. 33 Kd. I. stat. 2.

CHAMPI'GNOX (Dot.) a red-gilled edible mushroom, the
AparicHs campestris of Linnffiu:, an annua!.

CH.i'MPION (Lflii) Campio ; he who fights not only in

his own cause, but also in defence of another. Brad.
1.3, tract. 2, c. 21.— Champion of the king, Campio regis,

an ancient officer, who at the coronation of our kinsrs,

whilst the king is at dinner, rides armed cap-^-pec into

Westminster-hall, and b}- tl;j proclamation of a herald,

makes a challenge in defence of the king's title to the
crown, for which he receives a gilt cup, with a cover, full

of wine, as his fee.

CHANCE (.Math.) vide Chances.

CHANCE-ME'DLEY (Lnc) in French Chance mcler, and
Latin lapsus miscere, the accidental killing of a man in self

defence on a sudden quarrel, without anj' evil design.

Slamf. P. C. c. IG ; 3 Inst. 55-7; 1 Haxvk. P. C. c. 30, § 1.

CHANCE'L (Archit.) Cancelli, an enclosed space railed off

in courts of judicature.

—

Chancel of a church, part of the
choir between the altar and the communion table, and the
rails or ballustrade that inclose the place where the mi-
nister stands at the celebration of the communion. The
chancel is also the eastern part of the churcli, where the
altar is placed.

CHA
CIIA'NCELLOR (PoUt.) Cancellarius, the chief adminis-

trator of justice, and next to the sovereign.

—

Chancellor (if

a bishop, or of a diocese, one who is appointed to hold the

bishop's courts, and to assist him in matters of ecclesiastical

law. Stat. 37 //. 8, c. \.—Chanc(Uor of the Duchy of
Lancaster, an officer before whom, or his deputy, the

court of the Dutchy chamber of Lancaster is held.

—

Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, a great officer of state, wlio used
to sit with the judges in court, and in the Exchequer
chamber, for the ordering of things to the king's best
benefit. He had also great authoriij- in the management
of the king's revenue which seems of late to be his chief
business, being commonly the first commissioner of the
treasur)'. He is mentioned in stat. 25 H. 8, c. 16;
33 H. 8, c. 39.

—

Chancellor of a University, one who seals

the diplomas, or letters of degrees, &c. given in the univer-

sity. The Chancellor of the University of O.xford is elected
by the masters in convocation, and holds his office durante
vita.—The Vice-Chancellor, -who officiates for the chancellor,

is nominated by the chancellor, and annually elected by
the university in convocation.—The Pro-vice-chancellors,

of which there are four, are chosen by the vice-chancellor
from the heads of colleges, to one of v, honi ho deputes the

power of acting in his absence. Tlie Chancellor of the
University of Cambridge is the same as that of Oxford,
except that he does not hold his office durante vita, but
may be elected every three years.—The Vice-chancellor is

chosen annuallj- by the senate out of two persons nomi-
nated by the heads of colleges and halls.— Chancellor of
the Order of the Garter, and also of other military orders ;

an officer who seals the commissions of a chapter and as-

sembly of knights, keeps the register, and delivers the acts

under the seal of the order.

Chancellor of a Cathedral (Ecc.) one who superintends
the regular exercise of the cathedral service.

CHA'NCERY (Lan<) Cancellaria, the highest court of
judicature in this kingdom next to the parliament, was in-

stituted by William the Conqueror. The Lord Chancellor
presides over this court, having under him the following'

officers :—A Vice-chancellor, a newly-created officer wiio

sits for the chancellor, or has a separate court if needful.—pilaster of the Rolls, who has the keeping of all the
rolls, patents, grants, records. Sic. belojiging to the court
of chancery. He used formerly to act as an assistant

to the chancellor

—

Twelve Masters in Chancery, some
of whom sit in court, and take notice of such references
as are made to them, to be reported to the court.

—

Six
Clerks in Chancery, who transact and file all proceedings
by bill and answer.— The Cttrsiturs of the court, four-

and-twenty in number, who make out all original writs in

chancery.—The Register, or Rcgi.itrur, an officer of great
importance, having several deputies under him, to take
cognizance of all orders and decrees, enter, and draw
them up, &c.—The Master ifthe Snhpcena office issues out
all writs of subpoena.—The Examiners are officers v.ho
take the depositions of witnesses, and make out copies of
them, &.C.— The Clerks nf the AJfdavit.'; file all affidavits

used in court, without winch the}' will not be admitted
The Clerk of the Rolls attends constantly at the chapel of
the rolls to make search for deeds, &c.— The Clerks of the

Petty-bag-ojfce who make out writs of summons toPar-
liament, conge d'elires, for bishops, patents for customers ;

liberates, upon extent of staple; with a variety of other of-

fices.

—

The Usher of the Chancery, formerly had the re-

ceiving and custody of all money ordered to bs deposited in

court, and paid it back by order. This office is now dis-

charged by a new officer, called the Acconntanf-Gencrnl.—
Serjeant at Arms, he to whom persons standing in contempt
are brought up by his substitute as prisoners.— Warden of
the Fleet receives such prisoners as stand committed by
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the court, &c. To the above may be added other
officers, as

—

the Clerk of the Crown, the Clerk and Con-
troller ofthe Hanaprr, the Clerk of the Fncu/lies for dispen-

sations, and the Clerk of Appeals on appeals from the
court, &c.
Tiie jurisdiction of this court is ordinary or extraordinary.
—The Ordinnri/ Court is tliat wherein the Lord Chan-
cellor, Lord Keeper, &c. in his proceedings and judg-
ments is bound to observe the order of the common
law acknowledged in Chancery. This court holds plea

of recognizances, writs of scirefacias for repeal of letters

patent, &c.— The Extranrdinari/ Court, or Court of\

Equity, proceeds by the rules of Equity. I

A suit to the extraordinary court of Chancery is com-

1

nieuced, on the part of a subject, by preferring or filing

a hill in the nature of a petition to the Lord Chancellor,
j

Lord Keeper, &c. ; if, on the part of the crown, the
matter of the complaint is oftered by way o( information.
In the case of exhibiting a bill against a peer in Parlia-

ment, the Lord Chancellor writes a letter called a letter

missive, to which, if no answer be put in, a subpcena
follows; then an order to show cause why a sequestration

should not issue ; and, if he still stands out, a sequestration

is granted. The same process is followed for a member
of the House of Commons, except the letter missive.

The form of defence varies according to the foundation
on which it is made; if it rest on the matter of the bill

therein apparent, it is termed a demurrer ; if on the
foundation of new matter offered, it is a j'-ea ; if it sub-
mits to answer the charges generally, it is an answer

;

if it disclaims all interest in the matters in dispute, it is

a disclaimer.

CHANCES (Math.) a branch of modern analysis, which
treats of the probability of certain events taking place by
contemplating the different ways in which they may happen
or follow. The laws or rules to which this science are to

he reduced, are very few or general ; and, consequently,
leave much to the skill of the .inalyst. The prohabilitij of
an event is the ratio of the chance for its happening, to all

the chances, both for its happening and failing. The
expectation (fan extent is the present value of any sum or
thing which depends cither on the happening or the failing

of such an event. Events are independent when the hap-
pening of an}' one of them neither increases nor lessens the
probability of the rest. Hence, if an event may take
place 71 ways, and each of these be equally likely to

liappen, the probuhilitij that it will take place in a speci-

fied way is properly represented by -; certainty being
It

represented by unity ; or, which is the same thing, if the
value of certainty be unity, the value of the expectation

that the event will happen in a specified way is - . For the

sum of all the probabilities is certainty or unity, because
the event must take place in some one of the ways, and

the probabilities are ccjual, therefore each of them is -

.

If the certainty be a the value of the expectation wil

be -.

If an event happen in a ways, and fail in b ways, all bein<

equally probable, the chance of its happening is

/,

a + b'

a + d'

and the chance of its failingis

CHANCES.

E.vamplcs,

Example l. The probability of throwing an ace with a
single die in one trial is ^ ; the probability of not throw-
ing an ace is 1 ; the probability of throwing either an
ace or a duce is ^.

Example 2. Let there be n balls, a, b, c, d, &c. thrown
promiscuously into a bag, and let it be required to find

the probability of any specified number ; then, if a
person draw out one of them, the probability that it

will be (7 is -; the probability that it will be either a
n

or b is -. If two balls be drawn out the probability

2
that these will be a and b is

n — 1

for there are
n — 1

combinations of n things taken together,

two and two together, and each of these is equally

likely to be taken ; therefore the probability that a and b

-i- 2
will be taken is 7i . n — I , or .—^ n .n-l

Example 3. It is required to determine the probability of

drawing out of the fifty-two cards in a pack the four

aces in four draws, here m = 4, and n := 52 ; whence

3 . ^
the probability is -;

—

1-952 . 51 . 50

Example 4. To find the probability tljnt an individual of

a given age will live one year. In Dr. Halley's tables,

out of 5S6 of the age of 22, 579 arrived at the age of

23 ; hence the probability that an individual aged 22

will live one year is 4iJ, or -S4 nearly; and t^i or -^

nearly is the probability that he will die.

Example 5. To find the probability that an individual of

a given age will live any number of years. Let a be

the number in the foremcntioned tables of the given

age, b, c,d.. .X the number left at the end of 1 , 2, 3, ... /

years ; then - is the probability that the individual will

live one year ; - the probability that he will live two

years ;
- the probability that lie will live / years ; also

a — h a — c a — X , ,,.,.. ,
,

, , , are the probabilities that he
a a a

will die in 1,2,/ years.

If two events be independent of each other, and the pro-

bability that one will happen be — , and the probability

that the other will happen be -, then the probability

that both will happen is For each of the hi ways,

in which the first can happen or fail, may be combined

with each of the n ways in which the other can happen

or fail, and there is only one in which both can happen

;

therefore the probability that this will be the case is

. The probability that both do not happen is

m n

1 , cr ^^—. The probability that tliey will

m n m n



both fail is
m . 1

CHA
— 1

The probability that one

m 4- «
; and thewill happen and the other fail is

probability that the first will fail and the second happen

. m — 1 1 , ., f ,,
»i + n

IS X -
; and the sum or these, or

the probability that one will happen, and the other fail.

If there be any nunaber of independent events, and the

probabilities of their happening be —, -, -, &c. re-^ m n r

spectively, the probability that they will all happen is

-}-, dc.
in ?i r

Examples.

Example 1 . Required the probability of throwing an ace,

and tlien a deuce with one die. The chance of throw-

ing an ace is ^, and the chance of throwing a deuce
in the second trial is ^; therefore the chance of both

happening is ^V-
Example 2. If six white and five black balls be thrown

promiscuously into a bag, what is the probability that

a person will draw out first a white, and then a black

bail ? The probability of drawing a white ball first is

W, and, this being done, the probability of drawing a

black is -tV, or \, because there are five white and five

black balls left ; therefore the probability required is

This subject was partially considered by Huygens, Dr.
Halley, and Bcrnouilli, but much at large by Du Moivre.

CHANCIIES (.Verf.) or cankers, ulcers arising from a vene-

real taint, of which they are frequently the first symptom.
They appear in general upon the glans and penis, but
sometimes in the adjacent parts that are affected.

CHANDELI'ER (M'ech.) a branch for candies.

CHANDELI'ERS {Fori.) a kind of moveable parapet con-
sisting of wooden frames, on which fascines are laid as a
cover for the workmen while they are at work in the
trenches, [vide Forlificalioii]

CHAXDIRO'BA (ZJ//.') a species of the fe«///m.

CHA'NDLER {Com.) literally signifies a maker and seller

of candles, as a tallow chandler; but is also now used for

a dealer in small wares, whence a chandler's shop, a ship

chandler, and a corn chandler.

CHA'NDRYi.-irc/ifFo/.l an apartment in the house of a King
or nobleman for candles.

CHA'XFRAIN blanc (Man.) a white mark on the forehead

of a horse.

CHA'XFREIN {Man.) French for the shaffroon or black
noddy, on the forehead of a horse.

—

Chanfrein de cheval

d'armes, the front-stall, head-piece of, or forehead-piece
of, a barbed horse.

CHA'NFIIIX {Mini.) the fore part of a horse's head extend-
ing from under the ears along the interval between the

eye-brows down to the nose.

CH.4NGE {Mil.) a word of command given to the man
while on the march to shift the firelock from one shoulder
to the other.

Ch.wge (Com.) small coin in exchange for one of larger

value, as .shillings are the change for a guinea or pound.
Change (Com.) \iAe Exchange.
Change (Hunt.) when a stag met by chance is taken for

the one dislodged and pursued sometime before.

Change //(£• »)!/z;e» (Mar.) in Fi-ench Cham^e I'artimon, an
order to bring the mizzen-yard over the other side of the
mast.

CHA
CHA'NGEABLE ROSE {Bot.) the Hihucus mutabilis of

Linnaeus; a plant, so called because the flowers change
their colour at certain periods : at tlieir first opening they
are white, they then change to a blush-rose colour, and
as they decay they turn to a purple. This is otherwise
called the Martinico Rose.

CHANGER (Lan') an officer of the mint who exchanges
coin for bullion. Stat. 2, Hen. 6, c. 16.

Cii.\NGER, JMonei/ {Com.) a bunker.

CHANGES (Math.) the permutations or variations which
any number of things may undergo in regard to position

or order, &C. ; as how many changes may be rung on a
given number of bells, or how many different ways any
number of letters may be disposed so as to form words, &c.
thus, suppose three things, as a, b, c, are to

be disposed in a certain order, they will undergo
six different changes, as in the margin ; since

each of the three may be combined three dif-

ferent ways with each combination of the other

two, i. e. a may be combined with b c and c b,

b with a c and c a, c with a b and b a.

n,
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four strings of a violin tuned to E above the treble cliff

note.

CHANTE'RRES {Mus.) certain proven^al singers of songs

and ballads.

CHANTICLEE'R (Zool.) a name sometimes given to a cock
from his clear loud crow.

CHA'NTIER (Mech.) French for a square piece of wood
which is used for raising things, particularly in disposing

barrels of gunpowder.
CHA'NTLATE (Archit.) a piece of wood projecting bej'ond

the wall for supporting two or three rows of tiles to pre-

vent the rain water from trickling down the sides of the

wall.

CHA'NTOR (Mus.) formerly an appellation given to the

master of the choir, which is one of the first dignities of
the chapter.

CHANTRESS (Mus.) a female singer.

CHA'NTIIY (Ecc.) a chapel anciently joined to a cathedral

or parish church, and endowed with an annual revenue for

the maintenance of one or more priests to sing masses for

the souls of the founders.

—

Chant ri/ priesls, those appointed
to sing the mass in the chantries.

CHANTS RO'YAL {Mus.) Lyrics on lofty subjects, for-

merly much used.

CHAO'LOGY (Z,//.) from X'^i, and A5705, a doctrine ; the

history and description of chaos.

CHA'O.MANCY (Ant.) the art of making presages from ob-

servations on the air, which was practised by Paracelsus

and his followers, who called the air by the name of chaos.

CHA'OS (Nat.) from the old word x.'^u, and ^utvu, to gape ;

the air, according to Paracelsus.

CHAO'SDA (Med.) an epithet for the plague, in the lan-

guage of Paracelsus.

CHAO'SA (Bot.) the Egyptian name for coffee.

CHAP (Aiiat.) the upper or lower parts of a beast's mouth.
CHAPE (A/(7.) in French cluippe, and Spanish chapa, the

little thin plate of silver or iron at the point of a scabbard
or sword.

CirAPE, French for a barrel containing another barrel that

holds gunpowder; also for a composition of earth, horse-

dung, and wadding, to cover the mouth of a cannon or

mortar.

Cii.vi'E (Hunt.) the tip end of a fox's tail.

CHAPEA'U (Her.) a cap of state worn by dukes, of scarlet

velvet, lined with ermine, on which a nobleman's coat of

arms is borne as on a wreath, [vide C«/)]

CHA'PEL (Ecc.) capella, in French chnpellc, commonly
called a cliapel of ease, being built for the convenience of

parishioners who dwell far from the parochial church
wherein divine service is performed. A free chapel is a

chapel of ease with a settled revenue for the perpetual

maintenance of the curate.

CiiAi>i:r, (Print.) a printing-office ; so called because print-

ing in England was first carried on in a chapel at "West-

minster Abbey.
CHA'PELET (Mil.) French for a piece of flat iron with

three tenons, or ends of timber, which is fixed to the end
of a cannon.

CH.'V'PELETS (Man.) acouple of stirrup leathers made fast

to the saddle, each mounted with a stirrup, and joined at

top in a sort of buckle, called the head of the chapelet.

CHAl'KLLA'NY (Ere.) that which does not subsist by itself,

but is built and founded within the precincts of another

church, on which it is dependant.

CH.\'PELLlN(j « s/i(y; {^^ar.) in French coiffl'r Jriire cha-

pelle ; the act of turning the ship round when close hauled

in a light breeze of wind, in order to bring it to its former
position.

(HAPELO'NIANS (Print.) the members or workmen of a

printing-office who have paid a certain fine on admittance.

CHA
CHA'PELRY'' (Ecc.) capellaria, is to a chapel what a parish

is to a church ; the precincts and limits thereof.

CHAPERO'N (//er.) a hood or cap, particularly that worn
by the knights of the garter as a part of their habit.

Chaperon of a hit mouth (Man.) a name applied to scatcli-

mouths, and all others, except anon-mouths, signifying
the end of the bit that joins to the branch just by the
banquet.

CHAPERONS (Polit.) seditious parties who sprung up in

France during the reign of King John, in 1358.
CHAlTfEA'UX (Mil.) two small boards which are joined

together obliquely, and serve to cover the touch-hole of a

piece of ordnance.

CHA'PITER (Archit.) the head or upper part of the pillar,

[vide CapitalJ—Chapiters xvilh mouldings, those without
ornaments, as the Tuscan and Doric.— Chapiters u'ith

sculptures, those that are set off with leaves, and carved
work.

CHA'PITRES (Law) capitula, signifying in common law a

summary of such matters as are to be inquired of or pre-

sented before justices in eyre, justices of assize, or of

peace. Britt. c. 3. Chapitres are now commonly articles

delivered by the mouth of the justice in his charge to

the jury.

CHA'PLAIN (Ecc.) capellanus, a clergyman who performs
divine service in a chapel

; particularly one who officiates

in the domestic worship of the Royal Family, or any of the

nobility, who have a private chapel.

Chaplain, naval (Mar.) in French aumonier, a clergyman
of the established church appointed to perform divine ser-

vice on board a ship.

Chaplain General (Mil.) an officer appointed for the go-

vernment of brigade and regimental chaplains, who are

recommended by him, and for whose good conduct he is

responsible to head-quarters.

CHA'PLET (Archit.) a kind of ornamental moulding

;

a fillet or little round moulding carved into beads or

lines, &c.
CHAPLETS (Ecc.) are used by both the Roman Catholics

and Mahometans ; those used by the Roman Catholics are

a certain number of beads threaded like a bracelet, by
which they count their Pater Nosters and Ave Marias.

Chaplets (Her.) garlands, or head-bands of leaves, were

called by the Romans corona niilitwn, because

they were given to soldiers as rewards of va-

lour. They have since been borne in coats of

arms as trophies or ensigns of military prowess,

and success, as the field is
—" Or on a chief

gules, three chaplets of the first ; the name
Morrison, of Hartfordshire." A chaplet of ^
roses in heraldry is composed of more than four roses.

CHA'PMAN (Com.) a merchant, or one who cheapens or

offers to purchase any commodity.
CHAPOURNE'T (Her.) a little hood which is occasionally

borne in coat-armour.

CHAPPE' (Her.) another name for cloaked, which is now
more commonly a chief party per bend dexter or sinister, or

both.

CHAPPERONNE' (Her.) hooded, or provided with a hood

like a friar's cowl.

CHAPPERO'NS (Cust.) or shqfflroons, a name for the little

shields, containing deaths' heads, and other funeral de-

vices, placed on the foreheads of horses that draw hearses

at funerals.

CHA'PTER (Ecc.) capitulum, a congregation of clergymen.

They are so called in a cathedral church under the dean,

because they consist of prebendaries and canons, who are

capita ecclesicc, chiefs of the church. 25 lien. 8, c. 21 ;

Co. Lit. 103.— Chapter-hou.te, a building near a cathedral

or collegiate church, where the chapter is held.
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CHA'PTRELS {Arclnt.) another name for imposts, or those

parts on which the feet of pillars stand.

CHAU {Teh.) vide Chan:
CHAR A (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 21 Monoecia,

Order 1 Monnndrui,

Generic Character. Cal. perianth fcur-leaved ; leaflets

subulate

—

^Cor. none.-^SiAM. JUavients none ; anther

globose.—PisT. germ turbinate; style none; stigma ob-

long.

—

Per. crust ovate ; seed single.

Species. The species are perennials or annuals : of the first

kind arc

—

Chara vulgaris, Hippnris, sou Erjuisctnni, &c.
Common or Stinking Chara, or Stone-wort, native of

Europe.— Chara setosa, native of the East Indies.

—

Chara foliolosa, native of Pensylvania.— Chnra hgla-

nica, native of Malabar

—

Chara hispida, Hippuris, sea

Equisetum, &c. Prickly Chara, or Stone-wort, native of

Europe.

—

Chara tomentosa, Equisetum, &c. seu Hip-
jjusis, &c. Brittle Chara, or Stone-wort, native of Eu-
rope.

—

Chara squamosa, native of Barbarj- Chara co-

rallina, native of Malabar.

—

Chara flexilis, seu Hip-
puris, &c. Smooth Chara, or Stone-wort, native of Eu-
rope. Of the second kind are the following

—

Chara
translucens, native of Britain.

—

Chara niJiJica, native of

Britain.— Chara gracilis, native of Britain. Ger. Herb. ;

Rail Hist. Plant.

CHA'RABE (Med.) or Carabe, Amber.
CHARA'CIA [Bot.) a kind of spurge. Plin. 1. 26, c. 8.

CH.ARA'CI.AS (Bot.) the Euphorbia Characias of Linnaeus.

CHARACTER (Lit.) xa^x^ne^ an impression, from ;t;afair<r»,

to engrave ; any mark which serves as a sign to denote
some i)articular object. Characters are abbreviations, or

characters properly so called. Abbreviations are the initials,

or otlier letters, which are substituted for the words of
which tliey form a part, [vide Abbreviations']

Characters, properly so called, are distinguished according
to tlie subject, into literal, astronomical, mathematical,

chemical, botanical, grammatical, musical, chronological,

heraldic, and assayers' characters.

Literal Characters.

Literal characters are either such as serve to express the
names of things, which are properly called letters ; or

they are such as express the things themselves by the

representation of their image, or similitude, which are

called hieroglyphics. Literal characters are, according
to their use, particular or universal. Particular Cha-
racters are the letters which have been framed by dif-

ferent nations for their own use, and which constitute

their alphabets, [vide Alphabet']— Universal, or real

Characters, are fictitious alphabets, which have been in-

vented by ditferent persons as the basis of a universal

language. Of this description is the " Real Character
of Bishop Wilkins."

CHARACTER.
Signs.

Astronomical Characters.

Characters.



CHARACTER.

Characlers.

^, V, V. &c.

7
Z.

Ix,

( )

the sign of the 2d, 3d, 4th, &c. root substi-

tuted by Girarde, and in present use.

an abbreviation of plus, or piu, more, and

tlie sign of addition used by Paciolus and

others.

the sign of addition, and also of a positive

quantity, as + a, or 2 + 2, i. e. 2 added

to 2.

an abbreviation of minus, less, and a sign of

subtraction.

a sign of subtraction, and also of a negative

quantity, substituted by Stifelius and

others, as — o, or 3 — 2, i. e. 2 subtracted

from three, or three less two.

a sign of multiplication, introduced by

Ought red.

a sign of division, introduced by Dr. Pell.

the sign of equality, introduced by Recorde.

a sign of equality, used by Descartes.

a sign of proportionality, introduced by
Oughtred.

a sign of continued proportion, by the same.

a sign signifying ergo.

asignofgreaterl^g^,
Harriot,

a sign 01 less J
•'

signs of the same by Oughtred.

a sign of involution! ,

j3^pg,l_
a sign 01 evolution j •'

a sign denoting a general difference between

two quantities, used by Dr. Wallis.

the parenthesis, used as a vinculum by Gi-

rarde.

the vinculum, used by Vieta.

Geometrical Characters.

n a Square,

A a Triangle,
1—

I

a Rectangle,

O O a Circle,

< or Z an Angle,

1_ a Right Angle,

I
Perpendicular,

= Parallel.

Chemical Characters.

Chemical characters were formerly used to import some

particular substance or process, and are as follow :

To abstract.

Vinegar.

Distilled Vinegar.

Air.

A



CHARACTER.

Characters.

J 5(
Piihis,

jrj, Pumex,

<^ Purificare,

\-^ Putrijicare,

Q. E. Quinta essentia,

(b) Recipiens,

^^ Regulus,

O^ Retorfa,

ff. Sacc/iaruni,

^ Sal alcali,

j} )^C Sa^ ammoniacum,
Sa/ commune,

Q Sal gemmie,

p. So/ marinum,

SaZ nitrum,

^ Sapo,

Jj Saturnus,

S. H. Sigillare hermelke,

So/,

;:^ So/rere,

^ spiritus,

Y Spiritus vini,

"if,
Stannum,

S.S.S. Stratum, super stratum,

£: Sublimare,

BB-|' Succimim,

^ Sulphur,

ji^ Sulphur philosophorum,

^ Sulphur vivum,

X Talcum,

D Tartarus,

Y Terra,

1^ Tinctura,

$ Venus,

V Vinum,

® Viritle ceris,

£ Vitellum ovi,

(^ Vitriolum,

XX Vitrum,

1
•

I Urina,

C Zl Vitriolum album.

Powder.
Pumice Stone.

To purify.

To putrity.

Quintessence.

A receiver.

Retort.

Sugar.

Alkaline Salt.

Sal ammoniac.
Common Salt.

Sea Salt.

Salt Petre, or Nitre.

Soap.

Lead.
To seal hermetically

The Sun, or Gold.

To dissolve.

Spirit.

Spirit of wine.

Tin.

To sublime.

Amber.
Sulphur.

The sulphur of philosophers.

Mineral or Live Sulphur.

Talc.

Tartar.

Earth.

Tincture.

Tutty.

Copper.
\Vine.

Verdigrease.

The Yolk of an Egg.

Vitriol.

Glass.

L'rine.

White Vitriol.

Botanical Characters.

The botanical characters were introduced by Linnreus,

to distinguish annuals from biennials and perennials

;

and also fertile from barren flowers, &c. [vide Botany']

Grammatical Characters.

Grammatical Characters are either such as determine the

pronunciation of words, and are called accents [vide

Accents] ; or they are such as distinguish words and
sentences from each other, and are called points or stops,

[vide Punctuation'] To these may be added the follow-

ing, which are employed for different purposes in writ-

ing and printing.

( ) Parenthesis

[ ] Crotchet
- Hyphen
» Caret

*** To denote something
omitted.

f J & * Marks of reference

§ Section, Division,

or Paragraph.

f Paragraph.
" " A quotation.

CHA
Chronological Characters.

The only chronological characters which are not abbrevia-

tions, are the Dominical Letters, which mark the Sun-

days throughout the 3'ear. [vide Chronology]

Heraldic Characters.

The only heraldic characters, which are not abbreviations,

are the letters which are employed to mark the ditt'erent

parts of the escutcheon, [vide Heraldry]

Assayer's Characters.

^Sl 15 dwt.

^i// 18

o(,,
i obulus.

1 dwt.

2

10

Musical Characters.

Musical characters are employed to distinguish the notes
from each other, [vide Xotes]

Char.\cter (Med.) an hereditary disposition to some par-

ticular disease.

Character (Poet.) an assemblage of moral qualities com-
bined by the fiction of the poet in one person, the excel-

lence of which consists in its being a lively and just repre-

sentation of the characters and manners of human life.

Character {Nat.) the property or quality which distin-

guishes natural objects, as plants, animals, &c. from each

other. These are either generic or essential.— Generic

Characters are those which distinguish many things of a
kind, and constitute the genus.-

—

Essential Characters are

those which distinguish a small number of individuals.

CHARACTEUrSTIC of a Logarithm {Math.) a term used
first by Briggs for what is commonly called the index, or

exponent; thus is the characteristic of all numbers from
1 to 10, 1 the characteristic of all those from 10 to 100,

2 of those from 100 to 1000, &c.

Characteristic letter {Lit.) in a Greek verb is that con-

sonant which immediately precedes the varying termina-

tion.

Characteristic Triangle of a Curve
(Geom.) a rectilinear right-angled tri-

angle, whose hypothenuse is a part of

the curve, as the triangle Q g r, for if

p q be parallel, and indefinitely near to

the ordinate P Q and Q r parallel to the

absciss A P, then Q r is the fluxion of the

absciss A P, q r the fluxion of the ordinate P Q, and Q17
the fluxion of the curve A Q ; Iience the elementary tri-

angle Q y r is the characteristic triangle of the curve A Q,
the three sides of which are .xyk.

CHARADE (Lit.) a sort of riddle, the subject of which is

a word of one or two syllables.

CHARA'DRIUS (Orn.) x^i'^^f'^, a bird, the sight of which

cures a person of the jaundice, according to ^Elian.

Aristot. Hi.it. Atiim. 1. 9, c. 1 1 ; Hist. Animal. 1. 17, c. 12.

Cpiaradrius, in the Linnean system the Plover, a genus of

birds. Order Animalia, Class Aves Grallce.

Generic Character. Bill straight, obtuse.

—

Feet formed for

running.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Charadrius hin-

ticula, the ringed Plover.— Charadrius Jamaicensis, the

collared Plover.— Charadrius morinellus, the Dotterel.

CHA'RAG (Com.) a tribute paid to the Grand Seignior by
Christians and Jews, who either live or trade in the Turk-

ish territories.

CHARAMA'IS (Bot.) the Turkish and Persian name for

the Ambela.

CHARA'NTIA (Bot.) the Momordica charantia of Lin-

naeus.

CHARBON (Man.) a little black spot which remains from

a large one in the cavity of the corner teeth of a horse

about seven or eight years old.

CHARCEDONIUS lapis (Min.) the same as Chalcedonius.

CHARCOAL (Chem.) the substance from wood half burnt.



CHA
—Mineral charcoal, a species of ore of the glance coal fa-

niilj', of a f;reyisli black colour.

CHA'RDON'E (But.) the same as Cinara spinosa.

CHAHDO'NS dc Jcr {Mil.) Cramp-irons used in scaling;

also iron spikes on a gateway to prevent persons getting
over.

CYIW\Y>S of Artichokes (Hort.) the leaves of fair artichoke

plants bound in straw till they lose part of their bitterness

and grow white.

—

Chords nf beet, white beets which being
transplanted into hot beds prepared for them produce
the true chard.

CHARE (Ciis.) from care or charge, a small piece of work

;

whence also charevvoman, or charwoman, one who goes
out by the day to job.

Chare (Ich.) vide Char.

CHARE'A {Arclueol.) a charr, carr, or cart.

CHARGE {Laic) signifies tiiat which binds a man to the

performance of any thing, in distinction from discharge,

which is the removal of such charge.—Land may be
charged divers ways, as by grant of rent out of it, by sta-

tutes, judgments, and the like. Lit. § 64'8.— Charge of
horning, in the Scotch law, the charging of persons to pay
or perform certain debts, or duties, by warrants called

letters of horning.—Charge to enter heir, a writing in the

Scotch law passing under the signet, and obtained at the

instance of the creditor, against the heir of his debtor,

for fixing upon him the debt as representing his debtor,

or against the debtor himself

Charge is also used to signify the instructions given by the

judge who presides on the bench to the grand jury, re-

specting the articles into which they have to make in-

quiry.

Charge {Gun.) in Yicnch charge ; the quantity of powder
and ball, &c. put into the gun at a time, for the purpose of

producing a discharge. The charge of powder for proving

guns is equal to the weight of the ball, but for service it

may be h, j, and even less.

Charge {Elect.) the accumulation of electric matter on one
surface of an electric, as the Leyden Phial, a pane of glass,

&c. while an equal quantity passes off from the opposite

surface. Electrics are in fact said to be charged when the

equilibrium of electric matter on the opposite surface is

destroyed, by communicating positive electricity to one
side, and the negative kind to the opposite side ; and
on the other hand the electric is said to be discharged,

when a communication can be made by means of conduct-

ing substances between the two opposite surfaces, so as to

restore the equilibrium.

Charge (Paint.) or over-charge, an exaggerated represent-

ation of a person, in which the likeness is preserved, but

in a form to be ridiculous.

('hahge {I'et.) an external remedy applied to the body of

a horse, or other beast.

Charge <)f lead [Com.) 3G pigs, each pig containing 6 stone

wanting 2 lbs.

Charge (Mar.) a vessel w'hen she draws much water, or

swims deep in the sea, is called a ship of charge.

Charge {Mil.) taken absolutely signifies an attack of the

cavalry ; liencc " To sound a charge," to give the signal

by the sound of the trumpet for the cavalry to begin the

attack. But charge haifonet is a word of command given

to the infantry to rush on the enemy with the fixed

bayonet. Also " To charge an enemy," signifies gene-

rally to attack, or fall upon him.

CnAR(;E(//f'r.) whatever occupies the field in an escutcheon,

which is placed either throughout all the escutcheon, or only

in some particular part. Charges are either pioper, or com-
mon. Proper charges, so called because they peculiarly be-

long to the art of heraldry, arc also called ordinaries, because

they are in ordinary use in all coats of arms, and honoiir-

Mc ordinaries, because coat armour is much honoured
I

CHA
thereby, being the gifts of emperors, kings, and princes.
These are the Cross, Chief, Pale, Bend, Fesse, Escutcheon
Chevron, saltire and barre Orle, Gyron, Pile, Quarter
Quarter Sinister, Canton, Canton-Sinister Flask, Flanch
and Voider. These are subdivided into the more honour-
able and the less honourable, [vide Heraldi-y]—Common
charges are such as are composed of things natural and
artificial, and so named because they are open and com-
mon to all other arts and sciences as well as this.

CHA'RGED (Her.) an epithet for any ordinary

or figure which carries something else, as

azure a saltire, argent charged with another,

gules." An escutcheon is also said to he
charged with the figures represented on it.

Charged cylinder {Gunn.) the same as Cham-
ber.

Charged (Elect.) vide Charge.

CHA'RGER {Mil.) in French cheval de guerre, a war-horse,

or a horse used by officers, particularly in action or on
parade.

Char(;er (Mech.) a large sort of dish.

CHA'RGES (Her.) vide Charge.

CHA'RIEN {Dot.) the name of a plant, the root of which,

if applied to the navel but for a very short time, expels

the dead foetus.

CHARIENTl'SMUS (Rhel.) j;«fif»Ti5-;«,«!, a mode of speech

which consists in an abundance of ornament and figure;

also a sort of irony which consists in a pleasant piece of

raillery, or a jest that bites with pleasantry, as Ruffinianus

says. Diont/s. in Jud. Lys. c. 13, &c. ; Riifin.

CHA'RILA (.-Int.) piKfi'^*, a festival observed once in nine

years by the Delphians, in honour of the virgin Charila,

as described bv Plutarch in his Grceccc Quastiones.

CHA'RIOC (B'ot.) a kind of herb.

CHARIOT (Mil.) a car in which armed men used to ride

to battle. They were furnished with scythes, hooks, and

other oft'ensive weapons.— Chariots, in FVench, are military

conveyances answering to what are called in English wag-

gons, as

—

Chariot « porter corps, a four-wheeled waggon
used for the carriage of a piece of ordnance that is not

mounted.

—

Chariot a riddles, a four-wheeled waggon with

a rail around it for the carriage of bombs, shells, &c.

—

Cha-

riots d'nne armce, waggon-train.— Chariots d'arlillcrics,

dcs vivrcs, d'oiitils a pioniers, &c. artillery-waggons, pro-

vision-waggons, waggons for the pioneers" tools. Sec.

Chariot (Mecli.) a sort of light coach with only back seats.

CHARI'SIA {Ant.) z^f"^'"} a festival celebrated in honour

of the ;t'^("^*?i or (iraces, with dancing which continued

all night ; he that was awake the longest was rewarded with

a cake, called sr^fa/Acs. Eustalh. Odyss. 6; Meiirs. de Fer.

Grcec. apud Gronov. ; Thess. Antiq. Grcec. tom. 7.

CHARISTE'RIA (Ant.) x«fi5-«f>« iXivhficic, a thanksgiving-

day at Athens upon the twelfth of Boedromion, which was

the day whereon Thrasybulus expelled the Thirtj' Tyrants.

Plut. de Glor. Athen.; Meurs. de Fer. Grcec. apud Gronov.;

Thes. Antiq. Grccc. tom. 7.

CHARI'STIA (Ant.) a festival solemnized on the 11th ca-

lends of March, on which relatives by blood and marring''

met, in order to preserve a good correspondence, and to

accommodate all difl'erences.

Ovid. Fast. 1.2, v. 617.
I'roiimu cognati diiere Chnrislia pntres,

Kt renit ud socm turba prcpiniiua Deos.

ral.Max.\.2, c. 1.

CHARI'STICARY (Archccol.) a sort of commendatory, or

donatory, of one to whom the enjoyment of the revenues

of a monastery was given.

CIIARISTOLO'CHIA {Dot.) a name for the Artemisia of

Linna'us.

CIIARITE' (Ece.) a French term employed as an epithet

for some orders of religious, as

—

Frcres de la charitc, an
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order so called from St. Jenn de Dieu.

—

Charite Chreli-

enne, an order instituted by Henry III. King of France
and Poland, for soldiers who had been disabled in the ser-

vice of their country Charlie de Xotre Dan.e, an order for

women corresponding to that of St. Jean de Dieu for men.
CHARITY (Hicrog.) is represented in painting by a woman

all in red, a flame on the cron'n of her head with an infant

sucking on her left arm, and two others standing up, one
of which is embraced with the right. The flame signifies

that charity is never idle, but always active; the three

children show the triple power of charity, for faith and
hope without her signify nothing.

TO CHARK (Mcc/i.) vide to Charr.

CHAKKS {Com.) Pit-coal charred, or charked.

CHARLEMAGNE'S Crown (Her.) this crown, of
which a representation is given in the annexed
figure, is still preserved at Nuremberg. It is

made of gold, and is divided into eight parts.

The fore part is decorated with twelve jewels, all

unpolished. On the second is our Saviour sitting between
two cherubs with this motto, PER ME REGES REG-
NANT. On the fourth part is King Hezekiah sitting,

holding his head with his right hand, and by his side Isaiali

the prophet, with a scroll, ECCE ADJICIAM SUPER
DIES TL'OS 15 ANNOS: also over the heads of these
figures ISAIAS PROPHETA, EZECHIAS REX. The
si.Kth part has the effigy of a king crowned, and a scroll

in his hand with these words, HONOR JUDICIUM DI-
LIGIT; as also over his head REX DAVID. The
eighth part has a king sitiing with his crown upon his

head, and on a scroll which he holds in both his hands is

this motto: TIME DOMINUM ET REGEM AMATO;
as likewise over his head REX SOLOMON. The other
parts are occupied with pearls and gems, but the top of this

crown is surmounted with a cross bearing this inscription,

I. H. S. NAZARENUS REX JUD7E0RUM ; also in

the arch, or semicircle, these words, CHVONRADUS
DEI GRATIA ROMANORUM IMPERATOR AUG.
which shows that this semircircle was added after Charles'
time by the emperor Conrade.

CHARLES' xi-cii/i (Ast.) a name commonly given to the
constellation otherwise called Ursa viajor.

CHA'RLOCK (not.) a kind of herb with a yellow flower,
which grows amongst corn. It is the Siiwpis arvensis of
Linnaeus.

CHARME (Med.) or cJiarmis, a cordial antidote. Gal. de
Antidot. 1. 1, c. 4.

CHARMS (Myth.) carmina, incantations or verses used by
magicians and sorcerers to effect different purposes, but par-
ticularlj' that of exciting, or allaying the passion of love.

CHARNEL (Cus.) any place containing flesh or dead car-
casses.— Charnel-house, a place under a church where the
skull and bones of the dead are laid up.

CHARO'NIUS (Ant.) ptjafavsiW, charonian; an epithet for
caves, some of which are found in Italy, where the air is

loaded with deleterious vapours.
CHARR {Ich.) or Char, a very small fish of the salmon

kind, inhabiting the rivers of England and Switzerland,
which feeds on the larva of the gnat tribe : it frequents, in

spring and autunm, the shady borders, where it deposits
its spawn. There are two sorts of charr, namely, the Silk
Charr, Salmo carpio of Linnaeus, having its sides and belly
silvery, and the Red Charr, Salmo alpinus, having the belly
orange.

CHA'RRE of lead (Com.) a weight of 30 pigs, each pig
containing 70 pounds.

Cm.arrf. (Ich.) vide Chnrr.
CH.^RT (Mech.) in Latin r/mrte, [vide Chaiia'] is a repre-

sentation or description of any place in piano, or the pro-
jection on a plane surface. Charts maybe constructed
on two principles, namely, by considering the earth as a

CHA
large extended flat surface, or by considering it as a
sphere. Charts of the first kind are called plain charts

;

those of the second kind are either M creator's Charts, or
globular charts. Plain Charts have the meridians, as well

as the parallels of latitude, drawn parallel to each other,

and the degrees of longitude and latitude every where
equal to those at the equator.

—

Mcrcalor's Charts, so ealled

from the original designer, and otherwise called reduced
or projected charts, have the meridians and parallels re-

presented by straight lines like the plain charts ; but the
degrees on the meridian, or the degrees of latitude, are
made to increase towards the poles in the same proportion
that the parallel circles are made to decrease. Glu/iiilar

chart is a meridional projection, in which the parallels are
equidistant circles, having the poles for their common
centre, and the meridians are curvilinear, and converging
so as to meet in the poles. Charts are also distinguished
according to their use, into hydrographic, geographic,
chorographic, topographic, heliographic, selenographic.

—

Hydrographic chart, a sheet of large paper, whereon
several parts of the land and sea are described, with their

respective coasts, harbours, &c. the points of the compass,
and the latitudes and longitudes of the places. This is

called also a sea-chart, because it is particularly con-
structed for the use of mariners.

—

Geographic ehaii, a
draught of the whole globe of the earth on a plane surface,
which is more commonly called a map of the world.— Cho-
rographic chart, a description or representation of particu-
lar countries, or parts of the terrestrial globe.— Topogra-
phic chart, a description or representation of places or
parts of any particular country.

—

Heliographic chart, a re-

presentation of the body of the sun, as also of the ma-
cula:, fecuhe, or spots, &c. observed in it.

—

Selenographic
chart, a representation of the parts, mountains, valleys, &c.
of the moon.

CHA'RTA (Ant.) a name for paper, or the material made of
the Egyptian papyrus, was also used for whatever is written
upon ; whence charta plumbea, a sheet of lead. The name
has been derived from ;t;a'p£"> to rejoice, or be useful,
whence ]\Iartial calls it charta salutatrix ; but with greater
probability from ;i;«fairtria, to engrave, and the Hebrew or
Chaldee Ttan, a graver or tool for writing. From this word
comes the modern term chart, signifying generally a sheet
or plain surface of paper, fitted for the representation of
any object, or actually occupied with the representation.
The charta among the Romans was distinguished into
charta Augusta, fine paper ; charta Claudiana, a thicker
kind of paper, now known by the name of royal, or im-
perial paper ; charta Jibula, blotting paper; charta hiera-
tica, the best sort of paper, used only for i-eligious sub-
jects. Plin. 1. 13, c. 11, 13, &c. ; Voss. de Art. Grammat.
1. 1, c. 37 ; Hug. de prim, scrih. Orig. c. 2.

Chart.\ (ArchcEol.) a charter or deed in writing, particularly

such public deeds on the part of the King whereby any
thing-was granted or confirmed to the subject: of this de-
scri])tion was Magna Charta, charta pardationis, &c. [vide
Charier'^

Charta virginea (Anat.) the same as Amnion.
CHARTA'GNE (3W.) French for a strong entrenchment,

most generally concealed from the enemy.
CH.VRTE'L (Laxv) in French cartel, a letter of defiance, or

challenge to single combat, [vide Cartel']

CHA'RTER (Laic) charta, in French chartres, a written evi-

dence of things done between man and man. They are
distinguished into charters of private persons and charters

of the King.

—

Charters of the King, those by which any
grant is passed by the King to any person, or any body po-
litic, as a charter of exemption of privilege, &c. JJracf.

1.2; Britt. c. 39.— Charters of private Persons are deeds
and instruments for the conveyance of lands, &c. Co.
Lit. 6.

—

Charter of the Forest, that wherein the laws of
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the forest are comprised, as the charter of Canute, &c.
FletA.S, c. 14-; Kitch. Sl-t.

—

Charter nf pardon, that by
which a man is forgiven for any offence committed against
the crown.— Clinrlcr Land, the same as Bock/and.—Char-
ter party, chaita pnrlita, in French chartre partic, i. e. a

deed or writing divided ; an indenture or agreement made
between merchants and seafaring men concerning their

merchandise, &c. It is frequently called " a pair of inden-
tures." 2 List. 673.

CHA'KTERER (Arc/urol.) a freeholder so called in Cheshire.
CHARTER-LAND {Laxv) vide Bocldand.
CHARTER-PARTY (Lau^) vide Charter.

CHA'RTIS reddendis (Laxv) an ancient writ lying against
one who had charters of feoffment entrusted to him, and
refused to deliver them. Res;. Or/rr. 159.

CHARTOPHVLA'CIU.M (ArchceoL) a place where books
and writings are preserved, as the Rolls, &c.

CHARTO'PHYLAX {ArchceoL) the Master of the RoHs.
CHARTERE'UX {Ecc.) Carthusian monk.
CHARTULARIUS-ROLL {Law) a chartulary of a register-

roll, fee.

CHA'RVIL [Bot.) vide Chervil.

CHASE [Print.) an iron frame which serves to receive com-
posed matter from the composing stick.

Chase (Laiv) vide Chace.

Chase {Mar.) vide Chace.

CHA'SER (Mech.) one who raises figures upon watch-cases,
tweezers, lids of snuf}'-bo.\es, &c.

Chaser (Mar.) in French vasseau en chasse, any vessel pur-

suing another.

—

Boxv-chasers, in FVench canons de chas.'.e,

the cannon situated in the forepart of the ship.— Stern-

chasers, in French canons de repaite, those in the hind part

of the ship, [vide Chace']

CHASFDIANS [TheoL) another name for the Pharisees.

CHASING {Mar.) Fr. chasser, the act of pursuing a vessel

or fleet.

CHA'SME {Med.) i;io-//,i!, or x="^i^''i, from X'"'") to gape

;

oscitation, gaping : the same as Oscitatio.

CHASSE {Mils.) any instrumental composition written in

imitation of hunting music.

Chasse {Md.) French for a charge of coarse powder which
is thrown into the bottom of the cartouche to facilitate the

explosion of the firework which it contains.

Chasse {Mech.) French for the vibratory motion which puts

a body in action.

CHA'S.SELAS {Bot.) a species of grape.

CHASSER {Carpent.) a French term among workmen, sig-

nifying to fasten pieces of joinery by driving them home
with a mallet, &c.

CHA'SSERY {Bot.) a kind of pear like the ambret, which
ripens in December.

CHASSEURS {Mil.) French for a -select body of light in-

fantry men, which is formed on the left of a battalion in

the same manner as our grenadiers are posted on the right.

They are required to be particularly light, active, and
courageous.— Chasseurs a cheval, a species of light horse

in the French service.

Cll.'VSSrS {Mil.) French for a square platform, made of

wood, which is used in mining.— Chassis de gallerie, beams
of ditt'erent lengths which the miners use to support the

earth in proportion as they advance into the gallery.

—

Chassis a secret, a particular method of drawing lines upon
a sheet of folded paper, and folding it in such a manner
that when the words which are written in the intervals are

read, they a])pear unintelligible to all but the person who is

provided with a correspondent sheet, folded in a similar

manner, by the application of which he can decypher the

contents of the writing.

CHAS'lE-TRKE {Bot.) the J'itex annus castus of Linn.-eus,

a tree which derives its name from the antephrodisiae

quality ascribed to it by the ancients : the moderns, how-

CHA
ever, so far from countenancing this opinion, ascribe to

these trees on account of their aromatic pungency, the op-
posite quality.

—

Chaste-xvood, the wood of the Chaste-Tree.
CHASTELA'IN (ArchceoL) a governor of a castle.

CHASTELE'T {Folit.) a French term originally signifying

a castle, or fortified place, but now applied to the common
gaol at Paris.

CHASTELLAINE {Her.) a noble woman.
CHA'STISEMENT {Hierog.) is represented in painting by

a furious looking man armed with an axe, in allusion to the

Roman /nscra.

CHASTISEMENTS {Man.) corrections by a severe appli-

cation of the aids.

CHA'STITY {Hierng.) is represented in painting and sculp-

ture by a woman of a modest aspect, holding in one hand
a whip, as a mark of chastisement, clad in white, like a
vestal, to show her purity and innocence. On her girdle

is written, Castigo corpus meum. At her feet lies Cupid
blinded and conquered, with his bow broken.

CHA'SUULE {Ecc.) a priest's cope used at mass.

CHAT {Mil.) French for an instrument consisting of three

sharp prongs, in the shape of claws, wliich is used for ex-

amining pieces of ordnance : it answers to the searcher

used in the British service.— Chat is also a turreted castle,

[vide Cnt]

CHATE {Bot.) the Cucumis ckate of Linnasus.

CHATELLA'NY (ArchceoL) vide Castellany.

CHATHAM (Mar.) a moiety of the duty payable by fo-

reign built ships, and applied to the use of the chest at

Chatham.— Chest of Chatham was established for the relief

of English mariners who are either wounded or superan-

nuated in their country's service.

CHA'TTELS (Laxn) or Catals, Catalla, all goods, moveable
or immovable, except such as are in the nature of free-

hold, or parcel of it. They are either personal, as gold,

silver, plate, household stuff, goods, wares in a shop, cattle,

&c. Ac; or real, as terms for years of land, the next pre-

sentation to a church. Sec. &c.
CHA'TTERER (Orn.) the Ampelis of hmnxus; a sort of

birds that breed and pass their summer w ithin the Arctic

Circle. They are remarkable for their red horn)' appendages

formed by the tips of several of the secondary feathers.

CHA'T-WOOD (Husband.) small sticks fit for fuel.

CHAUD-MEDLEY (Luxv) vide Chance Mcdleij.

CHA'VENDER (/(/(.) or Chcvin : the same as'C/»;i.

CII.'iUFFE (Mech.) French for that spot in a founder's fur-

nace which is occupied with the wood ; the heat of which,

while it is burning, spreads over the whole inside of the

furnace.

CHAULIODO'NTA {Zool.) from a;""^'^^', to throw out, and

ii'xi, a tooth; an epithet applied to those animals whose

teeth grow to a great length out of their mouths, as the

Boar and Elephant.

CHAUMONTE'LLE (Bot.) a species of pear.

CHA'UMPERT {Laxv) a kind of tenure to the hospital of

Bowes, in the isle of Guernsey. Pa. 1, 35 Ed. 3.

CHA'UNOS (Med.) tumours, s;at(«!, soft, lax ; an epithet ap-

plied by Hip|)ocrates to the bones.

CII.V'UNTRY /(///,« {ArchceoL) rents paid to the crown by

the servants or purchasers of chauntry lands.

CIIAUSSE (llcr.) signifies literally shot, and

in blazonry denotes a section in base, the

line by which it is formed proceeding from

the extremity of the base, and ascending to

the side of the escutcheon, which it meets

about the /;.v.«7>o/»^ as if a chief had shoes,

as in the annexed figure.

Chausse (Fort.) the level of the field, the plain ground.—

Chaussc-traps, vide Caltrops.

fllAUSSE-TRAPS {Her.) vide Chevnl-Traps.

CHAUSSE'E (Mech.) French for a paved way, or causeway.
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CHAW-STICK (Bot.) a ihmb, ihe Gounia Dominigensis ot \\ CREESE-RE'SSiyiG (Bot.) or Ilennet, the Galium venim

Linna?us, ' of Linnaeus, a perennial.

CHAYE (Com.) Sc/ini, or C/iai/, the smallest silver coin CHEESE-LIP [Enl.) a hog-louse.

current in Persia.
j

Cheese-Lip [Xat.) the stomach-bag of a sucking calf, from
CHAYO'TA (Bot.) the Lccticum cdule of Linnaeus.

i
which rennet for cheese is obtained.

CHE (j1/i«.) an Italian particle signifying Mnw, as Poco /)!«'
l|
CHEESE-PRESS (^1/ec/i.) a press in which the curds are

cite allegretto, a little quicker than allegretto.

CHEAP-GILD (Laxi) a restitution made bj' the hundred
or county for any wrong done by one in plegio, or by one
for wlio^e good behaviour sureties were put in.

CHEA'rrXUUAMIXS (Bot.) or Chechinquambis, an Indian

fruit resembling a chesnut.

CHECA'YA (Mil.) the second officer in command among
the Janisaries—the aga's lieutenant.

CHECK-ROLL [Lan-) a roll or book containing the names
of such as are attendants on, and in the pay of, tiie king

or any other great personages ; as their household ser-

vants," &c. Stat. 19 Car. 2, c. 1.

CHECK, Clerk of the (Mar.) an officer in his majesty's

dock-yards, appointed to keep check and control the sea-

men and artificers in his majesty's service.

TO Check (Mar.) in French choquer, to ease off a little of

the rope which is too stiffly extended.
Check (Falcon.) when rooks, pies, or other birds, come

within view of a hawk, and she forsakes her natural tiight

to follow them.

CHECK-MATE {Sport.) when the king in the game of

chess is so shut up that he cannot escape, by which means
the game is ended: also, a movement that kills the oppo-
site men, or hinders them from moving.

CHE'CKER-WORK (Mech.) checkered or set out witli

divers colours or materials.

TO CHECKER (Mech.) or Chequer, to diversify in the

manner of a chess-board.

CHECKERE'LLI Panni (Com.) cloth checkered or diver-

sified in weaving.

CHE'CKY (Her.) small squares of different ^
tinctures alternately, made to represent a
chess-board, as in the annexed figure,
" He beareth cheeky argent and sable

;

a fess gules ; name Hir Thomas Aclaiid,

Bart."

CHE'DA (Co7}i.) a pewter coin made and current in a king-
dom of that name in the East Indies, of which there are
two sorts: the first, of an octagon figure, weighing 1-1 oz.
value two sols Tuurnois ; the second, of a round form,
value four deniers.

CHE'DDER-CHEESE (Husband.) a sort of cheese, so called
from Chedder in Somersetshire, the place where it is

made.
CHE'DROPA (Aiit.) yjifoza, all sorts of corn, pulse, &c.
CHEEKS (Mech.) a general name among mechanics for

those pieces of timber in any machine which are double,
and perfectly corresponding to each other: as the

—

Chech
of a carriage, the strong ])lanks which form the sides.

—

Cheeks of a mortise, the two solid parts on the sides of a
mortise.

Cheeks (Mar.) pieces of timber fixed to the ship's bow and
the knee of the head; as

—

Cheeks of a block, the two sides

of its shell.— Cheeks cifthe mast, in French joutereaux, the
parts projecting on each side of the masts to sustain the
trestle-trees on which the frame of the top-mast immedi-
ately rests ; also, the head of the masts which is above the
steps.

CHEER (Ciis.) a testimony of approbation somewhat re-

sembling the acc/amatio of the Romans.
CHEESE (Husband.) the curd of milk separated from the
whev.then pressed and hardened, and afterwards lefttodry. 'CHEIRI'SMA I'Surcr) j.<,.r«-«, or ytms-

CHEESE-CAKES (Cook.) a sort of cake made of curds,

sugar, butter, and other ingredients,

pressed for making cheese.— C/;ff,?p-:v7^ the case wherein
the curds are pressed into the form of a cheese.

CHEF (Her.) tlie same as Chief.

Chef (Mil.) in French, the chief or head of a party, troop,
&c. as— Chefd' Escadre, a general officer who commands
any part of an army or division of a fleet,

—

Chef de Files,
the front rank of a battalion.

—

Chefde File, the man who
stands on the right of a troop or company.

CHE;IL0CACE (Med.) xu>.<"^i-'^', from k7.>.?, a lip, and
r.xKdt, an evil ; the lip evil ; a swelling of the lips.

CIIEIME'TTON (Med.) from ;;;"/*«, winter ; a chilblain.

CHEIRA'XTHUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 15 Tetra-
dijnamia. Order 2 Siliquosa.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved; leaflets
lanceolate.— CoR. four-petalled

; petals roundish.

—

•sTAyi. filaments six; anthers erect.— PisT. germ pris-

matic ; style very short ; stigma oblong.

—

Per. silique
long ; seeds very many.

Species. The species are biennials, perennials, or shrubs,
and some few annuals; as

—

Cheiranthus erysimoides,
Erysimum, seu Leucoium, Wild Wall-flower, or Stock,
a biennial, native of Germany.— C/(«Va/!//( Hi Helveticus,
Boccone, Hesperis, seu Leucoium, ike. Swiss Wall flower, or
Stock, a biennial, native of Switzerland.

—

Cheiranihus
Alpinns, Hesperis, Erysimum, seu Eruca, Alpine or
Straw-coloured Wall-floiver, or Stock, a perennial, na-
tive of Lapland.

—

Cheiranihus cheiri, Leucoium, Viola,
seu Keiri, &c. Common Wall-flower, a biennial, peren-
nial, or shrub, native of England, &c.— Cheiranthus
fruticosus, &c. seu Leucoium, a shrub, native of Spain.
Cheiranthus mutabilis. Broad-leaved Stock-Gilliflower, a
shrub, native of Madeira.— Cheiranthus chins, Hesperis,
Leucoium, (S;c. an annual, native of Russia

—

Cheinnithus
maritimus, Hesperis, Leucoium, &c. Dwarf annual Stock-
Gilliflower, an annual, native of the Mediterranean.
Cheiranihus jmrvifiorus, an annual, native of Morocco.— Cheiranthus incanus, Leucoium, Viola, Stock-Gilli-
flower, a perennial or shrub, native of Spain.

—

Cheiran-
thus Jenestralis, Cluster-leaved Stock-Gilliflower, a bi-
ennial.— Cheiranthus annuus, seu Leucoium, &c. Annual
Stock-Gilliflower, or Ten-week Stock, an annual, native
of Europe.

—

Cheiranthus litioreus, Sea Stock-Gilli-
flower, an annual, native of the shores of the Mediterra-
nean sea.— Cheiranthus pixnatijidus, seujbliis, &c. native
of Siberia.— Cheiranthus tricuspidatus, seu foliis, &c.
Trifid Stock-Gilliflower, an annual, native of Tripoli.
Cheiranthus odorati.^simus, a shrub, native of Persia.
Cheiranthus cu.spidatus, seu Turritis, &c. a biennial,
native of Tauria.

—

Cheiranthus farsetia, Farsetia, Lu-
naria, seu Thla^pi, &c. a shrub, native of Egypt. Chei-
ranthus tennuifhlius, Narrow-leaved Shrubby Stock-
Gilliflower, a shrub, native of Madeira. J. Bauh. Hist.
Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat.
Botan.; Rail Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. List it

.

Cheiranthus is also the Heliophila'integrifolia and the
Hesperis lacera of Linnaeus.

CHE'IRI (Bot.) the Cheiranthus cheiri oilAnnxns.
CHEIRIA'TER (Med.) yjifiXTfni. from ;t;!i», the hand, and

larpi, a physician, whose office it is to remove maladies bv
the operations of the hand ; what is now properly under-
stood by a surgeon.

from
labour with the hand

;

tion.

handling ; or a manual opera-
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CHEIRI'XIS (Surg.) jji/fl.?, surgery. I

CHEIRODO'TA (Ant.) vide Chiro'dota.

CHEIHO'NIIJM [Mcil.) tlie same as Cacoethes.

CHKIUO'NOMY {Med.) x'T"!^'"' an exercise mentioned

by Hippocrates, whicii consisted in gesticulations witli tlie

hands. Hippocral. de Vict. Rat. 1. 2: Foes, CE:onoin.

Hipp'icrnt.

CHIUURGIJS [Surg.) vide C/iirurgeon.

CHEI'GI (C/icm.) in the language of Paracelsus, signifies

quicksilver, when speaking of minerals; and flowers, when

speaking of vegetables.

CHE'LA (Surg.) ;t'!^'i. a forked probe, mentioned by Hip-

pocrates, whicli was used in extracting a polypus of the

nose.

CHE'L,??; (AiKil.) x.>i>'''', the extremities of the «7/ct, which

touch each other when the eyes are shut. Riijf'. F.phes. dc

Appcll. Part. Corp. Hum. 1. 1, c. i.

Chel.k (Nat.) the claws of the crab.

Cuf.i.t: (Med) fissures in the heels, feet, or pudenda.

CHE'LIDON (Anat.) x<'>i'^®', signifies, literally, a swallow ;

but is also applied to denote the hollow at the flexure of

the arm.

CHELIDO'NIA (Bot) a kind of purple fig. PUn. 1.15,

c. IS ; Cnlumi'l. dc Re Rust. 1. 10.

CiiELlDONrA is the Ranunculus ficaria of Linna:us.

CHELIDO'KIAS (Ant.) the West wind, so called because

it comes w^ith the swallows. Plin. I. 2, c. 47.

CHE'LIDONIU.M (Bot.) y^aJmo,, a plant, so called be-

cause it blossomed at the time of the swallows appear-

in"-. It was formerly called Pile-Wort, because it was

supposed to be good for the piles. Tkeoph. Hist. Plant.

1. 7, c. H ; Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 21 1 ; Plin. 1. 25, c. 8 ; Scltol. in

Nicand. Tlieriac. ; Hchol. in Theocrit. idyl. 13.

Chelidonium, in the Liunean si/stem, a genus of plants,

Class \?>, Polijnndria, Order 1 Alonogi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth two-leaved; lea/lets

subovate.

—

Cor. petals four.

—

Stam. Jilaments flat;

anthers oblong.—PiST. germ cylindric ; sti/lc none

;

stin-ma headed.

—

Per. silique cylindric ; seeds ovate

;

receptacle linear.

Species. The species are perennials and annuals, as

—

Chelidonium majus. Common or Great Celandine, a

perennial, native of Europe.

—

Chelidonium Japonicum,

native of Japan.

—

Chelidonium glaucium, Papaver, &c.

Sea Celandine, or Yellow Horned Poppy, a perennial,

native of England.

—

Chelidonium corniculatnm, &c.

Glaucium, seu Papaver, &c. Red Celandine, or Horned

Poppy, an annual native of Hungary.— Chelidonium

hi/hridum, seu Papaver, Violet Celandine, or Horned

Poppy, an annual, native of Europe. Clus. tli.it. Plant.

I'ar.; Baith. I/iit. Plant.; C. Bauh. Pin. ; Ger. llerli.;

Park. Theat. Bot. ; Rail Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. lust.

Chelidonium is also the Bocconiafrutescens, the Sanguinaria

Canadensis, and the Ranunculus ficaria of Linna;us.

CHELIDO'.N'IUS LAPIS (M/h.)z«>i'<K»i<.5 Ai«o;, astone found,

as it is said, in the craw of a young swallow. Dioscor. 1. 2,

c. «); Plin.\. II, c. '.M.

CHELO'NE (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class H Didynamia,

Order 2 Angiosperniia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved ; divisions

erect.

—

Cor. monopetalous ; tube cylindric; throat in-

flated ; border closed ; upper lip obtuse ; lower almost

equal to the upper.

—

Stam. j?/flwc«(4- four ; anthers

incumbent.— PisT. germ ovate; style filiform; stigma

obtuse.

—

Pkr. capsule ovate; seeds very many.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Chelone glahia,

White Chelone, native of Virginia.— Chelone obliqua.

Red Chelone, native of Virginia, &c.— Chelone ruellio-

ides, seu Ourijia, native of the Straits of Magellan.—

CI.elonc barbaia, seu Ruelliuides, &c. native of Mexico.

CHE
Chelone hirsuta, seu Digitalis, Hairy Chelone, native of

New England.

—

Chelone pcutstcnwn, Osarina, Dracu-
cephaliis. Digitalis, Pentstenwn, &c. seu Cynori/nchium,

native of North America.— Chelone campanulala, native

of Mexico.
Chelone (Sitrg.) x'^"", a part of a chirurgical machine,

mentioned by Oribasius, which was used for extending a

limb. Oribas. de Muchin. c. ^, 5.

CHELO'NIA (Mech.) the cheeks or side-parts of a wind-

beam or crane, for the lifting up great stones or timber.

Vitriiv. 1. 10, c. 2.

Chelonia (Min.) a stone like the eye of an Indian tortoise,

which magicians used for divination. Plin. 1. 37. c. 10.

CHELONl'TES LAPIS {Min) a name of the Lapi^ Bufo-

nites.

CHELO'NIUM (i\nt.) x.^>.i^'>M, a hump-back, so called from

its rcscmbance to the shell of a tortoise.

CHE'LTENHAM-WA'fER (Min.) arises from a spring

near Cheltenham in Gloucestershire, and is one of the most

celebrated purging waters in the kingdom. Its heat is in

summer 53" to 69°. It consists of a calcareous earth mixed

with ochre and a purging salt.

CHE'LYS (Mus.) a stringed instrument resembling the harp.

Chely-s (Anal.) x'-^'i'S a shell ; the breast ; so called from

its resemblance to the back of a tortoise.

CHELY''SCION (Med.) x^^^tkic, from x^>''"it a short dry

cough.

CHE'ME (Ant.) or Cheme, a measure containing two small

spoonfuls.

CHE'MICAL (Cliem.) an epithet for what appertains to

chemistry, as chemical characters, [vide Characters'] che-

mical processes, and the like.

CHE'MICE (Cliem.) the art of casting metals.

CHE'.MICI (Chem.) chemists, or those who practised the

art of chemistry.

CHEMl'N COUVERT (Fort.) vide Covered icai/.—Chemin

des Royides, a space between the rampart and the parapet

under it, for the rounds to go about it.

CHEMI'SE (Fort.) an obsolete Trench term for the jwt/c-

mcnt, made of brick-work.

Chemise de coup de main (Mil.) shirts which do not go

below the waist, and are used in any coup de main, that

soldiers may distinguish their comrades.

Chemise (Mason.) the solidity of a wall from the talus or

slope to the stone row; also a lining or casing with stone.

Chemise /re (Mar.) a piece of cloth steeped in a composi-

tion, used to set fire to an enemy's vessel.

CHE'MISTRY (CJiemia) is the science which treats of the

properties of bodies, and the changes they undergo. The

word has been derived from the Arabic word Ki/amon, the

substance or composition of bodies; but, with more proba-

bility, it comes from the Greek x,>'^; to melt ;
fusion having

been originally the first and principal process emjiloyed in

chemistry.

Chemistry may be considered under the two general heads

of Theoretical Chemistry, and Experimental or Practical

Chemistry.

Theoretical Chemistry.

Theoretical chemistry, or the theory of chemistry, naturally

divides itself into three distinct heads; namely, 1. V'

chemical action in general. 2. Of chemical action m

respect to particular bodies or substances. 3. Of the

chemical analysis of natural bodies.

Of chemical action in general.

The principle by which bodies cither tend towards each

other, and come in contact, or remain united in one

mass, is denominated in general attraction, which is^ol

dillerent kinds, according as this attraction acts, either
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at sensible or insensible distances. Of the first kind is

the attraction of gravitation, by which the planets are

supposed to be kept within their orbits, the magnetic

attraction, and the attraction qfclectricitij. Of the second

kind, there is the attraction of aggregation, commonly
called Cohesion, a.nA chemical attraction, commonly called

JJfiuitjj.

Cohesion.

Cohesion is tliat principle by which the particles or atoms
of matter, of the same kind, attract each other, so as to

produce an aggregate body, called a mass. The cohe-

sive force is most strongly exerted in solid bodies ; in

liquids it acts with considerably less energy ; and in aeri-

form bodies it docs not appear to exist at all, for their

particles are mutually repulsive; and, if not held to-

gether by pressure, would separate to immeasurable
distances. The force of this attraction in solids may be
measured by the weight necessary to overcome it: thus,

if a rod of wood, glass, or metal, be suspended in a per-

pendicular direction, and weights be attached to its

lower extremity till the rod breaks, the weight attached

to the rod just before it broke is the measure of the

cohesive force of the rod. In the following table are

given the results of experiments which have been made
on different solids, showing the number of pounds which
are just sufficient to tear asunder a rod of each.

1. Metals.

Steel bar 135,000 Cast tin

Iron bar 71-,000 Bismuth
Cast iron 50,000 Zinc
Cast silver 41,000 Antimony
Cast copper 28,000 Cast lead ....
Cast gold

4,410

2,900
2.(iO0

1,000

860
22,000

II. Alloys.

Brass
,

28,000
Gold 2 parts 1

Silver 1 part J
'

'

Gold 5, copper 1 .

.

50,000
Silver 5, copper 1 .

.

48,000
Silver*, tin 1 41,000
Copper G, tin 1 55,000

Tin .'', lead 1

Tin 8, zinc 1

Tin 4, antimony I . .

Lead 8, zinc 1 . . .

.

Tin 4, lead 1, zinc 1

51,000
J 0,200
10,000

12,000

4,000
13,000

Lemon .

.

Tamarind
Fir

Walnut .

.

Pitchpine

Quince .

.

C3'press .

.

Poplar ...

Cedar. . .

.

III. Woods.

Locust tree 20,100 Pomegranate.
Jujeb 18,500
Beech and Oak 17,300
Orange 15,500
Alder 13,900
Elm 13,200
Mulberry 12,500
Willow 12,500
Ash 12,000
Plum 11 ,800
Elder 10,000

IV. Bones.

Ivory 1 6,270 Whalebone
Bone 15,2.50 Tooth of sea-calf .

.

Horn 8,750

Affinity.

Affinity is that principle by which particles of different
kinds are disposed to unite w ith each other, and to re-
main in unison. Thus, for instance, an acid unites with a
metal, an earth, or an alkaline salt, and with either of these
the acid forms one body ; which body dots not consist
of a combination of the properties of the acid, and the
metal, &c. ; but these losing their original properties on

9,750

9,250

8,750
8,330
8,1,SO
7,656
6,750

6,000
5,500

4,880

7,500

4,075

their union, a new body different from either is formed.
This is forcibly exemplicd in the case of potash and sul-

phuric acid. In their se|)arate state each of these bodies
is distinguished by striking peculiarities of taste, and
other properties. The alkali changes the colour of blue
vegetable infusions to green, and the acid turns them
red; but when they are combined, the mixture will

produce no effect on blue vegetables, and the taste is

converted into a bitter.

This power in bodies is called affinifij, not to denote the
cause but the eU'ect ; for when an acid spontaneously
quits a metal to unite with an alkali, it is said to have a
greater affinity to the alkali than to the metal ; or in other
words, that it will unite with the alkali, in preference to

the metal. On account of this seeming choice which
certain bodies have to coalesce, by preference with others,
affinity has been termed elective ; and is also distinguished
into different kinds, namely, simple, compound, double,
disposing, quiescent, divellent, and reciprocal.-

—

Simple

<[ffi"'i;i is when two substances unite merely in conse-
quence of their mutual attraction : thus acetic acid
combines with soda, and forms a salt called the acetate
of soda.— Compound ajfinity is when three or more bo-
dies, on account of their mutual affinity, unite and form
one homogeneous body : thus, if to a solution of sugar
and water be added spirits of wine, these three bodies
will form an homogeneous liquid by compound affinity.

—

Double ajjinili/ is the action of two compound substances,
which decompose each other, so as to produce two or
mrre new compounds. If, for instance, nitric acid ba
added to the sul|)hate of anmionia, no decomposition
takes place, because the sulphuric acid has a stronger
affinity than nitric acid for ammonia; but, if nitrate of
potash be added, two new bodies are formed, i. e. the
potash attracts the sulphuric acid, while the nitric acid
solicits the_ ammonia. This has been explained by the
following diagram,

wherein the aflinity of potash to sul|)huric acid is sup-
posed to be — 62, that of nitric acid to ammonia =i 38,
that between nitric acid and potash = 50, and that of
the sulphuric acid and ammonia = 46. Now, if two
lines or two rules be drawn, so as to cross each other,
then it will appear that 62 + 38 = 100, the sum of the
affinities between potash, sulphuric acid, nitric acid,
and ammonia will be superior to 46 + 50 = 96, the
sum of the affinities supposed to keep the sulphuric acid
and ammonia ; the potash and nitric acid together.
Disposing affiniti/, otherwise called intermeiliate njiniti/,

or the affinity of an intermedium, is when two substances
of different kinds, that show no affinity to each other, do,
by the assistance of a third, combine, and unite into an
homogeneous body; thus, if concentrated sulphuric acid
be poured upon iron, no action will ensue; but, if a little

water be added to dilute the sulphuric acid, an action
will instantly ensue, and the iron will soon be dissolved.— Quiescent affinity is that when two or more bodies
being presented to each other, their mutual attractions
tend to preserve the original arrangen)ent of their parts,
as in the preceding example, the quiescent affinity be-
tween the sulphate of ammonia and the nitrate of potash,
respectively, were equal to 9(i.— Divellent ajfinitij is that
which tends to destroy the old combination, as in the
former case the affinities between the potash, sulphuric

3 B 2
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acid, nitric acid, and ammonia, being = 100, are the

divellent affinities.'

—

Reciprornl nj/rniti/ is when a body,

compounded of two others, is decomposed by a third,

wiiieli forms witli one of the two principles a new com-

pound, that after some time undergoes decomposition by

the means of the separated principle ; thus, ammonia

and magnesia will separate each other from muriatic

acid. Tables of affinities have been drawn up by dif-

ferent writers, wherein the name of the substance, whose

affinities are required, is placed at the head of the co-

lumn, and the other substances underneath, in the order

of their affinity to the first substance, as in the following

example

:

Sulphuric Acid.

Bai7tes,
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lime, both the acid and the lime are said to be ncu-

tra/izi'il.

Precipitation. When bodies are dissolved, mixed, or sus-

pended in a fluid, in such manner as to be sejiarated

from that fluid, and made to gravitate to the bottom of

tlie vessel, they are said to he precipitated ; the matter
which is thus separated is called the precipitate, and the

substance which thus separates another is called the

precipitant : thus, if into a solution of nitrate of silver

be dropped a quantity of liquid potash, a portion of the

metallic oxide immediately separates from the solution

and falls to the bottom ; in tliis case the potash is the

precipitant, and the oxide is the precipitate. The act

of adding any particular substance in such manner as to

produce any particular effect is called treatint^ ; thus the

solution of nitrate of silver is treated with liquid potasli.

Tests. Those substances which have the property of preci-

pitating others are mostlj* used in detecting the ingre-

dients which enter into any composition, and on that ac-

count are called tests, or re-agents : thus, suppose a single

drop of a weak solution of carbonate of potash, and
aftewards a few drops of a solution of sulphate of cop-
per be added to a solution that contains arsenic, the

presence of arsenic will be manitested by a yellowish-

green precipitate. In this case the carbonate of potash
and sulphate of copper are called tlie tests.

Vo!aliHzutii>n and Evaporation. Substances which are in

a fluid state sometimes fly off in the form of a gas, which
is called volatilization, and sometimes in that of vapour,
which is called evaporation. The volatilizing or evapo-
rating of part of the water of fluids, in order to increase

their strength, is termed concentration. This operation
is performed on some acids, particularly the sulphuric
and phosphoric ; and also in solutions of alkalies and
neutral salts.

Crystallization. If evaporation be carried on in some so-

lutions so slowl}- as to afford an opportunity for the
parts of the substance to unite regularly as they cool,

the solution will be converted into crystals as perfect as

those exiiibited by nature. This process is known by
the name o( cri/statlization, which is one of the proper-
ties that characterizes the salts.

n atcr of crystallization. In the act of separating from
the water, most of the salts carry away with them a por-
tion of the fluid, which is essential to give them their

crystalline form. This is termed their icater of crijslal-

lizution, and that which remains after the crystallization

the mother u-ater. The quantity of water of crystalli-

ration varies in different salts ; being in some so abun-
dant as to liquifj- them on the application of heat, which
is called the ivatery fusion.

Efflorescence and deliquescence. Some crystals lose their

watery ingredient by mere exposure to the atmosphere,
when they are said to ejfloresce ; others, on the con-
trary, attract more water, and on exposure to the at--

mosphere become liquid, which is called dcliquating, or
deliquescing, and the property is called deliquescence.

The following table exhibits the action of atmospheric
air on some of the most common salts.

Pure potash deliquesces.

soda, ditto.

Carbonate of potash, ditto.

Bicarbonate of potash remains unchanged.
Carbonate of soda effloresces.
-^—-^^—— ammonia, ditto.

lime, unchanged.
magnesia, ditto.

Sulphate of potash, ditto.

soda effloresces.

Sulphate of lime, unchanged.
magnesia, ditto.

Nitrate of potash, ditto.

lime deliquesces.

magnesia, ditto.

^Muriate of potash, unchanged.
lime deliquesces.

-^— magnesia, ditto.

Forms of crystals. Everj' solid that is susceptible of crys-

tallization has a tendency to assume a peculiar shape;

thus common salt forms regular cubes ; nitre has tlie

shape of a six-sided prism ; and alum that of the octa-

hedron. Crystals have been divided, according to their

form, into primitive and secondary. The primitive form,

otherwise called the nucleus of the crystal, has been

found to be of six kinds, namely : The parallelopiped,

which includes the cube, the rhomboid, and all solids

terminated b}- six faces, parallel two and two. 2. The
regular tetrahedron. .'5. The octohedron with triangular

faces. 4. The six-sided prism. 5. The dodecahedron
terminated by rhombs. 6. The dodecahedron with iso-

sceles triangular faces, [vide Crystallurgif]

Fusion. Many substances which are not soluble in water,

or any other liquid, are notwithstanding reducible to a
fluid state by an artificial application of heat, as in the

case of metals, glass, and similar bodies. This process

is calledy;(s/on, and when the substance is thus con-

verted into glass, it is called vitrification. Those sub-

stances which admit of bei.ig fused are called /"hs/Wi;' ,•

but those which resist the action of fire, either alto-

gether, or to a great degree, are called infusible, or re-

fractory. Sometimes a substance, called afux, is mixed
with metallic ores, or other bodies, to promote fusion,

as an alkali is mixed with silica to form glass. Ores are

fused for the purpose of separating the metals from
them, the process of which is termed smelting ; if they are

heated in crucibles to volatilize the sulphur, arsenic, ..<:c.

this is called roasting. When metals are separated from
other metals, in order to obtain them in a state of

greater puritv', it is termed refining; if this be performed

by means of another metal, the process is called cupel-

lation ; thus gold and silver are refined by fusing them
with lead in pots called cupels. Sometimes the more
fusible matter in a mass is caused to flow while the other

remains infusible; this process is called eliquation. ~Sle-

tals are frequently refined, or otherwise changed, with-

out fusion, by means of a composition called a cement,

with which they are covered: thus iron, by being kept

a long time in a certain degree of heat, surrounded

by charcoal powder, is converted into steel. This pro-

cess is called cementation.

Heat is applied not onlj' to metals, but to other substances,

and in different modes, of which the following are the

principal.

Digestion. Digestion is the operation of exposing bodies

to the action of a slow heat, that they may be the more
gradually changed.

Calcination. Calcination is the reducing of any body to

the state of a powder.

Distillation. Distillation is the process by which the volatile

are separated from the fixed principles of an}- substance.

When substances are re-distilled, in order to render them
more pure, or concentrated, this process is called rccli-

fcation : thus .spirit of wine, a?ther, &c. are rectified by
their separation from the less volatile, and foreign matter

which debased their properties. That which is procured

by distillation is frequently termed essence, as the essential

oils distilled from odoriferous vegetable substances.

That which remains in the pot, or retort, after the vola-

2
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tile )inrt lins been di-an-n off, is called the rc/nluum, and
som:'timcs ihc cnpnt mortiium.

SiibUmntiun. Sublimation is the process by which certain

volatile substances are raised by beat, and then con-
densed by cold. If the subliming matter concretes into

a solid mass, it is called a siibliniate; it' into a powdery
form, it is called //oii'cr.s-, as the flowers of arsenic, the

J/'m'er.i of iintimoni/, &c. Sublimation is, in regard to

solid bodies, what distillation is to fluids. The jjrincipal

subjects of this operation are volatile alkaline salts, neu-
tral salts, as snl nnini'miac, &c.

There are other minor processes connected with the ana-

lysis of bodies, as lixividtion, reduction, edulcorntion,

didcijicniion, elulrintion, detonation, fidniiiinlion, &c. the

evplanation of which will be found in their respective

places.

Contpoiiiids. The substances which are formed by means
of chemical union are called compounds.

Ba.^e. That which forms the basis, as it were, or the prin-

cipal part in the combination, is called the l/itse. ISases

are distinguii-hed into

—

Acidijiable base, or that which
ma}' be formed into an acid by uniting with some other

substance, as phosphorus is the acidifmbJe base in

phosphoric acid.

—

Acidi/'ijinir ba.'.e is that which forms

the acid, in the combination of which kind there is only

one substance hitherto known, namely oxygen.—Melnl/ic
bases are the principal parts which enter into the com-
position of metals, and wliich, as far as they are known,
and have been named^ are distinguished by the termi-

nation utn: thus potassium, the base of pntassa, or

potash; sodium, the base of soda; calcium, the base of

ci!.v, or lime, &c.

—

Salifiuhle base is that body with

« liich an acid is combined to form a salt : thus, when
we speak of the sulphate of potash, soda, &c. the potass,

s/)da, <S:c. are the bases.

Nomenclature of compounds. Compounds which have acid

properties are denominated acids, and are distinguished

according to the proportion of oxygen which they con-

tain b}' the terminations ic and ous, as nitr/c acid and
i

nitro«i acid; sulphur/c acid and sulphuro;(.s ««'(/, &c.

;

the former of which denotes the larger dose, or portion

of oxygen, and the latter the smaller: when the syllable

/ii/jio is added to either of these it denotes a degree
below it in point of oxidizemcnt ; thus, hyyiosiiljduiric

acid is intermediate between the suIphur/V and sulphurou.s

acid. When the compounds possess no sensible pro-

perties of an acid, they are distinguished by the termi-

nation ide, if the}' arc supporters of combust ion, or (7, if

they are combustibles, as the o\ide, chlor/V/c, or iodide

ofarsenic, sulphurrf of potassium, phosplmrc/ of carbon,

&c. The different combinations with oxvgcn, chlorine,

and iodine, are distinguished by the prefix pro, to denote

the first or smallest proportion, deu the second, ^;e)- the

largest quantity of oxygen, &c. v.ith which the com-
pound can be combined, as tlie ywvHoxide, f/c(toxide,

and /jr-roxide. Acids for the most part combine with

alkalies, earths, and metallic oxides, and form com-
pounds called sails ; these are distinguished by the ter-

mination of ate when the acid contains the larger portion

of oxygen, and that of itr when the acid contains the

suiallcr: tlius the combination of sulphuric acid and
potassa is a sulphate of ])otasli, and that of sulphurous

acid and jjotas.'.u is a sulphite of jiotash, &c. Salts are

denominated neiilrid when tlie separate qualities of the

component principles are not aj)parent; but when the

acid prcdomiiuites the prefix vHyjtT is added; but when
the base predomini'tcs, the i)re(ix sab ; thus the snlpliate

• •/ p/tas/i denotes the salt in its perfect state of niutrali-

/.uioii, without any excess of the sulphuric acid or the

pot:ish; iu\}vvsulphutc nf potash is the same salt with an

excess of acid ; ixxhsulphatc of potash is the same salt
with an excess of base. Some acids are capable of
combining with two bases at once, as tartaric acid, which
combines at once with potash and soda, whence the salt

is denominated tartrate of potash and soda; and this

description of salts is called ti-iple salts. All the com-
binations which metals form with one another are called
allot/s, except those formed by mercury with any other
metals, which are named ama/gains.

The substances which are the subjects and objects of che-
mical action.

Substances have been divided by modern chemists Gene-
rally into simple and compound.

.Simple .Substances.

.Simple substances were formerly called elements, because
they were supposed to enter into the composition of all

natural bodies, and were reduced by the ancients to the

number of four, namely, air, earth, fire, and water. A
simple substance is now defined to be one which has

not hitherto been decompounded; a definition which,

though liable to objections, is sufficiently correct for

the ))urpose of a gerieral treatise like the present. It

will therefore be most convenient to treat first of the

properties of simjjle substances, and afterwards of the

compounds formed by the union of the simples. Simple
substances are subdivided into imponderable and pon-
derable.

—

Imponderable bodies are such as are of too

subtle a nature to be confined in any vessels that can be
made. They are called imponderable because thev do
not sensibly affect the most delicate balance.— Pon-
derable bodies are those which admit of being confined

in vessels, and exhibited in a separate state so as to de-

termine their weight and other properties.

Imponderable bodies. The bodies, at present reckoned
imponderable, are four ; namely, light, heat, electricity,

and magnetism, all of which, except the last, are che-

mical agents, by which the most important phenomena
in the chemical science are produced.

Light. Light was considered by Aristotle, and most

of the ancient philosophers, to be a propertj' of matter,

but the moderns suppose it to be a distinct fluid sub-

stance which passes off from luminous bodies, and, enter-

ing the eye, render objects visible : in either case the

properties of light, as a chemical agent, are the same.

The influence of light on different material bodies is

evinced in a variety of ways. Plants lose their colour

and l)ecorae white if they arc deprived of light, and the

progress of vegetation, though not expressly stcp])ed,

is, in most cases, very sensibly impeded. The same
plants when exposed again to the light recover their

verdure and freshness. Hence it is that plants, when
situated in rooms, or shady places, always turn their

leaves to the light; and that many discous flowers

follow the sun in iiis course, and keep themselves directed

towards him from his rising to his setting. Animals in

general droop and become unhealthy when they are de-

prived of light, ami sometimes will even die. 'i'lie com-

plexions of men, in a slate of close confinement, bg-

come sallow, and their bodies subject to eruptions, and

dift'erent sorts of diseases : nor is the influence of light

less visible on inanimate objects. Certain metallic

bodies become combustible when exposed to light. The

red o.xide of mercury, and of lead become nuich lighter

when exposed to the sun ; and the white salts of silver,

in the same situation, soon become black, and the

oxide is reduci'd. Nitric acids are decomposed by

coming in contact with the light, and other bodies ex-

perience similar changes. Almost all bodies have the
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property of absorhinji lig'it, and some few also of

evolving it again unchanged ; of this description are

the bodies called phosphoric, also putrid annual sub-

stances, the gloiv-worm, and the like. The chemical

effects of light, however, vary with the ditterent rays of

which liglit is composed; some of the rays excite heat

and promote oxidation, as the red rays most, the green

next, and so on, in a diminishing progression, to the
|

violet. A second sort are termed illuminatini^ rni/s,
|

which follow a different order from that of the pre- '

ceding; the red possessing the least degree; yellow

and green the highest degree of this property. The
tliird sort are the deoxiili-ing raijs, nhicii are in general

the most retVangible of the rays, although this is not in-

variably the case in regard to all substances that admit
of deoxidation.

Heat. The term heat is now restricted by chemists to the

sensation of heat, and that of caloric has been substi-

tuted to express the cause of heat, which was formerly

looked upon to be a property or affection of matter, but

is now considered as a subtle fluid that is capable of in-

sinuating itself into the densest bodies. Heat, con-

sidered as a distinct substance, is supposed to exist in

two states ; namely, in a stale of combination, when it is

not sensible to our organs; and, in a state of freedom,

when it affects animals with the sensation of heat: in the

fii-st case, it is called latent heat ; and, in the second,

sensible ovjree heat, uncomliinecl caloric, &c.
The motion of caloric, when it is not interrupted, is found

to be equal in velocity to that of light. This motion is

of two kinds, one in which it is transmitted from the

surface of bodies, called its radiation ; and the second,

that by which it makes its way through bodies called

co/idiiction, and the power, which bodies possess of ad-

mitting the passage of heat, is called their condncling

j)(yn-er. The bodies themselves are called conductors ;

if they allow the heat to pass freely they are deno-
nominated good conductors ; and those through which the

heat passes with difficulty bad conductors. Such as are

supposed not capable of admitting the passage of heat at

all are called non-ennductnrs.

Both the radiating and conducting power have been found
to vary in different bodies. The following table exhibits

the differences of the radiating power ; namely,

Lampblack 100 Isinglass 80
Writing paper 98 Plumbago TG
Rosin 96 Tarnished lead 45
Sealing wax 95
Crown glass 90
China ink 88
Ice 85
Minium 80

Mercury 20 -H

Clean lead 19
Iron polished 15
Tin plate 12
Gold, silver, copper. . 12

From this table it appears that the metals radiate much
less than other substances ; and, as the propertj- of
reflecting heat has been found to be by an inverse ratio

to that of the radiating power, the surfaces of metals

are more powerful reflectors than those of the other
substances which are mentioned above.

Conducting poiocr of solids. The conducting power of
bodies is still more strikingly evinced than their radiat-

ing power, and arises from their affinity for caloric, and
the property they have of combining indefinitely with
additional doses of it. All solids are conductors of
caloric, but they possess this property in very different

degrees. All metallic substances are good conductors,

but not all equally so. The following metals are set

down in the order of their conducting power

:

Silver,
I

Copper, I Platina, 1 Steel,

Gold, 1 Tin,
I

Iron, | Lead.

Stones are reckoned the next best conductors, but brick
is a worse conductor than other sorts of stone, (ilass

differs but little from stones in its conducting power ;

but dried woods, which come next in succession, vary
much with regard to each other, as may be observed
from the following table,, in which the conducting pow^r
of water is supposed = 1.

Water 1-00 Pear-tree f)-:>J

Ebony 2-17 Birch 3H
Crab Apple 2-74 Oak 3-(3.}

Ash 3-03 Pitch Pine 3-75
Beech 3-21 Alder S-S-l-

Hornbeam 3-23 Pine 3-S<-]

Plum-tree 3-25 Fir 389
Female Oak 3-2(j Lime-tree 3-90

Charcoal is a bad conductor, and all porous substances,
as cork, and the like ; but the worst conductors of all

are feathers, silk, wool, and hair, which render them
peculiarl}- fit for clothing, because they do not allow
the heat of the body to be carried oft' by the cold ex-
ternal air. It has been found that the conducting power
of these bodies is inverselj' as the fineness of their

texture. The conducting power, however, of all solid

bodies is so far limited as they are more or less exposed
to a change in their state from the action of calorie.

Bodies which, in the common temperature of the atmo-
sphere, have the power of conducting caloric, lose thp.t

power when heated to the temperature at which they
change their state ; thus, at the temperature of 60=,
sulphur is a conductor; but, when heated to 218', or
the point at which it melts, or is volatilized, it is no
longer a conductor.

Conducting poiver ofjluids. Liquids and gaseous bodies
are conductors as well as solids, but in a less degree.
The relative conducting powers of mercury, water, and
linseed are as follow :

T^uaX Weights.

Water 1
•

JNIercury 2-

Linseed oil 1-111

Equal Bnlh.

Water 1-

]\Iercurj' iS
Linseed oil 1-0S5

As the cooling of hot bodies in gases is produced by a
variety of causes, besides that of the conducting power
of their fluids, it is difficult to form an estimate of
their relative intensities as conductors.

Carri/ing poicer of liquids. Besides the conducting power,
liquids have also a power which has been called their

carrying poKer, by which the caloric is communicated,
not from particle to particle, as in the case of conduc-
tion, but b}' the particles coming all individually in

contact with the heating body. This, however, can only
take place when the caloric is applied to the lower
stratum of the fluid when it makes its way upwards in-

dependant of the conducting power ; for, when the
caloric is applied to the surface of the liquid, it can
make its way downwards only, as in solids, by the con-
ducting power of the fluid.

Distribution of caloric. As a consequence of the fore-men-
tioned properties in caloric, it has also been found to

possess the tendency of distributing itself in such a
manner, among all contiguous bodies, as that they
should all acquire, in a certain time, the same tempera-
ture ; thus, if one body be raised to the temperature of
200°, another to that of 1(X)°, and a third to 60'; and
if these three bodies be placed in the temperature of
80°, they all indicate in a short time the same tempera-

ture. The bodies which were at the temperature of 200'

and 100' are reduced to 80°, and that of 60' rises to SO'.

This is otherwise called tlie equilibrium of caloric.
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Temp. Bulk.

75" 1,085,110

74. l,087,l-99

75 1,089,3s?}

76 1,091,G(;6

77 1,093,719

78 1 ,095,832

79 1,097,916

80 1 ,099,999

81 1,102,083

82 1,101,166

83 1,106,249

84- 1,108,333

8.5 1,110,+lG

86 1,112,4.99

87 l,114-,583

88 1,116,666

89 1,118,719

90 1,120,833

91 1,122,916

92 1,124,999

93 1,127,08.3

94. 1,129,166

95 1,131,249

96 1,133,333

97 1,135,416

98 1,137,49.3

99 1,139.583

100 1,141,666

110 1,162,499

120 1,183,.333

130 1,204,166

140 1,224,999

150 1,245,833

160 1,266,666

170 1,287,499

180 1,308,.333

190 1,329,166

200 1,349,999

210 1,370,8.33

212 1,374,999

The effects nf caloric. The effects which caloric produces

upon other bodies, eitlier hj' entering into them, or by

separating them, are reducible to three kinds of changes;

namely, changes in bulk, changes in state, and changes

in combination.

Expansion of caloric. One of the most general propcrtiis

of caloric is, that by addition or abstraction in any de-

gree it produces a corresponding change in the bulk of

bodies; the addition of heat increasing their bulk, and

the abstraction diminishing it. This property, however,

which has been distinguished by the name of expansion

to denote the positive effect of caloric, is not the same

in all bodies. The expansion of gaseous bodies is the

greatest of all, that of liquids is the next in degree, but

that of solids is the smallest of all.

Expansion of fiaseous bodies. By experiments it has been

ascertained that all gaseous bodies whatever undergo

the same expansion by the same additional heat, sup-

posing them to be placed in the same circumstances

:

on this principle, therefore, the following table, which

gives nearly the bulk of a given quantity of air at all

temperatures, from 32'-' to 212^ will suffice to illustrate

that of other bodies

:

Temp. Bulk.

32' 1,000,000

33 1,002,083

34 1,004,166

35 1,006,2 19

36 1 ,008,333

37 1,010,416

38 1,012,1-99

39 1,014,583

40 1,016,666

41 1,018,749

42 1,020,833

43 1,022,916

44 1,024,7.59

45 1,027,083

46 1,029,166

47 1,031,249

48 1,033,333

49 1,035,416

50 1,037,499

51 1,039,583

52 1,041,666

53 1,043,749

54 1,045,833

.55 1,047,916

56 1,019,999

57 1,052,083

58 1,054,166

59 1,0.56,249

60 1,0.58,333

61 1,060,416

62 1,062,499

63 1,064,.583

64 1,066,666

65 1,068,749

66 1,070,8,33

67 1,072,916

68 1,074,999

69 1,077,083

70 1,079,166

71 1,081,249

72 1,083,333

Expansion of liauids. The expansion of li(|iiids is not

equable like that of gaseous bodies. Liquids that are

most readily brought to the state of vapour, are found

to expand the most. With the same given temperature,

the expansion of water is greater that that of mercury t

and the expansion of alcohol is greater than that of
water. The following table exhibits the ratio of expan-
sion of several liquids, as they have been ascertained by
clifferent experiments.

Rate (>f Expansion of different Liquids in given Temperatures

Temp.
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The expansion of a gaseous body by the accumulation of

caloric is shown by confining a quantity of air in a bottle,

but not sufficient to fill it completely ; after which, if the

bladder be exposed to heat, the confined air expands,

and the bladder becomes fully distended ; but when
it is cooled again, the air resumes its former bulk, and
the bladder its original flaccid state. The expansion of

liquids is exemplified by spirit of wine in a glass vessel

having a slender neck. On the application of heat the

liquid in the body of the vessel is expanded, and rises

in the neck ; and when the heat is abstracted, the liquid

becomes contracted, and returns to its original bulk.

The fixing of iron hoops on carriage wheels affords a fa-

miliar but striking example of the expansion of the

solids. The hoop being made somewhat smaller than

the wheel for which it is intended, is heated until it be-

comes of the suitable size, when it is fixed on ; and af-

terwards, being cooled bj' the application of water, it

contracts, and is thereby fast bound to the wood.
Thermometer. On the expansive property of bodies by

the application of caloric depends the construction of

the thermometer, which is employed for the measure-

ment of the relative temperature of bodies. It consists

of a hollow tube of glass, blown at one end in the shape

of a hollow globe or bulb. This bulb, and part of the

tube, are then filled with any liquid which has been first

boiled to expel the air ; after which, the open end of the

tube being hermeticall}' sealed, the rising of the li-

quid indicates an increase of heat, and its fall a diminu-

tion ; the several proportions of which are marked by
means of the degrees into which the tube is divided.

The construction of the scale for this instrument was
the result of long experience and observation ; by which

it was found, that as snow at all times melts at the same
temperature, and water also boils at the same tempera-

ture, then by marking the two points at which the li-

quid stands in these two opposite cases, as for example,
for the freezing, and 100 for the boiling point; and by

dividing the intermediate spaces into equal parts, a scale

was procured which could be applied to all such ther-

mometers, and also be extended to any distance above

the boiling-point, and below the freezing point. The
liquid most frequently used for the thermometer is mer-
cury, because it is the most equable in its expansion.

Pyrometer. To measure the higher degrees of heat, to

which the thermometer cannot be applied, another in-

strument has been invented, called the pyrometer, which

consists of two pieces of brass fixed on a plate, so as to

be 6-lOths of an inch asunder at one end, and 3-lOths

at the other, which serves as a guage to measure certain

pieces of baked clay before and after they have been
heated; by which the difference in theirdimensions is tobe
observed, and consequently the relative intensity of heat

to which they were exposed may be ascertained. The
pieces of clay must have been prepared in a red heat,

and must be of given dimensions. A scale is marked on
the pieces of brass, each of which is equal to 130° of

Fahrenheit.

Exceptions to cvpansion hy heat. Some apparent exceptions

have been observed to this law of expansion by means
of caloric, as in the case of water, which, when cooled

down within about 7° of the freezing point, instead of

contracting in consequence of the deprivation of heat,

actually expands ; alumine also contracts on being

heated; and cast-iron, bismuth, <S:c. when fully fused,

are more dense than when solid ; for, as soon as they come
into the latter state they decrease in densit)', and expand
in the act of cooling ; whence thesharpness of figures upon
iron which has been cast in moulds, compared with that

of others. But the expansion of these bodies is not consi-

dered as an exception to the general law, that bodies in-

crease in bulk by the addition of heat, and decrease by

its abstraction ; for the expansion is here supposed to

arise not from the diminution of the heat, but from the

change of state which these bodies undergo in passing

from liquids to solids.

Change rif' stale in bodies by caloric. The three changes

produced in the state of bodies by means of caloric are,

the conversion of solids into fluids, that of fluids into

solids, and, lastly, that of fluids into aeriform bodies.

Fusion, or fluidity. When solid bodies are submitted to

the action of ciUoric to such a degree as to destroy their

power of aggregation, they are reduced to a state of

fluidity. The point of temperature at which a solid li-

quifies is called the melting point, which varies in dif-

ferent bodies, as may be seen from the following table :

Melting Melting

point.

32°

30
28

Bixties. . .* Bodies:

Lead 612° Ice

Bismuth 476 Milk
Tin 44-2 Vinegar

Sulphur 218 Blood 25
Wax 14-2 Oil of bergamot 23

Bleached ditto 155 Wines 20
Spermacetti 112 Oil of turpentine ... . 14
Phosphorus IDS INIercury 39
Tallow 92 Liquid ammonia .... 46
Oil of anise 50 Ether 46
Olive oil 36

Fluidity is now generally supposed to be occasioned by
the combination of a certain quantity of caloric with the

solid bodies, which has been denominated, by some,

latent heat, because its presence is not indicated by the

thermometer ; and by others, the caloric of fluidity.

Congelation, or freezing. When liquid bodies pass into

the solid state by the abstraction of their caloric, this

phenomenon is termed congelation, or freezing ; and the

point of the temperature at which this change takes

place is called the freezing point ; thus the freezing point

of water is 32°, but it may be cooled down, in favour-

able circumstances, considerably below that tempera-

ture. When salts are dissolved in water, the freezing

point of this solution is in most cases lowered ; whence
it is that sea-water does not freeze so readily as pure

water. In the following table the names of the salts are

given in the first column, the quantity of salt by weight

dissolved in 100 parts of water in the second, and, in the

third, the freezing point of the solution.

Salts. Proportion. Free:, point.

Common salt 25 4
Sal ammoniac 20 8

Rochellesalt 50 21

Sulphate of magnesia .... 41'6 25-5

Nitre 125 26
Sulphate of iron 41 '6 28

Sulphate of zinc 53-3 28-6

From this table it appears that common salt is by far the

most efficacious in lowering the freezing point of water.

When acids diluted with water are exposed to cold, the

weakest part freezes, while the stronger portion remains

liquid; so that by the action of cold they are separated

into two portions, differing very much in strength. This

has been termed the aqueous congelation of acids.

Evaporation by caloric. All fluids may, by the application

of heat, be converted into an aeriform elastic state,

termed vapour ; and the process by which it comes into

that state is called evaporation. Some liquids assume the

form of vapour at any temperature ; as water, volatile

oils, spirits of wine, and ether. This change is called

3 c
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Ether 9!V

Ammonia 140
Alcohol 176
Water 212
Muriate of lime 230
Nitric acid 24-S

spontaneous evaporation ; but there are others which re-

main unchanged till the temperature is raised to that

point when the whole liquid comes into that state of in-

testine motion, which is called boiling, when the liquid

becomes rapidly converted into vapour. That point of

the temperature at which every liquid begins to boil is

called the builiiig point, which ccctnix parit)us is always
the same in the same liquid; thus the boiling point of

water is 212'^, and never becomes hotter. The following

table exhibits the boiling points of several liquids.

Phosphorus 55^°

Oil of turpentine .... 560
Sulphur 570
Sulphuric acid 590
Linseed oil 600
Mercury 660

But this boiling point is found to vary considerably; and
this variation is caused by the different degrees of pres-

sure on the surface of the liquid. When the pressure

is diminished, liquids boil at a lower temperature ; but
when the pressure is increased, they require a higher
temperature to produce boiling.

Elasticity of vapours. The elasticity of all the elastic

fluids into which liquids are converted by heat increases

with the temperature ; ond the vapour formed when the
liquid boils in the open air possesses an elasticity just

equal to that of air, or is capable, at a medium, of ba-
lancing a colunm of mercury 30 inches high. The fol-

lowing table exhibits the force of vapour from water in

every temperature, from that of congelation of mer-
cury, or 40° below zero of Fahrenheit, to 212°, as veri-

fied by experiments.

of Vap.
h. of ,\fcr

-40°

-30
-20
-10

1

2
3
4'

5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
IS
16
17

18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

•013

•020

•030

043
•064

066
•068

•071

074
•076

•079

•082

•085

•087

•090

•093

•096

•100

•104

•108

•112

•116

•120

•121.

•129

•134

•139

•144

•ISO

•1S6
•162

•168

•174

Temp.

29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
51
58
.59

60
61

•180

•186

•193

•200

•207

•214

221
•229

237
•245

•254

•263

•273

•283

294
•305

•316

•328

•339

351
•363

•375

•388

•401

•415

•429

•443

•458

•474

•490

•507

524
•542

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

92
93
94

•560

•57S
•597

•616

•635

•655

•676

•698

•721

•745

•770

•796

•823

•851

•880

910
•940

•971

1^00

104
1^07

MO
M4
M7
I 21
1^24

1^28

1^32

1^36

1^40

1-44

1-48

1-53

Temp.
Force of Vap. I Force of \'a:

iiilnch.of Aler- Temp. In Inch,
cury.

95
96
97
98

99
100
101

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
HI
112
113

114
115
116
117
118
110
120
121

122
123
121.

125
126
127
128
129
130
131

132
133
134

\-58

1^63

res
1^74

rso
1-86

192
1-98

201
2- 11

2^18

2-25

2-32

2^39

2-16

2^53

2^60

2-68

2-76

2^84

2-92

3-00

3 08
3^16

3-25

3^33

3 42
3^.50

3^59

3^69

3^79

3^89

4^00

4 11

4-22
4-3

1

4.47
4^60

4^73

4^86

135
136
137
138
1.39

140
141

142
143
144
145

146

147

148
149
150
151

152
153

\5\:

155
156
157
158
159
160

161

162
163

164
165
166

I 167
168
169
170
171

172
173

5-00

514
5^29

5^44

5^59

5-74

5^90

0^05

6^21

6^37

6^53

6-70

6-87

7^05

7-23

7^42

7^61

7-81

8^01

8^20

8^40

8^66

881
9^02

9-24

9-16

9 68
9-91

10-15

10-41

10^68

1096
11^25

1 1 -54

11-83

12-J3
12^43

12^73

13^02

Temp.

174
175
176
177

178
179
180
181

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

190
191

192
193
194

195
196

197
198
199
200
201
202
203
201.

205
206
207
208
209
210
211

212

Force of \a
n Incli.of .>

cury.

13-32

13-62

13^92

1422
14^52

14^83

15-15

15^50

15^S6

16-23

16^61

17^00

17-40

17^80

1820
18-60

19^00

19-42

19-86

20-32

20^77

21-22

21-68

22^13

22-69

23- 16

2364
24^12

2461
25^10

25^61

26^13

26^u6
27-20

27^74

28-29

28-S4
29-41

30-00

Decomposition hy caloric. Another effect whicli caloric pro-

duces by its action on bodies is that of reducing them to

their elements, or otherwise altering the nature of their

combination : thus, when ammonia is heated to redness, it

is resolved into azotic and hydrogen gases ; and alcohol,

by the same heat, is converted into carburetted hydrogen
and water ; and so on with many other substances.

Quantity of caloric. Equal weights of the same body, at

the same temperature, contain the same quantities of ca-

loric ; and equal weights of the same body, at diftlrent

temperatures, give on admixture the arithmetical mean

;

thus the temperature of a pint of hot water and a pint

of cold is, when mixed, very nearly halfway between

that of the two extremes. 15ut this is not the case when
equal quantities of different bodies, at different tempe-

ratures, are employed, for they will be found to contain

une(|ual quantities. Wherefore the quantity of caloric

has been divided into absolute and relative. The nlisu-

lute </nantity of caloric is the whole quantity conlaincd

in a body, the measurement of which is a |)roblem in

chemistry that is not yet solved. The relative quantity

of caloric is that quantity which one body contains com-

pared with that contained in another. This is called

specific caloric ; and the power or property which enables

bodies to retain different quantities of caloric has been
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x:n]\cii cnpaciti/ for caloric. Thus if a pint of quicksilver

at 100° Fahrenheit be mixed with a pint of naterat \0°,

the resulting temperature "ill not be 70^, the arithme-

tical mean, but only 60^ ; wherefore the quicksilver loses

W° of heat, which nevertheless raises the temperature

of the water onl\-; consequently a larger quantity of

caloric is required to raise the temperature of a pint of

water than that of a pint of mercury through the same
number of degrees. Hence it is inferred, that water has

a greater capacity for caloric than is inherent in quick-

silver.

Specific caloric. Although we do not know the absolute

quantity of caloric requisite to produce a certain de-

gree of heat in any body, yet if the unknown quantity

that is requisite to heat the water be made = 1 . we
maj' determine by experiment how much more or how
much less caloric other bodies require, to be heated the

same number of degrees : thus suppose the quantity of
caloric which heats water 1= heats the same weight of
spermacetti oil 'i°, it follows that the specific caloric of
water is twice as much as that of oil, and consequently,

that if the specific caloric of water be = 1. that of sper-

macetti oil must be — 5. The following is a table of
the specific caloric of dittereiit bodies, which exhibits

the results of difterent experiments.

The specijic caloric of varioim bodies, that of n-ater being

1000.

Bodies. Spec, cahyric. R_>dies. Spec, cahric.

1. Gases. Muriatic acid 0-6S00

Hydrogen gas 21-tOOO Su-iphuric acid 1 T
g-tifiSl

Oiygen gas 4-7490 ^^'attr .G J

Common air 1-7900 Alum 1 \ Q.g^gQ
Carbonic acid gas.. 1-0459 ^^'ater 4-45J
Steam 1-.3500 Nitric acid.

. 9^1
O'GISI

Water....:: 1} 6^60

Water 1-0000 Alcohol 6021
Carbonate of am- Sulphuric acid. ..

.

0-5968
monia 1-S510 Nitrous acid 05760

Arterial blood. . .

.

1-0300 Linseed oil 0-5280
Cons' milk 0-9999 Spermacetti oil . . 0-5000
Sulphurct of am- Oil of turpentine.

.

0-t:20
monia 0-9940 Vinegar 0-.'870

Venous blood 0-S928 Lime 9 1
,

Solution of brown Water 16 /

"'^^*"

sugar 0-S600 .Mercury 03 1 00
Nitric acid 8440 Distilled vinegar.

.

1030
Sulphate of mag.)

3. Solids.
nesia 1 > 0-S440 . „„,„„

Water 8 o 'k-V " ' "
= V i

"

^ ^^^
Common salt 11 . „„„.

Ox-h.de, with the

Water 8 I
^'^^'^ ^^"^ 0"^"^

j^Tjj^g
I -J

Lungs of a sheep.. 0-7690

{y^l^j. gf
0'^'^" Lean of ox beef .. 7400

Muriate' of' am-1 P'"'^ O'G^OO

monia .... 1^ 0-7790 ^'.^ 0-6000

Water 1-5

)

^.m*; 6200

Tartar 1 7
Pitch-pme 0-5800

Water. .'.'.'237-3| '^'''^^^ Apple-tree 0-5700

Solution of potash 0-7590 ^'f^""
O'^^OO

Sulphate of T
O'^k 5100

iron 1 > 0-7340 4- Bodies.

Water 2-5 J Ash 0-5100
Sulphate of "| Crab-tree 0-5000

soda 1 V 0-7280 Rice 05050
Water 22-9 J Horse-beans 0-5020
Oil of olives 0-7100 Dust of the pine-

Ammonia 0-7080 tree 0-5000

A-zotic gas 3-7036 Lime
Nitre

2. Liquids,

Bodies. Spec, calrric. Rtttles. Spec, calcrie.

Pease 04920 Rust of iron nearly

Beech 0-4900 freed from air .

.

01 666
Hornbeam O-L'-OO White oxide of an-

Birch 4800 timony do 0-1666

Wheat 1^770 Ashes of the elm.

.

0-1402

Elm 04700 Oxideofzinc nearly

Female oak 0-4500 freed from air .

.

0-1369

Plum-tree 0-4100 Iron 0-1264
Ebony 04300 Brass 0-1141

Barley 0-4210 Copper 0-1121

Oats 0-4160 Sheet-iron 0-1099

Pitcoal 0-2777 Oxide of lead and
Charcoal 0-2631 tin 0-1020

Chalk 0-2.564 Gun-metal 0-1100

Rust of iron .... 0-2500 White oxide of tin

Quick-lime 0-2199 nearly freed from
Stone-ware 0-1950 air 0-0990

Agate 0-1950 Zinc 0-0981

Crystal 01929 Ashes of charcoal 00909
Cinders 1923 Silver 00820
Swedish glass ..

.

01870 Yellow oxide oflead
Ashes of cinders.

.

0I8S5 nearl)- freed from
Sulphur 01830 air 0-0680
Flint-glass 1740 Tin 00661
White oxide of an- Antimony 0-0637

timonv washed 0-2270 Gold 00500
Oxide of copper Lead 0424

nearly freed from Bismuth 0430
air 0-2272

Cold. With the quantity of caloric is connected the phe-
nomenon of cold, which, according to modern che-
mists, arises from the absence or abstraction of heat ; so

that when we say a substance is cold, we mean merely
that it contains less caloric than usual, or that its tem-
peratOre is lower than that of our bodies. Some have,
however, supposed cold to he a distinct bod}', the subtle

particles of which insinuate themselves into other sub-
stances ; but this opinion has not had many supporters.

Artificial cold. The most remarkable phenomenon belong-
ing to the theory of cold is, that it may be produced to

a very great degree by the mixture of different solids,

which suddenly become liquid. This mixture is called

afric;nrific, or freezing mi.rturc, and the cold is called

artificial. The different substances which admit of being
employed for that purpose, and the degree of cold which
each of them is capable of producing, are exhibited in

the following tables :

—

Table of freezing mixtures.

Mixtures. Parts. Tl,ermometeT sinksfrom

Muriate of ammonia 5'\

Nitrate of potash 5 > 50° to 10°

Water 16 J

Muriate of ammonia 5'

Nitrate of potash 5

Sulphate of soda 8

Water 16.

50' to 4°

Sulphate of soda 3 1

Diluted nitric acid 2/
Sulphate of soda 8 "J

Muriatic acid ,

.

5 i

Snow \\
Muriate of soda 1 J

Snow, or pounded ice 2 )

Muriate of soda 1 J

Snow, or pounded ice 12

Muriate of soda 5

Muriate of ammonia and nitrate

of potash 5
3 c 2

50'- to 3°

50° to 0'

32° to 0'

0° to o'^

5^ to IS"
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1}
;}

1}

il

MiituTU. Parti

Snow, or pounded ice 12

Muriate of soda

Nitrate of ammonia
Snow 3

Diluted nitric acid 2

Muriate of lime 3

Snow
Snow S"!

Diluted sulpliuric acid 3 S-

Diluted nitric acid 3 J

Snow 11
Diluted sulphuric acid 1 J

Muriate of lime 2 "|

Snow 1 J

Muriate of lime 3 1

Snow 1 J

Diluted sulphuric acid 10 ^

Snow S }

Nitrate of ammonia 1 1

Water 1 i

Nitrate of ammonia 1

Carbonate of soda

Water
Sulphate of soda 6

Muriate of ammonia 4

Nitrate of potash 2

Diluted nitric acid 4

Sulphate of soda 6 "j

Nitrate of ammonia 5 >
Diluted nitric acid 4 J
Phosphate of soda 9\
Diluted nitric acid 4 J

Phosphate of soda 9~|

Nitrate of ammonia 6 ?

Diluted nitric acid ,,. 4

J

Sulphate of soda 5 1

Diluted sulphuric acid 4 J

Sources of caloric. The sources are six; namely, the sun,

combustion, percussion, friction, chemical combination,

and electricity.

The sun. Caloric conies to us from the sun, in the form of

rays, at the rate of 200,000 miles in a second of time

;

but it has been found by experiment, as before ob-

served, that the solar rays, which occasion heat, are dis-

tinct from those which illuminate and produce vision.

The ctFects of the solar rays on all bodies are not the same
;

the transparent bodies, through which they freely pass,

are but little aft'octed by them in their passage ; whilst, on

the other hand, opaijue bodies are heated by them ; and

it has been ascertained by experiment, that the deeper

the colour of the body the greater is the increase of

temperature. It appears too, that those bodies which ab-

sorb most light accjuire the greatest degree of tempera-

ture when exposid to the sun's raj's.

The temperature produced in bodies by the direct action

of the sun's rays seldom exceeds 120° but a much higher

temperature may be obtained by collecting the rays on
opaque bodies, which do not readily allow the caloric to

be carried ofi' by the surrounding bodies. Il has, however,

been found by experiment, that the heating power of

the solar rays is not increased by concentrating them
into a focus ; but that the intensity of their action i*

occasioned by a greater number of them being brought

to bear upon the same point.

Comhuslion. That process is SO Called by which sub-

stances undergo a total change in their nature, accom-
panied with the emission of light and heat. The ninnnor

in which this evolution takes place varies according to

4

rmimieler sinksfrom

18° to 25»

0" to IS'

32" to 51'

10° to 56°

20° to 60'

0° to 66'

40' to 73°

6S° to 91'

50° to 4°

50° to [7°

50° to 10'

50° to M"

50° to 12°

50' to 21°

50' to 3°

circumstances, and is distinguished into four kinds

;

namely, /^7«//o», or glowing heat ; itijiammatioii, or as-

cension ; and detonation, or explosion.

Many theories have been advanced to explain the process

of combustion, which it would exceed the limits of this

treatise to touch upon ; it will, therefore, be sufficient,

for the illustration of this subject, to divide bodies, as

far as combustion is concerned, into combustibles, sup-

porters of combustion, and incombustibles.

In every case of combustion there must be present a com-

bustible ho&y M\A a. supporter of combustion, the former

of which always unites with the latter during the pro-

cess. It is this combination which occasions the appa-

rent waste and alteration of the combustible. The new
compound thus formed is called a product of combustion,
and is either an acid or an oxide.

Percussion. The evolution of caloric by means of percus-

sion is a well-known pha;nomenon ; as in the case of iron,

which may be hammered until it is red hot. This phe-

nomenon is supposed to be the consequence of a con-

densation in the body struck, which, by the compression

of the particles, forces out the caloric. Experiments

have been made upon pieces of gold, silver, and copper,

to ascertain the quantity of heat evolved when they are

suddenly and forcibly struck ; by which it has been

ascertained that copper evolved most heat ; silver was

the next in degree ; and gold evolved the least. The
first blow evolved the most heat, which diminished on

the second blow, and was hardly perceptible on the

third.

Friction. The heat which is evolved by rubbing two

pieces of dry stick smartly together until they take fire,

is a familiar example of friction as a sourceof caloric; to

which might be added numberless other examples from

common life.

Chemical combination. As it is one of the characteristics

of chemical action to produce a change of temperature,

it has been established as a general law in the chemical

science, that all bodies which pass from the solid to the

fluid state absorb a quantity of caloric ; and all bodies

which pass from the fluid to the solid state give out

caloric ; hence it is, that when two substances in a

gaseous state, as ammoniacal gas and muriatic acid gas,

are mixed together, and coniliining form a solid salt,

they at the same time evolve caloric; so, likewise, when

two liquids, as alcohol and water, are mixed, caloric is

evolved during the combination. A great quantity of

caloric is also given out when a fluid body combines

with a solid, as in the case of slacking lime; and, also,

when two solids are mixed together which undergo fer-

mentation, as horse-dung and tanners' bark, which are

used in making hot-beds, because during the process of

fermentation, a gradual and constant evolution of caloric

takes place.

Electriciti/. The evolution of both light and heat in elec-

tricity is a ph;cnomenon well known bj' familiar obser-

vation ; for when an excited body is discharged through

the air, there always appears a very bright flash of light,

which is conmionly called the spark ; this is sometimes

sufficiently strong to fuse the most refractory metals,

and to set fire to gunpowder, alcohol, and other com-

bustible bodies, [vide Klectricity']

Ponderable Bodies,

A ponderable body is one whose weight admits of being

ascertained. The weight of bodies gravitating in fluids

is called jrraviti/ ; which is, absolute and specific, or rela-

tive.

—

Absolute or true nravilj/ is the whole force with

which a body tends downwards.

—

Specific or relative

gravity is the relative, comparative, or apparent gravity
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in anv bod}', as it respects that of an equal bulk or

magnitude of another body.

The specific gravity of bodies is denoted in chemical

writings by comparing it « ith that of pure water, which
in decimal figures is always considered as I'OOO.

Ponderable bodies, as to their general properties, may be
divided into gases, alkalies, eartlis, and metals.

Gases. Gases are aeriform fluids that are transparent,

elastic, for the most part invisible, and not condensible

into a liquid or solid state by any degree of cold hitherto

known. This last property distinguishes these sub-

stances from vapours. The elasticity of gases is in- I

creased by heat and diminished by cold, and they are

all absorbed both by liquids and solids; but they vary in
[

the measure of absorption, also in their specific gravity,
j

and other properties, which will be noticed under the
|

respective heads.
I

Alkalies. The word alkali, which is of Arabic origin, sig- i

nifies, literall}-, the Kali, or plant so called, from the
j

ashes of which a substance has been procured of peculiar

properties. Three bodies have been generally ranked
j

under this head; namely—potash, soda, and ammonia; I

to which have been added some others of a mixed cha-

racter, and distinguished by the name of alkaline earths,
j

The alkalies have an acrid and peculiar taste : they

change vegetable blues, as an infusion of violets, to a

green colour : they have a strong attraction for water,

and combine with it in all proportions : they also com-
bine with acids, and form salts ; and they have a power- i

fuli\' corroding quality that is sufficient to reduce
woollen cloth to the state of a jelly.

The alkalies are divided into fixed and volatile. Potash,
|

soda, and the newly-discovered earth lythnia, are de-

nominated fixed alkalies, because they require a great

degree of heat to dissipate or volatilize them. Ammonia,
on the other hand, is termed a volatile alkali, because a

very moderate degree of heat is sufficient to produce its

volatilization.

Earths. The earths are substances which have neither taste

nor smell; are nearly soluble in water, and liave a specific

gravity under 5. Thej' are divided into alkaline earths,

which partake of the character of both earths and alka-

lies, and earths, simply so called. The alkaline earths

are barytes, strontites, lime, and magnesia. The earths

are silex, alumina, zircon, glucina, thorina, and yttria.

Metals. The metals are distinguished by their brilliancy,

called the metallic lustre ; their colour, opacity, densitj',

hardness, elasticity, ductility, malleability, tenacity,

fusibility, and their power of conducting caloric and
electricity. In addition to the recently-discovered bases

of the alkalies and earths, the following are generally

admitted to be metallic substances :

—

1. Gold
2. Platinum

3. Silver

4. Mercury
5. Rhodium
6. Palladium

7. Indium
8. Osmium
9. Copper

10. Iron

11. Kiekel

12. Tin
13. Lead
14-. Zinc
15. Bismuth
16. Antimony
17. Tellurium

18. Selenium

19. Arsenic

20. Cobalt

21. Manganese
22. Chrome
23. Molybdena
24. Uranium
25. Tungsten
26. Titanium

27. Columbium
28. Cerium

For the consideration of the simple substances in detail,

they may be more conveniently arranged, on the princi-

ple of combustion, into combustibles, supporters of com-
bustion, and incombustibles.— Combustible bodies are

those which, in common language, are said to burn.

—

Supporters ofcombustion are bodies which of themselves,

strictly speaking, are not capable of undergoing com-

bustion, but wiiich are absolutely necessary for the
production of this effect in bodies; in so much that,

whenever they are excluded, combustion ceases.

—

In-

combustibles are bodies, which are incapable of under-
going combustion themselves, or of supporting combus-
tion in other bodies ; of wliich description azote is the
only substance hitherto known. These several sub-
stances will be considered in the following order : sup-
porters of combustion, incombustibles, and combus-
tibles.

Supporters of combustion. The supporters of combustion,
hitherto known, are three in number ; namely, oxygen,
chlorine, and iodine. The compounds which these

bodies form with each other, are likewise supporters.

Oxi/gen. The properties of oxygen, which is the most
important of all chemical substances, have hitherto been
discovered only by its effects while in a state of combina-
tion, particularl}' when combined with light and heat in

an aeriform state, called oxygen gas.

Oxi/gen gas. O.xygen gas is an invisible elastic Huid,
which, like common air, is capable of indefinite expansion
and compression. It has no perceptible taste ; and
when in a state of purity, is also destitute of smell. Its

mean specific gravit}', as determined by different expe-
riments, is estimated to be ri088. It is not absorbed
by water, but absorbable in the highest degree by com-
bustible bodies, which, at the same time, disengage its

heat and light. It hastens germination, is indispensable

to respiration, and is the cause of animal heat ; whence
it has been denominated vital air. It is considered as

the cause of acidity ; and, from this last property, has
derived its name of oxygen. The act of its combining
with bodies is called oxi/disement or oxygenation ; and
the bodies with which it is combined are called oxides
or acids.

The following is the order of its affinity for the substances
with which it enters into combination.

Oxygen.

Charcoal,

Titanium,

Manganese,
Zinc,

Iron,

Tin,

Uranium,
Molybdena,
Tungsten,
Cobalt,

Antimony,
Hydrogen,
Phosphorus,

Sulphur,

Azote,
Nickel,

Arsenic,

Chromium,
Bismuth,
Lead,
Copper,
Tellurium,

Platina,

Mercury,
Silver,

Oxide of arsenic,

Nitrous gas,

Gold,
Muriatic acid,

White oxide of manganese.

White oxide of lead.
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Oxygen may be obtained from a great number of bodies ;

but in the largest quantities from tbe oxides of manga-

nese, lead, or mercury, from the nitrate of potash, from

the green leaves of vegetables, &c.

C/i/nriiie. Chlorine is a gaseous body, so called from its

greenish colour ; it was at first denominated o.ripniiriiitic

acid, because it was supposed to be a compomul of

muriatic acid and oxygen. It possesses an imcommonly
pungent and sutFocating odour, is totally unfit for respi-

ration ; so that animals immersed in it die instantly. It

is heavier than atmospheric air, the -pecitic gravity

being estimated at about 2-.500. It destroys colours,

supports combustion, and forms combinations with oxy-

gen in four proportions, and with the combustibles in

one proportion.

Chlorine gas may be exposed to a very high tevnperature,

without experiencing any change, if it be passed through

a white hot porcelain tube. The methods for obtaining

it are various.

Iniiine. This gas was first obtained in ] 81 I, from kelp. It

is a solid substance, in the form of scales, of a greenish

black colour, with a metallic lustre. It destroys colour

like chlorine, melts when heated to the temperature of

224-.'", and is volatilized under the common pressure of

the air, when raised to the temperature of ;551 i°. It is

not very soluble in water, but more so in alcohol, and

still more so in sulphuric acid. It combines with oxy-

gen and chlorine, and also with the combustibles;

and, as it appears, chlorine, oxygen, and iodine, se-

parate each other from bases, at a red heat, in the

following order; namely, chlorine, oxygen, and io-

dine ; consequently chlorine lias the greatest affinity

for the bases, oxygen the next greatest, and iodine the

weakest.

Fluorine. Fluorine is a gaseous body, otherwise called

flunric acid, or fluoric acid gas, because it is obtained

from fluor spar, or Derbyshire spar. It is said by some

not to possess the property of maintaining combustion,

although by others it is reckoned among its supporters ;

but upon this, and other properties of fluorine, there is

much room for further discovery.

Incombustiblcs. Azote, the only substance called incom-

bustible, has also the name of nitrogen, and is a simple

body, which is the radical principle of our atmospheric

air, and forms a constituent part of many animal and

vcetable substances. Its most important combination

is with light and caloric, when it appears in a gaseous

form, called azotic gas or nitrogen gas. It is possessed

of no positive properties by whicii it can be charac-

terized ; but is principally distinguished by certain ne-

gative qualities ; namely, that it is extremely hurtful to

respiration, whence it is called mcphitic air, and that no

combustible will burn in it. This gas is not sensibly

absorbed by water, nor is there any liquid whicli is known
to be capable of condensing it. Its specific gravity is

about 97'2'_'.

Azote has the property of combining with oxygen, and

forming four conqiounds ; and it also combines with

chlorine and iodine.

CrimliustiUes. The simple combustibles may be divided

into three classes ; namely, aciditiable combustibles, alka-

lifiable combustibles, and intermediate combustibles.

—

Acidijiahle cumlm.slililcs are those which have the pro-

perty of forming acids.

—

Alknlifiahle comhustiblea are such

as form alkalies or bases, capable of composing neutral

salts.— Intermediate cwntiiistiUes are such as produce

imperfect alkalies and acids.

Acidijiri/jle corn/mstiUcs. The acidifiable combustibles are

eight in number; namely, hydrogen, carbon, borax, si-

lica, phosphorus, sulphur, selenium, arsenic, and tellu-

rium ; the three last of which are reckoned among the

metals.

Hydrogen. Hydrogen, as its name denotes, is one of the

constituent elements of water, wliich is known only in a

state of combination with caloric, which gives it the

name o( hi/drofren <ra.<! : it was formerly called injiam-

mnhle air or phlogi.stnn. Besides the properties of invi-

sibility, elasticity, Ac. which it has in common with

other gases, it is distinguished by being the lightest

of all such bodies ; its specific gravity, in respect to

common air, being about 0-069K It has a disagreeable

smell, is incapable of supporting combustion, destruc-

tive to animal life, and not sensibly absorbed by water.

In combination with oxygen it forms water, with chlo-

rine gas it forms muriatic acid, with azote it forms the

gaseous substance called ammonia. It also combines

with iodine and fluorine.

Carbon. Carbon, from the Latin carbo, a coal, is fre-

quently taken for clinrconi ; but in the chemical nomen-

clature it signifies the base of common charcoal, divested

of all impurities, which is obtained in its purest state

from the combustion of the diamond. Charcoal is gene-

rally black, sonorous, and brittle, very light, and des-

titute of smell. It is indestructible by age ; a good

conductor of electricity, but a bad conductor of heat;

insoluble in water, yet it absorbs moisture in very consi-

derable quantities. When freed from the air which it

may contain, either by heat, or by being placed under

an "exhausted receiver, it has the property of absorb-

ing gases in various proportions. The following table

exhibits the bulk of the various gases absorbed by a

volume of charcoal reckoned 1.

Vohimei. Vnlimts.

Ammoniacal gas 90 defiant gas 35*

Muriatic acid 85 Carbonic oxide 9-2

Sulphurous acid 65' Oxygen 9-25

Sulphuretted hydro- Azote 7'5

gen 55 Oxy-carburctted hy-

Nitrous oxide 40 drogen 5"

Carbonic acid 35 Hydrogen 1-76

Carbon combines with oxygen and hydrogen in two pro-

portions, and with azote in one proportion ; by whicli is

formed the compound called ci/anngcn.

Borax. Horax is a well known saline substance which

yields an acid called boracic acid. The base of this

acid, which is called boron, is a powder of a dark olive

colour, that is not decomposed by heat, in a platina tube,

though raised to whiteness, burns in oxygen gas, with a

very brilliant light, and is not soluble in nitrous gas or

hydrogen gas. It combines with chlorine, fluorine, and

hydrogen ; and seems to have a still greater affinity for

oxygen, than either hydrogen or carbon.

Silica. Silica, or the .siliceous earth, is obtained pure by

fusing quartz or flint with twice its weight of potash, in

a silver crucible. This earth is a white powder, without

taste or smell, is infusible by the intense lieat of the

voltaic electricity, but has been melted by means of the

blow-pipe. It is insoluble in water ; yet, when it is fresh

preci])itated, water has the property of retaining in

solution about one thousandth of its weight. It is not

acted on by any of the acids, except fluoric; but is

soluble in the alkalies, which solution has been called

siticatcil alliali, or //V/Hor silicum. When mixed with an

equal weight of carbonate of potash, and exposed to a

strong lieat in a furnace, it forms a glass that is insoluble

in water, and in other respects similar to common glass.

Its specific gravity in quartz or flint is 2"6.

Silicon, or Silicum, the base of silica or siliceous earth, is
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now most generally supposed to be a substance resem-

bling borax, although previously it was supposed to be

a metal, for which reason it had the name of siliciuni.

Silicon seems capable of bearing a high temperature,

without undergoiiig any change ; it unites with oxygen,

and forms silica, and coiiibiues also with Huorine to

form siliciitetl nci<l ovJhuisilic ncii!.

Phosphorus. Phosphorus, an inflammable substance, is

generally of a flesh red colour, but in its purest state is

colourless. It is so soft as to yield readily to the knife.

It melts at about 90° Fahrenheit, and boils at 550°. It

is insoluble in water, and dissolved, in a small degree,

by alcohol, ether, and oils. When used internally it is

poisonous. The mean specific gravity is r770.
Phosporus has the property of combining with oxygen in

four proportions, with hydrogen in two, and with carbon
in one proportion.

Sulphur. Sulphur, known by the vulgar name of b)im-

stone, is a substance procured in the greatest abundance,

by subjecting the mineral, caWzA pijrites, to distillation

It is hard and brittle, commonly of a greenish yellow

colour, without any smell : and is met with under two
ditferent forms : a compact solid, which has generally

the shape of long rolls or sticks ; or a light powder,

caAeA flowers of snlphur. Sulphur is readily fused and
volatilized ; and, when heated to the temperature of

about 218° Fahrenheit, it melts and becomes as liquid

as water; but when allowed to cool again, it crystallizes.

At the temperature of about 290° Fahrenheit, it is con-

verted into vapour ; after which the volatilized sulphur

may be collected in close vessels in a solid form. What
remains has been called sulphur vivmn. Sulphur com-
bines with oxygen in two proportions, with iodine,

hydrogen, and phosphorus in one proportion.

Arsenic. Arsenic, as it is to be met with in commerce,
occurs in the state of a white oxide. It is of a bluish

white colour, not unlike that of steel ; has no sensible

smell while it is cold, but wl>en heated it emits a strong

odour of garlic. It is the softest of all the metallic

bodies ; and is so brittle, that it may be easily reduced
to a fine powder, by trituration in a mortar. Its specific

gravity, when melted, is 5"7633. Its fusing point is not

known, because it is the most volatile of all the metals ;

subliming, without melting, when exposed in close ves-

sels to a heat of 356° ; when sublimed slowly it crystal-

lizes. Arsenic combines with two doses of oxygen, and
with iodine, hydrogen, and sulphur in one proportion.

It also forms alloys, by combining with the metals; and
salts, by combining with acids. The order of its affini-

ties is nearly as follows :

Arsenic. Oxide of Arsenic.

Nickel Lime
Cobalt Muriatic acid

Copper Oxalic

Iron Sulphuric

Silver Nitric

Tin Tartaric

Gold Phosphoric
Platinum Fluoric

Zinc Saclactic

Antimony Succinic

Sulphur Citric

Phosphorus Lactic

Arsenic

Acetic

Prussic

Selenium. Selenium is a substance of which, at present,

little is known, except that it has the metallic lustre

and other properties of a metal; becomes soft at 212°,

and fuses at a little higher temperature ; combines with

most of the metals, and often with ignition. With the

fixed alkalies it forms compounds of a cinnabar red

colour; in fixed oils it forms reddish solutions; and dis-

solves in nitric acid, so as to produce a compound called

selenic acid.

Tellurium. Tellurium, a metal of a bluish white colour,

is very brittle, easily reducible to powder, melts when
raised to a temperature somewhat higher than the fusing

power of lead ; and, when cooled slowly, cr3'stallizes.

Its specific gravity is said to be 61 15. Tellurium con)-

bines with oxygen, chlorine, hydrogen, and, as is sup-

posed, with carbon.

The order of the affinities of the above mentioned bodies

for oxygen, at a red heat, which seems necessary to

promote their action, is as follow

:

Oxygen.

Silica

Hydrogen
Carbon
Borax
Phosphorus
Sulphur
Arsenic

Tellurium

Alkalijiable combustibles. The alkalifiable substances are
twenty-nine in number ; namely ; 1 . Potash. 2. Soda.
3. Lime. 4-. Barytes. 5. Strontian. 6. Magnesia,
7. Yttria. 8. Glucina. 9. Alumina. 10. Zircon.

II. Iron. 12. Nickel. 13. Cobalt. U. Manganese.
15. Cerium. 16. Uranium. 17. Zinc. 18. Lead.
19. Tin. 20. Copper. 21. Bismuth. 22. Mercury.
23. Silver. 24. Gold. 25. Platinum. 26. Palladium.
27. Rhodium. 28. Iridium. 29.

Potash. Potash is a brittle substance, of a white colour,

and of a smell similar to that which is perceived during
the slacking of lime. Its taste is remarkably acrid

:

and it is so corrosive, as instai.lly to destroy any part of
the body to which it is applied. It was formerly called

vegetable alkali, because it is obtained in the greatest

abundance from vegetable ashes ; and when divested of
many of its impurities by burning, it is called ^fa)/-os/i.

Potash, in a perfectly dry state, is a non-conductor of
electricity ; but after exposure to the air for a few
seconds, it acquires a moisture, which converts it into

a conductor.

Potassium. By the decomposition of potash, a metallic

substance has been separated from it in the form of
small globules, which is considered as its base, and
called potassium. This substance is white, and has
completely the metallic lustre like silver or mercury.
At the temperature of 50", it is a soft and malleable

solid; its fluidity becomes perfect at 136^°, and at 32°

it is hard and brittle. Potassium combines with oxygen
in two ))roportions, so as to form potash and the per-
oxide of potassium. It also combines with chlorine,

iodine, hydrogen, phosphorus, and arsenic.

Potash, or potassium, has so great an affinity for oxygen,
that it separates this body from every one of the com-
bustible substances before mentioned. The order of its

affinities, for the supporters of combustion, is as follows i

Potash.

Chlorine

Iodine

Oxygen

It has the greatest affinity for sulphur of the acidifiable

combustibles, and after tliat for phosphorus and hydro-
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gen in succession. It combines readily with the acids ;

and the order of its affinities is nearly as follows

:

Potash.

Sulphuric

Kitric

Muriatic
Phosphoric

Fluoric

Oxalic
Tartaric

Arsenic
Succinic

Citric

Lactic

Benzoic
Sulphurous

Acetic
Saclactic

Boracic
Carbonic
Prussic.

Soda. Soda was formerly called fossil, or mineral alkali

;

and, from the many properties which it has in common

with potash, was confounded with it until the last cen-

tury. The peculiar properties of soda are as follow :—It

is the base of common salt ; more fusible than potash ;

does not liquefy so rapidly when exposed to the air
;

is

not altered by light ; adheres less strongly to acids ;
at-

tracts sulphur ; and dissolves alumine more easily. Its

specific gravity is 1'336.

Sodium. Sodium, the basis of soda, has been found to

be a metallic substance, having an intermediate colour

betwixt that of silver and lead. At the common tem-

perature it is solid and very malleable, and melts when

heated to the temperature of 194". Its specific gravity

is 0-97223. It combines with oxygen, so as to form two

compounds, soda and the peroxide of sodium, in different

proportions; also with chlorine, phosphorus, sulphur,

arsenic. , • r
The affinities of the simple supporters of combustion tor

soda, or sodium, are in the following order ;
namely,

Sodium.

Chlorine
|

Iodine

Oxygen.

Sulphur, of all the acidifiable combustibles, has the greatest

affinity for soda ; but the order of its affinities for the

acids is the same nearly as that of potash.

Lime. Lime, calx, is an earth moderately hard, that is

found in great abundance in nature, though never pure,

or in an uncombined state. It is contained in the waters

of the ocean, is found in vegetables, and forms the basis

of bones, siiells, and other hard animal substances. It

is of a hot, acrid, urinous taste, produces nearly the

same change on vegetable colours as the alkalies do, re-

quires an intense beat for its fusion, and is not volatile.

In its most caustic state it is called quid lime; but when

by absorbing -water it becomes an impalpable powder, it

is called slacked lime, or /ii/drule oj' Ime. Its specific

gravity is 2-3.

Lime is very sparingly soluble in water, but has l)een

found to dissolve more freely in cold than in hot water.

The following table exhibits in the first column the tem-

perature of the water; in the second the number of

grains of water required to take up one grain of lime ;

and in the third the number required to dissolve one

grain of hydrate of lime.

GrairM of water to Grains of water to

Temperature.

60'

130°
212°

dissolve 1 gi^n
of lime,

, 778 ,

. 972
, 1270

dissolve 1 gr. of

liydrate of lim*.

....584
720
952

Lime, when thus dissolved, forms what has been termed

lime-water.

Calcium. Calcium, the base of lime, is white like silver,

solid, and considerably heavier than water. When heated

in the open air it burns brilliantly, and quick lime is

produced. It combines with oxygen in one proportion,

so as to produce the compound called lime ; also with

chlorine and iodine.

The affinities of calcium, or lime, for the supporters of

combustion, are in the following order

:

Liyne.

Chlorine

Oxygen
Iodine.

The order of its affinities for the acids is nearly as

follows :

Lime.

Oxalic
Sulphuric

Tartaric

Succinic

Phosphoric
Saclactic

Nitric

Muriatic

Suberic
Fluoric

Arsenic

Lactic
Citric

Benzoic
Sulphurous
Acetic
Boracic

Carbonic
Prussic.

Barytea. Barytes is a heavy brittle mineral of a flesh-

colour, and otherwise called poytderous spar. It is never

found pure in nature, but always in combination with

carbonic or sulphuric acid. It is obtained by the calci-

nation of its carbonate or nitrate ; and when pure it has a

caustic state, changes vegetable colours to green, is

poisonous, and entirely infusible by heat alone, but melts

when mixed with various earths ; changes quickly in the

air, swells, becomes soft, and falls into a white powder.

It has a more powerful attraction for water than lime,

absorbing it with a hissing noise, and consolidating it

strongly. It is soluble in twenty times its weight of

cold, and twice its weight of boiling water. When the

solution is allowed to cool slowly it shoots into regular

crystals. The specific gravity of barytes is stated to be

4-000. . ... ,
I

Barium. Barium,themetallicbasisofbarytes,isasolid mct.ti

of a silver colour, which melts at a temperature not below

redness. It combines with oxygon in two proportions,

forming the compounds barytes, and the peroxide ol

barium ; also with chlorine and iodine.

Banjtes,or barium, bus an affinity for the simple supporters

of combustion in the following order:
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Barium.

Chlorine

Oxygen
Iodine.

The order of its affinities for the acids is nearly as follows ;

Eiirj/tes.

Sulphuric

Oxahc
Succinic

Fluoric

Phosphoric
Saclactic

Nitric

Muriatic

Suberic
Citric

Tartaric

Arsenic
Lactic

Benzoic
Acetic
Boracic

Sulphurous
Carbonic
Prussic.

Siroitiau, or Slrontites. Strontian is a mineral which bears

a strong resemblance to barytes; but it is not poisonous,

and does not act so po«-erfull_v on animal bodies.

Strontium, the base of strontian, or strontites, is white,

solid, much heavier than water, and bears a close re-

semblance to barium in its properties. It combines with
oxygen in only one proportion at present known, forming
the compound strontian; and also with chlorine.

Strontites, or strontium, forms acids by combining with the
acids for which it has an affinity, nearly in the following
order

:

Strontites.

Sulphuric

Phosphoric
Oxalic
Tartaric

Fluoric

Nitric

JIuriatic

Succinic

Acetic
Arsenic
Boracic
Carbonic.

Magnesia. Magnesia is an earth in the form of a powder,

not found pure in nature, but alwaj's obtained by art

from some of its combinations. It is soft to the touch,

and gives a smooth, unctuous feel to the bodies in which

it is contained; such as talc, asbestus, and the like. It

is very slightly soluble in water, and possesses the pro-

perties of an alcali, but in a less degree than the alkahne

earths. Its specific gravity is between 2 and 3. It is

infusible by the most intense heat, except when mixed
witli other earths. When heated strongly it becomes
phosphorescent.

Magne-yiiim. Magnesium, the base of magnesia, is a white

solid metal, like silver, and heavier than water, which
combines with oxygen in one proportion, and forms the

substance well known by the name of magnesia.
Magnesia, or magnesium, also combines with chlorine, sul-

phur, and the acids ; for which latter it has an affinity

in nearly the following order:

Magnesia.

Oxalic acid

Phosphoric
Sulphuric

Fluoric

Arsenic
Saclactic

Succinic

Nitric

Muriatic

Tartaric

Citric

Lactic

Benzoic
Acetic
Boracic

Sulphurous
Carbonic
Prussic.

Yltria, Yttria is a perfectly white earth, devoid of either

taste or smell, smooth to the touch like alumine, and
infusible, except by an intense heat. It is very pon-

derous ; its specific gravity is -iS^G, and is insoluble

in water, or the fixed alkalies ; but it is readily dissolved

bj' carbonated ammonia and sulphuric acid. Yttrium,

the base of yttria, has not yet been exhibited in a sepa-

rate form ; but the presence of oxygen in yttria is esta-

blished by its converting potassium into potash when
ignited with that metal.

Glucina. Glucina, or Glucine, a new earth, which has

been extracted from the aqua marina, or the beryl, is a

fine soft powder that adheres to the tongue, and is in-

sipid. Its specific gravity is 2'97. It is insoluble in

water, but soluble in alkalies and their carbonates, and
in all the acids except the carbonic and sulphuric acid.

It forms sweet astringent salts with the dift'crent acids,

and is fusible with borax, with which it forms a trans-

parent glass. Of glucinum, the base of glucina, no-

thing is known at present : but the general fact of its

existence is proved b\' igniting glucine with potassium,

which is thus changed into potash.

The order of its affinities for the acids is nearly as follows

:

Glucina.

Sulphuric acid

Nitric

Muriatic

Phosphoric
Fluoric

Boracic
Carbonic.

Alumina. Alumina, alumine, or the Earth of alum, so

called because it is the base of the well-known salt called

alum, is a white earth which enters into the natural com-
position of the schistus, of all stones, and of tlie earths

called argillaceous. It is soft to the touch and insipid, ad-

heres to the tongue,and occasions a dryness in the mouth.
When moistened with water it forms a cohesive ductile

mass, which, when dried to the temperature of the at-

mosphere, retains almost half its weight of water.

When heated to redness it shrinks considerably in bulk,

and at last beonies so hard as to strike fire with flint.

It is dissolved by the liquid fixed alkalies, and is preci-

pitated by acids unchanged. In ammonia it is very

sparingly soluble, and is not soluble in alcaline car-

bonates. Alumina has no smell when pure ; but if it

contain oxide of iron it emits a peculiar smell when
breathed upon, which is known by the name of the

ca)-thij smcU. It is obtained by dissolving water in alum
3d"
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according to a given process ; but it assumes two dif-

ferent appearances when thus obtained, according to

the way in which the priicipitation is conducted. It' the

earthy salt be dissolved in as little water as possible, it

has a lifht and spongy appearance, whence it is called

spongij nliimina; if in a great quantity of water, it as-

sumes the form of a brittle transparent mass, which is

called i^clatinous aluminn. Harytcs and scrontites com-

bine with alumine, both by fusion and in the humid

way: it may also be united with the fixed alkalies, with

most of the earths, and almost all the acids. The order

of its affinities for the latter is nearly as follows

:

Alumina.

Sulphuric acid

Nitric

Muriatic

Oxalic
Arsenic

Fluoric

Tartaric

Succinic

Saclactic

Citric

Phosphoric

Lactic

Benzoic
Acetic
Boracic

Sulphurous
Carbonic
Prussic.

Aluminum. Aluminum, or «/;«»«(»!, the base of alumina,

is supposed to be a metallic substance like the pre-

ceding, but it has not yet been obtained in such a state

as to make it a fit subject of investigation.

Zircon. Zircon is an earth drawn from a precious stone

in Ceylon, called the zircon, or jargon. This earth has

the form of a fine powder, entirely destitute of taste or

smell, the specific gravity of which exceeds 4. It is

insoluble in water ; but yet it retains, after precipitation,

one-third of its weight. It is also insoluble in pure li-

quid alcalies ; nor does it even combine with them by
fusion ; but it is soluble in alkaline carbonates. When
exposed to a strong heat it fuses, and assumes a grey

colour. In this state it is very hard, its specific gravity

is 35, and it is no longer soluble in acids. Of zir-

conium, the base of zircon, little is known except that

it is of a metallic nature.

Its affinities for the acids are nearly in the following order:

Zircon.

Vegetable acids

Sulphuric

Muriatic

Nitric.

T/iorinn. Thorina is, when dried, a perfectly white earth,

which absorbs carbonic acid, and dissolves with effer-

vescence in acids. It differs from alumina by being in-

soluble in solution of potash ; from yttria by its astrin-

gent taste without sweetness, and by its neutral solu-

tions affording a precipitate when boiled ; and from zir-

conia by its being precipitated by oxalate of ammonia,
KiC. The base of thorina is called ihnrinum.

Iron. Iron exceeds other metals in hardness, particularly

when in the state of steel, and its specific gravity

varies from 7'6 to 7'R. It has the singular property of

possessing the magnetic virtue, or of being attracted by
the magnet ; but when it is perfectly pure, it is said not

to retain this virtue very long. It is malleable in every
temperature, and its malleability increases with the in-

crease of the temperature ; but its ductility is still more
perfect, for it may be drawn out into wire as fine as a
hair ; and its tenacity is such, that a wire 0'078 of lui

inch in diameter is capable of supporting more than

500 lbs. avoirdupois without breaking. It is one of the

most infusible of all metals, and is said to require a

temperature of more than 150° of Wedgewood for its

fusion. It becomes red long bc^fore it melts ; and by the

different shades of this redness are distinguished the dif-

ferent degrees of temperature : the first being called a

dii/l red, the second clicrri/ red, the third a bright red,

and the fourth a n^Iiite heat, or incandescence.

Iron has a strong affinity for oxygen ; but, as far as is

known at present, it combines with it in two proportions

only. It combines also with sulphur in two proportions;

with carbon in various proportions; but with phospho-

rus in one only. Iron forms salts in combination with

the acids, and with the metals it forms alloys.

The affinities of iron for the supporters of combustion are

nearly as follow :

—

Iron.

Chlorine

Oxygen
Iodine.

Its affinities for other metals, and those of its oxide for

the acids, are nearly as follow :

—

Iron. Oxide of Iron.

Nickel Oxalic acid

Cobalt Tartaric

Manganese Camphoric
Arsenic Sulphuric

Copper Saclactic

Gold Muriatic

Silver Nitric

Tin Phosphoric

Antimony Arsenic

Platinum Fluoric

Bismuth Succinic

Lead Citric

Mercury. Lactic
Acetic
Boracic

Prussic

Ca/jonic.

Nickel, Nickel, in a state of purity, is a metal of a fine

white colour, resembling silver, rather softer than iron.

Its specific gravity is between 8 and !). It possesses

the magnetic virtue of iron, and may, like steel, be con-

verted into a magnet. It is malleable both hot and

cold, and may be drawn into a very fine wire. It requires

a temperature of above 160° of Wedgewood for fusion ;

but has never, hitherto, been crystallized. As a con-

ductor of heat it is superior to zinc or copper.

Nickel combines with oxygen in two proportions; also

with chlorine, carbon, phosphorus, and sulphur in one.

It forms alloys in combination with the metals, and salts

in combination with the acids.

The affinities of nickel for other metals, and those of its

oxide for the acids, are nearly in the following order:—

NicM. Oxide of Nickel.

Iron Oxalic acid

Cobalt Muriatic

Arsenic Sulphuric

Copper Tartaric

Gold Nitric
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Nickel.

Tin
Antimony
Platinum
Bismuth
Lead
Silver

Zinc
Sulphur
Phosphorus.

Oxide of Nickel.

Phosphoric
Fluoric

Saclactic

Succinic

Citric

Lactic

Acetic
Arsenic

Boracic

Prussic

Carbonic.

Cobalt. Cobalt, or Cobolt, is a mineral of a grey colour,

having scarcely any taste or smell. It is rather soft, its

specific gravity being from 8.5 to S.7. It is brittle and
easily reduced to powder ; melts at the temperature of

130^ Wcdgewood. and is attracted by the magnet like

iron.

Cobalt is never found in a state of purity, but always in the

state cither of an oxide, a sulphuret, an alloy, or a salt.

It combines with oxygen in two proportions ; with chlo-

rine, phosphorus, and sulphur in one ; and forms alloys

by combining with metals, and salts by combining with

acids. The order of its affinities is nearly as follows :

—

Oxide of Cobalt.

Oxalic acid

Muriatic

Cobalt.

Iron

Nickel

Arsenic

Copper
Gold
Platinum

Tin
Antimony
Zinc
Phosphorus
Sulphur

Sulphuric

Tartaric

Nitric

Phosphoric
Fluoric

Saclactic

Succinic

Lactic

Acetic

Arsenic

Boracic

Prussic

Carbonic

Cobalt is used principally to give a blue colour to glass,

porcelain, and the like. When it is mixed with earth,

and appears in the form of a brown gritty powder, it is

called zqffre ; when melted with vitrifiable materials it

is called snifill ; and if this be formed into a very fine

blue powder, it is called azure.

Manganese. Manganese never occurs in a metallic state,

but always in that of an oxide. It is of a dusky white

colour, and softer than iron. Its specific gravity is esti-

mated froniGtoS. It is very brittle, and requires for fusion

the temperatvu-e of 160° Wedgewood. When in the state

of a powder it is often attracted by the magnet, on ac-

count of the iron, from which it can be separated only

vi-ith difficulty. It is the most combustible of all the

metals. It very rapidly decomposes water by means of

heat ; as also most of the metallic oxides and sulphuric

acid: but it is soluble in nitric acid.

Manganese attracts oxygen so powerfull}-, that exposure

to the air is sufficient to render it brown, black, and
friable in a short time; for that reason, it can only be
kept in water, oil, or ardent spirits. It combines with

oxygen in several proportions ; also with chlorine, car-

bon, phosphorus, and with sulphur. It enters likewise

into combination with the acids to form salts, and with

the metals to form alloys.

Cerium. Cerium is a Swedish mineral that is white, very
hard, brittle, and volatile. It combines with oxygen in

two proportions ; and the solutions of the oxides in

acids are either 3-ellow or red, and give precipitates

of diffi;rent shades of these colours. Cerium combines
also with carbon and phosphorus.

Uranium. Uranium was discovered in 1789, in combina-
tion with sulphur, &c. It is a metal of a deep gre\

colour on the outside, and a pale brown on the inside.

It is very porous, and so soft that it may be scraped

with a knife. Its specific gravity is between 8 and 9,

and its fusion is effected with great difficulty. It is

soluble only in nitric acid ; combines with oxygen in

two proportions, and with sulphur. Of its alloys with

other metals nothing is at present known ; but it com-
bines with the acids to produce salts.

Zinc- Zinc, otherwise known by the name of Speltre, is a

metal of a brilliant white colour, never found pure, but

in the state of an oxide, a sulphuret, sulphate, or car-

bonate. Its specific gravity varies from 6.86 to 7.1,

and it is lightest « hen most pure. By particular treat-

ment it is malleable. It melts at the temperature of

680 Fahrenheit, is volatilized at a higher temperature,

but when allowed to cool slowly it forms crystals. By
exposure to the air its lustre is tarnisheil, but it does not

otherwise undergo any change. It is not acted on by
water, but in a state of ignition it decomposes this fluid

rapidly. It is oxydized and dissolved by the greater

number of the acids. All the alkalies, when digested or

boiled with zinc, blacken its surface and dissolve a mi-
nute portion of it. It decomposes muriate of ammonia,
sulphate of potash, and various other neutral salts.

Having a very strong attraction for oxygen, it precipi-

tates the greater number of the metals from their acids

and solutions. It likewise combines with iodine, phos-

phorus, sulphur ; and forms alloys with some of the

metals, as arsenic, potassium, sodium, iSrc.

The order of its affinities, for the metals and acids, is

nearly as follows :

—

Zinc.

Copper
Antimony
Tin
!Mercury

Silver

Gold
Cobalt

Arsenic

Platinum
Bismuth
Lead
Nickel

Iron

Oxide of Zinc.

Oxalic acid

Sulphuric

Muriatic

Saclactic

Nitric

Tartaric

Phosphoric
Citric

Succinic

Fluoric

Arsenic
Lactic

Acetic
Boracic?

Prussic

Carbonic

Lead. Lead is one of the softest metals, and its spe-

cific gravity is above 11. It is malleable, but not very

ductile, and less tenacious than any other metals. When
cut it is very brilliant, but soon tarnishes by exposure to

the air. It unites with oxygen in three proportions

;

with sulphur in two proportions ; with chlorine, iodine,

and phosphorus, in one. It is acted upon by the greater

part of the acids, with which it forms salts. Lead may
be alloyed with most of the other metals ; but its alloys

are not employed for any use.

Tin. Tin occurs in nature in three ^states ; namely, in a

native state, in the state of an oxide, and that of a sul-

phuretted oxide ; it is one of the lijihtest of metals, and

its specific gravity is between 7.291 and 7.299. It is

very malleable, and may be beaten into thin plates,

called tin-JoU. Its ductility and malleability are inferior

3 D 2
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to most of the metals which have been long known. A
tin wire 0.078 inch in iliametcr, is capable of supportina;

a weight of ;51.7 pounds only without breaking. It is

susceptible of considerable expansion by means of calo-

ric, and is also one of the most fusible metals. It melts

at the temperature of 442°, but does not evaporate

without a very violent heat ; and when allowed to cool

.slowly it forms rhomboidal crystals. It is a good con-

ductor of electricity, and emits a peculiar odour, which

is communicated to the hands by means of friction. It

undergoes no other change from exposure to the air

except that of being tarnished; but on being lieated it

combines with oxygen in two proportions ; also with

phosphorus and sulphur. It forms alloys with many of

the metals, and also salts by coikibiniiig with the

acids.

The order of its affinities for the metals and acids is nearly

as follows :

—

Tin. Oxide of Tin.

Zinc Tartaric acid

INIercury Muriatic

Copper Sulphuric

Antimony Oxalic

Gold Arsenic

Silver Phosphoric

Lead Nitric

Iron Succinic

Manganese Fluoric

Nickel Saclactic

Arsenic Citric

Platinum Lactic

Bismuth Acetic

Cobalt Boracic

Sulphur. Prussic.

Copper. A metal of a fine red colour, is harder than silver,

very malleable, and ductile. Its specific gravity is be-

tween 8 and 9, and its tenacity is such tliat a copper wire

0.078 inch in diameter is capable of supporting ,302.26

pounds avoirdupois without breaking. It melts at the

temperature of 27° Wedgewood, and evaporates in vi-

sible fumes at a higher temperature. When allowed

to cool slowly it assumes a crystalline form.

Copper combines with oxygen, chlorine, and sulphur, in

two proportions ; with phosphorus in one. It forms

alloys by combining with most of the other metals ; and

salts, by its union with the acids. The order of its affini-

ties for the metals and acids is nearly as follows :—

Copper. Oxide of Copper.

Antimony Arsenic acid

Platinum Phosphoric

Tin Succinic

Lead Fluoric

Nickel Citric

Bismuth Lactic

Cobalt Acetic

Mercury Boracic

Sulphur Prussic

Phosphorus Carbonic

Bisnmlh. Bismuth is a metal of a reddish white colour,

almost without smell or taste, and composed of broad

brilliant plates. It is rather softer than copper, and its

specific gravity is 9.822. It is one of the most fusible

metals, melts at about HG^ Fahrenheit, and evaporates

by a considerable increase of heat ; but when allowed to

cool slowly it readily forms distinct crystals,

Dismuth combines with oxygen in two proportions ; with

eiilorine, iodine, sulphur, and phosphorus, in one pro-

portion. It forms alloys by combining with some other

metals ; and salts, by its union with the acids. Its affi-

nities for the metals and acids are nearly in the following

order :

—

Bismuth. Oxide of Bismuth.

Lead Oxalic acid

Silver Arsenic

Gold Tartaric

Mercury Phosphoric

Antimony Sulphuric

Tin Muriatic

Copper Nitric

Platinum Fluoric

Nickel Saclactic

Iron Succinic

Sulphur. Citric

Lactic

Acetic
Prussic

Carbonic.

Mercuri). Mercury, commonly known by the name of

Quicksilver, is found in nature in different states;

namely, native, as an amalgam of silver, a sulphuret,

and an oxide. It is of the colour of silver, very bril-

liant, and without taste or smell. Its specific gravity is

about 13.568; but when in a solid state its density is

increased. Mercury is the only one of the metals that

retains a fluid state at the conmion temperature of the

atmosphere. When the temperature is reduced to about

39° or 10° below zero of Fahrenheit, it becomes a solid,

which happens, however, only in the northern climates.

Solid mercury is both malleable and ductile; admits ofex-

tension, but to what degree has not yet been ascertained.

When heated to about 656^ it boils, and becomes

changed into vapour. Hence it may be driven over by

distillation, and be thus purified in some degree from

the admixture of other metals. It is a good conductor

of caloric, electricity, and galvanism ; combines with

oxygen, chlorine, and sulphur, in two proportions;

forms amalgams with most of the metals, except iron;

and salts, by combining with the acids. The order of its

affinities for the metals and acids is nearly as follows :—

Mercuri/. Oxide of Mercury.

Gold Muriatic acid

Silver Oxalic

Tin Succinic

Lead Arsenic

Bismuth Phosphoric

Zinc Sulphuric

Copper Saclactic

Antimony Tartaric

Arsenic Citric

Iron. Sulphurous
Nitric

Fluoric

Acetic
Boracic

Prussic

Carbonic.

Silver. Silver is softer than copper, but harder than gold.

When melted its specitic gravity is 10-1'74'; but "hen

hanmiered it is 10-510, In malleability it is inferior to

none of the metals, not excepting gold, which it some-

times equals in this particular. It may be beat out into

leaves not thicker than the hundred and sixty thousandth

l)iirt of an inch, and drawn into wire the thousandth part

of an inch thick. Its tenacity is such, that a wire ol
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silver OTo incli in diameter is capable of supporting f

weight of IST'liS pounds avoirdupois without breaking.

It melts at about 2'J^ of Wedgewood's pyrometer, an-

swering to 1000° of Fahrenheit, and at a higher tem-

perature it becomes volatilized. When cooled slowlj- it

forms rather large crystals. It combines with oxygen,

cJilorine, iodine, phosphorus, and sulphur ; and forms

alloys with most of the metals, and salts with most of the

acids.

The order of its affinities for the combustibles and acids is

nearly as follows:-—

Silver. Oxide of Silver.

Lead ^Muriatic acid

Copper Oxalic

Mercury Sulphuric

Bismuth Saclactic

Tin Phosphoric
Gold Sulphurous
Antimony Nitric

Iron Arsenic

Manganese Fluoric

Zinc Tartaric

Arsenic Citric

Xickel Lactic
Platinum Acetic
Sulphur Succinic

Phosphorus. Prussic

Carbonic.

'Geld. Gold is a metal found in nature only in a metallic

state. It is of an orange red colour, having no percep-

tible taste or smell. It is rather softer than silver ; and

its specific gravity, which varies according to the me-
chanical processes which it has undergone, may be

stated, on an average, at 19"3. It exceeds all other

metals in ductility and malleability, and may be beaten

into leaves the -j-rjVinjth part of an inch in thickness.

Its tenacity is also considerable, although less than that

of iron, copper, platinum, or silver. It appears that a gold

wire O'OTb inches in diameter is capable of supporting

a weight of ITOlbs. avoirdupois without breaking. It

melts at a moderate red heat, i. e. atti2° of Wedgewood's
pyrometer, but requires a very violent heat to volatilize

it; wherefore it may be denominated exceedingly fixed.

After fusion it is capable of assuming a crystalline form.

Gold undergoes no alteration from the air, nor is it acted

upon by water, but it combines by means of the intense

heat of a burning glass with oxygen in two proportions,

also with phosphorus and sulphur in one proportion. It

forms alloys with most of the metals, and salts with

some of the acids. The order of its affinities for the

latter is nearly as follov.s:

—

Gold. Oxide of Gold.

^Mercury Muriatic acid

Copper Nitric

Silver Sulphuric

Lead Arsenic

Bismuth Fluoric

Tin Tartaric

Antimony
'

Phosphoric

Iron Prussic.

Platinum
Zinc

Nickel

Arsenic

Cobalt
Manganese.

Platinum. Platinum was first discovered in 1748, in South
America, where it exists for the most part, although but

little of it has hitherto been met with. It is a white

metal which in point of iiardness is intermediate between

copper and iron. Its specific gravity has been estimated

from 21 '3 to 22 63. It is exceedingly ductile and mal-

leable, so that it may be drawn into wires not exceeding

-nnT inch in diameter, and may be beaten into very

thin plates. Its tenacity is such, that a wire of platinuni

0-078 inch in diameter is capable of supporting a weight

of 274--311bs. avoirdupois without breaking. It is the

most infusible of all metals, and cannot be melted, in

any quantity at least, without the aid of the blow-pipe.

It combines with oxygen, chlorine, and phosphorus, in

two proportions, but with sulphur in three. It forms

alloys with most other metals, and salts with many acids.

Palladium and RItodium. These two metals were disco-

vered in 1803 and ISOt, and were separated from the

ore of platinum. Palladium is of a somewhat duller

M'hite than platinum, harder than wrought iron, its

specific gravity varying from 10'972 to 11-871. Rho-
dium also resembles platinum in colour. Its ."specific

gravity is stated to be 10-6'l-9. It is brittle, and requires

a much higher temperature to fuse it than any other

metal, unless iridium may be excepted. It has the re-

markable property of being insoluble in all acids.

Iridium and Usmiiim. Iridium and Osmium are also newly

discovered metals which have been separated from the

ore of platinum. The former of these is distinguished

by a very high degree of infusibility ; but of the other

properties of either little is known at present.

Intermediate Combusliiles. The third class ofcombustibles is

distinguished by the name of Intermediate Combustibles,

because they differ from and agree with both the other

classes in some particulars. Their compounds with oxj'-

gen do not, like the first class, neutralize acids ; and
they do not, like the second, enter into any gaseous

combination. Their oxides possess acid properties in

common with substances of the first class ; but these

acids, like those of the second class, are but imperfectly

soluble in water, and act with but little energy upon
animal and vegetable bodies. The substances are as

follow: namely. Antimony, Chromium, Molybdenum,
Tungsten, Columbium, and Titanium.

Anlimony. Antimony, a compact brittle metal, exists in

different states in nature, as native antimony, an oxide,

a sulphuret, &C. It has a greyish white colour, with a

good deal of brilliancy. Its hardness is nearly the same

as that of gold, its specific gravity being above 6. It

melts at 810° Fahrenheit, and may be volatilized at a

higher temperature ; but after cooling it assumes the

form of oblong crystals. It undergoes no change by

exposure to the air, nor by being kept under water

;

but when steam is made to pass over red hot antimony

it is decomposed so rapidly that a violent detonation is

the consequence. It combines with oxygen in several

proportions, from 2 to 6", according to different state-

ments. It combines also with chlorine, iodine, phos-

phorus, and sulphur, and forms alloys with other metals,

and salts with the acids ; the order of its affinities, for

the combustibles and acids, is nearly as follows

:

Antimony,

Iron

Copper
Tin
Lead
Nickel

Silver

Bismuth
Zinc

Gold

Oxide of Antimo7iy.

Muriatic acid

Oxalic
Sulphuric

Nitric

Tartaric

Saclactic

Phosphoric
Citric

Succinic
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Antimony,

Platinum
Mercury
Arsenic

Cobalt
Sulphur.

Oxide nf Aniinwnij.

Fluoric

Arsenic
Lactic

Acetic
Boracic

Prussia

Carbonic.

Chromium. Chromium, or Chrome, is a brittle, infusible,

and fixed metal, found in an acidified stale, combined

with oxide of lead, in the red-lead ore of Siberia. Its

specific gravity is 5-90. It combines with oxygen in

three proportions, but is acted upon by acids with great

difficulty.

Molybdemim. INIolybdenum possesses so many properties

in common with plumbago, or the oxide of lead, that it

was till lately confounded with it. It is now, however,

reckoned as "a distinct metal. It is drawn from the mi-

neral ore called the sulphuret of Molybdena, either in

the form of an agglutinated friable mass, of little brilli-

ancy, or of a black'powder. Its specific gravity is about

S-gTi. It is one of the most infusible metals, but is ca-

pable of combining with a number of metals by means

of fusion. It combines with oxygen in several propor-

tions, and with sulphur in one proportion.

2'unsxtcn. Tungsten is a metal procured from the mineral

called tungsten or ponderous stone. It has a greyish

white colour, like iron, is extremely hard and brittle,

and its specific gravity is above 17-; so that it is surpassed

in density only by gold, platinum, and iridium. It re-

quires for fusion a temperature at least equal to 170°,

and seems to have the property of crystallizing as it

cools. It combines with oxygen in two proportions,

forming an oxide and an acid, and also with sulphur; but

of its action on the acids little is known at present.

Cohimbium, or Tantalum. Colunibium, or tantalum, is a

metal drawn from a mineral called tantalite, has a dark

grey colour, and when scratched with a knife assumes

the metallic lustre. Its specific gravity is .5'61 . It com-

bines with oxygen in one proportion ; but of its other

combinations little is known.

Titanium. Titanium, a metal obtained from the mineral

called titnnite, or red scliorl, is found only in the state

of an oxide. It seems to be one of the most infusible

of the metals, combines with oxygen in three propor-

tions, and with phosphorus in one projiortion. It forms

salts with some of the acids ; but of its combinations

with other metals little is known.

Compound substances.

Compound substances are those which are formed by the

union either of simple substances with each other, or of

compound substances with each other. They may be

classed under the heads of oxides, chlorides, iodides,

hydrogurets, ammonia, carburets, phosphurets, sulphu-

rets, alloys, acids, compound combustibles, hydrates,

and salts.

Co:iip"unds of oxugcn. The compounds of oxygen are

either oxides smiply so called, or they arc gases and

acids. The oxides are as follow :

—

Oxides nf chlorine. The oxides of chlorine arc protoxide

of chlorine and dculoxidc f)f chlorine, which are composed

as follows :

—

CMorine. Oiy-en.

1. Protoxide of chlorine .... 1 atom + 1 atom.

'2. Deutoxide of chlorine ... . I do. + 4 atoms.

Now supposing 1 •()() to represe.it one atom of oxygen, and

4.'5 one atom of chlorine, then the protoxide of chlorine

ie coniposed by weight of

Chlorine, 5'000 8182 100

O.xygen, Mil IS'IS 22-22

The deutoxide is composed by weight of

Chlorine, 2-.5 52-9i 100

Oxygen, 2-222 47-06 88-88

The protoxide and the deutoxide are gases, both of which

have a brighter yellow green than chlorine ; the latter

still more than the former.

Oxides of Azote or Nitrogen. The oxides of azote are

the protoxide, or nitrous oxide gas, and the deutoxide

or nitric oxide gas. The component parts of which are

as follow :

—

Azote. Oitigen.'

Protoxide of azote, composed of 1 atom -f 1 atom.

Deutoxide of azote 1 do. + 2 atoms.

These two gases have many properties in common, parti-

cularly that they are unfit for respiration, and that com-

bustibles will not burn in them; but the nitrous gas is

said to have a sweet taste, and the nitric gas to have

none. The specific gravity of the first is estimated at

0-00197; that of the second at 000134-3.

Oxide of Carbon. Carbonic oxide gas is composed of

1 atom oxygen and 1 atom carbon : its specific gravity

is about 0-972. It possesses the mechanical jiroperties

of air, burns with a blue flame, is totally unfit for respi-

ration, and also for supporting combustion. When mixed

with oxygen gas, and an electric spark passed through

the mixture, it detonates.

—

Oxide of Phosphorus. The

oxide of phosphorus is that compound in which oxygen

combines with it in the smallest proportion. It is pro-

cured simply by the exposure of phosphorus to the at-

mosphere, when it emits a white smoke, which has the

smell of garlic, and is luminous in the dark.

—

0.ride of

Silicon, is silica which is supposed to contain about

half its weight of oxygen, and the other half silicon.—

Oxide of Sulphur. The oxide of sulphur is said to be a

substance of a dark violet colour, fibrous fracture, and

tough consistence ; the specific gravity is 2-325, and it

contains 2 -,V of oxide in the hundred parts.

—

O.tide of

Tellurium. The oxide of tellurium is volatilized in the

form of a white powder.

—

Oxides ofPotash. The oxides of

potash are formed by the combination of its base, potas-

sium, with oxygen, by which are t'otmeA po/ash and the

peroxide ofpotasiium, the former of which is composed of

about 20 parts of oxygen to 100 of potassium ; the latter

of 60 parts of oxygen to 1 00. The peroxide is a solid

body, of a yellow colour, which, when put into water,

effervesces, and is reduced to the state of potash, giving

out the excess of oxygen whicii it contained.

—

Oxides o)

soda, are soda, or the combination of oxygen with

sodium, its base, and the peroxide of soda ; the

former is a compound of about 71'6 of sodium, and 2S'l

oxygen per cent. ; the latter of about 40 parts oxygen

to the hundred of sodium. The peroxide of sodium,

when quite pure, is of a dirty greenish yellow colour:

by the action of water it evolves oxygen, and produces

a solution of the protoxide.

—

Oxide of lime hlimc which

is a compound of about 19 parts of its metallic base,

calcium, to a little more than seven parts oxvgen.

—

Oxide (ifbarijles, are bar/fes and the peroxide oj barium

;

the barytes is a compound of about 10 parts oxygen,

and 90 barium. The peroxide, of which tlic propor-

tions are not known, is a substance of a grey colour.

— li.xide nf stronlian, is strontian which is a compound

of about 4-t parts strontian, and 7 parts of oxygen.--

Oxidc of magnesia, is inagnesia, a conqjound, which is

supposed to consist of about 11 of its metallic base -f

7 oxygen.

—

Oxide ii/i/ttrin, is yttria, a compound, which
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is supposed to contain about 25 per cent, of oxygen.

—

Oxide of glitcina, is glucina, whicii contains about it
per cent, of oxygen.— Oxide of cduminn, is alumina, a

compound of about 100 parts of alum, its metallic base,

+ 28 parts of oxygen.— Oxides of iron are the protoxide,

which is a black ponder, l^nown in medicine by the name
of martial ethiops ; and the peroxide, which is red, and
was formerly called saffron of Mars. The proportion of

oxygen which tlie protoxide contains, has been esti-

mated from '25 to -29 parts of oxygen -f 100 iron.

The peroxide consists of 100 parts of iron + 4-2

nearly.— Oxides of nickel are the protoxide, which is

blackish ash grey ; and the peroxide, which is black.

Their proportions are as follow

:

Xicl^et. Oiygen,

Protoxide 1 00 2968
Peroxide 100.... 4-4-W5

The protoxide is tasteless, and soluble in tlie acids, form-
ing with them a grass green solution.

—

Oxides of cobalt,

are the protoxide, which is a blue jjowder, and the per-

oxide, which is black. Their proportions are nearly as

follow :

Cobuk. Osugen.

Protoxide 100 27-

Peroxide 100 30-77

The protoxide dissolves in acids, forming a green solu-

tion in muriatic acid, and a red one in sulphuric and
nitric acids. — Oxides of manganese are tlie protoxide,

which is green, and the peroxide, which is black, in

nearly the following proportions :

Manganese. Oiy^^en.

Protoxide of manganese 100 .... 28-75
Peroxide 100 56-213

The peroxide of manganese is found native in great

abundance ; and when pure, has a dark steel-grey co-

lour. It is brittle, and very soft, soiling the fingers :

the specific gravity is about four.

—

Oxides of cerium are

the protoxide, which is black, and the peroxide, which
is reddish brown, in nearly the following proportions

:

Cerium, Oxygen.

Protoxide of cerium 100 .... H-^l
Peroxide 100 26-1 15

Oxides of uranium are the protoxide, which is greyish
black ; and the peroxide, which is yellow, in nearly the
following proportions

:

Uranium, Oiijgen.

Protoxide of uranium 100 ... . e-t
Peroxide 100 96

Oxide of zinc, a white tasteless powder, insoluble in

water, is composed of 100 parts of metal + 25- of oxy-
gen nearly. It combines readily with acids, and forms
neutral salts. It is used as a paint, and answers very
well as a water colour.— Oxides of lead are the protoxide,
which is j'ellow ; the peroxide, which is brown ; and the
red oxide, which is considered as a compound of the
two. Their proportions are nearly as follow

:

Leal, Oiiigeit,

Protoxide of lead 100.. 7692
Peroxide 100.. 15-384.

Red oxide 100.. 11-08+
The protoxide is insoluble in water, but soluble in pot-

ash and acids. Carbonic acid, combined with this

oxide, forms the powder, which is well known by the

name of ivliite lead. The peroxide is not acted on by
6

sulphuric or nitric acid ; and tlie red oxide, commonly
called ?ed lead, or minium, is a beautiful powder, used
as a paint, but docs not combine with any other sub-
stance without undergoing decomposition. All the
oxides of lead are very easily converted into glass.

Oxides of tin are the protoxide, which is grey or black ;

and the peroxide, which is mostly yellow. Their pro-
portions are nearly as follow :

Tin. Otugcn,

Protoxide of tin 100 . . 13-5 or 13-55
Peroxide 100 .. 27-2or27-0t

The protoxide is a tasteless powder, soluble in botli

acids and alkalies; but the union of the peroxide with
both is very weak, and may be separated by heat.

—

Oxides of copper are the protoxide, which, when native,
is red, and when artificial is orange ; and the peroxide,
which is black, and of various shades. Their proportion.s
are nearly as follow :

Copper, Oxygen.

Protoxide of copper 100.. 12*5
Peroxide 100 .. 25-

The oxides of copper are easily reduced to a metallic,
when heated with oils, &c.

—

Oxi'dc ofbismuth is a yellow
powder, composed of 100 parts of metal, -f 11 or 12 of
oxygen. Bismuth dissolved in nitric acid produces a
precipitate in the form of a powder, formerly called the
magisteri/ of bismuth, which is considered as a compound
of this oxide and nitric acid.— Oxides of mercurij are the
protoxide, which is a black powder, otherwise called
eethiops per se ; and the rrri o.xide, otherwise called the
red precipitate. Their proportions are nearly as follow

:

Mercury, Oxygen.

Protoxide of mercury 100 . . 3-99
lied oxide 100 . . 7-99

This latter oxide has an acrid disagreeable taste, pos-
sesses poisonous qualities, acts as an escharotic when ap-
plied to the skin, is insoluble in water, and acquires a
black colour by heating, which it loses again as it cools.— Oxide of silver is considered to be a compound of 100
parts of the metals -|- 7272 of oxygen, the average of
ditierent experiments.

—

0.vides ofgold are the protoxide,
which is green ; and the peroxide, which is reddLsh
brown. Their proportions are nearly as follow :

Gold. Oxygen.

Protoxide of gold 100 .. 4-026
Peroxide 100.. 9-S89 to i 2-077

The peroxide is a tasteless powder, and insoluble in
water, but soluble in muriatic acid.

—

Oxides of platinum
are the protoxide, which is black ; and the peroxide,
which is dark brown or grey. Their proportions are
nearly as follow

:

Platiimm. Oxygen.

Protoxide of platinum 100 . . 4-423
Peroxide 100 . . I ] -86

The peroxide, a light powder, dissolves in the fixed
alkalies, combines with lime, barytes, and strontian, and
is the base of the salts of platinum.— Oxide nf palladium
is composed of 100 parts of the metal -f 14-209 of
oxygen.— Oxides nf rhodium are the protoxide, which
is black ; the deutoxide, which is brown ; and the jier-

oxide, which is red. Their proportions are estimated
to be nearly as follow

:

Rhodium. 0<y-,-n.

Protoxide of rhodium 100 . . 671
Deutoxide 100.. 13-42

Peroxide 100 . . 20-13
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O.ridex nf chroniiim are the inotoxidc, vliich is green ;

and the Jeutoxide, which is brown. Tlie protoxide is

casilj' dissolved by acids ; but if it be exposed to a heat

ratlier below redness, it becomes insoluble.

—

Oxides^ of

tilunium are the protoxide, which is blue; the deittoxide,

which is red ; and the peroxide, which is white.

Chlorides. Tlie principal substances worthy of notice,

which are distinguished by the name of chlorides, are

as follow:

—

Chloride of azote, a yellowish oily matter, is

a compound of

Azote 20 + Chlorine SO

Its smell is peculiar and strong, though not so disagree-

able and injurious to the luno:s as that of chlorine. It is

very volatile, and soon dissipated when left in the open

air. When heated to 212° it explodes with prodigious

violence.— Chlorides of phosphorus are the jirotochloi ile

and the perchloride ; the former is a colourless liquid,

Iiaving an acid caustic taste. The latter is a snow-white

substance, which is exceedingly volatile. The specific

gravity of the protochloride is l-"-i5.

—

Chloride tf sulphur

is a liquid of a brownish red colour, and of an acid, hot,

and bitter taste: the specific gravity is about J -7.

—

Chloride of arsenic, formerly known by the name of

butter of arsenic, is a transparent substance of the con-

sistence of oil, which is very soluble.

—

Chloride (if po-

tassium, formerly distinguished by the name of/chrifuge,

or digestive salt 'if .Silvius, and by the French called

viuriate of potash, is a white saline mass, the specific

gravity of which is 1-836. It is composed of about 100

parts of potassium -|- 90 of chlorine.— Chloride rif so-

dium is another name for common salt, or sea salt, which

is composed of

Chlorine 4,3 60 150

Sodium 3- .... 40 .... 100

Its specific gravity is 2-125.

—

Chloride of lime is another

name for muriate of lime, formerly called_/?.rfrf ammonia.

It consists of 100 parts of chlorine -f 58-3 of cal-

cium. It is extremely soluble in water, and when ex-

posed to the air it deliquesces. The specific gravity is

1--76.— Chloride of barium, otherwise called viuriate of
larytes, is formed by heating barytes in chlorine gas

;

and consists of 100 parts of barium -t- 51, nearly. It

lias a pungent taste, is poisonous, and requires 2-29 parts

of water, of the temperature of 190°, to dissolve one of

this salt. Its specific gravity is 2-8257.— Chloride of

strontium, or muriate of strontian, is a salt of a pecu-

liarly sharp and penetrating taste. It is composed of

100 strontium + 4-0 chlorine, nearly. The specific

gravity is 1-4402.

—

Chloride of magnesium, or muriate (f
magnesia, an extremely bitter, hot, biting salt, which

requires rather more than half its weight to dissolve it.

Its constituents are .about

Chlorine 742- -f Magnesium 258 = 100

Chlorides (f iron are the protochloride, which is grey

;

and the perchloride. which is brown. Their proportions

are nearly as follow :

Chhvine. Ir.m.

Protochloride 100 87-16

Perchloride 100 54-08

Chloride <f manganese, a substance procured by dissolv-

ing the black oxide of manganese in muriatic acid, is of

a pure delicate light pink colour, which melts at a red

heat without alteration in close vessels ; when exposed

to the air it deliquesces. It is composed of nearly the

following proportions

:

Chlorine 51- 100- 4-5

Manganese 46 85-18 3-83

Chloride of zinc, originally called butter of zinc, is ob-

tained by" distilling a mixture of zinc filings and corro-

sive sublimate, and consists of nearly one-half chlorine,

and one-half zinc. It deliquesces speedily when ex-

posed to the air.— Chloride of lead, formerly distin-

guished by the name of pliimbeum corneum, or horn-lead.

It is a transparent greyish-white mass resembling horn

in appearance, and consists of about

Chlorine 25-78 .... 100- .... 4-5

Lead 74-22 287-88 12-955

100-

Chlnrides of tin are the protochloride, which is of a grey

colour and resinous lustre ; and the perchloride, long

known by the name of the fuming liquor of Libaxiui,

a colourless liquid which, when exposed to the air,

smokes with great violence. Their constituents are

nearly as follow

:

Tin. Clihrive.

Protochloride of tin 100 60-7

•Perchloride 100 .... 122-02

Chlorides of copper are the j^'ofochloride, otherwise

called rosin of copper, by the French muriate of copper,

which is of an amber colour ; snA the perchloride, which

is brownish-yellow. Their proportions are nearly as

follow :

Copper. Chhyrine.

Protochloride of copper ... . 100.... 56-25

Perchloride 100 112-76

The protochloride is insoluble in water, but soluble in

nitric and muriatic acids ; when the perchloride is ex-

posed to the air, it absorbs moisture, and changes its

colour to white, and then green Chloride of bismuth is

of a greyish white colour, and consists of

Chlorine 33-6

Bismuth 66-4 8-89 I"

nearly.

Chlorides tf mercurt/ arc the protochloride, commonly

called calomel; and the perchloride, known by the name

of corrosive sublimate ; they have likewise had the names

of submuriate ofmercury and muriate of mercury. Their

constituent parts are nearly as follow

:

Mercury. Chltrrine,

Prochloride of mercury 100 17'6

Perchloride 100 35-2

The protochloride of mercury is usually in the state of

a dull white mass ; but, when slowly sublimed, it crys-

tallizes in four-sided prisms. It has very little taste, is

not poisonous, and is employed in medicine as a purga-

tive. The perchloride of mercury is gener.illy in the

form of a beautiful white transparent mass composed

of very small prismatic needles. Its t.iste is excessively

acrid and caustic, and its specific gravity is 5-] 398;

when swallowed it is one of the most virulent poisons

known; it is soluble in half its weight of boiling water,

and in about twenty parts of cold water.

—

Chloride f
silxvr, otherwise called horn silver, and latily distin-

guished by the name of muriate (if silver, is a curdy preci-

pitate obtained by dissolving silver in nitric acid, and

mixing the solution with a solution of common salt. lis

constituent parts arc nearly as follow :

Chlorine 75-5 .... 100- 45
Silver 24-5 32-5 13*75
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Chlorides of platinum are the pvotochloridc, of which

little is known, and the perchloride, which consists of

Platinum lOO*' or nearly

Chlorine 37-93 ."

.

12-12.5

4-5

This chloride is of a dull olive brown or green, has

a harsh fee', no taste or siiiell, and is insoluble in

water.— Chloride of antimoni/, formerly called butter of

eutimonij, is a fatty mass of a greyibh white colour

that is a compound of

Antinionj- .tI-SS .

Chlorine 45-1-! ..

100- 5-472

b'1-22 .... 4-5

100-

This chloride melts at a moderate heat, is very volatile,

and decomposed with water, when the white oxide of

antimony and muriatic acid is formed.

Iouide<:.

The following table exhibits a view of the iodides, with

all the most important particulars hitherto known re-

specting them:
li\ihie cnm-

,VfM/s. Io.iiJe$. C../,.i.r. I.imiig with

100 melal.

Potassium.... 1 .... white .... 312-5

Sodium 1 .... white .... —
Calcium 1 .... white .... —
Piarium 1 .... white .... —
Strontium .... 1 .... white .... —
Iron 1 .... brown .... —
Zinc 1 .... white .... 390-6

Bismuth 1 .... orange .... —
Lead 1 .... yellow .... —
Tin 1 . . .

.

orange .... —
Copper I .... brown .... —
.Mercury.... jj,---- 3"^',''- ••••

62-5
' 12 red 12o'

Silver 1 .... greenish-jellow. . .

.

—
AntLmony. . . . 1 .... dark red .... —

Aninioiiia.

Ammonia is a gaseous compound of hydrogen and azote,

which was formerly called hartshorn, because it was
often distilled from the horn of the hart ; also spirit of
jirine, and spirit of sal ammoniac. It is said to be com-
posed of

Hydrogen 0-1947 0-125x3
Azote 0-9722 0-75

Ammonia is transparent and colourless, has a pungent
smell, an acrid taste, immediately extinguishes flame,
is fatal to animals, and is lighter than common air, its

specific gravity being 0-590, that of common air being 1

.

AVhen heated to the temperature of about l.'iO^ the am-
monia separates under tlie form of a gas ; at the tempera-
ture of 4G-, it crystallizes ; when cooled down to 68'', it

assumes the appearance of a thick jelly, and has scarcely
any smell. Ammonia combines rapidly with water

;

cold water absorbs this gas almost instantaneously, and
at the same time heat is evolved ; and the specific gra-
vity of the water is diminished. A saturated solution
of ammonia is said to be composed of 7463 water -|-

25 37 ammonia = 100000. Ammonia is acted upon
with considerable energy by the supporters of combus-
tion. It combines with sulphur and forms a sulphuret

;

also with the oxides of gold, silver, and platinum, from
which are iormeA fulminating gold, fulminating silver,

anAfulminativx plfttinnm. The base of Ammonia is found
to be a metal, to which the name o( ammonium has been
given.

Hi/drngnrets.

The principal substances thus named are as follow :~
Hi/drogurets of carbon are two ; namely, hydrogurct of

carbon, otherwise called olejinnt ga^, which possesses

the mechanical properties of common air, is destitute

of taste and smell, burns with greater sp!:ndor than any
other known gas, and detonates very loudly when mixed
with thrice its bulk of oxygen, and an electrical spark

is passed through it ; its specific gravitj' is about !J745.

Olefiant gas is composed bj' weight of

Carbon 0832 0-75 6.... lOO-

Hydrogen.. 0-1388 0-125 1 16-66

Water is said to absorb one-twelfth of its bulk of ole-

fiant gas.

—

Bihi/drooiiret if carbon, or carburctted hydro-

gen, is a gaseous substance which exhales in hot weather
from stagnant waters. It is composed by weight of

Carbon 0- 416 0750 3
Hydrogen O'OmV 0-125 1

The gas which exhales in coal mines, known by the

name o^ fire-damp, has been founil to be carburetted

hydrogen. Its specific gravity is 0555.

—

Hydrogurcts

of phosphorus are the hydrogurct and bihydroguret of
phosphorus, two gaseous compounds. The hydrogurct,

otherwise called phosphuretted hydrogen gas, has the smell

of onions, and a bitter taste, burns with great splendor

when it comes in contact with the air ; v.ater dissolves

rather more than 2 per cent, of this gas : it produces
no alteration on vegetable blues, but precipitates silver,

niercurj', and copper. The bihydroguret, otherwise

called hydrosphoric gas, does not burn like the former

w hen it comes into common air or oxygen gas, but if it

be mixed with oxygen, and heated to ^iOO", it explodes ;

when mixed with chlorine gas it burns spontaneously.

Water is found to absorb oi'.e-eighth of its volume of

this gas.

—

Hydrogurct ofpotassium, a grey compound of

hydrogen, is composed by weight of

Potassium lOO*

Hydrogen 616

5-

0-0308

Carburets.

The principal compounds distinguished by this name arc

as follow :— Carburet of nitrogen, or azote, otherwise

called cyanogen, a gaseous compound lately discovered,

which is composed by weight of

Azote 0-9722

Carbon 832

It has a black colour, and the smell of bitter almonds,

and it burns with a beautiful purple fianie.— Carburets

of iron are denominated, according to the different stages

of the process, natural steel, or that which is obtained

from the iron ore ; steel of cementation, better known by
the name of blistered steel; and cast steel, which is the

most valuable of all.

—

Carburet of manganese, a com-
pound occasionallj' to be met with in iron founderies,

which is known by the name of keesh. It is composed of

thin scales having the appearance and lustre of metal,

but it is very brittle.

Phosphurets.

Of the phosphurets the following are the principal; namely
— Phosphuret of iodine, a substance of a reddish brown

colour ; the solidity, fusibility, and volatility of which

vary with the proportions of the ingredients.

—

Phosphu-
3 E
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rel nfcarh'jn, a soft powder, of a dirty lemon colour,
j

which is composed in nearly the following proportion of

Phosphorus 1-5 200
Carbon 0-75 100

It has neither smell nor taste, burns below a red heat,

and when heated to redness gradually gives out its

phosphorus, but docs not mdt.—P/io.yj/iitrcl of sidphur

is a compound which bears a high temperature without

decomposition.

—

Pliosphuret of arsenic is a blacli com-

pound, formed by distilling equal parts of its ingredients

by a moderate heat. It ought to be preserved in water.

J'husphurct of potassium, a compound of a chocolate

colour, burns in the open air, and when thrown into

water detonates.

—

Pliosphiirct ofsoda has the colour and

appearance of lead. It is converted by water into

phosphate of soda.— P/ios/)/H(rf« of lime is a compound

of a deep brown colour, that falls to pieces in the an\

It is insoluble in water, which it has, however, the pro-

perty of Aecom\m%mg.—Pliosphuret of haryles, a com-

pound of a dark brown colour, the constituents of which

are supposed to be nearly in the following proportions

:

Barytas 9-7.5 100

Phosphorus \S 15-78

Phosphuret of strontian is a compound very similar to

the ^recedrng.—Phosphuret of iron, a metallic substance

procured from that sort of iron which is called col,/

short. It is of a dark steel grey colour, exceedingly

brittle, and not very soluble in -dckls.—Phosphuret uj

nickel, a metallic substance, composed, according to

some, of 100 nickel -|- 15 x<^\o?,\^\\OT\lS.—Phosphuret of

cobalt contains about one-fifteenth of phosphorus, and is

'much more fusible than pure cohaM.— Phosi)huret of

mawancse is of a white colour, and more fusible than

maiCganese.—Phosphuret of zino is of a white colour,

has a metallic lustre, is somewhat malleable, and when

exposed to a strong heat burns like zmc—Phosphuret of

lend is composed of about 12 i)arts phosphuret and H8

of lead. It may be cut with a knife, but separates into

plates when hiimmered.— Phosplniret of tin is supposed

to be composed of about 85 parts of tin and 15 ot phos-

phorus.—Wo.^^/^oci of copper is a white substance

composed of about 80 parts of copper and 20 ot phos-

phorus. It is harder than iron, not ductile, and cannot

easily be pulverized. Its specific gravity is V-l'f-'O-—

Phosphuret of mercury is of a black colour, and solid

con&htmce.—Phosphuret of silver is composed of about

I parts of silver and 1 of phosphorus. It breaks under

the hammer, but may be cut with the knife.— /V;oa;;/(»-

rct of gold is composed of about 23 parts of gold and

1 of phosphorus. It is brittle, whiter tiian gold, and ot

a crystallized a\>pcarancc.—Phosphurets of platinum ave

the protophosphuret and the perphosphurct, the constitu-

ent parts of which are nearly as follow :

—

I'lullnum. I'}i:isplun-us.

Protophosphuret of platinum. . 100 2221

Pcrphosphuret 100 4.2-25

The specific gravity of the first is 6 ; that of the second

5-'28. They arc both destitute of taste and smell, and

nonconductors of electricity.— /'/io.5/)/(«»c/ of anlimon,/,

a white brittle substance, which emits a green flame

when melted. It is composed of about 15 parts anti-

mony and 1 1 phosphorus,

Sulphurcts.

fhc i)iincipal sulphurets are as toWovr •.—Sulphurct of

iodine, a black compound resembling sulphuret ot anti-

mony.

—

Sulphuret ofcarhnn, a ll([uid as transparent and

colourless as water; is composed of about .5-7 parts of

carl)on + 30 parts of sulphur. It has an acrid taste, a

nauseous smell, and is one of the most volatile liquids

known. Its specific gravity is about r272 or 1-263.

Sulphuret of carbon is scarcely soluble in water, but

readily so in alcohol and ether.

—

Sulphuret of phos-

phorus, a yellowish white compound, is composed in

nearly the following proportions, by weight, of

Sulphur 2
Phosphorus .. 15

Sulphur and phosphorus, by combining, have a strong

tendency to liquidity.

—

Sulphurets of arsenic are two

;

namely, a scarlet coloured vitreous compound, called

reuhmr, which is found native in ditferent part.-; of Eu-

rope; and a yellow coloured powder, which is called

orpiment, and may be artificially prepared by subliming

arsenic and sulphur by a heat not sufficient to raelt

them. The specific gravity of the realgar is 33384 ;

that of the orpiment 3't522. It has been supposed by

some, that these two substances differ merely in the pro-

portions of sulphur which they contain ; but this is

denied by others. The sulphurets of arsenic consist of

about 58 parts arsenic, and 4-2 sulphur.

—

Sulphuret of

potash is of a brown colour, not unlike the liver of ani-

mals, whence it was called hcpar sulphuris, or liver of

sulphur. When exposed to the air, it becomes green,

and even white. It has an acrid bitter taste, is deliques-

cent, and very soluble in water, terming a yellow solu-

tion of hydrosulphuret of i>oiaih.— Sulphuret of lime is an

acrid reddish mass, which is formed by heating lime

with sulphur. It is soluble in water, like the sulphuret

o( potash.—Sulphuret ofbarytes is a reddish y-cllow mass

like the pxece:&x\g.—Sulphuret of magnesia is a yellow

powder, slightly agglutinated.— .S"//;/i»?-e/s ofiron are the

protosulphuret and the persulphuret, which arc called by

mineralogists the magnetic pyrites and the cubic pyrites.

The former is of a bronze colour, and the latter yellow,

but both have the metallic lustre. The addition of sul-

phur to iron renders it permanently magnetic— *.'«//)/;"-

ret of nickel is a brittle yellow compound, that i^s not

magnetic. It is composed of about 28 nickel + 15 s,Vl\-

nhuT.— Sulphuret of cobalt is a yellow compound that is

scarcely decomposed by heat.— Sulphuret <f manganese,

a green compound, is composed in nearly the following

proportions : of

INIanganese .... 7-t'5 100-

Sulphur 25-5 3i-22

Sulphuret of zinc exists native in the ore called blcncle,

and is composed of about 33 zinc + 15 sulphur.-SK/-

phurcts of lead are the sulphuret and the bisulphurct.

The sulphuret of lead is found native, and m that state

is called oalena, which is composed of about 100 lead +

15 sulphur. The bisulphuret is said to contain about 2,-)

parts of sulphur —Sulphurets of tin are the prolnsup'U-

ret and the persulphuret. The first is composed ot JUU

tin + 25 to 27'231' sulphur, according to ditkreiit ex-

periments. The persulphuret, long known by the namo

of aurum mosaicum, or niusivum, mosaic gold, is said to

consist of 100 tin + 52 3 or 55-25 sulphur. Mosaic

cold, which is in the form of liglit scales, is insoluble in

water or alcohol, and not acted upon either by nnina i<

or nitric acid. -.S«//)/'»/r/.s- rf copper are said [oDetm.

sulphuret, which is black, and composed ot about UX»

copper + 25 sulphur ; and the bisulphuret, syhwh^s

vellow, and composed of 100 copper 4- -"'0 su phur.

They are both found native, and the first may a so bL

fornied artificially.— ii"/^""^' "f bismuth is ot a blucibii
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colour, and is composed of about 100 bismuth + 22-52

sulphur. It is sometimes found native.— Sn/pfiurcts of
mcrciin/ are the protosuljthurct, which is black, and the

pcrsulphurct, which is red. The first, which is in the

form of a powder, and originally called ccthiopx' minernl,

consists of 100 mercury + 82 sulphur. The per-

sulphuret was formerh' called cinnabar, and when re-

duced to a fine powder is known, in commerce, by the

name of vcrmillion. It consists of 100 mercury -|- 16
(

sulphur. This sulphuret is decomposed by distillation 1

with fixed alkalies, lime, and barytes ; but it is insoluble

in water and muriatic acid.— Sulpliuret of silver is a

black or deep violet compound, of about 100 silver -f-

H'9 or 14--59 sulphur. It is more fusible than silver;

niaj- be cut with a knife, and crystallizes in small nee-

dles. Its specific gravity is rather more than 7.

—

Sitl-

jjhurct ofgold is a black compound, of about 100 gold

-I-
21'9.') or 24''39 sulphur.

—

Sulphurets nf plafiuum are

the protosidphitret, which is blueish-grey ; the deuto-

sulphuret, which is blueish-black ; and the perstdphuret,

which is a dark iron-grey. Their constituent parts are

nearly in the following proportions :

Phitinum. Sulphur.

Protosulphuret of platinum. . 100 ig-Oi

Deutosulphuret 100 2821
Persulphuret 100 38-8

The persulphuret is a conductor of electricity, and its

specific gravity is 3'5.

—

Sulpliuret of palladium is rather

paler than the pure metal, and extremely brittle. It

consists of about 100 palladium + 24- sulphur.

—

Sulphu-

ret qfantimoni/ is a leaden-grey compound, of about 100

antimony + 29'8T0 or 37000 sulphur, according to dif-

ferent experiments. Its specific gravity is about 4 368.

—

Sulphuret of molybdenum is found native in the metallic

ore called molijbdena in nearly the proportions of 100
niohbdenum -|- 66'5 sulphur.

—

Sulphuret of ttingsten is

a greyish-black compound in nearly the proportions of

100 tungsten + 33-26 sulphur.

Alloys.

Metals undergo changes, b\' combination, in their ductllit}',

malleability, hardness. Sec. Their malleability and duc-
tility are mostly impaired ; thus gold forms brittle alloys

with lead, tin, and other metals. Their hardness is fre-

quentlj- increased so, that iron, by a small addition of
gold, is said to acquire a hardness superior to stee).

Their colour is varied : thus the addition of a small

quantit}- of arsenic to copper renders it white, and the

allov of antimony and copper is of a violet colour. The
specific gravity of the alloy is seldom the mean of its

component parts. In some cases it is superior, and in

others inferior ; as in the case of gold with zinc, tin, bis-

muth, antimony, and cobalt, where the specific gravity

of the allocs is greater than the mean of their compo-
nents ; and in the case of gold with silver, iron, lead,

copper, iridium, and nickel, their specific gravity is less;

and so, likewise, in the case of other aliovs. The fusi-

bility of the alloys is in manj- instances increased ; thus

platinum is rendered easily fusible bv arsenic; and the

alloy of lead, tin, and bismuth, melts at a temperature
below that of boiling water, although bismuth, the most
fusible of the three, requires a much higher degree of
heat. The alloy of iron and arsenic is found native, and is

known among mineralogists by the name of mi'ipickel

;

that of tin and iron is a useful alloy called tin-plate, and
in Scotland white iron, which is formed by dipping thin

plates of iron into melted tin. Tin and zinc are com-
bined into the alio)-, which is called pewter, which is

much harder than zinc, and much stronger than tin.

The alloy of tin and lead is called ley pexwter ; and also

tin-JoU, \vhich latter being more soluble than either of

the other metals separately, is used by plumbers as a

solder. The alloy of copper and ai-senic is called txhite

copper or tvhite tombac; that of copper and zinc is known
by the name of brass ; and if zinc in the metallic state

be melted with copper or brass, the alloy is known by
the name of pinchbeck. Prince's metal. Prince I'upert's

metal. The alloys of copper and tin are employed for a

variet}' of purposes, under the names of bell metal, can-

non metal, bronze, tinned copper, and the like. The
alloy of silver and copper is employed in most countries

for coinage. The standard or sterling silver of Britain

is _a compound of 12j silver, and 1 alio)-, i.e. 1 cop-

per. Its specific gravity, after simple fusion, is 10-200.

Gold is alloyed with either silver or copper, or both for

coinage. Sterling or standard gold consists of pure

gold, with one-twelfth of alio)'. The specific gravity

of gold, alloyed with one twenty-fourth of silver and
one twenty-fourth of copper, is 17-314'. The bulk of

the metals, before combination, is 2700, after it 2-767.

The alloy of antimony and copper was original!)' called

by the alchymists the regulus of J'enus.

The following table exhibits a view of the most important

alloys, in the order of the different substances as they

have been given.

Arsenic and

Potassium and
Iron and

Nickel and

Cobalt and
Manganese and Iron

Potassium
Sodium
Iron

Zinc
Tin
Copper
Lead
Bismuth
Cobalt

Sodium
Arsenic

Potassium

Sodium
Tin
Arsenic

Iron

Cobalt
Iron

Zinc and

Lead and

Tin and

Copper and

Arsenic
Potassium
Sodium
Iron

Arsenic
Potassium
Sodium
Iron

Cobalt

Zinc
Bismuth
Arsenic

Potassium
Sodium
Iron

Zinc
Bismuth
Lead
Arsenic

Potassium
Iron

Nickel

Manganese
Zinc

3 1

Copper and

Mercury and

Silver and

Gold and

Platinum and

Copper and

Bismuth
Lead
Tin
Arsenic
Tellurium

Potassium
Iron

Zinc
Bismuth
Lead
Tin
Copper
Arsenic
Iron

Cobalt
Zinc
Bismuth
Lead
Copper
Tin
Mercury
Arsenic

Potassium
Iron

Nickel

Cobalt

Manganese
Zinc

Bismuth
Lead
Tin
Copper
Mercury
Silver

Arsenic

Sodium
Iron

Zinc
Bismuth
Lead
Tin
Copper
Zinc
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Platinum
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Sulphurous acid.

Barytes
Lime
Potash
Soda
Strontites

^Magnesia

Ammonia
Glucina
Alumina
Zirconia.

Arsenic nciil, a white solid compound of 100 arsenic and
about 52-631 oxygen ; its specific gravity is 3-391 ; when
Iieated strongly it melts, and is converted into a glass ;

it dissolves slowly in cold, but readily in hot water, and
is decomposed l)_v the simple acidifiable combustibles.
The order of its affinities is nearly- as follows :

Arsenic acid.

Lime
Barytes

Strontites

Magnesia
Potash

Soda
Ammonia
Glucina
Alumina
Zirconia.

Arsenious acid, formerly called rvhite arsenic, or simply

arsenic, is a compound of 100 arsenic and from 32 979
to 34--930 of oxygen. Both these acids are noxious.

—

Antlmonlac acid, a straw-coloured powder, consists of

100 antimony and about 35'536 oxygen.

—

Antimonlous
acid, or the deutnilde ofantimony, consists of 100 anti-

mony and from 23 to 29 oxygen.

—

Chromic acid, a com-
pound of a deep red colour, and a sharp metallic taste,

is composed of 100 chromium and about S7'T2 oxygen;
it gives different coloured precipitates with solutions of
nitrate, of mercury, of silver and copper, &c.

—

^loli/hdlc

acid is a white powder which is soluble in 960 parts of
boiling water. The solution is a pale-yellow. The spe-

cific gravity of the acid is 3-1-60.

—

I'ungstlc acid is a
tasteless yellow powder insoluble in water. The order
of its affinities is the same as that of arsenic acid.

j

Adds tclth i-xo or more bases. These acids contain oxygen
|

united to more than one substance as a base. Tliey have I

been commonly called vegetable acids, because they are ,

mostly derived from vegetable substances. They are as

follow :

—

Acetic add which exists in three states ; namely,
in that of vinegar, when it is first prepared; in that ofj

acetous add, when it is purified by distillation; and that off

acetic acid, otherwise called radical vinegar, when it is con-

centrated by means of different processes. Vinegar is

a liquor procured by bringing wine, beer, &c. into con-

tact with the external air at a temperature of SO". Its

specific gravity varies from 1-0135 to 1-0251, according
to the liquid from which it has been procured. It is

very subject to decomposition.

—

Acetous add is a colour-

less liquor, has an aromatic smell, and evaporates com-
pletely when exposed to a moderate heat.

—

Acetic add,
which was formerly distinguished by the name of vinegar

of Venus, is colourless like the preceding, but has an
empyreumatic smell. The specific gravity of distilled

vmegar varies from 1-007 to 1-0095, that of acetic acid
when at its highest is 1-OSO, but this varies according
to the proportion of water which it contains. Acetic
acid, in this state, is extremely acrid and pungent, red-

dens and corrodes the skin very quickly, is very volatile,

and takes fire rapidly in the open air. It requires, how-
ever, a strong heat for its decomposition. The order of
its affinities is nearly as follows

:

Acetic add.

Barytes
Potash
Soda
Strontites

Lime
Ammonia
Magnesia
INIetallic oxides

Glucina
Alumina
Zirconia.

Benzole add, otherwise called Jlotvers of benzoin, is a
fine light powder procured from the gum benzoin, which
is a compound of

Carbon 74--il -f- Oxygen 20-43 + Hydrogen 5-16=100.
It is volatilized in white fumes by a moderate heat, re-
quires for solution about twenty-four times its weight of
boiling water, and is soluble in alcohol. The order of
its affinities is nearly as follows :

Benzoic add.

White oxide of arsenic

Potash
Soda
Ammonia
Barytes

Lime
Magnesia
Alumina.

Succinic acid, or the add procuredfrom amber, is a com-
pound of

4'7-8S8 oxygen + 4-7-600 carbon -|-4'-512 hydrogen= 100.

It is obtained in the form of cr\-stals, which are soluble
in twenty-four times their weight of water. The order
of its affinities is nearly as follows :

Succinic acid.

Barytes

Lime
Potash
Soda
Ammonia
JIagnesia

Alumina
Jletallic oxides.

Moroxallc add is a compound obtained in the form of
crystals from a salt, the production of the wpod of the
nmlberry-tree, that is reailily soluble in water and al-

cohol.— Camphoric acid is a compound obtained by dis-

tilling camphor, with four times its weight of nitric acid,
till about twenty parts of acid have been employed ;

it has a slightly acid bitter taste, and a smell like saffron ;

it is soluble in 100 parts of cold water, and readily dis-

solved by boiling alcohol. The order of its affinities is

nearly as follows

:

Camphoric add.

Lime
Potash
Soda
Barytes

Ammonia
Alumina
Magnesia.
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Boletlc acid consists of wliito crystals obtained from tlie

juice of the boletus pseiido-iiiiiiariiis ; it resembles tartar

in its taste, and requires 180 times its weight of water

to dissolve it ; when heated it rises in vapour.

—

Hubcric

acid is obtained in the form of a white powder by digest-

ing one ])art of suber or cork in six parts of nitric acid.

Water, at the temperature of 1 tO', dissolves one-thirty-

eighth of its weight of this acid, and one-eightieth at

the temperature of 55'; when heated it melts, and crys-

tallizes on cooling ; it precipitates the nitrate of silver,

the muriate of tin, sulphate of iron, nitrate and acetate

of lead. The order of its affinities is nearly as follows

:

Suberic acid.

Barytes

Potash

Soda
Lime
Ammonia
Magnesia
Alumina
Metallic oxides.

Pyrotartaric acid is a sublimate obtained by distilling

tartar with potash ; it dissolves readily in water, and

crystallizes again when subjected to evaporation.

—

Oxalic acid, an acid so called because it has been found

to exist, native, in the nxalis acetoxella, or wood sorrel,

was originally called saccharine acid, or the acid ofsugar,

because it is obtained by the distillation of sugar with

nitric acid in form of crystals, which dissolve in twice

their weight of cold, and in an equal weight of hot

water ; they are also soluble in boiling water, and in

ether, though sparingly ; they effloresce in the air, and

become covered with a white powder, but in a red heat

tliey are entirely decomposed. These crystals, in a per-

fect state, are found to consist of real acid 77, water 23.

The acid is composed of

Oxygen.. Gt + carbon.. 32 -j- hydrogen., 4 = 100.

The order of its affinities is nearly as follows

:

Oxalic acid.

Lime
Barytes

Strontites

Magnesia
Potash
Soda
Ammonia
Alumina.

MiUilic acid is obtained from a mineral called mellitc,

or the honey-stone, in the state of crystals, but is not

very soluble in water. It is composed of

Oxygen SS-St + carbon 47-11 + hydrogen 0-.^5 = 100.

Tartaric acid is obtained from the common cream of

tartar, and forms regular crystals, which require for

iohition five or six parts of water at G0° Pahrenheit.

These crystals are found to consist of real acid 88 75,

and water 1 1 -25. The acid is composed, according to

(litfercnt experiments, of

Cnrbm. Oxygen. Jlydrogm.

21-050 or 35-98 G9-321 or60-28 .... GG29 or 3-79.

The order of its affinities is the same as that of oxalic

aL-id.

—

Citric acid is obtained pure and in a crystallized

form, by a particular process, from the expressed juice

of lemons mixed with powdered chalk. The crystals

consist of real acid 100 and water 2G-58. Tiie acid is

decomposed at a high temperature, and found by dif-

ferent experiments to consist of

Ojuf^en. Carbon. Ihtlrotren.

59-859 or 51-831 .. 33-811 or 41 369 . . 6-330' or 4-800.

The order of its affinities is nearly the same as that of the

oxalic acid. It is exceedingly soluble in water.

—

Snclactic

acid, so called because it was first obtained from sugar of

milk, is also procured in the form of a white powder by
heating gum arable, and other mucilaginous substanees,

with nitric acid. Heat decomposes this acid, and it is

soluble in 60 parts of its weight of boiling water. It is

composed, according to different experiments, of

Oiijgen. Carbon. Hydrogen.'

62-69 or 61-465 33-69 or 33-430 3*62 or 5-105.

The order of its affinities is nearly as follows

:

Saclactic acid.

Lime
Barytes
Magnesia
Potash
Soda
Ammonia
Alumina
Metallic oxides.

Uric acid, a white powder obtained from the urinary

calculi, is destitute of both taste and smell; it dissolves

in 1720 parts of water, at the temperature of G0°, decom-

poses alkaline hydrosulphurets, and precipitates their

sulphur. From the distillation of the uric acid is obtained

a sublimate that is said to be analogous to succinic acid.

The constituent parts of uric acid are nearly as follow

:

Oiwen. Carbm. Hi/drogen. Azote.

22-857 + 34-286 -|- 2-857 + 40 = 100.

Malic acid, a liquid of a reddish colour, is obtained in

the greatest abundance from the juice of apples, to

which it owes its name ; when evaporated it becomes

thick and viscid ; when heated in the open fire it exhales

an acrid fume, and leaves behind it a voluminous coal.

It is very soluble Iti water.

—

Sorbic acid, a transparent

colourless fluid obtained from the pj/rtts auciipatoria, or

Mountain Ash, which is soluble in alcohol or any por-

tion of water.

—

Formic acid, a liquid procured from the

formica rxifa, or Red Ant ; the specific gravity of which

is 1-1168. Its constituent parts are found to be

Oxygen 64-223+ Hydrogen 2-807+ Carbon 32-970= 100

This acid when cooled becomes solid, but does not

crystallize.

—

Lactic acid, procured from sour milk, is of

a brownish-yellow colour, which has no smell while cold,

but when heated acquires a sharp sour odour ; it does

not crystallize, but when evaporated to dryness forms

a smooth varnish, which dissolves readily in alcohol.

The order of its affinities is nearly as follows

:

Lactic acid.

Barytes

Potash
Soda
Strontites

Lime
Ammonia
Magnesia
Metallic oxides

Glucina
Alunn'na

Zirconia.

Zumic acid, an acid liquor obtained from vegetable sub-
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stances that have undergone an acetous fermentation.

—

Gallic acid, a compound substance in the form of trans-

parent plates, or octaliedrons, procured from nutgalls, is

composed nearly in the following proportions : of

Oxygen 3836 + Hydrogen 5-00 + Carbon 56-6 1 = 1 00.

When heated it has an aromatic and rather unpleasant

gniell, is soluble in li parts of boiling water, and in

12 parts of cold water; and also in ether. It occasions

a precipitate when poured into solutions of glucina,

yttria, and zirconia in acids ; and, upon metallic acids,

it acts with considerable energy, changing the colour,

and produces precipitates in many of them ; on wliich

account it has been frequently used as a reagent to de-

tect the presence of metallic bodies.— Tannin, or the

tanning principle, a substance of a reddish-brown colour,

and an astringent taste, is to be procured from barks

and many vegetable substances, but most readily, and
in the greatest purity, from nutgalls and catechu.

Tannin prepared from galls is found to consist of

O.xygen S* 654 -|- Hydrogen i-lSe -f Carbon 41 • 186= 100.

The bark of oak is generally preferred for the purpose of

tanning ; but other barks might be employed for the

same purpose, as appears from the following table, which
exhibits the quantity of tan atforded by 480 lbs. of dif-

ferent barks :

lb. lb.

Middle sized oak cut 1 c,n Horse chesnut 9
in spring. J

"" Sycamore 11

Spanish chesnut 21 Lombardy Poplar 15

Leicester willow, large "1 g„o Birch 8

size. i

"

Hazel 14
Elm 13 Black Thorn 16
Large common willow. . 11 Coppice Oak 32
Ash 16 Oak cut in autumn .... 21

Beech 10 Larch cut do 8

The inner cortical layers of all barks are found to con-

tain the greatest quantity of tan, that of oak bark being

not less than seventy-two. Tannin forms precipitates with

solution of starch, gluten, and albumen, and with many
of the metallic oxides. Besides the natural tannin just

spoken of, an artificial sort has been prepared from
charcoal.

Acids containing chlorine. Chlorine forms acids by com-
bining with oxygen or with a combustible. The prin-

cipal of these acids are as follow :

—

Chloric acid, a colour-

less liquid, consists of 100 chlorine and about lll-ll
oxygen. The order of its affinities is nearly as follows

:

Chloric acid.

Potash
Soda
Barytes

Strontites

Lime
Ammonia
Magnesia
Alumina.

Perchloric acid is a com])Ound of about 100 chlorine

and ISO oxygen.

—

Muriatic acid, otherwise called hijdro-

chloric acid, is a compound of chlorine and hydrogen in

nearly the proportions of oxygen 100, muriatic acid

341'5. Muriatic acid gas, in its purest form, exists in

the state of a gas which is permanent over mercury only.

It has a very pungent smell, is sufficiently caustic to

blister the skin, extinguishes a lighted candle, and de-

tonates when exposed to the light of the voltaic dis-

charge. It is greedily absorbed by water, which takes

up 480 times Its bulk, and has its specific gravity in-

creased from 1 to 1-200. The order of its affinities is

nearly as follows:

Muriatic acid.

Barytes
Potash
Strontites

Lime
Ammonia
Magnesia
Glucina
Alumina
Metallic oxides.

Chlorocarbonic acid, otherwise called phosgene gas, is a
compound of chlorine 45, and carbonic oxide 1'75, or

of chlorine 4'5, oxygen 10, and carbon 0'75. This
gas is more disagreeable and suttbcating than chlorine,

and affects the e3'es in a peculiar manner. When tin,

zinc, antimony, or arsenic, are dissolved in it, they decom-
pose it by absorbing the chlorine, and setting at liberty

the carbonic oxide. It is also decomposed by water,

and converted into muriatic acid and carbonic acid.

Acids containing iodine. Iodine combines with supporters

and combustibles to produce the following acids:

—

Iodic

acid, a white, semi-transparent solid, formed by the com-
bination of iodine with oxygen in nearly the proportions

of iodine 76 i-h oxygen 23()= 1000, or in the proportion

of about 15 to 4. Its specific gravity is considerable, for

it sinks rapidly in sulphuric acid.

—

Chloriodic acid, a vo-

latile compound of 100 iodine and 57'6 chlorine. When
exposed to the air it deliquesces, and its solution in water
contains acid properties.— Hi/driodic acid, a gaseous
compound of about 8"6804 iodine, and 0'0694 hydrogen.
Water absorbs this acid with avidity. When exposed
to a heat below 262° the water is driven off, and the

acid becomes concentrated. Hydriodic acid is colour-

less, and elastic like common air, having a smell similar

to muriatic acid. The specific gravity is about 4'443.

Acids containing Jluorinc. Fluorine combines with com-
bustibles, and produces the following acids.

—

Fluoric

acid, which is obtained from fluor spar, is supposed to

be a compound of fluorine and hydrogen. The order

of its affinities is said to be nearly as follows

:

Fluoric acid.

Lime
Barytes

Strontites

Magnesia
Potash

Soda
Ammonia
Glucina
Alumina
Zirconia

Silica.

Fluohoric acid, a powerful gaseous compound of fluorine

and boron, the specific gravity of which is determined
to be 2 3709. Water is said to absorb 700 times its

volume of this gas. The specitic gravity of the liquid

thus obtained is 1*77, which is totally unfit for respira-

tion. Its specific gravity is determined to be about
3'5735.

Acids containing cyanogen. Cyanogen combines with chlo-

rine, and with combustibles, so as to form the following

acids :

—

Chlorocijanic acid, or the compound of cyanogen
and chlorine, is a colourless liquid with a strong smell

that provokes tears. Its specific gravity, in the state of
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a vapour, is about 2"152.

—

Hydrocyanic acid, or Prussic

O: ill, in a i)iiie state, is a limpid and colourless fluid,

which was first obtained from the powder well known by

the name of Prussian Line. It is capable of assuming;

a gaseous form, in which state it is absorbed by alcohol
;

is not inflammalile, and when received into the lungs is

speedily fatal. As a liquid its taste is at first cool, but

soon becomes hot and acrid. Its specific gravity varies

with the temperature. It is highly volatile, and boils at

7Sr Fahrenheit. A drop of it placed on paper becomes

instantly solid.— .S'"//>'/(0(.y««'V ncid is a colourless liquid

compounded of sulphur 100 and cyanogen 53'3.

—

Ferro-

ci/tmic acid is a pale lemon-coloured compound of 100

cyanogen, and from 34 to 37 iron. It is destitute of

smell, and decomposed by heat, or by exposure to a

strong light. The order of its affinities is nearly as

follows

:

Ferro-cynnic acid.

Barytes

Strontites

Potash

Soda
Lime
Magnesia
Ammonia.

Compound Combustibles.

Compound combustibles comprehend alcohol, ether, oils,

resins, and bitumens.

—

Alcoliol, or the spirit of wine, is

a transparent liquor, as colourless as water, of a plea-

sant smell, a strong agreeable taste, and an into.xicating

power. It is procured from what is commonly called

ardent spirits, as brandy, whiskey, rum, tte. and is pro-

perly nothing moretlian rectified spirils deprived of their

water as far as is possible. The specific gravity of the

alcohol, in its purest state, seems to be about -S'iO at the

temperature of 60°; but the alcohol of commerce,

which is not better than rectified spirits, is seldom un-

der -8371. Alcohol has a strong affinity for water, with

which it combines in every proportion, and caloric is

evolved during the union. It is highly inflammable, re-

markably expansible by heat, boils at 176°, but has

never yet been congealed by any known method of pro-

ducing artificial cold ; and even when diluted with an

equal weight of water it requires a cold of 6° below

to conceal it. Alcohol is also a powerfid solvent, and

acts upon many of the acids, volatile oils, resins, &c.

It dissolves many of the salts copiously, others sparingly,

and others not at all. The following cNhibits the jiro-

portions at which some of the salts are taken up by 240

grains.

Ijorate of ammonia .

.

l-'luate of alumine . . .

_ annnonia ..

Muriate of annnonia.
— lime
. magnesia
. potash . .

.

Nitrate of alumine. . .

. annnonia..

1 Nitrate of magnesia . . 694
1 potash .... 5
1 soda 2.3

17 Oxalate of alumine .

.

7

288 Tartrate of alumine. . 7

1313 annnonia 7 \\

210 Supertartrate of potash 7 i

214 oxalate of potash 7 :

lime 288

.\koliol is composed of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen

;

but in what proportions is not accurately known. I

Ethers. Ethers are fragrant and volatile licjuors procured
j

by distillation from a mixture of alcohol with dilferent I

acids, of which the ibllowing are the principal :

—

Sul-

phuric ctlirr, a compound obtained from sulphuric aeid
j

and alcohol, was originally called oleum vitrioli dulcc,

and by the Germans at present uap/dha. It is so vola-

tile that it can scarcely be poured from one vessel into

another before it is dissipated. It is composed of oxy-
gen 17-62 -f hydrogen 14-40 -|- carbon 6798 = 10()-(ib.— Sitric ether, which is obtained from nitric acid and
alcohol, is a compound of about 34 oxygen, 16 azote,

9 hydrogen, and 39 carbon. It is specifically lighter

than water, but heavier than alcohol, highly combustible,

and much more volatile than the best sulphuric ether.

—

Chloric ether is a compound formed by the union of equal

volumes of chlorine and olefiant gas.

—

Muriatic ether is

obtained from muriatic acid and alcohol with some dilfi-

culty, and not without the aid of other substances, as

manganese, muriate of soda, sulphuric acid, Sic.—Phos-

phoric ether, obtained from phosphoric acid and alcohol,

is specifically lighter than alcohol, and boils at 100°.

—

Acetic ether, obtained from concentrated acetic acid and

alcohol, is a limpid colourless liquid, having a taste dif-

ferent from all other substances. Its specific gravity, at

the temperature of 44i' is 866. It boils at the tem-

perature of 160°. It burns with a yellowish, whitish

flame; and acetic acid is evolved during the combustion.

Oils. Oils are unctuous litpiids, which have been divided

into two classes; namely, volatile and fixed.— Volatile

oils are very combustilile substances, which have an

acrid taste and a strong fragrant smell ; are volatilized

by a gentle heat, and soluble in alcohol, but imperfectly

so in water. They evaporate without leaving any stain

on paper, and some of them detonate. These oils are

obtained from every part of plants, except the cotyle-

dons of the seed. Their specific gravity varies very

considerably, as may be seen from the following table

:

Oil of Sassafras

Cinnamon.. 1"035

Cloves 1-034

Fennel 997
994
978
975
975
948

1-094 Oil of Tansy 91(i

- Carraway seeds.. 910
- Origanum 940
- Spike 936
- Rosemary 934
- Juniper berries.

.

911

- Oranges 888

- Turpentine 792

— Dill

— Pennyroyal

.

— Cummin . .

.

— Mint
— Nutmegs . .

.

These oils are otherwise called aromatic, from their fra-

grance ; and essential, because they are supposed to

contain the essence of the vegetable substances which

furnish them. — Fixed oils are distinguished for the

following properties ; namely : they are licjuid, or easily

become so when exposed to a gentle heat, have an unc-

tuous feel, and a mild taste, are very combustible, and

perfectly insoluble in water, but partially soluble in al-

cohol. They leave a greasy stain on paper, and hoil at

nearly 600°. .'Ml fixed oils are greatly lighter than wa-

ter, but they differ from each other considerably in their

specific gravity. The following table contains the spe-

cific gravity of such as have been obtained :

Oil of Palm 968
Hazle-nuts .... 941

Poppies 939
Linseed 932
Almonds 932
Walnuts 923

Oil of Beech-nut 923

Ben
Olives . . .

.

Ivape seed

.

Cacao . . .

.

917

913

913

892

Fixed oils do not begin to evaporate till they be heated

above the boiling point of water ; and when in a state ol

va])our they take fire on the approach of an ignited body.

It is upon this principle that candles and lamps burn.

By exposure to the open air fixed oils become solid ;
but

some retain their transparency in a solid state ;
while

others become opaque, and assume the appearance ot

tallow or wax : the former are called drying oils, and the

1
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lattery;?/ oils. Ry the combination of alkalies with the

fixed oils are made the imporlant compounds called

soaps; by their combination with sulphur a compound
is formed called the ruhi/ of' sulphur.

The order of the affinities of the fixed oils is nearly as

folloivs

:

Fixed Oils.

Lime
Barytes

Fixed alkalies

Magnesia
Ammonia
Oxide of mercury
Other metallic oxides

Alumina.

Resins. Resins are the inspissated juices of certain vege-

table plants, which are generally of a yellow colour, dry,

brittle, and inflammable, soluble in alcohol, ethers, and

essential oils, but altogether insoluble in water. Both

acids and alkalies act upon them, particularly the pure

alkalies. The principal resinous substances are balsams

and gum resins ; of the latter kind are asafoetida, gum
ammoniac, aloes, gamboge, myrrh, opium, &c.

Bitumens. Bitumens are highly inflammable fossil sub-

stances which have a certain resemblance to oily and
resinous substances. The principal substances of this

kind are naphtha, petroleum, mineral tar, mineral pitch,

asphaltum jet, pit-coal, bituminous wood, turf, peat,

&c.

Hydrates. Hydrates are those compounds which are

formed by the combination of a body with water in such
manner as for the water to lose its fluid form ; of this

description is the substance well known by the name of
slacked lime, which is a hydrate of lime.

The following Table exhibits the composition of the prin-

cipal hydrates which have been hitherto investigated

:

Hydrate of Potash
Soda
Lime
Barytes

Strontian. . ,

.

Magnesia. . .

.

Copper
Tin
Boracic aoid

.

Phosphorous acid

Sulphuric acid .

Nitric acid ....

Acetic acid ....

Crystallized oxalic acid ....

Crystallized tartaric acid .

.

Crystallized citric acid ....

100
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Nitrate of soda

Carbonate
^luriate

Borate
Phosphate
Ainmoniophosphate
Sulphate

Sulphite

Acetate
Tartrate

Citrate

Aciil. Basi iSpecif. gri

4-3-

14-16

52-

34.-

20-33
32-

23-52

24-5

36-95

60-7

32-

20-60
42-

17-

17-67

43-

18-48

24-5

22-94

39-3

6524
6-

49-

6200
25-

58.00
51-

40-11

2-OS)64

1-35'Jl

2-120

1-740

1-333

1-509

2-246

2-9566

21
1-746

Observalions. Tlie nitrate of soda was formerly distin-
|

guished by the name of culiic nitre. The carbonate of

soda is now known, in commerce, by the name of barilla

or soda. The muriate of soda is no other than common

salt. The borate of soda was formerly called borax, and

an impure sort of it is distinguished by the name of

tinlcal. The ammoniophoiphale was formerly known by

the names of microcosmic salt and fusible salt of urine.

The sulphate by that of Glaubcr^s salt.

Salts of lime. The salts of lime are many of them insoluble

in water, and some of them which are soluble cannot be

crystallized. The soluble salts are thrown down in a

white precipitate by potash or soda, and some of them

are precipitated by mixing with them the infusion of

nut-galls.

The following Table contains the most important of these

salts

:

Nitrate of lime 57-44

Muriate 31-

Carbonate ^'l-'

Phosphate .

.

Sulphate . .

.

Sulphite

Arseniate .

.

Tungstate .

.

Acetate . . .

.

Camphorate
Oxalate . . ,

.

Tartrate . . .

.

Citrate . . .

.

Kinate

100
46-

54-29
67-

80-417

643
50-

62-5

50-55

6266
83-

32 00
44-

55-

84-53

32-

45-71

33-

19-4

35-7

43-

37-5

27-8

37-34

17-

(Specif, erav.

10-56

25-

11-

22-

27-81

1-6207

1-76

2-7

2-1679

1-005

Observations. The nitrate of lime was formerly called

Baldwins phosphorus. Tlie muriate, by the names offxcd

sal ammoniac, Ilomberg's phosphorus, and calcareous ma-

rine salt. The carbonate is found in great abundance in

nature, under the names of chalk, limestone, marble. Sec.

The sulphate is now known by the name ofgypsum, and

after it has been heated, and forms a powder, by that of

plaster of Paris.

Salts (fbarijles. A still greater proportion of the salts of

barytes are insoluble in water than of the salts of lime.

They are white or transparent, and in general affect a

crystalline form. Most of these salts are poison-

ous.

The following Table contains a general accomit of the

most important of these salts :

Nitrate of barytes

Muriate
Carbonate
Phosphate
Phosphite
Sulphate

Sulphite

Arseniate

Chromate
Acetate
Oxalate
Citrate

Formate

Spfcif.graT,

38-
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b)' the name oi alum, the component parts of which are

49 sulphate of alumina, 7 sulphate of potash, and 44

water. Alum crystallizes mostly in regular octahedrons,

but when an unusual quantity ofpotash is added to alum
liquor, the salt loses its usual form and crystallizes in

cubes, in which case it is distinguished by the name of

cubic alum.

It is soluble in 16 or 20 parts water, and when exposed to

heat, melts in its water of crystallization ; what remains

after this process is called burnt or calcined alum. When
alum is exposed to a strong heat, a black substance is

formed by the alumina and the potash, which is called

pyrophorus. The specific gravit}' of alum is 1-7109.

The nitrate of alumina was formerly known by the name of

nihe of argil and nitrons alum. It has an austtre acid

taste, and its specific gravitj' is 1'645.

Salts of zirconia. The salts of zirconia have a harsh,

astringent, and disagreeable taste ; are mostly insoluble

in water, but their solutions are precipitated by sulphuric

acid, carbonate, oxalate of ammonia, an infusion of nut-

galls, &c.
Salts of iron. Salts of iron were formerly called martial,

because Mars was the title given by the alchyniists to

iron. They are for the most part soluble in water, and
the solution has a greenish colour and an astringent '

taste. Ferroc3-anate of potash occasions in them a blue
'

precipitate ; hydrosulphuret of potash, gallic acid, or the

infusion of nut-galls, a black precipitate ; phosphate of

soda, a white precipitate; benzoate of ammonia, one of

a yellow colour; and succinate of anjmonia, one of a

flesh colour.

The following Table exhibits a general view of the most
important salts of iron:

•^.U,.
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given to tin. These salts are more or less soluble in I

water, and the solution is of a yellowish colour. Ferro-

cvanate ami hytlrosulphurct of potash, the corrosive

sublimate and the muriate of gold, occasion different

coloured precipitates.

.S';(//.' <ifcopper. The salts of copper were formerly called

salts of ['cnux, because \'enus was the name given to

copper. These salts mostly form a blue or green solu-

tion with, and are precipitated by, ferrocyanate and

liydrosulpliuret of potash, by gallic acid and a plate of

iron, when plunged into a liquid salt. The precipitate

in this last case is metallic. The most important salts

of copper are as follow

:

Salts. Aii.l.
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different kinds, as may be seen from tlie following table,

which gives a general view of their ingredients.

Waters consist of

Rain water, Air, carbonic acid, carbonate of lime, li-e.

Spring water, 0\ygcn, carbonic acid, silica, salt, &c.

Well water. Sulphate of lime, (S:c.

Sea water, Coaimon salt, sulphatesof magnesia, &c.

Mineral waters. Air, many acids, alkalies, earths, and
salts, [vide Water']

Minerals. The chemical analysis of minerals may be found

under the head of Minerals.

Ves.etable substances. Plants are generally composed of the

following ingredients ; namely, gum, sugar, jelly, acids,

starch, albumen, gluten, an extractive, a colouring,

bitter, and narcotic matter, oils, wax, camphor, caout-

chouc, resins, wood, tan, suber, alkalies, earths, metals

;

of which a more particular account maj- be found in

their respective places, also under the head of Plants.

Animal substances. A general view of animal substances,

and their principal ingredients, is exhibited in the fol-

lowing table :

—

Substances

Blood,

Bile,

Urine,

Milk,

Saliva,

Tears, and mucus.

Cerumen,

Synovia,

Semen,

Liquor of the am-
nios,

Bones,

Muscles,

Membranes,
Brain,

Skin,

Intestinal calculi;

Biliary calculi.

Urinary calculi,

consist of

water, febrina, albumen, gelatine,

hydrosulphuret of ammonia, soda,

phosphates of iron, soda, &c.
water, albumen, resin, soda, sul-

phureted hydrogen, saccharine

matter, muriate of soda, phos-
phates of lime and soda, and iron.

water, phosphoric acid, phosphates
of soda, ammonia, &c. carbonic
acid, uric acid, &c. muriate of
potash, sulphur, sulphatesof lime,

&c.
water, oil, curd, gelatine, sugar, mu-

riate of soda and potash, phos-
phate of lime, and sulphur.

water, mucilage, slbumen, muriate
of soda, phosphate of soda, &c.

water, mucilage, soda, muriate of
soda, phosphates of lime and of

soda.

albumen, resin, colouring matter,

soda, phosphate of lime.

fibrous matter, albumen, muriate of
soda, phosphate of lime water.

water, mucilage, soda, phosphate of
lime.

mucilage, fat.

earthy salts, cartilage, gelatine, and
fat.

fibrina, albumen, gelatine, extractive

matter, phosphates of soda, am-
monia.and lime, carbonate of lime.

gelatinous matter.

water, white and red fatty matter, al-

bumen, osmazome, phosphorus,

acids, salts, sulphur.

gelatine, mucus, &c.
magnesia, phosphoric acid, ammonia,

water, animal matter.

adipocire, &:c.

uric arid, urate of ammonia, phos-

phate of lime, magnesia, and am-
monia, oxalate and carbonate of

lime, silica, animal matter.

Substances

Hair and nails,

Silk,

Ivory,

Hartshorn,

Castor,

Ambergris,

Egg shells.

Yolk of eggs,

consist of
gelatine, oil, iron, phosphate and

carbonate of lime, silica, sulphur.

varnish, resin, wax, &c.
phosphate and carbonate of lime,

gelatine, &c.

the same in different proportions.

carbonate of potash, lime, and am-
monia, iron, resin, mucilaginous
matter, volatile oil.

adipocire, resin, benzoic acid, char-

coal.

the same as bones, but in different

proportions.

oil, albumen. Sec.

EXPERIMENTAL OR PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.

Under this head is comprehended a general account of the

most important chemical processes, together with the

apparatus by which they are performed.

Furnaces. As the application of heat is of the first im-

portance in all chemical processes, the construction of a

furnace is the first object of attention to one who wishes

to have a laboratory. The furnaces of most general uti-

lity are, the u.-indjhrnace, in which an intense heat may
be excited for fusing metals; a reverberator!/ furnace,
which is used for the roasting and smelting of metals

;

a muffle furnace, for trying experiments on the habi-

tudes of earths and stones, by long and violent heat

:

this is otherwise called a cupelling or enamelling fur-

nace, and is exhibited in fig. 5, pi. 30, where a shews the

fire-place, b the chimney, c the ash-pit, d the door of
the ash-pit, e a register for regulating the quantity of

air admitted to pass through the fuel. That part of the

furnace called the muffle, from which it derives its name,
is a hollow arched vessel with a flat bottom, as seen
apart in fig. 7.

Crucibles. The crucible is employed to contain the mate-

rials which are to be submitted to the action of heat in

a wind furnace, and is most commonly made of a mix-
ture of clay and sand, consisting, as in fig. 6, of the

cover a, the body b, and the stand c.

Cupels. A cupel is a solid paste of bone, moulded into a
short cylindrical or truncated pyramidal form, with a
shallow circular cavity at the top, as in fig. 10, which is

used in the process of assaying metals.

Evaporating vessels. These vessels, which are formed of

glass, earthen ware, and of various metals, require al-

ways to be of a flat shape, so as to expose them exten-

sively to the action of heat.

Distilling apparatus. This apparatus is employed for a

contrary purpose to that of the evaporating vessel ; for

as in the latter the object is to let the vapour escape, so

by the former it is intended to collect the volatile part.

This is called distillation, which is performed either by
the common still or by a vessel called the alembic.

This alembic is made of glass or earthen ware, and con-

sists of two parts, namely, the cucurbit, or bod}-, a,

(fig. 4-), for containing the materials, and the capital, or

head, b, by which the vapour is condensed. Vessels

termed retorts are likewise used for the same purpose.

These are either of the common form, as a (fig. 1), or

they are tubulated, or stoppered, as a (fig. 2). When a

liquid is to be added at certain intervals, a retort, con-

sisting of a bent tube, with a funnel at the end, may be

conveniently added. To the retort a receiver is a ne-

cessary appendage, which may either be plain (fig. ]),.

b, or tubulated, as d (fig. 2.) To some receivers a

pipe is added, as e (fig. 2), which may partly enter a^

bottle, f. This vessel, which serves principally for re-
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moving tlie distilled liquid at different periods of the

process, is termed a quitted receiver. The condensation

of the vapour is much facilitated by lengthening the

neck of the retort with a glass vessel, called an iidapter,

or adopter, as b, the upper end of which fits into the

beak of the retort, and the lower end into the neck

of the receiver. When the substance raised by dis-

tillation is partly a condensible liquid, and partly a

gas, which is not condensed till it is brought into con-

tact with water, a set of receivers is employed to effect

this double purpose, called Woolfe's apparatus, as re-

prcseuted in fig. 3, where a is an iron stand, /; a small

Argand lamp, very convenient for chemical purposes,

being flat and low, c a tubulated retort, (/ a tubulated

receiver, resting on a tripod, e, f the conducting tube,

with the melter's tube affixed. The receiver d is left

empty in ihe beginning of the distillation, and the vapour
which does not condense there passes through / into

the bottle g, and through h into the bottle i. To make
the apparatus complete for experiments of research, a

bent tube may be fastened in the lateral opening of /,

conducting to a pneumatic trough, as given in fig. 18.

The tube of sajeli/, as it is called, which is affixed to the

tobe y; is a single glass tube, bent as it is represented

apart at k, having a bulb blown in that part of the tube

that lies between the upper and lower flexure.

Apparatusfor gases. Gases that are producible without a

very strong heat may be procured by glass bottles fur-

nished with ground stoppers and bent tubes, as in

fig. 8; but for the procuring of gases without the pos-

sibility of their escaping into the room during the pro-

cess, the apparatus represented at fig. 1) is the best

adapted. In this manner sulphurcted hydrogen gas is to

be obtained from sulphuret of iron and diluted sulphuric

acid. Suppose the sulphuret of iron, in coarse powder,
or iron filings, be put into the body of the gas bottle, c,

with a proper quantity of water, the acid holder a being

filled with diluted acid, and the cock b shut, it is then

fixed into the tubuhire of the gas bottle, and acts on the

sulphuret of iron. The bent tube d being made to ter-

minate under a receiver filled with and inverted in water,

the perforated cock b is gradually opened; in consc-
sequcnce of which the acid descends into the gas bottle,

and acts on the sulphuret of iron. The acid may be
supplied at pleasure if the cock b be shut, and the stopper
which closes the acid holder be removed.

Receiving glasses. For receiving the gases when obtained,

glass jars of various sizes, as in figs. II, 12, 13, are re-

quisite, some of which arc furnished with necks at the

top, and fitted with ground stoppers, and others v^ith

brass caps and screws, for the reception of air-cocks,

as at fig. 13.

Pneumatic trnngh. As in all the common operations of re-

ceiving and transferring gases the jars in which they are

held must be inverted over water, it is necessary to have
a water vessel, called a pneumatic trough, which may be
made in different forms. One of the most convenient of
iLs kind is that represented at fig. 18, where ii is a deep
oblong trough, made of thin tinned iron, well japanned,
and having a shelf of the same material to extend en-

tirely across the trough, and rather more than a third of
its length, and fixed in its situation, whi'u required, by
two strong wires. This shelf has also two holes to re-

ceive two bottle supporters, as b. Then to the mouth
of the glass jar d, inverted in water, is fitted the tube
which connects the jar with the cock c.

(iazomcter. The gazometer is a vessel of various shapes
and contrivances, which serves as a reservoir for holding
a considerable <iuantity of gas. It is made of thin tinneil

iron plate, and is mostly provided with some contrivance

for measuring the quantity of gas which it contains.

The one represented at fig. IG is of the ordinary con-

struction, where a a represents the outer pail, or cir-

cular vessel, with a spout at the top. Two tubes, d and
c, are firmly soldered to the sides of the pail. The
tube (/ ))enetrates at the bottom of the pail, and proceedi

to the centre, where it joins the termination of the tube

e, which enters the top of the pail, and proceeds down-
wards; and from the place of junction, the upright tube,

n^, rises through the middle of the pail a little above the

level of its upper rim. The vessel b is open only at the

bottom, and of less diameter than the pail, into which it

is inverted. This cylinder has a solid stem, c, which

passes through a hole in the wooden crossbar of the

frame round the top of the pail, and serves both to keep

thecj'linder in a perpendicular direction when moving up

and down, and indicates the quantity of inclosed gas by
the graduation on its surface. To use this gazometer.

first let the cylinder fall to the bottom of the pail, and

pour water into the spout of the latter till it is quite full.

Then shut the cock c, and opening d, connect it with

the tube which conveys the gas immediately from tlie

retort. In this case the gas rises through the upright

tube ^- to the top of the cylinder b, which it gradually

lifts up, sufficient weight being allowed in the scale-dish

to allow the cylinder to move with perfect freedom.

When all the gas is obtained, shut the cock through

which it passed, and it will remain in the cylinder ready

for use. To take out a portioi\ of it, connect with either

of the stop-cocks a bent tube, dipping under the jar, or

whatever vessel it is to be received in, inverted over

water, and at the same time lift up the scale-dish, on

which the cylinder will press down by its own weight,

and force out the contained air.

Apparatusfor obtaining potassium. The apparatus for pro-

curing potash, as given in fig. 19, consists of c, a common
gun-barrel, curved, and drawn out to rather a smaller

diameter at one end. To the end b is adapted an iron

tube, a, for containing the potash ; and at the bottom

of this tube is a hole, through which the potash gradu-

ally flows. To the opposite end of the gun-barrel a tube

of safety, e, is to be cemented, and into this is poured

a sufficient quantity either of mercury or naphtha. Into

the gun-barrel are introduced 'I^ parts of clean iron

turnings, which arc pushed as far as the bent part, c
The tube, carefully luted, is then to be placed in a small

furnace, and provided with a pair of double-blast bellows,

the pipe from which is shewn ntj'. A strong heat being

now excited in the furnace, the tube containing the pot-

ash, as well as the opposite end of the barrel, are in the

mean time kept cool by ice; and when the barrel has

attained a white heat, the potash in a being melted by a

small portable furnace, will flow through the hole upon

the iron turnings. A considerable quantity of hydrogen

gas will be evolved by the decomposition of that portion

of water which the potash retains even after fusion.

When the furnace is quite cold, the safety tube c is to

be renujved ; and if the end of the gun-barrel jn-ojecting

from this side of the furnace has been kept carefully

cooled during the experiment, the metal will be found

adhering to it in the form of brilliant lamina;.

Apparatus for digestions. A small apparatus is given in

fig. 14-, which is employed for long digestions on a sand-

bath, or other heat. This is now used in the place of

the vessel called the pelican.

Precipitating glass. The i)recipitating glass is a very tall

jar, with a narrower part at the bottom, in which any

preci])itate, when produced, may collect by subsidence,

and allow the supernatant liquor to be decanted off

with more ease, ae in fig. 15.

2
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Mdtrass. A matrass is a thin glass vessel, of the shape of

a flask, which will bear a lamp-heat at bottom without
breaking. It is useful for etteeting the solution of bo-

dies that require heat before they can be dissolved. It

is either round at the bottom, or somewhat flattened, as

in fig. 17.

CHEMO'SIS (Med.) ^nK-ao-ic, a swelling in the white coat of
the eye, called the Albuginea tunica.

CHENALO'PEX [Om.) x"'«>•<""'&, from ;k'i', a goose, and
uxaittii, a fox; a bird, so called from its being of the
goose kind, but crafty like the fox. It answers to what is

now called the Shelldrake. Plin. 1. 10, c. 22.

CHENE'LLE (Her.) French for streaming; an epithet for a
comet which has a stream of light issuing from it. [vide
C(mef\

CHENI'SCUS (Ant.) xWtms; that part of

a ship whereby the anchor is fixed, so

called because the figure of a goose is on

the stern, as in the annexed cut. Luc. dc

Nnvi^. ; Apid. de Asiii. 1. 11 ; Sc/iejf. de

Mil.\\av.\.% c. 6.

CHENOCO'PllUS (Med.) ;(^.«OTpo5, goose-

dung, which was formerly used as a powder,
and reckoned resolvent and diuretic.

CHENOLE'A (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 1 Monogyiiia.

Generic Characters. Cat,, perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. none.
—St.\m. Jilameiits five; anthers minute.—PibT. g rm
superior ; sli/le filiform ; itigmas two.

—

Pek. capsule

round ; seed single.

Sjiecies. The only species is

—

Chenulea diffusa, seu Sal-

sola, &.C. native of the Cape of Good Hope.
CHENOPO'DIUxM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pen-

tandria, Order 2 Digijnia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved; divisions

ovate. — Cor. none.

—

Stam. filaments five; anthers

roundish. — Plst. germ orbiculate; sti/le two-parted;

stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. none ; caliyx closed ; seed single.

S])ecies. Among the following species, the first is a peren-

nial, the second and third shrubs, and the rest annuals,

as

—

Cheiwpodium Bonus Hcnricus, Mercurialis, Lapa-

[;
. thum Bonus Henricus, seu Blitus, &c. Angular-leaved

|„. Goosefoot, English mercury, or All-good, Good Henry,
I Good King Harry, or Wild Spinach, native of Europe.

—Chenopodiam anthelminlicum, native of Pensylvania.

—

CJienopodium multifidum, Buenos Ayres Goosefoot

Chenopodium mucronatum, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.— Chenopodium murale, seu Atriple.v, Wall or

Nettle-leaved Goosefoot, native of Europe.— Cltcnopo-

j. dium serotinum, &c. sen Blitum, &c. Fig-leaved Goose-

j. 1 foot, native of Spain.— Chenopodium album, seu Alri-

plex, &c. Common or White Goosefoot, native of Eu-
rope.— Chenopodium hi/briduni, seu Stramonii, Pes Anse-

rinus, seu Atriplex, &c. Bastard Goosefoot, native of

Europe.

—

Chenopodium Bolrijs, seu Botrys, &c. Butt-

leaved Goosefoot, or Oak of Jerusalem.

—

Chenopodium
amhrosioides, seu Bolrt/s, &:c. Mexican Goosefoot, or

Oak of Cappadocia, native of Mexico.

—

CItenopodium

vulvaria, Atriplex, Vulvaria, seu Garosmus, Stinking

Goosefoot, native of Europe.

—

Chenopodium polt/sper-

tittm, Blitum, seu Polysperon, &c. Round-leaved Goose-
foot, Upright Blite, or Allseed, native of Eurc^je.

—

Chenopodium Scoparia, Linaria, Osi/ris, seu Sicoparia,

&c. Flax-leaved Goosefoot, Belvidere, or Summer Cy-
press.— Chenopodium maritimum, seu Kali, &c. Sea
Goosefoot, or White Glasswort, native of Europe.

—

CJicnnpodium oppositifolium, seu Salsola, &c. Opposite-

leaved Goosefoot, native of Siberia.— Chenopodium vi-

ride, seu Blitum, &c. Green Goosefoot.

—

Chenopodium
punctidatum. Dotted leaved Goosefoot.— CItenopodium

triandrum, yhree-stamened Goosefoot, native of New

Egypt, equal

Zealand. — Chenopodium lalerale. Branching oblong-
leaved Goosefoot.

CHEOPI'NA (Com.) the same as Chopino.

CHEQUE'R (Mech.) a sort of stonework, in which stones
in the facings of the walls have their joints continued in
straight lines without interruption.

CHE'UAFIS (Com.) or tela, gold medals stamped in Persia.
CHERAME'LA (Bot.) a species of the Averrhoa of Linnaeus.
CHE'RAMIS (Co«c//.) the hollow of a shell-fish called mya.i:

CHERAMI'TES (Miti.) a kind of precious stone. Plin.
1. 37, c. 10.

CHE'RAS (Med.) a name for a scrophulous humour in

which kernels arise.

CHE'RAY (Com.) or Chahy, a Persian weight.
CHE'RIF (Com.) a small gold coin current in 1

in value to four shillings sterling.

Cherif (Polil.) a title of dignity among the Saracens and
Moors, next to a Khalif, or sovereign prince.

CHE'RIO (Alchem.) the heat or cold of things which leaves
the substance in which it is contained, and passes into open
space. Paracel. de Grad. et Ciinp. I. 2, c. 3.

CHERIO'NIUM (Akhem.) is that in which nature cannot be
altered ; thus a crystal hardened by nature cannot be
melted.

CHERLE'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria,
Older 3 Trigynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved; leaflets

lanceolate.

—

Cor. petals none; nectaries five.

—

Stam.
Jilaments ten ; anthers simple.—Pi ST. germ ovate ; styles

three; stigmas simple.— Per. capsule ovate; seeds two
or three.

Species. The only species is

—

Cherleria sedoides, Knaxvcl,

seu Lychnis alpina, Sedum, &c. Stone crop Cherleria,

a perennial, native of Switzerland.

CHE'RMES (Bot.) from the Arabic Charmah, or Karam,
Scarlet Grain, or Kermes Berries.

CiiERiME.5 (Ent.) a genus of animals. Class Insecta, Order
Hemiptera.

Generic Characters. Snout placed in the breast ; antennce
filiform ; thorax gibbous ; hind legs formed for leaping.

Species. The species are distinguished by the names of
the plants or animals which they infest.

CHERNI'BION(iVef/.) ^i'p,^'". a urinal. Hipp. Epid. I. 7.

CHERNI'TES (Mw.) a stone like ivory that was used in

preserving dead bodies.

CHERO'NIA (Bot.) another name for Centaurium.
CHE'RRY (Bot.) the fruit of the Cerasus, and also the tree

itself. The cherry is distinguished into, the Common Red
Cherry, the Red Heart, the Black Heart, White Heart,
Bleeding Heart, Morello, INIay Duke, Kentish Cherry, and
Cherry-Bay, a species of laurel.

CHE'RSA (Med.) the same as Fiex.

CHERSE'TUM (Archceol.) any customary offering made to

the parish priest, or to the appropriators of a benefice.

CHERSI'NA (Conch.) a Land-snail. Plin. I. 9, c, 10.

CHERSY'DRON (Zool.) x^f^^^'i, from ;tsf^«, earth, and
uJ'i'f, water; an epithet for a serpent which inhabits botli

watery places and dry ground.

CHERT (Min.) a species of flint, the Petrosilex of LinniEus.

CHE'RUB (Bibl.) anD, in the plural, cherubim, an order of
angels composed of various animals, as a man, an ox, an
eagle, and a lion.

Cherub (Her.) is represented in coats of arms
with wings on a human head, as " He beareth

Jupiter a cherub, having three pair of wings,

whereof the uppermost and nethermost are

counterly crossed, and the middlemost dis-

played luna." These were the arms of the

cardinal Buocafoco, an Italian prelate.

CHERU'BICAL hijmn (Mus.) a hymn in the form of " Holy,

Holy, Holy Lord God of Hosts," &c.
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CHERUB'S hcnd (Her.) a human head between two wings

displayed- [vide Cherub']

CHERL'IIU'NDA {Bot.) the Snlnnum of Linnaeus.

CHE'UVIL {Bot.) the same as the C/ierophi/l/um of Linnaeus.

CHEllVI'LLUM (Bot.) the Scandix cerejolium of Linnxus.

CHE'SLIP (Enl.) a kind of insect that'hes under tiles and

stones.

CHE'SNUT (Bot.) a well known tree; the Fngus castnnen

ct ptimil/a of Linnaeus.

—

Horse C/iesniii, the jEscuIus of

Linnaeus.

CHESS (Hport.) an ancient and scientific game; was long

known in Hindostan by the name of Cluituranya, or the

fiiur members of an army ; namely, elephants, horsemen,

chariots, and foot soldiers; and afterwards styled in Persia

cimtrang, the game of king ; and by the Arabians s/iatraiij,

the king's distress: from which words has been derived the

English appellation of c/iexs. This game is played on a

board, consisting of sixty-four squares, alternately white

and black, and with thirty-two ))ieces of different forms,

denominations, and powers, divided into two colours or par-

ties, namel}', eight pieces each, black and white, consisting

of a King, called by the orientals scha/i ; a Queen, called

p/icrz ; a general; two knights or horse soldiers; two Bi-

shops, called ///; elephants, and two Rooks or Cp.stles,

called rnth, chariots, or )o/(/., noblemen; and eight pawns,

pcdunes, foot soldiers on each side. The king and his offi-

cers are ranged at the opposite ends, on the first lines of the

jjoard, a white corner of which, numbered 1 or Gi, is to be

placed towards the right hand of each player. The sub-

joined figures exhibit a view of a board numbered, and an-

other with the pieces disposed in order.

Fig. 1. The board numbered.

".lis

White. The white King must be upon the fourth, a black
square, marked 61, at one end of the board, reckonin"
from the right. The Queen on the fifth, a white square,

60, on the left side of her king. The Bishops must
be placed on each side their Kirig and Queen, as 59, 62.

The Knights on each side of the Bishops, 58, 63. The
Hooks at the two corners of the boards, next to the

Knights, as on 57, 6i ; and the Pawns, or common men,
upon the eight squares of the second line, on 49, 50,51,
52, 53, 54, 55, and 56.

—

Black. The black King must be
placed on the fifth, a white square, marked 5, at the

other end of the board. The black Queen on the fourth,

4, a black square, on the right of her king. The Bi-

shops on 3 and 6 ; the Knights on 2 and 7 ; the Rooks
on 1 and 8; and the Pawns on 9 to 16 inclusive. The
chess-board is technically called the cxclicquer, because
it is alternately chequered black and white : the squares

are frequently styled houses, the ranges of which, in a

straight line from left to right, are denominated ranks,

as 1 to 8, 9 to 16, and 57 to 64 ; perjicndicularly, from

one player to another, are termed ^^fa, as from 1 to 57,

2 to 58, <S:c. ; and the ranges, which are sloping, are

termed diagonals, as from 8 to 57.

Names of the pieces, S,t. The pieces and pawns on the

side of each King take their names from him, as those

on the side of the Queen do from her, namely, the white

or black King's bishop, 62, 6; the King's km'ghts 63, 7;

the King's rooks, 64, 8; the King's pawns, 53, 13; the

King's Bishop's pawns, 54, 14; the King's Knight's

pawns, 55, 15 ; the King's Rook's pawns, 56, 16. The
white or black Queen's bishops, 59, 3 ; the Queen's

knights, 58, 2 ; the Queen's rooks, 57, 1 ; the Queen's

pawns, 52, 12; the Queen's Bishop's pawns, 51, 11 ; the

Queen's Knight's pawns, 50, 10; Queen's Rook's pawns,

49, 9. The squares are named from the places ; i. e.

where the King stands is called the square of the King;
where his Pawn stands is called the second, square of the

King ; that before the Pawn is called the t/iird square of
the King ; that beyond it is called the fourth square of
the King ; and so of ail the rest.

Moves ofthe pieces. The Kings move every way, but in ge-

neral only one square at a time, and must always be at least

one square distant from each other. Suppose the King

placed on 37, he may be moved thence to 28, 29, 30,

36, 38, 44, 45, or 46. The King may leap once, and

only once, in the game, either on his own side, or on

the side of his Queen. In this case, the Rook is moved
into the next square to the King, and the King moves

to the square on the other side of liim, which is called

castling. The Black King castles on his own side, by

moving from 5 to 7, and placing the Rook 8 on 6; on

his Queen's side by moving to 3, and placing the Kook
1 on 4. The White King castles on his own side by

moving from 61 to 63, and placing the Rook 64 on 62;
on his Queen's side by moving to 59, and placing the

Rook, 57, on 60. The King cannot castle after he has

moved, nor after the Rook has moved, nor if there be

any piece between him and the Rook, nor when the

King is in check, nor when the squai'e over which hu

means to leap is viewed by an adverse man, who would

clicck him in iiis passage. 'I'he King is said to be upon

check, or in check, when he is liable to be taken by one

of the adversary's pieces or ]>awns, who warns him of

his danger by crying check, or check to the King; in

such case the King must defend himself, either b^

changing his place, covering himself with one of his

own men, or taking tlie man who assaults ; if he can do

none of these things, he is said to be check-matted, or

chnh-mat, i. e. the King is dead, when the game is lost.

The King cannot change his s([uare, if by so doing he

goes into check ; and when he has no man to play, and
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and is not in check, A'Ct is so blocked up that, he cannot

move without going into check, this position is called a

stale mate. In this case, the King who is stalemated

wins the game in England, but in France this situation

makes a drawn game. Thus, suppose the Black King

on 3y, with Pawns on 30 and 39, the White King on 44-,

a White Bishop on 34, with Pawns on 38 and 4-7 : if the

White King is moved to 35, Black wins the game by a

stalemate, because the Black King cannot be moved to

25 or 41, on account of the White Bishop, nor to '26,

34, or 42, owing to the White King, as it is requisite

that the Kings should always be at least one square dis-

tant from each other; neither can the Black Pawns be

moved, their progress being stopped by the white.—The
(luecn can move in all directions the same as the King,

but has the advantage of extending over any number of

squares: thus, the Queen may be moved from 37 to 1,

5, 16, 33, 40, 5S, 61, 64, or any intermediate squares

in those directions. Many chess players give notice

when the Queen is in danger, by crying check to the

Queen.—A Bishop moves diagonally only, but over any
number of squares ; as from 36, the Bishop may be moved
to 8, 9, 57, or 63, and from 37 to 1, 16, 58, 64, or any
of the intervening squares.—A Kiiio/it moves obliquely

backward or forward upon every third square, including

that which he stands upon, from black to white, and

from white to black, and also over the heads of the men,
which no other piece is allowed to do : thus, a Knight

may move from 36 to 19, 21, 26, 30, 42, 46, 51,

S3, passing over any pieces on 28, 35, 37, 44 ; and
from 37, the Knight can be moved to 20, 22, 27, 31, 43,

47, 52, 54, passing over any thing placed on 29, 36, 38,

or 45.—A Jiook moves in a right line, either forward,

backwards, or sideways, through the whole file ; can
stop at any square, and take at any distance, when no
other piece intervenes : thus, a rook placed on 37 may
be moved to 5, 33, 40, 61, or any intermediate square.

—A Pann moves one square at a time, in a straight line

forwards, and takes the enemy diagonally. He may be
moved two squares the first move, but never backwards

;

and is prohibited from quitting his own file, except in

case of making a capture, when he is moved into the

place of the captive, and afterwards advances forward in

that file : thus, suppose a White Pawn to be placed on

37, and a Black one on 28, either of them could take

the other; but if the White Pawn be on 37, a Black

Rook on 29, a Black Bishop on 28, and a Black Knight
on 30, the Pawn then could not take the Hook, but
might take either the Bishop or the Knight. A Pawn
getting to the head of the board upon the first line of
the enemy, is styled f:o!iig to Queen, in which case it

may be exchanged for any one of the pieces lost in the

course of the game ; and the piece chosen must be
placed on the square at which the pawn had arrived.

The pieces can take the adversaries who stand in their

way, provided the road lies open ; or they may decline,

and must be placed in the same squares from which the

contrarj' men are taken. Suppose the White Queen on
60, and a Black Knight on 46, the Queen can take the
Knight, which then is moved off the board, and the

Queen placed on 46; but if the Knight be on 45, then
the Queen cannot take him, though he can take the

Queen, which being removed, the Knight is placed on
60; or, suppose a White Rook on 61, and a Black
Bishop on 13, the White Rook can take the Bishop,
and afterwards is to be placed on 13. The power of
taking is reciprocal ; so that any adverse piece which
you can take with one of the same kind, may take you.
The goodness of plaj', therefore, consists in having the
greatest number of pieces defending; so that in case of

mutual exchanges, you may gain more than j'our adver-

sary.

Power and va/iie of the pieces. The relative value of the

pieces and pawns is as follows :

—

King 6^ Knight 9^
Queen 23| Rook 15

Uishop 9J Pawn 2

The power of the King for attack or defence isas above

stated, though from the principle of the game he is invalu-

able. The power of the pav.n is as 2; but, from it.s chance

of promotion, the real value is calculated at 3.|. The
knowledge of this relative value will enable a person to

ascertain the propriety of sometimes sacrificing two

inferior pieces for a superior one ; as, for instance, a

Bishop and Knight for a Queen, the joint value of the

two former being 19, and that of the latter 23|.

Different kinds of Check-mates. The following appella-

tions have been given to a variety of mates.—
Queen's mate, a gracious mate, as White King 27,

Queen 26, Black King 25 ; or Wiiite King 22, Queen

15, Black King 8.— Bishop's male, a gentle mate,

White King 24, Bishops 22 and 21, Black King 8.

— Kniishl's mate, a gallant mate, as White King 26,

Knight 19; Black King 9, Bishop 1, Knight 10.— T/ie

Rook's mate, a forcible mate, as White King 27, Rook

41, Black King 25.— The Pawn's mate, a disgraceful

mate, as White King 14, Pawn 15 ; Black King 8,

Pawn 16.

—

Mate by discovery, an industrious mate, as

White King 11, Rook 57, i3ishop 49; Black King 9.

Moving the Bishop gives mate by discovery

—

Smothered

male, a shameful mate, as White King 61, Knight 14;

Black King 8, Rook 7, Pawns 15, 16. The Wiite

Knight gives a smothered mate.— Stale mate, a dis-

honourable mate, as White King 21, Pawn 13, Black

King 5; or White King 18, Queen 19, Black King 2.

—Mute in the middle of the board, an unfortunate mate.

White King 61, Queen 37, Pawn 44; Black King 29,

Queen 22, Pawn 20.

—

Mate at two moves, a fool's mate,

all the men in their first position.

White King's Knight's Pawn from 55 to 39

Black King's Pawn 13 21

White King's Bishop's Paft-n 54 46
Black Queen gives check mate 4 40

Scholar's mate, the men in their first position.

White King's Pawn from 53 to 37
Black King's Pawn 13 29
White Bishop 62 35
Black Bishop 6 27
White Queen 60 32
Black Queen's Pawn 12 20
White Queen gives Check-mate 32 14

Difficult checkmates are a Knight and Bishop, or two

Bishops, against a King ; a Castle and Bishop against a

Castle ; and a Queen against a Bishop and Knight.

Laws of the Game.

1. If you touch your man you must play it, unless by so

doing you should expose your King to check ; in which

case you are only, when possible, to move the king, and

so long as you keep hold you may place the said man
where you please; but, having once quitted, you then can-

not recal the move. 2. If you touch one of your adver-

sary's men, he may insist upon your taking it ; and, when
you canViot do so, then you are to move your king, pro-

vided that may be effected without putting him on

check. 3. If, by mistake or otherwise, you make a

false move, the opponent can oblige you to move the

king, as in the second article; but, if he plays without

noticing the said false move, neither of you can recal it.

3 G
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4. If you mispl.ice your men, and play two moves, it rests I

with your adversary to porniit you to begin tlie game
afresh or otlierwise. 5. When your adversary gives

check wiliiout warning, you are not obliged to ward it

o;T; but if, on his next move, he warns you, then each

must retract his last move, and you must remove your
King ort' check. 6. Should your adversary warn you
of check without however giving it, and you, in conse-

|

(juence, touch or move any piece, you are at liberty to

retract, provided he lias not completed his move. 7. You '

cannot give check to your adversary's King when, bj' so
;

doing, you would discover check- on your own King;
thus, suppose the White King on 53, the Queen on li),

the 131ack King on 11, with a Knight on 21 ; then Rlack

nmst not check the White King by moving the Knight

to 36 ; as by that the Black King would ba on check to

the White Queen. 8. If you attempt to castle without

having any right, your adversary may insist on your

moving eitlier your King or that Hook. 9. In each

fresh game, the players have the first move alternately ;

but, where the advantage of a piece or pawn is given,

the player giving that advantage is entitled to the first

move.

Rulesfor p!fii/iiig the Game.

Of Opening the game. 1. Wove the pawns before your

pieces, and afterwards bring out the pieces for their

support. 2. Avoid useless checks, because you may
lose the move if your adversary can take or drive the

piece away. 3. Never crowd your game by having too

many pieces together ; and, if it be crowded, endeavour

to free it by exchanges of pieces or pawns ; but when
the adversary plays out his pieces before his pawns, at-

tack them as soon as you can with your pawns; by which

you may crowd his game, and make him lose moves.

OfAltnckiiig. 4. Never attack the adversary's King with-

out a sufficient force ; and if he attack yours, and you

cannot retaliate, offer exchanges, by which, if he retire,

he may lose a move. 5. Play your men in guard of

one another, but never guard an inferior piece or pawn
with a better, because this piece may, in such case, be,

as it were, out of play. 6. Never attack unless when well

prepared to meet all the designs of your adversary, by
which he may aim at defeating your project ; but when
\ our attack is in a prosperous way, never be diverted

from it by any seeming advantage which lie may throw

in your way for a time. 7. When, in pursuing a well-laid

attack, you find by a little fore-cast that you can sacri-

fice a piece or two to gain your end, never hesitate to

make the bold attempt. 8. You should endeavour to

have a move in ambuscade, that is, to place a pawn, or

other piece, before a Bishop, Kook, or (iueen, so that,

by removing that I'awn or Piece, jou discover a check

upon your adversary's King; thus, suppose the Black

King on G. a White Bishop on 4I, and a White Pawn
on 'M; by pushing forward the Pawn to 26 you discover

a check upon the King by your Bishop. 9. As the

Queen, I{ook, and liishop operate at a distance, it i>

generally better in your attack not to have them neai

your adversary's King, as they are not so likely to be

driven away, and frequently prevent your giving a stale-

mate. 10. If you have one of your adversary's pieces

in your power, which cannot escape, do not be in a

hurry to take it ; and, when two of your adversary's

pieces arc in your jiower, be determined in your choice

of whicli you will take by the value each piece is of at

that particular part of the game. 11. When your ad-

versary has a Pawn on a s(|uare in front of your King,

it is frequently adviseable not to take it, because it may
< hancc to be a safeguard and protcctiop to you ; thus.

suppose a Black Rook placed on 5, a Black Pav/n on
45, and the White King on 53, the Pawn protects the
King from the attack of the Rook. 12. When yoiu- ad-
versary seems to have left a piece in your power, as it

were by oversight, consider whether he has not some
important move in ambush.

Of Defence. 13. Never let your Queen stand so before
the King as that your adversary, by bringing forwards a
Rook or a Bishop, might check your King if she was
not there, for you could hardly save her, or perhaps,

at best, must sacrifice her for an inferior piece; thus,

suppose the White King placed on 61, the White Queen
on 53, the Black King on 4, and the Rook on 16,

which last, if moved to 13, must be taken by the White
Queen, who in return would be taken by the Black
King, because the White Queen could not otlienvise

be moved without putting the King in check to the

Black Rook. 14. Your adversary must not be permitted

to fork two of your pieces, i. e. to advance one of his

pawns on two of your pieces, as you would, of course,

lose one of them for an inferior piece ; so, in like

manner, do not permit your adversary's Knight to fork

your King and Queen, or King and Rook, or Queen
and Rook, or your two Rooks, at the same time ; for,

in the two first cases, the King being forced to go out

of check, the Queen must be lost at best for a worse

piece ; thus, suppose the White Queen placed on 5, the

Rook on 7, and a Black Knight on 37 ; the latter piece,

if moved to 22, will fork both the Queen and Uook,

and, consequenti}', one of thcni must be lost for the

Knight. 15. When your adversary attacks one of your

pieces or pawns with two or three pieces at the same
time, you should endeavour to have as many pieces to

defend it ; which, if practicable, should be of inferior

value to those with which he attacks you. 16. In order

to have as powerful pieces as you can in play, let those

that are stationed to guard your other pieces or pawns

be of no greater force than is necessary. 17. You must

prevent your adversary, if possible, from getting pre-

maturely amongst your pieces, because his Knights and

Bishops, supported by his Pawns, and occasionally bv

his Queen, may decide the game while only half of

your pieces are engaged. 18. When you play your

King, endeavour, if possible, to place it on a square

where one of your adversary's pawns will protect it from

the attacks of his Rook ; thus, suppose a Black Rook

on 4, a Black Pawn on 36, and the White King on 5'J ;

by moving the King to 52, the Black Pawn prevents

the Rook from giving check. 19. M'hen you have a

chain of pawns following one another in an oblique

line endeavour to preserve the leading Pawn ; thus,

suppose four White Pawns on 29, 38, 47, and 56, that

on 29 is the leading Pawn. 20. Do not hesitate to

double a pawn ; two in a direct line are not disadvan-

tageous when surrounded by three or four others ; three

together are strong, as three White Pawns on 2S, S5,

and 37 ; but four, as 44 in addition, that make a square,

w ith the iielp of other pieces well managed, form an in-

vincible strength, and probably may produce you a

»iucen ; on the contrary, two pawns with an interval be-

tween, as on 35 and 37, are no better than one ; and,

if you should have three over each other in a line, as

26, 34, and 42, your game cannot be in a worse condi-

tion.

()f Exchanging. 21. Exchanges should not he made with-

out reason ; they often give the adversary an advantage,

particularly if lie be a good player. 22. Avoid, if possi- '

ble, exchanging your King's Pawn, 13 or 53, for your

adversary's Bishoi)'s Pawn. 14 or 54; your Queen's

Pawn, 52 or 12, for your adversary's Queen's Bishop's
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Piwn, 51 or 11, because the former occupying the

centre hinder your adversary from hurting you. 2'J. Do
r.ot be afraid of losing a rook for an inferior piece ; for

though the rook is next in vakie to the Queen, yet it sel-

dom comes into play so as to operate until the end of the

game; and it is generally better to have an inferior

piece in play than a superior out. 2i. Should your ad-

versary attack your Queen, and another piece at the

same time, and, by removing her, you must lose the

piece, it maj' sometimes be adviseable to submit to the

loss of her if you can get two pieces in exchange for

her.

Of Giving cr Covering check. 25. Refrain from useless

checks, bv which a move, or the piece you check with,

may be lost ; but, if you therebj' deprive the King of

his privilege of castling, or gain any other important

advantage, it is advisable. 26. Be careful that, while

3-ou are intent on giving checkmate, you do not leave

your King exposed to be checkmated b}' a single move
of your adversary. 27. When you see the possibility

of your adversary giving you checkmate be doubly

careful of every move.

Of Castling. 28. After the King is castled, the pawns be-

fore it should be guarded as much as possible from the

attacks of your adversarj-, 29. Sometimes it is better

to play the King than to castle, as it may enable you
best to attack with your pawns on that side. 30. If

you purpose to castle on the King's side, you must not

move your Knight's or King's Pawns without great

necessity, because they form a protection to your King
afterwards. 31. If your adversary .'should castle on the

same side of the board as yourself, be cautious how
you push forward your pawns, leaving your King un-

guarded ; and rather make the attack with your pieces.

32. When the kings have castled on different sides of
the board, you inust attack your adversary with the

pawns you have on the side on which he has castled,

taking care to support them with your pieces.

Of the Conclusions of games. 33. At the close of a

game your King must not be idle, as by him 30U gene-
rally gain the move and victory. 3t. Each party having
only three or four pawns on different sides of the board,

and no pieces, the kings must endeavour to gain the
move. Thus, suppose the White King on 54-, and the

Black King on 37, the White would gain the move by-

playing to 53, or tlie Black by playing to 38 ; and in

either case the adverse King would be prevented from
advancing. 35. A single pawn cannot win if the ad-
verse King be placed in opposition to it : thus, suppose
the White King placed on 30, a White Pawn on 22,
and a Black King on ll, either side having the move,
it must be a drawn game, or the Black wins by a stale-

mate. 36. A single pawn may win if the King be
placed before his pawn. Thus, suppose the situations

of the Kings reversed, placing the White on 1-1-, and
the Black on 30, the Black cannot prevent the Pawn
from being pushed forward to queen. 37. Two pawns
against one must win almost in all cases, but the player
that has the two pawns must avoid changing one of them
for his adversary's pawn. 38. A pawn, and any other
piece, must win in all cases, except a pawn and a Bi-

shop when the pawn is on a Rook's file, and the Bishop
does not command the square on which the pawn will

reach the royal line : thus, suppose tlie White King
placed on 39, a White Bishop on 30, a White Pawn on
24, and the Black King on 6: the player of the Black
can prevent the pa«Ti pushing forward to Queen, which
he could not do if the "VVhite Bishop was on 29. 39. Two
Knights without any other piece, or pawn, cannot give
check-mate. 40. Two Bishops may win. 41. A Knight

and a Bishop may win. 42. A Rook again.st a Kntght,

or a Bishop, makes a drawn game. 43. A Rook and a

Knight against a Rook make a drawn game. 44. A
Rook and a Bishop against a Rook may win. 45. A
Rook and a Bishop, or a Rook and a Knight, against a

Queen, make a drawn game. 46. A Queen against a

Bishop and a Knight may win, but a Queen against a

Rook and two pawns makes a drawn game. 47. A Rook
against a Bishop, or Knight, and two pawns, makes a

drawn game, because the player who has the Rook
cannot be prevented from sacrificing it for the two
pawns. 48. At all conclusions of games, when a player

does not seem to know how to give the difficult check-
mates, fifty moves on each side must be appointed for

the end of the game.

Different kinds ofgames.

There are either close games or open games, or games
that are denominated gambits, which commence by
pushing the King's and King's Bishop's Pawns, or those

of the Queen and Queen's Bishop, two squares each,

in lieu of employing one to defend the other.

Philidor's First Parly.

This game begins with white, and is illustrated by observa-
tions on the most important moves.

1. W. The King's Pawn two squares; 53 to 37.

0bs. The best and most usual opening move.

B. Tlie same, 13 to 29.

06s. The best counter-move.

2. W. The King's Bishop at his Queen Bishop's square

;

62 to 35.

B. The same; 6 to 27.

3. W. The Queen's Bishop's Pawn one move ; 51 to 43.

B. The King's Knight at his Bishop's third square ; 7
to 22,

4. W. The Queen's Pawn two moves ; 52 to 36.

Obs. This move is intended to prevent your adversary's King's
Bishop from playing upon your King's Bishop's Pawn ; and
also to bring the strength of your pawns into the centre of the

board.

B. The Pawn takes it; 29 to 36.

5. W. The Pawn retakes the Pawn ; 43 to 36.

Ohs. When tJie game is in this situation, i. e. two pawns in a
front line, you must talte care not to push either of them be-
fore your adversary proposes to change a pawn with you.
Pawns, when sustained in a front line, obstruct very nmch the
adversary's ])ieces from entering in your game, oi taking an
advantageous part.

B. The King's Bishop at his Queen's Knight's square

;

27 to 18.

06s. If this Bishop, instead of retiring as he here does, should
give check by moving to 34, you will cover the check by
moving your Bishop 39 to 5'i ; and in case he takes your
Bishop, you must retake the Bishop with your Knight, who
will then defend your King's Pawn.

6. W. Queen's Knight to his Bishop's third square; 58
to 43.

B. King castles to 7.

7. W. King's Knight to his King's second square; 63
to 53.

Obi. You must always avoid playing this Knight to 46, until

after yuur Pawn hi has moved, because the Knight would
prove a hinderance to the Pawn.

B. Queen's Bishop's Pawn one square ; 11 to 19.

8. W. King's Bishop to his Queen's third square; 35 to 44.

Obi. The Bishop retires to avoid being attacked by the Queen's
Pawn, because you would be forced »o take his pawn with

vours, which would break the centre of your pawns,

B. Queen's Pawn two squares ; 12 to 28,

3g2
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9. W. King's Pawn one square ; 37 to 29.

B. King's Knight to Ills King's square; 22 to 5.

10. W. Queen's Bishop to his King's third square ; 59 to 45.

B. King's Bishop's Pawn one square ; H to 22.

Obs. He plays this pawn to give an opening to liis castle.

1 1 . W. Queen to her second square ; 60 to 52.

Obs. If, instead of this, you had taken his Pawn 22, your

Pawn 29 would have lost its column ; by leaving it to be taken

you can afterwards supply its place by your l*awn 36, \\hich

may then be supported by moving your Pawn 64 to 38.

B. King's Bishop's Pawn takes tlie Pawn ; 22 to 29.

06s. He takes the pawn to pursue his design of making an open-
ing to his castle 6,

W. Queen's Pawn takes tlie Pawn ; 36 to 29.

B. Queen's Bishop to his King's third square; 3 to 21.

Obs. He plays this Bishoj) lo enable him to push afterwards his

Queen's Bishop's Pawn I'.i.

W. King's Knight to his King's Bishop's fourth square;

53 to 38.

Obs. Your Pawn 29 not being as yet in any danger, your Knight
attacks his Bishop, in order to take him, or liave liim removed.

B. Queen to her King's second square; t to 13.

W. Queen's Bishop takes the Bishop; 45 to 18.

Obs. It is always dangrr.ius lo let the adversary's King's Bishop

stand on tlie direct line which attacks your King's Bishop's

Pawn.

B. Pawn takes the Bishop; 9 to 18.

W. King castles on his side to 63.

Obs. Vou castle on this side, in order to support your King's

Bishop's Pawn, which you will advance two squares as soon

as your King's Pawn is attacked.

B. Queen's Knight to his Queen's second square ; 2

to 12.

W. King's Knight takes the Bishop ; 33 to 21.

B. Queen takes the Knight; 13 to 21.

W. King's Bishop's Pawn two squares; 54 to 38.

B. King's Knight to his Queen's Bishop's second

square; 5 to 11.

W. Queen's Rook to its King's square; 57 to 61.

B. King's Knigiit's Pawns one square ; 15 to 23.

Obs. lie is forced to push this pawn to hinder you from play-

ing vour King's Bishop's Pawn 38 upon his Queen, which

wouhl give you two pawns in a front line upon his ground.

W. King's Rook's Pawn one square; 56 to 48.

Obs. 'i'his move enables you afterwards to push forward your

King's Knight's Pawn; 55 to 39.

B. Queen's Pawn one square ; 28 to 36.

W. Knight to his King's fourth square; 43 to 37-

B. King's Rook's Pawn one square ; 16 to 24.

Oh. He plays this Pawn to hinder your Knight entering into

liis game and forcing his Queen to retire, which would imme-
diately give an open held to your pawns.

\V. Queen's Knight's Pawn one square ; 50 to 42.

B. Queen's Rook's Pawn one stjuare; 18 to 26.

W. King's Knight's Pawn two squares ; 55 to 39.

B. King's Knight to his Queen's fourth square ; 11

to 28.

W. Knight to his King's Knight's tiiird square; 37
to 47.

Obs, This move is to enable you to advance your King's Bi-

shop's Pawn 38 to 30, which will then be supported by four

pieces ; namely the Book 62, Bishop 44, Knight 47, and
Paw n 39.

B. King's Knight to adversary's King's tliird square;

28 to 45.

Obs. lie plays this Knight to cut oil' the communication between

your pieces and break the slrenglh of your pawns, which he

would effect by pushing his King's Knight's pawn 23 to 31
;

but you prevent his design by sacrificing your castle.

24. W. Queen's Rook takes the Knight; 61 to 45.

Obs. Vou are obliged to sacrilice this Rook to prevent your
game being broken in upon.

B. Pawn takes the Rook ; 36 to 45.

25. W. Queen takes the Pawn ; .52 to 45.

B. Queen's Rook takes the Pawn of tlie opposite
Rook; 1 to 49.

26. W. Rook to its King's square; 62 to 61.

Ohs. This move is lo protect your King's Pawn 29, .ind to enable

you to push forward your King's Bishop's Pawn jU to 30.

B. Queen takes the Queen's Knight's Pawn ; 21 to 42.

27. W. Queen to her King's fourth square; 45 to 37.

B. Queen to her King's third square; 42 to 21.

Obs. The Queen returns to this square to prevent the theck-

mate which soon follows.

28. W. King's Bishop's Pawn one square ; 38 to 30.

B. Pawn takes the Pawn ; 23 to 30.

29. W. Pawn takes the Pawn ; 39 to 30.

B. Queen to her fourth square ; 21 to 28.

Obs. The Queen offers to be exchanged for tlie olher Queen, in

order to break your scheme of giving checkmate with yoyr

Queen afid Bishop.

30. W. Queen takes the Queen; 37 to 28.

B. Pawn takes the Queen ; 19 to 28.

31. W. Bishop takes the Pawn in his way ; 44 to 26.

B. Knight to his third square; 12 to 18.

32. W. King's Bishop's Pawn one square ; 30 to 22.

06s. Vou must observe, that when your Bisliop runs upon white

squares, you must put your pawns upon black ones; or if

your Bisliop runs upon the black, you must have your pawns

upon the white ; because then your bishop may prevent

the adversary's pieces getting between your pawns. This rule

is hardly ever to be dispensed with, in case you attack and

have some pawns advanced ; but in case of a defence, the

rule must be reversed, and the pawns set on squares of the
,

Bislnqi's colour.

B. Queen's Rook to adversary's Queen's Knight's se-

conil square ; 49 to 50.

S3. W. Bishop to his Queen's third square; 26 lo 44.

B, King to his Bishop's second square; 7 to 14.

34. VV. Bishop to adversary's King's Bishop's fourth square; '

44 to 30.

06s. Here is r.n example of the above-mentioned remark ; if

your Bishop had been on a black square, your adversary's

King might now have moved to 21.

B. Knight to adversary's Queen's Bishop's fourth

square ; 1 S to 35. '

35. W. Knight to adversary's King's Rook's fourth square; '

47 to 32.

B. King's Rook gives check; 6 to 7.

36. W. Bisliop covers the check ; 30 to 39.

15. Knight to adversary'sQueen's second square; 35to52.

37. W. King's Pawn gives check; 29 to 21.

B. King to his Knight's third square ; 14 to 23.

06s. Instead of this move the King might liave gone into 6, kul

with as little chance of success.

38. 'VV. King's Bisliop's Pawn one square; 22 to 14.

B. Rook to its King's Bisliop's stjuare ; 7 to 6.

06s. This move is made to stop the progress of the while.

39. W. Knight gives check at his King's Bishop's fourth

square ; 32 to 38.
,

B. King to liis Knight's second square; 23 to 15.

40. W. Bishop to adversary's King's Rook's fouith square ;
j

39 to 32,

B. Plays any where ; the White pushing to Queen.
|

Obs. This game might be prolonged a few moves, hut is inevi-
,

tably lost at this point.

CHE'SS-APPLE (Dot.) a kind of Wild Service Tree.
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CHESS-BOARD (Sport.) the board on which the game of

chess is played, otherwise called the exchequer.

CHESS ROOK (Sport.) another name for the castles which
stand at the outer corners of the chess-board, and serve

as frontier-castles.

Chess Rook (Her.) is a bearing in some coats

of arms, as in the annexed figure. "Hebear-
j
^ W

ethn;'(re, a fess between three chess rooks 'jr," Lj^-^ -^̂
by the name of Bodenhnm of Herefordshire.

CHESS TREES (Mar.) in French pou'.lot^

(Pamure de grande voile, two pieces of wood
which confine the clews of the main sail, and
are fixed perpendicularly on each side of the ship.

CHE'SSOM [Mi/i.) a kind of earth, or mould, between
clay and sand.

CHEST (Com.) an indefinite quantity of goods, so called

from the chest in which they are contained.

Chest of viols (Mas.) an old expression applied to a con-

cert, or set of viols, consisting of six, which were gene-
rally two bases, two tenors, and two trebles, each with

six strings.

Chest (Anat.) the Breast, or Thorac, or that part of the

human body which contains the heart and lungs.

CHE'ST-FOUN'DERING (Vet.) a chronic inflammation in

those parts of a horse which are situated immediately
above the pleura.

CHE'ST-ROPE (Mar.) a rope added to the breast-rope

when the boat is towed at the stern of the ship to keep
her steady.

CHEST-TRAPS (Mech.) boxes, or traps for catching pole-

cats, or other vermin.

CHE'STIXG (Ciist.) the filling dead bodies with spices to

preserve them.

CHE'STON (Bot.) a species of plum.

CHESTS, ammunition (Mar.) in French Coffj-es d'ammunition

;

chests placed at the top of ships of war, containing the am-
munition of the swivels, &c.

—

Arm chests, in French, coff'res

d'crmes, chests furnished with a ready supply of muskets,
pistols, &c.— Signal chests, in French, colpes de signaiu,

chests for holding the signal flags.

CHEVA'GE (Laiv) chevagium, from the French chef, a
head ; a kind of poll-money formerly paid to the lord,

in acknowledgement, bv such as held lands, or tenements,

in villenage. Bract, i 1, c. 10; Britt. Fol. 79. Lara-

bard writes this word chivage ; but it should be written

chiefage, and seems also to have signified a sum of money
paid yearly to some chief, head, or leader, for his pro-

tection : and, according to Spelman, it also si^ified a
duty paid in '\\a\es projiliabm maritandis. Co. Lit. § 140.

CHEVA'L-TRAPS

(

Her.)a. military instrument,

commonly called by the French Chausse-traps,

and in English Caltrops, [vide Caltrops] is

occasional!}- borne in coat-armour, as in the

annexed figure: " He beareth sable on a pile

argent, a cheval-trap of the first," — name
Kevridge.

CHEVA'LEMENT(.4rc/»7.) French for a sort of prop made
of one or two pieces of timber, with a head laid buttress-

fashion on a rest. It serves to support jambs, <S.-c.

CHEV^\LER (Man.) a French terra for a horse, when, in

passing upon a walk, or trot, his off fore-leg crosses the

near fore-leg every second motion.

CHEVALET (Mil.) French for a raft to cross rivers upon.— Chevnlet d'armes, orJ'aisceau d^armes, a pile of arras.

CHEVALIER (Her.) signifies, in French, lite- r

rally a horseman, or knight, answering to the

English cavalier ; but in coat armour it is

taken for a horseman armed at all points, as in

the annexed figure.

CHEV,\N'TL\ {Law) a loan of mone^-.

:HEVA'STRE (Surg.) a double-headed roll.

CHE
CHE'VAUX DE FRI'ZE (Fort.) a large joist, or piece ui

timber, about 5 or 6 inches square, and 10 or 12 feet in

length; into the sides whereof are driven a great number of
wooden pins about G feet long and li inch diameter, cros-

sing one another at right angles, and pointed with iron.

They are used to slop up breaches, and on numberkv.-;

other occasions, [vide Fortification']

CHEVAUX-LE'GEKS (.LW.) French for a corps of cavalry,

which, during the old monarchy, was composed of tv.o

hundred gentlemen, making part of the King of France'.*

guard.

CHEVAUCHE'E (Polit.) a journey, or round, which i^

made on horseback by persons employed officially.

CHEVELEU'RS (Bot.) the fibres of plants or trees.

CHE'SE'LLEE (Her.) the same as Cheiielle.

C'HE'VERIL leather (Mech.) from the French chevereau, a
kid; kid-leather.

CHEVERI'LLUS (Archccol.) a cockling, or young cock.
CHEVE'T (Archit.) French for a quoin, or wedge ; likewise

that part of a wooden drawbridge to which the chains are

fastened.

CHEVETAI'NE (3///.) a term anciently used among the
French to signify the leader, or company answering to the

capitaine, or connetnble, of more modern times ; with this

difference, that the commission lasted only during the time
of hostilities.

CHEVILLE d'affiil (Gunn.) French for an Iron bolt which
goes across the whole of a gun carriage.— Cheville <<

oreilles, a similar iron bolt iiaving rings.-

—

Cheville ou-

vriere, a large flat-headed nail, which confines the avant-
train to the carriage of a piece of ordnance.

Cheville (Mns.) the bridge of any instrument.

CHE^'1LS (Mar.) small pieces of timber fixed in the inside

of a ship, to which the ropes called sheets or tacks are

fastened.

CHEVISA'NCE (Law) from the French chevir, i. e. renir

a chef de quehpie chose, to come to the end of a business

;

an agreement or composition ; sometimes taken for an
unlawful bargain or contract.

CHEVI'TLE (Archicnl.) or chevise, heads of ploughed land.

CHEVRE'TTE (.V/7.) a kind of gin for raising guns or

mortars into their carriages. It is made of two pieces,

standing upright on a third, and pierced with holes oppo-
site one another to hold a strong bolt of iron, which may
be raised higher or lov.-er at pleasure ; and with the assist-

ance of a hand spike raises the gun into the carriage.

CHE'V'RON (Her.) or cheveron, is one of the eight honour-
able ordinaries, representing two rafters of a house joined

together in chief, and descending like a pair of compasses
to the extremities of the shield, as in fig. 1. The word
chevron signifies ordinarily a couple, barge-couple, or

rafter, answering to the capreolus of Vitruvius, and the

capriolo or caprioletto of the Italians. It betokens the at-

chievtment of some business of moment, or the finishing

of some chargeable and memorable work ; and is assigned

by heralds to such as have served their king and country,

A chevron is, according to some, a third ; but according
to others a fifth of the field. It is distinguished into

the

—

Chevron couped, which does not reach the sides

of the escutcheon, as in fig. 2. " He beareth ermine ; a

chevron, couped sable; by the name of Jones,"

—

Chevron
engrailed, as in fig. 3. " He beareth «;;(?•?, a chevron, in-

grailed."

—

Chevron in chicj'is a chevron which rises to the
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cliicf, or t?ie top of the escutcheon, as in fig. i. [vide 1

C/ili'f]—Cfievmn tihaised, when its point does not approach I

the head of the chief, or reach farther than the middle of

the coat.— C/m'ron rompn, i. e. broke, when one branch

is separated into two pieces, as in fig. 5.— C/ievron cloven,

when the upper point is taken otF, so that the two pieces

touch only at one of tiie angles.

—

Chevron couched, when
the point is turned downwards on one side of the

e-scutcheon.

—

Chevron divided, or counter chevron, when
the branches are of several metals, or when metal is op-

posed to colour.— Chevron inverted, when the point is

towards the base of the coat, and it branches towards the

chief

—

Chevron mutilated, when it does not touch tlie ex-

tremes of the coat.

—

Parti/ per chevron, is an epithet for

the field, or a charge, when it is divided by single lines, in

Fin. 7. Fig. 8.

the form of a chevron, as in fig. 6. The sub-divisions of

the chevron, are the chevronet, as in fig. 7, which is half

the chevron ; and the couple-close, as in fig. 8, which is

the fourth of the chevron,— Chevron counterpoint, vide

Counterpoint.

CIIE'YIIONEL (Her.) a diminutive of the chevron, which

is only half tlie chevron. Leigh says, that no more than

three chevronels can be placed in a field.

CHEVKONNE' [Her.) an epithet for a shield

laid out in several partitions chevron-wise, as

in the annexed figure.

CHEVRONS (Mil.) a name for the distinguish-

ing marks on the sleeves of non-commissioned
oiiicers.

CHEUSIS (Med.) j;f3o-i;, from yju, x''"", or x'^", to pour

out ; eliquation or fusion, i. e. an attenuation of the tears ;

opposed to TO -«^f;, crassitude. Foes, in Hippocrat . Epid . 1.6.

CHEWING-BALLS (I'e!.) balls composed of several sorts

of drugs, which are given to horses to recover a lost

appetite.

CHE'ZANANCE (Med.) x'^^'^y^it f'om X'^"> to go to

stool, and «i>avicii, necessity; any thing that creates a ne-

cessity of going to stool.

CHI'A (Ant.) the name of a sweet fig; and also of an earth

found in Chio.s, an island of the Archipelago.

CHI'ACUM collyrium (Med.) a remedy for the eyes. Pcnd.

/T.ginet. I. 7, c. IG.

CHI'ADUS (Med.) the same as Furnncidus, according to

Paracelsu.s.

CHIAN ri'J'PER (Hot.) the fruit of the Capsicum of Lin-

na;us. [vide Ciiyenne']— Cliian turpentine, a resin flowing

from the Pi.stacia terebinthe of Linna;us.

CHIA'S.MOS (Med.) x"^"'!'''''^ the meeting of any two things

in the form of a cress, or letter x, from which it derives its

name.
CHLASTOLITE (Min.) a precious stone of the feldspar

family.

CHL\'ST()S (Surtr.) x"'-<rr'^, tlie name of a crucial bandage
in Oribasius ; so called because it has a cross, or the letter x-

CHLV'STKE (Suri;.) a bandage for the temporal artery,

consisting of a double-headed roller.

CHIA'VE lMn.1.) a cliff.

CHI'AUS (Polil.) an officer at the Turkish court who acts

as usher ; and is also an ambassador to foreign courts.

CHI'liOL (Hot.) a small sort of onion.

CiU'BOU (Hot.) a spurious Bpecies of gum elemi, little

known in this country, though common in France.

CHI'DKU (Med.) thv iiiiw us ijnljihur.

CHI

CHI'CHAR (Ant.) 133, a talent, either of silver or gold;

the first weighed 3,000 shekels, equal to 3,53/. Is. Id/,

stei'ling ; and that of gold weighed the same, equal to

5,075/. 15s. Od. sterling.

CHICHIAXO'COTL(J?o;.)aspeciesofthe.Vflt«xflco////"nn.
CHl'CHINA (Med.) vide Cinchona.

CHICKEN-POX (Med.) an cxanthematons distemper, [vide

Varicella'}

CHI'CK-PEA (Pot.) an annual; the Ciccr arietinum of

Linnaeus.— Chick-Weed, an annual, the Alsine Media.—

,

Water-Chick-Weed, an annual, the Callitriche verna.

CHICKLING-VETCH (But.) another name for the £ver.

lasting Pea,

CHICO'S (Ent.) chigoes, chiegoes, or chigres, small worms
which, in warm climates, frequently breed in the muscu-

lar parts of the flesh, particularly the feet ; also the disease

of having such worms in the flesh.

CHIEF (Her.) one of the eight honourable ordinaries, con-

taining a third part of the Held. As the head is the chief

part of a man, so is the chief the head or principal part of

the escutcheon. It is determined by one line, eitlier

straight, as in fig. 1 ; crenelle as in fig. '2. " He beareth

gules; a chief crenelle or;" indented, &c. as in

Fig. s. Fig. 3.Fig. I.

fig. 5. Sometimes one chief is borne upon another, which

is called surmounting, as in fig. 3. " He beareth ";(-'«;

a chief, argent ; surmounted of another, or." This is

usually expressed by the line drawn across the uppermost'

part of the chief; but a similar line drawn along the lower

part of the chief, is called a.Jillet, as in fig. 4. The French

liad also n chief convert, which was, as it were, shadowed or

covered the field with tapestry ; and a chiefconsu, which was

a chief sewed to the field. When a chief is charged with

any thing, it is said to be on chief, as in fig. 5. " He
beareth, or, on a chief indented, sable ; three crescents,

argent, by the name of Harvey ;" but when any thing is

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Fig. n.

borne on the top of the escutcheon, it is said to be in

chief, as in fig. 6. " He beareth, argent, a fess, and in

chief, three lozenges, sable," by the name Aston. Chiel's

are likewise distinguished into the Chief ehcironcrl, bended, or

paled : when it has a chevron, bend, or pale, contiguous to

it, and of the same colour as itself".

—

Chief-: supported, are

those which have two-thirds at the top, of the same colour

as the field, and the third at the bottom of a different

colour.

CHIEF point (Her.) is the uppermost point of an escutcheon,

which is three-fold, dexter, middle, and sinister.

Cnif.v pledge (Laiv) the same as Headborougli.— Chief rents,

the same as Quit-rent.— Tenants in chiif, or tenants in ca-

pite, holding immediately under the king in right of his

crown and dignity.

CIII'EGO (Ent.) vide Chicos.

CHIEN-DE'NT (Bol.) a French name for the Gramcn Ca-

ninum.

CIIIE'RE (Dot.) the Lcucoium latewn, or Wall-flower.

CH1E'S.\ (Mus.) Italian fur a church, is frequently em-
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ployed as an epithet to signify that tlie music is in the

churcli style.

CHl'I'fKit [AlcJt.) or C/iifir, a name for the Lapis nnimalh;

according to Libavius, in tlie preparation of the philoso-

pher's stone. It is supposed to signify sulphur.

CHI'tiOE {Med.) the disease otherwise called cliicos.

CHI'GRES (Med.) vide C/iicos.

CHI'LBLAIN (Med.) pernio, an inflammatory afFtctlon of

the extreme parts of the body, occasioned by cold.

CHl'LDEKMAS-DAY (/.cc) a feast observed on the 28th

of December, in commemoration of the murder of the

children of Bethlehem by order of Herod.
CHI'LDING (Dot.) an epithet apjilied to plants when their

offsets exceed their ordinary number.
CHI'LDWIT (Law) a tine or penalty imposed upon a

bond-woman who was unlawfully gotten with child ; this

was 3s. "id. in the manor of Writtle, in Essex.

CHI'LIADS (Arith.) from ;k'^'«5, the number 1000; a name
. given to tables of logarithms, because they were at first

. divided into thousands : in IGS-t, Mr. Briggs published a

table of logarithms for 20 chiliads, and afterwards increased

them to the number of 31.

CHTLIAEDUON (Geom.) from jjiAias, a thousand, and f'^f«,

base ; a figure of a thousand sides.

CHILIA'GON (Geom.) from ;k'^'o'« and yo»'«, an angle; a

plain figure having 100 sides and angles.

CHILIA'RCHUS (Polit.) x'Ai«p;k«, from »Aia5 a thousand,

and i(iji»5, a governor ; a colonel, or a commander of 1000
men.

CHI'LIAST/E (Ecc.) or ChiUasts, a sect of Christians who
maintained that before the last or general judgment Christ

will come and reign, personally, 1000 years among his

saints on earth. This opinion was broached in the early

ages of Christianity, but condemned by Justin Martyr,

and also by pope Dam.asus, in a council held against

Apollinarius, in 373. Just, ad Tryphon.; Euseh. Hist.

Ecclcs. 1. 7, c. 2-1; St. Aug. de Hares.; Baron. Annul. Ann.
373.

—

Anti-Chiliasts those who opposed the Chiliasts.

CHILIODYNA'MENE (Bot.) yjMohyufA.im, from ;«.><«, a

thousand, and S'uixf/.ic, power; an epithet for the herb Pole-

monium, on account of its many virtues. Dioscor. 1. 4, c.8.

CHI'LIOPHYLLON (Dot.) the herb millefolium,

CHi'LLI (Bot.) a species of Indian pepper.

CHI'LOCACE (Med.) vide Cheilocacc.

CHILOX (Ich.) an epithet applied to some species of fishes

, of the Class Capitoiies, i. e. Laheones.

CHILO'NIAN (Rhct.) or C'/»7o?»i;, a brief compendious style

of writing, called the Chilonic style, from Chilo, one of

the wise men of Greece, whose sentences were verj- short.

CHILPE'LAGUA (Bot.) a species of pepper which grows
in Guinea.

CHI'LTERN-HUNDREDS (Laxv) a hilly district in Buck-
inghamshire, which has belonged from time immemorial to

.1 the crown, and to which is attached the nominal office of

Steward of the Chiltern Hundreds. By the acceptance of

this office every member of parliament vacates his seat

;

whence the phrase, " To accept the Chiltern Hundreds.''

CHI'LTERPIN (Bot.) the same as the Chilpelagun.

CHIAL-ERA (Myth.) ;t'/^="f'«, a monster, feigned to be like

a lion in the fore part, a dragon behind, and a goat in the

middle.

C'him/^ra (Ich.) a genus of animals. Class Pisces, Order
Chondroptcrigius.

Generic Character. Head pointed.

—

Spiracle wngle.—
Tail ending in a slender thread.

Species. The species are the

—

Chimccra monstroia, Sea-
Monster; and the

—

Chimcern co/loriuchus.

C'HI'MALATH (Bot.) or Chimalatl, the same as Corona Solis.

CHIMA'RRHIS, (Bot.) genus of plants, Class 5 Pentan-
dria, Order 1 Monogynia.

CHI

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth margin entire.—Con.
one-petalled; /«if very short ; border ^\e-c\eit; seamed
lanceolate.— STAM.Jilanieids five; aniheis ova).— Pist.
germ roundish; style filiform; stigma h\fii.\.— Per. cap-

sule subovate ; seeds solitar}'.

Speacs. The only species is the Chimarrhis cytnosa, a

shrub, native of IMartinica.

CHIMB (Mcch.) or Chine, the end of a barrel, tub, &c.;
thence chi)ie hoop, that which is next the end.

CHIMES (Mils.) a kind of periodical music produced at

equal intervals of time on clocks, or bells.

CHl.ME'THLON (Med.) the same as Pernio.
CHI'MIA (Chcm.) vide Cheniia.

CHIMIA'TER (Med.) from chimia, chemistrj', and iur'^, a
physician; physicians who make the science of chemistry
subservient to the purposes of medicine.

CIII.MI.A'TRI (Med.) medicines prescribed by chemists.

CHIMI'N (Law) in French chemin, away, of which there

are two sorts ; namely, chiminus rcgius, the king's highway,
in which the king's subjects, and all under his protection,

have free liberty to pass and repass.— Chiminus privatum,

a private way, or the liberty which one or more have
of passing through the grounds of another. This is either

chimin in gross, where a person holds a way principally

and solely in itself; or, chimin appendant, that way which
a man hath as appurtenant to some other thing. Kitch.

117 ; Co. Lit. 56.

CIH'MIN.IGE (Laiv) chiminngium, a toll paid by those
having a way through a forest. Co. Lit. 56.

CHIMMAR (Ecc.) or Simar, a kind of vestment formerly

worn by bishops between their gown and rochets.

CHI'MXEY-PIECE (Archit.) the ornamental piece set

over a (ire-place.

CHI'MNEY-.MONEY (Laiv) another name for hearth-

money, a duty, imposed by the crown, of two shillings on
every hearth.

CHIMOLE'A LAXA (Med.) the powders separated from
the flowers of salirie ores. Paracel. de Morb. Gall.

1. 2, c. 4.

CHIMUR (Min.) the dross of the ore.

CHIN-SCAB (Vet.) a disease in sheep, called by shepherds

the darters.

CHl'NA (Bot.) or China-Root, a dry tuberous nodous root,

of an astringent quality, and an earthy taste, the Smila.c

China and Indica of Linna;us.—Bastard China, the Senccio

Madraspalorius, &iC.—China China, the same as the Cor-

tex Peruvianus.—China-Pink, the Dianthus Chinensis.—
China- Rose, the Hibiscus Rosa Chinensis.

CHINCH (Ent.) a bug.

CHINCHl'NA (Bot.) another name for the cinchona.

CHINE (Mar.) that part of the water-way left above the

deck.

CHI'NE-COUGH (Med.) or chin-cough, a violent and con-

vulsive cough incident to young children.

TO Chine a beast (Mcch.) to cut him down quite through

the back bone.

CHINE'NSE (Bot.) or Sinense pomwn , the China orange.

CHl'NESE Smiln.x (Bot.) the Smilax China of Linnaeus.

CHINISCI (Surg.) pegs, such as are in a harp, serving instead

ofJibultc, or braces to fasten axes, crossbeams, &c. Orib.

lib. de Machinam. c. i.

CHI'NKED (Bot.) rimosus, an epithet applied to the outer

bark of trees, particularly when they are in a state of de-

cay from age.

CHl'NQUAPINE (Bot.) tlie Fagus pumella of Lin-

naeus.

TO CHINSE (Mar.) in French remplir d' eloupe une coutine,.

to thrust oakum into a seam or chink with a chisel or point

of a knife.

CHINTZ (Com.) a fine Indian painted calico.
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CHIO turpentine (Dot.) the resin of the Pistacia tercUnthus

of Linna;us.

CHIOCCOCCA (Dot.) the Cestrum noctiirnum, and Psycho-

tria pcniiciilata of LinnECUs.

CHIOCO'CCA (But.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria.

Order 1 Moiwgi/nia.

Generic Clinrnctcrs. Cai.. perianth five-toothed.— Cor.
monopetalous ; tube long; border five-parted; divisions

equal.

—

^TAM. Jilaments five; antlters oblong.— Plst.

germ inferior ; style filiform ; stigma simple.

—

Per. berry

roundish ; seeds two.

Spixies. The species are shrubs, as

—

Chiococca racemosa,

Lfinicera, Periclijmenuni, Jasminum, sen Pandacaqui,

Climbing Snowberry-tree, or David's Root, native of

Jamaica.— Chiococca barbata, native of the Society

Island.

CHI'OLI (Med.) the same as Kirunculus.

CHIONA'NTHUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 2 Dian-
dria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.

monopetalous ; tube very short ; border divisions linear.

—Sta.m. filaments two; anthers cordate.

—

Fist, ^i-crn;

ovate; style simple; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. £/r;(y;e round

;

seed nut striated.

Species. The species are shrubs, as

—

Chionanthus Virgi-

vica, seu Amclanchicr, &c. Virginia Fringe-tree, or

Snowdrop-tree, native of America.— Chionanthus colini-

Jidia, native of Ceylon.

—

Chionanthus compacta, native

cf the Carribbee islands Chionanthus Zeylanica seu

Thnninia, «S:c. Ceylon Snowdrop-tree, native of (jeylon.

— Chionanthus incrassata, ISIayepea, seu Schrcberi, native

of Guiana.— Chionanthus i\laycpca, seu Mayejyea, &c. a

tree, native of Guiana.— Chionanthus axillaris, native of

the East Indies.

CHIOTPINE (ArchcBol.) a high shoe formerly worn by
ladies.

CHIQUE (Com.) a weight for weighing goats' wool in

Smyrna, containing 500 drams or rokes, equal to 5 lbs.

10 oz. 7 dr.

CHIQUES (Ent.) French for worms called chicos.

CHIU.\'GRA (Med.) z^^C^'/C', from x.^)^, the hand, and «"/p«,

a capture or seizure ; a name for the gout in the hands.

CHIKA'PSIA (Med.) /,"fct,-]'ix., from x^l^ and a^-it, a touch-

ing or handling ; the rubbing a place affected with the itch.

CHI'KCHGEMOTE (Law) Chirehgemot, or Kirkmotc, in

Saxon Cijicj>!moc; a meeting in a church or vestry.

J. eg. Hen. 1 , c. 8 apud Brompton ; -i Inst. 321

.

CHIKIDOT.V (Ant.) z^T^^rcc, an epithet for a garment,

with long sleeves, which was not usual among the Romans.
Aid. Ge'll. 1.7, c. ]'_'.

CHIROGRAPHA'RIUS (Ant.) an epithet for a debtor who
has given his note of hand for the sum due ; so also Pc-
cunia chirographaria, money due by bond.

CHIRO'GRAFHER o/>He.s (Law) from j;ti>, a hand, and

Vfiif", to write ; an officer in the Common Pleas, who en-

grosses fines after they are examined and passed in the

other office.

CHIRO'GRAPHIST (Ant.) the same as Chirographci:

CHIROGR.VPHUM (Law) Chirograph, any public instru-

ment, or gift of conveyance, attested by the subscription

and crosses of witnesses.

CniRO'GRAPIIY (Law) a writ under one's own hand.

CHIl'iO'LOGY (Merh.) jifif«Aovi'=<, from z''i, a hand, and

>ovo:, a speech; a talking with the hands by signs.

CHI'ItO.MANCY (.My.) Chiromantia, a prediction of a

person's fortune and condition by the lines in his hands.

CHI'RONAX (i4n/.) a manual artificer, or one who follows

a mechanic trade.

CHIRO'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Chss 5 Pentandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.

CHI

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved; leaflets

oblong.— CoR. monopetalous; tube narrower; border-
five-parted; divisions ovate.

—

&tam. filaments fi\e ; an-
thers oblong.—PisT. germ ovate; style filiform; stigma
headed.

—

Per. ovate; seeds numerous.
Species. The species are annuals or shrubs. Of the first

kind are the following; namely, the Chironia trinervia,

seu Lysimachia, native of Ceylon.— Chironia ,/asmi-
noidcs, native of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Chironia
chilcnsis, Gentiana, seu Centaurium, &c. native of Chili.— Chironia centaurium, Gentiana, Centaurium, seu Eri-
thnca, native of Europe.

—

Chironia inaperta, Vaillantii,

&c. seu Centaurium, native of Europe.

—

Chironia mari-
tima, Gentiana, seu Centaurium, &c. native of Spain. Of
the second kind are the following; namely— C'/;;Vo(»'«

linoides, seu Rapuntium, Flax-leaved Chironia, native of
the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Chironia baccifcra, seu Ceii-

taurium, &c. native of ^Ethiopia.— Chironia frutescens
seu Centaurium, &c. native of A^lthiopia.

—

Chironia fetra-

gona, native of the Cape of Good Hope.— Chironia an-
gustifolia, native of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Chironia
dccussata, native of the Cape of Good Hope.

Chironia (Bot.) the &im\e s.s Gentiana.
CHHIONION (Bot.) the herb Centaury.
CHIRO'NIUM (Bot.) the Laserpitium chironiuin of Linnseus.

CniRoxiu.M (Med.) x"?'''"", a malign ulcer difficult to heal,

with a hard, callous, and tumid margin, so called from
Chiron, by whom it is said to have been first cured.

CHIKO'NOMY (Med.) the same as Cheironomia.
Chrono.my (Rhet.) a suitable action with the hand in

speaking, from ;k"V> the hand, and to'/Aoc, a law.

CHHIO'NO.MON (Ant.) yjifco^i,,, a sort of dance, in which
there was much gesticulation with the hands. Juv. sat. 6,

V. 63 ; Hesi/chius.

CHIROTE'C'HNES (Med.) the same as Chironax.
CHHIOTHE'CA (Anat.) and Podolheca, from x'^, and sr??,

a foot, and Ti$/;/x,i, to put ; a glove and shoe of the scarf

skin, with the nails adhering, which are separated from the

flesh iii the preparation of anatomical subjects.

CHHIOTRI'UIA (Med.) ^»fo7f.3/,, from ;c=i{ and rtJ$«,to
exercise; the being well versed in the practice of medi-
cine. Foes. CEco7iom. Hippocrat.

CHIltOTO'NIA (Eec.) x^ifaonx, from x"( an<l rtixi', to ex«

tend ; an imposition of hands in conferring priestly orders.

CHIRU'UGIA (Surg.) from x'*; and 'ifvo>, work ; surgery,

or that part of medicine which consists of manual operations.

CHISEL (Carp.) a tool for chipping and paring away wood.
CHIST (Anf.) the name of a measure, [vide .Scstarius']

TO CHIT (Bot.) is said of seed when it first of all shoots its

small root into the earth.

CHIT-LARK (Orn.) the same as Titlark.

CHl'TON (Con.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes, Order
2'estacea.

Generic Character. Animal a Doris.

—

Shell consisting of

several segments or valves disposed down the back.

Sju'cies. The principal species are the Chiton crinatus,

punctatus, ruber, iS.c.

Chiton (Med.) x'''^'>^ coat or membrane.
CHI'TTARA (Mus.) a cithara, a guitar.

CHI'VALRY (Archceol.) from the French chevalier, a tenure

of lands by knight's service.

CHIUDE'NDO (Mus.) Italian for ending, is commonly used

with some other word, as chiudcndo col aria, ending with

the air.

CHlVT'j (Bot) 1. The name among ancient botanists for the

anther. 2. A sort of small onion.

CHI'VEL Sheveti (Bot.) a cucurbitiferous tree, with a fruit

as big as a large melon.

CHIVE'TS (/jo/.) the small parts at the roots of plants, by

which they are propagated.
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CHIVILUILE'NZA (Bot.) a name for a species of Calu-

putia Minor.

CHl'VM vinutn (Med.) x^'^ "'"5' Chianwine; a wine from

the island Chios, now called Scio. Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 10.

CHLAMY'DIA {Dot.) the Phormimn feiiax of Linnjeus.

CHLA'MYS (Ant.) a tunic or loose coat worn over the vest

or doublet.

CHLI'.VKOS {Med.) x^^^f'^. tepid, lukewarm; an epithet

for mild fevers, in opposition to the acute. Gal. Com.

Hippoc. 1. 4-, aph. 37.

CHLIA'SMA (Med.) x^Mtrf^x, from x^iMto/juxi, to grow tepid ;

a tepefactory or warming fomentation of the moist kind.

Hippocrat. de Rat. Vid. in Acut. Morb.; Foes. CEconom.

Hippocrat.

CHLO'E (Bot.) x>'-'!i an epithet for the herb or grass.

CHLO'RA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 8 Oclandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth eight-leaved; leaflets

linear. — Cor. monopetalous ; tube shorter than the

calvx ; border eight-parted; divisions lanceolate.

—

Stam.
Jilaments eight ; anthers linear.

—

Fist, germ ovate, ob-

long ; style filiform ; stigmas four.

—

Per. capsule ovate,

oblong : seeds numerous.

Species. The species are annuals, as

—

Chlora peifoliata,

Gentiana, iSr. Blackstonia, S;c. seu Centaurium, S^c.

Perfoliate Yeliow-wort, or Y'ellow Centaury, an annual,

native of Switzerland.

—

Chlora quadrifolia, seu Gen-
tiana, cSc native of the S. of Europe, ic. cVc.

CHLORA'N'THUS (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 4 Te-

trandria, Order 1 Slonogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. none.

—

Cor. one convex petal.

St.4.m. filaments none; anthers four.

—

Pist. germ obo-

vate ; style unequal ; stigmas three.

—

Per. drujye oblong

;

seed nut oblong.

Sj)ecies. The onh' species is, the

—

Chloranthus inconspicuus

Nigrana, seu Creodus, Sj-c. a shrub, native of China.

CHLORA'SMA (But.) from x^'^f'ft a palish green colour,

shining with a sort of splendour inclining to watery. It

is applied as an epithet to leguminous plants before they

come to maturity.

CHLO'R.\TE (Chem.) the name of salts formed by the com-
bination of chloric acid with different bases, as chlorate of
ammonia, a salt formed by dissolving carbonate of ammonia
in chloric acid ; so chlorate of soda, chlorate of lime, &c.
[vide Chemistry'^

CHLORIC acid (Chem.) an acid compound of chlorine and
oxygen, in the proportions of about 47 parts chlorine to

53 oxygen. It is destitute of smell, reddens vegetable

blues without destroying them, and combines with difterent

bases, so as to form the salts called chlorates. This acid

is distinguished into chloric acid and perchloric acid, ac-

cording to the proportion of oxj-gen. [vide Chemistry']

CHLORl'DE (Chem.) a compound of chlorine with a com-
bustible substance, as the chloride of azote, the chloride nj
manganese, &c. The chlorides are distinguished into prc-

tochtoridc and perchloride, according to the proportion of

chlorine, [vide Chemistry']

CHLO'RIXE (Chem.) a gaseous body of a greenish jellow

colour, and a suffocating smell, procured from the black

OKide of manganese and muriatic acid. It was formerly

called dephlogisticaled muriatic acid, oxymuriatic acid, or

oxygenized muriatic acid. The specific gravity is reckoned
to be about 2-S95. [vide Chemistry]

CHLORIO'DIC acid (Chem.) a compound of chlorine and
iodine, consisting of about 6i parts iodine and 36 chlorine,

[vide Chemistry]

Chlorite (Min.) a mineral consisting of oxide of iron

united to siliceous and aluminous earths.

CHLOROCARBO'NIC acid (Chem.) a compound of one
atom carbon with two atoms of a supporter.

CHO
CHLORGCYATSriC acid (Chem.) chlorine gas with a solu-

tion of hydrocj'anic acid in water.

CHLORO'SIS (Med.) x^^'^f'^'r";, from a^a^jk..;, green; the

Green Sickness ; a species of Cachexi/.

CULOllO'XYLO'S (Bot.) the LaurusC'hloro.rylonotUn'nieus.

CHNUS (Med.) X'S^, fine soft wool.

CHO'A (Ant.) the !..,iie as Chu.

CHO'ACON (Med.) or choacum, a black plaister, made of

spuma argenti, boiled oil, and resin.

CHOAKED (Print.) an epithet applied to the press when,
for want of proper washing, the ink gets into the hollow

of the face of the letter.

CHOA'NA (Med.) x''-'-"i, af vity in the brain like a funnel.

CHO'ANOS (Med.) z"">:, ' om x>"t to pour; a funnel or

furnace for melting metals.

CHOASPI'TES (Min.) a precious stone, of a green colour,

and glittering like gold.

CHOA'VA (Bot.) the same as Cqffba.

CHOCK (Mar.) in French cale acore. 1. A sort of wedge
used for confining a weighty body in a certain place.

2. Pieces for fastening some part of the vessel.

—

Chock-a-

block, the same as Block-a-block.—Chocks of a rudder, large

pieces of timber to stop the motion of the rudder in case

of any accident.

CHOCOLA'TA (Bot ) or cuccolata, chocolate ; a kind of

cake prepared of cocoa nuts and other ingredients.

CHO'COLATE-TREE (Bot.) the Theobroma cacao of Lin-

naeus.

CHO'EAC (Chron.) an Egyptian month which is the fourtli

from Thoth. [vide Chronology]
CHCE'NICIS (Surg.) ;t;cm«i5; another name for the trepan.

CHCE'NIX (Ant.) z"'"it an Attic dry measure, containing

3 Cotyla, or Heminae, i. e. one sectarius and a half Bud.
CHOERA'DES (i\/e(/. ) x"?"^", from x'T^t a swine; stru-

mous swellings, painful to the touch, and exasperated by
medicines.

CHCERADOLE'THRON (Bot.) x^'f^^i^-^^', from %s<pi?, a

swine, and oMifc;, destruction ; Hogbane, a name given by
/Etius to the Xanlhum, or louse-bur.

CHCEROGRY'LLUS (Zool.) an hedge-hog.
CHOIR in nunneries (.Vhs.) a large hall separated from the

body of the church by a grate, where the nuns sing the

office.— fVio/r of a cathedral, that part of the cathedral in

which divine service is performed.
CHOIR-MAN (Mus.) any vocal officiate of a choir.

CHOI'RAS l^Med.) ;t«'f«5, from /^oifo?) a hog; the same as

Scrofula.

CHOI'ROS (Zool.) x'ifi, a very little hog, so called by the

ancients.

CHOKE (Bnt.) the filamentous or capillary part of an arti-

choke.

—

Clioke-penr, a rough tasted pear.

CHOKE-DAMP (Min.) the name given by miners to the

noxious air occasionally found in the bottoms of mines and
pits.

CHO'KIXG the luff (Mar.) the placing the bight of the lead-

ing part or fall of a tackle close up between the nest part

and jaw of the block.

CHOLA'DES (Med.) from /_c>.„, bile; a name for the small

intestines which contain bile.

CHOLA'GO (Med.) from X'^i, the small intestines which
contain bile.

CHO'LAGOGUES (Med.) ;t»A«v'»7«, from ;t»>«. the bile,

and aya; to drive out or evacuate ; medicines which expel

or evacuate bilious faeces.

CHO'LAS (Anat.) xoha.^, the cavity of the Hypochondria, or

Ilium, so called because it contains the liver, as the

strainer of the chole, or bile. Arist. Hist. Animd. 1. 1 , c. 13.

CHO'L.\S (Min.) a precious stone of the emerald kind.

Plin. 1. 37, c. 3.

CHOLE (Anat.) the same as Bile.

3 H
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CHOLE'DOCHUS (Anat.) /M'.^'X'"'< from x'>^''< bile, and

S;yjilx.M, to receive ; a common epithet for tlie gall blad-

iler, the biliary ducts, and the common gall duct, which
communicates with the duodenum, called Choledochus

diicla.

CHOLE'GON (Med.) x.''-^" , X<»'>i'" ' the same as Cho-
I'lgOirn.

CHO'LERA morbus (Med.) ;»;»>"?«. a disease consisting of an

immoderate perturbation of the helly, attended with a dis-

charge of the bile upwards and downwards, of which Hip-
pocrates mentions two sorts, the humid and the dry. Hip-
pocraf. de Rat. Vict, in Acul. Mori/, cf Gal. Comin. ; Aret.

de Cans, et Sigiiis Morb. acut. 1. 2, c. 5 ; Cels. 1. 4, c. 11 ;

Paul. .Eginet. 1. 3, c. 39.

Cholera, in the modern nomenclature, is a genus of diseases.

Class Nemoses, Order Spasmi.

CHOLE'RICA (Med.) medicines which relieve the cholera.

CHOLE'RICUS (Med.) %o>£fi«i?, choleric; an epithet for one
whose constitution abounds with bile.

CHOLIA'MBI (Poet.) a sort of Iambic verse, having a

spondee in the 6th or last place.

CHOLICE'LA (Med.) a swelling on the right side, or rather

near the pit of the stomach, from an accumulation of bile

in the gall bladder.

CHOLOBA'PHINON (Med.) j;.Ao^<i(p.»o., from ;e<>>», bile, and
lii^Tu, to immerge; a metal resembling gold, which appears

as if dipped in gall.

CHOLO'NiA (Med.) >;»;!»/*«, from ^t^^-W, lame, maimed; a

distortion of a limb, according to Galen, in his Commen-
tary on Hippocrates' srsfi a.f6, but in a particular sense a

halting or lameness of the legs.

CHOLO'SIS (Med.) from x^^^'^' lame; a defect from one

leg being shorter than the other.

CHO'MER (/}«/.) or Coron, "iDin, a measure containing 75
gallons, 5 pints, and 7 solid inches.

CHONDRI'LLA (Dot.) a genus of plants. Class 19 Sijnge-

neaiii, Order 1 Poli/gamia yEgiialis.

Generic Characters. Cal. common cylindric.

—

Cor. com-

mon imbricate ; coroUets equal ; proper monopetalous.
—StAM. Jilamenis five; aH//iC)-« cylindric.

—

Pist. genn
subovate ; st!/le filiform; stigmas two.

—

Per. none;

cali/x cylindric ; seeds solitary ; pappus hairy ; receptacle

naked.

Species. The species are

—

Chondrilla juncea. Rushy Gum
Succoiy, a perennial, native of Germany.

—

Chondrilla

crepuides, an annual, iSrc.

CiiONDiULLA is also the Apargia tubcro.ia of Linnaeus.

CHOXDRlLLyE'GENUS (Dot.) the Chicorium spinosum

of Einn;vus.

CHO'NDRIS (not.) Bastard Dittany.

CHOXDUOGLO'SSUS (Anat.) from ;e«4°«> a cartilage,

and '/>^i<r<rYi, a tongue ; a muscle inserted into the basis or

cartilaginous jiart of the tongue.

CHONDROPilARYNG'iEUS (Anat.) from %«<Jf«!, a car-

tilage, and <pxfuyl, the upper part of the fauces ; a muscle

which rises from the cartilaginous appendage of the os

hyoides, and is inserted in the membrane of the fauces.

CIIONDROPTERrG10US(/<A.) an order of animals, Class

J'i.srcs, including those genera which have their gills car-

tilaginous ; namely

—

Accipcnscr, the Sturgeon.— Chimccra,

the Sea-Monster.— Squaha, the Shark ; the Dog-Fish.

—

Pristis, the Saw-Fish.

—

Baia, the Ray ; Torpedo ; Thorn-

back.

—

Pctromt/ziiu, the Lamprey.

—

Gaslrubranchus, the

Hag-l'ish, or Cjlutinous Hag.
C'H()NDROSVNDE'SLMD8 (Anat.) x'"^('^^-'^>-<^l^'i^ from

X,"^f",: a cartilage, and o-uVJiru-e?, a ligament; a cartilagi-

nous ligament.

CHO'NL (Med.) x^'i, the same as Choana.

TO CllO\' about (Mar.) in French .sauter, is said of the wind

when it varies freijuently and suddenly.

CHO
CHOP-CHURCH (Archccol.) Ecclesiarium pcrmiitatio, pro.

bably a nickname for those who used to change benefices.

9 Hen. G, c. C.5.

CHO'PINEL (Com.) Chopine ; a spirit measure at Paris,

containing I5h oz. or IG oz.

CHO'PPINGS (Com.) a sort of Venetian shoes with very
high heels.

CHO'RA (Anat.) x^f^, from ^"po«, a place ; is used by Galen
for the cavities of the eyes. De Usu. Part. 1. 8, c. 6.

CHORA'GIUM (Ant.) the tiring or dressing room in the

theatres, for the players ; also their dresses and furniture.

Cic. ad Heren. 1. 2, c. 48 ; Vitruv. 1. 5, c. 9 ; Fest. de Si".

Verb.

CHORA'GUS (Ant.) a maker and keeper of dresses. Sue-

ton, in Aug. c. 70.

CHO'RAL (Mus.) or Choristic, an epithet for what belongs

to the choir, or is performed by a plurality of voices, as a

choral anthem, a choral service, &c.
CHORA'ULES (Ant.) x,'?^vx„f, a player on the flute.

Sueton. in Ner. c. o^.

CHORD (Geom.) from the Greek x^(h and th

chorda; signifies, literall)', a string; but is

applied in mathematics to the line which
joins the extremities of any arc of a circle, E*^

such as the lines A B and D C. A line E O
drawn from the centre to bisect a chord is

perpendicular to it, and if it be perpendicu-

lar to the chord, it bisects both the chord and the arc.

Chord (Mus.) signifies, literally, the line or string from which

the vibration of the sensation of sound is excited ; but it

is also applied, in an extended sense, to a union of the

sounds of several strings, pipes, or voicesi In practical

music there are several sorts of chords, namelj'

—

Funda-
mental chord, which consists of the three fundamental con-

sonances, i. e. the Sd, 5th, and 8th, of the fundamental

bass; or their inversions.

—

Accidental chord, that which is

produced either by anticipation or retardation.

—

.Inoino'

luus or equivocal chord, in which some intervals are greater

or less than those of the fundamental chord.— Transient

chord, in which some intermediate notes are introduced

not forming any component parts of the fundamental

harmony.
CHORDA (Anat.) a term sometimes used for a tendon, as

chorda magnalis.—Chorda ti/mpa»i, the fifth pair of nerves

from the brain.— Chorda U'il/isii, cords which cross the

veins in the dura malcr, so called from their discoverer.

CHORDA'PSUS (Med.) ;k»A'4;«. from x'>?^, a cord, and

uxTcfjiM, to touch ; so called from the inte.?tines appearing

to be twisted into knots, like pieces of string, in a species

of painful colic.

CHORDA'TA GONORRHCEA (Med.) a gonorrhcca at-

tended with a painful tension of the penis.

CHORD E'B(Mf(f.) or Corde, a painful involuntary erection

of the penis.

CHORE'A (Ant.) a dance in which many take a part.

Chorea Sancti Viti (Med.) St. Vitus's dance, a convul-

sive motion of the limbs, which gives the person affected

the appearance of dancing. It takes its name from St.

Vitus, who is said to have cured sick persons by the force

of his persuasions.

Chorea, in the modern nomenclature, is a genus of diseases.

Class Neuroses, Order Spasmi.

CHORE'GIA (Mrd.) ;k«K/"'', fro'n ^»f»?, acomjiany of dancers

and singers, and «y», to lead ; all the apparatus necessary

for a |)hysician.

CIIOREPI'SCOPUS (Ecc.) the same as Sujf'ragnn.

CHORE'US (Poet.) x.'f"''^j afoot in (ireek'and Latin verse,

consisting of two syllables, one short and the other long,

the same as the trochee, according to (Cicero and Qyin-

tilian ; but according to others, it consists of three short

1
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syllables, like tlie tribacchus. Cic. Or. ad Brut. c. G3 ;

Qiiinlil. 1. 4-, c. 9 ; Hcpphest. Enchirid.

CHOKIA'MBUS (Poet.) y^^fU/j^iiiic, or Choriamhic, a foot of

four syllables, one long at each end, and two short in the

middle, """'",
as Xbriitus. Hccjihest. Enchirid.

CHOI! ION (Med.) x'(''<", %<^f'''" '• the external membrane of

the fcEtus.

Chohiox (Mus.) a hymn simg in honour of Cybele, mother

of the gods.

CHORI'STER (Mtis.) one who officiates vocally in a choir

CHOROBA'TES (Ant.) ^ufufiarm, a level with a double

square in the form of a T. Vitrtiv. 1. 8, c. 6 ; Bald. Lex.

Vitrnv.

CHOROCITHARI'STA (Ayit.) one who plays on the lute,

or harp, to those wlio dance. Suetoti. in Domit. c. 4.

CHORODIDA'SCULUS (Mus.) the master of the quire.

CHOUO-FAVORITO (Mus.) an Italian epithet ; a chorus

in which the best voices and instruments are employed.
CHORO-RECITANTE, the little chorus.

CHORO'GRAPHER (Geo:^.) x^jfoyfatpivi, from J5«p"?, a coun-

try, and '/(nfu, to describe ; one who describes particular

countries.

CHORO'GRAPHY (Geng.) zuf<.'/fu(pM, from x^V'i anJ vpi?"*;

that part of geography which treats of the description of

particular countries, provinces, &c. Vitruv. 1.8, c. 2; Ptol.

de Geog. 1. 1.

CHOROI'DES (.!/«/.) ;>;°p«'<^r, from /.t.^U', the chorion, and
siAc, likeness ; an epithet for several membranes, which,
on account of the multitude of their blood-vessels, resem-

ble the chorion.— Choroidcs plexus, a plexus of blood-

vessels situated in the lateral ventricles of the brain.

CHORO'METRY (Geog.) j;<^fou,£Tfi«, from ;K»'foc, a country,

and i/^irfiu, to measure ; the art of measuring or surveying

countries.

CHO'RUS (Mus.) 1. A kind of double trumpet. 2. A
plurality' of voices, or an assembly of vocal performers.

Serv. in Virg.— Cliorus cidularis, Barleybreak, a kind

of dance in which the performers, taking hands, dance
round.

CHOSE (Lii-.i.) is used with various epithets, as— Cliose

locnl. any thing annexed to a place, as a mill, iSrc.— Chose

iransitorij, any thing moveable that maj- be taken away and
carried from place to place.— Chose in action, an incor-

poreal thing, and ovAy a right, as an annuity, &c.
CHO'UAN (Bot.) French for a small seed of a yellowish-

green colour, n hich grows on a low exotic plant brought
from the Levant.

CHOU-DE-PALMI'STE (Bot.) French; the cabbage of
the Palm-tree.

CHOL'GH (Orii.) a bird like a jackdaw, but bigger, which
frequents the rocks by the sea-side.

CHOULE [Orn.) the crop of a bird.

CHOW'DER (Med.) an antiscorbutic used on the New-
foundland station.— Choivder beer, an infusion of spruce
in water, from which beer is prepared in the common
way.

CHOYNE (Bot.) an American cucurbitiferous plant, with
leaves like Bay-leavei;, and fruit the size of a moderate
Citrul, of which the Indians make drinking-cups. Raii
His!.

CHRE'STO.S (Med.) xf''^''<'<., from /^x'.u.tt-., to use; useful,

good, wholesome, fit. A common epithet. Hipp.
CHRISM (Ecc.) ;KfiV«/a, or chrisora ; an unction or anointing

of children, as soon as they are born, with some aromatic
drug,

—

Chrisom-cloth, the linen, or cloth, laid on the head
of a child that is newly baptized.

CHRI'SMA (Ecc) xf"^,"-^, an unguent, from ;Cfi«, to anoint.

1. Unction applied to sacred ceremonies. 2. A composi-
tion of oil and balsam consecrated by a bishop, and used
in the ceremonies of baptism, coatirmation, &c.

CPlll

CHRISMA'LE [Ecd.) a chrisom cloth laid over the face of

a child at baptism.

CHRI'SMATIS denarii (Ecc.) money paid by the parochial

clergy to the diocesan of his sufiragan for the chrisom con-

secrated by them about Easter for the uses of the ensuing

vear.

CHRI'SMATORY (Ecc.) a vessel in which the chrism is kept.

CHIU'.STIAN D'OR (Com.) a gold coin current in Denmark
for 16i-. (id. sterling. On the obverse of this coin is the

head, name, and title of the reigning prince ; and on the

reverse, a sun and three crowns, with the legend as on the

ducat current.

CHRISTIA'NA (Com.) a silver coin of Sweden, value ~d.

sterling.

Christiana radix (Dot.) the Astragalus Christiana of Lin-

naeus.

CHRISTIANITA'TIS curia (Ecc.) the spiritual or eccle-

siastical Court, in which all ecclesiastical matters are de-

termined.

CHRISTI maniis (Med.) an epithet tor depurated sugar boiled

with rose-water, and ca.st into troches.

CHRI'STMAS (Ecc.) i.e. Christi niu.w, i.e. the mass of

Christ ; a festival observed in the Christian church on the

25th of December, in commemoration of our Saviour's

nativity.

CHRISTMAS ROSE (Bo^) or Black Hellebore, the Hf/-

leborus niger of Linnasus : so called from the time of its

flowering and the colour of its corolla.

CHRI'STOLITES (Ecc.) the name of some heretics in the

sixth century, who maintained that Christ left both body

and soul in Hell, and ascended to Heaven with his divinity

only. Johann. Damas.de Hares.; Sander.de Hares.
CHIU'STOS {Med.) x?'f'i; applied by unction. Castell.

Lex. Med.
CHRIST'S-THORN (Bot.) the Rhamnus paliurus of Lin-

naeus.

CHRO'MA (Mus.) or chromaticus melos ; a soft kind of

music consisting of semitones and minor thirds. It was so

called from zf^,"'"! color, either because it was marked by
various colours, or, as is mostly supposed, because it was,

as it were, a colour between white and black. Aristoxen.

apud Meibom. Mus. Ant.; I'ilruv. 1. 5, c. 4; Pint, de Mus.;
Ptol. Harmon.; Macrob. in Somn. .Scip. 1. 2, c. 4- ; Cal. Rho-
dig. Lect. 1.9, c. 3; Bald. Lex. Vitruv.; Martian. Capell.

Chroma (Rhet.) a figure of speech which consists in

speaking fairl)-, or giving such a colouring to one's

speech as at least not to ofi'end the hearer. Dionys. Art.

Rhet. c. 8, &c.; Quintil. 1. 4. c. 2; Hermog. J'laif ; Apsin. Art.

Rhet.

CHRO'MATE (Chem.) a salt formed by the union of earthy,

metallic, and alkaline bases with chromic acid, as the

chromate of lend, the chromate of iron, &c. which is the

Chromium of Linnaeus, [vide Chemistry']

CHROMA'TIC (Mus.) the modern name for the chroma of

the ancients, [vide Chroma'] it serves at present to distin-

guish the parts of melody by successive seraitonic intervals.

CHROM.ATICS (Opt.) that part of optics which explains

the several properties of the colours of light and of natural

bodies, [vide Optics]

CHRO.MAIT'SMUS (Paint.) a natural or artificial way of

communicating colour.

CHRO'MBUS (Ich.) a kind of fish mentioned by Pliny.

Nat. Hist. I y>, c. 11.

CHROME (Med.) vide Chromium.
CHRO'MIC acid (Chem.) a sort of acid, of an orange red

colour, which is obtained by decomposing the chromate of

lead by potash, and treating the chromate of potash with

nitric or muriatic acid.

CHRO'MIS (Ich.) a species of span/i, a fish, which is said

by Pliny to make its nest in the water. Plin. 1. 32, c. 11.
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CHRO'MIUM (Mill.) Chrome, a sort of xvhife mineral, drawn
from an ore called the reel lead of Siberia, which is used as

a paint, and derives its name from xp^/*«, colour, because

of its property to communicate colour. Its specific gravity

is about 5 90; and it contains oxide of lead aud iron, and

chromic acid in ditterent proportions.

CHKO'NICA (Lit.) Chronicles or books, containing an ac-

count of events which |)ass within certain times.

CHRO'NIC (Med.) or Cliroiiicnl, a term applied to diseases

which are of long duration, but mostly without fever, in

distinction from those which are acute,

CHRO'NICUS (Ant.) a ciironicler or writer of chronicles.

CHRO'NOGRAM (Gram.) a sort of verse, in which the

figurative letters being joined together, make up the year

of our Lord, or any other date.

CHRONOLO'GICAL (C/iroii.) an epithet for what belongs

to the computations of time, as chronological characters,

&c. [vide Chronologif]
^

CHRONO'LOGY, from the Greek xr'i, time, and >i»y««,

the doctrine, is the science which teaches the measure and

division of times. It is either theoretical or practical.

Theoretical chronologi/ is chronology, properly so called,

which is the subject of the present article.

—

Practical chro-

nologi/ is the application of this science to history, which

will be considered under the head of history, [vide His-

tori/l

Theory of Chronology.

Chronology treats, in the first place, of the nature and

divisions of time ; and, in the second place, of the cha-

racters by which they are distinguished.

Nature and Divisions of Time.

Time is that part of duration which is measured by the

motions, or other phenomena of material objects, par-

ticularly by that of the heavenly bodies. It is either

proleptic or historic. Prolcptic 'time is that which is

feigned to have preceded the creation, as the Julian

Period, &c.— Ili<loric time is that which is reckoned

from the Mosaic account of the creation. The principal

parts of time are the hour, day, week, month, and year.

Hours. An hour is a part of tlie day, mostly the twenty-

fourth, and often the twelfth. It is either equal or

unequal. Er/iial hours arc the twenty-fourth parts of the

civil day, which are so called because they arc always

of the same length, being neither greater or less. They

are sometimes called equinoctial, because they divide

the equator into twenty-four equal parts. The unequal

hour is a twclftli part of the day, as distinguished from

the night, which increases or decreases, together with

the natural day. Tiicre are also astronomical hours,

which are equal hours, numbered from noon, in a con-

tinued series of twenty-four. The hour is now sub-

divided into minutes, .icconds, and thirds ; but formerly

it was sub-divided into scruples, each of which was the

one thousand and eightieth part of an hour. They were

called Chaldican, because they were used by the Chal-

da;ans.

Dai/. The day is a natural division of time, which is de-

duced from the apparent revolution of the sun. It is

distinguished into natural, artificial, and astronomical.

—The natural dai/ is the space of time which intervenes

between sunset and sunrise, and is distinguished from

the night.—Tlie civil daq is that space of time in which

the sun performs a complete revolution ; or that space of

time in which the sun goes round from any given point

to the same point again. This kind of day was called

bv the Greeks tvx.iti^'t" ; by Sacro de Bosco, artilicial.

-^The astronomical day is that space of time which is

reckoned from noon to noon.

Beginning of the day. The civil day differed in different

countries in respect to the point from which it was com-
puted ; being reckoned from sunset to sunset by the
Jews, Greeks, and Arabians ; from sunrise to sunrise by
the Babylonians and modern Greeks ; from noon to

noon by astronomers ; from midnight to midnight by
the Egyptians, Romans, and the modern Europeans.

Divisions of the day. The division of the day has also

varied in different countries. The ancient Hebrews di-

vided the natural day into four proportions ; namely,

morning, higli-day or noon, first evening, and last even-

ing. The division of the night was into three parts,

called watches ; namely, night, midnight, and morning
watches. The Romans, and after them the Jewsj dis-

tinguished the day into four principal parts, which they

called vigils or watches. The first began at sunrise, or

six in the morning; the second at nine; the third at

twelve ; and the fourth at three in the afternoon. The
night was in like manner divided into distinct portions,

called quarters, the first of which began at six in the

evening, the second at nine, &c. The Greeks, Romans,
and Jews likewise divided the natural day into the

twelve smaller portions, now known by the name of

hours, which differed in length at the different seasons

of the year, though still equal to each other. They
were distinguished into first, second, iSrc. The firsit

hour, especially at the equinoxes, answered to our seven,

the second to our eight, the third to our nine, &c. till

we come to twelve, which answered to our si.\ in the

evening, and concluded their day. The Jews had their

hours of prayer distinguished by the names of the third

hour of prayer, the sixth hour of prayer. Sec. Each of

these stated times contained the space of three hours;

and each space was called by the name of that hour on

which it began: thus the third hour of prayer was that

which began at nine; the sixth hour that which began at

twelve, live. The civil day was divided by the (ireeks,

Romans, and Jews into four quarters, corresponding to

the morning, noon, afternoon, and midnight, which are

now in use. The first quarter with them contained the

interval between sunset and midnight ; the second, that

between midnight and sunrise; the third, that between

morning and noon ; and the fourth, between noon and

midnight. The Chinese and other oriental nations differ

in some particulars from this division of the day and

night.

Weth-. A week, called in the Greek i/3^o/jt,xf, and in Latin

Hcbdomas, or septimana, is a system of seven days that

owes its origin to the creation of the world, which, ac-

cording to the sacred historian, was performed within

that space of time. The use of this division was borrowed

from the Hebrews by the Egyptians, and from them

transmitted to other nations generally ; but the Persians,

and some other Eastern nations, are said to be ignorant

of this division of time; the Greeks had a division ot

ten days instead of seven ; and the Romans appear to

have had weeks of eight days. Among the Jews there

were also weeks of years as well of days, as we learn

from the sacred writings. 'Ilie days of the week were

formerly distinguished by the numbers first, second,

third, &c. but afterwards they were named after the

jilancts, as follow -.—Dies Soils, the Sunday, or day of

the Sun.

—

Dies Lwur, Monday, or the day of the moon.

—Dies Martis, Tuesday, or the day of Tun, the Mars

of the Teutones.— £)/ft< Mercurii, Wednesday, or the

day of Woden, the Mercury of the Teutones.— Dw
Jovis, Thursday, or the day of Thor, the .lupiter of

the Tcutones.

—

Dies Veneris, PViday, or the day ol

Eriga, the Venus of the Teutones.

—

Dies Saluriii, Sa-

turday, or the day of Saturn, One day of the se\w
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has always been held sacred among all nations. Among
the Jews the seventh day, or Saturday, was set apart

for the commemoration of the creation, which, on that

account, was called a Sabbath, or day of rest from
labour. Among the Christians the first day has been
substituted in its place, to commemorate the resurrection

of our Lord ; whence it has been denominated the

Lord's Day.
Month. The month is a system of days, which is regu-

lated by the motion of the moon; it being properly the

time in which the moon runs through the zodiac. The
month is astronomical or civil.

Astronomical montJi. The astronomical or natural month
is that which is measured by the motions of the heavenly

bodies within any given period. The astronomical

month is, therefore, distinguished into lunar or solar.

Lunar month. The lunar month is either periodical, syno

dical, or illuminative.—The lunar periodical month i:

that space of time in which the moon goes from one

point of the zodiac to the same again. This is about
g-d

i\\ 4,3" 8"'^

—

The lunar synodical month, also called

a lunation, is the time between two conjunctions of the

moon with the sun, or between two new moons ; the

quantity of which is 29'^ IQ"" 4-1'" 3" 1'".—The illumina-

tive month is the interval between the first appearance
of one new moon and that of the next which follows.

As the moon appears sooner after one change than after

another; the quantity of the illuminative month is not

always the same. The Turks and Arabs reckon by this

month, beginning from the first phasis.

Solar month. The solar month is the time in which the

sun runs through one entire sign of the zodiac ; the

mean quantity of which is 30'' 10'' 29"' 5='-''^, being the

twelfth part of 365'' S'^ W™.
Civil month. The civil month is any system of days
which is specified and established by the laws of society,

or of any particular nation. This is either lunar or solar

The civil lunar month consists of 29 and 30 days alter-

nately ; the civil solar month, of SO or 31 days, according
to the use of which the form of the year was varied in

different countries.

Jen'ish and Greek month. The division of the month
among the Jews was into weeks, as is now in use ; the

Greeks divided their months into three decades or parts,

consisting of ten days, called !^£«>;/*!fol ; the first was
called fj'ti'U uf^eijui'/x, or irxyytm, i. e. the decade of the

' beginning of the month; the second, f^oof ^aij-J.to;, i.e.

. the decade of the middle of the month ; the third was
• [/itpoi fiSitotTcf, Truvdfxjux, or M'/t^-mi, i. e. the decade of the
end of the month. The first day of the first decade
was termed yiofA/itla, because the month began with the
new moon ; the second, ^^urifx lfxu,i»s ; the third, TfiVij

hai/jttx, &c. : the first day of the second decade was
Zfirn fAinrStTo;, or jrfiirii 'ari i'ty-c; the second, ^ivnpx fj^i-

irsTo;, or aiUTi;.x £3-1 iiKU, itc. : the first day of the third

decade was httxT/t (pSl.a'TOi ; the second, i?fli>o»7-o; iv/xni,

^iiwrcf '.yhti, and so on in a reverse order until the last,

which was called i't kx\ >ix, i. e. old and new, because
one part of that day belonged to the old, and the other
to the new month ; this day was otherwise called Ji)/*-.)-

TfiK; and Tfixxic',.

Roman month. The Roman months were divided into

calends, nones, and ides, all of which were reckoned
backward. The calends were the first day of the month

;

the nones fell on the seventh ; and the ides on the
fit'tecntli of March, May, July, and October ; but, in

all other months, the nones were on the fifth, and the
ides on the thirteenth, [vide Kalendarium']

Year. The year is a system of months adjusted to the
movements of the sun or moon. It is distinguished, as

respects its comraeucement, into_^x«/, if its commence-

ment be fixed to any given point of time ; but erratic, if

it begin at different times; and is moreover distinguished

into astronomical and civil.

Astronomical year. The astronomical year is that which is

determined by astronomical observation, and is either

solar or lunar.—The solar year is that space of time
m which the sun passes througlhthe signs of the zodiac;
this is divided into the tropical or natural, and the side-

real or astral, 3'ear. The tropical year is that space of
time in which the sun goes from any cardinal point and
returns to the same again. This, which is the true solar

or natural year, contains 365'' 5'' 48'" iS"^'^. The side-

real year is the space of time the sun takes in passing
from any fixed star till his return to it again. This con-
sists of 365'' 6'' 9"' \T''\ being 20" 29»" longer than
the true solar year.—The lunar year is the space of 12
lunar months, which may be either periodical or sy-
nodical.

Civil year. The civil 3'ear is that which has been adopted
for civil purposes, and which, by setting aside the odd
hours and minutes, is supposed to consist of an even
number of days ; hence the distinction of the solar year
into common, consisting of 365 days, and bissextile or
leap-year, which consists of 366 days, by the addition of
a day everj- fourth 3'ear. The civil lunar year is also

common, which consists of ] 2 months, and embolismic or

intercalary, which consists of 13 months.
Forms of the civil year. The forms of the civil year have

been ver3' different in different countries. The most im-
portant of these forms are as follow ; namely—

Roman year. The year of the ancient Romans was lunar,

and consisted of 10 months, according to the institution

of Romulus, in the following order :

Montlis. Days. IMonths. Days.

Martius 31 Sextilis 30
Aprilis 30 September 30
Mains 31 October 31
Junius 30 November 30
Quintilis 31 December 30

By the reformation of Xuma Pompilius, two months were
added to the year, which consisted of the following

months and days :

Months. Days.

Januarius 29
Februarius 28
Martius 31

Aprilis 29
Maius 31

Junius 29

Months. Days.

Quintilis 31
Sextilis 29
September .

.

29
October 31

November 29
December 29

making in the whole 355 days, which exceeded the civil

lunar 3'ear by one whole day, and the natural lunar

year by 15'' 11' 21" 48'". This year has undergone a
still ftirther reformation by Julius Cae.'ar, and in later

times by pope Gregor3' XIII. which has given rise to the

Julian and Gregorian years.

Julian year. The Julian year is a solar year, consisting of

365 days if it be the common year, and 366 if it be bis-

sextile or leap year. The order of the months and
number of days in each month are as follow :

Old Roman Months. Julian Mouths. Modern .Months. Days.

Januarius Januarius .... January 31

Februarius . . . ,

,

Februarius . .

.

February 28
Martius JMartius March 31

Aprilis Aprilis April 30

Maius INIaius May 31

Junius Junius June 30
Quintilis Julius July 31

Sextilis Augustus.... August 3L
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Old Roman MonlliS. Juli«ii Monlh<i. WuJern Munllis. Days.

SLpteraber September . . . September 30
October October October 31

November November . . . November 30
December December... December 31

In the bissextile or leap year, wliich liappens every fourth

year, an hitcrcalary ciay is added to the month of Fe-

bruary, making it 29 instead of 28. Julius Caesar

reformed the Roman calendar by the help of Sosigenes,

a celebrated mathematician from Egypt, B. C. iS; and,

in order to correct the errors that had crept into the
computations of the Roman year, and to bring forward

the months and festivals to their proper places, he first

formed a year of 15 months, or ii5 days, which, for its

irregularity, has usually been styled the year of confu-
sion. Thirtj'-six years after the introduction of the

Julian year, it was found that errors had arisen from
intercalating every third year instead of every fourth, as

directed by Julius Ca;sar; in consequence of which
Augustus ordained, that the intercalations should be

(imitted in the ! 1st, 45th, and 49th of the Julian xra.

This form of the year, which for its simplicity has been
universally adopted, is, notwithstanding, imperfect ; as

the true solar year consists of 365'' S"" 4>8'" 45" 30'"; it

follows that 131 )'ears after the Julian correction, the

sun must have arrived one day too soon at the equi-

noctial points. The following Table shows the number
of days, &c. in the Julian, solar, and sidereal years,

from 1 to 10,000.

Solar

1

2
3

4

5
G

8

9
10
'20

30
40
50
GO
70
SO
90

1(K)

2o;j

300
400
500
GOO
TOO
800
900

1,000

2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
G,000

7,000
8,o(:o

9,0C0
10.000

Days.

365
730

1,095

1,460

1 ,826

2,191

2,556
2,921

3,287

3,652

7,304
10,957

14,609
18,262

21,914
25,566
29,219
32,871

:!6,524

73,01-8

109,572
146,096

182,621

219,145
255,669
292,193
328,717
3CS5,21-2

730,48 !

1,095,726

1 ,460,968

1,826,210

2,191,453

2,556,695

2,921,937

3,287,179
3,652,421

H.

48
37
26
15

3

52
41

30
18

7
15

22
30
37
45
53

8

15

31

47
3
19

35
50
6
22
38
16

55
33
11

50
28
6

45
23

30

Julian

Days.

365
730

1,095

1,461

1,826

2,191

2,556

2,922

3,287
3,652
7,305
10,957

14,610
18,262

21,915
25,567
29,220
32,872
36,525

73,050

109,575
146,009

182,625

219,150
255,675
292,200
328,725
365,250

730,500
1,095,750

l,4fi 1,000

1,826,250

2,191,500

2,556,750

2,922,000

3,287,250

3,652,500

Grcfrnrian year. The Gregorian year is the Julian year
corrected, so as to prevent the seasons from receding
for the future. To this end pope Gregory XIII. with
the assistance of the most celebrated mathematicians of
of his time, ordained, in 1582, that an intercalation of
one day in February should be made every fourth year

;

and that the 1600th year of the Christian sera, and every
fourth century thereafter, should be a bissextile or leap

year. One day, consequently, is to be intercalated ia

the years 2000, 2400, 2800, &c. ; but in the intervening

centuries, 1700, 1800, 1900, 2100, &c. it is to be sup-
pressed, and they are to be reckoned as common years.

Moreover, as the equinoxes had fallen back ten days
and the full moons four days, since the Nicene council,

A. D. 325, he ordained, that 10 days should be cut off

after the 4th of October, so that the 5th should be the

15th. This mode of computation, which was distin-

gui^hed by the name of the Gregorian or new style, was
gradually introduced into all the countries of Europe,
except Russia. It is, however, still not perfectly cor-

rect ; for as the excess of the Julian year, within the

space of four centuries, is S"* l*" 20*, that of the Grego-
rian is 1'' and 20' witliin the same period, or about a

day in 7200 years. In order to find whether a Julian

or a Gregorian year will be bissextile, let the given vear

be divided by 4, and if nothing remains it is bissextile;

but if there be any remainder, the number shews the

year since the last bissextile : thus, suppose the year

1822 be divided by 4, it leaves 2, i. e. the second year

from the bissextile.

Jeivish year. The ancient year of the Jews was solar, and
consisted of twelve months of thirty days each ; but on

their departure from Egypt they adopted the lunar

month, consisting of twenty-nine da3's and thirty al-

ternately ; in order to make it agree with the solar

year, they sometimes added eleven or twelve days at the

end of the year ; and sometimes a whole month, which

was called an cmbolismic month, whence the year in

which this addition took place was called embolisniic.

The Jewish year was likewise divided into the civil and

ecclesiastical, the former of which began at the autum-
nal equinox, and the latter at the vernal equinox. The
following is the order of the months in these two kinds

of years.

Ecclesiastical year. Civil year.
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Nabonassar, the first King of Babylon, is a solar jear,

consisting of twelve months, having thirty days eacli,

and five days Uav"/*"«". i- e. intercalarj', or six in bis-

sextile, making in the whole 365 or 366 days. As this

year, by neglecting six hours, loses a day in every

four years of the Roman year, its beginning runs through

every part of that year in the space of 1460 ; whence it

is denominated an erratic year. Ptolemy and the astro-

nomers of his day used this form of the year in their

calculations, for which reason it is of importance in

comparing the observations of the ancients, with those

of the moderns. The following tables exhibit the names
and order of the months; and also a comparison between
the Julian and Nabonassarean years.

Months and Days in the Egyptian Year.

Thoth
Paophi
Athyr
Chceac
Tybi
Mechir
Phamenoth
Pharmuthi
Pachon

ET«vo/*s»a» intercalares

TftVi]

prima
secunda
tertia

quart a

quinta

sexta

Julian Mojiths.

August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April

May
June
July
Pagin
Epiphi
Mesoplii

Xo. of Days.

30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300
330
360

361
362
363
364
365

366 bissex.

No
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consists of 3Si days for the common, and 355 for the in-

tercalary, when a day is added to the end of the year.

Hence the Arabian year is erratic, and its beginning

passes through every day of the Julian year during a pe-

riod of 30 years, when it returns to the same day. In

this period there are 19 common and 11 intercalary

years; namely, the 2d, 5th, Tth, 10th, 13th, 15th, 18th,

21st, 2iih, 26th, 29th. These eleven days are formed

by multiplying S'^ 4-S', the difference between the lunar

and the civil years, by 30 the length of the period, at

the conclusion of which the lunar and civil years of the

Arabians are made to agree.

The following table exhibits the names and order of the

months in the Arabian and Turkish year, together with

tlie days in the Julian year, to which they answered in

the first year of the Hegiiii, and the Jen(£ or days on

which they commence.

Arabic Months.

1. INIuharram

2. Suphar
3. Kabiei.
4. Kabie ii.

5. Giumadi i.

6. Giumadi il.

7. Ilcgiab

8. Sahaben
9. Raniadhan

10. Schevval

11. Dulkaiadath

12. Dulkagiadath

Intercalary

Turkish M.mths.

Muharram
Sefer

Rabiul-euuel

Rabiul-achir

Gimaasileuuel

Gimaasilachir

Regeb
Sahaaban
Ramazan
Schevrail

Zilkaade

Zilkigge

Intercalary

Da us.

'Collect-
''"

ed.

30
9 59

89

Julian Fe-

Months. ritr-

29 118
30 148

29 177
30 207
29 236
SO 266
29 295
30 325
29 354
30 355

Jul. 16

Aug. 15

.Sept. 13

Oct. 13

Nov. 11

Dec. 11

Jan. 9
Feb. 8
Mar. 9
Ap. 8

May 7
Jan. 5

These months are composed of weeks, each day of which
begins in ihe evening after sun-set. Our -Sunday is the

first feria, and Saturday the seventh of the Arabic
week.

Clironologiiol Characters.

Chronological characters are the marks by which different

portions or periods of time are distinguished from each

other. These are either natural, artificial, or historical.

—Natural characters are such as depend on the motions

of the celestial bodies, such as eclipses, or the equinoxes,

solstices, &c.—Artificial characters are such as have been
framed for the civil purposes of human life, which are

denominated cycles, or periods.

—

Historical characters

are any historical facts, or circumstances resting on his-

torical testimonj', from which chronological computa-
tions may be made. These are denominated aras or

epochas.

Cycles and periods. A cycle is a series of years which,
being numbered in an orderly manner from first to last,

return to the same point of reckoning from which they

commenced. The period differs from the cycle only by
comprehending a larger space of time, or a greater

number of years. Tlie principal cycles or periods in-

vented by the ancients are as follow :

—

The cycle of Cleos-

trains, or the cycle framed by him 532 years before

Christ, and consisting of eight years, or 2922 days,

during the course of which, 96 lunations would elapse of

29 and 30 days alternatel}', together with three interca-

lary months. By this cycle he proposed to adjust the

lunar year to the solar, so that at the conclusion of each
cycle the moon should be renewed ; but it failed in its

object, for at the end of 16 years there was found to be
an error of three days, which in the space of 160 years
would amount to more than a whole month.— The Me-
tonic cycle, a cycle so called from Meton, by whom it

was invented at the commencement of the Peloponne-

sian war, consisted of 19 solar j'ears, which v.-ere nearl^v

equal to 19 lunar years, at the end of which the sun and
moon are in the same quarter of the heavens. This

cycle, though more accurate than the preceding, is still

erroneous, and fails to the amount of eight or ten hours

at the end of one period, and of three days in 1 33 years.

It was, however, held in such high esteem by the Gre-
cian states, that they gave it the name of the rrolderi

number, which is now transferred to the number of each

year throughout the lunar cycle.— The cycle of Eudo-rus

was intended, according to Scaliger, to correct that of

Cleostratus, by subtracting a month of 30 days from a

period of 160 years, which was supposed to be equal to

the difference that would subsist at the expiration of that

period between the lunar and solar motions.— The Ca-

lippic period was a peiiod contrived b}- C'alippus at the

new moon of the summer, B. C. 331, and was intended

as an improvement on the cycle of Meton, which it mul-
tiplied by 4, so as to make a period of 76 years, or

27,759 days. As 910 lunations are equal to 97,758''

9'' 5' 9", which is only 40' 29" 57"' less than 76
solar tropical years, it follows that the lunar motion, ac-

cording to this calculation, did not vary more than 14''

13' 22", wherefore this period has been chosen to form

the basis of the more modern cycle of the moon.— The
cycle of' HipparcJins is a series or cycle of 304 years, ob-

tained b}' the multiplication of the Calippic period by 1-,

at the end of whicli he rejected a whole day, with the

view of restoring the new and full moons to the same
day of the solar. But he did not succeed completely in

his object, for as the quantity of this period is equal to

111,0.'>3'' 16'> 16', and 3760 lunations, at 29^' 12''

44' .3" U'" each, are equal to 111,035"' 0*" 39' 29" 20'",

it follows that the new and full moons are anticipated at

the expiration of this period by \'^ S^ 23' 29" 20'",

and consequently not brought to the same day of the

solar year. The cycles and periods which have been
subsequently invented are as follow; namely

—

The solar

cycle, a series of 28 years, at the completion of whicli

the same order of bissextiles and dominical letters return.

The dominical, or Sunday letter, is that letter which marks
the Sunday throughout the year ; for as the first seven
letters of the alphabet have been chosen to distinguish

the seven days of the week, it follows that whichever
of these letters stands opposite to the first Sunday in the

year, the same letter will of course fall throughout the

whole year. But the Sunday letter is changed once
every common year, and twice in every leap year ; the

I'eason for which is, that the common year does not
consist of an exact number of weeks, but of 52 weeks
and one day; so that if it begin with A set before New-
year's day, it ends with A set before the last da}' ; and
the year beginning again at A, there will then be two
A's falling together, namely, on Dec. 31, and Jan. 1:

and if the former of them happen to be Sunda}', the

other in course must stand for Monday ; and then

reckoning onward, Sunday must fall upon G, and con-
sequently G will be the dominical letter for the ensuing
year. Thus the odd day shifts back the dominical letter

every )'ear by one letter ; and this revolution would be
completed in seven years, were there not the interven-

tion of bissextile, or leap-year, when the dominical letter

is again shifted by the addition of another day in Fe-
bruary. In order, therefore, to come at a clear account
of these changes, the cycle called the cycle of the sun

was contrived, which should comprehend all the varia-

tions of the Sunday letter. By whom this cycle was
invented is not known, but it came into use in the early

ages of Christianity, to supply the place of the Roman
3 1
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Nundinev, and it dated its commencement 9 years before

the Christian xra. The following table exhibits the

changes of the dominical letter for one solar cycle in

Julian years, beginning with a leap-year.

1. GF
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month : on this principle the following table is con-

structed, which shows the order of the epacts within a

lunar cycle.

Order of jears.

1
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The Golden Numbers, in the upper horizontal line, are

made to commence with 3, because this was the Golden
Number at the time of the Nicene Council, when the

calendar was regulated. The lines wjiich succeed are

marked with the letters of the alphabet in retrograde

order. The series marked P are the epacts of the sixth

centurj', which, beginning with a or *, follow in uninter-

rupted succession, except with the addition of one day,

when the Golden Number is 1, or when it passes from
19 to 1, because the last lunation, consisting of only

29 days, causes the New Moons to advance one day, as

before observed. This rule of inci'ease is therefore ob-

served down the whole of the same column through the

series of letters from N to a. As a further illustration

of this subject, the following Table of the Equation of

Epacts is added, to show to what centuries each of

these cj'cles of epacts belong.

3 A.D.
= N 1

i P 320 Biss.
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vear of the Julian period that corresponds to the first

year of Christ's birth, get the cycle of tlie sun, tlie

moon, and the indiction, and then proceed as stated

under the head of tlie Julian period; thus, the cycle of

tlie sun for the first year of Christ's nativity being 10, that

of the moon 2, and that of the indiction 4-, the Julian

period for that year will be found to be -iTl-i. Anj'

succeeding year of the Julian period may be found by
adding -1713 to the given year of the vulgar ccra: thus,

if to the present year, IS2'2, be added i~l3, the sum of

6.535 will be the Julian period; and, on the other hand,

by subtracting •1713 from any given year of the Julian

period, you may get the year of the vulgar xra : thus, if

from 6396, tlie j'ear of the Julian period, you subtract

4713, it leaves 1683, the year of the vulgar ccra. The
most important a^ras in history, before the vulgar sera,

are the a;ra of the Creation, of the Olympiads, and
of tlie building of Ronij, and of Nabonassar; after the

vulgar a?ra is that of the Hegira. There are others of

less importance, of which an account will be found un-
der the head of ALra. [vide ^Era']

JEra of the Creation. Riccioli reckons up no less than
seventy different computations which have been given

of this aera, of which the principal that are used in

chronological computations are as follow, namely,

—

T/ie liiilorical cera of the Grechs which is dated from the

TSTth year before the Julian period; consequently, by
the addition of 787 to any given j-ear of the Julian

period, the v'ear of this aera may be obtained ; and, on
the other hand, by subtracting 7S7 from any year of this

aera, the j'ear of the Julian period maj' be obtained :

hence, by the addition of 787 to 4-7i4-, the year of the

Julian period corresponding with the birth of our Saviour,

S.jOO, is obtained, the year of this a:ra, which corresponds
with the first year of the vulgar a?ra. In like manner
any years of this a?ra may be reduced to the years of

the vulgar tera, and vice versa : thus, if from 7215, a
given year of this aera, 5500 be subtracted, the remainder,

1715, will be the year of Christ ; and if to the year 1715,

5300, the sum 7215 is the year of this acra.— The eccle-

siastical (Era of the Greeks was dated 780 years before

the Julian period, and consequently, by the addition of

-r71-i' years, was 5-t94 years before the vulgar a:ra; this

v.as otherwise called the Alexandrine a;ra, and was first

cmplojed by Panodorus, an /Egj-ptian monk, in calcu-

lating the Easter and other ecclesiastical matters. To
reduce the years of this sera to those of the vulgar sera,

add or subtract 5493 : thus, if 5+93 be added to 1822,
it gives 7315, the year of the ecclesiastical a;ra; and if

from 7208 be subtracted 5-193, it leaves 1715, the year
of the vulgar a;ra. To reduce, therefore, the years of
this ffira to those of the vulgar cera, and vice versa, add or

subtract 5508 : thus, if to the present year, 1622, be ;

added 5508, it will give 7330, the year of thisara; and
[

if from 7223, the given year of this a?ra, be taken 550S,
it will leave 1715, the year of the vulgar aera.— The civil

tvra of the Greeks, which was used b}' the Emperors of
the East in their public acts, and has since been used by

j

the Russians, is dated 795 years before the Julian period,

and 5509 years before the vulgar a;ra.— The Jeivish ccra

of the world is the 953d year of the Julian period; and
by subtracting 953 from 47 1^ leaves 3762, the nura- 1

ber of years since the Creation to the vulgar aera; ac-

cording to this mode of computation, which is still

used by the Jews of the present day. To find, therefore,

any year of the Jewish aera in a given year of the Julian
1

period, subtract 952, and the number is the year re-

quired, which begins in autumn: thus, if from 6535, the
present year of the Julian period, 952 be subtracted,

5583 remains, the year of the Jevrish ara. Also, to re-

duce the years of this asra to those of the vulgar ara,
and vice versa, add or subtract 3761 : thus, 1822 + 37(jl

= 5583, the present year of the Jewish a?ra. and 55S3 —
S761 = 1822, the present year of the vulgar a:ra.

—

TIk-

Euschian ccra of the Creation is the 4S6th year before
the Julian period; to which, if 4714 be added, it will

give 5200, the jears of the Creation before the vulgar
aera. If, therefore, the years of the world in the Euse-
bian chronicle, be less than 5200, subtract them from
5200, and the remainder will be the years before Christ

;

but if they exceed that number, subtract 5199 from
them, and the remainder will be the yeaxs after Christ

:

thus, suppose 5158 of the Eusebian sera be subtracted
from 5200, it will leave 42, the year before Christ; but
if 5199 be subtracted from 5228, the year of the Euse-
bian, it will leave 29, the year after Christ. The know-
ledge of this a?ra is of use in reading the Chronicon of
Eusebius and the Roman ^Martyrology. According to

Scaliger, the world was created in the 764th year of
the Julian period, and consequently 3919 years before
Christ; but Usher dates the Creation from the 710th
year of the Julian period, and 4004 before the vulgar
sera; which computation is the most generally admitted
among modern chronologers.

^ra of the Olympiads. The Olympiads are series of four

years, each of which dates its commencement from the

New Moon of the 3938th year of the Julian period,

which was nearest to the summer solstice ; and con-e-
quently 776 years before the vulgar a;ra. As the tir^t

year of this latter ccra corresponds to the 194th Olympiad,
all the years of anj- Olympiad which is less than 191
correspond to years before Christ ; and all those of any
Olympiad above the ] 94th' are years after Christ. To
reduce years of the Olympiads to those of the vulgar
lera, take 1 from the given olympiads that you maj' liave

complete olympiads, multiply the remainder by 4, and
to the product add the single j-ears that are over and
above the olympiads : then, if the whole sum be less

than 776, subtract it from 776 ; but if it be less than it,

or equal to it, then subtract 775 completed olympiads
from it, and the remainder will be the year after Christ.

Thus, let the first year of the 1 14th Olympiad be given
to find the year before the vulgar aera, 114—1 x 4
= 452 ; then, 776 — 452 — 324, the year before Christ.

Let the fourth year of the 113th Olympiad be given to

find the year before Christ, 113 — 1x4 =448, to

which, if 3 be added for the single years of the Olym-
piad, the whole sum is 451 ; then 776 — 451 =: 325, the
year before Christ. Let the first year of the 195tli

Olympiad be given to find the year after Christ,

then 195—1 x 4 = 776, and 776 — 775 = 1, the first

year of the vulgar iera. Let the fourth year of the 202d
Olj'mpiad be given to find the year after Christ, then
202-1 X 4 = 804, + 3 =: 807, — 775 = 32, the year
after the vulgar fera. On the other hand, to reduce the

years before and after the vulgar aera to the years of the

Olympiads, let the year before Christ be subtracted
from 776, and let 775 be added to the year after, divide

the remainder or sum b}- 4, and that number increased

by unit}' will give the Olympiad required. If there be
any remainder, it will be the year of the Olympiad
reckoned from the first year. Thus, let it be required to

find the year of the Olympiad corresponding to 578 before

Christ, then 776 — 578 + 1-^4 = 50, the Olympiad,
and a remainder 2, the third year of the Olympiad.

yEra of the building of Rome. The exact date of this acra

is not to be ascertained with any degree of precision, as

the chronologj- of the ancient Romans was very iinner-

fectly preserved. According to the different computa-
tions of the Roman writers, the building of the city is

3
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said to have taken |ilace at different periods between
the 2Jd and 48th Olympiads ; and, by modern chrono-
logers, the earHest period, which is the computation of

Varrn, has been most generally adopted. The year of

building the city, therefore, coincides with the 3,961st

of the Julian period, the 23d Olympiad, and 753d
the year before Christ. To reduce the years of this

sera to those of the Julian period, and vice versa, add or

subtract 753. If the number of years be less than 753,
thc-y must be subtracted from 753 ; if greater, they
must be added, to obtain the year before Christ. On
the other hand, if 753 be added to the year after

Christ, it will give the year of the a;ra of the city.

JEra of Nnbonassar. The sera of Nabonassar, which de-

rives its name from Nabonassar, first King of Babylon,
is dated from the 26th of February-, of the year 3967 of

;

the Julian, 7i7 years before Christ. The solar cycle

was 19, the lunar 15, and the cycle of indiction 7. To
reduce the years of this a'ra to those of the Julian

period, add 396C, if the Nabonassarean does not ex-

ceed 227; 3965, if it do not exceed 1688; and 396+,
if it be between 1688 and 3149 : thus, the 139th year
of the Nabonassarean a;ra begins in the year 4105 of the

Julian period; and in like manner the 355th, of the Na-
bonassarean a;ra begins in the year 4320 of the Julian

period. These rules depend on the nature of the Na-
bonassarean year, of which mention has already been
made. Since the beginning of the Nabonassarean year
recedes one day in four years, in the space of 228 years
it is anticipated 68 days ; but as between the 1st of
January and tiie 26th of February, the day on which
the Nabonassarean year commences, there are only 56
days, the beginning of this year does not go back fur-

ther than from February to December, as long as the

Nabonassarean year does not exceed 227 ; consequently,
in this case, 3966 years are to be added, in order to

obtain the year of the Julian a;ra. But since, in the

space of 1460 years, the beginning of the Nabonas-
sarean year runs through all the days of the Julian year,

and the sum of 1461 and 227 is 1688, and that of 1688
and 1461 is 3149, the reason for the addition of 3965
and 3964 is evident.

To find, therefore, the day on which the Nabonassarean
year commences, divide by 4, and subtract the remain-
der from 57, if the number be less than 57 ; otherwise
from 422; the remainder — 1, will be the day required,
if reckoned from the 1st of January : thus, if it be re-

quired to find on what day of the Julian year the Thoth
of the Nabonassarean year, 230, falls, divide 230 by 4,

and the quotient will be 57, which, if subtracted from
4-22, leaves a remainder of 365 ; then 365 — 1 = 364,
or tlie 364th day of the Julian year, i. e. the 30th day
of December.

To find the day of any month in the Julian year, which
answers to the given day and month in the Nabonas-
sarean year : first let the day of tlie Julian year, on
which the 1st of Thoth commences be found, then be-
cause all the months of the Nabonassarean years are 30
days each, let the number of complete months be mul-
tiplied by 30, and let the days, if there be any other,
be added to the product ; lastly, let the days of the
Julian year, to the beginning of the complete Nabonas-
sarean year, be added to the number already found

;

subtract 1 from the sum, and the remainder, if less than
?>(>'> in the connnon year, and 366 in the leap-year, will

be the day souglit ; but, if it exceed either of these
numbers, it must be subtracted from them, and the re-
mainder is the day required : thus, what day of the Ju-
lian year answers to the 7th of Tibi of tlie Nabonas-

sarean year 355, then SO, the number of days in the
month, multiplied by 4, the number of months from
Thoth, + 7 = 127, the collective number of days in the
Nabonassarean year, to which, if 334, the number of

days in the Julian year, be added, the remainder, — 1,

is 460, and 460 — 365 = 95 days, or the fifth of April.

To convert any year of the Nabonassarean year to a year
of the Vulgar aera. If the Nabonassarean year be less

than 747, let 2 be taken from it, and the remainder sub-

traded from 747, which will give the year before Christ;

but if it exceed 747, but be less than 1688, one only

must be subtracted, and 747 be taken from the remain-

der ; if the year exceed 1688, but be less than 3149, let

2 be subtracted from it, and 747 be taken from the re-

mainder : thus, the 554th year of the Nabonassarean

a;ra is found to coincide with the 195th before Christ,

and the 859th of the Nabonassarean a;ra, with the 113th

after Christ.

The following table exhibits a comparative view of the

years of the above-mentioned aeras in a continued series

of Olympiads, or every four years :

A. M.
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calary years, x 6 = 30, and 10, the number of common
years, x 1- = 40, all which products, together with 6,

must be added together: thus, 10 + 30 + l-O + 6 = 86
-1- 7 = 12, the number. Here it is to be observed, that

since tlie cycle of the 3'ears of the Hegira is 30, and the

feriac of the week are 7, the same order of the beginning

of the year will return in '210 years; wherefore, if the

given year be divided by 210, it shows how often that

period has elapsed, and the remainder the year that is

entered on in a new period. If this remainder be divided

by 30, it will show the number of periods of 30 years

that have elapsed, and the remainder the year of a new-

period. Now a period of 30 years contains 19 common
years, and 11 intercalary years, making 10,631 days, or

1518 weeks, with 5 days over; wherefore, if you mul-

tiply the number of complete periods by 5, it will give

the number of odd days within those periods. In like

manner, since a common year contains 4 days above 50
weeks, and an intercalary day .5, if the number of the

former above tho complete period be multiplied by i,

» and that of the latter by 5, the number of days is found

that have passed above the weeks, within the years of

the current period. Moreover, as the first )ear of the

Hegira fell in the fifteenth cycle of the sun, when the

dominical letter was C, its cpocha or commencement,
which is dated from the 16th of July, fell on the sixth

feria, i. e. the Frida}' ; if, therefore, to the odd days

that are over and above in the weeks of the complete

periods, and those of the current period, you add 6,

and divide the sum by 7, you find the number of odd
days above the weeks which have passed since the com-
mencement of the Hegira. Thus, it will be found that

the feria for the year 1127 was 6.

The following table of the years of the Hegira, compared
with those of the Vulgar ^Era, and also of the corres-

ponding Feriae, will serve to illustrate this subject still

farther.
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625
626
627
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630
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632
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635
636
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implies tliat number whicli shows the moon's age at the

beginning of each month when the solar and lunar

years begin together, which are as follow :

Jan. Feb. 3Iarch April May June
2 1 '2 3 !•

Jnly Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
5 (S 8 8 10 10

thus, suppose it be required to find the moon's age for

the 3d of .March, 1S22, then 7 the epact + 3 the day of

the month + I the number of the month = 11 the

moon's age.

The following Table exhibits the order of these epacts in

the Gregorian calendar throughout the year.

PERPETUAL GREGORIAN CALENDAR.
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where the column meets, the number of direction is to

be found.

e

Thus the Dominical Letter for 1822 being F, and the

Golden Number 18, then 21 + 17 = 38 — 31=7 the

Easter-day. Scalig. D ct. Temp. ; Peliiv. Rat. Temp.

;

Kicciol. Chronol. ; Wolf. Chron.

CHRONO'METER (Hor.) any instrument for the exact

measuring of time, as clocks, watches, dials, &c. from

Xt'"-, time, and //^irpcv, a measure.

CHRONOSCO'PE (Hor.) a name sometimes given to a

pendulum or machine for measuring time, from ;kp"'5, time,

and <ry.o,!su, to observe.

CHllOS (Aiiat.) xf^i., the lonians, according to Galen, un-

derstood by this word whatever is carnous in the body, as

the skin, muscles, membranes, &c. in distinction from bones,

cartilages, and ligaments. Gal, Com. 2, in Lib. de Tract.

CHROS I'A'SIMA (Min.) a name for pellucid gems which
appear of one simple and permanent colour in all shades

of light, such as the diamond, carbuncle, ruby, garnet,

amethyst, sapphire, beryl, emerald, and topaz.

CHRU'PSIA (Med.) a disease of the eyes in which a person

perceives objects of a different colour from the reality.

CHRYPSO'RCHES (Med.) vide Parorchidium.

CHRY'SALIS (Ent.) xf'^'^^'h or nymph; the second appa-

rent change of the maggot of any species of insects while

it lies hid under a card pellicle, previous to its appearance

as a butterfly. It is so called from its bright yellow or

gold colour.

CHRYSALI'TES (Min.) a figured stone, of a glittering

gold and iron colour.

CHRY.SA'NTHEMOIDES (But.) the same as the Osteo-

spermum of Linnaeus.

CHRYSA'NTHEMUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 19

fiyngenesia. Order 2 Polygamia Superftiia.

Generic Characters. Cal. common hemispherical; ncalex

close incumbent.

—

Cor. compound radiate eorol/ets her-

maphrodite; proper funnel-form.

—

Stam. Ji/ameiits five;

anthers cylindric.

—

Pist. germ ovate; atijle filiform;

stitrmas two.— Per. none; cali/x unchanged; seed soli-

tary ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are either annuak, perennials, or

shrubs. Of the first kind are the following, namely

—

Chri/santhemiim segelum, seu Crcticum, Corn or CJarden

Marigold, native of Europe.— Chrijsanthcmum Mijconis,

native of Portugal. Of the second kind are the prin-

cipal, namely

—

C'hri/santhemum atratum, &c. seu Brilis,

&c, rieshy-leaved Chrysanthemum, native of Switzer-

land.— Chrysanthemum leucanthemum, Matricaria, &c.

seu Bellis,&c. Common Ox-eye or Great Daisy, native

of Europe.— Chri/sanlhemum monlanum, I^cucanthemum,

Mountain Ox-eye, native of Silesia Chrysanthemum

graminifolinm, (irass-lcaved Ox-eye, native of Mont-

pellier.

—

Chrijsanlhemum coccineum, seu foliis, &c. seu

Buphthalmum, &c. native of Iberia.

—

Chrysanthemum

Achillea;, seu Parthenium, &c. Milfoil-leaved Chrysan-

themum, native of Italy.

—

Chrysanthemum argenteum,

Matricaria, &c. seu Chiima-melum, &c. native of the

liast.— C'hrysanlhemum arclicum, seu Pyrethrum, &c.

native of North America. Of the third kind are the

following, namely

—

Chryfianthcmum flosculosum, I'una-

cetutn, seu Balsamita, Bastard Chrysanthemum, an ever-

green, native of the Cape of Good Hope.— Chrt/so'tthe-

mum incanum, native of the Cape of Good Mope.

—

Chry-
santhemum senlinium aster, seu Bellis, Creeping-rooted
Chrysanthemum, &c.

—

Chrysanthemum Indicum, seu Tis

jelti-Pu, native of the East Indies, &c. Clus. Hist.

Plant, rar.; Bntth. Hist. Plant.; C. Batih. Pin.; Ger.

Herb.; Park. Theat.Botan.; Raii Hist. Plant.; Tournef.
Inst.; Pluk. Almag.

Chrysanthemum is also the Amellus lychnitis in the Lin-
nean system.

CHRYSA'SPIDES (Ant.) xf'"r'^<r'"^>'i, soldiers armed witli

golden shields.

CHRYSE (Med.) the name of a plaster for recent wounds.
Paul. .Kgincl. 1.7, c. 17.

CHRYSELE'CTRU-M (Min.) amber of a golden yellow

colour.

CHRYSIPPE'A (Bot.) a herb mentioned by Pliny. Nat.
Hist. 1. 26, c. 8.

CHRY'SIS (Ent.) Golden Fly, a genus of animals. Class

Insecta, Order Hymenoptcra.
Generic Character. Moidh horny.

—

Feelers unequal.—
Antenna: short.

—

Abdomen arched.

Species. The principal species are, Chrysis splendida, Jid-

gida, ignita, &c.

Chrysis (Bot.) the Helianthus annuus of hinnxus.

CHRYSISCE'PTRON (B /.) White Chamoeleon.

CHRYSI'TES(iV/n.)akind of precious stone. P//«.l.37,e.l0.

CHRYSI'TIS (Min.) the Spnma argenti, or Litharge, so

called from its gold colour; recommended in ophthalmic

cases. Hippoc. de Mul. 1.1; Plin. 1. 26, c. 6.

CHRYSI'TRIX (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 23 Polyga-

mia. Order 3 Dinecia.

Generic Characters. Cal. glumes bivalve; valvelets close.

Cor. chaffs extremely numerous.

—

Stam. ^lameids soli-

tary ; anthers linear.

—

Pist. common
;
germ oblong :

style filiform ; stigma simple.— Per seed ....

Species. The only species is the Chrysitrix Capensis, a

perennial, native of the Cape of Good Hope^
CHRYSOBA'LANUS (Bot.) xffo-o.Sa^.avo,, a drug mentioned

byGalen, supposed to be the nutmeg. Gal. de Simpl. 1. 8, c".
Chkysobal.\nu.s, a genus of plants. Class 12 Icosandria,

Order 1 Monngynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved; divisions

expanding.—CoK. petals five.

—

Sta.m. stcnnens very

many; anthers small.— Pl.sT. germ ovate; style of the

shape and length of the stamens ; stigma obtuse.

—

Peii.

drupe ovate ; seed nut-ovate.

Species. The only species is the Chrysobalanus Icacn, seu

Guaiera, Cocoa Plum, a shrub, native of South America.

Bauh. Pin.

CHRYSOBERY'LLUS (Min.) a crystal stone, shining like

gold. Plin. 1. 37, c. 5.

CHRYSOCA'LLIA (Bot.) the same as Chrysocome.

CHRYSOCA'RPUM (Bot.) a sort of ivy. Plin. I. 16, c. 34.

CHRYSOCERA'UNIUS (Min.) vide Cerauniochrysis.

CHRYSOCIIA'LCUM (Min.) \\<ie Aurichalcum.

CHRYSOCO'LL.V (Min.) xf<'<r''">^>"', from xr'^'"., gold, and

Ki>,M, glue ; the name among the ancients for gold solder,

or Borax, [vide Borax']

CHRYSO'COM.A (Bot.) vide Chrysocome.

Chrvsoco.ma, in the IJnnean sy.'item, a genus of plants,

Class 19 Syngenesia, Order 1 Polygamia .£(/ualis.

Generic Characters. Cal. connnon hemispherical; scales

linear.

—

Cor. compound tubular; corollcts numerous;

proper funnel-form ; border five-cleft.

—

Stam. ^laments

five; anthers cylindric.— Pist. germ oblong; style fili'

form; stigmas two.— Pi:R. none; calyx scarcely changed;

seeds solitary ; pappus hairy ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are shrubs or iicrcnnials.

—

Chryso-

coma comaurea, Conyza, seu Elichrysum, &c. Great
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shrubby Goldylocks, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
—Chrysocoma cernua, siiffriiticosa, seu Coma, &c. Small

shrubby Goldylocks, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
— Chn/soc(ima ciliaris, siijfruticoia, seu Coma, &c. na-

tive of the Cape of (iood Hope.

—

Chrysucoma, Aster,

seu Coni/za, &c. a perennial, native of Siberia.— C/in/so-

coma biflnra, Two-flowered Gold3'locks, a perennial,

native of Siberia.

—

Chryiocoma linosyris Asyris, seu

Liuaria, &c. German Goldylocks, a perennial, native of

Europe.— Chrysocoma npposilifoUa, Eupntorittm, seu Cy-
aiitis. Opposite- leaved Goldylocks, native of the Cape of

Good Hope, iSrc. Clus. Hist. Plant, rar.; Bauh. Pin.;

Ger. Herb. ; Ruii Hist. Plant. ; TourneJ. Inst. ; Boer-
hnav. Ind. ; Pluk. A/niag.

CHRYSOt'O'ME (Bot) xf"\'^<.^y,, the herb Millefoil, or

Yarrow ; so called from zf'^'^., gold, and r.ou.ii, hair because
it has corymbs, or leaves, resembling golden locks. The
root of the Chrysocome is heating and astringent, .-irist.

de Plant. 1. '_', c' 7 ; Dioscor. 1. 4-, c. 55 ; Plin. 1. 21, c. 8.

Chrysocome, or Clirysoonm, in the Linnean system, is the

Coni/za imdoides, the Solidago Lanceolata.

CHRYSOCJO'NIA (Alehem.) zf-roy-U, from xf>^''> go'il

and V'»<|,«"", to be generated ; the aurific or gold-making
seed, most perfectly concocted from a solution of gold.

CHRYSO'GONUM"(fio/.) zr-^c-.i.o,, Red Turnep ; a plant

which was reckoned good against the bites of serpents.

Dioscor. 1. 4-, c. 56.

Chbysogoxu.m, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants,

Class 19 Syngenesis, Order 3 Pulygamia Necessaria.

Generic Characters. Cal. common five-leaved; leaflets

lanceolate.

—

Cor. compound radiate; corolets very man}';

proper funnel-form. — Stam. filaments five ; anthers

cylindrical.

—

Pist. germ very small; style setaceous;
stigma obscure

—

Per. none; calyx unchanged; seeds

none; receptacle chaft'y.

Species. The only species is the Chrysogonum Virginiamim,
pumilum, seu Chrysanthemum, &c. native of Virginia.

Chrysogonum is also the Leontice chrysogonum of Linnjeus.

CHRYSOLA'CH.\NUM(Bo;.) aherb,thesameas Atriplex.

CHRYSOLA'MPJS [Mm.) a precious stone, fiery by night,

and pale by day. Ptin. 1. 37, c. 10.

CHRY'SOLITE [Min.) vide Chrysolilhus.— Chrysolite paste,

a kind of vitreous substance made in imitation of the natural.

CHRYSOLI'THUS (Min.) Chrysolite, a kind of jasper or

green diaphonous gem, shining with a glittering splendour.
It is endued with the virtue of stopping hasmorrhages, ac-

cording to Pliny. Plin. I. 37, c. 11.

Chrysolithus, in the Linnean syslein, is classed under the

genus Gemma. It is called Chrysolite, or Yellowish-green
Topaz, and is found mostly in the East Indies, and some-
times in Europe.

CHRYSOME'LA {Ent.) a genus of insects of the Order
Coleoptera

.

Generic Character. AnlenntB moniliform.

—

Feelers six,

growing larger towards the end.— Thora.r marginate.

—

Shells unmarginate.

—

Body mostly oval.

Species. This is a numerous and beautiful tribe of insects,

that is found every where in woods and gardens, ivhere

they feed on leaves of trees. Their motion is slow, and
sometimes when caught they emit an oily liquor of a
disagreeable smell. The different species are distin-

guibhed generally' b}- their colour.

JHRY^OME'LIA (Bot.) the Citrus aurantiiim of Linnaeus.

-'HRY'SOPAIS [Bot.) the Indian purging juice, called

otherwise Gummi-Gotta. Castell. Lex. Med.
::HRYS0PA',SIUS [Min.) the Topaz, [vide Chrysoprasus']

'HRYSOPA'STUS (Min.) a precious stone, sprinkled as

it were with a gold sand.

:HRYS0'PHRYS (MIh.) a fish; so called from the gold
colour it has over the ejes.

CHU
CHRYSOPHY'LLUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5
Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted ; leaflets

roundish.—CoR. monopetalous ; border five-cleft; seg-

ments roundish.—SxA-M.^/ameH^j five ; anthers round-
ish.—PisT. gertn roujidish; style very short; stigmas

obtuse.

—

Per. berry globular; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Chrysophyllum
cainilo, Cainito, ic seu Sideroxylon , Broad-leaved Star-

apple, native of Martinica.— Chrysophyllum monopyre-
num, native of Jamaica.

—

Chrysophyllitm microcarpum,
native of Hispaniola.— Chrysophyllum argenteum. Nar-
row-leaved Star-apple, native of Martinica.

—

Chryso-
phyllum rugosum, native of Jamaica.— Chrysophyllum

pyriforme, seu Mucoucou, Sec. native of Guiana.

—

Chryso-
phyllum glabrum, native of Martinica.

Chrysophyllum is also the .Jacquinia armillnris.

CHRY'SOPIS [Min.) a precious stone, having the appear-
ance of uold, from;tf!-i^") gold, and H^, the aspect or appear-
ance. Plin. 1. 37, c. 10 ; hid. Orig. I. 16, c. U.

CHRYSOSPLE'NTI FOLIIS (Bot.)\he Diandra Africann.
CHRYSOSPLE'Nimi (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10

Decandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four or five parted;
divisions ovate.

—

Cor. none, unless the coloured calyx
be so called.

—

Stam. Jilaments eight or ten ; anthers

simple.—Pist. germ inferior; styles the length of the

stamens ; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. capsule two-parted

;

seeds very many.
Species. The two species are the

—

Chrysosplenium altemi-

Jolium, Saxifraga, seu Sedunt, &c. Alternate-leaved

Golden Saxifrage, a perennial, native of Sweden.

—

Chrysosplenium oppositifolium, SaiiJ'raga, Sedum, seu
Aschimella, Opposite-leaved Golden Saxifrage, a peren-
nial, native of England. Dodon. Pempt. ; Ijob. Hist.

Plant.; Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat.
Bntnn. ; liaii Hist. Plant.; Tournef. Inst.

CHRYSOPLI'CIUS PULVIS (Med.) a kind of powder
mentioned by Helmont, which causes lead to harden.
Helm. Xat. contra Xcsc. Tit. 40.

CHRYSOPCE'IA (Alehem.) y_fjo-o-^d,t, {rom pv^H, gold, and
^t.i!(.', to make ; that part of the spagirical art which
teaches the making of gold out of more imperfect metals.

CHRYSOPRA'Sl'S (Min.) a kind of green stone mixed
with a bright gold colour. It is called by Isidore Chryso-
pasius, and by later mineralogists Chrysolithus, or the
Topaz. To this stone were ascribed many superstitious

virtues. Plin. 1. 37, c. 5 ; S:/lin. c. 52 ; Isid. Orig. 1. 16,
c. 7 ; Marbnd. dc Lnpid. p>et. c. 9.

CHRYSO'l'TERON (Min.) vide Chrysoprasus.

CHRY'SOS (Ich.) xf^»-«, Gilt-head; a species of fish, of a
gold colour, mentioned by Pliny on the authority of Ovid.
Plin. 1.32, c. 11.

CHRY'ST.\L (Her.) is sometimes used in blazonry instead

o{ argent, or silver, and most frequently pearl.

CHRY'STALLIXE (Min.) vide Cry.sfa'lline.

CHRYSTALLO'GRAPHY (.V/«.) vide Crystallography.

CHRYSU'LE.\ (Met.) Aqua-fortis, or the water with
which gold-finers wash off gold when mixed with other
metals.

CHRY''SUN (Med.) Xf'^^'t a" epithet for two collyria for

the eyes. Aet.

CHU i^Ant) choa or chus, jjk ; a liquid measure among the

Athenians, answering to the congius of the Romans, and
containing six sextarii, and twelve attic cotylae, or nine

pints. Gal. de Mens.
CHUB (Ich.) a river fish, of the carp kind ; so called on

account of its great head, from the Teutonic ko/jf, r iiead
;

wherefore, also, it is denominated in Latin capito ; Italian

capiloue ; French testard ; and in the Linneau system Cy-
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filmn cephnliis. Tlie cluib is a coarse fish, full of bones,

fi'L-qutnts the deep holes of rivers, is very tiiiiid, and
lives upon worms, caterpillars, and all iiiseets of the

coleopterous kind.

('IU:'-L.\N {Uol.) a species of the Chlornnchus.

CIIL'.M [Cus.) a cliaraber-fellow to a student at the uni-

versity,

CHUNDRI'LLA VERCURL\ (Bol.) \\do Zadntha.
CUV'SSO (Rot.) \k\e Brittata>:.

CilUllCH (Ecc.) in Saxon cvpic, Teutonic kirche, is

supposed to be abbreviated from Kifixm, i, e. eixtcc, a

liouso, and K^fm, Lord, i. e. the Lord's House ; is taken

in its most general sense for the collective body of

Christians, wlio, in respect to community of faith, are

called the catholic or unixersnl church ; in respect to

their Christian course here on earth, the church mili-

tant ; in respect to their future condition, the church tri-

iinipliant, or the body of faithful already in glory: and,

according to the Romanists, ihs church patient, or tlie body
of the faithful who are in purgatory. Church, in a limited

sense, is taken for particular bodies of professing Christ-

ians, who are distinguished, geographically, into the Latin

or Western Church, and the Greek or Eastern Church; the

former comprehending the churches of Italy, France, Spain,

Africa, and thenortliern countries; the latter, the churches

of those countries which were formerly subject to tlie

Greek or Eastern empires. The church is moreover dis-

tinguished, as respects its doctrine or discipline, into the

Romish Church, the Protestant Church, the (iailicrin

Chiu'ch, the Church of England, Sec.— Church, in the sense

of a place of as.sembly for public worship, is ecclesiastically

distinguished sometimes into the grand c/iurch, for the chief

church of a place ; and commonly into the metropcUtan

church, the parochial church, the cathedral church, cullegialc

church, and also by the names of the saints to which they

are dedicated, as St. Paul's, St. Peter's, &c.

('mncn [Archit ) an oblong building much in the form

of a ship, which now commonly consists of a nave, or body,

aisles, choir, chapel, belfry, &c. The Greek church, when
complete, formerly consisted of two porches, namely, the

s;fo:«<>!, or vauut-navc ; the »afC.;f, or /crula ; the >«>?, or

7iave ; the amho, or place where the deacons and priests

read tJie gospels and preached ; tlie hnptislerij or font ; the

yj>f''i, or choir ; a.w^\\\ii sanclunrtj. The ancient churches

were also distinguished, as to their form, into

—

Himplc

Churches, i. e, ciiurches without aisles.— Churches with

nislcs, i. e. having a row of porticos in the form of vaulted

galleries,

—

Churches in a Greek cross, where the length of

the traverse part is equal to that of the nave.

—

Churches in

I! Latin cross, tliose which have the nave longer than tlie

traverse part.

—

Churches in rotundo, the plan of which is

perfectly circular, as the Pantheon at Rome.
CIU:UCH-A'LE (Archiroh) the same as IVhitsun-A/e.

CHUIiCII-REE'V^ES {Ecc.) the same as Church-lVardens.

CIIURCII-S(;0'T (Law) or Churchesset , a payment or con-

tribution, frequently called primitice scminum, consisting of

a certain measure of wheat paid to the priest on St. Alar-

tin's day, as the first fruits of the harvest. It afterwards

iiecame part of the tytlie.

CHUitCH-SE'RVICE (Ecc.) the public service performed

according to the rites and ceremonies of the Cliurch of

ICngland,

CHintCH-WA'RDENS (Ecc.) ecclesicc guardiani, the guar-

dians or keepers of the church, one of whom is most com-
monlj' appointed by the minister, and the other by the

jiarish ; wherefore the former is called the rector's warden.

'J'lie office of the church -warden is to look to the repairs of

the church, church-yard, Ac. and to attend to ail matters

<oiinecte(l with the rights of the church and the decencies

of public worship.
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CHURCHING (Ecc ) the act of women who attend church
for the first time after child-birth, to return special thanks
for their delivery,

CHURL (.Ircltaol.) in Saxon caj-,1, or ceopi, a clown; sig-
nified a tenant at will, of which there are two kinds

; one
who hired the lord's testamentary estate, like our fanners;
and the other, that tilled and manured the demesnes, and
were therefore called Suckmen, or Ploughmeu.

CHUS (Ant.) vide Chu.
CHY'BUR (Alchem.) Sulphur.
CIIYD.E'US (Ant.) x'-'S'^^i, wine made of palms. Plin. 1. U,

c. 16 ; I^allad. de lie Must.

CHYLA'1{IA (Anat) from ;:t,Ao5, chyle; a white mucous
urine of the colour and consistence of chyle.

C^HYLE (Anat.) a milky fluid, secreted from the aliments, in

the lacteal vessels. It is separated by digestion from the
chyme ; and is that fluid substance from which the blood
is formed, 'i'he constituent principles of chyle are water,
oily cream, cheese, earth, and animal lymph. The uses
of the chyle are to supply matter for the formation of the
blood ; to restrain, by its aeessent nature, the putrescent
tendency of the blood ; to prevent the thickening of the
fluids; and to supply milk for puerperal women.

CHYLI'FERA vasa (Anal.) vide Lactea vasa.

CHYLIFICA'TION (Anat.) the first process of digestion
carried on in the small intestines, and principally in the

duodenum, by which the aliment is converted into chyle.
CIIY'LI'SMA (Med.) from z''^'"i> an expressed juice.

CHYLl'STA (Med.) Glass of antimony obtunded by levigat-

ing it with niastich dissolved in rectified spirits of wine.

CHYLOPOIE'TIC (Auat.) from z<'>-'"., chyle, and ^.»<.., to

make ; an epithet for vessels which generate chyle.

CHYLO'SIS (Anat.) vide Chylijication.

CIIYLOSTA'GiMA (Chem.) a fluid distilled from the The-
rinca androniachi.

CHY''LOUS (Anat.) an epithet for what consists of chyle:
thus, milk is the chylous part of an animal.

CHY'LUS (Anat.) vide Chi/le.

CHY'iMA'TlON (Med.) the name of a penetrating medicine
in Marcellus Enipiricus, c. 20.

CHY'lME (Anat.) in its most general sense, implies any hu-

mour incrassated by concoction ; but, in its particular

sense, that humour which is immediately prepared from
the ingested food ; and which, by farther concoction, be-

comes chyle.

CHY'MIA (Chem.) vide Chemistn/.

CHYMIA'TER (Med.) vide Chimiater.

CHY'MIA'TRIA (Med.) the art of curing diseases by the

application of chemistry to medicine.

CHY'.MICAL (Cliem.) vide Chemical.

CIIYMICDPHA'NTA (Chem.) a pretended chemist.

CHYMOLE'A (Med.) vide Kymoka.
CIIY:M0'SIS (Med.) vide Chcmosis.

CH Y:\IUS (Chem.) vide Chi/me.

CHY'NLEN radix (Bol.) a cylindrical root, about the size
i

of a goose quill, brought from China. It has a bitter taste,

and is reckoned a stomachic when infused in wine.

CHY'SIS (Med.) pc,fo-i£, from -cui,; to pour; fusion, or the re-

ducing of solid bodies to a state of fluidity, by means ol

heat. Foes. (Econom. llippocrnt.

CHY'TLON (Med.) ^'^tXm, a plentiful inunction with oil

and water. Erolian. Lex. Hippocrat. ,

CIIY'TRA (Ant.) x.^'^fu, a pot or pipkin. Foes. CEconom.

Ilipjmcrat.

CHRYTRACU'LIA (Bol.) the Cali/ptra7ithus of: Linaxus.

('IACC)'NNE (Mus.) the same as C/wcone.

Cl'BAGE (Bot.) an eastern tree, much resembling the pine-

tree. C. Bauh. Pin. ; Raii Hist. Plant.

CIH.V'RIA Lex (Ant.) a sort of sumptuary law respecting

victuals and house-keeping expences. Macrob. 1. 2, c. 13.
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CIBA'RIUS pants (Ant.) Household bread, boulted, or

coarse bread, which was given to the slaves. Cic. Tmc.

1. 5, c. 3i ; hid. Grig. 1. 20, c. 2.

CiBARius Sal [Chem.) vide Sal Mfiriiiiis.

CIBA'TION (Med.) the taking of food.

CiBATioN (Chem.) an incorporation of bodies. Castell. Lex.

Med.
CIBDELOPLA'CIA (Min) an old term for a sort of spars,

which are much debased by a large admixture of earth.

They are opaque, formed of thin crusts, covering vege-

tables, and other bodies, by way of incrustation.

CIBUELOSTllA'CIA [Min.) an old term for such earthy

spars as are formed into thin plates.

CIBO'RIUM (Ant.) Ki,Sa'f:ov, a sort of drinking cup used in

Egypt, which was wide at the top, and gradually de-

creased towards the bottom.

Hor. 1. 2, od. 7,
OI'HiH^so tevia Massieo

Ciboria eapte.

Athen. 1. 3, &c.

ClBORiUM (Ecc.) the covering of the altar in ancient

churches, consisting of a dome, supported by four co-

lumns. Ceremon. Ejnscnp. 1. 1. c. 12; Greg. Turon. dc

Mirab.
CIBORIU^^ (Bot.) the pod of the Egyptian bean, which re-

sembles the cup above mentioned ; also the bean itself, and

the whole plant is so called. Diodor. 1. ] ; Dioscor. 1. 3,

c.11-8; \lcaiid. in Gcorg. apud Athen.; Gal. Therinc ad

Pamphil. ; Act. Telrab. 1, serm. 1.

CIBOU'LS (Bot) a sort of onions nearly allied to the seal-

lions, which form no bulb at the roots ; the Allium Jistti-

losum of Linnasus.

CI'BUS castrensis (Ant.) the food which was used by the

soldiers in camp. It consisted of bacon and cheese; and,

for the drink, vinegar, mixed with water, which was called

posca. Spartian Adrian, c. 10.

ClBUS albus (Med.) a sort of jelly ; also the name of an

American plant.

CICA'DA (Ent.) the Bauhn Cricket, an insect, common in

Italy, but unknown in England. It is very noisy, like the

cricket, living on dew, and what it sucks from the dwarf

ash. These insects are used, when dried, in colics. Aldrov.

de Insect.

Cicada, in the Linnean system, a genus of animals, Class

Jnsecta, Order Hemiptera.

Generic Characters. Snout inflected.

—

Antenna setaceous.
—Legs formed for leaping.

Species. Animals of this genus live on various plants: the

larva is apterous; the pupa furnished with the mere
rudiments of wings. The species are divided into the
—Mcmbracis, which have the antennre subulate.— Tetti-

gonia, or those which have legs not formed for leaping.

— Cercopis, which have the antenna; filiform.

—

Cicada,

which have the lip rounded.

CrCATUICE (Surg.) a sear of a wound, [vide Cicatrix'^

CICATRl'CULA (\af.) a little white speck or vessel that

appears in the coat of the yolk of an egg, wherein the first

changes appear towards the formation of a chicken.

CICATRISA'NTIA (Surg.) such applications and medicines

as dispose wounds to dry up and heal, so as to be covered

with a new skin.

CICATRISA'TUS (Bot.) scarred; an epithet for a stem.—
Cicatrisalus caulis, a stem, marked with the scars from
leaves that have fallen oft'.

CrC.\TRIX (Surg.) the seam or scar on the skin after the

healing of a wound or ulcer.

CICCA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 21 Monoccia, Order
4 Tetrandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved; leaflets

loundish,

—

Cor. noae.—SlAM. Jilaments four; anthers
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subglobular.

—

Pist. ^erm roundish ; sti/les four; stigmas

acute.

—

Per. capsule subglobular ; seeds solitary.

Species. Tiie two species are the

—

Cicca disticha, Aver-

rlioo, SjC. Phyllanthus, SjC. Kelipoli, seu Cheramela, a

shrub, native of the East Indies.

—

Cicca nudijlora, a

shrub, native of Java.

CI'CCUS (Ent.) xi'jtKoj, a young grasshopper.

CI'CELY (Bot.) a perennial, tho Chcerophi/llum si/hcstre oi'

Linnaeus, which communicates a green and j'ellow dye to

wool. According to some, it is a herb grateful to cows,

and for that reason called cow-ivced ; but others have as-

serted that no animal will eat of it except the ass.

CI'CER (Bot.) a small pulse, less than peas; called in the

Greek i'cs,i3.>Co?; it is supposed to derive its name from k^xv.,

strength. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. I. 8, c. 5 ; Dioscor. 1. 2,

0. laj; Columel.l 2, c. 10; Plin. 1. 18, c. 12.

CiCER, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 17

Diadelphia, Order 4 Decandria.

Generic Characters. C.\L. perianth five-parted; segments

four.

—

Cor. papilionaceous ; banner flat ; tvings obtuse ;

keel sharpish.— Stam. Jilaments diadelphous ; anthers

simplc.^PisT.^cn?! ovate ; rf^e simple; .«/;^Hm obtuse.
—Per. legume rhomboid ; seeds two.

Species. The species are

—

Cicer arietinum, seu sativum.

Chick-pea, an annual, native of Spain.— Cicer lens, &'C.

Ervum, S)-c. seu Lens, S\c. an annual, native of Germany.
Cicer is also the Astragalus cicer of Linna:us.

CI'CERA (Bot.) «;;(»;, a kind of pulse like chichlings, good
for fodder. Columcl. de Re Rust. 1. 2, c. 11.

CiCER.\ is the Lathyris of Linnaus.

CiCERA Tarlari (Med.) small pills composed of tartar.

CIC'ERBl'TA (Bot.) a species of So;if/»/5.

CICE'RCULA (Bot.) a diminutive of cicer, ><i«ff«, chich-

lings, or little chiches. Flin. 1. 18, c. 12 ; Vlut. de Qurrst.

Roman. ; Columcl, dc Re Rmt. 1. 2, c. 10 ; Gal. de Simpl.

1. 1 , c. 27.

CrCERI afjinis (Bot ) the .istragalus of Linnaeus.

CICHO'RIS njjinis (Bot.) the S'igesbeslda orientalis.

CICH0'RIU:M (B;t.) xi;t'V". Cichory, Succory, or Wild
Endive, a s.illnd herb ; so called because it grows wild, J^iss

ru' xo'y.oy, i. e. in the fields, It is cooling and moistening,

removes obstructions, and is good for the jaundice.

Theoph. Hi.'it. Plant. 1. 7, c. 7; Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 160; Plin.

1. 20, c. 8 ; Columcl. de Re Rust. 1. 8, c. 14; Gal. de Simpl.

1. 8, c. 8; SchoL in Nicand Theriac; Act. Tetrab. 1,

serm. 1 ; Paul. /Eginet. 1. 3, c. 46 ; Geopin. And. 1. 12, c. 1

.

CiCHORiu.M, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class

19 Syngenesia, Order 1 Polygamia ALqualis.

Generic Characters. Cal. common calycled cylindric ;

scales eight.—CoR. compound flat; corolhdes hermaphro-
dite, twenty; proper monopetalous.— St A'si. Jilaments

five ; anther cylindric-pentagon.

—

Pist. germ oblong ;

style filiform ; stigmas two revolute.

—

Per. none ; calyx

cylindric ; seeds solitary ; receptacle somewhat chaff}-.

Species. The species arj of different kinds, as

—

Cicharium

ititybus, seu Intybus, Garden and Wild Succory, a per-

ennial, native of Europe.

—

Cichoriu)n enilivia, E,-:divir/,

Intybum, seu Intybus, Broad-leaved Succory, or Com-
mon Endive, an annual or biennial, native of the East
Indies. — Cichorium diva'icatum, an annual, native of

Morocco.— Cichorium spinosum, seu ChondrHhv, Sjc.

Prickly Succory, a biennial, native of Crete.

Cichorium is also a name for the Crcpis Vesicaria.

CrCllORV (But.) or Succory, the plant classed under Ci-

chorium, in the Linnean S3'stem, is a herb which, in its

uncultivated state, called the Cichorium intybus, or Wild
Cichory, abounds with a milky juice, of a penetrating bit-

terish taste. The roots are more bitter than the leaves or

stalks, and these than the flowers. Vv'hen cultivated in

gardens it loses much of its bitterness. This herb is soi
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much like endive, that it was supposed to be the same plant I

in an uncultivated state ; but the salad known by the name
of Endive is an annual, and at most a biennial : for which
reason they are both brought under one genus Cic/iorium.

CI'CI (Dot.) a shrub, in Latin called Ricinus, because the

seeds of it are like the vermin called teiks or ticks. Plin.

1. 15, c. 7.

CICILIA'NA (Bot.) vide Androscemum.

CICINDE'LA [Ent.) Glow-Worm ; was called by the

Greeks Aa/Airufi^, and by Aristotle s-oyoAa/i^aj ; but by the

Roman peasants stellans volatus. Aristot. 1. 5, c. 19 ; Plin.

1. 18, c. 26.

CiciNDELA, in the Linnean system, a genus of animals, Class

Jnsecta, Order Coleoptera.

Generic Character. Antennce setaceous.

—

Feelers six fili-

form.

—

Mandible prominent; eyes prominent.— r/iorflj

rounded.

Species. Insects of this tribe are generally very beautiful,

and very rapacious, seizing with great ferocity the other

insects which fall in their way. The larva is soft, white,

and long ; and the species are distinguished into those

which have the lip three-toothed, and those which have
it entire.

CICI'SBEO (Ctis.) a male attendant on ladies in Italy.

CI'CLA {Bot.) the Beta cicla of Linnaeus.

CICO'NGIUS (Ant.) a measure containing twelve scxtaries

or pints.

CICONIA (Ant.) signified properly a stork; but was also

used to denote an instrument used by husbandmen for

making furrows even. Lsid. Orig. 1. 20, c. 15.

CICUS (Bot.) a name for the skin that divides the grains or

kernels of the pomegranate.

CICUTA (Ant.) a hollow, intercepted between two knots of

the stalks or reeds, of which the ancient shepherds used to

make their pipes. Serv. in Virg.

CicuTA (Bot.) in Greek r.iirim, the herb which answers to

our hemlock, of which, when bruised, the Athenians used

to make a poisonous drink for their state criminals who
were condemned to death.

CicuTA, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 5

Pentandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. umbel universal xoxmiWiih; par-

tial roundish ; involucre universal none ; partial manj'-

leaved ; leajiets short ; perianth proper scarcely visible.

Cor. universal wmiorm \ Jlo.'icules all fertile; proper in-

Reeled.—StAM. ^filaments five; anthers simple.—PiST.

germ inferior ; styles two ; stigmas headed.

—

Per. none

;

Ji-uit subovate ; seeds two.

Species. The three species are the

—

Cicuta xnrosa, siiim,

SfC. Coriandrum, <fJT. seu Ciciituria, Long-leaved Water
Hemlock, a perennial, native of Europe.— Cicuta bulbi-

Jera, seu Ammi, native of Virginia.

—

Cicuta maculata,

/T.gnpodium, Angelica, seu Myrrha, a perennial, native

of Virginia.

CICUTA'RIA (Bot.) the Chccrophyllum sylveslre of Lin-

naeus.

CID (Polit.) an Arabic word, signifying chief commander
or lord.

CI'DARIS (Ant.) from the Hebrew nn3, or the Chaldee

«in3, a crown ; signifies 1. The high priest's mitre among
the .Jews. Hier. 2. A cap, turban, or sash, which the

Persian kings and priests used to wear.

CI'DKll (Bot.) isu;, in the Hebrew; irixifo., Greek; and
siccra, Latin ; signify all manner of inebriating liquors ex-

cept wine ; and satair, in the Arabic, signifies wine made
of dates ; whence comes the English word cider, to denote

the juice of the ap[)le expressed and fermented.

CI'DERKIN (Bot.) a diminutive of the word cider, signify-

ing the liquor which is drawn from the cores and rinds of

apples after the cider has been pressed out.
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CIDO'NIUM Malum {Bot.) the quince, the fruit of the
Pyrus Cidonia.

CiDONiOM T>iHH)» [Bot.) wine made of quinces.

CIDRA (Bot.) Cider.

CI'ELING (Archit.) vide Ceiling.

CIERGE (Ecc.) a wax taper, such as is carried about in

processions.

CiERGE d'cau (Archil.) French for a water spout.

CIFRA (Arilh.) a cypher.

CI'GNUS (A/it.) a measure of two drams.

CI'LERY (Archit.) a term for the drapery or foliage that is

wrought upon the heads of pillars.

CI'LIA (Anat.) lafo-oi, the eye-lashes, or extreme parts of the

palpebra;, or eye-lids, which are cartilaginous, and have the

hairs inserted in them. Buff. Ephes. de Apell. Part. Corp.

Hum. I. 1 ; Gal. de Usu. Part. 1. 10, c. 7; Plin. 1. 11, c.37.

CI'LIARY (Anat.) an epithet for several parts belonging to

the cilia, or eye-lashes; as the

—

Ciliary Glands, i. e. ex-

cretory ducts in the inner edge of each eye-lids.— Ciliary

ligament, the circular portion that divides the choroid

membrane from the iris.— Ciliary processes, the white folds

at the margin of the uvea of the eye.

—

Ciliary Muscle,

that part of the musculus, or bicularis palpebrarum, which

lies nearest to the cilia.

CI'LIATB (Bot.) an epithet for theleaf, folium ciliatum, a

leaf, the edge of which is guarded by parallel bristles, lon-

gitudinally, that have the appearance o{ cilia, or eye-lashes,

as in the Droscra Crasuln, Erica, &c. This epithet is ap-

plied in the same sense to the Stipule, the Spike, and the

Corolla, as in Rue, Meni/anthes, Tropceolum, &c.

CILIBA'NTUM (Ant.) vide Cillibantes.

CI'LICES (Ant.) vide Cilicia Vclamenta.

CILI'CIA Velamenla (Ant.) Garments made of goat's hair,

with which the Arabians also made their tents. The an-

cients frequently used them in the service of the camp,

and also at sea. I'itruv. 1. 10, c. 22; Varr. de He Rust.

1. 2, c. 2; Ascon. in Verr. 1, c. 38; Serv. in Virg. Georg.

1. 3, V. 311; Ffn-eM. 4, c. 6.

Cilicia terra (Min.) a bituminous substance which, when

boiled, becomes viscous like birdlime, and was applied to

the stocks of vines for the protection of the roots.

CI'LUM (Anal.) vide Cilia.

CI'LLIB.E (Ant.) vide Cillibantes.

CILLIBA'NTES (Ant.) x.AA.'^Sa.rf?, ciUibce, xiA^'aa,, rests or

tables, with three legs, used by tlie ancients to lay their

shields upon. Fest.de Verb. Signi/'.; Hesychius ; Suidas

;

Schol. in Aristoph.

CI'LLO (Med.) one who is affected with a perpetual trem-

bling of the upper eye-lids ; a cillendo, i. e. molilando, from

being in a continual agitation.

CILLO'NES (Ant.) Minstrels using filthy or obscene gestures.

CILLO'SIS (Med.) a spasmodic trembling of the eye-lids.

CILO (Med.) one who has a head with a sharp crown like a

sugar loaf. / (.(/. dc I'crb. Signi/'.

CI'MA (Bot.) the top of an herb.

CiMA (Archil.) or Sima, a moulding something like an S;

what is now called an O. G. ogee ; and by the Greeks xv-

ljt,itTim, cymalium, a small wave, signifying a wave-like or-

nament.— Cima recta, or the Cima rcversa. [vide Archi-

tecture]

CIMA'TIUM (Archit.) vide Cima.

CI.ME'LIARCH (Ant.) xufx.^Mupx.'K, the chief keeper of the

plate, vestments, and xii^nAi'*, treasures of the church in

general. Crcl. Rhodig. Antiq. Led. 1. 1, c. 9.

CIMELIARCHIUM (Ant.) Kuy,n>,iifx"<", the place where

the treasures of the church were kept.

CLME'LIUM (Archceol.) from xii^,A.«, a treasure; and a

treasury has been used to signify a cabinet of medals.

CIMETER (Mil.) y\Ae Scipnetcr.

Cl'MEX (Ent.) KOfn, Bug or Wall-louse; a fetid sort of
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vermin which breeds in wood, paper, straw, &c. and in-

fests the persons of those who are asleep. They are said

to be good against the bites of serpents, and to cure the

ague. Di'jscor. 1. 2, c. 36; Aet. 2'etrab. 1, serm. 1 ; hid.

Orig. 1. 12, C.6.

CiMEX, in the Linnenn system, Bug, a genus of animals,

Class Insectn, Order Hem/piera.

Gii-.eric Character. Siioui inflected.— Antennre longer

than the thorax.

—

Back flat.— Thorax margined.

Sj.fcics. The species are distinguished into, 1. Those

which have the ntileniics inserted before the e3'es. 2.

Those which have the lip long and subulate. 3. Those

vhich have the thorax spinous; and, i. Those which

have the thorax unarmed.

CDIICITUG.-^ {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 13 Poli/an-

dria, Order i Tc!ragi/iiia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved ; leaflets

roundish.— CoR. nectaries four.— Stj\m. Jilaments

twenty; anthers twin.

—

Pist. germs four to seven; styles

recurved ; stigmas longitudinal on the style.— Per. cap-

stdes oblong ; seeds verj- man)-.

Sp'cies. The only species is the

—

Cimici/uga fcetidn, Ac-

tceri, &c. scu Thalictroides, S;c. a perennial, native of

Siberia.

CI'MIER (.A///.) French for a heavy ornament, which the

ancient knights, or chevaliers, were accustomed to wear

upon their helmets.

CI.MO'LIA Terra {Min.) y.iu.u>\i^ vz, an earth; so called

from Cimolus, an island in the Cretan sea, where it was

found in great plenty. It was reckoned of great use in

discussing tumours and repressing inflammations ; and was

also employed, like our Fuller's earth, for the cleaning of

clothes. Dioscor. I. 5, c. 176; Plin. 1. 35, c. 6.

CiMOLlA alhn, in the Linnean sr/.\tem, Argitla cimolia, is now
known by the names of Cimolite, Tobacco-Pipe Cla}-, and

Fuller's earth. The Cimolin purpurascens, another species,

is the same as what is now called Steatites, or Soap llock.

i CIMOLITE {Min.) the Cimolia tirra. [vide Cimolia]

I

CINABA'RIS {But.) vide Cinnalaris.

,
CINAHIIE (Her.) \k\e Gules.

CIN.\-CI'X.E {Bot.) the same as Cinchona.

ClN.E'ni (Ant.) Dancers and tumblers among the ancients.

CIX.*E'DUS {Orn.) r.^-.y.iiv,, the name of a sea-bird, the gall

of which Galen recommends for rubbing the eyelids when
the superfluous hairs in a trichiasis are pulled oft". Gal. de

Ccnr.p. Mrd. sec. toe. l.^, c. 8.

CINAMO'MU.M (Bot.) vide Cinnamomiim.

CI'NARA (Bot.) the same as the C/;icr«W(7.

CIN'AROI'DES (Bot.) ihe Prolea cinaroides of Unnxus.
CINCHO'.NW (Med.) the name of the Peruvian bark, which

is the bark of the tree called Cinchona.

CixcHONA (Bot.) the name of a tree growing in the hillj'

parts of Peru, which yields the bark called Peruvian bark.

CiNCiioKA, in the Linnean System, a genus of plants, Class

.5 Fentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
I

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous; tnbe long; segments lanceolate, or linear

i

St A.^t.Jilament s fi\e: anthers linear.—PisT. genn infe-

}

rior ; stijle the length of the stamens ; stigma thick.— i

Per. c(i/x?!(/e bipartite; seeds many. I

Species. "The species are shrubs, as the Cinchona officinalis,
\

seu Quinquina, Common Jesuit's-bark, or officinal Cin- I

chona, native of Peru.

—

Cinchona pulje<cens. Pubescent
i

Cinchona, native of Peru

—

Cinchona macrocarpa, Long-
I

fruited Cinchona, native of Santa Fc.

—

Cinchona cari- I

Icea, Caribcean Cinchona, native of the Caribbees.— I

Cinchona cnrymbifera, Corymbiferous Cinchona, native i

of the South Sea islands.— Cinchona lineata, native of,

St. Dominica.

—

Cinchona floribunda, Quinquina, &c. seu
i

2'rachctium, native of Jamaica. I

CIN

CIXCINN.V'TI, Order of {Her.) an order formed in .\mc.ica

after the revolution, by the officers who had borne a part

in the contest.

ClXCl'N'NUS (Anat.) the hair on the temples.

CIXCLI'SIS (Med.) or Cinclismus, «r/x/itri-,, or xi-, K>,i(r /«,«?,

a small and frequentlj' repeated motion, as it is applied by
Hippocrates. Hippoc. de Art.

CIXCTl'CULUM (Ant.) a short garment that was girded

about the waist, and went down to the middle of the leg.

Plant. Bacch. act. iii. sc. 3, v. 28.

CIXCTU'RA {Ant.) a cincture; a girded tunic. Quintil.

1.11, c. 3.

CrXCTURE (Arch.) a. list, or fillet, at the top or bottona

of a column ; that at the top is sometimes called collier,

and sometimes annulus.

CrXCTUS {Ant.) a kind of short coat girded a little below

the breast.

—

ductus Gnhinus, a sort of garment worn by
the Gabii, who threw one part under their right arm,

and the same lappet back again over the left shoulder. It

is supposed to have been introduced into Rome on the

occasion of a Gabinian excursion, when the enemy was
repulsed. It was used by the priests who officiated at the

sacrifices, as we learn from Lucan.

Lucan. 1. 1, V. 595.

roiitifiees, sacri qiiihus est permissa potestiis,

Tuiia minor ritu iequitur siiccincta Gabirio.

Also by the consul on opening the Temple of Janus, and
declaring war, as Virgil informs us:

17)-;^. .Eh. 1.7, V. 61 2.

//M^ Qitirina/i trabea, chictitque Gahino

Insignis, reserat stridiiitia limiiia Coitsul.

It was likewise worn on other solemn occasions, as in the

case of Decius, who devoted himself to death for his

country: also by the generals when they burned the spoils

of the enemy, and the like. Liv. 1. 8, c.9 ; Appian. Milhrid.

Bell. ; Serv. in I'irg.

CIXEFA'CTipX (Chem.) the reducing any substance, but

particularly vegetable substances, to the state of ashes, or

powder.

CIXERA'RIA {Eccl.) Ash-Wednesday, or the first day of

Lent.

Cineraria {But.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Syngenesia,

Order 2 Polygnmia Snperflua.

Generic Characters. Cal. common simple leaflets equal.

—CoH. compound, radiated; corotlets hermaphrodite;

/.'coyjprfunnelshaped.

—

SrAyi. Jilaments five; anther cylin-

dric.

—

Vi^t.germ oblong; i/j/Ze filiform; stigmas Iwo.—
Per. none; calyx unchanged; seeds solitary; j)appus

hairy ; receptacle naked.

Specie;. The species are mostly shrubs, and natives of

the Cape of Good Hope, as the Cineraria nivea, &c. seu

Doria, &c.— Cineraria incisa, seu Doria.— Cineraria

pinnatijida, seu Doria.— Cineraria bipinnata.— Cineraria

JiUfu'ia.— Cineraria geifolia, Solidago, &c. Othonga, seu

Jacobcen, Sec. Kidney-leaved Cineraria.

Of the second kind are the following, namely, the

—

Cine-

raria mahccfdlia, native of the Canaries.— Cineraria Si-

birica, Othonna, seu Jacoba-astrum, Jacobaoides, seu So-

lidago, &c. native of Siberia.

—

Cineraria palustris, .Soli-

dago, Jacobrea, seu Conyza, ilarsh Cineraria, native of

Europe.— Cineraria integri/'olia, seu Jacobcca, &c. Moun-
tain Cineraria, orFleawort, native of Austria.— Cineraria

Senecio, Solidago, seu Jacobcen, &c. Heart-leaved Cine-

raria, &c. But the Cineraria longifolia Othonna, seu

Jacobcea, native of Austria, is a biennial ; and also

—

Cineraria campestris, seu Othon7ia,&c. native of Sweden.
C.Bauh.Pin.; Gcr.Herb.; Park. Theat. Botan.; Raii

Hist. Plant.
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CINERA'RIUM (Chan.) the ash-hole of a chemical histru-

raent.

CINERA'RII (Ecd.) a name for those who venerated the

ashes of the martyrs.

CINERA'RIUS [Ant.) a sort of tire-man who attended to

the ashes which were used for the colouring the hair of

the females.

CrXERES /?i«j/ci (Med.) vide C/m'rlhiti cincres.

CINEIU'TIOUS {Anat.) ash-coloured; an ejiithet applied

to the conical substance of the brain, from its resemblance

to the ash-colour; also to other substances resembling

ashes in colour, or consistence.

C'IKERI'TIUM (Cficm.) a cupel, or test; so called from its

being commonly made of the ashes of vegetables.

CINE'RULAM {C/icm.) a name for Spodiura.

CINE'TUS (Atiat.) a name for the diaphragm.

CINGULA'RIA (i3ot.) another name for the Lijcopndium.

CrXGULU.M mcrcuriale (Med.) or Cingidum i>apienti<s ; a

sort of belt, or girdle, invented by Rulandus, which con-

sisted of a woollen cloth sufficiently impregnated with

mercury, and filled with hog's lard.

CiNGULU,\r veneris (Palinis.) a semicircle drawn from the

space between the middle and fore-finger to that between

the little finger and the ring-finger.

CIXIFICA'TUM (Chem.) vide Calmiatiim.

Cl'NIFLO (Cheiti.) a name for a vain boaster in chemistry.

CI'NIPHE.S (Eiit.) a name for certain flies which sting se-

verely, and are therefore supposed to have been one of the

plagues of Egypt.

Cl'NIS lixivii/s (Chem.) lye made of ashes.

Cl'NNA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 1 Monandria, Or-

der 2 Divynia.

Generic Cliaracters. Cal. g/iime one flower.—Cou. glume

bivalve.— Htam, Jilamciil one; anther oblong.— Pist.

germ turbinated; styles two; rf/^mni longer.

—

Per. none;

glume involving ; seed one.

Species. The only species is Cinnn nrimdinacea, seu Agrostis

Ciinm, a perennial, native of Canada.

CrXNABAR [Min.) Cinnalmris, xinuSufi: 1. A mixture of

the blood of the dragon and the elephant, which was called

by the Indians Minium. I'lin. 1. 33, c. 7. 2. The gum of

an Indian tree, called Dragon's blood. S. A soft red stone,

called also Minium, which it resembles in colour. Ac-
cording to Theophrastus and Dioscorides there are two

sorts of cinnabar: the nnlivc, which is dug out of the mines

in Spain, and the factitious. Cinnabar consists of a bright

red sand, which was discovered by one Callias, an Athe-

nian. Tkcophrast. de Lnpid.; Dioscnr. 1. 5, e. 109; I'lin.

1.3.3, c. 7. Cinnabar, in modern mineralogy, is likewise

native and factitious.—The native Cinnabar is'a ponderous,

red, sulphureous ore of quicksilver found in Spain, Hun-
gary, ami the I'^ast Indies.

—

'Vha factitious Cinnabar is a

red' sulphurct of mercury, or a preparation of antimony

and corrosive sublimate of mercury, which, when reduced

to a powder, is known in commerce by the name of I'cr-

milion. Jldrov. Mus. Metall.

CIXXABARI'NUM Balsamum (Dot.) a balsam very similar

to the balsam of sulphur.

CIXX.VMO'.MU.M, in the Linnean system, is the Laurus

cinnanumuim.

CI'NXAMON (Rot.) the bark of the Cinnamon-tree, the

Laurus Cinnamovium of Linna;us, which chiefly grows in

Ceylon. TJiis bark yields a fragrant volatile oil of a pun-

gent taste, a water "prepared by infusion, and a tincture

which is prepared by digestion.— Clove cinnamon is the

bark of a tree growing in Brazil, the fruit of which is often

..lubstituted for real cloves.

—

Cinnamon lualcr, a water dis-

tilled from the bark of this tree.

CIXNAMO'NUM (Bot.) Ki>ccfA.i.iu.'.', Cinnamon-tree, the name

of which is derived from the Hebrew Q<p, or nJip, a reed,

1

CIP

and the Greek uut,uu,(>'. This tree was found by tlie an-
cients both in Arabia and India, and its bark, which was
called Cinnamomum, or Cinnamon, was reckoned of a
heating, emollient, and concocting quality, \icand. in

Theriac; Theophrast. 1.9, c. 5 ; Aristol. Hist. AnimA.Q,
c. 20 ; lierodot. 1. 3, c. 1 1 1 ; Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 13 ; Plin. 1. 12,
c. 19; Gal.de Simpl. 1.6.

CI'XX.\RIS (Bot.) a herb which affords a remedy against
poison to the stag and hart. Plin. 1. S, c. 7.

CIXXIOGLO'TTUS (Alchcm.) and cinnatus, terms coined

by Paracelsus to express the total destruction and cor-

ruption of mineral bodies. Parnc. Chirurg. I. .5. c. 7.

CIXQUA'IX (Mil.) an order of battle in former times,

which consisted of five battalions drawn up so as to make
three lines, i. e. a van, main bod}', and reserve.

CI'XQUEFOIL (Bot.) or five-leaved grass, a perennial, the

Potentilla reptans of Linna;us. The root of this plant has

a bitterish taste, and is used in medicine as a styptic.

CiNQUEFOiL (Archit.) an ornament in the pointed style of

architecture, consisting of five cuspidated divisions.

CiNQUEFOiL (Her.) this plant, as a charge,

answers to the five senses of man, and de-

notes that the bearer conquers his affec-

tions and appetites. Among the modern ex-

amples of this charge is that in the annexed
figure, being the arms of the IMarquis of

Abercorn, " Quarterly, for Hamilton 1st

and 4th gules three cinquefoils pierced argent. For Arran

2d and 3d argent, a ship with her sails furled."

CrXQUE-PORTS (Law) a name for the five pcrts towards

the coast of France, namely, Dover, Sandwich, Ilonmey,

Winchelsea, and Rye ; which it was formerly thought ex-

pedient to watch with particular vigilance : for which rea-

son a Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports was appointedj and

other privileges were granted to them. 4- lust. 222.

CINQUEXI'LLES (Mil.) French for thick ropes used in the

artillery service for throwing pontoons across a river.

CI'NTRE (Archit.) or ccintre, the figure of an arch, or any

curved timber, which is used in roofs. Sec.

CIXY'RA (Mus.) in the Hebrew niJ3, Greek j-n^fx; a mu-

sical instrument of the harp kind used at funerals.

CIXZI'LLA (Med.) vide Zona.

CI'ON (AncU.) i-nxt, the name of the uvula, from its pyrinii-

dal shape. Aret. de Cans, et Sig. Acut. Morb. 1. 1, c. 2.

2. A diseased enlargement of the uvula. 3. An excres-

cence of a similar shape in the jiudendum muliebre. Hip-

poc. de Mul.
CIO'XI.Y (Ich.) xmU, the middle parts of the whelks and

purple-fish near the centre of the stric/:, which, when cal-

cined, are more caustic than the rest. l')ioscnr. 1.2, c. 6.

CI'ONIS (Med.) a diseased enlargement and painful swcllintr

of the uvula.

CI'PHKR (Arilh.) vide Cypher.

CrPIIRA (Arith.) vide Cijpher.

CTPOHE'iMA (Bot.) a species of Garlic.

CI'PPUS (Ant.) a small, low column, with an inscription,

serving as a memorial of any thing: when placed on a road

it indicated the distances of places, and when erected '

over a grave it contained the epitaph, to which the poets

allude,

//or. 1. 1. sat. 8, V. 12.

Mille p'i'.cs infrmite, trecentuS cippiis in ugnim

Ilic dtibal j ha-T&iei tnonumenium ne &eqiieteliu:

Per. Sat. v. 36.

Aisenserc viri, vnvc mm rim's ille jmla-

Felii? A'i'H leiior riiypns }iuiic imjn-imit ossat

As the Romans were buried on their own lands, it was

customary to inscribe these letters on the cippi, H .M HNS,
i. e. Hoc monumcntum lueredes non sequilur, to prevent the



cm
licir from laying claim to the ground occupied by the mo-
nument; which explains the allusion in the quotation given

from Horace. Tlie cippi were also used as landmarks.

Bud. in Prind. p. l6; Lay. Cnmtn. Ihip. lloiii. 1. 3, c. 18
;

rci\:;ic): dc I'iis Mil. l. 2, § 38, &c.

Cippus was also the name of other things, as I . A pu-

nishment among the Romans resembling the stocks.

Aid. (icll. 1. 16, c. 7; Suidris.—2. A sharp stake, or pal-

lisado, in fortifications. Cas. de Bull. Gall. 1. 7, c. 73.

CIKCA'DA {Ecc.) a tribute anciently paid to the bi^hop, or

arch-deacon, for visiting the church.

CIHC/E'-V [Bol.) a genus of plants, Class 2 Diamlria, Or-

der 1 Monagynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth two-leaved ; leajlets

ovate.

—

Cor. petals two.

—

Stam.^lamoits two; anthers

roundish.

—

Pist. germ turbinate; style fiViform ; stigma

obtuse.

—

Per. eapside turbinate, ovate; sccils solitary.

Sj:eiics. The two species are

—

Circcva liitctiaiin, Solaiii-

foiia, &c. seu Hcrha, &c. Common Enchanter's Night-

shade, a perennial, native of Europe.— Circcra alpina,

Mountain Enchanter's Nightshade, a perennial, native

of I'^urope.

CIRCELLIO'NES {Eeel.) vide Circiimccllione.';.

CIKCE'NSES Ltidi (Ant.) Circensian games, Roman ex-

ercises so called because they were exhibited in the circus.

They consisted of fighting with swords, staves, or pikes,

wrestling, running, horse-racing, leaping, boxing, quoits,

and the like. The first Circensian Games were exhibited

on tlie occasion of seizing the Sabine virgins.

Virg.Jlin. 1.8, V. G35.

AVf procul hinc Roniam, st raptas sine more Sabinas

Ctnisessu cavea: magiiis Civceiisibus actk

Adiliilerat.

These games were either ordinary, or extraordinar}'. The
ordinary, or grand games, lasted five daj's, and commenced
on the l.'jlli of September. The extraordinary games were
exhibited either on the occasion of dedicating a temple,

or at the pleasure of the consuls, and the like. Liv. 1. 'li,

c ':): Tac. Aniial.].2, c.S'3 ; Suet. Aug. c. -i.'}; Panvin.de
L„.l. Cir.

CIRCENSIS (Ant.) of or belonging to the Circus, as cir-

cense tamcntam, coarse flocks, or stuffing made of chalf,

which were so called because they were sold in the Circus

to poor people.

CrRCGEMOT (Archaol.) vide Chirchgemot.

CIRCINA'LIS (Bot.) an epithet applied to leaves in folia-

tion which are rolled in spirally downwards, the tip occupy-
ing the centre, as in the Ferns and some Palms.

CIUCIN.V'TION (Archit.) a marking or measuring with the

compasses. Vilruv. 1. 9, c. 8.

CI'RCIN'U.S (Geom.) a pair of compasses. Vitruv.\.9, c.8.

CIRCITO'RES (Mil.) the soldiers who went the rounds at

night. Veget. 1. 3, c. 8.

CI'RCiUS (.Int.) a vehement southern wind blowing from

France through Ital)'.

CI'RCLE (Geom.) a plane figure bounded by a curve line,

called the circnmjercnce, every where equally distant from

a point within it called the centre. The circumference of

every circle is supposed to be divided into 360 equal parts,

called degrees, marked °, each degree into 60 minutes, or

primes, marked ', each minute into 60 seconds, marked ",

and so on. A right line is said to touch a circle when
meeting the same, and being produced, it does not cut it,

as in tig. 1. Circles are said to touch each other, which

cm
meeting do not cut one another, as in fig. 1. Right lines

in a circle are said to be equally distant from the centre

when perpendiculars drawn from the centre to them are

equal, as 13 A, A C, in fig. 2.— A segment of a circle is a
figure contained under a right line and a part of the cir-

cumference of a circle, as in fig. 3. An angle is said to

stand on the circumference of a circle when right lines

which contain the angle receive any part of the circum-
ference, as in fig. -t. [vide Geometry"] Circles of the higher
orders are curves, the properties of which are expressed
by the following equations

:

.T'" :
y'"

:: y : n — a; or _y"' + 1 = j:" « —r
-t'" -.y"'

: ; _?/" : a — x" or i/"" -(- " = .r" a — x" '

:

where a is the axis, x is the absciss, and ^ the ordinate.
Curves defined by this equation, will be ellipses when m
is an odd number : but when m and n are each equal to 1

the equation becomes that of the common circle.— C';Vr/t'

of curvature, that circle which has the same curvature witli

any curve at a given point. It is otherwise called the
circle qf equicurvature ; also the osculating circle, because
the circle is said to osculate the curve at the point where it

touches. The radius of this circle is called the radius of
curvature, and its centre the centre of curvature.

Circle of the sphere (Astron.) is any circle that cuts tlic

mundane sphere, or has the circumference in its surface.
These circles are either moveable or fixed.— Moveable
circles are those whose circumferences revolve with the
surface of the sphere, as the meridians, kc— The fixed
circles are those which have their circumferences m the
immoveable surface, and consequently do not revolve with
it, as the Equator and Ecliptic. These circles are also
distinguished into great or lesser circles. Great Circles
are those which divide the sphere into two equal parts, as
the Horizon, the Meridian, the Equator or the Ecliptic,
the Colures, Azimuth, Vertical Circles, Circles of Decli-
nation and of Latitudes.

—

Les-u'r Circles are those which
divide the sphere into two unequal parts, having neither
the same centre nor diameter as the sphere. These are
the Tropics, the Polar Circles, Circles of Longitude,
Circles of Perpetual Apparition and Occultation, Circles
of Position, &c. [y'lde Astronomy]— Circle of the equant
is a circle in the Ptolemaic system, described on the centre
of the equant.

—

Horary Circle, or Hour Circle, a small
brazen circle fixed to the north pole, and divided into
twenty-four hours, with an index to point them out, and
thereby' to show the difference of the meridians in time.

—

Circle of illumination is an imaginary circle on the surface
of the earth which separates the illuminated side, or hemi-
sphere of the earth, from the dark side Circles of ex-
cursion are small circles parallel to the ecliptic, a'nd at
such a distance from it that the excursions of the planets
towards the poles of the ecliptic may be included within
them. They are usually fixed at 10°.

—

Diurnal circles are
iiumovable circles, supposed to be described by the stars
and other points of the Heavens in their diurnal rotation
round the earth.

Circle (Log.) the fault of an argument which supposes the
principle which it should prove, and afterwards proves the
principle by the thing which it seems to have proved.

Circle (Polit.) a division of the Garman empire, which has
a right of voting at the diet.

CIRCOCE'LE (Med.) from xip-oc, a dilatation of a vein, and
y-viM, a rupture; a varicose distention and enlargement of
the spermatic veins.

CTRCLTT electrical [Nat.) the course of the electric fluid

from the charged surface of an electric body to the op-
posite surface, into which the discharge is made.

Circuit (Mil.) 1. The space immediately round any town,
or place. 2. The circuitous march of soldiers, who do not
go in a direct course.
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CIRCUI'TIO (Ant.) going the rounds as soldiers on guard

do. [vide Circiiorcs']

CIRCU'ITOR (^nt.) vkleCircitores.

CI'UCUITS (Loio) certain divisions of tlie kingdom which

the judges are appointed to visit twice a year for the

administration of justice. Of these cii cuits there are si.\,

namely

—

Miillaiid, including the counties of Northampton,

Rutland, Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby, Leicester, War-
wick.

—

Norfolk, including Bucks, Bedford, Huntingdon,

Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk.—Home circuit, including

Ueitford, Essex, Kent, Sussex, Surrey Oxford circuit,

including Berks, Oxford, Hereford, Salop, Gloucester,

IMonmouth, Stafford, Worcester.— JVestcrn circuit, in-

cluding Southampton, \\'ilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall,

Somerset.

—

Nortlicrii, including York, Durham, Northum-
berland, Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancashire.

CHICU'ITY OF ACTION (Laiv) circuitusnctiouis, a longer

course of proceeding to recover a thing sued for than is

needful.

CI'RCULAR (Math.) an epithet for any thing in the form

of, or appertaining to, a circle ; as

—

Circular arcs, any

parts of the circumference of a circle.— Circular instru-

meutx, otherwise called reflecting or multipli/ing circles,

instruments which, like Hadley's octant, and the marine

sextant, serve for taking the altitudes, distances, &c. of the

heavenly bodies, particularly by sea. They derive their

name from their figure, which consists of a whole circle

instead of a part, and are recommended for their accuracy

in diminishing the errors of division and eccentricity at

j)leasure, by means of reflection.

—

Circular lines, are lines

relating to the circle, as sines, tangents, &c.

—

Circular

numbers are those numbers whose powers end in the same

digits as the roots themselves, as 5, the square of which is

2.5, the cube 125, &c.

—

Circular parts are the five parts of

a right-angled or a quadrantal spherical triangle ; namely,

the legs, the complement of the hypothenuse, and the two

complements of the two oblique angles. They are also

called Napier's circular parts, because he gave a rule in his

logarithms respecting these parts, by which he proposed

to comprehend within one theorem, all the rules for the

solution of right-angled spherical triangles.— Circular ring

is the measure or space included between two concentric

circles, and the area of it is consequently equal to the

difference of the areas of the two circles.— Circular sailing

is the mode of navigation which is performed upon the

arc of a great circle. — Circular sectors are the areas

bounded by any arc of a circle and two radii.

—

Circular

segment is the space bounded b}' any arc and its chord.

CtitcULAK (Com.) or Circular letter, a letter printed or

written in the same form, which is sent round to anj'

number of persons, to serve in the place of an advertise-

ment.

CincuLAR (Bot.) vide Orhiculate.

CiRCULAU Velocity (Astron.) a term denoting the velocity

of a planet or a revolving body, which is measured by the

arc of a circle.

Cl'RCULATE (Math.) vide Circulating.

CI'RCULATINt; DIX'IMALS [Math) aho called recurring

or repealing decimals, or simply circulates, arc those deci-

mal numbers in which a figure or figures arc perpetually

repeated, as •Gl-GWl-, &c.—The circulates are simple,

compound, or mixed.—A simple circulate is that which

consists of one figure repeated, as '222, di-c. which is

marked -2 .— A compound or multiple circulate is that in which

sc vcral figures arc repeated, as'2,3232.'J, marked thus •2.'5 , and

•2312312.31-, marked thus •231 .—A mixed circulate is that

wiiich consists of other figures that are not repeated, as

4--222, or 4-2 and 45-'^2i . That part of the circle whicli

CIR

repeats is called the rcpetcnd, and the whole repctend,
supposed infinitely continued, is equal to a vulgar fraction

whose numerator is the repeating- figure, and its dtuo-

"2 ''3
niinator the same number of nines, as '2 = - : 23 = —

•

9 99'

524 = ^-^.
999

CIRCULATION (Anat.) the circular or circulating action
of the blood which passes from the heart through the
arteries to every part of the body, and returns back to

the heart through the veins. By means of this regular
motion, the whole animal economy is kept in order.

Circulation (C/iem.) the particular motion which is raised

in liquors by the application of fire, that causes the va-
pours to rise and fall.

CiHCULATioN of tlic sap (Bol.) is a similar process that goes
forward with the sap or juice in plants, as with the blood
in the animal body.

CincuLATioN ofmoney (Com.) is the passing of money from
hand to hand according to some given value.

CIRCULATO'RES (Ant.) mountebanks and jugglers who
went about amusing the people.

Mart. 1. 10, ep. 3.

T.t fiietla lingvtr probra circulatricis.

Apul. Metam. 1. 1 ; Schol. Juv. sat. 6, v. 582.
CIRCULATO'RIUM (Chem.) Circulatory, a chemical di-

gesting vessel, in which the fluid performs a circulatory

motion.

CrilCULATORY LETTERS (Ecc.) or Circular letters,

letters which are sent into different parts of a kingdom or

a particular province by archbishops or bishops.

CIKCULA'TUM (C/icm.) a preparation from sea salt, so

called by Paracelsus, who gave the name of Circulatum

majus to the preparation of the corrosive sublimate of mer-

cury and sea salt, and that of Circulatum minus to the

preparation of sea salt, water, the juice of the radi.sh-root,

and alcohol of wine. Some affirm that the former is no

more than rectified spirits of wine, and the hitter only

spirit of vinegar.

CI'RCULI KiNEI (Med.) vide Eclampsis.

CT'RCULUS (.-inat.) x.ux.Xk, any round or annulsr part of

the body, as the circulus ocnli, the orb of the ej'e. llippoc.

de Morb. 1. 2, 1'vu.; Gal.de Usu Part.— Circuhc; arteriosus,

the artery which runs round the iris, so as to form a

circle.

Circulus (Surg.) surgical instruments adapted to the dif-

ferent parts of the body. Scultct. Armani. Chirurg.

tab. 22, 13, &c.

—

Circulus r/uadruplcx, a kind of bandage
i

having a fourfold circle.

—

Ijal. dc Fasc.
|

Circulus (Chem.) a round iron instrument which is used for -,

cutting off the neck of a glass, and which is otherwise called I

an Ahbrcviatnrium.

CIRCUMAGE'NTES MUSCULI (Anal.) muscles that

iielp to turn the eye about.

CIRCU.MA'MBIENT (Sat.) an epithet for the air that im-

mediately surrounds the earth.

CIIICUMCAULA'LI§ (Med.) a name for the tunica adnata

of the eye. Aet. Tetrah. 2, serm. 3, c. 1. i

CIRCUMCELLIO'NES (Ecc.) a branch of the Donatists in

Africa, in the fourth centurj', so called because they led

a vagabond life, and connnittcd so many irregularities that
,

they called for the interference of the civil power, by

which tliey were suppressed. St. August. Hccies. 69;

Baron. Annal. Ann. 331, &c. ; Prated. Doctrin. omn.

IJfcret.

CIRCUMCIDANE'UM VINUM (Ant.) wine of the last

pressing, after the grape-husks have been all mashed and

cut to pieces to be brought to press again.
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CIRCUMCrSION (TheoL) T.p.Tsf^i, or z!fiKO-y., a rite or
ceremony among the Jews, performed by cutting off the

pnrputium, or foreskin. This ceremony was first annexed
by God, as a seal to the covenant whicli He made with
Abraham, and afterwards taken into the body of Mosaic
institutions. Herodotus speaks of this custom as having
prevailed among the ancient Egyptians and neighbouring
people, who doubtless borrowed it from tlie Israelites.

Circumcision (Ecc.) or the feast of Circumcision, a festival

celebrated in the Christian church on the first of January,
in commemoration of our Saviour's circumcision.

CiRCUMDU'CTIOX (/,«;() is a term applied in the Scotch
law to the time allowed for bringing proof of allegiances,

which being elapsed, if either party sue for circumduetion
of the time of proving, it has the effect that no proof can
afterwards be brought, and the cause must be determined
as it stood when circumduction was obtained.

CIRCU'MFEUENCE [Math] T»,9<p(,a, the line or lines

generally which bound any figure, but particularly the
curve line which bounds the circle, and is every where
equidistant from the point called the centre. Euclid. Elem.
Def.\.),5.

CIRCU.M'EERENTOR {Math.) an instrument used in sur-

veying, consisting of a large box and needle fiistened on
to tlie middle of a brass index, with sights at each end of
the index, as in the subjoined figure. The quantity of

angles maybe taken in the following manner: supposing
the angle to be E K G, place the instrument at K, with
the flower de luce of the card towards you ; then direct the

sights to E, and observe what degrees are cut by the
' south end of the needle, which suppose 295 ; then turning

the instrument about on its stand, direct the sights to G,
noting again what degrees are cut by the south end of the
needle, which suppose to be 213 ; then subtracting the
less from the greater, the remainder is the quantity of the
angle sought ; as 295 — 213 = 82 degrees, the quantity of
the angle.

CIRCU'5lFERUS [Bol.) an epithet signifying winding round,
as the tendrils of the hop twist round the pole.

CI'RCUMFLEX {Gram.) an accent which when placed over
a syllabic makes it long, as this mark(~ ), and this (")in Latin.

CIRCUMFLE'XUS {Aunt.) an epithet for the muscle of
the palate which serves to draw down the I'ehtin pciulidiini

palnti, and then to the side towards the pterygoid process.

CIRCUMFORA'NEI (Ant.) an epithet for ni"ountebanks.

CIRCUMGYRATION {Aiiat.) the turning a limb round
in the socket.

CIRCUMINCE'SSION (Thcol.) a term used by divines for

the reciprocal existence of the three persons in the Trinity
in each other.

CIRCUMJO'VIALISTS (Adron.) an epithet applied to Ju-
piter's satellites.

CIRCUMI'TIS (Med.) a medicine used as a general unction
or liniment to any part.

CIRCUMLOCU'TIO {Rhet.) circumlocution, a figure of
speech answering to the periphrasis of the Greeks, which
consists in expressing by many words what might be ex-
pressed by a few ; which may sometimes be a beauty and
at other times a fault. Quint. Inst. I. 8, c. 6.

CIRCUMOSSA'LIS {.-Inat.) an epithet for what surrounds
a bone, as the periosteum ; also an epithet for what is sur-
rounded by a bone.
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CIRCU.MPO'LAR (A.^tron.) an epithet for such stars as

being pretty near our North Pole, move round it. They
never set or go below the horizon in our latitude.

CIRCUMPOTA'TIO (.4nt.) a funeral entertainment which
was given in honour of the deceased to the friends that

attended, whicli being esteemed an absurd custom, is sup-

posed to have been abolisiied by law. Lc.i. Sept. xii.

Tabb. apud. Cic. de Leg. 1. 2, c. 21- ; Ilottman. Antiq. Rom.
1.3. c. 1.

CIRCU.MSC'ISSUS(Bo<.)cut round; an epithet for a capsule.—Cnv^ula circumscissa, a capsule that opens, not longi-

tudinally or vertically, as most capsules, but transversely

and horizontally, like a snuff-box, usually about the

middle, so as to fall nearly in two equal hemispheres, as in

Ajia^(dtis and Hyoscynmus.
CrRC'U.MSCRIBED (Math.) :rff.yp:j^c»»a5, an epithet for.

any figure so drawn about another as that each of its sides

touch all the angles or planes of the inscribed figure.

Eucl. Elem. DrJ'. 1. 4.— Circumscribed hijperbolu, one of

Newton's hyperbolas of the second order.

CIRCU.MSCRI'PTION (Pli;;.) the certain bounds or limits

of any natural body, which is either external or internal.

—

E.iternal circumscription is referred to the place in whicli

any body is confined, and is termed local.

—

Internal cir-

cumscription is that which belongs to the essence and
quality of any body whereby it has a determinate exten-

sion and figure.

CIRCUMSPE'CTE AGA'TIS {Laxv) the title of a statute

made anno 13 Ed. I. stat. 4, relating to prohibitions, pre-,

scribing to the judges' cases in which the king's prohibi-

tion does not lie.

CIRCUMSTA'NTIBUS (L«w) By-standers, a term sig-

nifying any number of jurors taken out of such persons

as are present, to supply the deficiency after the number
has been challenged. Stat. 35 Hen. S, c. 6 ; 5 Eliz. c. 25.

CIRCU.MVALLA'TION (Fort.) or a line cfcircumvallation,

a trench bordered with a parapet thrown up around the

the besieger's camp, or round a town intended to be
besieged.

CIRCU.MVE'NTION (Loti') in the Scotch law, any act of

fraud whereby a person is reduced to a deed by decreet.

CIRCUMVOLU'TION (Archit.) the turns of the spiral line

of the Ionic order.

CIRCUNCOLU'MNIUM (Arcldt.) Tsp.ft/A-or, a place set

round with pillars.

CIRCUNCU'RRENS (Rhet.) an epithet for the rhetorical

art, because it is not limited to any certain matter.

CI'RCUS (.-int.) izziS'fiij.Qi;, a large circular building, particu-

larly at Rome, where games were exhi-

bited to the people. They were gene-

rall}- oblong, or nearly in the shape of a

bow. In the middle was a bank or

eminence, v.ith obelisks, statues, and
posts at each end, as in the annexed

figure. This served them for the course

of their bina and qundrigcc.

Ovid. Fast. I i, v. 391.'

Circus eritpompa c^Jelhr, numeroqiie D\}rum:
Frimaque ventosis palma petetur equis.

There were many of these buildings in Rome, but the most

remarkable of the kind was the Circus maximus, built

according to some by Romulus, according to others by
Tarquinius Priscus, the length of which was 2187 feet, the

breadth 960. It is said by some to liave contained 300,00(1

spectators. Dionys. Hal. 1. 3 ; I.iv. 1. 1, c. 35 ; Plin. !. 8,

c. 42; Aul. Gell. 1.5, c. 14; TerlulL de Spectac. c. 9;,

Chrysost. Serm. de Human; Isidur. Orig. 1. 18, c. 27;
Paii-cin.de Lud.Circ.\.\ , c.l3; Culcng.dcCirc. c. 9 ; Ursnt,.

de Not. Rom. apud Grccv. Thes. Antiq. Rom. toui. ll^ Sec.
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Circus (On;.) x.fxo?, a kind of hawk, [vide Accipilo]

Circus (Surg.) a circular bandage; called also laqucus

pl'nithhis.

CIKE PIlEPAllE'E (Mil.) Frcncli for a preparation of yel-

low wax, tallow, and pitcli, for closing up the lieads of fusees.

CIRNE'SES {Med) a union of separate things.

CrURI (M.) the claws of the polypus fish. Plin. 1.9, c. 28.

ClKRl'FERUS [Hot.) tendril-bearing; an epithet for a leaf

or a peduncle :/b//;()» cirriferum, a tendril-bearing leaf, as

in Fumaria; peduncidus cirriferus, a tendril-bearing pedun-

cle, as in Cardiospermum and Vitis.

CI'RRUS (Bot.) or Cirrlms, a tendril, [vide TendrU'\

CI'R.SION (But.) a species of the Cnrduti^ of Linna;us.

C'lRSIUM (Bot.) the .Iretiuni carduelis oCL,'mnxus.

CIRSO'CELE (Med.) vide Circocelc.

CIRSO'IUES (Med.) from xipo-ot, a varix, and fiJis, the form ;

i. e. resembling a varix or distended vein ; varicous, an

epithet applied to the upper part of the brain. Un^'. Ephes.

dc Appell Part Hum. Curp. 1. 1.

CI'RSOS (Med.) »;firc5, from Kiftrw, to dilate; a varix, or

preternatural distention of a vein.

CrSIUM (Aid.) a light sort of two-wheeled carriage. Cic.

Rose. Am. c. 7 ; Sc/irf. de lie Vehic. 1. 2, c. 18.

CrSLEU (C/iron.) the ninth month of the Jewish ecclesias-

tical year, and third of their civil year, answering nearly to

our November. When this month is 29 days instead of 30
the year is called deficient, [vide Clironologij]

CISSA (Nnt.) vide Pica.

CISS.l'MPELOS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 22 Diocein,

Order 12 Mnnodelphia.

Generic Characters. Cal. none, unless the corolla be so

called.—CoR. petals four ; nectary the membranaceous
disk of the flower wheelshaped.

—

Stam. Jitaments four;

anthers broad.

—

Pist. germ roundish; styles three;

stigynas three.

—

Pkii. bcrri/ globular; .^eed soWtavy.

fipecies. The species are perennials or shrubs, as

—

Cis-

snmpclos parcira, Clematis Convohndus, &c. Caapeba,

seu Aiidylon, native of South America.— Cissnwpelos

laurifolia, a shrub, native of the island of St. Thomas.— Cissampelos convolvulaeea , a shrub, native of the East

Indies.— Cissampelos caapcha, seu ful/is, &c. seu Ca-

npeha, &c. a perennial, native of South America.

CissAMTELos is also the name of the Pareira of Linnaeus.

CISS.\'NTHEM()S (not.)icur<rail)iiJi,ci, a species oi' Cyclamen.

Dioscor. 1. 2, c. la^.

CrSS Alius (Bot.) the Cistus Creticn^ of Linnaeus.

CrSSlNUM (Med.) »i(nri»o», a plaster fur wounds of the

nerves, &c. P. /Eginet. 1. 7, c. 17.

CISSITES (Min.) from xio-o-o;, ivy ; a precious stone, white

and shining, with the figures of ivy leaves all over it. Plin.

1. ;57, c 10.

CrSSOID (Geom.) a curve of the

second order, invented by Diodes,

for the purpose of finding two con-

tinued mean proportionals be-

tween two other given lines, as

the curve A M and A jm, consist-

ing of two infinite hyperbolic legs,

having a right line A B for a dia-

meter, and a right line C C its

asymptote; so that calling A B, a ;

the ab.-.ciss A P, x; and the corre-

spondent semiordinate I'M, or Vm,

y ; it will be y y x a — x = .r'. Sir Isaac Newton

reckons this, in liis Enumcratio Linearum lertii ordinis,

amongst the defective hyperbolas.

Cl'SSOS (Bot.) xKTiro?, a kind of ivy growing alone without

stay. Plin. I. IG, c. ,'it.

CJ'SSUS, in the Linncan System, a genus of plants. Class 1-

Tetrandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
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Generic Characters. Cal. involucre many-leaved; peri-

anth onu-leaved.—CoR. petals four ; ncctari/ a rim sur-

rounding the germ.

—

Siam. Jilaments four; anthers

roundish,

—

Pist. germ roundish; style filiform; stigma

simple.

—

Per. berry round ; seed a roundish stone.

Species. The species are shrubs or perennials, as— Cissiis

vitigincn, &c. seu Arbuscidn, Sic. Vine-leaved Cissus,

native of India.

—

Cissus latifoUa, Funis, &c. seu Schw
nnmbu, &c. native of India.— Cissus sicyoidcs, J'itis, &c.
Irsiola, &c. seu Bryonia, &c. a perennial, native of

Jamaica.

—

Cissus quadranguluris, Siclanthus, Funis, seu

Planta, Sec. a perennial, native of .Arabia.

—

Cissus acida,

Sicyos, Irsiola, Bryonia, seu Bryonioides, &c. seu litis,

&c. native of America,— Cissus carnosa, Hedera, seu

T.)jori-valli, native of the East Indies.— Cissus pedata,

sSandjucus, seu Belulla, native' of the East Indies.

CI'SSYMBIUM (Ant.) n-ifrcrvf/^fiict, a cup made of ivy, or

bound about with ivy. Cat. de Re Rust. c. 110; Macrvb.
1,5, c. 21. .

Cl'STA (Archccol.) a vessel of wine, containing two mea-
sures, or a measure and a half.

CisTA (A}it.) )ti5->i XI5-1?, a cupboard to hold provisions,

or a trunk for clothes. Poll. 1. 7, segm. IGO.— Cista mys-

tica, the mystic chest of Bacchus, which was used in cele*

brating his orgies.

Catull. oarm. 6 i, v. 260.

CeUbrahant argia cistis,

Org'la, qut£ frustra cupiunt audire pri^>/i«jii.

Tibull. 1. 1, eleg. 7, v. 4-8.

Et levis occultis cmscia cista saeris.

Apul. Met. 1. 6.

CisTA Gratia (Archtvol.) a church coffer in which the alms

for the poor were kept.

Cista {Med.) a Cyst, or tumour in which the obstructed

matter collects, as in a bag.

CISTA'RTIUM (Archa-ol.) a bread basket.

CISTE'LA (Ent.) a division of the genus cryptoccphahs,

consisting of those species that have the lip bifid, and the

body oblong.

CISTE'LLA (Arehaol.) a little chest.

CISTE'RCIAN (Ecc.) vide Cistcrtian.

CISTERN (Mech.) a vessel, in the form of a box, into which

confectioners put their creams to ice them over.

Cistern (Archit.) Cisterna, a subterraneous resen-oir for

water. J'itruv. 1. 8, c. 7. It is now any reservoir for water.

CISTE'RNA (Anat.) a name for the fourth ventricle of the

brain ; and also for the concourse of the lacteal vessels i"

the breasts of women.
CISTE'RTIAN Monks (Ecc.) in French Ciieaux, an order ol

Benedictine monks, instituted by Robert, abbot of Citeaux,

in France, in 1098. Hel. Hist, des Ord. Mon. torn, v, &c. i

Cl'STIC oxide (Chem.) the name of an animal substance,:

found in a concrete form, in the human bladder, having,

the appearance of magnesian limestone.

CISTO'IDES (ZJo/.) the Mahernia pinnata oCLinnxus.
_

I

Cl'STUS (Bot.) IC15-0!, K.rfci, or xlfcorci, a herb, of an astrin-

gent ([uality, which was reckoned good to restrain spread-

ing ulcers. Theoph. de Hist. Plant. 1. (j, c. 2 ; Dioscor. 1. 1,

c. 126; Hesychins. ,

Ci.sTUS, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 13

i

Polyandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
|

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved; leqfictt^

roundish.

—

Con. petals five

—

Stam. Jilaments numerous
,

anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germ roundish ; style simple

stigma flat.

—

Per. capsule roundish ; seeds numerous. '

Species. The species are shrubs, as

—

Cistus Capensis, set

arborescens, &c. Cape Cistus.

—

Cistus villosus, nair\

Rock Rose, or Shrubby Cistus.

—

Ci.<tus populifolius

Lcdon, seu Ledum, &c. Poplar-leaved Cistus, or Rodi

i
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Rose.— Cistiis lauri/oIiHS, Ledon, &c. seu Ledum, &c.
Bay-leaved Gum Cistus, a shrub, native of Spain.

—

Cistiis ledon, seu Ladnnifera, Ledum, &c. seu Ladanum,
native of the South of France.

—

Cistus umhellatus, Ledon,
seu Helianthitm, Urabelied Cistus, native of Spain.

—

Cistus fumnrins, C/iannecistus, seu Helianthemum, Heath-
leaved Cistus, native of France.— Cistus Anglicus, seu
Helianthemum, Sec. English Cistus.— Cistus J^rulicosus,

Helianthemum, Chamtccistus, seu Panax, Dwarf Cistus,

or Little Sun-Flower. But some of the species are an-

nuals, as the

—

Cistus plantagineus, seu herbacens, native

of Crete.

—

Cistus annuus, Annual Spotted-Flowered
Cistus, native of Ital3'. Clus. Hist. Plant, rar. ; Bauh.
Hist. Plant. ; C. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat.

Butnn. ; Raii Hist. Plant.; Tournef. Inst.; Linn. Spec.

Plant.
^

Cistus is also the name of the Diosma unijlora and Azalea
Indiea of Linnicus.

CISTO'PIIOUUS (Nitmis.) xi5-s?i.>?, an
Asiatic coin, in value somewhat more
than a denarius, equal to three oboli and
a half, or twopence farthing. It was so

called, because it bore the impression of
the eistn mystica, or the mysterious chest

of Bacchus, as in the annexed figure,

which represents the reverse of a medal of Mark Anthony
and Cleopatra. Cic. ad Alt. 1. 2, ep. 6 ; Be^. Thes. Brand.

CI'TADEL {Mil.) in French citadelle, and Italian citadelta,

a fort of four, five, or six bastions, built near a city, on the

most advantageous ground for commanding the place and

its vicinity.

CITA'TION (Law) a summons to appear, applied parti-

cularly to the proceedings in the spiritual court. Stat. 23

Hen. S, c. 9.

CITERXEAU' (yiech.) French for a small reservoir, arched

over so as to hold water.

CrTH.\R.\ {Ant.) a musical instrument very similar to a
lyre, although its exact form is not precisely known.

CITHARE'XYLU.M (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class U /)/-

dynamia. Order 2 Angiosperma.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.
one-petalled ; tube twice as long as the perianth ; border

five-parted; segments above villose.— Sta^i. Jilaments

four ; anthers oblong.

—

Pist. germ roundish ; stj/le fili-

form ; stigma obtuse-headed.— Pek. berri/ roundish
;

seeds two.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Citharciylum

cinereum, senjasmiiuim, &c. Ash-coloured Fiddle-wood,
native of South x\merica.— Citharcrtjlum caudatum, seu
Berberis, &c. Oval-leaved or Long-spiked Fiddle-wood,
native of Jamaica, iS.c.

CI'THARUS (Anat.) %.^6xf<si, the breast, as Galen explains

in his Exegesis. Erot. Lex. Hippocrat.

CiTHARUs (Jeh.) a fish called Folio, whose teeth are like a
saw. Aristot. Hist. Anim. 1. 2, c. 17; PUn. 1. 32, c. 10.

CITIZEN (Law) a freeman of a city.

CI'TOLE {}:[us.) a musical instrument, which consisted of no-
thing but a small chest, cistclla, with strings on the lid or top.

CrTR.\ (Bot.) the Citron-tree; a reddish sweet scented
wood, of an aromatic flavour, growing in the East Indies.

CI'TRAGO (Bot.) Balm-gentle.

CI'TIIATE (Chem.) the name for salts formed by the union
of citric acid with different bases, as the Citrate ofAmmo-
nia, Citrate of Putash, &c. [vide Chemistry]

CITRE.\ malus (Bot.) the Citrus medica of Linna;us.

CI'TREUM (Bot.) or Malum citreum, is the Latin name for

the Citrus medica of Linmus., which is called by Theo-
phrastus and Dioscorides n-i:;u» My-J,x.it. Thcoph. Hist.

Plant. 1. 4, c. 4. ; Dioscor. 1. I, c. 1G6 ; Plin. 1. 12, c. 3 ;

Alhen. 1. 3, c. 7. I
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CITRIC acid (Chem.) the acid of lemons, which is obtained
in concrete crystals, by saturating boiling lemon juice with
pulverized chalk, and treating it with sulphuric acid.

CITRIX.^TION (An/.) complete digestion.

CITRINE (Min ) vide Citrinns.

CITRINE'LLA (Om.) a bird about the size of a lark; so

called from its yellow or lemon colour. Gessn. dc Av.
CITRI'NULA (BoL) spearwort, a herb much used by

Paracelsus.

CITRI'XULUS (Min.) a stone between a crystal and a beryl.

CITRINUS (Min.) a peculiar species of sprig crystal, which
is distinguished by its beautiful yellow colour. It is called

by the jewellers citrine.

CI'TROX (Bot.) a pleasant fruit of the lemon kind, which
is the fruit of the Citrus medica of Linnaeus. The inside

is white, fleshy, and thick, containing but a small quantity
of pulp, in proportion to the size of the fruit.— Citron

xvater, a strong water distilled from lemon-peel, oran<ie-

peel, and nutmegs in alcohol.

—

Citron-tree, another name
for the Candle-wood- Tree.

CITRULUM {B,l.) or Cilrullus, Citrul, a kind of pump-
kin or gourd ; the Cucurbita citruUus of Linna;us.

CPTRUS (Bot.) the Citron, called by Theophrastus and
Dioscorides y.ti>.c< UriS\xi>. [vide Citreum']

Citrus, iyt the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class IS
Polyadelphia, Order 3 Icosandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
petals five.

—

Siwyi. Jilaments erect; anthers oblong
Pist. germ superior; .style cylindric; stigma globular.

—

Per. berry nine-celled; seeds in couples.

Species. The species are

—

Citrus medica, Lemon, Leino-
iiellus, seu Midus limonin, S^-c. a shrub, native of Asia.
This species comprehends the Citron, the Lemon, and
the Lime.

—

Citrus aurantium, Aurantium, seu Malus,
&c. sen Aurantia, the Orange, a shrub, native of India.— Citrus decumana, &c. Lima, Malus, Pumpclmus, seu
Aurantium, inc. Shaddock, a shrub, native of India.

CITTA (Med.) vide Pica.

Cr'lTERN (Mus.) vide Guitar.

CITTO'SIS (Bot.) a disease in vines when grapes fall from
the clusters and perish.

CITY (Polit.) contracted from the Latin civilas, formerly
signified any large and populous place, which had, like its

original, a particular reference to the inhabitants ; but it

is now applied solely to such corporate towns as have a
bishop's see and a cathedral church. It was sometimes
rendered by civitas, to denote its importance, sometimes
by oppidum, the common term for any inhabited place or
town ; and sometimes by urlts, to denote that it was a
walled town.

CrVES (Bot.) a name for a sort of leeks; the Allium
schnnenopras.nira of Linnaeus.

CrVET (Zool.) an animal of the weasel kind, about the size

of a cat ; the Viverra civctta of Linntcu;;, which iuliabits

.'Etliiopia, Congo, and the Cape of Good Hope. The fat

under its tail, near the anus, is the perfume called civet.

Civet (Com.) a perfume which smells like musk, from a bag
under the tail of the civet cat and the zibet, two species of

the Viverra of Linna;us.

Civet (Cook.) a particular way of dressing fowls, by first

frving and afterwards stewing them.

CI'VICA corona (Ant.) the Civic Crown, a garland of oak,

which was given to a Roman
soldier who had saved the life

of a citizen in battle, which

was also commemorated on

medals, as in the annexed fi-

gure, representing the crown,

with the words O!!. CIVIS. SERVATOS, to be found
on the reverse of a medal, siruck by Q. iElius Flaminius.
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C^^'IElvE (Mi!-) French for a smul! luind-barrou-, carried CLA'MEA admitloida in Ilincre per Altornatiim (Lnxi:) an
bv two men, and used much in the artillery. '

"

CH'IL Law [Law) is commonly defined to be that law which

every particular nation or society of people has established

for its oun use, which is more commonly called municijial

hnv; and the term civil laiv is now applied particularly to that

law which was used by the Romans, and collected under

the auspices of the emperor Justinian into a code or body

of Law, consisting of, 1. Institutes, or first principles of

Roman Law, which wore so called because ihey served

for instruction. 2. The Di^^c.sls or Pandcds, containing

the opinions of eminent lawyers digested in methodical

order. 3. Novels or Authcntics, i. e. laws so called, be-

cause they were new, and authentically translated from

the Greek into the Latin tongue. To these branches of

the Civil Law may be added the Buol; itf Fciah, contain-

ing tlie laws of the feudal system ; and the Constitutions of

the Emperors, which were either in the shape of rescripts or

edicts. The Civil Lavi is used in England, under certain

restrictions, in the Ecclesiastical Coui'ts, ^Llitary Courts, or

Courts of Chivalry, Courts of .^.dmiralty, and the Courts

of the two Universities — Civil death, any thing which cuts

a man off from civil society, as outlawry, banishment, and

the like.

—

Civil List is that which comprehends the whole

of the King's revenue in his own distinct capacity, and

serves to defray all expenses immediately connected with

civil government, as the royal liousehold, officers of state,

judges, &c.

Civil nar (Polit.) a war between subjects of the same state,

or citizens of the same cit}'.

Civil. [Cliron.) is applied as an epithet to diff"erent divisions

of time, which are framed for the purposes of civil society,

in distinction from those which correspond with the mo-

tions of the heavenly bodies, as the civil day, which is

twenty-four hours, including day and night, in distinction

from the solar day, which is twelve hours; and the civd

year, which is 363 days, and in leap year 366, distin-

guished from the solar year, v liich is 365'' G'' 48' 4S". [vide

('{ronoldg!/']

Ci'^T'LL-VN (Law) a doctor, professor, or student in the

Civil Law.
CL.iCK o/a Mill (Mccli.) a bell that rings when more corn

is required to be put into the mill.

10 Clack u-ool (Law) to cut oli' the slieep's mark to make

it weigh lighter, in distinction i\\m\ forcing rvont, which is

to cut oft' the upper and hairy part; and liarding wool,

which is to cut off the head and neck from the rest of the

fleece. Stat. S, Hen. 6, c. 22.

CLA'DUS (Arehccol.) a hurdle or wattle.

CL.^'ER (Chem.) Bone-lh)ur, or a powder prepared from

the bones of tlie cranium of a calf.

CLAIE (Mil.) Frcncii for a hurdle which is used during a

siege.

CL.AIM (Law) a challenge of interest in any thing that is in

the possession of another, or at least out of a man's own

possession, as claim by charter, by descent, &c. A claim

is cither verbal, when it is made by words ; or it is by an

Kclioii brought, rekiting sometimes to lands, and sometimes

to goods and chattels Contiinial claim is where a man

lias light and title to enter into any land.s or tenements,

wlicreof another is seized in fee or in fee-tail.— Claim (if

lihert)) is a suit or |)etition to the king to have liberties

and franchises confirmed there by the King's Attorney-

pcneral.

(;L.\IR ohscnr [I'aint.) \\i\e Claro ohseuro.

CLAIR-VOCJE (Carprnt.) rrencii for too wide a space be-

tween beams and rafters.

CLAIRON (Mil.) French for a species of trumpet which is

sliriller in its sound than the ordinary trumpet.

C'LAM (CoMi.) a small weight, and an imaginary coin at Siam.

ancient writ by which the King commanded the justices in
Eyre to admit a person's claim by attorney, who was em-
ployed in the king's service, and could liot come in liis

own person, lieg. Orig. 19.

CLAMI' (Carpeiit.) a little piece of wood in the fashion of a
wheel used instead of a pulley in a mortice, >as in tlie fiaps
of shutters, kitchen tables, and the like.— C/«)Hy)-)(o//c, such
as are used to fasten clamps in building and repairini'
ships.

Clami- (Mar.) [vide Cnp-squnrc']—Clamp is also a piece of
timber applied to a mast for strengthening it.

Clamp of bricks (Mceh.) a pile of bricks raised for burninsj,— Clamp-irons at the ends of hearths to keep up the fuel,

called also creepers or dogs.

CLAN (Polit.) a term used among the Scotch for a num-
ber of families subject to one chief.

CLANUE'STIN'V (Bot.) the same as the Lathnca of Lin-
noeus.

CL.'^P (Med.) the Gonorrhcea impura.

Clap (Sport.) the nether part of a hawk's beak.— Clap r.et,

a sort of net used in birding, which was contrived for catch-
ing larks by means of a looking-glass.

CLA'P-150ARD [Carjieiit.) a board ready cut for making
casks.

CL.\'PPER (Spoii.) a place under ground where rabbits

breed.

Clapper (Mecli.) that part of a bell with which the sound is

produced.
CLARENCIE'UX (Her.) the second king at arms, ap-

pointed bj' Edward IV. on the death of the duke of Cla-

rence, from whom lie received his name. His office is to

marshal and dispose the funeral of all knights and esquires

on the south of the river Trent.

CLARl'lNDON, Constitutions of (Law) certain constitutions

made in the reign of Henry IL in 1 IGi, whereby the pouer
of the |iope and clergy was much curtailed. Tliej' were so

called from Clarendon, in Wiltshire, the place where they

were enacted.

CLA'RET (Com.) a general name for the red wines of

France.

CL.ARi:'TA (Xat.) the white of an egg.

CL.\RE'TU!NI (Med.) a wine impregnated witli spices and
sugar, otherwise called viuum Hippocrateum. Tliere is

also a claretnm purgativum, which is mentioned by
Scliroeder in his Pharmacopia.

CL.'\'RICORDS (Mus.) a stringed instrument formerly in

use, the strings of which Here supported by five bridges. It

much resembled a spinnet ; but the strings were covered
with a piece of cloth, so as to deaden the sound and render

it softer.

CLAUUTCA'TION (Cliem.) the process of making .iiiy

liipiid, clear or free from heterogeneous matter. The sub-

stances usually employed for clarifying liquors are whites

of eggs, blood, and isinglass.

CLARIG.VTIO (.4nt.) 1. A demanding satisfaction for an

injury, by an outer}', as it were, claritate vocis, which

being done, war was proclaimed, as Livy informs us, by
[

the Pater-patratus, who went for this purpose to the

enemy's borders. Liv. 1. I. c. 32; Plin.X. 22, c. 2; Serv.

in .Kn. I. 9, V. .53. 2. An arrest or seizure of the person,

which was called by the Greeks a»<!(jo>ii4^ij.. Liv. 1. 8, c. H;
Gloss. Lat. Gra'c. Pliilux. ; Justinian. Xovcll. 52; I'timcl.

yldv.\.2l, c. I.

CL.VRINE'T (Mus.) a wind instrument of the reed kind,

the scale of which includes every semitone; but it is heard

to advantage only on the keys C and F.

CLARI'NO (i1iH.v.) a kind of trumpet, consisting of a nar-

rower tube than ordinary, and sendingforlh avery shrillnote.

CLA'RION (Mus.) an octave trumpet.
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Clarion (Her.) a bearing which represents an

old fashioned trumpet used in war, as in the

annexed figure. " He beareth argent, a
chevron between three Clarions, gules, by
the name oil Arthur, of Clopton, in Somerset-
shire."

CLAR.MA'RTHEN (Latv) a term in the Scotch law for

warranting stolen goods.

CLA'RO nbscuro (Paint.) or Clah'-ohscure, the art of distri-

buting to advantage the lights and shades of a piece, so as

to render it most pleasing to the eye, and give at the same
time most effect to the whole piece.

—

Clnro-obscuro, or

Chidro-oscuro, is sometimes employed to signify a design

of two colours, as black and white, or black and yellow
;

also prints of two colours taken oft" at twice.

CL.^iRY-WA'TER (Med.) a water composed of brandy,

sugar, clary-flowers, and cinnamon, with a little amber-
gris dissolved in it.

CLA'SIS {Med.) K>ao-i?, from x.>iaa>, to break ; a fracture.

CLA'SMIUiM (Min.) an old term for a certain description of

gypsums, which are of a soft texture, and of a dull opaque
look.

CLA'SPER (Bot.) another name for the cir}-us or tendril.

[vide Tendril]

CLASS {.4nt.) vide Classis and Census.

Class (Xat.) a term applied to the most general subdivision

into which the kingdom of nature is divided. The animal
kingdom, in the Linneun system, is divided into 6 classes,

the vegetable kingdom into 24, iS:c. Each ckiss includes

a certain number of orders, genera, species, &c. of which
a description may be found under the respective heads.

Class (Lit.) is a scholastic term applied to any number of
youth in a school who are of the same form, and learn the

same thing.— Class in the University of Oxford is the divi-

sion of the candidates who are examined for their degrees
according to their rate of merit. Those who are entitled

to this distinction are denominated classmen, answering to

the optimcs and xoranglers in the University of Cambridge.
CLASSIA'RIUS miles (Ant.) a seaman, or one who served

in the navy. Cccs. de Bell. Civil. 1. 1, c. 58 ; Hi>,t. de
Bell. Ale.v. c. 1 1 ; Tacit. Annal. 1. 15, c. 51 ; Sclief. de Mil.

Xaval. 1. 2, c. 3.

CLA'SSICAL (Lit.) an epithet for authors and books which
have acquired an established authority, [vide Classicus]

CLA'SSICEN (Ant.) or Classicnrius, the trumpeter, or he
who sounded the classicum.

CLA'SSICS (Lit.) a term applied in an especial manner to

the writings of the ancients in the Latin and Greek.
CLA'SSICUM (Ant.) a flourish with the trumpet, which was
. sounded by the trumpeter either to assemble the army or

to give the signal for battle.

Senec. (Edip. act 3, v. 733.

SonuU rpjieio cUtsskum c(^rnu.

Varr. de Lnt. Ling. 1. 5, c. 9 ; Liv. 1. 7, c. 36, 1. 38, c. 27 ;

Serv. inyEn.\.8, v. 637 ; Veget. 1.2, c.22; Isid. Orig.

1. IS, c. 4.

CLA'SSICUS (Ant.) 1. vide Classicen. 2. A denizen or

freeman ; one who is assessed and placed in a certain class

of the citizens, but more particularly those who were of

the first class, the aldermen or chief men of the city

;

whence the term classicus scriptor in Aulus Gellius for a

classical writer, or an author of the first rank and au-
thority.

CLASSIFICA'TION (P/«'/.) in its general sense, implies the

disposing of any thing in a certain order, but in its parti-

cular sense is applied to the artificial arrangement of na-

tural objects according to their external characters.

CLA'SSIS (Ant.) the class or division which was formed of

the Roman people according to the estimate of their estate.

CLA

Those of the first class, distinguished by the name of das-

sici, were not to be worth less than 200/. [vide Census]

CLA'TES (Fort.) vide Cla,/es.

CLATHROI'DES (Bot.) and Clathroidastum, a species of
the Clathrus.

CLA'THRUS (Bot.) a genus of Fungi.
CLA'VA Herculis (Bot.) the Xanthoxyhim clava Herculis of

Linnaeus.

—

Clava rugosa. [vide Calamus aromaiicus']

Clava (Conch.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes, Order
Mollusca.

Generic Character. Body fleshy and clavate : aperture

angle and vertical.

CLAVA'RIA (Bot.) a genus of Fungi.
CLAVA'RIUS (Archivol.) a verger or mace-bearer.
CLAVA'TIO (Anat.) a sort of articulation without motion,

where the parts are as it were driven in with a hammer, like

the teeth in a socket.

CLAVA'TUS (Bot.) an epithet for the Leaf, as in Anabasis

Joliosa ; for the Petiole and the Peduncle ; for the Calyx, as

in Iclene; for the Style, as in Leucoium vernum ; for the

Capsule, as in Papaver Argemone.
CLAU'DEllE (Laiv) to inclose land, and claud, a ditch, or

inclosure. Ken. Paroch. A)itiq.

CLAUDI'ACON (Med.) y.xxvl\:ty.o,, a collyrium. P. .Fginct.

1. 7, c. 16.

CLAUDICA'TIO (Med.) lameness.

CLA\'E (2Iar.) a stool fourteen inches high, on which the

shells are set up with wedges for making the sheave-holes.

Clave Cymbala (Mus.) vide Clavicembalum.

CLA'VECIN (Mus.) vide Clavicembalum.

CLAVELLA'TI cincres (Chem.) a name for potash, so called

from the little billets into which the wood was cut in ob-
taining it.

CLA'VES Insuhr (Latti) or keys of the island ; a name given

to the twelve weighty men who are chosen in the Isle of
Man to determine difficult cases.

Claves signatcc (Mus.) a name for the coloured lines used

by Guido, before the invention of clitt's, to determine the

situation and power of notes.

CLA'VlA (Arclueol.) per Serjeantiam clavia, i. e. by the ser-

jeanty of the club or mace, is a sort of tenure in the coun-
ties of Essex and Hertford mentioned in the inquisition of

serjeanties in the 12th and 13th of King John.

CLAVICE'MBALUM (Mus.) an ancient name for the harp.

CLAVICITHE'RIUM(.1/»s.)anothernamcfortheclarichord.
CLAVrCUL.E (Bot.) vide Tendril.

Clavicul.e (Anat.) kAeiJe;, clavicles; the two cliannel-bones,

or two small bones which fasten the shouider-bonos and
breast-bone, being as it were keys situated at the basis or

bottom of the neck, above the breast, each resembling a

letter S in form. They are aptly enough described by
Homer when he speaks of the part which Achilles aimed

at in his contest with Hectoi'.

Horn. II. 1. 22, v. 324.

^Px.viTo J" vf' xA^rJ^f^ q!t' au^uv au^iv* iy^^tn

Aivicavtr,^ [tit T£ '^ii)(Vi^ aixi^o^ oAs^co^.

CLAVI'CULUS (Bot.) vide Tendril.

CLA'VIGER (Ant.) Club-bearer; an epithet for Hercules,

who is mostly represented on coins and medals carrying a

club.

CLAVIGERA'TUS (Archceol.) a treasurer of a church.

Mon. Angl. torn. 1, p. 184.

CLA'VIS (Mus.) cliff, or key. [vide Cliff]

Clavis (Lit.) a key, or whatever serves to decyphcr or ex-

plain.

Clavis siliginis (But.) a name for smutted rye.

Clavis (Chem) any menstruum, particularly of minerals,

which unlocks them as it were, and penetrates their inner

substance.

3 M
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CLAUSE (Laii') an article, condition, or provision in a con-

tract, deed, or other instrument,

—

Clause rolls, roils con-

taining records committed to close writs preserved in the

Tower.

—

Clause in t/ic Hcolch laiv is of two Icinds, irritant

and resolutive.— Clause irritant is any provision which makes
a penalty be incurred, and the obligation to be null for

the future; or upon any other account makes the right to

vacate or resolve.

—

Clause resolutive, a provision whereby
the contract to which it is affixed is, for non-performance,
declared to have been null from tlie beginning.

CLAU'.SE-ROLLS {Law) vide Close-Rolls.

CLAU'SIKE ( Vet.) the first rot in sheep.

CLAV'STRVSI gutturis {Med.) the passage to the throat,

which lies immediately under the root of the tongue and
the tonsils.

ChAVSVyifregit (Laxu) a writ in an action of trespass; so

called because it demands the person summoned to answer

(jiiare clausuinfregit, why he committed such a trespass.

—

Clausinn paschia, the end of Easter, or Sunday after

Easter-Day, so termed because it concludes that festival.

CLAUSU'RA (3Ieil.) an imperforation of any canal or ca-

vity of the body ; thus Clausura Uteri is a preternatural

imperforation of the uterus.

CLA'VUS {Ant.) signified, I. A nail, as clavus annalis, the

nail which was annually driven into the wall of .lupiter's

temple by the ftaetor. Consul, or Dictator, on the Ides

of September, b}- which at first an account of the Roman
years was kept. Liv. 1. 7, c. 3 ; Fest. de Verb. Signiy.

'2. The rudder or helm of a ship. Cic. ad Fam. 1. 9, ep. 1.5 ;

Serv. in J^n. I. 5, v. 177. .'5. A knap of purple, which
was worn as a badge of distinction by Senators, whence
the dignity itself was also called clavus ; and clavum tribuere

ant adiinere, signified to raise one to the dignity of a se-

nator, or to degrade him from it. The clavus was distin-

guished into the latus clavus, which belonged especially to

senators, and the elavus angustus, which belonged to knights.

The former of these is frequently mentioned or alluded to

by the poets.

Ovid. Trist. 1. 4, eleg. 10, v. 27.

hiduiturque humeria cum lato jnirinira claio.

Marl. 1. 4, ep. 46.

Et Into varlata jnaypa clavo.

This clavus was also worn by the priests of Saturn.

Sil. Ital. 1. a, c. 26.

DUcinctis mas thura dare, atqve e legeparentiim

Sacrijicam lata vestem dUthi^uere clavo.

Sometimes the clavus angustus is likewise alluded to.

Mart. 1. 5, ep. 17.

Dum jrroavos utavosque refers, et npmitia magna ;

Dum iibi nosier Eques sordida conditio est ;

Diim te posse negas nisi luto, Oellia, clavo

Kubere ; nupsisti, CeUia, cistij'ero.

0ml. Trist, 1. 4-, eleg. 9, v. 35.

Curia restahat : clavi mensiira coacta est

:

Majus crat nustris viribus illud opus.

Stat. Silv. 1. 4.

ConteJttis arcto lumine p^iipuric.

Stat. Si/lv. 1. 5.

lum stillf^Liiie cretiis

Turmiit'i. tralKat^He Remif nee paupers cluto

Angustnm sfjfim, et JmIU penetrate senaiui

Advain pulsisti.

Varr. de Ling. Lat. I. 1 ; Ilor. sat. 6, v. 28 ; Slrnh. 1. ^ ;

Pctron. Arb. c. .32 ; (luiiilil. I. 8, c. ,5 ; Tertull. de Pall.

c. 4; IJerodian. I. 5, c. .'J ; Sueton. Claud, c. 24 ; Ammian.
1. 16, c. 8 ; Lsidor. Orig. 1. 9, c. 4.

Ci.AVus (Med.) 1. A name for tubercles in different parts of

the body, as clavus pedum, hard ;^kin on the toes or soles

CLE
of the feet, corns ; clavus oculorum, a staphyloma or tumour
on the eye-lids ; clavus uteri, an indurated tubercle in the
uterus. Cels. 1. 7, c. 7 ; Plin. 1. 30, c. 10; Plin. Valer.

1. 2, c. 5; Marcell. Empir. c. 34. 2. A fixed pain in one
part of the forehead, not exceeding a thumb's breadth in

extent. It nmch resembles the sensation which the drivin<'

a nail into the head might occasion, from which it derives
its name. When connected with hysterics, as it is some-
times, it is called Clavus hystericus.

CL.WVA [Law) a close, or small inclosure. Mon. Angl.
tom. 2.

CLAWING {Mar.) or claxmng off, in French chicaner, beat-
ing or turning to windward from a lee-shore.

CLAY (.1//)!.) a fat clammy sort of earth, which is classed in

the Linnean system under Argilla. It is distinguished into

different kinds, as—Common Clay, or Brick-Clay, Argilla

communis.—Potter's Clay, Argilla lithomania.—Pipe Clay,
Argilla leucargilla.—Porcelain Clay, Argilla porcellana.

CL.W'ES {Fort.) or dates, wattles made of stakes inter-

woven with osiers, &c. to cover lodgments, having earth

heaped upon them ; they are also used to lay in ditches

that have been drained, and on marshy grounds, &c.
CLAYMORE {Mil.) vide Clijmore.

CL.\YTO'NIA {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,
Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters, Cal. perianth bivalve.—Con. petals

five.

—

Stam. Jilaments five ; anthers oblong.

—

Fist.

germ roundish; style simple; stigma trifid.

—

Per. cap-

side roundish ; seeds three.

Species. The species are, the

—

Claiyionia virgiuica, a pe-

rennial, native of Virginia. — Clai/tonia sibirica, seu

Limnia, a perennial, native of Siberia.— Claj/tonia per-

foliata, an annual, native of N. America.
CLEAN {Mar.) an epithet applied to the sharp part of a ship,

both fore and aft.

Clean proof {Print.) a proof that has but few fiiults in it

CLE.'Vll {Mar.) an epithet applied to various objects, as a

clear coast, which is free from rocks, sands, or any thing

else to impede the navigation. A cable, &c. is clear when
it is disentangled. Weather is clear, as opposed to the

foggy or cloudy.

Cleaii (Carpent.) an epithet for joists that are at a proper

distance apart from each other.

—

Clear story xvindorvs are

those which have no transom in their height.

Clear vision (Opt.) is produced by a great quantity of ra3'S

in the same pencil, enlightening the correspondent points

of the image strongly and vigorously.

TO Clear {Mar.) is applied to different objects, as " To
clear the anchor," in French degager I'ancre, to get the

cable off the flooks. " To clear the hawse," in French de-

Jdire le crnix, to untwi>t the c.ibles which are entangled.
" To clear out," or " To clear out a ship," to obtain leave

for filling the cargo and sailing out by paying the customs.

TO Clear the trenches {Mil.) to drive out those that guard

them.

CLEARER (Mreh.) a tool on which the hemp is always

finished for making ropes, &c.
CLEATS (A/ac.) in French Taquets de manccuvrcs ; pieces

of wood differently shaped, and occasionallv used in a ship

to fiisten ropes upon. They are of different kinds, accord- '

ing to their form, as

—

Belaying cleat, which is formed with
'

two arms.

—

Comb cleat, which is straight on the inner edge.

—Mast cleat, which is made with a score to admit a seiz-

ing, and a hole in the centre for an under seizing.— Shroud

cleat, formed like the belaying cleat, but with a grooved

edge.— Single t/m/, formed with one arm only.

—

Slop clad,

nailed on the bowsprit for gammoning collars, &l:—
Thumb cleat, similar to a single cleat, but sn}aller.

CLE'.WER {Mech.) a butcher's axe for chopping tjie bones

of meat.
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CLE'AVERS (Bot.) the Galium aperine, an annual so called

because it is a climbing plant that cleaves to other plants

for its support.

CLECHE (Her.) or detche, an epithet for a cross, or any
ordinary pierced throughout, so that nothing of it remains

except the edges.

CLE'DONES (A7it.) xM^nii;, ominous words or presages

drawn from voices or words. This sort of divination was
most in use at Smyrna, where, according to Pausanias,

they had it.>.r,^mtu)i Ufi-', a temple, in which answers were re-

turned this way. Pans. 1. 9; Hesi/cliius.

CLEF {Arch.) French for the key-stone of an arch.

Clef de moiisquet (Mil.) an iron instrument with only one

square hole and a. handle, with which the piece is

cocked.

CLEFF (Mtis.) vide Clif.

OLE'FT-GR.^FTING (Hort.) a mode of ingrafting by cleav-

ing a tree and inserting a branch.

CLEFTS (
Vet) cracks in the pasterns of a horse, supposed

to be caused by a sharp humour.
CLEG ffooie (Her.) the same as Barnacle.

CLEI'DIES (Anal.) the same as Claviculce.

CLEI'DION (Med.) x^ii.iT.i", a pastil described by Galen and
Paulus j'Egineta. Gal. de Comp. Med, sec. Loc. 1. 9, c. 5

;

P. JEginet. 1. 7. c. VI.

CLEIDOMASTOl'DEUS (Anat.) a muscle, vide Sterno-

cleidomastoideus.

CLEIXE alt possanne (Mus.) another name for a Sacbut.

CLEISA'GRA (Med.) from v.;,;;!, the clavicle, and «yp:j, a

prey; the gout in the articulation of the clavicles to the

sternum.

CLEI'TflRON (Anat.) vide Claustrum.

CLE'>L\ (Bot.) K/iubx, the twig or tendril of a plant.

CLE'iMATlS (Bot.) xADju-aTi's, a plant so called because it

has x-MfjunTit, tendrils. Dioscor. 1. 4, c. 7 ; Pliii. 1. 2^, c. 15 ;

Gal. de Siinpl. 1. 7.

Clematis, in the Linnean System, a genus of plants. Class 13
P(jlyandria, Order 3 Polygynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. none. — CoR. petals four.

—

StAM. filaments very many; anthers growing to the size

of the filaments.—PisT. germs very many; styles longer

than the stamens ; stigmas simple.

—

Peu. none ; recep-

tacle headed; seeds very many.
Species. The species are shrubs, as the Clematis cirrhosa,

&c. Evergreen Virgin's Bower, native of Boctica.— Cle-

matis Jlorida, Sec. Large-flowered Virgin's Bower, native

of Japan.

—

Clematis viticella, seu Clematilis, &c. Purple

Virgin's Bower, native of Italy.

—

Clematis viorna, ¥la-

ninula, &c. Scandens, &c. Leathery-flowered Virgin's

Bower, native of Virginia.— Clematis vitalha, Common
Virgin's Bowel', Wild Climbers, or Traveller's joy, na-

tive of the south of Europe.
Clematis is also the .-itragene Zeylanica.

CLEMA'TITIS (Bot.) xA««/«t,Vk, a plant so called because

it climbs up trees by its claspers, or tendrils. Dioscor.

1. 4-, c. 182; Plin. 1. 25, c. 8; Clus. Hist. Ear. Plant.; Bauh.
Pin.; naii Hist. Plant.

Clematitis is now another name for Clematis.

CLE'MENTINES (Ecct.) a part of the canon law, consist-

ing of decretals or constitutions of Pope Clement V., and
enacted into laws by the council of Vienna.

CLE'KCH-BOLTS (Carpsnt.) iron pins in a ship clenched

at the ends which are carried through.

—

Clench-nails are

such as will drive through a board without splitting it.

CLE'OME (But.) a genus of plants, Clitss 15 Tetradynamia,
Order 2 Siliqnosa.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved.— Cor.
four-petalled.— Stam. Jilameiits six; OH^/jer.! lateral.

—

PisT. germ oblong; style simple; stigjnas thickish.

—

Per. stliqtie long ; seeds very many.

Species. The species are shrubs, and annuals, as the
Cleomejiincca, &c. a shrub, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.— Cleome heptaphylla, seu Ertirago, Sinapistrum,
&c. Pentaphylliim, &c. Seven-leaved Cleome, an annual,
native of the Indies.— Cleome pentaphylla, .Sinapistrum,

&c., Papaver, See. Quinquefolium, &c, seu Capa, &c.
Five-leaved Cleome, an annual, native of the Indies.

—

Cleome icosandra, Sinapistrum, &c. seu Lagansa, &c. an
annual, native of Ceylon.

CLEO'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 1-t Didynamia,
Order 1 Gymnospermia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved, upper lip

flattish, lower two-parted.

—

Cor. one-petalled, upper lip

straight, lower bifid.— Stam. Jilame/its four; anthers

crossed in pairs.

—

Pist. germ four-parted ; «/ye filiform;

stigmas four.

—

Per. none; cali/x closed with hairs ; seeds

tour.

Species. The only species is the Cleonia lusitanica, Brtt-

nella, &c. Prunella, &c. Clinopodium, &c. seu Bugula,
&c. Sweet-scented Cleonia, an annual, native of Por-
tugal.

CLEONI'CIUM (Bot.) the same as Clinopodion.

CLEO'XIS collyrium (Med.) a collyrium described by Celsus.

De Re Med. 1. 6, c. 6.

Cleonis gluten (Med.) a medicine described by Orobasius.
Med. Coll. 1. i.

CLEP (Laiv) a form of claim, libel, or petition, in the
Scotch Law.

CLEPSA.MMIDIUM (Ant.) an hour-glass which measured
time by the running out of the sand.

CLEPSY'DRA (Dial.) y.>ii^vi'fx, in French clepsydre, a water-
clock, so called from x.xi7:Tii, to steal, and W^j, water, be-
cause the water steals, as it were, out of the glass. An
instrument of early invention for the purpose of measuring
time in an hour-glass, by means of running water or sand.

Orators, both among the Greeks and Romans, were regu-
lated by this hour-glass, as to their time of speaking, v.hich

was called pleading, irfcj kKi-^uS^xu by the clepsydra, to

which Martial refers.

Marl. 1. 6, epig. 35.

Septem cUpsydras, ma/riia tibi roce petenti

Arbiter invitus CtEciliane dedit.

Aristot. Poet. ; Demosthen. Oral, mfi xufXTrfur^, Cic. Or.
1. 3, c. S-t ; Vitruv.

Clepsydra (Surg.) an instrument mentioned by Paracelsus,

for conveying suffumigations to the uterus.

CLE'RGY (Eccl.) Clerici, now signifies all persons who
are in holy orders, and in ecclesiastical offices, as Arch-
bishops, Bishops, Deans, and Chapters ; Parsons, who are

rectors or vicars, and curates. Formerly the clergy were
divided into regulars and seculars. The regulars were
such as lived under the rules of some order, as Abbots,
Plonks, &c.—The seculars were those who lived under no
such rules, as Bishops, Deans, and Parsons, [vide Clerhl—
Benefit of clergv, an ancient privilege whereby one in or-

ders claimed to be delivered to his ordinary to purge him-

self of felony, which was also extended to the laity, [vide

Benefiti

CLE'RICO admitlcndo (Law) \ide admiilendo clerico.— Clerico

infra sricros orilines comtitnlo, 'iion cligendo in ojficium ; a
writ directed to those who have thrust a bailiwick, or other

office, on one in holy orders, charging them to release him.

Reg. Orig. 143.— Clerico capto per slatuium mercatonivi,

&c. a writ for the delivery oC a clerk out of prison, who is

taken and imprisoned upon the breach of a statute mer-
chant. Reg. Orig. 69.

CLERK (Lav:) clericus, a term peculiarly applied to a clergy-

man, or one who belongs to the Holy Ministry of the

Church. The word is derived from clerus, a lot, signifying

3 :•! 2
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to be de clero Domini, of the Lord's lot, as the tribe of

Levi was in Judca.

C/crk, in another sense, is taken for one who practises his

pen in any court or office ; so called because formerly these

offices were executed principally by the clergy. Clerks

are of different kinds, according to their office, viz.

—C/erk of the Acts, an officer in the Navy Office, whose

business it is to record all orders, contracts, bills, war-

rants, &c. transacted by the Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty.

—

Cler/c nf ajfidavits, an officer in the Court

of Chancery who files all affidavits.

—

Clcrh of the risxizc,

lie who writes all things down that are judicially done

by the justices of assizes in their circuits. Cramp. Juris.

2'27.

—

CIcr/c of the hails, an officer who files the bail

pieces taken in the Court of King's Bench.

—

CAt/.s in

Chancery, six clerks under the twelve Masters, (vide

Chancerij]— Clerk of the chcijue, an officer in the King's

Court, so called because he has the check and control-

ment of the yeomen of the guard, and all otlier yeo-

men belonging to the King, Queen, or Prince of Wales.

— Clerk of the closet, a clergyman, otherwise called con-

Jessor to his Majesty, whose office it is to attend the

King at all religious services, and in all spiritual matters.

— Clerk controller of the King's House, whose office it is

to allow or disallow charges of Pursuivants, Messengers,

iSrc. of the Green Cloth, Sec.

—

Clcik of the Cro-i'n, an

officer who frames, reads, and records all indictments

against offenders arraigned or indicted of any public

crime in the Court of King's Bench : he is otherwise

called Clerk of the Crown Office, and exhibits informa-

tions.— Clerk ofthe Crown in Chancery, an officer in that

court who continually attends the Lord Chancellor in

person, or by deputy.— Clerk of the declarations, an of-

ficer that files all declarations in the Court of King's

Bench.— Clerk of the deliveries, an officer in the Tower

of London, whose office it is to take indentures for all

stores, ammunition, &c. issued from thence.— C/cr/.- o/"

the errors, an officer in the Court of Common Pleas, who
transcribes and certifies into the King's Bench the tenor

of the records of the cause in action, upon which the

writ of error made by the cursitor is brought there to

be heard and determined.

—

Clerk ofthe essoins, an officer

belonging to the Court of Common Pleas who keeps the

essoin rolls.— Clerk of the estreats, an officer belonging

to the Exche(iuer, who every term receives the estreats

out of the Lord Treasurer's Kemembrancer's office, and

writes them out to be levied for the King.

—

Clerk of the

hanaper, or hamper, an officer in cliancery, whose office

it is to receive all the money due to the King for the

seals of charters, &c.; he is so called because the hanaper

is an old term signifying y/scum, or treasury.— C/cj/.- o/"

the inrvllnients, an officer of tlie Common Pleas, who
enrolls and exemplifies all fines, recoveries, returns, writs

of entry, summons, and seisin, &C.

—

Clerk nf the juries,

an officer belonging to the Court of Common Pleas,

who makes out writs ol' habeas corpora and distringas for

the appearance of juries.

—

Clerk of the market, an officer

of the King's iiouse to whom it belongs to take charge

of the King's measures, and keep the standards of them,

which are the exanii)lcs of all measures to be used

throughout the kingdom, la 11. 2, c. 4, I'tc; Flrt. 1.2,

c. 8, 9.; 4 //(.rf. 111'. — Clerk Marshal of the Kind's

Household, an officer that attends the Marshal in his

Court, and records all proceedings.

—

('Icrk of the nichils,

or nihils, an officer belonging to the Court of Exchequer,

who makes a roll of all such sums as arc nihilcd by the

sheriffs upon their estreats of green wax.

—

Clerk of the

ordnance, an officer of the Tower, who registers all or-

ders touching the King's ordnance.— Clerks of the out-

lawries, a servant, or deputy, to the Attorney General,

CLE

who makes out writs oi capias utlagatiim, after outlawry.— Clerk of the Paper Office, an officer in the Court of
King's Bench who makes up the Paper-books of special

pleadings and demurrers in that court.— Clerk of tht
papers, an officer of the Common Pleas, who has tlie

custody of the papers of the warden of the Fleet; enters

commitments and discharges of prisoners, &c.

—

Parish
Clerk, \\de Parish.— Clerk of the Parliament Rolls, an
officer who records all things done in tlie higli court of
Parliament.

—

Clerk of the patents, or of the letters patent
under the Great Seal of England.— Clerk (f the peace,

an officer belonging to the sessions of the peace, whose
duty it is to read indictments, enrol proceedings, draw
the process, etc.

—

Clerk of the Pells, a clerk belonging
to the Exchequer, whose office it is to enter every teller's

bill into a parchment roll, or skin, called pedis rccepto-

rum, and to make another roll of payments, called pedis

exitnnm.— Clerk of the petti/ hag, an officer of the Court
of Chancery, whose office it is to record the returns of
all inquisitions out of eveiy shire, to make out patents,

iSrc.—There are three of these officers, of which the

Master of the Rolls is the chief.

—

Clerk of the Pipe,

an officer in the Exchequer who has the accounts
of the debts due to the King, and charges them down
in the great roll, called the pipe, from its shape, which
resembles a pipe : he was formerly called Ingrossator

magni Rolidi, Stat 33, H. 8, c. '12.—Clerk of the Pleas,

an officer in the Court of Exchequer, in whose office all

the officers of the court, upon special privilege belong-

ing to them, ought to sue, or be sued in any action.—
Clerks of the Privy Seal, four officers wliich attend the

Lord Privy Seal, to write and make out all things that

are sent by warrant from the Signet to the Privy Seal.

—

Clerk of the Remembrance, an officer who assists the

Clerk of the Pipe.— Clerk of the Rolls, an officer who
makes search for and copies, deeds, offices, &c. in the

Court of Chancery.— Clerk of the Rules, he nlio draws

up and enters all the rules and orders made in the Court
of King's 15ench.— Clerk of the Seivers, an officer be-

longing to tlie Commissioners of Sewers, who takes ac- i

count of all their proceedings.

—

Clerk of the Signet, an
officer continually attendant on his Majesty's Principal

;

Secretary, who has the custody of the privy signet.

There are four of these officers who attend in turn, and

dine at the Secretary's table.— Clerk cf the King's Silver,

an officer in the Court of Common Pleas, who receives
;

all fines that have passed the office of the cnstos ire-

vium.— Clerk of the supersedeas, an officer in the Court
of Common Pleas wlio makes out writs of supersedeas

upon a defendant's appearing to the exigent on an out-

lawry, whereby the sheriff is forbidden to return the
,

exigent.— Clerk of tlie treasury, an officer of the Com- '

mon Pleas who has the records of the court in his

charge, and is the servant of the Chief Justice. He is

removeable at pleasure, in distinction from other clerks, ;

who are for life. 'I'iiere is also a secondary, or under
;

clerk of the treasury, who has one key of the treasury-

door, and an under-kccpcr, who has another.

—

Clerk of'

the King's great wardrobe, one who keeps account of

what belongs to the royal wardrobe. Stat. 1 Edw.-^, c. 1.

— Clerk of the warrants, an officer of the Common Pleas

who enters all warrants of attorney, deeds of indentures,

of bargain and sale, &c.
Clerk is also applied in the sense of one who prays for.

benefit of clergy ; thus the clerk attaint is one who prays I

for benefit of clergy after judgment has been given upon

him for felony; clerk convict, one who prays for benefir

before sentence is passed upon him.

CLr.iiK {Com.) this term has been tran.^ferrcd from the law tc

commerce, in tlie same sense, to denote one who executes
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any office with his pen in a counting-house, or any other

trading concern.

Clerk (Ecc.) dericus sacerdotis, a parish clerk, or an inferior

assistant to the priest.

CLERKS {Her.) the company of clerks, called

parish clerks, is ancient, being incorporated

in the 17th of Henry III. Their arms are,

" Azure, a fleur-de-luce, or, on a chief, gules,

a leopards head betwixt two books, or.

CLERODE'NDRUM (Bot.) a genus of plants,

Class 14 Didiptamia, Order 2 Angiospermia.

Generic diameters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.
one-petalled ; lube slender; border five-parted.

—

Sta.m.

Jilaments four ; anthers simple.— PiST. germ roundish ;

style filiform ; stigma simple.

—

Per. drupe roundish ; seed

one.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the— Clerodcndrum

infortunatum, Petasites, Sec. sen Peragu, native of India.

— Clerodendrum fortunatum. Entire-leaved Cieroden-

dr.on, native of India.

—

Clerodendrum calamitosum, &c.

seu Volknmeria, &c. native of Java.— Clerodendrum phlo-

moides, seu Vollcamerin, &c. native of the East Indies.

CLE'ROMANCY {Ant.) x.>.r.fcfj:,a>ri.U, a mode of divination,

wherein they made conjectures by throwing rA^fo;, lots.

CLEROSIMUS {Arclueol.) an heir.

CLEROPE'PLUM {Ecc.) the tippet or scarf worn by clergy-

men.

CLE'ROS {Nat.) xAKfor, a miscarriage among the bees when,

by reason of the hardness and bitterness of the wax, they

do not bring forth their young, but both they and the

comb rot together. Aristotle calls the cleros an insect

which destro3's the combs of the bees. Aristot. Hist.

Animal. 1. 8, c. 27 ; Plin. 1. 1, c, 18.

CLE'RUS {Eni.) a division of the genus Attelabus, consist-

ing of those species of insects which have the jaw one-

toothed, the hind feelers hatchet-flashed.

CtERus {Ecc ) a clerk or clergyman, one who is de clcro

Domini, i. e. of the Lord's lot or portion.

CLETCH (Her.) vide Cleche.

CLE'THRA {Bot ) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria,

Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved; leaflets

ovate.—CoR. petals five.

—

Stam.Jilaments ten; anthers

oblong-erect.— Pist. germ roundish; style filiform;

stigma trifid.

—

Per. cnp.oilc roundish; seeds very many.
Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Clethra alnifolia,

seu Alnifolia, &c. Alder-leaved Clethra, native of Caro-

lina.— Clethra paniculata, Panicled Clethra, native of

North America.— Clethra arborea, Tree Clethra, native

of Madeira. — Clethra iinifolia, Tinus, &c. Volkmeria,

lie. seu Baccifera, Sec. native of Jamaica.

CLEVERS {Bot.) the same as Cleavers.

CLEW {Mar.) in Trench point d'une voile, the lower corner

of square sails, which reaches down to where the tackles

and sheet ropes are fastened ; whence the expre.ssions

" From clev: to earing," signifying from the bottom to the

top. " To cleiu up," in French carguer une voile, to haul

up the clews of a sail to its yard by means of the clew-

lines. To the Clews belong

—

Clexv-garnet.^, in French

cnrgues-points dc basses voiles, a sort of tackle fastened to

the clews of the main and foresail to truss them to the

yard. — Clew-Lines, in French cargue-points des voiles

quarries, for the same purpose as the clew-garnets, only

tliat the latter are solely appropriated to the courses; but

the clew-lines are employed for all the square sails.

—

Chxi's

0^ a Hammock, in I'rench points d'une liamac, the combi-

nation of small lines, by which the hammock is suspended.

CLEYE'NA {Bot.) the same as the Ternstrcemia.

CLIBA'DIUM {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Monoccia,

Order 5 Penlandria.

CLI

Generic Characters, Cal. com);!on imbricate; scales ovaie.—Cor. compound corollules of the disk many, of the ray-

three or four.

—

STAM.filatnents five; anthers ohlong.—
PisT. gci-m very small ; .style filiform; stigma simple.

—

Per. common none; caly.v ventricose; seed one.

Species. The only species is Clibadium Surinamensc, native

of Surinam.

CLIBANA'RIUS {A..nt.) xxTce(pfx«.ro(, a man or horse armed
with complete armour, a cuirassier. Ammian. 1. 16; Nazar.
in Panegyr. Constant.

CLICH {Mil.) a sabre in use among the Turks, having a
crooked broad blade.

CLI'CKETING (Sport.) a fox is said to go clicketing when
lie goes a^'ter the female.

CLICKS {Mar.) small pieces of iron falling into notched
wheels attached to the winches in cutters, &c. and thereby
serving the office of pawls.

CLI'DIUM {Teh.) the throat of the tunny. Plin. 1. 9, c. 15.

CLI'ENS {Ant.) a Roman citizen who was under the pro-

tection of some great man, who, in that relation, was
called his patron, and assisted him with his counsel and
support in all matters of dispute.

Hor. 1. ii, ep. 1, v. lOi.

Romte dittce dm fitit, et solemie rechtsa

Mane domo vigiture, clieitti promei'ejufa.

The client, on the other hand, was always devoted to the

interests of his patron, and ready to pay every outward
mark of respect. The poets allude to the morning saluta-

tions which the clients used to give to their patrons.

Mart. 1. 2, epig. 18.

Mane salutatum veuio ; tu dicnis Use

Ante salutatum ; jam sumus ergo pares.

Juv. sat. 5, v. 19.

• Hahet Treh'ius propter quod rumpere sotnnum

Debcat, et liguias dimittere, soUicitus ne.

Tola saliitrijjam tiirba peregerit crbem

Sid^ribus dubiis.

Senec. de Brev. Vit. c. I't.

CLI'ENT (Lcn) one who retains a lawyer or counsellor to

manage or plead his cause.

CLIENTELA'RIS {Law) belonging to a vassal or tenant,

prcediuvt clientelare, a fee-farm.

CLIENTS {Mil.) noblemen who formerly served in the

French armies under the pennant of a knight, the banner

of a banneret, &c.

CLIFF (Mus.) or clef, a certain character or mark placed

on one side of the lines, from which the proper places of

all other notes in a piece of music are discovered ; or it i.s

a letter marked on any line which explains and points out

the name of all the rest. It is called the clef or key, be-

cause thereby are known the names of all the other lines

and spaces; and, consequently, the quantity of every in-

terval. Formerly every line had a letter marked for a cliff,

but now a letter on one line suffices ; since by this all the

rest are known reckoning up and down in the order of the

gamut. The cliff whicli is thus marked is called the

signed cliff or clef, of which there are three ; namely, C,

F, G. The cliff of the highest part in a song, called treble

or alt, is G, as in Jig. 5, set on the second stave or line,

reckoning upwards. The cliff of the bass, or lowest part,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 1, Fig. b.

F C C C G

is F on the fourth line upwards, /"-. 1. For the other

mean parts, the cliff is C ; namely, C, the tenor clijf,

placed on the fourth line, as \njxg. 2 ; C, counter-tenor.
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or alio cliff, placed on the tliirtl line, as in Jig. 3 ; anJ C,
.siiprano, or canto clljf, placeel on tlie first line, as in fig. i.

CLIFFO'RTIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, C\ass 22 Dwecia,
Order 1 1 Polyandria.

Generic C/uiracters. Cal. perianth three-leaved ; leajlets

ovate.

—

Cor. none.—Stam. Jilaments capillary ; anthers
twin.— V1ST. germ oblong; styles two; stigmas s\xa^]e.—
Per. capsule oblong ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of the Cape
of Good Hope, as the

—

Cliffortia odorala.—Cliffortin

serrata.— Cliffortiaferruginca.— Cliffortia ciineata.—Clif-

Jbrtia Uicifolia, seu arbuscula. Sec. Ilex-leaved Cliffortia.—Cliffortia tridentnta.—Cliffortia ruscifolia, seu Frutcx,
&c. Butchers' broom-leaved Qiffortia.-^C'/_/^or/in strobUi-

fcra, seu Cedriis, &c.
CLIFT (Vet.) a deficiency in the new, soft, rough, and un-

even hoof that grows on horses' feet upon the hoof-cast.

CLBIA'CION (Mech.) xAi/^axw, the round or step of a
ladder.

CLLMA'CTER {Mech.) vide Climacion.

C'LIMA'CTERES {JMed.) or anni sca7isiles, i. e. years ascend-
ing like steps, applied particularly to certain critical

periods of a man's life.

CLLMACTE'RICAL ^ear« (Med.) certain years observable
in a man's life, which are supposed to be attended with
some great mutation, [vide Climacterics']

CLIMACTE'RICS (Med.) the climacter, climacterical, or
critical periods in a man's life, which were the 7th, the

21st, made up of 3 times V ; the 27tli, made up of 3 times

9; and the 81st, made up of 9 times 9; thus, every 7th
or 9th year is said to be climacterical.— Grand Climacteric,

the CSd and 81st, in which, if any sickness occur, it is

accounted very dangerous.
CLI'MATE [Geog.) a part or portion of the earth between

two circles parallel to the Equator, and of such a breadth
that the longest day, in the parallel nearest to the equator,
exceeds the longest day in that next the equator by
some certain space, as half an hour, or an hour, or a
month. The beginning of the climate is v. parallel wherein
the day is shortest; the end of the climate is that wherein
the day is the longest ; the climates, which are forty-eight

in number, being reckoned from the equator to the poles.

Each climate differs from its contiguous ones by being
longer or shorter, by half an hour, in one place than in the
other, as far as the polar circles, when tlie climates com-
mence to be what is called hour-climates and month-
climates. An hour-climate is a space comprised between
two parallels of the equator, in the first of which the
longest day exceeds that in the latter by an hour; a month-
climate is a space between two circles parallel to the polar

circles, whose longest day is longer or shorter than that of
it.-, contiguous one by a month, or thirty days.

Cl.IMA'TICS (h'ai.) a sort of earth-quake, which, proceed-
ing in an oblique direction, sweeps ever}' thing down before
it. Ammian.\. 17, c. 7.

C'Ll'MAX [Med.) a name given to some antidotes, which, in

a regular scale of proportion, increased or diminished their

ingredients.

C'r.i.MAX (Ilhet.) K>.Uxl, a figure of rhetoric called, by
Cicero and Quintilian, gradatio, where the discourse pro-
ceeds by degrees from higher to higher subjects; a.s

" .•\fricano virtutem industria, virtus gloriam, gloria emula-
tionem conii)aravit." Cic. Acadcm. I. 4-, c. 16 ; Demct.
i:ioc. §270; Quint. 1.9, c. 3 ; Athcii. I. 2, c. 2 ; Eustath.

II. 5 ; Voss. Rhct. hist. 1. ."j, p. 291.
CLIMBERS (Bot.) another name for the Clematis.

CEI'.MIilXG-BIRTlIWORT (Bot.) the Aristolochia Clcma-
li:i\ of Linna?us.

CI.r.MIA {.Mill.) the Cadmin Foniacum.
TO CLIN'CH (Mar.) in Erench etalingucr un cable, a parti-
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cular method of fastening large ropes by a kind of knot
which is principally used in fastening the cable to the rine
of the anchor.

CLI'XCHED (Her.) an epithet for the hand shut.

CLI'NCHER built (Mar.) an epithet for a vessel made with
clincher-work.— Clincher-Work, that disposition of the
planks in a boat or vessel, when the lower edge of every
plank overlays the next under it like the slates on the roof
of a house.

CLI'NCHING (Mar.) 1. The operation of fastening the
point of a bolt or nail on a ring by hammering it so as to

make it spread. 2. A kind of slight calking used about
the ports when foul weather is expected about a harbour.
This is done by driving oakum into the sides to keep out
the water.

CLI'NICE (Med.) vide Clinical.

CLI'NICAL (Med.) »hivtxci,, an epithet relating to a bed,
from K>(»», a bed ; as a clinical phi/sician, one who attends

on bed-rid people : clinical medicine, which treats of

visiting patients who are confined to their beds : so likewise

clinical lectures, notes, &c.
CLI'NICUS (Med.) a patient who is confined to his bed from

sickness.

CLI'NIS (Mas.) a name given by the Greeks of the middle

ages to one of their notes.

CH'NKERS (Mason.) bricks impregnated with a consider-

able quantity of nitre or salt-petrc, which, by the violence

of the fire, run and are glazed over.

CLI'NK-STONE (Min.) a brittle mineral of the basalt kind,

which is common in Scotland and Germany.
CLINO'IDES (Aiiat.) Clinoid, of the shape of a bed, from

xAiVi), a bed, and il'cf, the form ; an epithet for the pro-

cesses surrounding the sella turcica of the sphenoid bone.

CLINO.MASTO'IDEUS (Anat.) vide Cleidomastoideus.

CLINO'PETES (Med.) xMvoziTtif, one who is confined to

his bed from sickness.

CLINOPO'DIUM (Bot.) xAi.ot.^..., a herb, so called from

the resemblance which it bore to jvJs, the foot, and »Aiiii, a

bed. Dioscor. I. 3, c. 109 ; Plin. 1. 24, c. 15.

Clinopodium, in the Linncun system, a genus of plants.

Class H Didynamia, Order 1 Gymnospermia.
Generic Characters. Cal. involucre many bristled ; /)«-

rianth one-leaved. Con. one-petalled ; tube short.

—

Stam. Jilaments four; anthers roundish.—PiST. germ,
four-parted; style filiform; stigma simple.

—

Per. none; I

calyx contracted round the neck; seeds four.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Clinopodium

vulgarc, Wild Basil, native of Europe.— Clinopodium

JEgypliacum, native of Egypt.

—

Clinopodium incanum,

Serpcntaria, seu Origanum, &c. Hairy Clinopodium,

native of North America. — Clinopodium rugosuiii,

Wrinkled Clinopodium, native of Carolina.— Clinopo-

dium capitation, seu Hyptis, &c. native of Jamaica.

CLI'O (Conch.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes, Order

Molliuca.

Generic Character. Body oblong, nayant.

—

Anns wing-like

processes.

—

Tentacula three, besides two in the mouth.

Species. The principal species are the Clio caudala, jiyra-

midata, retiisa, &c.
CLI'PPERS (Laxi;) those who debase the coin of the realm

by cutting or paring the edge of it. Clipping of coin was

made treason by Stat. 3, Hen. B, c. 1.

CLI'PPING of xcool (Agric.) cutting otF the coarse ends of

the wool before it is washed.

CLI'SSUS (Chem.) a term denoting mineral compound sjiirits.

CLITO'NES (Polit.) a term used for all the sons of the

King, but particularly the eldest, in the charter of King

.lulielred. Malth. I'nr. p. I.W; Scld. notes on (Edmcr.

CLITO'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 17 Diadclphia,

Order .'i Decandria.
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Generic CJiaraders. Cal. perianth oneAeayei.—Cor. pa-

pilionaceous ; standard very large ; ivings oblong ; keel

shorter than the wings.

—

Stam. in tn'o brotherhoods ;

anthers simple.

—

Pist. germ oblong; st^le ascending;
stigma obtuse.

—

Per. legume very long; secdx many.
- Species. The species are perennials, as the — Clitoria

ternata, F/os, &c. Sclilonga, Szc. Lalhyrus, &c. seu Pha-
seo/us, &c. Winged-leaved Clitoria, native of the East

Indies.— Clitoria multif.ura, native of St. Domingo.

—

Clitoria Brasiliaiia, Brasilian Clitoria, native of 15rasil.

Clitoria J'irginiana, Small dowered Clitoria, native of
Virginia.— Clitoria mariana, seu C/itoriiis, ike. Maryland
Clitoria, native of North America.

CLITO'RIDLS-FLOS (Bot.) a beautiful flower in the island

of Ternate.

Clitoridis miisrulus (Aii^t.) or Erector Clitoridis, a muscle
arising from the cms of the os ischium, which serves to

draw the clitoris downwards and backwards.
CLITORIS (Anat.) from kXhu, to inclose, or be hid, because

in its natural state it is inclosed in the vagina, a small

glandiform body situated above the nympha?.
CLITORI'SMUS (Med.) a morbid or preternatural enlarge-

ment of clitoris, such as is visible in hermaphrodites.
CLI'VERS (B,:t.) the same as Cleavers.

CLIVI'NA avis (Ant.) a bird that, in soothsaving, gave a
sign that a thing was not to be done. Plin. 1. 10, c. I* ;

Fest. de Verh. Sigjiif.

CLOA'CA (Ant.) the jakes, or common sewer.

Cloaca (Anat.) tiie canal in birds, through which the egg
descends from the ovary in its exit.

CLOACA'RIUM (.-Int.) a tax or assessment for cleaning

the common sewers, f 7;;.

CLOCHES (Mil.) a military tax which was imposed upon
bells.

CLOCK (Hor.) an instrument for measuring time and its

sub-divisions with great exactness, [vide Horolooi/'\

CLOCK-BEETLE (Ent.) or Don, a beetle that flies about
in an evening in a circular direction with a loud noise ; the

Scarabieiis stercorariiis of Linnffius.

CLOCK-WORK {Mech.) that part of the movement which
strikes the hours, Sec. on a bell, in distinction from that

part called the IVatch-work, which is designed to exhibit

the time on a dial-plate.

CLO'DIA Lex (.-Int.) a name for several laws enacted by
tlie tribune Clodius, which tended to increase the power
of the people.

CLODIA'NA vasa (Ant.) a kind of vessels, so called from
their inventor. Ptin. 1. 33, c. 1 1.

CLOG (Mech.) a piece of wood fastened about the legs of
beasts to keep them from running away.

CLOI'STER (Archit.) a place in a monastery with piazzas;

also the monastery itself.

CLO'iNIPANUS (Dot.) the Sterculia balanghus of Linnaeus.

CLO'NIC .tpn.'ims ( Vet.) a morbid contraction of the muscles.

CLONO'DES (Med.) >.;,o>iJ,,?, an epithet for a sort of pulsa-

tion which is vehement, large, and, at the same time,

unequal. Caslell. Lex. Med.
CLOSE (.'l/^s.^ is either the end of a strain, which is called

an imperfect close ; or the end of a tune, which is a perfect

close.

Close (Her.) an epithet for any bird which is represented in

coat armour with its wings close down upon it, i. e. not dis-

played, or in a standing position.

Close (Agric.) a piece of ground fenced or hedged about
for pasturage.

CLOSE ROLLS (Latv) and close rvrits are letters from the
king, sealed with his Great Seal, but closed up, and di-

rected to particular persons, in distinction from letters

patent, or open letters, which contain grants of land, &c.
from the crown.

CLO
CLOSE-STRING (Archit.) a staircase in dog-legged stairs

without an open newel.
CLOSE ^V/;/i- (Mar.) a name for bulk-heads erected fore and

aft in the ship for the men to stand behind in close engage-
ment, and to tire on the enemy ; or if the ships be boarded
to scour the enemy.

CLOSE-HAULED (Mar.) in French au plus prcs, the ar-
rangement or trim of a ship's sails when she endeavours to
make a progress in the nearest direction possible towards
that point of the compass from which the wind blows.

—

Close-quarters, strong barriers of wood stretching across
a merchant ship, to serve as a place of shelter in case the
vessel is boarded, and from which the crew can fire their
small arms on the enemy.

CLOSED behind (Man.) an imperfection in the hind-quarters
of a horse.

CLO'SER (Mason.) the last stone laid in the horizontal
length of a wall.

CLO'SET (Her.) the half of the bar, which latter ought to
contain a fifth of the field, [vide Bar'\

Closet {Archit.) a small retired apartment within another
room.

CLOSH
( Vet.) a distemper in the feet of cattle similar to the

founders.

CLOSHE (Sport.) the game answering, as is supposed, to
what is now called nine pins, which was forbidden by sta-
tute IS Ed. 4-.

CLOTH (Cow.) signifies generally any kind of stuff that is

woven or manufactured in the loom, whether it be com-
posed of wool, hemp, or flax ; but in a more particular
sense it implies a web or tissue of woollen threads inter-
woven, whereof some, called the n-arp, are extended in

length from one end of the piece to the other ; and the
rest, called the rvoqf] disposed across the first, or breadth-
wise of the piece.

CLOTH-WORKERS (f/fr.) or clothiers, were
incorporated the 22d of Henry VIII. in 1530,
and form the 12th company in the City of
London. Their arms are, as in the annexed
figure, "sable a chevron ermine, in chief; two
crabbets, argent, in beizel or beazel, or."

CLO'THED (M.^r.) a mast is said to be clothed
when the sail is so long as to reach down to the gratings
of the hatches, so that no wind can blow below Uie sail.

CLO'THIER (Com.) one who manufactures woollen cloth.
[vide Clotlrworkers']

CLO'THING ofthe bolsters (Mar.) laying several thicknesses
of worn canvass well tarred over them, to make an easy
bed for the shrouds.

CLOTHS in a sail (Mar.) are the breadths of canvass in its

whole width.

CLO'TTINGS of xcool (Com.) the hard and clotted wool on
the breech of the sheep, which are otherwise called
breechings.

CLOUDS (Nat.) a congeries of particles, chiefly waterj',

drawn or sent out of the earth in vapours into the middle
region of the air. It is computed by some that they are
never above one half or three -fourths of a mile above the
earth.

CLOUD-BERRY (Bot.) a plant growing on Pendle Hills,

in Lancashire, so called as if it came out of the clouds.

CLOVE (i?o/.) aspice.thefruitof the clove-tree— Clove-Tree,
the CarijopliijUus a>omaticus of Linna?us, which grows in the
Dutch Spice-islands.— Clove-Bark, the bark of the Myrtus
carynphyllala, so called because it smells like cloves.

—

Clove-Gilliflower, or Clove-pink, the Diantlius caryophillus.

Clove (Com.) the two-and-thirtieth part of a weigh of cheese,

equal to eight pounds. Stat. 9 //. 6, c. 8.

CLOVE-HltCH (Mar.) in French deux dcmi-cla, a knot or

noose by which a rope is fastened.
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CLOVER (But.) 01- Clover-Grass, the BnfoUnm pratcnsc of

Linnaeus ; an excellent feed for cattle.

CLOUGH {Com.) an allowance of two pounds to ever)- three

hundred weight, for the turn of the scale, that the com-

modity may hold out weight when sold by retail.

Clough (Mech.) a sort of sluice for retaining or letting out

the water of a canal, pond, &c.

—

Clough-arches, crooked

arches in canals, through which the water is conveyed on

drawing up the doughs or paddles.

CLOUT nails (Carpciii.) nails that are used in the nailing on

of clouts to the axle-trees of carriages.— Clouts, the axle-

tree clouts are iron plates nailed to the end of the axle-

tree of a cart or waggon, to save it from wearing, and to

the two cross-trees that hold the sides of a cart together.

Clouts (Gunn.) thin plates of iron nailed on that part of the

axle-tree of a gun-carriage which comes through the

nave.

CLOWN'S ALL-HEAL (Boi.) a perennial, the Stachyspa-

In.sfrh of Linnxus.
• CLOYED (Gitiiii.) an epithet for a piece of ordnance when

any thing is got into the touch-hole.

Cloyed
(
Fcl.) an epithet for a horse when he is pricked with

a nail in shoeing.

CLUB Lntv (Ci«.) a law by which every one is obliged to

pay an equal share of the reckoning.

TO CLU'B-HAUL a .ship [Mar.) a method of tacking by

letting go the ke-aiichor as soon as the wind is out of the

sails, which brings her head to the wind.

CLUNCH (Mill.) a blue substance found in coal-pits.

CLU'NES (Anal.) the buttocks, consisting of the skin, fat,

and muscles, principally those called the GliitcBi.

CLUNE'SL-V (Med.) an inflammation of the buttocks.

CLU'NIAC Monks (Ecc.) an order of monks founded in the

year 900, by Bernard, abbot of Cluny, in Burgundy.

CLU'PEA (Ich.) a genus of animals, Class Pisces, Order Ab-

(lominales.

Generic Character. Heai compressed; moii^A rough with-

in; jaws unequal; tongue short, rough, with inverted

teeth ;
gills setaceous ; body compressed, elongated ; tail

forked.

Species. The principal species are

—

Chipea harcngns, the

Herring.

—

Cbipca pilcardus, the Pilchard.

—

Clupca alosa,

the Shad.— Clupca sprnttus, the Sprat.

—

Clupca cncra-

sicolus, the Anchovy, &c.

CLU'SIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 23 Polygamia,

Order 1 Monoecia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four; leaflets concave.

Cor. petals four.— Stah. flainents many; anthers

simple.— PisT. grrm ovate, oblong; s^yc none ; stigma

flat.— Pf.u. capsule ovate; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are shrubs, as, the

—

Clusia rosea, seu

Ccnchramidia, &c. Rose-coloured Balsam-tree, native of

Carolina.

—

Clusia alba. White-flowered Balsam-tree, na-

tive of America.

—

Clusia /lava, seu Terebinthus, Ac.

Yellow-flowered Balsam-tree, native of Jamaica.— C/wsm

venosn. Vein-leaved Balsam-tree, native of Martinica.

CLU'STERED (Bnt.) or crowded, [vide Confertus]

Clustered (Archil.) an epithet denoting the coalition of

two or more members which penetrate each other : thus,

a clustered column is one composed of two or more pillars,

attached to each other, but having a distinct base and

cai)ita!.

CLU'TARIUM (Mcch) a smithery forge where clouted shoes

or horse shoes are forged.

CLU'TIA (Bol.) the ClutioznA Androgynia of Linnaeus.

CLU'YTIA (Bol.) a genus of plants, Class 2'2 Dioccin,

Order 11- Gynandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved; leaflets

ovate.

—

Cor. petals ?i\c; claws flat; nectaries, exterior

five, interior live

—

Stam. Jilamenls five; anthers rouiid-

i-

CNE
ish.—PisT. germ none ; style cylindric.

—

Per. capsule

globular ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are shrubs, as

—

Cluytia alaternoides,

Croton, &-c. Sithymulus, seu Chamcclea, seu Alater-

noides, Narrow-leaved Clutia, native of the Cape of
Good Hope.— Cluijtia polygnnoides, seu Chanurlea, na-
tive of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Cluytia daphnoides,

puli/gonoidcs, &c. seu Alaternoides, &c. native of the

Cape of Good Hope.

—

Cluytia ericoides, native of the

Cape of Good Hope.— Cluytia retusa, Corni, &c. Sche-

runam. See. Arbor, &c. native of the East Indies.

—

Cluytia Eluleria, Croton, Ricinus, seu Maritima Clutia,

or Sea-side Balsam, a shrub, native of India.

CLY'DON (Med.) xXv^d'i, a flatulency or fluctuation in the

stomach and intestines.

CLY'.MA (Min.) the faeces of silver and gold.
,

CLY'MENOS Dioscoridis (Bot.) the Scorpioides folio Bu-
pleuri. Boerh. Ind.

CLY'MENUM (Bot.) xXufiMM, a plant with a stalk like a

bean, which is supposed to have received its name from

King Clymenus, the discoverer. Theoph. Hist. Plant. 1. 9,

c. 19 ; Dioscor. 1. 4, c. la ; Plin. 1. '25, c. 7 ; Gal. Oribas.

Clvmenu.m Chickling Vetch is now the Luthyrus clymenum
of Linnaeus. Bocrhaav. Ind.

CL'YPEA (Ich.) vide Clupca.

CLY'-MORE (Mil.) or Claymore, a large two-handed sword,

formerly in use among the Highlanders, two inches broad,

and doubly edged.

CLYPER'LIS cartilago (Aiiat.) the Thcroid cartilage.

CLYPEA'RIA (Bot.) the same as the Adenanthera.

CLYPEO'LA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 15 Tetradymia,

Order 1 Siliculosa.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved; leaflets

ovate oblong.— Cor. four-petalled
;

petals oblong.

—

Stam. filaments six ; anthers simple.

—

ViHT. germ round-

ish ; style simple ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. silicle orbicu-

late ; rrt/w-s orbiculate; «e«/s orbiculate.

Species. The three species are, the

—

Clypeola Jonthlaspi,

Thlaspi, &c. Jonthlaspi, &c. Annual treacle mustard, or

. Buckler mustard, an annual, native of Italy.

—

Clypeola

tomentosa, seu Alyssum, Sec. Hoary treacle mustard, a

perennial, native of the Levant

—

Clypeola maritima,

Alyssum, seu Thlaspi, &c. Sea treacle mustard, or

Churl's mustard, a perennial, native of the South of

France.

CLY'PEUS (Ant.) a shield made of brass, which was less

than the scutum, and was round instead of square.

Clyi'eus (Ant.) a sort of register belonging to the ancient

baths, so called from its form. The use of it was to in-

crease or diminish the heat, by excluding or letting in tht

air.

CLY'SMA (Med.) a glyster.

CLYSSirO'RMIS dislillatio (Chem.) a distillation of suth

substances as are subject to take fire and fulminate by a

tubulated retort.

CLY'SSUS (Chem.) a term among the ancient chemists, im-

porting a mixture formed by blending the essences of dif-

ferent substances, as oil, salt, and spirit.

—

Clyssus anti-

monii, a weak acid of sulphur.

CLY'STER (Med.) kA,i-s-«^, from xAii^a', to wash ; a glyster, or

instrument for the injection of any fluid.

CNE.MODACTYLE'US (Anat.) a muscle; the E.vlcnsordi-

gilorum Inngus.

CNEO'RU.M (/io(.) Kviufct, a plant which, according to Dios-

corides, was the same as the Gncslron and Tliymclcca, of

which Hippocrates rtcoiinnends a decoction as a purge for

phlegm and bile, llippocrat. de Mul. 1. 1 ; Dioscor. 1. 4,

c. 173; Plin.l. 13, c. 21.

Cneorum, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 3

Triandria. Order 1 Monogynia.
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Generic Characters. Cal. perianth very small.— Cor.
pelajs three.

—

Stam. ^filaments tliree ; anthers small.

—

Pi.ST. germ obtuse ; style erect ; stigma trifid.

—

Per.
berry Aty ; seeds solitary.

Species. 'I'he only species is, the

—

Cneorttm tricoccum, seu

Ctiamalea, S:c. Widow-wail, or Spurge-olive, a shrub,

native of Spain.

TNE'SIS (Med.) KWiu a painful itching.

CXE'STROX [Bot.) vide Cneoruni.

CO (Genm.) a contraction for complement, introduced by
Gunter, as in the words co-secant, co-tangent, co-versed

sine, [vide Cosecant, &c.]

CN'ICEL.fON' (Bot.) K>isAsti'.», the oil of Cnicus, drawn
from its seeds. Dio^cor. 1. 1, c. H.

CXrCIOX (Bot.) x;..«,«v, Trifolium. Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 123.

CXrCUS (But.) xiKxst, or xHKot;, a plant which, according to

the description of the ancients, is supposed to be what is

now culled Cartliamus. The whole plant is very bitter, ex-

cept the root. Thcophrast . Hi t. Plant. 1. G. c. 4- ; Arislot.

Hist. Anim. 1. 5, c. 19; Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 3S ; Plin. I. 21,

c. 15.

Cnicis, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 19
Syngciiesia, Order 1 Polyganiia Alqualis.

Generic Characters. C.\i..cortipound o\ile; scales ovate.—
CoR. compmnd tubular; cnrollets equal ; proper funnel-

form; border five-cleft.

—

StAM. filaments five; anthers

cylindric.

—

Fist, germ short; sti/le filiform; stigma ob-

long.— Pkr. none; caly.v closed; seed solitary; don'n

plumose ; receptacle flat.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as the

—

Cnicus
palustris, Carduus, seu Cirsium, native of Europe.

—

Cnicus helenioides, Carduus, seu Cirsium, &c. native

of Siberia.

—

Cnicus serratuloides, Carduus, &c. seu Cir-

siu?n, &c. native of Siberia.

—

Cnicus medius, seu Cir-

sium medium, native of Italy.— Cnicus centauroides, seu
Centaurium, Artichoke-leaved Cnicus, native of the Pj-
rennees.

—

Cnicus uniftorus, seu Centaurea, native of Si-

beria.

—

Cnicus pygmceus, Carduus, Cirsium, seu Serra-
tula, Pjgmy Cnicus. But some are biennials, as the—
Cnicus lanceolatus, native of Europe.

—

Cnicus ferox,

native of Siberia.— Cnicus eriophorus, native of England ;

and the following are said to be annual

—

Cnicus acarna,

Acarua, sen Chamceleon, Yellow Cnicus, native of
France.

—

Cnictis Syriacus. native of Spain.—Cnicus pin-

nntijidus, Carduus, seu ,/acea, native of Spain.

CNI'DE (Bot) a name for the Urtica, or nettle. Diosor.
I. 4, c. 9+.

CNTDEL.1?0X [Chem.) MiJ'.A«i<i», the oil prepared from the
Grana cnidia. Diosc. 1. 1, C. 4-3.

CXrDL\ grana (Bot.) Cnidian berries, recommended by
Hippocrates as a purge. They are supposed to be the
fruit of the Thytnelceda. Foes. Hippocr. CEconom.

CXI'DOS (Bot.) vide Cnidia Grana.
CXTDO'SLS [Med.) r.tiiaiiri^, an itching stimulating sensa-

tion, such as is excited by the cnide, or nettle. Hippocrat.
Prorrhet. 1. 2.

CXI'DUS {Bot.) vide Cnidia Grana.
CXI'PES (Ent.) a kind of small worms which infest vines.

CXI'POTES (Med.) x>i-oT>i?, as expounded by Galen, signi-

fies itching, but by Erotian it is taken for the dry op-

thalmy. Gal. Exegcs. ; Erot. focal). Hippocrat.

CXISSORE'GMIA (Med.) xturmfiyiLM, an acid eructation.

CXO'D.\X (Mech.) K uial, the gudgeon in the spindle of a

wheel, an iron spike. Vitruv. 1. 10, c. 6; I3ald. Lex.
I'itruv.

CNY'M.\ (Med.) x<Zu,x, from xfJ^', to scrape, grate; a rasure,

puncture, or vellication. Gal. Exeges.

CO'A reitis (Ant.) a garment of silk so thin that one might
see the body.

CoA (Bot.) a name given by Father Plumier to a plant in

COA
honour of Hippocrates. It is the same as the Hippocratea
of Linnaeus.

COACERVA'TION (Pliy.) a heaping up together.

COACH (Mar.) or Cuuch, a chamber or apartment on board
a ship, near the stern. It is generally occupied by the
captain.

COACH-.MAKERS (Her.) the coach-makers'
company, which is of late incorporation, have
for armorial ensigns, as in the annexed figure,

"azure a chevron between three coaches or."

The crest is Phoebus drawn in a chariot, and
the supporters two horses argent armed; on
their motto Post nubila Phcebus.

COACTl'LIS (Ant.) coarse and thick woollen cloths for

I
packages. Plin. 1. 8, c. 48; Capitolin. in Pertin. c. 3;
Ulfiian. leg. argum.

COA'CTIO (Med.) vide Anance.
CoAcrio (Vet.) a disease in cattle when they are tired or

over-wrought. Vegct. 1. 1, c. 37.

COA'CTOR (Ant.) a collector or receiver of taxes.

—

Co-
actor asminis, a bringer up of the rear.

COA'DJUTOR (Ecc.) one who during the life-time of the

bishop was chosen to be his future successor, and assisted

him in the discharge of his episcopal functions. Pel. Marc,
de Concord. Sacerd. et Iinper, c. 8.

COADUXA'T.'E (Bot.) a namefor the fifty-second of Lin-
naeus' Xatural Orders.

CO.\DUN.\'TE (Bot ) coadniiatus, an epithet signifying

joined together, as coadunata folia, coadunate leaves, or

leaves united at the base ; so coadunati lobi.

COAGMEXTA'ITOX (Chem.) a melting any matter by
casting in powders, and afterwards making it concrete or

solid.

COAGME'NTUM {Ant.) the thickening of wool, and making
felt of it.

CO.\'GUL.\BLE lymph (Anat.) a component part of the

blood, of glutinous consistence, obtained by stirring it

about with a stick.

COAGULA'XTIA (Med.) such medicines as coagulate the
blood, and juices flowing from it.

CO.'VGULA'TIOX (Chem.) the coagulatio of the Latins,

and '«|.4 of the Greeks; the reducing any liquid to a

thicker consistence, which is either coagulatio per sc-

gregationem, i. e. by the separation of the glutinous or

viscid particles from the fluid or diluted particles, or

coagulatio per comprehensionem, when the whole substance,

without the loss of its parts, is reduced to such a con-
sistence.

CO.A'GULUM (Chem.) any curded or coagulated substance,

such as may be formed by putting acids into any fluid :

thus coagulum lactis, the curds of milk. Dioscor. 1. 3,

c. 94; Plin. 1. 22, c. 23.

—

Coagulum aluminis, a coagulated

substance formed by beating up the white of an eijg with

a little alum, which is recommended as an application to

the conjunctive membrane of the eye when in a relaxed

state.

CoACiULUM (Med.) the blood and other fluids when they as-

sume a jelly-like consistency.

CoA<;rLu.M (Xat.) t.tm, or T«^:r<i5, the concreted milk
found in the stomach of young quadrupeds, commonly
called Rennet, which was prescribed by the ancient physi-

cians, particularly on account of its astringent virtues.

Hippocrat. de Mul.\.2; Aristot. Hist. Anim". \. 3, c. 16;
Varr. de Re Rust. 1. 2, c. 4; Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 85; Plin.

1. 71, c. 41 ; Columel. de Re Rus. I. 7, c. 8 ; Ceel. Aurel. de
Tard. Pass. 1. 1, c. 4; Gal. de Medic. Facult. 1. 10, c. 2;
Pullad. de Re Rust. 1. 6, Tit. 9 ; Aver, apud Mercur. de

Morb. Mul. 1. 3, c. 5.

Co.\GULUM (Surg.) a curdled substance growing in the

hollow of a disjointed bone.
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COAK (Min.) vide Coke.

CO'AKING {Miir.) the operation of uniting two orniore pieces
of wood together in the centre by means of small tabular
projections, formed by cutting away the solid of one piece
into a hollow, so as exactly to make a projection on the
other, in such manner that they may exactly fit ; whence
the expression of " Coa/c and p/tnic," to signify that a coak
is formed, and a plane follows between.

COAKS [Mar.) 1. Tlie metal holes in a sheave, through
which the pin runs. 2. Certain oblong ridges left on the
surfaces of main-masts by cutting away the wood round
them. Tiie intermediate part between them is called the
plane. 3. Chain conks, which are formed one on the end
of the other, on the opposite sides of the centre line.

COAL (Min.) a solid inflammable substance, of a bituminous
nature, which serves the purpose of fuel.

—

Pit-coal, or
Litlianihrax, is distinguished by chemists into three kinds,

namely— 1. Broxvn coal, which contains a portion of the
vegetable principle unaltered, from which they evidently
derive their origin. Some, as the Boveij-coal, contains

a resinous suljstance besides the bitunion and charcoal,

which are its principal constituents : others are said to

contain a vegetable extract. 2. Black coal, which contains
no traces of vegetable principle, but is composed of bitu-

men, charcoal, and an earthy matter, in different proportions,

as Cannel Coal, ampelites, of a dull black colour, which
hums with a lively flame, and is said to consist of 75'2

charcoal, 217 bitumen, and 3-1 earth, in 100 parts ; the
.'ipecific gravity about 1'23'2. Slate coal, which contains a
quantity of argillaceous earth, and burns slowly, with
little flame. Its constituent parts are said to be nearly in

the proportion of 47'6 charcoal, 32-5 bitumen, 19*9 earth;
specific grarity I •4-26. A variety of this coal is called

culm. The Newcastle coal, which is among this class, con-
tains less earth than all others, except Whitehaven and
Wigan coal : the specific gi-avity of the first is nearly
1-271, of the second 1-2.57, of the third 1-268. 3. Glance
coal, which comprehends those sorts of coal that contain
only charcoal and earth, as the Kilkenny coal, consists

of 973 charcoal and 3-7 earth; specific gravity 1-400.

This sort of coal burns with less smoke and flame, and
more intensely, than cannel coal ; but it yields no vo-
latile products, whereas those of the second class afford

abundance of heavy inflammable air, a bituminous oil, at

first fluid, then of the consistence of tar, and water im-
pregnated with ammonia. The residue is coke, a sort of
charcoal much used in manufactories.

Coal (Com.) is distinguished into pit-coal, in respect to the
place where it is dug from, namely, the pit, or mine, and
sea-coal, in respect to the manner in which it is conveyed,
namely, by sea.

CO'AL-CRIMPS (Com.) a kind of factors, who sell ship-

loads of coals by conmn'ssion to wholesale dealers.

CO.'^L-ME'TEU (Law) an officer in London, whose duty it

is to inspect the measuring of coals that go from the wliarf.

COAL-MEUCHANT (Com.) one who contracts for coals

to be brought from the pit, which he sells out to private

families and retail dealers, but never in less quantities than
a chaldron.

CO.VL-EISH (Ich.) a sort of cod-fish: the Gadus carbona-
riu.s of LinuEcus.

COMAVAi (Mar.) vide Collier.

COALE'SCEN'CE (I'lij/) the cleaving or uniting together
of the small line parts which com])ose any natural body.

Co-M-ESCENCE (!iur<r.) the closing of a wound, or the grow-
ing together again of any parts which before were sepa-
rated.

COA'LTERN (.!/«/.) a term applied by Bellini to two fevers

which come periodically, and as one attacks the patient the
other recedes, and so alternately.

COB
CO'AMINGS of the hatches (Mar.) certain raised borders

about tlie edges of the hatches of a ship, to prevent the
water on the deck from running down into the lower apart-
ments.

COANE (Chem.) a name, as is said, for a sort of tutty

among the Greeks.
COANENEI'l'LLI {Bat.) the Passiftora normalis of Lin-

nxus.
COAPO'IBA (Bot.) vide Caopoiba.

COAKCTA'TION (Med.) a strengthening or pressing to-

gether; rendering the canals narrow, or a contraction of

the vessels.

COAllCTA'TUS (Bot.) an epithet signifying squeezed or

pressed together, as coarclaii rami, condensed branches,

opposed to divcrgenlcs ; coarctali pcdiinculi, condensed
peduncles, opposed to patuli ; coarctala panicula, a close

or contracted panicle, opposed to diffusa.

COARTICULA'TIO (Anat.) \]de Abarticulatio.

COASSA'TIO (Archit.) the boarding or laying a floor.

Vitruv. 1. 7, c. 1.

COAST (Geog.) the country lying along the edge of the

sea.

CO'ASTER (Mar.) a vessel employed in going from one

port to another on the same coast, and consequently sel-

dom going out of sight of land.

COASTING (Mar.) in French aller terre a terre, the act of

sailing within sight of land, or within the soundings of

land.— Coasting pilot, in French ])ilole coticr, a pilot who
conducts vessels from one port to another on the coasting

trade.

Coasting (Husband.) is the transplanting a tree, and placing

it towards the same point of the compass as before.

COAT (Mec/i.) in general whatever servts as a covering for

any substance, as a coat of paint, or of plaster to a wall, &c.

Coat (Aiiat.) the membranous cover of any part of the

body, as the coats of the eye, of the arteries, nerves, ic.

Coat (Mar.) a piece of tarred canvas put about the mast at

the partners, and also about the pumps at the decks, that

no water may go down there.

Coat of Mail (Mil.) a piece of armour made to fit the body,

and wrought over with many rings of iron.

COAT-ARMOUR (Her.) or Coats ofarms, armorial ensigns

or bearings, which were originally painted on the coats of

arms, and afterwards transferred to seals, which is said

to have begun first in the reign of Richard I.

CO'ATED (Bot.) an epithet for bulbs which are composed
of concentrated layers, as the bulb of the onion; also for.

some stems which are clothed with membranes.
CO'ATING (C7i<'i«.) or Corication. [vide Cement]

CCJ'ATLER (Bot.) another name for 6f«.

jCOAXA'TIO [Arch.) yiAe Coassatio.

COAXOCHl'TL (Bot.) the Indian name for the Ta-jetes.

COB (Com.) a coin current in Gibraltar and the south of

Spain, equal to ^s.dd. English.

CO'BALT (Min.) a mineral of a grey colour, from which

arsenic is obtained in the greatest quantities. When
melted with glass, and pounded, it is termed small, and is

much used in staining glass blue. In the I'harmacopa;ia it

is called cadmia melallica ; and in the Linnean .system it is

classed as a genus of metals, under the name of cobaltum.

It has never been found ])ure in nature, but mostly in

the state of an oxide, or alloyed with other metals. In

the state of an oxide it forms the black cobalt ore ; or com-

bined with arsenic acid, the red cobalt ore ; but in alloy

with other metals, it forms the xuhile cobalt ore. Its spe-

cific gravity is above cS. [vide Chemistn/]

CO'BALUS (Myth.) the name of a spirit which in former

times was supposed to haunt mines, whence it is supposed

that the metal cobalt derives its name.
COBA'STOLI (Chan.) Ashes.
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CO'BBAX (Dot.) a small tree, resembling a peach-tree, that

grons in Sumatra. C. Baiih. Pin. ; Jlaii Hist. Plant.

CO'BBE (Rat.) another name for the Rhus of Liniiieus.

CO'BBIN(i (Mil.) a mode of punishment for ])ettv offences

committed in barracks or elsewhere, which is inflicted on
the offenders by soldiers among themselves, and consists

principally in strapping with a belt, and the like.

—

Cubbing,
oil board a vfs.sc/, is also a sort of punit^hment, which con-
sists in giving the offender a certain number of blows on
the breech with a board called the abbing-bunrd.

COBE'LLA (Zoo/.) a species of Coluber.
CO'BILE (Com.) Covid, or Coude, a long measure used in

several parts of India, which varies as the aune or e!l does
in Europe.

CO'BIO (Ich.) vide Gobio.

CO'BION (Bot.) a kind of spurge. P//n. 1. 26, c. 3.

COBl'TIS (Icb.) a fresh-water fish mentioned by Pliny and
Aldrovandus.

CoBiTis, in the Linnean at/stem, a genus of animals of the

Class Pisces, Order Abdominnlcs.

Generic Chnracter. Head small, oblong, nakeA.— Eyes in

the upper part of the head.— Vent nearer the tail.

CO'IjLE (Mnr.) a boat used in the turbot fishery, twenty
feet long and five feet broad, and about one ton burthen.

COBO'B (Coolc.) a dish among the Moors, which is made of
several pieces of mutton wrapped up and roasted in a
cawl.

CO'BOOZE (}Iar.) in French fogon, a sort of box or
house to cover the chimney of some merchant ships.

CO'BRA DE CAPELLO (Zool.) the Rattle-Snake, or Cro-
talus horridiis of Linna;us, the stone or bone of whose head
was reckoned an antidote to some poisons.

CO'BRE VERO (Zool.) vide Bojobi.

COBRE'LLO (Med.) vide Epilepsia.

CO'BWEIJBED (Bot.) nrachnnideus, an epithet for a leaf, a
peduncle, or a calyx, which is covered with a thick inter-

woven pubescence.

CO'BUS DE CIPO (Zool.) vide Boitiapo.

CO'CA (Mnr.) or Cocaccle, a cog, or little boat, which is

used in fishing.

CO'CAO (Bot.) vide Cocoa.

COCAZO'CHITL (Bot.) the Mexican name for the Tajetas.

CO'CCA CNIDIA (Med.) or Gnidia, v\de Cnidia.

CO'CCA BAPTICA (Ent.) vide C/iermes.

COCCA'RIU.M (Med.) a very small pill. Oribas. Synop.

COCCE'IRA INDICA (Bot.) the Cocos cofc//era of Linna;us.

CO'CCI ORIENTA'LIS (Bot.) vide Cocci'dus Indians.

COCCI'FEROUS (Bot.) an epithet for such plants or trees

as bear berries.

CO'CCIGIS OS (.4nnt.) vide Cocci/gis as.

COCCIXE'LLA (Ent.) a genus of animals. Class Insccta,

Order Coleoplera.

Generic Character. Antennae clavate.

—

Anterior Jeelers

hatchet-shaped.— Thora.x and Shells margined.

—

Abdo-
men fiat.

Species. Animals of this tribe feed on plant-lice. They
are distinguished principally by the colour of their shells.

COCCINELLO'IDES (Ent.) a species of Nitidala.

CO'CCIOX (Med) xoxxiM, a weight mentioned by Myrepsus,
the same as siliqua.

COCCOBA'LSA.MU.M (Bot.) the fruit of the true balsam.

COCCOCY'PSELUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 4
Tetrandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. /Jcr/aH/Zi one-leaved ; segments

acute.—CoR. one-petalled ; tube longer than the calyx.

StAM. Jilaments four; anthers erect.

—

Pist. ^erm ovate;

style the length of the stamens ; stigmas simple.

—

Per.
berry roundish ; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are

—

Coccocypsilum repens, seu her-

coc

bneeiM, &c. a perennial, native of Jamaica.

—

Coccocyp-
silum uni/lorum, seu Fernelia, &c. a shrub, native of the
island of the Mauritius.

COCCOLO'BA (Bol.) a genus of plants. Class 8 Oclandria,
Order 3 Trigynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved ; divisions

oblong.

—

Cor. none.

—

Sta.m. fdaments eight; anthers
roundish.— PisT. gerin ovate; styles three; .slinmas

simple.

—

Pkh. none ; cali/x berried ; seed nut ovate.

Species. The species are shrubs.

—

Coccotoba uvijcra, Co.--

colobis. Polygonum, Ui'l/ern, Guaiabara. S:c. seu Pruni'.s,

&c. Round-leaved Sea-side Grape, or ]\Iungrove Grape-
tree, native of America.

—

Coccoloba pubc.^ccns, seu Scor-
tea, &c. Great-leaved Sea-side Grape, Native of America.— Coccoloba excoriata, Coccolobis Guaiabara, seu Arbor,
Sec. Oval-leaved Sea-side Grape, or Mountain Granc-
tree, a shrub, native of America.

—

Coccoloba punctaia,
Coronata, Coccolobis, &c. seu Lvijera, &c. Spear-leaved
Sea-side Grape, native of America.

COCCOXI'LEA (Bot.) iheRhuscotinusoflAnnseus.
COCCO'XES (Bot.) the acini, or grains of the Pomegra-

nate.

COCCOTHRA'USTES (Om.) a bird of the finch kind, so
called because it feeds on the kernels of cherry-stones.

CO'CCULUS (Bot.) the Menispermum cocculus of LinuKus,
which produces a poisonous berry, well known by the
name of the Cocculus Indicus, which is one of the delete-
rious ingredients employed in the making of beer, the use
of which is expressly prohibited by act of parliament.

CO'CCUM (Ant.) or Coccus tiucioria, y.ixxo; fia^pm, the graia
with which cloth was dyed; it had an astringent virtue,

according to Dioscorides and Pliny. Dioscor.l. 4, c. 172;
Plin. 1.2h c. 3; 1. 27, c. 9.

CoccuM, taken by itself, signifies Grana Cnidia in Hippo-
crates.

CO'CCUS (Bot.) vide Coccum.— Coccus is also the Cocos
nucijera of Linnseus.

Coccus (Ent.) Cochineal, a genus of insects of the //f?;;;/;-

terous Order.

Generic Character. Snout seated in the breast.

—

Antenna:
filiform.

—

.Abdomen bristly behind.— Wings two, erect
in the male, but without poisers.

Species. These insects inhabit various parts of plants, and
are extremely troublesome in hot-houses. The male is

very active, having an oblong bod}', an ovate abdomen,
and a tail furnished with bristles. The female is slow, and
has a body nearly globular. Several of the species,

when dried, produce a colouring matter, but the Coccus
cadi, that inhabits the Cactus opuntia, is the best fitted

for this purpose. The female of this insect is the true

cochineal of the shops, which is well known for its great
use in dyeing and painting.

CO'CCYG^i'US (Anat.) a muscle of the Os coccygis, by
which it is moved forward.

CO'CCYGIS OS (Anat.) or coccyx, a cartilaginous kind of
bone, joined to the extremity of the os sacrum ; so called

because it resembles the cuckoo's bill.

COCCY'GRIA {Bot.) or Coccymalia, the Rhus cotinus of
Linnaeus.

CO'CCYS (Bot.) the Palma cocci/era.

CO'CCYX (Anat.) vide Coccygis os.

COCE'TUiSI (Ant.) hotch-potch, or a food made of honey
and poppy seed.

COCH (Med.) an abbreviation for cochleare, a spoonful.

CO'CHIA (Med.) a sort of officinal pills, one variety of

which consists of col3cinth and aloes, &c.

COCHPLIA COLU.MNA (Ant.) a pillar with winding

stairs for ascending.

COCHINE'AL (Ent.)an insect which in the Linnean system

is called Coccus and CoccineUi, and in commerce is well
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known for its use in dyeing a rich scarlet. In their dried

state these insects have the appearance of small grains.

When dried, pounded, and prepared, the colour is sold in

the shops under the name of carmine.— Cochineal Grain,

the red berry which grows on an American tree, called the

Coccus cacti, Coccus Americanus, or Ficus Indianus, is,

on account of the beautiful scarlet dye that it yields, a

great article of commerce. The insects which bear the

same name, resemble these berries so much in appearance

that they have been taken to be one and the same thing.

CO'CHLACiE (Nat.) round stones in the rivers that look

like snails.

CO'CHLEA (Ant.) 1. A pump for drawing up water, in-

vented by Archimedes. Dindor. 1. .5 ; Vitruv. 1. 10, c. II

.

2. A kind of door belonging to the cavea of the Circus.

Varr. de Re Rust. I. 3, c. 5. 3. The screw or spindle of a

press. Dud in Pandect, p. 172.

CocHLE.'v {Annt.) the internal cavity of the ear; so called

from its resemblance to tlie spiral shape of a cochlea, or

snail's shell. In it are observed the mudiulus, or niiclcu.:,

extending from its basis to the apex, the scala tijmpani, scala

vestibuli, and spiral lamina.

Cochlea (Mech.) one of the five mechanical powers,

otherwise called the .'crew.

COCHLEA'RE (Med.) a spoonful, which in prescriptions is

abbreviated to Coc/i.

COCHLEA'RIA {Bat.) a genus of plants, Class 15 Tetra-

di/namia, Order 1 Siliciiliiia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved; leajlets

ovate.—CoR. four-petalled ;
petals obovate ; claiss nar-

row.—SxA.Nr. Jllamcnts si.\; anthers obtuse.—PiST. germ
heart-shaped ; stijle simple ; sti'^ma obtuse.

—

Per. silicle

heart-shaped ; seeds about four in each cell.

Species. The species are annuals, biennials, and some
perennials, as the

—

Cochlearia erfpcinalis, Butava, seu

Nasturtium, \c. Common Scurvy-grass, an annual or

biennial, native of Europe.— Cochlearia Danica, seu

Thlaspi, &c. Danish Scurvy-grass, an annual or peren-

nial, native of Denmark.— Cochlearia Anglica, seu Bri-

tannica, seu vulgaris, English or Sea Scurvy-grass, a

biennial, native of England.— Cochlearia Groenlandiea,

seu minima, Greenland Scurvy-grass, an annual, native

ofNorway.

—

Cochlearia coronopus, Lepidium, Coronopus,

Nasturtium, &c. seu Ambrosia, &c. seu Pseudo-amhro.^ia,

Wild Scurvy-grass, or Swine's-cress, an annual, native

of Europe.— Cochlearia arnioracia. Nasturtium, &c. seu

Raphanus, iStc. Horse-radish, a perennial, native of

Europe.— Cochlearia macrocarpa, seu Jbliis, Glasli/iliu,

seu Lepidium, &c. Woad-lcaved Scurvv-grass, a bien-

nial, native of Kattisbon.

—

Cochlearia draha, seu Lepi-

dium, S:c. seu Draba, &c. a perennial, native of Austria.

COCHLEAiUU.M {.4nt.) a very small measure among
the Romans, which, according to Columella, was the

fourth part of the cyathus. Colum. de Re Rust. I. 12, c. 21.

COCHLEATA (Bnt ) the Mcdicngo lupulina.

COCHLEA'TUS (Bot.) screw-shaped; an epithet for a pod.
—Legumcn cochleatum, a pod that is turned like a screw.

COCHLIA'XON (Mech.) ^okMuI^; name for part of a ma-
chine described by Oribasius. Dc Machinam. c. 24'.

COCHLI'DIU.M (Con.) w.a.^.«, and y.^x.^ti, a small shell-

snail.

COCHLI'T.\ (Min.) a stone of the shape and figure of a

certain shell-snail.

rOCHLI'TES (Min.) a precious aone. Plin. 1. 37, c. 12.

COCHO'NE (Anat.) x-^xo,,^, according to Galen, the junc-

ture of the Ischium near the seat or breech. Hcsychius.

COCI'LIO (Med.) the weight of eleven ounces.

COCK (Or.) the male of most birds, but particularly of the

well known domestic fowl in a farm yard.—Ulack Cock,

the Tctras of Ltmixus. [vide Black]

Cock (Her.) this bird, which Guillim calls the

knight among birds, is blazoned in coats of
arms by the epithets armed, crested, )ellopped

;

sometimes also tvattled and membered ; as " he
beareth Azure, three cocks, argent, armed,
crested, and jellopped, proper."

Cock (Mech.) the name for a part of several instruments, aB

1. That part of the lock of a musket which sustains the
jaws, or two small pieces of iron, between which the flint

is put. 2. The pin of a dial or gun. 3. The needle of a
balance. 4. The wrought piece which covers the balance
in a clock or watch.

Cock (Mar.) vide Cockboat. — Cocks in a ship are small

pieces of brass, with holes in them, which are put into

the middle of large wooden shivers to prevent them from
splitting or being galled by the pin or block of the pulley

on which they turn.

COCK-CHAFFER (Ent.) or Tree-Beetle, a mischievous
insect, the Scarabceus melolontka of Linna;us, which de-

vours the leaves of trees, &c. The grub is soft and grey,

with testaceous head and legs, remains in the earth for

three years before it is transformed into the perfect insect,

and devours the roots of vegetables.

COCK-FEATHER (Archer.) that feather of the shatl which
stands upright in due notching.

CO'CK-HORSE (Man.) a tall kind of horse.

CO'C'K-LOFT (Husband.) the highest loft or garret.

CO'CK-PIT (Mar.) vide Cockpit.

Cock-pit (Sport.) a place where cocks fight.

COCK-ROACH (lint.) the Blalta of Linnaeus, which, with

its larva, wanders about by night, and secretes itself by day.

Insects of this tribe are fond of warmth, and haunt houses,

where they devour meal and other provisions.

COCK-ROADS (FokI.) a net chiefly used for catching

woodcocks.
COCK-SWAIN (Mar.) vide Cock.m-ain.

COCKTHRO'PLED horse (J'et.) one whose throple or

windpipe is so long, that he cannot fetch his breath so

easily as others do, which are loose thropled.

TO COCK a gnu (Mil.) to fi,\ the cock so as to have the

piece ready for discharge.

COCKA'DE (Mil.) a ribbon worn by the soldiers in their

hats.

COCKA'L-nONE (Anat.) vide Astragalus.

COCKARO'USE (Polit.) a name among the Virginian In--

dians for one who was of the king's privy council.

COCKATOO' (Or.) a species of the parrot or Psitiacus of

Linnajus, having a short tail, even at the end
CO'CKBOAT (Mar.) a small boat used on rivers, or near

the shore, which is of no service out at sea, because it is

too small or feeble.

COCKCHAFFER (Ent.) vide Cock.

CO'CKEIN (Com.) an imaginary specie, used in Japan, like

the pistole in many parts of Europe. It is equal to ten

FVench livres.

CO'CKET (Laxv) Cockettum, the office at the custom-house,

where the goods to be exported are entered ; also the

custom-house seal, or the parchment sealed and delivered

by the officers of the customs to merchants, as a warrant

that their goods are customed.

COCKET (Lau') a measure made use of for the distinction

of bread in the statute of bread and ale. .51 //. 3, stat. 1

;

I'let. I. 2, c. 9.

COCKETA'TA lana (Laiv) wool duly entered at the cus-

tom-house, and cocketed or allowed to be exported.

COCKE'TTUM (Law) 1. The custom-house seal, [vide

Cockrt] 2. The office belonging to the custom-house,

where cockets are to be procured.

COCKFEAfHER (Archer.) vide Cock.

COCKHORSE (Man.) vide Cock.
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CO'CKIXG cloth (Sport.) a frame made of coarse canvass,

tanned, with two sticks set across to keep it extended,

and a hole through which the muzzle of a gun may be

put, to shoot pheasants, Sic.

CO'CKING (Cnrpent.) a method of securing beams to wall-

plates, bv notching each beam at the end, and cutting re-

verse notches in the wall-plate.

CO'CKLE (Bat.) the Agrostema githagn of Linnjeus, an an-

nual, and a weed that infests corn fields ; it is otherwise

called corn-rose.

Cockle (dmch.) a sort of shell-fish ; the Carduim of Lin-

naeus.

CO'CKNEY (Cus.) a. nickname given to one who is born and

bred in the city of London, within the sound of Bow-bell.

COCKPIT of a ship nf xvnr (Mar.) a place where the

wounded are dressed, on the lower Hoor or deck, lying

between the platform or lower deck and the steward's room,

where are partitions for the purser, the surgeon, and his

mate.— The Fore-Cockpit, a place leading to the magazine

passage, and the boatswain's, gunner's, and carpenter's

store-rooms.

Cockpit (Folit.) an apartment in the treasury where the

king's speech is read before the meeting of Parliament,

and also appeals in prize causes are heard.

Cockpit (Sporl.) vide Cock.

CO'CKREL (Sport) a young cock bred for fighting.

COCKS /or /Jocks (Mar.) little square pieces of brass with

holes in them, and put into wooden sheaves to keep them
from splitting and galling by the blocks in which they

move.
COCK'S-COMB (Bot.) an annual, the Cclsia of Linnaeus.

—

- Cock's Foot-Grass, the Dticti/lis, a perennial.—Cock's Head,
the Hedi/sarum caput p;alli, ^-c. a perennial.

COCKSWAIN (Mar.) vulgarly Cockson, in French ;ja<ron

de chaloupe, an oHicer of a ship who takes care of the

cockboat, with all its furniture.

COCKS' WALK (Sport.) a place where cocks are bred for

fighting.

CO'COA-XUT (Bot.) the nut or fruit of the Cocos nucifera.

This fruit is properly a berried drupe, and the shell is of a

bon}' substance, containing a kernel, and also a sweet re-

freshing liquor. The kernel is very nourishing, and much
used as a substitute for almonds in cookery ; and in medi-

cine a pure sweet oil is extracted from it, which is also of

great use. From the tree is drawn a sort of wine, called

toddy, from which, when sour, is distilled the spirituous

liquor called arrack. The husk of the shell is used for

making chocolate ; and the shell itself serves for many do-

mestic purposes.—Cocoa Plum, the Chrysobalaiius of Lin-

naeus.

COCOLA'TA {Bot.) Chocolate.

COCO'MICA (Med.) a term used by Paracelsus, which

»eems to signify the effects produced upon the human
body by blasts.

' De Podag. \.'2.

COCOS (But.) a genus of plants, Class 20 Moncecia, Order 6
Hexandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. spathe universal ; spadix branch-

ing ; perianth three-parted ; divisions concave.—Con. petals

three.

—

Sr.\'si. Jilainents six; anthers sagittate.— PisT.

D;e;»i scarcely manifest ; stj/les three; stigma obsolete.

—

Per. abortient ; seed, nut very large ; kernel hollow.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the— Cncos nucifera,

sen incrmis, seu Coccus, &c. seu Palnia, Sec. seu Ca-
lappa, &c. seu Tenga, seu Inaja, seu Maron, Cocoa-
nut-tree, native of Asia.

—

Cocos chilensis, &c. native of
Chili.— Cocos butyracea, seu inermis, seu Pindova, na-

tive of .\merica.

—

Cocos aculcata, a shrub, native of
Martinica.

—

Cocos J'usiformis, seu Palma, &c. native of

Jamaica.— Cocos maldixica, native of the JNIaldives.

—

Cocos guineensis, Bactris, &c. seu Palma, &c. Pricklv

COD
Pole, native of South America.— Cocos yj/pa, seu Nypn,
native of the Philippines.

Cocos is also the Palma coccifera.

COCOXIHIU'TL [Bot.) the Bocconia frutescens of Lin-
niEus.

COCTI'LL'V (Ant.) Charcoal, or wood burnt and dried, that

it might not smoke.
CO'CTION (Med.) in Greek T.4-.C, and Latin coctio, boil-

ing or digesting; signifies, \. The reduction of the ali-

ments to a sort of emulsion or chyle. 2. The reduction of
morbific matter, or the matter which forms a disease to a
natural and healthy state : this may be produced sponta-

neousl}', or b)' the force of medicine. The period of time
in which the disease is undergoing that process is called

its state of coction.

COCTU'RA (Med.) vide Coctio.

CO'CULA (Archceol.) a small drinking cup in the shape of a
boat.

CO'CULUS Jndicus (Bot.) vide Cocadus.

COCU'STA (Bot.) the tree which produces the o-i/m anime.

COCY'TA (Med.) vide Malis.

COD (Ich.) a well known fish which inhabits the Northern
seas ; the Gadus of Linnaeus.

CO'D-FISHER (Mar.) a vessel employed in the curing of
cod : also the person so employed.

CO'D-PIECES (Mil.) iron appendages attached to ancient

armour, to prevent the consequences of violent shocks in

battle.

CO'DA (Mus.) Italian for a small number of bars at the end
of a composition.

CO'DAGAM (Bot.) the Hydrccotyle Asiatica of Linnaeus.

CO'D.\GA Pala (Bot.) a tree growing in Malabar; the

Xerinm antidysentericum of Linnaeus.

—

Codaga petavi, the

Morinda citrifolia.

CODDA-PU'LLLS (Bot.) vide CarcapulU.—Codda-Pamia,
the Cort/pha umbraculifera.

CO'DDED Corn-violet (Bot.) the Campamda hybrida of
Linnaeus.

CODE (Lm^) vide Codex.

CODESE'LLA (Med.) vide Carbunculus.

CODEX (Lav:) signifies literally a volume or roll; but is

particularly applied to the volume of Civil Law, collected

by the emperor Justinian from all the pleas and answers of

the ancient lawyers, which were in loose scrolls or sheets

of parchment : these he compiled into a book, which goes
bv the name of the codex.

CO'DIA (Bot.) a term formerly used for the top or head of

any plant, but particularly that of the poppy.

CoDiA, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 8
Octandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Characters. C.^L. common four-leaved
; proper

four-leaved.

—

Cor. petals four.— Stam. Jilaments eight;

anthers ovate-angulate.

—

Pist. germ very small ; styles

two ; stigmas simple ; receptacle common villose.

Species. The only species is the

—

Codia montana, a shrub,

native of New Caledonia.

CODL-E'UM (Bot.) a species of the Croton of Linnaeus.

CODIAOIINON (Bot.) a herb which blossoms twice a

year. P/in. 1. 21, c. 21.

CODI.V-V.V'NACU (Bot.) an under-shrub growing in the

East Indies; the juice of which, boiled in oil, is a restora-

tive in case of weakness ; the Tragia chamela of Linnaeus.

Raii Hist. Plant.

CODICA'KL^ naves (Ant.) ships or barges made of thick

planks. Non. ex I'arr.

CO'DICIL (Laic) Codicillus, a supplement to a will, by
which the testator adds to, explains, or retracts what he

has done.

CODI'NIAC (Med.) marmalade of Guinea.

CO'DLIN-TREE (Bot.) a variety of the Pyrzts 7nalus, or
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Applc-Tree.— Codlins anil Cream, a perennial, the Epilo-

bliiiii lilr.tiiliim of Linnxus.

CODOCE'LE {Me,l ) a bubo. Fa/lojwis.

CODON (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Dcamdrin,

Order 1 Mijiiogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved; leaflets

subulate.

—

Cor. one-petalied ; border equal ; neetari/ len-

celled.— Stam. Jilaments ten; anthers thiek.— Pisr.

germ superior; stijle simple; stigmas two.—PiiU. two-

celled ; seeds several.

Species. Tlie only species is Codon Royeni scu acideatitm,

an annual, native of the Cape of Good Hope.

CODO'NES {Ant.) Kiiu>u., little bells. Hesychius.

CODONO'PHOKI [Ant.) Kiu^««ipofoi, those who at funerals

i;o before, ringing bells. Schol. in Aristoph.; Hesychius ;

Suidas.

CODOSCE'L/E [Med.) vide Cmlocele.

COE (Min.) a. name which miners give to the little lodge-

ment that they make underground for themselves as they

work lower and lower.

CCECA'LIS (Anat.) a vein so called, which is a branch of

the concave side of the vena mesaraica.

CtECUM [Anal.) vide Cceeum.

COEFFI'CIENTS (Algeb.) a term first employed by Vieta

to denote any known quantity that is multiplied into any

of the unknown terms of the equation ; thus, in 3 a -f

6 X — c xS ,3, b and c are the coefficients which are thus

multiplied into a, x, i\ When no number is placed 1 is

understood to be the coefficient, as x, which is equivalent

to 1 X, I'iet. Isagiig. c. 8.— Coefficients of the same order,

are such as are prefixed to the same unknown quantities in

dift'erent equations, as in the eiiuations a i + b y + c z

= m, d X + e y -f-,/"~ = «> g x + h y + h z = p ; a, d, g,

are coefficients of the same order, being coefficients of the

letter x ; b, e, h, are coefficients of the same order, being

coeiHcients of y ; and so likewise c,J] k, which are coeffi-

cients of;:.

—

Opposite coefficients, are those which are taken

each from a dift'erent equation, as a, e, k, or a, h,f, in the

foregoing equations.

—

Coefficients of any generating term

injiuxions, is the quantity arising from the division of that

term by the generated quantity.

C(E'L.\ (Ant.) KoiXx, the cavities or hollows, as they are

called, of the eyes : the one in the superior eyelid is pro-

perly the x.'A>.ot, in distinction from the other in the inferior

eyelid, which is the v-iko^mi : x-nXx of the feet are those

parts which are at the bottom of the feet adjacent to the

heel.

CCELE.STIAL (Astron.) vide Celestial.

CtELESTl'NUS Colour [Med.) sky colour, a term used

by Paracelsus to denote that a circle of this colour, in the

urine of women, is a sign of leprosy in the matrix.

CCE'LIA {.Inat.) xoi/i'»!, KoiAii), a cavity in any part of the

body, but particularly in the viscera. It was divided by

the ancients into «i uyu xojAm, the stomach ; li kutu xomd),

the belly.

CfELIAC artery {Anat.) arteria cceliaca, the first branch

given oft' from the aorta in the cavity of the abdomen,

which sends branches to the diaphragm, stomach, liver,

pylorus, duodenum omentum, and spleen.

—

Caliac vein,

that which runs into the intextinuni coccuni.

CCE'EIAC Passion {Med.) f«"/wca /;«.v.v/o, xoiAiax", a disorder

of the stomach, which is so called from xoalu, the part

eftected. This disorder is defined by the ancients to be a

sort oi' diarrhwa, in which the aliment passes oft' in a dis-

solved but crude state. The disorder is not mentioned by

Hippocrates ; but those aft'ectcd with it are called by

Aretaius xoaiami, and by t.';elius Aurelianus vcntriculosi :

Celsus also speaks of a disorder under a similar name,

which liosvever dill'ers materially, according to his descrip-

tion, from the one above-mentioned. Aret. de Cans, el

COE
Sign, aciit. Morb. 1. 2, c. Y ; Cal. Morb. Chron. 1. l-, c. 3;
Cel. 1. 4-, c. 12. The Caliac Passion is defined variously

by the moderns, but Cullen considers it to be a sort of
diarrhoea.

CCE'LI-FLOS {Dot.) or Ccelifolium, Starfall ; the Tremella
nostnch of Linnaeus.

CCELI-llOSA {Bat.) the Agrostema of Linna;us.

CCELIT-LA'WAN {Bot.) the Lauras culilaban of Linnaeus.

CCELO'MA {Med.) a hollow round ulcer in the horney
tunic of the e3e.

C(ELON {Nat.) a kind of sil, or painter's colour.

CCELOSTO'MIA {Med^ xoiAss-oy.ia, a defect in speaking;
when a person's speech is obscured in such manner as to

sound as if it came from a cavern.

CCE'LU.M {Anat.) a name for the cavity of the eye towards
the corner.

CCEMENTA'TIO {Mech.) vide Cement.

CCEMETE'KIUM (Ecc.) Cemetery, a burying place.

COE'MPTIO (Laxv) a solemnity of the civil law whereby
the man and wife (that were to be) did, as it were, buy one
another, so, as by that means, they had a right to each
other's goods. Cic. Or. 1.1. c. 56 ; Ulp. Instant, apiid.

Boeth. top. 3.

CCE'NW (Ant.) the principal meal among the Greeks, Jews,

and Romans, which was so called from xoo?, common,
because it was the meal at which all the family met;

it began at the ninth hour, or three in the afternoon, and
corresponds, therefore, to the modern dinner, although

the word is most frequently rendered by supper. This

meal consisted of three courses ; namely, the First course,

iiiTTin B-fooi/Aw, ccence prafatio vel giislaliii, consisting of

eggs, oysters, fruit, &c.—The second course, h aim, cceria,

or y.'.(f)ciAy, iujtis, caput ccener, which was sup[)lied with dain-

ties of various sorts.— The third course, i'ivrifx TfxTni^u,

sccnnda meiisa, mensa pomorum, consisted of the desert,

which was the richest part of the meal. The Romans dis-

tinguished it into dift'erent kinds, as the

—

Ceena adjicialis,

an extraordinary entertainment, when something particular,

adjiciebatur, was added to the elegance of the feast.

—

Ccena

adveiititia, a feast of welcome given to friends on their

return home.

—

Ccena auguralis, an augural supper, and

the like. Plant. Bacch. act. 3, Seen. G; Cic. ad Fam. 1. f),

ep. 26; Plin. 1. 10, c. 20; Plin. 1. 3, epist. 1 ; Tacit.

Annal. 1. 2, c. 65.

CCENACULA'RIUS (Ant.) a tenant living in a garret, or

upper room of the house ; also he who lets lodgings.

CCENA'CULU.M (.Inat.) 1. The room set apart for supper.

2. A chamber or room in an upper part of tiie house.

Fest. de Verb. Signif.

CCENATIO (Anl.) a banquetting room.
CCENIPE'TA (.-hit.) a toad-cater, or smell-feast; one who

hangs on another for a meal of victuals.

C(EN013IA'RCII.-V (Ecc.) the superior of a convent, an

abbot, or prior.

CCENOBI'TA (Ecc.) Ccenobites, they who are of the so-

ciety of a monastery, or college of priests. Cccl. Rliodiq.

I
1. 10, c. 4.

I

CCENO'BIUM (Anat.) from x^.»i5, common, and $!ei, life; a

community of living, as in a monastery or convent, hid.

Urig. 1. 15, c. 4.

j

Cd'^NOLO'GlA (Med.) xoivoAoyia, a consultation of phy-

sicians, from xoiio; and ^^oyU, speech.

Cd'NOTAPII (Ant.) y\<iQ Cenotaph.

CCE'NOTES (Med.) kwot,,^, signifies literally community,

but was applied, by physicians of the methodic sect, to

those disorders which arise both from relaxation and stric-

ture, in distinction from those which arose from either one

or the other singly.

CCERULEU.S Lapis (Min.) the sulphate of copper.

COETA'NEOUS i^Chron.) an epithet for a person living
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at the same time with another, or for any thing that

happens in the same age.

COETE'UNAL {Tlieol.) an epithet apphecl to the three

persons in the Holy Trinity.

CQE'TUS {Aid.) thoiigli taken generally for any assem-

hly, «as more frequently used to denote an unlawful or

seditious meeting.

CCEUll (Her.) or parti/ en coeur, signifies a

sliort line of partition in pale in the centre of

the escutcheon, which extends but a little

uaj', much short of the top and bottom, and

is there met by other lines which form an irre-

gular partition of escutcheon.

COE'VAL (Cliron.) an epithet for any ])ersons or things

which are in the same age, or of the same duration.

CO'FFEA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 1 Slonogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-toothed.— Cor.
one-peta!led ; tube cylindric; border flat ; divisions lance-

shaped.— Stam. filaments five; anthers linear.— PisT.

germ roundish ; st^te simple ; stigmas two.

—

Per. berry

roundish ; seeds one or two.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Cnffea sambucina,

scujbliis, &c. native of the Friendly Isles.

—

Ci>ffea opn-

lina, native of New Caledonia.

—

Cnffea odorata, native

of the Friendly Isles.

—

Coff'ea arabica, Jasmiiiiini, Evo-
iii/mo, &.C. seu lion, Eastern Coft'ee-tree, native of

Jamaica.

—

Coff'ea trijiora, seu Jb/iis, &c. native of Ota-
heite.

—

Coff'ea occidentalis, Parettn, iSrc. seu Jasminum,
Sec. Western Coffee-Tree, native of America.

CO'FFEE (Dot.) the berry, or fruit of the Coft'ee-Tree ; the

Cojfea of Linnaus, from which the well-known drink is

prepared that goes by the same name.
CO'FFER (Mech.) a chest or trunk ; also a long square box

or trough, in which tin ore is broken to pieces in a
stamping mill.

Coffer (Fort.) a hollow trench or lodgment cut in the

bottom of a dry ditch.

Coffer (.4rchit.) a square depressure or sinking in each
interval between the modillions of the Corinthian cornice,

and in other parts.

Coffer (^lar.) in inland navigation, a large wooden vessel

with moveable ends to receive the barge or vessel. It an-

swers the purpose of a lock.

COFFER-DAM (.irchit.) or Baltardeaux, in bridge building,

a case of piling fixed in the bed of a river for the purpose
of building a pier dry.

CO'FFERER (Laio) the second officer in the King's house-

hold, next to the comptroller, who has the oversight of the

other officers, and pays them their wages.

CO'FFIL.l (Com.) or Bahar, a weight used at Bencoolen,

Malacca, and other parts of India, equal to 56-t lbs.

weight.

CO'FFIN (Vet.) the whole hoof of the horse's foot above the

coronet, including the coffin-bone, the sole, and the frush.— Coffin -hone, that bone which lies within the hoof as in

a coffin.

—

Cqffin-Juint, that which connects the pastern

with the wheel.

CofFiN of Paper (Com.) a triangular piece, such as grocers

put up pepper, &c. in form of a cone.

Coffin (Print.) the framework of the printing-press, in

which the stone is bedded.
COFFllE d'nne batlerie (Fort.) the solid work which covers

the pieces of ordnance that are planted in a battery.

—

C<ffre ujeu, a machine filled with combustible materials

for the purpose of doing mischief to a scaling part}'.

—

Coffres des galeries de mine, a sort of platform made of
planks, which serve to support the galleries of a mine.

COG (Mar.) or coggle, a kind of little ship or vessel used
in the river Ouse. Stat. 23 Hat. 8, c. 10.

COH
Cog (Mech.) vide Cogs,

CO'GGLE (Mar.) vide Cog.

COGNA'TI (Law) relations by the mother's side, in

distinction from the agnati, who are on the father's

side.

COGN.'V'TIONE (Lffiu) a writ of couscnage, a writ that

lies where the tresail, that is, the father of the icin//. or
great grandfather, dying, seized of lands and tenements, a
stranger enters upon the heir and abates. Stat. 9 Hen. !•,

c. 5 ; S Hen. 6, c. '16; Brit. c. S!); F. X. B. 221.
CO'iiNISAXCE (Laiv) signifies the hearing of a thing judi-

cially ; also the acknowledgement of a fine ; and, in re-

plevin, the answer given by a defendant who has acted as

a bailiff, &c. to another in making a distress. But tlie

term cognizance is particularly taken in the sense of
cognizance of pleas, which is a privilege granted by the
King to a city or town to hold the plea of ail contracts,
iSrc. within the liberty of the franchise.

COGNIt^E'E (Laiv.) vide Cognisor.

CO'GNISOR (Laxv) is one who passes or acknowledges
a fine of lands or tenements to another, in distinction from
the cognisec, to whom the fine of the said lands, <S:c. is ac-

knowlVdged. Stnt. 32 Hen. 8, c. 5.

COGNI'TIO (Laiv) the trial or hearing of a cause.

COGNI'TION (Law) in the Scotch Law, is tlie process
whereby molestation is determined.

COGNITIO'NES (Arcliceol.) ensigns and arras.

COGNrnO'NTBUS admittendis (Lau') a writ to a justice,

or other person, who has power to take a fine, and having
taken acknowledgement of a fine, delays to certify it in

the court of Common Pleas, requiring him to do it.

CO'GNITOR (Ant.) one who managed the cause of another,
or defended his cause. Ascon. in Cic. p. 17.

—

Cocmitor is

also the name of one who bore testimony that he knew a
man to be a Roman citizen, who wanted to escape the
ignominious punishment with which he was threatened.

Cic. in J'err. 1. 5, c. 65.

CO'GNIZ,\NCE {Her.) a badge which subordinate officers,

and even soldiers, bore on their shields, for distinction

sake, in the place of the crest, which was worn only by
superiors.

COGXCMEN (•/»/.) a surname, or a family name which
a man has from his father, as Caesar, the cognomen ; in

distinction from Julius, the nomen. Suet. Jul. c. 20

;

Diomed. 1. 1 ; Priscian. 1. 2, c. 578, Putsch. Ed.; Sigon. de
Rom. Norn. c. 1

.

COii'SO'VlT actionem (Lnxc) is when a defendant acknow-
ledges and confesses the plaintiff's cause against him to be
just and true ; and, before and after issue, suffers judgment
to be entered against him without trial. In this case con-
fession extends uo farther than to what is contained in the

declaration.

COGS (Mech.) the teeth of a mill-wheel.

CO'GWARE (Com.) a sort of coarse cloths made in dif-

ferent parts of England, of which mention is made in

Slat. 13 Bich. 2, c. 10.

COH/ERA'RIUS [Ant.) a coheir, or joint heir; and like-

wise a partner in any office.

COHE'SION (P/i//.) "that power or property by which the

homogeneous particles of substances are kept attached to

each other, in distinction from adhesion, which is a partial

union between substances similar or dissimilar.

CO'HI (Com.) a large dry measure used in the kingdom of

Siam for corn, S:c. equal to five thousand pounds of Euro-

pean measure.

CO'HOB (Chem.) \k\e Cohobation.

COHOBA'TION (Chem.) or eohoh, cohobatio, the returning

of liquor distilled from any substance back again upon tho;

same substance, and distilling it again.

CO'HOL (Chem.) vide Alcohol.
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CoHOL {Med,) a dry coUijrium for tlie eyes. Avicen. apud
Cartel/. Les. Med.

CO'HORS (Ant.) a mililary body, wliich cons-tituted the

tenth part of a legion, and consisted in general of about

600 men. The first cohort exceeded all tlie rest in number
and dignit3', being cho.sLn out of the ex'ocati, and appointed

to attend upon the PriVtor ; whence it was called cohors

Prcrtorid. Its place, in the order of battle, was the right

of the first line, and so of the rest in order. On medals

and coins cohors is abbreviated COH. or COHORT, for

cohortis, &c. Varr. de Lnt. Ling. 1. "i, c. 16; Liv. passim.

;

Vcgct. 1. 2, c. 16; Lips, de Mil'ft. Horn. 1. '2, c. 4 ; Sahims.

de Mil. Rom. c. '2
; Siliel. in Polijb. apud Gncv. Thcs.

Aiitiq. Roman, torn. 10, &c.

fOHORTA'LES {Ant.) a kind of commissaries, or masters

of the horse, to Lieutenants or governors of Provinces

;

also, in general, any attendants or retainers to magistrates.

COHUA'GIUM (Archceol.) a tribute paid by those who met
together promiscuously in a market or fair.

CO'HUM (Ant.) a thong wherewith the ox-bow and yoke
were tied together.

COIANG (Com.) both a weight and measure of Cambaye
in the East Indies.

coir (.'inat.) a name given by Winslow to the aponeurotic

expansion which covers the head like a cap, and is spread

round the neck, and on the shoulders like a riding-hood.

Coif (Laxv) a sort of hood, or cap for the head ; whence
Serjeants of llie Coif, a title for the Serjeants at law who
formerly wore a coif of lawn on their heads under their

caps. This is now worn upon the hinder part of their wigs.

COIL (yiar.) the ring or circle formed by a cable in coiling

or winding it.— Coil, in French cueil/er, the manner in

which ropes are disposed in a vessel by winding them in

the form of a ring, and making the circles to lie one upon
another.

COILA'XTHIA (Bot.) the Gentiana purpurea o{ L,mnxus.

COI'LING of the stud (Man.) the selecting of a colt or

young horse for service.

COILOPHY'LLUM {I3ot.) the Sarracenca J/avea ct pur-

purea of Linna;us.

COILOTA'PHALUS (not.) the Cecropia pcltala of Linnasus.

COIN (Ant.) vide Moiiela.

Coin (Com.) apiece of metal stamped with certain marks, and

made current as money for a certain value, [vide Coinage'}

Coin (Arc/tit.) vide Coins.

Coin (Print.) vide Coins.

Coin (Mar.] vide Coins.

COINAGE (Coi7i.) signifies either the act of coining, or the

thing coined, of which it is a collective term eijuivalent to

the word coins. The materials used for coinaj^e are gold,

silver, copper, brass, and sometimes even iron ; the two

first of which, from their high vahu', are denominated the

precious metals, which, when in a stale for converting into

coin, are called Lulliu)!, and the pieces of bullion arc

called bars or ingots.

Standard. When any baser metal is mixed with gold or

silver in coinage it is called an allot/, in distinction from

the pure metal called ^fnie. The fixed proportion in

wiiich this mixture is made is denominated llie .\lnndard

nfjinenesi, and the weight of each piece or coin is the

standard weight. The standard of .silver coin lias, with

occasional variations, always been eleven ounces two
pennyweights fine and eigliteen pennyweights alloy

;

the weight twenty-four grains to each penny. This was

also denominated .sterling, a term which, froin the high

esteem in which this standard has always been held, is

now made to signify the standard of excellence. Gold
is estimated by carats and grains, each carat consisting

of four grains. The Old Standard for gold consisted of'

2.*} carats 3^ grains fine and half a grain alloy ; the New
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Standard of 22 carats fine and 2 carats alloy ; botli of

which have been subject to occasional variation.

Mint. The place where the coinage of a country is car-

ried on is calkd the mint, the officers of which, among
the Saxons, were in general called monei/crs, whose
names are met with on the Saxon coins, together with,

that of the place where the coin was struck. Plate

No. I. (31.) The oHicers which have been since ap-

pointed are very various, as the Master, Wardens, and
Comptroller of the Mint, Assay-Master, (S:c. [vide Minf]

Process of Coining. Coining was formerly carried on by
means of the hammer, but now more expeditiously by
means of a machine called a mill, [vide Mill] The piece

of metal which is cut and prepared for the mill is called

the planchet or blank before it is struck, and the steel

masses on which the figures are marked are called the

di/es, between which the planchet is pressed by the force

of screws, so that at one pull the impression is made on

both sides. Money coined by the hammer is called ham-

mered, and that by means of the mill milled.

Assay. The act of ascertaining the purity of bullion gold,

or the standard finenes.s of coins, is called the assay;

and the pieces or coins selected for this purpose are

called the trial pieces : of these two are selected, one

for the private assay of the mint, and the other for the

public trial by a jury of twelve goldsmiths, which is

called the trial nf the pix, from the pix, or box, in

which the pieces are contained. The quantity or

weight from which these two pieces are taken is called

a journei/, namely, of gold fifteen pounds, and of silver

sixty-five ; and the sum total of any monies coiaed

within a given period, or out of any number of jour-

nics, is called a deliver}), several of which are col-

lected together for examination at the stated times of

trial. At this trial the jury determine whether the

monies so coined are of the standard fineness required

by the indenture, or warrant, and return tiieir verdict

according as they find them within the remedy ; i. e.

within the legitimate allowance for deficiency or not.

Projits of the -mint. The profits of the mint, which for-

merly constituted a considerable branch of the royal

revenue, are known by the names of seignorage, which

was a deduction from the bullion that was coined

;

moneyage, a triennial tax, which was imposed in the

place of seignorage ; and the profit of the sliere, which

was derived from the allowance for the remedy. But,

in the lieu of these, a parliamentary allow-ance has been

granted, to defray the expences of the coin.nge.

Coina. The several pieces of metal which are struck by

the process of coining are denominated coins ; having

two sides, called the obver.'.e, or face, on which the

head or profile is put ; and the i-ex^crse, w Inch is the

same as the back. 'I'he letters engraven in the field,

or middle, are called the inscription ; those on the

e.rergue, or outer rim, the legend. Coins, according to

their materials, are distinguished into gold, silver, copper,

&e. to which may be added a sort of money formerly

coined, called blaci,- money, which was copper washed

with about one-fifth part of silver, in distinction from

white money, which was standard silver, ('oins arc,

moreover, distinguished according to the country in

which they are current, into Foreign and English.

Foreign Coins. The following Tables comprehend a

general account of the most important foreign coins in

silver and gold that are now current; the first column

contains the names of the coins in alphabitical order;

the second, that of the covmtry in which each is current;
|

the third, the assay, or average standard of fineness

:

and the fourth, the average value, nearly, in Bterhng'

money.
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superbly caparisoned, and curvetting; mint mark the

letter Y on both sides; legend EDWAUD VI. D. G.
AGL. FRA. Z IIIBE. HEX.; beneath the horse, 1551.

Rev. Amis in a plain slileld, surmounted by a cross

fourchy.

—

Fig. S, 9. Two testoons, or shillings, of Ed-
ward. Obverse, only the head of Edward; legend, ED-
WARD VI. D. G. AGL. FRA. Z. HIB. REX.; mint

mark in fig. 8, a swan ; in fig. 9, a rose, counter-

marked, a portcullis in the one, and a greyhound in the

other ; these counter-marks were put on the base tes-

toons, or sliillings, which were reduced in v.ilue to six-

pence; and in the reign of" queen Elizabeth to four-

pence, and even lower.

—

Fig. 10. A shilling of fine

money of Edward VI. Obv. A bust of the king full-faced,

crowned, and in Parliament-robes, with a chain of the

order of the garter ; on one side of the face a double rose,

and on the other XII. to denote the value; mint mark a

ton on each side ; legend as before. Rev. The arras as

before. This is supposed to be the first and only English

coin or medal, whereon the collar of the order of the

garter is to be seen; but, whether from the mistake of

the engraver, or any other cause, this is different from

the collar of the order appointed by the statutes of

Henry VIII., which was to be composed of double roses

encompassed with the garter; whereas this has single

roses of four leaves only, without garters, and without

knots between. The silver coins of this reign were the

last on which the heads of any of our princes have been
represented with a full face.

—

Fig. 11. A sixpence of

Philip and Mary. Obv. A profile bust of the King and

Queen facing each other, with the crown of England
above, between the date loSl. The King bare-headed,

with short hair, mustachios, and large beard, is in ar-

mour, with the order of the Golden Fleece, suspended

by a ribbon on his breast. The queen is in her ordinary

habit; legend PHILIPET MARIA D. G. R. ANG.FR.
NEAP. PR. HISP. Rev. A shield, crowned, and orna-

mented with the arms of Philip and iVIary impaled. Above
the shield, XII. for the value; legend POSUIMUS
DEUM ADIUTOREM NOSTRUM.— F;V. 12. A
half-crown of (Jueen Elizabeth. Obv. Bust of the queen,

having the hair curled in two rows next the face, and
turned up behind, ruff, and gown richly ornamented;
sceptre fleury in the right hand, globe or mound in the

left ; mint mark on both sides the Arabic figure 1 ; le-

gend ELIZABETH D. G. ANG. FRA. ET HIBER.
REGINA. Rev. The arms and legend as before.

—

Fig.

1:!. A half-crown of Elizabeth, which is a specimen of

the money, called Portcullis Money, which was struck

for the conveniency of the East India Merchants. Obv.
The royal shield between the letters E & R. all crowned ;

mint mark on both sides, a large annulet ; legend as

before. Rev. ,\ large Portcullis crowned ; legend PO-
SIT, &c.—Fig. H: A half-crown of .lames I. Obv. The
King on horse!)ack, in profile to the left, crowned, and

in armour. In his right hand a drawn sword ; the horse

ambling ; on the housing a rose crowned ; mint mark
on both sides a thistle; legend .lACOBUS D. G. AN(;.
SCO. FRAN. ET IIIB. REX. Ikv. In an es-

cutcheon, highly ornamented, the royal arms, quarterly

— first and fourth, England and I'rance, quartered

;

Scotland in the second ; Ireland in the third. The
arms of Ireland now appear for the (ir.st time upon the

coins.— /V<,r. 1.5. A sliilling of Charles I. Obv. Bust of

the King turned to the right, crowned, and in armour,

with long hair, the object of ])uritanical abhorrence

;

mint mark, on both sides, an anchor; legend CARO-
LE'S D. (J. mac;. BRI. FRA. IIIB. REX. Rev.

Arms of l';ngland, France, Ireland, and Scotland, on

a plain square shield, and cross fleury ; legei d

CIIRISTO AUSPICE.— /'/- IG, 17. Obsidional, or

siege pieces, of Charles I. during the rebellion. The
first an irregular piece, stamped on each side with
Sdwts. 21 grs. ; the second, an octagonal piece, a castle,
with a streamer flying on the highest tower. .Above the
castle the letters P. C. ; on the right side OliS, and
a hand w ith a sword erect, issuing out of the left ; be-
neath UJIS. On the reverse, which is not here given, is

a crown with C. R. ; and the legend DU.M 'sPIRQ
SPERO.

—

Fig. 18. A sixpence of the Common Wealth.
Obv. St. George's Cross between a branch of palm and
laurel; mint mark the Sun; legend THE COMMCJN-
WEALTH OF ENGLAND. Rev. Two escutcheons
joined, the fir.st charged with St. George's Cross,
the other with the Irish harp ; over the shield v.—
I-^g. 19. A shilling of Cromwell. Obv. Bust in profile

to the right, laureat, with a Roman mantle ; legend
OLIVAR. D. (;. R. P. ANG. SCO, HL &e. PRO.
Rev. In a shield, surmounted by an Imperial Crown,
(juarterly, first and fourth, St. George's Cross for Eng-
l.uid ; second, St. Andrew's Cross for Scotland; third,

the harp for Ireland. On an escutcheon of pretence a
lion rampant; legend PAX. QU.ERITUR. BELLO.
lf>5S.

—

Fig. 20. A crown of Queen Anno. Reverse
only ; in the top and bottom shields England and Scot-
land impaled, to denote the union of the two kingdoms;
on the dexter side Ireland, and on the sinister France;
a plume of feathers in each quarter. The position of
France, in the sinister or third quarter, has prevailed to

the present time, whenever the shields have been placed
separately on the coins.

Plate, No. II. (32)

English Gold Coins. Fig. 1. A quarter florin of
Edward III. Obv. In a field seme de lis a helmet with

lambrequins ; crest a lion passant, gardant crowned

;

legend EDWR. R. ANGL. Z. FRANC. D. HID.
Rev. A cross fleury, with a rose in the centre ; legend
EXALT. ABITUR IN GLORIA. The lambrequin is

a mantling formerly worn upon the helmet, as well for

ornament as to keep off the sun. Edward III. is the

first of our monarchs who bore this crest upon his helmet
on the reverse of his great seal, .\lthough the regular

commencement of the gold coinage is dated from this

reign, of which there are many specimens extant, yet

Henry HI. is said to have coined a gold penny that was

in circulation for some time.

—

Fig. 2. A Noble of Ed-
ward HI. Obv. The King, armed and crowned, standing

in a shi|), which has a streamer at the mast-head, with St.

(ieorge's Cross, a naked sword in his right hand, and in

his left a shield, bearing the arms of France (semi de

lis) quartered with those of England. On the upper

part of the side of the ship are lions passant gardant,

towards the left, and fleurs de lis alternately, under these

two tiers of ports, the lower of which has four project-

ing spikes placed alternately with the ports: legend

EDW.VRD DEI GRA. REX. ANGL. Z. FRANC.
I). HIB. Rev. In a double tressure of eight arches,

with trefoils in the outward angles, a cross fleury voided.

Over each limb of the cross a fleur de lis. In the quar-

ters the Lion of England under a crown. In the centre

a rose of four leaves, pointed with as manv trefoils

saltirc-wise, including the letter E : legend IlIC. (i. e.

.lesHs) AUTEM TRANSIENS PER MEDIUAI. II.-

LORUM IB.\ (or iltiil.) In some coins of this prince

he is styled also DNS. .AtJlMT. i.e. Domiims Acpiitania;

—Fig.''.i. An Angel of Edward IV. Obv. The Arch-

angel Michael standing with his left foot upon the dragon,

and piercing him through the mouth with a spear, tlie

upper eiul of which terminates in across crosslet : le-

gend, EDWARD DEL (iRA. REX ANGL. 7.

l'R.\NC. Rev. A ship willi a large cross for the mast,
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\Tith the letter E on the right side, and a rose on the

left ; on the side of the sliip the usual arms : legend,

PER CRUCEM TUA' SALVA NOS XPE HE-
DEMPT.—r/>. 4. A half rial of Edward IV. (3bv

The type as before, with a full blown rose on the side of

the ship, and a square Hag at the stern, with the letter

E, for Edxvard: legend, EDWARDl GRA. REX
ANGL. Z 1-RAXC. DXS. "IB. Ucv. In the usual tres-

sure a sun of sixteen rays instead of the cross ; in the

centre a ro?e; mint mark, the sun : legend, DOMINE
NE IX FURORE TUO ARGUAS ME. The sun is

here put in commemoration of his victory at ^Mortimer's

Cross.

—

Fig. 5. A Sovereign, or Double Rial, of Henry
VII. Obv. The King sitting on his throne, in royal

robes, crowned; in his right hand a sceptre, fleury, in

his left the orb, the back ground diapered with fleurs de
lis. This is said by Mr. Leake to be the first time that

the orb and cross on the king's hand is to be met with

on coins, though used on otlier occasions. Rev. In a

double tressure of ten arches, with trefoils in the outer

angles, the English Lion and Fleurs de Lis alternately,

within a double rose. In the centre a plain escutcheon
of France and England: le<;cnd, IHS. AUTEM TRAN-
SIEXS PER MEDIU-AI ILLORUM IBAT HE. The
white rose is here united with the red, in respect to the

union of the Houses of York and Lancaster.

—

Fig. 6,

A double sovereign of Henry VIII. Obv. Within the

inner circle, engrailed, and pointed with fleurs de lis,

the King sits, crowned, in a chair of state, the back
network ; on each arm of it a cross patonce, as on
the sceptre ; at his feet the portcullis ; mint mark on this

side a fleur de lis, on the other a cross crosslet : legend,

HEXRICUS DEI GRATIA REX AXGLIE ET
FRAXC. DXS. HIB. The Portcullis is a badge which
is said to liave been assumed by Henry VII. in respect

to his mother's descent from the Beauforts, signifying,

as Leake says, that as the Portcullis was an additional

security to the gate, so his descent from his mother
strengthened his other titles. Hence this coin has been
ascribed by some to this latter king.

—

Fig. 7. A Rial of
Queen Elizabeth. Obv. The Queen in a large ruff, with
her crown, sceptre in her right hand, and orb in her
left, standing in a three-decked ship, turned to the right,

with guns out, the usual rose on the side, and square flag

at the head, on which is inscribed the letter E : legend,
ELIZAB. D. G. AXG. FR. ET HIB. REGINA.
Rev, IHS. «i:c. as in tig. 5. This legend was adopted
by Edward III. on the occasion of his victory over the

French fleet, and continued to be used on the coins of
his successors until the reign of Elizabeth, after which
it went out of use.

—

Fig. 8. A unit, or twenty shilling

piece, of King James, whereby he laid aside the crown
to take up witli the laurel, which has ever tince been in

use. Obv. Bust in profile to the right, laureat ; mus-
tachios turned upward ; mantle tied on the shoulder ; xx.
for the value, behind the head; mint mark on both sides

a spur-rowel : legend, JACOBUS D. G. MAG. BRI.
FR.\X, ET HIB. REX. Rev. In the old cross fleury

a plain escutcheon of the royal arms, crowned : legend,

F.\CIAM EOS IX GEXTEM l]S\M.—Fig. 9. A
Guinea of William and Mary. Obv. Heads of William
and Mary in profile to the left ; his laureat ; necks bare

:

legend, GULIELMUS ET MARI DEI GRATIA.
Rev. In an escutcheon garnished and crowned quarterly,
first and fourth, France and England quarterly, second
Scotland, third Ireland ; on an escutcheon of pretence
Nassau: legend, MAG. BR. FR. ET HIB. REX ET
REGIXA. It will be seen from the table of English
coins that guineas were first struck in the reign of Charles
II. and derive their name from Guinea, on the coast of

COL

Africa, whence the gold was brought, of wliich they
were made.

COI'XCIDEXS (Mnlli.) an epithet for lines, points, or

figures, which being placed one upon another exactly

agree or cover one another.

COIXDICA'XTIA [Med.) coindications or signs which do
not indicate by themselves alone, but in connexion with

other circumstances assist the physician to form a judg-
ment of the disease.

COIXS (,7)t/(/>.) or quoins, from the French fo/« y signifies

the angle formed b}' the two sides of any building, as the

coin or corner of two walls.

—

Rustic coins, stones project-

ing out of a wall to which other buildings may be joined.

They are so called because of their rustic appearance.

—

Coin signifies also a block cut obliquely, on which rests a
column or pilaster.

Coin de maiueuvre militaire {^UI.) a particular manner in

which tlie ancients used to dispose their troops, in order
the better to break the enemy's line, it resembling the

figure of a wedge, the sharp extremity of which formed
the front.

Coins {Print.) wedges used to fasten the composed matter
into the form or chase.

Coins (Gunn.) large wedges of wood for the levelling, raising,

or lowering a piece of ordnance.

Coins (Mar.) small wedges or pieces of wood to lay between
casks, otherwise called canting coins, in distinction from
standing c^ins, which are pipe-staves or billets to make casks
fast.

COIRA (Bot.) vide Acacia.

COI'TION (AmI.) the mutual tendency of bodies one to an-
other, for which the word attraction is more commonly
substituted.

Coition nf the monn (Astron.) is when the moon is in the
same sign and degree of the zodiac with the sun.

COITS (Sport.) or Quoits, a kind of iron rings, resembling a
horse-shoe, which is thrown to a certain distance at a cer-

tain point.

COIX {Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 21 Monoecia, Order 3
Triandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. glume two-flowered ; valves ob-
long ovate.

—

Cor. two-valved ; valves ovate lanceolate.—St.\M. Jilaments three; anthers oblong.— PisT. germ
ovate ; sti/les short ; stigmas two,

—

Per. none ; seed so-

litary.

Species. The species are shrubs and perennials, as the

—

Coix lachryma, Lithospennum, &c. Lachryma, iSrc. Ca-
tricondn, seu Salee, Job's tears, a shrub, native of the

East Indies.— Coix agrestis, Lithospermum, &c. Salee,

&c. seu Lachryma, &c. a perennial, native of Amboina.
—Coix arundinacea, a perennial.

COKE (Chem.) a hard sonorous kind of charcoal which
arises from the burning of black pit-coal.

COL. [Ant.) an abbreviation in medals and in inscriptions for

colonia.

COLATION (Chem.) the passing any thing through a
strainer.

TO CoLATioN books (Print.) vide To Collate.

COLATO'RIA-LACTEA (Med.) vide Fluor Albus.

COLATO'RIUM (Ant.) a vessel full of holes at the bottom.

COLATU'RE (Chem.) that which after being boiled is per-

colated or strained through a sieve.

COLCAQU-\HU'ITE (Bot.) an American plant recom-
mended in palsies and uterine disorders. Rail Hist.

Plant.

CO'LCHICUM (Bot.) xe>xixot, a name given by some of the

ancients to the poisonous plant Ephemerum, because it

grew in Colchis. Dioscor. I. 4, c. 84 ; I'lin. 1. 28, c. 9.

CoLciiicu.M, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 5
Hexandria, Order 3 Trigynia.



COL
Generic diameters. Cal. none.

—

Cor. six-parted; tube

aiigulated ; clivixinns of the Lnrder erect.

—

Stam. Ji/n-

ments six; anthers oblong.—PiST. sierm buried within

the root; styles three; stigmas reflex.— Per. capsule

three-lobed ; seeds many.
Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Co/chiciini uu-

tumnale. Common Meadow Saffron, native of Europe.

—

Colchicum montanum, seu foliis, &c. native of Spain.

—

Colchicum varif[;aliini, seujo/iis, &c. seu Chionense, Va-

riegated Meadow Saffron, native of Chios.

—

Cnlchicunt

Btjzantinum, native of Constantinople.

Colchicum is also a name for the Bidbocodium vcrnum.

CO'LCHICUS (Or«.) or Phasianus colchicus of Linnaeus,

the Common Pheasant.

CO'LCOTHAL (Chem.) the dry substance which remains

after the distillation of vitriol ; it is now commonly called

caput mnrtuum.

CO'LCOTHAR (Chetn.) vitriol ca'.cined over a strong fire.

It is applied sur;;ically to wounds, for stanching blood, J<cc.

COLD (An/.) denotes not only the sensation of cold, but

also the state of any body which causes the sensation.

COLDE'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class i Tetrandria,

Order 3 Trigynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved; leaflets

lanceolate.—Cou. one-petalled ; border patulous.

—

Stam.
Jilaments four ; anthers roundish.— Pisr. germs four ;

styles as many ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none ; yriiit ovate ;

seeds two.

Species. The only species is

—

Coldenin procumbciis, seu

Teucrii, an annual, native of India.

COLE {B- 1.) Colewort, or Kale, a sort of winter cabbage,

which is a variety of the Iirassica of Linna;us.—Cole-Seed,

the seed of the X^ipics sativa, or long-rooted narrow-leaved

rapa, called in English Navew, which is reckoned by Lin-

ni'us as a variety of the Brassica napus. It is much culti-

vated on account of the oil which is expressed from it, as

also for the feeding of cattle. It is sown about the middle

of June, and the ground is prepared as for turneps.

COLE-MOUSE (Orn.) a species of the Titmouse, the Pariis

filer of Linna;us.

COLEOPTEUA {Ent.) the first order of insects in the Lin-

nean system, comprehending the genera which liave four

wings, the upper crustaceous, with a straight suture. The
genera are furtiiermore distinguished into, I. Those having

the antennce clavate, as Scaratxeus, the Beetle; Synoden-

dron, Lucanu.i, Dermestes, the Leather-Eater; Melysis,

Byrrhus, Silplia, the Carrion-Beetle; Triloma, Hydro-
pliilns, one species of which is called the Water-Clock

;

I'cbratomn, Ulster, Bostrichus, Anthrenus, Nilidula, Coc-

cinella, one species of which is the Lady-Bird ; Cur-

culis, Putisiis. 2. Those having tlie antennce nioniliform,

as, Brentns, Attelabus, Erodius, Staphylinus, Zygia, Maloe,

Teriebris, Cassida, Opatrum, Mordella, Chrysomcla, Horia.

3. Those having the antennce filiform, as, Apalus, Manti-

Cora, Pimclia, Gyrinus, Cucujus, Cryptorcphalus, Bruchus,

Pliiius, Ilispa, Tiuprestis, Necydalis, J.auipi/ris, Fire-Fly,

Glow-Worm, Cantharis, Xotnxits, Elater, Catnpus, Alurnus,

Carabus, Lytta. 4. Tiiose having the antennce setaceous,

as, Serropalpus, Ceramhyx, Lejdura, li/iinomacer, Zonitis,

Cucindela, Dytsicus. Forficnla, Earwig.

COLES (Annt.) or colis. [vide Penis']

CO'LE-SEED (Bot.) vide Cole.

CO'LET {Mcch.) that part of a ring where the stone is set.

COLE'TTA VEE'TLA (Bot.) the Barlcria prionitis of Lin-

na:us.

CO'LEWORT (Bot.) a well-known variety of the Cabbage,

or Brassica of Linnaeus, wliieli grows through the winter.

C()'L(iI.\'r (Mil.) a large glove which the Turks wear in

the field, covering the arm up to the elbow.

CO'Ll dextrum Ligamentum (Anal.) the fold of that particu-

COL
lar lamina which is turned to the right side, where the
mesentery changes its name for that of mesocolon, near
the extremity of the ilium.— Coli sinistrum Lii^amentum
a contraction of the mesocolon a little below the left

kidney.

CO'LIAS (Ich ) xoxUi,, Bastard-Tunny, supposed by some to

be Mackarel. Plin. 1. 32, c. 10 ; Athen. 1. 3.

COLIBARTS (Z-oiu) tenants, or villeins, made free; persons
of a middle condition, between servants and freemen.

COLIBL'S (Orn.) another name for the Humming-bird.
COLI'CA (Med.) Colic, a pain in the abdomen, particularly

in the intestine called the colon, from which it takes its

name. This name, as well as the disorder itself, was first

known, according to Pliny, in the reign of Tiberius
; but

Celsus is of opinion that it had been earlier described bv
the same name. Cels. I. 4, c. 9 ; Plin. I. '20, c. 12.

Colic is now distinguished according to the different

causes and circumstances of the disorder, into the bilious

colic, when accompanied with vomiting of hWe ; Jlnlulent

or ivindy colic, when attended with distention from
flatulency; injtammatory colic, or enteritis, yihi^n attended
with inflammation. When the disorder rises to a great

height it is called the Iliac passion. It is placed by
Dr. Cullen as a genus of diseases in the Class Neuroses,

Order Spasmi.

COLICULUS (Bot.) a diminutive of colis; signifies the

little stalk or tender branch of a plant, as the coliculus

fabcc, the young stalk of a bean.

C'OLIl-O'RME OS (Anat.) another name for the os cri-

brosum.

CO'LING (Bot.) a long pale apple.

CO'LINIL (Bot.) the Convolvulus nil of Linna:us; an
American plant, the juice of which with a little honey, is

said to be good for pustules in the mouth.
COLI'PHIUM (Ant.) a sort of coarse bread which wrestlers

used to eat, in order to make them strong and firm-

fleshed; so called from k4ia«, limbs, and iipo?, robust; or

according to some, from ».cAAi|, a sort of cake mentionei

by Athenaus.
I'latit. Pers. act. 1, seen. 3, v. 12.

Collyria facnte ut madeant, et colipkia

Ke mi tine incocta detis.

Mart.]. 7, ep. 67, v. 12.

Cum coliphia seilecem comedit.

Post hec omnia cum libidinatur,

Nonfellat

:

Juven, sat. 2, v. 53.

Luctitutnr panes ; comedunt coliphia pauc^.

Athen. I. 3.

COLIUS (Orn.) C'o/y, a genus of animals. Class Aves, Order
Passeres.

Generic Character. Bill convex above, and flat beneath ;

uo.itrils small, at the base of the bill, and nearly co-

vered with feathers ; <0);^fue jagged at the tip ; tail long.

Species. The birds of this tribe, which inhabit the Cape
of Good Hope and Senegal, are principally distinguished

by their colour.

COLL A (Xat.) any thing glutinous, or of the nature of glue.

COLLA'PSUS (xVjed.) a wasting or shrinking of the body
or strength.

CO'LLAR (Her.) an ornament for the neck, worn by knights

of any order, which serve as a badge of the order, [vide

Heraldry]— Collar days, festival days, whereon the knights

of the garter wear their collars.

Collar (Mar.) 1. In French collier d'Ctai, the lower part

of any of the lower stays of the masts, or the part by

which the stay is confined at its lower end. 2. A rope

fastened about tlie beak-head of a ship, into which the

pulley called dcad-man's-eye is fixed, that holds her fore-
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stay ; also one about the main-mast-head, called the collar

or "garland, which serves to prevent the shrouds from
galling.

Collar (Archit.) a ring or cincture.

—

Collar-beam, a beam
in the construction of a roof, placed above the lower ends
of the rafters or base of the roof.

COLLARAGE {Lav;) a tax or fine formerly laid on the

collars of horses that draw wine.

COLLA'KE (A)it.) a collar so called, from collum, the

neck, because it was worn about the neck. It was a sort

of chain put round the necks of runaway slaves, with an
inscription stating their name and offence, with which,

till the time of L'onstantine, they were branded on the

forehead ; but afterwards it was engraved upon the

collar itself, of which several examples are given by
antiquarians, as one quoted by Pignorius : TENE ME.
QUIA. IT'GI. ET. REVOCA ME. DOMINO. MEO
BONIFACIO. LINARIO. Tnnieb. Adv. 1. '29, c. 17;
Pisnor. de Scrv. p. til ; Span. Misc. Enid. Act. sect. 9,

p. 300.

CO'LLARED (Her.) an epithet for any one having the

collar of an order about his neck.

COLL.ARI'NO (.-Irchit.) that part of a column which is

included between the fillet and the astragal.

TO COLL.A.'rE bonfis {Print.) to examine the whole number
of sheets belonging to a book, in order to see if thej' are

all gathered properly and placed in the order of their

signatures. This is the business of the warehouseman, and
has been vulgarly called collalionincr, and the person doing
it the collcitiotier. To collate manuscripts, is to arrange and
compare them, so as to bring them into due order and con-
nexion, iSrc.

COLLA'TERAL [Lavi) collateralis, from latvs, a side; that

is sideways, or not direct, as

—

Cullateral kinsmen, those

who descend from one and the same common ancestor, but
not from one another, in distinction from lineal kinsmen; as

if a man has two sons who have each issue ; these issues are

lineally descended from him as their common ancestor,

but they are collateral kinsmen to one another ; so col-

lateral warranty, &c. [vide Warranti/.']— Collateral issue,

is where a criminal convict pleads anj- matter allowed by
law, in bar of execution, as pregnancy, the king's pardon,

and the like, which issue is to be tried by a jury instanter.

— Collateral assurance, that which is made over and above
the deed itself.

—

C'lllateral security, a bond that is attached

to the deed itself for the due performance of covenants

between man and man.
COLL.^TERA'LES (Anat.) a name for the Erectores Penis.

COLL.VTIO BONORUM (Lau) is where a portion, or

money advanced by the father to a son or daughter, is

brought into hotch-pot, in order to have an equal distri-

butory share of his personal estate.

COLLA'TION {Cus.) a treat, or entertainment, given be-

tween meals, or in the place of a meal ; it mostly consists

of cold dishes, when it is called a cold collation.

Collation' to a benefice (Law) the bestowing of a benefice

by the bishop or other ordinary when he hath right of

patronage.

—

Collation of seals, was, in old deeds, when one
seal was set upon the back of another upon the same
libel.

COLL.\TIO'NE facta uni post mortem alterius (Laiv) a

writ which enjoins the justices of the Common Pleas to

send out their writ to a bishop to admit a clerk in the

place of another presented by the king, who died during
the suit between the king and the bishop's clerk.— Colla-

tioiie llermitaaii, a writ whereby the king was wont to

confer the keeping of a hermitage upon a clerk.

COLLATl'lTUM (Archceol.) a sort of food prepared of the

fiesh of a capon or pullet bruised and then mixed with

nmtton broth, and exhibited with verjuice or lemon juice,

i I
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COLLA'TIVE ADVOWSON (Archceol.) that which is

lodged in the bishop, [vide Advoxvson']

CO'LLEAGUE (Polil.) a partner or sharer in any office.

CO'LLECT (Ecc.) a short prayer with the epistle and
gospel, appropriated to any particular day or occasion in

the Christian church. Papias ; Anastas. Hiit. Eccle'.

Ann. 21 ; Hist. Tripart. 1. 1, c. 10.

COLLECTA'NEA {Lit.) things written or gathered out of

many works ; notes, collections, &c.
COLLE'CTION {Lit.) an assemblage of things collected

together for some specific object ; as, a collection of coins,

of medals, of paintings, &c.
Collection o/" //"-/;( (Astrol.) a term applied to two prin-

cipal significators which cast their aspect to a more
dignified planet and do not behold each other.

COLLE'CTIVE (Gram.) an epithet for any noun which
comprehends many persons or things in the singular num-
ber ; as a multitude, company, army. Sec.

COLLE'CTOR (Elect.) a small appendage to the prime
conductor of the electrical machine, which serves to receive

the electrieitv both positive and negative.

COLLEGATA'RIUS {La:<:) a parlaker of a bequest or

legacy with another.

CO'LLEGE (Polit.) collcf^ium, from colligo, to collect or

associate together ; a particular corporation, conij.any, or

society of men, having certain privileges, founded by the

king's licence ; as, the college ofphysicians, which includes

the body of ph3sicians in London.
College is also a corporate body erected for the purpose

of training up young men to any particular course of

life, and provided with statutes for its maintenance ; as,

the colleges of the Universities, or the military colleges,

&c.

COLLE'GIAN (Lit.) a fellow or member of a college.

COLLE'GIATE (Ecc.) an epithet for a church that is

endowed, for a society, body corporate, a deanery. &c.
COLLE'GIUM (Ant.) a company or fraternity, of which

there were many kinds among the Romans ; as, the Col-

legium augnrum, arlijicum, &.c. Cic. Orat, pro Sex. c, 15 ;

Plin. I. S,'^c. '28 ; Pint, in \um. ; Flor. Hist. Roman. 1. 1,

c. 6 : Sigon. dc Ant. Roman. Jnr. 1.'2, c. 12.

CO'LLET (Gun.) French for that part of a cannon which
is between the astragal and the muzzle.

COLLE'TICA (Med.) conglutinating medicines.

COLLl'CLE (Ant.) iyjtc; vifm, gutter-tiles ; and also

drains in the field. Plin. 1. 18, c. 10.

CoLLici^ (Anat.) the union of the ducts which convey the

humours of the eyes from the Puncta lachrymalia to the

cavity of the nose.

COLLi'CUL.-E (Anat.) vide Nymplnv.
CO'LLIER (Com.) one who works in coals or at the coal

mines.

CoLLiEii (Mar.) a ship that is loaded with coal.

CO'LLIERS (Mech.) French for iron or brass holdfasts,

which are employed in flood-gates.

CO'LLIERY (Com.) the place where coals are worked and
laid up.

CO'LLIFLOWER (Bot.) or Cauliflower, the finest sort of

cabbage, a variety of the Brassica oleracea of Linnasus.

COLLIGAMEN (.^nut.) a ligament.

COLLIGE'NDUM, Bona defuncti ad, (Law) letters

granted to certain persons, who, in default of administra-

tors and executors, are thereby authorized to collect the

goods of the defunct, and to keep them in safe custody

for the benefit of those who are entitled to the property of

the deceased.

COLLIMA'TION, Line of (Opt.) the line, in a telescope,

that passes through the intersection of those wires that

are fixed in the focus of the object-glass and the centre of

the same glass.
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COLLIXSO'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 2 Diandria,

Order 1 yiotiogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved; upper Up
\

tlirec'-cleft; lower lip two-parted.

—

Cor. onc-petalled;

tube i'unntlform ; border tive-cleft ; upper divisions ob-

tuse ; luv.er lip longer.

—

Si'am. filnme/iis two; anthers

simple.

—

ViHT. norm four-cleft; i/j/fe bristleform ; stigma

bifid.

—

Pkr. none; ipcrf single.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Collinsonia Cana-
densis, seu serotina, tSrc. Nettle-leaved Collinsonia, a
perennial, native of Canada.— Collinsonia .scabriuscula,

sen fuliis, S,-c. seu priccox, &c. Rough-stalked Collin-

sonia, a perennial, native of Florida.

COLLIQUAME'NTUM (Xat.) an extremely transparent

fluid observable in an egg after two or three days incuba-
tion, which contains the rudiments of the chicken.

COLLIQUrXlO (M.^d.) a term applied to the blood when
it loses its crasis, or balsamic texture.

COLLl'QUATIVE {Med.) an epithet for any excessive

evacuation which melts, as it were, the strength of the

body, as a colliquative perspiration, a collicjuative diar-

rhcea.

—

Culliquative /ever, one attended with a diarrhcea,

or profuse sweats from too lax a contexture of the fluids.

COLLIIU'DIANS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the fourth

century, who worshipped the Virgin Mary as a goddess,

and offered sacrifice to her. S. Epiphan. Hares. 78, 79

;

Bnro)i. Atinal. ann. 373 ; Sand. Hceres. 92.

COLLI'SION (Nat.) the percussion or striking of bodies

%ji against each other.

COLLl'SIO (Med.) vide Contusio.

CO'LLIX (Med.) xoAAi?, a sort of troche or pastil in a round
flat form.

COLLOBO'MA (Med.) the growing together of the eyelids,

from y.oXAxtt, to glue together.

COLLOCA'TIO (Ant.) ^fida-uc, a ceremony at the funerals

of the Greeks and Romans, which consisted in laying out

the dead upon a bier, or on the ground. The place

where tlie corpse was thus laid out was at the entrance of

the house, near the tlu-eshold, in order that all niighi see

V. hethcr the deceased had met his death by violence or

not. l^oll. Ononi. 1. 8, seg. 53.

COLLOCO'CCA (Bot.) the Cordia collococca of Linnaeus.

CO'LLOl' (CoiJc.) a slice of stewed meat.

COLLO'QUIU.M (Law) the talking together, or affirming

a thing laid in declarations for words in actions for slander,

&c. Mod. Cas. 203.

COLLU'SION (Law) a fraudulent contrivance, or compact
between two or more parties, to bring an action, one
against the other, for some deceitful end, as the defrauding

a third ])erson of his right, &c. This collusion is apparent

w hen it shows itself on the face of the act, or secret when
it is covered with a show of honesty. Stat. tVestmin.

13 Ed. 1, c. 33 ; Co. Lit. 109. 360; Plow. 5i.

COIyHITHE'.\NS (Ecc.) heretics in the fourth century,

so called after their leader, one Colluthus, who held many
of the doctrines of the Arians and Manicheans. .S. Athanas.

AjHil. I. 1, c. 8 ; S. August. Hceres. c. C.J ; i'. Epiphan.

llicrcs. c. ()9; Philasl. 11ceres, c. 8; Baron. Annal. ann. 'i\5.

COLLUTO'RTUM oris (Med.) vide Gargarismus.

COLLYIUJ.S (Ant.) Ki/A«,3o?, 1. A coin on which was en-

graven the image of an ox. Hesychius. 2. The exchang-
ing of money, as a lesser coin for a greater, or the current

money of tlie country for foreign coin, for which the ex-

changer had an allowance in consideration. Cic. in Verr.

orat. 3, c. 78 ; ad .Utic. I. 12, ep. 6; Poll. I. 3, c. 9; Suet,

in Aug. c. 4; Bud. in Pandect, p. 134; Sigoii. de Ant.
.lur. l.iv. Roman. 1. 2, c. 1 1

.

CO'LLY-FLOWER (Bot.) vide Colliflower.

COLLYHA (Ant.) xoAAi/fa, a sort of bread baked in the

ashes. Ilatjchius. 2. A little round loaf.

COL
COLLY'RIOM (Or.) another name for the /J/r/c/iw/.

CO'LLYRITE (Min.) a sort of stone of the Lythomarge
family.

COLLY'RIUM (Med.) xcMUfM, a medicinal composition, so
called from x.'iKXa, glue, and ifu, a tail, because these me-
dicines were originall)' made up with something glutinous,

and in the form of a rat's tail. The term is now only ap-
plied to a fluid application for the eyes, commonly called

ei/e-water. Ccl. I. 5, c. 28 ; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 10, c. 23;
Scrihon. Larg. c. G9.

COLO'BlUiNI (Ant.) wxi/im, a short garment without sleeves

worn by monks and hermits. It is called by St. Jerom
tunica succinea et Uncus saccus. Cassian. de /Egypt. Mon.
Colob. I. 1, c. 5 ; Epiphan. Hceres. c. Gi; Ammian. I. 14,

c 9 ; Isid. Grig. I. H), c. 22 ; Serv. in /En. I. 9, v. 616;
Petav. in Them. Orat. I. II; Doroth. Abbas. Doctrin.

;

Alcuin. de Divin. Offic. ; Gregor. Tar. de Vit. Pat. c. 8.

COLOBO'MA (Med.) vide Colloboma.

COLOBO'MATA (Med.) r.»Ao,3^V<^Ta, called by Celsus Curfa,

are deficiencies in any part of the body, particularly in the

ears, lips, or ala; of the nostrils.

COLOCA'SIA (Med.) xoAoxari'tj, from xoAo; and Kurat, to

adorn ; the faba JEgijpliaca, or jEgyptian-bean.

COLOCA'SIUM (Bot.) vide Colocasia.

COLOCIIIE'RNI (Bot.) a plant difiering but little from
the Atractr/lis.

COLOCY'NTHIS {Bot.) xeXvKuyli'i, a plant, so called from
KcaXot, the colon, and kihu, to move, on account of its

purgative quality. Hippocrates speaks of this plant under
the name of the xoPioxu>(*)j «vf'«, and Theophrastus gives it

the name of xoXvKWTr:. Hippocrat. Theoph. 1. 1, c. 22;
Dioscor. 1. 4, c. 178; Plin. 1. 19, c. 19; Gal. Exeges.

I'ocab. Hippocrat. ; Alhen. 1. 2, &c.

CoLOCYNTHis, in the Linnean system, is the same as the

Cucumis, which is better known by the name of Coloquin-

lida. [vide Coloquintida~\

COLO'GNE earth {Paint.) a substance used by painters as

a water colour approaching to umber in its structure, and

of a deep brownisli-tinge.

COLOME'STRUM (Bot.) Dogbane.
CO'LON (Anat.) xiiAov, contracted from x<iiXm, hollow, be-

cause of its great capacity; the greater portion of the

large intestine which proceeds from the liver by a trans-

verse arch to the other; and, descending into the ^c/dm,

forms what is termed the sigmoidJlcvure when it becomes
the intestine called the rectum. Ruff'. Ephes. de Appell.

Part. Corp. Hum. I. 1, c. 27.

Colon (Gram.) from tcuxn, a member, signifying the member
of a sentence, but it is now applied to the point marked
thus (:), which divides an entire member of a sentence

from the rest. Isid. Orig. 1. 1, c. 19.

COLONA'DE {.irchit.) a range of pillars running quite

round a building, and standing within the walls of it. The
intervals between the columns measured by the inferior

diameter of the column is called the inlcrcolumniation,

and the whole space between every two columns is an i'h-

tcrcolumn. Intercolunniiations are distinguished into the

Pycnostyle, Systyle, Eustyle, (Src. : also the coloiiade itself,

according to the number of columns, into the Tetrastyle,

Ilexastyle, itc. [vide Architecture']

CO'LONEL (Mil.) the first in command of a regiment,

whether of horse, foot, dragoons, or artillery, in England;

but in France and Spain, and other southern nations.

Colonels of horse are called Maitres de camp.—Lieutenant'

Colonel, the second in command, who is the next to the

colonel.

COLONE'LLI (Archil.) Italian for trussposts, or the posts

of a trussframe.

CO'LONELLIKG (Mil.) a colloquial terra which signifies

beating about for troops, &c.
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COLO'NNE (Mil.) French for a column, [vide Cw/(;n!n]—

Crilnnne d'artillerie, the march or movements of a corps of

artillery in regular order.

—

Cnlnnne d'eqnipnges, the line of

niarcli which is observed by baggage waggons.
COLO'XIA {Ant.) ^TeixiK, a colony ; a compan)' of people

transplanted from one place to another with an allowance

of land for tlieir tillage, bj' which mciins the city was dis-

burthencd of its multitudes, the poor were provided for,

and the borders of the empire, whither they were for the

nioct part sent, were secured against the inroads of the

enemy. The cnluiiia is commonly marked in inscriptions

and on medals by the abbreviations C. or

COL. ; and the common symbol is a hus-

bandman driving oxen, as in the annexed
figure of a medal of Gordlanus III ; on
which, also, are to be observed military-

standards, to denote that it was colonized

by veteran soldiers. The inscription COL.
CAES. ANTIOCH., with the letters S. R., i. e. senattis

Rovmnus, signifying tliat tlie colony had been formed with

the approbation of the senate. Vaillant. Colon. ; Beg.
T/irs. Brmi'l.

CO'LONY (Pali!.) is applied, in the sense of the ancient co-

lonia [vide Coloninl, to signify any number of persons who
go under the sanction of government to inhabit a distant

country, and cultivate a place that has been before uncul-

tivated.

COLO'XUS {Laiv) an husbandman, or villager, who was
bound to pay yearly a certain tribute, and at certain times

to plough some of the lord's land ; whence comes our
English word clotvii.

COLOPHO'MA Resinn {Bof.) x=A.?^n'a, Colophony; the

resin which the pine-tree yields, so called from Colophon,
a city of Ionia, whence it was first brought. Dioscnr. 1. 1,

c. 92; Plin. 1. It, c.20; Grit, de Comp. Med. per Gen.
I. 7, c. 3.

CoLOPiioxiA signifies now the black resin which remains in

the retort after distilling the common resin with a strong fire.

COLOFO'ON (Bot.) vide Cnlp'.nn.

COLOQUl'NTIDA (R:,t.) or Bitter Apple, the fruit of the

wild gourd ; the Cncumis colocynthis of Linnaeus ; the pulp,

or internal part, which is light, spongj', and white, is also

remarkable for its intense bitterness.

CO'LOR (Opt.) or colour, was supposed by the ancients to be
an inherent property of the colored substance, and was,

therefore, defined to be the sensation produced bv looking

on anv colored body, or the quality in bodies which produces
this sensation ; but, according to the doctrine of Sir Isaac

Newton, which is now gcnerall)' admitted, the ditferencc of

colour lies in the different rays of light, so that colour may
i^ be defined the propertj' possessed by the elementary rays

separated by anv' means whatever of exciting different

sensations according to their ditferent degrees of refrangi-

biiity. Cclors are either primary or secondary. The pri-

.mart/, or original colors, are the colors of simple or homo-

!

geneal licht, or produced by rays that have the same degree
|

of refrangibility, and the same magnitude of their parts: of
these colors there are seven ; namely, violet, indigo, blue,

green, yellow, orange, and red, which all admit of infinite

gradations.

—

Secondary, or lietercgeneous colora, are those

which are compounded of the primary ones : of this l:ind

of colors the mo.st remarkable is that of whiteness, which
requires all the primary colors to enter into its composi-
tion : whereas, on the contrary, black is produced by the

absorption of all the rays of light, so that being supj)ressed

in the black body they are not reflected outw;ard. Ac-
cording to this tlieory the dirterence of colors in natural

bodies is supposed to arise from the disposition which they
possess to reflect rays of this or that color alone, or
of this or that color more abundantlj- than any other,

which disposition Is ascribed to the different degrees of
density wliich exist in difi'erent bodies.

Color (Point) is a term applied both to the drugs and to

the tints produced by those drugs variously mixed and ap-
jslied. Colors are divided by {winters, in the first place,

into opaque and transparent.— Opaque colors are such as,

V hen laid over paper, wood, &c. cover them fully, so as

to efface any other color or stain that may have been
there before; such as white-lead, red-lead, vermilion, &c.— Transparent colots are those which leave the ground visi-

ble on which they are laid ; of w hich kind are the colors

used for ilhnninating maps. Colors are moreover divided,

as respect their composition, into oil-colors or water-colors,

simple or mineral.

—

Oil-colors are such as are prepared
for painting in oil.— H'ater-cotors are such as are mixed
with water.

—

Simple, or vegetable colors, are those which
are extracted from vegetables, and will not bear the fire,

as the 3'ellow made of saifi-on, lacca, <!tc.

—

Mineral colors

are those which are extracted from metals, and from their

property of standing fire are used by enamellers. Colors
have also been distinguished into changeable or permanent,
dark or light, true or false.

—

Changeable colors are such a.s

depend on the situation of the objects with respect to the
eye, as that of a pigeon's neck, taffetas. Sec.— Permanerd
colors are not exhibited by refraction, but by reflection.

—

Dark colors are black, and all others that are obscure and
earthy, as umbre, bistre, &c.— Light colors comprehend
the white, and all that approach to it.— True colors are

such as retain their color without fading, in distinction

from _^/?;/.'.r co/o/'i-, which cither lose their color, or cliansro

to some other.

Colors are prepared either by grinding, washing, or steep-

ing ; the following are the principal colors used in

painting :

—

White ; namely, white-lead, eggshells burnt,

pearl-white, Spanish-wliite, spodium, ceruss, &c. —
Black; namely, lamp-black, ivory-black, blue-black,

Indian-ink, and verditer burnt.

—

Red ; namely, carmine,
lake, rose-pink, red-ochro, Venelian-red, vermilion, red-
lead, scarlet-ochre, common Indian-red, burnt terra di

sienna, &c.

—

Green, i. e. green-bice, green-pink, verdi-

grise, sap-green, pink mixed with bice, and Prussian-

blue mixed with some other color, &c.— Yellow ; namely,
orpiment, masticot, deep and light saffron, pink-3'ellow,

dark and light, gamboge, turpeth mineral, yellow-ochre,
Roman-ochre, gall-stone, &c.

—

Blue; namely, ultra-

marine, indigo, Prussian-blue, snijlt, blue-bice, blue-
vcrditer, Sec.—Broun ; namely, umber, Spanish-brown,
brown-bistre, Cologne-earth, rust of iron, mummy, Ac.

.

The colors used in dyeing are five, called primary or motlicr

colors; namely, blue, red, 3'ellow, brown, and black,

from the various mixture and combination of which
other shades of color are produced.

CoLon (Bot.) the followiuK is a table of the priraar3' colors,

with some of their shades, which are enumerat'jd •b3'

botanists.

Whitr, albus.

Full-white, candidus.

Water-color, hyalinu.^.

Ash-colored, cinereus.

Milky, lacteus.

Black, nigcr.

Pitch-black, ater.

Sooty, JuUiginosiis.

^ROWS, Jusciis.

Yellow, lutciis.

Saftron, crnceus.

Bright-yellow, or straw-co-

lor, Jtavus.

Flame-color, Jichus.

3

Iron-color, gilvus.

Red, ruber.

Flesh color, incarnatus.

Blood-colored, sanguineus.

iScarlet, coccineus.

PuKPLE, purpureus.

Hyacinth, hyacinthinus.

Rosy, roscus.

Violet-color, ccerido-purpii-

rens.

Blue, ccendeus.

Sapphire, sapphirinus.

Azure, cyaneus.

Greek, viridis.
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Color {Man.) the principal colors of horses are the Bay,

the Chesnut, the 151ack, the Brown, the Grey, the Sorrel,

and the Koan, which is a mixture of various colors.

Color (Her.) is the tincture with wliich the field, or any
part of an escutciieon or a bearing, is distinguished; of
these there are seven ; namely, Yel/oiv, blazoned I)y

the French word or, represents su/, the Sun, among :he

planets ; aurum, Gold among metals ; the Topaz among
stones ; and Wisdom, Riches, and Magnanimity among
virtues.— JV/iilc, blazoned by the French word argent,

represents liiuri, the Moon, among planets ; nrgcnhim.
Silver among metals, Pearl among precious stones, and
Chastity among virtues. These two are generally culled

metals rather than colors.

—

Red, blazoned by gu/c:s, re-

presents Mars among the planets. Ruby among the stones,

and Boldness among virtues.— !>lnc, blazoned azure, repre-

sents the planet Jupiter, the Sapphire among the stones,

and great Renown among the virtues.

—

Black, which is

blazoned sable, represents the planet Saturn, the Diamond
among stones, and Constancy among virtues.

—

Green, in

l)lazon vrrt, represents Venus among the planets, the
Emerald among stones, and Joyful Love antong the virtues.—Purple, in blazon purpnrc, represents Mercury among
the planets, the Amethyst among stones, and Temper-
ance among the virtues. To these may be added

—

Orange,
which is compounded of red and yellow, and blazoned
tenne, representing the Dragon's Head, one of the nodes,
and the Hyacinth among stones.

—

Murrei/, in blazon, san-

guine, i. e. blood-red, represents the other node, the Dra-
gon's Tail, and the Sardonyx among the precious stones.

Colors and metals, when engraved, are distinguished by
points, hatched-lines, &c. as small dots or points for or,

plain for argent, &c. [vide Heraldrij]

CoLou [Lati:) signifies a plea that is probable, though really

false, which is put in with an intent to draw the trial of
the cause from the jury to the judges.

—

Color of office, an
evil or unjust act connnitted by the countenance of an
ofticer, or under the color of .in office.

Color (Mil.) vide Colors.—Color-Guard, vide Guard.
TO Color strangers' goods (Law) is wiien a freeman permits a

foreigner to enter goods in his name at the custom house to

pay but single duty when he ought by law to pay double duty.
COLOU-MAN (Com.) one who prepares and sells colors.

COLOR A'TION (Metal.) the brightening of gold or silver.

COLORA'TUS (Bot.) coloured, an epithet for a leaf that is

of any other color than green, as the calyx in Bartsia.

CO'LORING (Paint.) the manner of applying colors to a
picture, so that, by their apt union and blending, they may
give a due proportion of light and shade, an agreeable
contrast or opposition, a suitable degradation or manage-
ment of their degrees, &c.

CO'LORS (Mil.) banners, flags, and ensigns used in the army.
This word is used in the same sense in sjieaking of the
navy.— Cainp colors are a small sort of colors placed on
the right and left of the parade.— // pair of colors is a term
in the British service denoting an ensigncy, or the first

commissioned ajipointment in tlie army.
Colors (Kcc.) in the Latin and Greelt churches, serve to

distinguish several mysteries or festivals, as white for the
mysteries of our Saviour, the feast of the Virgin, &c.

;

red for the holy sacrament, &;c. They were formerly more
used than they arc at present.

COLOSSI'NUS co/or (Ant.) a bright purple color, so called

from Colossis, a city of Troas. Plin. 1. 21, c. 9.

COLO'SSUS (Ant.) a large statue at Rhodes representing

a giant, wliich was seventy cubits high, and between whose
legs ships sailed ; hence all very high or large figures are

called colossal. Plin. I. .S1-, c. 7 ; J'est. dc I'crh. Signif
COLOSTRA''J"I (Ant.) children sucking the first milk after

their birth. J'lin. 1. '2S, c. V.

COL
COLOSTRA'TIO (Xat.) a disease incident to the youno
which suck the dam's milk two days after the birth PUn
1. 11, C.31.

COLO'STRUM (Med.) from «^.A«, glue; the first milk of
any animal after bringing forth, which is commonly called
Beestings. This milk is found to be a purgative, anil serves
both as an aliment and a medicine.

COLOTO^DES (Med.) x<i,?,^t<,.JV., f,-om «a>,«r„r, a spotted
lizard, and fiJo;, the likeness, variegated like colotes

; an
epithet applied by Hippocrates to the excrements.

CO'LOUR (Opf.Sfc.) vide Color.

CO'LOURS (Mil.) y\dL' Colors.

COLPOCE'LE (Med.) from ..i^^ro?, the vagina, and x,/.t, a
tumor ; a hernia forced into the vagina.

COLPO'DA (Conch.) a genus of animals. Class Vermes
Order Iiifusorin.

Generic Character. Worm invisible to the naked eye
very simple and pellucid.

Species. The principal species arc the Colpoda meleafris,

cucullus, pyrum, &c.
COLPO'ON (Bot.) a species of the £;(0!(yHn(.5 of LinnsEus.

COLPOPTO'SIS (Med.) from xoAtoc, vagina, and s^.-Trsi, to

fall ; a bearing down of the vagina.

CO'LTER (Husband.) or Coulter, a piece of iron in a plough.

which serves to cut up the ground.

COLT-E'VIL ( Vet.) a preternatural swelling in the testes of

horses.

COLTS-FOOT (Bot.) a perennial plant of a rough muci-

laginous taste, much esteemed for its demulcent "and pec-

toral virtues. It is the Tussilagofarfara, &c. of Linna;us.

CO'LT'S-TOOTH ( Vet.) an imperfect or superfluous tootli

in young horses.

CO'LUBER (Zool.) Viper, a genus of animals, Class Am-
jihibia. Order Serpentes.

Generic Character. Plates on the belly.

—

Scales under the

tail.

Species. The species of this tribe are very numerous, but

principally distinguished by the number of plates or

scales on the body, or by their colour.

COLUBRFNA (Bot.) Wild Briony.

COLUBllFNUM L/if»HW (Bot.) Snakewood, a sort of wood
brought from the Indies, which is so called from the snake-

like contortions of its roots. It is solid, ponderous, acrid,

extremely bitter, and inodorous.

CO'LUM (Cheni.) afiltre.

COLU'MBA (Bot.) vide Cahmba.
CoLUMBA (Orn.) Pigeon, a genus of animals of the class

Aves, order Passeres.

Generic Character. Bill straight.

—

Nostrils half covered

with a soft tumid membrane.
Species. The principal species arc the

—

Columha domesiica,

the Dove and Pigeon, of wliich there are many varie-

ties, [vide Dove, Pigeon']—Columba montana. Partridge

Pigeon.

—

Columba Caribbea, Ring-tailed Pigeon.

—

Co-

lumba coronata, the Great-crowned Indian Pigeon.—
Colundia crislala. Lesser-crowned Pigeon. — Columba

oenas, Stock Pigeon.

—

Columba palumbus, Ring Dove,
\

having a white crescent on each side its neck.— Colmnba
\

Suratensis, Surat Turtle.

—

Columba viridis. Green Turtle.

Columba niclanoccphala, Black-capped Pigeon.— ColumLn

Turtur, Turtle Dove.

—

Columba risoria. Collared Turtle,

— Columba migratorin. Passenger Pigeon, &c.

COLU'MBAC Noachi (Astron.) Noah's Dove, a small con-

stellation in the southern hemisphere consisting of ten stars.

COLU'MBAR (.Int.) 1. A sort of chain for the neck, so

called from its resemblance to a pigeon hole, a pillory.

Plant, hud. act. 3, seen. 6, v. 50.

Ulic in cohimhnm, creJn, Icno vettitur.

Nam ill c.i/iiiitlioii cullum liuiul iiiii/!ii jwst erit.

Prise, dc Art. Gram. 1. 5. 2, Holes in the sides of sJiips
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resembling pigeon holes, through which the oars were put.

Fest.de Verb. %>•.; Isld. Ori^. 1. 19, c. 2. 3. The nior-

toise holes wherein the ends of rafters were fastened ; also

holes and spaces whereout the water ran after it was taken

up bv the watermill-whce!. Vilniv. 1. 10, c. 9; Gyrald.

A'nr.'c. 11; Ccel. Rhod'ig. Aid. Led. 1.21, c. 21 ; Bald.
Lex. Vdruv.

COLUMBIC acid [Chem.) an acid supposed to be produced
from ciihmihinm.

CO'LUMBINE {Bot.) a perennial; the Arjid/rgia of Linnarus.

Columbine (Her.) this flower is borne in the arms of the

company of cooks, [vide Cooks']

COLU'MBiTE (Min.) a mineral ore, a species of Taniahun.
COLU'.MBIUM (Mill.) a mineral, [vide Taiiifitnm]

COLi;'.MBOLE [Bot.) vide Calnmbn.

COLL MK'LLA [Bot.) the central pillar in a capsule, which
connects the inside with the seeds, and, taking its rise from
the receptacle, lias the seeds fi.\ed to it all round.

CoLU.MELLA (i\/frf.) an inflammation of the iivida and elitoris,

when they are extended in length like a little colunm.

Columella (Conch.) the upright pillar in the centre of most
of the univalve shells.

COLUMELLA'RES (Anat.) the dog-teeth. Van: de Re
Rust. 1. 2, c. 7.

CO'LUMN (Archit.) in Latin coliimna, so called because it

sustains columen, i. e. cidnicn, the top or upper part of a

building; a cj'lindrical pillar formed for the support and
ornament of a building. It is the principal part in an ar-

chitectural order, and is composed of three parts, the base,

the shaft, and the capital, each of which is subdivided into

smaller members, called vioiddiiigs. [vide Architectmr']

The column is distinguished in respect to construction and
form, materials, decoration, disposition, and destination.

Columns, as to their construction and form, are distin-

guished into the

—

Doric column, a delicate column of the

Doric order, adorned with flutings, the height of which is

between seven and eight diameters. The Grecian Doric,

which is the original form of this order, has no base,

and varies in many other respects from what now bears

t'lis name, which is only an imitation made by the

lUimans.

—

Ionic column, a still more delicate column
than the preceding, being nine diameters long. It is

distinguished from the rest l)y the volutes in its capital.

— Corinthian column, the richest and most delicate of
all, is ten diameters in height, and its capital is adorned

I
with caulicles or rows of leaves.— Composite column,

' which is also ten diameters in height, is adorned with

angular volutes like the Ionic, and with leaves like

the Corinthian. — Tuscan column is the simplest and
shortest of all, its height being Y diameters, or 14
modules, and it diminishes -j of its diameter. Besides

this distinction of orders, there are also

—

Columns in

bands, or tambours, so called when the shaft is formed
of courses of stone of a less height than the diameters of

the column.

—

Columns in irenclieons, when the shaft is

formed in courses of greater height than the diameter of

the column.

—

Banded columns, when the shafts of co-

lumns consist of plain or ornamented cinctures.

—

jlttic

column, an insulated pilaster, having four equal faces of
the highest proportion.

—

Conical column, that which has

the superior diameter of its shaft less than the inferior.—Colloidal column, that which has also the superior dia-

meter of the shaft less than the inferior, but its exterior

sides are convex.— Cylindrical columns, those which have
the extreme diameters of the shafts of equal circles.

—

Cylindroidal, or elliptic columns, those whose sections

are all similar, and equal ellipses alike situated.

—

Gothic

column, one that is too short for its bulk, or too slender for

its height.

—

Polygonal columns, those having the horizon-

tal sections of their shafts similar, polygons alike situated.

COL

Columns, as to their materials, are distinguished into—
Moulded columns, those which are formed by cementing
gravel and flints of different colours.

—

Fusible columns,

those which are formed of fusible matter, as metals,

glass, <S;c.— Transparent column, a column formed of

transparent materials, as the columns in the church of

St. JNIark, formed of transparent alabaster.— ScagUola

columns, those which are constructed with a kind of

plaster, in such manner as to imitate marble both in the

polish and the colour.

—

Masonic columns, columns built

of rough stone or compass bricks, and cased with stucco.
— Incruitatcd columns are formed of several ribs or thin

shells of fine marble, or other rare stone, cemented upon
a mould of stone or brick.

—

Joineri/ column, a column
made of strong timbers, joined, glued, and pinned toge-

lhei\ This is mostly hollow, and fluted.— IVater column,

one whose shaft is formed of a large jet d'eau, which
being hollow, serves to send forth a column of water.

C/olumns, as to their decoration, are distinguished into

—

Pastoral column, one that represents the trunk of a tree,

with the bark and knots.

—

Diminished column, one that

diminishes from the base upwards, in imitation of trees.

— Car/ilitic columns, those which are adorned with foliage.—Cabled, or rudented columns, which have the flutings

of the shafts filled with astragals to about one-third of

their height.

—

Fluted columns, those which have flutes

cut in their sides, otherwise called channelled, or striated

columns.— Twisted columns, those which make several

circumvolutions in the height of the shaft.

—

Serpentine

column, a column formed of three serpents twisted to-

gether, the heads of which form the capital.

Columns, as to their disposition, are distinguished into

—

Angular columns, those which are insulated in the corners

of a portico, or any building.— Cantoned columns, those

which are placed one at each corner of a square pier.

—

Coupled columns, those which are disposed in pairs in

the same range or line, so as to touch at their bases.—Doubled columns, those which in any range of columns
seem to have their two shafts penetrating each other.

—

Engaged columns, such as seem to penetrate the wall.

—

Insulated columns, those nhich are free, and detached on
all sides.

—

Flanked column, one that has a semipilaster

on each side of it.

—

Grouped columns stand in threes or

fours on the same pedestal.

—

Inserted column, one that is

let into a wall.

—

Bledian columns, two columns of a por-

tico, which are placed in the middle of the range, at a

wider interval than any other two in the same range.

—

Niched column, one placed in a nicli.

Columns, as respect their destination, are distinguished into

—Agricultural columns, which are raised for the purpose

of agricultural information.— Astronomical column, an
observatory consisting of a single colunm, with a wind-

ing staircase.

—

Boundary or limitrophus column, one that

marks the frontiers of a country.— Chronological or his-

toric column, one that bears an inscription of historical

events in the order of time, or the account of any par-

ticular event, [vide Columna']—Funeral column, one
that is placed over a tomb, bearing an inscription rela-

tive to the deceased.— Gnomonic column, a cylinder on
which the hour of the day is represented by the shadow
of the style.— Triumphal column, a column erected in

honour of any distinguished person, as the columns of

Trajan and Antonine. [vide Columna']—Itinerary co-

lumns, columns constructed with several faces, and
placed at the intersection of two or more roads, to point

out the different routes by suitable inscriptions.

—

Legal

column, a colunm created in a public place among the

Lacedemonians, on which were inscribed the fLuida-

mental laws of the state.

—

Zoophoric column, a kind of

statuary column bearing the figure of some animal.

3 p 2
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CoLCMM (Mil.) a body of troops in deep files and narrow

front, so disposed as to move in regular succession. Se-

veral bodies may move in columns uho are intended to

march successively in order of battle. A column is c/usc

which forms a compact body with little space between, and

opfii when it has intervals between the divisions.

Column (Print.) any printed matter in a page where the words

are ranged vertically in an even order one after the other.

COLU'MN.\ (Ant.) the column was in frequent use among
the Romans, of which the following are the principal en-

titled to notice, namely

—

Cvlumiia tnctaria, or huiarij co-

lumn, a cokunn erected in the herb market at Rome, wliere

children were placed that had been abandoned by their un-

natural parents. Fest.de Signif. Verb.— Ci.lumna mi/linris,

or ttiil/idriuin aiircum, a gilded pillar erected by Augustus

in the forum where all the highways met in one common
centre, and from which the miles to dirtt;rcnt parts were

reckoned. This pillar is said to be still extant, [vide

MiUiariiiin]— Colamiia rustruta, a pillar erected in com-
memoration of a naval victory, and adorned

with the beaks or prows of the ships which

were taken, the first of which was erected

on occasion of the naval victory gained by

Duillius, of which the annexed figure, on

the reverse of a medal of Titus, affords an

illustration, bearing th.e inscription "YWibit-

iiitiu Yutestatc IX. i'SlFerati.r XV. COn'&id VII. Vater

Valrice, Quint. 1. 1, c. 7.

—

Colunina bcUica, a small pillar

behind the circus, which was so called because the herald

used to throw a spear from that point, as an act of defi-

ance to the enemies of Rome, and as the prelude to a pro-

clamation of war. Ovid. Fest. 1. 6.— Cohunna Trajani ani
Colamna >Jh/o»////. triumphal columns so called from the em-
perors whose exploits were commemorated thereon. Tra-

jan's pillar, which was set up by the senate in honour of

him, consists of St large pieces of marble, is 12S feet

high, and ascended by a staircase of 1.S5 steps, having 45

v/indows. The pillar of Antoninus is 176 feet high, having

56 windows, and a staircase of lOd steps. Both these co-

luniiis are still standing, the former in Trajan's Forum, and

the latter in the Can)(>us Martius. Flin. 1. j.j, c. 5 ; Kardin.

Jtoni. Vet.; Marlian. 'Fopogr. Sfc. npud Gricv. Ant. Rom.
torn. 4.

CoLU.MXA (.-Int.) a name given to several parts of the body
resembling a colunni or pillar in shape, as

—

Culumna nasi,

the fleshy and lowest part of the nose.— Columna uri^, the

.same as the uvula.—Columna cordis, or ciilu/nna' earner,

small long fleshy productions in the ventricles of the heart.

COLU'MNAR (Hot.) an epithet signifying like the shaft of

a column, [vide 'Fcrcs'\

COLUMNA'lilA (Anl.) vent-holes in aqueducts. Vitriiv.

1. 8, c. 7.

COLU^INA'RII (Ant.) bankrupts and spendthrifts, who
being much in debt, were often sued and brought to the

Columna-Moenia, where actions for debt were tried. Cic. ad
Fam. I. 8, ep. 9 ; Manitt. in Cie.; Tnrnrb. Adv. 1. 17, c. I'i.

rOLUMNA'KIUM (Ant.) a tribute that was exacted for

the pillars of private houses. Vccs. de Bell. Civ. 1. 3, c. 32 ;

Cic. (id .Ittic. 1. 13, ep. 6.

COLUMNli'.^ (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class H Didi/nainia,

Order 2 Anginxpermia.

Generic Characters. C.\L. perianth one-leafed; divisions

erect.—CoK. one-petalled ; lube long ; border two-lipped ;

upper ///J straight ; lower lip three-parted.

—

SrAM.Jila-

nifrils four; anthers simple.—I'lsr. germ ovate; slj/le

filiform ; stigma bifid.—Pi;u. capsule two-celled ; seeds

numerous.
Species: The species are shrubs, as

—

Columnea scniidens.

Climbing Columnea, native of the Caribbecs.

—

Culumnea

hirsuta, Achinieucs, Ac. seu Unpunculus, kc. Iluiry Co-

COM
lumnca, native of Jamaica.

—

Columnea rutilans, native

of Jamaica.— Columnea longifolia, .-Ichimencs, &c. Babel,

&c. seu Sesamuni, &c. Long-leaved Columnea.
COLUMXI'FEH/E(i?o/.) the name of the thirty-fourth order

in Linna'us' Fragments of a Natural Method, &c. includ-

ing the Mal-caceous, or Mallow-like plants, which are to

be found in the class J\Ionode/phia,

COLU'MNULA (Bot.) the same as Columella.

COLU'HPAL {Bol.) the Illicebrum sessile of Linnxus.

COLU'RA (Ant.) a name given to beasts without a tail,

which it was not lawful to offer in sacrifice.

COLU'RE.S (.istron.) xixufoi, two great imaginary circle*

which intersect one another at right angles. They are so

called because to all, who are not living under the equinoc-

tial, they appear icoA»»m, mutilated ; i. e. as if with the tail

cut off. The colures are called equinoctial and solstitial.

—The equinoctial colure is that which passes through the

Pole and the points Aries and Libra, making the seasons

Spriiig and Autumn. The solstitial cnlnre shows the sol-

stitial points cutting Cancer and Capricorn, and making

Summer and Winter, [vide Astronomy, and Globe^ Hip-

parch, ad Phrenom. Endox. 1. I, c. 27 ; Proc. de Sphar.;

Cleomed. dc Sphcer, ; Macrob. in Somn. Scip. 1, 1, c. 15.

COLU'RIL'M (.Suig.) a tent to thrust into a sore, to prevent

a defluxion of humours.
CO'LUS JOVIS (Bol.) the same as Sclarea.

COLU'STRUM (Nat.) vide Colostrum.

COLU'TEA (But.)>'-oMiTix, Bladder-Senna, a plant described

by Theophrastus. Hist. Plant. 1. 3, c. 17.

Coi.UTEA, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 17

Diudclphia, Order 4- Decandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved—Con. pa-

pilionaceous.

—

Stam. Jilaments, diadelphous ; anthers

simple.— PisT. ge/'Hi oblong ; style ascending; stigma \i

a bearded line extended from the middle of the style to

its tip.— Per. legume very large; seeds several.

Species. The species are shrubs, annuals, biennials, and

perennials. The following are shrubs, namely

—

Colulca

arborescens, &c. seu Vrsicaria, Common Bladder-Senna,

native of England.

—

Colutea Pocockii, sen fuliolis, &c.

seu lialcpica, &c. seu istria, &c. Pocock's Bladder-Senna,

native of the East.— Colutea Jrutcscens, Scarlet Bladder-

Senna, jiative of the Cape of Good Hope. The following

are annuals or perennials, namely

—

Colutea herbacea, sen

JoHdUs, Sec. seu annua, &c. seu Africaiia, &c. Annual

Bladder-Senna, an annual or biennial, native of the Cape

of Good Hope.

—

Colutea perennis. Perennial Bladder-

Senna, a perennial, native of the Cape of (Jood Hope, &c.

Dod. Pcmpt.; Baiih. Hist. Plant.; Park. Theat.

Botan. ; Jtaii Hist. Plant.; Timrncf. Instit.SjC.

CO'LY (Orn.) a bird that inhabits the Cape of Good Hope,

tile Ciilius of Linn;cus.

COLY'DIUINI (Ent.) a division of the genus Dcn)!«/M, in-

cluding those insects which have four cjavate feelers, the

last joint longer than the other.

COLY.MBA'DES (Ant.) pickled olives, so light that they

swim in the pickle.

COLY'.MBUS (Orn.) a genus of animals, of the Class .4vcs,

Order Aiiseres.

Generic Character. Bill toothless, pointed.— Throat

toothed Nostrils linear Legs fettered, and unfit for

walking.

.Sjircies. This genus of animals is distinguished, in English,

into the Guillemots, which have feet three-toed; the

IJivtrs, which have feet four-toed and palmate; ami

(irehes, which have their feel four-toed and lobed.

COLY'TEA (Bot.) vide Colutea.

CO'MA (Bot.) a sort of Bracto, which terminates in a tufi,

or bush, as in Crown Imperial, &c. A spike of flowers

terminated by a coma is called comose.
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Coma (Med.) y-au^ie, a preternaturai propensity' to sleep,

according to the explanation of the term as given by Galen
in his Exegesis, and elsewhere. It is no^v generalh- taken

ibr a lethargic drowsiness.—Coma Vigil, a strong disposition

to sleep without being able to do so, which Hippocrates
denominates y^auix, vy^ i-taaii k ayf!/T»ev, and considers it as

a usual symptom oi a. phrenitis. Hippocrat. Epid. I. 3;
Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat. ; Gal. Comm. in loc lit.—Coma
iomnolentum, when the patient continues in a profound
sleep, and on waking finds himself unable to keep his eyes

open.

Coma Berenices {Asiron.) Berenice's Hair, a modern con-
stellation, in tlie Northern Hemisphere, composed of un-

formed stars to the number of forty-three, between the

Lion's Tail and Bootes.

CO-MAGE'XA (Dot.) a kind of herb, (so called from Co-
niagene,) a country of Syria, from whicli was made an oint-

ment called Comaoenum medicameidum. Pliii. 1. 10, c. 22.

CO.MA'llCHUS (Ant.) the governor of a town or city.

CO.MARO'IDES (Bat.) a species of the Potentilla.

CO'.M.^lRUM (Bot.) the fruit of the Arbute-tree. [vide

Comariis'\

CoMARUM, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants Class 12
Icosandria, Order 5 Polygynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved; alternate

divisions smaller.—Con. petals five.— Stam. Jilaments

twenty; anthers lunular.

—

FisT. germs numerous; styles

simple; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none; common receptacle

ofthe seeds ovate ; seeds numerous.
Species. The only species is Cnmarum palustre, Fragaria,

&c. Potentilla, &c. Qiiinguefoliinn, &c. seu Pentnphyllum,

&c. r*Iarsh Cinquefoil, a perennial, native of Europe.
CO'IMARUS (Dot.) Kc.ufci, the fruit of which, Kr^.:cfo<,, is

called in Latin Unedo, which, according to Pliny, signifies

I . not to be eaten more than one at a time on account of its

unpleasant taste. According to Thcophrastus it is a spe-

I cies of the arbutus. Theophrast. 1.3, c. 16; Pliii. 1. 1,5,

I

c. 21.

1 CO^LA'TA [yied.) an order of diseases in tlic class \cu-
I roses in Cullen's system, consisting of those disorders in

I
which the power of voluntary motion is suspended.

CO^L•\.TO'SE (Med.) having a strong propensity to sleep.

CO'SIB cf a ship (Mar.) a small piece of timber set under
tlie lowest part of the beak-head, which assists in bringing

the tacks a-board.

COMBAKO'NES (Law) formerly signified the fellow b.arons,

or comnionalt}' of the Cinque Ports ; but, the title of baron
being now given to their representatives in parliament, it

implies a colleague, or fellow member, as the baron and
his comharon. Placit. Temp. Ed. 1. S; Ed. 2.

CO'MB.\T (Mil.) a battle between individuals, in general

not more than two,

CO'MBATANT (Her.) an epithet for two lions in a coat of

arms, when the)' are borne rampant with their faces to-

wards each other in a fighting posture.

CO'MB.\TANT,S (Mil.) in French Cnmbattans, troops en-

gaged in action; in distinction from Xon-Combattans, per-

sons about an army, whose employments are purely civil,

CCMBER (Ich.) a kind of fish, the Labrus comber of Lin-

HEUS.

COMBIN.V'TIOX (Chem.) a union of two or more sub-

stances in such a manner as to form a new compound, in

distinction from a mere mechanical mixture, in wliich each
substance retains its own properties.

Co.MBiN'ATinN (Math.) the alternations or variations of any
number of quantities, letters, sounds, and the like in all

possible ways : thus, the number of combinations which
the twenty-four letters of the alphabet are said to amount
to is l,3yi,T24-.2->S,&t.7,2,52,999,4-',i'5,128,-t93,402,200. On
the same principle two square pieces, each divided dingon-

COM
ally into two colours, m.iy be arranged and combined sixty-

four different wa3s.
Co.MBisATioy (IVu't.) a figure of speech which consists in

the immediate repetition of the same word.
COMBLEAU' (Md.) French for a cord which is used in

loading and unloading pieces of artillery, iS:c.

COMBRE'TUM (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class S Octandria,

Order 1 Monogt/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal, perianth one-leaved.—CoK.
petals four or five.

—

Sta^:.Jilaments eight or ten; anthers

a little oblong.

—

Pist. germ inferior ; style bristleform ;

stigma acute.

—

Per. none ; seed single.

Species. The species are perennials or shrubs, as the

—

Comhrctnm la.xum, seu Gauia, &c. a perennial, native of

South America.— Combrelum secundum, seu laxum, &c.
a shrub, native of Carthagena.

—

Cumbretiim purpureum,
a shrub, native of Madagascar.— Combretum decandrum,
seu Crislaria, &c. a shrub, native of the East Indies.

—

Combretum alternij'dlium, a shrub, native of Cartha-
gena.

CO'.MBUST (Astral.) i. e. burnt ; an epithet for a planet

which is not above 8 degrees 30 minutes distant from the

sun.

COMBU'STIBLES (Mil.) combustible materials used in

offensive and defensive operations.

Co.MBUsTiBLES (Cliem.) a term applied to all substances

which have the property of uniting with the supporters of
combustion, [vide Combusticnl Combustibles are either

simple, compound, or combustible oxides.— Simple Com-
bustibles are sulphur, pliosphorus, carbon, hydrogen, and
all the metals e\cept, as is supposed, gold, silver, and
mercury.— Compound Cnmbu.itibles are compounds formed
by the simple combustibles uniting together two and two.

—

Combustible Oxides are simple combustibles combined with

a dose of oxygen.

CO.MBU'STIO PECUXLE (inn) the .incient way of trying

niixt and corrupt money, by melting it down upon payment
into the Exchequer.

CO.MBU'STIOX (Astron.) vide Combust.

Combustion (Chem.) the decomposition of certain substances

by means of fire, or, as in modern language, decomposition
accompanied with light and heat. Substances may be di-

vided, as respects combustion, into combustibles, supporters

of combustion, and incombustibles.— Combustibles, [vide

Combustibles^— Supporters, or Supporters ofCotnbtation, i. e.

bodies not, strictly speaking, capable of undergoing com-
bustion ; but which must needs be present in other bodies

that are to undergo this process.

—

Incombustibles, or bodies

not capiible of undergoing combustion, or supporting com-
bustion, of which there is at present only one such body
known, namely Azntc. In the process of combustion every

combustible body unites with its supporter, from which
combination arises a new compound, called the Product

nf Combustion, which is alwa3s either an acid or an
oxide, \yide Chemistry']

COME (JSlar.) an order given on different occasions on board

a vessel, as " Come not near !" in French, pas an vent, for

the helmsman not to steer so near the wind. " Come up
the capstan !" in FVench, devire, on cavire an cabestan, to

turn it the contrary way to w hich it was steering. " Come
up the tackle-fall!" in French, larguele palan, to slacken

it gently. '• To come home," is said of the anchor

when it loosens from the ground by the effort of the cable,

and approaches tlve place where the ship floated at the

length of her moorings, " To come up with," in French,

joindre, is to overtake a vessel which is pursued.

TO Co.ME (3/;7.) is used in different phrases, as " To come
in," speaking of soldiers who ofL-r themselves as volun-

teers, recruits, &:c. " To come over," said of those who
join the e.:emy's forces. " To come into," i. e. to come to.



COM
the help of a person, army, or body of men. " To come

up," to overtake a force that is retreating.

Come (Husband.) a name given to the acrospire, or sprout,

that conies out at the end of malt.

Co.me' (Miif:.) Italian for as, is usedsome times in composi-

tions or music books, as come sopra, as above, or as before,

alluding to the style of some perforniancc before men-

tioned. Come st/i, as it stands, implying that the performer

is not to embellish, but to take it as it stands.

CO.MEDO'XES (E?it.) a sort of worms which cat into the

skin and devour the flesh.

CO'MES (Mas.) Latin for a companion or follower; a term

i'ormerlv applied to the voices or instruments which fol-

lowed the dux, or leading performer.

CO'.MET (Astro)i.) xo^v^t^i?, a heavenly body appearing at

uncertain periods, which has, during the time of its appear-

ance, a motion very similar to those of the planets, except

that its orbs are more eccentric. It derives its name from

xo,u/«*, to be hairy ; because of its hairy appearance.

Cumets are vulgarly called Blazing Stars, and distintfuishcd

into tailed, bearded, and hairi/, according to the different

appearances which they assume in different positions with

the sun; but by astronomers it is divided into distinct

j-.arts, namelj', the Nucleus, Head, Coma, and Tail.—The

Nucleus is the dense part of the comet, supposed to be

cfa nature similar to that of othcrplanetary bodies.—The
Head is that part in which the nuclcw: is involved, which

appears with a fainter liglit.—The Coma is a faint light

surrounding the head; and the Tail is the long train of

light with which these bodies are commonly attended.

The nature of comets has been a subject of much dispute

among naturalists. Aristotle supposed them to be acci-

dental meteors; but Seneca regarded them as permanent

bodies, which is now become the general opinion.

Comet (Her.) This celestial body is occa- . >.

sionally borne in coat-armour, as in the an- \/^.
ncxed figure. " He beareth azure a blazing

star or comet streaming in bend proper."

Name Cartwrigltt.

CO.META'RIUaI (Mecli.) amachineconstructed

to represent the revolution of a comet about

the sun.

COME'TES (I)ot.) a genus of plants. Class !• Tctrandia,

Order I Monogi/iiia.

Generic Characters. Cal. involucre three-flowered; Icaf-

/i/s oblong.—CoR. none.

—

Stam.Jilamciits four; anthers

roundish.

—

Pist. germ roundish; style filiform; stigma

three-cleft.

—

Per. capsule tricoccous ; seed solitary.

Species. The only species is the Cometes alternijlora, seu

Cliuopodium, an annual, native of Sural.

COMETO'GUAPIIY (.'Utnm.) from «o»,7-)i,, a comet, and

yfutpi', to describe ; a description of, or a discourse upon,

comets.

COMPI'iEY (Hoi.) a herb, the .'^i/mpliilum of Linmcus, the

root of which abounds in a pure tasteless mucilage, and is

therefore useful as an emollient or demulcent.

COMIC (Poet.) an epitliet for what belongs to comedy, as

the comic nmse, or a comic actor.

COMINO-TO (Mar.) or Coming-up, in French cmbarder

au -cent, the place where the vessel stops in approaching

the wind.

CO.MINOE (Mil.) Prench for a shell of extreme magnitude,

which takes its name from the person who invented it.

COMITA'TU commisso (Law) a writ of conniiission, whereby

the sheriff is authorized to take upon him the charge of

the county.

—

Comilatu et castro commisso, a writ whereby

the charge of the county, together with the keeping of a

castle, is committed to the sheriff, lieg. Orig. 2i)j.

CO.MITA'TUS (Arcliicil) 1. A county. 2. A territory or

jurisdiction of a particular place. Matth. Parr. .inn. I'.i34-.

COM
COMPTIA (Ant.) an assembly of the people convened by

proper authoritj', for the purpose of choosing magistrates

and making laws. It was likewise called comilia calatn,

from the old Latin calo, to call or summon; because it was
summoned by the public crier on special occasion. The
comitia was first held in the Campus Marlins, but afterwards,

occasionally, in the Coniitium. [vide Comitium] The peo-
ple also, originally, gave their votes viva voce ; but in pro-

cess of time this was superseded by the use of tabclLe, or

tablets.

The comitia was distinguished, according to the mode of

voting, into the Comi'ia curiatn, the Comilia ccniuriata,

and the Comilia trihuta.— Comitia curiata, so called

because the people gave their votes by curia, or parishes,

was instituted by Uomulus, and most commonly held

for the purpose of choosing the priests, or making par-

ticular laws.— Comitia ccniuriata, at which the people

gave their suffrages by centuries, was instituted hy
Servius, not only for the appointment of the chief ma-
gistrates, but for making laws, deciding causes, and
determining the most important concerns of state. As
the consuls were specially chosen at this comitia, it was
also called, on that occasion, the Comitia consularia,

which was held at the end of July, or the beginning of

August. At its first institution the kings alone had the

power of calling the comitia centuriata, but afterwards

this right was vested in the chief officers, and exercised

most commonly by the consuls.

—

Comitia tribu.ta, so

called because the people gave their votes by tribes, is

supposed to have been instituted in the year 2G3 U. C.

when it was convened by Sp. Sicinius, the tribune, on

the occasion of Coriolanus. This assembly was con-

vened by the tribunes independently of the senate, for

the purpose of enacting such laws as were proposed by

the plebeian officers, which enactments were distin-

guished by the name of plel/is-cita. Dioni/s. Hal. 1. i,

&c. ; Liv. 1. 1, c.'H; 60, &c.; Aul. Gel. I. 13, c. 1.5;

1. 15, c. 27; Manut. de Com.; Sigon. de Antiq. Jur.

Civ. Roman. 1. 1, c. 17 apud Grcev. Thes. Antiq. Rom.
tom. I, iS.c.

COMITIA'LIS MORBUS (Med.) another name for the

epilepsy, or falling sickness; so called, because if any per-

son in the Roman comitia was attacked with it, the assem-

bly was dissolved.

COMITI'SStE PULVIS (Med.) Peruvian Bark.

COMITI'VA (Arclueol.) 1. A companion or fellow traveller.

Brompt. Regn. H. 2. 2. A band of robbers. Walsingh.

Ann. 13G6.
COMI'TIUM (Aiit.) a part of the Roman Forum where the

Cumitiatn curiata used sometimes to assemble, and causes

were heard.

I'luul. Poen. act. 3, seen. 6, v. 12.

Cras mane (/Ktfso in cirmitio estate obviam.

Plaul. Cure.

Qui perjiiTiiin convcmrc rnlt homincm mitto in comitium.

I'arr. de Ling. Lat. 1. \, c. 32 ; Cic. in Very. 3 ; Liv. 1. 1,

c. 36; Plin. 1.4, cp. 2; Sigon de Jud. S;c. apud Grecv.'

'Thes. Antiq. Rom. tom. 1.

CO'INI.NLV (Gram.) Mfi./jux, one of the |)oints or stops used,

marked thus
( , ) to denote the smallest pause, or rest,

j

between words or sentences.

Co.MM.v (Mus.) a name formerly given to the 9th part of a

tone, or the interval whereby a semitone or a perfect tone

exceeds the imperfect.

C0MMA(;E'NUM (Med.) vide Comagena.

CO.MAIA'ND (Mil.) or the word of Command, a term used'

by the oflicers, in exercise or upon service ; also, " To have

in command," a form of expression used by any one writing

with the authority or instruction of the Commandcr-in-

1



COM
Chief.

—

Command, in French commandement, signifies also

a particular situation in a fortification, which is differently

distinguished, as— A command in front, when any emi-
nence is directly facing the work wliich it commands.

—

A command in rear, when the same is beliind the work.

—

A command ly enfdade, vvixen an eminence is situated

along the line of any work.

COMMAXDA'NT (Mil.) the officer who has the command
of a garrison, fort, castle, &c. in distinction from the com-
mander, which is commonly used for one who commands a

body of men.
Co.MMANDANT (Mar.) that officer on whom the command

devolves in absence of the commander-in-chief, to which it

is usual to prefix his rank, as Lieutenant-Commandant,
Captain-Commandant.

CO.MMA'NDE {Mil.) French for a rope made use of in

pontoons.

Commande' (Mil.) a French term signifying to be under
orders.

CO.MMA'NDEMENT (Md.) a French term signifying any
spot that is higher than another ; it is called simple wlien

tlie difference between the two heights is 9 feet onl}'

;

double when 18, and so on progressively, [vide Command']—Commandement ordre de, a right of command wliich

formerly existed in the French service, between officers of
infantry and cavalry. In fortified to«ns this right belonged
to the infantry, and in the open country to the cavalry.

COMMA'NDER (Mil.) he who has the'command of abody
of men.— Commander in chief, in the British army, is he
who has the supreme command over all his Majesty's land-

forces in Great Britain, and acts immediately for the King.
CoM.M.-iNDEn in chief (Mar.) the chief admiral in any port,

or on any station, appointed to hold command over all

other admirals within that jurisdiction.— Commander,
otherwise called the Master, is an officer next in rank to a
post-captain, who has the command of a ship of war under
18 guns, a sloop of war, armed ship, or bomb-vessel.

Co.MMANDER, Knight (Hcr.) vide Knight.

Commander (Mech.) a beetle or rammer used by paviours.

COMM.-V'NDERY (Arclucoh) a certain benefice belonging to

a military order ; as the messuage and tenements of lands,

which belonged to the priory of St. John of Jerusalem,
winch were given to Henry VIII. was called a comman-
dery. Slat. 3'2, Hen. 8, c. 20.

COMMA'NDIXG ground (Mil.) a rising ground which
overlooks any strong place : this may be either front, re-

verse, or enfilade, [vide Command^
Commanding signs (Astron.) the first signs of the zodiac

are so called, namely, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer,
Leo, and Virgo.

COMMA'NDMENT (Laic) is when either the King or his

justices commit a person to prison upon their authority.

CoiiMANDMENT (Fori.) is the height of nine feet which
one place has above another.

COMMA'NSUM (Med.) \-\Ae Apophlegmatismus.

COMMA'RCHIO {Archaol.) confines of land.

COMMEA'TILIS viiles (Ant.) a soldier who is allowed
meat and commission bread for his pay.

COMMEATU'RA (Archa-ol.) another name for a comman-
dery.

COMMELI'NA (Boi.) a genus of plants. Class 3 Triandria,
Order I Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. spathe cordate.

—

Cor. petals

six ; 7tectaries three.—Stam. filaments three ; anthers

ovate.— PiST. germ superior; stt/le subulate; stigma
simple.

—

Per. capsule naked ; seeds two.
Species. The species are perennials or annuals. The fol-

lowing are perennials, namely, the

—

Commelina afri-

cana, African Commelina, native of ^Ethiopia.

—

Com-
melina benghalensis, &c. seu Ephemeruni, &c. East In-

dian Commelina, native of Bengal.— Commelina erecla,

COM
seu corollis, &c. sea Jbliis, &c. a native of Virginia.—
Commelina virginica, seu Epltemerum, Sec. native of

Virginia.

—

Commelina iuberosa, seu corollis, &:c. seu

Joliis, &c. seu radice, &c. Tuberous-rooted Commelina,
native of Mexico,— Commelina communis, seu procuin-

bens, Common American Commelina, native of America.
— Commelina vaginata, native of the East Indies.— Cum-
melhia nndi/lora, seu Ephemerum, &c. native of the

East Indies.— Commelina spirata. Spear-leaved Comme-
lina, an annual, native of the West Indies

—

Commelina
Zanonia, seu Zanonia, &c. seu Trndescantia, &c. Gen-
tian-leaved Commelina, native of the West Indies.

C0M:\1E.M0U.\'TI0N (Cus.) the solemn remembrance of

some remarkable event, particularly the public solenmity

every j'ear at Oxford, in honour of the founders and bene-

factors.

COMMEN'CEMENT (Cns.) an academical convention, or

an annual public assembly of the University in Cambridge,
answering to the Act, or more properly the Commemoration
at Oxford, [vide Commemoration]

COMME'NDA.M (Laxv) a void benefice commended to an

able clerk till it be otherwise disposed of. In this case

the living is said to be held in Commendam, and he who
holds it is called the commendalortj. There are different

sorts of commendams, as

—

Commendam semestris, a pro-

visional supplying of the benefice for six months only.

—

Commendam retiiiere, i. e. for a bishop to retain benefices on

his preferment.— Commendam recipere, to take a benefice, de

Novo, in the bishop's own gift, or in the gift of some other

patron whose consent nmst be obtained. 25 //. 8, c. 21.

COMME'NDATAIIY (Laxv) one holding a church living in

Commendiim.
CO.MMKaD.V'TORS (Lav:) secular persons upon whom

ecclesiastical benefices are bestowed ; so called because

the benefices were commended and intrusted to their over-

sight, not as proprietors, but as tutors.

COMiNIENDATO'RlUM (Med.) an epithet for the trau-

matic balsam, and other medicines, on account of their

singular virtues and usefulness.

COM'ME'NDATORY Letters (Law) Letters eent from one

bishop to another in behalf of any of the clergy, or others,

of his diocese, in order to ensure them a good reception.

COMMENDA'TI Homines (Archceol.) Men living under

the protection of, and doing homage to, some superior

lord. Sometimes they depended on several lords, and did

homage to eacli, when they were called Commendali de-

midii. They had likewise persons under them who were

called Sub-commendati,

COMME'NSURABLE (Math.) (n^^^^sTfo;, an epithet for

either magnitudes or numbers, which will measure one

another, or which may both be measured by some third

quantity, as in the annexed v ,
, , , ,

figure ; if A 13, two mag
nitudes, one 5 and the

other 3, be measured ex-

actly by C, a third magnitude, supposed to be 1, then the

magnitudes A B are commensurable. Numbers, whether

integers or fractions, are commensurable, when any other

number will measure or divide them without a remainder

;

as 6 and 8, which inay both be divided by 2, and -I- or

T^r, which may be divided by ^ or ^V, are resjjectively

commensurable numbers.—Commensurable in Power, S'uiau.u

Q-uf/,f/jirfol, is said, according to Euclid, of right lines, when
their squares are measured by one and the same space or

superficies. Euc. Dcf. Elcm. 1. 10.

—

Commensurable .mrds

are such, as being reduced to their least terms, become

true figurative quantities of the kind, and are therefore as

a rational quantity to a rational.

COMME'N'SUS (Math.) Commensuration, o-y/A/ASTpia, the

measure of one thing in proportion or Comparison to.

another. I'ilruv. 1. 3, c. 1.

15 h-
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COMMENTA'CULUM {Ant.) a «aml nliicli tliofc who

were going to sacrifice held in their hand, to nial^e people

stand out of the way. Fcst. de I'crh. &is;nlf.

CO.MMKNTAUIE'NSIS (Archcol.) a clerk, or one «ho
kept a register of any thing, both in civil and military

matters. Ulp. Irrr. D/v. § 1 : //'. dc I'un. Damn. I'uull.

COMMENTA'RIUS (Aichaol) a brief register, or account

of things as they occur.

COMlNIENTAllY (Lit.) a note, or something added to the

text by way of illustration.

CO'M.MEIICE [Com.) Commerciiim. i. e. commutiitio mer-

ciiim, or an exchange of commodities ; signifies a traffick-

ing or dealing with foreign countries, by means of exports

and imports, according to specific laws, called the Lei
mercatorin.— Clmmhcrs of commerce, assemblies of mer-

chants and trader?; ei-tiblished by virtue of letteis patent

from the sovereign, who are invented with certain privi-

leges, particularly that of hearing and deciding causes,

or matters of dispute, between individuals relative to trade.

They are most numerous in France where every principal

town has its chamber of commerce.
COMiMERSO'NIA [Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pcn-

tandria. Order 5 Penlagijnia.

Generic C/iarticters. Cal. perianth one leaf; divisions

ovate. ^—Con. five-petalled ; petals linear; ncclnry five-

parted; divi.si(,n.i lanceolate.

—

Stam. /i'/nme;//.? five; an-

thers roundi.sh.— Fist, germ globular; sti/les five; stii;-

vias globular

—

I'er. capsule globular; cells two, seeded:

seeds ovate.

Sfccies. The only species is the

—

Commcnonin echinata,

Restiaria, ^-c. sou Dasypogon, a tree, native of the So-

ciety Isles.

COMMETICS (Med.) a name for certain things which

give beauties not before in being; as paints to the face.

They are said to difi'er from cosmetics, wliich are only

useful in preserving beauties, of which one is already in

possession.

CO'M^MI (Bot.) x'ljjjwt, gum, which, without any epithet,

signifies Gum Arabic. The xovi.^i MuKot, mentioned by
Hippocrates, in his second book de MuUcribus, is the same.

Foes, CEconom, llippocrat.

CO.MMINA'TIOK (Ecc ) a ceremony in the Christian church,

which consists in the recital of Uod's denunciations.

CO.M.MINU'TIOX {Mcch.) a breaking or bruising of tilings

into verj' small parts.

CO'M.MIS (Com.) French for a clerk, or inferior person,

employed in any counting-house or office.

CO'MMISSAKY (Ecc.) Conimissairc, a church officer, who
supplies the bishop's place in the exercise of ecclesiastical

jurisdiction, in the remote parts of his diocese, or in such

parishes as are peculiar to the bishop, and exempted from

the archd(!acon's visitation. 4 /».</. .'i.'JS.— Commissary

court, a court in Scolland, originally constituted for exe-

cuting a certain jurisdiction in their name. It was mo-
delled by Queen Mary, and has continued in being ever

since.

Co.MMissARY (Mil.) a civil officer, who was appointed to

inspect musters, &c. They are di.^tinguished by diffijrent

names, according to their office, as— (.'oiinnissari/'grni ral

of the Musters, or Mustor-Master-Cieneral, in French

Commissnircs des guerre-^, who takes account of the strength

of every regiment.

—

Conunissari/ general of stores, who has

charge of the stores, and is accountable to the office of

ordnance.

—

Commissar// of accounts, who examines and

controls all accounts in the army to which he is attached.

— Commissnnj-geiieral ofpi-oviiions, in I'rench Cummissnin

dr\ viires, has the charge of furnishing the army in the

field will) all sorts of ])rovisions, forage, &c.

—

Chiefcom-

vilssari/, in French Commissairc onlonnatcur, the person to

whom tile chief management of the commissariat depait-

nient is entrusted.

4

COM
COMMISSIOX (L«u) the warrant or letters patent, by

which all persons exercising any jurisdiction, have autho-

rity to hear and determine causes, &e. Commissions are

of diiferent kinds, according to the nature of the duty to

be discharged; namely,— Commission of anticipntian, a
commission, formerly under the great seal, to collect a tax

or subsidy before the day.— Commission of assize, [vide

Assize^— Commission of association, a commission to asso-

ciate two or more learned persons with the justices, in the

several circuits and counties of Wales, &e.— Commission

of b(inlirii]>trij, a commission under the Great Seal to five

or more comml.ssloners, to inquire into the particular affiiirs

and circumstances of the Bankrupt, and to act for the

benefit of his creditors, according to the statute made for

this purpose.

—

('oni mission of charilnhle uses, one issuing

out of Chancery to the bishops, to inquire into any abuse
or misapplication of lands given to charitable uses.

—

Com-
niission of dele^xatcs, a commission, under the Great Seal,

to certain persons, generally spiritual lords, to sit upon an

appeal to the King in the Court of Chancery, in any ec-

clesiastical cause. 25 H. 8, c. 19.

—

Commission of en-

qniri/ into /hulls against the laxv, an ancient Commission,
set forth on extraordinary occasions and corruptions.

—

Commissions of the peace, special commissions under the

Great Seal to fit and proper persons appointed, in dif-

ferent parts of the kingdom, for the upholding the laws,

and maintaining the public peace, who, on that account,

are called Justices of the Peace.

—

Commission of the Peace
is also one of the commissions of assize, [vide Assize']—
Commission of lunacij, a commission out of Chancer}-, to

inquire whether any person be a lunatic or not : so that, in

the former case, the King may have the care of his estate,

Ac.— Commission of Oijer and Terminer, one of the five

commissions of assize, [vide Assize']—Commission of re-

bellion, otherwise called a writ of rebellion, issued against

a man, who, after proclamation, makes default in his

appearance.— Commission of sewers, directed to certain

persons, to see to the slate of the drains, &c.

—

Commission

of treat 1/ xvith foreign princes, a commission granted to am-
bassadors and ministers, for the making of treaties, iec.

—

Commission to take up men for war, a commission for im-

pressing men into the king's service in time of war.

—

Com-
mission of Teinds, a court at Edinburgh, which came in

the place of the committee of Parliament, for erecting

new parishes, and valuing teinds for the sup])ort of the

clergy.

Co.M .MISSION (Com.) the order by which any persnn trafficks

for another ; also the per-centaga given to factors and
agents fur transacting the business of others.

—

Commission

del credere, an absolute engagement to the principal, from

an insurance broker in effecting an insurance, which makes
him liable in the first instance, and at all events, thongh

the principal may resort to the underwriter as a collateral

security.

Co.MMissioN (Mil.) the warrant or authority by which an

individual holds any post in the army.— Commission ofar-

ray, was a commission issued in the reign of Henry II.

and his successors, to certain experienced officers, to draw

out fit men for the service in each county. These com-
missions have been superseded !)} the statutes regarding

the militia.— Commission militaire, French for a tempo-

rary court or tribunal, appointed to inquire into capital

olfences.

CO.MMFSSIONED (Mil.) an epithet for an officer who has

a warrant or commission, in distinction from the non-catu-

misiioned officers, or such as are innnediately above tlic

rank and file, as Serjeants, &c.

CO.MMI'SSIONEl!, (Latv) one who has a comnu'ssion to

execute any public office, either by letters patent, the

public seal, or any other wav, as the Lords Commissioners

of t'le Treasury, the Commissioners of E.^cise, the Com-



COM
rnissioncrs of Customs, &c.— Commissioners for the va-

luation of teinds, those appointed by the Parliament for

the valuation of the teinds or tithes in Scotland.— The
King's High Commissioner, the person «ho represents the

King in Scotland.

COMMISSU'llA (Anat.) any suture or juncture, parti-

cularl)' the corners of the lips where they meet together

;

and certain parts of the brain, which cross and join one
hemisphere to the other, as the

—

Commissura anterior ce-

rebri, the substance which crosses the anterior part of the

third ventricle of the brain.

—

Commissura magna cerebri,

the substance, otiiernise called the Corpus cal/osum.— Com-
missura posterior cerebri, the substance which crosses the

posterior part of the third ventricle.

COMMISSU'RE {Mech.) a close joining of planks, stones, &c.
Commissure {Anat.) vide Commissura.
COMMISSU'RES {Xal.) a term used by some authors for

the small pores of a natural body, or the little cavities or

clefts that are between tlie particles of a body, especially

when the particles are rather broad and Hat, like thin

lamelhe or plates.

COMMITMENT (Z-ati) the sending to prison, by warrant
or order, a person who stands charged with the commis-
sion of any crime.

COMMI'TTEE {Law) He or they to whom the ordering of

any matter is referred by some court, or other persons

concerned, as in the Parliament, where different committees
are appointed for difterent purposes, as Committees of

Privileges, Committees for private bills, Election Commit-
tees, &c.— Committee of the King, a widow of the King's

tenant, so called as being committed by the ancient law of

the land to the King's care and protection. Kitcli.fol. 160.

— Committee ofa lunatic, &c. the person to whom the care

and custody of such lunatic is committed by the Court of

Chancery.
COMMI'X'riOX {Laiv) a method of acquiring property in

the Scotch law, by mixing or blending substances belong-

ing to ditferent proprietors.

C0'.MMODATE {Law) commodatum ; the loan or free con-

cession of any thing moveable, or immoveable, on con-

dition of restoring again the same individual thing after a

certain time. It is distinguished from a loan by being
gratuitous, and not transferring the property ; so that, in

such case, the thing must be returned in essence, and
without impairment.

COMMO'DITY {Com.) any ware, or merchandize, which a

person deals or trades in.

—

Staple commodities, such wares
and merchandizes as are the proper produce or manufac-
ture of the country.

CO'MMODORE (3/«)-.) in French Commandant provisoi-e

d'un escadre; a general officer in the British Navy invested

with the command of a detachment of ships of war des-

tined for any particular enterprise. His vessel is distin-

guished from the inferior ships in his squadron by a broad
red pennant tapering towards the outer end.— Commodpre
is also a title given by courtesy to the senior captain where
three or more ships are cruising in compan}-.— Commodore
of a convoi/ is the name given to the leading ship in a fleet

of merchantmen, who carries a light in her top to direct

the rest and keep them together.

COMMOIGNE {Ecc.) a brother monk residing in the same
convent.

CO'M.MON {Gram.) is an epithet which denotes belonging
equally or alike, in which proper sense it is applied to

nouns. A common noun is a name common to manv things

of the same kind, as man, horse, in distinction from a
proper noun, or a name for a particular individual, as

Alexander, Bucephalus. Common is also applied to the

gender of nouns which are both masculine and feminine

;

and also to verbs which denote both action and passion.

COM
Co.MMON (Law) as a noun, implies the right which one or

more persons claim in another man's lands, waters, woods,

&c without having any property therein.— Common of
pas'.ure, or the right of pasture in common with others,

is the most usual kind of common ; but there is also

Common of piscary, or fi<hing, and Common of eilover.'.

Common oj turbary, and the like. Common of pasture is

divided into common in gross, common appendant, com-
mon appurtendant, and common per cause de vicinage.—
Common in gross is a liberty to have common alone, with-

out any lands or tenements granted by deed to a man and
liis heirs, &c. F. N. B. 37.—Common appendant, a right,

appended or attached to a man's arable land, of putting

beasts commonable into another man's ground. F.X. B. ISO.
— Common appurtenant dificrs from the preceding only in

this, that it may be severed from the land whereto it ap-
pertains.

—

Common per cause de vicinage, or common by
reason of neighbourhood, is a liberty that tenants of one
lord have to common with the tenants of another lord.

Common is also attached as an epithet to many other
things, namely

—

Common Bench, bancus communis, a
name formerly given to the Court of Common Pleas.

—

dmimon Council, a court in the city of London, com-
posed of the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and a certain

number of the citizens, called connuon-councilnien.

—

Common or Town Clcrl;, an officer in a city wli<> keep.''

the original charters, &c. of the city.

—

Common Cri/er,

an officer in the Cit)' who, with the Serjeant at Arms,
summons all executors and administrators of freemen to

appear and to bring inventories of their estates, &c.

—

Common day of a plea in land signifies an ordinarj' day
in court as Octabis Hilarii Quindena Pasclue, &c. men-
tioned in Stat. 51 //. 3 ; stat. 2 and stat. 3.— Common
Jield land, the same as Common nf Pasture.—Common
Jine, a small sum of money which the resiants of some
leets pay to the lord.—Common hunt, an officer in the

City who has charge of the hounds belonging to the Lord
^layor and citizens, and attends them in hunting when
they please.

—

Common intendment, the common meaning
or understanding according to the subject matter, not

strained to any unusual interpretation.

—

Common Law,
the law of this kingdom, grounded on the general customs
of the realm, as it was holden before any statute was
enacted in Parliament to alter the same, whence the

King's courts of justice are called Common Law Courts.—Common I'leas, or Court of Common Pleas, one of the

King's courts now held in Westminster Hall, although
formerly moveable. In this court all actions popular,

and actions penal, of debt, &c. are tried before fou;'

judges, who are created by letters patent. The other

officers of this court are the Cuslos Brevium, Pruthono-
taries, their Secondaries, Chirographer, fourteen Filazers,

four Exigenlers, Clerk of the King's Silver, of the Ti-ea-

sury, of the Essoins, ofthe Warrants, &c. [vide Ciistos,

Clerk, &c.]— Common Prayer, the liturgy, or public form
of prayer prescribed by the Church of England to be used
in all churches and chapels at stated periods.— Commnn
Se)jea)it, one of the City officers who attends the Lord
Mayor and Court of Aldermen on court-days, and is in

council with them on all occasions, within and without
the precincts cf the City.

—

Common n-cal is understood in

our law to signify publicum bomtm, which is the thing

most consulted; and on that account monopolies, and
whatever interferes with free trade, and the like, are void

in law.

Common centering (Carpent.) a centering without trusses,

having a tie-beam at the holtota.— Common joists, the

beams in single, naked flooring, to which the joists arc

fixed.

—

Common rafters, those to which the boarding or

lathing is fixed.
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Common {Malli.) an epithet for any angle, line, or measure,

<S:c. that belongs to two or more figures, Sec. of the same
kind, as a common angle, a common side, a common base,

iS:c.— Common viensnrc, or common divisor, that number
which measures or divides two others without a remainder

:

thus, of 8 and 12 the common measure is 2 or 4. The
greatest common measure is the greatest number that can
measure two other numbers : so of 8 and 12 the greatest

common measure is 4'.

Common (Bot.) an epithet applied, in the general sense of
the word, to several parts of plants, as communis rrcmma,

a bud containing both leaves and flowers; pedunculus
commiinisy a peduncle bearing several flowers; pcrianthium
commune, a. perianth which is common to several flowers, or

encloses several distinct fructifications, as in Syngcnesia ;

receptaculiim commune, a receptacle which connects several

distinct fructifications, as in the Sijngenesia.

Common-Council-INIan (Lenv) a citizen of London who is

a member of the Common-Council.
Common-Place-Book (Lit.) a book, or register, which a

person keeps for himself, and in which he notes down all

that he sees, hears, or reads of, that is worthy of ob-
servation.

Common Places (Rhet.) are the same as what are more
generally called topics, [vide Topics']

Common raiy (Opt.) a right line drawn from the point of
concurrence of the two optical axes, through the middle
of the right line passing through the centre of the pupil

of the eye.

Co.mmon sensory (Anat.) is that part of the brain which is

supposed to be the seat of all sensation, where the soul

takes cognizance of the objects which present themselves
to the senses.

—

Common receptacle, tlie name for a receptacle
which is supposed to receive the chyle and the lymph, al-

though its existence is not yet ascertained.

Common signs (Astrol.) a name given to Gemini, Virgo,

Sagittarius, and Pisces.

Common Time (Mus.) is four or two crotchets in a bar.

—

Common chord is the combination of the third, fifth, and
eighth of any note.

COMMONA'LTY (Po/it.) the middle sort of the King's
subjects, or such of the Conmions as being raised above
the peasantry are eligible to offices, and are only one de-
gree inferior to burgesses.

CO'MMONER (Potit.) a member of the House of Com-
mons.

Commoner (Cusl.) a member of the university of Oxford
who is on the usual footing, in distinction from the gentle-

man commoner, who enjoys certain privileges.

COM.MOX Pleas (I.aiv) vide Common.
COMMON'S (Polit.) in the general sense, the whole people

of England, in distinction from the nobility; but, in the

restricted and more usual acciptation, the body of Knights,
Burgesses, &c. who represent the Commons in Parliament.—House of Commons, or Commons House of Parliament,
the lower Ilouse of Parliament, so called because they re-

l)rescnt the Commons of the realm.

Co.M.MONs (Cus.) the provision which each member in a
college takes at the common meal.

Commons (Laxv) or Doctors' Commons, sometimes termed
the college of Civilians, a college founded by Dr. Harvey,
dean of the Arches, for the professors of civil law residing

in London, who live in a collegiate manner commoning
together. To this college belong thirty-four proctors, who
manage causes, &c.

COMMONWEA'LTH (Polit.) is that form of government
in which the administration of ))ul)lic affairs is open, or

common to all or many persons, without special regard to

rank or property, as distinguished from monarchy or aris-

tocracy. In this sense the government of England, after

COM
the death of Charles L was distinguished by the name of
the Commonwealth until the Protectorate of Oliver Crom-
well.

CO'MMORANCY (Law) an abiding dwelling, orcontinuin"
as an inhabitant in any place. It consists properly in lying
usually in any place.

CO'MMbllTH (Lazv) from the British Cymmorth, i. e. suit-

sidium ; a contribution which was gathered at marriages,
and when young priests said or sung their first masses, &c.
Stat. 4- Hen. 4, c. 27 ; Stat. 26 Hen. 8, c. 6.

COMMO'SIS (AW.) KO,«//i»(ri;, the first stratum of gummy
matter with which bees line their hives.

CoMMosis (Mech.) vide Commetics.

CO'MMOTE (Law) I. Half a can;r«/, or hundred, in Wales,
containing fifty villages. Stat. Wall. 12 Ed. 1. 2. A
great seignory, or lordship, including divers manors. Co.

Lit. 5.

COMMU'NA (Law) the Common of pasture.

CCVMMUNANCE (Law) a title anciently given to the body
of commoners, who had a right of commoning in open
fields, &c.

COMMU'NE Concilium (Larv) the common council of the

king and people assembled in parliament Communis Cus-

todia, a writ which anciently lay for the lord whose tenant,

holding by knight's service, died and left a son under age,

against a stranger who entered the land, and obtained

ward of the body. Fitz. Nat. Brev. 89; Reg. Orig. !(j|.—Communia Placita non tenenda in Scaccario, an ancient

writ directed to the treasurer and barons of the Exchequer
forbidding them to hold plea between common persons,

i. e. not debtors to the king, where neither of the parties

belong to the same.

COMMU'NIBUS locis (Lit.) a term often used by writers

for some medium, or mean relation between several places,

as taking one place with another : thus, as Dr. Kcil sup-

poses the ocean is a quarter of a mile deep, c-.mmur.ibus

locis, i. e. at a medium, or taking one place with another.

— Communibus annis is said, in respect to time, as the

former phrase is in respect to place. The depth of rain,

according to Mr. Derham, were it to stagnate on the earth,

would amount, communibus annis, i. e. one year with an-

other, to 42.^ inches in Lancashire, 19 at Paris, 32^ at

Zurich, &c.

CO.MMU'NICANT (Ecc.) one who partakes in the commu-
nion of the Lord's Supper.

COMMUNICA'NTES /cijpi (Med.) a name for two fevers

which afflict a person at one and the same time, the

paroxysm of the one beginning as the paro.xysm of the

other ceases.

COM.MU'NICATING doors (Arcliit.) doors which, when
open, throw two apartments into one.

COMMUNICA'TION (Laxv) a discourse between several

parties without coming to an agreement, upon which no ac-

tion can be grounded.
CojiiMUNicATiON, Line <f (Mil.) a term in strategy, or mo-

dern tactics, to denote the line which communicates with

the line of operation, and proceeds from the base point.
]

CoMMUNic.'\TioN, Lincs of (Fort.) trenches made to pre- i

serve a safe correspondence betwixt two posts or forts, or I

at a siege between two approaches.

Communication of motion (Mech.) that act of a moving

body, by which it gives motion, or transfers its motion to i

another body. i

Communication (Rhet.) a'axniiuc--^, a figure of speech, in I

which the orator holds a conllrence, as it were, with his i

audience. Cic. Or. 1. 3, c. 5;j ; and Ural. c. 39 ;
Quiiitil-

lian. Instit. 1. 9, c. 2 ; .lul. Rufnian. p. 26.

Communication of Idioms (Theol.) the communication oi^i

the attributes of one nature in our Saviour to those of

another.
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COMMU'NION (Ecc.) a name given to the Sacrament of

the Lord's Supper, from the common participation of the

faithful therein.

—

Communian service, the office for the ad-
ministration of tlie Holy Sacrament in the church of Eng-
land.

—

Coniniuiiio)! iahlc, the table erected at the east end
of the church, round which the communicants kneel to

partake of the Lords Supper.
COMIMU'NITY (Laxv) vide Commonaltij.— Coniminiltj/ signi-

fies also sometimes the joint property in effects between hus-

band and wife. It is either tacit or continued.— Tacit Com-
viunity is that which is contracted between a man and woman
by the mere mingling of their effects, provided they have
lived together a year and a day.— Continued Coinmunittj is

that which subsists between two persons joined in marriage,
and the minor children of that marriage, when the survivor

has not made an inventory of the effects in possession dur-
ing the marriage.

COM.MUTA'TlbX, Angle of [Astron.) the distance between
the sun's true place from the earth, and the place of a
planet reduced to the ecliptic, [vide Angle']

CoM.MUT.iTioN (Rhet.) i.Tiu,!TapoAB, a figure of speech where-
by a complete transposition of the words takes place

;

as " f do not live that I may eat, but I eat that I may
live." Cic. ad Heren. 1. 4, c. 48 ; Quintil. Insiif. 1. 9, c. ;i.

COMMUTATIVE Justice (Laxo) that justice which ought
to be observed in buying and selling, d-c.

TO COMMUTE (Laiv) to substitute one punishment in the
place of a greater. '

COIOCLA'DIA (Bot.) a. genus of plants, Class 3 Tiian-
dria. Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved Cor.
petals three. Stam. filaments three ; anthers roundish.

—Pi.ST. germ ovate; style none; stigma obtuse.—Per.
drupe oblong ; seed nut membranaceous.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Comocladia iiite-

grifolia, seu Paunus, &c. native of America.

—

Como-
cladia dcntata, native of South America.

—

Comncladia
i'icifolia, Ilex, &c. seu Dodonaa, &.c. native of the Ca-
ribbee Islands.

CO'MORTH (ArchcEol) vide Commorth.
CO'SIO'SIE (Bot.) one of Linnaeus's Natural Orders, con-

sisting of plants with couiose spikes.

CO.MO'SE {Bot.) an epithet for the spike of a flower which
terminates with a coma, or tuft.

CO'MPACT (Lati.^) an agreement or bargain.

Compact (Bat.) an epithet for a leaf having its pulp of
a close firm texture.

COMPA'CTION {Pliy.) the drawing together, or strengthen-
ing a body or substance by its having less parts, or by the
closer adhesion of the parts ; it is usually opposed to diffu-

sion.

COMPA'GXE (Mar.) French for a room or cabin belong-
ing to the chief of a galley.

CO'MPAN (Com.) a silver coin current in several parts of
India, and worth about nine sols French money, but its

value is subject to fluctuation.

CO'MPAN.\(JE (Archcvol.) any sort of victuals which is

eaten with bread.

COMPA'NION {Her.) a term applied to knights of some
orders, in distinction from commander, &c. ; as C. B.,

Companion of the Bath; C. G., Companion of the
Garter, Sec.

CoMPAxiox (Print.) the fellow press-man, or he who works
with another at the press ; also a fellow compositor, or
one who is engaged with others on the same work.

Co.Mi'VNiox (Mar.) a sort of wooden port h placed over the
entrance or stair-case of the master's cat)in.

—

Companion-
Ladder, in French cchellc de commandcment, the ladder in

ships of war, by which the officers ascend to, and descend
from, the quarter-deck.

COM
CO'MPANY [Laxo) a society, or corporate body, such as

the chartered companies of tradesmen in the city of
London.

Co.MPANY (Com.) a trading association in which several
merchants form a joint stock, with which they trade for

the common interest of the stock-holders. Tlie most im-
portant company of this kind is that known by the name of
the East India Company.

Company (Mil) an indeterminate number of foot or artil-

lery, varying from ,50 to 120, commanded by a captain,

lieutenant, and an ensign.

—

Free Company, an irregular

corps acting like a detached army, either by itself, or in

conjunction with some of its own kind.— Independent Com-
pany, a company which is not incorporated.

CoMPA.N'Y (Mar.) the whole crew of a ship, including the
officers.

—

Company, a fleet of merchantmen, who make a
charter-party among themselves to sail together on certain
conditions for mutual protection.

CO'MPARATES (Log.) things compared with one another,
as " The life of a man with a leaf."

CO^IPA'RATIVE degree (Gram.) the second degree of
comparison, as better, the middle degree between good
and best.

Comparative Anatomy (Anat.) the anatomy of animals for

the purpose of comparing the corresponding parts in dif-

ferent animal bodies.

COMPA'RISON of Ideas (Log.) the setting of two ideas
together for the purpose of observing their agreement or
ditference.

Comparison (Rhet.) a figure of speech by which things are
considered in relation to others for the purpose of heighten-
ing the effect of the representation.

—

Parallel comparison
is the putting of two persons or things together in order
to observe their agreement or difference.

CO.MPA'RTIMENT (Archit.) vide Compartment.
COMPARTI'TIOX (Archit.) the graceful distribution of the

whole ground-plot of a building.

COMPA'RTMEXT (Archit.) ov comparliment, a proportion-
able division in a building ; a particular square, or some
device marked in an ornamental part of the building.

—

Compartment of Tiles, an arrangement of white or red
tiles varnished for the decoration of a roof.— Compartment
is also the symmetrical disposition of figures to adorn
pannels.

CoMPART.MENT (Paint.) a regular orderly disposition of
. figures about any picture, map, or draught, &c.
Co.MPARTMEXT (Hort.) a bed, border, or knot, being a de-

sign composed of several different figures disposed with
symmetry to adorn a parterre.

COMPARTMEXTS (Her.) are partitions and quarterings

of the escutcheon, according to the number of coats in it,

when the arras of several families are borne in one and
the same coat, in consequence of marriages, &c.

CO'MPASS (JSIar.) or .Mariners' compass, an instrument used
by mariners to point out the course at sea, which is said to

have been invented about the fourth century. It consists

of a card or fly, a needle, and
a box.—The card is a circle

of stiff varnished paper re-

presenting the horizon, and
divided into thirty-two parts,

as in the annexed figure, by
lines drawn from the centre

to the circumference, called

points, or rhumbs ; [vide

Rhumbs^ the four principal

of which are called cardinal

points ; namely, Xorth, South,

East, and West.—The needle

is a small bar of steel made magnetical, which has the
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property of pointing one of its ends to the North pole.

—

The box, whirh immediately contains the card and needle,

is made of brass, and is hung within a wooden one by

two concentric rings, called gimbals, so fixed by cross

centres to the box, that the inner one, or compass box,

retains its horizontal position in all motions of the ship

The top of the box is covered with glass to prevent the

wind from disturbing the need\e.— Azimuth compass differs

from the common compass in that the circumference of

the card or box is divided into degrees ; and an index is

likewise fitted to the box with two sights through which

observations of the sun or stars may be taken.— Variation

of the compass or needle, [vide Variation']— Compass dials,

small dials fitted into boxes, for the pocket, to show the

hour of the day by the needle that indicates how to place

them right ; for, by turning the dial about, the cock or

style stands directly over the needle.

C0;NIPASS-SAW {Carpcnt.) a saw with an edge so broad,

and the back so thin, that it may easily follow the broad

edge without having its teeth set. Its use is to cut a round,

or any other compass kerf.

COMPASS-TIMBEK {Mar.) timber incurvated or arched

for the building of ships.

CO'MPASSES (Math.) or pair nf compasses, a mathematical

instrument which consists of two sharp-pointed branches

or legs of brass, &c. for descriliing circles, measuring, and

dividing lines, 8c c. They are distinguished according to

their particular construction, form, use, ilc. into

—

Beam
conipasses, which consist of a long straight beam or bar

carrying two brass cursors, and are used for drawing large

circles.

—

Boxv-compasses, a small sort of compasses which

serve to describe arcs or circumferences with a vpry

small radius.— Caliber compasses, [vide Caliber']— Ciock-

maher s compasses are iomieA like the common compasses,

with a quadrant or bow, like the spring compasses, serving

to keep the instrument firm at any opening.

—

Cijliiuhical,

or .spherical compas.fes, consist of four branches joined in a

centre, two of them being circular, and tuo flat. Their

use is to take the diameter of cylindrical bodies.

—

Elliptical

compasses, or those which are used for drawing ellipses,

are of a complicated structure.

—

German compasses have

the legs bent out a little, so that when shut the points

only meet.

—

Ilair-compasscs, a sort of compasses so con-

trived withinside, by a small adjusting screw to one of the

legs, as to take an extent to a hair's breadth.

—

Propor-

tional compasses, those whose joint lies not at the end of

the legs, but between the points terminating each leg.

—

Spring compasses, or dividers, arc made of hardened steel,

with an arched head, whici), by its spring, opens the legs.

Triangular compasses, the common compasses with the

addition of a third leg or point, which has a motion every

way. Their use is to take three points at once.— Trisecting

compasses, for the trisecting angles mechanically.— Turn-up

compasses differ from the connnon sort only by having two

other points added towards the bottom of the legs ; the

object of which is to save the trouble of changing points.

CO'MPASSING {Mar.) the act of bending timber into a

curve for the building of ships.

COMPELLATI'VL'S '(//rc/itfo/.) an adversary, or accuser.

Leg. AlhcLlan.

COMPE'NDIUM (.//(/.) I. Whatever is got by saving. 2. An
abridgement.

COMl'EREN'DIXA'TIO (.'Int.) a delay of the action or

pleading until the third day following. Ascon. in Cic.

p. 7()' ; Mannt. dc Leg. c. '22 ; Bud. in Banded, p. f?2.

COMPEKTO'UIUM (Lau-) a judicial inquest in the civil

law, made by di.legates or commissioners, to ilnd out, and

to relate the truth of a cause.

CO'.MPETENCE Militaire {Mil.) French for military cog-

nizance.

COM
CO'MPETENCY (Law) the power of a judge, or of any

court, to take cognizance of the matter in question.

CO'MPETITOR (Polit.) a rival candidate, or one who sues
for the same office.

COMPITA'LIA (Ant.) Compilalitia, or Liidi Compitales,

feasts in cross-ways solemnized by the friends of those
who died in foreign parts. Cat. de Re Itus. c. 5 ; Dionys.
Halicarn. 1. •l ; Varr. de Lat. Ling. 1.5; Cic. ad Attic.

I. 7, c. 7 ; Plin. I. aO, c. 27 ; A. Cell. 1. 10, c, 24 ; Fest.

de Verb. Signif; Ascon. in Cic. p. 159; Macrob. Sat. I. 1,

c. 7; Gi/rald. Si/ntag. Deor. I. 17; Laz. Comm. Rein.
Rom. I. 10, c. i; Turneb. Adv. I. 21, c. 15.

CO'MPITU.M (Ant.) a cross-way, or place where several

roads met together, and at which the rustics used to keep
their holidays, and celebrate their wakes. Vet. Interp.

Per. sat. 4, v. 27.

COMPLA'INANT [Lav) one who prefers a complaint
against another, a plaintiff at law.

COMPLEMENT (Geom.) ^r^p.^r^zp

smaller parallelograms, A K and
K C, formed by drawing the two
right lines, H G and E F, through
the point Kin the diagonal. These
are in every parallelogram equal

to one another, as A K = K C.

End. Eleni. prop. tS.

—

Coniple-

a name for the two

G C

ment of an arc, what an arc wants of 90°, or the qua-

drant of a circle.

—

Complement of an angle, what an acute

angle wants of a right angle.

Complement o/ the Course {^Llr.) the number of points

the course wants of 90°, or the fourth of the compass.

Co.MPLR.MENT of the Curtain (Fort.) that part in the interior

side of a fortification which makes the dt mi-gorge.

—

Com-

plement of the line of Defence, the remainder of the line of

defence after the flank-angle is taken away.

CoMPLE.MENT (Mil.) the full establishment of a regiment.

CoMPLE.MENT (Mus.) that quantity which is wanting to any

interval to fill up the octave.

Complement (Her.) signifies the full moon.
COMPLE'TE (Mil.) in French eomplet, a term applied to

any regiment or company that has its established number.

Co.Mi'LETE (Z?o^) an epithet for a flower ;y^05 complclus, a

complete flower, or one that has the calyx, corolla, staaicn,

and pistil.

CO.MPLE'TION (Med.) another word Cov plethora.

COMPLETO'RIUM (Ecc.) the complines, o.- midnight devo-

tions in the Komish church.

CO'iMPLEX (Log.) an epithet applied either to the ideas or

the faculty of the mind by which they are apprehended ;

thus, complex ideas are those which are composed of se-

veral sinqjle ideas, and complex apprehension that which

takes in several objects in their oi'der, as " A reed in the

hand."

COMPLE'XIO (Med.) the constitution or temperament.

CoMPLEXio (Log.) the conclusion of a syllogism or argument.

Cic. de Invent. 1. 1, c. 31.

CoMPLEXio (Rhel.) a figure of speech which embraces both

repetition and conversion, answering to the Greek sum- ^

ploce. [vide Stpnploce] Quint. List. I. 9, c. 'i.— Complexio i

verbornm signifies also a full period, taking in the context

and series of a discourse, (iuiutil. 1. I, c. 5.

CUMPLE'XUS (Anat.) a muscle situated in the back part

of the neck.

CO'MPLICATE (Bot.) complicatns, i. e. folded together, as

the valves of the glume or chaif of scnne grapes.

COMPLICA'TIO morbi (Med.) a complication of di.seascs

when several subsist in the same subject at the same time.

CO.MPLINES (Ere.) the last prayers, or conclusion of tlif

evening prayers in the Komish church.

CUMPLL'VIUM {Archit.) a penthouse, or eaves, dona



COM
which the water glides. J'air. de Lat. Lin. 1. 4, c. 33 ;

Vitruv. 1. <i, c. 3.

COMl'O'NY (Her.) or counter company, when
a border, pale, bend, or any other ordinary,

is made up of two rows of" squares, consisting

of metals and colours.

TO COMI'O'f^E (Mus.) to invent music, or

pieces of music, according to the rules of art.

COMPO'SED [Fort.) an epithet for a bastion, so called when
the two sides of the inner polj-gon are very unequal, which
makes the gorges unequal.

COMl'O'SElt (^lus.) one who composes pieces of music.

COMPO'SING (Print.) vide Compoiition.

COMPO'SING stick (Print.) a compositor's tool, made of
iron plate, into which he gathers the letters, and thus coni-

poses the matter in printing. It consists of different parts,

as in the subjoined figure; a the Head, bh the Bottom, cc

the Bach; d the lower sliding Measure, or cheek,^e the

upper sliding Measure, or cheek, jy the Alale Screw, g the

Female Screw'.— Composing Rule, a sort of brass rule used

by compositors for regulating their lines.

COMPO'tJiT.E (Bot.) tlie name of the twenty-first order in

the Fragments of Linnneus' Natural Method, comprising

the plants with compound flowers.

COMPO'SITE order (Archit.) one of the five orders of ar-

chitecture, so called because it is composed of the Ionic

and Corinthian orders, [vide Architeclure']

Composite numbers (Aritli.) such numbers as some other

number besides unity can measure, as 12, which is mea-
sured by 2, 3, 4, and C. Composite numbers between them-

selves are such a.s have some measure besides unity, as 12
and 1.5, which may both be measured by 3.

COiNIPOSl'TES (Med.) medicines made up of any simple

ones as syrups, electuaries, &c.

COMPOSI'TIO mensurarum (Arcliccol.) the title of an an-

cient ordnance for measures.

COMPOSI'TION (Mus.) a piece of music composed accord-
ing to the rules of art.

Composition (Print.) more commonly called composing, the

act of disposing the type into a form fit for printing.

Composition (ifhet.) the act of arranging one's thoughts

into a certain order, and clothing them with suitable words,

aptly disposed.

Co.MPOsiTioN (Math.) or synthetical method, which is the re-

verse of the analysis, or analytical, is a mode of reasoning

which proceeds upon principles self-evident, or otherwise

demonstrated step by step, until it brings us to the know-
ledge of the tiling sought for. [vide Analysis^— Compo-
sition of fi.rces or motion is the union or assemblage of se-

veral forces or motions that are oblique to one another into

an equivalent one in another direction.

—

Composition of
numbers, [vide Combination^— Composition of proportion,

is when of four proportionals the sum of the 1st and 2d is

to the 2d as tlie sum of the 3d and 4th is to the 4tii ; as if

a : b :: c : d, then by composition a -\- b : b :: c + a : d,

or in numbers, if 2: 4:: 9: IS, then by composition,

6 : 4 : : 27 : IS.

—

Composition of ratios, is the adding of

ratios together, which is performed by multiplying their

corresponding terms together, namely, the antecedents to-

gether and the consequents together, for the antecedent
and consequent of the compounded ratio: thus the ratio of

2 : 4, added to the ratio of 6 : 8, makes the ratio of 12 : 32,
or the compound ratio compounded of the ratio of 2 to 4,

and of 6 to 8.

COM
Composition (Paint.) is the putting together the several

[

parts of a picture so as to set off the whole to the best
advantage.

, Co.MPosiTiON (Lmv) is when a debtor, not being able to dis-

I

charge his whole debts, agrees with his creditors to pay
them a part of what is due.

{

Co.MPOsiTioN (C/iem.) the same as combination ; but by some

I

it has been taken for a simple mixture, [vide Combina-
tion']

Composition (Med.) the mixing of several ingredients to-

I

gether.

CO.MPO'SITOR (Print.) a workman in the printing-office

who does the part of composing the matter for the press.

COMPO'SITUS (Bot.) compound, [vide Compound]
COMPqSIZIONE (/n Taiolino (Mus.) Italian for convivial

melodies, or songs for the table.

CO'MPOST (Hort.) a compound mi.Kture of dung and earths,

&c. to serve as manure for the land, or as mould for the
finer sort of plants.

CO'MPOTE (Cook.) fruit or meat stewed.

CO'MFOUND quantities (/llgeb.) such as are connected to-

gether by the signs -)- and — , and expressed by different

letters, or else by the same letters unequally repeated,
as a + b —c, and bb — b.

Compound ratio (Geom.) the ratio that the product of the
antecedents of two or more ratios has to the product of
their consequents, as 6 to 72 is in a ratio compounded of
2 to 8, and of 3 to 12.

Compound motion (Mech.) that which is produced by se-

veral forces conspiring together, as when the radius of a
circle moves about the centre, and at the same time a point
be conceived to go forwards along with it Compoundpen-
dulum, one that consists of several weights, keeping the
same distance both from each other and from the centre,

about which they oscillate. ,

Compound interest (Aritli.) that interest which arises from the
principal and interest put together ; also the rule by which
this interest is to be found on any given sum. [vide Inte-

resf]—Compound Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and
Division, [vide Addition, <S-c.]

—

Compound fraction, [vide

Fraction]— Compound number, [vide Composite Number]
Compound interval (?tlus.) any interval composed of two

others ; thus the 9th is composed of the second and the
eighth.

—

Compound measures are marked by double cha-
racters.

Compound terms (Gram.) those that are composed of two
simple terms, as thankful, householder, &c.

Compound (Bot.)composilus is an epithet for a petiole, flower,

raceme, spike, corymb, umbel, fructification, &c.; petiolus

compositus is a petiole supporting more than one \f&{;ftos

compositus, a species of aggregate flower enclosed in a
common perianth, and on a conunon receptacle, with the

anthers connected in a cylinder, as in the class Syngenesia ;

racemus compositus, a raceme ccmiposed of several race-

mules, or smaller racemes ; spica composila, a spike com-
posed of several spicules, or spikelets ; corynibus compo-
situs, a corymb having all the flowers elevated upon pe-

dicels, sitting upon the common peduncles ; umbella com-
posita, an umbel having all tlie rays or peduncles bearing

umbellules, or small umbels, at the top; yructificntio com-

po-'.ita, a fructification consisting of several confluent

florers.

COMPO'UNDED (Bot.) \k]e Compound.
COMPO'UNDING fclom/ (Laxv) or Tlufi-bote, where the

party robbed not only knows the felon, but also takes his

goods again, or any other amends, upon agreement not to

prosecute, which formerly made a man an accessar}-, but is

now punished with fine and imprisonment.

COMPllEHE'NSIO rerborum (Rhet.) the whole compass of

a sentence included in a full period. Cic, Brut. c. 44.



COMPREHE'NSION (Lna.) that act of the undtrstantling
w licreby it takes a full view of the object presented to it, so

as to have a thorough knowledge of all its parts and bearings.
CoMi'REHENsiox (Ecc.) the name of a scheme which was
once proposed for relaxing the terms of conformity in such
manner as to admit of protestant dissenters into the com-
munion of the church of England.

CoMTREHENSioN (R/iel.) a figure of speech whereby the
name of a whole is put for a part, and that of a part for a
whole.

CO.MPRE'SSiE (Surg.) compresses or folded pieces of linen

cloth contrived to make a gentle pressure upon any part.

COMPRESSED (Bot.) compressus, i. e. flatted ; an epithet

applied to a stem, a leaf, a silique, &c., as canlis com-
pressus, astern having its two opposite sides ^at;Jhli!im
comprcssiim, a leaf which is pulpy, having its sides more
flattened than the disk, in distinction from depressed: si-

iiqua compressa, a silique which has the opposite sides ap-
proaching to each other.

COMPKE'sSIBI'LITY (PI,,,.) that property in a solid or
fluid of yielding to the pres.~ure of another body or force,

so as to be brought into a smaller compass.
COMPRE'SSION (^iirg.) a diseased state ofthe body arising

from the pressure of' something on the brain.

Co;MpnEssiON, globe of (Mil.) an excavation of a globular
form which is made in the earth, and is filled with gunpowder.

COMFRE'SSIVES (Med.) medicines which cause a dryness
in an affected member.

COMPRE'SSOR naris (Avrit.) a muscle of the nose that

compresses the nlo" towards the septum nasi.

CO.AIPRE'SSUS (Bnf.) vide Co„iprcs.ml.

10 COMPUI'NT (Lfixo) to print by stealth a copy or book
belonsing to an other, to his prejudice.

CO'MPPiOMISE (Law) a promise of two or more parties at

difference to refer their dispute to the decision of arbitrators.

COMPROMISSA'RIUS (Ant.) an arbiter or umpire chosen
by compromise to deal indifferently betwixt both partirs.

CO'MPTESSAS (Mecl,.) a French word from compter les

pes, to count or measure steps ; an instrument by which
the ground a person has passed over is measured.

COMPTO'XIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Moywecia,
Order 3 Trinndria.

Generic Characters. Cal. anient cylindric; perianth two-
leaved; lenjlcts equal. — Con. none.— Stam. filaments

three; anthers s\\.— Pist. gfcnn roundish; stj/les two.—
Tkr, none; seed nut oval.

Spicies. The only species is the

—

Comptonia aspleni/oUa,

Liquidambnr, &c. Myrica, &c. Gale, A-c. seu Mipii, &c.
Eern-leaved Comptonia, a shrub, native of Nev/ Enghmd.

COMPTRO'LLER (I.nxv) one who exann'nes the accounts
of collectors of public money.

—

Comptrnller of the Pipe,

an officer ofthe Exche(iuer that writes out summonses twice

every year to the sheriffs to levy the farms and debts of the
Pipe; he also keeps a contra-rollnient of the i'ipc.

CoMi'TROLLER of the Artillery (Mil.) a civil officer who for-

merly inspected the nmsters of artillery.

—

Comptroller of
the Nnv!/, one of the Connnissioncrs of the Navy Board,

at which ho presides to direct the inferior and civil depart-

ment of the marine service.

COMPULSO'RES {Ant.\ those that forced people to quit or

abandon a fort that had suiTendered. Anxmian. Marcell.

I. SJ, c. y.

COMPIJ'NCTIO (Med.) a puncture.

COMPUltGA'TOJl (Laxt:) one that by oath justifies another's

innocence.

CO.MPUTA'TION (il/n^/i.) the manner of estimating time

weights, measures, &c.
CoMi'urATioN (Laxv) the true account and construction of

time in which the law rejects all fractions and divisions of

the day.

CON
COMPU'TO reddendo (Law) a writ to compel a bailiff, re-

ceiver, or accountant, to yield up his accounts ; founded
on the statute of Westm. 2, c. 12, It also lies against
guardians. Reg. Orig. 135.

CO'MRADE (Mil.) a fellow soldier in the same regiment or
company.

CON (Mils.) an Italian preposition answering to the English
with, which is used in music, as con ajfetto, to signify'that

the music must be performed in a moving, tender, and af-

fecting manner, consequently rather slow than fast.

CONA'RIl'M (Anat.) a name for the pineal gland, from its

conical shape.

CONA'TUS nf motion (Phi/.) that disposition or aptitude in

a body to go on, unless it be prevented by other causes ; it

is the same as attraction or gravitation in a body without
motion.

CONC.^'DES (Ant.) the cutting down trees to keep off

the enemy's horse, either in a retreat or about a camp,
Tac. Annal. 1. 1, c. 50; Ammian. 1. 16, c. 2; Veget. 1.3,

c. 21.

COXCAMERA'TIO (Archil.) y.up,iic,<n^, an arching or a

vault. Vitruv. I. 2, c. 4'.

CONCATENA'TION (P/;^.) a term mostly applied to de-

note the dependance of second causes on each other.

CO'NCAVE (Bnt.) an epithet for a leaf; concav,imfoli,im, a

leaf having the margin more contracted than the disk, and
the disk consequently depressed. This epitliet is also ap-

plied to the calyx, the corolla, and the valves ofthe glume
of grasses.

Concave glasses (Mech.) such as are ground hollow on the

inside, so as to reflect on the hollow side.— Concavo-con-

cave, implies concave on both sides.

—

Plano-concave, con-

cave on one side, and plane on the other side.— Concavo-

convex, concave on one side, and convex on the other.

Concave (Giimi.) the bore of a piece of ordnance.

CONCAU'SA (Med.) a cause which operates witii another

in the production of a disease.

CONCAVUS (Dot ) vide Concave.

CONCEA'LERS (Laiv) Concelatores, from concelando, sig-

nifying, by antiphrasis, rcvealers ; those who were used to

find out concealed lands ; i. e. such lands as are privily

kept from the king by common persons having nothing to

show for their title and estate therein. Stat. 39 Eliz. c, 22.

CONCE'NTO (Mns.) Italian for harmony resulting from

many voices and instruments in concert.

CONCE'NTOR (Mns.) one who sings with another.

CONCENTRA'NTIA (Med.) concentrant medicines, those

whose acids are so moderated by alkalies that neither of

them predominate.

CONCENTRA'TfON (Cliem.) the volatilizing part of the

water of fli-ids. in order to improve their strength.

CONCENTRICAL (Astron.) or Concentric, an epithet for

circles that have the same centre.

CONCE'PTACLE (Bot.) or Follicle, conceptacid,nn, or/olli-

cuius, a pericarp of one valve opening longitudinally on

one side, and having the seeds loose in it, as in Apocynum,

Asclepins, Stapelia, &c.

CONCEPTA'CULIJ.M (Mech.) anything hollow that is fit

to receive or contain any substances.

CONCE'PTIO /om;//nn(»! (Ant.) the drawing up of bills

and legal instruments.

CoNCEPTio (I\Icd.) the impregnation ofthe ovidum, or semen,

in the ovarium, or uterus, ofthe female.

CONCEPTION (Lcc.) or the feast ofthe Immaculate

Conception, is a feast in the Christian Church, celebrated

on the 8th of December, in honour of the immaculate

conception ofthe Blessed Virgin.

Conception (Log.) the simple apprehension which we have

of a thing, without proceeding to affirm or deny any thing

of it.



cox
COXCEPITV^ feruB {Ant.) festivals not fixed to any

certain day in the year, the celebration of which was de-

termined bv the magistrates.

CON'CE'PTUS [Anat.) the very first rudiments of the foetus

in the uterus after conception.

CO'XCERT (Mus.) vide Concerto.

CONCERTA'NTE [Mtis.) those parts of a piece that play

throughout the whole, to distinguish them from those that

play onh" in some parts.

CONCE'IITO {^.lus.) Italian for a piece of music consisting

of several parts that are all to be performed together.

—

Cnnceiio grosso, the grand chorus of the concert, or those

l)arts in which the whole is performed together at the same
time.— Concerto spiriluale, Italian for a miscellaneous con-

cert, consisting of pieces selected from sacred music.

CONCE'SSI [Lav:) " I have granted," a phrase used fre-

quently in conveyances creating a covenant ; in distinction

from (ledi, which makes a warranty. Co. Lit. 33-1-.

CONCE'SSIO (Rhet.) <rw/y%i:fiji\, a certain form of defence

adopted in pleading, where the defendant admits the

charge, and pleads for indulgcKce. Cic. de Invent. 1.1,

c. 11 : 1 Jul. Rujin. p. 2S.

COXCE'SSIT solvere (Lnii) an action of debt upon simple

contract, and lies by custom in the courts of the cities of

London and Westminster.
CO'XCHA (Ant.) a liquid measure among the Athenians,

which contained two nijstra, or half an ounce. Gal.de
Ponder. ; Gorr. Def. Med. ; Pcvt. de Roman. S,- GrcBC.

Maxsur. npud Gnev. T/ies. Ant. Rom. tom. ii. p. 16t9.
Concha (Con.) x-hjci, a shell fish with two shells, as an

oyster, an escallop, il-c.

Concha (Aymt.) a term applied to different parts of the

bod}', as Concha auris, the hollow of the ear, or the car-

tilage of the outer ear; Concha narium, the inferior spongy
bones of the nostrils, &c.

Concha (Mus.) a musical shell, [vide Trumpet^
CONCHIFO'LIA [Bot.) vide Manga.
CO'XCHIS (Bot.) an unshelled bean, or a bean in the husk,

which, according to Apicius, was reckoned a delicacj'

among the Romans, when dressed with aromatic sub-

stances.

CO'XCHOID (Math.) the name given to the curve invented

by Nicomedes, as in the annexed
figure. Let the line Q Q be drawn,
and A C perpendicular to it in the

point E ; then from the point C draw-

several right lines, C M cutting the

right line in Q Q in Q, and make Q M
= Q X, A E = E F; i. e. equal to an
invariable line; then the curve v.hcrein

are the points M 'SI, is the first conchoid ; and the other,

wherein are the points A C, is the second conchoid : the
line Q Q is called the Directrix, and the point C the
Pole.

COXCHO'LOGY, from i-.s'/xi, a shell, and >.='-/=?, a discourse
or doctrine; is that branch of natural history which treats
of testaceous animals. These animals, which constitute
the testacea, or third Order of the Vermes in the Linnean
system, have a permanently testaceous covering, by which
they are distinguished from the crustaceous animals, as
lobsters, crabs, and the like, although they are both
included under the name o{ shell fish in English.
Conchology may be considered under three heads, namely,

the parts, figures, &c. of shells: the classification of
shells ; and the animals which inhabit shells.

Parts, Figure, SjX. of Shells.

Parts of Shells. The principal parts of shells are, valvula,

the Valve ; ape.::, the Summit, or Tip ; basis, tlse Base
;

margo, the Margin; aperlura, the Aperture, or Mouth ;

COXCHOLOGY.
rostrum, the Beak; cardo, the Hinge; spira, the Spire;
ligamentum, the Ligament ; varices, the Veins, &c.

Valve. The valve is the principal piece of which the shell

is composed, and by which shells are distinguished into— Univalves, or those which consist of only one valve.

—

Bivalves, or those which are composed of two valves.

—

Multivalves, or those which consist of more than two
valves. [Plate 33]

Valves are distinguished into

—

Right valve, or that which
corresponds to the left of the observer, supposing the
front or aperture of tlie shell to face him.—Left valve,
that which corresponds to the right of the observer.
When the right valve corresponds with the left in size,
they are said to be equal.

—

Superior valve, is that valve
which is not attached to solid bodies, in distinction from
the inferior, or the one that is attached.—Keelshaped
valve, valvula carinata, when one part of the convexity
presents a sharp edge.— Chambered valve, valvula cnnca-
merata, when it exhibits testaceous plates in its cavitj-.—Spinous valve, a valve furnished with spinous pro-
cesses.

—

Banded valve, valvula fasciata, exhibiting large
transverse bands or stripes.

—

Lamellated valve, when tl;e

surface is furnished with ^ihtes.—Radiated valve, one
exhibiting divergent or coloured rays.— Simiated valve,
valvula lacunosa, when one of the valves has a sensible
depression at the middle of its margin, and a correspond-
ing elevation of the opposite valve.

—

Striated valve, one
that is marked with stria).

To the valves belong the Ligament, or cartilage, the horny
substance by which the valves of the shell are connected,
c, fig. 8, 14. Some nuiltivalve shells are connected bv
the parts of one valve fitting into another, as / /, fig. 1 .—
Sides, the right and left parts of the valves.

—

Inside, the
concave part of a valve.

—

Seam, i. e. the line between
the valves when they are closed.— /)«/,-, the convex
centre of the valves, as d, fig. 10.— Margin or Limb,
the circumference of the v:xlves from the disk to their
edges, as m, fig. 6.

Apex. The Apex, or Summit, in a univalve shell, is the
extreme point of the spire, as a, fig. 28: in bivalves it is

the most elevated point of that part of the shell in v.hicli

the hinge is placed. The pre-eminent part in the Patella
is called the vertex.

Base. The base is the extremity or part opposite to the
apex. In shells with a rostrum or beak, it implies the
lowest part of the beak, as fig. 28, 29. In shells without
a beak it is the lowesc part, as b, fig. 1, or that
part which is next the aperture, by which the niul-
tivalve shell in some cases is fixed to the rock a-5

6, fig. 1,2.
Margin. The margin of the shell is the whole circum-

ference or outline of the shell, as m m, fi<x. 6. This is

either anterior, posterior, or superior.-^The anterior
margin is that which commences at the side of the
ligament on the fore part of the beak, supposing the
shell to be placed on its beak.

—

Posterior margin ex-
tends to one-third of the circumference from the beaks
of the valves behind.

—

Superior margin includes the
upper part of the circumference between the two pre-
ceding parts.

—

Margin of the valves is the whole interior
circumference of the valves, and is distinguished into
the furrowed, notched, toothed, folded, and striated
margins.

—

Crenulaled margin, afine saw -like edge of most
of the cockles, which correspond to the notch in the
opposite valve. It is not uncommon in other shells, as
the Donax, m m, fig. 15.

Rostrum or Beak. The beak is the extreme point in bivalves
which turns downwards in the form of a beak, or to one
side, as rr, fig. 10. The beak in univalveshells is the lencth-
ened process or continuation of the canal, as r, fig. 29.
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To the beak in bivalves belong auricula, the ears, t«'o
|

iirocesses on each side the beak, particularly in that

division of the genus Ostrcci, known by the name of

Scallops, as e e, fig. 7. These cars are sometimes dis-

tinguished into superior and inferior.

Area, or Slope. The area, or slope, is either anterior or

posterior. The anterior ainpe is that space in which

the ligament is situated.—The posterior slope, or

areola, is that part of the shell opposite to the

anterior slope; in the viewing of which in the front the

beaks point to you. The anterior slope is distinct, in-

flex, literate, &c. ; the posterior, marginate, patulous,

serrate, &c. In the Venus tribe is a spatulated mark

formed by the union of the valves on the posterior and

anterior slopes, vi'hich is called the vulva. There is also

another mark or spot near the slopes, of a crescent-like

form, called the luiiule.

Hins,e. The hinge is thesolidcst part of the circumference

of the valve, and is the point by which bivalve shells are

united, as hh, hg. 6, 8. It is on the peculiar construclion

of the hinge that the generic character of bivalve shells

is principally founded. The hinge is either compressed,

lateral, oblong, reflected, terminal, or truncated. Near

the hinge, on the posterior side, is a depression called

the anus. To the hinge belong the lectlt, the projec-

tions in one valve which fit into the sockets or cavities

of the o])posite valve, by which the hinge is articulated.

The teeth are of different forms and differently placed,

as the primary teeth, which are placed about the centre,

and are broad, large, and often elevated, as;), fig. 13, It,

15, 16; lateral teet/i, which diverge from the umbo, and

are generally long and flat, as /, flg. 12, 13; double teeth,

as d, fig. 12; incurved teeth, those which are bent round,

as /, fig. 17. The teeth are likewise complicated, when

they form an acute angle ; duplicate, i. e. deeply cleft,

or bifid ; depressed, or turned inward ; erect, i. e. per-

pendicular to the plane of the hinge; longitudinal, &c.

Some hinges have no visible teeth, and are termed inarti-

culate; and some have numerous teeth, and are called

mullarliculate. as the hinges of the Area, which are set in

rows, as n n, fig. 20.— Cavitij of the hinrrc, is the hollow

depression in which the ligament of the ostrea is situ-

ated, which is generally of a triangular form, as c,

fig. 18.

Operculum or Lid.—The operculum or lid in multivalves

consists of four small valves in the Lepas, which is,

however, in a certain degree, stationary, as o, fig. 2,

and consequently distinguished from the operculum of

the univalves, or that appendage to some of the turbi-

nated shells which is affixed to the animal, and is some-

times a testaceous, and sometimes a cartilaginous sub-

stance, It is calculated for the protection of the animal

when it retires within its dwelling, which it thus shuts

up, as with a nicely fitted door. Of this description is

the cartilaginous operculum of the Turbo littoratus of

Linnaeus, or the Common Periwinkle, which has a brown

liorny appearance, and nuist in general be removed be-

fore the animal can be taken out when boiled.

Aperture. The aperture (U- mouth is that opening in the

univalves through which the animal protrudes itself, as

fig. 27,29. 'I'his is one of the principal distinctions of

univalve shells, and differs very much in shape, some

being biinarginate, i. c. having a lip w'ith a double

margin ; bilabiate, i. e. with a double lip ;
gaping, the

lower part of the lip distended ; coarctate, i. e. straight;

effuse, i. c, having the lips separated by a sinus or

cutter; reflex, spreading, resnpinatc, ilc. To the aper-

ture belong the lip and the canal.

—

Labium, Lip, is the

internal or cohnnellar margin of the aperture, as o, /),

fi'T.ai. This is, in respect to position, exterior, ante-

rior, or posterior, in respect to form coarctate, digitate,

disengaged, cloven, mucronate, cSrc.— Canal is the con-
tinuation or prolongation of the aperture along the beak,
which forms a gutter from its commencement to the ex-
tremity, a:, I-, fig. 29, 31.

Spire. The spire is all the whorls collectively, except the

lower one, as s, fig. 30. The spire is a prominent
feature of the univalve shell, and is either convex,
crowned, capitate, or obtuse, exserted, or much
attenuated, i)ointed, flattened, retuse, elevated, de-

pressed, .tc.— Tlie suture of the spire is a fine spiral

line, which separates the wreaths or whorls, as s,

fig. 29.

IVliorl. The whorl is one of the wreaths or convolutions

of the shell, as xv, fig. 31. The whorls are bifid, chan-

nelled, keeled, contiguous, crowned, leafy, imbricate,

lamellate, lineate, striate, sulcated, &c. The contrac-

tion of the whorls, so as to correspond with the internal

dissepiments or divisions, are called geniculation.<.

Body. The body is the first or lower whorl of the shell,

which is in general longer than the remaining whorls, as

b b, fig. 30. 32. To the body belong the venter and
umbilicus. The venter, or Helly, is the most prominent
part of the body, generally situated in the vicinity of

the lip, and formed by the convexity of the aperture, as

V, fig. 31.—The umbilicus is in general a circular perfo-

ration, in the base of the body of many univalves, and
common to most of the 'i'rochi, as u, fig. 27.

Columella or Pillar. The columella or pillnr, cccc, fig. 32,

is that process which runs through the centre of the shell

in the inside, from the base to the apex in most univalve

shells, and appears to be the support of the sjiire, or in

fact to form that part of the shell. It is either ab-

rupt, i. e. truncate at the base, elongated, i. e. so as to

project beyond the body ; flat, plaited, (S:c.

Chambers. Chambers are the divisions formed by parti-

tions, at regular intervals, as in the Nautilus, c c, fig. 3.5.

To the chamber belongs the Siphunculus, or Sipho, a

small round perforation, which forms a communication
between the chambers of the nautili, running through

the whole spire of the shell, as s, fig. 35.

llibs. The ribs are those longitudinal protuberances which

are in many of the univalve shells, as r, fig. 36.

Furrou-s. I'urrows are those impressions or interstices be-

tween the ribs, or rays on the surfece of the valves, as

.f.f> ^S- '^> ^''i'^'i ^''c square, lamellated, Ac.
t'arieex or veins. Varices are longitudinal or gibbous

sutures, formed in the growth of the shell, at cer-

tain proportionable distances on the whorls. They are

continuous, decussate, furrowed, &c.

Intestinal Ligature. The intestinum, or intestinal ligature,

is a membranaceous tube, by which some species of the

genus, Auomia, adhere to foreign substances.

Seam. The seam is the line between the valves when they

are closed, as s, fig. 1 1

.

I'edunelc. The peduncle, or pedicle, is the support of the

Lepas nnatifera, and its corresponding species, by which

they are attached to wood, Ac. as pp, fig. 1. It is a kind

of membranaceous substance, similar to a bladder, but

materially thinner, and filled with a liquid, which affords

nourishment to the animal.

Feelers. Feelers are the crenated arms evolved from the

side of the lepas anatifrra, and other shells of the genus

lepas. While the animal is in the water, it continually

moves its feelers for the purpose of entangling marine

insects for food, as /"/J fig. 1.

Bi/ssus or Heard. The beard is an appendage composed

of filaments, of a silky textui'e, by which some of the

bivalves fasten themselves to their beds, such as the

muscle, b, fig. 11.
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Figures nr forms qf Shells. Shells are distinguished, as to

their form, into

—

Antiquated, i.e. longitudinally sulcate,

or furrowed, but interrupted by transverse accretions, as

if lesser valves were periodically added to the apex or

beak.

—

Bearded, i.e. superficially covered with rigid hairs.

— Compressed, when the valves are flattened.

—

Dorsal,

when the back is obtusely keeled.

—

Gaping, when the

valves close partially.

—

Navicular, being in the form

of a boat.— Pectinate, i. e. longitudinally sulcate, or

striate.

—

Radiate, i. e. with diverging rays flowing from

the apex longitudinallj' to the circumference.

—

Fasti-

giate, leaving off transversel}' at the base.— Saccate,

i. e. gibbous towards the simimit.

—

Rooted, when it is

attached to a solid, by a ligament proceeding from

its base.

—

Imbricated, when the surface is covered with

parallel scales, so arranged as to cover each other.

Turbinated, when the belly of the shell is large in pro-

portion to the whorls, which seem to proceed from its

centre.

—

Bordered, when the two sides of the aperture

are broader and thicker than the rest of the diameter.

—

Chambered, when it is internally divided by dissipiments,

chambers, or partitions.

—

Convolute, when the whorls

turn round a lengthened coin, nearly vertical to each

other.

Dimensions of shells. The length of the shell is taken

from the ligament, or the beak, to the opposite margin,

e e, fig. y. The breadth of the shell is measured from

the most extreme edge of the anterior and posterior

slopes, being in a contrary direction from its length,

i b, fig. 9. Many shells are broader than they are long,

as the Myae, Solen, Tellina, Sec. Others are longer

than they are broad, as the Mytilus, Ostrea, Pinna, &c.

Classijication of Shells.

The classification of shells has been undertaken by dif-

ferent authors on different systems, of which the follow-

ing are the principal :

—

Lister's system. The work of

Dr. Lister, published in 1685, was divided into four

Books; namely. Lib. L De Cochleis terrestribus. Lib. IL
Dc Turbinibus et Bivulvibus aqua: dulcis. Lib. UL De
Tcstuceis bivalvibus marinis. Lib. IV. De Buccinis ma-
rinis quibus etiam vermiculi dentalia et patella; numeraji-

tur.—System qf Langiu^, published in 1722, was divided

into three parts. Pars I. Testacea. marina univalvia non
tiirbinata. Pars IL Cochleiv marines, sou testacea marina
univalvia turbinata. Pars III. Concha; marina;, id est

testacea marina bivalvia quce duabus constant valvis in

cardine, &;c.—System of Breynius. In this system, which
was published in 17;i2, shells are divided into eight

classes; namely, 1. Tubulus. 2. Cochlidium. 3. Poly-
ihalamium. 4'. Lepas. 5. Concha. 6. Conchoides.

T. Balanus. S. Echinus.— TourneforCs system divided

shells into Monotonia, Ditoma, and Polytoma.-—D'Ar-
gcnville's system comprehended shells within four divi-

sions ; namely, 1. Sea-shells. 2. Freshwater-shells.

I

3. Land-shells. 4. Fossil-shells.

—

Klein's system. Klein

I ^ divided shells into six parts ; namely, 1 . Cochlis.
' 2. Concha;. 3. Polyconcha;. -I. Niduli testacei. 5. Echi-

nus marinus, sen echinodermata. 6. Tubulus marinus.—
Adamson's system. This system, which was published

in 1757, consists of three classes; namely, 1. Limafons.
2. Les Conques. 3. Les conques multivalves.— Geoffrey's

system, which was published in 1767, is very similar to

that of Adamson.

—

iSIuller's system, which was published

in 1776, arranges testaceous animals into three families
;

namely, 1. Testacea atiimalia. 2. Testacea bivalvia.

3. Testacea multivalvia.

In the preceding systems it is observable that in those of
the earliest date, the characters are taken from the

shells; but in the three last, the marks of discrimination

are gathered from the animal as well as the shell. But
this latter mode is not generally preferred, on account
of the imperfect knowledge which has hitherto been
obtained respecting the animals that inhabit shells. The
Linnean system, which is the one now universally fol-

lowed, notwithstanding the objections which have been
started against it, is built entirely on the external cha-
racter of the shell. It consists of the three usual divi-

sions, or orders ; namely. Univalves, Bivalves, and Mul-
tivalves, which are divided altogether into thirty-six

genera, as follow

:

Multivalves.

L Chiton.

2. Lepas, Acorn Shell.

3. P/io/n^,Piddock or Pierce
Stone.

Bivalves.

4. Mya, Gaper. 10. Venus.
5. Solen, Razor or Sheath- 11. Spondylus, Spondyle.

Shell. 12. Chama.
6. Tellina, Double Wedge- 13. Area, Ark-Shell.

Shell. 14. Ostrea, Oyster.
7. Cardinm, Cockle or 15. Anomia, Bowl-shell.

Heart-Shell. 16. Mytilus, Muscle.
8. Mactra.

^ 17. Pinna, Nacre.
9. Donax, Wedge Shell.

Univalves.

18. Argonauta, Argonaut or 27. Trochus, Button-Shell.
Sailor. 28. Te^io, Whorl or Wreath.

19. Nautilus. 29. Heli.v, Snail.

20. Conus, Cone Shell. 30. Neritn.

21. C(y;;;vy«,Gowry or Cowry. 31. Haliotis, Sea Ear.
22. Bulla, Dipper. 32. Patella, Limpet.
23. Valuta, Rhomb-Shell. 33. Dentalium, Tooth-Shell.
24. Buecinum, Whelk. 34. Serpula, Worm-Shell.
25. Strombus, the Screw. 35. Teredo.

26. Murex, the Caltrop, or 36. Sabella.

Rock-Shell.

Animals inhabiting shells. The animals which inhabit
shells are of the Order Mollusca, in the Linnean system,
of which the following list contains a general account

;

namely,

Animal.

Doris,

Triton,

Ascidia,

Tethys,

Limax,

Inhabiting.

Chit0)1.

Lepas.

Phiilas, Mya, Solen, Mytilus.

Tellina, Cardium, Mactra, Donax, Venus,
Spondylus, Chama, Area, Ostrea.

Pinna, Conus, Cypraa, Bulla, Valuta, Bueci-
num, Strombus, Murex, Trochus, Turbo,
Helix, Neritas, Haliotis, Patella.

Terebella, Dentalium, Serpula, Teredo.
Nereis, Sabella.

To these may be" added, the Sepia and Clio, if, as Is sup-
posed by some, they are the inhabitants of the Arn-o-

naiita.

Explanation of the Plate (33).

Multivalves. Fig. 1. The Lepas anatifera, b the base, p p
the peduncle, Z^/ the feelers, // the ligament, to a piece
of wood to which the peduncle Is affixed.

—

Fig. 2. The
Lepas rugosa, o the Operculum, or lid, b the hast;,ff the
furrows, .? the stone to which the base of the shell is af-

fixed.

—

Fig. 3. The Chiton marginatus.— Fig. 4. The
Lepas iintinnabulum.—Fig. 5, The Pholas crispatus.

3 K
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Bii'ulves. Fijr. 6. The Solen antigunlua, c the cartilage,

m the margin, or limb, h the hinge.—Fig. 7. The Oslrca

Ucvis, s tlie longitudinal and transverse stria, e e the

ears, or auricles.—iwV. 8. The TelUimfabula, c the car-

tilage, or ligament, h h the hinge.—J^/>. 9. The Mi/ldus

edulis, c the cartilage, / / the length of the shell, b b the

breadth of the shell.—H^. 10. The Chama cor, d the

disk, rr the rostrum, or beak.—J'iV. 11. The .'V/j//;/«4

ednlis, b the byssus, or beard, sx the seam.—^V- -•

Hinge of the Sokn sUiqua, I the lateral teeth.— i-';^- I:''-

Hinge of the Mya piclonim, p primary tooth, (/(/ double

tL-Lih —/•";>. 14..' Hinge ofthe7W/;/ai radiila,pp primary

teeth, c cartilage.— i'"/>. 15. Inside of both valves of the

Donax tnincidits, a the left valve, b right valve, / lateral

teeth, p primary complicated tooth, or cleft in the mid-

dle, w m crenulated margin.—FiV. IG. Hinge of Venus

gullinn,pp primary teeth, / lateral ioolh.—Ftg.\l .
Hmge

of Spondi/liis Ga'deropus, ii incurved teeth.

—

Fig.\S.

Hinge of Ostrca varia, c cavity of the hinge, e superior

ear,"/ inferior ear.—Fig. 19. Hinge of the Cardium acii-

Ica'tum, I lateral tooth, mm middle teeth, i« spines.—

Fi<r. 20. Hini^e of Area pilosa, n n numerous small teeth

the distinguishing characteristic of the genus Area.—

Fl". 21. The Solen ensis.—Fig. 22. The Mi/a arenana.

— Fi^. 2'5. The Mactra lulraria.— Fig.'i.^. The Area

Noie%- Fig. 25. The Chama cor.—Fig. 26. The Mi/tdus

incurvatits.

Univalves. Fi". 27. The Trochus nmbilicatus, a the aper-

ture, u theU>nbilieiis.—Fig.28. The Helix vivipera,a the

apex, b the base, w a whorl,/ Fns«, or bands.—F;^. 29.

The Murex muricatiis, a the aperture, b the base, c the

canal,?- therostrum,Mss the sutures of the spire, or whori.

Pier. :40. The Helix subulata, s the spire, b the body,

p the pillar-lip.—-F;;fir. 31. The Strombiis pugilis, s the

spire, / the front, o o the outer lip, p the piUar-hp,

c the canal, or gutter.— F/;:^- 32. The Turbo tercbra,

b the shell rubbed through in the back, to show the pdlar,

or columella, i thebody.ccc the columella.—i'Vo^. 3:i.

The Argunauta nrgo in the act of sailing, m the double

membraiie which it spreads and directs to answer the

purpose of a sail, aaa the arms which it throws oyer

the shell to answer the purpose of oars.—F/>. 34.. The

Helix putris, b' the back, v the venter, Jo the whorl, or

volution.— Fi>. 35. The Nautilus spiruln, cccce the

chambers, s the siphunculus.—T';^. 3G. The Turbo eosla-

tus, r the \\\i?,.—Fig. 37. The Turbo labiatus, s reversed,

or hcterostrophe spire, t teeth of a univalve.— F/^. 38.

The Scrpida triquelra.—Fi;^. 39. The Teredo navalis.—

F(;i,^ 40. The Denlaliiim cnlailis.—Fig. 'il. The Subella

tubiformis.

CONCHY'LI-A. fossilia (Con.) Fossilc Shells.

CONCHY'LIU.M (CoH.) all sorts of shell-fish, particularly

tluit from which the purple dye is procured, which is also

called by the same name. Plin. 1. 9, c. 35.

CONCHVKO'IDl'.S (Anat.) vide Corncoutes Processus.

CONCIDK'NTIA (Med.) a decrease of bulk in the whole

or any part of the body ; also the subsiding of a tumoui-.

CONCILlA'TOIl Furti (.4ut.) one who espied and watched

whilst a theft was committed. Ascon.

CONCILIA'TOILS (Fee.) a title which has been given to

writers of the itoiiiish Church, who advocate the cause of

their church in the fairest manner.

C'ONCrNNOlIS (ISIus) an epithet for a performance m

concerts, which is executed with delicacy, truth, and

spirit. .

CtV.N'C'IONATO'RES (Law) Cominon-councilmen; freemen

called to the hall, or the Common-council of the city of

London as most worthy to be chosen.

CONCISO'KIUS (Ant.) a smith's tool with which horses

hoofi were pared ; a butteris, or paring knife.

G

CON
C0>fCLAMA'TIO (Ant.) a funeral cry over the body of

a deceased person previous to its being burnt, by which

it was expected to recall the departed soul, and to awaken

the deceased, as it were, from his sleep. When this failed,

he was given up for lost, which was expressed by the

phrase conclnmntum est. The poets allude to this custom.

Prop. 1. 4, eleg. 7, 1. 23.

At mihi non ocultis quisquam inclamavil eunles

:

Unum impetrtissem, te revocante. diem.

Ovid. Trist. 1. 3, eleg. 3, 1. 43.

Kec mandata tlnbn ; nee cum clamore supremo

Labeiites ocnlos claudet arnica manus.

Serv. in Virg. Mn. I. 6, v. 218.

CO'NCLAVE (Fee.) conclave, a closet, or inner room, shut

up under look and key ; more especially the room in the

Vatican, where the cardinals meet to choose a pope

;

whence the assembly itself is commonly distinguished by

this name.
CONCLU'SION (Larv) is when a man, by his own act upon

record, has charged himself with a dut}'.

Conclusion (Log.) the third proposition of a syllogism, so

called after it has been proved, or drawn as a conclusion

from the other two. Before it has been proved it is called

the Question.

CONCOAGULA'TION (C/iem.) the coagulation, concretion,

or crystallization, of several different salts, first dissolved

together in some fluid.

CONCO'CTION (Med.) is said to be such an operation of na-

ture upon morbid matter, by the power of nature, and ge-

nerally with the assistance of art, as renders it fit for se-

paration from the healthy parts of our fluids, and to be

thrown out of our bodies. Concoction, however, in its

more obvious sense, is taken for digestion.

CON CO'iVIMODO (Mus.) Italian, signifying with an easy

quickness.

CO'NCORD (Gram ) that part of Syntax which treats of

the agreement of words according to their several inflec-

tions. There are three principal concords, namely, be-

tween the Nominative and the Verb ; the Adjective and the

Substantive ; and the Relative and the Antecedent.

Concord (Law) 1. An agreement made between two or

more persons upon a trespass committed, by way of satis-

faction for the damage done, &c. This concord is either

executory or executed. Plowd. 5, 6. 8. 2. An agreement

between parties who intend the levying a fine of lands

one to the other, as to how and in what manner the land

shall pass.

Concord (Mus.) in French Accord; the union of two or

more sounds in such manner as to render them agreeable

to the ear. Concords are either perfect or imperfect. Per-

fect concords consist of the fifth and eighth. Imperfect

concords of the third and sixth, which arc subdivided into

the greater and less. Concords are moreover divided into

consonant and dissonant.— Consonant concords consist of

the /«'r/«; co»co)(/, and its derivatives ; Dissonant concords

of all other concords. Concord is applied also to the state

of an instrument, as " The instrument is not in concord."

CONCO'KD.-VNCE (Lit.) a general alphabetical index ot

all the words in the I'lible.

CONCO'RD.\NTt'cv,sc.< (Poet.) such as have in them several

words in common, but by the addition of other words have

a quite dift'ercnt meaning, as

Concordant (Mus.) the rrench for what is commonly

called Tenor. It is also an epithet for any thing harmo-

nious, or asreeable in sounds.

CONCO'UDATE (Fee.) a public act of agreement betwetn

the I'opc and any prince.
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CONCO'RDIA {Ant.) Concord was worshipped as a goddess
among the Romans, and is most generally

represented on medals by two hands joined,

or by persons shaking hands, [vide Maniis~\

Concordia militum was sometimes repre-

sented on coins, as on that of Didianus

Julianus in the annexed figure, represent-

ing a female holding two military stand-

ards, the inscription CONCORD. MILIT. Tristan. Comm.
Histor.; Beg. rhex. Brand.

CONCQUE (Mil.) French for a piece of ordnance wider

about the mouth than at the breech. A kind of shell used
formerly instead of a trumpet.

CONCRE.MA'TION [Chem.) the same as calcination.

CONCRE'TE (Phi/.) a body, either natural or faclitioiix,

made up of different principles. Antimony is a natural

concrete compounded in the bowels of the earth : soap, on
the other hand, is a. factitious concrete prepared by art.

Concrete (Los;.) is an epithet for any quality considered

with its subject, as snow is white, in distinction from the

abstract when the quality is considered separately, as

whiteness, which may belong to snow, paper, bones, &c.
but is considered separate fro n them all.

Concrete (Arith.) is an epithet for numbers considered in

connexion with some subject, as 3 men, 4 horses, 5 pounds,

&c. ; whereas, if nothing be joined to the number, it is

taken abstractedly, as 5, which signifies simply an aggre-

gate of five units, whether men, horses, pounds, or what-

ever else.

CONCRE'TION (Pliy) the growing together, or composi-
tion of several substances, or particles of substances, into

one body.
CoNCKETtoN (Chem.) the condensation of any fluid substance

into a more solid state.

Concretion (Surg.) the growing together of parts which
ought to be separate, as the concretion of the fingers.

CoN'CRETioN (Med.) otherwise called morbid concretions,

substances formed in the animal body, eitiier by the con-

densation of things into a harder state than is natural, or

by the growing together of different substances into one
body. When tlie concretion approaches the nature of a
bone it is termed an ossificatiun, and when it resembles
that of a stone it is called a calculus.

CONCUBA'KIA (Archaol.) a fold, or pen, where cattle lie.

CONCU'BEAXT (Laxv) lying together. Stat. 1 //. 7, c. 6.

CONCU'BlNACjE { Laii:) an exception against a woman
that sues for her dower, on the ground tliat she is a concu-
bine, and not a wife.

CONCUPI'SCIBLE Faculty (Eth.) the animal or irrational

part of man, which is susceptible of inordinate concupiscence.
GONCU'RRING Figures (Geom.) those figures which, being

applied to one another, will exactly concur, or coincide at

all points.

CONCU'SSION (Phy.) a shock occasioned by two bodies
moving in contrary directions.

Concussion of the brain (Med.) a sudden violent motion of
the brain and the adjacent parts from a fall or blow. Con-
cussions are mostly unattended by any fractures, and fol-

lowed by almost immediate death.

Concussion (La-o) the extortion of a public officer, who by
threats, or pretence of authority, attempts to pillage the
people.

10 COXD (Mar.) to conduct or guide a ship in a right

course ; to direct the steersman how to steer.

CONDA'LIL'.M (Ant.) or condalus, xo»ifM/ti£, a kind of ring

that slaves wore. Plant. Trin. act !, seen. 3, v. 7 ; Fest.

de Verb. Sigriif.

CONDENSA'NTI.V (Med.) medicines which condensate or
inspissate the juices.

CONDENSATION (Phy.) the reducing of a body to a less

CON
bulk or space, by which it is rendered more dense and
compact.

Condensation (Chem.) generally signifies the stoppage and
collection of vapours made by the top of an alembic,

whereby it is returned in the form of a liquid, or as it !.=

raised in the head or receiver, there to harden into a per-

manent and solid substance, as in sublimation of all kinds.

Condensation and Compression are frequently used promis-
cuously, the one for the other; but they differ in this, tliat

the compression of a body into a smaller bulk is tlie effect

of external force, but condensation takes place without any
external application, as in the inspissation ofjuices by cooling.

Condensation (Med.) the contraction of the cutaneou.s

pores by means of refrigerating, astringent, or drying me-
dicines.

CONDE'NSED (Bot.) an epithet for brandies coarctali,

squeezed verj' close together.

C05sDE'N.SER (FneumI) a pneumatic machine or syringe,

by which an extraordinary quantity of air may bo forced
into a given space.

CO'NDERS (Com.) persons who stand upon high places near
the sea- coast at the time of the herring fishery, to point
out, with boughs or otherwise, which way the sjioal passes.

CON DILIGE'NZA (Mus.) an Italian phrase, used in musical
books, signifying with diligence or care.

CO'NDIMENT (Cooh.) a pickle or preserve.

CON DISCRE'ZIONE (Mus.) an Italian phrase used in

music books, signifying with judgment.
CONDI'TAiVIENT (Med.) a composition of conserves, pow-

ders, and spices, made up in the form of an electuary, with
a proper quantity of syrup.

CONDI'TIO sine qua non (Phy.) a term used in speaking of
some accident or circumstance which is not essential to the
thing, but is yet necessary for the production of it.

CONDI'TION (Lnu) a bridle or restraint annexed to a
thing, so that by the non-performance of it the part}' shall

receive prejudice or loss, but by the performance benefit

and advantage. Conditions are of different kinds, i. e.—Conditions in a deed, or express, when joined by express
words to a feoffment, lease, or other grant.— Conditions in

law, or implied, when, as in the case of granting any of-

fice, the law allows the grantor to dispossess the grantee of
his office if he do not justly execute all things belonging
to it.— Condition precedent, when a lease or an estate is

granted to one for life, upon condition that if the lessee

pay to the lessor a certain sum on such a day, then he
shall have fee simjile.— Condition subsequent, when a man
grants to another his manor in fee, upon condition that the
grantee shall pay him on a certain day such a sum, or his

estate shall cease.— Conditions inherent, such as descend
to the heir with the land granted.

—

Condition collateral, that
which is annexed to any collateral act.— Conditions oJ]ii~ir\a-

iive, which consist of doing something.— Conditions nca-
tive, which consist in not doing.

—

Conditions copulative,

which require the doing several things.

—

Condition di.ijunc-

iive, when one of several things is required to be done.
Conditions, Equation of (Flux.) certain equations in the In-

tegral Calculus, of this form, -r —— , useful in ascertain-
y .1-

ing whether a proposed fluxion will admit of finite integra-

tion or a finite fluent.

CONDITIONS of Peace (Potit.) the terms upon which
peace is concluded.

Condition (Vet.) a phrase of the turf, implying the parti-

cular good state of a horse, in point of strength, make, and
general appearance, which renders him peculiarly fit for the

purpose to which he is destined. The term is used either

in a good or a bad sense, as a horse may be in good or bad
condition.

3 R 2
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CONDITIONAL conjunctions {Gram.) those which express

some condition, as if, unless, provided, &c.
Conditional Propositions (Log.) are propositions consisting

of parts connected by the conditional particle if-

CO'NDORIN (Com.) a small weight which the Chinese, par-

ticularl}' those at Canton, use in weighing the silver re-

ceived and paid in trade.

CON dolce manicra (Mus.) an Italian phrase used in music

books, sijinifying after a sweet and delicate manner.

CO'NDUCT (Law) is used in the phrase safe conduct, to sig-

nify the security given by a prince, under his Great Seal,

to a stranger for his quiet coming into and passing out ot

the realm. A safe conduct is given to enemies, a pass-

port to friends or subjects.

Conduct safe (Mil.) a guard of soldiers who serve to pro-

tect any individual or individuals from the attacks of a

hostile force.

CONDUCTE'UR (Mil.) a person entrusted with the con-

veyance of military stores, &c. Conducteur signifies also

one who acts as a guide to an army.

CONDU'CTIO (Med.) a spasm or convulsion, according to

Crelius Aurelianus.

CONDU'CTOR (^///.) an assistant to a commissary of mi-

litary stores, to conduct depots or magazines from one

place to another.

Conductor (Mus.) he who superintends and conducts the

performances in a concert.

Conductor (Surg.) otherwise called a Director, a surgical

instrument which serves to conduct or direct the course of

the knife on several occasions.

Conductor (Elect.) a term first applied by Dr. Desaguliers

to those substances which are capable of receiving and

transmitting electricity, in distinction from electrics, in

which the matter or virtue or electricity may be accumu-

lated or retained.

—

Prime Conductor is an insulated con-

ductor so connected with the electrical machine as to re-

ceive the electricity immediately from the excited electric.

CoNDUCTOK rif Lightning (Elect.) a pointed metallic rod

which was contrived by Dr. Fianklin to be fixed to the

upper parts of buildings, to secure them from the effects

of lightning.

Conductor, )«(3«Hf (Zl/ar.) in French paratonnerre, a thick

metal wire, generally of copper, extending from above the

raaintop-gallant-truck into the water, for the purpose of

defending the ship from lightning.

CO'NDUIT (Mech.) a pump or water-course for the convey-

ance of water.

CONDUPLICA'TIO (Rhel.) a figure of speech in which,

by reason of amplification and illustration, the same word

or words are repeated.

CONDUPLICA'TIO (Hot.) doubling together, a term in

vernation or foliation ; vernala conduplicata, condujilicate

leafing, is said of a bud when the two sides of a leaf are

doubled over each other at the mid-rib, as in tiie Hose,

Ash, Walnut, ^c. This term is also applied to the sleep

of plants; conduplicuns soinuus is when the leaves, during

the night, fold together like the leaves of a book.

CO'NDUU [Orn.) a large kind of American vulture, thi.

Vultur grijphus of Linna;us, measuring, with the wings ex-

tended, from tip to tip, VI or 16 feet. It preys on birds,

lambs, kids, and even children. Two are s:ud to be able

to kill and devour a cow. When passing near the ground

they make a tremendous deafening noise.

CONDU'KDUN (Hot.) a plant which, when hung about the

neck, represses strumous swellings. Plin. 1. 26, c. 5.

CONDU'KI (Com.) a Malayan name for a small bean used in

weighing gold and silver.

CO'NDYLli (Anal.) vide Co)uIi/liis.

CONDYLO'ID.'L (.inat.) Apophyses, or what arc called

Productions, more QO\m\\ow\y processes.

4;
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CONDYLO'jNIA (Med.) KmSv>iUfAcc, from its resemblance to

kotiTkAo?, a joint ; a tubercle or callous eminence which
rises in the folds of the anus, or a hardening and swelling

of the ruga. These tumours also frequently happen about
the orifice of the uterus, and other parts, and have dif.

ferent names, as that oi Jiciis, crystcB, or thijmus, according
to their resemblance to the fig, &c. Cels. 1. 16, c. 18.

CO'NDYLUS (Anat.) >cmiv\n, a knot in any of the joints,

formed by the epiphysis of a bone; in the fingers it is

called the knuckle.

CONE (Gcom.) from the Greek xS/a;, is, according to Eu-
clid, a solid figure, having a circle for a base, and being
produced by the entire revolution of a right-angled triangle

about its perpendicular leg, called the axis of the cone, as

in Jig. 1, where ABV is the cone, DV the axis, and ACB
Fig. 1. Fig. :. Fi;:. 3.

the circular base. When the axis is greater than the base

of the triangle or the diameter of the circular base of the

cone, namely, ADB, the cone is said to be acute-angled.

Jig. 4, i. e. the angle at the vertex AVB is acute ; but if the

axis be less than the diameter of the base, then AVB would
be an obtuse angle,and the cone an obtuse-angled cone,Jig.5;

if they be equal, then the angleAVB would be a right angle,

and the cone right-angled,Jig. 6. Cones are moreover di-

vided into right and scalene, according to the position of

the axis in respect to the base : if the axis be perpendi-

cular, as hi Jig. 1, it is a right cone ; but if the axis be not/

perpendicular, it is a scalene or oblique cone, as LMNO,
Jig. 2, where iMO is oblique in respect to LN.

—

Frustum

of a cone is that which is formed by cutting off the upper

part of a cone by a plane pai'allel to the base, as ABCD
in^'n-. 3.

—

Cones of the higher kind are those whose bases

are circles of the higher kinds.

F%. 4.' Tig. 5. Pig. 6.

Cone of liai/s (Opt.) includes those rays which fall flora any

point of a radiant on the sui'face

of a glass, as in the annexed
figure, where A is tlie point in

anj' object, from which the rays

fall on the surface of the glass

BCD, then BCDA is the cone

of rays.

Cone (B-t.) the fruit of several evergreen trees, as of the Fir,

Fine, Cedar, Cypress, &c. so called from its conical shape,

being broad at the base, and tapering towards the end. It

is composed of woody scales, that are usually open, each

of which has a seed at the end. Linnxus has given to this

fruit the name of Strobilus; but this term is of more exten-

sive signification, comprehending several fruits, as that ofthe

Magnolia, not conunonly distinguished by the name of co?if.

Cone (Con.) the Conus of Linnaais, a beautiful sort of shell,

inliabited by tlie Linia.r, which is generally found on rocky

shores. These shells mostly bear the highest price of any,

one species being valued as high as a hundred pounds.
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CONE'SSI (Bot.) a sort of bark which is reckoned a specific

in diarrhoeas. It is a production from the tree called in

the Linnean system the Xeriiim antidys entericum.

CON' o senza vioUni (Mies.) Italian, signifying either with or

without violins.

CO'NEY-BURROWS (Lau-) places where conies breed and

haunt. Commoners cannot lawfully dig up coney-burrows

for a common.
CO'NFALON (Ecc.) a confraternity of seculars in the

cluircii of Rome, called Penitents.

CONFARREA'TIO (Ant.) a solemnization of marriage

by the offering made with the bridal cake. PUji. 1. 18,

c. 2.

CON'FE'CTA {Med.) confects, or seeds crusted over with

dry sugar.

CONFE'CTION (Med.) a medicinal composition of gums,

powders, syrups, S:c. made up into one substance.

CONFE'CTIONER (C'oo/i.) a maker and seller of confects

and sweetmeats.

COXFE'DERACY (Polit.) an alliance between princes and

states, for their defence against a common enemy.
CO'NFERENCE (Polit.) a discourse held between several

persons on some matter of public interest.

CONFE'RTUS (Dot.) crowded, or clustered; an epithet for

leaves, branches, or a whorl ; conjerta folia, are leaves so

copious as to occupy the whole of the branches, scarcely

leaving any space between, as in the Antirrhinum, Luna-
ria, &c. ; conferti rami, are branches crowded close, in a

similar manner ; coii/irtus verticillus, is a whorl, in which

the peduncles, or flowers, stand as it were squeezed close

together.

CONFE'RVA (Bot.) River-Weed, a genu ;f plants, Class

Crypto^amia, Order Alga".

Spccie.-i. Withering has given upwards of one hundred and
twent}' species of the Conferva of British growth. The
Conferva corallina is remarkable for its singular irritibi-

iity ; for when quite fresh, and immersed into fresh

water, several fibres have been observed to move in a

horizontal direction, with a quick convulsive twitch, and
then to stop suddenly, which they will continue to do for

some time. The same effect is not observable in salt

water.

CONFE'SSIO (Ecc.) 1. The confessionary. 2. The office of
confession. Card. Bon. Rer. Liturg, 1. 2, c. 5.

CONFE'SSION offoith (Ecc.) a public declaration of one's

faith, or the faith of any particular community, as

—

Con-
Jiision of Augsburg, or the articles of public faith which
were drawn up by Luther, and presented to Charles V. at

the diet of Augsburg.

—

Auricular confession, a private con-

fession in the Romish church, which every man makes to

his confessor ; so called because it is made by whisix;ring

in his ear.

Confession- (Rhet.) vide Concessio.

CONFE'SSIONARY (Ecc.) or Corifcssional, the chair in

which the priest sits to hear confessions. Harnulf. 1. 4,

c.27.

CONFE'SSOR, Father (Ecc.) a priest of the Romish church
who hears the confessions of penitents, and gives them
absolution.

CONFE'SSORS (Ecc.) those who sealed the confession of
their faith by their blood. Anastas. Bihl. in S. Fab. tSidun.

Apollin. 1. 7, ep. 17, &c.
COXFIGURA'TION (Phy.) the outward figure which
bounds bodies, and gives them their exterior aspect or

appearance, and bj' which bodies are principally distin-

guished from each other.

Configuration (Astrol.) the conjunction or mutual aspect
of stars.

CONFIRMA'NTIA (Med.) strengthening medicines, or

medicines which tend to confirm the strength of the body.

CON

or any part of it ; also medicines which fasten the teeth in

the gums.
CONFIRMA'TIO (Rhet.) (3£/3«i'<i.ri?, a figure of speech,

which consists in giving strength or force to the things

which have been advanced. Cic. de Invent. 1. 1, c. 2t;
Quintil. I. 4, c. 3.

CONITRMA'TION (Polit.) the rendering any title, claim,

treaty, or public act, valid and indisputable.

CoNFiK-MATioN (Ecc.) 0. holy rite or ceremony in the Christ-

ian church, whereby baptized persons are confirmed in a

state of grace, and take upon themselves their baptismal

vow. Tertull. de Prcescript. c. 40 ; de Baptis. c. 7 ;

Cyprian, epist 70—73 ; Cyrill. Catech. 1. 2, c. 3 ; Anibros.

de Initiand. c. 6; Dionys. de Ecclcs. Hierarch. c. 2; Alenin.

de OJfc.divin.— Confirmation is performed by the bishop,

according to the rites of the Church of England, by laying

of hands on all such as, on application, shall be found duly

qualified, in point of age and Christian knowledge, to be
admitted to this ceremony.

CONFI'SCATE (Z,aw) forfeited to the public fisque, or

king's treasury ; as, the goods found in the possession of a
felon, which he disavows.

CO'NFLUENT (Bot.) conjluens, rendered by Withering

thronging; is an epithet for leaves or \ohei; folia conflu-

entia are leaves united at the base, growing in tufts so as

to leave the intermediate parts of the stem bare ; lobi

conjluentes, lobes running one into another, in opposition to

distinct.

Confluent Small-por (Med.) vide Variola.

CONFLUE'NTIA (Med.) a term used by Paracelsus, to

express the conjunction or confederation of the microcosm
with the stars ; also of a disease with the remedies.

CON'FORMA'TION (Anal.) a term applied to the parts

which compose the human body ; hence, mal-confoormation,

to denote some defect in the first rudiments, whereby a
person comes into the world crooked, or with some of the

viscera, ic. unduly proportioned ; as when persons are

subject to incurable asthmas from too small a capacity of

the thorax, or the like.

CONFO'RMIS (Bot.) an epithet signifying, in the same
form, or, in the name way ; folium conforme, a leaf in all

parts the same; torsio coiformis, the twisting of a stem
alwavs the same way.

COXFO'UMIST (Ecc.) one that conforms to an establish-

ment, or an established form of church discipline, particu-

larly tliat of the Church of England; the seceders, or

dissenters from whom, are known by the name of Xon-
conformists.

COXFORTA'XTIA (Med.) comforting medicines.

COXFRA'IRIE (Ecc.) or Confrerie, a fraternity, brother-

hood, or society ; as, the Confrairie de St. George, or /f.s

chevaliers de la bleu gartier, the honourable society of the

Knights of the Garter.

COXFRA'TRES (Ecc.) or Confoeres, brethren in a religious

house; fellows of one and the same society. Stat. 2i2 H. S,

c. 24.

COXFRERES (Ecc.) vide Confratres.

COXFRICA'TIO (Med.) the reducing of any thing to pow-
der by rubbing it with the hands.

COXFROXTE' (Her.) an epithet in blazoning, signifying

facing one another, or full-faced.

COXFU'S/E FEBRES (Med.) a sort of fevers mentioned by
Bellini, which come together alternately in the same

person, but do not keep their periods and alterations so

exactl}' as to be easily distinguished from one another.

CONFUSA'XEUS PAXIS (Archccol.) coarse brown bread.

COXFU'SIO (Med.) a disorder of the eyes, which happens

when, upon a rupture of the internal membranes which-

include the humours, they are all confounded together.

COXFL'SIOX (Chcm.) a mixture of liquid or fluid tilings^.
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CiiSJUSiox (Log.) a term applied to the undei-staiuling when

the idea of a thing is presented imperfectly, and mingled

with that of other things.

CoNl'lisloN (Laii') Property bij confusion, where tlie goods

of two persons are so intermixed that the several portions

cannot be distinguished.

CUN'FUTATIO (Rlui.) Afo-.?, a disproving of that which

has been advanced : an answer to objections. Cic. ad

Heren. 1. 1. c. 3.

CONG. (Med.) an abbreviation for Congius.

CONGE' (Mil.) a term wiiich formerly signified leave of

absence.

Conge (Archit.) a moulding which imitates the ring at the

end of a wooden pillar.

CO'NGEABLE (Law) lawful, or lawfully done; done with

permission ; as entry congeable, &c.

CONGE' D'ACCORDEll (Laic) French for leave to ac-

cord or agree, mentioned in the statute of fines. Lit.

Sect. 4' 20.

—

Conge d'clirc, French for leave to choose ; the

King's licence or permission to a Dean and Chapter to

choose a bishop.

CONGELA'TI (Med.) persons afflicted with a catalepsy,

so called because they seem to be deprived of all sensa-

tion.

CONGELA'TION (Chem.) a condensation of any fluid or

liquid substance by means of cold.

CONGE'EATIVES (Med.) medicines which refrigerate and

inspissate.

CONGE'NERES (Anat.) an epithet for muscles which are

of the same kind or office.

CO'NGEll (Ich.) "o'/vpi;, Conger-Eel, the Murcena conger

of Linnaus, an eel of extraordinary size, and extremely

voracious, which preys on carcases and on other fish. It

is said that congers sometimes weigh a hundred pounds.

Aristot. Hist. Anini. 1. 8, c. 15.

Conger (Com.) or Congre, probably from congruo, to meet

together ; a society of booksellers who join together in the

publication of any work or works.

CO'NGES (Archit ) vide Conge.

CONGE'STION (Med.) a collection of humours gradually

formed.

CONGESTI'TIUS LOCUS (Archil.) false or loose ground,

unfit for the foundation of a building.

CONGE'STL'S (Bot.) an epithet signifying heaped to-

ijethcr ;
panicula cungesta, a panicle which has a great

number of flowers, but not so squeezed or compressed as

the conJ&iLu.'i, or crowded.

CONGIA'KIUM (Ant) a largess sometimes made to the

people by the emperors, in order to gain their favour. It

is distinguished from the Donativum, which was made only

to the soldiers. Liv. \. '25, c.2; Suetoii, in Aug. c. 'H ;

Unat. dc i\'ot. Roman, apud Grccv. Thcs. Aittiq. Roman.

tom. II, p. (3:38.

C'O'NGIUS (Ant.) or Congiuni, from congerendo, i.e. in-

creasing by augmentation ; a liquid measure answering to

the Chus of tlie Athenians, containing six sextaries, i. c.

ten pints of wine, and nine of oil, equal to about our

gallon ; or at least somewhat more than our pottle. Ac-

cording to Pliny, Tully's son drank two of these at a

draught, hid. Grig. 1. 11., c. 2.5.

CO'NCilU.S (Archceoi.) an ancient measure containing about

a gallon and a pint.

CoNcius (Med ) a gallon or eight pints.

CONt;LAClA'TU) (Med.) the same as Coa^H/n/wn.

CONCJLOBA'TA (iLANDULA (Anat.) a conglobate

gland, or a round gland ibrmed by the contortion of the

lymphatic vessels.

CO'NCJLOBATE (Hot.) an epithet for cotyledons which are

formud into a sphere.

CONGLOMEUA'TA GLANDUL.\ (.dnnt.) a conglome-

CON
rate gland, or a gland composed of a number of glomerate

glands, whose excretory ducts all unite in one common
duct.

CONGLO'iWERATE (But.) an epithet for the peduncle;

peduncnlns conglumeralus, a peduncle which bears flowers

on a very short pedicle, closely heaped and compacted
together without order, as in Dnctijli.t glomeratn.

CONGLUTINA'NTIA (Med.) healing niedicines, or such

as unite parts that are disjointed by accident.

CONGREGA'TION (P!iy.) a term sometimes used to

denote the least degree of mixture in which the parts of

the mixed body do not touch each other more than in one

point. This sort of mixture is said to be peculiar to water

and other fluids.

Congregation (Ecc.) an assembly of persons who meet

together for purposes of divine worship.

CONGREGATIONALISTS (Ecc.) a sect of Protestants

who reject all Church-government except that of a single

congregation with a pastor at the head. They correspond

to what are called Independants, in England.

CO'NGRESS (Polit.) an assembly of envoys, commissioners,

deputies, &c. from dirturent courts, meeting to agree on

terms of political accommodation and pacification.

—

Con-

gress, a general assembly of deputies from the different

states in the republic of America.

Congress (Laiv) a trial made by appointment of a judge, in

the presence of surgeons and matrons, to determine whether

a man be impotent or not, in order to dissolve a marriage.

CONG RU'ITY ( Rhct.) signifies, in general, suitableness and

propriety; but is applied, particularly, to any theme or

composition which is clothed in apt and coherent language,

free from any fault of grammar.

CoNGRUiTY (Math.) a term applied to figures, lines, &c.

which exactly correspond when applied the one to the

other.

CoNGKUiTY (Eth.) a certain fitness or apt relation between

things, which determines their suitableness to form a co-

alition.

CONGRUS (Ich.) vide Conger.

CO'NGYLIS (Bot.) a rape root.

CO'NIC (Math.) an epithet for what appertains to a cone.

Conic Sections (Geom.) imply the curve lines and plane

figures which are produced by the intersection of a plane

with a cone. A cone is a solid contained by a conical

superficies and a circle; thus suppose, as in fg. 1, a

straight line, A V D, be drawn through the point V, and

extended indefinitely both ways, and this point remain

fixed while the line A V D be moved round the whole

circumference of the circle, two superficies will be gene-

rated by its motion, called a conical superficies ; and these

mentioned together are called opposite superficies, [vide

Cone'\

Sections. If a cone be cut by a plane, their common in-

tersection is called a conic section, of which there are

five dift'ercnt kinds; namely, the Triangle, Circle, Ellipse,

Fig. 1. f<s. 2. fiS- 5-

Parabola, and Hyperbola, although the three last only

are peculiarly called Conic Sections.

Triangle. If the cutting plane pass through the vertex ol

the cone and any part of the base, the section will be a

triangle, as V A B, fig. 2.



CONIC SECTIONS.

Circle. If the plane cut the cone parallel to the base, or

make no angle with it, the section will be a circle, as

BAD, /rV. 3 ; but if tlie oblique cone, V A B, or \a b.

Jig. 4, having the circular base A E B, or a e 6, be so

cut by a plane, DEC, that the angle D be = Z B,

or the Z C = Z A, then the cone is said to be cut by
this plane in a subcontrary position, and the section in

this case, DEC, which is always a circle, is called the

subcontrary section.

Ellipse. The section is an ellipse which cuts the cone

obliquely through both sides, or when the plane is in-

clined to the base in a less angle than the side of the

cone, as D A B, Jig. 5.

Parabola. The section is a parabola when the cone is cut

by a plane, as A D E, Jig. 6, parallel to the side V B,

or when the cutting plane and the side of the cone make
equal angles with the base.

Hyperbola. The section is an Hyperbola, as D A E,

Jig. 7, when the cutting plane makes a greater angle

with the base than the side of the cone does ; and if the

plane be continued to cut the opposite cone, this latter

section is called the opposite Hyperbola to the former, as

B 5 E. Hyperbolas are said to be mutually conjugate

where two pairs of opposite hyperbolas come together,

as in Jig. 15, where the curves D A E, F B G, and da e,

fbg, are mutually conjugate.

Parts of t/ie Sections. The principal parts of the three

sections, namely, the Ellipse, Parabola, and Hyperbola,
are as follow :

—

Vertex. The Vertices of any section are the points where
the cutting plane meets the opposite sides of the cone,

or the sides of the verticular triangular section, as A and

^,Jig. 5, 6, 7; hence the ellipse and opposite hyperbolas

have each two vertices, but the parabola only one,

unless the other be considered to be at an infinite dis-

tance.

Centre. The Centre is that point in a figure in which
every straight line passing through it, and terminated

by the curve, or opposite curves, is bisected ; as C in

the ellipse, j^^. 8, and C in the hyperbola, j?g-. 9; but
the centre of a parabola is infinitely distant from the

vertex.

Diameter. The Diameter is any straight line passing

through the centre, and terminated by the curve, or op-

posite curves, as A B and D E, Jig. 3. 5. 7, ovjig. 8, 9.

The Diameters of the parabola are infinite, because they

are drawn through the centre point at an infinite distance,

and they are also parallel to the side of the cone, as

A b, Jig, 6. The diameters are of two kinds ; namely,

transverse and conjugate. The transverse diameter is

that which passes through the principal vertices, and is

otherwise called the axis, as A B in the ellipse and
hyperbola,

J?;:;-. 8, 9, and A 6 in Jig. 6 or 10. In the

ellipse this is the longest diameter, but in tlie hyperbola
it is the shortest. The conjugate diameter is the line

drawn through the centre, and parallel to the tangent

of the curve at the vertex ; thus, H I is the conjugate
of the axis A B in the ellipse and hyperbola, ^g-. 8, 9,

and is parallel to the tangent A M at A ; and F G, a
conjugate to D E, is parallel to the tangent at T>,Jig. 8, 9.

Hence the conjugate of the axis is perpendicular to the

same, but the conjugates of all other diameters are

oblique to them.

Fig. 10. fig. 11. Fig. 12.

M r. M H , N

Ordinates. An Ordinate to any diameter is a line parallel
to its conjugate, or to the tangent at its vertex, and
terminated by the diameter and curve, as L E, which is

parallel to A M, the tangent at the vertex A, mjig. 9 ;

D K is also an ordinate to the axis A B and M N; N O
are ordinates to the diameter D E. Hence the ordinates
of the axis are also perpendicular to it, but the ordinates
of other diameters are oblique to them. The line L P
and L E, on each side of the diameter A B, in^V. S,
is called the double ordinate.

Absciss. An absciss is a segment of a diameter contained
between its vertex, and an ordinate to it, as A K or B L,
and D N or E T^,,fig. 8 and 10. Hence, in the ellipse

and hyperbola, every ordinate has two abscisses, but in

the parabola only one ; the other vertex of the diameter
being infinitely distant.

Pa}-anieter. The Parameter of any diameter, otherwise
called the Latus rectum, is the third proportional to any
two conjugate diameters in the ellipse or opposite hyper-
bolas, or to any absciss and its ordinate in the parabola.
From this relation Apollonius deduced one of the pri-

mary properties, by which the ellipse, hyperbola, and
parabola, are distinguished, and from which they derive
their names ; thus, suppose G F to be an ordinate to the
diameter A B of the ellipse or hyperbola B G, fig. II,

12, ED to be the conjugate diameter, and B H the
parameter, or third proportional, between A B and E D.
Moreover complete the rectangle L A B H, let L H
meet F K in M, and let K N, the side of the rectangle
K B opposite to B F, meet B H in N ; then, in Jig. 1 ],

the square of the ordinate F G is less than the rectangle
under the absciss F B, and the parameter B II, by the
rectangle M N, similar to L B, and having one of its sides

equal to B F: but, injig. 12, the square of the ordinate
F G is greater than the rectangle under the absciss B F,
and the parameter B H, by the rectangle JNI N, similar

to L B, and having one of its sides equal to li F. From
this, 'sA>e;-4'.!, deficiency, comes the name of Ellipse, in

the first case ; and from the izipSoyv:, or excess, that of
Hyperbola. On the other hand, the Parabola derives

its name from ^ufxSo>ir, the equality which the square of
H K, the ordinate, in jf or. la, bears to the rectangle
under P and B K ; supposing ABC to be a parabola,

B K the diameter, A G and H K, the ordinate!; to it,

and P the parameter, or third proportional to B G,
the absciss, and A G its corresponding ordinate.

Focus. The Focus, or Umbilicus, is that point in the axis

where the ordinate is equal to half the i)arameter, as K
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and L, fg. 8, 9, where D K or E L is equal to the semi-

parameter. Hence the ellipse and hyperbola have each

twojbci, but the parabola only one.

Asymptote. The Asymptotes are two right lines which

continually approach nearer and nearer to some curve,

in such manner that, when they are both indefinitely

produced, they are nearer together than by any assign-

able distance : suppose C P to be the duimeter of the

hyperi)ola K A .S, and C D the semiconjugate to it,

then, if F E be a tangent at the point A, and A E =
AF=CD; then the lines C G, C G, drawn from the

centre C, through the points E Fig. 15.

and F, will be the asymptotes d
to the liyperbola H A S, and may p.\^"~~- n ^^X /TS

in like manner be produced so

as to be the asymptotes to any

opposite hyperbola. In the same
manner the diagonals H C K and

I C L, of the rectangle H I K L,

are the asymptotes to the curves

of the conjugate hyperbolas mfig. 15.

Directrix. The Directrix is a right light perpendicular to

the a\is of a conic section, [vide Directrix']

Conic [Bot.) or conical, an epithet for a receptacle which

is round, broad at the base, and tapering to a point like

a cone, as in Bellis, the Common Daisy.

CO'NIC.A.L {.Mnt/i. iV Bol.) vide Conic.

CONJECTA'XEA {.Int.) books which contain the con-

jectures of writers.

CONI'FEU/E (Bot.) the fifteenth Order in Linnacus's Frag-

ments of a Natural Method, and the fifty-first of his

Natural Orders, containing the cone-bearing trees, as the

Fir, Pine, Cypress, &c.

CONINGE'RIA (/Latu) a coney-burrow, or a

warren of conies. Inqins. anno 4-7, ii- 3.

CONJOINED in Lure {Her.) an epithet for

two wings joined together with their tips

downwards, as in the annexed figure, [vide

Covjunct.']

C0N.)O'INT (Miis.) or Conjunct Degrees, two notes which

immediately follow each other in the order of the scale, as

Ut, Re.— Conjoint letrnchords, two tetra-

chords where the same chord is the highest

of the one, and the lowest of the other.

CONJU'NX'T (//(;•.) or conjoined, an epithet

for charges which are joined together, as

«' Gules, two lions conjoined under one head,

gardant, argent ; name Kellnm."

CONl.SSA'L/1': (Mill.) an old term for a class of fossils

which were not inllannnable, nor soluble in water; of

wiiicl) number was sand, and other gritty substances.

COXISTK'IMU.M (.Int.) the place where the wrestlers, after

tiiey had been anointed with oil, were besprinkled with

dust, that they niigiit take the surer hold of one another.

Vitruv. 1. ."), c. 10.
. c

CO'NJUCiAL nights, Ucstitiitinn of (Law) a species of

matrimonial sail, wliieh may be brought either by tl'-

husband or the wife against tlie party who

iujury ii( subtraction, or of livii

guilty of the

in a state of separation.

CON
CONJUGATES (Rliet.) an epithet for what conies from one

original, as when from one word we argue to another of
the same original ; as " Si risus gaudiuin est, ergo ridere

est gaudere." Cic. Top. c. 9 : Quint. I. 5, c. 10.

CO'NJUGATE (Geom.) an epithet to denote the junction

of two lines, as a Conjugate axis, that which crosses an-
other axis, [vide Axis']—Conjugate Diameter, the shortest

axis in an ellipsis, [vide Diameter'^— Conjugate Hi/per-

bolas, hyperbolas having the same axes, but in contrary

order, [vide Hijpcrbola and Conic Sections]

Conjugate (Bot.) conjugatus, an epithet for a leaf, or a
raceme ; folium eonjugatum, a pinnate leaf which has only

one pair of leaflets; racemus conjugatus, a raceme having
two racemes only united by a common peduncle.

CO'NJUGATES (Rhet.) are such things as qualities, &c.

which are derived from an original, as merciful, merci-

fully, from mercy.

Conjugates (Log.) is when from one word we argue to

another, as " If weeping is to sorrow, then to weep is to

sorrow."

CONJUGATING {Gram.) the act of going through tlie

inflection of a verb according to its several moods, tenses,

and persons.

CONJUGATION (Gram.) signifies generally the coupling

or yoking of things together, but particularly the inflec-

tion of verbs; also the inflections themselves.

Conjugation (Anat.) a term for a pair of nerves, or for
,

two nerves arising together, and serving for the same

operation, sensation, or motion.

CONIUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pcntandria,

Order 2 Digijnin,

Generic Characters. Cal. umbel universal; partial similar;

involucre universal many-leaved ; partial halved
;
perianth

proper.

—

Cor. universal uniform
;
proper of five petals.

—StAM, filaments five; anthers roundish.— VifiT. germ

inferior: sti/les two; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. none; jhiit

nearly globose ; seeds two.

Species. The species are of different sorts, as

—

Conitim

maculalum, Cicuta, Cicutaria, Coriandrum, &c. Common
Hemlock, a biennial, native of Europe.— Coninni rigens,

&c. Fine-leaved Hemlock, a shrub, native of the Cape

of Good Hope.

—

Conium africanum, seu Caucalis, &c.

Kue-leaved Hemlock, an annual, native of Africa.

—

Conium Roi/eni, seu Caucalis, &c. native of Egypt.

CONJU'NCT (Med.) an epithet for the immediate cause of

a disease ; also for those signs of a disorder which are pa-

thognomic.
Conjunct Fiers (Lntv) in Scotch Law when several people

are conjunctly infelt, or otherwise have a joint fee.

CONJU'NCTI morbi (Med.) a name for two diseases which

come together, and are distinguished into connc.xi and con-

scf/uentes, the former subsisting at the same time, and the

latter following one another,

CONJU'NCTION (Astron.) a termed applied to two planets

which meet in the same degree of the zodiac, which is one

of the principal aspects, marked thus [d]- (conjunction is i

either a|)l)arent or true.

—

Apparent coiijunctiiin is when a

right line, drawn through the centre of two planets, docs

not pass through the centre of the earth.— True, or real

conjunction, is when a right line, passing through the cen-

tres of two planets, and being produced, passes also through

the centre of the earth.

Conjunction {Gram.) is a part of speech which joins words

and sentences, and is distinguished, according to its use,
i

into

—

Copulative conjunctions, because they join both tlic

words and the sense, as and, also, &c.—Disjunctive con-

ju7u'tions, are such as join the words, but disjiiin things

"in the sense, as neither, nor, cither, or, &c.

—

Causal con-

junctions, which denote a reason, as because, for, &c,—

Conditional conjunctions, which express a condition, as i/,

unless, &-C.

—

linclitic conjunctions are such, in Latin, as,



throw back the accent on the syllabic going before, as

que, ne, ve, ifvrc.

CONJUNCTI'VA lioiica (Anat.) vide Adnata.
CONJURA'TIO (Laa) signifies, 1. An oath, unAconjurntw!,

or conjuratnr, one who is bound by the same oath ; and
conjiirare is whore several affirm a thing on oath. Man.
Aii^. toni. 1, p. 207- ". A plot, or compact, made by
several persons, who combine by oath to do some public

harm ; but it is particularly applied to the secret compact
which persons were supposed to enter into with the evil

spirit to work some mischief. It differs from witchcraft, in-

asmuch as conjurors endeavour by enchantments to raise

the devil, but witches bargain with the evil spirit to do
what they desire of him. Sorcerers, on the other hand,
try, by force of incantations, to produce strange effects

above the ordinary course of nature.

CON Molo {Mil',.) an Italian phrase in Music-books, signify-

ing with agitation.

CO'N'NA (Bot.) the Cassia fistula of Linna;us.

CONNARUS {B',t.)z genus of plants, Class 16 Monadelphia,
Order 5, Dccandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. pe-
tals five.

—

SrAM.^laments ten; anthers roundish.—PiST.
germ roundish; .s(y/e cylindric; i//g-)»a obtuse.

—

Per. cap-

side oblong ; seed single.

Species. The species are trees and shrubs, as

—

Connarus
* monocarpos, Rhus, Phaseolus, Ceylon Sumach, a tree,

'
. native of the island of Ceylon.

—

Connarus AJricanus, a
shrub, native of Sierra Leone. — Connarus Asiaticus,

seu monncarpns, seu Phaseolus, a shrub, native of the

East Indies.— Connarus decumbens, seu Hermannia, a

shrub, native of the Cape of Good Hope.— Connarus
pinnatus, seu I'erim, a shrub, native of the East Indies.—Connarus Santaloides, Santaloides, &c. a shrub, native

of the East Indies.— Connarus mimosoides, a shrub, na-
tive of the islands of Nicobar.

CO'XNATE (Dot.) connaius ; an epithet for leaves, fila-

ments, and anthers
; /b//;/m connatum is said of two leaves,

which are so unitetl at their bases as to have the appear-
ance of one leaf, as in the Garden Honeysuckle. Fila-

ments and anthers are also called connate when united
into one body, as in the Class Monadelphia and Syn-
genesia.

COXNETA'BLE dc France (Polit.) Constable of France

;

an officer under the old regime, who succeeded the Grand
S'^nechal de France. It was originally not a military place
of trust, but merely an ofiice belonging to the King's
Household.

CoxsETABLE de France (Mil.) was a particular corps imme-
diately under the command and direction of the Marshal
of France, composed of a provost-general, four lieute-

nants, four exempts, and forty-eight mounted guards, who
wore a nouqueton for the King's service.

CONNEXION (Aunt.) the same as Si/mphysis ; a sort of ar-

ticulation, [vide Articulation'^

CO'NNING (Mar.) or Cunning, the art of directing the

steersman to guide the ship in her proper course.

CONNI'VENS (Dot.) vide Com-er^iu'r.

CONNIVE'NTES CiLANDUL^ (Anat.) those wrinkles
which are found in the Ilium and Jejunum intestines.

CONNOISSE'UR [Lit.) a person well versed or thoroughly
skilled in any science.

CONNUTRI'TIOUS (Nat.) that food which becomes habi-

tual to a person from his particular diet.

CONOBE'A (Bot.) the Conopea aquntica of Linnrcus.

CONOCARPODEN'DRON (Bot.) the same as Protea.

CONOCA'RPUS {Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentan-
dria. Order 1 Mono^ijnia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved; divisions

subulate.

—

Cor. petals five.—STAM.jJ/ameH/s either five

CON
or ten ; anthers globose.

—

Pist. gertu large ; style single;
stigma obtuse.

—

Per, none distinct from the seed ; seed
single.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Conocarpus erecta,

seu Manghana, &c. seu Foliis, &c. seu Alnus, &c. seu
Alni, &c. seu Rudbcckia, &c- seu Innominata, Jamaica
Button-tree, native of Jamaica.— Conocarpus procumbens,
seu Rudbeckia, native of Cuba.

—

Conocarpus racemosa,
seu Mangle, native of the Caribbees.

CONOCRA'.MBE {Bot.) the Theligonum conocrambe oi Lin-
nneus.

CONO'DIS '(Com.) a small coin used at Goa, and in all the
kingdom of Cochin.

CO'Nt)ID (Geom.) a figure resembling a cone, except that
its sides are curved instead of straight: it is generated by
the revolution of a conic section about its axis, and is

therefore denominated an elliptical, hyperbolic, and para-
bolic conoid.

CONOI'DES (Med.) an epithet for the Pineal gland, from its

resemblance to a cone in figure.

CONOPE'A (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 14: Didi/tiamia,
Order 2 Angiospermia. •

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved; segmen's
erect.—Con. one-petaled ; tube oblong; tipper lip erect;
loiKcr trifid.

—

Stam. filaments four; anthers sagittate.

—

PisT. germ roundish ; style filiform ; stigma two-lobed.
Per. capsule roundish ; seeds very many.

Species. The only species is Conopea aquatica, seu Cono-
bea, &c. native of Guiana.

CONO'PHORA (Bot.) the Protea conocarpa of Linnseus.
CO'NOPS (Ent.) a genus of animals, Class Insecta, Order

Diptera.

Generic Character. Mouth with a proboscis ; antenna:
clavate.

Species. Insects of this tribe extract animal juices, and
the species are distinguished into those that have a
sucker geniculate at the base, and those that have a
sucker geniculate at the base and the middle.

CONQUASSA'TION {Med.) a species of comminution,
or an operation by which moist concrete substances,

and the vegetables, fruits, &c. are by bruising in a morthr,
as fresh affusion of some moist liquor, reduced to a soft

pulp.

CO'NQUEST (Lam) a feudal term hr purchase.

CONRE'TA pellis (Archceol.) a skin, or hide dres.sed.

CONSANGUI'NEO (Larv) a writ mentioned in the Register
Originalium Brevium. [vide Cosinage']

CONSANGUI'NEUS/?-a/er'(irm') a brother by the fathers
side.

CONSANGUI'NITY (Lava) a kindred by blood and birth,

in distinction from njjinity, which is a kindred by marriage,
[vide Laio]

CO'NSCIENCE, courts of (Lcni-) courts for the recovery of
small debts.

CONSCRI'PTA Veterum (Ant.) the writings of the an-
cients.

CONSCRI'PTI (Ant.) or Patres conscripti. Conscript Fathers;
an appellation for the Roman senators, who were so called

because they were enrolled from the Equestrian order
or the knights, for the purpose of completing the number
of the senators. Liv. 1.2, c. 1.

CO'NSCRIPTS (Mil.) a revolutionary term applied to the
recruits for the French army.

CONSECRA'TIO (Ant.) was a religious rite among the Ro-
mans, by which they set anj- person or thing apart for

sacred purposes, as their liigh priests, &c. ; or made it

sacred, and a fit object of divine worship : as the em-
perors, their wives, or children, who, in this manner, were
enrolled among the number of the gods. This was .some'

times called apotheosis, but on medals it is distinguished

3 s
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by the name of COXSECRATIO, and is simbolicallj- re-

presented either by an altar, as in the subjoined figure 1

;

or by the effigy of a person mounting to heaven on the

back of an eagle, as fig. 2 ; and in other forms. The first

of these figures represents the reverse of a medal of Clau-

dius Gothicus, the second that of Saloninus, the son of

(lallienus. Dionys. Ant. 1.2; Liv. 1. 1, c. 16; Sueloit. Claud.

c. 2 ; Herodian 1. -t, C. 2 ; Firmic. de Error. Prof. RcL; Lac-
tnnt.de Fal. Rel. 1. 1, c.l5; Gyrald. de. Vnr. Scpel. Bit. c.l6;

Panviii. Pastor. 1. 2 ; Gather, de Jitr. Man. apiid Grcev.

I'kes. Atiliq. Horn. vol. xii.

CONSECH.VTION {Ecc.) a ceremony in the Christian

Church of hallowing, or m;iking sacred, particular places,

that are set a])art for holy purposes.

CONSECTA'lUUM (Tt/ui.) consectary ; a brief argument,

wherein the conclusion necessarily follows the antecedent.

Cic. de Fin. 1. 3, c. 7.

CONSE'CTARY (Gcom.) some consequent truth obtained

from a demonstration.

CONSECU'TION month (Chron.) a name given to the lunar

month, or the space between the conjunction of the moon
with the sun.

CONSE'CUTIVE (Mus.) an epithet for two chords, one of

which immediately succeeds the other.

CONSE'NT [Eth.) our simple approbation of means, as we
judge them proper for our purpose when they are placed

within our reach, or power ; and those means, when they

are placed within our reach and power, employ the two
acts of the will, called Elicili and Imperiili.

Consent of Parts (Anal.) the mutual sj'mpath3' and corre-

spondence between the several parts of the body; as when
one nerve is affected with the hurt that is received by an-

other ; thus the head is mostly affected by what passes

amiss in the stomach.

CONSE'NTIA (Ant.) sacrifices to the deities, called Con-

scntcs. [vide Deili/~\ Fest. de Verb. Sif^nif.

CO'NSEQUENCE (Log.) an inference, or conclusion.

CoNSEUUENCE (Astron.) or in Cunscqucidia. vide Conse-

qnentia,

CO'NSEQUENT (Log.) the last part of an argument, in dis-

tinction from the former part, called the antecedent.

CoNSE«uENT (Math.) the latter of two terms of proportion,

in distinction from the former, or antecedent, as in the

ratio a : b, a is the antecedent, and h the consequent.

CONSEQUE'NTIA Signa (Astron.) the signs of the zodiac,

as they follow in order from east to west ; whence the di-

rect motion of the planets is called a motion in Couse-

qnentia, in distinction from the motion in /Inlecedenlia, or

the contrary order, [vide Antec.edenlia'\

CONSEQUE'N'TIAL LO.SSES (Law) or consequential da-

mages : such losses or damages as arise out of a man's act,

for which, according to ;i fundamental principle in law, he

is answerable, in case ho could have avoided them : as if

a man should keep a savage beast, it is at his peril to keep

him up; and he is answerable for all the consequences of

his breaking loose.

COXSERVA'TIO (Med.) pickling, or preserving from pu-

trefaction.

CONSERVATI'VA medicina (Med.) that part of medicine

which relates to tlie preservation of health.

CONSE'RVATOR (L'ln-) a standing arbitrator appointed to

adjust differences that should arise between two parties

—

Conservator of the Peace, an officer whose special charge

CON
it was to see that the king's peace was kept. This office is

now performed by all judges and magistrates, but parti-

cularly by what are now called Justices of the Peace.
Conservator of the Truce and Saje Conducts, an officer

appointed by the King's letters patent, to take charge
of all oiiences done on the high seas out of the liberties

of the Cinque Ports. Stat. 2 H. 5, st. 1, c. 6.— Conserva-
tors, in the Roman Catholic universities, are two persons,
one of whom is tlic conservator of the royal privileges, or
those granted b}' the King, taking cognizance of all causes
between the regents, students, &c.; and the other the coii-

servtitor of the apostolical privileges, or those granted by
the pope.

CON.SERVATO'RII (Mus.) Italian for the public music-
schools in Italy.

CONSE'RVATORY (Cus.) a place to keep or lay up things

that are to be preserved.

Conservatory (Ilort.) a place where plants are kept, which
is commonly attached to the green-house.

CO'NSERVE (Med.) a medicine of the consistence of a pulp,

prepared of flowers, herbs, and fruits.

CONSIDERATIO Curia: (Law) the judgment of the Court.

CONSIDER A'lTON (Laiv) the material cause of a bargain,

or contract, either expressed or implied, without which the

latter would not be effectual and binding.

TO CONSl'GN (C';)H.) vide Consignment.

CONSIGNATION (Law) the putting a sum of money into

sure hands till the decision of a controversy, or lawsuit, of

which it is the subject matter.

CONSI'GNE (.yil.) a French term for a person who is not

permitted to go beyond certain limits, or to leave a house

wherein he is detained by superior connnand.

CONSIGNE'E (Com.) he to whom goods are sent, or con-

signed, for tlie purpose of being disposed of by sale.

CONSTGNMENT ^noo(/6- (Cum.) the sending over of goods

to a correspondent, or factor, to have them disposed of at

the best market.

CoNsiGN.MENT (Law) vide Consignation.

CONSIGNOR (Com.) he who consigns goods to another tor

sale.

CONSI'LIGO (Bot.) Hellebore.

COXSI'LIUM (Med.) the advice given by one or more phy-

sicians relative to the state of a patient.

CoNsiLiu.M (La-w) or Dies Consilii, a time allowed for the

accused to make his defence, and now more commonly used

for a day appointed to argue a demurrer.

CONSI'MILI cni« (Law) a writ of entry which, with the writ

in Casu proviso, lay not at common law, but are given by

statute, Gloc. 6 Ed. 1, c. 7. li'eslm. 2, 1:5 Ed. 1, c. 21., for

the reversioner after alienation. /•'. N. B. 205, 206.

COXSrSTENT liodies (Phi/.) bodies that hold together, and

preserve their form, by their own solidity, in distinction

from fluids, that must be kept within a certain boundary.

CONSISTi:'NTIA (Med.) in respect to the state of a dis-

ease signifies its acme; but when applied to the humours,

or excrements, it imports its consistence, or power of

holding together.

COXSI'STOR (Archcvol.) a magistrate.

CONSISTO'RIU.M (Ant.) a council-house, or place of aii-i

dicnce. Sidon. 1.2, ep. 2; Anunian.]. 1 i, c. 7 ; Urderic.

Vital. 1. 2.

CONSI'STORY (F.cc.) the principal court held by the Pope

with much splendour and solenuiity.

—

Consistori/ or Cvn-

sistorij-conrt, the session or assembly of ecclesiastical

persons, held by the bishop, his chancellor, or his connnis-

sarj', for the determination of ecclesiastical causes. Stat.

24', H. 8, c. 12; -i Lmt. S'^S.— Conii.ston/ signifies likewise

the tribunal, or place of justice, where the consistory

courts are held. '_

COXSOLA'TIO (IViet.) one of the topics which consists in

assuaging the grief of another. Cic. Or. I. 3, c. 35.
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CONSOLE (Anhit.) ancoH ; an ornament cut

upon the kcj- of an arch, in the form of a brac-

ket or shoulder-piece, as in the annexed figure,

having a projecture, and serving to support a

cornice or busts, vases, ttc. Vitruv. 1. 15, c. 2

;

Philnnd. 1. 8, c. G ; lir.ld. Lex. Vilriiv.

CONSO'LIDA (Bot.) anotlun- name for Gnmfrei/.

COXSOLIDA'NTIA (Ma/.) Medicines calculated for pro-

moting the cure of wounds, by removing the several impe-
diments to their agglutination.

COXSOLIDA'TION (Xat.) the uniting or hardening of

any substance into a solid mass.

CossoLiDATioM (.S»/;5.) the uniting strongly together the

parts of broken bones, or the lips of wounds.

CossoLiDATiox (La-':) in Civil Law, the conjunction of the

usufruct with the propriety of the thing. 2. In Common
Law, the joining two benefices in one.

CCNSOLS {Com.) asort of transferable stocks. [\\de Funds']

CO'NSOXAN'CE (Gram.) is when two words have a simi-

larity of sound at the end that causes them to rhime.

Consonance {Mm:) an agreement of two sounds, one grave

and one acute, which are combined togetlier in such a

manner as to produce harmony. A unison is the first con-

sonance, an eighth is the second consonance, &c. When
the interval of a consonance is invariable, it is called per-

Ji'ct ; but when it maj' be either major or minor, it is im-

prrfecf.

CO'NSONAXT {Mus.) an cpitliet for those intervals which
produce consonant concords.

CoNsox/VNT (Gram.) a letter which, having no sound by
itself, requires the union of a vowel.

CONSOXA'XTE {Mas.) an Italian epithet for all agreeable

intervals.

CO'XSORT {Mus.) a piece of music, consisting of three or

more parts, mostl)' written cnnccii,

CoxsoRT {Mar.) any ship keeping company with another.

COXSPrUAC'Y {Laxv) originally signified an agreement of

two or more persons to indict one, or procure him to be
indicted ; but it is now generally emploj'ed to denote an

r.;;reement of two or more persons to do any thing that may
^Mongf^ll3' prejudice a third person, either in the case of

I

subjects conspiring against their prince, or workmen against

their masters, &c.— Conspiralioiic, or a writ of conspiracy,

I

which a person has after his acquittal, against others who
have conspired to indict him, or cause him to be indicted.

S!? Ed. 1, Stat. 2; 7 //. .5; 18 //. 6, c. 12.

COXSPrRIXCi Forces {Mec/i.) such forces as conspire or

combine to act on bodies so as to impel them in a certain

direction

COX SPl'RITO {Mus.) an Italian phrase in music books,

signifjing to be played with spirit.

,CO'XSTABLE (Late) in French Connctahle, from the Latin

comes slabtdi, signified a master of the horse, or a com-
mander of the cavalry. It has since been employed to

denote a civil officer, as

—

Cmisiablcs nfl/ie Hundred, Chief
or High Coiislaii/es, in distinction from Constables of the

lille, or P'tlj/ Constables, who act under the Head Consta-

ble, for the preservation of the peace. Stat, of IViiiton

and Winchester; l.S Ed. 1, c. 6 ; 3 Ed. i; c.'l ; 5 Eli:.

c. i.

—

Constable is likewise a name of particular officers

mentioned in our statutes and elsewhere, as

—

Lord High
Constable of England, an officer of the highest dignit}' and
importance in the realm, who took place of the Earl Mar-
shal in the Marshal's court ; and w as also the loader of the

king's armies. 13 R. 2, st. 1, c. 2 ; Mad. Hist, of the

E.Tchcq p. 27.— Constables of Cnstlcs, Keepers or Gover-
nors of Castles, such as the Constable of the Tower, and
the Constable of London, See, some of which offices remain
to this day. They are likewise called Constables of the

Fees. Mag. Chart, cc. 17. 20; Slat. West. 1 (3. Ed. 1),
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c. 13 ; 5 //. 4', c. 10 ; 2 Inst. 5\.~ Constable ofthe E.iche-

qucr, mentioned in Stat, de District. Seaccar. s 51 //. 3,

fit. 5; Flcl. 1. 2, c. 31.— Constable of the Staple, mentioned

in Stat. 27 Ed. 3, c. 8 ; 13 K.% c. 9 ; 23 //. 8, c. 6.

CO'.N'ST.-\XT Qiiantdies (Math.) such as remain the same,

while others decrease or increase : thus, the semidiameter

of a circle is a constant ((uantity, for while the absciss and
semiordinates increase, it remains the same.

Go'ssTA'ST forces {Mech.) such as remain and act continually

the same for some determinate time.

CO'XSTAT {Law) a certificate given out of the court of

exchequer of all there is upon record relating to any matter

in question. Stat. 3 & -i Ed. 6, c. l ; 13 Eli:, c. 6 ; Co.

Lit. '225.

COXSTELLA'TION (Aslron.) a company of fixed stars,

which are imagined to represent the form of some creature,

or thing, as a bear, a man, the ship Argo, Sec. Theconstel-

lations are divided into Northern, Southern, and Zodiacal,

of which the ancients reckoned altogether 48 ; but this

number has since been considerably increased. [vide

,4slronrimi/, and Plate 16, 17.]

CONSTELLA'TUM ungucntum (Med.) an ointment made
of earthworms, cleansed, dried, and powdered.

CONSTIPATION (Med.) a tightness or hardness in the

alvus which prevents the necessary dischai'ges.

Constipation (Phi/.) a term used by naturalists for the

union of a body which is closer than it was before.

CONSTITUENT (Polil.) one who constitutes, or by his

vote elects, a member of parliament.

CONSTITUTION (/W.) implies literally the form of go-

vernment constituted in any country ; but is particularly

applied to the pojiular part of our own government, as dis-

tinguished from the monarchy.
CONSTITUTIONS rf Clarendon {Law) vide Clarendon.

CoxsTnuTiONS (Ecc.) ordinances for the discipline of the

church, particularlythe Apostolical Constitutions, and acol-

lection of regulations, attributed to the Apostles, and sup-

posed to have been collected by St. Clement, whose name
they bear.

CONSTIU'CTION (Med.) vide Adstriction.

Constriction {Ph;/.) the crowding of any parts close

together for the purpose of producing condensation.

CONSTRlCTOPi {.inat.) an epithet for the muscles wliieh

contract any orifice of the body, as the

—

Constrictor La-

bium, that which purses up the mouth.— Constrictor Alarum
Nasi, that which draws the ahe downwards — Constrictor

Ani, vide Sphincter Ani.— Constrictor Pharijvgis, a muscle

which compresses the Pliaryn.';.

Coxstrictor {Zool.) an epithet for the Boa, a fierce sort of

serpent, [vide Boa']

CONSTRICTO'RII {Med.) diseases attended with constric-

tion and spasmodic affections.

COXSTRIXGEXTIA {Med.) astringent medicines.

CONSTRU'CTION (Geom.) drawing figures, schemes, lines

of a problem, &c.

Construction rf Equations (Algeb.) the finding theunknown

quantities or roots of an equation, either by straight lines,

or by curves : thus, quadratic equations may be constructed

by means of a right line and a circle, [vide Algebra]

Construction {Gram.) the natural and regular disposing

of words in discourse, so as to make proper intelligible sense.

CONSTRU'CTIVE Treason (Laxv) Treason construed or

implied from the statute, in distinction from that which

is positively declared. This sort of construction is not

admitted in the law of treason. 1 Hawk. P. C. 34.

CONSU.V'LLV {Ant.) Feasts and games instituted by Ro-

mulus at the time when he stole the Sabine virgins, i.r

honour of Neptune, whom, in consequence of the plot

succeeding, he called Codsus, or the God of Counsel.

Van: dc Lat. Lin. 1.5, c. 3; Dion. Hal.\.2; Liv.\. 1,

3 s 2
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C. 9 ; Plut. in Rom. ; Gyrald. Syntag. Dear. 1. 5, p. 162,

&c. ; Panvin. tie Lud. Circ. 1. 1, c. 3.

CONSUBSTA'NTIAL {T/ienl.) an epithet signifying of the

same substance; thus, in the second article of our church.

Christ is declared consubstantial, or of one substance with

the Father.

CONSUBSTANTIA'TION {Theol.) the doctrine of the

Lutherans who maintain the substantial presence of the

body and blood of Christ in the Lord's supper, together

with the substance of the bread and wine.

CONSUETUDINA'IUUS (Ecc.) a ritual or book, contain-

ing the rites and forms of divine offices, or the customs of

abbies and monasteries.

CONSUETUDI'NIBUS ct SERVITILS {Law) a writ of

right lying against the tenant, that deforceth the lord of

the rent or service due to him. F. N. B. 15L
CONSUETU'DO {Med.) a term sometimes used in respect

to non-naturals.

CO'NSUL {Ant.) a considetido, i. e. from giving counsel, a

title given to the chief magistrates at Rome, of whom there

were two, who continued in office for one year. Consuls

were elected on the expulsion of Tarquin, U. C. 2-14', and

continued, nominally, until the fall- of the Roman empire.

Xhe names of those who tilled this office have been handed

down, with little interruption, from its institution to the

year U.C. 1059, A.D.306. Their power was regal during

the year they were in office, and they were chosen from

the Patricians only, till the year 387, U. C. when the

](eople obtained tlie privilege of electing one from among
themselves. The chief badges of their office were thaprte-

lexia, afterwards changed for the toga pkta,

or palmata ; the Victors, the fasces, and se-

ciiris, of which the annexed figure gives a

representation, as it is found on the reverse

of a medal, struck by Brutus after the as-

sassination of Ca;sar, and alluding to the

first appointment of the consuls in the per-

son of his ancestor Junius, and L. Tarquinius CoUatinus,

the two first consuls, who are supposed to be here repre-

sented, the one before and the other between the lictors.

Beg. Thes. Brand, vol. ii.

Consul {Laxu) a name given to the chief governors of cities;

and, according to l>racton, it signified an Earl, as comes

signifies a count. Brad. 1. 1, c. 8.

Consul {Com.) an officer appointed by virtue of a commis-

sion from any sovereign prince or government, to attend

in a more especial manner to the commercial interests of

the state from whom he receives his commission.

CONSL'LTA Ecclesia {Arclueol.) a church full or provided

for.

CONSULTA'TION (Law) a writ, whereby a cause havuig

been removed by prohibition from the Ecclesiastical Court

to the King's Court, is returned thither. Statute of Writ

of Consultations. 2t Ed. 1. ; Neiv Nat. Brev. 119; Reg.

Orig.

Consultation {Mrd.) the asking of advice from a physician

or more conmionly the taking of counsel, as is usual among
physicians, who assemble in numbers to deliberate on par-

ticular cases, when they are said "To hold a consultation."

CONSULTO'RIA hostia {Ant.) the victim which was slain

in order to have its entrails examined by the Aruspices, in

distinction from the lioslia animali.t, which was slain as an

otTering to the gods. Fest. de Verb. Signif.

CONSUM.MA'TIOX (/.nw) the most intimate union of a mar-

ried couple, which is essential to make a marriage binding.

CONSU'MPTION {.^rrd.) vide Phthisis.

Consumption (Mil.) tlie waste or expenditure of stores.

CONSUMMATU.M {Mrd.) a broth; so called because it

was made of sufficient strength to concrete into a jelly.

CONTABESCE'NTIA {Med.) \\Ac Atrophia,

2

CON
CONTABULA'TION {Ant.) a joining of hoards or planks

together ; the boarding of a floor.

CO'NTACT {Math.) u<pA, the relative state of two things

which touch each other ; as a line, plane, or

body touching another. The parts which

thus touch are called the points of contact

;

as H ; and the angle of contact, is that made
by a curve line, and a tangent to it at the

point of contact ; as I H K, or K H L,

formed by the line 1 H, with the curve

H K M, or the circle of HKM with H L N.
CONTA'GIOK {Mrd.) the spreading or catching a disease.

CONTE'MrLATIVES {Ecc.) Friars of the order of Mary
Magdalen, who wore black upper garments, and white

ones underneath.

CONTEMPERA'NTLV {Med.) the same as Tempcrantia.

CONTE'MPORARY {Chron.) one living, or any thing

happening at the same time, or in the same age.

CONTE'MPT [Laiv) a disobedience to the rules, orders,

or process of a court: the word may likewise be applied

in the same sense to the king's prerogative, by refusing to

assist him for the public good, &c. ; and also to an act of

Parliament, by refusing to comply with it.

CONTE'NEMENT {Law) 1. Freehold land which lies near

a man's dwelling-house. 2. A man's countenance, or

credit, which he has by reason of his freehold. Stat. 1,

Ed. 3. 3. That which is necessary for the support and

maintenance of men according to their several qualities,

conditions, or states of life. Mag. Chart, c. H ; Glanvd.

1. 9, c. 6.

CONTE'NTA {Med.) a name given to the fluids which are

contained in the solid parts of the body.

CONTE'NT {Math.) a term used for the measurement of

bodies and surfeces, whether solid or superficial, the capa-

city of a vessel, and the area of a space, being the quan-

tity either of matter or space included within certain

bounds or limits.

CONTE'NTS {Com.) the wares contained in any cask, &c.

CONTESTA'TIO {Ant.) the trial of a cause, by i)Utting in

the plaintiff's declaration, and the defendant's answer.

Cic. Rose. Com. c. 11; Ad Attic. I. 16, ep. 15; Fest. de

Verb. Signif. ; Maerob. Saturn. I. 3, c. 9 ; Ilotom. de

Form, npud Grcrv. Thes. Antiq. Rom. tom. ii, p. 1912.

CO'NTEXT [Lit.) the general series of a discour.se; the

parts which precede and follow the sentence quoted.

CONTIONA'TIO (Arehit.) the laying of rafters together;

also a flooring. Vitruv. I. 6, c 5.

CONTI'GUOUS (Boi.) contiguus ; an epithet for cotyledons

whose internal surfaces touch each otlier in every point.

CoNTKiuous Angles {Geom.) Angles which have the same

vertex, and one leg common to both, [vide Angle}

CO'NTINENS {Rhet.) to o-mi/^oy, is the name for that which

is the foundation of a defence, and without which no fur-

ther plea could be advanced. Cic. de Invent. 1.1, c. 26 ;

Quintd. 1.3, c. 11.

CoNTiNEKs Fcbris {Med.) a continued fever, which proceeds

regularly in the same tenor, without either remission or

intermission.

—

Conlinens causa, that cause on which a dis-

order so nuich depends, that it continues as long as the

cause continues, and no longer : thus, a stone sticking in

the ureter is the continent cause of the stoppage of urine.

CONTINENT (Geog.) a great extent of land, which com-

prehends several kingdoms and regions not separated by a

sea.

C()NTINE'NTI.\ Verba {Gram.) words which are connected

together by means of conjunctions.

CONTI'NGENCIES {Mil.) the items is an army account,

consisting of casual expenccs.

CONTl'NGENT {Md.) the quota of armed men, or pecu-

niary subsidy, which one state gives to another.
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Contingent Line (Math.) the same as Tangent line.

Contingent Legncij (Lniv) vide Legacif.— Contingent re-

mainder, ivlicro an estate in remainder is limited to take

effect, either to a dubious or uncertain person, or upon a

dubious and uncertain event.

—

Contingent use, a use limited

in the conveyance of land, wliich may or may not lia])pen,

to vest or put into possession, according to the contin-

gency expressed in the limitation of such use.

CONTI'NUA Febris {Med.) a continual fever; or one at-

tended with light exacerbations and remissions, but no
intermissions.

GONTI'NUAL Claim {Law) is a claim made from time to

time within every year and day to land or other things,

which cannot be attained without incurring some danger.

CoNTlNU.^r, /"c'-.rr {i\lcd.) \\Ac Continua.

Continual {Math.') or Continued Proportionals, a series of

three or more quantities compared, so that the ratio is the

same between every two adjacent terms, i. e. between the

1st and 2d, the 2d and 3d, the 3d and 4th, &c. ; as 1, 2,

4, 8, 16, &c.

CONXrNUANCE {Law) is in Common Law the same as

prorogation in the Civil Law, as " Continuance till the next

assizes," i. e. putting off the trial.

CONTINUA'NDO {Lmv) a word used in a special declara-

tion of trespass when the plaintiff would recover damages
for several trespasses in the same action, where, to avoid a

multiplicity of suits, a man ma}', in one action of trespass,

recover damages for many trespasses, laying the first to

be done with a continiinndo to the whole time in which the

rest of the trespasses were committed. In this form con-

tinuandn, i. c. by continuing the trespass aforesaid, &c.

from the day aforesaid, &c. until such a day, including the

last trespass.

CONTINUA'TO (Mns.) an Italian word signifying, in mu-
sical books, to continue a sound, or note, in an equal

strength or manner ; or to continue a movement in an equal

degree of time all the wnv.

CONTI'NUED FEVER {Med.) vkh Continens.

Continued Fk.\ctios.s {Matli.) vide Fractions.—Continued

proportion, that in which the consequent of the first ratio

is the same as the antecedent of the second, as in these

3 : 6 :: 6 : 12 in distinction from discrete Proportion, [[vide

J)/soc/cJ— Continued proportionals, vide Continual.

1 Continued bodj/ (P/ij/.) a body whose parts are noways
divided.

Continukd quantity (Pit!/.) that quantity whose parts are so

joined and united together that you cannot tell where the

one begins and the other ends, which is called conlinuum.

Continued Bass (Mus.) is the same as i/ioroug/i bass, be-

cause it goes quite through the composition.

CONTINU'ITY {Surg.) denotes that state in the parts of the

body which are so united as to constitute an undivided whole.

CONTI'NUO [Mus.) Italian for thorough, or continued, as

basso continuo, continued bass.

CONTO'RSIO {Med.) Contortion, or twisting, is taken in

different senses to signify the iliac passion; a lu.xation of

the vertebra;, &c.; an incomplete dislocation; a spasmodic
contraction of the muscles in the head; a palsy of the

antagonist muscles, &c.

CoNTORsio {Bot.) vide Torsio.

CONTO'RT.E {Bot.) the twenty-ninth order of plants in

Linnaeus' Fragments of a Natural Method, and the thirtieth

of the Natural Orders, in his Genera Plantarum.
CONTO'ltTRIX {Zool.) a species of Boa.
CONTOKTUPLICATUS {Bot.) \-iie JVritbed.

CONTO'RTUS {Bot.) Hvisted; an epithet for a corolla and
a pericarp ; conlorta corolla, a twisted corolla, having the

edge of one petal lying over the next in an oblique direc-

tion, as in Vinca ; contortnm pericarpium is that which has
the apex in a different line from the base.
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CONTO'UR (Paint.) the outline, or that which determines

and defines a figure, making what is called a draught or

design.

Contour {.irchit.) the outline of any member, as that of

a base, a cornice, &c.
CONTOURNE' {Her.) an epithet for a beast,

standing orrunning with his face to the sinister

side, as in the annexed figure, being always sup-

posed to look to the right.

CONTOURNIA'TED {iXumis.) an epithet for

a sort of medals with a kind of hollowness all

round leaving a rim on each side, the figures having
scarcely any relievo compared with other medals.

CONTRA Antiscion (Astrol.) a term denoting the degree
and minute in the ecliptic opposite to the antiscion.

Contra Apertura {Med.) a counter-opening, or an opening
made opposite to the one that already exists, whether
made by a bullet, a puncture, or otherwise.— Contra

Fissura, a fissure in the skull opposite to the part in which
the blow was given.— Contra Indication, a symptom at-

tending a disease which forbids the exhibition of the re-

medy ordinarily employed.— Conlra-lunaris, an epithet for

a woman who conceives during menstruation.

Contra luirmonical proportion {Geom.) that relation between
three terms wherein the difference of the first and second
is to the difference of the second and third as the third is

to the first; thus, for example 3, 5, and 6, are numbers
contra-harmonicall}' proportional, for 2 : 1 :: 6 :: 3.

Contra Formani Feojfmeuti (Law) a writ for a tenant who
is feoffed by the lord's charter to make certain suit and
service to his court, and is afterwards distrained for more
than is contained therein.

—

Contra formam collntionis, a
writ lying where a man has given perpetual alms to any
religious house, &c. and the governor has alienated the

lands contrary to the donor's intent. Slat. Westm. 2, c. 1 ;

Vet. Nat. Brev. 162; lleg. Orig. 176.— Contra niandatio

placiti, a respiting, or giving a defendant further time to

answer, i. e. properly a countermand of what was formerly

ordered. Leg. H. 1. npud Brompton —Contra mandatnni,

a lauful excuse, which a defendant in a suit by attorney

allegeth for himself, to show that the plaintiff hath no
cause of complaint.

—

Contra positio, a plea or answer.

Leg. IL 1. apnd Brompton.— Contra Fcrmani Stntuli,

" Contrary to the form of the statute made and provided,"

the usual conclusion of every indictment, &c. laid on an
offence created bv statute.

CONTRA-BA'SSd (Mus.) Italian for counter-bass —Co»//-a-

Bnsso, Italian for the instrument called Double Bass.

—

Contrapunto, the Italian word for counterpoint, [vide

Counterpoint']—Contra-tenor, [vide Counter-tenor']

CONTRA-SE'I\IEN (Bot.) vide Artemisia.

CO'NTRAB.\ND (Com.) an epithet for such goods as are

forbidden by act of Parliament to be exported or imported.

CONTRACAUSATOR (Law) a criminal, or one charged

with, and prosecuted for, a crime. Leg. H. 1, c. 61.

CO'NTRACT (Laxv) a covenant, or agreement between two
or more persons, with a lawful consideration or cause.

Contracts are called gtiod when some consideration, how-
ever small, has been given, as when a sum of money is

given for the lease of a manor. Contracis are bad and
7tude where no such consideration has been given.

CONTRACTA'TION HOUSE (Com.) a place where agree-

ments or contracts are made for the furtherance of trade.

CONTRA'CTIBLE (Anat.) an epithet applied to the muscles,

or such parts of the body as admit of contraction.

CONTRA'CTILE Force (Mech.) that inherent forceby which

a body, when extended, has the property of drawing itself

up to its former dimensions.

CONTRACTl'LITY (Phjj.) a power, inherent in some
bodies, of contracting themselves into a shorter compass.
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COXTUA'CTION {Phy.) the diminisliiiig tlic extent, or

dimensions of a body.

C'oNTR.\CT]o>J {Aunt.) a term applied particularly to the

muscles, lieait, and arteries.

Contraction' (Log.) a method in logic whereby the thing

reducing abridges the thing reduced.

CoNTitACTiON {Gram.) the reducing two syllables into one,

as dont for do not, received for received, Sec. « liich is in-

admissible in good writing or speaking.

Contraction (Arith.) the shortening certain operations,

or performing the rules by a shorter course, as in Multi-

plic;ition, Division, and Extraction of the Square Root, <S:c.

CONTUACTU'KA [Surg.) a rigid contraction of the joints,

which Cullen lias placed as a genus of diseases. Class Lo-
culea. Order Dyscinesife.

CONTllADrCTORY Opposition (Log.) is the contrariety

of two propositions both in quantity and qualitj-.— Coidrn-

diclory proposition:!, such as consist of a universal and a

particular, one affirmative and the other negative, both of

which cannot be true, nor both false ; as " All men are

animals ;" " Some men are not animals."

CONTIIAFA'CTIO [Laxv] Counterfeitinir.

CONTRA-FISSU'RA [Surg.) vide Conrrn.

CONTRA-rOR.MAM (Znto) vide Contra.

CONTRA-HARMONICAL (Gcom.) vide Contrn.

COXTRAHE'NTIA [Med.) medicines which have the power
of shortening the fibres, as in the case of astringents.

CONTRA-INDICA'TION {Pin/.) vide Contra.

CONTRA'LTO (Mus.) Italian for Counter Tenor.

CONTRAMANDA'TIO Placiti {Law) vide Contra.—Con-
tramnndatnm, vide Contra.

COXTRALUNA'RES {Med.) vide Contra.

C0XTUA:MURE [Fort.) a little outwall built before an-

other partition wall, or about the main-wall of a city, &c.

to strengthen it.

COXTRAPOSI'TIOX {Law) a plea or answer. Leg. Hen. 1,

c. SI.

CoNTRAi'OSiTloN (Log) that sort of convei'sion of proposi-

tions which consists, besides transposition also, in changing

the terms from finite into infinite, as animal or man into

liOt-animal not-nian, which are called injinite; thus, " Some-
thing animal is not man, therefore something not man is

an animal." [vide Conversion']

COXTRAl'U'XTO {Miis.) \\dii Connter-Poinl.

COXTRAl'U'XTIST {Mus.) a musician skilled in counter-

point.

COXTRA'RIEXTS {Polit.) the name given to those Barons
who took part with Thomas, Earl of Lancaster, against

King Edward II.

CO'N'JR ARIES (Log.) a name for things directly opposed

to each other, as light and darkness.

COXTRAUY Fkxnre (Geom.) vide Cnrve.

Contrary Propositions {Log.) such as consist of two uni-

versal propositions, one affirming and the other dcn3'ing

;

Ijoth of which may be false, but both cannot be true ; as

•' All men are wise ;" " No man is wise."

Contrary Coned (Her.) an ancient term P)r gironn}-.

Contrary Motion (Mas.) when one part ascends, and an-

other descends simultaneously, they are said to be in con-

trary motion.

CO'.XTR.VST (Paint.) the due idacing the dilferent objects

and parts of the figure.— K'e/l contrasted^fignres are such

as are lively and express the motion of the whole piece,

or of any particular group.

Contrast (Mits.) the opposition and relief produced by

the varieties of style in the several movements of a piece.

TO Contra'st (Are/lit.) avoiding the repetition of the same
thin;: in order to please by variety.

COXTKATE-WHE'EL (Ifor.) the wheel in a watch, which

is next to the crown-wheel; the teeth and hoop of which

lie contrary to those of the other wheels.

cox

CONTRATENE'RE (Law) to withhold. Leg. Alfred, cpud
Broniph c. 9.

COXTRAVALLA'TIOX line (Fort.) a trench guarded with
a parapet, and usually cut round a place by the besiegers

to secure themselves, and stop the sallies of the garrison.

It is generally a musket shot from the town, so that the

whole army carrying on the siege lies between the lines

of circunivallation and eontravallation.

COXTR.A.VE'XTIOX (Lmc) the infringement of a contract.— Contravention, in the Scotch Law, is the action found,.'J

on the breach of Law-Burrows.
COXTRAYE'RVA (Dot.) a plant from the Spanish West

Indies, the Dorstcnia contrat/ervn of Linnccus, which is so

called from contra, counter, and ycrva, poison, because it

is reckoned good against poisons. There is another Con-
trayerva, which is little inferior to the former, and is the

root of the Pioralra pentapliylla of Linnajus.

COXTRE (Ilcr.) French for Counter, [vide Counter] —
Contre escaritlle, the same as Counter-quartered, [vide

Cnnntcr']

COXTRE-COU'P (Med.) French for the fracture called

Coidrn-fissiira']

COXTRI'BULES {ArcIuTol.) or Contribunales, kindred or

cousins. I^nmh. )>. 75.

COXTRIBU'TIOX (Lmv) a joint giving of money towards

any atfair of importance.

—

Contributinne faciendn, a writ

for those who are put to the burden of a thing to compel
others equally obliged to bear an ecjual share.

CoNTiiiDUTioN CMd.) a tax paid by the inhabitants of any

place to a hostile militarj' force to save themselves from

being plundered ; whence the phrase " To put under con-

tribution," in French Mettic a eontrilmtion.

COXTRinU'TlOXE/f/f/cnrfn (Law) vide Contribution.

COXTRI'TIO (Pliy.) the same as Comminution.

COXTRO'LLER (Ac(u) an overseer, or officer relating to

public accounts ; of which there are different kinds, as

—

Con-

troller of the King's household, who has charge of the i:i-

ferior officers.— Controller of the Haniper, an officer in

Chancery who attends on the Lord Chancellor, and takes

charge of things scaled and inclosed in a bag.— Controller

of the Poll, an officer of the Exchequer, who keeps a

controlment of Receipts and outgoings.— Controller nf
the Pipe, an officer in the exchequer who writes out

summons to the sheriffs to collect the debts of the pipe.

—

Controller General, an officer in the artillery.

—

Controller

of the A'av!/, the officer who sees to all payments.

—

Con-

troller of the Mini, whose business it is to see that the

money be made to the just assize, to overlook the

officers, &c.

COXTROVE'RTED Election (Polit.) the same ns contested

Fleetinn.

COX"TUO'LI (Aunt.) an epithet for ej'cs looking narrowly,
\

Fest. de Verb. Signif.

CONTU'SA (fiurg.) bruises or wounds caused by contusion.

COXTUSION (•'^urg.) a bruise which destroj-s the continuity

in the parts of the bones and the flesh, though the skin

appears whole.

—

Contusion of the skull is such a hurt of the

skidl-bone that, although no fracture appears outwardly,

yet the whole is separated in the inside.

COXVALE'SCENCl': (Med.) that .space from the departure

of a disease to the rccovcrj' of the strength lost by it.

COXVALE'SCENT {Med.) one rccoveruig or returning to
\

a state of health.

rONVALE'SCEXTS, List of (Mil.) a return made out by

the surgeon of the battalion, hospital, Sec. of such as may

be shortly expected to do duty.
;

COXVALLA'RIA (Pot.) a genus of plants. Class G //mah-

dria, Order 1 Mouogi/nia.
i

Generic Characters. Cal. none.— Con. monopetalous ;
;

border six-cleft.

—

STAU.Jtlamcnts six ; anthers oblong.—
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PiST. germ globose ; s(i/le filiform ; stigma obtuse. —
Per. ben-// globose ; seeds roundish.

Species. Tlie species are perennials, as— Convallaria

maialis, Pnli/ffoiiatiim, seu Lilium, Sweet Scented

Lily of the Valley. — Coiival/aria japonica. Grass-

leaved Lily of the Valley, native of Japan. — Con-

•callaria spicata. Spiked Lily of the Valley, native

of Japan.— Conval/ntiu verticillata, seu Polygonalum,

&c. Narrow-leaved Solomon's seal, native of Europe.
— Convallaria polygonutuni, seu Poli/gonatum, dc.

jj Single-flowered Solomon's Seal, native of Europe,

—

Convallaria multiflura, seu Polygonnlum, &c. Many-
flowered Solomon's Seal, native of Europe.

—

Conval-

laria latijhlia, seu Poli/gnnatiim, &c. native of Austria.

—

Convallaria racemosa, Cluster-flowered Solomon's Seal,

native of Virginia.— Convallaria irifolia, seu Phalangium,

native of Siberia.— Convallaria bifolia, ISIajantiiemum,

Unifolium, Lilium, &c. seu jSIonophyllon, Sec. Least So-

lomon's Seal, or One Blade, native of Europe.

—

Con-

vallaria httij'olia, Broad-leaved Solomon's Seal, native

of Austria. Dod. Pempt. Chis. Hist. rar. Plant.; Bank.
Hist. Plant.; Bauli. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat.

Botan.; Rail Hist. Plant.

COXVE'NABLE [Laxv) agreeable. Stat. 91 Ed. 3, c. 21.

COWE'NIENCE {Archit.) the disposing the several parts

of a building, so that they may not obstruct or interfere

with one another.

CO'XVENT (F-.cc.) conventus, signifies the fraternity of an

abbey, or priory, as societas does the number of fellows in

a college.

CONVE'NTICLE (Law) Conventicidum, signified properly

a private meeting or assembly for the purposes of devotion,

but was afterwards applied to the illegal meetings of the

Non-conformists, mentioned in the statutes 2 Hen. 5, c. 15;

1 Hen. 6, c. 3; 16 C'nr. 2, c. 4.

::ONVE'NTION (Polit.) any assembly of the states of the

realm, particularly that which is held on particular occa-
I sions without the sanction of the sovereign, as the Conven-

tion Parliament, which restored king Charles II.

ZojiVESTiON (Mil.) an agreement entered into by troops

that are opposed to one another for the evacuation of some
post, the suspension of hostilities, &c.

JONVENTIO'NE (Lan-) a writ which lies for any covenant
in writing that is unperformed.

"ONVE'NTION'ER [Pulit.) the member of a convention.

!)0'NVENTUAL CItnrck (Ecc.) a church ihat consists of

regular clerks professing some order of religion.

30KVENTU.\LS (Ecc.) religious men united together in

a convent or religious house. Maith. Par. ann. 1233.

]ONVE'NTUS (Ecc.) (ri/>«|i!, a meeting or coming together

for devotional purposes, which, according to Eusebius,

took place at the cemeteries of the primitive Christians

;

also a convent. Euseb. Ecc. Hist. 1. 9, c. 2 ; Concil.

Tolit. ann. 4, can. ;15 ; Order. Vital. 1. 4, p. 51-2.

30NVE'RGIXG Series (Math.) a method of approximat-
ing still nearer and nearer to the true root of any number
or equation.

'ONVERGING (Geom.) or Convergent Line!, those lin£S

which continually approximate, or whose distance becomes
continually less and less the farther they are continued ; in

distinction from divergent lines.

—

Converging Hi/perbola,

one whose concave legs bend in towards one another, and
run both the same way.
'osvERGiNG liays (Opt.) those rays that issue from divers

points of an object, and incline to-

wards one another till at last they

meet ; and, if they cross each other,

then they become Diverging, as in

the annexed figure, where A B and
C B converge towards the point B,

I

CON
and thence diverge or run off from each other in the lines

BDandBE.
CoNVEKoixG (Bot.) connivens, an epithet applied to the

corolla, the anthers, and the sleep of jilants; corolla con-

nivens, a converging corolla that has the tops of the petals

meeting so as to close the flower, as in Trullins ; anthcr<e

conniventes, convergijig anthers, or those which incline

towards each other, as in the Class Didi/namia. Plants

are said to be converging in sleep when the leaves are so

closely applied as to .--eem one leaf.

CO'NVEKSE Proposition (Math.) one proposition is con-

verse of another when, after drawing a conclusion from
something first supposed, we return again by making a

supposition of what had been before concluded, and draw-

as a conclusion what had b'jen before a supposition ; as if,

from the supposed equality of two sides of a triangle, it

be demonstrated that the angles opposite, to the equal

sides are equal ; then the converse of this proposition is,

from the supposed equality of the two angles, to prove the

equality of the sides opposite to them.

Converse Direction (.4strol.) is when a significator is

brought to the place of the promittors by the motion of

the highest sphere, called ^;r/»!»m Mobile, contrary to tlie

succession of the signs.

COXVE'RSION {Pi/iel.) i>T,TfcpK, or £V(?-foip>i, a figure of

speech by which we repeat continually the same word, as

" Pcenos Populus Romanus justitia vicit, armis vicit, libe-

ralitate vicit." Cic. in Orator, c. 39; Qitiniil. 1. 9, c. 31.

CoNVEKsiON of Proposition (Log.) changing the subject into

the place of the predicate, and still retaining the quality of

the proposition. Conversion is of difl'erent kinds, as

—

Simple Conversion, where the quantity remains the same

;

as '• Xo man is a brute," therefore " No brute is a man."

—

Conversion per Accidens, when the quantity is diminished;

as " Every man is an animal," therefore " Some animal is

man."

—

Conx^ersion per Contra-positionem, when the term's

are changed from finite into infinite ; as man or animal into

not man, not animal, which are called infinite terms, [vide

Contra-Positional

CoNVERSiox of ratios (Geom.) iyacf'fin >o'v*, is the comparing
the antecedent with the difference of the antecedent and
consequent; in other words, when of four quantities the

first is to its excess above tlie second as the third is to its

excess above the fourth, as suppose 8 : G :: !• : 3, then il

convertendo, or by conversion, 8 : 2 :: 4 : 1, or a : b :: c : d,

then bj- conversion a : u— b :: c : c—d. Eucl. Def. Elem.
1. 5.

CoxvEUSiON of equations [Algeb.) the peculiar manner of

altering an equation when cither the quantity sought, or

any member of it, is a fraction.

CoNVEiisioN (Mil.) French for that movement which is called

»v heeling.

Cos VERSION (T/icol.) a turning to any profession of religion,

in its most general sense, but in particular the turning to

God, and to a sense of true religion.

Conversion (Latv) is where a person finding or having in

his possession the goods of another converts them to his

own use without the consent of the owner, and for which
the proprietor may maintain an action of trover and con-

version against him.

COXVE'RSOS (Lan-) a name formerly given to the Jews
who were converted to Christianity in England, for whoju
King Henry III. built a house in London. Co. Lit. 291, b.

CONVE'RTIBLE terms (Log.) terms which admit of being

converted without altering the truth of the proposition, as

" Every living creature is an animal," and "Every animal

is a living creature."

CONVEX (Matli.) an epithet signifying curved and protu-

berant outwards, as a convex lens, mirror, &c. [\k\c Lens,.

&C.J
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CONVE'XUS (Bot.) convex, an epithet for a leaf or a re-

ceptacle ; folium comrxitm is tliat whicli rises in the centre,

opposed either to tlie dcprcssus or the concaviis ; rcccpla-

riilinii convexKin, a receptacle which rises in the niidiUe, as

in Chrti^nutlii'iiinm, Biiplitliii/imi»i, iSlatricariu, &c.

CONV^EY'ANCE (I.mv) a deed or instrument by wliich

lands, &c. arc conveyed or made over to another. The
most common conveyances now in use are, deeds of gift,

bargain and sale, lease and release, fines and recoveries,

settlements to uses, Ike.

CONVK'YANCKK (Lim) the person who follows that part

of the legal profession which consists in drawing up con-

veyances.

CO'NVICT (Lnv) one who is found guilty of an offence by

the verdict of a jnry. Slctniidf, P. C. 1K6,— Convict recii-

satit, one vvlio has been indicted and convicted for refusing

to come to church ; a term formerly applied to persons of

the Romish ])ersuasion.

CONVl'CTION (Lfin) the finding a man guilty of an offence

by the verdict of a jury, or when a man who is outlawed

appears and confesses.

Conviction (T/icnl.) the first degree of repentance, or tlu>

assurance which a man lias in his mind of the evil nature

of sin, and his own guiltiness.

CONVI'VIUM (Ant.) a banquet or entertainment, wliich, as

Cicero defines it, implied a conjunction of living among
friends, and is therefore more expressive than the (irciU

Sijmpoiiinn, C'nmpolatiu, conccenalio, and the like. Vic. dc

Senect. c. 13.

CoNviviUM {Lrm') the same thing among the laity as prncn-

rnlio among the clergy, i. e. when the tenant, by reason of

. his tenure, is Iiound to provide meat and drink for his lord's

table once or oftener in the year.

CONV'OCA'TION {Ecc.) the assemblj' of the representatives

of the clergy, which consists of an Upjicr House, where

the archbishops and the bishops sit by themselves, and of

the Lower House, where the inferior clergy sit. All the

members have, for themselves and their officers, the same
privileges as members of Parliament.— Convocation House,

the place where the convocation is held.

COKVOLU'TA o.s-.(« (Anat.) the turbinated bones of the

nose, which are superior and inferior.

C()N\'OLU'Tl!S [Bol.) convninle, an epithet in vernation or

for a bud, petal, stigmas, and tendrils. Gemma convolata

is a bud, the nascent leaves of which are rolled together

like a scroll, as in Arum, Piper, Solidago, Driissica, SiC.

It is a))plied to the petals and stigmas in the same sense as

in Crocua ; but cirrus convolulus is a tendril twisted into

rings or spirals.

CONVO'LVULUS (/ix/.) a little hairy worm which infests

vines. Cato do lie llust. c. 9r, ; J'/in. I. 17, c. 2S.

Convolvulus (Bnl.) IJind weed, a |>lant, the root of which

yields a concreted juice called scammony. It is supposed

to answer to the Snii/ax of the ancients. P/iu. I. 21, c. 5.

( Onvoi.vui.us, in tlie I.inncnn si/stem, a genus of plants.

Class .5 Peiitandria, Order 1 Monn^i/uiii.

Ciencric Chnraclers. Cal. pcrinnili five-parted.— Co«.
one-petalled Sram. Jitamenl.i five; anthers ovate.

—

PisT. genn superior; st ijle f\\\iorm; stigmas two.— Peu.
capsule roundish ; seeds ui pairs.

Species. The species are mostly perennials or shrubs ; some
few annuals. Of the first sort are the following

—

Com'a/-

xjuliix arvensis, Smiliix, &c. sen Helxinc, Ixc. Small or

Field I5iiidweed, native of Europe.

—

Convolvulus sepiuni,

Umilax, seu Volubilis, itc. Great or Hedge Uindweed,

native of Europe.— Convolvulus iVlieleri, &c. Sa^illaria,

seu Ip6moca, iVe. native of Harbary.— Convolvulus sca}u-

monia, &c. Sijriaeus scmnmnuia, seu Scammonium, &c
Syrian Bindweed, or Scammony, native of Syria.

—

Con-

volvulus angusli/blius, seu Iponioca, &c. native of the

CO^J

East Indies.

—

Convolvulus japonicns, seu Kos, native of
Japan.

—

Convolvulus panduratus, seu Mcgnlorliizus, Vir-

ginian Bindweed, native of Egypt.

—

Convolvulus batatas,

Batatas, seu Kappa Kelengu, Tuberous-rooted Bind-
weed, or Spanish Potatoes, native of the Indies.

—

Con-
volvulus maximus, seu Yiru-tali, native of Ceylon.—
(Convolvulus nnibellnlus, seu Poli/anthos, &c. Umbelled
Bindweed, native of Martinica.— Convolvulus turpethum,

Zei/lanicus, seu Turpethum, Square-stalked Bindweed,
or Turbith, native of Ceylon.— Convolvulus verpens.

Dwarf Bindweed. — Convolvulus saxatilis. Campanula
Lychnis, seu Lychnidis. Among the shrubs the follow-

ing are the principal

—

Convolvulus malabriricus,se\iKattU'

Kelengu, native of Malabar.-

—

Convolvulus ca}iariensis,

seu fuliis, &c. Canary Bindweed, native of the Canary
Isles.

—

Convolvulus grandijlortis, seu Muuda- Valli, na-

tive of India.— Convolvulus speciosus, <S:c. seu Nervosus,

&c. Broad-leaved Bindweed, native of the East Indies.— Convolvulus Jalapa, seu Bryonia, .lalaj) Bindweed,
native of Mexico. The following are annuals, namely
Convolvulus hcderaceus. Ivy-leaved 15indweed, native of

India.

—

Convolvulus ml, sou Ipomoea, &c. Blue or Azure
Bindweed, native of America.— Convolvulus purpureus,

Purple Bindweed, native of America.

—

Convolvidus tri-

color. Trailing Bindweed, native of Africa.

—

Convolvulus

sold'tnclla, seu Suldanella, &c. Sea Bindweed, native of

England,

—

Convolvulus pes capric, seu Schouanna, &c
Thick-leaved Bindweed, native of the Ea.st Indies.

—

Convolvulus ntacrocarpus. Long-fruited Bindweed.

—

Con-

volvulus i/uinguefoliis, Smooth five-leaved Bindweed, SfC.

Clus. Hist. Plant, rar.; Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Bnuh.Pin.;

Ger. Herb. ; Parh. Theat. Botnn. ; Ilaii Hist. Plant.

;

Tournef. Instit.; Marcgr. Pis. Brasil. Hist.

CO'NVOY (Mar.) a fleet of merchant ships protected by

some vessels of war.

TO Convoy is said of the vessels of war which attend mer-

chant ships by way of protection in time of war.

CO'NUS Fnsorius (Chem.) a vessel resembling an inverted

cone, intended for separating reguluses IVom their respec-

tive scoria:.

CoNUs (Conch.) Cone, a genus of animals, Class Vermes,

Order Testacca.

Generic Character. /}»/>»«/ a Umax ; shell univalve; n/)fr-

/wri? effuse, longitudinal; /«7/n;- smooth.

Species. The species are distinguished into, 1. Thost

which have their spire or turban truncate. 2. Tliost

which have the spire pyriform, with a round base. I)

Those which have their spire elongated, or rounded a'

the ba.se. i: Those which are venlricose in the middle

and contracted at the end. The cones inhabit the ocean

and are generally found on rocky shores. Many of th(

shells are beautiful, and fetch a very high price.

CoNus (Bot.) vide Cone and Strombilu.s.

CO'NUS.ANCE of Pleas (Laxv) a privilege which a town o

city hath to hold pleas.

CO'NUSANT (Lrtii') knowing or understanding; as if thi

son be concusant, and agreeing to a feofl'ment. Co. Lil

l.TO.

CONVU'LSION {Med.) an involuntary contraction of tli^

muscles.

CONVU'LSIVE .V'.//o«^ (Med.) are sudden and swift con

vulsions and shakings that cease and return again b

turns.

CONY'ZA (Bot.) xoVt,^*, Fleabane; a plant so called becaus

its leaves, when strewed and burned, kill gnats and flea;

It is commended much by the ancients for its medicinf

virtues, and particularly for promoting the menses an'

curing the stranguary. Hippocrat. de Morb. Mnl. 1. 2

Theoph. Hist. Plant. 1. 6. c. 2 ; Bioscor. 1. 3, c. 136 ;
Pl"

1. 59, c. 8.
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CoN'YZA, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 19
Si/n:renesia, Order 2 Pnfi/gamia Siipcrfiiia.

Generic Characters. Cai,. common imbricate; scales acute.—Cor. compound tubulose ; corolhls numerous ; proper
funnel-forin ; border five-cleft.

—

Sta^j. Jilameiits five;

anther cylinilric.

—

Pist. germ oblong; sti/le filiform;

stigma two-cleft.

—

Per. none; ca/j/x converging; seeds

solitary ; doxim simple ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are of dift'crent kinds, as

—

Conyza
squnrrosa, sou Bacchnris, &c. Great PIcabane, or Spike-

nard, a biennial, native of Germany.— Vonijza scnbra,

Ttough Fleabane, native of the East Indies.

—

Conijxa

folioloia, native of the East Indies.

—

Conyza patnln, sen
Serrntula, an annual, native of China.

—

Conyza bi/'rons,

seu Eupaloria, iS:c. Oval-leaved Fleabane, a perennial,

native of Canada.— Conyza ptirpurascens, seu odoruta,

&c. seu major, Sec. an annual, native of Jamaica.

—

Co-
nyza Urinervis, &c. native of the Brazils.

—

Conyza ser-

ratula, &c. native of the Brazils.

—

Conyza jnadagrnea-

ricnsis, &c. native of Madaga.scar.

—

Conyza siricta, &c.
an annual, native of the East Indies.— Conyza cn-

nescens, &c. seu pinifolia, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.— Conyza oleccfolia, seu orientalis, &c. a peren-

nial, native of Armenia.— Conyza Candida, sea saxatilis,

&c. seu Jacobcea, &c. seu Aster, &c. Woolly Flea-

bane, a shrub, native of Crete. — Conyza verbasci-

J'uVta, seu Verbasci, &c. seu Aster, a shrub, native of
Sicily'.— Conyza cincrca, seu Senecioidcs, seu Senecio,

&c. seu Olns, &c. seu Enpatoritim, &c. Ash-coloured
Fleabane, an annual, native of the East Indies Conyza
JEgyptiaca, Erigeron, seu Jacobwa, Sec. Egyptian Flea-

bane, an annual, native of Sicily and Egypt.— Conyza
Gonani, seu Erigeron, &c. an annual or perennial,

native of the Canaries,— Conyza Senegalensis, seujhliis,

&c. native of Senegal,

—

Conyza dentata, seafoliis, &c.
native of Senegal.— Conyza fcctida, Erigeron, seu Se-

necio, &c. a perennial, native of Africa.

—

Conyza sor-

(fida, Gnaphalium, seu Helichrysnm, Stoechadi, Stoechas,

seu Ageratum, Sec. Small-flowered Fleabane.— Conyza
sa.ratilis, Gnaphalium, Ilelichrysum, seu Stoechadi, &c.
Rock Fleabane, a shrub, native of Italy. Bauh. Hist.

Plant. ; Park. TJieat. Botan. ; Rail Hist. Plant.

CoNVZ.4 is also the Baccharis ivijblia, &:c. of Linnjeus.

CONYZE'LL.\ [Bot) or Conyzoides, the same as the Eri-
geron.

COOK {Ich.) a small fish inhabiting the Cornish coasts ; the
Ctabrus coquus of Linn;rus.

COOK-UOOM (Mar.) the room in a ship where the cook
and his mate dress the provisions.

COOKS, Company of (Her.) was incorporated in the year
1+Sl, and confirmed by Queen Elizabeth, and
afterwards by King James II. Their armo-
rial ensigns are, as in the annexed figure, " «r-

gnit a chevron engrailed sable between three

columbines." The crest is a pheasant standing

on a mount (upon a helmet and torse), the

supporters a buck and doe, each vulncd, with
an arrow all proper. The motto, ruhierati nan victi.

COOLER [Mech.) a vessel used by brewers for cooling the

beer after it is drawn off.

COO'LERS (Med.) mudieines which produce an immediate
sense of cold.

COO'LING the wool (.Igrie.) spreading it out in the air after

it has been sheared.

COOM (iVu/.) soot «Iiich gathers over the mouth of an
oven.

COOMB (Com.) a measure of corn containing four bu-
shels.

COOP (Mar.) or Fish-coop, a vessel made of twigs, in which
they catch fish in the Humber.

COP

COO'PERS, Company of (Her.) was incorporated
in 1.530, by the name of iSIasterand Wardens,
or Keepers of the connnonalty of the free-

men of the mystery of coopers in London.
Their armorial ensigns are, as in the annexed
figure, '• Party per jjale gules and or, a

chevron between three hoops in a chief

nznre."

COO'PERY (Mech.) the art of making casks, barrel.M, <^c.

with boards bound by hoops. The boards of which casks
are made are called in their rough state elaji-boards, and
when fit for use, staves.

CO-OPE'RTIO (Anat.) signifies properly a covering, in which
sense it is applied to the membranes of the Jains, the
uterus, &c.

Co-orEKTio (Arehceol.) the head and branches of a tree cut
down.

CO-OPERTO'RIUiVI (Anal.) the Cartilngo Iheroida.

CO-OPERTU'RA (Archxol.) a thicket or covert of wood.
Chart de Forest, c. 12.

CO-0'RDINATE pillars (Archit.) pillars standing in equal
order.

CO-0'RDINATES (Gram.) a term applied to the ahscissz.w\

ordinntes when taken in connexion.

CO-ORDINA'TION of causes (Phy.) an order of causes
wherein several of the same kind concur in the production
of the same effect.

CO-O'STRUM (Anal.) the middle part of the diaphragm.
COOT (Orn.) a water-fowl, mostly of a black colour, called

also a moor-hen, the Fulieaalra, &c. of Linna?us. These
birds frequent lakes and still rivers, where they make their

nests among the rushes, Ac. floating on the water, so ns

to rise and fall with it. They lay five or six eggs, of a
dirty whitish hue, and sometimes they have been known
to lay as many as fourteen.

COPA'IBA (Bot.) the balsam of Copaiva, a yellow resinous

juice which flows from the Copaijera officinalis of IJnna;us.

It has an agreeable smell, and a bitterish biting taste. Bv
distillation in water the oil is separated from the resin, in

the former of which the taste and smell of the balsam are

concentrated.

COPAI'FERA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria,
Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. CaI/, none.— CoR. petals four.

—

SrAM.Jilaments ten ; anthers oblong.— Pi,ST,^6'rm round;

style filiform ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. legume ovate ; seed

single.

Species. The only species is, the— Copaifcra officinnlis,

seu Copaiva, sou Copaiba, seu Coapoilm, Balsam of Ca-
pevi-tree, a shrub, native of the Brazils. Marcgrav.

Pis. Brasil. Hist.

COPA'IVA (Bot.) vide Copaiba.

CO'PAL (Nat.) an American name for all odoriferous gums;
it is particularly applied to a resinous substance in)ported

from Guinea, where it is found in the sand. It is of a

yellow colour, transparent, tasteless, and while cold ino-

dorous. Its principal use is in laxities of the gums, but it

is likewise accounted a cephalic.

COPA'LLI (Bot.) the Ithus copallinnm of Linnxus,

COPA'LXACTL (Bot.) a tree like the cherry-tree, the

fruit of which abounds much in a gelatinous juice. ]!aii

Hist. Plant.

COPA'RCENERS (Law) those who have an equal share in

the inheritance of an ancestor. Bract. 1. 2, c. .'iO.

CO'PAL' (Bol.) a sort of wood which grows in Brasil rcsen.-

bling that of the walnut-tree. Rail Hiit . Plant.

COPE (,')rt7j<-co/.) signifies, in Domesday Book, a hilt; but

in the mines it was applied to the tribute of sixpence per

load which was paid to the King, or the lord of the niajior,

out of the lead-mines in some parts of Derbyshire.
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Cope {Ecc.) a priest's vestment fastened with a dasp before,

and hanging down from the shoulder to the heels.

TO Coi'E {Arc/lit.) to jut out as a wall.

TO Coi'E (Falcon.) to pare the beak or talons of a hawk.
Cope Sale mid Pins {Mcc/i.) irons that fi'.slen the chains

of one ox with other oxen to the end ol' the cope of a

,
wag£;on.

CO'l'hCK (Com.) a small coin in Kussia eciual to about one
fartliing English.

COI'K'LLA (C/iem.) \k\c Cupel.

COl'E'KNICAN si/stem (/Utron.) a particular system of the

.iphcrc proposed by Pythagoras, and revived by Coperni-
cus, in which tiie sun is supposed to be placed in the centre,

and all the other bodies to revolve round it in a particular

order, [vide Astronomi/]

COPEK'NICUS (Mech.) an instrument invented i)y Whislon,
to display the Copernican system of the planets.

COPE'.S mate (Com.) a partner in merchandise.
COPEY'A (Bol.) a tree in the Spanish West India islands,

which yields pitch like the ]iine. Raii, Hist. Plant.

CO'PHER (C/iem.) yiie Cnmphor.
CO'PHOS (ZocjI.) xapif, a sort of toad mentioned by Ni-

cander.

COPHO'SIS (Med.) Kafuint, deafness, dumbness, or dulness,

in any of the senses.

CO'PIA Libclli deliberandi. (Laiv) a writ that lies in a case

where a man cannot get the copy of a libel at the hands
of a judge ecclesiastical. Rr<f. Orig. 51.

C0PIA'15A (Bof.) vide Copaiba.

CO'PING (Mason.) the stone covering on the top of a wall,

V. hich serves to strengthen and defend it from the injuries

of the weather. It is of diifeient kinds, as Parallel Coping,

of equal thickness, used only on inclined surfaces.

—

Fca-
lliir-cdged Coping, thinner at one edge than the other for

throwing olf the water.

—

Saddle-liackeil Coping, which is

thin at each edge, and thick in the middle.

C0'PIN(i-lRON (Falcon.) an instrument for paring the beak
or talons of a hawk.

CO'PIS (Ant.) xdTTic, a kind of falchion, or hooked sword,

.'uch as the Persians wore. Xcnop/i. Cijropccd. \. 1 ; (luiiit.

Curt.\.i>, c. 14; I'lut.in CamilL; Snidas; Cccl.Rhodig. An-
tic/. Led. 1.8, 0. 3 ; Leun. clav. in Pandect Turcic. c. 172.

COl'I'SCUS (Nat.) xs'iTKrxc?, an inferior sort of frankincense.

Dioacor. I. 1, c. 81.

CO'POS (Med.) xosToc, lassitude, or a morbid sensation of las-

situde. Grd. Conini. in Hippocrat. 1. 4, Aph. 31.

CO'POVICH-OCCASSOU (Bot.) a tree in the West Indies,

the leaves and fruit of which resemble those of a pear-tree.

CO'PPA (Archtcol.) a cop, cap, or cock of hay, or corn,

wliich was originally a tithcable portion. Tliorn in Chron.

CO'PPEL (Chem.) vide Cupel.

CO'PPEIl (Chen:.) one of the six primitive metals, and the

lightest of all except iron and tin, and the hardest of all

but iron. It mixes in fusion with both gold and silver,

to both of which it serves as an alloy. It is the most liable

to rust of all the metals ; for all kinds of salts, and all

unctuous bodies, ar.d, in short, almost every thing in na-

ture, is a solvent for il. It is remarkably sonorous, being

the basis of all the compound metals in which that quality

exists; and its divisibility is so great, that a grain dis-

solved in an alkali will give a sensible colour to .100,000

times its weight of «atir. The specific gravity of copper
is from T'T^iH to S'.O.Sl. It was formerly called Venus, and
represented bj' the annexed character [ ? ].

CO'l'PEUAS (Chen:.) a name given to blue, green, and
white vitriol, or the factitious sulphate of iron.

( O'Pl'IiHED (Mar.) or Coppcr-liollnmcd, an epithet for a
vessel sheathed with thin plates of copper to prevent the

v/orms from eating ijito the planks.— ('oj>pcr-/astcncd, list-

ened with bolts of co])per instead of iron.

COQ
CO'PPICE (.Igric.) a small wood consisting of underwooJ, -

which may be cut at the growth of twelve or fifteen

3'ears.

CO'PPIN (Mccli.) the cone of thread which is formed on the
spindle of the wheel by spinning.

COPUACJO'GUM (Med.) a gently cathartic electuary.

COPRIE'.METO.S (Med.) K.^f.,u..rc,, from x=,t,».:, excrement,
and «//,i4i, to vomit; a person who vomits up his excrements,
which happens in the last ^tage of the iliac passion.

COPROCRl'TICA medicamcnla (Med.) gentle cathartics,

from Ko-fct, excrement, and t.f.'n', to separate.

COPROPHO'RIA (Med.) from x-iTfo^, excrement, and 4>epi'»,

to bring away ; a purgation.

C0PR0'SMA'(/^"'-) a genus of plants, Class 23 Polygamia,
Order 1 Monoccia.

Generic Characters. Cal, perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. one-

petalled; segments acute.

—

STA:>i.Jilaments five; anthers

oblong.—PisT. gcjju oblong; slj/lis two; stigmas simple.—Pek. icrjj/ ovate-globular ; .i;f«/s two.

Species. The two species are the

—

Coprosma fivtidissima,

se\i Jloribus, 8cc. native of New Zealand.

—

Coprosvia lu-

cida, a shrub, native of New Zealand.

COPROSTA'SIA (Med.) from y.i.rfoi, excrement, and iV>:/4i,

to stop ; a constriction of the alvus.

COPTA'RION (Med.) K<.^Ti;i», a medicine formed in the

shape of a very small cake.

CO'PTE (Med.) or copton, from r.i-Tu, to beat or pound a

sort of cake made of vegetable substances, formed by

beating the ingredients into a paste.

CO'PTIC (Gram.) vide Alphabet.

CO'PUL.V (Anal.) the name for a ligament.

Copula (Log.) the verb which joins any two terms in an

affirmative or negative proposition, as " Man is an animal,"

in which case is is the copula.

C<.)'PULATI\'E (Gram.) an epithet for conjunctions which

join the sense as well as the words, as and, also, &c.

CovvLATivE propositions (Log.) those which include several

subjects, or several attributes joined together by an affirm-

ative or negative conjvniclion, as and, nor, neither, &c.

CO'PY (Law) is the duplicate or transcript of an original

writing.

—

Copi/hold, a tenure for which the tenant has no-

thing to shoM- but the coi)y of the rolls made by the Lords'

Court, on such tenant being admitted to any parcel of

land, or tenement, belonging to the manor ; it is called base

tenure, because held at the will of the lord, and also, as

Fitzherbert says, tenure in villcnage. The fundamental

principles of a copyhold are, that it has been demised

time out of mind by copy of court-roll, and that the tene-

ments are part of, or within, the manor; for which reason

no copyhold can be made at this day. [vide Cojjyholder']—
Copy-Right, the exclusive right of printing and publishing

copies of any literary performance.

Cop\' (Print.) the original after which the compositor set»

his type. Good copy is that which is full of breaks and

clearly written. Bad copy is that which has much close

matter, with many interlineations, bad writing, <S.c. They
are jocularly termed J/it and lean.

COPYHO'LDER (Lau') tenant per copie, according to Lyt-

tleton, was called by statute 14 //ch. 4, c. 34, tenant per

le verge; by 1- Fd. 3, c. 2,5, tenant per mil ; by 4 F,d.\,

customarius icnens ; and, according to Braetoii, \illnnus

sochnnnnus, not because he was a bondsman, but held by

base tenure. Bract. \.% c.8; Brit. Fol. 165; /•'/(-/. 1.1,

c. 8 ; Lit. § 73.

COQ (Med.) an abbreviation for coijuo, as cog ad med con-

sunipt. boil it down to half the quantity; cog in S Q Ag.

I.e. boil it in a sufficient quantity of water; coq S A. i.e. •

boil it according to art.

COQUE'NTIA mcdicamenla (Med.) medicines which pro-

mote digestion.



COR
COQUI'LLES <j loulet (Mil.) French for shells, or moulds,

made of brass, that are used for casting cannon-balls.

COR [Aimt.) the heart.

CoK (Bot.) the inward, soft, pithy part of a plant.

Cor Caroli (Astron.) Charles's Heart; a name first given

to a single star, but afterwards to a constellation consisting

of three stars in the Northern hemisphere.— Cr,r Hijdrcc,

a star of the second magnitude in the heart of the constel-

lation Hydra.— Cor Leonis, the Lion's Heart, or Keguhis,

a star of the first magnitude in the heart of Leo.

—

Cor
Hcorpii, vide Anlarcs.

CoR (Cliem.) another name for gold; also for an intense fire.

CO'RA ( Com.) a sort of coin current at Athens.

Cora (Anat.) the apple of the eye.

CO'RA.\GE (Lnu) Corangiii, a sort of extraordinary im-

position on particular occasions, probably consisting of

corn. Brncf. 1. '2, c. 116.

C0U.\'C1.-VS {Orn.) the Roller, a genus of animals, Class

Aves, Order Pica.
Generic Character. Bill sharp-edged.— Tongue cartilagi-

nous.

—

L'egs short.

—

Feet formed for walking.

Species. The principal species are

—

Coracias garrula,

Common Roller.— Coracias varia, Pied Roller.

—

Cora-

cias strepern, Noisy Roller, lic.

CORACI'NE (Med.) y.^fUKt,/, a sort of pastil. Gat. de Comp.
Med. 1. .i, c. II.

CORACINI LAPIDES [Ich.) vide Coracinus.

CORACI'NUS [Ich.) ,'Mi,.c, Crow-fish, a sort of black fish,

peculiar to the Nile. Plin. 1. 9, c. 16; Gal, de Simpl. ;

Oppian. Hal. 1. 1, v. 133; Rondelet. de Pi?. 1.5, c. 8

:

Aldrov. de Pise.

CO'RACLE {Mar.) a sort of small boat used by fishermen

in the river Severn.

rORACC)lJO'TANE (Bot.) the Laiiriis Alexandrina.

CORACODRACHLVLIS (Anat.) from x^p?, a crow, a

muscle situated in the humerus ; so called on account of its

resemblance to a crow's beak. Its use is to raise the arm
upward and forward.

COUACOHYOID.i;'US (Aunt.) a muscle arising from the

upper end of the scapula, near the neck, and inserted

into the os- hi/oides, which it pulls obliquelv downwards.
COR.ACOI'DES (Ana!.) an epithet for a process of the

bhoulder-blade ; so called because it resembles a crow's

beak in form.

CO'RACL'.M Ewplastruni (Med.) a plaster which was used

as a topic for spreading ulcers. Paul. X^iuet. 1. 7, c. 17.

CO'R.^L [Conch.) a hard brittle calcareous substance, which
is inhabited by the Isis, a genus of animals, Class Vermes,

Order Zort')/;j//«. [vide Corallium']

CO'RAL-TREE (Bot.) the £ryMmi« of Linnfcus, a beauti-

ful tree of America, bearing scarlet flowers, the seeds of

which are red, like coral.

—

Coral-Worl, a bulbous root,

otherwise called Tooth-Wort, the Deittaria of Linna;us.

CORA'LLIl'M (Dot.) y.ofxxxim, or xnfx?.^., from Jtop, a

daughter, and «.>;, the sea, because it is gathered out of the

sea; a marine production which grows in the sea like a

shrub, and when taken out waxes hard like a stone. While
it is in the water it is of a greenish colour, but when it

is dressed the best sort of it is red and smootli.

Ovid. Met. I IS, v.il5.

Sic et Coralium, quo primum styntingit aurai

Tempore durescit.

Dionys. Per. v. 1103.

The medicinal virtues of coral are those of a cordial, as-

tringent, and sweetener of the blood. ..Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 139;
Pliu. 1.32, c. 2; Solin. c. 2, p. 16"; Oribas. Med. Coll.

I. 13; Geopon. Auct. 1. 15, c. 1 ; Marbod. de Lapid. Pret.
c. 20.

COR
CORALl'TICUS LAPIS (Miii.) a white kind of marble,

found near a river of Phrygia.

CORA'LIU.M (Dot.) vide 'Cornl-trec.

CORALLA'RIA (Dot.) the same as the Adenanthera.
CORALLI'NA (Cou.) Sea Coralline, or Worm-seed, a ma-

rine production resembling a plant, which is a calcareous

substance, and administered to children as an anthelmintic.

CoR.ALLiNA, in the Linnean system, a genus of animals, Class

Vermes, Order Zooph/ta.

Generic Character. Animal growing in the form of a plant.

— Stem fixed, mostly jointed.

Species. The principal species are the Corallina elongata

officinalis, squamuta, &c.

COR'ALLOACHA'TES (Mi7i.) a sort of agate resembling

coral. Plin. 1. 37, c. 10.

CORALLODE'NDRON (Dot.) from «p«AA.'<.., coral, and
^i»4°'> "i ti'6e ; the Coral-tree of .-Vmerica, the Erythrinn of
Linnxus. Dauh. Pin.; Raii Hist. Plant.

CORALLO'IDES (Dot.) from y.cfxi,>.U>, coral, and s.'cV,

appearance; coral-wort, a fungous substance, the Clavaria

corulloides of Linnaeus, so called from its resemblance to

coral.

CORALLORHI'ZA (Bot.) the Ophrys corallorhiza of Lin-

nreus.

CO'RAL-TREE (Bot.) vide Coral.

CO'RAL-WORT (Bot.) vide Coriil.

CORAM non jndice [Laiv) is when a cause is brought into

a court out of the judge's jurisdiction.

CO'RANICH iCiis.) a name for the custom of singing and
howling at fuaerals, which was formerly prevalent among
the Scotch and Irish, and is still practised among the latter

to this very day.

CORA'NTO (Mus.) Italian for a certain air, consisting of

three crotchets in a bar.

CO'RBAN (Theol.) in Hebrew pip, a gift or offering made
on the altar ; is a term denoting the treasure that was kept

for the use of the temple or the priests at Jerusalem.

—

Corlmn is also the ceremony among the Mahometans of

performing solemn sacrifices, and also the day on whicli

these sacrifices were made, which was the tenth of the last

month in the )'ear.

CORBA'TUM (Min.) Copper.

CORBE'ILLES (Fort.) French for large baskets which are

filled with earth, and placed upon the parapet to serve as

a protection for the besieged against the shot of the as-

sailants.

CO'RBEILS (Arch?^ a piece of carved work representing

baskets filled with flowers or fruits to finish some orna-

ment.

CO'RBEL (Archit.) I. Corbel, Corbet, or Corbil, a shouU

dering-piece jutting out in walls to bear up a post,

summer, beam, &c. 2. Corbel, or Corbetet, a nich in the

wall of a church or other edifice in which an image is

placed, 3. The vase in the Corinthian capital, which is in

the form of a basket.— Corbel- Steps, steps in the gables' of

some old buildings which n-.ight serve either as an orna-

ment, or the purpose of escape in case of fire.— Corbel-

Stones, smooth polished stones in the front and outside ol

the Corbels and Niches.— Corbel-Table, a series of arches

which project from the wall like brackets.

CORBELS (Fort.) vide Corbeilles.

Corbels (.4rchit.) vide Corbeils,

CO'RBET (Archit.) vide Corbel.

CO'RBIE (Her.) or corby, a name for a raven.

CORBS (Archit.) ornaments for buildings.

CO'RCHORUS (Dot.) or Corchoron, wpcft., xi'pMpo^, or '.'-f^»,-«;,

from
y.'.f'.,

the pup'il of the eye, and y-wa^; to cleanse ; a name

for Pimpernel, or Chickweed, because it was thought to

pur<Te the eyes of rheum. Nicander also recommends it

as a remedy against the poison of serpents. Theophrasi.
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Hist. Plant. 1. 7, C. 7 ; Nicaiid. in Therinc. ; T>in^cor. 1. 2,

c. 209; /'////. 1.21, c 22; Schul. in Nicu/id. ; Snidas.

CoRCHOHUs, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants,

Class 13 F(jlijandria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic C/inracters. Cal. perinntli five-lcavcd ; leaflets

acute.— Con. petals five.

—

St am. Jilnmrnts numerous;

aH//(er.s- small.—PlST. germ oblong; st i/le ihick; stigma

two-cleft.

—

I'er. capsule oblong ; seeds very many.

Species. The species are annuals, as

—

Curcliurus o/itoritis,

Bristly-leaved Corcliorus, or Common Jews Mallow.

—

Corc/ionis ccstitnns, .llcea, seu Triumfetta, Horn-beamed
Corcliorus.— Corcliorus capsularis. Heart-leaved Cor-

cliorus. But the Corchorus, hirsutus, Japonicus, &c. are

shrubby jilants.

CO'KCULUM (Bot.) a diminutive of ro?-, the heart: the

Corcle or essence of the seed, the rudiment of the future

plant, which is attached to, and involved in, the cotyledons.

It consists of pluinula, the Plume, or scaly ascending part;

and riistcllum, the Rostel, or Radicle, the simple descend-

ing part, [vide Botany and SVfrf]

CORD {Mus. cSr.) vide Chord.

Cord {Vet.) Chord. 1. A strait sinew in the foreleg of a

liorse, which comes from the shackle-vein to the gristle of

his nose. 2. That part by which the testicle of the male

animal is suspended, and which passes through the ab-

dominal ring in each groin.

Cord of wnod (Com.) a parcel of firewood four feet broad,

four feet high, and eight feet long.

CO'RD.VGE (Mar.) a general term for all ropes, but parti-

cularly for those which belong to the rigging of ships.

CORD.\TU'RA (i\Ii(s.) a collective term for the open strings

of any stringed instrument, as G, D, A, E, which form the

cordatura of the violin. C, E, G, and their octaves, form

the cordatura of the guitar.

CORDA'TUS (Bot.) cordate, or heartshaped : an epithet

for a leaf ijhlium cordatum, a cordate leaf, or a leaf resem-

bling a heart in its shape, [vide Botanyl The term

cordate is sometimes compounded with other epithets, as

cordate oblong, si;4nifying heartshaped and lengthened out;

cordate-lanceolale-sngittate, &c. to signify that the leaf

partakes of all these forms.

CO'RDEX (Ant.) x(p&|, a kind of rustic dance. Hesy-

chius.

CORDEA'U (Men.) French for a cord used in measuring

ground.

CORDED (Her.) an epithet for a cross which is

wound about with cords, but yet so that the

cords do not hide all the cross, as in the

annexed figure.

CORDE'LU'^RS (Ecc.) or Grey Friars, monks

of the Franciscan order, who wear a cord full

of knots about their middle. Jleliot. dcs Ord. Man.

CORDIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, named, by Pluniier, after

Enricius Cordus, a German botanist in the sixteenth cen-

tury ; Class 5 I'entandria, Order 1 Monogynia.

Clcneric Characters. Cm,, perianth one-leaved.—Con. ono-

petalled ; tube petulous ; border erect-spreading ; divi-

sions obtuse.

—

^rxM. Jilnmenls five; anthers oblong.

—

PisT. germ roundish ; style simple, with bifid divisions ;

sligmas obtuse.

—

Pkr. drupe globose ; .teed a furrowed nut

.

Species. The species arc trees, as

—

Cordia tny.va, My.va,

Nidi-Maram, Sebeslen, Scbeslenu, Cornus sangninca, seu

Prunus Sebestcna, Smooth-leaved Cordia, or Assyrian

Plum.— Cordia Sebestcna, Sebestcna nigra, Caryophyllns,

seu Novella, Rough-leaved Cordia.

—

Cordia macrophylla,

seu Ciillococcus, I'road-leaved Cordia.— Cordia collocncca,

Collococcus, seu ('erusu.s. Long-leaved C'ordia.

—

Cordia

J'dtai'onula, seu t'alngonula, iVc. ]hiuh. Hist. Plant.;

Bauh. Pin.; llaii Hist. Plant.; 'iourncf. Inst.

Cordia is also the Chrelia bourreria.

COR
CO'RDIALS (Med.) cardiac medicines, to comfort the

heart.

CO'RDIER (Min.) a sort of beryl.

CORDIXE'MA (Mcil.) ahead-ache attended with a vertigo.

CO'RDING-QUIRES (Cum.) the outside quires in a ream ;

of paper.

CORDO'LIUM (Med) the heart-burn.

COliDO'N [Archil.) a plintli or edging of stone on tlie out-

side of a building.

Cordon (Fort.) a stone jutting out between the rampart and
the base of the parapet, which goes quite round the forti-

fication.

Cordon (Mil.) French for a chain of posts, or a Hne of

separation between two armies, either in the field or in

winter quarters.— C'w;(/o« also signifies ribbon, as the ton/on

bleu, the blue ribbon, the badge of the Order of the Holy
Ghost.

CORDO'SUM //!(»; (Med.) a contorted thread.

CO'RDOVAN (Mech.) a sort of leather made of goat-skins,

at Cordova in Spain.

CORDU'BA (Bot.) the Asparagus albus of hinnxus.

CORDUBANA'RIUS (Late) 'the name given to a cord-

wainer in the statutes, as 3 //. 8, c. 10 ; 5 4" 6 Ed. 6, c. 13;

&c. &c.

CO'RDWAINER (Mech.) a shoemaker, so called from tlie

Cordovan leather.

CO'RDYLA (Ich.) another name for the Tliunny. .

j

CO'RDYLINE (Bol.) the same as the l'!/cc« of Linnaeus. > |

CORES (Archit.) the interior part of any work in a building,

as the main stones in a wall.

CORE'MATA (Med.) from y-oiiu, to cleanse, and Ko|w>itT«,

brushes ; is used to signify medicines for cleansing the

skin. Oribas. Med. Coll. I. 7, c. 15.

COREO'PSIS [Bol.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Syngenesia,

Order 3 Polygamia frustanea.

Generic Characters. Cal. doubled. — Cor. compound

rayed ; corollets hermaphrodites, numerous in the disk

;

females, eight in the ray.— Sta.m. in the hermaphrodites,

Jilaments five ; anthers cylindric.—PisT. in the her-
,

niaphrodites, germ compressed ; style filiform ; stigma I

bifid, acute ; in the females, germ like the hermaphro-

dites ; style and stigma none.

—

Pkr. none; calyx scarcely

altered; seed, in the hermaphrodite, solitary; in, the

female, none.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Coreopsis

auriciilala, Ear-leaved Coreopsis.— Coreopsis baccata,

Berried Coreopsis, &c.

Coreopsis is also the Rudbeckia angustijblia.

CORE'TA (Bot.) the Corchorus silit/tiosus of Liimxus.

CORE'TES (Archirot.) pools or ponds.

CO'RIA (Mason.) the rows or courses of bricks as they are

laid by the bricklayer. Vilrnv. I. 7, c. 3 ; Bald. Le.r.

Vilruv.; Salman. E.rercilat. Plin. p. 1233.

COIUA'GO (I'd.) a disease in cattle, which consists in

being hirle-bound. Columcl. dc He Bust. 1. 6, c. 12.

CORL\'NDRUM (Bot.) x»f;«.V, xop<«, or xofw»o.. Corian-

der, which Nicander and Dioseoridcs reckon among the

deleterious drugs.

Nicand. in Alexiph.

Hippocrat. de Intern. Affect.; Thcophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 7,

c. 3 ; Dioscor. 1. 37; PHn. I. 20, c. 20; Gal. de Simpl. 1.7;

Schol. in Nicander ; Hesychins.

ConiANDRUM, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants.

Class .') Pcntandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Character.i. Cal. nmbei universal with few rays ' .

partial with many rays; involucre universal scarce, orn;-

leaved; partial three-leaved.—Con. universal diflbnii;
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Jluscules of the disk abortive ; proper of the disk her-

maphrodite; petals ti\e; proper ofthe ray hermaphrodite.—Stam. filaments simple ; anthers roundish.

—

Pist.

S.erm inferior ; stifles two ; s'.if^mas of the ray headed.

—

Pek. none; fruit spherical; seeds two, hemispheric.

Species. The two species are annuals, as the

—

Corian-
druni sativum, seu majus. Common or Great Coriander.—Coriandrum tesiiculatuin, seu minus, Small or Twin-
fruited Coriander. Batih. Hid. Plant.; Bauh. Pin.;
Ger. Herb; Park. Theat. Butan. ; liaii Hist.; Tourrief.

Inst. SfC.

CORIA'NNON {Bot.) vide Coriandrum.
CORIA'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 22 Dioecia,

Order 10 Decandria.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-leaved—CoR. pe-

tals five.—Stam.Jilaments ten, the length of the corolla;

anthers oblong ; in the female, barren.—PisT. germs
five, compressed ; styles five, long bristleform ; stigmas

simple.

—

Per. none ; lyelals five, covering the seed

;

seeds five, kidneyform.
Species. The species are shrubs, as

—

Coriaria myrtifoUa,

seu Rhus myrtifolia, Myrtle-leaved Sumach.

—

Coriaria

ruscifulia, &c.
CORIBA'NTI.\ {Nat.) sleeping with open eves like a hare.

P//«. 1. 11, c. 37.

CORICE'UM (Archit ) an exercising room belonging to the

Gymnasium. Vitruv. 1. 5, c. 2 ; Bald. Lex. J'itruv.

CO'RIDIS fjlia (Bot.) the Linconia alopccuroidca.

CO'RIDOli (Fort.) vide Corridor.

CORI'NDUM (Bot.) the same as the Cardiospermum.
CO'RINE (Zool.) a sort of antelope, the Antilopa corinna of

Linnaeus.

CORI'NTHAS (Bot.) a herb which, being sodden in water,
heals the stinging of serpents. Plin. 1. 2i, c. 27.

CORI'NTHIAN Brass (Jnt.) vide ^s.
Corinthian Order (Archit.) the third and noblest of the

five orders, invented by Callimachus. J'itruv. 1. i, c. 1,

[vide Architecture^

CO'RION (Bot.) vide Coriandrum.

CORIOTRAGE.MATODE'NDROS {Bot.) another name
for the Myrica.

CO'RIS (Bot.) xifii, a plant, the seeds of which were sup-
posed to promote urine and menstruation, and to be good
against the bite of serpents. It was otherwise called

Hypericum. Dioscor. 1.3, 0.174; Plin. I 26, c. 8; Gal.
de Simpl. 1. 7.

CoRis, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 5
Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved, bellied;

Cor. one-petalled ; tube the length of the calyx ; border
five-parted ; divisions oblong.

—

St.vm. filaments five,

bristleform; anthers simple.

—

Pist. ^??m roundish; style

filiform ; stigma thickish.

—

Per. capsule globose ; seeds

very many.
Species, The only species is the Coris Monspeliensis, seu
Symphytum petnxum, Montpelier Coris.

CoRls is also the Euphrasia liniflia.

CORISPE'RMUM {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 1 Mo-
nandria. Order 2 Digynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. none.

—

Cor. petals two, com-
pressed.

—

Stam. filaments one, shorter than the petals

;

anthers simple.

—

Pist. germ acute, compressed; .styles

two ; stigmas acute.

—

Per. none; seeds single, oval.

Species. The two species are annuals, namely, the

—

Cori-

spennum hyssqfolium, seu Rhagostris, Hj'ssop-leaved
Tickseed.

—

Corispcnnum squarrosum, seu Rhagostris
foliis arundinaceis, Rough-spiked Tickseed.

CO'RIUM (Ant.) any thing which serves as an integument
or covering for a substance of which it forms a part ; as
the skin of man, the hide of an animal, the shell of an egg,

COR

&c. so called because it covers caro, the flesh. Isid. 1. 1 1,

c. 1.

CORIU'SI fori! facere (Laix) to undergo a whipping ; and
curium perdcre, the same ; but corium redimere, is to com-
pound for a whipping.

CORK (Bot.) the bark of the Quercus suber of Linnaus,
wliich was formerly employed as an astringent, and yields

an acid.—Cork-tree, the Quercus suber of Linna;us, resem-
bles the oak in every thing but its bark, and grows in

several parts of Spain and Italy.

CORK-JA'CKET (Mcch.) in French chemise de liege, a ma-
chine made in the form of a seaman's jacket, by the help

of which the wearer may keep himself up in the water.

CO'RMORANT (Orn.) vulgarly used for Corvorant.

CORN (Med.) vide Clavus.

Corn
(
I'et.) a horny substance which grows on the sole of

a horse's foot, arising from inflammation.

Corn (Agric.) the grain of wheat, barley, rye, &c.

CO'RX-RENTS (Latv) rents paid in corn, as by statute

IS Eliz. c. 6, on college leases, one-third of the old rent

shall be reserved in wheat, or malt, &c.

CO'RN-FLAG (Bot.) the Gladiolus of Linnaeus, a perennia).

^Corn-Flower, or Corn-Bottle, an annual, the Centaurea

cyaiius of Linnaeus.— Corn-lNlarigold, the Chrysanthemum
scgetum, &c. mostly perennials.— Corn-Sallad, the f'ale-

riana dentata, &c. a perennial, and a wholesome succulent

plant, which is cultivated in gardens among the early

salads.

CO'RNACHINI puhis (Med.) a powder consisting of scam-

mony, antimony, diagnidium, and cream of tartar, in equal

quantities.

CO'RK.\GE (Laiv) Cornagium, a tenure in grand sergeanty,

the service of which was to blow a horn when any invasion

of the Scots was perceived, by which tenure many persons

held their estates northward of the wall called the Picts'

wall. Co. 1 Inst.; Cambd. Brit.

CORNA'RE (Archceol.) to blow a horn. Math. Par.
i^.

\8\.

CORNE (Fort.) or ouvrage a come, French for the hornwork

in a fortification.

CO'RNEA LUNA (Chem.) a rough tasteless mass, almost

like horn, made by jiouring spirit of salt, or strong brine of

salt and water, on ])repared crystals.

Cornea Tunica (Anat.) the second coat of the eye, other-

wise called Sclerotes, and Tunica dura, which proceeds

from a membrane or skin in the brain, called the Dura
menin.v. It is transparent in the fore part, to admit the

rays of light to pass.

CORNE.\'tA OPER.\ (Archceol.) work that was agreed on

by the day, until candle-light.

CO'RNEL-TREE (Bot.) the Cornus mascula of Linnaeus, a

shrub. The wood of the Cornel is much recommended

for its durability in wheel-work, pins, and wedges, where,

according to Evelyn, it will last as long as the hardest iron.

CORNELLS. (Bot.) the Ammiana baccifera ofL'mnxus.

CORNE'LIAN-CHE'RRY (Bot.) the Connts mascula of

Linna;us.

CORNE'LIAN (Min.) or carnelian, in French carnoline, Ita-

lian carnolino, a precious stone of which rings are made,

probably so called from caro, flesh, which it resembles.

CORNER (Archit.) is the common word for angle.

CO'RNER-TEETH (J'ct.) the four teeth of ahorse placed

between the middle teeth and the tushes, two above and

two below. They put forth when a horse is four years and

a half old.

CORNERS (Man.) the angles of the volt, or the extremities

of the four lines of the volt when working in a square.

CORNES de Bclier (Fort.) low flanks, in lieu of tenailles,

for the defence of the ditch.

CORNESTA (Chem.) a retort.

CO'RNET (Archaol.) 1. A linen or laced head-dress ct

6



;e 01 a room, a uuur, cti;.

mice signifies particularly the third and highest part

jf the Entablature, which is of diftercnt kinds, as the

COR

women. 2. A scarf of black taftety, which doctors of kw
or physic used to wear on the collar of their robes.

CoiiNET (Vet.) an instrument used in letting blood, other-

wise called a Flanv.

Cornet [Cliem.) a paper head, in form of a cone, to cover a

vessel.

Cornet ofpaper (Com.) a piece of paper wound about in

the shape of a horn, such as grocers, &c. wrap up small

wares in.

Cornet {Mil.) an instrument very similar to the trumpet.

\Vhen the cornet was sounded alone, the ensigns were to

march without the soldiers ; but when the trumpet only

sounded, the soldiers were to move forward without the

ensigns.

Ci>rnct is also the third commissioned officer ni a troop

of horse or dragoons, subordinate to the captain and

lieutenant, and equivalent to the ensign among the

foot.

CORNE'TTE [Mil) French for the Cornet.— C'orrae^c! was

also the term used to signify the standard peculiarly appro-

priated to the light cavalry

—

Cornclfc hlanche, an orna-

ment of dist'oction for the superior officers in the French

service, which used formerly to be worn on the top of the

helmet.

COPlN-FLAG {Bot.) vide Corn and Corn-Joiver.

CO'KN'I SPECIES {Bot.) the Clitijtrn of Linnrcus.

CO'RXICE {Archit.) coronis, any moulded projection which

crowns or finishes the part to which it i> affixed, as the cor-

nice of a room, a door, &:c

Cor
of—Architrave Cornice, that immediately contiguous to

the architrave.— C'ov/Hn: Cornice, which has a great case-

mate or hollow in it, commonly lathed and plastered

upon compass sprockets or brackets.

—

Cnntahver Cor-

nice, that has cantalivers underneath it.

—

Modi/lion

Cornice, that has modillions underneath.

—

Mutilated

Cornice, one whose projecture is cut or interrupted to

the right of the larmier, or reduced into a platband with

a cimaise.

CO'RNICE-RING (Gwin.) that which lies next the trun-

nion-ring in a piece of ordnance.

CO'RNICEN {Ant.) the trumpeter, or one who played the

cornet, in the Roman army. Vcgel. 1. 2, c. 12.

CORNl'CUL.A {Snrg.) an instrument made of horn, almost

ill the form of a cupping-glass, except that at the more

slender extremity there is a perforation.

CORN'ICULA'RIS (Anat.) tjic Coracoid process.

COltXrCULATE {Bot.) or Cornnte. [vide Cormdm']

CORXrCULU.M {Ant.) a military ornament attached to the

crest of tlie helmet, which was given as a mark of dis-

tinction for good service. Liv. I. 10, c. M ; Plin. 1. 10,

c. 4:5.

CO'RXISH CHOUGH {Her.) a sort of crow,

cf a fine blue or purple - black colour,

with red beak and legs, which was reckoned

the finest of the species, and was therefore

borne in coats of arms, as in the annexed

figure. " He beareth argent three Cornish

cliouglis proper : the name Thomas, M. A. of University

College, Oxford."

CORNIX {Orn.) the Carrion Crow, the Cnrvus cornix of

Limixus.
CORX-MARIGOLD (Bot.) vide Corn.

CO'RXMUSE (Mita.) a sort of Cornish pipe, formerly much

in use, and blown like the bagpipe.

CO'RXO (Mn^.) Italian for the French horn.

CORX-S.\'I.LAD (Bot.) vide Corn.

CORXU-CE'RV'iI {Med.) hartshorn; or the horn of several

species of the stag, from which are procured a liquor

COR I

commonly called Hartshorn, an oil, and a salt ; and, by cal-

cination, a powder called Calcined hartshorn.

CO'RXU (Bot.) a horn or spur at the back of some flowers.

CO'RXU.\ E.vercitus (Ant.) xifXTx., alee, the Roman name

for what are now called the wings of an army, which were •

assigned as the station for their auxiliaries. Polyh. de Rom.

Mil. Liv. I. 27, c. 2, itc. ; Mian. Tact.; Polycen. Strateg.

1. 1.

—

Cornua Antennarum, axfoxipava, the yard-arms of the

sails.

Virg. Hln. I. 3, v. 519.

Cornua reletanim obiertimut antennarum.

Vitruv. 1. 10, C.8; Tertull. adv. Jud. c. 10; Gt/rald. de

Navigat. c. 12; ScheJ". de Mil. Nav. 1.2, c. S.— Cornun

lihrorum, the gilt bosses of the stick about which the an-

cients rolled their books as we do our maps.

TihullA. 3, eleg. 1, v. 13.

Auine inter gcmiitas pingantur ctrrnua /rjn(e.s.

Anson. Profess. Burdigal. epig. 24, v. 1.

Qum legi$ a prima didiictos meitide libri

Docti'res patriik tcito Juiise mete.

— Cornua Jluminum, the turnings and windings of a river.

CoiiNUA (Med.) corns, or horny excrescences which usually

form on the joints of the toes.

Cornua Uteri (Anat.) the horns of the womb, or the four

corners which arc observable in the wombs of some quad-

rupeds resembling liorns.

CORNUCO'PIA (Ant.) tlie horn which Hercules broke oft

from -Achelous' head when he turned himself into a bull.

This the nymphs filling with flowers and all manner of'

fruits, was afterwards applied to denote abundance, [vide

Abundantia']

CORXUCOPI.^ (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 3 Trian-

dria. Order 2 Digijnia. It is so called from the manner in

which the flowers grow in the involucre, like a cornucopia,

or horn of plenty.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth commonly one-leaved,

funnel-form.

—

Cor. one-valved.

—

St A'si. Jilanients three'

capillary; anthers oblong.

—

Viar. germ turbinate; styles]

two capillary ; stigmas cirrosc.

—

Per. none, the corolla

including the seed; seed single.

Species. The two species are annuals, namely

—

Cornu-[

copia cucuUatum, Hooded Cornucopia;, and the Cornu-''

cnpitc alopecuroidcs, both of which are nearly allied to i

the Alopecurus.

CoRNL'COpi.E is also the Valeriana Cornucopiir.

CO'RXL'M (Bot.) \h\c Cornus. I

COltXUMU'SA (Chcni.) a tetort.
[

CO'RXUS (Bot.) in the Greek xpa.ii'a, the name of a tree.i

so called from Kifa?, because its wood resembled the horn

in its hardness and toughness, on which account the an-

cients made their arrows of this wood. '

Virg. Ain. 1. 10.

Conjeclo iteruitjaciilii, veUit Itala ciyrnm.

eland.
.^jitafretis ahieb, lieliii accommoda C(n-nus.

Theophrast. lUst. Plant. \.'i, c.\9,; IJesyckius; Siiidas.

CouNUs, in the Linrienn sij.'item, a genus of plants, Class 4'

Tclrandria, Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Characters. Cal. ZHVo/itcre generally four-leaved;

perianth very small

—

Cor. petals four, oblong.

—

Stam.

flaments four, subulate; anthers roundish.

—

I'lsr.^rm,

roundish, inferior; style filiform; stigma obtuse.—Peb.J

drape roundish ; .^eed nut heartshaped.

Species. The species are trees, or shrubs, .ns— Corniii,

masciila, the Cornel-tree, or Cornelian Cherry, which, ir

a wild state, i-ises no higher than a shrub, but wher,

cultivated it shoots up into a tree. It is a native of Eu

ropean countries.

—

Cornus sanguinea, CommonDogwooA
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seu Virga saiiguiaca, Female Cornel, Dogberry-ti'ees, Sec.

a shrub.

—

Conins fiorida. Great-flowered Dogn-ood.

—

Conius (dba. White-berried Dogwood.

—

Cormis scricca.

Blue-berried Dogwood, or Dwarf Honeysuckle, native of
Russia, iScc.

—

Cornus siieccia, Pcricli/memim, senC/iuma'
peridymenum. Herbaceous Dogwood, native of Canada,

&c. Clus. Hist. rur. Plant.; Baiih. Hist. Plant.; Bnuli.

Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Bntan.; Raii Hist. Plant.

GORNU'TA {Ich.) a sort of sea-fish, which, according to

Pliny, derived its name from its horny appendages, which

it used to rear out of the water ; it is supposed to answer
to what is now called the Gurnard. Plin. 1. 9, c. 27.

CORNU'TIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, called, by Plumier,

after Jacob Cornus, a botanist and physician of Paris,

Class M Didijnamia, Order 1 Gi/muospcrmia.

Species. The two species, namel}', the Cornutia pyrami-
data, and the Cornutia quiiita, are American trees.

—

Cornutia is also the Premna integrifolia.

CORNUTUM argumentum {Lr^g.) a subtle or sophistical ar-

gument, which is, as it were, horned.

CORNU'TUS {Bot.) cornute, or hornsbaped ; an epithet for

the anthers and some other parts of plants.

COROCO'TTA (Zool.) a kind of mongrel beast in Ethiopia,

bred of a lion and a dog, or a wolf.

CORO'DIS hahciido (Law) a writ for exacting a corody of

an abbev or religious house. Reg. Orig. 'JGl-.

CO'RODY (La-<i) a sum of money, or an allowance of meat,

drink, and clothing allowed by an abbot out of the monas-

tery to tlie king for the maintenance of any one ofhis servants.

CORO'LLA (Bot.) from corona, a crown, the second of the

seven parts of fructification, for.^^ed, according to Linnxus,

of the liber, or inner bark, of the plant. It is commonly
to be distinguished from the perianth by the fineness of its

texture and the gayness of its colours; the perianth being

rougher, thicker, and always green. The corolla is com-
posed of one or more leaf-like pieces, named petals, ac-

cording to the number of which it is distinguished into a

one, two, three, or many-petalled corolla. When a corolla

consists of one petal on!\% the lower contracted part is

named the lube, as a in Jig. 2, and the upper dilated part

limbiis. the limb ; when a corolla is formed of two petals,

the inferior narrow part of each is named the cla:o, as

Jig. i-, and the sujierior expanding part the lamina ; in this

case the whole of the dilated part, or border of the co-

rolla, is named the limb. The corolla is moreover distin-

guished, according to the divisions, proportions, iS:c. into

bijida, two-cleft, trijida, three-cleft, &c.; regularis, regular,

when equal in the figure, magnitude, and proportion of the

parts; irregularis, irregular, when the parts of the Uiub

differ from each other ; incqualis, unequal, when the parts

do not correspond in size; dijformis, dilform, when the

petals or their segments are of different forms. According
to their figure, into campamdata, campanulate, or bell-

shaped, as Jig. 1, where a marks the perianth, and i the

Fig.l. Fig. 2. Fiv. a. fi>. 4.

corolla; injundibiliformis, funnel-shaped, as mjig. 2; hy-

pocratijormis, flat, and fixed upon a tube, as in ^fig. 3,

where a is the tube, b the limb ; personuta, personate [vide

Personate] ; ringcns, ringent ; papilionacea, papilionaceous

[vide Papilionaceits'] ; rotata, rotate; cyathiformis, glass-

shaped; urceolala, pitcher-shaped; cruciata, cruciform,

as in Jig. 4, where a a are the claws, b the laminas of
the petals, c the receptacle ; coiicava, concave

j
patens

COR
spreading; rosacea, rose-like; undulata, undulated; ;;//-

cata, plaited; revoluta, rcvoluto ; torta, twisted. In r.

-

spect to the margin, into crenata, crenate ; .^errata, serrate ;

cilinta, ciliate. In respect to the surface, into vi/losa, vil-

lous
; tomento.ia, tomentose ; sericea, silky ; pilosa, hairv ;

hnrbnta, bearded.

CORO'LLUL.4 (Bot.) Corolhdc, or Corollci, a small co-
rolla is a term applied to the florets in aggregate flowers.

C()'R0LLA11Y (Math.) or Consectary, a consequence drawn
from some proposition already proved or demonstrated ; as
if from the proposition, " Tfiat every triangle having tv, o
sides equal has two angles equal," tl'iis corollary be drawn
that every equilateral triangle is also equiangular. These
were called porisms by the ancients.

CORO'NA (Ant.) a crown or cap of dignity was worn as a
badge of regal dignity by most of the Roman emperors;
but crowns were bestowed u|)on military merit and success
among the Romans on various occasions; wherefore it wa.s

a common emblem of victory on medals, sometimes in the
mouth of the eagle, sometimes in the hand of the goddess
of victory, and sometimes by itself, as in fg. ], on the re-
verse of a monetal coin of L. Vinicius, representing four
crowns, emblematical of four victories obtained by Au-
gustus, namely, over Sextus Pompey, over the Pannonians,
&c. at Actium, and lastly over Cleopatra, in Egypt.

Fig. 1. I'ig. 2.

The principal crowns bestowed on military men were as
follow— Corona civica, a
civic crown (as in the an-

nexed figure) given to him
vvho had rescued the life

of a citizen, which was
made of oak leaves, [vide

Civica']—Corona naimlis, a naval crown given to liim

M'ho first boarded an enemy's ship. It was made of
gold, and beaked after the manner of ships, as in

fig. 2, which represents the obverse of a coin ot

"Agrippa; the legend AGRIPPA Lucii Fdius COSul.
III.— Corona muralis, given to him who first scaled

the walls of an enemj-'s garrison, representing the

pinnacles of a wall, as in /7g'. 3, which is also the head of
Agrippa thus adorned.— Corona castrensis, given to him
who first entered the enemy's camp; it was made in the

form of a trench. These three last were of gold.

—

Co-
lona obsidionalis, an obsidional crown, given to the ge-

neral who raised a siege. It was made of the grass

of the place which had been besieged.

—

Corona tri-

jimplialis, given to a general on the day of triumph, was
first made of laurel, and afterwards of gold.— Corona

ovalis, which was of myrtle, and given to a general who
was entitled to an ovation. To these might be added,

the corona paclilis, made of rose leaves stitched toge-

ther ; corona oleagina, a crown of olive leaves ; corona

plectilis, a crown plaited with flowers, grass, ivy leaves,

and the like. Plin. 1. 22, c. 4-5 ; Cell. 1. 5, c. 6 ; Paschal.

de Coron. 1. 2, c. 16, ttc. ; Mader. de Coron.apud Grav.

Thes. Anticj. Roman, iom. viii. ; Buleng. de Triumph. &c.

Corona (Archit.) Crown, or Crowning, the flat and most

advanced part of the cornice, so called because it crowns

the cornice and entablature. It is called in the language

of the workmen the drip, because it serves by its projec-

ture to carry the rain off from the rest of the building.

Vitruv. 1. 2, c. 8; Bald. Lex. Vitruv.
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ConosA (B'it.) vide Croxun.—Corona impe/ialis, the same as

>the Frilillnria.— Corona solis, the Bupthalmum Jrutescens

of Linna:us.

Corona imperinlk {Conckol.) a kind of xmhula.

Corona (Opt.) a luminous circle, otherHise called a Iialo,

which is observable round the sun, moon, or largest planets,

and usually coloured.

Corona Borealis {Astron.) s-paro; Wija"?. Northern Crown,

one of the 43 old constellations in the northern hemis-

phere, containing 8 stars, according to Ptolemy, Tycho,

and Hcvelius, 20 according to Bayer, and 21 in the British

Catalogue; one of which, namely, Lucida Corona, is of

the second magnitude.— Corona Australis, or Meridionalis,

s?f3'.»io-x5«,the Southern Crown, a constellation of the southern

hemisphere, which contains 13 stars, according to Ptolemy,

and 12 in the British Catalogue. It is called by Proclus

xr.fjx-^TM. Aral. Plucnoin. v. 71 ; I'lol. Almnrr. 1. 7, c. 5;

Manil. Aslron. Puet. ; Prod, de Sjihccr. ; Ricciol. Almng.

Nov. 1. 6.

CORONA'LIS 5»/io-a [Annl.) coronal suture, from corona,

a crown or garland, so called because the ancients wore
their garlands in that dii'ection ; the suture of the head,

which extends from one temple to the other, uniting the

two parietal bones with the frontal.

COKON'A'UEJ(/(!(H( {Laiv) to make one's son a priest, which

the lords of manors anciently prohibited those of their te-

nants from doing who held by villenage, as ordination

changed the condition of such persons, by making those

free who might otherwise have been claimed as servants.

COROXA'RIA (Bat.) the Agrostema coronaria of Linnseus.

Coronaria vasa (Annl.) coronary vessels, the arteries and

veins of the heart, so called because they encircle it after

the manner of a corona, or crown. The arteries of the

stomach are also called by the same name.
CORONA'RI.K (Bot.) the ninth Order in Linnsus' Frag-

ments of a Natural Method, and tlie tenth of his Natural

Orders, containing a ])art of the liliaceous plants, and such

as, from their natural beauty, are adapted to the making of

garlands.

CO'RONARY (Bnl.) an epithet for plants that are adapted

for making garlands.

CORONA'TION (Polil.) the ceremony of investing with the

crown; a term particularl3' applied to kings. It is how-
ever employed to denote the ceremony of investing the

pope with his sacerdotal dignity and character, of which

a memorial has been left on the medals of .\drian VI. as in

tile subjoined figures, where, as m Jig. 1, he has on the

sacerdotal robe called the pliniu/e, and in^;'-. 2 that called

pjniicla.

CORON.\'rO'RK rligendo (Baw) a writ directed to the

sheriff to call together the freeholders of the county in

order to choose a new coroner. 7'. A'. //. If)3; Itcg. Ori'g.

ITT.

—

Coronatorc Exnnerando, a writ for the discharge of

a coroner for negligence or insu'Iiciency in his duty. /'.

A'. B. 164; Reg. Orig. IT"; 2 Inst. y>.

CORON.\'TUS Homo (Ere.) ono who had received the first

tonsure preparatory to superior orders; so called because

the tonsure was in the form of a corona, or crown of

thorns.

CORO'NE (Anat.) from xepa;)), a crow ; the acute process of

COR
the lower jaw-bone, so called from its supposed resemblance
to a crow's bill.'

ConoNE (Lnu) French for crown; under which head were
formerly brought all matters of the crown, as treason,
felony, Ac.

CORONE'OLA [Bot.) a rose which flowered in autumn.
PUn. 1. 21, c. 4.

CO'ROXER (Lflti) an officer so called from corona, di crown,
because, with the assistance of a jury of twelve men, he
makes inquisition into the untimely deaths of any of the
king's subjects. Bract. 1. .'5, tract 2, c. 5, &c. ; Britt. c. 1

;

Flet. 1. 1, c. 18 ; Mirror, c. 1, 5 3 ; 2 Inst. 31, kc—Sove-

reign coroner, the Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench.
•^Coroner of the verge, an officer who has jurisdiction

within the verge or compass of the King's Court. Cromp.
Jur. 102.

CORONET (Her.) a small crown worn by the nobility, as a

Duke's, Marquiss', Earl's, Viscount's, and Baron's crown,
[vide Duke, &c.]

Coronet ( Vet.) or Cronel, the upper part of a horse's hoof,

w here the hair grows down ; or it is the lowest part of the

p:istern, which runs round the cojjin.

CORONILLA (Bot.) a diminutive of corona, is the name of

a genus of plants in the Linnean sijitem. Class 17 Diadcl-

pliia. Order 4 Decandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. umbeUule simple; perianth one-

leaved, compressed. — Cor. papilionaceous ; standard

heartshaped ; xnings ovate ; kcct acuminate, compressed.
— Stam. ^^/(/OTCn/s diadelphous ; anthers simple.

—

Pist.

germ columnar; siigjna obtuse.

—

Per. legume very long,

two-valved ; seeds many.
Specie.'!. The species are mostly perennials, and natives of

the South of Europe, as

—

Coronilla cmerus, Emerus, seu

Colutea, Scorpion Sena.

—

Coronilla, seu I'olygala, Li-

near-leaved Coronilla.— Coronilla glauca, seu Colutea,

Great shrubby Coronilla.

—

Coronilla minima, the Least

Coronilla.

—

Coronilla scandcns, Climbiiig Coronilla. But

the Coronilla securiduea, Sccuridaca, seu Hedysarum,
Hatchet Vetch, is an annual. Clus. Hist. rar. Plant.;

Banh. Hist. Plant.; Daiih. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park.

Theat. Botan. ; Rail Hut. PlaiU. ; Tournef. Inst.

Coronilla is also the Galega villosa.

CORO'NIS (Archit.) vide Cornice.

C01lONrSM.\ (Ant.) KcfmlriMx, a begging sort of song

among the Rhodiai.s, sung by persons carrying about a

crow or jackdaw, w hence they were called coronisttc, from

xofmn, a crow. Athcn. 1. 8, c. 15.

CORONO'IDES (Anat.) from x.pV*,, a crow, and ^r,?.?, like-

ness; an epithet for different parts of the body bearing a

resemblance to a crow's beak ; as the Coronoides Apophy-

sis Ulna' ; Coronoides Apophysis maxilla:, Ac.
CORO'NOPUS (Bot.) Mf^'n-ic, a vulnerary plant; so called

from the resemblance which its leaves bear to the foot of

xofam, a crow. It is reckoned efficacious against the bites of

venemous creatures. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. \.1, 0.9;

Dioscnr. I. 2, c. 1.58 ; Plin. 1. 22, c. 19.

CORO'PHIUM (hh.) x.f.<r'°, akindofcrabfish.
COROZO'RE (Hot.) another name for the Scdum.

CO'RPORA Alliieantia (Anal.) Glands of a white colour in

the brain.— Corpora cavernosa, two hollow crura forming

the Penis.

—

Corpora Jimhriata, the flattened termination!!

of the posterior crura of the fornix of the brain.— Cotpora

lobosa, the cortical part of the kidney.— Corpora nerw-

spoiigio.ta , or nervosa, the nervous spongeous bodies of the

penis.— Corpora olivarin, the two external ))roniincnccs of

the medulla oblongata.

—

Corpora pyramidalia, the two in-

ternal prominences of the medulla oblongata.— Corpora

quadrigemina, vide Tubcrcula quadrigemina. — Corpora

striata, two prominences in the lateral ventricle of the

brain.
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CORPORAL {Lnu') an epithet for any thing belonging to

the body, as corporal punishment.

Corporal (Mil.) a rank and file man, with superior pay
to that of common soldiers, and with nominal rank under
a Serjeant.

—

A Lance Corporal, in French corporal brevetc,

one who acts as corporal, receiving pay as a private.

Corporal Onih (Law) is a name given to the ordinary oath
administered in couits of law, because the party who takes

it is obliged to la}' his hand on the Bible.

Corporal of a ship {Mar.) an inferior officer, whose busi-

ness it is to look after all the small shot, arms, &c.
CORPORALE (Ecc.) a communion cloth used in the
Komish church, being a sijuare piece of linen, on which
the chalice and host are placed by the priest at mass.

Les- A'plioHs. Reg. Castell. part 1, tit. 4, leg. 57 ; Amalar,
de^Ecclcs. Offic. c. 19.

CORPORA'TION (Latu) a body politic or incorporate,

so called because the persons composing it are made
into one body. Cnrporntiuns are of different kinds as to

the persons, as a

—

Sole corporation, when in one person,

as in the King.

—

Aggregate corporation, when consist-

ing of many, as a Dean and Chajjter.— Temporal corpo-

ration, which is either temporal by the King, where there is

a Mayor and Commonalty, as in many towns ; or temporal
ht/ the Common Laiv, as the Parliament, consisting of the
King as the head, and the two Houses which are the bodv.— Spiritual corporation, as consisting of Bishops, Deans,
&c.— Mixed corporation, composed of persons spiritual

and temporal, as the Heads of Colleges, Hospitals, &c.

—

Corporations, as to their object, are either Ecclesiastical or

Lay. Lay Corporations are of two kinds, civil and eleemo-

synary. Of the former sort, are those erected for the good
government of a tov/n ; of the latter, are colleges, hospi-

tals, &c.

CORPOllEAL Inheritance {Law) that which consists of
houses, lands, &c.

CORPORE'ITY (Phy.) a term among the schoolmen for

the nature of a body.
CORPORIFICA'TION (Chem.) the giving to a spirit the
same, or a similar, body to what it had before.

COTuPOSANT {Nat.) in Italian Corpo sanio, another name
for the volatile meteor, called the Jgnisjiituus.

CORPS (Archit.) any part that projects or advances beyond
the naked wall, and serves as a ground for some decora-
tion.

Corps (Mil.) French for any body of forces ; of which there

are different kinds, as

—

Corps d'armee, the whole army.

—

C-orps de Garde, the Guards.— Corps de Garde avancee,

advanced post of the cavalry.

—

Petit corps de Garde, the

quarter guard, which is more in front.— Corps de reserve,

the troops in reserve.

—

Corps de Bataille, the whole line of
battle.

—

Corps de Garde signifies the place, i. e. guard-
house, as well as the men who occupy it.— Corps de Ca-
sernes, the barracks.

CORPUS {Anat.) a name given to several substances, or

parts in the body, as Corpus callosum, Inteum, &c.—Corpus
callosuin, the white medullary part joining the two hemi-
spheres of the brain.

—

Corpus glandulosum, the prostate

gland.— Corpus luteum, the granulous papilla which is

found in that part of the ovarium of females from which
an ovum has proceeded.

—

Corpus mucosum, or reticulare,

vide lietc mucosum.— Corpus pampiniforme, or corpus pyra-
viidale, a name given to the spermatic chord, and the
thoracic duct.— Corpus scsamoideum, a little prominence
at the entrance of the pulmonary artery.

—

Corpus spon-
giosum urethra", the spongy substance of the Urethrae in

male animals ; the end of which, next to the prostate
gland, is, on account of its bigness, called the Bull) of the
Urethra.

Corpus (Lit.) a terra used to denote any matter of learning

COR

that is collected and digested into a regular and uniform

whole, as corpus canonum, a body of canon law, iSrc.

Corpus Chrisli Day (Ecc.) a moveable festival appointed by
the church of Rome in honour of the sacrament of the

Lord's supper, ll is mentioned in the statute 32 Hen, S,

c. '21.

Corpus cum Causa (Law) a writ issuing out of Chancery

to remove both the bod}' and record touching the cause of

any man lying in execution upon a judgment for debt into

the King's Bench, ilc. there to lie till he has satisfied the

judgment. E. A', /i. 251.

CORPU'SCLES (Fhy.) the smallest parts or physical atoms

of a body.

CORPU'SCULAR ^«raf//o)i (Phy.) that power by which

the minute component parts of bodies are united and ad-

here to each other.— Corpuscular Philosophy, that scheme,

or system of physics, in which the phenomena of bodies

are accounted for from the motion, rest, position, &c. of

the corpuscles or atoms of which bodies are composed.
CORR (Ant.) in the Hebrew lis, a Hebrew measure con-

taining two quarts Ensjlish. Isid. Orig. 1. 14-, c. 25.

CORRA'GO (Bot.) the'herb Bugloss.

CO'RRE (Anat.) from xtipo', to shave ; that part of the jaws

where the beard grows.

CORRE'CTIO (liliet.) £V«.tf««(r.?, a figure of speech by
which the orator recalls what he has said, and substitutes

something fitter in its place. Cic. Or. 1. 3, c. 5i ; Quintil.

1. 9, c. 2 ; Rulil. Liip. p. 5 ; Georg. Trapezunt. Rhet. I. 5,

p. 79; Jul. Rufinian. p. 32.

CORRE'CTION (Print.) the correcting of proofs as they

come from the compositors' hands, in order to free them
from all faults, and fit them for the press. Corrections

are placed on the margin as well as the text, and denoted

by different marks, according to the nature of the fault

;

as (^, i. e. dele, for any thing to be effaced ; a, caret, i. e.

wanting, for what is to be added ;
•—

•, to denote that words,

letters, ii:c. are too distant from each other
; 4i, to show

that they are too close, &c. [vide Printing]

Correction (I^Ied.) is when a salt, or any other thing, is

added to a medicine to quicken it.

CORRECTING-STONE (Print.) a large slab of marble, or

Purbeck-stone, placed on a stand, at which the compositor

corrects the formes from the proofs that are returned to him.

COliRE'CTIVES (Med.) medicines which serve to correct

the qualities of other medicines.

CORRECTOR ofthe press (Print.) one espedially appointed

in a printing office to correct the proofs as they come
rough from the compositors' hands ; in distinction from
the reader, who looks over the revises, or after-proofs of

the same sheet, and fits them finally for the press.

Corrector of the staple (Com.) an officer of the staple,

who records the bargains of merchants made there.

CORRECTO'RES (Ant.) provincial magistrates in Italy.

Pancirol. Not. Digiiit. Imp. Orient, c. 99.

CORREGIDOR (Pulit.) a chief magistrate in a Spanish town.

CORRE'L.\TIVES (/%.) things that bear a natural rela-

tion to each other, as a father to a son.

CO'R RELET (Mil.) vide Corslet.

CORRESPO'KDENCE (Mil.) a written or unwritten inter-

course kept up between officers at the head of an army
who communicate together in order to act in concert.

—

Secrect correspondence is secret communication, or intel-

ligence, which subsists between the commander and some
confidential agent acting in another quarter.

CORRESPO'NDENT (Com.) he who corresponds, or carries

on a commercial intercourse by letter with another person

at a distance.

CO'RRIDOR (Fori.) the covert-way lying round about the

whole compass of the fortification of a place, between the

outside of the moat and the pallisadoes.

3 u
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Corridor {Archil.) a long gallery leading to several chambers.
CORRl'GIOLA {Hot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentan-

dria, Order Trisynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved; leaflets

ovate.—Con. petals five, ovate.

—

Stam. Ji/nments five,

subulate; anthers simple.

—

l'i>iT. germ ovate; sti/le none;
stigmas three, obtuse.— Per. none; sefrf single.

Species, The single species is the Corrigiola litoralis,

Polygonij'ulia, I'olygonum littoreum, seu Alsine pmlustris.

Corrigiola is also the Illecebrum vcrticillatum.

CORRI'RA [Orn.) a genus of birds of the Order Grallcc.

Generic Character. Bill short, without teeth.— Thighs
longer than the body.

—

Feet four-toed, palmate.

Species. The single species is the Corrira Italica.

CORROBORA'NTIA {Med.) corroborative or strengthen-
ing Medicines.

CORRODE'NTIA [Med.) medicines vrhich consume, or eat

away proud flesh.

CO'RRODY (Lfliu) vide Corod,/.

CoRRODY (Mil.) a defalcation from an allowance or salary

for some other than the original purpose ; thus, an officer,

who retires on the full pay of a short company or troop
holds a corrody.

CORRO'SION {Chan.) a dissolution of mixed bodies by
corro.iive menstritums.

CORRO'SIVE Sublimate {Chem.) or Corrosive muriate nf
tnercuri/, is a pcrchloride of mercury, an extremely acrid

and violently poisonous preparation.

CORRO'SIVES {Client.) saline mcnstruums, which have the

property of dissolving bodies.

CORRU'DA {Bot.) a herb called wild Asparagus. Plin.

1. 20, c. 13.

CO'RRUGANT (Anat.) an epithet for muscles which help

to knit the brows, or to draw the skin into wrinkles.

CORRUGA'TOR Supercilii {Anat.) the muscle which pulls

down the skin of the forehead so as to make it wrinkle.

CORRUFTrCOL/E {Ecc.) a sect of heretics in Egypt, in

the sixth century, who maintained that the body of Jesus
was corruptible.

CORRL'TTION (Phij.) the destruction of the form, or

proper mode of existence of any natural body.
CoRRurnoN oj' blond {Laiv) an infection growing to the

blood, estate, and issue of a man attainted of treason.

CORRUSCA'TION {Ph,/.) a flash of lightning, or of light

from a sudden spark of fire.

CO'RSAIR {Mar.) in French pirate barbaresque, a name
for the piratical cruisers on the coast of Rarbar)', which
plunder the merchant ships of European nations, with

whom they are at peace.

CORSE-PRESENT {Law) from the T^rench corps present,

a mortuary; so called, probably, because where a mortuary
became due on the death of any man, the best or second
best beast was presented to the priest, and carried with the

corps. Slat. 21 Hen. .S, c. 5.

CO'RSLET (Md.) from the Latin corpiisciilinn, a little body;
the name of an ancient piece of armour, with which the

body or trunk of a man was protected. It was used by
the pikemen. { & 5 /-". & M. c. 2.

CO'RSNED-BREAD {Arclucol.) or ordeal-bread, a piece of

bread consecrated by the priest for that purpose, which was
eaten by the Saxons when they would clear themselves of

any crime laid to their charge ; in which case they wished
it might be poison, and kill them If they were guilty.

C()RS(Jl'Di;S {Min.) vide Amianthus I.api.^:

CO'RTALON (Bot.) Groundsel.

CORTA'RIUM {Archuul.) vide Cortularium.

CORTE'(jE {Cus) I'rench for the train, or retinue, that

accompanies a person of distinction.

CORTES {I'olit.) the stales, or the assembly of the states

of Spain and of Portugal.

COR
CO'RTEX {But.) the outer bark of a plant, or the second

integument of the epidermis, so called from corium, the
hide or skin, and tego, to cover.

Cortex {Med.) this word taken absolutely signifies Peru-
vian-bark, but it is applied with an epithet to many sorts

of bark, which are used medicinally, as

—

Cortex angelince,

the bark of a tree growing in Grenada.

—

Cortex Chin-
chiiue, the cinchona.

—

Cortex tavola, a bark supposed to be-
long to a tree which affords the Anisum stellatum, Sec.

Cortex Cerebri (Anat.) the cortical substance of the brain.

CO'RTICAL-BUD {Bot.) gemma corticalis, a bud having
its origin from the scales of the bark.

CORTICA'LIS substantia (Med.) the external substance
of the brain, which, being of a darker colour than the
internal, is, on that account, called cortical.

CORTIC.A.'TUS (Bot.) Corticate, an epithet for a capsule

;

capsula corticata, a capsule in which the outer hard part is

lined by an inner soft layer, as in Sivietenia, &c.; or when
the outer spongy or cork-like part covers the proper
crust of the capsule, as in Triumfelta, &c.

CO'RTIN (Fort.) or curtain, the wall or distance between
the flanks of two bastions.

CORTPNA (Ant.) 1. A cauldron, or kettle, in which wool
was dyed. Cat. de Re Rust. c. 67. 2. The tripos sacred

to Apollo, from which the oracles were delivered. Plin,

1. 31, c. 3 ; Suet, in August, c. 5. 3. The bar, or that

place in a court of law where the counsellors, the secre-

taries, &c. sate. Tac. de Oral. c. 19.

—

Coiiina Theatri, the

convex capacity of the theatre. 'Vro-. JEtn. v. 29i.

—

Cor-

tina cccli, the hemisphere of the heavens. Ennius, apud
Varr. da Lat. Ling. 1. 6, c. 3.

CORTUL.A'RIUM {Archceol.) or corlariuni, a yard adjoin-

ing to a farm.

CORTU'S.\ {Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-cleft; divisions

lanceolate.

—

Cor. one-petalled ; /i/Je scarce any ; border

flat, five-parted; divisions ovate; throat with an elevated

ring.

—

HtAM.Jtlaments five, obtuse ; anthers two-plated

oblong,—Pi.sT. germ ovate ; style filiform ; stigma almost

headed.

—

Per. capsule ovate, acuminate ; seeds numer-
ous ; receptacle columnar.

Species. The two species are

—

Cortusa ISIatthioU, Sanicida

mnnlana, seu Cortusa Matthioli, a biennial, and native

of Austria.

—

Cortusa Gmelini, very similar to the former.

Clus. Hist. rar. Plant. ; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Thcat,

Botan. ; Rail Hist.

CORU-CANA'RICA (Bot.) a quince-like tree of .Malabar,

which is antidysenteric.

CO'RVET (Man.) vide Curvel.

CORVETTE {Mar.) French for any vessel under twenty

guns.

CORVI'XUS lapis {Min.) a stone, found in India, remark-

able for making a noise like thunder when heated.

CORVI'TORES (Ant.) tumblers and merry -andrews. Fest.

de Verb. Signif.

CORU'NDUM '(.>//«.) a sort of adamantine earth.

CO'RVORANT (Orn.) vulgarly called Cormorant, an ex-

ceedingly voracious bird of the pelican tribe, the Pelicanm

carho of Linnaeus. It builds on the highest cliffs hanging

over the sea, and is tamed by the Chinese to catch fish.

CO'RVORANT'SyoM^ (Conch.) a sort of testaceous animal,

the Stronibus pes pelccani of Linnasus.

CO'RUS (Ant.) vide Caurus.

CO'RVUS {Ant.) xifxfu, a kind of iron-hook or grapple in

the form of a crow's beak, which was used in war, particu-

larly in ships. Polijb. 1. 1, c. 22 ; Diodor. 1. 17; Vitruv.

1. 10, c. 19; Curt. \. 1, c. 2; Bald. Lex. Vitruv.

CoRvus (Orn.) a genus of animals of the Class Avts, Order

Picte.
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Generic Characters. Bill convex, sharp-edged.—.Vo5/ri/i
covered with setaceous recumbent feathers.— Tongue
cartilaginous, bifid.

—

Feet fit for walking.

Species. The species of this tribe are distinguished in the

English into the Raven, Crow, Rook, Jay, Nutcracker,

and Magpie; as

—

Corvus corai, the Raven.— Corviis

corone, the Carrion Crow.— Coi-vus comix, the Hooded
Crow.

—

Corvusynigilegu-s, the Rook.

—

Corvus ^lotiedula,

the Jackdaw.— Corvus glandarius, the Jay.

—

Corvus cris-

iatus, the Blue Ja}'.— Corvus caryocatactes, the Nut-
cracker.— Corvus pica, the 3Iagpie.

Corvus (Asiron.) in the Greek xop«f, in the Arabic Algorah ;

the Raven, one of the forty-eight old constellations in the

Southern hemisphere, containing seven stars, according to

Ptolemy, Tycho, and Bayer, and nine in the British cata-

logue. This bird is fabled to have been translated to

heaven by Apollo, for discovering to him the infidelity of

the nymph Coronis. Arat. Phcenom. v. 444'; Eratosth.

Characterism ; Plot. Almag. 1. 7, c. 5 ; Hi/gin, Poet. Astrou.]

CORYBA'NTES (Ant.) priests of Cybele. Strab. 1. 10 ;1

Pliii. 1. 21, c. 37.
ICORYBA'XTIAN (A)it.) icopu3a»Ti«», to sleep with one's eyes;

open, after the manner of the Corybantes, when they;

watched over Jupiter in his infancy. Plin. 1. 21, c. 37.

CO'RYCUS (Med.) xop«o?, a sort of ball among the an-

cients, probably made of leather, and stuffed with the

acini of the fig, or with bran, &c. for weak persons, but
with sand for stronger persons; with which, when it was
suspended from the ceiling, ihej- used to exercise them-
selves in throwing it from ihem and catching it again.

CORYDA'LES [Bat.) the twenty eighth order of Linna?us'

Fragments of a Natural Method, and the twentj'-fourth

of his natural orders.

CORY'DALIS [Orn.) the Lark.

CO'RYLUS {Bol.) the Hazle-Nut, a well-known tree, both

among the ancients and moderns, is, in the Linncfen system,

a genus of plants, Class 21 Monoecia, Order S Polyandrin.

Generic Character. Cal. anient common imbricated;

scales one-flowered.

—

Cor. none.

—

UTAM.Jilnmcnts eight;

anthers ovate, oblong.

—

Female Jloivers remote from the

males.

—

Vi^t. germ roundish. — Per. none; seed nutj

ovate. I

Species- The species are trees, which bear the well-known
nut, called the Hazle-Nut, or Filbert, which are varieties'

of the C' ryltis avellana.
j

CORY'MB (Bot.) corymhns, signifies literal!}' a cluster ofj

ivy berries, but is employed in modern Botany to denote
a sort of inflorescence which is formed from a spike,

I

each flower being furnished with a proper peduncle, and
proportionally elevated. The corymb, the cyme, and the

umbel, bear a strong resemblance to each other ; but they

may be distinguished as follow. In the corymb, fig. 1,

the peduncle or pedicels, a a a a, take their rise from dif-

ferent heights ; but the lower ones being longer, they all

form nearly an even surface at top. In the umbel, fig. 2, the
peduncles cc c c take their rise from the same centre ; and
the whole is disposed with remarkable regularit)-. In the
cyme, fig. 3, the peduncles, as in fig. 2, also take their rise

from the same centre ; but the sub-djvisions are irregular,

[vide Botany, Inflorescence']

COS
CORY''MBIATE (Ant.) set about and garnished with clus-

ters of ivy berries.

CORYMBI'FER.F: (Bot.) the name of one of Ray's classes;

and of the third sub-division in the order of compound
flowers in Linnjeus's Natural Arrangement.

CORY'MBION (Bnt.) the herb Lychnis.
CORYMBI'TES (Bot.) a kind of spurge with broad leaves.

CORY'MBIUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Synge-
nesia. Order 6 Monogamia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth two-leaved; lenflels

erect.

—

Cor. one-petalled.

—

Stam.Jilaments five; anthers
oblong.

—

Fist, germ hirsute; style simple.

—

Per. none;
seed single ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are mostly natives of the Cape of
Good Hope, as

—

Corymbium scabrutn, glabrum, Jill-

forme, (S:c.

CORYNOCA'RPUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pen-
tandria. Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved.—Con. five-

petalled ; nectary with five leaflets.— &TAt<t. filaments
subulate; anthers oblong.—PiST. germ superior; style

short; stigma obtuse.— Per. nut club-shaped; seed an
oblong kernel.

Species. The single species is the Corynocarpus laevigata,

native of New Zealand.
CO'RYPHA (Bot.) a genus of palms, of which the principal

species is the Corypha umbracidifcra, Palma montana,
Codda-panna, seu Laribus, a native of Malabar, which
scarcely flowers before it is thirty or forty years old.

CORYPH/E'NA (/</(.) a genus of animals, of the Class
Pisces, Order Thoracica.

Generic Character. Head sloping suddenly downwards.—Gill-Membrane five-rayed

—

Dorsal Jin as long as the
back.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Coryphceiia hip-
puris, equisetalis, ccerulca, &c.

CORYPHAEUS (Ant.) ^cfviPuT^-,, from k^v^',,, a top; the
leader of the dance, or the band. Suidas.

CORYPHE (Annt.) x^fv:?r, the verte\ or top of the head.
CORY'THIA (Ich.) a kind of purple fish. P//«. 1. 32, c. 7.
CORY'ZA (]\lcd.) xcfvC,^, rendered by Celsus gravedo, by

Ca;lius Aurelianus catarrhus ad Mares, signifies a defluxion
from the head by reason of cold. Ccls. I. 4, c. 2; Ctcl.
Aurelian. j

COSCI'NOMANCY' (Ant.) xorxitcfJUxtTtia, from f/jcctriM, a
divination, and r-ooito*, a sieve ; a sort of divination by
means of a sieve, used particularly in discovering suspected
persons. The sieve was suspended in a room, and the
diviner muttered a formula of words, repeating the name
of the suspected person, when, if the sieve moved or
shook, the suspicion was confirmed.

COisE'CANT (Geom.) the secant of an arc, which is the
complement of another arc to 90 degrees.

CO'SENAGE {Laxv) a writ for the rightful heir against an
intruder. Brit. c. 29 ; F. N. /?. 221

.

CO'.SENTNG (Loti) any thing done deceitfully, whether by
contracts or not, which cannot be designated by any other
name. West. Symb. p. 2, sect. 68.

CO'SHERING (Lan-) a prerogative which some lords of
manors had, to sleep and feast with their retinue at the
houses of their tenants.

CO'SIN (Laiv) or cosen, a cousin.

CO'SINE (Geom.) the right line of an arc, which is the
complement of another to 90 degrees.

COSME'TA (Ant.) from xca-fj^U; to adorn; a dresser or
keeper of the wardrobe. Schol. in Juv, sat. 6, v. 476.

Cos.META (Chem.) Antimony.
COSME'TICS (Med) j«><r//,i]Tix«, from /.r,<ruAu, to beautify;

preparations which whiten and soften the skin, or in general
any thing which tends to beautify the complexion.
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COS

COSMIA'NA Antidotus (Med.) an antidote mentioneil by

Maicellus Empiiicus, c. 29.

COS.MIA'NUM (Med.) a very sweet ointment; so called

from one Cosmus, a perfumer.

CO.'^-MI.VTICU.M (Ant.) from Koa-f^iu, to adorn; a tax on

t'emalc ornaments.

CO'.SMICAL (Astron.) a term denoting one of the poetical

risings and settings of the stars. A star is said to rise cos-

viiadly, when it rises with the sun ; and to set cosmically,

wiien it sets at the same time as the sun rises, [vide As-

tronomtj~\

COy.MO'GRAPHY {Lit.) K5(r(«.ov(iaipi«, from ^wihot, the

world, and yfit-foi, to describe ; the science of describing

the several parts of the visible world, delineating them ac-

cording to their number, position, &c.

CO'S.MOLABE (Mech.) from x^o-^o-, the world, and Xa/iut,

to take ; an ancient mathematical instrument for measuring

distances both in heaven and earth.

COSMO'LOCiY [Lit.) from xio-^o;, the world, and xiycc,

discourse ; the study of the world in general.

COSMO'METUY (Math.) from «oV^<,o5, the world, and /*£-

Tfit,; to measure ; the measurement of the world by degrees

and minutes.

CO.S.MO'POLITE (PoUt.) from x^o-^o?, the world, and

ToAiTflf, a citizen ; a citizen of the world.

CO'SMOS (Med.) M<rji.)ii, a term used by Hippocrates for

the order and series of critical days.

COSS, Rule of (Alirc'j.) another name for algebra, signifying

the " Rule of the Thing," the unknown quantity being

called the Cosa, or thing : whence also the term cossic

numbers.
CO'SSACKS (Mil.) a sort of irregular troops attached to

the Russian army, who followed originally a predatory

system, for which their enterprizing temper and hardy

liabits peculiarly qualified them. They are at present dis-

tinguished principally by their dress and accoutrements.

CO'.SSET (litis.) a lamb, colt, calf, &c. brought up by the

hand without the dam.

CO'SSIC Numbers (Algeh.) the powers of numbers, as the

roots, the squares, the cubes, &c.

CO'SSUM (Med.) a virulent ulcer of the nose.

CO'SSYl'HUS (Ent.) the name given by I'abricius to some

species of insects of the genus Lampijris, having their

feelers hatchet-shaped. ,„„^
C O.ST (Her.) or Coltise, an ordinary, which iK'JJ^t

contains a fourth part of the bend or half.

When only one is borne, it is called a Cost

;

but if they be borne by couples, as they

mostly arc between a bend, they are then

called Cotlises ; as " He beareth sable, a bend,

nrirenl, between two cottises, dancette, or,

by the name of Clopton of Suffolk."

CO'.ST.'E (Anat.) the ribs, which are in number 2\; on each

side of the vertebra; of the back. They are distinguished

into wrce, true, and falsce, false.— Costic vera: arc tlie

seven uppermost ribs ; so called because their cartilagi-

nous ends are received into the sinus of the sternum.

—

Castic fahcc, the five lowermost ribs; so called because

they are shorter and softer, and not joined to the extre-

mity of the sternum.

CO'.ST.AKD (Bot.) an early summer apple, so much

esteemed formerly that the sellers of these apples were

called Costard-mongers.

CO'.ST.MARY (/}'//) the Tnnacetiim halsamila of Linn;cus,

a perennial, and odoriferous plant.

COiiTO-IIYO'IDlvS (Aunt.) from rnsla, a rib, and hi/nidois,

the hyoidal bone ; a muscle so called from its origin and

insertion.

COSTS (Late) Expensw litis, tliose expenses which neces-

sarily ensue from the prosecution of any suit in a court of

law, consisting of stamps and duties to the government,

COT
fees to the officers oF the court, &c. These are in some
cases recoverable from the party who lose the causes.

CO'STUS (Bot.) xofec, a kind of shrub growing in Syria and
Arabia, the root of which has a most grateful spicy smell

;

it is a stomachic and deobstruent, being also of use in ver-
tiginous disorders. Thcoph. Iliit. Plnitt. 1. 9, c. 7;
Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 15 ; Plin. 1. 12, c. 12 ; (.ial. dc .Simjil.

CosTUS, in the Liiuiean sijstem, a genus of plants, Class I

Alonandrin, Order 1 Mnnogyuia.
Generic Characters. Cal. perianth three-toothed—CoK.

petals thrco-lanceolate; iiectarij one-leaved; lower lip

broader than the upper ; border spreading.

—

Stam. fila-

ment supplied by the upper lip of the nectary, to which
grows a twofold anther Viar. germ inferior; style i\\'\-

form; stigmahediAeA.—Per. cn/Mu/e roundish; seeds many.
Species. The species are natives of the Indies, as the

—

Costus Arabicus, seu Toganakua.— Costns glabralits, iVr.

CO'STIVE (Med.) a term denoting the constipation of the
alvus.

CO'T-(jARE (Husband.) refuse wool, so clotted tiv_;ether

that it cannot be pulled asunder. It is mentioned in sta-

tute 13 li. 2.

COTA (Bot.) the Anthemis cotula of Linnaeus.

COTANGENT (Geom.) the tangent of any complemental
arc, or what the arc wants of a quadrant, or 90°.

COTA'RIA (Min.) a quarry or mine out of which whet-
stones are dug.

CO TAllIUS (.-irchccol.) a cottager, or one who Iield by a

free socage tenure.

COTARO'NIUiM (.ilch.) a word coined by Paracelsus to

denote the liquor into which all bodies and even their ele-

ments may be dissolved.

CO'TER (Mensur.) in French signifies to mark upon the

plans and profiles of works of fortification, the exact mea-
surement thereof divided into toises, feet, inches, and lines.

COTERE'LLI (Archccol.) a sort of straggling thieves nr

plunderers, like the moss-troopers on the borders of Scot-

land.

COTE'RELLUS (Archaol.) a servile tenant who held land^

in mere villenage.

COTEEI'E (Cus.) a French term signifying literally a

trading partnership ; is taken also for a club, or social

party, formed for amusement.
COTE'SIAN Theorem (Math.) a particular property of the

circle ; so called from Mr. Cotes, by whom it was dis-

covered.

CO'TESWALD (Archccol.) a place for sheep-cotes and sheep

feeding on hills, from the Saxon coce and j'al*, a wood.
CO'THON (Ant.) a key or wharf. Fcst. dc Verb. Sig.

COTHL'RNUS (Ant.) Mioptci, a sort of buskin and shoe,

which was worn by tragedians and hunters of both sexes.

Virg. ."En. 1. 1, v.'s.'JG.

Virginihui Tyriis mos est ^eitare pharetram,

Vinyureoque altc suras viticire cothunw.

Ovid. Amor. I. S, el. 1, v. 14.

J.vdius apta pedum viiicla cothurnus nat.

Whence a man who sided with both parties was called a

cothurnus. Xenoph. Hist. Gricc. 1. 2; and also the tragic

muse was called by the same name.
Virg. Ed. 3, v. 10.

6'('/(i SophivU'o tua caritiiria digna fiolhumfi.

Ilorat. Art. Poet. v. S9 ; Poll. Onym. 1. 6, sect. 16, Ac;
.Sot. in Virg. jEn. ; Hesychius. ; hid. 1. 19, c. 34.

CO'TICE (Her.) vide Cost.

CO'TICED (Her.) or Colised, an epithet for any thing that

is accosted, sided, or accompanied by another.

COTI'LLON (,i;/(,!.) a lively animated kind of dance.

COTINUS (Bot.) the same as the /?/((«.

CO'TIS (.Inal.) y.orn, a term used by Hippocrates for the

posterior part of the head, or the hollow of the neck.



COT
CO'TLAXD (Lnic) Land held by a cottager, whether in so-

cage or villenage. Paroch. Antiq.

COTONE'A {But.) a herb smelling sweetly like thyme.
Pliii. 1. 26, c. 7.

CoTONEA, in the Linnean Si/stem, is another name for the
Ct^doiiia.

COtONEA'STER (Bot.) the Mespilus chama:.

COTONE'UM (Bot.) a quince.

COTSCJOPI'N [Bot.) another name for the Gardinea.
COTSE'THLA (Archccol.) a little dwelling belonging to a

small farm.

COTSE'THUS (Lnti) a cottager or cottage-holder, who, by
servile tenure, was bound to work for the lord.

CO'TTA [Com.) a sort of measure, used for measuring of
cauries or cowries, of which it holds 12,000.

CO'TTEM (Bot.) the Mentha periculuides of LinuEeus.

CO'TTANUM (Bot.) a small kind of Syrian fig.

CO'TTISES [Her.) vide tW.
CO'TTISED (Ha:) vide Colticed.

COTTOIDES (Ich.) a species of Per?*:.

CO'TTOX (Com.) a sort of linen or cloth, which is manu-
factured from spun cotton.— Cotton hank, askainofspun
cotton done up ready for sale.

Cotton (Bot.) a sort of wool or flax which encompasses the

seed of the tree, called, in the Linnean system, Gossypinni,

which is cultivated much in the East Indies, and yields

materials for clothing to all parts of the habitable world.

—

Cotton-Grass, the Enophoiium, a perennial of the Grass
tribe ; so called because its seeds have a dow ny substance
attached to them which resemble cotton, and has been I

used in its stead.

—

Hilk cotton, the down}' substance pro-

duced from a tree, which, in the Linnean system, is called

the Bombti.T, and much resembles the Gossi/pium.—Cotton-
Thistle, Onopoidium, an herbaceous plant, with a bien-

nial root, which is so called because it has downy leaves.

— Cotton-Weed, tho Athanasia marithna, a perennial ; so

called on account of its downy leaves.

COTTO'YER uiic ai-uice (Mil.) a French term, denoting to

keep a parallel line with the enemy, so as to prevent him
from crossing a river.

CO'TTREL (Mtch.) a trammel to hang or set a pot over
tlie fire.

CO'TTUS (Ich.) Bull-head, a genus of animals, of the Class

Pisces, Order I'Aoracicci.

Generic Cltarncter. Head broader than the body.

—

Eyes
vertical.

—

Bodi/ round without scales.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Cotlus cataphrac-

ills, Pogge or armed Bull-head.— Cotlus scorpius. Father
Lasher.

—

Coitus Gobio, Miller's Thumb, or River Bull-

head, &c.

CO'TUCHAXS (Architol.) boors or husbandmen.
CO'TULA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Sijngenesin,

Order 2 Poli/gamia Supeijlun.

Generic Characters. Cal. common convex.—Con. com-
pound the length of the calyx ; coroUidcs hermaphrodite ;

proper of the hermaphrodites tubular ; of the females

scarcely any.— Stam. flamenls in the hermaphrodites
four, very small ; anthers tubular.

—

Pist. germ obovate
;

style filiform; stigmas two obtuse.

—

Per. none; seeds

solitary.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as

—

Cotula an-
il, cmoides, Anuntltocylus, seu Chrysanthemum, Dwarf
Cotula, native of the Southern parts of Europe.

—

Cotula

stricta, Lidbeekia, seu Lancisia, Silvery Cotula, native

of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Cotula coronofolia, Anar-
iJiocycltis, Chrysanthemum, Bellis Bucks-horn Cotula.

—

Cotula turhinata, Chamamcslum, seu Lancisia, a Cape
plant.

—

Cotula Capensis, Lancisia, Matricaria, seu Cha-
nmmcelum, Sfc.

COTU'RNIX (Or.) the quail; the Tetras Coturnix of Lin-
uKus. Plin. 1. 10, c. 13.

cou

j

CO'TYLE (Ant.) cotyla, or cotula, xnnx.-, signified not only

I

a drinkmg cup of a deep capacity, but any thing having a
cavity, as the hollow of the hand, &c. Athcn. 1. 11, c. 8.— Cotyld is also a measure about a pint or a pound. Gnl.
de Pond, et Mcnsur.; Cenal. de Pond, et Mens, apud Grav.
Thes. Antiq. tom. ii. p. H51.

CoTYLE (Anat.) any deep cavity in a bone, in which another
bone is articulated ; but more particularly that cavity called
oUierwise the acttahulum, which receives the thighbone.

COT\'LEDOX (Anat.) certain glandular bodies adhering
to the chorion of some animals ; but no such substances
are observable in the human chorion. The gapings, how-
ever, in the veins of the matrix of women are sometimes
called cotyledons.

Cotyledon (Bot.) ko-^vX/.^'o:?, from mtum, a cavity, is the
name of a plant mentioned by Dioscorides and Pliny,
which, according to the former, was so called, because its

leaf was of a hollow, orbicular form. The juice of this
herb was reconmiended as an ajiplication to tumors and
inflammations. Dioscor. 1. i, c. 92 ; Pliny, 1. 2S, c. 17.

Cotyledon, in the Linnean system, is a genus of plants,
Class \0 Decandria, Order 5 Pentagynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth" on&-\e&\eA, five-cleft.—Cor. i^ctal bellshaped, five-cleft; nectary consisting

of a concave scale. — Stam. filaments ten, subulate
;

anthers erect, four-furrowed.—Pist. germs five, oblong ;

styles subulate
; stigmas simple.—Per. capsules five, ob-

long; seeds very many, small.

Species. The principal species are as follow, namely

—

Cotyledon umbilicus, Scdum, seu Umbilicus Veneris, Com-
mon Navelwort, Kidneywort, or Wall Pennywort, a
perennial, and native of Great Britain, &c.— Coti/ledo>i
Hispanica, Spanish Xavehvort, a b'\mx\\:iL\.— Cotyledon
orbiculata, seu Sedum, Round-leaved Xavelwort, a bien-
nial, and native of the Cape of Good B.o\,<i.— Cotyledon
laaniata, Tclcphium, seu Planta Anutis, cut-leaved
Navelwort, a biennial. — Cotyledon viscosa, an an-
nual. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.;
Park. Theat. Botan.; Rail Hist. Plant.; Tournef. In-
stil. &c.

Cotyledon, as a species, is the Crassula coccinea and anua-
tica, the Hydrocotyle vulgaris.

Cot3dedon, as the part of'a plant, is tho lobe or placenta
of the seed destined to nourish the heart, and then to
jierish. It is, in the language of Linn.xus, Corpus laterals
scniinis, bibitlum, caducum, i.e. the lateral body of the
seed, bibulous or imbibing moisture, and caducous or
falling off quickly. The greater part of seeds have two
of these cot3ledons, or lobes, whence the distinction of
all plants into Acotylcdoiies, Monocotyledones, Dicotyle-
dones, Polycotyledones, which forms the basis of Jussieu"s
Natural Arrangement.

COTYLEDOXOI'DES (Bot.) the Crassula tctra^ona of
Linnrcus.

'^

COTYLE'DUM (Bot.) the same as Cotyledon.
COJ.\'Tri.\ (.-Int.) icsmrTiu, a nocturnal festiv.-'d in honour

of Cotytto, the goddess of wantonness, h hich was cele-
brated by rites supposed to be most acceptable to such a
goddess. Her priestesses were called Bapla; because thev
painted themselves in a meretricious manner. Schol, i'li,

Juv. sat. 2, V. 92.

CO'VALUM (Bot.) a tall tree growing in Malabar aaid the
island of Ceylon, the fruit of which resembles a round
apple in shape.

COUCH (Mech^ a seat, or small moveable bed, to lie on.
Coucu (Husband.) a layer, or heap of malt or barley, which

is disposed for the purpose of drying it into malt.
Coucu (Paint.) a term signifying the ground, bed, or basis

on which the colour lies : thus, paintings are covered with
a couch of varnish ; and a canva.ss to be painted must first

have two couches of size before the colour be laid on.



cou
enfeoffs the same land to another, the enfeoffment is an
implied countermand.

TO CouNTEiiMAND (Com.) to contradict a former order.
COU'XrEll-.MAIlCII (Mil.) a drawing up of soldiers so as

to change the face of tlie wings of a battalion, whereby
those who were on the right take up the ground originally
occupied by the left, and vice verx'i.

COU'XTEllMARK {Com ) a mark made to check or cor-
respond with a mark made elsewhere.

CouNTEiiMAnK o/« niedfil {Nuiii/.<.) is a mark made upon a
medal some time after it has been struck.

COU'XTEmi.\RKED (Vet.) vide Counter.
COU'NTEK-MINE (Fort.) the subterraneous passage made

b)' the besieged in search of the enemy's mine, in order to
give air to it, take away the powder, dc.

TO Countermine {Fort.) to make countermines for the
purpose of defeating the enemy's projects.

COU'NTER-PAUCJLE (Mil.) a word which is given in

time of any trouble or alarm, as a signal.

COU'XTER-PART {.Mus.) a term denoting one part op-
posite to another, as the bass, which is the Connter-pdrt of
the tenor.

CouNTEit-pART (Lfitf) theduplicatc or copy of any indenture
or deed, so that one copy may be kept by one party and
another by another.

COUNTER-PASSANT {Her.) an epithet for

any two beasts on the same escutcheon, pass-

ing and going different ways, so as to look
directly opposite ways, as in the annexed
figure, re|)resenting two lions coiDitcr-pa^srnit.

COU'NTER-PERFLEW {Her.) yidt- Per/lav.

COU'NTER-PLEA {Law) a cross or contrary plea, which
may be either a counter-pica to the voucher, which is a
replication to Aid Prier ; or a cowitcr-plca to the warrnntu,
when the voucher is allowed, but the vouchee pleads any
thing to void the warranty.

COUNTER-POINTE' (Her.) a term to denote
that two chevrons meet with their points in an
escutcheon, as in the annexed figure, where
one rises as usual from the base, the other in-

verted, setting from the chief, so that they are
counter or opposite one to another.

COU'NTER-POINT (Mus.) the old method of composing
parts by setting pricks or points one against another to

denote the several concords.

COU'NTERPOISE (Mcch.) whatever acts as a contrary
weight to make the balance equal.

CouNTEuroisE {.Man.) or Bnlnucc of the ioc/y, that liberty

of action which a horseman acquires in his seat b}' prac-
tising in the manege.

COUNTER-POTI'NCE' [Her.) or Potent-
counter, a term denoting pieces in an es-

cutcheon which represent the tops of crutches,

called in French potcnces, and in English po-
tents, set opposite to each other, as in the
annexed figure.

COU'NTEU-ROLLS (Law) the rolls wjiich sheriffs of
counties have of their proceedings with the coroners.
Stat, '.i Ed. 1, c. 10.

COU'NTERS (Lnxv) y\Ac Cmintors.

COfNTER-SALIANT (Her.) leaping contrariwise; an
epithet for two beasts leaping in contrary directions.

COU'NTERSCARP (Fort.) that side of the ditch which is

next the camp, or the slope of the moat facing the body of
the place ; but when the enemy is said to have lodged
themselves on the counterscarp, it is generally to be un-
derstood of the whole covert way.

COUNTER-SECURITY (Law) security given to a party
who has entered into bonds for another.

COU'NTER-SIGN {Mil.) a sign wliidi is exchanged be-

cou
tween sentinels who are on guard and the persons appointed
to go the rounds to visit the different posts.

TO CouNTEn-siGN (Law) to sign an order of a superior la
quality of secretary.

COU'NTERSUNK (Mar.) a hollow, cut by a bit, round the
edge of a hole.— Cuuntcrsunk-bit, a bit having two cutting
edges at the end, reversed to each other, which form an
angle from the point.

COUNTER-TA'LLY (Com.) one of the two tallies on which
any thing is scored.

COUNTER-TE'NOR (Mus) one of the middle parts, so
called because it is as it were opposed to the tenor.

—

Counter-Tenor-Cliff', the name given to the C cliff when
placed on the third line.— Couiitcr-Tcnor- Voice, or Hi«h-
Tenor, a term applied to the highest natural male voice.

COUNTER-TI'MDERS (Mar.) those short timbers in the
stern, put in only for the purpose of strengthening the
counter.

CO'UNTER-TIME (Man.) vide Counter.

COU'NTER-TRENCH (Fort.) a trench made against that

of the besiegers, which of consequence has its parapet
turned towards them.

COUNTER-TRI'PPING (Her.) an epithet for two beasts

in an escutcheon tripping in opposite directions, [vide
Cou liter- Passant]

COUNTER-VALLA'TION (Fort.) a counter-line or ditch
made round a place that is besieged, to prevent the sallies

and excursions of the besieged.

COU'NTER-VAIR (Fler.) vide Fair.

COU'NTER-WORKS (Mil.) works raised "in order to ruin

or render useless those of the enemy.
COU'NTESS (Her.) the wife of a count or earl.

COUNTIES corporate (Law) are cities or ancient boroughs,
as London, Bristol, Chester, &c. on which our ancient
Icings bestowed especial privileges. 2 Inst. 248.— Counties
Palatine, so called, a palatio, because the owners thereof,

namely, the Earl of Chester, Bishop of Durham, and Duke
of Lancaster, formerly had in those counties jura regalia

as full)- as the king hath in his palace. Bract. 1. 3, c. 8,

^ + ; 4 List. 204 ; Seld. Tit. Hon. I. 2, c. 5.

COU'NTING-HOUSE (Com.) an office in which a merchant
transacts his business.

Counting-house of the Icing's household (Law) a former
name for what is now called the Board of Green Cloth.

COU'NTORS (Laze) a name for such serjeants at law as a

man retains in a court to plead his cause.

COUNTRY-DANCE (Mus.) a lively pointed air calculate<l

for dancing.

COUNTY (Polil.) in French cotntc, and Latin coniitatus ;

a name which is equivalent to the Saxon word fhijie, and
is employed to denote the several portions into which the

kingdom is divided ; namely, England into forty ; Wales,
twelve ; Scotland, thirty-three ; and Ireland, thirty-two.

This mode of dividing England is said to have originated

with Alfred, [vide Counties']

COUNTY-COURT (Law) curia comilaius, a court held
every month by the sheriff" or deputy ; also a court held
twice every year, which is called a turn, liraclon passim ;

Glanvil. I. 1, c. 2, Sec. ; Britlon passim; Flela, I. 2, c. 62;
F. N. B. 152; Cromp. .fur. fol.2'H. The power of this

court was much reduced by Magna Charta, c. 17, and
by 1 Ed. !•, c. 2.

COUNTY-R.\'TES (Laxv) a rate which is assessed on every

jjarish, i."v:c. within the county, collected and paid by the

liigh-constables of hundreds to treasurers appointed by the

justices.

COUP (Mil.) a French term for stroke, or blow used on

different occasions; as

—

Coup de Canon, a cannon shot.

—

Coups de Cordc, blows given with a rope's end.

—

Coup dc

Main, a sudden and unpremeditated attack.— Coup d'Epee,



cou
a thrust with the sword.

—

Coup fourre, a double thrust

given in fencing.

—

Coup de Jarnac, an underhand blow,

or one given unfairly.

Coup de Pur/ance (Mar.) the signal of departure which a
fleet, or a ship of war, makes by firing a canon.

Coup d'lri/ (Xat.) that first glance of the eye with which it

surveys any object at large.

Coup de Sulcil (Mn/.) erysipelas, apoplexy, or any disorder

suddenly produced by the violence of a scorching sun.

CO'Ui'.\XT {Com.) an oval piece of gold or silver of dif-

ferent sizes used in Japan ; the biggest of the gold ones

weighs an ounce and three-fourths, and of the silver seven
penny-weights and a half.

COUPE (raini.) French for the rough draught pr design

which represents the inside of a building, &c.

COU'PE-GOltGE (0«.) a cut-throat; also a dangerous
spot or avenue where a man might be way-laid.

COU'l'ED ( f/rr.) in French coi//;t-, an epithet for

the head or limb of any beast in an escutcheon,

which is cut evenly and clear off, in distinc-

tion from era-^ed, as in the annexed figure.

When the head is cut off close it is blazoned
' couped close.'-

—

Couped, or Huniette, is also an
epithet for a cross that is shortened or cut so

that the e\tremiiies do not reach the out lines of the

escutcheon

—

Couped Pendants are those pendants that are

alternately divided, but in a vertical direction.

COUPE'E [Mech.) a motion in dancing wherein one leg

is a liitle bent and suspended from the ground, and the

other makes a motion forwards.

COUPE'LLE {Mil.) a kind of tin or copper shovel which is

used in the artillery to fill the cartridges with gun-
powder, &c.

COU'PLE (Mech.)t\\a things of the same kind set together;

also a band with which dogs are tied.

Couple Close {Her.) an ordinary so termed from
its inclosing b^' couples the chevron. It con-

tains the fourth part of the chevron, and is

always borne in pairs, one on each side a

chevron ; as " Sahle, a chevron bttH een two
couples-close, accompanied with three cinque-

foils, or ; name RentoH."

COU'PLED Columns {Arc/lit ) columns disposed in pairs so
as to make a narrow and wide interval succeed each other
alternately.

COU'PLES (Carpent.) rafters called spars, and framed
together in pairs with a tie, which is generally fixed above
the feet of tlic rafters.

—

Main couples, the same as trusses

for roofs, which support the roof in different lays.

I OU'PLET (Poel.) the division of a hj-nm, ode, or song, &c.
wherein an equal number, or an equal measure of verses

is found in each part.

COU'R.\NT {Sp n/.) French for a sort of dance.

CouRANT (Com.) French for current, as the price couran I,

the well-known, or current price.

CouR.^KT (//(•).) an epithet for any beast re-

presented in an escutcheon in a running atti-

tude, as in the annexed figure of a buck
courant.

COURAN'TFN (Mil) a French term for those

fusees which carry the fireworks from one
quarter to another by means of a cord.

COU'RAP (Mid.) the Indian itch, a distemper very com-
mon in Java, and other parts of the East Indies, which is

a herpes on the axilla, groin, breast, and face.

COURISARI'L {Bot ) the same as the Hymcnca.
C'Ol'RrO'.V' (^lil.) a French term for a strong piece of iron,

which serves to connect and secure the moulds for canon.

COURE'URS (iVi/.) a I'rench term for a sort of light armed
troops that go on reconnoitring or flying parties.

COU
COURGE (Archit.) French for the stone or iron crow whidi

sustains the false mantle-tree of a chimney.

COURI'ER (Polil.) from the Fr( nch courir, to run: a

messenger sent express and in haste.

—

Courier de Cabinet,

a state messenger.

COURUiRS de I'ivres (Mil.) messengers attached to the

French army for the conveyance of packages, &c. to

and fro.

COURO'N (Com.) a sum equivalent to 10 millions of rupees,

or a hundred lacks, which is used in accounts at the

court of the grand Mogul.
COURO'NDO (not.) a tall evergreen tree that grows in the

East Indies, the juice of which, taken in warm whey, cures

the dysentery, liaii Hist. Plant.

COURO'NNE {C(/m.) a gold coin in the reign of Philip

de Valois, fortj'-eight of which went to the mark of gohl.

It was so called from the figure of the crown on the obverse.

CouRONNE dc Pieux (Mecli.) the head of a stake which is

sometimes bound round with iron to prevent it from split-

ting when driven down by the rammer.
COURONNEME'XT (Fort.) French for the most exterior

part of a work when besieged.

COIROU-MOE'LLI (Bot.) an Indian tree, the bark of

which, taken in a decoction, is reckoned an antidote against

the bites of serpents.

COURUA'CIER (.irchcrol.) a horse courser. '2 Lis! it. IW.
COURSE (Archit.) a continued range of bricks or stones of

the same height throughout the length of the work..—

•

Course of the Face of' an Arch, the arch-stones, whose
joints radiate to the centre.— Coune of Plinth's, the con-

tinuity of a plinth, in the face of a wall, to mark the

separation of the stories. It is otherwise called String-

Course.— Course, Barge, vide Barge Course. — Course,

Blocking, vide Blocking Course. — Bo 'ding course, that

which runs further into a wall than either of the adjacent

courses for the purpose of binding the wall together.

—

Heading course, the same as Bonding Course.— Springing

course, vide Springing Course.— Course, Strelc/iiiig, vid.»

Stretching Course.—Course in Filing, or Slating, a row of
tiles or slates disposed will) their lower ends in the same leve!.

Course (Mar.) in F'rench route, that point of the horizon

or compass which a ship steers on. The Oblique Course is

that which crosses the meridian at equal and oblique angles.

Course (Agric.) a turn of hay, &c. laid on a cart.

Course of Exchange (Com.) vide Exchange.

Course Civil (Lau') the collection of Roman laws made
by Justinian.— Course Ecclesiastical, the collection of

canon law made by Gratianus.

COURSER (Mini.) a race-horse, or a horse for service.

COU'RSES (AJar.) in French has.'^es voiles, a name by which
the principal sails are usually distinguished ; thus, when a
ship sails under the main-sail and fore-sail only, without
lacing on any bonnets, she is then said " To go under a

pair of her Courses."

Courses (Med.) vide Catamena.

COU'RSEY (Mar.) a space or passage in a gallej- about a

foot and a half bioad, on both sides of which blaves are

placed.

CO'UIISIXG (Sport.) is the pursuing of any beast of chace,

as the hare, fo.K, &c. with greyhounds.

COURT (Law) curia, the King's palace or mansion, but
more especially the place uhere justice is judicially admi-

nistered. These are generally distinguished into superior

courts and ba.ie courts. — The superior courts, otherwise

called curls ofreccrd, are those which have power to hold

]ilca, according to the course of the Common Law, of

real, personal, and mixed actions, where the debt or da-

mages is forty shillings or above, as the King's Bench,
Common Pleas, &c.

—

Base courts, or courts r.ot of record,

are such as have power to hold plea of any debt under
3 X



COURT.

forty shillings, such as Courts Baron, County Courts, &c.

1 Iiixt. 5S. 117, &:c. The following are the principal

courts arranged under these two general heads.

—

Admi-

ralty, vide Admirnllt/.—Court nf Arches, vide Arches.—
Court-Baron, a court which every lord of a manor has

within his own precinct, being an inseparable incident

to the manor that must be held by prescription, and

cannot be created in this day. F. N.B. 18; 1 Inst. B8i-;

2 Jtiftit. 2G8.

—

Court of Chancery, vide Chancery.— Cc7irt

of Chivaln/, otherwise called the Marshal Court, curia

militaris, is said to be the fountain of martial law. It is

held by the Earl Marshal, who has both a judicial and mi-

nisterial power; being not only one of the judges, but also

seeing thatexecution is done. This court is grown almost

into clisuse, except for the purpose of keeping up the

distinction of degrees and quality by correcting encroach-

ments in matters of coat armour, precedency, ^c—-Court
Christian, in distinction from the civil court, or lay-tribunal,

takes cognizance of matters relating to Christianity only
;

therefore the archjaishops, bishops, archdeacons, &c. arc the

judges in such courts, which are also called ecclesiastical

courts.— Courl.i of Conscience are courts for the recovery of

small debts by summary process before commissioners ap-

pointed for that purpose. They are so called because the

decisions are made according to equity and good conscience.

The first court of this kind was erected in the City of

London in the reign of Henry VIII. ; since which time other

courts of con.=cience have been established in diiferent

parts of the kingdom,

—

Consistory court, a sort of ecclesias-

tical court held by every diocesan bishop in his cathedral

for the trial of ecclesiastical causes within his diocese.—

Court of Delegates, or the Great Court of Appeal, ap-

pointed by the King's commission under his Great Seal, to

represent his Royal Person, and hear all causes of ap-

peal now made to him from the other ecclesiastical courts.

— Court of Equity, any court, such as the Chancery,

where decisions are grounded on equity, in distinction

from courts of Common Law, such as the court of

King's Bench. — Courts of Guerra, courts in Scotland

liolden upon neighbours' feuds and riots. — Court of

Hustings, the highest Court of Record holden at Guild-

hall, for the City of London, before the Lord Mayor and

Aldermen, the Sheriffs and Recorder, which determines all

pleas, re-jl, personal, and mixed.

—

Court of Inc/uest, vide

Incpied.— Court of Inquiry, a meeting of officers who are

empowered to inquire into the conduct of a commander of

an expedition, &c.— Court of the Dutchy of Lancaster, vide

Dulchy of Ltmciislcr.— Court Leet, or Leet, a court be-

longing to the lord of a manor, in which all offences under

high treason arc in(juired into. It seems to be derived

from leod plrljis, signifying curia populi, or folkmote, al-

though the word is not used by any of our ancient law-

writers, and does not occur in any statute prior to Stat

27 Ed. 3, c. Qii.— Court of Marshalsea, a court of record

to hear and determine causes between the servants of the

King's household, and others within the verge.— 0)»;7

Martial, a court fo' trying and punishing the militarv

offences of officers, soldiers, or sailors.— ro«/7 of Peculiars

is a branch of the court of Arches, to which it is annexed,

having a jurisdiction over all the parishes dispersed

through the province of Canterbury, &c.

—

Court of Pie-

powder, a court held in fairs for doing justice between

buyers and sellers, so called, as is supposed, because it is

usually held every summer, when the suitors to the court

have d.rityfeet {pied poudres.)— Prerogative Court, a court

established for the trial of all teUamentary causes, where

the deceased has left liotia nutaliilia within two diiferent

dioceses.— Coin/ of Requests, a court of equity appointed

for the help of such jjctitioncrs iis wi.-h, in conscionabic

cases, to deal with the King by supplication ; but this court

cov
is now quite suppressed.

—

Court of the Lord Steward of the

King's House, that in which the Lord Steward, or, in his

absence, the Treasurer and Controller of the King's house-
hold, or the Steward of the Marshalsea, maj' inquire into

and determine all treasons, murders, manslaughters, &c.
committed in any of the King's palaces, residences, iSrc.

—

Court of Star-Chamber, an ancient court which took cog-
nizance of all maintainers, rioters, and seditious persons,

and punished them as if the offenders had bten convicted

at law by a jury, &-c. This court was dissolved by Stat.

16 & 17 Car. 1, c. 10.— University Courts are the Chan-
cellor's courts in the two Universities of England, Oxford,
and Cambridge, wherein these two learned bodies enjoj
the sole jurisdiction, in exclusion of the King's courts,

over all civil actions and suits whatever, when a scholar, or

privileged person, is one of the parties. 28 lien. 3,

A.D. \2\-\; !! Hen. 8; 13 Eliz. c. 29.

Court bouillon (Cook.) a particular way of boiling fish in

wine, with spices, S;c.

CO'URT-LANDS (Laxv) domains or lands kept in the lord's

hands to serve his family.

—

Court-Roll, a roll containing

an account of the number, &c. of lands which depend on
the jurisdiction of the manor, and the nature of the tenants-

that are admitted to any parcel of land, iJvc.

—

Court-days,

days in which courts of judicature are cien, and pleas held.

COURTA'UD (Man.) a cropped horse.

CourtTAUD (Gunu.) a short kind of ordnance used at sea.

COURTESY (Law) a tenure not by right, but by the favour

of others.— Courtesy of England, a tenure whereby a man
marrying an heiress possessed of lands in fee simple or

fee tail, if ho have a child by her, which comes alive into

the world, although both she and the child die forthwith ;

yet, if he were in possession, he shall hold the land during

life. F. X. B. 119 ; Kilch. ]."30 ; Co. Lit. 29, GO, Sec.

COURTAIN (Fort.) vide Curtin.

COURT-LANDS (Lan-) vide Court.

COU'SCOUS (Co'ilc.) the African name for a .sort of paste

made of the flour of millet with some flesh, &;c.

COU'SIN (Law) a kinsman or kinswoman by blood or mar-

riage.

COU'SINET (Archil) or cushion, the stone which crowns

a pier or piedroit, or that lies immediately over the

capital of the impost, and under the sw eep : also an orna-

ment in the Ionic capital between the Abacus, and the

Echinus.

CousiNET (Mason.) the first stone which commences a vault

or arch.

COUSSI/N (Gunn.) in Ereneh a sort of wedge, or small piece

of wood, which is placed under the breech of a cannon in

order to point it properly, and to keep it steady in the

proposed direction.

COUSSINE'T (Mil.) French for a wedge fixed between the

carriage and the centreof a mortar.— Coussinel ii Mousque-

tnire, a bag formerly worn by a Ereneh soldier on his left

side beneath the cross-belt.

COUSU' (//cr.i vU\t' Rempli.

COUl'EAU de Bois (Mech.) ou Spatulc, French for a

wooden instrument, in the shape of a short blunt blade, for

pressing down earth, ttc.

COUTHU'TLAUGH (Law) one who knowingly cherishes,

entertains, or hides any outlawed person.

COUTO'N (Bot.) a tree growing in Candia, resembling the

walnut-tree, which yields, by incision, a pleasant juice, re-

sembling Orleans wine. Bnuh. Pin.

COUTOUBE'A (Bot.) the same as the Picrium of Lin-

nxus.

C()'UVERT(//rr.) an epithet for the top of a chief, or other

ordinary, over which something hangs as a covering.

COVY (Fowl.) an assemblage of wild fowls, particularly

partridges.
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CRA
COW (Zool.) the female of the species Bos Taurus in the

Linnean sj'slem.

COW-POX" {.Swr^.) viJe Vaccination.

CO'WARD (Her.) or cozvrd, an epithet for a
lion in an escutclieon, wliich in a timorous
manner clappetli bis tail between his legs, as

animals do in case of extremitj' and fear ; as

he beareth " Argent a lion rampant coward,
purpure, name I\oxi;e."

CO'SVHAGE (Bot.) or Coxv-Itch, the DoUchos
urens of Linnaeus, an annual.— Cow-Parsley, or Cow-
wccd, the Cliccrophijlluin sij/vestre.—Cow-Quake, the Briga
media, a perennial.—Cow-Wheat, a weed grow ing among
corn.

CO^^'L (Ecc.) a sort of hood, sucli as is worn b}- monks.
CO'WXER (}ilar.) an arched part of a ship's stern.

C0'^^ PEK'.S Glands (.Inat.) three large muciparous glands
situated before the prostate gland of the male.

CO'WKIN'G (Falcon.) the quivering of joung hawks, which
shake their wings in sign of obedience to the old ones.

C0'^\ IIY (Con.) or Gotxry, a testaceous animal, the Ci/prcea

of Linnaeus, the animal of which is a limax, whicli is said

to have the power of leaving its shell, and forming a new
one. The shells are univalve, and remarkable for their

high polish. These animals live in sand at the bottom of

the sea.

Cowry {Com.) is used as a coin in India.

CO'U'SLIP (But.) the Primula of Linnaeus, a perennial.

CO'XA (Anal.) another name for the hckium.
CO'XCOMB (But.) vide Cockscomb.
COXE'XDIX (Anat.) the hip-joint.

COYNS (Print.) vitle Quoins.

CR.AB (Ent.) the Cancer of Linnseus; a sort of shell-fish

which every year cast off their old shells with much pain
and difficulty.

Cr.^b (Mar.) in French petit cahestan, a sort of wooden
pillar which rests upon sockets, like a capstan ; also an en-

gine of wood with three claws, used at launching or heav-
ing ships into dock.

Cr.\e (yiech.) a machine fixed in the ground at the lower end
of rope-walks, and used in stretching the yarn ; also a

machine used by masons and others for raising large

weights.

CRA'15-TKEE (Bot.) the Pyrus malus syhestris of Linnaeus.

CRA'BBIXG (Falcon.) is said of hawks when they stand

too near, and figlit with one another.

CRA'B-LOU8E (Ent.) a species oi pediculus wh'xch infests

the a.rilla and pudenda.

CRA'BRO (Ent.) the hornet, alarge kind of wasp, the Vespa

crabro of Linnteus. According to Fabricius it includes a

division of the genus Vespa, having the lips short and
horny.

CRA'B'S eyes (Nat.) a stone in a crab-fish, resembling an eye,

which is used medicinall}'.

CRA'B-YAWS (Med.) the name in Jamaica for a kind of

ulcer on the soles of the feet, with callous lips, so hard that

it is difficult to cut them.

CRA'CCA (Bot.) the Ervum tetraspermum of Linna;us.

CRA'CKER (Mec/i.) a kind of firework which cracks and

flies about.

CRA'CKIXG (Archit.) a fissure in a building from some de-

fect in the foundation, or in the materials.

CRA'CKXELS (Cook.) a sort of cakes baked hard, so as to

crackle imder the teeth.

CRACKS (Vet.) or Chops in the heels of horses, which are

sores that are either constitutional or arise from unclean-

liness.

CRA'DLE (Mar.) 1. A standing bedstead for wounded sea-

men, instead of a hammock. 2. A machine made of stout

sail-cloth, for the purpose of shipping and unshipping

CRA
horses. 3. A timber frame made along the outside of a

ship, in order to conduct her smoothly and steadily into

the water when she is to be launched.

Cr.\dle (Arch.il.) vide Coffer.

Cradle (Surg.) a machine of wood to lay a broken leg in

that is newly set, to hinder it being pressed by the bed-
clothes.

RA'DLIXG (Archit) the mass of timber-work disposed in

arched or vaulted ceilings for sustaining the lath-anJ-

plaster.

CRAFT (3/«)-.) all manner of lines, hooks, nets, S-c. for fish-

ing. —.S'ma// fra/2 are vessels used in the fishing trade, as

hoys, retches, lighters, smacks, &c.

Cn-M'T (Mech.) or handy-craft, any mechanical art or trade.

CR-EPALE (Med.) xfx.iii.i^ti, every disorder of the head pro-

duced by the excessive drinking of wine. Gal. in Hippo-
crat. sect. 5, aph. 5.

CRA'IERA (M-:ir.) a small vessel of lading ; a hoy orsmack
mentioned in Pat. 2, 7?. 2 ; iilat. It Car^'i. c. 27.

CRAIL (Mech.) an instrument used in catching fish.

CRAKE (Orn.) a sort of Starling; the sturnus cynclus of
Linna:us.

CRA'KE-BERRY (Dot.) the Empetrum nigrum of Linnaeus.

CRA'MBE (Gram.) a repetition of words, or saying the same
thing over again.

Cr.v.mbe (Bot) xfui/.^Zn, a name given by the ancients to the

Brassica, or cabbage, from which it is however distin-

guished by modern botanists. When boiled or eaten a se-

cond time it was reckoned to create nausea; whence the

proverb &U if«/*/3? Sxturci, to which Juvenal alludes. Juv.

Sat. 7. V. 15K

Occidit miseros crambe repetita magiitros.

Calo de E. Bust. c. 157; Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 14-7; Plin. 1. 20,

c. 10; Athen. 1. 9, c. 2 ; Geopon. 1. 12, c. 17.

Crambe, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 15

Tetradynamia, Order 2 Siliijuosa.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth four-leaved ; leaflets

ovate.

—

Cor. four-petalied, cruciform; ;)p/«/s large, ob-

tuse; c/au.s erect, spreading.— Stam. /i/ncTH^s six ; aji-

iher.s simple ; a melliferous gland between the corolla and
the stamens.— Pist. germ oblong; style none; stigma

thickish.

—

Per. berry dry, globose ; .vfe./ simple, roundish.

Species. The species are perennials or shrubs, as

—

Crambe
maritima, sen Brassica mnritima, Sea Colevvort, a pe-

rennial, and native of Europe. — Crambe Hispanica,

Spanish Coleworl, a perennial.

—

Crambe Tartaria, seu

Tartaria Ungurica, a native of Hungary and Tar-
tary. but the

—

Crambe Jruticcsa, Shrubby Colewort,

and the

—

Crambe strigosa, seu Megarum, Rough-leaved
Shrubby-leaved Colewort, are shrubs. Clus. Hist,

riant, rar. ; Bauh. Hist.; Bauh. Pin.; Gcr. Herb.;
Park. T/ieat. Botan. ; Rail Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Inst,

Crambi-: is also the Bunias spinosa.

CRAMBIOX (Med.) x-Mfji^fii'm, a decoction of cabbage.

CRA'.MBO (Sport.) a play in rhyming, in which he that re-

peats a word that was said before forfeits something.

CRA'MP (?tled.) a spasmodic affection which causes a violent

distortion of the nerves, muscles, <S:c.

CRA-\rp (Falcon.) a disease to which hawks are subject in their

wings from cold, which affijcts them in their soaring.

CRA'.MP-FISH (Ich.) another name for the Torpedo.

CRA'MP-IROXS (^Mas<,7i.) irons which fasten stones in

buildings ; also grapling irons to lay hold of an enemy's
ship.

Cramp-iroxs (Print.) irons nailed to the carriage of the

press to run it in and out.

CRAMPIT (.Mil.) the chape at the bottom of the scabbard

of a broad sword, called by the French Bullerolle. [vide

Boteroll]
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CRAMPONNE'E (/Yrr.) an epithet for a cross

in coat-armour. A cross craniponiiee is so

called because it has a cramp or crampoon at

each end, as in the annexed figure.

CR.VMI'O'ON (Mrch.) vide Cramp.

CilAMPO'ONS (Mil.) iron instrun)ents fastened

to the shoes of a storming party, to assist theiii

in climbing a rampart.

CllAN.AGE [Laiv) craiingium, money paid for the use of a

crane in huuiing and shipping wares at a wharf.

CRA'SHERUY "(i?o< ) a pale red berry, of a tart taste,

which is the fruit of the Vacciniinn nxijcncciis of Linnajus,

The berries are also called .Mossberries, Moorberries, Fen-

berries, &c. because the plants grow in bogs and fens. The
name of Cranberry, which belongs to the tree as well as the

fruit, originates probably in the crookedness of the pedi-

cles at the top, which resemble the head and neck of a

crane.

(Tl.* NE [Om.) a sort of heron, five ftct in length, with a

bald head, the Ardea Gnis of Linnaeus.

Ck.\ne (Aslroii.) a southern constellation, [vide G'h?]

C^Il.V'NE-FLY (Eiit.) a sort of insect, the Tipula of Lin-

naeus, which much resembles the gnat.

("Il.lNEQUlER {Mi!.) French ior an archer who served

both on foot and horseback.

CRA'NE'S LULL (/>'(//.) an English name for the Geranium

and Erni/ium of Linnaus.

Crane's lin.r, {Surg.) a pair of pincers.

CRA'NGOR (Ic/i.) the Prawn, a sort of Sguilla.

CRA'NICHIS {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 20 Gi/nandria,

Order 1 Diandria.

Cmeric Characters. Cal. spalhcs wandering; perianth

none.— Con. petals five, oblong ; nedarij vaulted.

—

Stam. (7H//;e)-.? pedicelled.— ^inT. germ obovate, ob-

lique; stigma funnel-form.

—

Per. capsule oblong; seeds

numerous.
Species. The species are all natives of Jamaica.

CUANIOL.VRLA (CoO a genus of plants. Class li D/V/y-

namia. Order 'J. Angiospcrmia.

Generic Characters. Cm., perianth inferior four-leaved;

leaflets linear; perianth superior ovate, inflated.— CoK.

one-petalled ; tube very long and narrow ; border flat

;

upper lip entire ; lower lip three-cleft.

—

SrA's\. filaments

four, length of the tube of the corolla ; anthers simple.

PisT. germ ovate; style filiform; stigma thickisli, ob-

tuse.

—

Pek. coriaceous, two-valved ; seed nut v/ooAy.

Species. The only species is, the

—

Craniolaria annua, seu

Martynia cranhduria.

CRANioi.At!iA is also the Gasneria craniolaria.

(.MIAMO'LOGY (Eth.) from Kp«»<.., the skull, and A.-/.;,

doctrine ; the discovering of men's characters and faculties

from the external appearances of the skull, which is a sub-

ject of modern enquiry.

CR.VNIU.M {.Inat.) the skull, or superior part of the head,

formed by the compages of all the b6nts of the iicad,

whicli, like a helmet, defend the brain from external in-

juries.

CilANK (Mnr..) or Crank-sided, an epithet for a vessel when

she cannot bear her sail, or can bear only a small part, for

fear of oversetting. .A. ship is also said to be crank hi) the

"round when her floor is so narrow that she cannot be

brought on the ground without danger.

CuANK (.i\Icch ) a machine resembling an elbow, except that

it is in a square form, projecting (uit of an axis or spindle,

which by its rotation serves to raise or lower the pistons of

en"ines for raising water: also the draw-beam of a well.

—

Crank-wheel, a machine for rope-making, fixed on an iron

spindle or axis, with a handle for turning it.

—

Cranks are

also iron braces which gupport the lanterns on the poop-

quarters.

CRA

CU.VNNOCK (.4rc7;a'o/. ) an ancient measure of corn. Cas-
tulnr. Ahljul. Glaston. MS. f. 39.

CRA'NTZIA {Init.) the same as the Tricern.

CR A'.NZLV (/io/.) a genus of plants called after Joachim
Crantz, a German botanist. Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1

j\lnnogynia.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth five-parted Con. pe-
tals five, oblong, sessile.

—

iiram. Jilnmoifs five, broad at

the base ; anthers roundish, incumbent.

—

Pi.st. germ
subglobular ; style cylindric : .5</ir»m three-lobcd, obtuse.
— Peh. herri/ globose: seeds few.

Sjiecies. The only species is the

—

Cranzia aculeata, Sco-

pnlia Paullinia Kakn-toddali, a shrub of .Malabar.

CRAPA'UD {Gunn.) French for a gun-carriage without
wheels, on which a mortar is laid.

CR.4'P.AUDINE (Vet) an ulcer on the coronet of a horse;

called also a tread upon the coronet.

CR.\PE (Cum.) alight transparent stuff, resembling gauze,

made of a raw silk gummed and twisted in the mill.

CRA'PLLA (Med.) a surfeit.

('RA'SLS (Med.) xf«(ri?, from ^ifxv>ufi,t, to mix; a proper con-

stitution, or due temperament of the humours.
Ckasis (Gram.) a contraction of two syllables into one.

CRASPE'DIA (Bot ) a genus of plants. Class 19 Si/ngenesia,

Order Polygamia segregala.

This plant is a native of New Zealand, and but little known
at present.

CRA'SPEDON (Med) y.fi<rmh>, a disorder in the uvuh,
when it hangs down in the form of a thin oblong mem-
brane. .1ret.de Caus. ct Signif. Morb. 1. 1, c. 8.

CRA'SSA Arteria(Anat.) \\ile Aorta.— Crassa I\Ieninx. [vide

Dura ]\Iater]

CRASSAME'NTUM (.4w«/.) the coagulated portion of blood

when sufl'ered to cool at rest.

CRASSE'.NA (.Med.) saline, putrefactive, and corrosive par-

ticles, which produce ulcers and tumours of various sorts.

CRA'.SSINA (Bot.) lUe Zennia paucijlora of lAtma^na.

CR.'V'.SSUL.'V (Bot.) a genus of plants so called from the

thickness of its leaves, Class 5 Pentandria, Order 5 Pen-
tagynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved, five- cleft.

—

Cor. petals five, long and linear; nectaries five.— Jitam.

filaments five, subulate ; anthers simple.

—

Vl'sr. germs five,

oblong; styles the length of the stamens; stigmas obtuse.

—PiiR. capsules five, oblong ; seeds many.

Species. The s|)ecies are natives of the Cape of Good
Hope, mostly perennials or shrubs, some few annuals,

and biennials, as — Crassnla cnccinea, seu Cotyledon,

Scarlet-flowered Crassula.— Crassnla Jlara, seu Sedum,

Yellow-flowered Crassula.

—

Crassula perfoliata, seu Aloe.

— Crassnla dicholuma. Forked Crassula, &c.— liut the

Crassula i-ubulatn, .\wl-leaved Crassnla, is an annual, as

also the

—

Crassula verticillaris. Whorl-flowered Crassula,

&c. ; and the

—

Crassula brirbala, is a biennial.

Chassula is also the Tillca a(juatica, &c. the Olhonna tenis-

simn, and a species of the Clat/tonia.

CRA'STINO (/.aw) The morro-.i' ; a word used with certain

return days of writs in the beginning of terms, as Crastino

.Inimarum, the Morrow of .All Souls in Michaelmas Term;
Crastino Pnriflcationis beattV Mariec Virgiuis in Hilary

Term; Crastino .4scevsionis Domini in Easter Term; and

Crastino Sanclre Trinitatis in Trinity Term. Slat. 51 lien, 'j,

St. '2 and 3 ; 32 Hen. 8, c. 21 ; 16 Car. 1, c. 6"; '2\ Geo. 'J,

c. 48.

CHATTE'CJONUM (Bot.) vide Melampi^rum.

CKAT.'T.'GUS (Bot.) ..f«r«,7«(, the Wild Senice-Tree, a

plant, the fruit of which is astringent. Theophrast. Hist.

Plant.\.a,c.\5.
CRAT.«;(ii).s, in the IJnnenn .\ystem, a genus of plants, Class 12

Icvsandiii, OrJer 2 Digynia.
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Generic Character . Cal. permnlh one-leavod.

—

Con. petnh
five, roundish.

—

Stam. Ji/aments twenty; anthers round-

ish.— PisT. fivrw inferior; styles two; stinraas headed.

—

Peu. bcr)-ij fleshy; seeds two.

Species. This trenus consists chiefly of trees or shrubs,

hardy and deciduous, as

—

CrnttTgus aria, ^lespi/iis, Aria,

sen Sor/)us, White Beam Tree.

—

Crntcegus iorminalis,

Hespihii, seu Snr/ius, Wild Service, Sorb, or Maple-leaved
Service.

—

Crnlceqiis cocei, seu Oxyacanlha, Great Ame-
rican Hawthorn — CrnUegns 0.rijacniitha, Common Haw-
thorn, or White-thorn.

—

Cralceous nzarolus, Azarolus,

Azarolier, &c.— Crntcegus cordaln. Maple-leaved Haw-
thorn, &c. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Baiih. Pin. Ger. Herb.;
Park. Thcnt. Rot.; Rail Hi,t. Plant.; Younief. hntit.

CRAT.EOGONU.M {But.) the Bartsia Alpina of Linnceus.

CRATt H (Hiiib.) a rack for hay or straw.

CR.ATCHES
(
I'et.) a. stinking sore in a horse's heel.

CRATE {Mech ) a large wicker case in which earthenware
is packed.

CR.\'Ti'lR (.'Jh/.^ x'^-j.ry!, cither from xfy.-ii-.-, to contain, or
x'.f^tivjA, to mix; a very large wine-cup, a goblet, out of
which the ancients poured their libations at feasts. Poll.

Onomait 1. 4-, § 10.

CR.\Ttii (Sat.) the hole or vent, as in Mount ^Etna, which
belclies out fire. Suet in Cal. c. .'>\.

Cr.\tek {Falcon.) any line on which liawks are fastened
when reclaimed.

CR.\TEn (.'Istron.) >!f«Ti;», the cup ; a southern constellation,

the number of whose stars, according to Ptolemy, is 7 ; to

Tycho S; to Hevelius 10; and in the British catalogue 31.
This is supposed by Hyginus to be the cup which Apollo
gave to the Corvus, or Raven. Hynin. Adron. Poet.;
Ptol. Almng. 1. 7, c. .5.

CR.^'TES {.int.) 1. Engines of war used by the ancients to

cover their workmen as they approached a besieged town.
Cies de Bell. Gall. 1.7, c. Hi ; I'eget. 1. 4-, c. 6 ; Lips. Pu-
liorc. 1. ! , c. 7. 2. An iron grate used before prisons.

CRATE'VA {But.) a genus of plants, Class 11 Dudtcnndria,
Order 1 Munog./nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved, four-cleft.—Cor. pel.ils four; claivs slender.

—

^TA^i.filn meats six-

teen or more, bristleform ; anthers erect, oblong.

—

Pist.
germ on a very long filiform pedicle; style none ; stigma
sessile, headed.

—

Per. fleshy.

Sj'ecies. The species are trees, as

—

Crateva gynandra, seu
Anona, Thin-leaved Crateva.— Crateva tapia, Tapia, seu
Amma. Apio.'comdon, seu Mains Americana, Smooth Cra-
teva, or Garlic Pear, native of the West Indies, &c.

—

Craleia Mannclos, Cydonia exotica, Bilanns, seu Cova-
lam. Prickly ('rateva, native of India.— CraU-.a reliisinsa,

called in Otaheite Pura tarurn, which is planted in tlieir

burial places, and is supposed to be sacred to their idols.

Bauh. Hi f.; .Marcgr. Pis. Brasil. ; Rati Hid. Plant.
Crateva is also the same as the Capparis.

CRAIT'CUL.A. (Chcm.) the bars, or grating, which cover
the ash-hole in a furnace.

CR.WA'llE [ArcluroL) to impeach.
CRA'VEN (Laiv) or Cravent, a term of reproach in the an-

cient trial by battle, which the vanquished party used when
he 3ielded. ]f the appellant joined battle, and cried cra-

vent, he was to lose liberam legem .- if the appellee, he was
to be hanged. 2 [nsl. 2iS, &c.

CRAW {Oni.) the stomach of a bird.

CRAW-EISH {Ent.) vide Cray-fsh.
CRAWL {Mar.) a sort of pen, or place of confinement,
by the sea-side, formed by a barrier of stakes for the pur-
pose of confining fish.

CRAX {()rn.) Curassow, a genus of animals. Class Aves,
Order Galliair.

Generic Character. Bill strong, thick.— rniY large, straight,

cNpansile.

CRE
I Species. The principal species are, the

—

Crax alector, the

Crested Curassow.— C;(7i Pai/x/, Cushew Curassow.

—

Crax vociferans, Cr3'ing Curassow.
CR.\Y {Falcon.) a disease in hawks which hinders their

muting; it is much like the pantass.

CR.WER (.Vn;-.) a sort of small sea-vessel.

CR.\Y-FISH (A//.) asmallsort of lobster, the Cnwcfr ai^ncKi

of Linnaeus.

CR.-V'YON(P«/H/.)a pencil of any sort of colouring stuffmade
into paste, and dried fordrawing in dry colours on paper, \c.

CRE'A {An'd.) vide Tibia.

CRE.\CE'NTRUM {Ant.) a hollow iron for interlarding meat.
CREAM {Xat.) the thickest, richest, and most substanlii^l

part of milk.— Crearn-icaier, has a kind of oil upon it,

which, when boiled, serves various medicinal purposes.
Cre.\m of Taiiar {Chen.) or the Bitar/rate of Potash, a salt

prepared fj om the lees of wine.

CREANCE (Falcon.) or Criance, a fine, small, long line,

fastened to a hawk's leash when she is first lured.

CRE.V'XSOR (Lau) or Creditor ; one who trusts another
with any debt, money, or wares. Stat. 38 Ed. 3, c.5

;

F. .\. B 66.

CREAST (//rr.) yk\e Crc.d.

CHEAT (Man.) an usher to a riding-master, or a gentleman
educated in a riding-school for the purpose of teaching the
art of horsemanship.

CREDENTIALS (Polit.) letters of credit, particularly

those which are given to ambassadors and plenipotentiaries.

CRE'DIT (Laiu) a right which lords had over their vassals,

to oblige them to lend money for a certain time.

Credit (Cum.) a mutual loan of merchandises, &c. on the
reputation for honesty and solvency of the parties nego-
tiating.

—

Letters of credit, letters given by merchants to

persons whom they can trust to draw money from their cor-

respondents.

Credit, or Creditor, is also the name for that side of a
Merchant's .\ccount book, which contains what is owing
to him, or he has to receive in distinction from the de-

bit, or debtor side, containing what he has to pa)'.

CREED (Ecc ) a summary of the principal articles of the
Christian faith, of which three are allowed by the canons
of the church, viz. The Apcst^e.'i' Creed, the Athanasian
Creed, and the Niuiie Creed, [vide .Ipostlcs, ,.'(;c.]

CREEK (Com.) that part of a haven where any thing is

landed from the sea. It is also said to be a shore, or bank,
whereon the water beats, running in any small channel
from the sea.

CREE'PER (Mech.) an instrument of iron resembling a
grapnel, for dragging along a river.

Creeper (Om.) a name for a sort of birds, the Certhia of
Linnaeus, which are dispersed through every country of
the globe. They have an arched bill, and feet formed for

walking.

CUE'M.\ILLE (Furt.) the inside line of a parapet, which
is broken in a manner to resemble a saw.

CREMA'STER (.-Inaf.) a muscle of the testes, by which
they are suspended and drawn up.

CRE^IK'NTU.M Cnmilatns (Lait;) the name given by the

sheriffs in their accounts to the improvement of the King's

rents. Hale Shcr. Ace. p. 36.

CRE' .!ER (Med.) a sort o{ cripnla.

CRE'MNOl (Med.) xf^iM..».', the lips of ulcers: also the labia

of the female Pudenda.
CHEMO'.\W (Mas.) an appellation for the superior sort of

violins, which were originally made at Cremona.
CRE'MOR (Chem.) Cream, or any substance floating on the

top of a liquid, and skim i cd off.

CRE'N\E (Bat.) Incisions in the edges of leaves.

CRENA'TUS (Bot.) crenate ; an epithet for leaves that are

jagged, or have the edges cut with angular or circular in-

cisures, as in Pniniila Jhrinosa. When the edge of the
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leaf is cut into segments of small circles it is said to be

obtusely crenate, and when the larger segments have smaller

ones upon tiicm, i; is said to be (luuLly crcnalc. The same
epithet is applied to the corolla in Liinim, Djiinthus, C/ti-

nensis, &c. and to the nectary in Narcissus triamlrus.

When the edge of a leaf is cut into very small notches,

LinnsEUS applies the epithet crenulate.

CREMAU'X {Fort.) I'rench for small openings, or loop-

holes, which are made through the walls of a fortified

town.

CRE'NKLES (.Vnr.) ox crenf^les ; small ropes spliced into

the bolt-ropes of the sails of the main-mast and fore-niast,

and fastened to the bowling bridles to hold by when the

bonnet-sail is taken oft'.

CRENELLA'TED PARAPET (Fori.) an embattled parapet

with loo\)-holes to fire through.

CRENELLE' (Her.) or embattled; one of the lines by
which ordinaries of all kinds may be diversi

fied. It is made in form like the battlements fe^'

of a castle, from which it takes its name, as

in the annexed figure, " He bcareth azure, a

bend crenelle or," which were the arms of

Scarron, the famous jester and comic writer,

whose wife was mistress to Lewis XIV.
CRE'NULATE (Bvt.) ylde Crenate.

CRE'OLE (Polii.) a person born in the West Indies, but of

European origin.

CRE'PANCE {Vet.) a chop, or scratch, in a horse's leg,

given by the shoe of a hinder foot, which often degenerates

into an ulcer.

CREPA'RE nciilum (T,ax\i) to put out the eyes; the punish-

ment for which was a fine of QOs. Le^. H. 1 , apud Brampton.

CREPA'TIO (Med.) or Crepatura ; the breaking or crack-

ing of any seed in the boiling.

CREPATU'RA (Med.) an intestinal hernia, according to

Paracelsus.

CRE'PLS (Bot.) a plant mentioned by Pliny. PUn. 1. 21, c. IG.

Ckepis, in the Linneun sijstcm, Class 19 Si/ngenesiu, Order 1

Poli/gaynia rrijua/is.

Generic Character. Cal. common double.— Cor. com-

pound imbricate; cnroHets hermaphrodite; proper one-

petalled.

—

Stasj. filaments five, capillary; anther cylin-

dric.— PisT.^frm somewhat ovate ; slj/le fiWform; stigmas

two, reflex.

—

Per. none; m/yj; roundish ; ie«/ solitary
;

receptacle naked, with cells.

Species. The species are of different kinds, as

—

Crepis

harbata, sen Hieracium, Spanish or bearded Crepis, or

Purple-eyed Succory Hawkweed, a biennial.— Crepis

Jcetida, Henecio, seu Erigeron, Stinking Crepis, or Suc-

cory Hawkweed, a biennial, and native of IJritain, Jtc.

— Crepis tcctorium, Iledijpiiois, seu Cichoriinn, Smooth

Crepis, or Yellow Succory, an annual, &c. Dod.l'cmpt.;

Bauh. IliU. Plant.; Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Parle.

Theat. Botan.; llaii Hist. Plant.

Crei'Is is also the Apargia hirta.

CREPITA'l'lOX (Chem.) the crackling noise made by some

salts during the process of calcination, otherwise called

detonation.

Crepitation (Surg.) the noise made by the bones when the

surgeon n!Oves a limb to assure himself by his car of the

existence of a fracture.

CRE'PITUS liipi (But.) vide Lycnperdon.

CREPU'NDIA (.////.) signifies generally the swath-bands

and other a[)p;uul proper for young children, but ])articu-

larly those tilings which were exposed with young chil-

dren, as rings, jewels, &c. by which they could be recog-

nised, or which would serve as an inducement for others

to take charge of them.

Plant. Cist, act 3, seen. 1.

Nam
QlKC

n> ft'(7>i(Tidia insunt, quibuscum ilia olim ad me detulit;

nthi dedit, panntes te u( cogiwscerent.

CRE
Tercnt. Heaut. act. 4, seen. I.

^^-^~- quum npoJterulum do ilti. de digitn aiuiulum

Detraho ; et eum dici* tit una cum puella erpoitsret,

Si moreretur, iie, txpt^rs partis e&stt de no^tris bonii.

The crepundia were called yiufitr/jiiciT* by the Greeks.
Heliod. jEthiop. 1.4; Don. in Terent.; Long. Pastor. \\
Salmas. in Vopis. Aurel. e, •!•; Schcffl de Tory. c. 5, &c.

CREPU'SCULUM (Astron.) The Twilight, or the time from
the first dawn, or appearance of the morning, to the rising

of the sun ; and in the evening the decline of the day,

until the setting of the sun. This usually begins and cnils

about IS degrees below the horizon.

CRESCE'NDO (Mus.) or abbreviated cresc ; an Italian term
in music-books, signifying that the notes of the passage
over which it is placed are to be gradually swelled.

CRE'SCENT (A.-lrun.) an appellation for the new moon,
which, as it begins to recede from the sun, shows a small

rim of light terminating in horns, or points, [vide .Istru-

nomy']

Crescent (Archit.) a range of buildings disposed in the

form of a crescent, or half-moon.

Crescent (Her.) is the half-moon with the liorns turned

upwards, as in the annexed figure. It is used

either as an honourable ordinary, or as a mark
of distinction for the second sons of families,

and those descended from him. It is said to

be montant when the points look towards the

top, as in the annexed figure ; inverted when
the points look towards the bottom; turned

when they look to the de.xter side of the shield ; and con-

turned when they look to the sinister side. Two crescents

are said to be adossed which have their backs towards each

other, and affronted when their points look towards each

other.

Crescent, Order of the (Her.) an order instituted by Ma-
homet II. emperor of the Turks, who declared himsel

chief and head of it. The insignia consisted of a gold

crescent, with sinople or green enamel, encircled by pre-

cious stones, or diamonds. The motto is, " Dunec totiim

impleat orbem."

Crescent (Vet.) a defect in the foot of a horse when the

coffin-bone fills down, and presses the sole outwards.

CRESCENT-SIIAPED (Bot.) \k\e Lunate.

CIIESCENTED (Her.) an epithet for a cross having a

crescent at each end.

CRESCENTIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, called after Pietro

Crescenlio, an Italian writer on agriculture. Class II Didy-

namia. Order 2 /Ingiospermia, in French Calebassier, Couis,

in English Calabash-Tree.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth one-leaved, two-

parted ; divisions roundish.—CoR. one-petalled ; tube

gibbous; border erect, five-cleft.

—

Stam. filamenls four,

subulate ; anthers incumbent.

—

Pist. germ pedieelleil,

ovate ; style filiform ; stigma headed.

—

Per. berry oval

;

seeds very many.
Species. The two species are the

—

Crescentia cujetc, seu

Ciijcte, Narrow-leaved Calabash-Tree.— Crescentia cu'

curbiiina, liroad-leaved Calabash-Tree.

CRE'SPINUS (Bot.) another name for the Berbcris.

CRE'SPULUM (Bat.) another name for the i?«/;/;//(«/»"/m.

CRESS (Bol.) or Ladies Smock, the Cardamine, some spe-

cies of which are biennials, the rest perennials.— Bastard

Cress, the Thiaspi, a biennial.—Garden Cress, the Lepi-

dium sativum, an annual, which is cultivated as a salad.

—

Indian Cress, the Tropieolum, an annual.—Rock Cress,

another name for a species of Candy-tuft, the Ibcris nudi-

cnulis.— Rocket Cress, the J'clla', an annual.— Swines

Cress, the Cochlearia cnronopus.—Water and Winter Cress,

the Sisymbrium nasiurtium, a perennial, or, according to

some, an annual.
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CRE'SSA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pcntandria,

Order 2 Digijnia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved ; leaflets

ovate.

—

Cor. one-petalled ; tube bellied; border five-

parted.

—

Stam. Jilaments five, capillary; anthers roiind-

isli.

—

Fist. «erm ovate; stijlcs ovate; i/7]g'?Hfls simple.

—

Per. capsule ovate ; seeds single.

Species. The two S])ecies are the

—

Cressa Crclica, Anthyl-

lis, Quamoclit, .scu Cliamtvpilhys, &c.— Cressa Indica.

They are both shrubs and natives of Crete.

CRE'.SSET (Mil.) any great light upon a beacon or watch
tower.

CRE'S.SIS {Bot.) vide Cardamum.
CREST (Her.) any figure placed upon a wreath, coronet,

or cap of maintenance above the helmet or shield.

Crest (Mil) a tuft of feathers; a plume or tassel generally

v.'orn on the helmet; the use of which is of great antiquity,

[vide Cristal

Crest of a Parapet (Fort.) or of the Glacis, the superior

surface, or top of the parapet, &c.
Crest (Mcch.) an imagery or carved work to adorn the

head, or top of any thing, like our cornice.

Crest (Bol.) vide Crested.

Crest (Xnf.) the tuft of feathers on the head of a bird.

Crest Fallen (Vet.) is said of a horse v.hen the upper part

of the neck on which the mane grows, does not stand
upright, but bancs either on one side or other.

CKE'ST-TILE (Archil.) a tile on the ridge of a house.

CRE'STED (Her.) an epithet for a cock, or any other bird,

having its comb, in an escutcheon, of a different tincture

from its body. The tincture, in that case, must be named;
as a " cock, argent, crested, or, &c."

Crested (Bot.) cristatns, an epithet for some flowers and
anthers that have an appendage, like a crest or tuft.

CRE'SWELL {Mecli.) the broad edge or verge of the shoe

sole.

CRE'TA (Min.) a genus of earths, of the Calcareous Order,
which, bj' a chemical analysis, is found to consist of car-

bonate of lime, carbonic acid gas, with a few extraneous

substances. It is friable; effervesces with, and is soluble

in acids ; calcines in the fire, but does not vitrify.

Species. The principal species are as follow :

—

Crela scrip-

toria, seu Calx crela, Common Chalk.

—

Crcia pulverii-

lenla. Native Lime.

—

Calx granulata, seu Calx te<tacea,

a calcareous substance, which serves as a nidus for the

Testudo IMidas to lay its eggs in. It is composed of

shells and corals.— Creta squamosa, Agaric JNlineral, &c.
CRETA'CEOUS Acid (Chem.) vide Carbonic acid.

CRETE (Fort.) the earth thrown out of the ditch in a forti-

fication, trench, &c.— Crete d'un chemin convert, the high-

est peak, or part of a covered way, or any other work.
CRE'THMON (Bot.) vide Crithmum.
CRE'TIS (Ant.) from cerno, to decide; a space of time which

is given by a testator to an heir before he enters upon an

estate. If he did not resolve, at least within one hundred
d.iys, he was to lose his estate. Cic. ad Attic. 1. 11, ep. 12;
Varr. de Lat. Ling. 1. 5, c. 8 ; Isid. Orig. 1. 5, c. 24.

CRE'VET (Mcch.) a melting pot used by goldsmiths.

CRE'VICE (Fort.) a chasm or hollow in a piece of ord-
nance.

CREVI'SSE (Ent.) Cray-fish.

CREW (Mar.) the company of sailors belonging to a ship,

boat, or any kind of vessel.

CRE'WEL (Mech.) fine worsted.

CIIE'WET (Mech.) or cruet, a phial or narrow-mouthed
glass to hold oil or vinegar.

CREUX (Sculpt.) a term signifying the reverse of relief;

thus, to engrave, en creux, is to cut below the surface.

CRI (Mil.) French for the motto written upon colours.

CRI'ANCE (Falcon.) vide Creance.

CRI'BBAGE (Sport.) a sort of game played with cards.

CRI'R-BITING (Man.) a bad habit among horses, which is

often occasioned by their uneasiness in breeding of teeth.

CRI'BBLE (Husband.) coarse meal, a little better than bran.

CRIBRA'ITOX (Chem.) the sifting of powder through a
fine sieve.

CRIBRIFO'RME (Anat.) or cribrosum, a name for the eth-

moid bone.

CRIC (Guiin.) or Cricq, French for a machine, which is

used for dragging up a piece of ordnance. Cric is also the

name of a poignard used bj' the INIalayan people.

CRICKLA'SIA (^led.) xftr./iXcitrtx, from xfixo;, a ring, and
o.uwii, to drive ; the name of an ancient exercise, very
similar to the modern one, of driving a hoop. Oribas.

Med. 1. 6, c. 26.

CRICK (Med) a sort of cramp or pain in the neck.

CRI'CKET (Ent.) a little insect haunting ovens, &c.
Cricket (Sport.) a game with bat and ball, &:c.

CRI'CO arytivnoidcs (Anal.) from xfiJce;, a ring, affj-I;?, a
drinking cup, and ifJis, likeness ; two muscles of the glotta,

called lateralis and posticus, which open the rima by pull-

ing the ligaments from one another.— Crico-Pharyngeus,
v ide Cnnslricfor-Phari/ngis.

CRICOI'DES (.Anat.) from jcfiM?, a ring, and si'Jb:, likeness;

a cartilage of the Larynx, or wind-pipe.

CRICO-THYROI'DES (Anat.) from >-.fix«, a ring, ^.-ps, an
helmet, and S1V05, likeness; an epithet for a pair of muscles,
arising from the fore part of the cricoides, and ending in

that called sculiformis.

CRI'MINAL (Law) relating to crimes, or having the cha-
racter of a crime, as

—

Criminal Laiv, Criminal Conversation,

&c.— Crim. Con., abbreviation for criminal conversation.

CRIMNO'DE (Med.) Kf.«,vs,'J^,;, from >:f^f^,o,, bran, and iTJ-a,

likeness ; branny, an epithet for urine which deposits a
branny sediment.

CRI'MNON (Med.) xi!i!,m, a coarse sort of meal, made of
zea and wheat, from which a drink was made, recom-
mended often by Hippocrates. Llippocrat. de Morb. 1. ii,

I've; Gal. E.xeges, Vocab. Hijipocrat.

CRIMP (Com.) an agent for Coal-Merchants.
CRIMPS (Polit.) persons who decoy others into the lantT or

sea-service.

ClU'MSON (Paint.) a fine deep red colour.

CRIMSON GRASS-VETCH (But.) the Lathyrus nissolia

of Linnaeus.

CRINA'LE (Ant.) a hairpin.

CRINA'TA (Bot.) the Paretta ctifra of Utmxus.
CRINA'TED (Bot.) the same as Crinite. [vide Crinitus]

CllFNED (Her.) an epithet for any animal having its beard
of a different tincture from the rest of the body.

CRI'NELLS (Falcon.) vk\e Crinites.

CRINES VITIU?tI (Nat.) the tendrils of the vines.— Crines
Polypi, tile fins of the polypus.

CRI'XGLE (Mar.) in French herseau de boulines, a small

hole formed in the bolt-rope of a sail, by intertwisting the
strand of a rope alternately round itself and through
the strands of the bolt-rope till it becomes threefold and
assumes the shape of a ring.

CRIKI'TES (Faic.) or Crinclls, small black feathers in a
hawk, like hair about the sere.

CRINI'TUS (Bot.) crinite, an epithet for some flowers

having long hair, or beards resembling hair, as in Phlenm
crinitum ; also an epithet for fronds.

CRINODE'NDRON (Bot.) from «p.'.ov, a lily, and ^^'.^f^, a
tree ; a genus of plants, Class 16 Monodelphia, Order ^
Decandria.

Generic Characters. Cal. none.

—

Cor. bellshaped ; petals

six, oblong.

—

Stam. filaments ten, erect; anthers ovate.

—PisT. germ superior, ovate; style subulate.

—

Per.
capsule coriaceous ; seeds three, roundish.
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Species, The single species is a superb evergreen branch-
ing tree, with a body of seven feet in diameter, a native
of Chili.

CRINODES (Med.) from criiiis, the hair; a name for col-
lections of a fluid in the cutaneous follicles of the face and
breast, which appear like black spots.

CRINO'AIKNON (Ant.) ro xf,.<,|«,i,„, the issue in a suit of
law, which Cicero calls the Quivstio. Cic Or. I. 2, c. 10

CRINOAIY'RON (MeJ.) .p.>„^.f»,, from ^p^v, a lily, and
(itipi , ointment; an ointment of lilies.

CRI'XON (Bol.) xp.TO, a red lily; so called by the Greeks,
according to Pliny. Dioscorides also speaks of the crinon
as a purple flower. Plin. 1. 21, c. 5; Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 1 16.

CRINO'NES (Med.) a sort of cutaneous worms which breed
in the flesh of children.

CRI'NUM (Bot.) from y.(iii«, a lily ; a genus of plants, Class C
Hexnndtin, Order 1 Moiiogijiiia.

Generic Characters. CoR. one-petallcd ; /»^)f oblong; /)r)r-

der six-parted.— STA.\i.;?/nmfw/5 six, subulate; anthers
oblong, linear.— Vist. ircrm inferior; i/j//c filiform; iligma
three-ck'fc

—

Per. cnpnde subovate.
Species. These species have bulbous roots, of which tlie

two following are the principal: — f'l/^Kw Asiaticum,
Bidbiiie .4siatica, Amary/lis, Liliuin Zeylaiiicum, Radi.v
loxicaiiri, seu liellultn-p ,la-laly.— Crinum Americanum,
stu Lilio-a.sphode/iis, Great .American Crinum, &c.

CsiNUM is also the name of the Agnpnnthiis, the Amaryllis
falcaia, lalifolia purpurea el zeijlanica ; Cijrtauthus obliquus,

and the Cijrtnnthus angustijolin.

CRIOiJO'LlUM (Ant.) from xfioc, a ram, and /3«a>o., to knock
down ; the sacrifice of a ram by knocking it down with a
hatchet. Firmic. de Error. Prof, llelig. p. S~ ; Turneb.
Adv. 1. 27, c. 21 ; Salmas. in Lamprid.Hetingab. c. 7.

CRIO'CERI.S (Eiil.) a division of the gcnui cryptoccphalm,
according to Pabrlclus, comprehending those insects of
that genus that have the jaw bifid and the body oblong.

CRIO'GENES [Med.) r.ftayn,,',, an epithet for certain tro-

chees recommended by Paulus /iilgineta for cleansing
sordid ulcers. P. Agiuel. 1. 7, c. 12.

CRIO.MY'XUS (Med.) y.fKwvl^c, an epithet for persons
abounding with mucus in the nose.

TO CRI'PPLE (Mar.) to damage a ship in her masts, rig-

ging, yards, &c.
CKl'PPLINGS (Cnrpenl.) short spars or piles of wood

against the side of a house.

CRI'SIISIOS (Med.) xp.V.fit;, critical; an epithet applied to
those days on which a crisis happens.

CRl'SIS (.Med.) xfiVic, from v.fiia.., to determine; most com-
monly signifies that sudden change in the symptoms of a
disorder from which a judgment may be formed of its ter-

mination, whether it will be favourable or unfavourable.
This is divided into an imperfect or perfect crisis ; the
former not clearly determining the disease ; the latter that

which terminates decisively either one way or another.
Hippncnit. de AJJht. iS"(".

Crisis is likewise used by Hippocrates for tlie solution of a
disorder which precedes recovery, llippocrnt. Prwcept.
Also for the secretion of any noxious humour. Hippocral.
de Art. ; Gal. Excges.

CRl'SOM (AVf.) vide Chrisom.

CRISPATL'RA (Med.) a spasmodic contraction of the
membranes and fibres.

CRI'SPl'l) (/},;/.) M\de Crispus.

CRl'SPIN (Cms) a name given to shoemakers, of whom
St. Crispin was said to be the patron.

CRl'SPUS {Bot.) curled, an epithet for a leat". [vide

Curled]

CRI'STA (Ant.) >.'.<P", the crest; the upper part of the

helmet, which served either for ornament or terror among
the ancients.

CRO
Virg. ^n. I. 9, v. 365.

Turn ^(lifam Mcssopi hahiUm, cristisqu^ decoram
liidutt.

(En. 1. S, v. 620.

Ttrrihilem cristis galeam^JJammasque vnmentem.

The custom of wearing crests was introduced, according to
Herodotus, by the Ethiopians, who used either horse-hair
or the feathers of birds. Herodot. 1. 7, c. 69, &c. ; Polub
1. 6. c. 21 ; Strnb. 1. H-; .S/7. [lal. 1. 10, v. .S99 ; Plin. 1.

7,'

C.56 ; Lnmprid. in Hcliogab. c. 19 ; Vegei. 1. 1, c. 20, <!j-e.;

Lip.f. de Milit. Roman. 1. 3, dial. 5.

Crista (Bot.) the Cirsalpina pulcherrima et crista of Lin-
na;us.—Crista Galli, the Rliinnnthus crista galli.— Crista
Pavonia, the Guilandina bonducclta.

CRISTA GALLI (Anal.) a process of the Os Eihrnoidcs.
CRISTA'TUS (Bol.) crested, [vide Crested]

CRI'THE (Med.) nfJn, barley; a grain much recommended
by Hippocrates.

CRl'THMUM (Bol.) Kf:'f«.o>, and xfih'-^v, a plant which
strengthens the stomach, provokes urine, and opens ob-
structions in the uterus. Hippocral. de Nat. Mul. ; Dios-
cor. I. 2, c. 1.57 ; Plin. I. 26, c. 8.

Crithmum, in the Linnean system, the EcJiinophorn. spinosa.

CRITHO'DES (Anat.) from «,.«'!, barley, and ./io., like;

protuberances shaped like barley.

CRI'l'ICAL DAYS (Med.) are those days whereon there
happens a sudden change of the disease, or on which it

conies to the crisis.

—

Critical signs, signs taken from a
crisis, either towards a recoveryor otherwise.

CRI'TICI (Med.) critical fevers, which terminate with a

lateritious sediment in the urine.

CRITO'NLA. (Bot.) tho same a» Kn/nia.
CRl'ZZELLING (Mecli.) a kind of roughness which arisen

on the surface of some kinds of glass, particularly tli.Tt

which is made of black flints, a crystallized sand, Ac.
CRO'ATS (.Mil.) a regiment of horse formerly in Prance; so

called because at first they were of the country of Croatia.

Croats (Man.) or Crax-ats, horses brought from Croatia, in

Hungary, which for the most part beat upon the hand,
and bear up to the wind; viz. bear their necks high, thrust

out their noses, and shake their heads.

CRO'IJYLL.S (Ant.) y.fi>/!3B/oi, a caul to wear on one's head,

or a roll of hair braided, which belonged to the men, in

distinction from the corymbus, which belonged to the

females ; and the .tcorpius, peculiar to boys. Tlincyd. Uisl.

1. 1 , c. 6 ; Poll. 1. 2, ^ 3 ; Petron. 70 ; Interpres in Thucyd. ;

Tcriull.de Virg. I'el. c. 10; .Sidmas. Exercil. Plin p 5X.
CRG'CARDS (Com.) a sort of money for some lime current

in England.

CRO'CHES (Sport.) the little buds about the top of a deer's

horns.

CRO'CHET DE TRANCHEE' (Fort.) the further end of

a trench or bo3'au, which is purposely carried to conceal

the boyau, in ordt r to prevent it from being enfiladed.

CItO'CI (Bot.) another name for the anthers.

CRO'CIA (Are/ueol.) the crozier or jiastoral staff so called,

a siniilitiidinc cruris, which bishops, &c. had the privilege

of bearing.

CROCI.V'RIUS (Arebcrol.) the cross-beanr, who like our

verger, went before the prelate, and bore his cross.

CR()'C1.'\8 (Min.) a precicms stone so called from its resem-

blance in colour to the crocus or saffron. Plin. 1. ,'i7, c. 1 1

.

CRO't'IDE Covfcctio (Med.) a confection recommended by

Myrep.sus de Aniidol.

CROC'IDI'XIS (Med.) xpmS.h'., a fatal symptom in some dis-

eases, where the patient gathers up the bed-clothes, and

seems to pick up substances from them.

CliO'ClNU.M (Med.) «f«>.o., the oil of saffron. Dioscor.

1. 1, c. 61'.
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CRO'CIS {Bol.) >-.p«;<, a herb so called from its colour. Pliii.

1.27, c. 17.

CRO'CKET (Archit.) from the French croc, a hook; an or-

nament placed at the angles of pediments, canopies. Sec.

resembling the buds of trees and the opening leaves in the

spriiii; season.

CRO'CODES (Med.) a name for trochees of a saffron colour.

CRO'CODILE (Zool.) an amphibious animal of the lizard

tribe, the Lncerta crocodilus of Linnaeus, which is an in-

habitant of the Nile. It is covered with hard scales, which
cannot easily be pierced, except under its belly. It has a

wide throat, with several rows of teeth, sharp and separate,

which run into one another. Though its four legs are
very short, yet it runs with great swiftness, but cannot
easily turn itself. It is very long-lived, has a very piercing
sight, and buries its eggs in the sand, that the heat of the
sun may hatch them, [vide Crocodilus']

CROCODILE'A {.-Int.) xfo^j'^oAsiK, the sweet excrement of
the land crocodile, from which women made an excellent
wash for the face. Pliii. 1. 28, c. 8.

CROCODILOI'DES (Dot.) the same as the Atractylis.

CROCODI'LUS {Xum.) the crocodile, which is

a native of Egypt, was employed as a symbol
of that country on medals, as in the annexed
figure of a medal of Julius Ca'sar. The in-

scription AEGYPTO CAPTA. Goltz. Nu-
mis.

CR0C0MA'G:\IA {Med.) xf»«^2v.«'=«. from xp«.;, saffron,

and uyayi^x, dregs ; a trochee made of the dregs of oil of
saffron, and other spices. P//;;. 1. 21, c. 20.

CROCO'TA {Ant.) a woman's garment of saffron colour, of
which Aristophanes speaks under the name of xfoxwro:.

Interpres in Ari^toph. Ran.; Plant. Aul. act. 3, seen. 5,
V. 47; Cic. dc Arusp. Resp. c. 20; A^nil. Apol. p. 4-22;

Salinas, ad I'ei-tull. de Pall.

CROCOTA'RII {Ant.) dyers of saffron-coloured garments.
Plant. Aul. act. 3, seen. 5, v. 47.

CROCO'TTA {Zool.) vide Corocolla.

CROCUS {Bot.) y-fCKO!, saffron or crocus, a bulbous plant
celebrated by the poets of antiquity for the beauty of its

colour and its fragrance.

Ham. Hymn, in Pan.

Lu:c'^ii^ ^icMiuy x^iTiifjijifryiTXi axfiTJf 7Ta;r,t.

Theocrit. Idyl. 8.

Al 6' ac/TE ^xr$elo xf^xH SvcSFff'X ih.ir.t

i^fi-Tot ifiS'fJi.uitiKrxi.

Virgil, in Cir.

Aiit suaie i-ubens narcissits

Aut crocus alterna conjungens lilia calthi.

Slat.l. 3, sylv. 1.

Et tenufs Arabiim respirant gramine $yh<z

Stcaniisque crccis—
On account of its fragrance, an infusion in wine was
sprinkled in the theatre, and on the spectators.

Mart. 1. 5, epig. 25.

Hoc rogo rwn melius^ quam riil/ro puJpita nimbo
Spargere, et e^'uso permaduiiit croco.

Lucret. 1. 2.

E< cum scena croco Citici perfusa recens est,

Aratjuc Pancht£vs eihalat propter odores.

It was supposed by some to derive its name -ufx. ra i> xfun
ei>.Mi» from blowing in the cold weather ; but Ovid ascribes
its name to the youth Crocus, who was changed into this
flower.

Oi'id. Metam. 1. 4.

Et Crocum in panos lersum cum Smilacefloies.

As to its medicinal virtues, saffron was reckoned a most

CRO
noble cordial, a strengtliener of the heart and vital spirits,

a resistor of putrefaction, and good in all kinds of malig-

nant disorders. Theoplirast. Hist. Plant. 1. 7, C. 3 ; Cic. tie

Oral. 1. 3 ; Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 2j ; Sen. Epixt. 90, &c. ; Plin.

1. 21, c. 6 ; Stiffon, in Xer. c. 25.

Citocus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 3
Triandria, Order 1 Mo'.ogynia.
Generic Characters. Cal. spathe one-leaved.—Con. titbe

simple; border six-parted; divisions ovate.

—

S-TAM.Jila-
mcnts three, subulate; anthers sagittate.—Pisx. germ
inferior; s/v/e filiform ; stigmas three, convolute.

—

Per.
capsule three-celled, three-valved ; seeds several, round.

Species. Two species of this well-known bulbous plant
are distinguished, namel}-

—

Crocus officinalis, sativus,

sen atttumnalis. Officinal Crocus, or Saffron, and

—

Crocus
vernus. Spring Crocus. The former of these has, ac-
cording to Haller, a three-horned stigma that is odorous
and aromatic, which the vernal crocus has not. It is not
known of what country the crocus is indigenous.

Crocus is also the name of the Ixia bulbodicuni.

Crocus {Chem.) a name given by the old chemists to i''g. i-

several metalline preparations calcined to deep red O A
or saffron colour, as

—

Cr^ cus .-intimonii, or Metal- '^ *
lorum, sulphuretted oxide of antimony. Crccus Fi^. :.

Marlis, green vitriol exposed to the fire till it be- (T^f
comes red, which was mSrked by the character ^STk^
Jig. 1.— Crocus Veneris, copper calcined, marked with the
character^D-. 2.

CROFT {Archicol.) a little close adjoining to a dwelling-
house, enclosed for pasture, arable, or any particular useT

CROISA'DE (Mil.) vide Cni.sade.

CROI'SES {Ecc.) pilgrims who wore a cross on their gar-
ments.

CROIX DE ST. LOUIS (.V/7.) the Cross of St. Louis, a
French military order instituted by Lewis the Great in

1693, of whicii the King is grand master. The cross
consists of an enamelled golden fleur de lis, which is at-
tached to the button-hole of the coat by means of a small
ribbon, crimson-coloured and watered. On one side is the
cross of St. Louis, with this inscription, Ludoviciis niaanus
instituit 1693; on the reverse a blazing sword, with°the
words Brlliae 'cirtutis prccmium.

CROME (Husband.) a fork with long prongs.
CROMMYXYRE'GMA (Med.) xp,.«,^t.|:f.v;^/«, acid and

fetid eructations resembling the smell of onions.
CRONE (Mech.) French for a round low tower, covered at

the top like a windmill, standing by the sea-side, or the
river-side, and turning on a pivot, for the purpose of load-
ing and unloading cargoes.

CRO'NET
(
Vet.) or coronet, the hair which grows over the

top of a horse's hoof.

Croxet (Mech.) the iron at the end of a tilling spade.
CROOKS (yiiLS.) curved tubes occasionally applied to trum-

pets and horns, and made moveable, for the purpose of
tuning them to different keys.

CROO'TES (Min.) a substance found about the ore in lead
mines.

CROP (Husband.) the produce of any thing which is sown
in a field.

Crop (Orn.) the craw of a bird.

CRO'PIO {Dot.) a small fruit like the Ethiopian peijper
Clus. Hist. Rar. Plant.

CRO'PPING ( Vet.) an operation of cutting the ears or tails

of horses short.

CRO'QUANTS (Polit.) a faction which committed great
depredations in some parts of France during the sixteenth
century.

CROQUE'TS (Cook.) a certain compound made of a deli-

cious farae.

CROSE'TTES (Archit) the trusses or consoles on the flanks
of the architrave under the cornice.
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CRO'SIER (Err.) a bishop's staft' made in the shape of a

shepherd's crook, intimating that they are spiritual

sliepherds.

CRO'.SLIiT {Her.) a name for a cross that is

crossed at eacii end, as in tlic annexed
11T*f*

"
*f*

figure. " He bearelh argent a chevron, II I ,<,>,. '

gtdes between three cross crosslets, fitchy

saule, all within a double tressure flowered

and counterflowered with fleurs de lis of

tlie second or." These are the arms of

the Kennedy family.

CROSS (Ant.) vide Crux.

Cross [Her.) one of the most ancient and noble of all the

honourable ordinaries, which contains one-fiClii of the field,

and is formed by the meeting of two perpendicular with two
horizontal lines near the fess point, where they make four

right angles : the lines are not continued throughout, but

discontinued the breadth of the cross, as /iV. 1, "He
beareth azure a cross or, by the name of Shciton, Norfolk."

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

The cross is the most varied in its form of any ordinary.

The plain cross is simply denominated the cross, as in

Jig. 1 ; but crosses are likewise diversified with crooked

lines, namely,

—

engrailed, s.sfi^. 2, " Or a cross engrailed

sable;"— voided and couped, as
^ fig. 3, " Aigejit a cross

voided tmd couped sable ;"

—

raguled, asJig. 4-, "Ermine a

cross raguled gules." To these may be added the cross

indented, wavy, pierced, &c. There are other forms of

crosses which are peculiar to them, of which the following

are the principal

—

Cross potent, a crojs terminating >vith

the head of a crutch, called a potent, as Jig. 5.— Cross

Fig. 5. Fi:. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

fitchi/, I. e. sharp at the end, as fig. (3, " Azure a cross po-

tent fitchy or," which was borne by Ethelred, King of the

West Saxons, in 'JVJ.— Cro.^s pattee, or formy, one that is

sharp in the centre and broad at the end?, as in fig. 7.

—

Cross pall, which in Scotland is called a Shake-fork, as in

Jig. 8.— Cross-milrinc, a cross like a mill link.

—

Cross-Jhiry,

the ends of which terminate with fleurs de lis.

—

Cross-ave-

lane, the quarters of whicli resemble a filbert-nut.

—

Cross

pommee, liaving a ball at each end.

—

Cross bolonnee, the

ends of which resemble trefoil.

—

Cross-moliuc, the ends of

which turn both ways.

—

Cross degraded, with steps at each

end.— Cross Calvarij, witli steps at the base.

—

Cro^s pa-

triarclial, with two liorizontal lines.

—

Cross inascallj/, com-
posed of mascles.

—

Cross bezanti/, composed of bezants.

— Cross offour ermines,—cross qfjhurplieons, &c.— Order

of the Cross, an order of ladies instituted in 1C(3S by the

Empress Elconora deGonzagna, wife of the Emperor Leo-

pold, on the occasion of miraculously recovering a little

golden cross from the flames, when the box which con-

tained it was entir.'ly consumed. In this little cross were

said to be deposited two pieces of the true cross.

—

Cross is

also the name of a knight wearing the cross as a part of the

insignia of his order, as the (irand Cross is the first of the
j

three classes into which knights of the order of the 15ath

arc now divided.

CRO
Cross [Min) two nicks cut on the surface of the earth, -]•

which the miners make when they take the ground to dig
for ore. This cross gives them three days' liberty to make
and set on stones ; and for each of these crosses they may
have a mear of ground in the vein, provided the stones be
set on within the three da^-s.

Cross (Num.) a name given to the right side or face of a
coin, the other being called the pile, or reverse : it was so
called because the figure of a cross was represented on tliis

side previous to the custom of stamping the head of a
prince.

Cuoss (Law) the figure of a cross made as a signature to a
deed, &c. by those who cannot write. This custom ori-

ginates, without doubt, in the sacredness of the thing re-

presented, and the frequency of its use in all other cases.

Cross, invention of the (Ecc.) a feast anciently solemnized
on the tliird of .May, to commemorate the discovery which
St. Helena, the mother of Constantine, made of the cross,

buried deep in the ground of Blount Calvary, on which spot

she erected a cross.

—

E.xaltation of the cross was another fes-

tival, kept on the Hth of September, in memory of the re-

storation by Heraclitus of the true cross to Mount Calvary,

which had been taken away by Chosroes, King of Persia.

Cross, St. the ensign or grand standard borne by the cru-

saders, many of whom also bore the cross on that occasion

as a part of their coat armour ; whence the use of the

cross has since become so frequent in coats of arms, [vide

Cross under Heraldrf\ A -SV. George's cross, or the red
cross in a field argent, is now the standard of England.

Cross (Mech.) an instrument used in surveying for the pur-

pose of raising perpendiculars. It consists merely of two
pair of sights set at right angles to each other.

Cross (Archil.) any building which is in the figure of a cross,

as churches in a Greek cross; so likewise a JSIarket cross, a
pillar in this form erected in a market-place, Ac.

Cross {Man.) a term applied to the movements of a Iiorse,

as " To make a cross in ballotades," or " To make a cross

in corvcts," i. e. to make a sort of leaps or airs with one
breath, forwards, backwards, and sideways, in the form
of a cross.

Cross in the haivse (Mar.) in French croi.v dans les cables; a

phrase applied to a ship when, moored with two bars, she

has turned the wrong way, so that the two cables lie across

each other.

CROSS-BA'NDED (Carpent.) an epithet applied to hand-

railing when a veneer is laid upon the upper side of the

rail, with the grain of the wood crossing that of the rail.

CRO'SS-15AKS (Carpent.) bars laid across one another.

The cross-bar in a carriage, sometimes called the splinter,

or master-bar, is that ])art into which the shafts are fixed.

Cross-bars (Mar.) round pieces of iron, bent at each end,

and used as levers to turn the shanks of the anchor.

CROSS-15AR-SIIO'T ((hnm.) a round shot having a long

iron spike cast as if it were let (piite through the middle.

CROSS-BA'TTERY (;1//V.) vide Battcrij.

CRO'SS-15EAM (Carpent.) any beam that goes across another.

Cross-Ukam (l\lar.) a great piece of timber which goes

across two other pieces, called bites, to which the cable is

fastened when it rides at anchor.

CRO'SS-BEARER (Ecc.) an officer in the Romish church

who bears the cross before the pope, or any primate. A
prelate bears a single cross, a patriarch a double cros-s and

the |)ope a triple cross, in !iis arms.

CRO'SS-UTLL (Law) an original bill, by which the defendant

prays relief against the plaintift".

Caoss-BII.L (Orn.) a sort of (Irosbeak, the Loxia eurvirnslra

of Linna?us, so called because the mandibles of its beak

cross each other.

CRO'SS-liOW (A//7.) called by tlie Latins arcus balistnrius,

a military weapon of defence, in the use of which the

English were formerly distinguished, [vide Boik]



CRO
CR0SS-BRE'ED{f/;M6.)a term applied generall_v to animals,

but particularly to horses, dogs, and sheep, where the male

is one breed and the female of another.

CROSS-CHO'CKS (Mrir.) in French expece d'nccofnrs, pieces

of timber fayed across the dead-wood in midships, to make
good the deficiency of the lower heels of the futtock.

CROSS-EXAMINATION (Lnu) a close and rigid exa-

mination on the part of the adycrsary, consisting of cross

questions, in order to elicit the truth.

CROSS-G.-V'RNETS (Carpent.) a sort of hinges made in the

form of the letter T.
CRO'SS-GRAINED (Carpent.) an epithet applied to build-

ing-stutt' or timber with tibres in a contrary direction.

CRO'SS-JACK {Mar.) pronounced cojeck, in French vergue

sec^tc, the lower yard on the mizen-mast, which is hence
called the cross-Jack yard, and the sail which is bent to

that yard the cross-jack sail.

CROSS-.MULTIFLiCATION [Aritfi.) yiie Duodecimals.

CRO'SS-PAWLS (Mar.) pieces of timber which keep the

ship together whilst in her frame.

CRO'SS-FIECE (.!/«)•.) in French rufeau, ralelier, a rail

of timber extended over the windlass of a merchant ship

from the knight-heads to the belfry.

CRO'SS-SPALES (Mar.) pieces of timber placed across the

ship, and nailed to the frames, securing both sides of the

ship together till the knees are bolted.

CRO'SS-STAFF (Mar.) vide Fore-stnf.

CROSS-TI'NING [Husl/and.) a method of harrowing cross-

wise.

CRO'SS-TREES (Mar.) in French barres traversieres dcs

hiines, pieces of oak timber supported by the cheeks and
trestle-trees at the upper ends of the lower and top-masts,

athwart which they are laid.

CRO'SS-TRIP (S/;rjr/.) a term used in wrestling when the

legs are crossed within one another.

CRO'SS-WORT (Bnl.) the Valantia of Linna;us, an annual.

CROSSOPE'TALUM (Bot.) another name for the Rlw-
coma.

CROSSO'STYLIS (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 16 Mona-
delphia, Order 6 Poli/atidria \ so called from xpsr-jo?, a

fringe, and fu^ii;, a little pillar, because the sligma is

fringed or jagged.

Generic C/iaracter. Cal. perianth turbinate; segments

ovate.

—

Con. petals four, elliptic; claiv narrow; nectary

consisting of corpuscles.

—

St.\m. fdaments twenty, fili-

form ; anthers small.— V1ST. germ convex; style cylin-

dric ; stigmas four, trifid.

—

Per. hemispherical ; seeds

very many.
Species. The single species is the Crossostylis bijlora, a

native of the Society Isles.

CROTALA'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 17 DiWc/-
phia, C)rder 4- Decandria \ so called from crotalum, a rattle,

which the legume resembles.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth three-parted.— Cor.
papilionaceous; standard cordate; icings ovate; keel

acuminate.

—

Sram. Jilaments ten, connate ; anthers sim-

ple.—PiST. ^fn)i oblong; s/y/e simple ; i^i^^wn obtuse.

—

Per. legume short ; seeds one or globose.

Species. The plants of this genus are either annuals or

shrubs, and mostly natives of the Cape of Good Hope.
Crotolaria is also the name of the Sophora alba.

CROT.'\.'LI.\ (Ant.) Kforaf.ix, jewels so worn as to jingle

by striking against one another. Plin. 1. 9, c. 35.

CRb'TALU.AI (Aiit.) the cymbal.
CRO'TALUS (Zool.) a Rattle-Snake, a genus of animals,

Class Amphibia, Order Serpentes.

Generic Character. Plates on the belly.

—

Plates and scales

under the tail.— Tail terminated by a rattle.

Species. The species, which are not numerous, are dis-

tinguished principally by the number of plates.

CRO

CROTAPHA'G.\ (Orn.) Ani, a genus of animals, Class

Ai'es, Order Piece.

Generic Character. Bill semioval

—

\ostrils pervious.

Species. The species are the— Crotnpliaga Ani, the

Lesser .\n\.— Crotnphaga major, the Greater Ani.— Cro-

tnphaga ambuhiloria, the Walking .\ni.

CROTA'PHI (Anaf.) xf:rci(pci, the temples ; v.lience Cro-

tajihitcs, the temporal muscles ; Crotaphium and crotaphos,

a pain in the head near the temples.

CROTCHES (Mar.) in French /b)/;-C(7/5, Italian croccia, the

crooked timbers placed upon the keel in the fore and hind-

parts of a ship, upon which the frame of her hull grows
narrower below as it approaches the sternpost abaft.

—

Crotches, in French comes, are also pieces of wood or

iron, whose upper part opens into two horns or arms like

a half-moon. They serve principally to support booms, Szc.

CROTCHETS (Print.) are marks after this manner [ ] to

separate what is not a necessary part of a sentence.

Crotchet (Surg.) a curved instrument with a sharp hook
for extracting the fcetus.

Crotchet (,1/».(.) a note of time marked as in fig. 1, being

of the sixth degree in length, equal in duration to one

thirt3'-second part of a large, the sixteenth of a long, the

eighth of a breve, the quarter of a semibreve, and half of a

Fis. 1. F,v. 2.

minim.— Crotchet rest, marked as in Jig. 2, is a character

of silence equal in duration to the crotchet.

CROTCHETS (.S/jo,/.) the master teeth of a fox.

CROTE'LS (.Sport.) the ordure, or dung of a hare.

CROTON (Bot.) xp,Tt>, or y.iK>, a shrub mentioned by Dios-

corides ; the seed of which resembles the insect called the

croton or tick; whence it derives its name. From this

shrub was extracted an oil that was used for food. Diuscor.

1. 4, c. 164-; Plin 1. 15, c. 7.

Croton, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 21,

Monoccia, Order 9 Monadclphia.

Generic Character. Female flowers remote from the males

on the same plant.— Cal. perianth cylindric—Cor.
petals oblong, obtuse.

—

Stamen in the Males
; Jilaments

tenor fifteen; anthers twin.

—

Pistil in the Females;

germ roundish; styles three; stigmas reflex.

—

Pericarp
in the Females ; capsule roundish ; seeds solitary.

Species. Plants of this genus are shrubs or annuals, and

mostly aromatic, and natives of the Indies. Among the

principal shrubs are the following; namely

—

Croton

taccijerum, Ricinoides, Ricinus, Halecus, seu Lacca, Lac
Croton, a shrubby tree which exudes a very fine lac

spontaneously, but this is distinct from what is called

Gum Lac in Europe, which is the work of the red ants.

Croton lineare, seu Cascarilla, Willow-leaved (.'roton,

called in Jamaica Rosemary-tree, because it resembles

the Rosemary in smell and appearance.— Croton tiglium,

seu Pinus Indica, Purging Croton.— Croton Rinocarpus,

seu Rinocarpus, Surinam Croton, &c. Among the an-

nuals are the following :

—

Croton tinctorinm, Ricinoides,

seu Heliolropium tricoccum. Officinal Croton, which is

the only native of Europe, and from which the dye

called turnsol is extracted.— Croton pahistre, argenteum,

&c. Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Botan.

;

Raii Hist. Plant.; Tournef. Instit.

CROTO'NE (Bot.) yfJTa'n, a fungous excrescence growing

on trees. Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 1, c. 13.

Crotone (Med.) a fungous tumour on the Periosteum.

CRO'UCH mass (Ecc.) or Croiich-mass-day, a festival ob-

served by the Roman Catholics, in honoiur of the holy

cross, on the 14th of September.
3 Y 2
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CRO'UMATA (Mas.) xps/AXT*. from xpua, to beat; the

musical tunes resulting from the pulsation of instruments,

which are mentioned by Hippocrates cle Vict. 1. 1 ; Foes.

(Econom. Hippocrtit.

CROUP {I'et.) the liinchnost part of a horse, including the

buttocks and tail, from the haunches to the dock.-

—

llncl:-

in>r Croup is when a horse's fore-quarters go right, but his

croup in walking swings from side to side. " To gain the

Croup " is when one horseman makes a demi-tour upon
another in order to take him upon the croup. " Without

slipping the CVo»/)," signifies without traversing, or letting

the croup go out of the volt, or the tread of the gallop.

CI'OUPA'DE {Midi.) a leap higher than a curvet, in which

the horse keeps his fore and hind quarters of an equal

height.

CRO'UPEIl {Mnii.) a device put under the tail of a horse

to keep the saddle more steadj'.

CROUT.VDE {Cook.) a peculiar manner of dressing a loin

of mutton.

CROW {Or.) a prolific, social, and clamorous bird, which

constitutes, a genus of birds, in the Linnean system, under

the name of Corvus. The food of the crow is partly

animal and partly vegetable.

Crow {Mcc/i.) an iron instrument for raising heavy bodies.

It is formed to act as a lever, and is employed particularly

in moving of timber.

Crow (Astrou.) vide Corvus.

CRO'W-BERRY {Bot.) the Empetrum nigrum of Linnaeus.

—Crow-Foot, the Ranunculus gramineius, pyrcvu reus, Sec. a

perennial.—Crow-Garlick, the /iW/Mmi'/»i?a/c', a bulbous root.

CRO'W-FOOT {Mar.) in French arraignee, a complication

of small cords spreading out from a long block, like the

small parts which extend from the back-bone of a herring.

CRO'W-NET (Sport.) an invention for catching wild fowls

in the winter season.

TO CROWD {Mar.) to carry an extraordinary force of sail

in a ship.

CROWLE (Mus.) an old English instrument, called by the

French chrotta, which was supposed to resemble the flute.

CROWN (,;»/.) vide Corona.

CnowN (Ilcr.) a cap of state worn by sovereign princes.

Crowns are cUvided generally into royal and imperial.

—

Royal CroiKHS were the ancient crowns, whicli were open

and worn by Kings.

—

Imperial crowns, first worn by em-

perors, are the closed crowns, which have now generally

taken place of the open ones. Crowns are moreover dis-

tinguished, according to the sovereigns or princes by

whom, and the circumstances under which, they are

worn, (."vc.— Crown of England is that with which the

kings of England are crowned. It is called St. Edward's

Crown, because it is made in imitation of the ancient crown

supposed to have been worn by that monarch, which was

kept in Westminster Abbey, for the use of his successors,

till the rcljellion, when it was sold with the rest of the

Regalia. The one now in use was made after the pattern

for the coronation of Charles II, and has remained un-

altered for his successors ever since. This very rich im-

perial crown, as given mjig. 1 , is embellished with pearls

and precious stones of divers kinds, as diamonds, rubies.

Fig. 1. Fig- 2-

CRO
emeralds, and sapphires, having a mound of gold upon the
top of it, which is surmounted by a cross of gold ; both
these are embellished with precious stones : the mound is

also encircled with a band or fillet of gold ; and the cross

is enriched with tliree very large oval pearls. This crown
is composed of four crosses, patttes, and as many fleurs-

de-lis of gold placed on a rim or circlet of gold, all em-
bellished with precious stones. From those crosses arise

four circular bars or arches, which meet at the top in the

form of a cross, at the intersection whereof is a pedestal,

on which the mound is placed. The cap within this crown
is of purple velvet lined with white taffeta, and turned up
with ermine.

—

Crown of State, so called because it is al-

ways worn by the King when he goes in state to Parlia-

ment, is distinguished by a very large ruby set in the

middle of the four crosses, and by the mound being of

one entire stone of a seawater-green colour, known by
the name of aqua marine. This is made for every succeeding

king ; and, of course, subject to variation. Tlie one given

infg. ". is the crown which was worn by his late Majesty,

George III. A representation of the crowns worn by
some of his predecessors may be seen on their coins,

[vide Plates 31, 32]

—

Queen's Crown, or that worn by the

Queen Consort at her coronation, was made for Catherine,

Queen of Charles II, in commemoration of Egitha, the

Queen Consort of King Edward. This is also a very rich

imperial crown similar to King Edward's, but much
lighter and smaller. The queens have also a cap called a

circlet (f gold, with which they proceed to the coronation;

and also a particular crown, which they wear on other

occasions. Among the foreign crowns, the following are

the principal.— Charlemagne's Crown, vide Charlemagne's

Croivn.—Papal Crown, othernise called the Triple Crown,

tiara papalis, which is a high cap of silk environed with

three crowns of gold, one above another, [vide Papal

Crown] — Imperial Crown, vide Imperial.—Iron Crown,

the crown with which the kings ofLombardy were an-

ciently crowned, which was afterwards used by the Em-
perors of the West for the same purpose. The emperor

Henry ^TI is said to have introduced the use of four

crowns at his coronation in 1310; namel}', the iron croxvn,

by which it was intended to signify that the monarch

would defend his dominions with the sword against all

his enemies ; a cron'u of different metals to imply that

he would select men as his counsellors who were endowed

with diverse talents ; a silver crown to denote that he

would be liberal and munificent ; and a gold crou^n to

denote his superiority over all otiier men. Buonaparte

chose the iron crown for his coronation as King of Italy;

and, upon that occasion, instituted the Order of the Iron

Crown, whicii has not survived his fall.— Turkish Crovn,

vide Turkish Croxon.

Crown {Ecc.) a little circle of hair shaven from the crown

of the head, which is the mark and character of the Romish

ecclesiastics.

CnowN {.inal.) the vertex, top, or highest part of the heaxl.

Ckown {Mech.) the upper work of the rose diamond among

jewellers, which centers in a point at the top.

CuowN {Cleom.) a ring comprehended between two concen-

tric peripheries.

Crown {.-Istron.) \'u]e Corona.

CuowN [Xumis.) a coin in value five shillings, which was

first struck in the reign of Henry VIII. and so called from

the figure of the crown upon it. [vide Plate 31]

Crown {Com.) is a name given to the French ecu, and other

foreign coins, nearly equal in value to five shillings.

Crown {Archit.) the uppermost member of a cornice, com-

prehending the corona and its superior members.— Crown

of an arch, the most elevated line or point that can be

taken on its surface.



CRU
Crows of an anchor (Mar.) in French le collet d'une ancre;

tlie lowest end of the shank of an anchor where the arms
are united.

—

Crown of a cable, the bights which are formed
by the several turns.

CRO'WN-GLASS {Mech.) the finest sort of window-glass.

CROWN-nU'E'RIAL {But.) a well-known beautiful llower,

the FritiUnria imperialis of Linmus, a perennial.

CROWN-OFFICE (Lai^:) an office belonging to the Court
of King's Bench, of whicli the king's coroner or attorney

there is commonly Master. The Attorney General, or the

Clerk of the Crown, exhibits informations in this oilice for

crimes and misdemeanors, the one ex officio, and the other

by the order of the court.

CRO'U'X-POST (Carpent.) the principal upright in truss-

roofing, better known by tlie name of the King-Pott.
CRO'WN-SCAB (Vet.) a mealy white scurf growing on the

legs of horses.

CRO'WN-WHEEL (Mech.) the upper part of a watch next
the balance that drives it by its motion.

CRO'WN-WORKS (Fort.) bulwarks advanced toward the

fit;ld to gain some hill or rising ground; being composed
of a large gorge and iwo wings, which fall on the counter-

scarp near the faces of the bastion.

CRO'WNED /iOJvr.L'O/-^- (Fort.) a hornwork with a crownvvork
before it.

CRO'WNED-TOP (Sport.) the first head of a deer, the

crotchets and buds being raised in the form of a crown.
CltO'VVNTXG (^Jrc/iit.) the part that terminates any piece of

architecture, generally in tiie form of a Crow's Bill, iSrc.

Ckownixg (iV(V)'.) in French cttlde pore ; the finishing part

of a knot made on the end of a rope. It is performed
by interweaving the ends of the diflerent strands artfully

among each other, so that they may not become loosened

or untwisted.

CROWS-BILL (Surg.) a kind of forceps for drawing bullets,

&c- out of wounds.
CROWS-FEET (Mil.) another name for the CV;//;«/«.

CROWS-STOXES (Min.) a sort of petrefaction, the A710-

mia gri/phiis in the Linnean system.

CROY (Arcluvol.) Marsh-land. Inoidph.

Croy (Lcnv) in Scotch Lam a satisfaction that a judge, who
does not administer justice as he ought, is to pay to the

nearest of kin to the man that is killed.

TO CROYX^ (Sport.) to cry as fallow deer do at rutting-time.

CRO'YSES (Arcluvol.) a term used by Britton for pilgrims,

because they v.-ear the sign of the cross on their garments.

CRUCHES h feu (Mil.) French for earthen pots with two
handles filled with grenades, having the intervals between
them filled with powder.

CRU'CIAL (Aiiat.) an epithet for some parts of tlie body
which cross each other, as the crucial ligaments of the

Crucial Incision (Surg.) an incision made in some fleshy

part of the body in the form of a cross.

CRUCL^'LIS (Bot.) .\Iugweed, or Crosswort.

CRU'CIAX (Ich.) a fish of a dusky green colour of the carp

kind, the Cyprinus carassius of Linna;us.

CRUCIAXE'LLA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 4. Te-
trandria, Order 1 ]\lonogynia. so called from cru.x, a cross,

because the leaves are placed crosswise.

Cetieric Character, Cal. perianth two-leaved ; leaflets lan-

ceolate.

—

Cor. one-petalled, funnel-formed; lube cylin-

dric; border four-cleft.

—

Sram. Jilaments four; anthers

simple.

—

PlsT. germ compressed; sti/lc two-cleft; stigmas

two, obtuse.

—

Per. capsule two, connate ; seeds solitary.

Species. Plants of this genus are herbaceous annuals, as— Crucianella angusiifolia, seu Rubra, Narrow-leaved
Crucianella.

—

Crucianella latifolia, Broad-leaved Crucia-
nella, &c.

CRUCIA'TUS (Bot.) vide Cruciform.

CRU
Cruciatus (Anat.) a muscle of the thigh.

CRL'CIBLE (Cherd.) a melting pot, made of earth, tem-
pered so as to endure the strongest fire, for the melting
metals and minerals. This was formerly repre- f~~j'^'
sented by the annexed characters. Ll_l »

CRU'CIFIX (Ecc.) a figure representing our Saviour on the

cross.

CRU'CIFORM (not.) or cross-shaped, cruciformis, or cru-

ciatus ; an epithet for a corolla, corolla cruciformis, a

corolla consisting of four petals, that spread out in the

form of a cross, as in the Brassica oleracea. These flowers

constitute the fifth class in Tournefort's system, and are a

principal character in the class Tetradynamia. A stigma

is also said to be cruciform w hich is divided into four parts,

standing opposite to each other.

CRUCI'TA (But) another name for the Cruzita.

CRUDARIA (Min.) a vein of silver at the top of the mine.

Flin. 1. 33, c. 6.

CRU'DITY (Med.) a term applied not only to unripe fruits,

but to undigested substances in the stomach, and uncon-
cocted humours in the bod\'.

CRUISE (Mar.) in Fvench compagnie de croisiere; a voyage,
or expedition, in quest of an enemy's vessels ; so called,

because it consists chiefly in sailing to and fro, or cross-

wise.

CRU'ISER (Mar.) a vessel appointed for cruising.

CRU'MA {Ant.) Kfifxix, the timbrel, or tabor, and the music
made by such instruments. JMart. 1. 6, ep. 71.

CRUMEXTA'TA (Znol.) an epithet for animals furnished

with a pouch, or bag, wherein to receive their young iu

time of danger, as the Opossum.
CRU'NION (Med.) y-finm; a compound medicine described

by /Etius, so called from its diuretic power.
CRU'OR (Med.) blood in general; or venous blood, and

coagulated blood in particular.

CRUPELLA'RII (Ant.) Nobility among the Gauls, who
were armed with a complete harness of steel. Tacit. 1. 3,

c. 43.

CRUPI'NA (Bot.) a species of the Ccnlaurca.

CRU'PPER (Man.) vide Crouper.— Crnpper-Buclcles, large

square buckles fixed to the saddle-tree behind for fastening

the crupper.

CRU'RA (Anat.) the plural of crus, the leg, is applied to

some parts of the body which resemble the leg in form, as—Crura Cerebri, two medullary columns proceeding from
the basis of the brain.

—

Crura Clitoridis, the two spongeous
substances whicli form the Clitoris.—Crura Medulla ob-

lotigatcE, the two largest roots, or legs, of the Medulla
oblongata.

CRUR-E'US )/!)(jc!(/(/i (Anat.) or Cruralis j a muscle of the

leg which serves to assist the vasti and rectus musculus to

extend the leg.

CRU'RAL (Anat. &ic.) belonging to the leg, as the Crural
Artery, the artery of the thigh which spreads itself among
the muscles.

CRURA'LIS (Anat.) vide Cruraus.

CRUREUS (Anat.) vide Crurceus.

CRUS (Anat.) otherwise called magna Pes, is all that part

of the body which reaches from the Buttocks to the Toes,
including the Thigh, Leg, and Foot.

Crus corx-i (Bot.) the Panicum crus corvi of Linnjeus. —
Crus gain, the Crateegus crus galli.

CRUSA'DE {Mil.) in French croisade, from cru.v, the cross,

is a well-known term for the expeditions undertaken b}- the

princes of Christendom for the conquest of the Holy Land,
in which every soldier bore a crucifix on his breast, as an
emblem of spiritual warfare. The crusades were likewise

denominated Holy \Vars.

Crusade (Com.) vide Cruzado.

CRU'SMA {Ant.) vide Cnma.
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CRUST (Nat.) vide Crusta.

CRU'STA [A>it.) wood or stone finely inlaid into vessels, so

as to form various devices.

Crusta (Mrd.) tlie scurf and scab of a sore.

—

Criisfalactea,

a disease to which young children at the breast are parti-

cularly subject, consisting of a scurf, or crusty scab, that

breaks out on the face and other parts.

Crusta vennicularis (Aiiat.) the covering or skin of the in-

testines.— Crusta xn/loan, the inner coat of the stomach.

CnusTA {Xat.) the shells of lobsters, &c.; also the cocar,

crust, or cream, which forms on any liquor, as coagulated

blood, urine, Sec. or on fermentable liquors at a particular

stage of the fermentation, as the crust of wine.

Crusta olliv (But.) the (Edcnlandia repens of Linnxus.

CRU'STULA (Med.) Ecchymosis, a discolouration of the

flesh from a bruise, where the skin is entire, and covers it

over like a shell.

Cnistuhi among oculists is also a disease in the eye, occa-

sioned by the falling of blood from the wounded arteries

into the tunica conjunctivn.

CRUSTUM {ArchceoL) a garment of purple mixed with

many other colours. Mon. Angl. tom. i, p. 210.

CRUSTU'MI.\ pyra (Ant.) Pears, much admired by the

Romans. Columel. de Re Rust. 1. 5, c. 10.

CRUSTUMINA'TUM (Med.) xfn^zs^i^ur,', a sort of rob,

made of the juice of apples and pears, boiled up with rain-

water and honey. Act. Tetrah. 2, serm. 1, c. l;i8.

CRU'SULY (Her.) an epithet for a field or charge strewed

with crosses.

CRUTCH (Mar.) in Yrcnii\\ come de rrui, a support for the

main boom of a brig, cutter, sloop, &c.

CRU'TCHES (Mar) pieces of knee timber placed within

side the ship, for the security of the heels of the cant-

timbers abaft.

CRUX (AnI.) the cross or gibbet on which the Romans

hanged their malefactors. It was an ignominious punish-

ment inflicted on slaves, or the lowest sort of people.

Juv.

Pone crucem servo.

And for its cruelty was denominated .uimnium, or .mpreiiium

supplicium ; whence criiciiitus, or suffering the death of the

cross, also signified torment. And the cross or tree which

was used for this purpose was denominated arbur infclix,

infame lignum, cruciatus servilis, &c. ; whence

Sil.Ital.l 1, V. 165.

Quern pnsti]uam dim suspensu roborem vidct.

Scourging commonly preceded crucifixion, after which

the offender was either nailed or tied with ropes to the

tree, sometimes in an erect posture, and frequently with

the head downwards. The figure of tlie cross also varied

much. Cic. pro R<tb. c. A^ ; Dioiiys. Ila/ic. 1. 5 ; Senec rd

Marc. c. 20 ; Val. Max. 1. 2, c. 12 ; Tacit. Hist. 1. \; c. 7

;

Suet, in Galb. c. ; Justin. I. 18, c. 7 ; Sigon. de Judic.

1. 3, c. 16, apud Grrcv. T/ics. Antic/. Roman, vol. i, &c.

CRUX-A'NDRE/E (Bot.) the Axyrum crux a/idrea; o( L'm-

n;cus.

CRUX-CERVI (Anat.) the bone of a stag's heart.

CRUZ.\DO (Com.) a Portuguese gold coin, value about

2/. 9.V. sterling. The cruzado of 400 rees was somewhat

less in value. The new cruzado has on the obverse the

name of the reigning sovereign, over it a crown, and under

it two palms, with 100 at the bottom ; on the reverse a

cross, with the legend IN. HOC. SIGNO. VINCES.
CRUZI'TA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class Telrandria,

Order Digi/uia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth three-leaved.— Cor.

petals four, ovate.—STAM.Jilamrnts four, capillary; an-

thers small.—PisT. germ ovate, obtuse ; .^tylc two.

CRY

parted ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none ; corolla converg-
ing ; seed single.

Species. The single species is the

—

Cruzita hispanica, na-

tive of South America.
CRY de Pais (Laiv) the hue and cry which the country, in

the absence of a constable, is obliged to set up after any
ott'ender, when a robbery or any felony has been commit-
ted. 2 Halc.% P. C.

CRYMO'DES (Med.) >cpi/,«,^<J^«, an epithet for a fever

wherein the external parts are cold. /let. Tetrai. 2,

serm. 1, c. 13.S.

CRY'OLITE (Min.) a sort of aluminous salt.

CRY'l'SlS (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 2 Diandria, Order
2 Monugi/i'.ia, of the Natural Order of Grapes ; so called

from KfvzTCL', to hide, because the spike of the flowers is

concealed within the sheath of the leaf.

Generic Character. Cal. ff/wHie one-flowered, two-valvcd;

valves oblong.—Con. glume two-valved.

—

Stam. fila-

ments two, capillary ; anther.<; oblong.—-Pi st. germ supe-

rior ; styles two ; stigmas hairy.

—

Per. none ; corolla in-

cluding the single seed.

Species. The single species, an annual, is the

—

Crypsit

aculeata, Schccnnus, Phleum, Anthoxanthum, Antitragus,

seu Phalnris, Prickly Crypsis, native of Siberia.

CRYPSO'RCHIS (Med.) from ^fwrs, to conceal, and Sf;!;-?,

a testicle; the state of the testicles when they lie hid in the

belly.

CRYPT (Ecc.) vide Crypto^.

CRY'PTA (Archit.) y.fuarr., from Hforrra, to hide; Crypt, a

hollow place or vault under ground.

Juvcn. sat. 5, v. 106.

F.t snlitus niedicE cn/ptam penetrare Suburrtc.

J'itruv. 1 6, c. 8 ; Sueton. in Cal. c. 58; Bald. Lex. Vitruv.

These crypts were afterwards used for religious purposes.

[vide Cryplce']

CRY'PT^E (Ecc.) Crypts, subterraneous places, where the

martyrs were buried, and the primitive Christians used to

perform their devotions ; whence the custom originated of

building underground chapels, which were also called

Crypts, as that of St. Faith's, under St. I'aul's, London.
S. Hicron. 1. 12; in Ezek. XL.; Grcgor. Turon. Hist. I. 1,

c. 39.

Crypt.?; (Anat.) from xpi/Vrw, to hide; the little rounded
appearance at the end of the small arteries.

CRYPTOCE'PHALUS (Ent.) a genus of animals. Class

Luccta, Order Coleojdera.

Generic Character. Antenna; filiform.— Feelers four.—
Thorax margined.—i?oc(y cylindrical.

Species. The species are distinguished into those which

have the feelers ecjual, those which have the feelers un-

equal, and those which have the hind ones hatchet-

shaped.

CRYPTOGA'MIA (Bot.) the name of the twenty-fourtli

Class in Linnaeus' artificial system, comprehending the ve-

getables whose fructification is concealed, or at least too

minute to be observed by the naked eye : whence the

origin of the term, which is derived from the Greek xftit-

j

T65, hidden, and ya«,i;, nuptials. It is divided into four

Orders ; namely, 1 . Filiccs, Ferns. 2. Musci, Mosses.

3. Algiv, Flags. 4. Funni.

CRYPTO'GRAPHY (Mec'h.) the art of writing in cyphers,

or with sympathetic ink, or in general in any concealed

manner, from «pTT«, hidden, and yia<pa, to write.

CRYPTO-PO'RTICUS (Archit.) a gallery closed on all

sides ibr coolness in summer; a sort of cloister. Plin.Epist.

1.5, ep. 6 ; Sidon.\.2, cp. 2; Bald. Lex. I'ilruv.

CRYPTOPY'ICA Ischuria (Med.) a suppression of urine,

from a retraction of the penis within the body.

CRYPTO'STOMUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pen-

tandria, Order 1 Monegynia.
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Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved, funnel-

formed.

—

Cor. one-petalled ; tube very short ; border

five-cleft ; neclari/ broad, arched, and fastened to the

base of the corolla.—Stam. filaments none ; anthers

five.—PiST. germ roundish ; style cylindric ; stigma ca-

pitate.

—

Per. berry globular, three-celled ; seeds solitary.

Species. The only species is the

—

Cri/ptostomum Oiija-

iiriise, seu Monlaben, a shrub of Guiana.

CRY'STAL {Mill.) r.fu^a.x>,tic, a kind of glass or precious

stone, frozen, as it was thought, into that bright substance.

The crystal, otherwise called rock crj'stal, is a species of
stone belonging to the quartz or siliceous genus. When
the crystals are semi-transparent, or intermixed with

opaque veins, they are called milk crystals; when in the

form of pebbles, they are called crystals.

Crystal (Chem.) that part of a salt which assumes a regu-

lar and solid form on the gradual cooling of its solution.

CUYST.\'LLI {Med.) eruptions about the size of a lupin,

which sometimes break out over the whole bod}'. They
are also called Crystaltince.

CRYST.JlLLI'X.E Manns {Med.) y.fv.ruxx^vxt yjXf,,,, hard
hands, so cold that they seem almost to be frozen. Hip-
pocrat. Epidem. 1.7.

Crvstali.ix.e (.Med.) vide Crystnlli.

CRY'STALLINE Heavens (Aslron.) two spheres, conceived
by the ancient astronomers, between the primum Mobile
and tliejirmament, by the first of which they explained the

slow motion of the fixed stars, which advance a degree in

70"; by the other, they accounted for the motion oi' libra-

tion or trepidation.

Crystalline Humour (Anat.) or the Crystalline Lens ; so

called from its transparency like crystal, the pellucid hu-

mour of the eye, « hich serves to transmit and refract the

rays of light.

CRYSTALLI'NUil {Cliem.) a name for white arsenic from
its transparency'.

CRYSTA'LLIOX {Bnt.) vide Psyllium.

CRYSTALLIZATION {Chem.) the reducing of any salt

into a regular solid form, by dissolving it in a menstruum,
and allowing it to cool, until it shoots into the bodies

called crj'stals. By far the greater number of salts assume
the crystalline form ; and it has been observed, both bv
chemists and mineralogists, that every substance has a

particular form which it, for the most part, atfects when it

crystallizes. Thus, common salt is observed to assume
the shape of a cube ; alum that of an octohedron ; saltpetre

that of a fix-sided prism ; sulphate of magnesia that of a

four-sided prism : and carbonate of lime is often found in

the state of a rhomboid ; but this is necessarily' subject to

great diversity.

CRYSTALLO'GRAPHY (Lit.) the description of crystals.

CRYSTALLOI'DES tunica (Anat.) the crystalline coat of

the eye.

CRYSt.V'LLUM Minerale (Chem.) the Sal Prunella: puri-

fied bv solution and crystallization.

CRYSTALLl'RGY yChem.) vide Crystallization.

CRY' THE {Med.) a hard scirrhous immoveable stian in the

interior part of the e3'elid, containing a pellucid body.

CTE'DONES {.'bint.) from x-rrjai, a rake or comb ; the name
given to the fibres.

CTE'IS {Anal.) from xTur, a rake; a name for the incisores,

from their likeness to a rake.

CTESIPIIO'XTIS Malagma (Med.) a plaster, described by
Celsus, 1. 5, c. 18.

CUB {S'at.) the young of particular beasts, as a fox or a bear.

CU'B.\ (^J«/.) a horse-litter or bed.

CUB..E.-\. (Bot.) a genus of plants, C\ass \0 Decandria, Order
1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. petals

five, oblong.

—

Stam. jfilaments ten; anthers oblong.

—

J

CUB
PiST. ^^-rm oblong, pedicelled ; style capillary; stigma
acute.

—

Per. legume long, coriaceous; seeds suveral.
Species. The species are trees and natives of Guiana, as

the

—

Cuhixa panicidata and Cubcea Irigona.

CU'BAiaS {Ent.) \-k\e Aselli.

CU'BATL'RE (Math.) the finding exactly the cubical solid

content of anv proposed body, in inches, feet, vards, &c.
CL'BBRIDGE" /;raf/.? (.Vflr.)"the bulk heads of the fore-

castle and the half deck.

CL BE (Math.) a regular solid body, supposed to be gene-
rated by the motion of a square plane along a
line equal and perpendicular to one of its sides. / "/]

It is inclosed by six equal sides or faces, which
are square, as in the annexed figure. A die is

a small cube.

—

Duplication of the cube, [vide

Duplication'l

CUBE (Arilh.) or Ciibic Number, the third power of a num-
ber, which is formed by multiplying the number or
quantity into itself, and then again into the product ; as

3x3=9x3 = '27, the cube a x a = a- x a = aK —
Cube root is the side of a cube number ; thus 3 is the root
of 27.

CU'BEB (Bot.) cubelce, a small round fruit, less than pep-
per, the fruit of the Piper cubebce, or Piper caudatum.
This fruit is aromatic, and good for strengthening the
stomach.

CUBrL'UL.A.RIUS {.irchcvol.) a chamberlain or groom of
the chamber.

CU'BIC EQUATION (Algeb.) that in which the unknown
quantity rises to the third dimension, as x' r= n3 — b' ; or
.1-3 + r .t .X = ^/' : or x^ -f fx x — a b x -^ m m n -'r p q r. Sec.— Cubic Foot is so much of any thing as is contained in a
cube whose side is one foot.— Cubic Hyperbi.la is a figure
expressed by the equation x y"- = a, having two asymp-
totes, and consisting of two hyperbolas lying in' the
adjoining angles of the asymptotes.— Cubic S'umber, vide
Cube.—Cubic Parabola, a curve, as B C D in the annexed
figure, having two infinite legs, as C D, C B,
tending contrarj- ways : and if the absciss ^/
A P, or r, touch the curve in C, the relation

between .\ P (x) and 1' M (y) is expressed -^
by the equation y =: a x^, i .r^, ex, d; or /

when A falls in C, by the equation y = a i^, /
which is the most simple equation of the

curve.

CUBI'DI.V {Miri.) a genus of spars.

CUBI'LE SALUTATORUM (Ant.) a little chapel or clo-

set in a house, wherein the images of the household
gods were placed. Plin. 1. 15, ci; Turncb. Adv.\.\'i,
c. 28 ; Casaub. in Suet. p. 78.

CuBiLE (Archil.) a ground work, or course of stones in

building. }'ilruv. 1. 2, c. 8.

CU'BING a Solid (Men.) vide Cubature.

CU'BIT (.-Int.) a measure frequently mentioned in Scripture,
equal to one foot nine inches and 888 decimal parts, ac-
cording to Arbuthnot.

Cubit {.Inat.) cubitus, from cubo, to lie or rest, because
the ancients used to rest upon it at their meals ; the Fore-
arm, or that part between the elbow and the wrist.

CuniT Arm (Her.) the hand and arm couped at

the elbow, as in the annexed figure.

CUBIT.V'XS (.-Inat.) an epithet for two muscles

of the wrist, one of which, called the externus,

serves to extend the wrist ; and the other, the

internus, to bend it.

CU'BIT.\L (Ant.) a foresleeve for the arm to

the elbow downwards.

CUBO-CU'BE (Geom.) the sixth power of any number, i. e-

the cube cubed ; thus, 64- is a cube cubed, being raised

from the multiplication of the root 2 five times into itselr.
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CUBOI'DES (Aiiat.) a name for tlie seventh bone of tlic

tarsus of the foot.

CU'CI (Boi.) the fruit of a species of the pahn. Bank. Hht.

Plant.

CU'CKING-STOOL (Archaol.) i.e. a choakiiig-stool ; be-

cause those wlio were put into it were ahnost choaked with

the water; a punishment formerly inflicted on scolds and

brawling women, who were placed in such a stool and

immersed in water, sometimes in a muddy pond.

CUCKOLD-TREE [Bol.) the Mimosa cornigcra oilAnnxws.

CU'CKOW (Oni.) a well-known bird, the Ciictiltis of Lin-

nasus, which is lieard about the middle of April, and

ceases to sing at the end of July. It dc])osits its eggs in

the nests of other birds, generally that of the hedge-

sparrow, and leaves the care of the young to foster-parents.

The eggs are reddish-white, thickly-spotted with black

brown spots.

CUCKOW-FLOWER {Dot.) a perennial and well-known

flower of the field, the Cardamine pratcsccns.—Cuckow-
Fint, or Pintle, the Arum macula, a tuberous root.

CU'CKOW SPITTLE (£«/.) the froth observable on plants, in

which the larva of the cicada spumaria is found enveloped.

CUCU'BALU.M (Bot.) or, Cucubalus, a herb whose leaves,

are good against the stinging of serpents. Piin. 1. 27, c. 8,

CUCU'BALUS, in the Linnean si^stem, a genus of plants.

Class 10 Decandria, Order 3 Tryginia ; Natural order of

Caryophyllei.

Generic C/iaraclers. Cal. perianth one-leaved, tubidar.

—

Cor. petals five; clams the length of the calyx; border

flat.

—

Stam. ^^7fl)»c'w<i ten, subulate ; «;(//(('?-i oblong.

—

PisT. germ, oblong; styles three, longer than the

stamens ; stigmas pubescent.

—

Per. capsule acuminate
;

.seeds very many.
Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Cucubalus

bacciferus, Silene, Lychnis, Lychnantlius, Viscagn, Cucu-

balum, seu Aldne, Berry-bearing Campion, White Bottle,

White Corn-Campion.-

—

Cucubalus helien, I'iscagn, Lych-

nis, Papaver, seu Behcn, Bladder Campion, or Spatling

Poppy.— Cucubalus Tartaricus, Hyssop-leaved Campion.
— Cucubalus otites, Viscago, Lychnis utiles, S^x. samoides,

Muscipula, Spanish Campion, or Catch-Fly : but the

following are biennials, namely

—

Cucitbnlua fabarius.—
Cucubalus viscosus, and

—

Cucubalus Ilalicus. Dod.
Pempt.; Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Bauh. Pin.; Ger.IIerb.;

Park. TIteat. Botan.; Raii Hisc. Plant. ; Tourney. Inst.;

Boerh. Ind.

CUCU'JUS (Ent.) a genus of animals. Class Insecta, Order

Colenptern

.

Generic Character. Antenna: filiform.

—

Feelers four, equal.

—Lip bifid.

—

Body depressed.

Species. The principal species are the Cucujus depressus,

sidcntus, rufipes, Sfc.

CUCULA'TUM IMAJUS (Chem.) Spirits of wine.

CUCU'LLA (Anat.) or C»c((//ciw, hoodshaped ; the muscle

otherwise called Trapezius.

CUCULLA'NUS {Con.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes,

Order Intestina.

Generic Character. Body sharp.

—

Mouth orbicular.

Species. The species are mostly vivi])arous and intestinal,

infesting the mammalia, birds, reptiles, and fish.

CUCULLA'IUA (Pol.) the Valantia Jilijbrmis.

CUCULLA'TUS (Hot.) cowled, or hoodli'ke; an epithet for a

leaf, or the corona ;yu/«(m cucullatum, a leaf which is wide

at top, and drawn to a point below, in the form of a cone,

as in Geranium cucullatum ; corona cucullata, a crown

which covers the pistil like a hood, as in Asclepias.

CUCU'LLUS (Ant.) a cowl or hood, which was anciently

used as a covering for the head, to keep off the rain and cold.

Marl. 1. 10, cp. 76.

J'ul/o itiivius atgtt in cucullo.
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It was likewise called Cucullio. Colnm. de Re Rust. ]. 1

c. 8 ; Capitol. Ver. c. 4 ; Lamprid. Lleliog. c. 33; Ferrar.
de Re J'eit. 1. 2, c. 1.

CucuLLus was also a cornet of paper that apothecaries and
grocers used to put their spices in. Mart. I. 3, cp. 2.

CucuLLus (Fee.) the cowl or hood; was adopted by the
monks as a monastic habit. Niceph. Hist. 1.9, c. 14;
Cassian de Hab. Monach. c. 4.

CU'CULUS {Oni.) Cuckow, a genus of animals, Class

Avcs, Order Pica;.

Generic Character. Bill smooth, a little curved.

—

Nostrils

surrounded by a small rim.

—

Tongue, arrowed, short.

—

Feet formed for climbing.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Cuculus canorus.

Common Cuckoo.

—

Cuculus glandarins. Great Spotted
Cuckoo.— Cuculus criitatus, the Crested Black Cuckoo.— Cuculus ridibundus. Laughing Cuckoo.

CU'CUMBER (Bot.) a well-known garden vegetable, the

common sort of which is the Cucumis sativus of Linnseus,

CU'CUMIS [Bot.) a-iKoc, cucumcr, i. c. curvinier. Cucumber;
a plant, so called from its round form. The fruit of this

plant was reckoned cooling to the stomach, quenches
thir.vt, and provokes urine ; but it is indigestible, and
produces phlegmatic humours, llippocrat. de Diat.
1.2; Theophrast. Ilisl. Plant. 1. 7, c. 4 ; Varr. dc Lat.

Ling. 1. 4; Dioscor. 1.4, c. 154; Plin. 1. 19, c.5; Columcl.

1.
2,''

c. 3 ; Gal. de Simpl. I. 1 ; Pallad. in Mart. Tit. 9 ;

Geopon. Auct. 1. 12, c. 19.

Cucumis, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 21
Monnecia, Order 10 Syngenesia ; Natural Order of Cucitr-

bulacccv.

Generic Character. Cal. one-leaved, bellshaped.

—

Cor.
five-parted; divisions ovate.

—

Stamen in the males
on\y \ filaments three, converging; anthers lines creep-

ing upwards and Aownwnvds; filaments, in the females

without anthers.

—

Pistil, in the females only, germ
inferior, large; style cylindric ; stigmas three, thick.-—

Pericarp, in the females only; pome three-celled; seeds

numerous.

Species. This genus comprehends all annuals with herba-

ceous scandent stems, distinguished in English by the

names of the Gourd, Cucumber, and Melon. The fol-

lowing are the principal, namely

—

Cucumis coloctjntliis,

seu colocynthis, the Coloquintida, Bitter Gourd, or Cucum-
ber.— Cucumis sativus, seu Cucumer, Con\mox\ Cucumber.
— Cucumis milo, seu Melo, Common or Musk Melon.
— Cucumis angaria, seu Angaria, Round Prickly-fruited

Cucumber, &c. Dod. Pempt. ; Bauh. Hist. Plant.

;

Bauh. Pin. ; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Thcat. Botan.; Raii

Hist. Plant.

Cucumis is also a name for the Anguria trifoliata.

CUCU'PHA (JMed.) a cover for the head, made of cephalic

spices sown in a cap, and worn against catarrhs, &c.
CUCU'RBIT (Chem.) a chemical vessel of glass, for

distillations and rectifications, which is made in the /A, A
shape of a gourd, as in the annexed figures. ^-^

CUCU'RBITA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 21 Monoccia,

Order 10 Syngenesia ; Natural order of the Cucurbitaccie.

Generic Characters. Cal. perianth onc-\ea\ed, bellshaped.

Cor. five-parted ; divisions veiny, rugose.

—

Stamen, in

the \na\es, filaments three, converging; anthers creeping

upwards: Stamen, in the females, margin surrounding.

—Pistil, in the females, germ large; style conic;

stigma three-cleft.

—

Peiucahp, in the females, pome

three-celled ; seeds very many.
Species. The plants of this genus resemble those of the

Cucumis very much, being distinguished from them

chiefly by the swelling rim of the seed. The principal

species are as follow :

—

Cucurbita lagenaria. Bottle

Gourd, or Long Gourd.— Cucurbita p>epo, seu Pepo vul-

1
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garis, Ponipion, or Pumpkin Gourd.

—

Cucurbiia melo-

Jiepo, seu Melopepo, Squash Gourd.

—

Cucurbita citruf/us,

Anguria, scu Citrullus, Water Melon. Bauli. Hist,

Plant.; Bauh.Pin.; Gei: Herb.; Park. Tlicat. Botan.

;

Had Hist. Plant. ; Tournef. Inst. ; S,-c.

Clxurbita is also the name for the Tricn.':anllies angiiiiia.

CUCUURITA'CE.E (Bol.) the forty-fifth order in Linn.-eus'

Fragments of a Natural Method, and the thirty-fourth of
his Natural orders.

CUCUKBITn-'ERA {Bot.) a species of the Croto^n.

CUCURBITI'NI LUBRICI (Ent.) broad worms resembling
the seeds of a gourd in shape, that breed in the human
intestines, &c.

CUCURBI'TULA (Med.) or Cucurbita, vikuu, a cupping-
glass, or hollow vessel, made of tin, horn, &c. which was
frequently applied to the body in the bath, either with or

without scarification. The cucurbita used without sca-

rification was called Cucurbita caca, or dry Cupping.
Hippocrat. Jphor. &c.; Aret.de Curat. Acut. Morb. 1.1,

c. 10; Ceh. 1. 4, c. 2; Ctrl. Aurelian. de Acut. Morb. 1. 1,

c. 11 ; Plin. 1. 2S, c. 1 ; Gal. Isagog. c. 15.

CUD
(
J'et.) the first stomach of ruminating beasts ; and also

the food which it contains.

CUD-WEED {Bot.) the Athanaaia niarit'nna, a perennial.

CU'DDY (Mar.) a sort of cabin or cook-room in the fore-

part, or near the stern, of a lighter, or barge of burden.
CU'DE Clntli (ArclnTol.) a face cloth formerly used in the

baptizing of voung children.

CUDUPARI'fl (Bot.) a tree of Malabar, the leaves of
which, if bruised and boiled in milk, and applied to the
head, relieve vertigoes.

CUE (Lit.) an intimation given to performers what or when
tliey are to speak.

CUI ante Divortiuin (Law) i. e. to whom before divorce; a
writ empowering a divorced woman to recover her lands

from him to whom her husband did alienate them during
the marriage, because she could not gainsay it. F. \. B.
2J-0 ; Reg. Orig. 2.'53 ; New Kat. Brev. i5^.—Cui in vita,

i. e. to whom in the life of (namely, her hu.sband), a writ of
entry for a widow upon her lands alienated by her husband
in his life-time, which must contain in it, that during his

life she could not withstand the alienation. F. N. B. 187,
193; lieg. Orig. 232.

CUJAI'RUS [Bot.) the Psidium pyriferum of Linnaeus.

CUJE'TA (Bot.) the Crescentia cujeie of Linna;us.

CUI'NAGE (Mech.) the making up of tin into pigs, &c. for

. carriage.

tUl'POUNA (Bot.) a tree growing in Brazil, from whose
bark is expressed a juice good for cleansing ulcers. Raii
Hist. Plant.

CUTRASS (Mil.) a piece of defensive armour, made of iron

])late, to cover the body from the neck to the girdle.

CUIRASSI'ERS (MiV.) a sort of heavy cavalry armed with
cuirasses.

CUISl'NE (Mil.) in French signifies literally a kitchen, but
is applied to the holes which soldiers dig in rear of the
camp for the purpose of cooking their victuals.

CUl'SSES [Mil.) armour for the thighs.

CUI'TE (Mill.) French for the preparation of the saltpetre

which is used in making gunpowder.
CUL-DE-FOUR (Archil.) or Cn-de-Four, a sort of low

vault, like an oven.— Cul-de-Four of a niche is the arched
vault on a plan that is circular.

—

Cul-de-Lamp, a name for

several decorations in vaults and ceilings.

CUL-DE-CHAUDRON (Mil.) the hollow or excavation
, left after the explosion of a mine.
CULA'GENIN (Mar.) culage, the laying up a ship in the
dock to be repaired.

CULA'TUM (Chem.) calcined.

CULBl'CIO (Med.) a sort of strangury, or heat of urine.

CUL
CULDEE'S (Ecc.) a sect of monks in Scotland so called, a

colendo Deum, i. e. from worshipping God, because thc}

were much addicted to praying and devotional exercises.

CU'LEUS (Ant.) or Cullcus, a leathern sack for wine or oil.

Fest.

CuLEUs is also a bag in which such as murdered their parents

were sewed up and thrown into the sea.

Juv. sat. 8, v. 214.

C\iju$ stippUcio nnn dehuit una parari

Simia. nee serpens umis, nee cu:eus unns,

Anian. Vet. Interpres de Parricid. ; Zonar. Anval. 1. 2;
Isid. Orig. 1. 5, c. 28.

CuLEUs was also a measure containing twenty barrels, or

forty urns, equal to 180 gallons. Scxv. Cult, de Pignorat.;

Columel. 1. 3, c. 3 ; Cenal. de Fonder, ac Mensur. apud
Grccv. T/tes. Antiq. tom. II, p. 1471.

CU'LEX (Ent.) the Gnat, a genus of animals, Class Insecta,

Order Diptera.

Generic Character. Month with a single valved exsertcd

flexile sheath ; feelers of three articulations ; antennce

approximate.

Species. The principal species are, the

—

Cidex pipicus,

the Common Gnat, called in the West Indies the Mos-
quito Fl)'.— Culex irifurcatus, pulicaris, reptans, morio,

equinus. Sec.

CULILA'BAN (Bot.) the Lauras culilaban of Linnaeus.

CULI'NA (Ant.) 1. A kitchen. Varr. c'c Re Rust. 1. 1, c. 13.

2. That part of the funeral pile in which the banquet was
consumed. Fesi. de I'eib. Sig. 3. Cnlina-, in the plural,

a public burying ground for the poor. Frontin. de Contr.

Agror.

CU'LINARY Fire (Nat.) a portion of pure elementary or

solar fire, attracted by the oily or sulphureous parts of the

fuel with such velocity as to break and attenuate them
until they are dispersed into air.

CU'LLEN])ER (Mech.) a sieve or large strainer used bj'

cooks, &c. '

CU'LLER.S (Husband.) a name for the worst sort of sheep,

or those which are left of a flock when the best are picked

out.

CU'LLEUS (Anl>, vide Culms.

CU'LLION (Uot.) a round root of any herb.

CuLMON Head (Fort.) a sconce or blockhouse ; the same as

a bastion.

CU'LLIS (Coolc^ a strained liquor made of meat boiled.

CULM (Bot.) cuhnus, the stalk or stem of corn or grasses,

which is usually jointed and hollow. In speaking of the

dry stalk of corn it is commonly called straw.

Culm (Min.) a sort of coal in Wales, very brittle, and burn-

ing with little or no flame ; the Bitumen oxygenatus in the

Linnean system.

CU'LMEN (Archit.) the Latin word answering to the ridge

piece of a roof. I'itruv. 1. 5, c. 1.

Culm EN cceli (Astron.) the highest part in the heavens to

which a star can rise in any given latitude ; whence a star

is said to culminate when it comes to that point.

CULMTFER.-F: (Bot.) the same as Calamaricc.

TO CU'LMINATE (Astron.) is said of a star when it comes
to the meridian, or the highest point in the heaven.

CULMI'NI^E (Bot.) the twenty-sixth order in Linnaeus'

Fragments of a Natural ^lethod.

CU'L.MUS (Bot.) the culm or stalk of grasses, &c.

CU'LPIIIT (Laiv) a word of form used by the clerk of ar-

raignments in trials to a person indicted for a criminal

matter when he has registered the prisoner's plea. Not
Gvilti/, It is in all probability composed of the words

culpa, fault, or crime, anAprit, French for preliensus, taken,

i. e. taken in the fact, or as some will have it, prit, for

prct, ready, i. e. ready to prove the fact.
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CU'LREACH (Lau) a caution in the Scotch law given by a

lord of regality to punish a malefactor whom he has reple-

vied from the sheriff.

CULTELLA'TION (Mensur.) a measuring of heights by
parts, and not all at one operation.

CU'LTER {Ant.) from colu, to till, cultiis, tilled, a kind of

short plough, from which our word coulter is derived.

Plin. 1. 18, c. 18.

CuLTEK was also the knife used in the sacrificing of victims.

Ovid. Metam. 1. 15, v. 13 1.

Percussaque sanguine cuUros

Inlicit.

Senec. Thyest. act i, seen. 1, v. 688.

Tangensie salsa victimam cutter mola.

CuLTEn venatorius, a wood-knife, or small sword, shorter

than the venabulum, or boar-spear. Plant. Aid. act S,

seen. 2, V. 2; Tuc. Annal. 1. 3, c. 43; Suet, in Aug. c. 19;

Turneb. Adv. 1. 9, c. 23; Earth. Adv. 1. 10, c. 20.

CuLTER {Atiat.) the third lobe of the liver, so called from
its resemblance to a knife.

CU'LVERIN {Mil.) a piece of ordnance which, of the least

size, is five inches diameter at the bore, carrying a ball of

fourteen pounds weight; nf the ordinary size, is five inches

and I quarter diameter at the bore, carrying a ball of 17

pounds weight ; of the extraordinary size, five inches and a

half diameter at the bore, carrying a ball of 20 pounds
weight.

CU'LVERTAGE {Law) the escheat or forfeiture of the

vassal's lands to the lord of the fee.

CU'LVERTAIL(C«i7)f7!/.) or dovetail, the particular manner
of fastening boards, by letting one piece into another.

CuLVERTAiL (Mar.) the fastening the ship's carlings into

the beam.
CUMA'NA (Dot.) an Indian tree resembling the mulberry,

both in its appearance and fruit; the latter of which, when
boiled and made into a cataplasm, cures the colic.

CUMANDA-GUA'CA (Bot.) a large sort of Indian Kidney-

beans.

CU'MBULU {Bot.) a tall tree growing in Malabar, the root

of which, in a decoction with a little rice, is said to be of

service in a symptomatic fever attending the gout.

CU'MERUM {Ant.) a kind of large basket used at weddings

for carrying the bride's goods and household stuff covered.

CU'MIN (Bot.) the Cuminum cyminum of Linnaeus, an an-

nual

CUMI'NI {Bot.) the Myrtus cumini of Linna:us.

CUMINOI'DES {Bat.) the same as the Dagne.
CUMl'NUM {Bol.) .<»><.«», cumin, a plant, the seeds of

which are hot, and if drank in wine were thought to i)ro-

duce paleness ; whence Horace calls it cisangue, bloodless,

and .luvenal pallens, pale,

//or. 1. 1, ep. 19, V. 17.

PuUerem casu, biberent e3.sangue cuminum.

Juv. Sat. 5, V. 53.

Palleittis grana cumini.

Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 68 ; Plin. 1. 20, c. U.
Cuminum, in the Liunean .system, a genus of plants, Class 5

Pentandria, Order 2 Digynia, Natural Order of Umbcl-

lata:, or llmbrllifera;.

Generic Character. Cal, umbel universal, and partial four-

parted ; perianth proper, scarcely visible.—Con. uni-

versal uniform ; proper five-petalled.— Stam. Jilamcnls

five ; anthers simple.—PisT. germ ovate ; styles two

;

stigmas simple.

—

Per. none; Jruit ovate; seeds two,

ovate.

Species. The only species is the

—

Cuminum cyminum, seu

sativum. Cumin, an annual, native of Egypt.

4

CUN
Cuminum is also the name for the Cuminum hypecoum of

Linna;us.

CU'MMIN-SEED(/?of.) the seed of the Cuminum of Lin-
naeus, is a long slender seed, not so thick as anise-seed, but
much longer, of a rough texture, not easily powdered,
unctuous when bruised, of a strong smell, and an acrid

pungent taste.

Cummin-.seed {Chem.) in a chemical analysis is found to

yield a quantity of essential oil, an austere phlegm, con-
taining an acid, and a urinous salt.

CUNACA'NTHE {Bot.) a shrub bearing grapes like a vine.

CUNA-CERVISI/E (Archaol.) a tub of ale, as mentioned in

Domesday- Book.
CUNA'NE (Bot.) the large fruit of an Indian tree, which is

dried, roasted, and eaten as a remedy against the head-
ache. Rail Hist. Plant.

CUNEA'LIS sutura {Anat.) the suture by which the os .<;phe-

noides is joined to the osjrontis.

CU'NEI (Archil.) the coins of walls in buildings. Vitruv,

1. 7, c. 4.

CU'NIEIFORM (Bot.) or wedgeshaped, an epithet for a leaf.

CUNEIFO'RMIA ossa (Anat!) the three bones of the tarsus.

CUNE'OLUS (Surg.) a crooked tent to put into a fistula.

CUNE'TTE(/^o;/.)a deep trench, about three or four I'atlioms

wide, sunk along the middle of a dry moat, to make the

passage more difficult.

CU'NEUS (Ant.) signifies literally a wedge, but is applied to

the seats and benches on which the spectators sat in a

theatre, which were narrow near the stage, and broad be»

hind.

Juv. sat. G, v. 61.

Quod securus ames ?

! hatent specUicula totis

Wherefore Ausonias speaks of thcatrum cuneatum.

Auson. de Urb. c. 4', v. 5.

Circus et iitclusi moles curieata thealri,

Vitruv. 1. 5, c. 6 ; Suelon. in Aug. c. 44 ; Apul. Flor.

p. 799 ; Bald. Lev. Vitruv. ; Salmas. Exercitat. Plin.

p. 61-5.

Cuneus (Mil.) a company of foot drawn up wedgewise, or

like a triangle, in this form [A] the better to break the

ranks of the enemy. Liv. 1. 8, c. 10, 1. 22, c. 47, 1. 32,

c. 17; A. Gell.l 10, c. 9; Vcget. 1. 3, c. 19; Agath. Hist.

1. 2: Siiidas.

Cuneus (Archcrol.) a mint or place to coin money; whence
cuneum Mnnetum, the king's stamp for coining money.

CUNI'CULUS (Ant.) a coney-burrow, or a mine under the

earth. Ccvs. de Brll. Gall. 1.7, c. 22; Joseph, de Bell.

Ind. 1. 3, c. 12 ; Veget. 1. 4, c. 24.

CU'NIL.A (Bot.) xDn^i), the name for the Origanum, accord-

ing to Dioscorides. Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 32.

CuNiLA, in the Liunean sy.':tcm, a genus of plants. Class 2

Diandria, Order 1 Monngynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— CoH.

one-pctalled.

—

Stam. filaments two, filiform; anthers

twin.— PisT. germ four-parted; style filiform; stigma

two-cleft.

—

Per. none ; seeds four.

Species. The principal species are

—

Cunila mariana, seu

satureia, Mint-leaved Cunila, a perennial, native of the

North of Europe.

—

Cunila pulcgioides, seu Melissa,

Penny- Royal-leaved Cunila, an annual, native of the

South of France, iSrc.

CUNILA'CjO {Bot.) Fleabane, a kind of savor)'.

CU'NNINCi a ship (Mar.) directing the person at the helm

how to steer her.

CUNNIN(jnA'MIA (Bol.) a genus of plants, Class 4 Te-

tandria. Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic ('haracter. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—CoR. one-
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petalled; tuhe short.

—

Stam. filaments four; anthers

roundish.—PisT. germ roundish ; sli/le filiform, bifid ;

stignias obtuse.

—

Per. berri/ ovate ; seed single.

Species. The single species is, the

—

Cunninghamia car-

mentosa, a shrub.

CUNO'XI.A. (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria,

Order 2 Digynia, called after J. C. Cuno, a Dutch bo-

tanist and poet.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved. — Cor.
petals five, obovate.—STAM.JiVdweH/i ten, subulate; an-

thers roundish, twin.

—

Pist. germ conic, sti/les two;

stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. capsule oblong; seeds very many.

Species. The only species is, the

—

Cunonia Capensis, a

shrub, and a Cape plant.

Cunonia is also a trivial name for a species of Antholyza.

CUNTEY-CUNTEY {LnK) a kind of trial mentioned by
Bracton, which seems to signify a trial by the ordinary-

jury. Bract. I. 4, tract. 3, c. IS.

CU'NTOR (Orn.) an American Eagle, [vide Condur']

CUP (yiech.) a vessel of various forms, and for various do-

mestic purposes but particularly for drinking out of.

CUPA {Ant.) a large round vessel which was used for hold-

ing wine. Vessels of the same name, when empty, were

also used for bearing up the hulls of ships when they were
careened.

Luc. 1. 4, V. 420.

Kamque raUm tacuiz suttentant undique t^tpfZ.

Varr. apud Nonn. 1. 2, c. 113; Herodian. 1. 4, c. 8 ; Capi-

tol. Maximin. c. 22; Vegef.\.3,c.7; Casnitb. Salmas. in

Capitol. ; Scheff. de Mil. Nav. Addend, p. 320.

CUPA'MIXI (But.) the Azalea Lidica of Linneus.

CUPA'NTA {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 8 Odandria,
Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved.

—

Con. petals

five-cowled.

—

St A!<t.^laments eight; anthers incumbent.
—Pist. germ ovate; style short; stigma obtuse.

—

Per.
capside coriaceous ; seed solitary.

Species. The species are trees, as the

—

Ciipania tomentosa,

seu Trigonis.— Cupania glabra saponarides, ^c,

CUPE'LL.\ (('hem.) a chemical vessel made of earth, ashes,

or burnt bones, and in which assay-masters try metals.

It suffers all baser ores, when fused and mixed with lead,

to pass off, and retains only gold and silver, [vide Che-
mistry']

CUPELLA'TIO (Chem.) the process of purifying the per-

fect metals by the addition of lead, which, at a due heat,

becomes vitrified, and in that state carries off all other

vitrified metals of the baser sort, leaving those of the per-

fect kind in a state of purity.

CUPERO'SA (Min.) Copperas.

CUPHE'A (Bnt.) the Lytlirum aiphea of LimiEeus.

CU'PHOS (Med.) y.i(pcc, an epithet signifying properly light;

but when applied to aliments it imports easily digestible
;

and to humours mild and gentle.

CUPI (Bot.) a species of the Condeletia of Linnaeus.

CU'POLA (Archil.) a roof, or vault, rising in a circular or

elliptic form, otherwise called the Tholus, or Dome.
CU'PPING-GLASS (Sur'^) a sort of glass vessel applied

to the fleshy part of the body, for the drawing away cor-

rupt blood and humours.
CUPRE'SSO-PINULUS (Bot.) a species of the Bruwea of

Linnaeus.

CUPUE'SSUS (But.) >!VTafiiir<r»5. Cypress; a tree that grew I

to a remarkable height, particularly in Crete, the wood of,

which being very durable was used for the building of

ships, as we learn from the prophet Ezekiel, xxiii. 5.

Among the Greeks and Romans it was planted at the doors ;

of the great when they died, and served as an emblem of i

death.

CUR
Lucan. 1.3, v. 442.

Zt ncn plebeios luctus testata cupressus.

A\Tierefore it is called by Virgil atra andjeralis, by Ho-
race invisa, &:c. by Statius mcesta, &c.

Virs. JEn. 1. 3.

AggentuT tumulo telhts, stattt manibus arte

Caruleis ma:st(t vittis, atraque cupresso.

Ingeutem struiere pyram euifrondibus atris

IntexcTunt latera, etferales ante cupressos

Constituunt.

Hot. Carm. 1. % od. 14-, v. 22.

— Keque harum, quas cotis, arborum

Te, prt£ter invisns cupresst^s.

Vita tn-evem dominum seqttetUT.

Stat. Sylv. 1.4.

tempiis nunc ponere frondes

Phabe tiias, mirsttiqne ciymam damnare cupresso.

According to Ovid the cypress derives its name from Cy*
parissus, the son of Amicleus, who was changed into this

tree. Plat, de Leg. \. S; Thitci/d.\.2, c. Si ; Theophrast,

Hist. Plant.; Cato de Re Rust.'

CuPRESsus, in the Linnean .y/stem, a genus of plants. Class 21

Monoecia, Order 9 Monadelphia, Natural Order conijercc.

Generic Character. Male flowers disposed in an ament,

female flowers heaped into a roundish cone on the same
plant.

—

Cal. ament common in the male ; strobile com'
mon ; in the females roundish.—CoR. none.

—

Stam. in

the males ; filaments none ; anthers four, borne on the

calycine scale.— Pisx. in the female; germ scarcely evi-

dent.

—

Per. none ; seeds in the females several, oblong.

Species. The principal species are the

—

C/ipressus semper'

virens, seu Cupressus, the Evergreen Cypress.

—

Cupres-

siis disticha. Deciduous Cypress-Tree.— Cupressus thy-

aides. White Cedar, or Arbor Vita;.— Cupressus pendula,

Portugal Cypress.

—

Bauh, Pin.; Raii Hist. Plant.

Cupressus is also the name of the Thuja articuliila.

CU'RA avenacea (Med.) a decoction of oats and succory

roots.

CU'RASSON {Or>i.) a bird of South America, the Crax of

Linnaeus, three feet long, which inhabits the mountains

and woods, feeding on fruits and roosting on trees.

CU'RATE (Ecc.) Curator; he who represents the incum-

bent of a parson, or vicar, and takes care of divine service

in his stead.

CURATE'LA (La-v) the office of an administrator to an in-

fant, or lunatic.

CURATE'LLA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 13 Polyan-

dria. Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Character. C a L.^fna«//i five-leaved.

—

CoR. petals

three or four, roundish.

—

Stam. Jilaments very many ;

anthers roundish.

—

Pi&T. germ two-parted; styles two;

stigmas headed.

—

Per. capside two-celled ; seeds in pairs.

Species. The single species is the Curalella .Americana.

CURA'TOR (Ant.) signified generally an overseer, surveyor,

or commissioner, to which some other word was affixed to

designate his office as— Curator Aquaruin, surveyor of the

water-works ; Curator Anonce, overseer of the public gra-

nary, or clerk of the market ; Curator Calendarii, he who
controlled the public accounts of each city, and put out

the public monies to interest; Curator Ludorum, master

of the public games ; Curatores Viarum, commissioners of

the high ways, &c. to which frequent allusions are made
in the inscriptions as well as writings of the Romans. Cic.

ad Attic. 1. 1; I'arr. de Laf. Lin. I. 7, c. 13; Tacit.

Annal. 1. 11, c. 35: Plin. 1.5, ep. 15; Plut. in Cces. ;

Lamprid. Alex. Sever, c. 33; Cassiod. Var. 1. 7, C.13;

PancirolLNolit. Digit. Imper.; Occident, de Magistr. Mw
3 z 2
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nicip. et Descript. Vrb. Rom. apiid Grccv. Thcs. Anticj.

Romim. torn. 3.

CUKB (Mun.) a dmin of iron made fast to the upper
part of tlie brandies of tlie bridle ; whence the phrase,
" To give a leap upon the curb," i. e. to shorten the curb

by laying one of the mails, or S like joints of the chain,

over the rest.

Curb ( Vet.) a tumour situated on the back part of the

hinder leo; of a horse immediately below the hock.

Curb (Archil .)' s\gn\'[ies generally whatever serves as a check

or restraint, and is applied to different parts of a building,

as a

—

Curb fur Brick .?/f/«, a timber-nosing to prevent them
from wearing.

—

Curl) Plate, a wall-plate in a circularly

ribbed dome, ivc.— Curb Rafters, the upper rafters on

both sides in a curb roof

—

Curb Roof, a particular kind

of roof consisting of four sides.

—

Curbstones, the stones

which separate the carriage-way from the foot-path.

CU'RCAS (Bol.) the Barbadoes nut; a drastic purge. It is

the latrnpha curcas, in the Linnean system.

CURCULrOO [Bnt.) a genus of plants. Class 23 Po/yg-am/a,

Order 1 Mouoccia ; so called because its seed has a pro-

cess resembling the rostrum, or beak of the Curcidio.

Generic Character. Hermaphrodite flowers few, male

flowers many.

—

Cal. none.

—

Cor. ^letals six, oblong.

—

St.\yi. filaments six; anthers linear.— Pist. in the her-

maphrodite flowers ; germ sessile ; style very short ;

iti^ma large, tapering.

—

Per. capsule three-celled ; seeds

one to four.

Species. The only species is the Curculigo orchioides, a

tuberous root.

CURCU'LIO [Ent.) a genus of animals, Class Insecta, Order

Coleoptera.

Generic Character. Antennce clavate
; feelers 4, filiform.

Species. The larvic of this tribe have six scaly legs, and

a scaly head. They infest granaries, and live upon the

grain. The species are distinguished into those which

have the jaw cylindrical toothed, called by Fabricius

the Curculio ; and into those having the lip bifid and

the jaw bifid, called the Anthribiis.

CURCU'MA [Bot.) Turmeric, an Indian plant, which was
formerly called ct/perus.

Curcuma, in the Linnean si/stem, a genus of plants, Class I

Monandria, Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth superior.

—

Cor. one-

petalled ; nectary one-leaved.— Sram. flaments five;

anthers adnate.

—

Pist. germ roundish; sti/le length of

the stamens; stigma simple.

—

Per. capsule roundish,

t!)ree-celled; seeds very many.
Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Curcuma
rotunda. Round-rooted Turmeric.— Curcuma longn, seu

Amomum Curcuma, Long-rooted Turmeric ; but the—
Curcuma pallida is an annual.

CURD (Xat.) the coagulum of milk.

CURl'. {Falcon.) a medicine given to hawks in form of little

balls, or pellets of hemp, cotton, or feathers, to imbibe or

drink up their |)hlegni.

CU'RPEW [Law) contracted from the Yrcnch cnuvrcfeu,

i. e. cover or jnit out the fire; a law made by William the

Conqueror that all persons should put out their fires and

lights, and go to bed at eight o'dock on the ringing of a

bell.— Curfexv signified also the bell, and the ringing of

this bell, which announced the hour for putting out fire

and candle.

CD'RIA {Ant.) the place where they conducted curas publi-

cas, the public concerns, the council-house, or state-

house. According to Varro, the Curia were of two kinds
;

those which were set apart for the priests to settle the re-

ligious concerns of the state, and those which were de-

voted to civil matters, as the senate-house, and the hall,

or moot-hoase of every tribe, or ward. The Curia was
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was also'the assembly or ward itself. Varr. de Lai. Lin<r.

1. 4 ; Aul. Gell. 1. 14, c. 7 ; Signn. de Ant. Jur. Roman. 1. 1,
c. 3 ; yianut. in Cic. Ep. ad E\unil. 1. 4.

Curia {Law) signifies generally a court, but it was taken
particularly for the assemblies of bishops, peers, and great

men of the realm, whom the kings of England used to

call together at the chief festivals, which were named
solemnis curia, Augustalis curia, curia publica. Sec. It is

also used sometimes for the feudatory, or other customary
tenants, who did their suit and service at the court of their

lord.— Curia advisare vuU, the deliberation which a court

of judicature sometimes takes where there is any point of

difficulty before they give judgment in a cause.— Curia
Cursus Aqucv, a court held by the lord of the manor of

Gravesend for the better management of barges and boats

using the river Thames.— Curia cluudcnda, a writ to

compel another to make a fence or wall which he ought to

make between his land and the plaintiti's. Reg. Orig. 15.5;

jWiu. Nat. Brew 282, $zc.— Curia Domini, the lord's hall

or court, where all the tenants attend at the time of keep-

ing courts.

—

Curia penticiarum, a court held, by the sheriff

of Chester, in a place there called Pendice or Pentice.

CURIA'LES (Ant.) 1. Those who were of the same curia,

ward, or tribe. Diony.-;. Hal. tom. ii. p. 124 ; Cic. de Offic.

I. 2, c. 18. 2. The chiefs in every city answering to the

head-boroughs, or tithing men of modern times. Isidor.

Orig. I. 9, c. 4; Turneb. Adv. I. 30, c. 31; Snlmas. in

Vopisc. Aurel. c. 33.

CURIA'TA {Ant.) vide Comitia.

CURIME'NTOS {Med.) a Portuguese name for pains in the

limbs, which are relieved by a warm bath.

CURLED {Bot.) crispus, an epithet for a leaf or nectary;

folium crispum is a leaf, the periphery of which is larger

than the disk admits, wherefore it becomes waved, as in

Curled Parsley ; nectarium crispum, a nectary having the

cups waved or curled, as in Narcissus pseudo-narcissus

et minor.

CU'RLEW (Orn) a waterfowl with blue legs and black

wings, the Scolopax aqualica of Linna;us, which inhabits

moist and fenny phices, feeds on worms and marsh insects,

and lays four eggs of an olive-brown colour. The same
name is also given to several species of the Scolopax.

CU'RLINC; {Carpent.) an epithet for timber, the grain of

which turns or curls about so as to make it less manage-

able by the tool.— Curling-stuff is near akin to what is

termed cross-grained.

CU'RLINGS {Sport.) the little spotted curls with which the

burr of a deer's head is powdered.

CU'RMI {Med.) Kisf/j^i, a drink made of barley ansv.-cring to

our connnon ale. Dioscor. 1. 2, c. 110.

CU'RNOCK {Archccul.) a measure containing four bushels,

or half a (piarter. Flet. I. 2, c. 12.

CU'RRANT {Com.) vide Current.

Currant {Bot.) the well-known fruit of a shrub, classed

under the Ribcs in the Linnean system.

CURRA'NTO (Mus.) or currant, a running Prench dance

;

also a musical air consisting of triple time.

CU'RRENCY (Com.) the paper, stamped in the Englisli

colonies, which passed current for money : the term has

since been employed for paper-money in general issued

by authority.

CU'RRENT {Nat.) the slope of any ground which serves

to discharge the water.

CU'RRENT-MONEY (Com.) that which passes at a fixed

value.

CU'RRENTS {Mar.) impetuous streams of water, which, in

certain latitudes, run and set on particular points of the

compass.

CURRI'CULUS (Archa-ol.) the year, or the course of a ycaj-.

CU'RRIEK {Mil.) a kind of piece, formerly used in sieges,
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of the same calibre and strength as a harquabuss, but
having a longer barrel.

CU'RRIERS, Compaiii/ of {Her.) were incor-

porated in I'tSS, in the 12th of King Henry I,

and bear, for their armorial ensigns, " Sable,

a cross engrailed, or, between four pair of
sliears in saltire, argent." The crest f.vo arms,

tlie hands holding a share. The supporters

a buck, or, and a goat, argent. The motlo
Spes nostra Dens.

TO CURRY a horse {Man.) to rub him down with the curry-

comb.
CURRY-COMB {Husband.) an iron tool for the dressing of

horses.

CURSITOR (Law) an officer belonging to the Chancery,
who makes out original writs for any particular county or

shire.

CURSO'NES terrcB {Archceol.) ridges of land.

CU'RSOR (Mec/i.) a little brass ruler representing the

horizon.

CU'RSORES (Ant.) 1. Sr«j\<,4««,.., runners at a race. PoH.
Otiom. 1. 3, segm. HG. 2. The vancouriers of an armj'.

Ammian. ^larcell.

CURSl''.MA (Dot.) vide Chclidonium.

CURSU'TA [Dot.) vide Gentiana.

CU'RTAIL {Man.) the name given to a horse's tail after it

has been docked.

Curtail double {Mus.) an instrument, formerly so called,

tliat played the bass.

CU'RT.MX (Fort.) the front of a wall, or fortified place be-

tween two bastions.

CURTA'XA {Archceol.) or cnrlej/n, a name for King Edward
die Confessor's sword without a point, an emblem of

mercy, which is carried before the Kings and Queens of

England at their coronation.

CU'RT.ATE distance {.4stron.)lhe distance of a planet's place

from the sun reduced to the ecliptic, [vide .Istronomy']

CURTA'TION o/' fi ;)/«Hri [.-tstron.) the dilference between
the distance of a planet from the sun and curtate distance.

CU'RTE,SY (Laiv) vide Courtesij.

CURTEYN {Archceol.) vide Curtana.

CURTI cone (Geom.) a cone whose top is cut off by the

plane parallel to its basis.

CU'RTILAGE {Arcbaol.) a piece of ground lying near a

dwelling house. Slat, i Ed. 1, c. 1 ; 35 Hen. S, c. i ;

39 Eliz. c. 10.

CU'RTILES terrtr (La-v) court-lands, or lands properly

belonging to the court or house of a lord of the manor.
Spclm. of Feuds, c. .5.

CURTI'Si.A. (Boi.) a genus of plants. Class 4 Tetrandria,

Order 1 Monogynia, called after Curtis, the botanist, and
author of the Flora Londinensis.

Generic Character. C .M.. perianth one-leaved four-parted.

—Cor. four-petalled.— Stam. filaments four; anthers

ovate PisT. germ superior; stj/le subulate; stigma

four or five-cleft.

—

Per. drupe subglobular; seed nut

roundish.

Species. The single species is Curtisia Jiiginia, seu Side-

ro.i-ylon, Beech-leaved Curtisia, or Hassaquay-Tree,

native of the Cape of Good Hope.
CU'RVATURE of a line {Geom.) is that bending or flexure

by which it becomes of any particular form, &c. as the

curvature of a circle, the property of which is that every

point in the circimiference is equidistant from a point

in the interior called the centre.— Circle of Curvature, o;

circle of the same curvature, is a circle which touches a

curve in a point so that no other circle, touching it in the

same point, can pass between it and the curve. This is

otherwise called the osculating circle, because it is the

most intimately comiected with the curve.— Radius oj
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curvature is tlie radius of the circle of curvature.

—

Double
Cuixature is a term applied to the curvature of a line

which twists so that all the parts of it do not lie in

the same plane as the rhumb-line, or the loxodromic
curve.

Curve (Geom.) a line whose parts incline different ways,
in distinction from a straight line, which lie in the same
direction. The principal parts of every curve are the

Diameter, the Vertex, the Axis, the Ordinates, or Appli-

cates, Absciss, and the Centre; thus,

in the annexed figure, the line A D,
which bisects all the parallel lines,

M N, is calletl a Diameter; the point

A, where the diameter meets the

curve, is the Vertex; when the line

A D bisects all the parallels at right

angles it is called the A.vis ; the parallel lines M N, M N,
M N, &c. are the Ordinales, P M or P N the Semiordina'.e;

or, as is more usual, the latter is the ordinate, and the

former the double ordinate : any portion of the diameter,

as A P between the vertex and another fixed point, is

called the absciss, and that point in which all the diameters

meet is called the Centre. This definition of a diameter,

however, respects the Conic Sections only, [vide Conic

Sections, Ordinates, Diameter']

Curves are distinguished into Algebraical or Geometrical,

and Transcendental or Mechanical. — Algebraical or

geometrical curves are those in which the relation of the

absciss A P to the ordinates P M can be expressed by a

common algebraic equation ;

thus, suppose the curve to be a

circle, and the radius A C =: r,

the absciss A P = .r, the ordi-

nate PM=:y; then, according

to the nature of the circle, the _
rectangle A P x P B being al- ^ ^
ways = P M% therefore the equation is .r . (2 r — x)
=: (/-, or 2 )• .r — .r^ = jj', which is the equation that

defines this algebraical curve. Curves have been dis-

tinguished into different orders, according to the number
of the equation expressing the relation between its ordi-

nates and abscisses. Curves of the First Order compre-
hend the circle and conic sections. Those of the second

order, according to the enumeration of Sir Isaac New-
ton, are reducible to the four following cases of equa-

tions, expressing the relation between the ordinate and
absciss ; namely.

In the 1st case, x i/"- + c ?/ ^^ a x'> + b x'^ + c x + d
2d X 1/ ^ a X' -\- b X- + c X -i- d
3d !/ = a xi + b x^ + c X + d
4th y ^ a X' + b X- + c X + d

Under these cases are included curves of different forms,

which he distinguishes, as follows, into

—

Inscribed hyper-

bola, which lies whollj' within the angle of the asymp-
totes.— Circumscribed hyperbola, which cuts the asymp-
totes, and contains the parts cut off within its own
periphery. — .4mbigenal hi/perbola, having one of its

infinite legs inscribed, and the other circumscribed.

—

Converging hyperbola, one whose legs tend towards each
other.

—

Diverging hyperbola, when the legs tend dif-

ferent ways.— Cross-legged hyberbula, which has its legs

convex different waj's.— Conchoidal hyperbola, when the

asymptote has a concave vertex and diverging legs.

—

.^lii-

guineal hi/bcrbola, that which cuts asymptote with con-

trary flexures. — Cruciform hyperbola, which cuts its

conjugate across.

—

Xodated hyperbola, which, returning

around, cuts itself.— Cuspidated hyperbola, one whose

parts concur in the angle of contact, and there temi-

uate.—Pointed hyperbola, one whose conjugate is ovai
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and infinitely small.— Redundant hyperbola, is that whose

number of legs exceeds that of the conic hyperbola.

—

Dfficient hyperbola has but one asymptote, and only

two hyperbolic legs, &c. Ncivton. Eiiumerat. Lintcsh.

Ord.&c.
Parabolas are in like manner denominated converging, di-

verging, cruciform, &C.

Transcendental or mechanical curves are such as cannot be

so easily defined or expressed by an algebraical equation.

— lieclijication, Injiection, Quadrature of Curves, [vide

Itedification, &c.]

—

Curves nf double curvature, a curve,

all the parts of which are not in the same plane.

—

Family

of curves, an assemblage of several curves, of different

kinds, all defined by the same equation, of an indeter-

minate degree, but differently, according to the diversity

of their kind : thus, suppose an equation of an indeter-

minate degree, n""' x — 7", if »n =2, then will a x = i/^;

if m = 3, then will a^ x = i/'' ; it m = 4, then will a'x=
1/*, &c. ; all which curves are said to be of the same

family or tribe.

—

Catacaustic and diacaustic curves, [vide

Catacaustic, Ac]

—

Eiponential curve, that which is de-

fined by an exponential equation, as a x' = y.— Loga-

rithmic curve, [vide Logarithmic']—Curve reflectoire, is

so called because it is the appearance of the plane bot-

tom of a basin covered with water, to an eye perpen-

dicularly over it.

—

Radical curves, a name given by some
authors to curves of the spiral kind.

—

Regular curves arc

such as have their curvature turning regularly and con-

tinually the same way, in distinction from the irregu/ar

curves, or those which have points of contrary flexure.

CU'RVED (Bot.) incurvus, bowed or bent inwards ; an

epithet applied to legumes and prickles ; curved or bowed
outwards, recuri'us, an epithet for leaves and prickles.

CU'KVET (Man.) an air in which the horses legs are more

raised than in the deraivolts, being a kind of leap up and

a little forwards.

CURU'RU-APE (Bat.) a scandent tree growing in Brazil,

bearing pods, which contain seeds like beans. The green

leaves bruised and applied to recent wounds are said to

cure them by the first intention.

CURU'T.V-PALA (Bot.) a shrub growing in Malabar, the

bark of whose root, when bruised and drank with warm
water, cures the diarrhoea.

CURU'LIS (Ant.) Curule, from currus, a chariot; an epi-

thet for what appertained to a chariot, was applied to ma-
gistrates, their dignity, &c.

—

Curules magistratus, were

consuls, censors, praetors, and aediles, who were so called,

as some suppose, because they were carried in a chariot.

On this account the oediles were, in an especial manner,

called Curule.— Curulis sella, the curule chair, a chair of

estate, which was made of ivory, and placed in a chariot,

wherein the head officers of Rome were carried to the

council.

Lucan. 1. 5.

Ij^iilntus ii cetsa subtimU sede prnfatur.

Hor. 1. 1, ep. G, v. .53.

Ciiiiibet hie fasces dabit, eripiet(iue curule

Cui vtdet, impiyrtunus, ebiir.

Juv. sat. .5, v. 91.

_—— itli sellas tiantre curttUs

Itlum eiercitibus p-a-jmitere, ^c.

Ovid. Pout. 1. 4, el. 5, v. 18.

Signa (juoqiie in sella riosscmformnta ciiruli.

It was also taken for the tribunal or seat of justice.

Mart.], ll.ep. 99, v. 17.

Sedeas in alto tu licet tribunali

Et e euTulijura gentibus reddai.

cus

Silius Italicus deduces its origin from the town of Vetulonia,

now Viterbo.

Ital. 1. 8, v. 147, speaking of this town,

Here alias eboris decoTMit honore curules.

CURUR'LET (Orn) a sort of plover, the charadrius of

Linn£Eus.

CUSCU'TA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 4 Tetrandria,

Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved, cup-formed.—Cor. one-petalled, ovate ; nectary of four scales.

—

Stam. Jilaments four, subulate ; anthers roundish.

—

Fist, germ roundish ; styles two, erect ; stigmas simple.

—Per. fleshy; seerfi in pairs.

Species. Plants of this genus are parasitical and annual ; as

— Cuscuta Europcea, seu Cuscuta, Cassitha, seu Cassutha,

Common Dodder.

—

Cuscuta epiihymum, seu Epithymumt

Small Dodder, &c. ,

Cuscuta is also the name of the Basella rubra.

CUSP (Geom.) the point or corner formed by two parts of a

curve meeting, and there terminating.

Cusp (Astron.) a term denoting the points or horns of the

moon.
Cu.sp (Astrol.) the first point of the twelve houses in a figure

or scheme of the heavens.

Cusp (Archit.) a term introduced by Sir James Hall in his

essay on Gothic architecture to express any one of the

pendants of a pointed arch. Two cusps form a trefoil,

three a quatrefoil, I'vrc.

CUSPI'DIA (Bot.) a species of Gor/fWo.

CU'SPIDATE (^Bot.y cuspidalus, an epithet for a leaf ;yb-

Uum cu.'spidatum, a cuspidate leaf, having the end sharp

like the point of a spear, or terminating in a bri.^tly point.

CU'SPIDATED hyperbola (Math.) an hyperbola whose two

parts concur, and terminate in the angle of contact.

CU'SPIS (Anat.) which properly signifies the point of a

spear, is applied as an epithet to the glans penis.

CUSSO'NIA (But.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 2 Digynia ; so called after the botanist Cusson.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved, truncate.

Cor. petals five, acute

—

Stam. Jilaments five; anthers

ovate.— PisT. germ inferior; styles filiform; stigmas

obtuse.

—

Per. txvin compressed ; seeds solitary.

Species. Plants of this genus are shrubby, and natives of

the Cape of Good Hope.
CU'STARD apple (Bot.) the Annona of Linna:us.

CUSTODE admittendo (Law) a writ for admitting a guar-

dian ; and Cuslode amovendo, a writ for removing a

guardian. Reg. Orig.

CUSTO'DES Liberlatis, SfC. (Latv) the title assumed by

Oliver Cromwell and his party, during the grand rebellion,

in the making out writs and processes. It was declared

traiterous by the statute of 12 Car. 2, c. 3.

CUSTO'DIA Mililaris (Ant.) the name for that sort of cus-

tody practised by the Romans, where tlie keeper and his

prisoner were bound together by the same chain, that they

might not be asunder. Sen. de Tranquill. I. 1, c. 10;

Athen. 1. 5, c. 1 1 ; Suet. Domit. c. 14.

CU'STOM (Law) an unwritten law, or that which has been

established by a long use, and the consent of our ances-

tors, ultra iritavum, i. e. beyond the third generation,

commonly accounted about 100 years; which is deemed

as a right in law.

Custom (Com.) a duty paid by the subject to the king upon

the importiUion or exportation of connnodities; so called

because tonnage and poundage were only granted by Par-

liament for certain years, till the time of Henry VI.; but

then constantly and for a perpetuity ; thence called cus-

toms, or customary payments.— Custom-house is a ware-
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liouse or building in sea-port towns, wliere the King's
customs are received.

CU'STOMARY tenants (Laxv) such as hold, b}' the custom
of the manor, the same as copyholders, [vide Capi/hotdcrs]

CU'STOMEU (Com.) one who buys any thing of another.

CUSTOMS atid sen-ices (Lav:) belong to the tenure of lands,

and are such as tenants owe unto their lords, which, being'

withheld, he may have a writ of customs and services.

CU'STOS (Ant.) 1. One who was set to watch the plaintiff,

that he might not tamper with the defendant. Ascon. in

Cic. '1. One who was employed, during the elections, to

see that no fraud was committed with the urns that held

the votes. Cic. Sen. post lied. c. 1 1 ; fan: de Rust. 1. 3,

c. 5. 3. One who was set to watch at feasts that the

jewels were not taken out of the cups. Juv. sat. 5, c. 37.— Cuslos armorum, an officer who had the tackle and all

the appurtenances of the ships in his charge. Sc/ueff'. de
Mil. Nav. Addcn. p. 333.

CusTos Brevinm (Laiv) the principal clerk belonging to the

Common Pleas.— Cuslos Rotulorum, Keeper of the Rolls,

he that has the keeping of the records of the Sessions of

the Peace ; he is always Justice of the Peace, and of the

Quorum, in the county where appointed. Lamb. Eircn.

1. -i, c. 3.

—

Cusios Placitorum Coronie, an officer similar

to what is now called a Custos Rutulorum. Brad. 1. 2, c. 5.— Cuslos of the spiritualities, he that e.xercises jurisdiction

during the vacancy of a see.

CusTos Oculi (Surg.) an instrument for preserving the eye
from being hurt in some operations.

CU'STREL (.•Ircha-ol.) a servant to a man of arms, or a
prince's life-guard.

CUT {Mil.) an action in the broad-sword exercise, or in

fencing, which consists in using the edge of an instrument,

in distinction from the thrust, which consists in using the

point. There are six cuts established for the use of the

cavalry, to be made with the broad-sword or sabre : from
this action arise several military phrases, as " To cut up,"

to destroy promiscuouslj' :
'• To cut through, sword in

hand," to make a passage through an enemy's ranks by
means of the sword.

Cut (Mar.) another name for a canal, or the branch of a

canal, which is artificially cut for the purpose of inland

navigation.

Cot (Carpent.) the cut which is made in the thickness of a

deal, with a saw, for the purpose of dividing it into parts

called leaves ; thus a five-cut deal is divided into six

leaves.

CUT-BUA'CKETS (Archil.) those which are moulded on

the edge.

—

Cul-Roqf, a truncated roof

—

Cul-Slandards,

a name for shelves, the front edge of which is cut into

mouldings.

CUT-BA'STION (Fort.) vide Bastio?i.

CUT-PURSE (Law) a sort of thieves who rob by means of

cutting the purses of the people.

—

Cut-Throat, a murderer.

CUT-WATER (Mar.) an epithet for a ship, to denote the

sharp edge with which it cuts or divides the water as it

makes wa}-. This word cut is also employed in ofher

phrases, as " 'To cut a feather," is said of a well-bowed

ship, which passes so swiftly through the water that it

foams before her, and in a dark night seems to sparkle like

fire : " To cut and run," to cut the cable and sail imme-
diately: "To cut the sail," to unfurl it and let it fall down.

TO Cut ihe Round (Man.) or To cut the Volt, i. e. to change
the hand when a horse volts upon one tread, so that

dividing the volt in two, he turns and parts upon a right

line to recommence another volt.

CUTA'.MBULI (Med.) certain worms, either in the skin or

under it, which cause an uneasy sensation by their creep-

ing : also, wandering scorbutic pains, which resemble the

sensation of crawling worms.

CUT
CUTA'XEOUS niMcles (Anat.) the muscles by which ani-

mals are enabled to shake their skins, so as to throw off

dust or whatever adheres to it.

CuTANiious diseases (Med.) those diseases which affect the
skin, as the itch, leprosj', &c.

CU'TICLE (Anat.) Culicula, Epidermis, or Scarfskin ; a
thin pellucid membrane, which is the outermost covering
of the animal, which defends the true skin, and is con-
nected with it by means of the hairs, the exhaling and in-

haling vessels, and the reta mucosum.— Culicularis mem-
brana, the same as the Dura mater.

CUTICULO'SUS (Anat.) vide Sphincter ani.

CUTI'LLE (Med.) cold fountains in Italy, which were used
as baths.

CU'TIO (But.) an insect with many feet.

CU'TIS (.Inat.) the derma, or inner skin, which lies under
the cuticle or scarfskin ; it is full of pores, and consists of
the filaments or veins, arteries, nerves, fibres interwoven
with each other and with glandules, lymphatic ducts, &c. It

is called the Cutis vera, or true skin, in distinction from the
cuticle.

—

Cutis anserina, the rough state into which the

skin is thrown by the action of the cold, which makes it

resemble the skin of a goose in appearance.
CU'TLER (Meek.) a maker and seller of knives and all cut-

ting instruments.

CU'TLER S, Company oj" (Her.) This company
was first incorporated in HI 3, and bear for

armorial ensigns, " Gules six daggers in three

saltire crosses, argent handled and hilted, or

pointing towards the chief." The supporters

two elephants argent. The crest, a third ele-

phant with a castle on his back.

CUTLET (Cook.) any slice of veal in the fleshy part.

CUTl'UKSE (Laxv) vide Cut.

CUTT (Mar.) a sort of flat-bottomed boat, formerly used in

the channel for transporting horses.

CUTTER of ihe Tallies (Laxv) an officer in the Exchequer,
to whom it belonged to provide wood for the tallies, and to

cut on them the sums paid, &c.
Cutter (Mar.) a small vessel commonly navigated in the

Channel of England, furnished with one mast and a straight

running bowsprit that can run in on the deck occasionally.

It is used in the illicit trade, and also by Government in

seizing the smuggling vessels.

CuTTEK is also a small boat attached to a man of war.

CUT-THROAT (Laxv) vide Cut.

CU'TTING ( I'et.) vide To interfere.

Cutting (Paint.) the laying one strong lively colour on
another without any shade or softening.

CUTTING-DOWN-LINE (Mar.) a curved line used by
shipwrights in the delineation of ships, by which they de-

termine the thickness of all the floor-timbers, and likewise

the height of the dead-wood afore and abaft.

CUTTING Ihe Neck (Husband.) the cutting the last handful

of standing corn, which being done, the reapers give a shout

and go to merry-making.

CUTTINGS (Bot.) branches or sprigs of plants cut to set

again.

CU'TTLE-FISH {Ich.) a sort of sea fish, the Sepia of Lin-

naeus, which is armed with a dreadful apparatus of holders

and suckers, wherewith it secures most effectually its prey,

and conveys it to its mouth. It has the property of emit-

ting from itself a black fluid, which is said to form an
ingredient in the composition of Indian ink, and from its

back is procured a bone which is converted into pounce.

The eggs of the female resemble a bunch of grapes, and
are of a white colour until they are impregnated by the

male, when they turn black.

CUTTS (Mar.) vide Cutt.
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CUTTEE' (Mech.) tlie box to hold the quills in a weaver's
loom.

CU'TWATER {Mar.) vide Cut.

CU'\'.V {Arclucul.) a vessel for brewing.
CUVE'TTE [Fort.) or Cimetic, a trench sunk in the middle

of a great dry ditch.

CUYN.AGE (Com.) vide Cuinnge.
C'UZ (Print.) a jocular title for one who is admitted to the

fralernity of a printing-office.

CYA'.MEA (Mill.) a kind of precious stone resembling a
bean when it is broken. Plin. I. {Jl, c. 11.

CY'AMO.S (BU.) the Egyptian bean.

CY'AMUS (Ent.) a woodlouse rolled up in the form of a
bean, into which form these insects put themselves upon
the apprehension of any danger.

CY'ANA (Dot.) a species of the Gra//an.

CYANE'LL.A. (Hot.) a genus of plants. Class 6 Ilcxandria,
Order 1 Mnnag^iiia.

Generic Characters. Cal. none.—CoR. petals six, oblong.—Stam. Jilameiits six ; anthers oblong.— PisT. germ
three-corned; style filiform; .s//n-)»a somewhat sharp.

—

Peu. capsule superior, roundish ; seeds many.
Species. Plants of this genus are perennials, and natives

of the Cape.
CY'.AXITE (Min.) an argillaceous sort of stone, which is a

species of the Zeoli!hiis in the Linnean S3'stem.

CY'ANO'GEN (Cliem.) a name for carbon combined with
azote.

CYANOI'DES {Bot.) a species of the Centaurca.
CY''ANUS (Bot.) Blue Bottle; a plant so called, according

to Pliny, iiom its colour. Plin. 1.21, c. 8, &c.
Cyanus, /;; the Linnean system, the same as the Centaurea.

Cyanu.s (Ulin.) a kind of jasper of an azure colour, answering
to what is now called Lapis lazuli. Plin. 1. 37, c. 9.

CY'AR (.4nnt.) the orifice of the internal ear.

CY'ATIIIFO'UMLS (Bot.) glass-shaped or cupshaped; an
epithet for the calyx and corolla; calyx cyathifonnis, a

calyx widening a little at the top, as in Mauritia ; corolla

cyathifonnis, as in Pcziza cyathoides.

CYATHI'SCUS (Surg.) the hollow part of a probe, formed
in the shape of a small spoon.

CYATHOI'DES (Bot.) a species of the Peziza.

CY'ATHUS (Ant.) xvx6o'„a. cup, or drinking vessel; of which
the Romans used to drink as many as there were Muses,
or letters in the name of their patron, or mistress. It was
also a measure both of the liquid and dry kind, equal to

about an ounce, or the twelfth part of a pint, or, according
to Pliny and Galen, to 10 drachmas. Plin. 1. 21,c. 33;
Gal. de Mensiir. ct Ponder.; Jsidor. Orig. 1. H, c. 25 ; Bud.
de Ass.; Pcct. da Pond, npud Griev.; Thes. Antiq. Rom.
torn. 3, &c.

CY'BELES ponmm (Bot.) a pine-apple.

CY'BI'l'OS (Anat.) vide Cubitus.

CY'BIUM (Ant.) \. \ piece of salt fish cut into a square

form. 2. A sort of fish. Mart. 1. 5, cp. 79, v. 5 ; Plin. 1. 9,

c. 1.5, &c.; Athen. 1.3.

CYBOl'DES (Bot.) vide Cuboides.

CY'CAS (Bot.) a genus of plants, which was classed by Lin-

nxus first among the Palms, and afterwards among the

Ferns.

CY''CE()N (n/c(/) KVKWt, a sort of pap made of flour and
water, sometimes mixed with honey and wine.

CY'CIINIA (Mill.) Litharge.

CY''CHRAiVIA (Urn.) a bird which accompanies the quails

on their leaving any country. Plin. 1. 10, c. 2.3.

CY'CLAMEN (Bot.) xM/a/z^vt?, a plant so called «^o rS km^k,

from the circular form of its leaf, or the orbicular form of

its root. It is otherwise called tuber tcrrrc. Theophrast

.

Jlist.Pliin!. 1. II, •:. 10; Dioscor. 1.2, c. 181; Plin. 1.25,

£.9.

CYC
Cyclamen, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class .5

I'entandria, Order I Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth half, five-cleft.—Cor.

one-petalled
; tube globose.

—

Stam. filaments five; an-
thers straight.— Pist. germ roundish; style filiform;
stigma sharp.

—

Per. berry globose ; seeds very many.
Species. The species are tuberous, of which the followincp

are tJie principal.

—

Cyclamen coram. Round-leaved C)-^
clamen, or Sow-Bread.—Cyclamen Europteiim, Common
Cyclamen, &c.

CYCL.A'.MIXUS (Bot.) vide Cyclamen.
Ci 'CLAS (Ant.) a sort of gown for females, with a long train.

Propcrt. 1. i, ep. 7, v. 3G.

Ildc nunc aurala cydade signal humum.

It was so called because it had a border which the Greeks
called )!i/x;io5. Joseph. Anliij. Jud. 1. 19, c. 1 ; Sueton. in

^
Cal. c. 52 ; Vopisc. Saturn, c. 9 ; Alex. Gen. 1. 5, c. 18.

Cycla.s (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Dccandria,
Order I Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved ; tube short.

Cor. none.— Stam. Jilaments ten, capillary; anthers
ovate.— Pist. germ ovate-oblong; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. roundish; seeds single.

Specie.^. The two species are trees and natives of the
Caribbce Islands, as—Cyclas ipicata, Bea Apalatoa spi-
cata and Cyclas aromalicn, seu I'ouchiua.

CYCLE (Ch)-uii.) cyclns, from >-.t-y.>o;, a circle; a continual
revolution of numbers as applied to a scries of years which
go on without any interruption from first to la>t, and then
return to the same order as before. Such cycles have
been invented for the purpose of measuring the periodical
motions of the heavenly bodies, and of obtaining a more
exact computation of time. These cycles are either pe-
riods, [vide Period] or cycles properly so called; the
principal of these latter are the Cycle of the 8un, the Cycle
of the IMoon, and the Cycle of Indiction.— Cycle of the
Sun, or solar cycle, is a period or revolution of 28 years,
beginning with I, and ending with 28, at the end of which
the Dominical or Sunday Letters, and those that express
the other feasts, &c. return nearly the same as before.
Cycle of the Moon, or lunar cycle, a period of 19 years, in

which time the new and full moons return nearly to the
same day of the Julian year.— Cycle of Indiction, a series

of 15 years, [vide Chronology]

CY'CLI'DIUM (Ent.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes,
Order Infusoria.

Generic Character. Worm invisible to the naked eye, sim-
ple, pellucid, and orbicular.

Species. The principal species arc the CycUdium, bulla,

radians, nucleus, pcdiculus, &c.
CYCLI'SCUS (Surg.) from xmAo?, a circle; .an instrument in

the shape of a half-moon, formerly used for scraping rotten
bones.

CY'CLOGRAPH (Mech.) from xmAo?, a circle, and vf«?«',to
describe; an instrument used for describing the arcs of

circles.

CY'CLOID (Gcom.) a kind of
mechanical curve, as A D B
generated by the rotation of
the circle A E along a line

A B. The circle A E is called

the Generating Circle, the line A B the Base, and the

perpendicular D C the Axis.

Cycloids arc either curtate, prolate, or common.—The cur-

tate or contracted Cycloid is the path described by some
point without the circle.—The prolate or inflected Cy-
cloid is the path described by some point within the

circle.—Tlie common Cycloid is the path described by
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some point in tlie circumference of tiic- circle, as a in

the above figure.

CYCLO'IDAL (Geom.) the space contained between the

curve, or crooked line, and the subtense of the figure.

CYCLO'.METKY (Math.) the art of measuring cycles.

CYCLOP.E'DIA [Lit.) Kvy.x^7!xiS\x, from ^jr.>.<^„ a circle, and
s-awlx, discipline; the circle of sciences, or universal know-

ledge ; also the book which treats on the whole circle of

sciences. This is commonly arranged in alphabetical order.

CYCLOPHO'KL\ sanguinis (.Uiat.) the circulation of the

blood.

CYCLO'PIOX (./,;«/) y.v-.>.<:,Tic,, the white of the eye.

CYCLO'PTERUS (Ich.) Sucker; a genus of animals, Class

Pisces, Order Dranchiostegei.

Generic Cliaractcr. //rarf obtuse.— Towo-ue short, thick.

—

Bod!/ short, thick, without scales.— Ventral Fi?is united

into an oval concavit}-.

Species. The species are the Cyclopterus lumpus, minuius,

nudus, ventricosHS, £fC.

CY''CLOS (Annt.) Koy.>.t,i, a circle, is applied by Hippocrates

to the orbits of the eve.

CY'CLUS (C/iron.) vide Cj/cle.

CYCN.-V'RIOX (Med.) x^<.«pior, a collyrium, mentioned by
Galen and Paulus ./Egineta. Gal. P. Jlginet. 1. 7, c. 11.

CY'DAR (Min.) Tin.

CY'DER (Httsb.) vide Cider.

CY'DONA'TUM {^led.) Kv}a>xT<», a preparation of quinces

mixed with aroniatics. Paul. JEginet. 1. 7, c. 11.

CY'DO'NIA [Bol.) the Ciatcva Mannelos.
CY''GNET (S'at.) a young swan.

Cygnet roi/al [Her.) a term in blazoning given to swans

when they are collared about the neck with an

open crown, and a chain affixed thereto, as in ''^.^

tlie annexed figure. " He beareth azure,

a bend engrailed between two cygnets royal

nrrrent, gorged with ducal crowns with strings

retiexed over their backs or ; name Pitjicld."

It is otherwise blazoned. " A swan argent, ducally gorged

and chained or."

CY'GNUS (Astron.) xmm, or e'f«?, the Swan; an old con-

stellation of the Northern hemisphere, containing, ac-

cording to Ptolemy, 19 stars, to Tycho 18, to Bayer 36,

to Hevelius 47, British Catalogue 81. This is fabled to be

the Swan into which .lupiter transformed himself in order

to deceive Leda. Aral. Phwnom. v. '27 1; Eratost/i. Cha-
rcct. ; Ptol. Almas. 1. 7, c. 5 ; Ricciol. Almag. nov. 1. 6, c. 4-.

CYFTES {Min.) \\&e J^tites.

•CYLrCHNE {Med.) y.tj>.ix,<'r, a small vessel, or galley-pot,

for holding medicines.

CY'LIXDER [Geom.) y.u>.ii^t,c, from kv>m^u, to revolve ; a figure

conceived to be generated by the j.„ ^ r> a

rotation of a rectangle about one
of its sides, as the figure A B C D,
which is generated by the revolu-

tion of the rectangle P B D Q about
the side B Q. This side is called

the axis, which connects together

the centres of the two circular ends.

When the line is perpendicular to the ends, the cylinder

is called a right cylinder, as in fig. 1 ; and if otherwise oblique

as in fig. 2, L M N O, which is an oblique cylinder, con-

ceived to be generated by carrying a right line parallel to

itself about the circumference of two equal and parallel

circles. Euc. Def. ElemA.W.
Cvi.iNDER {Gunn.) or concave cylinder, all the hollow length

of the piece, or bore.— Charged cylinder, the chamber of

a great gun, or that part which receives the powder and
ball.— Vacant cylinder, that part of the hollow, or bore,

which remains empty when the piece is loaded.

CYM
CY'LI'XDRIC Ring [Geom.) a solid which may be conceived
by supposing a cylinder to bo bent round into Hv
a circular form.

—

Cylindric Ungulu, a solid

formed bj- a plane passing obliquely through
the side and base of a cylinder, as E D G,
in the annexed figure, passing through the
base A B G of the cylinder.

CYLINDRICAL Ceiling [.4rchit.) a ceiling which is either

a semicylindcr, or a segment less than a semicylinder.
CvLiNDRic.M. {Bot.) another name for Columnar.
CY'LI'NUROID {Geom.) a solid resembling the common

cylinder, except having elliptical instead of circular ends.

CY'LI'NDRUS (Ant ) \^A stone roller for levelling paths,
• &c. Vitruv. \.\0,c. 6; Virg. Georg.X. \,\.\1S. 2. The

trunk of a tree, several of which were laid out in the way
to impede the progress of an enemy on their march. Vcget.

1.4, c. 8 ; Ammian. 1. 31, c. 15. 3. A precious stone of a
round form that was worn in the ear. Plin. 1.37, c.5;
Tertidl. dc Hnb. Mul. c. 7.

CYLI'STA (But.) a genus of plants. Class 17 Diadelphia,
Order 4 Decandria.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one.leaved, four-parted.—Cor. papilionaceous.

—

Stam. filaments diadelphous;
anthers roundish.—Pist. germ superior; i/^/c subulate;

stigma subcapitate.

—

Per. legume ovate, oblong ; seeds

two, oval.

Species. The single species, the Ci/Usta villosa, is a shrub.

CY'LLOS (Bled.) xt>.;.i<, one aftected with a kind of luxation,

which bends outwards, and is incurvated or hollow inwards,

Hippocrat. et Gal. Comm. in Hippocrat. dc Art.

CY'MA (Archil.) Sima, or Cymattum, r-viMirm, vulgarly called

ogee ; a member or moulding of the cornice, whose pro-
file is waved, i.e. concave at top and convex at the bottom.
It is so called from xmaxijs', to undulate, because of its

undulated form. When the concave part of the moulding
projects beyond the convex part, the cymatium is denomi-
nated a Sima-rccla ; but when the convex part forms the

greatest projection, it is a Sima reversa. Vitruvius speaks
of the Tuscan Cymatium, supposed by Philander to be an
ovolo, or quarter round ; the Doric Cymatium, probably a
cavetto ; and the Lesbian Cymatium, which has its projec-

ture subduple of its height. Vitruv. I. 5, c. 7 j Phi/and.
in Vitruv.; Bald. Lex. Vitruv.

Cyma (Bot.) vide Cyme.
CYMATO'DES (Med.) y.vi/jaTtt^r,c, from r.iju.a, a wave, un-

dulating; an epithet for the pulse.

CY'MBA (Ant.) a skiff or fishing-boat. Cic. dc OJjic. 1. 3,

c. 14; Plin. 1.7, c. 56; Xon. 1. 13, c. 14.

CyMBA (Anat.) a bone of the wrist, so called from its sup-

posed likeness to a skiff or fishing-smack.

CY-MBA'CHNE (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 23 Poly
gamia. Order 1 Monoecia, Natural Order Grasses.

Generic Characters. Cal. two-valved in hermaphrodite
and one-valved in female flowers.— Cok. two-gluraed;
in female flowers none.

—

Stam. in hermaphrodite dowers,

Jilaments three; anthers black.

—

Pist. germ minute;
style simple ; stigmas two.

Species. The single species is the Cymbachne ciliata.

CY'MBAL.A'RIA (Bot.) the Antirrhinum cymbalaria et pi-

losa of Linnaeus.

CY^IBALA'RIS catiilago (Anat.) a name for the Cricoid

cartilao^e.

CY'.MB.\LUM (Mus.) xt->^a>.o», a cymbal, so

called from K-j/j-ficf, a cavity ; a musical instru-

ment in use among the ancients, as in the an-
nexed figure.

Catull. Carm. 63, v. 29.

Leve tympanum r&nugit, cava ci^mbala rccrepant.

Liv. 1. 39, c, 8; Plut. Sympos. 8; Quest. Propert. I. 3,

4 A
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el. 16; Clemens. Alexnnd. Protrept. p. 11 ; Arnoli. 1. 7.

p. 237; August, in Psalm. 130 ; Oregor, Nyssen. in Psalm.

c. 9.

CYMBA'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 14 Didi/namia,

Order 2 Angiospermia, so called from its boat-shaped fruit.

It is distinguished from all other plants bj' its ten-toothed

calyx. The whole plant is hoary, and nearly allied to the

Aiilirrhinum.

CYMBIFO'RME os (Annt.) the name of a bone in the heel.

CYxMBirO'RMIS {Bol.) vide Boat-shaped.

CYME (But.) signifies properly a sprout or shoot, but is used

by Linn£Eus to denote a species of inflorescence, in which

the florets do not all rise from the same point, [vide Co-

rymb']

CY'iMIA (Mech.) vide Carora.

CY'MINIJM [Bot.) the Cumimim cijminum of Linnseus.

CYMO'S^ (Dot.) the sixty-third of Linna;us' Natural Orders,

consisting of such flowers as are disposed in the form of a

cyme.
CYMO'TIIOS (Ent.) a division of the genus Oniscus, ac-

cording to Fabiicius, consisting of those species of insects

of this tribe which have no feelers, and four antennae.

CY'NA (But.) a tree in Arabia, resembling the palm-tree in

its leaf, of which garments are made.

CYNAMO'LGUS (Om.) a bird in Arabia, so called from

its building its nest on the cinnamon tree. Plin. 1. 33,

c. 10.

CYNA'NCHE (Med.) y.wa>z-i, a species of quinsy, so called

from X.UUI, a dog, and nyz", to suffocate.

CvNANCHE, in the modern nomenclature, is classed by Cullen

as a genus of diseases, under the Class Pyrexia;, Order

Plilegmalice.

CYNA'NCHICA (Med.) a name for medicines that are good

for tile quinsey.

CYNA'NCHUM (Bo/.) a genus of plants which are all shrubs

or undershrubs, and mostly twining ; but the structure of

its parts is so minute that botanists are not agreed on its

character.

Species. The principal species are as follow

—

Cynanchnm
viminale, Eupliorl/ia, Apocyniim, seu Fcl Tavil, Naked
Cynanchum.— Cynanchum hirtiim, Periploca, seu Apo-

cijmim. Hairy Cynanchum, iSrc.

CYNA'NTHEMIS (But.) the Coiula fcetida.

CYNANTHRO'PIA (Med.) madness occasioned by the bite

of a mad dog, from x-uut, a dog, and avt^fua^fi, a man.

CYNA'PIUM (But.) the JEthuM Cynnpium.

CY'NARA (Dot.) Mixfu, ccxxyla. or xnufx, a plant which an-

swers nearest to the description of the artichoke. J^ol/.

1. 6, c. 9; Diuscor. 1. 3, c. 10; Gal. de Alim. I'ac. 1. 2,

c. .51.

CvNAKA, in the I.innean system, a genus of plants, CUass 19

Si/ngcnesia, Order 1 Polyganiia .Equalis.

Generic Character. Cal. ventricose.—Con. co»7/)ou«(/ tu-

bulous; proper one-petalled Stam. Jilamcnts five;

anthers cylindric, double.

—

Pist. germ ovate; style fili-

form ; .-itigma simple.

—

Per. none ; seeds solitary ; recep-

tacle bristly.

Species. This plant, which is well known by the name of

the Artichoke, was classed by the ancient botanists under

the head of the Carduus, and is called Cinara by Tourne-

fort. Bauh. Hist. Plant.; Bank. Pin.; Gcr. Herb.;

Park. Theat. Butan. ; Rail Hi.sl. Plant. ; 'Eonrnef. Jn.slil.

CY'NCIINIS{jV/e£/.)>tfyx»'!ia small box for holdingmedicines.

CYKE'BO'l'E (Law) a mulct formerly paid by one who
killed uiuitlier, to the kindred of the deceased.

CYN10<i I'.' TICS (Lit.) K-wis'/irixcijIVoni -mo", a dog, and iviou^ai,

to lead, books or treatises ou hunting.

CY'.NICKS (Ant.) xunMi, a sect of philosophers first insti-

tuted by Antisthencs, who were so called from xum, a

dog, on account of their currish and churlish behaviour.

CYN
CY'NIPS (Ent.) Gall-Fly, a genus of animals, Class Insecta,

Order Hymenoptera.
Generic Character. Mouth with a short-toothed membra-

naceous jaw.

—

Feelers four, unequal.

—

Antenna monili-
form .— Sling spiral

.

Species. Animals of this tribe are distinguished principally

by the trees which they infest.

CY'NNIA (Mech.) vide Carora.

CYNOBO'TANE (Bot.) the Cotulafcetida of Linnsus.
CYNOCEPHALE'A (But.) a herb called by the Egyptian*

O.nrilis, after their god Osiris. Apul. de Herb. c. 86;
Plin. 1. 13, c. 2.

CYNOCE'PHALIS [Zool.) a sort of ape with a head like a

dog, from ifjM<, a dog, and xs'ipaAosa head. Plin. 1. 6, c. 29.

CYNOCO'CTANUM (But.) a name for the Aconite.

CYNOCO'PRUS (Med.) from xuav, a dog, and xo-fo;, dung;
the dung of a dog.

CYNOCRA'MBE (Bot.) Dog's Mercury.
Cynocra.mbe, in the Linnean .lystein, the I\Icrcurialis pe-

rennis.

CYNOCY'TISIS (Bot.) vide Cynosbatun.

CYNODE'CTOS (Med.) xj-v.^^xto;, an epithet for a person

bitten by a mad dog.

CYNODE'SMION (Med.) xw,:}'iV^,o», from y-lm, which im-

ports sometimes the lower part of the prepuce, and hu, to

bind ; a ligature by which the prepuce is bound to the

glans. Gorr. Def. Med.
CYNODO'NTES {Anat.) from >c<im, a dog, and i^ii, a

tooth ; dog-teelli betwixt the fore-teeth and the grinders,

in each jaw two, one on one side and the other on the

other. I'lin. I. 11, c. 37.

CYNOGLO'SSA (7^0/.) the Cynnglossum Apenninum oihm-
naeus.

CYNOGLOSSOPDES (Bot.) the Borago Indica of Linnaeus.

CYNOGLO'SSU.M (Bot.) xwoyhairirci, from x'jm, a dog, and
'/Aatra-i/., a tongue, Hound's-tongue ; a plant so called from
the similarity in the form of its leaves to that of a dog's

tongue. The leaves are vulnerary and detersive. Dioscor.

1. 4, c. 129; Plin. 1. 25, c. 8.

Cynoglos.sum, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants,

Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-parted.— Cor. one-

petalled, funnel-form.

—

Stam. filaments five; anthers

roundish.-

—

Pist. germs four; style subulate; stigma

emarginate.— Per. none; seeds included in four arils.

Species. The principal species arc as follow

—

Cynnglossum

officinale, Conimoa Hound's Tongue, a biennial, and na-

tive of Europe. — Cynoglossnm cheirofilium, ijilvery-

leaved Hound's Tongue, a perennial.

—

Cynuglus.mm lini-

folinm. Flax-leaved Hound'.s Tongue, or Venus' Navel-

wort.— Cynuglussnm omphalodes, Borrago, seu Symphy-

tum, Comfrcy -leaved Hound's Tongue, &c. Clns. Hist.

Bar. Plant.; Banh. Hist. Plant.; Banh. Pin.; Ger.

Herb.; Park. Theat. Bolan. ; Rail Hist. Plant. Tournef.

Instit.

CYNOLO'PHA (Anat.) xwixi<pct, the asperities in tiie dorsal
;

vertebra;. I^ull. Onom. I. 2, seg. IbO. 1

CYNOLY'.SSA (Med.) vide Ei/ssa. '

CYNO'.MAZON (Bol.) ,.-j,cy„,,t,,>, ; a herb so called from «"'•',

a dog, and i^uQj., bread, because when put into a piece of

bread it kills dogs.

CVNOMK'TRA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Dccan-

dria, Order 1 Munogynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth four-leaved, oblong.

—

Cor. petals five, lanceolate.

—

S'I-am. Jil/nnents ten ; an-

thers oval.

—

Pist. germ boatform ; .style filiform ;
stigma

simple.

—

Per. legnmc crescent-shaped ; seed single.

Species. The species are trees, and natives of the East

Indies.

CYNOMO'KIUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Monut-



CYP

cia, Order 1 Monandria, Natural Order Ameniaceee. The
male flowers of which are disposed in an imbricated anient
with the female flowers.

Cykomoriu.m is also the name of the Cijnomctra caidiflora.

CYNO'.MYA (Bot.) vide PsyUimn.
CYNOPHALLO'PHOROS (Bot.) the Capparus Cijnophal-

lophorus of Linna;us.

CY'NOPS (Bot.) the Planta^o Cipiops of Linna;us.

CYNO'PTICON (Med.) vide Dacncron.
CYNORE'XIA (Med.) a canine appetite, [vide 5»//Hm]
CYNOKRIIO'DON (Bot.) from «=.., a dog, and pVo., a

rose ; the dog-rose, or wild rose ; also the flower of the

red lily. I'lni. 1. 2.5, c. 2.

CYKOIIUY'NCHIUM {Bot.) the Chelone pcntislcmon of
Linna;us.

CYNO'SBATON {Bot.) vcl Cipiosbatos, the Eglantine or
Sweet-Briar ; also the Caper-Bush. Theophrast. Hist.

Plant. 1. 3, c. 18 ; Plin. 1. 16, c. .SY.

CYNOSO'RCI-IIS (Bot.) the herb Dog-Stones. PUn. 1. 27,

c. 8. [vide Oicliis]

CvNosonciii.s, in the Linnean st/stcm, is the Orchis globosa et

nyramidnlis.

CYNOSPA'STON (Bot.) vide Cijnosbaton.

CYNOSU'RA (Astron.) from xi-.i? nfu, dog's tail ; the lesser

bear-star, or the star in the tail of the lesser bear.

Cynosura (Nat.) KVf'.trufct, dog's-tail; an epithet for addled
eggs, especially in the dog days. Plin, 1. 10, c. 60.

CYNOSU'RUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 3 Triandrin,

Order 2 Digi/nia, Natural Order Gramiria, or Grasses.

Generic Character. Cm.. rrl,anc many-flowered, two-
valved.—Coit. two-valved, awnless; ?;erinry two-leaved.—^TAM. Ji/anients three; anthers oblong.

—

PlST. germ
turbinate; stj//es two, villose ; stigynas simple.— Per.
none ; seed single in the corolla.

Species. The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Cijnosurus

cristatus, seu Phleum, Crested Dog's-Tail Grass, or

Bent-Grass.— Cj/nosnrtis durus, Lolium, seu Poa duras.

Rigid Dog's-Tail GTHSS.— Cynosurus corocanus, Pani-
aim, seu E/eiisine, Thick Spiked Dog's-Tail Grass.

But the

—

Cynosurus ludicus, Indian Dog's-Tail Grass, is

an annual. Baiih. Hist.; Bauh. Pin; Ger. Herb.;
Park. Theat. Botaii. ; Raii Hist.

Cyno.surus is also the name of a species of the Alopecurus.

CYNO'XYLON (Bot.) the Nyssa integrifolia of Linna;us.

CY'NZOLON (Bot.) a stinking weed of the thistle kind.

Plin. I. 22, c. 18.

CY'ON (Attat.) y-tim, a dog; signifies also the inferior part
of the prepuce.

CYOPHO'RIA (Med.) ^.uc<pcfU, from «V«, the foetus, and
|pff«, to bear ;

gestation, or the time of gestation, applied
to pregnant women.

CYPARl'SSiE (Ant.) Fiery meteors, or appearances in the
air at night.

CYPARl'SSIAS (Bot.) the largest kind of spurge. Plin.

1.26, c. 8.

Cyparlssias, in the Linnean system, is the Euphorbia cy-

parissias.

CYPARI'SSUS (Bot.) vide Cupressns.

CYPERE'LLA (Bot.) the same as the Schoenits.

CYP^El genus (Bot.) a species of the Sciapus of Linnaeus.

CY'PERIS (Bot.) an Indian herb like ginger.

CYPEROI'DES (Bot.) the same as the Carer.

CYPE'RUS (Bot.) or Cypcrum, y.uinfoi; or xKVtfo?, a kind of
angular rush, white at bottom, and black at top. Theo-
phrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 4-, c. 11 ; Varr. de Re Rust. 1. 3,

c. 16; Cels. 1. 3, c. 16; Diuscor. 1. 4, c. 22.

Cyperus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 3
Triandria, Order 1 Alonogynia, Natural Order Calamarice.

Generic Character. Cal. spihe imbricate ; scales ovate.

—

CoR. none,— StAM. Jilamcnts three; anthers oblong.

—

CYR
PisT. germ very small ; style filiform ; stigmas three,

capillary

—

Per. none ; seed single,

Species. Most of the species have three-cornered culms
or stems, are perennials, and natives of the Indies,

having a grateful smell. The root is bulbous or tube-
rous. The most important species of this plant is the

—

Cyperus papyrus, or the Egyptian Papyrus, of which
paper was originally made.

CY'PHI (Med.) ti.i(pi, a composition of honey, wine, C3'perus,

rosin, and many other ingredients, which was much used
in Egvpt. Gal. de Ant idol.; Suidas.

CY'PHI'A (Bot.) the Lobelia bulbosa of Linnoeus.

CYPHI'LLA (Bot.) a little cup, or a peltated concavity,
with a raised rim, which is found on the underside of some
Algiv, as Lychnis sylvaiicns,

CYPHO'MA (Med.) Mcp!.>i,jx, from xt-p/a., to bend; a pre-
ternatural incurvature of the dorsal vertebrae outwards.

CYPI'RA (Bot.) vide Curcuma,
CYPR/E'A (Conch.) Coivry, or Gowrie, a genus of animals,

Class Vermes, Order Testacea.

Generic Character, Animal a slug.

—

Shell univalve, invo-

lute

—

Aperture effuse at each end.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Cyprcca pedicuhis,

hullata, e.vanthema, Sfc.

CY'PRESS (Bot.) a tree celebrated in antiquity, [vide

Cupressu.^'\

CY'PRINUM oleum (Med.) wVpiv., '^>,uio>, the flowers of cy-
press, calamus, cardamus, &c. boiled in olive oil. Dioscor.
I. 1, c. 65.

CY'PRINUS (Ich.) a genus of animals, Class Pwces, Order
Abdominales.

Generic Character, Mouth small.

—

Body smooth, generally
whitish.

Species. The species are distinguished into, 1. Those
that are bearded, as the

—

Cyprinus carpio, the Carp.

—

Cyprinus barbus, the Barbel.-

—

Cyprinus gobio, the Gud-
geon.— Cyprinus tinea, the Tench. 2. Those with the
tail nearly even at the end, as

—

Cyprinus curassius, the
Crucian.— Cyprinus cephalus, the Chub, etc. 3. Those
having the tail three-parted, as

—

Cyprinus amatus, the
Gold-Fish.

—

Cyprinus ophthalmus, the Telescope Carp,
Sec. 4. Those having the tail bifid, as

—

Cyprinus leu-

ciscus, the Dace

—

Cyprinus rutilus, the Roach.— Cy-
prinus or/us, the Finscale or Rud.

—

Cyprinus eryfhroph-
thnbnus, the Red-Eye.— Cyprinus alburnus, the Bleak.
— Cyprinus brama, the Bream, &c.

CYPRIPE'DIUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 20 Gy.
nandria. Order 1 Diandria.

Generic Character. Cal. .s;)n//(cj vague ; .^/jnfl'/.r simple.

—

Cor. petals four or five, lanceolate ; nectary slipper-form.—Stam. filaments two, very short; anthers erect.

—

PisT. germ long ; style very short ; stigma obscure.

—

Per. capsule obovate ; seeds numerous; receptacle linear.

Species. Plants of this genus have bulbous roots. The
principal species are the

—

Cypripedium calceolus, Calceo-

lus, seu Hclleborine, Common Ladies' Slipper.— Cypri-
pedium bulbosum. Bulbous Ladies' Slipper, &c. Dod.
Pempt.; Bauh. Hist.; Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park
Thcat. Bot.; Raii Hist, Plant. ; Tournef. Inst.

Cypripedium is also the Arelhusa ophioglossoides.

CY'PRUS (Bot.) the Laxvsonia spinosa of Linnaeus.

CY'PSELE (Med.) ^.i,\j.iA,i), the wax in the ear.

CY'PSELUS (Orn.) a martin, which builds its nest like,

y.v^iM, a capsule, a little box. Plin. 1.10, c. 39.

CYR/E'NIA (Chem.) the foeces of saffron infused in oil.

CYRBA'SIA (Med.) r-vftlaa-tx, properly a tiara, or a cap for

Persian monarchs, is applied by Hippocrates to a covering

for the breasts of women. Hippocrat. de Morb. Mul.
CYRE'BIA {Bot.) xvfnfiU, the husks of barley or other

corn.
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CYRE'XAICUS sal (Client.) Sal Ammoniac, produced in

C)Tene.

CYlirCBRICE (Latv) a breaking into tlie churcli, which

was sacrilege, according to the laws of Canute.

CYRICKSCEAT (Arclucul .) a tribute or duty anciently paid

to the church among the Saxons.

CYUl'LLA {Bnt.) a genus of plants. Class Vi: Didynamia,

Order 2 Angiospermia ; so called from Dominico Cyrillo,

a botanist of Naples.

Generic Clinracter. Cal. periantJi superior; five-leaved.

Cor. one-petalled.

—

Sram.Ji/amciils four; anthers ovate.

—PiST. <^crm villose ; style filiform ; stigma two-lobed.

—Per. two-celled ; seeds numerous.

Species. The single species is the

—

Cyrilla pulchella, seu

Achcmines, a beautiful plant, native of Jamaica.

CYRSE'ON (Anat.) the podcx or anus.

CYRTA'NDRA (Dot.) the Bcskria bi/lora oC Uimxus.
CYRTA'NTHUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 6 f/cjan-

dria, Order 1 jMonngi/nia.

Generic Character. C.\L. none.—CoR. one-petalled.

—

StAyi.Jilaments six; anthers oblong.

—

Pist. germ infe-

rior, ovate ; style filiform ; stigma trifid.

Species. The two species are bulbous roots, from the Cape

of Good Hope, as— Cyrtanthus angmtifoliiis, seu Cri)ium.,

Narrow-leaved Cyrtanthus.

—

Cyrtanthus obliquus, seu

^wnryWs, .Oblique-leaved Cyrtanthus.

CYRTO'AIA (Med.) r.ifTuf/M, a humour in any part of the

body.
CY'SSARIS (Anat.) the podex or anus,

CYSSI'TES (Min.) the Lapis .Elites.

CYSSOID (Genm.) vide Cissnid.

CYSSO'TIS (Med.) vide Proctalgia.

CYSTEOLI'THOS (Med.) from ^xs-'?, the bladder, and >Jr.c,

a stone ; a stone in the bladder.

CYSTHEPATICI Ductus (Anat.) Cysthepatic ducts, which

convey the bile from the liver to the gall-bladder.

CY'STICE ArteriiC (Anat.) the cystic arteries, the two

principal brandies of the hepatic artery.

CYSTICA'PNOS (Bot.) the same as the Fimaria.

CY'STIDES (Med.) Encysted tumours, or such as have

their substance included in a membrane.

CY'STINX (Anat.) kv^^I, a small bladder.

CYSTIPHLO'GIA (Med.) from wn;, the bladder, and

(pXi'/a, to burn ; an inflammation in the bladder.

CYSTIRRHA'GIA (Med>) from >cfV.?, the bladder, and p-jy-

>v>(, to break forth ; a discharge of blood from the bladder.

CY'STIS (Anat) from rtiqu, a bag, the bladder; any recep-

tacle of morbid humours.

—

Cistis chokdocha orfellea is tiie

gall-bladder.

CY'.STITIS (Med.) from mV<?, the bladder; an inflammation

in the bladder ; a genus of diseases, according to Culien,

in the Class Pyrexice, Order Phlegmasia.

CY'STOCELE (Med.) from »Vi5, the bladder, and ««Ai!, a

rupture.

CYSTOLI'TIIICA Ischuria (Med.) a suppression of urme

from Ki/Vi; Arf<>5, a stone in the bladder.

CYSTOPIILE'GICA (Med.) from xcV.g, the bladder, and

<p>.i'/u, to burn ; an epithet for an Ischuria, or a suppression

of urine from an inflammation in the bladder.

CYSTOPHLECiMA'TICA (Med.) from «.V.;, the bladder,

and (fxi'/ji^-x, phlegm ; an epithet for an ischuria, or sup-

pression of urine, from too much matter or mucus in the

bladder.

CYSTOPROC'TICA (Med.) from kJs-i5, the bladder, and

wfaeTo;, anus ; an epithet for an ischuria, or a suppression

of urine, caused by wind, inflammation of the rectum, &c.

CZA
CYSTOPTO'SIS (.Med.) from xJf(?, the bladder, and rrJa-,,,

a fall ; a prolusion of the inner membrane of the bladder
through the urethra.

CYSTOSPA'STICA (Med.) from »^V.!. the bladder, and
c-Tao-fict, a spasm ; an epithet for an ischuria, or suppres-
sion of urine, from a spasm in the sphincter of the bladder.

CYSTOSPY'ICA (Med.) from >-..;,-.;, the bladder, and »^«.

pus; an epithet for an ischuria, or suppression of the urine,

from purulent matter in the bladder.

CYSTOTHROMBOI'DES (Med.) from x^Vk, the bladder,

and Cfc/ji^'Zoc, coagulated blood ; un epithet for an ischuria,

or suppression of urine, from a concretion of grumous
blood in the bladder.

CYSTOTO'.MIA (Med.) from -it-V,., the bladder, and riy.y„,

to cut ; the operation of cutting, or piercing the bladder.

CYTIIA'RUS (Ich.) a sea-fish of the turbot kind.

CY'THION {Med.) a collyrium mentioned by Celsus.

CY'TINUS (Bot.) xt/Ti'to;, the fruit of the pomegranate.

—

Cytinus hypjcistis, the plant from whose fruit the succus

hijpocistis is procured. Theopli. Hist. Plant. \.\, c. 22;
Nicand. Alex.; Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 102; Plin. I. 23, c. 6.

Cytinus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Ctass

20 Gynandria, Order 7 Octandria.

Generic Character. C.\L. perianth one-leaved, tubular.—

Cor. none.— Sta.m. sixteen ; _/?/(!«ic;(/s none; anthers

oblong, growing on the style under the stigma.—PiST.

;:;(??»! inferior ; 6/^/p cylindric ; stigma eight cleft.

—

Per.

berry crowned ; seeds numerous.

Species. The single species is the

—

Cytinus hypocistiis,

Hipoci.^us oriibanche, seu Asarum, Rape of Cistus, is a

parasitical plant, growing at the roots of the Cistus.

Bauh.Pin.; Ger.Herb.; Rail Hist. Plant.

CY'TISUS (Bot.) y.'JTitro;, Bean Trefoil-tree, a plant which

was much liked by cattle, and reckoned good for their milk.

Virg. Ed. 2, v. 61.

Trirra lettna lupum seqiiitur, lupus ipse capellam

yt'jyentem ci/tisum seqnitur tasciva capella.

It is supposed to have taken its name from Cythnus, an

island of the Cyclades, where it was first found. Theo-

phra.^t. Hist. Plant. 1. 4, c. 20; Dioscor. 1. 4-, c. 113; Co-

lumel. 1. 9, c. 4- ; Plin. 1. 1 3, c. 2-t ; Gal. de Antid. 1. 1 , c. 4.

Cytisus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 17

Diadelphia, Order 4 Decandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved, bell-form.

Cor. papilionaceous; standard ovate; keel acuminate.
—SrAM. Jilamenls diadelphous ; anthers simple.—PiST.

germ oblong ; stiyle simple ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. legume

oblong ; seeds fe\f

.

Species. Plants of this genus arc shrubs, without spines,

the principal of which are

—

Cytisus Laburnum, Labur-

num, seu Anagyris, Laburnum, formerly called Bean-

Trefoil-Trce.— Cytisus sessilifoUus, Common Cytisus.

—

Ctjtisus Cajan, seu Phaseolns, Pigeon Cytisus, or Pigeon

Pea.— Cytisus .vipinns, Trailing Cytisus, &c. Clus. Hist.

Plant, rar ; Bauh. Hist.; liauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.;

llaii Hist. Plant.; Timrncf. histit., S^r.

CYZICE'NUS Stater (Ant.) a sum the value of sixteen shil-

lings and four-pence.

Cyzicenus (Med.) the name of a plaster mentioned by

(iaien. Gal. de Comp. Med. per Gen.

CZAR (Pulit.) a title of honor assumed by the emperors of

Russia, contracted no doubt from Ciesar.

CZA'RINE (Polit.) title of the empress of Russia.

CZA'ROWITZ (Polit.) title of the eldest son of tlie Czar

or Czarine.



D.
DAC D.E

D. (.Int.) as an abbreviation, stands for Divus, Deciiis, De-
cimus, (S:c. [vide Abbreviations'] As a nunieral it denotes 500.

D. (Lit.) stands for Doctor, [vide Abbreviations]

D. {Her.) as a sign, stands for the Honour point in tlie es-

cutcheon, [vide Escntc/ieo!i2

D. {Chron.) as a sign, is one of the seven letters which, in

its order, is the Dominical or Sunday Letter. [vide

Chronology] As an abbreviation, it stands for Domini.
[vide Abbreviations]

D. c. {Mm.) as an abbreviation, stands for da capo, i. e. to the

head, [vide Da] As a sign, it is the nominal of the

second note in the natural diatonic scale, to which Guido
applied the monosyllable re.—Djlat, the flat seventh of E
flat,

—

D in alt, the fifth note in alt.

—

D in altissimo, the

fifth note in altissimo.

DA {Lan) a word equivalent to yes.

Da {Mus.) an Italian preposition used in music books, as

—

Da Camera, music for the chamber.

—

Da Capella, music
for the chapel.

—

Da Capo, to the head or beginning ; an
expression written at the end of a movement, to direct

the performer to return to, and end with, the first strain.

DA'ALDER (C .m.) a Dutch coin, worth thirty sols, a

guilder and a half, or about 2>. ~d. sterling.

DAB (Ich.) a flat fish, thinner and less than the flounder
;

the Fleuronectes Limandcr of Linna;us.

DABE'STIC (Zool.) a tortoise.

DA'BUIII (Bot.) vide Achiotl.

DACE [Ich.) a river fish of the carp kind; the Cyprinus
leiiciscns of Linna:us.

DACETON (Med.) ^::y.r,Tl,, homi^iy-ia, to bite; an epithet

for such animals as bite.

DA'CHEL {Bot.) the Palraa major.

DA'CXADES (Orn.) a sort of bird mentioned by Festus.

DACNE'RON (Med.) tTaxv.fi-, biting, from ^k.^., to bite.

DACROI'DES {Med.) vide Dacryodes.
DACRY'DIOX {Bot.) vide Scammonium.
DACUYGELO'SIS {Med.) from cx>.pa, to weep, and vi>i»,

to laugh ; a species of insanity, which consists in laughing

and weeping at the same time.

DACRYO'DES {Med.) ^^y.fvZhi, an epithet for an ulcer that

runs.

DACRYO'^L\ {Med.) from ^aufvu, to weep; a closing of

one or more of the puncta lachrymalia, so as to cause a

weeping.
DACRYON (Med.) ^U^v^r, a tear.

DACRYOPCEOS (Med) }^y.(vo^uh, an epithet for things

which excite tears by their acrimonj*, as onions, liorse-

raddish, &c.
DA'CTYLE (Poet.) a. foot or measure, in Greek or Latin

verse, consisting of three feet, the first long, and the two
last short, as ddniinu^.

DACTYLE'THR.E (Med.) c^xy.rv^i^fcci, from iil^^rvx^, a finger;

a topical medicine intruded into the stomach to create

vomiting. Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. S, c. 6.

DACTYLE'TUS (Bot.) the Hermodactylus.

DACTY'LIC (Gram.) an epithet for verses which end with

a dactyle instead of a spondee, as in the following instance

from Virgil.

.En. 1, G, V. 33.

Bis patrite cecidere mantis : quiii prvt'in'm Zmniu.

DACTYLIOMA'NCY (.-Int.) ^ccy.T^>Aofj,a:Tii'y, a divination by
enchanted rings made according to some position of the

Cflestial bodies. The ring was held suspended by a fine

thread over a round table, on the edge of which were
made divers marks with the twenty-four letters of the

alphabet : and, the ring stopping at certain letters, they

composed out of these the answer they sought for.

DACTY'LIOS (Med.) from i'^KrvMe^, a ring ; a trochee in

the shape of a ring mentioned by Hippoe. de Mid.
DACTYLIOTHECA (Ant.) from ^^.-.rvXci, a ring, and f-^xy,

a box ; a box to hold rings.

DA'CTYLIS (Bot.) J^^xt.ak, a long grape like a finger ; a

date raisin. Piin. 1. U-, c. 3 ; Coltim. 1. 3, c. 2.

Dactylis, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 3

Triandria, Order 2 Digynia. Natural order of Grasses.

Generic Character. Cal. glume many flowered two-valved.

—CoR. two-valved, the loiver valve larger, the imier

lanceolate ; nectaries two lanceolate.

—

Sta.m. Jilaments

three capillary ; anthers oblong. — Pist. germ ovate ;

sti/les two spreading; stigmas feathered.— Per. none;
seed single oblong.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Dactylis cyno-

suroides, American Cocks-foot Grass, native of Virginia.

— Dactylis glomerafa, Bromus, seu Gramcn spicatum,

&c. Rough Cocks-foot Grass, native of England and
Portugal.

—

Dactylis stricta, seu Spartum essexianum, &c.

Sea Cocks-foot Grass, native of Portugal.

Dactylis is also the name of the Phceni.v dactylifera.

D-ACTY'LOCiY (Mech.) a discoursing by signs made with

the fingers from ^ii->nv>.ti',, the finger, and Ar/o;, speech.

DA'CTYLON (Bnt.) is the Panicum dactyhn of Linnxus.

DACTYLO'NO.MY (Anlh^ from J^ro-.rc^.cs, a finger, and
»3«o;, a law or measure ; the art of numbering on the fingers.

DA'CTYLOS (.!«/.) ^a.t.T\i>.c(„ the shortest measure among
the Greeks, being the fourth part of a palm, and the six-

teenth part of a foot, the same as digitus among the Latins.

Dactylos (Gram.) vide Dactyle.

DACTYLOTHE'CE (i^mg.) from Six.r,j>,,c, a finger, and
6',y.r,, a case ; the name for an instrument for raising a finger

or a thumb when pendulous from some hurt received.

DA'CTVLUS (Bot.) vide Dacfyli.-.

DA'DDOCK (Bot.) the heart or body of a tree thoroughly

rotten.

DA'DO (Archil.) a common name for the dye, which is the

part in the middle of the pedestal of the column betwixt

its base and cornice ; also for the lower part of a wall.

DADU'CHl (Ant.) ^cifuzm, from Ai?, a torch, and h:"', to

hold, priests of Cybele so called because thej' ran about

the temple with lighted torches in their hands. Poll.

Onoui. 1. 1, c. 1, seg. 31.

D.'E'DALA (Ant.) fxi^axx, festivals celebrated in Greece,

particularly at Platcea, when the inhabitants, assembling

in a large giove, and exposing in the open air pieces

of sodden meat, carefully observed whither the crows that

came to prey upon them directed their flight, when they

hewed down all the trees on which the birds alighted, and
made them into statues called hi^a'Ax, ;tfter the ingenious

artificer Da?dalus. A similar festival was observed in

other parts of Bceotia, by carrying about the statue of a

woman which they called SuicxXx.

D.EDA'LEUS (Bo't.) dirdaleous, an epithet of a leaf,folium.

D.E'DIS
(
.Int.) ixj'ic, a solemnity in Greece which lasted three

days, during all which time torches, iT^A;, were burned,

which gave occasion to the name. Lncian. Psendomant.

D/E'MON'ES (Med.) such distempers as cannot be assigned

to a natural cause, and supposed to arise from the influence

of some evil spirit.



DAL
D^EMONOMA'NIA (Ant.) a madness wliich was supposed

to arise from the possession of some daemons.

DA'FI'ODIL (Bot.) a. species of the Narcissus, the Nar-
cissus P.seudo A'arcisstis of Linna;us.—Sea Daftodil, the

Paiicrntium of Linnaeus.

DAG (Mil.) an obsolete word for a hand -gun, so called from

its serving the purpose of a dagger.

DA'GGER (Mil.) a short sword or poignard about twelve

or thirteen inches long.

Dacgeii (Mar.) a piece of timber that crosses all the

puppets of the bilgewaj-s to keep them together ; the plank

that secures the heads of the puppets is called the dagger

plank ; and the pieces, whose sides are cast down and
bolted through the cramp, are called dagger-knees, or

liid^itig-kriees.

DAGGER-POINTED (Bot.) mucronatus, an epithet for a

lea?: folium mucronatum, a leaf ending in a point like that

of a dagger, as in Bromelia ananas ; so also in application

to the calyx.

DAGGES (Husband.) the skirts of a fleece when cut off.

DAHLBE'RGL\ (But.) vide Dalbergia.

DAI'DALA (Ant.) vide Dicdala.

DAIL (Mar.) a trough in which the water runs from the

pump over the deck.

DAI'LY (Aslroii.) vide Diurnal.

D.\.1'11Y (Husband.) Daiferia. signified originally the daily

yield of milch cows, or the profit made by them ; whence its

present signification of a place, and accommodation, for

keeping cows and milk.

DAIS (Mfd.) Sa.i<i, a sort of pine-tree, and also the sub-

stance of that tree recommended by Hippocrates for the

expulsion of the foetus, Jcc. Hippocrnt. de Morb.

Dais, in the Linncan system, a genus of plants, Class 10

Decandria, Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal^ involucre four-leaved ; leaflets

scariose ;
perianth none.

—

Cal. one-petalled funnel

form; /;;ie filiform.

—

Stam. Jilamenls ten; anthers sim-

ple.—PisT. germ somewhat oblong; style filiform; stigma

globose ascending.

—

Per. berry ovate ; seed single ovate.

Species. The species are shrubs of tlie deciduous kind, as

—Dais cotinifolia, Cotinus-leaved Dais, native of the

Cape of Good Hope.

—

Dais oclandria, native of India.

—

Dais disperma, native of Tongatabu.

D.VISY (Bot.) the Brllis of Linnaeus.—Great Daisy, or Ox-
eye, the Chri/sanlhemum l^ucanthemum of Linna;us.—Blue

Daisy, the Gtobularin vulgaris of Linna;us.

D.\rTIDES (Bot.) Jl^iV.J'sj, signify literally "great torches,"

but are metaphorically applied to heads of garlic. Gal.

Exegcs. Vocab. Hippocrnt.

DA'KEIl (Archceol.) a number of ten hides.

D.AL (Mas.) Italian for /or or /jy in music books.

D.'\LBE'RGIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 17 Diadelphia,

Order 't Decandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. pa-

pilionaceous ; standard large; ivings oblong.— St am.

Jilamcnts ten; anthers roundish.— PiST. germ oblong;

style subulate; stigma simple.— Per. legume oblong;

seed single or few.

Species. The two species are

—

Dalbergia lanceolaria, a

tree, native of Malabar and Ceylon.

—

Dalbergia monc-

taria, a shrub, native of Surinam.

DA'Ll'^.'V (Bot.) the Kupiitorium dalea, the Lippin ovata,

and the P.soraira dalea of Linna;us.

DALECIIAMPIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Mo-
noecia. Order Monodelphia, called after Jacobus Dale-

champius.

Generic Character. Cal. involucel two-leaved; scales

numerous; perianth proper.—Cou, none.

—

Sram. fila-

ments many; anthers roundish.— PiST. germ roundish;

stijle filiform ; stigma perforated.

—

Per. capsule roundish ;

seed solitary.

DAM
Species. The two species are biennials, as

—

Dalechampia
colorata, Coloured-Dalechampia, native of the West
Indies.

—

Dalechampia scandens, seu Lupulus, native of
New Granada.

DALIBA'RDA (Bot.) the Rubus dalibarda of Llnnaus.
DA'LLOPS (Agric.) patches of grass, or weeds among corn.

D.^LMA'TICA (Ecc.) an exterior vest of a priest or bishop,

with sleeves, in distinction from the Colobium. [vide

Colobium']

DA'LUS (Archceol.) a certain measure of land; whence
Dali Prali, narrow slips of pasture land.

D.AM (Law) a boundary or confinement, as to dam up, or

to dam out ; in^ra damnum sunm, within the bounds or

limits of his own property or jurisdiction. Bract. 1. 2, c. 37.

DA'MA (Zool.) Fallow-Deer, the Cervus Dama of Liunteus.

DAMAGE deer (Law) a duty formerly paid to the protho-

notaries and other clerks, being a third, sixth, or ninth

part of the damages recovered upon a trial in any court of

justice. This duty was taken away by Stat. 17 Car.2,
c. 16.

—

Damage J'aisant, i. e. doing hurt or mischief; a

term used when the beast of a stranger gets into another
man's ground and feeds, there spoiling grass or corn ; in

which case the occupier of the ground may distrain or

impound them as well in the night as in the day. Stat.

.',1 Hen. 3 ; Stat. 4-, 1 Inst. 112 ; 2 Danv. Ab. 364.

D.\'MAGES (Law) damnum, any hurt or hindrance which a

man receives in his estate, particularly what the jurors are

to inquire of, or bring in, when an action passeth for the

plaintiff. Co. Lit. 2.57.

DA'MAS (Mil.) a sabre made of Damascus steel, [vide

Damascus']

DA'MASCENE (Bot.) Primes damascena, the Damask Plum,
or Damson, a variety of the Prunus domestica of Linnaeus.

DAMA'SCUS STEEL (Com.) a very fine kind of steel

made at Damascus, remarkable for its excellent temper.

DA'MASK (Com.) a silk stuff with a raised pattern, con-
sisting of figures and flowers. The cajfart damask is an
imitation, made in France, of the true Indian damask.

DA'.MASK ROSE (Bot.) a rose of a red colour, the Rosa
cenlijolia of Linnaeus.

TO Dama.sk li'ine (Cook.) to warm it a little, in order to

take off the edge of the cold.

DAM.ASKEE'NING (Com.) a kind of Mosaic work, which
consists in ornamenting iron, steel, &c. by making inci-

sions therein, and filling them up with gold or silver wire.

DA'MASON (Bot.) vide Damascene.

DAMASO'NIUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 6 Hei-
andria, Order 5 Hexngynia.

Generic Character. Cal. spathe one-lcavcd ; perianth one-

leaved.

—

Cor. petals three.

—

Sta.m. filaments three;

anthers linear.

—

Plst. germ oblong ; styles si.\ ; stigmas

villose

—

Per. berry oblong; seeds mauy.
Species. The single species is the Damsonium alismoides,

Serntiotes, Alismoides, seu Oliel-ambel, native of the East

Indies, Malabar, and Ceylon.

Damasonium is also the name of the Alisma Jlava, dama-
sonium, &c.

DAMA'SSE (Cojn.) or petite vcnise, a kind of wrought linen,

made in Flanders ; so called from the fashion of its large

flowers, something like those of damasks.

D.AMELO'PRE (Mar.) a kind of vessel used in Holland,

for conveying merchandise from one canal to another.

DAME-SIMONE (Hort.) a particular way of forcing cab-

bage lettuce.

DA'M ES-VIOLET (Bot.) another name for the Rocket.

DA'MIANISTS (Ecc.) a branch of the Acephali. [vide

.ireplmli]

DAMISE'LLA (Law) a light damosell, or miss. Stat. 12

Ed. I.

D.\'MIUM {Ant.) a kind of sacrifice; so called from ^«/iw,
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dorice pro, <^<L6(o>, the people ; because it was made for the

people in honour of Dona Dea.
DAMNA'TA TERRA [Chem.) Caput mortuum.
DA'MXUINI (Lni<;) Damages. \\\iXe Damages'^
DA'MPERS (.V;(s.) certain moveable parts in the internal

construction of the piano-forte, which are covered with
cloth in order to deaden the vibration.

DAMPS [Min.) noxious exhalations in mines which sometimes
suttbcate those that work in them. They are distinguished

into different kinds, as—the Pcas-bluom Damp, in the mines
of the Peak of Derbyshire, which are supposed to proceed
from the multitude of red trefoil flowers, called honey-
suckles, with which the meadows there abound.

—

Fiilmi-

7iating Damps, common in coal mines, which explode
when they catch fire.-

—

Common Damps, which aifect per-

sons with shortness of breath and difficulty of respiration.—Globe Damps, supposed to arise from the effluvia of the

candles and the bodies. These ascend into the highest

part of the vault, and condensing into an incrustation,

corrupt and become pestilential.

D.\'MSIN {Dot.) vide Damascene.
DAN (ArducoL) formerly a title of honour for the better

sort of men in this kingdom, answering to the Spanish
Don.

D.V'NCERIES (Mas.) French for collections of galliards,

allemandes, ballad-tunes, and other lively tunes.

DA'NCES (^U;/.?.) tunes composed for or used in dancing,

as the minuet, reel, hornpipe, &c.
D.-^NCE'TTE (Her.) an epithet signifj'ing indented in a

particular manner. The lines dancelte and indented differ

not in form but in quantity, the acute angle in the former

being much larger and deeper than in those of the latter.

The difference may be further observed by the two subjoined

figures. as/?i,r. 1 :
" He beareth azure a fesse dancette, or,

between three cherubims heads argent, crined of the second

;

name Adije:" fig.2,
" He beareth azure two bars indented

or, a chief argent ; name Storr."—Double dancette is an

epithet applied particularh* to the bend, as fig. 3, " He
beareth azure a bend double dancette argent, by the name
of Lorks."

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

DANDELI'ON (Bot.) the Leontodon of Linnreus.

DANDE-PK.VT [Sum.) or Dande-Part, a small coin said

to have been coined in the reign of Henry VH.
DANDUIFF [Med.) a scurfj' sort of disorder in the heads

of young children, [vide Pityriasis'^

DA'NEGELT (Archccol.) a tax of one shilling, and after-

wards of two shillings, for every hide of land, imposed by
king Ethelred on his subjects, in order to clear the seas of
Danish pirates, and to purchase a temporary peace with

that people. Hovedon. par post. Annal. Ann. 344' ; Seld.

Marc. Clans.

D.4'NEL.\(}E [Arc/icpol.) the laws which were in force in

England during the time of the Danish government.
DA'NE-WORT (Bot.) another name for "the Dwarf Elder.

D.\XGE'liI.\ [Lau') or Daugerium, a payment of money
anciently made bj' the ."brest tenants to their lords, that

they might have leave to plough and sow in the time of

pannage or mast-feeding. JMai/i. For. Laxc.

D.VNK (Com.) a small silver coin current in Persia and
Arabia, weighing one-sixth of a drachm, and of correspond-
ent value : also a small weight for precious stones in

Arabia.

DAR
DA'NTIA (Bot.) the Isnnrdia palustris.

DAOU'RITE (Min.) a kind of schorl-stone.
DA'PHNE (Bot.) S-:ct<'., the Laurel or Bay Tree, a plant;

so called from the nymph Daphne, who was fabled by the
poets to have been changed into a laurel, [vide Laurel'^
Theophrast. 1. 3, c. II ; Ovid Metamorph. I. 1 ; Dioscor.
1. I,c. 106.

Daphne, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Cla.ss 8
Octaiidria, Order I Mono'gynia.
Generic Character. Cal. none.

—

Cor. one, one-petalled.
— Stam. filaments eight ; anthers roundish.— Pibx. germ
ovate; style very short; stigma headed.

—

Per. berry
roundish ; seed single.

Species. The species are shrubs, as

—

Daphne mezereon,
Thymelea, Lanreola, Daplmoides, seu Chamelea, native
of the north of England.— D(7/j/()/c thymehra, seu Sana-
munda, native of Spain, Italy, and the South of France.—Daphne tartomaria, seu Tarton raire. Silvery-leaved
Daphne, or Tartoniana.

—

Daphne laurcola, seu Lanreola,
Spurge-Laurel, native of Britain, France, Switzerland,
&c. &c.

—

Daphne tini/olia, seu Laurus, native of Ja-
maica.

—

Daphne Gnidium, seu Gnidium, Flax-leaved
Daphne, native of the South of France, S:c.— Daphne
cueoum, seu Cneonm, Trailing Daphne, native of France,
&c.

Daphnk is also the name of the Strumsia maritima.
DAPHNEL./Ii'ON {Nat.) ^uipn?.^^^,, from i^ucpr^, tlie bay-

tree, and 't/>.-.
, oil; oil of Bay.

DAPHNE'PHAGl (Ant.) ^x<t>,„<pay6,, from iafm, the hure],
and ipxyu, to eat ; diviners and prophets, who after eating
the laurel or bay-leaves, became inspired.

©£('31', aj-s K'AvautUi Td t' icrtrou/iyu Trpi t' Xotru.

Lt/coph. V. 6; Eustath.; Cassian. Bass, in J'iro- Georc-
1. '2, c. 3.

DAPHNEPHO'RIA (Ant.) l.<pr,(p,fU, a novennial festival
celebrated by the Boeotians in honour of Apollo, to whom
boughs of laurel were offered. The priest who performed
the ceremony was called the ^cc^titf^^cc,, i. e. laurel-bearer.
Fansan. Bccot.

D.-VTHNLl (Min.) a precious stone, said to cure the epi-
lepsy. Plin. I. 37, c. 10.

DA'PHNIN (Chem.) the Bitters, or the bitter principle ex-
tracted from the Daphne Alpiua of Linnasus.

DAPHXOIDES (Bot.) the Daphne mezereon.
D.-^'PIFEll (Folit.) a dopes ferendo, i. e. from serving the

feast on the table ; a domestic officer like to our Steward
of the Household, or rather Clerk of the Kitchen ; but it

was afterwards used for the chief steward or bailiff of an
honor or manor.

DA'PPLE
( Vet.) an epithet for the colour of a horse, which

is of a light grey shaded with spots of a deeper grey.
D.'^RA'PTI (Log) an arbitrary term expressing the first

mood of the third figure of syllogisms, where the two first

propositions are universal affirmatives, and the last a par-
ticular affirmative ; as,

D a All believers are loved by God
;

R « P All believers are afflicted ; therefore,
Tj Some afflicted are beloved by God.

D.\'RATOS (3/ff/.) an epithet for bread that i.-s unfer-
meiited.

DAKD iA feu (Mil.) a javelin trimmed with fireworks to be
sent against ships or any places intended to be set on
fire.

D.\RE ad Uemanentiam (Law) to give away in fee or for
ever. Glanv. 1. 7, c. 1.

DA'REA (Bot.) the Trechomanes memhranaceum crispiim
Iiirsutum, S)C. S)C. of Linna;us.
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DATiIC {.Int.) 9s;fSix>5, a gold coin, so called from Darius,

by wliom it was struck. It is said to have been made
of very fine gold, and is supposed to have been equal to

2.JS. of our money. In Scripture the darics are called

Adar/innim.

DA'RII {Log.) an arbitrary term for a mode of syllogisms

of the first figure, wherein the major proposition is a uni-

versal affirmative, and the minor and conclusion particular

affirmatives ; thus,

(I A All men are endued with reason ;

r I Some animals are men ; ergo,

I Some animals are endued with reason.

DARK CHAMBER {Mech.) vide Ctimera obscura.—Dark
Tent, a portable Camera Obxcura, made somewhat like a

desk, and fitted with optic glasses, &c.

DARKING-COCK (Orn.) a variety of the PJmsianus Gallus

ofLinna;us.

DARXEL-GRASS (Z?o/.) the Lullium ; most of the species

are perennials, but the Lolium tcmulentum is annual.

DA'RREIX (Law) a corruption of dernier, last; as, the

darrien presentment, the last presentment, an assize or

v.rit agaipst a stranger who preferreth to a church, the

advowson whereof belongs to another. F. N. B, 31 ;

2 Inst. 35.5.

—

Darrein Continuance is when, after the con-

tinuance of the plea, the defendant pleads a new matter.

DARSE {^lar.) French for the interior of a port vvhich is

shut with a chain, where galleys and other small craft are

sheltered.

DA'RSIS (Med.) Jii(<rii, an exulceration of the skin.

DA'RTARS ( Vet.) a kind of scab or ulceration on the skin,

to which lambs are subject.

DA'RTER (Orn.) a bird with a small head and long slender

neck, the Ploius of Linnaeus. It lives principally upon

fish, which it catches by darting forward the head whilst

the neck is contracted like the body of a serpent.

DA'RTOS (Anat.) J'.zfTot, the coat which immediately covers

the testes.

DA'SYPUS (Zool.) ^ctroTTHi, from i?act/?, rough, and zS,, the foot;

an epithet for a hare or rabbit. Gal. de Simpl. 1. 5, c. 9.

Dasypus, in the Linnean system. Armadillo, a genus of ani-

mals, Class Mammalia, Order Bruta.

Generic Cliaracter. Tusks none ; grinders short, cylin-

drical, seven or eight in eacli jaw.

—

Bodi/ covered with

a bony shell, intersected by zones or barrds.

Species. Animals of this tribe feed on roots, melons,

insects, worms, &c. ; are gentle; rest by day and wan-
der in the night ; burrow in the ground, and roll them-

selves into a globular form when they apprehend any

danger: females bring forth every month; flesh eatable.

The species mostly inhabit South America, and are dis-

tinguislied by the number of their bands.

DA'SYS (Med.) JU(ru5, rough ; is a term applied by Hippo-

crates to the tongue condensed and exasperated with heat

and dryness. Cal. Co:nm. in Ilippucrnt.; Prurrhet i^" Coac.

DASYSTE'PH.VXA (Dot.) the Geulianu asclrpaidcs.

DA'T.'V (.Malli.) such things or quantities as are supposed

to be given or known, in order to find out thereby tiiat

which is unknown or sought for.

DA'TARY (Ecc.) the chief officer in the chancery of Rome,
through whose hands most vacant benefices pass.

DATE (Cliron.) the number which marks the day of the

month when any writing, coin, &c. was made.

Date (Dot.) the fruit of the Date Tree Date Plum, the

Diospyros of Linnxus.

DATE TREE (Dot.) the Phcenii dnclylifcrn.

DATHI'ATIIU.M (Bot.) a coar.scr kind' of frankincense of

the second gathering. I'lin. 1. 'i, c. I 1-.

DA'THOLITE (Min.) a sort of spar htonc.

I).\TrSC.\ (Bit.) a gtnus of plants, Class 22 Dioccia,

Order 10 Dodccandria.

DAV
Generic Cliaracter. C.\l. perianth five-leaved.

—

Cor. none—Stam. filaments scarcely any.

—

Pist. germ oblong.—l
sltjlcs three ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. capsule oblong ; seeds
numerous.

Species. The species are perennials, as

—

Datisca canna-
bina. Cannabis, seu Luteola, native of Candia, or
Crete — Datisca hirlca. Rough-stalked Bastard Hemp,
native of Pennsylvania.

DA'TISI (Log.) an arbitrary term for a mode of syllogisms
in the third figure, wherein the major proposition is a
universal affirmative, and the minor and conclusion are
particular affirmatives ; as,

d A All believers are dear to God

;

/ I Some believers are afflicted ; ergo,

s I Some afflicted are dear to God."
DA'TIVE (Laic) signifies that which may be given or

disposed of at will and pleasure. Stat. 9, R. 1, c. 2
Dative Tutelage, in Civil Law, the tutelage of a minor
appointed by a magistrate.

Dative (Gram.) from do, to give; is the third case of
nouns; so called because thereby we show that something
is given or taken away. Friscian. et alii. Vet. Gram.
Put.<ich. Ed. ; Isidor. Orig. 1. 1, c. 6.

DATU'RA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,
Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. one-
petalled.

—

Stam. filaments five ; anthers oblong.

—

Pist.
germ ovate; style filiform; stigma thickish.

—

Per. cctp-

sale ovate ; seeds numerous.
Species. The species are annual, as

—

Datura Jirox, seu
Stramonium, Rough Thorn-.Apple, native of China.

—

Datum stramonium, seu Sulanuni, Common Thorn Ap-
ple. Bauh. Hi.4.; Bauh. Pin.; Park. Theat. ; Raii
Hist.; Tourn. Inst.

DAVA'TA terra (Law) a portion of land so called in Scot-
land.

DAUBE' (CooJi.) or i) la dauhc, a particular way of dressing

a leg of veal, Sec.

DA'UCUS (Bot.) ^oZmi,, Carrot, the well-known garden ve-
getable, is said to derive its name, ctTo tS ^cciuv, from its

hot quality. It was also called Dircccus, according to

Dioscorides. Theoph. 1. 2, c. 5 ; Diosc. 1. 3, c. S3.

Daucus (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,
Order 2 Digi/nia. Xatural order of Vmbellatie or Umbel-
li/era.

Generic Character. Cat., umbel universal.— Con. universal

difi'orni.— Stam. filaments five; anthers simple.

—

Pist.

germ inferior; styles tv,o ; stigmas oblusc Per. none;
seeds two.

Species. The species arc biennials and annuals. Of the

first kind the following are the principal :

—

Daucus
barota, Caucalis, seu Slaphilinus, Wild Carrot, or Bird's

Xcst.

—

Daucus niaurilanicus, seu Fastinaca, line-leavcd

Carrot, native of Italy, Spain, Barbaiv, &c. Of the

second kind ere the following; namely

—

Daucus vis-

nnga, seu I'isnaga, Si)anish Carrot, or Pick-Toolli,

native of the South of Europe, Barbary, and ^Alount

Libanus.

—

Daucus gingidium, seu Gingidium, Shining-

leaved Carrot, native of the South of France, &c. Clus.

Hist.; Bauh. Hist.; Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park.

Theat.; Raii Hist.; Tourn. Inst.

Daucijs is also the name of several species, as the /F.thusa

cynapium, the Amtni glaucifolium, the Athamanta libanotes

sicula, et Cretcnsis ; the Caucalis grandijlora, the Fhcllan-

drium mulillina, the Pimpinella pcrcgrina, the Sescli glau-

cum, et elatum ; the .S/)(»i verticillatum, et siculum.

DA'VIDISTS (Ecc.) a sect of fanatics in the ICtli century,

so called after their leader one George David, a glazier, of

Ghent, who pretended to be the .Messiah.

St. DAVID'S DAY (Cw.) the first of March, kept by the



DAY
Welsh in honour of St. David, bishop of Miney, in Wales,

at which time they wear leeks in their hats, in commemo-
ration of a singular victory obtained by them, under the

conduct of St. David, over the Saxons.

DA^'ID'S STAFF [Mcir.) an instrument made use of in

navigation.

—

David's quadrant, the common back quad-
rant.

DA'VIT (Mar.) a short piece of timber used on board a

ship, to hale up the flook of an anchor and fasten it to the

bow of the ship.

DAULOXTAS FRUTEX (Bnt.) an American shrub, which
has the properties and virtues of chamomile.

DA'UMUR (Zool.) a species of serpent.

DAUPHIN {Ant.) an ancient military instrument, [vide

Delphinus'\

Daumiin (Po/i(.) the title of the next heir to the crown of

France, which is supposed to have originated with the

Dauphins of ^'iennois, who were sovereigns of the province

of Dauphiny, and bore a dolphin for their arms. The last

of those princes having no issue gave his dominions to the

crown of France, upon condition that the heir to the

crown should be called Dauphin, and ever after bear a

dolphin for his arms.

DAUPHIN'S CROWN (Her.) a circle of gold

set round with eight fleur-de-lis, closed at the

top with four dolphins wliose tails conjoin

under a fleur-de-lis, as in the annexed figure.

Daui'iiins de Canons (Mil.) French for the

dolphins which are made in relief on the trunnions of field

pieces.

DA'URA (Bof.) vide HeUebnrum.
DAW (Orn.) vide Jackdaw.

DAWN (Astrun.) the commencement of the day when the

twilight appears.

DAY (Ant.) vide Dies.

D\v (Chron.) a space of time reckoned from the apparent

motion of the sun. It has been divided into the datj. pro-

))erly so called, in distinction from the night, which Sacro

de Bosco calls the artificial day ; and into the natural day,

as he calls it, including botli day and niglit, which by
others is called the artificial day. [vide Chronnlo'rij] The
day is moreover distinguished into civil and astronomical.

—The civil day is a space of twenty-four hours, which has

been reckoned from different points, bj' different nations ;

namely, from sunset to sunset, or from sunrise to sunrise,

&c.— Aitronoynical day is also a space of twenty-four

hours, reckoned from twelve o'clock at noon till the next
succeeding noon, i. e. beginning when the sun's centre is

in the meridian of any given place. This day is divided

accordingly into two parts ; namely, A.M. ante meridiem,

i.e. before noon; and P.M. post meridiem, i.e. after noon,

[vide C/ironology~\

Dav (Z,ou') is taken, 1. For the civil day, or the space of

twenty-four hours, including day and night ; so that if the

fact be done in the night, it must be stated in law pro-

ceedings in the night of the same day. 2. Day is also

taken for the day nj appearance of the parties, or the con-

tinuance of the suit, where a day is given, (Src. whence the

phrases " To be dismi.<sed jvit/wut day," to be finally dis-

missed the court. " To be put rvithout day," i. e. when
the justices, before whom causes are depending, do not

come on the day to which they have been continued.

A day of appearance in court is, by the writ, the roll

;

/ly writ, when the sheriff returns the writ ; by roll, when
the sheriff not returning the writ, the defendant, to save
his freehold, loss of time, imprisonment, <S:c. may appear

|

by the day he hath by the roll. Co. Lit. 134', 135.— Common
days, [vide Dies']— Speaal days, [vide Dies']—Days of
grace, [vide Dies]—Return days, certain days in term for

the return of writs, which, if they happen on a Sunday, or

DEA
any festival, as Ascension Day, St. John Baptist, and the

like, the day following is taken instead of it.

—

Days i,t

Bank, [vide Dies]

DA'Y-FLY (Ent.) the Ephemera of Linnteus, an insect; so

called from the shortness of its existence, which rarely

exceeds a da}', and sometimes not an hour. The larva

lives under water, is six-footed, and active ; the pupa i^

similar to the larva, but it has also the rudiments of future

wings.

DA'Y-LILY (Bot.) the Hemerocallis of Linna;us ; a plant

so called because the beauty of its flower is of short dura-

tion, seldom exceeding a day.

DA'Y-NET (Sport.) a particular sort of net for catching

larks, martins, hobbies, &c.

DA'Y-RULE (Law) vide Day-Writ.
DA'Y-WERE of land (Archteol.) diurnalis diulitrna, as mucli

land as could be ploughed up in one day's work, or in one
journey, as it is called.

DA'V-WRIT (Law) or Day- Rule, a rule or order of court

permitting a prisoner in custody, in the King's Bench
prison, &c. to go without the bounds of the prison for one

day.

D'AYE'NIA (Bot.) the Ayenia pusilla of Linna;us.

Dx\'YER. (Archirol.) an old word in Lorrain and Champagne
for the meeting of the day-labourers, to give an account of

their daily work.

DAYE'RIA (Arch(enl.) a dairy, [vide Dairy]
DA'Y-LILY (Bot.) vide Day.
DAY'S ember (Ecc.) vide Ember.

D.AYS intercalary (Chron.) vide C/ironologi/ and Intercala,i/.

Days of grace (Com.) are a customary number of days al-

lowed for the payment of a bill of exchange, &c. after the

same becomes due. Three days of grace are allowed iu

Britain, where they are given and taken as a matter of
course ; but in other countries, where the time allowed i.<!

much longer, it would be reckoned dishonourable for a

merchant to avail himself of it. Bills are, therefore, paid

on the very day they fall due.

DA'Y'S-.MAN (Arc/ueol ) a term for an arbitrator, or media-

tor, in any matter of dispute.

D.ws ofgrace (Lau') vide Dies.

Dav's Il'ork (Mar.) the reckoning, or account of a ship's

course, and distance run, during twenty-four hours, or

from noon to noon.

DAZE (Min ) a kind of glittering stones, found in the tin

and lead mines.

DE (Law) a preposition used in many law phrases, as

—

De
bene es.ie, as, to take a thing de bene esse, i. e. to allow or

accept of it for the present, till the matter shall come
to be more fully debated.

—

De 7ion decimando Modus, a

writ to be discharged of tithes.

—

De non Residentia cleric?

Regis, Sfc. an ancient writ, to excuse a person employed
in the King's service, &c. and to discharge him of non-

residence. — De Novo damns, the clause of a charter,

which, in fact, renders it a new charter.

—

De Onerandu

pro Rata Poitionis, an ancient writ, where a person was
distrained for rent that ought to be paid proportibnablv

by others. F. N. B. 23-t; New. Nat. Brev. 586; '2 Inil.

62 1.

DE'ACON (Ecc.) JiauMe?, diaconus, from ^ixk-o^m, to minister

to ; a minister or servant in the church, whose office it is

to assist the priest in divine service, &c. .S, Jonat. Epist. ad

Trallian. ; Clemens. Cnnstit. Apost. c. 4 ; Justin. Apolog.

1. 2.; .S. Cyprian.de Laps.; .iugust. Quecst. 101; Isidor.

de Eccles. OJf.c. 1. 2, c. 28 ; Alcuin de Divin. Offic. 1.3,

c. 8, &c.

DEAD (Mar.) a term used in many sea-phrases, as

—

Dead-
doors, doors fitted to the outside of the quarter gallery

doors, in case the quarter gallery should be carried away.
—Dead-ei/e, a sort of flat block, encircled with a rope, and
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pierced with three holes through the flat part, to receive
the rope called the lanyard.

—

Dead-flat, a name for the
midship bend.

—

Dead-lights, strong wooden posts fitted to

the cabin windows, in which they are fixed in case of a
storm.—Dead-men's-ei/es, little blocks and pullies, with
many holes, wherein the lanniers run.

—

Dead-neap, a low
tide.

—

Dead rec/ioning, the estimation which the seamen
make of the place where the ship is, by keeping an account
of her course without any observation of the heavenly bo-
dies. This is found, by keeping an account of the distance
she has run by the log, and of her course steered by the
compass, and then rectifying these data by the usual

allowances for drift, lee-way, &c. according to the ship's

known trim.

—

Dead-rising, or rising line of the floor, in

French la large des fa^-ons, those parts of a ship's floor or
bottom throughout her whole length, where the floor tim-

ber is terminated upon the lower futtock.

—

Dead-ropes,
those which do not run in any block.

—

Dead-ivater, in

French remoux de sillage, the eddy of water, which appears
like little whirlpools, closing in with the ship's stern as

she sails through it.

—

Dead-viind, in French vent dc bout,

the wind right against the ship, or that blowing from the
very point to which she wants to go.

—

Dend--vood, in

French courles de rempUssage, certain blocks of timber laid

upon the keel, particularly at the extremities, afore and
abaft. This dead-wood is equal in depth to two-thirds that

of the keel, and as broad as can be procured, so as not to
exceed the bread of the keel.— Dead-ivorh, in French
auvres mortcs, a name given to all that part of a ship
which is above the water when she is laden.

TO DE'ADEN a ship's Kay {Mar.) to impede her velocity
through the water.

DEA'D-EYE {Mar.) vide Dead.
DEAD-LA'NGUAGES (Gram.) those languages which

have ceased to be spoken by any nation or community of
people. Under this name are commonly included the
Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, to distinguish them from the
living languages that are now in regular use.

DEADLY Carrot {Bot.) the Thapsia villusa of Linna-us.

—

Deadly nightshade, the Atropa of Linna;us.
DE.'V'D-MEN'S-EYES (Mar.) vide Dead.
DEAD-NETTLE {Bot.) the Lamium of Linnaus, a plant

of the nettle tribe; v.hich is so called because it is without
stings,

DEA'D-PLEDGE (Lajo) vide Mortgage.
DEAD-RE'CKONING {Mar.) vide Dead.
DEAD-KI'SINC; {Mar.) vide Dead.
DEA'D-ROPE.S {Mar.) vide Dead.
DEA'D-WATER, Ss''. (Mar.) vide Dead.
DEA'D'S-PART {Laiv) the remainder of the defunct's

moveables, besides what is due to the wife and children.

DE-AFFO'RE.STED (Laxc) deaffhrestata, discharged from
being a forest, exempt from tile forest laws. 17 Car. 1,

c. Id.

DEAL (Carpenl.) the wood of the fir-tree cut up for the
purpose ot building. It is cut again into various thick-

nesses, which are called hoards or leaves, and the deal

so divided is called two, three, four, five, &:c.. cut stuff.—
Whole Deals, are one inch and a half thick.

—

Slit Deals
are the half of that.

DE-ALBA'TION (Mech.) the process of whitening any thing.

DEAN {Ece.) a dignified clergyman, who has power over
ten or more canons.

—

Dean and Chapter, a corjiorate body,
composed of the dean and his prebendaries.

DE-ARTICIILA'TK) (Anal.) vide Aharticulalion.
DE-ASCIA''1"I() (Surg.) the same as Aposceparnismus.
DEATH, civil {I.axv) is where a man, though not actually

dead, is adjudged so by law ; as if any person, I'or whose
life any estate hath been granted, remain beyond sea, or is

otherwise absent seven years, no proof being made of his

DEB
being alive, he shall be accounted dead. Slat. 19, I. 2,
c. 6; 6 Ann. c. IS.

DEATH-WATCH {Ent.) the Ptinus pidsator of Linnaeus;
a little insect which inhabits old wooden furniture, and is

distinguished by a peculiar ticking which it makes with
the fore part of its head, something like the beating with
a nail upon a table. This it does in seven, nine, or eleven
distinct strokes, which were formerly looked upon as
ominous to the family where they were heard ; and gave
rise to its vulgar name. It has since been ascertained that

this ticking is only a call of one se.x to the other, [vide

Plate 35]
DEBA'NDEMENT (Mil.) a French term expressing the

act of being out of the line.

DEBA'UCHER (Mil.) French for enticing a soldier from
the service of his king and countr)-.

DEBELLATION (Md.) the subduing a people by military

force.

DEBENTURE {Law) an instrument in the nature of a
bond or bill to charge government, (S:c. There are differ-

ent kinds of debentures ; as, cnstont-house debentures, certi-

ficates by which a person is entitled to receive a draw-
back ; debentures in the King's household, by which the

King's servants can claim their wages.

DE'BET (Latv) he owes; the form of a writ of debt, which
is more frequently put debet et detinet, or detinct alone,

i. e. he owes and detains, or keeps back from paying the

debt. F. N. B. 1 19, &c.

—

Debet et solet, a writ of right,

as if a man sue for any thing which is now denied, having

been enjoyed before by himself, and his ancestors before

him. /•'. A'. B. 98 ; Reg. Orig. 140.

DEBI'LITIES {Astrol.) certain affections of the planets, by
which they are weakened, and their influences become less

vigorous.

DEBI'LLER {Mar.) French for taking the horses off, that

are employed in dragging boats up a river.

DE'BIT {Com.) a term used in Book-keeping to express the

left-hand page of the ledger, to which are carried all ar-

ticles supplied or paid on the subject of an account, or that

are charged to that account.

Dr.iiiT (Laiv) vide Debet.

DE'BITU.'M (/.nu) vide Debt.

DEBLA'YER {Mil.) signifies, commonly, to make Iioles or

excavations in the earth; but deblayer un camp, to evacuate

a camp, for the purpose of clearing and purifying the

groimd ; deblayer Ics terres d'un Jhsse, to clear away the

superfluous earth from the parapet.

DEBOUCHE' (Mil.) French for an outlet of a wood, or nar-

row pass ; Debouchc de tranchee, the opening made at the ex-

tremity of a trench, in order to carry the work forwarder.

DEBO'L'CHEMENT {Mil.) French i'or the marching of

an army from a narrow place into one that is more open.

DEBO'UCHER (Mil.) French for to march out of a defile or

narrow pass, &c.; also to begin a trench or boyau in forti-

fication : Deboucher unc grosse Louche a feu, to take tlie

wadding out of a heavy piece of ordnance.

DEBO'UT (Mil.) Up I a word of command in the French

when troops kneel upon one knee in the presence of the

consecrated host.

DEBIU'S (Mil.) French for the remains or wreck of an army
that has been routed.

DEBRUISED (Her.) an epithet for a bend, or

other ordinary, placed over some animal, as

in the annexed figure. lie bcarcth " Gules a

lion rampant or, debruised by a bend argent,

charged with three crosses forniy sable."

DEBT (Z,«!i>) Debitum, in common parlance is

a sum of money due from one person to another; in a

legal sense it is an action which lieth where a man oweth

another a certain sum of money, either by a debt of re-
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cord, by specialty, or by simple contract, F,.V. 5,120,
&c.; New \fit. Brev.

DEBTS and Credits {Mil.) a title given to the monthly ac-

counts given in by the captain of ever)- troop, or com-
pany, in the British service.

DERU'SQUER (Mil.) French for to drive an enemy's party
from an ambuscade, or advantageous position.

DECACHO'RDUM {Ant.) an instrument of ten strings.

DECACLI'NION (Ant.) a dining-chamberwith couches for

ten persons.

DECA'DE {C/ii-o)i.) the number, or space, often days, which
formed the third part of the Attic month, [vide C/iro-

D£C-\DE {Lit.) the number of ten books which was formerly
the division of some volumes, particularly on historical

subjects, as the decades of Livy.

DE'CAGOX {Geom.) i'ix.xyatct;, from iJ/»z, ten, and ywM, a
corner; a plane geometrical figure, consisting often sides

and ten angles. If all the sides and angles are equal, it is

a regular decagon, otherwise not,

DECAGY'XIA {Hot.) from Axa, ten, and '/vy,. a wife; the

name of one of the orders in Linotcus' Artificial System,
comprehending those flowers which have ten styles, as in

the C-lass Dccnndria. [vide Decandria]
OE'CALOGUE {Ecc.) S^.<.c,x.yor„ from J^ix«, ten, and >,07«=, a

discourse ; a name for the Ten Commandments.
DECA'MERON {Lit.) a name given to a division of a vo-

lume into ten books, as the Decameron of lloccacio.

TO DECA'MP {Mi/.) to march an army from the ground
where it lay encamped ; also to quit any place in an un-
expected manner.

DECA'MYROX (Med.) from ^iy-x and /^m<i», ointment;

a malagma mentioned by Oribasius, containing ten ingre-

dients. Orihns. Med. Collect.

DECANDRIA {Bot.) from itxx, ten, and ^>i:f, a man ; ten-

stamened; a name for the tenth class of Linnaeus' Arti-

ficial system, comprehending those plants which have ten

stamens. It consists of si.x orders, namely

—

Mo)iijgijnia, Di-
g'jnia, Trigi/nia, Tetranipiia, Pentagi/niri, Decdgi/nin. The
following are the principal genera under the several orders,

namely—Monogynia, Cercis, Judas Tree; Bauhinia, Moun-
tain Ebony; //;/mfH(m,LocustTree; Casalpinia, Brasiletta;

Ciuilandinn, Bonduc, or Nicker Tree ; Dictamnus, Fraxi-

nella ; Hirmatoiijlon, I^ogwood : Melia, Bead Tree ; Stvie-

tenia, Mahoganj- ; Guniacum, Lignum \'itx ; Riita, Rue

;

Tribulus, Caltrops; Zygophyllum, Bean Caper; Monotropa,
Yellow Bird's Nest; Pyroln, Winter Green; Dion!sa,\e-
nus' Fly-trap, &c. — Digynia, as Sclerantlius, Knawel

;

Ckri/sosplereian, Golden Saxifrage; .Se/eHC, Catchflj- ; So-

jjonaria, Soapwort; Diantfius, Pink, &c. — Trigynia, as

Arcnciria, Sandwort ; Stellaria, Stichwort ; Cncubulus,

Campion, &c.—Pentagynia, as Cotijledon, Navelwort ; Se-

dinu, .Stonecrop ; Spercrula, Spurrey ; Cernstiiim, .Mouse-
Ear Chickweed ; Agrostemma, Cockle ; Oxalis, Wood-
Sorrel; Spotidias, Hog Plum, <Src.

Decandria is also the name of an order in the classes Mo-
nadelpliin, Diadelphia, Gi/nadrin, and Dicecin.

DECANTA'TION {C/iem.) the pouring off the clear part

of any liquor by inclination, so that it may be without any
sediment.

DE'CANTER {Mec/i.) a glass bottle made so as to hold
the wine which is for immediate use.

DE'CANUS {Ant.) the leader or foreman of a file of soldiers,

which was ten deep. J'eget. 1.2, c.8; PanciroU. Noiit.;

Dignit. Imp. Orient, c. 20.

Decanus also signified formerly a juggler, according to Ga-
len. De Sinipl. 1. 6.

Dec.vnus {Ecc.) a dean, [vide Denn]
DECA'NUTE {Astrol.) or Decury, is ten degrees, attributed

to aorae planet within which it is said to have one dignity.

DEC
DECAPHY'LLOUS (Bot.) decaphjlhis, ten-leaved; an cpU

thet for a calyx, as in Hibiscus.

DECAPITA'TION (Lmv) the punishment of putting a
person to death by taking off his head.

DE'CAPROTI {Arclneol.) iixa!Tfuroi, i.e. decern primi, the
ten chief officers of the empire.

DECA'RCHUS {Ant.) a tithing-man, or headborough.
DECASPE'RMU-AI {Bot.) the Psidiwn Decaspermum of

Linnaeus.

DECA'STICH (Poet.) an epigram, or stanza consisting of
ten verses.

DECA'STYLE (Archil.) or dccastijlos, from iJ'/xa, ten, and
^!j>.ci. a column ; a colonnade, consisting of ten columns.
Vitniv. 1. 3, c. I

.

DECATO'RES (Ant.) iJ-^aTc^aV.., tithe-gatherers.

DECATORTHO'MA (Med) a medicine made of ten in.

gredients.

DECEIT, urit nf{Lnn-) a writ that lies for one that receives
damage or injury from him that doth any thing deceitfully

in the name of another person.

DECEI'VED (Man.) a horse is said to be deceived upon a
demivolt of one or two treads: when working, as for in-

stance, to the right, and not having furnished above half

the demivolt, he is pressed one time or motion forwards
with the inner leg, and then is put to a reprize upon the
left, in the same cadence.

DECE'MBER {Chrnn.) Decembris, i. e. decimus niensis, the
tenth month ; the last month in the year, when the sua
enters the tropic of Capricorn, making the winter solstice.

This month was a season of festivity among the ancients,

in which all games were allowed that were otherwise pro-

hibited by the laws.

Mart. 1. i, ep. li, v. 7.

Dum hlanda vagus alea December

Incertus ionat hinc el hinc fritiliis.

Juv. Sat. 7, V. 96.

Tunc par ingeiiio pretium : tunc utile muUU
Paltere, et vinum toto uescire Decemhri.

Ovid. Fast. I. 3, v. 50.

Acceptus geniis itla December habct.

Senec. Epist. 18; Plutarch. Quesst. Roman. 34; Macrob.
Saturn. 1. 1, c. 7 ; Stuck. Ant. Conv. 1. 1, c. 33, &c.

DECE'MFIDUS (Bot.) ten-cleft; an epithet for a calyx
that is cut into ten parts.— Decemlocularis, ten-celled ;

an epithet for a pericarp that is divided into ten cells.

DECE'MPEDA {Ant.) SiKx^ni, a perch or pole ten foot long-

to measure land with.

Hor. Carm. 1. 2, od. 15, v. 14.

jV((//rt decempedis

Nelata priratis opcicum

PfrticHS eicipiebut .ircton.

Augustus assigned the decerapeda as a weapon to a desertei

,

or runaway, instead of a spear. Cic. Phil. 14, c. 4; Suet,

in Aug. c. 25 ; Vcgct. 1. 3, c. 8.

DE'CESI tales (Laiu) a writ which gives to the sheriff a/j-

ponere decern tales, i.e. to appoint ten such men, for the

supply of jurymen when a sufficient number do not ap-

pear to make up a full jury.

Decem primi (Ant.) the ten chief men, or senators, of every

city or borough, called by Livy Decem principes. Cic.

Rose. Am. c. 9; Liv. 1.29, c. 15 ; Sigon.de Ant. Jur. Ital.

I. 2, c. 8.

—

Decemviri, extraordinary magistrates created

A. U. C. 302, for the particular purpose of collecting the

laws of the twelve tables, which they gathered out of the

writings of Solon. They were also entrusted with the go-

vernment of the city in the stead of consuls; but this

lasted only a short time. Dionys. Hal. ). 4, p. 260 ; Liv.

1. 3, c. 33.
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Decemviri were also particular magistrates appointeil by

the decrees of the senate to determine particular causes,

Cic. Orai. C. W; Punipoii. in Orig. Juris.; Siccam. de

Jud. Centumvir. c. 9, 10.

DECENNA'LIA (Ant.) or Deccniiia ; a festival every ten

years instituted by Augustus, on the occasion of liis re-

suming the imperial authority at the end of that term.

The same festival was observed by his successors. Dio.

1. 5^.

DECE'NNARY (Law) a town, or tithing, consisting ori-

ginally of ten families of freeholders. Ten of these De-

cennaries constituted a Hundred, the origin of which is

ascribed to Alfred.

DECE'PTIO (/.nn) s'lAcncccit.

DECEK'.MINA (Ant.) boughs and leaves that decerpehantiir,

were plucked for the purpose of being used at lustra-

tions. Fest. de Verb. Sig.

DECHARGE'URS (Mil.) French for men who were ap-

pointed to attend the park of artillery, and assist the non-

commissioned officers.

DECIIOU'ER (Mar.) French for getting afloat a ship that

has been stranded.

DE'CIDENCE (Med.) a decay, or tendency to any dis-

temper.

DECI'DUUS (Bot.) deciduous; an epithet for a leaf, ca-

lyx, corolla, stipules, bnictes, and legumes; JhHum deci-

duum, a leaf that falls otf in autumn ; whence also plants

which lose their leaves in autumn are called deciduous ;

periaitlliiiim deciditum, a perianth that tails after the corolla

opens, as in Berberis, and the class Telradijnamia ; co-

^iTulla decidiui, a corolla that foils oft" with the rest of the

flower ; stipula dccidua, a deciduous stipule, as in Padiis,

Cerasus, Popidus, Tdia, Vlmiis, Qiicrcus, and many other

trees.

DE'CIES tantum (Latv) i.e. ten times as much; a writ

which lies against a juror (who had been bribed to give his

verdict) for the recovery of ten times as much as he took.

Stat. 38 Ed. 3, c. 12 ; Keg. Orig. 188 ; F. \. B. 171.

DE'CILE (Aslron.) a new aspect invented by Kepler,

when two planets are distant 36 degrees.

DE'CIM.E (Arclurol.) Tenths or Tithes.

DE'CIMAL (Math.) an epithet for any thing proceeding by

tens, as Decimal Arithmetic, decimal Fractions, decimal

Scale, &c.—Decimal Arithmetic signities, in a general sense,

that arithmetic, or mode of computation, which proceeds

on the scale of ten figures, [vide Nolatiun']; but in a par-

ticular sense it implies simply

—

Dccinvd fractious, which

are such as have 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, &c. for their de-

nominator, as -,'„ -, U T :; .Vt T-rr,^ U, -S-c. which, for brevity

sake, are expressed with a point thus -5 for -(„.—Decimal

chain, a chain for measuring of lands, divided decimally, or

into an hundred equal parts, marks being placed at every

ten. Decimal scales, flat rules, or scales divided decimally.

Circulating Decimals, [vide Circulating']

DECIMA'TION (Ant.) a military puni.shment among the

Romans, inflicted upon such as behaved themselves ill in

the field, by selecting from among the number every

tenth man who was to be put to death. Polyb. 1. 6, c. .'iti

;

Dionijs. Hal. 1.9; Cic. Cluent. c. 4G ; Liv. 1. '2, c. 59 ; Plu-

tarch in Crass.; Vcgct. 1.3, ci; Sigon. de .Int. Jur. Civ.

Rom. 1. 1, c. l.'j ; apnd. Grtcv. Thes. A:ili^. ton). 3.

Decimation (Arctucol.) a tithing, or paying a tenth part.

DE'CIMIS solvendis, S)C. (Laiv) a writ against those who

!iad farmed the prior-alien's lands of a king, for the rector

of the parish, to recover his tithe from them.

UE'CINEKS (Larv) Deccnnicrs, or Dosiners, such as had the

jurisdiction over ten friburghs for keeping the King's i)eace.

lo DECriMIER (Lit.) to find out the meaning of any

manuscript, which is written with cii)liers.

DECK (Mar.) a planked floor on which tlie guns lie, and

DEC
the men walk. Decks arc of different kinds, as

—

Cambering
Deck; which rises higher in the middle than at each end
Flush Deck, fore and aft, wliitli lies upon a riglit line with- .

out any fall.— Half-Deck, which reaches from the main-
mast to the stern.

—

Lonrr-Gun-Deck, which is the lirft

deck in first and second rate ships.— iVZ/VW/c Deck, which
is the second deck.— Upper, or Main-Deck, -which is much
slighter than the two preceding.— Quarter-Deck, which ig

above the upper iiecli..— Guii-I)eck, in frigates and sloops,
is the main or upper deck — Sj ar-Deck, that which is con-
tinued in a straight line from the quarter-deck to the fore-

castle, and appropriated for the reception of spars, cahlcf,

&c. It is otherwise called the Orlop. " To raise a deck,"

is to put it up higher, and " To sink a deck," to lay it lower,
[vide Savigation^

DE'CKEIl (I\}ar.) a term implying the rate of force in a
ship of war, as " A two or three Decker," i. e. a vessel

with two or three entire tiers, or ranges of cannon.
DECLAMATION (Rhet.) a set speech, made for the sake

of exercise upon a given subject.

DECLARATION o/' wvjr (Pulit.) the public proclamation
of a state, by which it declares itself to be at war with
any foreign power, and forbids all and every one to aid aod
assist the common enemy, at their peril.

Declaration (Law) Dcclaratio, Narratio, a legal specifica-.

tion on record of the cause of action by a plaintiff against

a defendant. Declarations are of two kinds, namely—-
Declaration de bene esse, or Btj-the-bi/, which is made oi
the return-day, conditionally until special or common bail

be filed.

—

Declaration in chief, which is after the filin" cf
bail.

DECLARAT'OR (Law) an action in the Scotch law whereby,
we praj' something to be declared in our favour.

—

Decla-
rator of propcrtij, is when the complainer, declaring his

right to lands, desires he should be declared sole proprietor.— Declarator r)f redemption is when, after a process before
the Lords against a wadsetter who refuses to renounce
after the order of redemption is used, the Lords force
him to renounce, and by decree declare the lands re-
deemed.

DECLA'R.\TORY Actions (Law) are those actions in the
Scotch law, wherein the right of the pursuer is cruvcd to

be declared ; but nothing claimed to be done by the de-
fender.

DECLE'NSION (Gram.) the inflection of cases to whicli

nouns are subject; also the act of going through these in-

flections.

Declension of a di.<:ease (Med.) that abatement in a dis-

temper which follows when it is come to its height.

DECLINA'TION (Astron.) the distance of any star, or
point of the Heavens, from the Equator. The greatest
declination of the sun is 23° 30'. The declination is eitl)er

North or South, as it is North or South of the Equator.
It is also apparent or true.

—

.Ijiparent declination, the dis-

tance of the apparent place of a planet from the Equator.— True declination, the distance of the true place from,
the Equator.

Declination of the mariner's cornpass (Mar.) its variationt

from the true meridian of any place.

Dfxlination o/« wall (Hor.) or a plane for dials; an arc'

of the horizon comprehended either between the plane and
the prime vertical circle, if it he reckoned from the East
or West, or else between the meridian and the plane, if

from North or South.

DIX'LINATOR (Mcch.) a mathematical instrument to take
the declination of the stars.

DECLl'NATORY (Mech.) a box fitted with a compass and
needle, to take the declination of walls for dialling.

DECLINAT'US (Bot.) declined or declining, that is, bcnd^M

ing towards the earth; an epithet for a stem, peduncle.
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stamen, style ; hutJhliuni dcclinatum is a leaf bent down-
wards like the keel of a boat.

DECLI'XEUS [Math.] or Dec/iiiinfr Diah, are those which
cut obliquelj' either the plane of the prime vertical, or the

plane of the horizon.

DECLI'VIS (]Sled.) declining; an epithet for the abdominal
muscle, so called on account of its posture.

DECO'CT (Med.) a name for water once boiled, or heated,

which was afterwards cooled in the snow to make it a more
grateful drink, which, according to Pliny, was tiie emperor
Nero's invention. Plin. 1.31,0.3; Gal. de Meth. Med.
!. 7.

DECO'CTION (Med.) a medicinal liquor, or diet-drink made
of roots, herbs, &c. boiled.

DECO'CTU.M {Med.) vide Z)ft-or/.

DECOI'FFER une fusee (Md.) French for to take off the

wax, or mastic composition, by which the inflammable

matter in a fusee is confined.

DECOLLATIO {f^nrg.) the loss of a part of the skull, so

called from decot/o, to behead.
DECOLLATION (Ecc.) signifies literally beheading, but

is seldom applied except to the beheading of John the

Baptist.

DECOLORA'TION (Mech.) the staining or marring a co-

lour.

DECO'MBRES (Mil.) French for the rubbish which is

made by any breach that is effected in the works of a for-

tification.

DECO.Ml'O'SITE (Gram.) vide Decompound.
Decomi'osite (Chem.) an epithet for a metallic or other body
composed of the metal and a menstruum, (S.c.

Decomposite (Med.) vide Dccitmposdum.
DECOMPOSITION (C//0/I.) the reduction of a body into

the parts of which it is composed.
UECOMPO'SITL'M (Med.) a term which augments the sig-

nification of rompositutii. Composiln are things which
suffer corruption, and are compounded. Deconipo^ila are

things united in composition by means of corruption and
generation.

DE'COMPOUND (Gram.) an epithet for a word which is

compounded of two or more words, as Ware-house-man.
De<;ompound (Bof.) deconipositits, an epithet for a leaf, an

umbel, and a Rower
; folium decomposilum, a leaf which

has its primary leaf so divided that each part forms a com-
pound leaf. These leaves are distinguished into the bige-

minate, biternnte, and bipennate [vide Bigeminate, &c.] ;

ambella decompositn is the same as prolifera ; flos dccompo-
iilus, a flower compounded of compound flowers, or con-

taining within a common calyx smaller calyces, as in the

Order Segregata, Class Si/ngenesia.

DECO'MPTE (Mil.) a liquidation, or balance, which from
time to time was made in the old French service between
the captain and every private soldier for monies advanced
or in hand.

DECORA'TIONS (.Irchit.) the ornaments in churches, or

other public buildings, that tend to increase its beauty.

DECORTICATION (Bo/.) from de, and corto, bark ; the

pulling off the outward bark of a tree.

DECO'RUM (.'lrt/(//.) or decor, the suiting all the parts of
a building so that they may best become the situation.

Vitruv. 1. I, c. 2.

DECOU'PLE (Her.) the same as uncouple.

DECO'Y (Sport.) an enclosed aviary; a place fitted for catch-

ing of wild fowl.

—

Decoy duck, a duck which goes abroad
and decoys others into the place, where they become a
prey.

Decoy (Mar.) a stratagem employed by a small ship of war
to draw a vessel of inferior force into an incautious pursuit,

until she is come within the range of her cannon, or, as it

is called, within gun-shot.

1
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Decoy {Mil.) a stratagem to carry off the enemy's horses in

a foraging party.

DECRE'ASE oJ' f/ie Moon (Astron.) another name for the

u-aiie.

DECRE'E (Laxi.') a judgment in a court of equity on a bill

preferred, as a decree in Chancerv, txc.

DECREES (Lit.) vide Decretals.

DECRE'ET cngniiionis causa (Law) is, in the Scotch law,

when the apparent heir is called to hear the debt constitute,

it not being alread)' clearly constitute by writ ; and the

appearing Iteir renounces, being charged to enter Heir.

—

Decreet cofiiiitioiiis causa again.d E.iecutors is when the

nearest of kin are pursued by the Executor Creditor, who
hath no writ to instruct his Debtor to hear the debt con-

stitute.— Decreet of comprising is when, at the day ap-

pointed in the letters, the Debitor being called, the mes-
senger offers him his lands for the money, which, if he lun c

not ready, the Inquest declares the lands to belong to tlie

creditor for his payment.

—

Decreet of exoneration, a decreet

of the Commissars against the Creditors, or nearest of kin,

wherein it is proved that the executor hath executed the

whole testament, and that all is exhausted by lawful sen-

tences.

—

Decreet of locality, a decreet modifying a stipend

to a minister, dividing and proportioning the same aniong-

tlie heritors.

—

Decreet qfmodijication is modifying a stipend"

to a minister, but not dividing it.

—

Decreet of valuation, a
sentence of the Lords, determining the extent and value

of teinds.

DE'CREMENT (Her) the wane of the moon, which in this

state is said to be a moon decrescent, [vide Decrescent"^

DfxUEMKNT equal of life (Math.) a term in the doctrine of

annuitie,', signifying that out of a certain number of lives

there should be an equal annual decrease within a given

period of years ; as suppose that out of .56 persons at the

age of 30 one die every year, so that in fifty-six years they

should all be dead.

DE'CREMENTS (Phy.) are the small parts by which a va-

riable and decreasing quantity becomes less and less.

Dechk-Ments (Cus.) fees paid by thestudents at the Univer-

sities for the damage of things which arc in their use.

DECRE'PITATION (Chcm.) the crackling noi.se which
arises from salt being thrown into an unglazed earthen pot.

DECRESCE'NDO (Mus.) Italian for detreasing or sinking,

as opposed to crescendo.

DECRE'SCENT (Her.) a term in blazoning to

denote the state of the moon when she de-

clines from her full to her last quarter, when
she has her horns turned to the sinister side of (tl

the escutcheon, as he beareth " Azure a moon
decrescent proper, by the name of De la

Lune."
DECRETALS (Law) or Decrees, a collection of the cai^oii

law made by Gratian, a monk of the Ordf?r of St. Benedict.
Decretals (Ecc.) are rescripts and letters of a Pope,
whereby some point or question in the ecclesiastical law is

solved or determined. Nicol. I. Ep. Q.

DECRETORY (Laiv) a definitive sentence.

DECRETUM (Laxv) \\Ae Decree.

DECRUSTATION [Mcch.) an uncrusting or taking aw.iy

the uppermost crust or rind of any thing.

DE'CUM/E (Ant.) the tenth or tithes of all .goods which
were given as an ofl'ering to any of the gods, or paid as a
tribute to the state. Plant. Stic/i. act. 1, seen. 3, v. 81 ;

Cic. in Verr. Oraf. 3. c. 7 ; Plutarch, in Sj/ll.; Dio. c. 78;
Appian. de Bell. Civ. 1. 1.

DECUMA'NUS (Ant.) belonging to the tenth, as Decuman/,
i. e. milites, soldiers of the tenth cohort; also collectors of
the tenths, or tithes.

—

Decumaniis limes, a line or meer di-

viding the field from East to West, in distinction from the

cardo, which divided it from North to South.

—

Decumanus
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fi:^rr, a ficiil that puvs tithe. /%i. \. 17, c. 22; Cohmcl.

j

^/f /,V /?».</. I. l, c. I'S. 1

DIX'L'MA'KIA (Bnt.) a genus of plants, Class 11 Dodccan-
\

(Ilia, Order 1 Monogipiia. I

Oeiwric Character. Cal. pcr'mnlli superior Con. petals
j

ten.

—

St \M. filaments from sixteen to twenty-five; an-

titers twin.— PisT. germ top-shaped; style cylindric;

sfigmn g'hbose.— Per. capsule eight-celled; seeds so-

litary.

Species. The single species is a tree, as the

—

Decumaria
barbara Fursi/lhia, seu Clansia, Climbing Decumaria,

native of Carolina.

DECU'MBENS (iJo/.) decumbent, an epithet for a flower

on a stem ijlos decumbent, a flower having its stamens and

pistils declined, or bending down to the lower side of it,

as in Cassia ; caidis decumbent:, a stem lying on the ground,

will) the base higher than the other parts.

DECU'MBITUIIE (.i.v//o/.) a scheme erected for the mo-
n'.ent tliat the disease invades or confines one to his bed
or his chamber.

Decumbituke (Med.) a lying down in consequence of sick-

ness.

DE'CUPLE [Arith.) a term of proportion implying tenfold,

or ten times as much as another.

DECU'RIA [Ant.) a band or company of ten men, whether

soldiers or judges. Cic. pro Dom. c. 5; Ascon. in Cic. ;

Plin.\. 33, c. 1.

DECU'RIO (Ant.) ^iK^^xfx.'i, a captain over ten horse or foot.

Poh/b. Varro. de Lat. Ling. 1. 4-, C. 1 ; Vegct. 1. 2, c. S*.

—Decurio was also an alderman in a corporation, answer-

ing to a senator at Rome.— Cic. pro Sext. c. 5.

—

Decurio

Pcmtificurn presided over the decuriw ciiriatcc, according to

an inscription. D. M. C. MALERI. PETRONIANI.
DECUR. PONTir. SACERD. JUVEN. MED. CAU-
SID.

—

Decurio Osliariorum, steward of the household, an

officer mentioned in an inscription, T. FLAVIUS. AUG.
DECURIO. OSTIARIORUM. FECIT. SIBI. ET. HA-
DRI/E. OCRIlULLiE.

DECU'RRENS (Dot.) an epithet for a leaf, a petiole, and a

stipule •.folium decurrens, a sessile leaf, having its base ex-

tending downwards along the stem, as in Symphytum, Ver-

besina, Carduus, &c.

DECURSIO (.4nt.) a ceremony, called in Greek jrfpi^o/*!)) of

going tliree times in solemn procession round the funeral

pile of any one to whom they wished to show respect. In

this decursion the motion was to the left, to indicate

sorrow. Horn. II. 1. 23, v. 13; Virg. JEn. 1. 11, v. 188;

Luc. 1. 8, V. 734'; Stat. Thcb. 1. 6, v. 213; Tac. Annnl.

1. 2, c. 7 ; Dio.\. ."JG; Suet, in Claud, c. 1; Appian. de

Bell. Civ. 1.1.

Decur.sio, a military exercise, consisting of a running

march. Sen. ep. 18; Suet. Ner. c. 7, &c, ; I'eget. 1.1,

r. 9, &c.
DKCU'RSIVELY-PINNATE (Bnt.) dccur.wo-pinnatum, an

epithet for a leaf having its leaflets decurrent, or running

along the petiole.

DECU'.SS.VTE (Dot.) decussafus, an cpitliet for leaves and

branches whicli, growing in pairs, alternately cross each

other at right angles ; so that if the stem be viewed verti-

cally, or the eye be directed right down it, the leaves or

branches will appear to be in fours.

DECUS.S.'V'TION {Opt.) the crossing of any two rays, &c.

when they meet in a point, and then go on, parting from

one another.

DECUSSIS (Ant.) a coin or piece of money of the value of

the Roman penny, ten asses, and ten pounds weight. Vi-

iruv. 1. 3, c. 1.

—

Decussis is also the figure of the letter X,

which bfing parted in the middle makes another figure of

V. r/in.\. IS, c. 3'1'.

DCCU'SSIVE (Bvl.) vide Decussate.
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DECU.SSO'RIUM (Surg.) a surgeon's instrutnent for press<

ing the Dura mnter in the case of a fractured skull.

DE'DACllOKD (Mus.) a harp or lyre with ten strings.

DEDUA'XA (Archrrol.) a man slayer.

DE'Dl (L'lxc) i.e. 1 have given; a term in a vrarranty ia

law to a I'eofile and his heirs. Co. Lit. 301-.

DEDICA'TION, Feast nf (Thecal.) a feast among the Jews
which was kept in memory of Judas Maccabajus, by whom
the temple and altar had been dedicated anew after its pro-

fanation by Antiochus Epiphanes.

DEDICA'TION-DAY (Ecc.) Festum dedicationis, a festival

in honour of the saint and patron of a church, which was
celebrated on the day of its dedication, or the anniversary

of that day.

DE'DIMUS poiestatem (Law) a writ whereby commission is

given to a private man for the speeding of some act apper-

taining to a judge ; by the Civilians it is called delegation,—
Dediinus Potestatcm de Atiornatofocicndo, a writ or power
by which the defendant could make an attorney in any
action or suit. Ken: Nat. Brev. 55, 56.

DEED (Ln\i:) an instrument written on parchment or paper,

consisting of three things, signing, sealing, and delivery,

and comprehending a contract between two or more par-

ties. There are two sorts of deeds, indented and polled,

according to their form or fashion.—A deed indented, or

an indenture, is that which is cut in and out at the top, or

in the side, consisting of two or more parts, for there are

deeds tripartite, quadripartite, and septempartite ; in which
it is expressed that the parties thereto have, to every part

thereof, set their several seals.—A deed poll, or polled, is a

plain deed without indenting, which is used when the

vendor, for example, only seals, and there is no need of

the vendee's sealing a counter-part. Co. I.itt. 171, &c.
DE'EMSTERS (Lan-) a kind of judges in the Isle of Man,

chosen from among, and by, themselves, who, without pro-

cess, writing, or charge, decide controversies there. Camd.
Brit.

DEEP-SEA-LE'AD (Mar.) a lead, at the bottom of which
is a coat of white tallow to bring up stones, shells, &c. in

order to learn the difference of the ground.

—

Deep-Sect'

Line, a small line tied to the sea line, witii which seamen
sound in deep waters.— Decp-Sea-Line-Block, a small

wooden snatch-block, from nine to eleven inches long.—

-

Deep-xvaiitcd, in French haul accoslille, the distinguishing

fabric of a ship's decks, when the quarter deck and the

fore-castle are elevated from four to six feet above tlie

level of the upper or maindeck, so as to leave a space

called the waist on the middle deck.

DEEP (Mil.) a term applied to the disposition and arrange-

ment of soldiers, as two deep, or three deep, i. e. two,

ranks one before the other, &c.

DEER (Zool.) a well-known animal classed by Linn!eu>

under the genus Cerviis. The two jjrincipal species so

called are the Rein-Deer, Cervus taraudns ; and the I'allow-

Deer, Cervus dama. [vide Cervus, Ac]
Deek (Sport.) one of the wild beasts of the forest.

—

Deer-

hayes, inclosed places for the preservation of deer.

DEE'SIS (Rhet.) iwu-^, obsecratio ; a figure of sj)eecli i"

which the orator beseeches or implores the Gods. Jul.

Ilnjinian. fig. 16.

DE essendo punctum de Telonio (Lan) a writ that lies for

those who are by privilege freed from the payment of toll.

—De J'lipensis Civium et Burgensium, a writ for levying

two shillings per diem for every citizen and burgess.

—

De
expcnsis mililum, a writ which requires the sherift's to levy

so much per diem for the expenses of the knight of llii.'

shire serving in Parliament. 12 Rich. 2, c. 12; 23 lien, (i,

c. 10; 1 List. 16.

DE FACTO (Law) i. c. in deed; a term used to denote a

thing actually done ; a King de Facto is a King who is jn
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actual possession of the crown, in distinction from a King
dejure.

DEFA'IT (Her.) an epithet for a beast whose head is cut off

smooth.

DEFALCATION (PoUt.) a failure or falling off in any
public accounts.

DEFAMATION [Lavi] the speaking slanderous words of a

person so as, de bona Jama aliquid dvtruhere, to hurt his

good fame.

DEFA'MED (Her.) an epithet for any beast that has lost Its

tail, which is a mark of infamy.

DEFAU'LT (Laiv) a non-appearance in court without suf-

ficient cause made out, although it extends to any omission

of that which we ought to do. Bract. 1. 5, tract. 3 ; Co.

Lit. 259.

DEFA'ULTER (Mil.) the same as a Dwfrfen
Defaulter (Com.) one who is deficient in his accounts, or

fails in making his accounts correct.

DEFE'ASANCE (Law) a condition relating to a deed, which,

being performed, the act is made void.

DEFECATION (Cliem.) a purging from dregs.

DEFE'CTION (Polit.) a falling off either from church or

state.

DEFE'CTIVE noims (Gram.) such nouns as want the ordi-

nary cases or numbers.

—

Defective verbs, verbs which have
not all their moods and tenses.

DEFE'NCE (Laxv) the reply which the defendant makes
after the declaration is produced, and then proceeds either

in his plea or to imparlance.

—

Defence of tlie Realm, any
legislative provision which is made in time of war for the

better securing the kingdom against the attacks of an

eneni)'.

Defence (Fort.) any work that covers or defends the op-

posite posts, as flanks, parapets, L"tc.

—

Active Defences,

consist of every offensive operation to annoy the besiegers,

as the discharge of artillery, etc.

—

Passive Defence is

chiefly confined to inundations.

—

Distant Defence consists

in being able to interrupt the enemy's movements by cir-

cuitous inundations.

—

Line of Dcfrnce, that which flanks

a bastion; it is ehhevfichant or razani ; t\\efchant is that

which is drawn from the angle of the curtain to the flanked

angle ; the razant is that which is drawn from a point in

the curtain razing the face of the bastion,

—

Defence nf
Rivers is the effort made to prevent an enemj' from passing,

—To be in a posture of Defence is to be prepared to resist

an enemy with all the means of defence in our power.

TO DEFEND (Law) signified formerly to forbid, from the

French defendre; it is used in this sense in a statute entitled

De dejensione portandi arma. 1 Ed. 1. " God defend " is

still used in some parts for " God forbid."

DEFENDANT (Law) is one who is sued in an action per-

sonal, as a tenant is one who is sued in an action real.

DEFENDENDE'MUS (Law) a word in a feoffment which
bindeth the donor and his heirs to defend the donee. Bract.

1. 2, c. 16.

SE DEFENDE'NDO (Law) is a plea used by one who kills

another in his own defence, which justifies the fact.

DEFE'NDER of the Faith (Ecc.) a title given by Pope
Leo X. to King Henry \Ul. for writing against Luther.

Lord Herbert. Hist. Hen. 8.

»E DEFE'NDERE (Law) a term in Doomsday-book sig-

nifying to be taxed for a certain quantity of land.

—

Se de-

fendere per suum corpus was to offer combat or Duel as an
appeal or trial at law. Similar to this was the expression

Defendere nnica manu. Bract. 1. 3, c. 26.
DEFE'NDERS (Ecc.) vide Defensores.
DEFENSA (.-Irchceol.) a park, or place fenced in.

DEFE'NSATIVES (Med.) medicines which divert humour
from a part affected.

DEFE'NSES (Fort.) vide Dfence.

DEF
DEFE'NSITIVE (Surg.) a phiister or bandage to keep on a

dressing, and secure the wounds from the air.

DEFENSI'VA (Archccol.) the Lords or Earls of the Marche.-,

the defenders or wards of the county.

Defensiva (Med.) Defensives, medicines which resist in-

fection.

DEFENSIVES (Med.) vide Defensiva.

DEFE'NSO (Law) or /;; drfcnso, a term applied to that part

of an open field upon which there was no commoning.
DEFENSO'REjS (Polit.) officers of state, or dignitaries in t!ic

church, who undertook to guard or protect the privileges

of particular towns or churches.— Defensores Civitation

were tlie same as Syndics ; the Defensores Ecclesiarnm were
otherwise called Advocates. Chrysost. et (Ecanu in Act.

Apost. X.; Ammian. 1. 20, c. 7, &c.; Justin. Nov. IS, d, Szc

DEFE'NSU.M (Archccol.) any inclosure, or fenced ground.

iSIon. Annl. torn. ii. p. 114.

DE'FERENT (Astron.) an imaginary circle or orb, in the

Ptolemaic system, that is supposed, as it were, to carr}' about

the body of the planet, being the same as the eccentric.

DEFEKEN'TIA rasa (Anat.) two white solid flatted tubes

arising from the Epididymis, which are so called from

defero, to carry down, because they convey the semen to

the x'asicidcp scminales.

DEFI'CTENT Hyperbola (Geom.) a name given by Newtou
to a curve having only one asymptote, and two hyperbo-

lical legs running out infinitely towards the sides of the

asymptote, but the contrary ways. Newt, numeral. Lin.

tert. Ordin.

Deficient Numbers (Arith.) are such whose aliquot parts

added together make less than the integer whereof the}'

are the parts; as 8, whose parts, being 1, 2, 4, make but

7 ; and if), whose aliquot parts are 1, 2, !•, S, make hut l.'j.

Deficient year (Chron.) the Jewish year, so called when
the month Cisleu is twenty-nine days instead of thirty.

DE'FILE (Mil.) a narrow lane or passage, through which

a company of soldiers can pass only in rile.

TO Defile (Mil.) to reduce divisions or platoons into a sm:.ll

front so as to march tiirough a defile, or any narrow place.

DEFI'LEMENT (Fort.) the art of disposing all the works
in a place that they may be commanded by the body of

tlie fortress.

DEFINI'TION (Log.) the explaining the signification of a

word, or determining the nature of things by words, which

serve as limits or boundaries to distinguish them t'roni

other things. A definition is nominal when it explains

one word by another; real when it explains the nature

of the thing. A real definition is again accidental, or a

description of the accidents, as causes, properties, eftects,

&c. ; or essential, which explains the constituent parts of

the essence. An essential definition is moreover metaphy-

sical or logical, defining the genus and difference; or phy-

sical, which distinguishes the physical parts of the essence :

thus, for example, " A man " is defined nominally by the

derivation of liomo from humo, the ground ; accidentally,

" A biped without wings;" metaphysically, "A rational

animal ;" physically, " A natural being consisting of body
and soul."

DEFI'NITIVE (Polit.) positive and express, as a definitive

treaty.

DEFI'NITOR (Ecc.) an assessor, or counsellor to a general,

or superior in religious orders.

DEFLAGRATION (Chcm.) the kindling, or burning off in

a crucible, a mixture of salt, or some mineral body, witii

a sulphurous one in order to purify it —Deflagration,

a gradual sparkling combustion of any substance without

violent explosion ; a term particularlj' applied to com-

bustion produced by nitre.

DEFLE'XION (Phy.) the turning of any thing out of its

true course.
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linFLEXloN (Mar.) the tendency of a ship from her true i

course by reason of currents, <!v:c.

Dkflexion (if' the Rays of I.iuhl (Opl.) a property distinct

from reflection and refraction, being made perpendicularly

towards the opake body. It is called by Newton liijleclinn.

DEFI^E'XUS (Bot.) bowed, or bent down archwise, an

epithet for a leaf.

DEFLORATUS (Bot.) an epithet for a flower which has

discharged its pollen.

DEFLU'VIUM (Bot.) a disease in trees whereby they lose

their bark.

]^/:fi-uviuiM capiilorum (Med.) a preternatural falling off of

the hair.

DEFLU'XIO (Med.) fromf/iw, to flow, and f/--, down ; the

falling of a humour from a superior upon an inferior part.

OEFOLIA'TIO (Bot.) defoliation, or shedding the leaves.

DEFO'KCEIVIEN'T (Lcm) a withholding lands or tenements

by force from the rightful owner.

DEFO'UCEOR (Lnw) Dijhrciator, one that overcometh
and casteth out by force. Htiit. 'J.5 Eliz. c. 25.

DEFORCIA'TO (Law) a distress or holding goods for sa-

tisfaction of a debt. Parocli. Antuj. 2.'i9.

DEFO'SSIO (Ant.) burying alive; a punishment inflicted

by the Romans on the vestal virgins who were found

guiltv of incontinence.

DEFRUTU.M (Husband.) from defervenda, must; or a de-

coction of new wine made by boiling away one-third. Plin.

1. 14, c. 9; Cidumel. 1. 12, c. 'iO ; hid. Oris:. > 19. c 'A.

DEFU'NCT (Law) a term used for one t'lat is deceased, or

dead.

DEFU'NCTION (Laiv) the final performance of any office.

DEGA'GEMENT (Archit.) French for a private passage,

or small back staircase.

DEGA'RNER uiie Fortressc, Sfc. (Fort.) French for to dis-

mantle a fortress.

DEGA'ST (Mil.) French for laying waste an enemy's

country.

DECiLUTI'TIO (.MerL) from de'^Uitin, to swallow; deglu-

tition, or the act of swallowing.

DE'G.MOS (Med.) J»i7/«.o?, from ^m^u, to bite ; a biting pain

at the orifice of the stomach.

DEGO'RGEOIR (Mil.) French for a steel pricker used in

examining the touch-hole of a cannon.

DEGO'RGER !;«£ f/H(!ira.v.s(((f' (Fort.) to lower the earth of

an embrasure so as to afford a view of any object against

which a gun is planted.

DFXIOUTF.' (Vet.) a French epithet for a horse that goes

oft" his feed.

DEGRADA'TION (/•-'((.) an ecclesiastical censure, whereby

a clergyman is divested of his holy orders : it is distin-

guished from deposition, which is simply a disi)lacing or

suspension from his office. Seld. Tit. of Hun.

Deckadation (Line) ut Common Law, is the depriving a

lord, knight, &c. of his rank, title, and honor.

IJkciiadation (Md.) the depriving an officer for ever of

his commission, rank, and degree of honour; also, the

reducing of non-ccnmnissioned officers to the rank and
j

station of private soldiers, wliich is necessary before they

can receive coiporal punishment.
;

Degkauation (Faint.) is the lessening and rendering con-

j

fused the appearance of distant objects in a landscape, so
j

that they may aj)pear there as they would to an eye placed

at lluit distance from them.

DEGU.V'Dl-.D (fh-r.) an epithet in blazoning

for a cross that h.is steps at each end, a-; in the

annexed figure. " He hearetli arsrent a cross

degraded, snide. Name U'l/ntwurlh."

DIXiRE'E (Math.) the thre'e-hundred-and-six- r,r-._a,

tietli part of the circumference of a circle. It ^*"<^^~*

is subdivided into si\iy parts cMvi\ minutes, and each of

DEL
those again into sixty parts more, called seconds.—Degree
of Latitude, a portion of land between two parallels of
latitude, equal to 60 miles.

—

Degree of Longitude, a por-
tion of land between two meridians, equal to (JO miles.

Degree (Algeb.) the power of the unknown quantity in an
equation: if the index be 2, the equation is of the second
degree ; if 3, of the third degree ; thus, x' = ;; is an equa-
tion of the third degree.— Parodie, or parodicnl degrees are
the indices of tlie powers when they ascend or descend
orderly in an arithmetical progression in the equation

;

thus, j;3 -t- m x^ -f ?; r =: /). 'I'he ))<irodical degrees are

3, 2, 1, 0, the indices of the terms regularly descending.
Degree (Law) an interval in kinship, by which proximity

and remoteness of blond are computed.
DEGREliS if eontpari.wn (Gram.) are the inflections of ad-'

jectives which express dilftrent degrees of the same quality;

these are three, namely, positive, which is the first degree,
or the adjective itself, as good; comparative, the second
degree, as better ; .viperlative, the highest degree, as best.

Degrees of heat (Chem.) arc four, the first of which is tl>e

gentlest of all ; the second suiTicient to warm a vessel

sensibly ; the third sufficient to boil five or six quarts of
water in a vessel ; the fourth is the highest degree that can
be procured by a furnace.

Degrees (Lit.) titles of honour conferred by a University
on any person for his merit in the arts and sciences.

Degrees, theoretical (Mus.) are the differences of position

or elevation between two notes. Degrees are either con-
junct or disjunct.

—

Conjunct Degrees are those which are

so situated as to form the interval of a second.

—

Disjunct
Degrees are those which form a third.

DEHISCE'NTIA (B(A.) the gaping or opening of capsules,
also the season in which this takes place.

DEHO'RS (Law) a term used in ancient pleading for

without ; as dehors the land, or dehors the point in (lues-

tion, &c.

DEJE'CTIO (Med.) from dejicio, to cast out; the discharge
of excrement by stool.

DEJE'CTION (/htrol.) is said of the planets wlien they are

in their detriment, i. e. when they have lost their force or
influence, by reason of being in opposition to some others

which check and counteract them.

DEJECTO'Rl.\ (.Meet.) from dejicio, to cast out ; purging
medicines.

DEINCLI'NER.S (Dial.) or DeincUning Dials, such as both
decline, incline, or recline, at the same time.

DE injuria sun propria absque tali causa (Law) words used'

in replications in actions of trespass.

DEI JUDl'CIUM (Lmv) the old iSaxon trial by ordeal, so

called because it was supposed to be an appeal to God.
DEINO'SIS (AM.) i\iti.irii, from <J'fi>i>w, to exaggerate ; an

enlargement of the supercilia. Hippocrat. de Hal. Vict. i?i

Acut.

DEIPNO'SOPHISTS (Ant.) from ^iT^r,,,, a supper, and
(rc(piiin, a so])hist ; a company of wise men who discoursed

on philosophical matters at supper; whence the title of

Athenaeus' book, which recounts such discourses.

Di:'IRA (Anat.) vide Cervi.r.

DEIS (.irehcrol.) the high table of a monastery.

DE'ISM (Theol.) the belief in the existence of a God as

deduced from reason. This is called Natural Religion, in

distinction from Revealed Religion, or the belief that i*

drawn from Ins))ired Writings.

DE Jl'l{E (/./u) by right, [vide /> i-Vr,/o]

DEL (.^/»s.) Italian f<,r by, as del Corelli, by ("orelli.

Dei. (Faint.) an abbreviation i'or delineavit, placed in copper-

]ilatcs, by the name of the draughtsman, to denote by

wliom it was designed.

DELACRYMATI'VA (Med) from dc and tacliryma, a tear;

medicines which dry the eyes, lirst purging them of tears.
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DELA'PSIO (Med.) from delabor, to slip down; a falling

down of the anus, uterus, intestines, &c.
DELA'TIO {.-lilt.) the informing against another; a secret

accusation, [vide Dclatores]

Delatio (Med.) vide Indkatio.

UELATO'RES (.Int.) common informers ; a description of
per^ons much encouraged by Domitian and the worst of

the Roman emperors. Tacit. A mini. 1. !•, c. 30; Suet, in

Doiiuf. c. IL'. The delnteurs of the French were equally
busy in the time of the French Revolution.

DELATU'RA (Law) an accusation, and sometimes taken
for the reward of an informer.

DEL CREDERE (Com.) Italian for the word ^^wnrrt/j/ce or

ivarranli/, as applicable to factors, who, for an additional

premium, become bound when they sell goods upon credit

to warrant the solvency of the parties. This is called a

Commission del credere.

DE'LEG.\TES (Lan) commissioners of appeal, appointed
by the king under the Great Seal, in cases of appeal from
the ecclesiastical court. Stat. 25 H. 8, c. 19.

DELEGA'TIOX (Law) is a term in the Civil Law when a
debtor appoints one who is a debtor to hini, to answer a
creditor in his |ilace.

DELETE'RIOUS (Mcd.)hMry.f:cc, from o„>.U; to injure; an
epithet importing pernicious, injurious, or poisonous, as

applied to drugs or medicines.

DELETl'TIOL S (Ant.) an epithet for paper on whicli one
niay write things and blot them out again, to make room
for new matter.

DELF (Archecol.) a quarry or mine where stone or coal is

dug. Slat.3\ Eliz.l.

Delf (Her.) the first of the nine abatements. [vide

Abatement]
DE'LI.A. (.Int.) J<Aia, a quinquennial festival in the island of

Dilos, instituted by Theseus at his return from Crete, in

honour of Venus, by whose assistance he had met with
success in his expedition. Tliucyd. 1. 3, c. lOi ; Cadim.
Jli/m. in Del. ; Pint, in Tlies.

DELICATE'ZZ.V (Mas.) Italian for delicacy, as co« «fe//ca-

tczza, with delicacy of expression.

DELIG.VTIO (.S'or; ) from dc, and ligo, to tie; the applica-

tion of bandages for the binding up of wounds, ulcers, &-c.

DE'L1!M.\ (But.) a genus of plants, Class 12 Polyandria,
Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved.— Cor.

none.

—

Stam. filaments numerous: a/i/Zifrs roundish.

—

PisT. c;erm superior ; style cyhndric ; stigma simple.

—

Per. berry larger ; seeds two.

Species. The single species is a tree, as the Delima snr-

mentosa, seu Peripii, native of Ceylon.

DELIQUA'TIOX (Chem.) from deliqueo, to melt, [vide

Siilulinn']

DEH'QUIUM (Cliem.) or deliquescence, implies a sponta-

neous solution which some salts experience by exposure to

the air. [vide Chemistry]

Deliuuium (Med.) vide Syncope.

DELI'RIU.M (Med.) from deliro, to rave or talk idly; a
febrile symptom, consisting in a person's acting or talking

unreasonably.

DELr\'ER.\XCE (/.«u) a term used by the clerk in court

to every prisoner who puts himself on his trial by pleading

nut guilty, to whom he wishes a good deliverance.— To
tvnge deliverance, to give security that a thing shall be
delivered up.

DELI'VERY (Laiv) or Gaol-Deliveri/, a term applied to the

sessions at the Old Bailey, by wliich the gaol is deli\ered

or cleared of the prisoners.

—

Clerk of the deliveries, an offi-

cer who draws up orders for the delivering stores or provi-

sions.

—

Delivery, a term in the mint implying the moneys
which have been coined witliiii a certain period.

DEL
DE'LLIS (Mil.) French for a select body of men from

Albania, who volunteer to serve in the Grand Seignior's

army.
DELOCA'TIO (Surg.) from de and locus, a place ; a dislo-

cation, or putting any part out of its proper place, parti-

cularly applied to the bones that are put out of joint.

DE'LPHIC.-V (Ant.) a kind of table or cupboard with three

legs, like that at Delphos, at which the priestess sat, who
gave the oracle.

Mart. 1. 12, ep. 67.

Jrgentum otque attrum non simplex Detplilca pmtut.

I'd. Inlerp.Juv. Sit.; Procop. de Bell. Vandal, c. 21.

DELPH!'NI.\ {Ant) ^i>.<p.ii«, a festival at Egina in honour
of the Delphinian oracle. Pind. Schol. Ohjmp. 8.

DELPHI'XlUM (Bot.) i'i>.<f,'•», a plant ; so called, accord-
ing to Dioscoride.%, because the flower before it opens
was supposed to bear some resemblance to a dolphin.

Dioscor. 1. 3, c. 83, f^-i.

Delphinium, in the Linnean System, a genus of plants.

Class 12 Piilyandria, Order 3 Trigynia.

Generic Character. Cal. none.—C()R.^)f/«/? five.—Stam.
filaments many; anthers erect.—Pisr. germs three ; stig-

mas simp\e.—Per. capsules three ; seeds \ery many.
Species. The species are perennials or annuals. The fol-

lowing are the principal perennials, as the

—

Delphinium
intermedium, seu americanum, Palmated Bee Larkspur,
supposed to be a native of Siberia or Tartar}'

—

Delphi-
nium elntum, seu aconitnm, Common Bee Larkspur, na-
tive of .Switzerland.

—

Delphinium exnltalum, seu elntum,

.American Larkspur. 'Jhc following are tlie principal

annuals :

—

Delphinium consoli'la, seu Cou.inlida, Branch-
ing Larkspur.—7)c//)/i/H/Hm nmhiguum. Doubtful Lark-
spur, native of Barbary. Clus. Hist. ; Dad. Pempt. ;

Bauh. Hist.; Bauh.Pin.; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat.;
Rnii Hist. ; Tourn. lust.

DELPHl'NUS (Aut.) or Delphinos, an ornament on vases,

couches, etc. in the likeness of a dolphin. The same name
was also given to certain pillars in the middle of the circus,

which bore the figure of the dolphin, in honour of Neptune.
Plin. I. 3S, c. 1 1 ; Dio. I. 49 ; Tcrtull. de Spectac. c. 8.

Dei.phixus, JsJKpis, a leaden machine of immense weight,
which was thrown on board the enemy's ship, during
an engagement, for the purpose of sinking it. It was
so called |)robably because it was made in the form of a dol-

phin, and the ship which carried it was called £''.>.ifiH(p^e-.

Tliucyd. 1. 7 ; Aristoph. Schol. Equit, act. 2, seen. 3 ; Vi-

triiv. 1. 10, c. 13; Poll. Onom. 1. 1, c. 9 ; Suidas.j Gyrald.

de Mavig. c. 12; Schrff". de Mil. Xav. 1. 2, c. 5; Salnias.

Solin. p. 570, &c.

Delpiiinus (Zool.) the Dolphin, is described by the an-
cients as the swiftest of all animals, either by land or sea

;

and, according to Aristotle, so agile in leaping, that it will

clear ships. Their love of music, and attachment to the

human species, is mentioned by Herodotus and other

writers. According to Juvenal, it was less than the Ba-
Ixna.

Juv. sat. 10, V. 14-.

Qiianti' delphinis balirna BriUinnicu major.

Tlie dolphin of the Nile was reckoned no less an enemy to

the crocodile than the ichneumon. Herodot. 1. 1, c. 24;
Aristot. Hist. Animal. 1. 1, c. 11, &c. ; Sencc. Nnt. Qncesl.

1. 4., c. 2; Plin. 1. 8, c. 25; JElian. Hist. Animal. 1. 6,

c. 15 ; Salmas Solin. p. 445.

Delphisus, a genus of animals, Class Mammalia, Order Cete,

having teeth in each jaw.

Species. The species are

—

Delphinus phoccena, the Por-

poise.— Delphinus delphis, the Dolphin.— Delphinus

Orca, the Sword Grampus, the dorsal fin of which re-

sembles a scymetar.

4c
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Delphinus (Astron.) if'api? or <?i>i?/', a constellation of the

northern hemisphere, having, in l'toleni3''s catalogue, 10

stars, in Tycho's 10, Hovelius' 11-, and in Flanistcacl's IS.

The Dolphin is fabled to have been translated to heaven
by Neptune. Anit. Plurnom. v. 316; Eratosthen. Clinrnc-

terh7>:i ; Hygin. Puet, Axtroii. ; Manil. Poet. Astron. ;

Pi'.lem. Almag. Nov. 1.7, c.5; Rkcirjl. Almagest Nov.
1.6.

DE'LPHYS (Med.) i'o4'v', the uterus, or pudendum mu-
liehre.

DE'LTA (Aiit.) ^Ura, the Creek letter A.

DELTOI'DES (Mid.) hxrouh',, from iva«., the Greek letter

A, and £">«, likeness; the name of a very thick triangular

muscle covering the upper part of the arm, and forming

what is termed the stump of the shoulder.

Deltoides (Dot.) or Delloidcns, deltoid; an epithet for a

leaf which has something of the figure of a delta.

DELVE (Ccm.) a quantity of coals dug at the mine or

pit.

DEM (Med.) Human blood.

DE'MAGOGUE (Polil.) from ifijaoc, the populace, and «/«<,

to lead ; a leader of the |)eople, i. c. the head of a faction.

DEMA'IN (Imid) or demesne, an inheritance; a term em-
ployed to distinguish those lands which the lord of a

manor has in his own hands, or in the hands of his lessee ;

from otlier lands of the said manor which belong to fret hold

or copy-hold.

—

Aiic'ent-demitin, a tenure by which crown
lands were held in the time of William the Conqueror.

DEMA'UCIIUS (.int.) $<jtix.fy_t,c, from o'Wo;, a township or

village, and if^«, a ruler ; the name of a magistrate in a

borough, particularly of Neapolis in Greece. Uparlian. in

Adrian, c. 19; Ttirneb. Adv. i. 29, c. 12.

DEMA'ND (Law) a calling upon a man for any thing due.

There are three sorts of demands:—one in writing without

speaking, as in every /Vef/;)e ; one without writing, Ijeing

a verbal demand of the person who is to do or peribrni the

duty. These two are called Demands in deed. The third

is a Demand in /aw, as in cases of entries on lands, i.'ic.

DEMA'NDANT (Law) the ))ursuer in real actions, in dis-

tinction from the plaintiff. Co. Lit. 127.

DEME'ASE (Law) vide Demise.

DEME'NTIA (Med.) from de and tnens, mind, i. e. without
mind ; madness, delirium, absence of intellect.

DEME'Il.SL'S (Bot.) {romdemergo, to sink down; an epithet

applied to the leaves of aqiiatic plants, which are sunk or

grow below the surface of the water.

DEME'SNE (/.iTiu) oT demeine, yide Demain.
DEME'TRIA (Ant.) otherwise called Cerealia, a festival in

honour of Ceres, who was called by the Greeks Aij^iinruf.

Poll. Onom. 1. 1, c. 1 ; llesychiits.

DE'MI (Ant.) ^.it-oi, a term particularly applied to the town-

ships into which all Attica was divided.

Df/mi (Gram.) a term which, used in composition, signifies

half, as demi-god, &c.

Demi' (Cus.) a half-fellow at Magdalen College, Oxford.

Dr'mi (Her.) \'ide Demi/.

DEMl-Aril {Man.) vide Demivolt.

DEMI-CA'NNON (Gunn.) a sort of great gun carrying a

ball of about six inches in diameter.

DEMI-CHA'SE-BOOTS (Cus.) a sort of riding jjools for

summer.
DEiVII-CHO'SS (Mar.) an instrument for taking tlie height

of the sun and stars.

DEMI-CU'LVEHINE (Gunu.) a piece of ordnance, varying
in length from nine to ten feet, and in the diameter of the

bore from four inches and a half to four inches and threc-

fjuarters. It requires a charge from si.x to seven pounds
of powder, and a hall of three or four inches in diameter.

DEIWI-DI'STANCE (Fort.) the distance between the out-

ward polygons and the flank.

2
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DEMI-DPTOXE (Mus.) the same as Tierce minor.

DEMI-GA'NTLET (Surg.) a bandage used in setting dis-

jointed fingers.

DE'MI-GOD (Mi/tli.) heroes who were accounted of human
nature, but enrolled among the gods.

DEMI-GO'RCtE (Fort.) half the gorge or entrance into th«

bastion, but not taken from angle to angle where the bas-

tion joins the courtin, but from the angle at the flank to

the centre of the bastion.

DEMI-HAGUE (Gunn.) vide Hague.
DEMI-QUA'VER (Mus.) the same as Semi-guavcr.

DEMI-SA'NG (Lnxv) the same as Hnlf-blood.

DEMI'SE (Law) Demissio, a letting or make of lands, tene-

ments, <S:c. by lease or will. 2 Li^t. 4-83.

—

Demise and
Re-demise, a conveyance where mutual leases are made from

one to another on each side.

—

Demise of the King, implies

a demise or transfer of his crown, dignity, &c. to his royal

successor on his death. It is therefore equivalent to his

death.

DE'MIVOLT (Man.) one of the seven artificial motions of

a horse when his foreparts are more raised than in the

terra a terra, but the motion of his legs is not so quick.

DEMIU'RGl (Ant.) or Damiurgi, officers among the

Achneans, who proposed to the assembly the matter on

which they were to deliberate, equivalent to the speaker in

our Parliament. Liv. I. 32, c. 22.

DEMO'CUACY (Polit.) <^>,«,o^f«->c«, from <?Jy^=?, the people,

and xpojTii;, to exercise power; a form of government in

which the supreme power is lodged in the people at large,

or persons chosen from among them, ylrislot. 1. 3, c. 8.

DEMOCRATLS theriaca (Med.) a theriaca, described by
./Etius. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1, c. 3.

DEMOISE'LLE (Mech.) French for a pavier's instrument.

DEMONOCRACY (Thcol.) from <?:=«.». a demon, and x««.

T£i'a, government ; the government or influence of devilf.

DEMONSTRA'TIO (Uhet.) i^JUu, called also Ostensio, a

mode of pronunciation, or figure of speech, so clear and

evident, as to set the thing, as it were, before the eyes of

the hearers. Cic. ad Ilerenn. 1. 3, c. 13; Ojiintil. I. 2,

c. 10, &c.; Geon;, Trapez. Rhet. 1. 1 ; Aquila. Rom. deFig.

p. 186.

DEMONSTRA'TION (Matli.) a proof, or chain of argu-

ment, founded on self-evident or admitted principles. ]Je-

monstrations are geometrical, which are proved from the

elements of Euclid ; or mechanical, when proved from th«

rules of mechanics.

De.mon.str.'vtion (f.og.) a chain of deduction, so powerful

as to produce an invincible proof of the truth of a proposi-

tion. Demonstrations are cither positive or negative, it

priori, or i posteriori.— .1 positive Demonstration is one.

which, proceeding by positive or aflirmative propositions,

ends in the thing to be demonstrated.

—

A negative Demon-
stration is that whereby a thing is shown to be true, by

proving the absurdity of a contrary supposition.

—

Demon-
stration ii priori is that whereby an effect ii^ proved from a

cause, or a conclusion is drawn from something, previously

proved, whether a cause or an antecedent.

—

Demonstration

a posteriori, is one whereby either a cau.se is proved from

an effect, or a conclusion by something posterior, either

an elfect or a consequent.

DEMO'NSTRATIVE (Rliet.) one of the genera or kinds of

eloquence used in panegyrics, invectives, &c. Quinlil.

1. 3, c. 7.

iDEMO'NTER (Mil.) French for laming a horse, or other-

wise rendering it unfit for service.

! DEMOTI'VUS elapsus (Med.) sudden death.

DEMPSTER (Law) vide necmsler.— Dempster of court,

1 another name in Scotland for the common hangman.

I

DE.MIJLCENTIA Medicamenta (Med.) are medicines which

render the acrimonious humours mild.
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DEMU'RRAGE {Com) an allowance to a master of a ship

for stayiiifj in a port longer than the time first appointed.

DEML'KRER (Lmt) a pause or stop upon a point of diffi-

culty, wliic'i must be determined by the court before any
fartiier proceedings can be had in any action. Demurrers
are oenerol where no particular cause is shown, or special

where tlie particular causes of demurrer are set forth.

DE'MY (Her.) an epithet for any charge that is

borne, half, as a demy-lion, in the annexed
figure. " He lieareth, nr, a deniy-lion, ram-
pant, nules. Name Mallory."

Dem'v (Ciis.) vdc Demi.
Demv' (Co7iu) the name of paper, of particular

dimensions, as it comes from the manufactu-
rer. It is so called because it is half the size of a sheet of
coiumbier.

DEN nnd Strond [Archceol-) liberty for a ship to run aground,
or come ashore.

DE'NA (Archaol.) a term in Doomsday-Book for a hollow
place between two hills.

DENARIA'TA ^fr?a; (ArcJiccol.) the fourth part of an acre
of land.

DENA'Ril de Cnr'.tnfe (Ecc.) customary oblations made by
parochial churches to the cathedral or mother church.

DENA'RIUS (Ant.) an epithet for any thing pertaining to

the number of ten, as Dennrice fistula', conduit pipes ten

feet long ; and Der.arice ceremonia:, ceremonies which were
ob.-erved for ten days. Fest. de Verb. Signi/. Denarius
signified particularly a Roman coin, equal in value to

ciglitpence in our money, marked with the leter X, to sig-

iiity ten asses. It was of the same weight with the attick

drachm or groat, and was reckoned for some time at four

Sesterces.

Dexarius (Archaol.) an old name for the English penn)-,

in French denier.—Denarius Dei, God's Penny, or Earnest
Money given and received by the parties to contracts.

—

Denarius S. Petri, Peter-Pence, an annual payment from
every family of one penny to the pope.

—

Denarius tertius

cannitatus, a third part or penny, reserved for the Earl of
the county, from fines and other profits of the County-
Courts.

DE'NBERA (Archeeol.) a place for the runnings of hogs.

DE'NCHED (Her.) the same as Indented.

DE'NDE (Bot.) the oriental name for a species of Ricinus,

called also Abelmoluch.

DENDRACHA'TES (Min.) ^i,^f^z^Tv„ a precious stone of

the agate kind, with streaks like the branches of a tree in

it. Orph.de Lnpid.; Plin.X.'.M, c. 10.

DENDRI'TIS (Min.) os»^frTK, a precious stone mentioned by
Pliny. Nat. Hist. I. 17, c. 10.

DENDROCrSSOS [Bot.) a kind of ivy growing by itself,

like other trees.

DENDROi'DES (Bot.) from <?s.i>, a tree, and uh^, a like-

ness ; a name for plants which grow like trees.

DENDROLI'BANUS (Bnt.) from <*Vpo., a tree, and ^,..3«.05,

frankincense; the herb Rosemary.
DENDRO'LOGY {Bot.) from ^i'»4=», a tree, and A0-/05, a

discourse ; a treatise or discourse on trees.

DENDROMA'LACHE iBot.) from SUi),, and ,«.=«a«;k". the

mallow ; a name for the Ma'va arhoresccns.

DENDRO'.METER (Mech.) from Si'i^>, a tree, and ,'/.»Vp,,,

a measure ; an instrument for measuring trees.

DESDRO'PHORI (Ant.) from h,>^^,, a tree, and (ps>, to

carry ; those who carried branches of trees in the solemn

processions which were made in honour of Bacchus, Syl-

vanus, Cybele, or any other god. They were also em-
ployed in cutting down and collecting wood, and are men-
tioned in several inscriptions on basso relievos, marbles, &c.
Cud. Theodos. de Pagan, et Tempi. 1. 14-, tit. 8; Voss. de

Idolol. 1. 1, c. 20 ; Turneb. Adv. 1. 'JU, c. 16 ; Ursat. de Not.
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Roman, apud Grav. Thes. Anliq. torn. 1], p. 632; Sp'jn.

Misc. Ertulit. Ant. sect. 2, art. 11, p. 56.

DE'NEB (Astron.) an Arabic word, signifying tail, is the
name of the bright star in the Lion's tail.

DENlCA'LES/er;> (Ant.) a kind of solemnity on the tentli

day in the house where a person had died, for the purpose
of cleansing it.

DENIE'R (Snmin.) one of the earliest French coins, so
called from the Latin denarius, answering nearest to our
penny. They were first made of silver, but afterwards
with an alloy of copper, or altogether of copper, until thev
finally fell into disuse. The denier was the twelfth pail of
a sol, and was either Parisois,

i. e. Parisian, or made at Paris,

or Toumois, i. e. made at

Tournaye, the former of which
was worth a quarter more than

the latter. The anne'.ed figure

is a representation of a Denier
in the time of Pepin ; on the obverse the inscription PE-
PIN US, and on the reverse R. F. \. e. Rex Francorum

;

the import of the marks on these coins is not known.
Blanch. Trait. Hist.

DE'NIZEN (Laiv) i. e. donaison ; an alien born who has ob-
tained, f.r donalione regis, letters patent to make hiro aa
English subject.

DENODA'TIO (Med.) from denodo, to loosen; dissohitioa.

DENOMINA'NS (Log.) vide Denominalivum.
DENOMINATl'VUAi (Log.) the name for any term thai is

derived from another, as prudent from prudence, which is

called Denominans ; and the word for the thing or persg.i

denominated prudent, as a man, itc. is termed Denomi-
natum.

DENOMINATOR nf a fraction (Arith.) that part of afrac-.

tion which stands below the line of separation, and deno-
minates or denotes the number of parts into which the iii-

teger is divided, as in -rV 10 is the denominator.

—

Deno-
minator of any proportion is the quotient arising from an/
division of such a ratio by its consequent.

DENOMINA'TUM {Log.) vide Dcnominati-c-.m.

DE non decimando (Law) a modus to be discharged ofiithes.—De non residentia, vide Do.—De novo damus, vide De.
DENS (Anat.) quasi edens, from edo, to cat, or from i-}ii',,

e^ovTec, a tooth, &C.
Dens caninus (Bot.) the Panicum of Linnxus.

—

Dens canis,

the Erijthronium of Linnasus.

—

Dens Leonis, the Arnica
crocca ; ihe Apargia hispida, liirin, et canubialis, &c.; the
Hj/oseris Jixlida, radiata, et Iticida, and the Hypocherit Hel-

vetica.

DENSE {Bot.) densus ; an epithet for a panicle having an
abundance of flowers very close.

DE'NSHIRING {Husband.) the practice of cutting off the

turf of land, and, when it is dry, laying it on heaps and
burning it to ashes, which is so called from Devonshire, the
place where this w-as first done.

DE'NSITAS {Med.) 7:ur.iiTr,;, hom densus, thick. Denseness
is sometimes opposed to raritas, thinness, and then signi-

fies closeness, or compactness. Hippoc. 1. ,5, aph. 62.

DE'NSITY {Phi/.) that property in bodies by which they

contain a certain quantity of matter under a certain bulk
or magnitude.

DE'NTAGRA (Surg.) oii;T«v(a, from iSni. a tooth, and
u'/fx, a capture ; a surgeon's instrument, or forceps for

extracting teeth.

DENTA'LIS Lapis {Med.) the tartareous and tophaceous

matter, which, being formed of a coagulation of vitreous

particles, adheres to the teeth, and is consolidated into

almost a stony hardness.

DENTA'LIUM (Con.) the Dog-like Tooth ShtiJ, a genus o?
animals, Class Vermes, Order Testacea.

4c 2
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Generic Character. Animal a Terebella.

—

Shell univalve, I

tubular, and open at both ends.

Species. The principal species are the

—

Denlalium enlnlis,

imperforatiim, nlahruni, &c.
DENTA'KIA (Bot.) from dens, a tooth, so called because

its root is denticulated ; Septfoil tootlnvort and Coralwort.

DENTARrA, in the Liuncan system,a. genus of plants, Class 15

Tctradynamia, Order 2 Siliquosa, Natural Order of Sili-

quoscB.

Generic Cha ratter. Cal. perianth four-leaved.— Cor.
fonr-petalled.

—

Stam. Ji/aments six; anthers cordate.

—

—PiST. arrni oblong; stijle very short; stigma obtuse.—Per. si/iqiie long ; seeds many.
Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Dentaria

enneaphi/lla, Nine-leaved Toothwort ; corallnides, seu cc-

ralia.—Dentaria Bidbifera, Bulbiferous Toothwort, or

Coralwort.

—

Dentaria pinnaln, Seven-leaved Toothwort.—Doitaria pentaphi/lla, Five-leaved Toothwort.

Dentaria is also the Lathrea srjuamaria and Tozzia alpina.

DENTA'RIUS (.S/n«-.) «J<"Ti>cis, a physician or surgeon who
professes the art of drawing and curing the teeth. Gal. ad
Tkrasi/h. c. St.

DENT.iRPA'GA [Surrr.) from ih,, a tooth, and u^i^c^, to

fasten ujion ; an instrument for drawing teeth.

DEXTA'TUS (Bot.) toothed, an epithet for a root; radix

dentata, a root consisting of a concatenation of joints re-

sembling a necklace ; dentalnm folium, a toothed leaf,

liaving horizontal points, with a space between each.

Dentatus {Med.) from dens, a tooth, the second vertebra

of the neck ; so called from its having a tooth-like process

at its upper part.

DENTE'LL.V But) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 1 JSIono^j^ijnia.

Generic Character. C.\L. perianth five-parted.—CoR. one-

petalled.

—

Utam. filaments five; anthers oblong.— Pist.

germ roundish ; sti/lc cylindrical ; stigmas two.—Per. cap-

sule globular ; seeds many.
Species. The .single species is the

—

Dentella repens, na-

tive of Carolina.

DEXTELLA'lilA (/?o<.) from dentella, a little tooth; the

lierb Toothwort, the Knoxia zelanica and Plumbago eu-

Topen of Einnaus.
DE'.STES (.^;(«^) vide Teeth.—Denies sapientice, a term ap-

plied to the two double teeth behind the rest ; so called

because they come when persons are arrived at years of

maturity.

DE'XTICLE (Archit.) vide Dentil.

DENTICUEA'Tl'S (hot.) toothletted, i. c. having small

teeth or notches ; an epithet for a leaf, as in the lli/pcris.

DE'XTIE (Archit.) Denticutus, which signifies literally a

little tooth, is applied to a member of a cornice, square,

and cut out at convenient distances, so as to give it the

form of a set of teeth. Vitruv. 1. 1, c. 2; Bald. Lex.

V'itrnv.

DEXTl'DUCUM (.Vn/.) from dens, a tooth, and ducn, to

draw; an instrument for drawing of teeth.

DEXTIFHI'CIU.M (Med.) A,-o7^,^,juu, dentrifice; a medi-

cine for rubbing the teeth, and purging them from sordes.

DEXT1LL.\'IIIA (Bot.) from drnticnla, a little tooth; a

name for the P/um/iago qunrnndam, Eeadwort.

DEXTISCA'LPIUM (Surg.) iS'o,Tny, v<p^y,{rom dens, a tooth,

and H-nlpo, to scrape ; a surgeon's instrument for cleansing

the teeth.

IJEXTl'TIO (Med.) iUrixpua, from dentin, to breed teeth,

Denlitinu ; the breeding of the teeth in children.

DE'NTO (Mrd.) from </en.t, a tooth; one whose teeth are

raised and prominent to an extraordinary degree.

DEXTODU'CIJM (Mrd.) vide Dentidurum.

W.SVDA'TM (Bot.) the seventh of Linnaus' Natural

Orders, comprehending some genera of flowers that appear

DEP

at a different time from their leaves, and therefore have a
naked appearance, as the Ci.lchicum.

DEXUDA'TIO (Med.) '/iiu,ymi<,, from denndo, to make bare;
a term applied to parts that are laid bare by the flesh being
torn from them.

DEO'HSTRl'EXTIA (Med.) from de and nbstruo, to ob-
struct ; medicines that ai-e exhibited with a view of remov-
ing any obstructions.

DE'ODAND (L(iiv) i.e. Deo dandum ; anything forfeited

to the king, to be a|)plied to pious uses, and distributed in

alms by his hii;h ahnoiier, is the forfeiture conunonly le-

vied on the personal chattel of any person that lias been
the immediate occasion of the death of any reasonable

creature. Flcta, 1. 1, c. 25 ; Bract. 1. 3, c. 5; 1 H. P. C.

419; 3 Inst. 57.

DE onerando pro rata portione (Laii:) a writ which lies for

one that is distrained for a rent that ought to be paid by
others proportionably with him.

DEOPPILANTIA (Sled.) froiti de and oppilo, to stop up;
medicines which serve to open obstructions.

DEO'XIDIZIXG rai/s (Chem.) rays of light which ward
supposed to deprive metals of their oxides.

DEPALA'TIO (Ant.) a term used by Vitruvius to express

the increments or increases in the length of the day,

TO DEP.l'RT (Chem.) a particular operation, whereby the

particles of silver are made to depart or separate from gold,

when being before melted in the same mass they could be
separated no other way.

Depart (Laiv) vide Departure.

DEPA'RTER.S (Chem.) artists who part and purify tlio pre-

cious metals from the coarser sort.

DEP.^'RTURE (Laxv) or depart from the plea, is when a man
pleads in bar of action, and reply being thereto made, he
shows another matter, contrary to his first plea.

—

Depaiiura
in spite of the court, is when the defendant appears to tlie

action brought against him, and makes a default afterwards.

Departure (Mar.) the easting or westing of a ship with
respect to the meridian it departed or sailed from.

Departure qf gold and silver (Metal.) the parting or di-

viding of those metals from others that arc coarser.

DEPA'SCEXS (Med.) in,i,i<i'r,',. from depasco, to eat down ;

is an epithet for a putrid ulcer corroding and,spreading it-

self over the adjacent parts. Gal. in llipp. 1, 6, aph. ^H,

DEPE'XDEX'S (Bot.) from ilrpendo, to hang from, dependent,
hanging down, i)oinling towards the ground: an epithet

for a leaf, and also applied to the sleep of plants, wliei>

the leaves which are erect in the day hang down in the night.

DEPERDI'TIO (Med.) i-^ofifofu. [vide Abortu.s]

DEPE'RIR (Mil.) a French term applied to an army wasting

away by disease, or any other accident.

DEPE'S'i'A (Ant.) Simc^fot, wine vessels which the Sabines

in their sacrifices used to set upon the tables of their gods.

Varr. de Ling. Lat. 1.4, c.2b'? Athen. I. 1 1 , c. .?; .Ilex.

Gen. Dirr. I.' a, c. 10; SlucL Antiq. Conviv. 1. 2, c. 27.

DEPElT'CiO (Med.) from de and petigo, a running scab; a
ring worm or tetter.

DEPHLEGMA'TIO {Med.) from de a.m\ phlcgmn, phlegm;
the operation of rectifying or freeing spirits from their

watery part.^.

DEP1IL1X;M.VTI0N (Clwm.) the depriving any liquid of

the superfluous water it may contain, which has the effect

of concentration ; in this manner sulphuric acid is de-

phlegniatcd by boiling, when, for a time, it loses nothing

but water.

Di:i'IILO(il'STICATED air (Chem.) another name for

Oxygen.
DEPILA'TIO (Med.) ^J/.ii<«nc, a falling oft; or dertuxion of

the hair.

DEPILATO'RIUM (A/«/.)^/A«.Op», from dc a.nd pUui, hair;

a medicine which destroys the hair.
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DEPI'LIS (Med.) xfftc, vide Alopoecia.

DEPLCVYMENT (Mil.) in French deploiement , the act of
unfolding or expanding any given body of men so as to

extend its front.

DEPLUMA'TIO (Med.) Tj-,>.a.a-.?, from de and phimn, a

feather; a disease of the evehds, which causes the hair to

fall off. Aet. Tiirnb. 2, serm. 3, c. 78.

DEPO'XENT (Lnit) one who gives information on oath be-
fore a magistrate.

Deponent verb (Gram.) a verb which has an active signi-

fication, but a passive termination. It is so called because
dtponit it, lays aside its passive participle future in dm.
hid. Orig. I.'l, c. 8.

DEPONTA'N'I (Ant.) old men pist threescore years of age,
and no longer fit for public service. They were so called

from the pontes, or narrow boards, over which the people
passed into the septa or ovilia, when tliej' went to give
their votes; so that persons who were disqualified were
said to be de pnnte dejedi. Fast, in Sciigennrios. Xmi. I

1. 12, c. 22 ; Manut. de Leg. c. 7; Sigoti. dc Ant. Jur. \

Civ. Ro7n. 1. I, c. 17.
'

I

DEP0PUL.\T()'REt5 ngromm (Arclupol.) a term applied I

to great offenders, who, as it were, unpeopled, and laid

wa.vte the lands.
!

DEPORT .\'TI()X {.Int.) a severe sort of banishment among !

the Koraaiis, which consisted in sending the offender to a i

distant island, confiscating all his property, and depriving
him of all his rank and dignity. It was distinguished from i

Relegiitio, in which the estate of tlie exile was not touched.
Dio. 1. 57 ; L'lp. 1. 1, j deportnto^

ff.
de Icgat. 3 ; Rhodig.

i

Ant. Led. 1. 27, c. 1.5; Manut. de Leg. c. 23.
!

DEl'O'SIT (Com.) any thing given by way of security, as

the deposit-money on the purchase of a house.
DEPOSi'TlOX (Lav:) the testimony of a witness, who, on

that account, is called the depment, which is taken down,
and, after being read over, and signed by him, is admitted
as evidence. Deposition is also the information given on
oath before a magistrate. Dq}o.iiti:'n is likewise taken in

tlie sense of depriving of a dignity [vide Degradation'] ;

and also for a man's death ; Dies depositionis, the day of
one's death.

DEPO'T (Mil.) in French depot, any particular place in

which military stores are deposited ; also a place of recep-
tion for recruits, or detached parties belonging to different

regiments ; and, in a fortification, a particular place at the

tail of the trenches out of the reach of the canon where
the besiegers assemble.

DEPOLT'LLE (^Jd.) or mettre en depouille, French for

stripping a cannon, when it has been cast, of its matting,
clay. iSrc.

DEPilEHE'XSIO (Med.) from dcprehendo, to catch un-

awares ; the epilepsy is so called from the suddenness with
which persons are seized with it.

DEPRE'SSED Gun (Giinn.) any piece of ordnance having
its mouth depressed below the horizontal line.

DEPRE'.SSIO (Med.) 'i<!-<p>.xtnc, from deprimo, to press

down, depression : when the bones of the skull are forced
inwards bv fracture, they are said to be depressed.

DEPRE'SSiON (Mil.) the placing of a piece of ordnance
so that its shot be thrown under the point blank line.

Depression of nn Ejuntion (.4lgeb.) the reducing an equa-
tion to lower degrees, as a biquadratic to a cubic equation,
01' a cubic to a quadratic ; as if, in the equation x^ — 6 x^

-t- 1 1 ii — 6 = 0, it be discovered that x is equal to 2,

then X — 2 will be the divisor, with which, if the equation

be divided, it is depressed to the quadratic x- — 4 x -\-

3 = 0; the two roots of which are 1 and 3.

Depression of a star (Astron.) or of the Sun, cSr. belou- the

horizon, is the distance of a star from the horizon below,

and is measured by an arc of the vertical circle or azimuth

DER
passing through the star, intercepted between the star and
the horizon.

Depression of tlie Pole (Mar.) is said of a person sailing or
travelling from the Pole to the Equator, because so many
degrees as he approaches nearer the Equator so many de-
grees will the Pole be nearer the Horizon.— Depression </
tlie visible Horizon, or dip of the Horizon, its sinking or
dipping below the true horizontal plane

by the observer's eye being above the
surface of the sea, as in the annexed
figure ; suppose the eye to be at E, then is

A E the height above the surface of the

earth whose centre is C, E A is the true

horizon, E A the visible horizon lower than the former by
the angle HE/; by reason of the elevation of the eye.

Depressio-n of a planet (Astrol.) is when the planet is in a
sign opposite to its exaltation.

DEPRE'SSOR (Anrit.) from deprimo, to pull or draw down;
a term applied to several muscles, because they depress
the parts to which they are fastened; as Depressor alee

Nasi, that draws the upper lip and the alee Xasi down.

—

Depressor Atignli Oris, that pulls the angle of the mouth
downward.

—

Depressor Oculi, the same as the Rectus in-

fer!ur oculi, Sfc.

DEPRESSO'RIUM (Surg.) the name of an instrument used
for depressing the Dura Mater after the operation for the
Trepan.

DEPRE'.SSUS (Boi.) dcpressus, an epithet for a leaf which
is hollow in the middle, or having the disk more depressed
than the sides, in distinction from convexus and compressits.

It is applied to succulent plants only.

DE'PROIENS (Med.) from deprimo, to depress ; the name
of a muscle which depresses the external Ear.

DEPRIVATION (Lim) a depriving, or taking awaj', as

when a parson, vicar, &c. is deposed from his preferment.
Deprivations are of two kinds ; namely, Deprivntio a benc-

Jtcii), when the person is wholly deprived of his living ;

and Deprivalio ab officio, where he is for ever deprived of
liis orders, which is also called Deposition and Degradation.
[vide Degradation']

DEPTH (Mil.) is the number of men that are in a file;

which of a squadron is three, and of a battalion six.

Depth ofa sad (Mar.) the extent of the square sails from
the head-rope to the foot-rope.

DEPUR.A'TION (Chcni.) from depuro, to purify; is the
purging a body of all the lees, fsces, &c.

Depuration (^urg.) the cleansing of a wound of all foul

matter.

DEPUR.ATO'RIA Febris (Med.) from de am\ parus, pure;
a name given by Sydenham to a fever which prevailed
during the years KiCJl and 1664.

DEPUTA'TI (Ant.) 1. Armourere, or makers of arms.
\ovel. 85 ; Basil. Ec. 1. 57. 2. Active persons who were
appointed to attend the army, particularly on the field of
battle, when they carried away the wounded, and waited
upon them. Leo. Constitut. 3 ; Panciroll. Notif. Digmi.
Imp. Orient, c. 65. apud Grav. Thes. Antirp torn. iii. 7.

DE'PUTY (.1///.) a person appointed by commission to act
for another, as Deput3-Barrack->Iaster, Deputv-Conimis-
saries. Deputy Judge Advocate. &c.

DE quibus sur disseisin (Laxv) a writ of Entry. F. A^. B. 19;.

TO DERAIGN {Z,(7ti') from the French deraigner, signifies,

1. To confound, or put out of its course, as deraignment,

or departure from religion. Stat. 33 Hen. 8, c. 6. 2. To
prove, as " To deraign, a right, a warranty, &c." 3. Brit-

ton applies the term to a summons challenged as defective,

and Skene uses it in the sense of waging, or making of law.

DE'R.\S (Alchem.) dif«?, a sheep skin ; is the title ofa book
in Alchemy treating of the art of making gold of baser
metals.
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DERBIA (Med.) a name given by some surgeons to the

impetigo.

DE'UELICT (Law) derclidus, forsaken, or left; derelict lands,

lands wliich the sea lias suddenly left ; derelict goods, as

spirits and tobacco, which are liable to duties as if legally

imported ; derelict ships, vessels forsaken at sea.

DERIVA'TIO (Med.) zufcxiTiua-iq, from derivo, to draw from :

is when a humour, which cannot be conveniently evacuated

at the part affected, is attracted thence and discharged at

some more proper place in its vicinity.

DEIU'VATR'E {Grain.) any word which takes its origin

from another called the primitive, as manhood, deit}-, &c.

The word derivative is also an example, being derived from

the Latin riius, a channel or source.

DE'RH'E (^Inr.) French for the driving of a ship.

DE'R.MA (Med.) i.iu.u, the skin.

DERMATO'DES (Med.) <J»f«,«Tii'J'.:?, from J'i>y-«, skin, and

ilio'r, likeness, resembling skin or leather; an epithet applied

to tiic darn mate}'.

DERMATOLO'GIA (?iled.) from ^m^a, the skin, and a.v^:,

a discourse ; a treatise on the skin.

DERME'STES (Ent.) the Leather Eater, a genus of Insects

of tlie Hemipterous Order.

Generic Characler. Antennev clavate, the club perfoliate.

— Thorax convex.

—

Head inflected and hid under the

Thorax.
Species. Insects of ihis tribe are distinguished into those

whicii have jaws bifid, and those which have the jaw

one-toothed, called by Fabricius apitte. '\'\\e larva, or

grubs, of this tribe, devour dead bodies, skins, leather,

mid almost any animal substance, being exceedingly de-

structive in museums and libraries. They are of a length-

ened oval shape, with more or less hair on the body.

The most familiar species are the Dermcstcs lardarius

and pe/li<.

UE'ROUTE (Mil.) French for the total overthrow of an

army.
DE'ilillCK (Meeli.) a contrivance to serve the temporary

purpose of a crane for hoisting up goods.

—

Derrick, in

French martinet d'artimoii, a tackle used at the outer

quarter of a mizen-yard, consisting of a double and single

block.

DE'IiRIS (Ent.) a genus of worms of the Order M(dluscn,

liaving a cylindrical body, a terminal mouth, and two

feelers: it inhabits the coast of Pembrokeshire.

DE'RSE (Med.) an occult fume or vapour of the earth,

from whence all ligneous substances have their rise and

growth. Paraccl. PJiilos. ad Athenian. 1. ,S, text. 4^.

DE'RTKON (Med.) Jlfrp«, from Apz?, the skin ; the omen-
tum, or peritona;um, so named from its skinlike consistence.

DE'R\'ISE (Theol.) an order of religious persons among
the Turks who practise great austerities on themselves.

DES.'V'R.MER (Gun.) a Freneli term which signifies literally

to di.sarm, but when applied to a piece of ordnance it im-

ports to draw the charge out, or altogether to dismount

it.

DE'.SCANT (Mus.) a term used h^' old musical writers to

denote the art of composing in several parts. It is |)lain,

figurative, and double.— I'lain dcscnid is the groundwork
of a musical composition wiiicli consists in the orderly

placing of many concords.

—

I'igur/itive, or florid descant,

is that wherein discords as well as concords are concerned.
—D->iil/le dcfcant is when the parts are so contrived that

the treble may be made the bass, and, on the contrary,

the bass the treble.

10 Descant [Mus.) is to run a division, or variety, with

the voice upon a musical ground in true measure, aud me-
taphorically signifies to paraphrase ingeniously upon any

Kubiect.

DESLE'NDENS (Dnt.) siAe Descending.

DES
DESCE'NDER, »(/(/ of Formedun in (laie) a writ wliicli

lieth where a gift in tail is made, and the tenant in tail

alienes the land entailed and dies; then the heir in tail

shall have this writ against him who is then the actual te-
nant of the freehold. F. X. B. 211, &c.

DESCE'NDIXG (Astrnn.) an epitliet opposed to ascending,
as descending degrees, signs, stars, Sec —De.'icending norte

is that where the planet descends from the north to the
south side of the Equator.

—

Descending latitude is the lati-

tude of a planet in its return from the nodes to th«
Equator.

Descending (Bot.) descendens ; an epithet for the candcx,
or that part of a plant which goes down into the earth:
enuilex de.'icendens is the same as the root.

DF.SCE'XDRE (Mil.) a French term for, to quit on being
relieved, as desc.-ndre la garde, to come oft' guard ; dt-
scendre la Ir.D-.clu'e, to quit the trench.

DESCE'NSIO (Med.) xxjaSao-ti, from dcscendo, to move
downwards, is properly spoken of the moderate or gentle
motion of the bodj' or humour downwards.

DESCE'NSIOX (C/iein.) is the ftilling downwards of the
essential juice, dissolved from the distilled matter.

Dkscension (A.ilron.) an arc of the equator which descends
or sets with any sign or point in the zodiac. It is either

right or oblique, according as it takes place in a right or
oblique sphere.— Ri.j,hl descension is the arc of the equator
which descends with a point of the zodiac in a right

sphere.— Oblique descension is an arc of the equator which
descends with a point of the zodiac in an oblique sphere.— Refrnctinn of Dcscensinn, vide Hifractinn.

DESCE'NSIONAL Difference (A.^tron.) the dift'erence be-
tween the right and oblique descension of a star, or any
point in t!ie heavens.

DESCENSO'RIL'aI (Chem.) from descendo, to move down-
wards; a vessel in which the distillation liy descent is per-
formed.

DESCE'XSUS (Client.) Distillation is amd to he per de.^een-

sum, by descent, when tlie fire is applied at the top and
round the vessel whose orifice is at the bottom, whereby
the vapours are caused to distil downw.irds.

DESCE'NT {Chem.) vide y>.s(r;(,w(,?.

DescjiNT (Pliij) is the tendency of heavy bodies towards
the earth.

Descent into a moal, &c. (Fort.) is a digging deep into the
earth.

—

Descents are the holes and iiollows niade by under-
mining the ground.

Descbnt (.V//.) or to make a descent upon a country, is t»

land on it with a hostile force, for the purpose of invasion.

Descent {Her.) a term in blazonrj- used to signify coming
down. " A lion /(/ descent " is a lion coming down, i. e.

with his heels up towards one of the points, as though he
were leaping down from some high place.

DiiscicNT (/.«u') Descensw!, hereditary succession ; the title

whereby a man, at the death of his ancestor, obtains his

freehold by right of representation as his heir at law.

Descent is of two kinds, lineal and collateral. — Lineal
Descent is that which is conveyed down in a right line

from the grandfather to the father, and from the father to

the son.— Collateral Descent is that which springs out of

the side of the line, or blood, as from a man to his bro-

ther, nephew, I've, [vide /.nu]

DESCE'NTS {Fort.) \\dc Descent.

DESCRI'BENT (Geom.) a line, or superficies, by the mo-
tion of whicli a superficies, or solid, is described, [vide

Dirifienf]

DlvSCRI'PTION (Log.) an imperfect kind of definition,

which includes some accidents, or circumstances, peculiar

to it, so as to distingui.vh it from others, generally without

defining its nature precisely.

DEscniPTiON (Lmv) in deeds and grants of lands must con-
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tain an exact account of the lands, the place where they

lie, and of the persons to whom they are granted.

DESCU'REA (Bot.) another name for the Sis^imhri'an.

DESE'MPARER »« cnrp {Mi/.) French, to break up the

camp, to strike the tents.

liESENCLOU'ER {Mil.) French for to take the nail out

of a gun that has been spiked, or out of a horse's foot, &c.
DESE'RTER (Mr/) one that runs away from his colours, or

tjoes over to the encni_v.

DKSHA'CHE (Her.) a term in French blazonry for a beast

that has his limbs separated from his body.
I)i:SICCA'TIO (Med.) froniffeiVco, to dry up, J/fawi;, drying;

a term used by the chemists formerly in the sense of cal-

cination.

DESrCCATlVES (Med.) drying medicines.

DESICC.ATI'V^UM (Med.) an epithet for an ointment, or

plaister, for drying up thin humours flowing from an ulcer.

DE.SIDEK.A.'TUM"( /.//.) from desidero, to desire, or want,

is used for whatever is an object of particular desire, or

want ; in this sense a book is denominated a desideratum,
if it be of a nature to fill up a chasm in literature, or to

supplj- the wants of any number of readers.

DESI'GN (Paint.) the first draught or sketch of any picture,

which serves to give the general idea which the artist

has formed in his mind of his subject ; in a particular

sense, the drawing of a building to be executed ; compre-
hending the invention and disposition of the whole. The
design of a building consists of three parts ; namely, the

phn, or ground-plan, which shows the distribution of the

parts; the ekvntion, which shows the exterior; and the
sedion, which exhibits the interior.

DESI'GNATOR (Ant.) an officer who assigned seats to the

spectators at the games called bv the Greeks (Ti5f/«T5f.

Phut. Poen. Prol. v. 19.

i\Vu designator, prater a cbambuUl
AfK seistim ducat, dum ttistrio in xeitd siet.

He also marshalled the order of funeral processions, and
"':ad lictors assigned to hira.

Hor. 1. 1, epist. 7, v. 6.

•^— cumticus p-imtii cnlcrqne

Deiignatorem dectn-at lictoritjus atris.

There were also designaiores decumte in the provinces. Se-
y.ee. de Benefc. 1. 6, c. 38 ; Dio. 1. 56 ; Qiiiiilil. Dcelam. 6 ;

Donat. Adelph. act. 1, seen. 1, v. 7; Terlu/l. de Spectac.
c. 10; Panciroll. de Magistraf. Municip. c.'25; Ursat.de
Not. Roman, apud Grav. Tiies. Ant. Rom. torn. I !, p. 670.

DESIPIE'NTIA (Med.) j-^tfapfoc-M.,, from de.iipio, to dote;
a defect of reason, a sj'mptoniatic phrenzv.

DE'SME (Med.) htrfjt,!!, from ^m, to bind"; a bandage, or
ligature.

DESMI'DION (Surg.) Aff-,^,?,«, from Jio-y.,, a handful; a
»niall bundle, or little bandage.

DE'SMOS (Surg.) s'io-f/.l',, is an affection of the joints after
luxation in manner ofa tie, or ligature. Hippoc. Lih.de Fract.

DE sen tort demesne (Law) vide De injuria sua proprid.
DE'SPEl;.\TE (.Med.) ai>.T.ro;, is an epithet applied to

incurable diseases.

DE'SPOTIS.M (Polil.) from the Greek ^.(TTir-;?, a lord, or
master ; a form of government where the monarch rules by
his sole and sovereign authoritj'.

1){;SPUMA'TJ0N (Cliem.) from despumo, to clarify; is

the clariiication of a liquor by elevating its impurities in

a s])ume or froth, and then taking them ofl".

DESQUAMATION (.S'Mro-. I from t/e, privative, and squama,
the scale of a fish, cenerallv means the same as ALrnsio

DESQUAMATO'RIUM (Sing.) from desijuamo, to scale off; i

an epithet for a trepan.

DESUDA'TIO i^L-d.) i^ilp^a-i:, from dcsndo, to swc.Tt down;
'

an unnatural and morbid sweating.
i

DET
DESULTO'RII (Ant.) or Desultores ; per.^ons of great agi-

lity, who used to leap from one horse to another at the
Circensian games. Liv. 1. '23, c. 29: Hi/gin. Fab. SO;
Arlemidor. 1. 1, c. 58; Cassiodor. I. 3, c. 51 ; I'egef. I. 1, c. IS.

TO DETA'CH (Mi/.) to send a party of soldiers upon any
particular expedition.

DETA'CHED^j/fcCi' (Fort.) are demi-lunes, hornworks. or
crownworks, and even bastions, when separated from the
body of the place.

DETACHIA'RE (Laxv) to seize, or take into custody a
man's goods, or person.

DETA'CH.MENT (Mil.) a certain number of men, draw)i
out from several regiments, or companies, for particular

employments, or expeditions.

DETAI'XDER (Lav:) a writ for holding any one in cu.«todv.

DETA I'NER ( Lau') is commonly coupled with forcible Entrii,

as Forcible Entry and Detainer, signifying violently taking
and keeping possession of lands and tenements; but a De-
tainer may be forcible whether the entry were forcible or
not ; as when a tenant keeps possession of the land at the
end of his term against the landlord, it is a forcible de-
tainer. Co. Lit. 256, &c.; 1 Hnvk. P. C. c. 64-.

DETE'XTIO (Med.) from delineo, to stop, or hinder; a.

name for the epilepsy, from the suddenness with whicli it

seizes the patient.

DETENTS (Hor.) are those stops which, being lifted up,
or let fall down, do lock or unlock a clock in striking.

DETE'NT-WHEEL (Hor.) called also the hoop-u-!ieel, whi.li
has a hoop all around it, except in one part, where the
clock locks.

DETE'RGENTS (Med.) f'J-Tm, deterging, from dcterveo, to
wipe off; medicines which cleanse and remove such viscid
humours as adhere to and obstruct the vessels.

DETE'RMINATE (Math.) an epithet for a number, and a
problem. A determinate Number is that v.hich is referred
to a given unity, as three, in distinction from the indeter-
minate, which refers to some imaginary or variable unit)-,

called Quantity.— .\ determinate Problem, a problem that
has but one solution, or limited number of solutions, in

distinction from indeterminate problems, which admit of
infinite solutions.

DETERMINATION (Phi/.) the disposition or tendency of
a body towards one way; also the action by win'ch the
cause is restrained to act, or not to act, in" this or that
manner.

DETERMINED problem (Geom.) a problem which has
either but one, or but one certain number of solution.'!.

DETERR.VTION (P%.) the removal of sand, earth, .^c.
from higher grounds to lower.

DETElibO'IllUM (Ant.) an apartment at the baths, where
the sweat was deterged and the body anointed.

DETERSO'RIUS (Med.) pWn.o?, detersive ; a common epi-
thet of medicines endued with a cleansing quality, whether
inward or outward.

DE'TINET (Lan) i. e. he detains ; a writ which lies where
a man owes an annuity to another, and refuses it ; or, in

general, where he withholds from another what is due
F.N.B. 119.

DETINUE (La:v) a writ which lies against him who refuses
to deliver goods or chattels which are delivered iiini to

keep. 1 Inst. 295.

DETONA'TION (Chem.) from detono, to make a noise; that
noise and explosion which some substances make on the
application of tire or heat.

DETRACTA'RI (Archaol.) to be torn in pieces bv horses.
Flct.\.1,c.'i7.

DETRA'CTiO (Med.) vide Catharesi.^.

DETRA'CTOR (Med.) from dctraho, tfc draw down; an
epithet for a muscle whose office it is to draw dov.n tlie

part to which it is attached.
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4JETRAHENS QUADRATUS (Anal.) vide Plali/svia Mij-

oicles.

DETIIA'NCHED (Ha:) an epithet in blazonry for aline

that falls bend-wise.

DE'TUIMENT (Adrol.) the greatest of the essential debi-

lities of a ])laiiet, i. e. the sign directly opposite to that

which is its house ; as the detriment of the yiin in Aqua-
rius, because it u opposite to Leo.

Dktiumknt (Her.) a term applied to the moon in her

eclipse.

DE'TllIMEXTS (('»'.) a term used at the Universities and
the Inns of Court, for the charge made to each member to

defray loss and damage.
DETRi'PLER (Mil.) French for, to take some files out of a

battalion, troop, or company, wlien the men are drawn up
three deep.

DETRITIO (Mnl.) \k\e Rhacosis.

DETRU'SOR (Anal.) from detruihi, to thrust out; the name
of a muscle belonging to the bladder, which serves to dis-

charge the urine.

-DEVADIA'TUS (Lav:) an epithet for an offender without

sureties or pledj^es.

DEVA'NCER une armie (Mil.) French for, to get an ad-

vantageous position in front of an army by means of a

forced march.

DEVASTA'VIT (Imjv) or Devastavenml hnna Testa, a writ

lying'against an executor or executors for paying legacies

and debts, without speciality, before the debt upon the

said specialities be due.

DEUCE (Spoii.) in French deu.r, the number two at cards

or dice.

DEVELOPPE'E (Geom.) French for, a curve formed by the

opening or unfolding of another curve.

DEVENE'RUNT (Law) a writ to the King's escheator on

the death of any one of the King's tenants holding /» capitc,

commanding him to enquire what lands or tenements came
to the King by his death.

DEVE'ST (Law) vide Divest.

DEVIA'TION (Astron.) a term in the ancient astronomy for

a motion of tlie deferent either towards or from the

ecliptic.

—

Deviation <if a fallinii^ Rdfli/, that deviation from

the perpendicular which falling bodies experience in their

descent, in consequence of the rotation of the earth on its

axis.

DEVFCE (Paint.) a representation of some object with

a motto serving as an emblem of some virtue or good
quality in a person or thing.

DEVIL IX A liUSH (Bot.) another name for the AVirf/m.

DEVIL'S IjIT (Hot.) an epithet for the Seabiusa prccmorsa,

because it has its root preniorse, i. e. bitten off as it were

at the end.—Devil's-Guts, the Cuscuta epilhijmum of Lin-

naeus.

DEVI'SE (Law) a gift of lands, &c. by a last will and testa-

ment. The giver is called the Devisor, and the person to

whom it is given the Devisee.

Dl'-VISE'E (Law) he to whom the devise or bequest is made.

DEVrSOR (Law) he who makes the devise.

DE'UNX (Ant.) a weight of eleven ounces, or eleven-

twelfths of a pound, or of any entire quantity.

DI^VO'IRES of Calais (Law) the customs due to the King

for merchandise brought to or carried out from Calais

when our staple was there, Stat. '3i Jul. \,c.\S; 2 Rich. '2.

. St. 1 , c. ;).

DEVOIJ'RIN'G (rier.) vide Vornnl.

DEUS (Ant.) G)io5, tile name among the Greeks and Romans
for their deities, to whom they paid divine honours. These

were divided generally into

—

Dii Ma/oriim •^entunii, or

Dii Ma;:^ni,vih\c\\ are enumerated in these lines of Ennius:

Ji/mi, Veila, Minerin, Cerfs. Di'iim. Vemis, Afar/-,

Mcrcur'ms, Jutis, Siftiiinti, J'titcaniit, Ayiilli:

DEU
—Dii Minonim gentium, which were otherwise called Dii
Breves, included all the rest except the

—

Sclecti Dii,
which were in number eight, and were added to the Dii
Magni, these were Sol, Luna, Tellus, (ienius, Janus, Satur-
nus. Liber, Pluto. These gods were moreover distinguished

by different appellations, as

—

Dii Ascriptitii, those who
were, K-«piVivp°'/i*/^"<", enrolled among the number of the
gods, and were of course among the number of the inferior

deities.

—

Dii averrunci, among the Greeks k>.ihK!>.y.e., arp«.

ij-aioi, those who were supposed able to avert evils.

—

Dii
ccclestes, another name for the Dii Mngni.—Dii cummtines,

the gods who were vvorsjiipped in common by several

nations.

—

Dii cnyisentcs were Dii Ma^^ni, the superior gods,

so called because they composed the grand assembly of
the gods. When mentioned in insciiptions the name of
Jupiter is placed before all, as

IO..M.

CETEUISQ
DIS-CONSENTIBUS.—Dii geniales, namel}-, water, earth, fire, and air, which

were the elements of all things.

—

Dii genilnles, an epithet

applied to the Dii Ma<rni, as is supposed, because they
were looked upon as the authors of all things.

—

Dii ignoti,

B(e, a-/»a/5-oi, the unknown gods, had altars erected to them
both by the Greeks and Romans.

—

Dii IitlnraUs, the gods
who were worshipped on the sea-shore, asGlaucus, Panopea,
lie.

—

Dii Marini, ix^ecs-n-mt ©loi, marine gods, were very
numerous, of which Neptunus, Nercus, and Oceanus, were
the priru:ipal.

—

Dii nata/ilii, thegodswho presided at births,

of winch Jupiter and Juno were the principal.

—

Dii niip-

tiales, the gods who presided at marriages, as Jupiter, Juno,
Venus, Suada or Suadela, and Diana or Lueina.

—

Dii
patrii, xxTfun Oioi, gods of one's own country, i. c. such
gods as are honoured particularly in one's own country.

—

—Dii Penates, ifne-ia fcjfo, household gods, or such as were
worshipped at home.

—

Dii privali, those which were wor-
shipped I33' particular families or communities.

—

Dii pn/i-

hei were those gods which were worshipped in the public
temples.

—

Dii regales, Qio't /ia-iMim, those who were the
special guardians of kings.

—

Dii rustici, or rusticani, rustic

deities, those who presided over the fields, as Pan, Silenus,

the Satyrs, Fauns, Nymphs, and Dryads.

—

Dii tcrminales,

were those who marked the boundaries of fields, and were
known by the la/iii/es termini, or boundary stones, which
were made to represent a certain image.

—

Dii vialcs, those
deities which presided over the highways, as Mercury,
Apollo, Hacchus, Hercules, Ceres, Diana, Priapus, Vius,

and Fortuna

—

])ii nrbani, another name for the Dii con-

.icnte.t, so called because they had their temples and altars

in the city. Cain, de Re Rnst. c. 1 10 ; J'arr. de Ling. Lot.
I. 6, c. 5; deRe Rust. 1. L c. 1 ; Liv. 1.5, c. .Ti ; 'Fitruv.

1. I , c. 2 ; Manil. Astron. Poet. 1. 2, v. 433, &c. ; Catiill. I. 4,

Carm. 2'2; IL/gin. Fab.; Plin. 1. 3;!, c.7 ; Plut. Ale.v. .Justin.

1. II, c. 15; i'ertull. Apolog. c. 13, &c.; Sen: in Alneid.;

Macrolj. Silt. ; Gi/rald. Si/ntag. Dear. ; Tumeb. Adv. 1. 5.

DEUTE'RIA (Had.) ^tvnfi'x, I'vom ^lu-ifor, second; a poor
kind of wine which the Latins call lora.

DEL]T1:R'I0N (I\Ied.) rl <?i«ff„., .k :)UT..p«, from Ar/rif.,, se-

ciindiis ; the secundincs.

DEUTERO'GAMY (Laxv) iwT!fir/x.y.>i, from t.'.!/r.f«, tiic

second, and ya/u,*, marriage ; a second marriage.
DEUTKKO'NOMY (Htbl.) <?.t,T.po.<,^»;, from J-i^r<p«, the

second, and »o,i/.oc, law ; the fourth book of Moses, so called

by the (Jreeks because the law is repeated in it.

DEUTKROPA'TIUA (Med.) h-jr,f,:u(Hx, from <5-,.r.>5. the

second, and ^xla:, an affection; an affection which proceeds
from another disease.

DKUTEROPO'TMI (Ant.) ^£^7-ipo,TcT/*„, tlio.>;c who being

thought dead unexpectedly recovered after the celebration

of their funeral rites ; or who returned safe home after a.
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long absence in foreign countries where they were believed

to have died. It was unlawful for such persons to enter

the temple of the Eunienides until they were purified by
passing through the lap of a woman's gown that they
inight seem to be born again.

DEU'TZIA {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria,
Order 3 Trigynia.

Generic Charaeters. Cal. perianlh one-leaved.

—

Cor.
petals five.

—

Stam. filaments ten; anthers globular.

—

PiST. germ superior ; styles three ; stigmas simple.

—

Per.
capsule globular ; seeds several in each cell.

Species. The single species is a tree, as the Dculzia scahra,

native of Japan.

DE^'1'NDER (Man.) French for, the movement of a horse
who works upon volts, making his shoulders go too fast

for the croupe to follow easily.

DEW (A'«/.) the moisture which, being exhaled from the

earth by means of the sun, and in the form of a vapour,
falls down again upon the earth in drops.

Dew nf vitriol (Clicm.) a phlegm or water drawn from that

mineral salt.

DE'W-BERRY (Bol.) the Riihus ca;sius oi lAnnmns.
DE'\V-CL.A.\VS (Sport.) the bones or little nails behind a

deer's foot.

DE'W-LAP (Zool.) that part which hangs down under the

throat of an ox or cow.
DE'W-VVORM (Ent.) the Lnmhricus terrestris of Linna;us,

a sort of worm which inhabits the earth and dccajed
wood, feeds on the cotyledons of plants, and is the food of
moles, &c.

DE'W.^N (Polil.) a receiver-general and governor of a p-o-

vince in the dominions of the Grand Mogul.
DEWS (Sport.) y\i\e Deuce.
DE'XTANS (Ant.) the weight of ten ounces Troy, or ten-

twelfths of an integer. Varr. dc I.at. I,in. 1. 5.

DE'XTER aspect (Astrol.) an aspect which is contrary to

the natural order and succession of the signs.

Dexter epiploic vein (Anat.) the second branch of the

splenetic vein that passes to the caul or epiploon.

Dexter point (Her.) signifies the right-hand side of the

escutcheon; whence

—

Dexter-Base, the right side of the

base, represented by the letter G.

—

-Dexter-Chief, the

angle on the right-hand side of the chief, represented by
the letter A. [vide Escutcheon']

Dexter is also an epithet for any thing on the right-hand

side, as " a dexter hand," or " a dexter -aing ;" and
likewise for the male side in an impaled coat of arms.

DE'XTR.i^i (Ant.) the name given to those flutes which the

Romans played upon with their right hand, in distinction

from those which they played with their left, called the

.<:inistra.

DEXTRA'RIUS (Archccol.) one at the right hand of

another. Sometimes this word is used for the light horse.

DEY (Polit.) the title of the supreme governor in Tunis,

Algiers, and the other states of Barbarj'.

DFA (Gram.) a (ireek preposition, signifying of, by, through,

witli, which is often joined to the names of physical com-
positions, as Dinscordium, Sec.

DIA13A'CAN(J (Med.) ^ik fixK^»i; an hepatic remedy. Tral-
lian. 1. 8, c. 2.

DIABATHRA (Ant.) a kind of shoes used in Greece.
Feit. de Verb. Signif.

DIA'BEBOS (Med.) ^.«,<?s,34'5, an epithet for the Malleoli,

or ancle bones, not kept asunder but closed together,

speaking of a mechanical operation for reducing a gib-

bosity. Hippocrat. de Art.

DIABESA'SA (Med.) from ^i^ and $v<rx<r'cc. Wild Rue; the
name of a preparation in which rue forms a part.

DIABE'TES (Med.) from ^ix/Sxita, to pass off; an excessive

discharge of crude urine, exceeding the quantity of liquid

herb ;

P.G.
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drank. In the system of Cullen it is a genus of diseases

Class Neuroses, Order Spavni,
DIA'BOLUS METALLORUM (Min.) Tin.

DIABO'TANON (Med.) iiciS,or«.<,m, from ^orivr,, a
a plaister prepared of herbs. Gal. dc Com. Med.
1. 6, c. 2.

DIABRO'SIS (Med.) <^.«^p<•.•ol=, vide Anabrosis.

DIACA'DMIAS (Med.) ^^)^<:^.ii,M'„ from i^u. and y.«.UU.

Cadmia, the name of a plaister whoso basis is cadmia.
DIACALAMI'NTHES (Med.) ^V:c y.^y.y.i.f.c, from Jia and

y,x)iXfw6r.c, Calamint; the name of an antidote whose basis

is calamint.

DIACA'RCINON (Med.) <^>:t>caf«v«. , from >.«f«r>»?, a cralj

or cray-fish ; the name of an antidote prepared of those
fish, as an antidote against the bite of a mad dog.

DIACAR'YON (Med.) ^lo^^cifui,,, from y.uf^c', a walnut; a
rob made of walnuts.

DIACA'SSIA (Bot.) vide Cas.wi.

DIACASTO'RIUM (Med.) from ^.x and ^car^e. castor; an
antidote whose basis is castor.

DIACATHO'LICON (Med.) from }U and «««»>,«,?, uni-

versal ; an epithet for a universal purge.

DIAC.AU'STIC curve (Math.) a kind of caustic curve gene-
rated by the refraction of ra3s in a particular directior,

so as to form a given ratio with other lines meeting them

;

thus, suppose an infinite number of

rays, B A, B M, B D, Ac. issuing

from the same kuninous point B
refracted to or from the perpcndi- ^ j:^^^ xf
cular M C by (he given curve ^jii^^^''^/\\~~-r--5:i,

A M D, so that C E, the sines of ^'

the angles of incidence C M E, be
alwa3-s in a given ratio to C G,
the sines of the refracted angles C M G ; then the curve
H F N, that touches all the refracted rays AH, M F,
D N, &-C. is called the diacaustic.

DIACELTATE'SSON.(3/erf.) a term in Paracelsus relating
to the cure of fevers. Farac. dc vita long. 1. 2, c. 5.

DIA'CENOS (Med.) i\u.xac,^, from St'oi. and y.tm, empty, void;
an epithet for porous bodies, such as sponge or pumice-
stone.

DIACENTAU'RIOX (Med.) from lu and y.»Tuvfl<,v, centaury;
the Duke of Portland's powder is so called because its

chief ingredient is centaury.

DIACENTE'TON (Med.) from A« and xf.Tt«, to prick;
the name of a stimulating collyrium. Aet. Tetrab. %
serm. 4, c. 110.

DIACE'RATON {Med.) from A « and «>?, a collyrium i.i

which hartshorn is the principal ingredient. Cels. 1.6,

C.6.

DIACHALA'SIS (Med.) ^Mx,i>.u<ni, from ^mx^-^^^, to re-

lax ; a relaxation of the suture of the cranium.
DIACHALCITIS (Med.) from ^ik and x''>^>iiru, chalciti< ; a

plaister whose chief ingredient is chalcitis.

DIACHEIRI'SMOS (Med) l^xufiu-f^lc, from .Jia and x^'t,'

the hand ; any manual operation.

DIACHELIDCVNTU:\I (Med.) ^<«jiaX,«, from yj>i'i<,>, a
swallow ; a preparation of swallows.

DIACHORE'MA (Med.) fixxi>Y':y"', any excretion or ex-
crement, but chiefly that by stool.

DIACHRI'STA (Med.) ^n^zfi^x, from x;iu, to anoint; are
medicines applied to the fauces, uvula, palate, and tongue
for the abstertion of phlegm. P. Anineta. 1. 1, c. 46.

DIACHRY'SU (Med.) l^ ;kp"-S, from ^f^o-i?, gold ; the name
of a plaister for fractures. Gal. de Dipiamid.

DIA'CHYLON (Med.) Lxxvy^H', from yM'"i, a juice; is aa
emollient digestive plaister composed of juices. Gal, de
Com. Med. per Gen. 1. 7, c. 9.

DIA'CHY'SIS (Med.) i'tx.x''(ri'„ from yy^u, to fuse or melt;
liquefaction or fusion.
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DIA'CHYTOS {Med.) hi^vroi, an epithet for wine prepared

of grapes dried seven days in the sun. Pliti. 1. \i, c. 9.

DIACINE'MA {Med.) »iaxi'.fl«,a, from ^iXKniu, to move or

agitate in a slight manner ; a slight dislocation. Galen, de

Ft act.

DIACLY'SM.V {Med.) A«K;ii/(r/A«, from r.y.v'Q'!.; to wash out

or rinse ; a collution of the mouth, held therein for a time,

and then discharged.

DIACOCCYME'LON {Med.) ^«.>:oz,.<jt^y,xm, from o'^ and

xf.y.vLhi>,m, a plum ; an electuary made of prunes.

DIACO'CHLACON {Med.) ^My.o-^>,^,im, from iiu. and «-

X>Mi<.K„ flints ; an epithet for milk in which red hot flints

have been extinguished.

DLACO'DIUM {Med.) from A« and y-^h-.-j., a poppy head;

a composition made of the heads of poppies.

DIACOLOCY'NTHIDON {Med.) <?.« k«Xokv,&^, from o.a

and xoAoKti^K, colocynth ; a remedy, of which colocynth

is a principal iiiijredient.

DIACO']VlERON"(.Wft/.) the name of an antidote. MijTep.

dc Anlid. c. ;59.

DIA'CONUS {Ecc) vide Deacon.

DIA'COPE {Med.) ^ixKo?ry,, from xo-ra-, to cut; signifies a

deep cut or wound. Hippocrat. 1. 7, aph. 2t.

DIACOPR.E'GIA {Med.) <J^<««:.=rf«ivi«, Worn i\x, y.nfoi, dung,

and «if, a goat ; a remedy prepared of goat's dung against

disorders of the spleen.

DIA'COPUS {Ant.) a breach in the bank of a river.

DI.ACOU'STICS {Nat.) or Diap/wnics, the science which

teaches the property of refracted sound as it passes through

different mediums.
DIA'CUISIS {Med.) ^iyft<rti, from oVxpi'va, to distinguish;

the distinguishing diseases one from another by their

S3mptoms.
,

DI.XCRO'CIUM {Med.) from ^« and xf«65, saffron; a coUy-

rium containing saffron.

DIACRO'CU {Med.) ^^k >=p«k, from xp«.;, saffron; the

name of a dry Collyrium, whose basis is saffron. P.

.'E;rin. 1. 7, c. If).

DIACRO'MMYON {Med.) from Kfi/iiAvov, an onion; a medi-

cine made with onions.

DIACURCU'M.A {Med.) from <i"i« and KUfxcHfiia, turmeric;

an antidote in which turmeric or saffron is a principal in-

gredient.
, ,

DIACYDO'NIUM {Med.) ^m r.v^mim (/AiiX«»), from y.v^mim

(/.t.;/.ot), a quince ; a remedy prepared of the juice of quinces.

DIADA'PHNIDON {Med.) ^'^ hj.cfnSm, from ^xpAi, the

bay-tree, or bay-berry ; the name of a drawing plaister

prepared of bay-berries and other ingredients. Celsus.

1. 5, c. 19.

DIADELPHIA (/?«<) from A?, twice, and ««a!f«, a bro-

ther, twin brotherhood ; the name of the seventeenth class

in Linnxns' artificial system, comprehending those plants

which bear herniaphroclite flowers with two sets of united

stamens. This is a natural class with papilionaceous flowers

and leguminous fruits, answering nearly to the Legnmi-

r.oHC of Rav, and the Papilionacei of Tournefort. The

orders are founded on the number of stamens, and ten

being the predominating number in this class, the order

Decandria is much the largest, [vide Plate 'J8]

The following arc the principal genera, namely—Hexan-

dria, as Fumaria, fumatory, &e.— Octandria, P(di/<ralia,

Milkwort, &c.—Decandria, Amorpha, Bastard Indigo
;

Erythrina, Coral-tree ; Spartinni, Broom ; (ienisia,

Broom; Z.7</W"(.s Lupin ; ^lH//n////.s, Kidney Vetch ; Pi-

scidia, Jamaica Dogwood ; U/ex, Eurze Whins, or(iorsu;

Arachis, Earth-nut; Ononis, Rest Harrow; I'oliitca,

Bladder Senna; Phascolif<, Kidney Vetch; Latliijrtis,

Everlasting Pea; fVcw, Vetch, or Tares ; ^i/rffo-«/!/.s

Milk Vetch; Phaca, Bastard Vetch; Trifolium, Trefoil;

Gli/cyrhiza, Liquorice; Iledjmrum, Sainfoin; Vniitfto-
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pus, Bird's Foot ; Scorpiurus, Caterpillar ; Ilippocrepis,

Horseshoe Vetch ; Trigonella, Fenugreek ; Robinia,
Acacia; Ind'gqfera, Indigo; Cker, Chick Pea; Ericum,
Lentil ; Galrga, Goats' Rue; Lotus, Bird's Foot Trefoil

;

Medicago, Medick.
DL-VDE'LPHOUS .STAIMEX.S {Bot.) stamina diadelpha;

stamens forming two brotherhoods, as in t'le Class Dio'
dclphia.

DIADE'MA {Med.) ^ii^,y.'y., from ^^^ to bind; in the strict

sense signifies a bandage for the head,

DiADEMA iPoUt.) from ^iaS'id, to hind round; was a fiUet

wherewith kings anciently encircled their foreheads, whence
it became the emblem of dignity. Tac. Annal. 1. 42, c. 6 ;

43, c. 2, &c. ; PliU. in Crass.; Ciiropalat. de Off, Aid,

Consiantinop.

DIADE'XIS {Med.) ^Mhh-,, from ^M^ix'l^xi, to succeed;
a transposition of humours frotii one place to another.

DIA'DOCOS {Mill.) a stone like a beryl. Plin. 1. 3*,

c. 10.

DIA'DOSIS (Med.) ^.i^ci-n, from ;-.«^VoV,, to distribute;

the distribution of the aliment over all the body.
DI.ADRO'ME (Mech.) ^.xJ}oy,i; the vibration or swing of a

pendulum.
DLE'RESIS {Med.) ^a/fsiri;, from cVif/^, to divide or sepa-

rate ; a division or separation of the vessels.

Di.'ERESis {Siira.) the dividing or separating of those parts

which by then- union hinder the cure of wounds, as of
the continuity of the skin in impostumcs.

DiyEKEsis {Rhet.) the partition of the subjects to be treated of.

DiTEREsis {Gram.) a figure by which one syllable is divided

into two, which is usually noted by two points, as evoliiisse

for evolvisse.

DIjERE'TICA {Med.) from Jiaifsn), to divide; corrosive me-
dicines.

DL'ET'A {Med.) ^icira, ^airu, from AaiTaw, to nourish; a
way and method of living, comprehending what we call

diet.

DIETA'RII {ArU.) slaves who attended at meals. Ulp. 1. 2,

If. nautJE.

—

Dietarii Fures, thieves who watched their op-
portunity of going into dining-rooms to steal things.

DLTiTE'TICS {Med.) from diata ; that part of the science

of medicine which prescribes a due regimen with regard

to the use of the Non-naturals.

DIAGLAU'CION {Bot.) ^my>.x^>cio,, from -J.k and '/^«»«;e.;

the blue juice of a herb; an eye-water made of the purging

thistle.

DIAGLY'PHICA {Siadp.) flV/Ai^^.^'i, ; the art of cutting or

making hollow figures in metals.

DIAGNO'SIS {Med.) Ji^yv^o-.;, from Sixy^is-KU, to discern;

the science which teaches the signs by which a disease may
be distinguished from another.

Diagnosis {Bot.) the discrimination of plants by their ex-

ternal characters.

DIAGNO'STIC SIGNS {Med.) the signs by which diseases

are distinguished from each other.

Diagnostic Signs (Bot.) the signs or characters by which

plants are distinguished from each other.

DIA'GONAL (Gcom.) a straight line drawn across a figure

from one angle to another, which by some is called a dia-

meter. Diagonals principally belong to ur
quadrilateral figures, and divide them
into two equal parts, as A C, which di-

vides the parallelogram into the two
equal parts 15 C D and B A D. Two diagonals, as A C,

B D, mutually bisect each other, as in the point E.

—

Dia-

gonal Scale, [vide Scalel

Di'AGR.\M (Geom.) a scheme drawn for the demonstrating

or proving any thing, as the above figure.

Diagua.m (Mus.) a proportion of measures distinguished

by certain notes.
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DIAGRA'PHICAL {Mech.) an epithet t'br what belongs to

painting or engraving.

DIAGRY'DIUM {Bot.) vide Scammoniiim.

DI'AH (Polit.) or dial ; a name among the Arabians for

the punishment of retaliation inflicted according to the

]\IaIiometan law on a murderer by the relatives of the de-

ceased.

DIAHEIOIODA'CTYLU (^Mcd.) Si'\fu.^.,.y.-rv>.>!, from <r.a

and ifu.oJsii'.-^/Ao;, a purging remedy- in which the Hermo-
dactyl is a principal ingredient. Tralliati. I. 2.

DIAHEXA'PLA [Vet.) or Diahexaple ; a drink for horses,

so called from its six ingredients.

DIA'ION {Med.) from o.a and io». a violet ; the name of a

pastil, in which the violet is a principal ingredient.

DIArUEOS (3/cf/.) from S'l'u and ifi;, the Iris; the name ofan
antidote in which the Iris is a principal ingredient. Myrep.
sect. 1, c. 103.

DI'AL (Hor.) from die;, the day ; any plane upon which are

drawn several lines and figures, and a gnomon, or style,

so fixed as to show the hours of the day by the shadow
of the sun, whence it is called a mn-dial. Dials are of dif-

ferent form, construction, and situation, namely

—

Erect or

direct dials, which directly face any one of the cardinal

points, North, South, East, or West.

—

Inclining dials,

whose planes incline or bow forward toward the horizon.—Reclining dials, whose planes bend backward toward the

horizon.

—

Parallel dials, otherwise called horizontal dials,

lie parallel with the horizon.

—

Perpendicular dials, such
as stand perpendicular to the horizon Equinoctial dials

such as are described on the equinoctial plane.— Vertical

dials; such as arc drawn on the plane of a vertical circle.

—

Polar dials, those which are described on a plane passing

through the poles of the world, and the East and West
points of the horizon.

—

Moon dials, such as show the hour
of the night by the light of the moon.

—

Mural dials, such
as are placed against a wall.— Universal dials, those which
serve for all latitudes.

DIALA'CC.A (Med.) from Aa and ^kzkk, the name of an
antidote in which Lacca is a principal ingredient.

DIA LAGOU (Med.) from <?•« and Xo'/ii ; a medicine in which
the dung of a hare is an ingredient. ytle.T. Trallian. 1.8. c. 2.

DI'ALECT (Gra???.) i.xMxrixr. ; a manner of speech peculiar to

some part of a country, and differing from that of other

. parts, all of which use the same radical language. Such dia-

lects, in modern ti.mes, are accounted vulgar corruptions
;

but among the Greeks there were five dialects, namely, the
Attic, Ionic, Poetic, JEolic, and Doric, w'hich were used
by the best writers, either singly or intermixed. Homer
wrote in all the dialects.

DI.VLECTICS (Log.) ii:jAi«<y.. ; the art of logic, which
teaches to discourse and reason in mood and figure, and
of which the ancient writers on rhetoric made much ac-

count. .4ristot. Rhei. 1. 1, c. 10; Cic.de Or. 1. 1, c. 15,

ccc. ; Scjiec. Epist. 39 ;
Qiiintil. Proem. 1. 1, &c.

DIALE'PSIS {Med.) ^.uXvVt!,, from aiaXauu/iaiv, to interpose,

or intermit ; an intermission, also a space left between a
bandage.

DIALl'B.VNON {Med.) from <?.« and >Jix.«,v, frankincense;

a name of several medicines in which frankincense is an
ingredient.

DIA'LIU^I (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 2 Diandria,
Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. none.

—

CoR. petals five.— Stam.
^fiiametits two; anthers oblong.— I'lST. germ superior;

stt/le subulate; stigma simple.

—

Peh. legume ; seed none.
.Species. The single species is a tree, as the

—

Dialium in-

dicum, native of the East Indies.

DI'ALLAGE {Rhet.) ciy.>,>.:iyn; a figure of speech which
consists in bringing all arguments to bear towards one
point, called in 'Latva consummation Rutil. Lup.
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DIA'LLEL {Math.) such lines as run across, or cut one
another.

DI'ALLING {Hor.) the art of drawing dials on any given
surface. [y'lAe Horologiographi/]— Dialling globe, an in-

strument contrived for drawing all sorts of dials, and to

give a clear demonstration of the art.

—

Dialling sphere, an
instrument contrived to demonstrate the doctrine of sphe-
rical triangles, and to give a true idea of drawing dials on
all manner of planes.

DIA'LOES {Med.) h' u.h.in',; the name of several medicines
whose basis is Aloes.

DIALOGI'S^JUS {R'hct.) o\u>.cy:FtA.lc, called in Latin scrmo-

cinalio ; a figure of speech whereby a man reasons and
discourses with himself as though it were with another. Jul.

Rufn. fig. 20.

DIALO'GO [Mus.) an Italian word used in music-books to

denote a piece of music for two or more voices, or instru-

ments, which answer one to another.

DI'ALOGUE {Rhet.) oV/«v»5; a conference or discourse

between two or more parties ; or a written discourse in

which two or more parties are talking together.

DIALTH.rtL'A {Med.) ^.x/.ix-:^, from cii. and xaUIx, the mal-
low; an ointment composed chiefly of mallows.

DIA'LYSIS {Med.) kci>.vi-.i, from »i:«Ai/'s), to dissolve ; a dis-

solution of the strength, or a weakness of the limbs.

Dialysis {Print.) a liiark or character consisting of two
points, thus •• placed over two vowels, to show that they
must be sounded distinctly, as Mosiiic, &c.

Dialysis {Rhet.) Aa/.vcri?, or s'la^ifA^'/tsvis /isl';, i.e. asyndeton;
a figure of speech in which several words are put to-

gether without being connected together by a conjunction,

as veni, vidi, vici. Ariitot. Rhet. 1. 3, c. 19; Demet. Elo-
cut. f 61, c&c. ; Dioiiys. Jiid. Iscei, c. 31; Menand. srtfi

(ryjf.uj.; Herodian. -^t n-yj.u.: Phot. Bibl. Cod. "JO.

DLALY'TICA {Med.) from d;«Ai/<L', to dissolve; medicines
which heal wounds and fractures.

DIAJIARENA'TUM {Med.) from lli and amarena, acid

cherries : a confection of acid cherries.

DIAMARGARI'TON [Med.) iX-xsi^xf/ccfW^,. from Ik and
jt'.,af-/j.f;rij5 a pearl ; an antidote in which pear's arc the

chief ingredients. JMi/rrp. sect. 1 , c. 37.

DIAMA'SCIEN (iV/«.)'vide /Em Flos.

DIAMASTIGO'SIS {Ant.) IccuM^ly^ocu; a solemnity at

Sparta in honour of Diana Orthia, so named «^i -» /*as-(-/a7,

i.e. from whipping, because boys used to be whipped upon
her altars until the blood gushed out. The boys selected

for this purpose were called Baw-o«rxiti, from BuuX^, an altar,

and »srr.05, contention, because the boys contended for the

honour of enduring the stripes with the greatest fortitude.

Cic. Tiisc. Quenst. 1. 2; Hygii. Fab. 261; I'/ut. Lacon.
Listit. ; Thsmist. Oral.; Tcrtnll. ad Martyr, c. 4'.

DI.A'MBR.E {Med.) the name of two medicines in the Lon-
don Dispensatory.

DIAME'LON {Med.) the name of two compositions in

which quinces are a principal ingredient. Trail. 1. 7,

c. 7.

DIA'METER {Math.) ^tiu^irfoi ; a line which passes through

the centre of any curvilinear figure from one point of its

circumference to another.

—

Diameter of a circle is a line

which passes through the centre of a circle, and is bounded
b}the circumference on each side, dividing the circle into

two equal parts.

—

Diameter rj'n conic section, a right line

drawn through the centre of a figure, and dividing all the

ordinates into two equal parts. These are either conju-

gate or transverse, [vide Circle, Conic Sections']

Diameter {Astron.) is the measure of any celestial body,

%vhich is either real or apparent.

—

Real diameter of the

planets, &c. is their absolute measurement in miles, &c.

—

Apparent diameter is the angles under which they appear

to spectators on the earth, which are diifereut under dif-
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ferent circumstances, i.e. according as they are nearer to,

or nioro remote from, the eartli.

DIA'.MNES (Med.) an invohintav)- tlischarge of urine.

DI.V.MOND (Mill.) the harde.'it and most vr.luable of all the

precious .stones. Diamonds are distinguished by lapidaries

into oriental and occidental.— Corni.^h diamond, a name
given to the rock crystals found in the tin mines of Corn-

wall.— Rough diaiii'ind, a diamond in the state as it is dug

out of the "earth.— 7?o.«c diamond, one that i.s quite flat un-

derneath with its upper part cut in divers little faces,

usually triangles.— Factitionx diamonds, or Paste, those

which are produced by artificial means.

Diamond {fler.) a nanie for the sable colour in the arms

of the nobility.

Diamond letter {Print.) one of the smallest printing letters.

DiA.MOND (Mecli.) an instrument among glaziers for cutting

U'lass, and in the glass trade for squaring large plates or

pieces.

DJA^IOND BEE'TLE (Ent.) an exceedingly beautiful

insect, the Curculio imperialix of Linnaeus, so called from

the marks on its wing-sheaths, which, when properly mag-

nified, have the dazzling splendour of the most brilliant

gems.
])1 .\MONDS (fiport.) one of the four suits of cards.

1)I.\'.M()R0N {Med.) iCa ^o'fa> ; the name of a Preparation

of JNlulberries and Honey.
DIAMO'SCHU {Med.) from ^.« and u,wx'i musk; an anti-

dote in which musk is a chief ingredient. M/jr/j.sect. l,c.37.

DIAMOTO'SIS {Med.) iw.m^rua-i',, from /lioro;, lint; the

introduction of lint into a wound or ulcer.

DIA'N.A {Chcm.) the silver of Philosophers.

1)IANANC.\'.SMUS (Med.) Aa.avK«r/*«, from <i»«vK», ne-

cessity; the forcible restitution of a dislocated part into its

proper place.

DI.A'NDKIA (Bol.) from <J<i< and «»>;»; the second class of

Linnaeus' artificial system, comprehending all hermaphro-

dite flowers which have two stamens, consisting of three

orders, according to the number of the styles, namely

—

Monogi/nia, digi/iiia, and trifrjpiia. The following are the

principal genera, namely— Nionogynia, as Olea, Olive;

I.igustrim, Privet; Si/ringa, Lilac; t'ernnica, SpeedweW ;

PJnniiicula, Butterwort ; Utricularia, Bladderwort ; Ver-

bena, ^'ervain ; I.ijcnjms, Water Horehound ; Rmmfirinus,

Rosemary; Circccn, Enchanter's Nightshade.— Digynia,

•as Anthoxanthum, Vernal (irasa, .S;c.—Trigynia, as Piper,

Pepper, &-c.

DL\XE'LL.\ {Bnt.) is the Dracxna of Linmeiis.

DLWCE'A (Rhet.) }ix>mv.; a figure of speech by which an

apt sense and interpretation is given to a subject suitable

to the occasion.

Dl ANTHE'RA {Bot.) a genus of plants differing somewhat

from Juslicea.

DIA'NTHON (Med.) ")•' atfZ,; the name of an Antidote

taken from Galen. Myrep. sect. 1, c. 'l-.')4.

l')IA'NTHUS {lint.) a genus of plants, Class \() Decandria,

Order 2 Dijgynia, Natural Order Cnri/opliijllei.

Generic Ctiaracter. Cai,. perianth cylindric.—Cou. petals

five. .Stam. filaments ten ; anthers oblong.—Pl.sT. germ

oval ; styles two ; stigmas bent back.

—

Pkh. capsule cy-

lindric ; .leeds very many.

Sj'ccies. The species are perennials or annuals. The fol-

lowing are the principal perennials, as the

—

Dianlhus

harliiSa, Tunica carijopln)liiis, seu .ivmeria, Sweet W'il-

liam. Dianlhus carlhnsianoruvi, seu Betonica, Car-

thusian Pink, native of (iermany.— /)/a;i//»'.s carijoplii/l-

lus, Clove I'ink.— Dianthiis deltoides. Maiden Pink,

native of .Sweden.

—

Dianthiis cccsins, Mountain Pink.

The follort'ijig are the ]>rincipal annuals:

—

Dianthns ar-

ineria, seu I'i'il'i, Deptford Pink.

—

Dianthiis prolifcr,

seu Viscaria, Dianthus diminulus, S^c, Proliferous Pink.
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Dianthus is also a name for the Gysophila saxafraga.
UIAOPO'RON [Med.) }m o^^pw, a composition of autura-.

nal fruits, as quinces, medlars, (S:c. TraV.ian, 1. 7, c. 7.
DIAPA'SMA [Med.) from <r.«Tac-ir<i', to sprinkle; a medicine

reduced to powder and sprinkled over the body. Also a
perfume.

DIAPA'SON (.V»t.) S\'a7;a.<rai, a term in ancient music,
signifying an internal of the octave, is now used among
instrument makers for a kind of rule, by which they deter-
mine the measures of the pipes, and other parts of their

instruments. Bell-founders have likewise a diapason for

the regulation of the size, weight, &c. of bells. This term
is also the appellation of certain stops in an organ ; so called
because they extend through the whole scale of the instru-

ment.

—

Diapason diapenie is an interval, compounded of
an octave and a fifth conjoined, i. c. a twelfth.

—

Diapason
diatesieron, an interval, compounded of an octave and a
fourth conjoined, i. e. an eleventh.

DLVPEDE'SIS (Anat.) ^^xz^.Sr.rrx,, from Sm-r.oiu, to leap
through ; a transudation of the fluids through the sides of
their containing vessels.

DIAPE'NSIA (But.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,
Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth eight-leaved. — Cor.

one-petalled.

—

Sta.m. Jilaments five ; anthers simple.

—

PisT. germ roundish ; style cylindric ; stigma obtuse.
PtR. cup.inle roundish ; seeds roundish.

Species. The single species, the

—

Diapeima Laponica, is

a perennial, and native of Lapland and Norway.
Diapensia is also the name of the Aretia helvetica and the

Saniculum Europcea.

DIAPE'NTE (Mus.) IuzUt!, the name by which the
(Jreeks distinguished the interval of the fifth, being the
second of the concords.

Diapf.nte {Med.) from efi« and ^i»Ts, five; a medicine com-
posed of five ingredients.

Dl'APER (Com.) linen cloth wrought with flowers and
fiijures.

DI'APEUED (Her.) a bordure, fretted all over
with such things as bordures are commonly
charged with, appearing between the frets, as

in the annexed figure.

DI'APEHING (Paint.) is when a piece, after ]^}^,
the back-ground is (|uite finished, is overrun ^''^^^

with branches or other works.

DIAPIKK'NICON {Med.) from i.cc and polnl, a date ; a me-
dicine made of dates.

DIA'PII.VNOUS (Opt.) Axj«.«, transparent like gla.ss.

DLVPIILY'XIS (Med.) i,x(pAvb<;, from sHc^Wo-*., to moisten;
an effusion or ebullition.

DLVPHO'NL\ [Mus.) a term employed by Guide and
others, to denote the precepts formerly taught for the use

of the organ.

1)IAPH0'NK:S (Phy.) vide ViacoiUici.

DLV'PHONl (Aius.) i\x<p(»ei, discords, in distinction from
the symphony.

DIA'PilORA (Med.) ficKpofa, from Jla^ffw, to differ; com-'
prebends the characteristic marks or signs that distinguish

one disease from another.

DiApiionA (Rhet.) a figure of s|)eech, in which a word re-

peated is taken in a signification different from what it was
at first understood. Riitil. Liip. 1. 1, c. 12.

DIAPHORE'SIS (Med.) <r'.=<^of,a-,;, from <Ji«i?opi«, to carry

through; perspiration or increa.scd cutaneous secretion.

DIAPHORE'TICA (Med.) diaphoretics, or medicines which

l)romotc perspiration.

D1.\PII0'RICA (Mus.) ^M^c^MY, an epithet for every disso-

nant interval.

DlAPHRA'CiMA (Anat.) hu<Pfu,-/i/M, from lapfikiriru, to

make a partition, the midriff or diaphragm ; a muscle which
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divides t)ie thorax from the abdomen. This is frequently

called, by Coelius Aurelianus Discrimen, Thoracis.

DIAPHRAGMA'TIC^ (Ami.) Arteries belonging to, or

connected with the diaphragm.
DIAPHRATTO'NTES (A„a/.) another name for the pleura,

or membranes which cover the inside of the thorax.
DIA'PHTHORA (Med.) JW<p<i»p<i, from (pOuf^, to corrupt;

an abortion where the foetus is corrupted in the womb.
DIAPHYLA'CTICUS (Med.) ^i«,pi;/«»TiK'.«, from ((M^<rc,>,,

to keep ; medicines which resist putrefaction or prevent
infection.

DIA'PHYSIS {Med.) ^iu(pv,ni, from ^^uqtCa, to divide; an
interstice or partition between the joints.

DIAPISSEL.^'ON {Med.) from :5li and cT«r<riA«i»v, the oil

of pitch; a composition in which liquid pitch was a princi-

pal ingredient. Marccll. Empir. c. o5.

DIAPLA'SIS (Med.) ^las-Aao-i;, from 7r>.xiriru, to form; the

replacing a luxated or fractured bone in its proper situation

DIAPLA'SMA (Med.) ^tx7t>,x<rij,x, from S\a7:Au.(nru, to anoint;

an unction or fomentation applied all over the body.
DIAPLA'STICS (Med.) medicines proper for a liml) that is

out of joint.

DIA'PNE (Med.) from S.ctJtnoi, to perspire; an involuntary

discharge of urine.

DIAPNO'E (Med.) Ji^^wi, from .^.kt-sV, to perspire ; trans-

spiration of vapour through the pores of the skin.

DIAPORE'iMA (Med.) <)«!rif,.u-«, from ^.xTiofioi, to be in

doui)t ; nervous anxiet)'.

DIAPORE'SIS (Rliet.) JlaTa'p^ri?, a figure in rhetoric, when
tlic subjects to be handled being of equal worth, the orator

seems in doubt which he shall begin with.

DIAPRA'SIUM (Med.) ^.,cfrf«ir,«,^Vom !7f«(n»., horchound;

a composition in which horthound is one of the ingredients.

Trallinn. 1.5, c. 4'.

DIAPRU'NUM (Med.) from <J.k and ^jru/HO)?, a prune: the

name of two compositions which contain prunes.

DI.APSA'LMA (Ant.) S'ii.-^xXfjutt, a pause or change of note

in singing.

DIAPTE'RNES (Med.) from TTi>«, the heel; a medicine

made of the heels of animals and cheese.

DIAPTERO'.SIS (Med.) <J\-/T7t>o-.,, from a-rifi., a feather

;

the cleaning the ears with a feather.

DIAPYE'MA {Surg.) from ;rS«, pus; an abscess or suppu-
ration.

DIAPYE'MAT.\ (Surg.) from ^.ai^v^f/jx, a suppuration
;

suppurating medicines.

DIA'RIA /(-irrv (Med.) from dies, a day ; a term applied to

fevers which la^t but one day.

DIA'RIUM (Archceol.) Daily food, or as much as will last

one day.

DIAROMA'TICUINI (Med.) a medicine compounded of

aromatics.

DIA'RRIIAGE {Surg.) ^ufUyy:, from i'Mffytvf^i, to break

asunder ; a fracture, particularly of the temporal bones.

DIARRHODO'MELI (Med.) from ^^'c, f'^", a rose, and
/u.£Ai, honey ; the name of a composition of scammony,
juice of roses, &:c.

DIA'RRHODON (Med.) from Sl-x and p=»V, a rose; a name
for a great many compositions in which roses are the prin-

cipal ingredients.

DIARRHCE'A (Med.) luff^u, from .Ji«pps», to flow through
;

a disorder which consists in a frequent and plentiful dis-

charge of a thin watery raucous, bilious, or blackish matter
from the intestines.

DIARRE'X.(li (Surg.) from i'lXff/.ytCfjt^i, to break asunder;

interstices betwixt the circumvolutions of bandages.

DIARTHRO'SIS (^limt.) from ^.«fCpw, to articulate; a

moveable connexion of bones.

DI'ARY {Lit.) diarium, from dies, a day ; an account of
what passes within the day.
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DIASAPO'NIUM (Med.) from l«. and <ru-^,, soap; an oint-
ment in which soap is a principal ingredient. Nicul.
Myreps. sect. 3, c. 88.

DIASA'TUUIOX (^[cd.) from },«. and o-^r^f/.., .xali/rion ;

an electuary in which satyrion is a principal ingredient.
DIASCHIVSMA {Mus.) an interval in ancient music, form-

ing the half of a minor semitone.
DIASCI'LLION {Med.) from A« and o-x.'a?.-, a squill ; oxy-

mel and vinegar of squills.

DIA'SIA (Ant.) i\u<rix, a festival at Alliens in honour <>f

Jupiter, \yho was surnamed A,c; fA,H>.r/joc, i. e. the propi-
tious Jupiter. It was celebrated about the latter end of
Anthesterion. Tluici/d. 1. I, c. 12() ; Aristop/i. Sc/iul. in
\u/i. ; Suidiis.

DIASCPNSI (Med.) from ^ix and trxiyK^, skink ; a name
for Jlithridate which originally contained this kind of
lizard.

DIASCO'RDIUM {Med.) from ^.« and o-yV'i., the water
gernumder; electuary of scordium.

DIA.SE'XA (.Med.) from ^.u and e-im, an antidote consi.'^ting
of sena. Nicot. Mi/reps. sect. 1, c. 112.

DIAS'ERICOS (Med.) <?.« and <ry.fix.<.c, silk ; a composition
in which silk is an ingredient. Tndlian. 1. 3, c. 7.

DIA'SMYRNON (Med.) Jla(r^!.p«, from T^i/p.K, a niyrrli

;

the several collyria in which myrrh is an ingredient.
DIASO'STICA (Med.) from o-^^in, to preserve; that part oi

medicine which relates to the preservation of health.
DIASPE'RMATON (Med.) »V <r,T,p^«r„, the name of two
Malagmas compounded of seeds. G(d. de Cuiup. Med. per
Gen. I. 7 : P. Alsineta. 1. 7, c. 18.

DIA'SPHAGE (Med.) Aco-^«v^ from ^.«r(p«^.., to separate;
an interstice or interval between two branches of a vein.
Foes. Hippoc. (Ecoiiom.

DIASPHY'XIS {Med.) ^,i ?).?,5, from o-T:-!.^., to strike; the
pulsation of an artery.

DIASTA'LTIC (Mus.) from ^ix<rb.>,u, to dilate ; an epithet for
the major third, major sixth, and major seventh, because
they are extended or dilated at intervals ; also for the grand
part of the Melopceia.

DIA'STASIS (Med.) ^lu^uirtc, from ojiV-i/z-i, to separate; a
separation frequently used with respect to bones which
recede from each other.

DIASTE'ATON {Med.) from f.«., fat; the name of a-i
ointment in Marcellus Empiricus, in which the fat of tlje
stag, swine, goose, and hen, is united.

DIA'STEMA {Med.) vide Diastasis.

Diastema (R/iet.) a modulation of the tones of the voicCj
by observmg due intervals between its elevation and de-
pression.

Diastema (Mus.) Sti.^r,it,ct., an interval or space; sometimes
a simple incomposite degree, in distinction trom a com-
pound interval.

DIASTOLE {Anal.) ^las-o/l:, from d\«.riM.u, to stretch cr
dilate

; the dilatation of the heart, auricles, and arteries,
in distinction from Systole, or contraction.

Diastole (Gram.) a figure whereby a syllable, short by
nature, becomes long.

DIASTOMO'TRIS (Med.) ^Vfo^^rp;,. is usually joined
with i^ixr., a probe, and implies any dilating instrument.

DIASTRE'MMA (Med.) <5i«5-rf.'/w./i«, from S^u^fiipu; to dis-
tort ; a distortion of the limbs.

DIA'STYLE (Archil.) oiifuAof, from A«, between, and ^v>,cc,

a column ; a sort of sacred edifice, in which the columns
stand at a distance of three diameters from each other.
Vilruv. 1. 3, c. 2: Bald. Lex. I'itruv.

DIASU'LPHURIS (Med.) from cU and sulphur, brimstone;
a prescription containing sulphur, with wax, &c,

DIASY'RMOS (/?/(£/.) <5i«(rufiK.i?, a figure of rhetoric, which
consists in exaggerating the praises of a person by way of
derision. Longin. Alexand.



DlATA'MAltON (.Med.) the uauie of an antidote. Nkol
Mijrep. sect. 1, c. 25.

DIA'TA'SIS (Med.) ^«T«(r.;, from .p^aTf/.^, to distend; the

extension of a fractured limb with a view to its reduction.

DIATECO'LITHOS (Med.) iWr.,y.,>.M, from c,^. and r,«-

>'('(, the Jew's stone ; an antidote which contains the lapis

Jiidfiiins.

DIATERETfCA (.Vef/.) from ^'u and -rifle., to preserve;

medicines which preserve health, and prevent disease.

DiATE'.SSERON (Med.) tia-Tio-c-afm, the name of a compo-
sition, so called from the four ingredients it comprehends.

DiATEssERON (Mus.) ituTi<nrxpiiv, an interval composed of a

greater and a less tone, the ratio of which is that of four

to three.

DiATEssEi'.ON' (Bibl.) a term applied to the four Gospels.

DIATESSERONA'IIE (Mus.) a term denoting to sing in

fourths.

DIATE'TTIGOM {Med.) i-^xrirriym, from nrrh}, a grass-

hopper: the name of an antidote in which grasshoppers

are an ingredient. Paiilif! yE'j;iiiclri, 1. 7, c. II.

IJIA'TIIE.^SIS (.l/cf/.) lih<ri:, from ,i',aT.fl-!,ou., to dispose; an

atfection or disposition expressive of a particular state of'

the constitution.

DIA'THYRA (Arch.) ^ixSvpn, a screen or fence to keep out

the wind ; a rail or fence before a door. J'ltniv. 1. 6, c. 10

;

Bald. Lev. Vitruv.

DIA'TONI (Archit.) oiXTmct, dialoni, or frnntnti lapides,

Corner-stones, Band-stones, or Parpen-stones, such as, in

building of a wall, reach over the whole breadth.

DIATO'NIC (Mus.) ha-To-Jdi, diatonicHm, an epithet denoting

the most ordinary sort of music, proceeding by different

tones either in ascending or descending.

DIA'TOXO.S hijpnton (Mus.) i\x-ziw<,6:T^Tm,\\\c musical note

among the ancients answering to that now called D-sol-re.

—Diulonus meson, iMrmni, i/,i<rm, another ancient note, an-

swering to what is now called G-sol-re-ut.

DIATRAGACA'NTHI species (Med.) medicines composed
of tragacnnlh. Myrep. sect. 1, c. 98.

DI'ATRinE (Rliet.) ^.zj-piSa, a dwelling or insisting on a par-

ticular point, an excursion or episode by way of amplifica-

tion on a point. Aristot. liliel. 1. 3, c. 17 ; Cic. ad Hercn.

1.4, c. 45 ; Menand. ^i^ip. eVi^, p. 596; Lucinn. de Cons.

Hist. c. 27 ; Hcnnog. ^sp! <!si»ot<7-, p. 8 ; Gregor. ad. h. I. c. 5.

DIATRINSA'NTALON (Med.) a confect, in which is the

sanlnlum.

DI'ATRION Pipereon species (Med.) from ola and rpfK, three;

a pov.der prescribed by Galcn, which chiefly consists of

three peppers.

DIATRITA'IUI (Med) an epithet for the Mcthodics, who
recommended the Dintritos.

DIATRI'TOS (Med.) A«7p,T«?, from ^.« and TfiVt:, the third;

an abstinence of three days enjoined by physicians of the

Methodic sect upon their patients, one of the most consi-

derable points ill practice, by which they distinguished

themselves from other physicians.

DIATU'RBITII (I\Ied.) an electuary of lurf>i/h.

DIATU'REI (.'hil.) i-Tt'a iSs i-.'MT^, i. e. from the living, or

board, and >s\,fj!„ a keeper; men who w-erc hired for their

board to keep or watch the vessels.

DIATYPO'SI.S (Rhel.) i.Uiv.-.uT.,,, deKriplio ; a figure of

rhetoric, v.hich consists in the lively delineation of a thing,

so as to set thy object before our eyes. Loiigiii. de Sub-

limit, c. 20.

Dl.'V'ULUS (Ant.) eic-jMi, from <Ji<, twice, nnd»uM, a station,

signifies a course backwards and forwartU, J. e. from the

starting place to the goal and back again. Aristot. de Ge-

neral. 1. 2; Schol.iii Arislnph. Av.; Suidas.

DiAL'Lu.s is also a measure of ground, containing two stadii,

or furlongs. Vitruv. 1. 5, C. 2; Ihdd. Lex. Vitruv.

JillVZEU'.XI.S {Mtis.)S>x^--A"it separation, from ^m^sir/wyn,
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to separate ; the name given by the ancients to the tone
which separates two disjunct tetrachords.

DIAZO'MA (Aunt.) c\i(,^fA,«, the Diaphragm.
DIAZO'STER (Anat.) i'lv.ltu^r.f, a name for the twelfth ver-

tebra of the back, so called because the
C'"«"''p. belt, lies

upon it.

DI'liBLE (Husband.) a tool wherewith seeds are sown.

Dl'CA (Archccol.) a tally for accounts ; also an ancient name
for a process or action at law.

DIC/TiO'LOGY (Rhet.) <Jijt«iii>.oyia, a figure of speech wherein
the orator, by way of episode, attempts to move the af-

fections of the audience in his favour. Unlil. Lup. 1. 2,

c. 3; Quint. 1. 9, c. 3; Enstath. ad Hum. II. 14, p. 1050.

DICE (Sport.) pieces of bone or ivory, of a cubical form,

marked with dots on each of their faces, from one to six,

according to the number of the faces.

DICENTETON (Med.) A«i.7-.i7™, the name of a hot and
acrid CoUijrium described by P. .^gineta, 1. 3, c. 13.

Dl'CERA (Dot.) a genus of plants. Class 13 Poli/andria,

Order I Monogi/nia,

Generic Character. Cal. perianth four or five-parted.—

Cor. petals four or five.

—

Stam. Jilnmenls twelve to

twenty ; anthers linear.

—

Pist. ^cn?! roundish ; fti/lc awl-

shajjed ; stigma simple.

—

Per. berry ovate ; seeds very

many.
Species. The species are trees, as the

—

Dicera dentata, seu

Elceocarpu^ scrratus, native of Zealand.

—

Dicera serrata,

native of Zealand.

DICH A'LCON (Ant.) ^Ux>y.<i!, a weight equal to two cercola,

or one-third of an obolus.

DICHA'STERES (Anat.) the Dentcs inci^ores.

DICHO'NDRA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 2 Mnnngynia.
Generic Character. Cal. five-leaved.

—

Cor. five-cleft.—

Stam. ^filaynents five; anthers roundish.

—

Pist. ^frws
two; styles two; stigmas capitate.

—

Per. capstdes two;
seeds globular.

Species. The single species is the

—

Dechondria repens, seu

sibthorpia, native of Jamaica.

DICHO'PIIYIA (Med.) ^^X''<P<'U, a distemper of the hairs.

which consists in their growing forked. Galen.

DICnORE'US (Poet.) aVpi"5, a foot consisting of two

trochees, as aiidiamiis.

DICHO'TOMO-CORYMBOSUS (Bot.) an epithet for any

flower having corymbs, the jx^dicles of which divide and

subdivide in pairs.

DICHO'TOMU.S (Bot.) from ^.'z^, double, and t.>w, to cut;

an epithet for a stem ; caulis dichotomus, a forked or dicho-

tomous stem, which continually and regularly divides by

pairs from top to bottom, as m viscum, or IMissleto, &c.

It is also an epithet for a peduncle.

DICHOTOMY (A.<^tron.) a term denoting an aspect of the

moon when she is in her quadrature, or shows just half her

disk.

I] DICHOTOPIIYLLUM (Bot.) from <I/a;«, double, and ?)<->Aer,

a leaf", [vide Ceratopliijllnm']

Dl'CKER (Archtcul.) a quantity of leather, consisting of ten

hides.

DICKSONIA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 24 Crypto-

gamia, Order 1 Felices, Natural order of Ferns.

Generic Character. Fructifications kidney-shaped.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Dicksonia ar-

borescens. Tree Dicksonia, native of St. Helena.

—

Dick-

sonia culcita, seu Potijpodium, native of Madeira.

DICO'CCOUS (Bot.) dic'occus, an epithet for a capsule, which

consists of two cohering grains pr cells, with one seed in

each.

DICO'CTA (Med.) cixoKTx, water first heated and then re-

frigerated with snow. Galen, de Meth. Med. 1. 7, c. 4.

DICONA'NGIA (Bol.) another uamefor the /ira ofLinna:us.
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DICOTYLE'DONES {Bot.) an epithet for such plants as

spht into two lobes in germinating.

Dl'CKA. ferri {ArchcBol.) a quantity of iron, consisting of

ten bars.

DICRA'NUM (Bot.) a genus of Mosses.
DI'CROTUS (A!iat.)ii'xfOTcc, from in, twice, and ups's', to beat,

an epithet for a certain pulse, in which the artery beats, as

it were, double.

DICTAMNI'TES (.I/ft?.) -Jixra^onV?; oV.:.;, a wine medicated

with Dittany, described by Dioscor. 1. 5, c. 57.

DICTA'.MNU.M (Bot.) the Oiii^aiiKin didamniis of hmnxus.
IJICTA'MNUS [Bot.) S^Urui^.-.c., or iJix.ra/At;, Penny-Royal

;

a plant so called either from the Dictaean mountain, in

Crete, where it was first found, or a-i ts iUthv, from its

bringing forth the young of animals, or expelling the

foetus. It is said that the goats and stags of Crete, when
they were wounded with arrows, expelled them by eating

of this herb.

Virg. y£n. 1. 12, v. 4.1 2.

Dictawtium genelrii Cretsa carpii ah Idil,

Puberihus caulemfoliis etjlore comantem
Purpttreo: vt/n illaferis iucogiiilu ctijnis

Grainiita, cum tergo tolucies htisere sagitttE.

It is generally reckoned an excellent vulnerary and power-

ful cordial. Aristot. Hist. An. 1. 9, c. 8 ; Thenph. Hist.

Plant. 1. 9, c. 16 ; Cic. de Nat. Deor. I. 2 ; Dioscor. 1. 3,

c. 38 ; Plin. 1. 25, c. 8 ; Apul. c. 72; Pint, de Sokrt. Ani-

mal.

DicTA.MNUs, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants.

Class 10 Dccandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic C'.aracter. Cal. perianth five-leaved.

—

CoR.petnls

five.

—

Stam. filaments ten; anthers four-sided.

—

Pist.

germ five-cornered ; style simple ; stigmas sharp.

—

Per.
capsules five ; seeils in pairs.

Species. The two species are perennials, as the

—

Dictam-

nus alius, seu Fraxinella alba, Fraxinella.— Dictammis
capensis, seu Pallassia capensis, native of the Cape of

Good Hope.
DiCTA.MNUS is also a name for the Origanum dictammis of

Linnaeus.

DICTATOR {Ant.) a Roman magistrate, who was invested

with sovereign authority during the period of his adminis-

tration. He was always chosen by the Consul in the night-

time, and on some emergenc)-, and laid down his office

again as soon as the occasion ceased for which he had been
appointed. The first dictator was Titus Largius Flavins,

U. C. 253. PolyL 1. 3, c. 87 ; Dionys. 1. 11 ; Cic. de Leg.

1. 3, c. 3; Liv. 1. i; c. 13 ; Pint. Marcell.

DI'CTIOXARY (Gram.) dictionarium, from dictum, a word;

a collection of the words of a language explained in al-

phabetical order.

DICTUM de Kennehi-orth (Laic) an act, award, or edict

made for composing differences between King Henry IH.

and his barons, who had been in arras against him, anno

51, 52. Hen. 3.

DICTYOI'DES (Med.) S\„jvui^,i, from JiV.7t«, a net, and
ui<n, fern ; a name for tiie Rete mirabile.

DICTYO'TOX (Archit.) ^ir.Tvarcv, reticulata siructura; a sort

of structure which consists principally of grating. I'itruv.

1. 2, c. 8 ; Plin. 1. 36, c. 22 ; Philander, in Vitruv.

DIDAPPER [Orn.) or Dipper, an aquatic bird, the Colym-
bus minor of Linna:us, which inhabits the fresh waters of

Europe.
DIDE'LFHIS (Zool.) a genus of animals. Class Mammalia,
Order Fcrre.

Generic Character. Foreteeth rounded.— Tusls long.

—

Grinders crenate.— Tongue fringed.

—

Pouch abdominal.

Species. Animals of this tribe, which are well-known in

English by the names of Opossum and Kangaroo, are

inhabitants of America, where they live in holes, and
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climb trees b}' means of their prehensile tails. The
females are distinguished by having several pouches in

which they conceal their young in time of danger. The
principal species are as follow, namely

—

Didelphi.: oppo-

sum, the A'irginian Opossum —Didelphis marsnpialis, the

Anihoyna Opossum.

—

Didelphis cayopollin, the Mexican
Opossum.-

—

Didelphis volans, the Flying Opos.tum.

—

Didelphis sciurea, the Squirrel Opossum Didelphis

crientalis, the Phalangi.

—

Didelphis gignntea, the Kan-
garoo.

—

Didelphis triduclyla, the Kangaroo Rat.

DIDE'LTA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Syngenesia,

Order 3 Polygamia Frustanea, so called from i'ti and the

Greek letter /i. Natural order of compound flowers.

Generic Character. Cal. common double.— Con. com-
pound radiated.

—

Stam. filaments five; anthers cylindric.

Pist. germ inferior; style slender; stigma subulate.

—

Per. nuts three; seeds small kernels.

Species. The single species is annual, as the Didelta car-

nosa, seu Polymnia, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
DrDU.S (Orn.) the Dodo, a genus of birds, of the Order

GrallincE, having a narrow bill, oblique nostrils, wings
unfit for flight, and no tail. These birds mostly inhabit

the Isle of France and Bourbon.
DI'DYME (Bot.) ^ii'ii/ji!,, a name for the root of the Orchis.

Galen Fxcg.
DIDYM/EA (Med.) sVt.aaia, the name of a malagma or

cataplasm.

DI'DYMI (Anat.) iJiAz/iei, twin; an epithet for the testes,

and also for the two eminences in the brain.

DIDYMO'DON (Bot.) a genus of mosses, according to

Iledwig.

DI'DYMCS (Bot.) vide Tivin.

DIDYNA'MIA (Bot.) from <?>;, twice, and J'wa^ic, power;
a name given by Linnaeus to the Fourteenth Class iu his

Artificial System, comprehending those plants which have
hermaphrodite flowers with four stamens in two pairs of

different lengths, the outer pair being the longest and the

middle pair converging. It is a natural class, containing

the Labiati and Pers:nali of Tournefort ; and is divided

by Linnaeus into two orders, name!}', the Gymnospermia,
or such as have naked seeds ; and the Angiospermia, or

such as have the seeds enclosed in a vessel. The following

are the principal genera in the first Order, namely

—

Apiga,

the Bugle or Ground Pine.— Teucrium, the Germander.

—

Satureia, the Savory.

—

Hyssopus, the Hyssop.

—

Nepeta,

the Catmint.

—

Lavendula, the Lavender.

—

Sideritis, Iron-

Wort.

—

Mentha, Mint.

—

Lamium, Archangel.— Stachys,

Wound-Wort. — Ballota, Black Horehound.— Leononis,

Mother- V\'ort.— Clinopodium, Wild Basil.— Origanum,
Marjoram.— Melissa, Balm.— Dracocephalum, Dragon's

Head.-

—

Melitis, Bastard Balm.— Ocimum, Basil.

—

Scutel-

laria, Scull-Cap.

—

Prunella, Self-Heal, &c. The genera in

the second Order will be found under Angiospermia.

DIE (Archit.) ot Dado, the middle of a pedestal, i.e. the

part lying between the basis and the cornice.

DIECBO'LION (Med.) c/nxfiixtct, a medicine causing abor-

tion.

DE DIE IN DIE]\I (Law) from day to day, in a continued

succession.

DIELE'CTRON (Med.) .J'.^^.iVrpov, a troche ; so called from
amber, a principal ingredient in it. Marcel. Empir. c. J 6.

DIEM clausit extremum {Law) a writ which lies when the

heir of one, who holds land of the king, dies, for the es-

cheator to inquire of what estate he was possessed.

F. N.B.951.
DIER'S-BROOM (Bot.) the Genista tinctoria o^Urmxus, a

shrub ; so called from its flowers, from which is prepared

a colour used by d3'ers in dyeing wool green.

—

Dier's-

n-ecd, the Riseda leuteola of Linna;us, annual or biennial ;

.so called because from its flowers is prepared a yellow

dye.
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DIERVrLLA {Dot) another name for the Lonicera of

I.iniia-us.

DI'ES (Wn/.) days among the Romans n-ere distinguished in

a variety of waj-s. the principal of which are as follow :

—

Diex agnnales, those da3S in which the lex sacrorum

sacrificed a ram, called Agone. Van: dc Ling. Lnt. 1. 5,

c. 34-.

—

Dies AUiensis, a day of mourning, in commemora-
tion of the defeat of the Romans at the battle of Allia.

Fist. (le Verb. Si^j^ni^f.—Dies ntii, the same as the dies

jiefnsli.— Dies civilis, the space of time which is compre-
hended within one revolution of the sun, which tlic Roman
priests reckoned from midnight to midnight. PHii. 1. 2,

c. 77; Censor, de Die Ntit. c. 10.

—

Dies comilinles, da^s
in which the comitia were held. Macruli. I.nt. 1. 1, c. 16.

— Dies cnmpereiidini, days of adjournment to the number
of twenty, on which the defendant could give ball. Macruh.

1. 1, c. 16.

—

Dies exempli were da3's on which no public

business was done.

—

Dies fasti were the same as the diesjn-

rid/ei, or court-days of modern times, in which it was lawful

for the pr.Ttor to sit in judgment and, Jiai tria verba, \>to-

iiounce these three solemn words, do, diro, addieo. Liv.

1. 1, c. 19 ; Macrub, Sal. 1. 1, c. IC.

—

Dies feriati, or dies

710)2 jiiridici, days on which the courts were shut.

—

Dies

Jesli, holidays, or days on which sacrifices, lustrations, and
the like, were performed. Maerob. 1. 1, c. 16.

—

Dies iiiter-

asi, a sort of half holidays, one half of which was devoted

to the ordinary business, and the other half to religious

exercise.

—

Dies jusli were those days in which jits, or

the execution of any sentence on a defendant was sus-

pended, which, according to the laws of the twelve tables,

was thirty days. Gel. 1. 15, c. 13.

—

Dies luslrici, days of

purification for children. Pint. Quasi. Rom. ; Fesl. de

Verb. Sigriif. ; Maerob. Sat. 1. I,c. 16.

—

Dies iiefasti were

the opposite to the Jiisti, for on them it was, nefas, unlawful

to do any public business. Tar. de Ling. Sal. 1. 5, c. 4,

8:c.

—

Dies pneliares were days on which the Romans held

it favourable to engage an enemj'. Fest.de Verb. Signif.;

Maerob. 1.1, e. 16.

—

Dies proj'esti were, in general, all days

which were allotted to the civil concerns of men, such as

the fa.'ili, eomiliales, &c.— Dies religiosi were fast-days,

similar to the dies atri.—Dies sanguinis, the day on which
the priests of Bellona used to cut themselves with knives.

Trebel. Claud, c. !• ; Tertull. Carm. ad Senat. ; Gerald, de

Ann. et Mens. Dieb. c. 1 ; Sigon dejudic. 1. 1, c. 27 ; Au-
guslin, ad Leg. XIL § 3,5; Ursin. ad Leg. et Seta, apud
Orcev. 'Flies. Aiiliij. Rom. torn. ii. p. 1354-, &c.

Dies (Arehceul.) a term in doomsday-book, signifying the

charge of one day's entertainment for the king.

—

Die.;

marchirr, the day of meeting formerly held on the marshes

or borders between the Knglisli and Scotch.

DfES (Law) is distinguished into

—

Dies dalus a respite given

by the court to the defendant.

—

Dies juridiei, court-days,

or days on which the law is administered.

—

Dies not juii-

diei are days on which no pleas are held in any court of
|

justice.

—

Dies in Banco, Days in Rank, i. e. stated days of

appearance in the Court of King's Bench during every

term.

TiiKS critici (^led.) critical days in which some fevers are

supposed to arrive at a crisis ; they are otherwise called

dies indieantes, because they indicate the state of the

disease.

—

Dies internuncii, such days as intervene between

the increase of a disorder and its decrease.

Dies caniculares (Aslron.) the Dog-days.

Dii;s intcrcalares (Citron.) intercalary days, [vide Chrouo-

DIE'SIS (Print) the mark | ; called also a double

dagger.

Diesis (Miis) S\i<n<i, a division, signified the smallest interval

in the music of the ancients; but is now taken for a tone

below a semitone, or a sliarp.

—

Diesis enharmonical, the

difference between the greater and the lesser semitone.

DIF

DI'ET (Polil.) a convention of the states or princes of a
kingdom or empire ; the same thing, in German)-, as a par-

liament in England.
Diet (Med.) dicuTit, food regulated by the rules of medicine,

on which Hippocrates and the ancients wrote much.
Hippocrat. de Vict, in Acut. Morb. ; Sfc. Sj-c.—Diet-drink,

a drink made of medicinal ingredients.

DI'ETA (Arrlnrol.) a dajf's work or journey.

DIETE'TICS [Med.] that part of medicine which considers

the way of living with regard to food or diet suitable to

any particular case.

DIELJ et mon droit (Her.) i. e. God and my Right, the

motto on the arms of the Kings of England.

DiEU et son acte [Law) a maxim in law, that the act of God
shall not be a prejudice to an}' man; thus, if a house be
thrown down by a tempest, the lessee shall be free from an

action of waste, and shall also have liberty to take timber

to rebuild it.

DIE'XODOS (Med.) l.il^hc, from A« and i\ohc, a way by
which any thing passes ; is taken by Hippocrates for the

descent or passage of the excrement by the anus.

I'lE'XODLIS (Rhet.) a figure of speech by which any thing

is diffusely treated, in distinction from brevity of dis-

course.

DIFEAEM' (Her.) vide Defamed.
DIFFARREA'TIO (Ant.) a sort of sacrifice which was made
by a man and a woman on the dissolution of their mar-

riage. Fest. de Verb. Signif.

OrFFERENCE (Log.) hy.<p,fk, one of the five predicables

which serves to distinguish different species of the same
kind one from another. Porphijr. Insiit. c. 11.

DiFi'EKENCE (Math.) the excess of one quantity above

another.

DiPFEUENCE (Mil.) the sum paid by an officer in the British

service when he changes from half to full pay.

Difference of Latitude (Geog.) is an arc of the meridian in-

cluded between the parallels of latitude, in which any

two places lie ; when the latitudes are both North

or both South, the less latitude taken from the greater

gives the difference ; but when the one is North and the

other South, they must then be added together to give the

difference.

—

Difference of Longilttde, an arc of the equator

comprehended between the meridians of two places. When
the longitudes are both East or West, the one taken from

the other gives the difference; but when the one is East

and the other West, they are then to be added together

to show the difference.

DI'l'FERENCES (Her.) such things in coats of arms as

distinguish one family from another, or members of the

same family from each other. Guillim divides differences

into ancient and modern.

—

Ancient differences were bor-

dures of all kind.

—

Motion differences are the file, crescent,

label, mullet, &c. [vide Heraldrt/}

DIFFERE'NTIAL calculus (Arith.) a method of differencing

quantities, that is, of finding a differential, or that infinitely

small quantity which, taken an infinite number of times, is

equal to a given quantitj".

—

Differential nf the Jir.H power

or degree, is that of an ordinary quantity, as d x.—Differen-

tial of the second power, is an infinitesimal of a differential

quantity of the first degree, as d d x, or d xdx, or d.t'.—

Differential ofilte third power, an infinitesimal of a differen-

tial quantity of the second power, as dddx, ordx^.—Di^e-

rcntio differential calctilus is a method of difierencing diffe-

rential quantities, as the sign of a differential is, that of

a differential oi d x is ddx, and the dift'ercnlial of ddx is

d d d X, or rf- x, d^ x, &c., similar to the fluxions .v, x, x, &c.

— Differential eijtiation, an equation involving or containing

differential quantities, as the equaUon {i x^ d x — ^ a x d

x

+ n i/dx -^- a xdt/ = 0. The differential equation has

been explained by some to signify that which defines the

nature of a scries.

—

Dfferential method, a method of find-
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ing quantities by means of their successive differences.

—

Differential scale, a name for the scale of relation sub-
tracted from unity.

DIFFLA'TIO (Med.) the same as Transpiration.

DIFFLA'TIOX (Chem.) is when spirits which are raised by
heat are blown into the opposite arch of the furnace with
a sort of bellows.

DIFFLU'VIUM (Bof.) a distemper in trees, by which they
lose their bark.

DIFFORCIA'RE RECTUM (Archo'ol.) to take away or
der.y justice. Mat. Par. Ann. 1164-.

DIFFO'RMIS (Bot.) Difformed, irregular, or anomalous; an
epithet for a flower, the parts of which do not correspond
in size or proportion.

—

Diffbrmis iorsio is a twisting first

or.e way and then the other; diffurmia Jolia are leaves of
different shapes, on the same plant.

DIFFRACTION (Opt.^ another word for /«y?frt/on.

DIFFUSION (PInj.) the dispersing the siibtle effluvia of
bodies into a kind of atmosphere all round them.

DIFFU'SUS (Bo/.t Diffuse, i. e. spreading wide ; an epithet

for a stem or a panicle ; caulis diffimts, a stem which has
spreading branches, as in the Teiicrium ; paniada diffusa,

a par.icle with pedicles spreading about looselv.

TO DIG n Badger (Sport.) to raise or dislodge a badger.
DIGA'MMA (Gram.) }.yciiA,u,x, an old Greek letter, as F, an-

swering to the letter r, which was so called because it was
supposed to represent a double Gamma.

DIGA'STRICUS (Anai.) from ^i;, importing double, and
yxr'.s. a belly; a muscle of the lower jaw.

TO DIGEST [C/iem.) vide Digestion.

DIGE'STA (L(7ti) the Digests, or books of civil law.

DIGESTER iC/iem.) an apparatus for reducing animal and
vegetable substances to a pulp or jelly.

DIGESTION (Surg.) the disposing an ulcer or wound to

suppurate, or discharge good pus, by the application of
proper medicines.

DIGE'STIVES {Med.) medicines which help digestion.

—

Erie'-nal digestives, such as dissolve a swelling or breed
good matter in a wound.

DIGE'STS (Law) digesta, the first tome or volume of the
Civil Law, so called because the author digested every
book and title into a regular form.

DIGESTOR (Chem.) vide Digester.

DI'GIT {Arit/:.) digitus, a measure equal to three quarters

of an inch.

—

Digit is also a character wliich denotes a
figure : as 1 for one, 2 for two, &c.

Dic.ir [Anro,!.] the twelfth part of a diameter of the sun or
moon, used to denote the quantity of an eclipse.

DIGITA'LIS (Bat.) tlie name of a genus of plants, in the

Linr.ean sj/stem, Class ]i Didi/nnniia, Order 2 Angiospermia.
Ger.eric Character. Cal. perianth five-parted.— Con. one-

petalled.

—

^tam. filaments four; anthers two-parted.

—

PrsT. gerjn acuminate; st^le simple; stigma sharp.

—

Per. capsule ovate ; seeds verv manv.
Species. The species are perennials. The following are

the principal, as the

—

Digitalis latca, Small Yellow Fox-
glove, native of the South of Europe.

—

Digitalis firru-
gi':ea, Iron-leaved Fox-glove, native of the Canary
Islands.

—

Digitalis sceptrum, Madeira Shrubby Fox-
glove ; but the following is a biennial.

—

Digitalis pur-
purea, Purple Fox-glove, native of Denmark, Germany,
Switzerland, and Britain. Bauh. Hist.; Bau/i. Pin.;
Ger. Herb. ; Raii Hist. ; Tourn. Inst.

Digitalis is also the Chclone penstemon, the Gerardia pur-
purea, the yiimulus regens, and the Sesamum orientale.

DIGITA'RIA (Bot.) another name for the Panicum of
Linnseus.

DIGITATION (Mech.) a pointing with the finger; also the
form of the same finger in both hands joined'together ; or
the manner of their joining.

DII

DIGITA'TUS (Bot.) from digitus, a finger; digitate, at»

epithet for a ]c-if:ffoliu)n digitaturii, a digitate leaf, or one
the leaflets of which spread out after the manner of fingers,

as in the case of the binate, ternate, and quinate leaves, &c.
DIGITE'LLUS (Bot.) a name for several fungusses.

DIGI'TIUM [Med.) from digitus, a finger; a contraction of
the joint of a finger, and also a whitlow or sore upon the
same part.

DIGITO'RUM TENSOR (.4nn/.) \ide Extensor Digitorum
comnninis.

DI'GITUS (.-!«/.) finger's breadth, a finger, or digit

—

Digit i, the
fingers, were designated by different epithets, as

—

Digitus
annularis, the ring-finger, also called niedicus.—Digitus
index, ciDtTixo;, from ^ny-fj u,i, to show or point the fore-

finger. It was also called salntaris, a salutando, from sa-

luting Digitus viedius, the middle finger, being used as a
mark of supreme contempt, was on that account called

injamis, x-espus, impudicus, &c. Cic.ad Heren. 1. 3, c. 20;
Aul. Cell. 1. 10, c. 10; Macrob. Sat. 1.7, c. 13; Isid. Orig.

1.11,0.1.

Dicnvs Manns et Pedis (Anat.) the finger and toe. The
fingers and thumb in each hand consist of fourteen bones,
which are distributed into three orders called Phalanxes.
The same applies to the toes of each foot.

DIGLIPH (Archit.) an ornament on friezes resembling the tri-

glyph, except that it lias only two channels instead of three.

DIGLO'SSON (Bot.) c>'yf.a<r<rc>, from ^.?, double, and -/A^ora,

a tongue ; a name for the Laurus Alexaudrina.
DI'GNITARY (Ecc.) one who has authority and jurisdiction

in the church, as a dean, a prebend, i.S:c.

Dl'GNITY (Laxi:) Iionour and authority. Dignities may be
divided into superior and inferior, as the titles of Duke,
Earl, and Baron, Sec. are the highest names of dignity, so
those of Baronet, Knight, Sergeant at Law, &c. are the
lowest —Ecclesiastical Dignity is defined by canonists to

be an administration joined with some power and juris-

diction.

DIGNITIES (Astrol.) the advantages which a planet has
upon account of its being in a particular place of the zo-
diac, or in a particular station with regard to other
planets.

DIGNO'TIO (.Med.) \k]e Diagnosis.

DI GRADO {Mus.) an Italian word signifying that the
passage to which it refers moves by conjoint intervals.

DIGYNTA (Bot.) from ^.5, double, and yvr,-, a female; an
order in Linnseus' artificial system, comprehending those
plants which have two pistils. This order is the second
in the first thirteen classes, except the ninth.

DIH.F:'MAT0N (Med.) lu rS. ui'iuiurm, from «ru,«, blood ;

an antidote composed of the blood of many animals. Galen
de Antid. i. 2, c. 8 ; Paul. J^gineta, 1. 7, c. 11.

DIHA'LON [Med.) }ix U>m,"i\om uX^, salt; a plaster pre-
pared chiefly of common salt and nitre. .Egineta, 1.7, c. 17.

DIHE'LIUS (Astron.) that ordinate in the ellipsis, which
passes through the focus in which the sun is supposed to

be placed.

DII {.Int.) videDras.
DIJA'MBUS (Poet.) ^iU/ju^ec, a diambic, from Sk and .'a/A/Jo?,

an Iambic, a foot in verse, consisting of four syllables, or
two Iambics, i. e. the first and third short, the second and

fourth long: as A^xfji)'. Ha-phest. Enchirid.

DII'PETES (Med.) J^ii^sn:?; an epithet apphed to ydtci, semen,
and imports a sudden or immediate Defluxion.

DIIPOLI'A (Ant.) A.i^Aiia; a festival celebrated at Athens
on the fourteenth of Scirrophorion, so named because it

was sacred tm AiV rioAitr, i. e. to Jupiter, surnamed Polieus,

or protector of the citj-. At this festival it was customary
to place sacrifice-cakes on a brazen table, and to drive

round them a number of oxen, of which the one that eat

any of the cakes was immediately slaughtered. The per-
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son killing tlio ox was called iiirr.i, or ^si+os?, and the sa-

crifice itself sometimes ^»(fsua, i.e. the ox-slaughter. Tlie

origin of this custom is differently accounted for by Pau-
sanias and .Elian. JEUan. Var. Hist. 1. 8, c. 3 ; Porphyr.
lie Alistinent. ab Anim.; Hesychiiis ; Sitidas.

DIL.\PlDA'TIOX (Lnti) is either the letting a building go
to ruin, or the ruin and damage which accrues to a build-

ing in consequence of such neglect.

DILATA'TION (Med.) 'tvfuo-fju<n, unufutrf/j'if;; an affection of

the vessels of the human body when they havQ their di

niensions enlarged.

DILATATO'RES {.4imt.) muscles which dilate the «te of

the nose.

DILATATO'RIUM (Surg.) a suigical in.'itrumcnt for di-

lating the mouth ; also for pulling barbed irons out of a

«ound.
DILATORY (Surg.) v'u\e Dilatorium.

DIL.V'TRIS (Bot.)'a genus of plants, Class 3 Triandria, Or-

der 1 Monogi/niri.

Generic Character. Cal. none. — Cor. six-petalled. —
i>TA.M. Jilamenls three; anthers ovate.

—

Viht. germ in-

ferior; stijle filiform; stigma simple.

—

Pek. f(r;M«/e glo-

bular; 5eec/.s solitary.

Species, The species are

—

Dilalris umhcUata, viscera, and
paniculata.

UILE'MMA (Log.) an argument consisting of two or more
propositions, so disposed that neither of them can be well

denied without involving the party denying in equal diffi-

culties.

Dilemma (R/tet.) a figure of speech in which two interro-

gations being put to the adversary, we are ready to refute

liim in both ; or a double h3-pothetical proposition, which

Cicero calls complexin. Cic. de Invent. 1. 1, c. 29 ; Hcrmag.
TTffi S'wir.; Aspiii. R/iet. p. T03 ; U/pian. in Demosth. Olijnth.

3, p. 25.

DILL (Bot.) the Anethum graveolens of Linnaeus; an annual,

having a strong aromatic smell.

DILLE'NTA (Hot.) a genus of plants called after Dillenius,

a professor of Botany at Oxford, Class 13 I'olyandria,

Order 7 Polygijnia.

Generic Character. Cw^. perianth five-leaved.

—

Cor. petals

five.

—

Stam. filaments scarce any; anthers \ery nume-
rous.—PisT.;;ww ovate; i////f.< several ; s/zgHWi simple.

—Per. roundish; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are trees, as the Dillenia speciosa,

sen Sijalita, native of .Malabar.

—

Dillenia elliptica, seu

So/igium, native of Amboyna, Celebes, and Macassar.

—

Dillenia serrala, seu Sangius, native of the Celebes,

Macassar, and .lava.

—

Dillenia dentata, seu JVormia, na-

tive of Ceylon.

DILO'GIA (lihet.) a figure of speech which consists in

Using equivocal terms that mean two things.

Dl'LUENTS (Alcd.) arc sucii things as cause or increase

fluidity in substances.

TO DILU'TE (Chem.) to dissolve the parts of a solid body
in a rtuid.

DILU'TU.VI (Med.) diluted, is spoken of what has passed

under the action of Diluents.

DILYT/E'A (Med.) i-u.vr-j.U in Mi/repsu<, sect. 3, cap. 12,

is, as Puchsius says, the fat of some animal unknown.
DIAIACH.E (Ant.) A^t./.z"-!; a kind of soldiers who served

both on foot and on horseback, answering to the dragoons

of the moderns. Poll. Onnm. 1. 1, sec. J 32; /Elian. Tact.

p. 1.56; Curt, 1. 5, c. 13; He.ii/chius ; Turneb, Adv.l.lQ,

c. 32, &c.

DI.ME'NSION (Geom.) a term denoting the affections of a

line, surface, or figure, as respect its extension in breadth

and thickness : a line has one dimension, namely length

;

a surface two, namely length and breadth ; a solid three,

n.nmcly length, breadth, and thickness.

DIG
DiMENSio.v (Atgeb.) is a term applied to the powers of any

root in any equation : thus, in a biquadrate equation the
highest dimension of the root is 4-.

DIMIDIA'TUS (Bot.) from dimidium, half, halved ; an epi-

thet for a spathe, a capitulum, and an involucre.

DIMIDIETAS (Law) is used in records for one half.

DIMI'XISHED Angle (Fort.) vide Angle.

DIMINISHED (Mus.) an epithet for an interval, when, by
the application of a sharp or natural tc the lower tone, or
of a Hat or natural to an upper one, it becomes contracted
within its natural compass.

DIMI'NISHING the Coin (Law) the reducing of the coin

to less quantity or value by clipping, cutting, filing, <Src.

DIMINUENDO (Mus.) abbreviated r/m. ; an Italian word
in music-books, implying that the loudness of the passage

over which it is placed is to be gradually lessened.

DIMINUTION (Mus.) the abating something of the full

quantity of a full note.

Di.MiNUTioN (Her.) the defacing of some particular point

in the escutcheon.

Diminution (Archit.) the lessening a pillar by httle and little.

Diminution (Lazi.<) an omission in the record, or in some
part of the proceedings, which is certified in a writ of

error on the part of either plaintiff or defendant. Co, Ent.

232.

DDII'NUTIVE (Gram.) a word that lessens the meaning
of the original term from which it is derived, as culter, a

knife, cullellus, a little knife.

DIMI'SSORY (Ecc.) an epithet for a letter sent by a bishop;

dimissory letters are sent from one bishop to another in

favour of one who stands candidate for Holy Orders in

another diocese.

DI mollo (Mus.) an augmentative expression in the Italian,

as allegro di molto, very quick.

D in alt (Mus.) the fifth note in alt.

—

D in altiisimo, the

fifth note in altissimo.

DIMOTlPHA (Dot.) a genus of plants. Class 17 Dt.idelphia,

Order 4 Decandria.

Generic Character. C\h. perianth one-leaved.

—

Con. petals

very wide.—-kSTAM. Jilaments diadelphous ; anthers in-

cumbent.—PisT. ^er»i short; style longer than the sta-

mens ; stigma simple.

—

Per. legume large ; seeds few.

.Species, The species are trees, as the

—

Dimorpha Jalcata,

seu Eperua, native of Guiana.

—

Dimorpha grar.diflora,

seu Parivoa, native of Guiana.

DIMORPHOTHE'CA (Bot.) another name for the Ctlen-

dula of Linnxus.

DINICA (Med.) from ei'tw, to turn round; medicines against

a vertigo.

DI'NOS (Med.) ix'^; the vertigo.

DIOIK)'(;()N [Med.) \\de Scrupulus.

DIO'BOLUS (Ant.) a coin equivalent to two oboli.

DIOCESAN (Ecc.) a name for a bishop who has the th.irgc

of a diocese committed unto him; also one living .vithin

the jurisdiction of the diocesan.

DI'OCESE (Ecc.) the circuit or bounds of a bishop's juris-

diction : of these there arc twenty-one in England, and

four in Wales. Co. Lit. O* ; IVood'.s In.U. 2.

DIOCLl'A (Ant.) A.«/ii«; a spring festival at Megara, in

honour of the Athenian Hero, Diodes. Theicrtt, idyl. 12,

v. 27.

DIO'DEA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 4 Tetrandrm,

Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Character, Cal. perianth two-leaved.—CoR. one-

pctalled.— Sta>.i. Jilaments four; anthers versatile.

—

PiST. germ roundish ; style filifonn ; stigma two-cleft.

—

Per. crt/iiw/c oval; ife(/.s solitary.

Species. The species are natives of the West Indies.

DI'ODON (Ich.) a genus of fishes, Order Branchiostcgous,

having bony jaws, a body covered with spines, and no
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ventral fins. Fishes of this tribe mostly inhabit the Indian

seas.

DI'ODOS {Med.) ^n'^o«, from »ia, through, and c;/«5,the way;
evacuation by stool.

DI'CECIA (Bot.) from ^'?, iw, and oixo?, a house ; the name
of the twenty-second Class in Linnaeus' Artiticial System,

comprehending those plants which have no hermaphrodite

flowers, but the males and females on distinct individuals.

The principal genera are as follow, namely, in—Monan-
dria, as Pnndamis, Screw Pine; Brosimum, Milk-wood.

—

Diandria, Cecropia, Snake-wood ; Salix, Osier, Willow.

—

Triandria, Empetrum, Crowberry, Crakeberry ; Ruscua,

Butcher Broom; Osyris, Poet's Cassia ; Mi/iisticn. Nutmeg-
Tree; P/;reH/.r,Date Plum.—Tetrandria, r/sfi!)»,I\Iisseltoe;

M^j/cn, Candle Berry; Aiiihospermtt7n,Amher-Trce.—Pen-
tandria, Pistacin, Fistic or Pistachio Nut-Tree; Xanihoxij-

lon, Toothach-Tree ; Spinacia, Spinach ; Acnida, Virgi-

nian Hemp ; Cannabis, Hemp ; Humidus, Hop.—Hexan-
dria, Tamns, Black Bryony, Bocassus, Fan Palm.—Octan-

dria, Pojndus, Poplar, Aspen, Tacamahas.—Enneandria,

Mercuriales, Mercury ; Hydrocharis, Frog-bit.—Decandria,

Coriaria, Sumach.—Decandria, Datisca, Bastard Hemp

;

Stratiotcs, Water-Soldier. — Monadelphia, Junipcrus, Ju-
niper: TW.ri(s, Yew-Tree ; £/;/irfrfa, Sea-Grass.

DIO'ECOUS (Bot.) an epithet for plants that have the male
and female ilovvers on distinct individuals, from which
conies the Class Dicecia.

DIOiKAXTHES (Med.) (Ji« w«^>i?, the name of an cpithem
against the Cholora Morbus, in Trallian, 1. 7, c. H.

DIO'GMOS (Med.) from ^ioiku, to persecute; distressing

palpitation of the heart.

DIOMEDE'A (Orn.) the Heron or Hern, so called from
Diomedes, whose companions, as the fable says, were
converted into Herons.

DIO^[EDEA, in the Linnean system, a genus of birds of the

order Anseres.

Generic Character. Bill straight.

—

Nostrils oval, wide.

—

Tongue very small.

—

Feet four-toed.

Specie;. Birds of this tribe are aquatic, and mostly inhabit

the Indian ocean. The principal species are as follow
;

namely,

—

Diomedca exulans, the W^andering Albatross,

01 Man of War Bird.

—

Diomedea spadicea, Chocolate

Albatross.— Diomedea CMororhi/ncltos, Yellow-nosed

Albatross, &c.
DIOMI'A (Ant.) Aioju,ii«, a festival at Athens in honour of

Jupiter Diomeus. Eustath. II. 1. 4.

DI'ON (Ant.) S'Uv, the name of a month in which the

autumnal equinox happened : it was in use only among
the Macedonians. Gal. com. 1. in Hippocral. Epid. 1. 1.

DIONCO'SIS (Med.) ^iiyxuini, from 'o'/mic, a tumor; tume-
faction, ampliation.

DION^E'A (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved. — Cor.

petals five.

—

St a:si. Jilaments ten; anthers roundish.

—

PrsT. germ roundish ; style filiform ; stigma spreading.

—

Per. capsule one-celled ; seeds very many.
Species. The species, the Dionaa Muscipula, 'S'^enus'

Fly-trap, is a perennial or biennial, native of Caro-
lina.

DI'ONIS (Med.) the name of a Colyrium. Oribas, Synops.

1. 3.

DIONY'SIA (Ant.) i'Mviria, solemnities in honour of Aijvwo?,

or Bacchus, which were celebrated at Athens in greater

splendour than in any other part of Greece. In most cases

they were attended with much riot and revelling, parti-

cularh' on the part of those who officiated as his immediate

votaries, who ran about uttering hideous yells, and dis-

torting themselves by every sort of frantic grimace and

gesticulation. The festivals of Bacchus were almost in-
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numerable, and distinguished by the names of the imivs-ix

aizuiarifa, tiuriftt, &c. Thiicyd. 1. 2; Demosth. Orat. in

Nearam. et Neptin.; Poll. Onum. 1. 8; Harpocration
.

;

Hesychilis.

DIONYSIA (Sitrg.) a sort of plaistcr for abscesses.
DIONY'SIAS (Bot.) vide Androsa-mnm.
DIOXYSrSCI (Anaf.) JioJi/o-f'o-j'-oi, from AiMKro?, Bacchus,
who was represented with Horns ; certain bony eminences
near the temples.

DIONY'SONYMPHAS (Bot.) from A,«a<ro;, Bacchus, and
mfi,cfx, a nymph; a herb which if bruised smells of wine,
and )'et resists drunkenness.

DIONY'SOS (Med.) ititvc-nt;, the name of a collyrium con-
taining myrrh. Aet. Tetrah. 2, serm. 3.

DIOPOllON (Med.) a medicine for the quinsy. Ceel.

Aurelian, de Acut. Morb. I. 3, c. 3.

DIO'PSIS (Ent.) a genus of Insects of the Dipterous Order,
having two inarticulate filiform nntcnnie much longer than
the head, at the tip of which are placed the eyes. The
body is reddish, and the abdomen clavate.

DIO'PTER (Mech.) vide Dioptra.
DIO'PTRA (Mech.) or Diopter, ^lixTfu, oios-Tnf, from o.o^-

Ttvti-j, to take a level or aim ; an instrument among the an-

cients for taking altitudes, levelling water-courses, &c.
Vitriiv. 1. S, c. 6; Plin. 1. 2, c. 69; Martian. Capell. 1. 6,

c. de posit, tcrr.

Dioptra is now the name for the index or alhidade of an
astrolabe.

DIO'PTRA (Surg.) an instrument to enlarge the womb for

the extraction of the foetus.

DIO'PTRICS (Opt.) (i-om}ii.-T0fx,c.:, to see through; that part

of optics which treats of refracted rays, and their union
with one another, according as they are received by glasses

of tliis or that figure.

DIOPTRISMOS (Surg.) the operation which consists m
dilating the natural passages with a dioptra or specuhnv.

.

DI'OROBON (Med.) oi' ifijim, a medicine having vetches

as a principal ingredient.

DIORRHO'SIS (Med.) S'liffua-ii, or S'ufutnc, from ef«! or o(ip«,

serum ; a conversion of the humours into water or serum.

DIORTHO'SIS (Med.) fl.«fC«.'.ri?, from a.^ff^*-, to make straight

;

operations where crooked and distorted members are made
straight, and restored to their due shape.

DIOSCOTiEA (Bot.) a genus of plants called after Dios-
corides. Class 22 Dioccia, Order 6 Hcxandrin.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved. — CoR.

none. — Stam. Jilaments six; anthers simple. — Pist.
in the female ; germ very small ; styles three ; stigmas

simple.

—

Per. capsule large; seeds in pairs.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Dioscorea

alata, I'olubilis, seu Ricophora, Winged- stalked Dios-

corea, native of the West Indies.

—

Dioscorea Bulbijera,

seu Rkizophura, native of the Indies.—Diosco7ra villosa,

Polysonv.m, Hairy Dioscorea, native of Florida, &c.
DIO'SCURI [Anat.) ^u<TMft,, Castor and Pollux; was the

name given to the parotids on account of their twin-like

shape and appearance.

DIOSCU'RIA (Ant.) ^lorxjffix, a festival in honour of Castor

and Pollux, particularly observed by the Spartans. Pausan.
1. 4 ; Pindar. Schol. Pyth. od. 5.

DIO'SMA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandna,
Order 1 Monogynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved. — Cor.
petals Hve.— Stam. ^laments five; anthers erect.

—

Pist.

germ crowned with the nectary ; style simple ; sligDtas

obscure.

—

Per. capsules five ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are all shrubs, and natives of the

Cape of Good Hope, as the — Diosma oppositifolia

spircea, seu Hypericum, Opposite-leaved Diosma. —
Diosma rubra, seu Erica, Red Flowered Diosma.

—
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Diosma cuprcsslna, seu Brunia unrjinra.—Dio^tna uni-

Jlora, Cistus, seu Ilartogia tinijiora. One-flowered Dios-

ma.

—

Diosma pulcheUa, seu Harlogia pulchella. Oval-

leaved Diosma.
DIOSPOLrTICOX {Med) o*'.orro;.i7,;6«, a compound carmi-

native. Gal. de saiiit. tucnd. 1. i, c. 5.

DIOSPYROS (Bot.) Ica-mfoi, a fruit like a cherry men-
tioned by Theophrastus and Galen ; the latter of whom
reckons it among the aliments of small nutrition. T/ico-

phrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 3, c. 13 ; Gal. de Alim. Fnc.

I. 2, c. 38.

DIO'SPYROS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 23 Poli/gamia

Dicecia, Order 2 Odandria Monncrynia.

Generic Character. CAh. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. one-

petalled.— Ss\m. filaments eight; anthers oblong.

—

PisT. in the female
;
genu roundish.

—

Peu. l^errj/ glo-

bose ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are Trees, as the

—

Diospijros Lotus,

European Date-plum, Lotus Africaiia, Pseudn-lotus,

Guaiactim, Gunjacana, seu Zizyphus.—Diospijros Vir-

giniana, American Plum Tree, Lotas Virginiana.—
Diospijros Kaki, seu Kis Knki.—Diospijros Ebenaster,

seu Hcbenastcr, native of Ceylon.

DIO'TA [Ant.) ajar for wine with two handles.

DiOTA [Chcm.) a circulating or double vessel.

DIOTOTHE'CA {Bol.) another name for the Marina of

Linnaeus.

DIOXEL.'E'UM (il/ff/.) from <^.«, through, c'lW, acid, and (Aaw,

oil ; a malagma of oil and vinegar, for the gout. Cocl. Au-
relian. Chron. 1. .5, c. 2.

DIO'XUS (Med.) from i^u;, acid ; a collyrium in which vine-

gar is the chief ingredient. Marccll. Empyric. c. 8.

JilP of the Horizon (Astroii.) vide Depression.

Dip of the magnetic Needle (Mar.) a property which all

needles possess, when rubbed with the loadstone, of in-

clining the north end below the level of the horizon.

DI'PCADI (Bot.) vide Mu.scari.

DIPE'TALUS (Bot.) dipetalous, an epithet for a corolla

having two petals only, as in Circcca, Commclina, &c.

DIPHORETICUS Sudur (Med.) a faint, excessive sweat.

DI'PHRIS (Min.) vide Diphijs.

Dl'PHRUX (_Min.) from «i!, twice, and (pflv^, to burn, be-

cause it is twice burnt ; a name for the dregs of brass

which remain in the furnace after melting ; it is reckoiied

astringent and a potent cleanser. Dioscor. 1.5, c. 120 ;

Plin. 1. 34, c. 13.

DI'PHTHERA (Nat.) i\(p6ifx, an entire goat's skin, which

was the habit of a slave. Arisloph. Vcsp. ; Sehol. in Nub.

act. 1, seen. v. 73; Lncian. Timon. ; Pull. Onom. 1. 7,

seg. 70 ; Rhodig. Ant. Led. 1. 16, c. 10.

DIPHTHONG (Gram.) i^Hy/oi, from Sii and (p«i'vvo/*«i, to

sound ; two vowel sounds united into one.

DIPHY'LLUS (Bnl.) diphyllons, an epithet for a calyx

liaving two leaves, as the Papavrr and Fumaria. It is

also applied to the cirrus, or tendril, as in Lathijris ; and

to the peduncle, as in Gomphrcna.

DI'PHY.S (Min.) St'Pv'.i, from en and <pCi', to generate ; a

precious stone of a double kind, or gender, black and

white, male and female. Plin. 1. 37, c. )0.

DIPHY'S.\ (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 17 Diadclphia,

Order 4- Decandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con. pa-

pilionaceus.

—

St a^i-filaments ten ; anthers ovate.

—

Pist.

germ pedicelled ; sljjle rising ; stigma simple.

—

Pek.

legume linear ; seeds oblong.

Species. The single species is Diphysa carlhaginensis,

native of Carthagena.

DIPL.VSIA'S.MUS (Med. S:r:Xciiri*<rjji,\c, from Sixt^'ou, to

double ; a reduplication of diseases.

Dl'PLE (Ant.) a mark formerly used in the margin of books
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by way of reference to authorities. Cic, ad Attic. \. 8,
cp. 2; Isid. Orig. 1. I, c. 22.

DIPLPNTHIUS (Archit.) from ^i and J!?.i,ec:, a brick ; aa
e|)ithet for a wall two bricks thick.

DI'PLOE (Anaf.) !?.TAoi), the soft meditullum which lies be-
tH een the laminae of the bones of the cranium.

DiPLOE (Chem.) a double vessel, [ylile Diploma']
DIPLO'MA (Ant.) S'izxZy.x, from iJls^^ioo;, double : a letter,

patent, or a charter from the prince ; so called because it

was folded or doubled. Cic. in Pison. 1. 37 ; Pl:n. 1. 10,
ep. 121 ; Sucton. Ner. c. 12, 5:c.; Plul. in Galhr. ; Macrob.
Sat. 1. 1, c. 23 ; Sigon. de Ant. Jur. Prov. 1. 2, c. 5 ; Bud.
Pandect, p. 231 ; PanciroU. Notit. dignit. imp. Orient, c. 6;
Laz. Comment. Ueip. Rom. I. 2, c. 4^.

Diploma (Polit.) a licence for exercising certain functions;
as a phj'sician's diploma, &c.

Diploma (Chem.) a double vessel. Thus, '• To boil in rfj-

ploma," is to put the vessel which contains the ingredients

into a second vessel, to which the fire is applied.

DIPLO'Pl.-V (Med.) from cV^iio?, double, and U-'u^xi, to

see ; a disease in the eye in which the person sees an object
double or triple.

DIPO'NDIUM (Ant.) a weight of two pounds. Isid. Orig.

1. 16, c. 24'.

DI'PNOUS (Surg.) (JiTtoo;, from ^U, double, and niiu, to

breathe ; an epithet for wounds which have two spiracula

or orifices.

DI'PPEL'S animal oil (Chcm.) a volatile oil, formed during
the distillation of different animal substances ; so called

from the chemist who first observed it.

DI'PPING Needle (Mar.) an epithet for the magnerical
needle, which, when duly poised about an horizontal axis,

will have a direction of altitude in an horizontal posi-

tion above the horizon, besides its direction towards the

North.

DI'PSACUS (Bol.) !^/^^«c, or .fi'^ax.;, Teasel; a prickly

plant so called from ii-^x, thirst, because it provokes
thirst. Theoph. Hist. Plant. 1. 4, c. S ; Dioscor. 1. 3,

c. 1 3 ; Plin. I. 27, c. 9 ; Gal. de Simpl. 1. G ; Ad. Tdrab. 1,

serm. 1.

Dipsacus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class

1- Tctrandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth common.

—

Cor. proper

universal.

—

Stam. filaments four ; anthers incumbent.—Pist. ger7n inferior; style filiform; stigmas imfple.—
Per. none ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are biennial, as the

—

Dipsacus sijl-

vestris, seu Carduus, Cultivated Teasel.

—

Dipsacus syl-

vestris, seu Labium, Wild Teasel.

—

Dipsacus laciniaius.

Cut-leaved Teasel.

—

Dipsacus pilosus, seu Virga pastoris,

Small Teasel.

Dips.\cus is also the Scabiosa alpina.

Dl'PSAS (Zool.) a sort of serpent ; so called because it pro-

vokes great thirst in the person who is bitten by it. hid.

1. 12, c. 4-.

DrPTER.\ (Enl.) the sixth order of insects in the Linnean
system, comprehending the genera which have two wings,

with a poiser on each side. The genera are distinguished

into, 1. Those which have a proboscis and sucker ; namely,

diopsis ; tijnila, the Crane-Ely; musca, the Fly; tabanus

;

empis; cotwps. 2. Those which have a sucker and no pro-

boscis, as oestrus, the Gad-Fly and the Breeze; asilus

;

stomoxys ; culc.r, the Gnat ; bombylius, the Humble-Bee

;

and hippobosca.

DI'PTERON (Archil.) (JiTrtfoj, a building which has a double

wing or isle. Vitruv. 1. 3, c. 1.

DIPTERYX (But.) a genus of plants, Class \~ Diadetphia,

Order i Decandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—CoR. pa-

^xWou&QGWS.—^TAU.filaments eight to ten ; anthers small.
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—PiST. germ oblong ; sti/le awl-shaped ; sligina acute.

Per. lepime large ; seeds ovate.

Species. The two species are

—

Dipteriji odorata et oppo-

sitifoUa, which are trees.

DIPTO'TES (Gram.) oirrTUTu, a name for those nouns which
have only two cases. Jsid. Orig. I. 1, c. 6.

DI'PTYCHA (ArchfEol.) ^Ut-jx,x, from SU, twice, and ~rvyjf,

a leaf or fold ; a register so called because it consisted of
two leaves, on one of which were written the names of the

living, and on the other those of the dead, who were
lionoured with the distinction of having their names recited

in the liturgy.

DIPTYCHU-M (Ecc.) ^i^rvx.^^, a table in which the Greek
church enrolled the names of persons baptized ; also a

register of eminent persons deceased, whose names were
rehearsed at the altar.

DIPYREXON (Surg.) ^iTi.'p>i>o», from o.;, twice, and ?rt^i», a

kernel ; a probe having two buttons at one end. Ccct.

Aurel. de Mori). And. 1. 3, c. 3 ; G(d.

DIPY'ROS (Ant.) from M;, twice, and tJ^j, fire; an epithet

for bread twice baked.

DIRADIA'TIOX (Med.) an invigoration of the muscles by
the animal spirits.

DI'R.E [Art.) another name for the FiinVs.

DI'RCA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class S Odandrin, Order
1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. none.—Coff. one-petalled.

—

StAM. Jilamenis eight; n?f;/ier.s roundish.

—

Pist. ;:;^r';;)i

ovate; style filiform; stigma simple.

—

Per. berry one-

celled ; seeds single.

Species. The single species is a shrub, as the

—

Dirca pa-
lustris, seu Strymella, Marsh Leather \Vood.

DIRE'CT (.4rith.) an epithet for a rule ; namely, " The Rule
of Three Direct," when the proportion of any terms or

quantities is in the natural or direct order in which they

stand, in distinction from " Tiie Rule of Three Inverse."

[vide Hide of Three'\

I>iRECT (Aslron.) is when a planet, by its proper motion,

goes forward in the zodiac according to the natural order

and succession of the signs, in distinction from the retro-

grade.

—

Direct sphere, is the same as Right sphere.—Direct

dials, vide Dials.

Direct ray (Opt.) a ray which is carried from a point of

the visible object directly to the eye, without being turned

out of its rectilinear direction b}' anj' intervening body,

opaque or pellucid.

—

Direct vision, that vision which is

performed by means of direct rays.

Direct (Miis.) a certain character placed at the end of a

stave, to apprize the performer of the situation of the first

note in the succeeding stave.

Direct (Laiv) an epithet for the line of ascendants and
descendants in genealogical succession.

DIRECTION, line of (Gunii.) the direct line in which a

piece is pointed.

DiuEcrioN (Astron.) the motion and other phaenoniena of a

planet when direct.

Direction (Astrol.) a motion by which any star, or part of

the celestial sphere, that is supposed to have any induence

on mundane affairs, is carried to another star, or another

part of the heaven, which has also a signification in refer-

ence thereto.

Di.''.ECTios, line of (Mech.) the line of motion which any
natural body observes, according to the force impressed

upon it.— Angle of direction, the angle comprehended
between the lines of direction of two conspiring powers.

—

Quantity of direction, the quantity which arises from the

multiplying the velocity of the common centre of gravity

by the sum of their masses.

Direction, number of (Chron.) one of the thirty-five

numbers between the Paschal Limits, or between the
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earliest and latest day on which Easter can lall, namely,
between March 22 and April 25, comprehending a space
of thirly-nve days, [vide Chronology'^

Direction- l^ord (Print.) the word which begins the next
page, that is set at the bottom of the page preceding.

DIRE'CTOR (Surg.) a hollow instrument for guiding an
incisor knife.

Director (Mus.) the person who undertakes the manage-
ment of a concert.

DIRECTO'RES (.-Inat.) another name for the Erectorcs

penis.

DIRE'CTORY (Polit.) a form of public prayer, etc, used
in tlie time of the rebellion instead of the Book of Common
Prayer.

DIRE'CTRIX (Math.) a right line, per-

pendicular to the axis of a conic sec-

tion, as A B, in tlie annexed figure,

which is so placed, that if anj- point, F,

be assumed without it, and while the

line, F D, revolves about F as a centre,

a point, D, moves in such a manner, that its distance trom F
shall always be to C D its distance from the line A B, in a
constant ratio: then \' D, described by the point D, is a
conic section, which is either an ellipse, a parabola, or an
hyperbola, according as F D is less than, equal to, or

greater than, C D, or FV than \ A.
DIRGE (Miis.) a song of lamentation sung at funerals.

DIRIBITO'RES (Ant.) 1. Officers at the Roman elections

who distributed the tables among the electors who were to

give their vote. Cic. post. Red. in Sen. c. 11. 2. Ser-
vants who distributed the different portions to the respec-
tive guests at entertainments. ApuL Met. I. 2, p. 53

;

Buleng. de Conviv. 1. 2, e. 1.

DI'RIGENT (Geom.) a term expressing the

line of motion along which a describent

line or surface is carried in the senesis of
N
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Madeira.

—

Disandia afrkana, seu C/tri/iosplenii, native

of Africa.

DISBA'NDED {Mil.) an epithet for a regiment who, in a

body, are discharged from the conditions of military ser-

vice.

DISC {Astron.) or dis/c, the body or face of the sun or

moon, as it appears to us. The illumined disc of the Earth
is tliat «hich is otherwise called the Circle of Illumination.

[vide Citcle of Illumination']

Disc (Opt.) the magnitude of a telescope glass, or the width

of it? aperture, wlietlier plane, convex, or of any other

form.

DISCARCA'TIO {Archceol.) the unloading of a ship.

DI.SCE'XT {LaK) vide Descent.

DISCE'SSUS [Chcm.) in general the separation of any two

bodies before united ; but in particular the separation of

gold from silver by aqua fortis. Oiid. Met. I. 10, v. 176 ;

Pol!. Onom. 1. 3, segm. 151, <S:c.; Eustath. Horn. II. 1. 23,

V. 77-1: ; Mercur. Gymnast. 1. 2, c. 12; Stuck. Ant. Conv.

1. 3, c. 12 ; Panvin. de Lud. Circ. 1. 2, c. 1

.

DISCHA'ItGE (Laiv) a release from confinement, or the

restraints of any legal process, when a man who is arrested

shall have done what he is required to do.

Discharge (MU.) a remission of the service for the remain-

der of the time that a man has been engaged.

DISCHA'RGER {Elec.) or Discharging Rod, an instru-

ment made of glass, or baked wool, by the help of which

an electric jar is discharged.

DISCIPLINA'RIANS {Ecc.) sectaries who pretend to a

stricter discipline than those of the established church.

DISCLAI'MER (Law) a plea, containing an express denial

or refusal.

DI'.SCIPLINE (Mil-) signifies generally the instruction and

government of soldiers ; but marine discipline the training

up of soldiers for sea service.

DISCLO'SED (Falcon.) a term applied to young hawks
newlv hatched, and, as it were, put forth from their shells.

DISCO'BOLOS (Ant.) from oirMc, a disk, and /3i;.A«, to cast

;

one who was skilled in throwing the disk or quoit. Plin.

1.35, c. 2; Qnintil. 1.2, c. 13.

DISCO'M.MON (Cus.) a term in the universities for depriv-

ing the trades-people of their privileges who offend against

the statutes.

DISCONTl'NUANCE of a plea or process (Larv) is when
the opportunity of prosecution is lost, and is not recover-

able but by the recommencement of the suit.

DTSCONTINUA'TION nf possession (Law) is when a man
may not enter upon his own land and tenement alienated,

whatsoever his right be, but must bring his writ, and seek

to recover possession by law.

DI'.SCORD (Mas.) a dissonant or inharmonious combina-

tion of sounds, in distinction from a concord. There are

various Discords, as those which arise from the union of

tlic fifth with the sixth, the- fourth with the fifth, the

seventli with the eigiuh, and the third with the ninth and

seventh.

DISCO'VER (Laiv) a term for a woman unmarried, or a

widow, i.e. one not within the bonds of matrimony.

DISCO'V'ERY (Lok) the act of disclosing or revealing by

a defendant, in his answer to a bill filed against him in a

court of equity.

DI'SCOUN'l (Com.) or Rebate, an allowance made on a bill,

or any other debt not yet become due, in consideration of

making immediate payment of the bill or debt.

Discous'T (Arilk.) a rule for making calculations of dis-

count.

DLSCllE'TA purgation (Med.) a sort of purgatives, by which

a certain determinate humour is evacuated.

DISCME'TE proportion (Arit'i.) is when the proportion dis-

joins in the middle, or when the ratio of the first term to tlie

DIS

second is not the same as that of the third to the fourth.—Discrete quantity, is such as is continued and joined to-

gether.

DISCRETIVE ;)r()/;os;V/o» (Log.) such jjropositions as have
discretive or disjunctive particles ; as, but, notwitJtstandina,

iSrc; wliereby the sense is disjoined.

DISCRE'TO (Mus.) an Italian word, signifying to play or

sing with care ; moderation or judgment.
DISCllETO'RIUM (A7iat.) another name for the Diaphragm

or Midriff.

DISCRI'MEN (Surg.) a bandage used in bleeding on the

forehead and temples.

DISCU'RSUS (Log.) the third part of logic, wjiich consists

in ratiocination : it is otherwise called Argumentation.

DI'SCUS (Ant.) Ac-M'-, from mxu, for Jl.ta, to cast, a disc or

quoit; any round substance of stone, lead, or iron, with a

hole in the middle, which was used by way of a game, to

see which could throw it farthest.

Pind.Isth. 1.

K«, Ai^iJfl? cz9Tf enrxB^j tiv.

Mart. I. U, ep. IGi.

Sptendida cum totitant ipartaui pondera disci

Este pTocul jmeri : sU semel itle nocena.

Propcrt. 1. 3, el. 12, v. 10.

Missile nuitc disci pondus in orbe rjtd.

DI'SCUS (Astron.) vide Disk.

Discus (Bot.) the Disk, or whole surl'acc of a leaf, which is

either supinns, the upper, or pronus, the under surface. The
disk of a flower is tlie central part in radiate compound
flowers, consisting generally of regular corollules or florets.

It is also apjjlied to other aggregate flowers, the florets of

which, towards the middle, difter from those in the circum-

ference.

DISCU'SSION (Surg.) a dispersing the matter of any swell-

ing, i. e. a discharge of some thin matter which is collected

in any part by insensible evaporation.

DISCUTIEXT (Med.) or Discussorq medicines, those which

dissolve impacted matter.

DISE'ASE (Med.) any settled affection in the body which

throws it out of its natural course.

TO DISEMBA'RK (Md.) to land troops from any vessel.

TO DISEMBO'GUE (Geog.) from the old French di.^em-

boucher, or des and bouche, a mouth ; a term applied to

rivers which discharge themselves into the sea.

TO Disembogue (Mhr.) also a term applied to vessels which

pass from the mouth of a strait into the sea.

TO DISENGA'GE (Md.) to clear a column or line which

may have lost its front by the overlapping of any particular

division, company, or file.

TO DisENG.AGE (Fenc.) to quit that side of your adversary's

blade on which you are opposed by his guard, in order to

effect a cut or thrust where an opportunity may present.

DISEir.AIAS (Rot.) a species of the Sahia.

TO DISl-RANCHI'SE (Law) to take away the franchise or

freedom of any individual, or of any town.

TO DISGARNISH (Foi-t.) to take away guns from a for-

tress.

DISHE'KISOX (LaK) disinheriting.

DISHE'RITOR (Law) one who puts another out of his in-

heritance.

DI'SJUNCT (M«s.) }i«ZwytAU>v, an epithet for those tetra-

chords which were so disposed with respect to each other

that the gravest note of any tetrachord was a note higher

than the acutest note of the tetrachord immediately be-

neath it.

Disjunct proportion (Math.) vide Discrete Proportion.

DISJU'XCTIVE (Gram.) an epithet for any particle, sueli
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as or, nor, &c, which separates the sense, in distinction

from the conjunctive particles.

DlsjvscTl\E proposition (Log.) iixlfj-/ijji/m, disjunctum, a pro-

position in which two or more simple propositions are

connected by a disjunctive conjunction. Aid. Cell. 1. 5,

c. 11.

DISK (Astron.) discus, the round face of the sun or moon
as it appears to the eye.

Disk {Bof.) vide Discus.

DISLOCA'TION {Surg.) from disloco, to put out of its

place ; the putting of a bone out of its place, or the re-

moval of the moveable extremity of a bone from the

hollow or socket in which it is naturally moved, otherwise

called Luxation.

Dislocation qf an army (Mil.) is equivalent to its distribu-

tion into cantonments.

TO DISLO'DGE (Mil.) to drive an enemy from any post or

station.— To dislodge a camp is to strike the tents, &c. and
to march away.

TO Dislodge (.S;jort.) to rouse beasts of the chase from their

lodging, or harbour.

TO DIS-MA'NTLE (Fort.) in French demanteler, to take off

the cloak; to beat or pull down the walls or fortifications

of a city.

TO Dismantle (Mar.) to unrig a ship, and take out all her
stores, guns, &:c.

DISMA'STED (Mar.) an epithet for a ship which is de-
prived of her masts.

DISME'MBERED (Her.) an epithet for an animal, a cross,

or any thing else which is, as it were, cut in pieces, but
not so as to destroy the form, as " Or a lion rampant,
sulcs dismembered," &c.

DISMES (Laiv) the tithes.

TO DISMI'SS (Mil.) to take an officer's commission or war-
rant from him.

TO Dismiss a cause (Lr.iv) a term in the court of chancery
for removing it out of court without any farther liearing.

TO DI'SMOUNT (M/L) to unhorse. " To dismount the ca-

valry," to make them alight.

TO Dismount a piece of ordnance (Gunn.) to throw or take

it down from the carriage.

DISPARAGEMENT (Lazv\ the cUsposing of an heir or

heiress in marriage under his or her degree, or against de-

cency. Magn. Chart, c. 6 ; Co. Lit. 107.

DISPARA'GO (Bot.) a species of the Stoebe.

DI'SP.\IIATES (Log.) opposites, or things altogether unlike

one another.

DI'SPART (Gunn.) the thickness of the metal on the mouth
and breech of the piece.

TO Dlsr.\RT a cannon (Gunn.) to set a mark at or near the
muzzel-ring of a gun, that a sight-line taken upon the top

of the base-ring, against the touch-hole, may thereby be
parallel to the concave cylinder of the piece, by which the

gunner takes his aim.

DISPATCHES (Polit.) letters sent abroad upon public

affairs.

DISPA'UPERED (Laiv) put out of the capacity of suing in

forma pauperis ; as if a person, before his suit is ended,
have any lands, &c. fiiii to him, he is then dispaupered, or

put out of the capacity of suing in that form.

DISPE'NSARY (Med.) a place where medicines are retailed,

or delivered out.

DISPENSA'TION (Ecc.) an indulgence or licence from the

pope to do what is otherwise prohibited, as the marriage of
first cousins, &c.

Dispensation (Laui) an exclusive privilege to do any thing

that is otherwise contrary to law, which is graiited by the
king in council.

Dispensation (Ecc.) an indulgence or permission from the

.pope to do that which is otherwise prohibited by the church.

DIS

Dispensation (Med.) is when the simples of a composition
are set in order, lest any of the ingredients should be
forgotten.

Dispens,\tion (Theol.) the gift of divine revelation to man,
namely, of the Levitical Law to the Jews, and of the

Gospel to Christians.

DISPEXSA'TOR (Ant.) a steward, or one who managed the

expenses of a family. Cic. Hort. apud Non. 1. 3, c. IS ;

Plin. 1. 33, c. 2; Suet. Aug. c. 67.

Dispen"s.\tor (?tled.) a name for an apothecary, because he
is a dispenser of medicines.

DISPE'NSATORY (Med.) a book which directs apotheca-
ries in the compounding of medicine, defining the ingre-

dient and the quantity, &c.

DISPE'RMUS (Bot.) dispermous, or two-seeded, an epithet

for fruit which contains only two seeds, as in umbellate and
stellate plants.

DISPE'RSION (Opt.) the divergency of the rays of light.—

Dispersion qf light is occasioned by the refrangibility of the
rays, or the nature of the refracting medium.

—

Point of
dispersion is a point from which refracted rays begin to di-

verge, when their refraction renders them divergent.

DISPERSONA'RE (Archceol.) to scandalize or disparage.

to DISPL A'Y (Mil.) in French deployer, to extend the

front of a column.
DISPLA'YED (Her.) an epithet for birds ^^, s

having their wings expanded, as he bears
" Azure an eagle displayed, argent armed
gules ; on a canton of the second a sinister

hand couped as a third." These were the

arms of Sir Robert Cotton, founder of the

Cotton Library.

DISPOSI'TION (Mil.) the placing an army in such manner
as may be most suitable for a vigorous attack or defence.

Faire des dispositions signifies to make the necessary ar-

rangements for a battle.

Disposition (Archit.) the just placing all the several parts of

a building. Vilruv. 1. 1, c. 2.

DISPO'SITOR (Astrol.) the planet which is lord of the sign

where another planet chances to be.

DISRU'PTIO (Med.) a violent rupture, penetrating the skin

to the flesh.

DISSE'CTION (Anat.) the cutting asunder of animal bodies,

in order to come at the knowledge of their parts, [vide

Anatomy']

DISSIDIU.M dissectio (Bot.) gashed ; an epithet for a leaf,

as Jblium dissectum, a gashed leaf, which is distinguished

from the laciniate leaf by the sections being more deter-

minate.

DISSEISE'E (Laiv) vide Disseisin.

DISSEl'SIN (Laiv) an unlawful dispossessing a man cf his

lands, tenements, or other immoveable or incorporeal rights.

The person dispossessing is called the disseisor, and the

person dispossessed the disseisee.—Disseisin npoji disseis:;i

is where the disseisor is put out of possession by another.

DISSEI'SOR (Laii) vide Disseisin.

DISSE'NTER (Ecc.) one who dissents or departs from the

communion of the Christian church, particularly from that

part of it established in England.

DISSE'PIMEXTUM (Bot.) a partition, or wall, by which the

pericarp is separated into cells ; this is parallelum when it

approaches in breadth, and its transverse diameter to the

valves ; conirarium when it is narrower than the valves.

DISSILIEXS (Bot.) bursting, or elastic; an epithet for the

pericarp, or fruit, which opens with a spring, as in Htira,

Dentaria, Cardamine, Sec.

DISSIPATION' (Phy.) a gradual, slow, insensible loss or

consumption of the minute parts of a body.

Dissipation, Circle qf (Opt.) or Circle of Aberration, that

circular snace on the retina of the eye which is occupied
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by the rays of each pencil in indiitinct vision.

—

Radius of
Dissipation, the radius of the circle of dissipation.

DISSO'LVEKT [Med.) a medicine fitted to disperse collected

humours.
Dissolvent {C/ieni.) a liijuor proper for dissolving a mixed

bodv.

DISSOLVENTIA {Med.) dissolvents, [vide Dissohenl]

DISSOLUTION (Med.) the mingling of mixed electuaries

or powders in waters.

DlsseLUTioN (C/irm.) that action by wlilch fluids loosen the

texture of immersed bodies, and reduce them into very

small parts, as water dissolves sugar, aqua fortis dissolves

brass, &c.

DISSOLUTUS morbus {Med.) another name for the Dy-
sentery.

DI'SSONANCE {Mus.) a discordant interval between two
sounds, which being continued together offend the ear.

DISTAFF-THISTLE (Bot.) a species of the Atradylis of

Linnaeus.

DISTANCE {Geom.) the shortest line between any two

points or objects:

—

Accessible distances are measured with a

chain, &c.—Inaccessible distances are found bj- taking bear-

ings to them from the two extremities of a line whose length

is given.

Distance lAstron.) as applied to the planets, and other hea-

venly bodies, is either apparent, real, or relative.

—

Appa-

rent distances are such as are judged of by the eye.

—

Itela-

iive distances are deduced from the theory of gravity.

—

J?ea/ f/ii;a»f« from the parallex, relative distances, &c.

—

Distance of the sun from the moon's node, or apogee, an arc

of the ecliptic, intercepted between the sun's true place

and the moon's node, or apogee.

—

Curtate distance, [vide

Curtate']

DisTASCE of the bastions (Fort.) the side of the exterior

polygon.

DisTAN-CE (Geog.) the arc of a great circle intercepted be-

tween two places.

Distance {Mar.) the number of miles or leagues which a

ship has sailed from any point or place.

Distance, line of (Perspect.) a right line drawn from the

eye to the principal point.

—

Point rf distance, a point on

the liorizontal line at the same distance from the principal

point as the eye is from the same, [vide Perspective']

DISTANS (Bot.) or reniotits, distant; an epithet for a whorl,

verticillus distans, a distant whorl, when the flowers vvhicli

compose it are few in number.

DISTEMPER {J'et.) a well-known disease incident to dogs,

horses, and other domestic animals.

Distemper {Paint.) a term applied to colours not mixed

w ith oil or water, but with size, whites of eggs, I'tc.

;

whence to do a piece in distemper is to paint in such

colours.

DISTENSION {Med.) a term applied to any parts of the

body which are loosened or widened.

DISTICH (Poet.) oVi^o", from i'U, twice, and nV.o;, a verse;

a couplet.

DISTICHIA (Med.) iiTif^la, a double row of iiairs upon the

eye-lids.

DISTICHITS (/?'/.) two-ranked, an epithet for a stem or

stalk ; cattlis dislichus, a two-ranked .stem or stalk, putting

forth l)ranches not dccuh.satid, but in a horizontal position,

as in the Fir. This term is applied in the same sense to a

spike; spica disticha, a spike with flowers all pointing two

ways.
DISTILL.\TION (Chem.) an extraction of the humid parts

of things by virtue of heal : it is performed cither per as-

ccnsnm or per desccnsnm. To distil per asccnsum is per-

formed by placing the vessel over the fire in which the

natter is contained: to distil per dcscensmn is to place the

fire above the vessel in which tlu' matter is contained.

DIS

DISTILLATIONS (Pliy.) watery vapours drawn up by the

sun into the air, which fall down to the earth again when
the sun is set.

DISTI'LLATORY (Her.) a part of the arms of the distillers'

company.
DISTILLERS, Company of (Her.) This com-

pany was incorporated in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth. Their armorial ensigns are, "Azure
a fess wavy, argent between a sun drawing up
a cloud, distilling drops of rain ; and a distil-

latory double armed or, with two worms and
a bolt-head receiver argent.

DISTI'NCT BASE (0/?^) that distance from tlie pole of a
convex glass at which objects beheld through it appear
distinct, and well-defined.

—

Distinct vision, [vide }'is-ion'\

DISTl'NCTUS (But.) diitinct; an epithet for leaves or an-

thers that are quite separate from each other, in distinction

from the connate : folia distincta, distinct leaves, are to be
found in several of the Mysembryantheynn : foliola distincta,

distinct leaflets, as in Jasminum ojffcinale, as contrasted

with the confluent: antherce distinctce, distinct anthers, are

to be found in most flowers.

DISTO'RTION" (Surg.) a term denoting that tlie parts of an

animal body are ill placed or ill figured.

DISTO'RTOR oris (Anat.) a muscle, whose office is to draw
the mouth aside.

DISTR A'CTION (Chem.) a forcible separation of substance?

from one another which were before united, as by calcina-

tion, &c.
Distraction (Surg.) the act of pulling a fibre or mem-

brane, Sec. from its natural extent ; and what is so pulled

or extended is said to be distracted.

TO DISTR A'lN (Z,ati') to seize upon a person's goods for the

payment of rent or taxes.

DISTRE'SS (Law) 1. The taking of a personal chattel out

of the possession of the wrong- doer into the custody of the

party injured, to procure a satisfaction for the wrong com-
mitted. Disti-esses are personal, which are on a man's

moveable goods, and real, wiiich are on the immoveable

goods. They are alsofnite, when limited by law as to how
often it shall be made to bring the party to trial of action,

and injinite when without limitation, until the party ap-

pears.

DISTRE'SSES (Law) dislrictiones, pledges taken by the

sherift' from those who came to fairs, for their good be-

haviour; which, at the end of the fair, or mercat, were

delivered back, if no harm was done.

DISTRIBU'TION (Log.) a resolving the whole into its

parts.

DisTUiBL'TioN (Rhcl.) an applying to every thing its pecu-

liar property.

1
Distribution (Med.) a term applied to the chyle wlien,

after due preparation in the ventricle and intestines, it

passes through the lacteal veins, and falling into the sub-

clavian vein, it circulates with the blood.

DISTR rBUTIVEJ;«//(f (Law) that justice which is ad-

ministered by a judge, arbitrator, or umpire, who, in

executing his office, may be said to distribute or give to

every man his own.
DisTRiP.UTivE noun (Gram.) a noun which betokens the

reducing of things into several orders or distinctions.

DISTRICHIA'SLS (Med.) vide Di.^lichia.

DI'STRICT (Law) the circuit within xvhich a man maybe
bound to ajipear : also, the place where one hath the

power of distraining. Brit. c. 120.

DISTRICTU'RES (Law) vide Di-^trcws.

DISTRI'NGAS (Laxv) a writ directed to the sheriff or any

other officer, commanding him to distrain a person tor a

debt to the king ; or for his appearance on a certain day.

1\ y. B. 138.

—

Distringasjuralores, a writ directed to the
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sherirt', to distrain upon a jury to appear.

—

Distringas

iiiiffr vice-conictcm, [vide Vcnditione exponas]

DISTUIX (Med.) from J"/;, twice, and t>f.|, the hair ; a dis-

ease of tlie hair, when it splits and divides at tlie ends.

UISVE'LOPED (Her.) another name for f%)%(Y/.

xo DliSUNI'TE (Man.) is said of a horse that drags his

haunches, and gallops false or upon a wrong foot.

DITCH (Fort.) vide Foss or Moat.
DITHYllAOIBUS (Ant.) a song anciently sung in honour

of Bacchus ; or, in general, any poem composed witii

wildiiess or enthusiasm. Horace designates the odes of

Pindar dithijrambi.

DITO'CA (Dot.) another name for the iV?jrnnim of Linnaeus.

DI'TOXOS (Mus.) JiTovos, a ditone ; a double tone, or the

greater tliird.

DITIU'CHIUM (Bot.) a genus of mosses.

DITKOCH.E'US (Poet.) A7f,zci,o:, a foot, consisting of two
trochees, as cFinli/cna. HepJiat. Enchirid.

DITTA'NDEll (Bot.) the Lcpidum latifolium of Linnieus, a

perennial.

Dl'TTANY of Crete (Bot.) the Origanum dictamnum of

Linna;us, a perennial.—White Dittany, the Dictnmnus
albiis, a perennial.

DITTO (Com.) or, abbreviated, Do. an Italian word derived

from the Latin dictum, said, i. e. literally, the aforesaid

;

is used in statements and accounts to signify the same, in

order to avoid the too frequent repetition of the same
word or words.

DITTO'LOGY (Lit.) }irro>.oyU, a double reading, as in

most ancient authors sacred and profane.

DI'TTY (Mui.) a song that has the words set to music.

DI'V^AL (Her.) a term, in blazoning, for nightshade.

DIVA'LIA (Ant.) another name for the Roman festival

called Angeronalia.

DI'VAN (Potit.) the great council or court of justice in

Turkey and Persia.

DIVAPORA'TION (Chem.) the driving out of vapours by
means of tire.

DU'AliICA'TUS (Bot.) divaricate, or straddling, according

to Withering ; standing out wide, an epithet for branches,

a panicle, petiole, and peduncle.

—

Rami divarieaii, divari-

cate branches, i. e. making an obtuse angle with the stem,

opposed to conrctati ; panicida divaricata, a divaricate

panicle, when the pedicles form an obtuse angle with the

main peduncle ; so, in the same sense, pedunculum divari-

catum, a divaricate peduncle ; petiolus divaricatus, a divari-

cate petiole.

DI'VEIl (Orn.) a water-fowl that frequents lakes, and goes

with difficulty on land ; the Columbus septentrionalis of

Linna;us.

DIVE'RGENS (Bot.) diverging, an epithet for branches;

rami divergcntcs, branches diverging or making a right

angle with the stem. It is applied also to the sleep of

plants; soninns divergens is when the leaflets, in their state

of repose, approach each other at the base, but spread at

the tops.

DIVERGENT (Math.) or Diverging, an epithet for several

things which have the property of diverging.

—

Divergent

or diverging raijx, those rays which issuing from a radiant

point do continually recede from each other.

—

Divergent

lines, those lines which continually remove to a greater

distance from each other.

—

Diverging hyperbola, one whose

legs turn their convexities to each other.

—

Diverging

parabola, vide Parabola.—Diverging series, a series the

terms of which always become hu-ger the farther they ai-e

continued.

DIVERSION (Mil.) a movement which is made towards

a point that is weak and undefended, in order to draw

an enemy off from continuing his operations in another

quarter.
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Diversion (Med.) the turning of the course or flux of hu-
mours from one part to another by medicinal applica-

tions.

DIVERSO'RIUM (Ant.) an inn or place of entertainment
for strangers. Cic. ad Fam. 1. 6, ep. \i).

DiVERsoRiuM (Anat.) iheReceptaeulum chijli.

DIVERTI'CULUM (Anal.) a mal-formation, or a diseased
appearance of any part, owing to its deviation from the
usual course.

DivERTicoLUM Jluminis (Ant.) the turning or arm of a
river.

DIVERTIME'NTO (Mus.) Italian for a light composition,

written in a familiar style.

DIVERTISSEME'NT (.Mus.) a French term for certain

airs and dances formerly introduced between their

operas.

TO DIVEST (Laxv) to take away the possession of a thing

from another as opposed to invest.

DIVIDEND (Arith.) the number to be divided, [vide Di-
visionl

Dividend (Com.) the share of the profits in a joint stock
which is to be divided among the shareholders : also that

part of a debtor's effects w hich is to be divided among the

creditors.

Dividend (Cus.) the siiare which falls to the fellows of any
college, out of the annual income of the foundation.

DIVIDENDS (Laxo) a name for the parts of an indenture.

DIVI'DERS (Mat/i.) a particular sort of compasses.

DIVI'DUALS (Arith.) numbers in the rule of Division,

being parts of the dividend distinguished by points, &c.
DIVINA'TIO (Ant.) Divination was of two kinds ; natural,

that which the bird itself declared by its flight, cry, etc.;

the other artijicial, which consisted in the interpretation of

the augur. Cic. Bell, dc Divin. 1. 1, c. 6.

Divination signified likewise a sort of sentence for the pur-

pose of deciding who should be the accuser in cases

where two or more persons bring forward the same
charge wherefore Cicero's first oration against Verres

is entitled Divinalio, because he pleaded to be the pro-

secutor of Verres.

DI'VING-BELL (Mech.) a contrivance by which persons

may descend below the water and remain for some time

without serious inconvenience.

—

Diving-Bladder was a

contrivance, made by Borelli, to answer the .same purpose.

DIVI'NITY' (Ecc.) the study which treats of God and Di-

vine Revelation, particularly in regard to the Gospel.

DIVrS.A. (drchteol.) goods d'evised'by will.

DIVI'SI (Mus.) an Italian word signifying divided into two
parts.

DIVISIBI'LITY (Phtj.) the property of being able to be
divided to an infinite or indciinite extent.

DIVI'SION (.-Irith.) one of tlie four principal rules or ope-
rations in Arithmetic, by which we find how often one quan-
tity is contained in another. There are three numbers con-
cerned in this operation, namel}', the dividend, or that which
is to be divided ; the divisor, or that by which one divides;

and the quotient, or that number which shows how often

the second is contained in the first; thus, suppose 10 to be
divided by 5, 10 is the dividend, 5 the divisor, and 2 the

quotient, or the result of the division. Division is distin-

guished into division of integers, division of fractions, divi-

sion of decimals, algebra, &c.

—

Division of integers is either

simple or compound.

—

Simple division is the division of in-

tegers of one denomination.— Compound division is the

division of numbers of different denominations, as pounds,
shillings, pence, &c.-

—

Division of Fractions is performed

by inverting tlie terms of the divisor, and then niultiplyilig

the two numerators together for a new numerator, and two
denominators for a new denominator ; thus, -j-j -;- -} is the

same as +} x i = 44-

—

Division ofDecimals is performed
4f
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the same as in whole numbers, except, that regard must be

j

had to the number of decimals ; viz. making as many in the

quotient as those of the dividend exceed those in the

divisor.

—

Division of Powers is performed by subtracting

their exponents, as, «'• -^ a* = c/'~-i =: a'-.—Division of

Proportion is compuritig the difference between the ante-

cedent and the consequent with either of them; as if a: A ::

c : d, then by division a — b : b :: c — d : d.

Division (Mus.) dividing the interval of an octave into a

number of lesser intervals, as quavers, semiquavers, &c.
Division' (3/;/.) is a body of men commanded by a particu-

lar officer ; thus brigades are divisions of an army ; pla- I

toons are divisions of a troop or companj' ; also any num-
ber of men detached from the main body on military duty
is denominated a diiHsion.

Division (Log.) is an oration which explains any thing part

by part.

Division (Print.) a small line which serves to divide com-
pound words, as " Man-hood."

Division of mathematical instruments (Mech.) the dividing

them off into degrees, and minutes, &c.
DIVISIONES (Ant.) doles, or donations which persons left

in their wills to be made annually to the people, to col-

leges, &c. on the anniversary of their birth-day. Paid. I.

Civitatibusjf. de Legat. 1

.

DIVISOR (Arith.) the dividing number, [vide Division']

— Divisors of a number, tho.se numbers by which it is

exactly divisible.

DIVISOHES {Ant.) persons employed at elections by the

candidates to distribute money among the poor citizens, to

buy up their votes. Cic. in Verr. Proem, c. 8 ; Ascon.in
Cic.

DIVO'RCE (Lavj) divorlium a divertendo, a separation of
man and wife, which is of two kinds, namely— i)/i)o)//«w «

mens/} et tlioro, which does not dissolve a marriage, and
consequently does not debar a woman her dower or bas-

tardize the issue ; the second and complete divorce is the

divurtium a vinculo matrimonii, which absolutely dissolves

the marriage. Co. Lit. 235, <i-c.

—

Bill of divorce, a writing

formerly given to a woman, by which the husband re-

nounced all claim upon her.

DIVO'TO (Mus.) an Italian word signifying a serious man-
ner of playing or singing so as to excite devotion.

DIURE'SIS (Med.) from Ak and sfurn, the discharge of the

urine through the bladder.

DIURE'TICS (Med.) medicines which by dissolving and
fusing the blood, precipitate the serum, and promote the

urinary discharge.

DIL'UNAL (Astrol.) an epithet for those planets which
contain more active than passive qualities.

DiuiiNAi, (Astron.) an epithet for whatever relates to the

day, as

—

Diurnal arc, the arc described by the sun, moon,
or stars, between thuir rising and setting.

—

Diurnal circle,

the apparent circle described by the sun, moon, or stars, in

consequence of the snjjposed rotation of the earth.

—

Diur-
nal motion of a planet, so many degrees and minutes as any
planet moves in a hour. Diurnal is also used in speaking of

the natural day; thus, the diurnal revolution of the earth

or sun is its revolution on its own axis in '21 liours.

1>1U1{NA'L1S (Arciiccul.) a book for registering things down
every day, which has since been called a journal.

DlVU'LSlb URIN/E (Med.) urine with a ragged uneven
sediment.

piYLl'S.MOS (Chem.) lv>,vu-f,:cc, from Sl^xli^u, to strain; the

percolation or straining of a liquor, for the purpose of its

depuration.

1). L. .S. (Com.) an abbreviation for double-refined loaf sugar.

D. LA, SOL, RE (I\lns.) the fiftli note in each of the three

.septenarics of the gannit.

DO (Mus.) a monosyllable which has been substituted for

DOD
ut that was applied by Guido to the first note of the natu-
ral major.

Do I^axv (Laxv) the same as to make a law.

DOCIIME (Ant.) iox,u,y,, a measure of length among the
Greeks, equal to the breadth of four fingers.

DO'CHMILS (Poet.) hx.u,in, a foot of five syllables, a
short and two long, a short and long, as amicos ienes. Cic,

Oral. c. 6. 4-.

DOCI.MA'SIA (Ant.) ^cxiiAcurU, the probation of magis«
trates previous to their admission into any public office at

-Athens. Harpncrat. in Lys.

DOCIMA'STICE (Min.) the art of examining fossils, in

order to ascertain what metals or minerals they contain.

DO'CIS (Sat.) ioxii, a fiery impression or meteor, like a
beam.

DOCK (Man.) a large case of leather, as long as the horse's

tail, which serves it for a cover, and is made fast by the

straps to the crupper.

Dock (Bot.) the Rumex of Linnsus, a weed that infests

corn fields.

Dock (Mar.) a broad deep trench formed on the side of a
harbour fitted for the building or repairing of ships. It is

either dry or wet.

—

Drij Dock, in French Bassin de radoub,

is provided with flood-gates for keeping out the water
while a ship is either building or repairing. These gates

are opened to let in the water when the vessel is to be
floated or launched.— IVet Dock, in French Bas;in du port,

is a place out of the way of the tide, into which a ship may
be hauled so that she may dock herself, or sink herself a
place to lie in.

—

Dock-yards, magazines containing timber
and all sorts of stores for ship-building.

TO Dock (Vet.) to cut off a horse's tail.

TO Dock herself (Mar.) is said of a ship when brought into

oozy ground she makes herself a place to lie in.

DOCK-CRE'SSES (Bot.) a plant, otherwise called Nipple-
Wort, or the Lapsana of Linna;us.

DO'CKET (Coyn.) a bill with a direction tied to goods, and
directed to the person and place whither they are to be
sent.

Docket [Laiu) a small piece of paper or parchment, con-
taining the head of a large writing: also, a subscription at

the foot of letters patent, by the clerk of the dockets.
" To strike a docket," is said of a creditor who gives bond
to the Lord Chancellor, proving his debtor to be a bank-
rupt ; in consequence of which a conniiission of bankruptcy
is taken out against him.

TO Docket (Laxv) to enter upon the dockets; in this man-
ner judgments in the court of King's Bench, decrees in

Chancery, commissions of Bankruptcy, and the like, are

docketted.

DOCTILE'TUS (Med.) a medicine which Paracelsus re-

commends for the cure of the gout.

DO'CTOR (Ant.\ oiJoirKaAoi, a teacher or preceptor whose
office in particular arts is mentioned in inscriptions ; as

—

Doctor lihrarius, one who is supposed to have taught the

art of making up books.

—

Doctor Sagittarius, one who
taught the soldiers the art of shooting. Reines. Lxscript.

class 11, n. 123 ; Span. Mis. Krud. Ant. sect. 7, p. 256.

Doctor (Lit.) the highest degree in any particular faculty

in a university, as D.D. Doctor of Divinity; M.D. Doctor
of Physic ; D. M. Doctor of Music ; LL. D. Doctor of

Laws.
DO'CTOR'S Commons (Law) a college of civilians, [vide

Commom]
DO'CUMENT (Mil.) ov a Death-bed Document, a term for

the resignation which an officer sends in who supposes

himself to be on his death-bed.

DO'CL'S (Nat.) (Joii/?, a meteor like a beam.
DOD.'VRTI A (Bot.) so called from M. Dodart, a genus of

plants, Class 11' Didynamia, Order 2 Angiospcrmia.
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Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. one-
petalled.—SxAAt. jilaments four ; anthers small.—PisT.
germ roundish ; style subulate ; stigma oblong.—Per.
capsule globose ; seeds very small.

Species. The two species are perennials, and natives of
India.

DoDARTiA is also the name of the Antirrhinum belUdifolium.

DO'DDER (Bot.) the Ciiscuta of Linnsus, a parasitical

plant, fastening itself to, and drawing nourishment from,
other plants. Its root is said to die as soon as it has fast-

ened itself to another plant.

DODECADA'CTYLON (Auat.) another name for the first

of the small intestines.

DODE'CAGOX {Geom.) from (Ta^ixa, twelve, and yuutc, an
angle ; a regular polygon, consisting of twelve equal
sides and angles.

Dodecagon {Fort.) a place with twelve bastions.

DODECA'HEDRON {Geom.) M^^cu i^i, a geometrical solid

bounded by twelve equal and equilateral pentagons. It is

one of the Platonic or regular bodies, [vide Body]
DODECA'NDHIA (Bot.) from iihx», twelve, and «.^f a

man or husband: twelve-stamened; a name for the eleventh

class in Linnasus' artificial system, comprehending all

those plants which have hermaphrodite flowers, with from
twelve to nineteen stamens inclusive. It consists of six

orders, namely, Monogynia, Digi/nia, Tryginia, Tetragy-
ma, Pentngyma, Dodecagynia. The principal genera are

as follow: Monogynia, Asariim, Asarabacca; Garcinia,

Mangostan ; Portidaca, Purslane ; Lythrum, Loosestrife.

—Digynia, Agrimonia, Agrimony. — Trigj'nia, Reseda,
Dver's-Weed, &c.—Dodecagynia, Semperviiiim, House-
leek.

DODECAPHA'RMACUM {Med.) from =V^!>=«, twelve, and
Ou-.ujXKi', an ingredient ; a composition consisting of twelve
ingredients.

DO'DECAS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 11 Dodecandria,
Order I Monogynia.
Generic Character. C.4L. perianth one-leaved.— CoR.

petals roundish.

—

ST.\'!'t. filaments twelve.—PiST. g-frm

half superior ; style filiform ; stigma simple.

—

Per. cap-
sule ovate ; seeds oblong.

Species. The single species is a shrub, as the

—

Dodecas
Svrinamrnsis, native of .Surinam.

DODECATEMO'RIOX {.i.^tron.) »VJiK*rWf.«, the twelve
signs of the zodiac, and also the twelfth part of every sign.

Manil. 1. 2, v. 670.

Perspice nunc tenuem visu rem, pondere magtiam,
Qud tantum Grate signari }wmine po\^it,

Dtidecatemorioii, tititlus signatio cuus<i.

DODEC.VTHEON' {Bot.) a kind of herb with leaves like a
lettuce, which was so called from iahxM, twelve, and hU,
a god ; because it was supposed to possess the virtues of
the twelve superior gods. Plin. 1. 25, c. 4.

DoDECVTHEON, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants.

Class 5 Pentandria, Order 1 iSIonogynia.

Generic Character. Cal. involucre many-leaved.—CoR.
one-petalled.

—

St.\:.i. Jilainents five; anthers sagitlate.—
PiiT. germ conic; style filiform; stigma obtuse.

—

Per.
capsule oblong; seeds small.

Species. The single species is the Dodccathcon Media,
Media, seu Auricula, Virginian Cowslip, a perennial.

DODO (Orn.) a bird larger than a swan, otherwise called

the Monk's Swan, which inhabits the Isles of Bourbon and
France. It is the Didus of Linnaeus.

DODOXCE'A {Bot.) a genus of plants, so called from
Rembert Dodonoeus, a botanist, Class 8 Octandria, Order
1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth four-leaved.

—

Cor.
none.—SrAM. Jilaments eight ; anthers oblong.^PisT.

DOL
^«->n three-sided; style cylindric ; stigma a little acute.—Per. capsule three-furrowed ; seeds in couples.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Dodoncea xiscosa.

Thlapsoidcs, seu Carpinus, Broad- leaved Dodoncea, na-
tive of the Society Islands.

—

Dodoncea angustifolin,

Narrow-leaved Dodoncea, native of the Cape of Good
Hope, &c.

DO'DRA (/Jwf.) a kind of drink among the Romans, made
of nine diiferent ingredients, .'hisnn. Epigram. 86.

DO'DRAXS {Ant.) nine ounces, nine inches, or nine parts
out of twelve; so called because deest quadrans, a fourth
part is wanting, to make up the as.

DO'EDYX (Med.) vide Cochleare.

DOG {Astron.) a constellation, [vide Cams']—Dog-days,
the vulgar name for the canicular days, [vide Canicular']

DO'G-FISH (Ich.) a fish of the shark kind, of which there
are two sorts, the Spotted Dog-fish, and Lesser Spotted
Dog-fish, the Sqtiahu cnnicida and catidus of Linna;us.

DO'G-LEGGED-STAIRS {Archit.) stairs which are solid
between the upper flights, having no well-hole.

TO DOG-DRAW {Laxv) a term employed in the forest lav.s

for the drawing after a deer by the scent of a dog ; of
which a man stands chargeable if he be found leading a
dog in his hand, [vide Bachberind]

DO'GA {Ant.) from Si-^eu-m, to receive; a large wine vessel,

and also a pipe for conveying water. Vopis. Aurellan.
c. 48 : Greg. Turon.

DO'GBERRY-TREE (5o<.) another name for the Coma oi
Linnaeus.

TO DO'GDRAW (Lati) vide Dog.
DOGE [Polit.) the chief magistrate of either Venice or

Genoa.
DO'GGER {Mar.) a small vessel, provided with a well, for

the conveyance of fish alive to shore.

—

Dogger-men, fisher-

men who use such vessels.

DO'GGREL rhyme {Poet.) an irregular kind of versifica-
tion.

DOGMA'TIC sect {Med.) an ancient sect of phj'sicians, at

the head of which is placed Hippocrates. They supposed
principles, and from them drew conclusions which they
applied to particular cases, whence they were also called
logici, as distinguished from the empirici, or methodici.
They answer to what are now called scientific physicians,
as opposed to quacks.

DocMATJC philosophy {Eth.) a philosophy which is founded
on stable fixed principles, as opposed to the .<:ceptic philo-
sophy.

DO'G-ROSE (Bot.) the Rosa Canina.
DO'G'S-BANE {Bot.) the Apocynum of Linnaeus.—Dog's-

Grass, the Triticum repens, a perennial Dog's-Mercury,
the Mercurialis Perennis.— Dog's-Tail-Grass, the Cyn'c-
sums.—Dog's-Tooth, the Erjthtonium dens Canis.

DO'GWOOD {Bot.) another name for the Corniis.

DO'ITKIN (Com.) from the Dutch duytkin, a small coin in

Holland, in value less than one farthing.

DOLABRIFO'RMIS (Bot.) hatchet-shaped, an epithet for

a leaf ; folium dolabriforme, a liatchet-shaped leaf, as in

yirsembryanthcmum dolibriforme.

DO'LCE {yius.) an Italian epithet signifying sweet, as con
dolce maniera, i. e. in a soft agreeable manner, a phrase
applied to passages in music books.

DO'LCEMENTE {Mas.) Italian ; the same as Dolce.
DOLE (3//«.) a pile of ore for sale.

Dole {Laxic) signifies in the Scotch law a malevolent inten-
tion, which is essential to constitute a crime.

DO'LE-FISH {Com.) from dole, deal, or the Teutonic theil.

a part, signifies that portion of the fish caught in the North
Seas which the fishermen receive for their allowance.

DOLE-MEADOW {.-IrchcBol.) one wherein divers persons
have a share.
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DOLES (Archceol.) slips of pasture left between furrows of

ploiijiheil lands.

DO'LG-BOTE (Arcliccol.) in the Saxon, bolg, a wound; a

fine for inflicting a wound.
DO'LICHOS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 17 Diadelpliia,

Order 4 Dccandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con. pa-

pilionaceous. — Stam. filaments diadelphous ; anthers

simple. — V\ST. s^erm linear; style ascending; stigma

bearded.

—

Per. legume acuminate ; seeds oblong.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, and natives of the

East and West Indies, as the

—

Dnlichos Laldab, seu

Phascohis, I51ack-seeded Dolichos.

—

Dolichos sinensis,

Chinese Dolichos Dolichos altissimus, seu Kakuvalli,

Tall Dolichos.— Dolichos pruriens, seu Phaseolus, seu

Stizolobium, Horse eye Bean.

—

Dolichos urcns, zooph-

thahimum, seu Mticuna, Cow itcli Dolichos. But the

—Dolichos Bulbosus, seu Cacara, Bulbous Dolichos, and

a few others, are perennials. Clus. Hist.; Bauh. Hist.;

Bank. Rail Hist.

Dolichos is also the Glycine iuhola of Linnseus.

DO'LIMAN (Polit.) vide Dolman.
DOLICIIU'RUS (Poet.) ioMzifi a long-tailed verse, having

a foot or syllable too much.
DO'LICHU.S (Ant.) /w,ix»!, a space of ground, containing

twelve furlongs.

DOLIOC.VIIPUS [Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 13 Polij-

aiidria, Order I Alonogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved.-

—

Con. petals

three.

—

Stam. filaments many; anthers compressed

—

PrsT. !;•«»»! globular ; style long; stigma fiat.—VER.bcrri/

globular ; seeds two.
|

Species. The species arc shrubs, native of Guiana, as the

—Doliocarpus rolandri, major, et cnlinea.

DO'LL.VR (Com.) a foreign coin, of different values, from
'

four shillings to four and sixpence, according to the country

or place in which it is current.— 7?/.r Dollar, from the .

German Reichsthaler, is a money of account as well as a

silver coin in Germany, Holland, .Sweden, <S:c.

—

Spanish :

Dollar is a piece coined either at [Mexico or in Spain. The
former are called pillar dollars, because they bear on the

reverse the arms of Spain between two pillars, with the in-

scription on them NEC PLUS ULTR.\. Those coined

in .Spain have on the obverse the head of the reigning

prince, with his name, and the legend DEI GRATIA ; on

the reverse it has no pillans, and the legend is only HIS-
PANIARUM UE.X, instead of HISPAN. ET IND.
RE.Y, as on the other. The value of this dollar is com-

puted to be \'S. ,3 ','/. in sterling money.
DO'LMAN (Polit.) a robe, of which the Grand Signor makes

a present to the Janizaries on the first day of their Rama-
dan, or Lent.

DO'LO.MITE (Mill.) a sort of st'one which is ranked among
the calcareous salts.

DO'LON (Ant.) 1. A great .staff or pole, with a small head

of iron, and a sword within it. Suet. Claud, c. l.S; Hesj/-

rbias Serv. A'.ncid. 1. 7, v. 664'; Atct. Gen. Dier. 1. 4, c. .5.

2. A small sail in a ship, called the trinket. Liv. 1. 30,

c.4t; Gijrald.dc Savig. c. 11-; Scheff'er de Re Nnv. 1.'2, c.,5.

DO'LOR (Med.) vide Pain.

DOLORO'SO (Mks.) Italian for a soft pathetic style of

music.

DO'LPHIN (Astron.) a constellation, [vide Deli>hinu.t']

Doi-piiiN (/jool.) though reckoned among the fishes, from

its habit of life, is classed by Linnjeus under the Mam-
malia, as a genus by the ancient name of the Delj>fiinus.

[vide Delphinns'] It has an oblong body, a narrow sharp

snout, swims with great velocity, prey.s upon fishes, and

adheres to whales as they leap out of the water.

Doi.i'iiiN [Her.) this animal is mostly represented in an

6
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escutcheon in a curved form, when it is termed ^

imboiced ; but sometimes it is borne straight,
I

and then it is named extended, as " He bcareth
I

three dolphins extended, naiant," as in the an-

nexed figure. When it is placed perpendicu-

lar, with iis body in the form of' a letter .S,

as it is commonly represented on ancient me-
dals, then it is termed " A dolphin springing and torqued

hauriant," or " A dolphin hauriant."

Dolphin of the mast (Mar.) a kind of wreath, formed of

plaited cordage?, to be fastened round the masts, as a sup-

l)ort to the puddening.

DO'LPHINS (Gnnn.) handles to pieces of ordnance made in

the form of a dolphin.

DoLi'HiNS (Ent.) a name given by gardeners to the small

black insects that infest beans, &c.

DOM. (Polit.) an abbreviation of dominus, for which Don is

used as a title in Spain.

DO.MA'IN (LaK) vide Demesne.
DO'.MBEC (Archwol.) or Domhoc, a statute of the ancient

Saxons, containing the laws of preceding kings.

DO.MBE'YA (Kot.) a genus of plants, Class 2<2 Dioecia,

Order 13 Monodelphia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth none.—Con. none.

—

Stam. flaments none.— i'lST. germ oblong ; sti/le none;

stigmas bivalve.

—

Per. none ; seeds man)'.

Species. The only species is a tree, as the Dombei/a Chi'

lensis, native of Chili.

DoMBEYA is also the Tourrcttia Cappaca of Linnocus.

DOME (Archit.) a spherical roof raised over the middle of a

building, as a church, hall, &c. When it rises higher than

the radius of the base it is n surmounted Dome: if lower

than the radius, it is a diminished, or surbassed Dome; and

if it have a circular base it is a cupola. It answers to the

tholus of Vitruvius. Vitntv. 1. 4, c. 7 ; Isidor. Orig. 1. 19;

Suidas.

Do.ME (Chem.) an arched cover for a reverberatory furnace.

DO'.ME-BOOK (Arctueol.) liher judicialis ; a book composed

under the direction of Alfred, for the general use of the

whole kingdom, containing the local customs of the several

provinces.

DO'MESDAY-BOOK (Archwol) liber jiidiciarius vel Cen-_

sualis Anglicr, an ancient record, made in the reign of

William the Conqueror, which is now remaining in tlie

Exchequer, fair and legible, in two volumes; to which

belong three other volumes, that consist of abridgments

or extracts from the former. The addition of the word

day is supposed to have been made only for the pur|M)se of

giving confirmation and authority to a record which was

to be referred to at all times in dooming judgment and

justice.

DO'MES-MAN (Archa-ol.) a judge appointed to hear and

determine law-suits.

DOME'STICI (Archccol.) assistants at the court of Constan-

tinople either to the judges on the bench or to the officers

in the palace, of which there were different descriptions,

as the domestici Menscc, scholarum Domeslici, murorum vet

regionum Domeslici, &c. Cassiod. I'ar. 1. 9, c. 13 ; Bulcng.

de Imp. Roman. 1. 4-, c. 38, kc.

DOMICE'LLUS (Archa-ol.) a title formerly given to the

king's natural sons in France, of which we liave also ex-

amples in the natural sons of .John of Gaunt, Duke of

Lancaster, in the statute of legitimation. 10 R. 2.

DO.MKT'LHJM (Archccol.) a domicil or habitation.

DO'.MIFYIXG (Astrol.) the dividing or distributing the

liouses into twelve parts.

DOMIGE'RUM (Architol.) signified formerly danger, but

was more frequently taken for power over another. " Sub

doniigero alicujus vel manu esse." Bract. 1. 4, tract 1, c. 10.

DO'MINA (Archaol.) a title given to honourable women
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who ancient!)-, in their own right, held a barony. Paroch.
Antiij.

DO'iMlXAXT (yius.) the dominant of anj' mode is that

sound which makes a fifth to a final.

Dominant Tenement (Lcm) a term in tiie Scotch feudal

law, signifying the tenement or subject in favour of which
the service is constituted.

DO'.MINI, ANNO (Chron.) abbreviated A. D., in the year
of our Lord.

DOMI'NICA Dies (Ecc.) The Lord's JiAy.—Dominica in

Ramis Palmanim, Pahn-Sundav.
DOMI'NICAL [Chron.) one of the first seven letters of the

alphabet, wherewith the Sundays are marked throughout
the year in the almanack. It changes every year, and
after the term of twenty-eight 3-ears, the letters return to the

same order as before ; whence this period is called the cycle
of the Sunday or Dominical Letter, [vide Chronology]

DOMI'NICANS (Ecc.) an order of friars, founded in the

j'ear 1216, by one Dominicus, of Toulouse. They were
otherwise called the preachingfriars. He/. Hid. ties Orel.

Mun. torn, iii, c. 24.

DOMI'NICU.M (Archtsol.) L The sacrament of the Lord's
Supper. 2. A demain or demesne.

DO^I^XIL^M (Lau-) right or power, of which there are two
kinds in the Scotch feudal law : the Dominium directum,

i.e. the right of the superior or lord ; and Dominium utile,

the right of the vassal, by which he enjoys the whole fruits

and produce of the estate.

DOOIINO (Ecc.) a sort of hood worn by canons of a cathe-
dral church; also a mourning vest for women.

Do.MiNO (Sport.) a game played by two or four persons with
twenty-four pieces of oblong ivory, called cards, plain at

the back, but on the face divided by a black line in the
middle, and indented with spots from one to a double six.

These pieces are distinguished by the names of double-blank,

nee, deuce, trois. Jour, Ike; or ace-blank, double-ace, deuce-

blank, deuce-ace, double-deuce, &;c.

DOMINUS (Laiv) a word which, when prefi.\ed to a man's
name, formerly denoted him to be a knight or gentleman.
— Dominus Litis, an advocate in the civil law, who, after

his client's death, prosecuted a suit to sentence for his

client's use.

DOMIPO'llTA (Con.) from domus, a house, and porta, to

carry ; an epithet for a snail because she carries her house
on her back.

DOMITE'LLUS (Arch(Xol.) the same as Domicellus.

D03IO reparando (Laui) a writ lying against one whose house
going to decay, may endanger his neighbour's by its fall.

Reg. Orig. 153.

DO'ML'S conservoruni (Archixol.) the ancient name for the

house where the Rolls are kept in Chancery-Lane.
DON (Polit.) a title of honour in Spain, put for dom or do-

minus. Sir or Lord.

DONA'CEA (Ent.) a division of the genus Leptura, com-
prehending those insects which have the lip entire.

DONA'RIA {/trchiEol.) things set apart for sacred use, an-
swering to the anathemata of the Greeks. Justin. Instit.

^ H de Reb. Divin.

DON.\'TL\ (Bot.) a genus of plants; so called after Vita-

liano Donati, Class 3 Triandria, Order 2 Trigijnia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth three-leaved.—CoR.
petals nine.— Stam. flaments three; anthers twin.

—

¥isi. ger^n inferior; styles three; stigmas bluntish.

—

Pkr. none ; seeds none.

Species. The single species is the

—

Donatia Jascicularis.

DoNATiA is also the Avicenia tomentosa.

DO'NATISTS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics who greatly dis-

turbed the church in the third and fourth centuries. They
held, among other tenets, that the Son in the Holy Trinity

was less than the Father, and the Holy Ghost less than

DOR
tlie Son. Optat. Milvat. de Schismal.; Donalist. Epiphan-
Hceres. ; August. Oper. torn, ix ; Theodoret. de Heres.;
Hen. Vales, de Sect.

DO'NATH'E (Law) a benefice given to a clerk by the
patron without presentation to the bishop, or institution or
induction by his order. /'. A'. B. 35 ; Co. Lit. 34-t.

DONATI'VL'.M (Ant.) a largess or benevolence bestowed
upon the soldiers by the Roman emperors. Lamprid. He-
liogab.; Cassiod. Var. I. -I-, c. 14; Bud. in Pandect, p. 25S ;

Turned. Adv. 1. 19, c. 21.

DoNATivUiM (Archwol.) a dole or gift made by a noble-
man.

DONATORY (Lau^ that person, in the Scotch law, on
whom the King bestows his right to any forfeiture that has
fallen to the crown.

DO'NAX (Bot.) the Arundo Donax of Linnaeus.

DoNAx [Conch.) a genus of testaceous animals, having a
bivalve shell and a crenulate margin. The animal is a
tethys.

DO'NEE (Laxv) he or she to whom lands, &c. are given.

DO'NJON {Fort.) or dongeon, a large tower or redoubt
where the garrison may retreat in case of necessity, and
capitulate with greater advantage.

Donjon (Archil.) a small wooden pavilion raised above the
roof of the house, where any one may command a fine view.

DO'NIS DE (Law) a statute so named, de donis conditiona-

libus, which revived the ancient feudal restraints originally

laid on alienations.

DO'NOR (Law) one who gives lands, &c. to another.

DOO'LIES (Mcch.) an Indian word for palanqueens, of a
particularly easy construction, for the conveyance of the
sick.

DOO'MSDAY-BOOK (Archceol.) vide Domesday-Book.
DO'PPIA (Com.) an Italian coin, consisting either of a

single, double, or cjuadruple pistole, &c. the pistole being
equal to about I6s. 6d.

DOR (Ent.) or Clock-Ijeetle, the .Scarabceus stercorarius oi
Linnaeus, which flies buzzing about of an evening, and is

said to foretel a fine da}'.

DOR.A'DO (Astron.) a southern constellation not visible in

our latitude. It is otherwise called Xiphias, or the Sword-
Fish, and is reckoned to have six stars.

DOILE'NA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentayidria,

Order 1 Monogyiiia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved. — CoR.
one-petalled.

—

Stam. filaments very short ; anthers ob-
long.— PiST. o-f;»i conic; style dViform ; stigma truncate.—Per. capsule ovate ; seeds many.

Species. The single species is a tree, as the

—

Dorcena
japonica, native of Japan.

DO'REA (Med.) a person who can see by day but not by
night.

DO'REE, (Ich.) or John Dorj', a fish so called because its

sides, varied with light blue and white, have the appear-
ance of being gilt. It is the Zeusjaber of Linnajus.

DO'RIA (Bot^ the Athonna arborescens of Linna:us.

DO'RIAN Mode [Mas.) i'ufi^l of^o/i'a, one of the most an-
cient modes among the Greeks, which was so called from
the Dorians, by whom it was introduce^l. The character

of this mode is serious and grave, but of a gravity so tem-
pered as to render it fit for martial or sacred subjects, on
which account Plato deemed it worthy a place in his re-

public. Plat. Polit. 1. 3.

DO'RIC Order (Archit.) the most ancient of the Grecian
orders, is said to have been made in imitation of the hovels

which were erected by the original inhabitants of Greece,
consisting of roofs, supported by the trunks of trees. The
order, which is at present most generally known by this

name, is an imitation of the Grecian Doric made by the

Romans, [vide Architecture']



DOR
Doric Dialect {Grant.) a particular form of the Greek lan-

cuage. which was so called from the Dorians, by whom it

was first used. It was afterwards the language of the

Lacedaemonians, Argivcs, and the inhabitants of Epirus,

Lybia, Sicily, Rhodes, and Cyprus. The principal writers

in this dialect were Archimedes and Theocritus.

DORIS (Enl.) a genus of animals, Class Vermes, Order

^Iollu$ca.

Generic Character. Body creeping, oblong.

—

Mouth placed

below.

—

Feelers from two to four, situated on the upper

part of the body, and bent behind on the back.

Spccief^. The species are generally di.stinguished into those

which have two, and those which have four feelers.

DO'RMANT (Her.) an epithet in blazonry for

a lion or other beasts sleeping, as in the an-

nexed figure. He beareth " Gtiles, a Lion

dormant, or. Name Ai/lcsworlh o( Essex."

DO'RMANT-TREE {Oirpent.) a great beam
which lies across a house, [vide Doriiier']

DORMANT WRITING (Law) a deed which has a blank

to put in the name of a person.

DORMER (Archil.) or Dormant, a window made in the

roof of a building, or above the entablature, being raised

upon the rafters.

DO'RMITORY (Archit.) a gallery in convents or religious

houses, divided into several cells, in which the monks sleep

or lodge.

DO'RMOUSE {Zoo!.) an animal of the mouse kind, which

remains torpid during winter, walks or rather leaps on its

hind legs, feeds only on vegetables, burrows under gi-ound,

sleeps by day, and watches by night. It is the Myoxus of

Linnseus.

DORO'NICUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Synge-

iiesia Poli/^amia, Order 2 Superflua.

Generic Character. Cal. common, with leaflets.

—

Cor.

compound rayed.

—

Stam. Jilametits five ; anthers cylin-

dric

—

Pi ST. gertn oblong ; style filiform ; stigmas two.

—

Per. none ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Doronicum
Pardaleanches, Great Leopards Bane. — Doronicum

Plantagineum, Plantain-leaved Leopards Bane.

—

Doro-

nicum Bellidiastrum, Bellidiastrum, seu Bellesmedia,

Daisy-leaved Leopards Bane. Clus. Hist.; Bauh. Hist.;

Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Dot.; Rail

Hist. ; Tourn. Inst.

Doronicum is also the Arnico montana, Scorpoides crocea,

DORSAL (Med.) an epithet applied to those distempers the

seat of which lies in the back.

DORSA'LES nervi (Anat.) the nerves which pass out from

the vertebrx of the back.

DORSA'LIS (Bot.) an epithet for an awn ; arista dorsalis,

an awn fixed tn the back or outer side of the glume, not

springing from the end, as in Bromus and Avena.

DOKSI longi.ssimus (Anat.) a great muscle inserted into the

transverse processes of the vertebrx of the loins,

DORSIhEROUS (Hot.) an epithet formerly applied to plants

of a capillary kind, without stalk, that bear the seeds on

the back of the leaf.

DORSTE'NIA (Bat.) a genus of plants, so called from

Theodoras Dorstenius, Class 4 Telrandria, Order 1 Mono-
gynia.

Generic Character. Cal. receptacle common.—CoR. none.

—StAM.Jilaments four; anthers roundi.sh.—PisT. germ

roundish; sti/lc simple; stigma obtuse. — Pek. none;

seeds roundish.

Specie.^. 'I'he species are perennials, as the

—

Dorslenia

Conlrai/crva, Drakcna radi.r, seu Cyprus, native of South

America.

—

Dorstenia lucida, seu Elalostema, native of

the Society Islands.

DOU
DO'RSUM (Anat.) the Back.
DORTMANNA (Bot.) the Lobelia of Linnseus.
DORTURE (Cus.) dorter, or dortoir, the common room

where all the friars of one convent sleep at nights.
DORY'CNIUM (Bot.) the Lotus Dorycmum.
DORYPHO'RI (,Ant.) ^cfvcpcfc,, from <!»pt., a spear, and <J>£f»,

to carry ; a sort of Persian soldiers, who acted as a body-
guard to the monarch. The body-guard of the Roman
emperors were called by the same name. Plin. I. 34 ; Curt.
1.3, c. 3.

DOSE (Med.) from the Greek (JoVi?, a giving; the quantity of
any medicine prescribed by the physician to be taken by
the patient at one time.

DOSSA'LE (Mech.) hangings of tapestry, or curtains for

a choir.

DO'SSER (Fort.) a sort of basket used by the men in for-

tified towns to carry earth from one place to another.
DO'SSES (Archit.) French for the thick beams which are

laid to secure a foundation.

DO'SSIL (Surg.) lint made into a cylindric form resembling
the shape of dates or olives.

DO'TE ASSIGNANDO (Law) a writ for the escheator to

assign a dowry to the widow of the King's tenant, swearing
in chancery not to marry without the King's leave ; these
are called the King's toidows. Stat. 1 5 Ed. 4', c. 4 ; F. N.B,
26; Beg. Orig. 297.

—

Dote undc nihil hahet, a writ of
dower for the widow against the tenant who bought land
of her husband, whereof he was solely seised in fee-simple
or fee-tail, and of which she is dowable. F.N.B. 147.

DO'THIEN (Med.) a hard and painful swelling, as large as

a pigeon's egg, which proceeds from thickness of blood.
DO'TIS ADMENSURATIONE (Laxv) vide Admeasure-
ment of Dower.

DO'TKIN (Com.) vide Doit kin.

DO'TTED (Hot.) punctatus ; an epithet for a leaf and a re-

ceptacle ; folium punctatnm, a leaf besprinkled or pounced
with hollow dots, or points, as in Anthemis maritima ; re-

ceptaculum punclatum, a dotted receptacle, as in Leontodon,
Cacalia, &c.

DO'TTEREL (Om.) a foolish bird found in different parts

of England, the Charadrius morinellus of Linna;us. It is

said that it will miniick the actions of the fowler, regard-
less of the net which he is spreading for it.

DO'UBLE (Bet.) geminus ; an epithet for a leaf, stipule,

^eHMWcXe, &c. ; folium geminum, a double leaf connected
by one petiole; stipula gemina, double stipule, or two and
two by pairs ; peduncidus geminus, double peduncle, or two
peduncles from the same point.

Tiouvii.^ avail of marriage (Lnw) the double of the value

of the vassal's wife's tocher due to the superior, because
he refused a wife equal to him when offered by the supe-

rior.

—

Double plea, a plea consisting of several things that

are independent of each other, either whereof is sufficient

in bar of plaintiff's action. Kilch. 223.

—

Double quarrel,

duplex querela, a complaint made bj' a clerk to the arch-

bishop against any inferior ordinarj^ for delaying to do
justice in .some ecclesiastical matter. It seems to be so

denominated because it is most commonly made both

against the judge and him at whose suit justice is denied.

DoxMe is also the same as the duplicate of letters pa-

tent.

Double vessel (Chem) a name for two mattrasses, when the

neck of one is well luted into the neck of the other.

I

Double horizontal dial (Math.) one with a double gnomon,
the one pointing out the hour on the outer circle, the other

on the stcreographic projection drawn upon it. This dial

finds the meridian, the hour, the sun's place, &c.

—

Double

point, a point in the higher geometry which is common to

two parts or legs, or branches o\' some curve of the se-

cond or higher order, such as an infinitely small ellipse, or



DOU
a cusp, or the cruciform intersection of such curves, [vide

Curve]
Double Stars (^i/roH.) are tliose luminous bodies which,

though they appear single to the naked eye, are found by
the help of the telescope to be composed of two stars.

Double building (ArcJiit.) one in whicli the walls are car-

ried up double.

—

Double doors, two doors made in the same
aperture of a wall to keep an apartment warm.

—

Double

Jloor, one constructed of binding or bridging joists.

—

Double-hung sashes, a window consisting of two sashes,

each of which is moveable by means of weights.

—

Double
margin door, that which represents two doors in the same
breadth, but is in fact only one door.

TO Double (Sporl.) is said of a hare when she winds about to

deceive the hounds. i

TO Double a cape {Mar.) in French doubler un cap, the act ,

of sailing round or passing beyond it, so that the point of
j

land separates the ship from her former situation, and in-

tercepts the view of any distant object. " To double upon
a fleet," the act of enclosing between two fires any part

of a hostile fleet in a naval engagement, or of cannonading
it on both sides.

TO Double (Man.) a horse is said to double the reins, when
he leaps several times together to throw the rider.

DOUBLEAU {Archil.) French for a joist, or the chief arch

which reaches from one pile to another.

DOU'BLED together {Dot.) vide Conduplicate.

DOUBLE'R un Battalion {MU.) to extend the front of a

battalion for it to cover twice the ground that it did

before.

DouBLEii (Elec.) an instrument capable of augmenting a

very small electricitj', so as to render it more than suffi-

ciently manifest by means of an electrometer.

DOU'BLET {Cus.) an old-fashioned garment made after the

fashion of a waistcoat.

Doublet {Min.) a false jewel, or stone, being two pieces

joined together.

DOUBLETS {Xuni.) two medals of the same sort.

Doublets {Spurt.) a game with dice inserted in tables.

DOU'BLING (Mil.) is the placing two or more ranks or files

into one. " To double round," is to march by an inversion

of a second line on the extremity of a first line, thereby to

outflank an enemy.
Doubling {Carpcnt.) a term in Scotland for eaves-boards.

DOU'BLING-X.MLS {Mar.) the nails which are commonly
used in fastening the linings of the gun-ports, iS:c.

DOU'BLIN'GS (.Sport.) the turnings of a hare, [vide To
double']

Doublings (Her.) the linings of robes or mantles of state.

DOUBLOO'X (Coin.) a Spanish coin, the quadruple of the

pistole, coined in 1772, equal to 31. 6s. sterling. The same
name has also been given to the modern pistole, worth about
16.S. On the obverse of this coin is the head of the reigning

king, with the name and the title, " Dei Gratia HISP«Hm-
ruin ET l^Diarum REX;" reverse, arms of Spain with

the collar of the golden fleece: the legends various; at the

bottom the letter M with a crown over it, to signify Ma-
drid ; or M with an O over it, to signify Mexico, the

place where it w as coined.

DOUBLY compound (Bot.) vide Decompound.—Doubly ere-

nale, an epithet for a leaf that has smaller notches on the

larger.

—

Doubly pinnate, vide Bipinnate.—Doubly serrate,

an epithet for a leaf having smaller teeth on the larger.

—

Doubly iernate, or biternate, an epithet for a petiole that

has two ternate leaflets, as in Epimedium.
DOU'CETS (Sport.) the testes of the deer or stag.

DOUCl'NE (^Archit.) French for an ornament of the highest

part of a cornice, or a moulding cut in form of a wave,
half concave and half convex, answering to the sitna

recta.

DOW
DOUDOU' (Com.) a copper coin current in many parts of

the East Indies, particularly at Pondicherry; it is equal

to two French liards.

DOVE (Orn.) 002 of the varieties of the Columba dnmestica

of LinocSi^s. There are three sorts of pigeons known by this

name, viz.—Ths Ring Dove, which is the largest of the

pigeon tribe, and hcs a semicircular line of white on the

hind part of ths neck. It is so wild that it cannot be do-

mesticated.— Stock Dove, having a fine bluish gray head,

neck, and pa.t of the back. This species is migratory,

and roosts i.i trees.— I'mW/e Dure, a shy and retired bird

that lives in the woods. The irides of its eyes are of a

fine 3'ellow, the neck is black, back ash-coloured, feathers

brown ; breast red, and belly white.

Dove {Her.) is borne as a charge in many
escutcheons ; sometimes, as in the annexed
figure, " Field argent, a chevron be-

tween three crescents sable, on a canton
of the second a dove with an olive branch
in her bill, all proper ; name Walker."
Sometimes it is blazoned a dove volant up-
right, beaked and membered; sometimes a dove risin?,

&:c.

DOVE'S FOOT CRANE'S BILL (Bat.) the Geranium
molle of Linnajus, a perennial.

1 DO'VE-TAIL (Carpcnt.) a piece of wood formed like the
1 tail of a dove.

iJJO'VE-TAILING (Carpent.) a method of joining one
board into another by projecting pins cut in the form of

I

dove-tails in one piece, and let it into hollows of the same
form in another. Dove-tailing is either exposed or con-

cealed ; concealed dove-tailing is either lapped or mitred.

DOUGLA'SSIA (B<ii.) a genus of plants, so called from
James Douglas, Class 18 Polyadelpliia, Oi'der 4 Poly-
andria.

Generic Cluiracter. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. none.
^TA.^i.Jilaments r\0T\e: anthers manj'.

—

Fist. germ ovate;

stigma six-cleft.

—

Per. berry ovate; seeds single.

Species. The single species, the Douglassia Guianensi.<,

Guiana Douglassia, is a tree.

DOLTLLE (.V;7.) French for a small iron socket at the

heel of the bayonet; and also a cavity at the end of the

ramrod.

DOU^TJILLE'T {Cook.) a particular manner of dressing a
pig, called au pere donyillet.

TO DOUSE (Mar.) in French molir, to lower or slacken

suddcnlv, in application to a sail in a squall of wind, i-c.

DOUSING-CHOCKS (Mar.) pieces fayed across the apron,

and lapped on the knight-heads, or inside stuff above the

upper-deck.

DOU.X. (yius.) a term, in music booTcs, for soft, sweet.

DO'\V.\GER (Polit.) signifies literally a widow who enjoys

her dower ; but is commonly applied as a title to the widows
of princes and nobility.— Queen Doivnger is the widow of

tlie King, who enjoys most of the privileges that belong
to the Queen Consort.

DOWE'LLING (Mar.) a method of coaking among ship-

wrights by letting pieces into the solid, or by uniting two
pieces together by tenons.

DOWER (Law) dotarium, the portion which a widow has

of her husband's lands at his decease, for the sustenance

of herself, and the education of her children. Dower is of

several kinds ; namely,

—

Doicer of the Common Lazv, which
is a third part of the lands, Sec. whereof he is seized.

—

Dower by Custom, \. e. by the custom of any place, which
is, of course, various, being in some cases a half.-

—

Doner
ad ostium ecclesio', a dower made at the Church door im-

mediately after marriage, which could not exceed the

third part, though it might be less.

—

Dower e.r assensii

patris was a species of dower ad ostium ecclesicc.—Dower



DRA
dc la pinis belle, a dower of the fairest part of a husband's

estate.

DOW'L fDul Deal (Archtvul.) signify a division; whence
boundary-stones, which parted ott'lands, were called Doxvle-

stones.

DO'WLAS (Com.) a sort of linen cloth.

DOWN (Mar.) a term enjployed in many see phrases, as

" Domn all chests," an order for the deck to be cleared

of all chests preparatorj' to an engagement. " Doxvn

haul," for letting down a rope of the stay-sail in order to

shorten sail. " Down foresail." &c.
Down (Dot.) signifies properly any sort of pubescence, but

it is used for the pappux, or little crown fixed on the top

uf some seeds, by which they fly, as Dandelion, &c.
DOWNS (Mar.) a bank, or elevation of sand, which the sea

gathers and forms along its .shores.

DO'WNY (Bot.) vide Tomentosus.

DO'WRY (Lim) vide Dower.
DOXO'LOGY (Ecc.) iDh>iyU, a song, or short hymn of

praise said or sung in divine service, as the Gloria Patri,

i. e. glory bo to the leather, &c.

DOZE'IN (Arehccol.) a territory or jurisdiction. Slat. 18,

Ell. 2.

DRAB (Com.) vide Drap.

DRA'BA (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class 15 Tetradijnnmia,

Order 1 Siliculosa.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth four-leaved.

—

Con. pe-

tals oblong Stam. filaments six; anthers simple.

—

PiST. srerm ovate ; stijle scarce any ; stigma headed.

—

Per. silicle oblong.

Species. The species arc mostly perennials, as the

—

Draha aizoides, seu Alijssum, Hoary-leaved Alpine

Vhitlow Grass, native of the South of Europe.

—

Draba
pijrenaica, seu Alyssum, native of Provence.

—

Draha
hirta, seu Bursa pnstoris, native of Lapland : but the

Draba verna, seu Alsine, Common or Spring Whitlow-
Grass, is an annual ; and the Draba iiicana, seu Leuco-

icum. Hoary Whitlow-Grass, is a biennial.

DU.\'BANTS (Mil.) a select body of men, who were com-
manded in person by Charles IX, King of .Sweden.

DK.\15LE11 (Mar.) an additional part of a sail laced to the

bottom of the bonnet on a square sail.

DMAIj.S (.1/(f/(.) a kind of wooden bo.xes, in the salt works,

for holding the salt when taken out of the boiling pan :

they are made shelving that the brine may run off.

DKAC (Mijth.) an imaginary being, who was formerly much
dreaded by the country people.

DllAC.^'NA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 6 Hexandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. none.

—

Con. petals s\k.—Stam.
filaments six ; anthers oblong.—PisT. germ ovate ; .sti/le

filiform; stigma obtuse.

—

Peh. berry ovate; seeds so-

litary.

Species. The species are perennials, as the— Drachma
draco, Asparagns, Palmn draco, seu Draco arbor, Dra-
gon Tree, native of Cape Verd Islands.

—

Drnctvna ferrea,

seu Terminalis rtibra. Purple Drac;cna, native of China.

Dracccnaensifolia, Dianella, seu. Gladiolus, Sword-leaved

Dracxna, native of the East Indies.

—

Dracwna margi-

nala, sou Aloe purpurea. Aloe-leaved Dracaena.

DU.\CHM (('om.) a weight used particularly by apothe-

caries containing just sixty grains. It is now the eighth

part of an ounce, though formerly reckoned only the

seventh, [vide Drachma]
DU.\'CHM.\ (Ant.) ^fxxf^i, a coin current at Athens, and

other parts of Greece, which was equal in value to 7\d.

English money. It was very similar to the Roman dena-

rius. Plin. I. 21, c. '.H; Pint, fab.; Dud. de Ass.;

Camerar. de Re numm. apud Grouov. Thes. Aidirj. Grac.

torn. 9, &c.

DRA
DnACHMA (Med.) the drachm, or dram, was also formerly a

weight used among physicians, which was the seventh part

of an ounce, at the rate of eighty-four to the pound.
Scrib. Larg.

DRA'CMON (S'um.) vide Darcon.
DRA'CO (Ant.) ^fUKUt, a dragon; a sort of flying serpent,

so called, ano rS ^ifKU>, from seeing, on account of its quick

sight.

Draco was also the name of the ensign which bore the

figure of a dragon, and belonged to the several com-
panies in the Roman army, as did the Ar/uila, Eagle, to

the whole legion ; whence the Draconarius was the

bearer of such an ensign. Claud. Uujin. 1. 2, v. 365;
Amm. 1. 16, c. 10; Ve^et. I. 1, c. 23; Isid. Orig. 1. IS,

c. 3; Suidas.; Curopnl. de Offic Constant.

Deaco (Astron.) the Dragon, a constellation in the northern

hemisphere, which was so called because it was supposed

to represent the Dragon that guarded the Hesperian fruit,

and was killed by Hercules, after which Juno took it up

to heaven, and placed it among the constellations. It con-

tained according to Ptolemy, 31 stars; according to Tycho,
32 ; Hevelius, 40 ; Bayer, 33 ; Flamstead, SO. Arat.

Phcsnom. V. 4:6 ; Eratosth. Charad.; Hygin. Astron. poet.;

Ptot. Almag. 1. 7, c. 5 ; liicciol. Almag. nov. I. 6, c. 4.

Draco (Zool.) Dragon, a genus of animals of the Class

Reptilia, Order Amphibia ; of which there is but one spe-

cies, the Draco volans. It resembles the lizard, except

that it has a lateral membrane b)' which it supports itself

in the air for a short time.

Draco Arbor (Bot.) the Dracccna rfraco of Linnaeus.

—

Draco
Herba, the Artemisia dracunculus of Linnaeus.

DRACOCE'PHALOS {Bot.) the Chelone Penstemon.
DRACOCE'PHALUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 14
Didynamia, Order I Gymnospermia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. pe-

tals one.— Stam. Jilaments four; anthers cordate.

—

PiST. germ four-parted ; style filiform ; stigmas sharp.—
Per. none ; seeds four.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Drncocephn-
lum Virginianum, Pseudo digitalis, seu Lysemachia,

Virginian Dragon's Head.-

—

Dracocephalum ctmariense,

Cnmp/iorosma, seu Melissa, Canary Dragon's Head, or

Balm of (jilcad.

—

Dracocephalum Austriacum, Ihjssopus,

Iluyschiana, seu Chamccpethys, Austrian Dragon's Head,
native of Hungary.

—

Dracocephalum canescens, i\Ioldn-

vica, seu Sideritis, Hoary Dragons' Head, native of the

Levant.

DRACOCEPIIALUS (Bot.) another name for the Draco-
cephalum.

DRACONARIUS {.Int.) vide Draco.
DRACONI'TES (Miu.) a precious stone taken out of the

brain of a dragon whilst alive. Pliii. 1. 33, c. 10.

DRACO'NTIAS {Min.) vide Draconites.

DRACO'NTIC Month (Asirnii.) the time of the moon's re-

volution, from her ascending node to her return thither,

so called from the name of the node, caput draconis.

DRACO'NTIDES (Anat.) ,Jf«xo.7.Jf?, a name for some veins

proceeding dirccti}' from the heart. i^'iff- Ephes. de

Appell. Part. Hum. Corp. 1. i, c. 33.

DRACO'NTIU.M (Bot.) JfaUr.o,, a plant so called because

its stalk resembles the dragon in its form. It is otherwise

called arum. Theophrast. \. 1, c. 11; Dioscor. I. 2,

c. 196. Plin. 1. 2*, c. 16 ; Gal. de Alim. Fac. 1. 2, c. 69;

Erot. Lex. Uippocriit.

Dracontium (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 20 fiy«anc/n'a,

Order 8 Polyandria.

Generic Character. Cal. spathe boat-form.

—

Cor. petab

ovate.

—

SvAM. filaments seven; anthers oblong.—PiST.

gervi ovate ; style straight ; stigma obscure.—Per. berry

roundish ; seeds many.
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Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Dracont'um
fcetidum. Field Scunkweed, seu Arum, native of Ame-
rica.

—

Draconiium perlusum, seu Arum, Perforate-leaved
Dragon, native of the West Indies.

Dracontium is also the Arum Dracunciilns of Linnaeus.

DRACU'NCULI \Med.) small worms called Guinea norms,
which breed in the muscular parts of the arms and legs.

Phd. S^ympos. 1. 8, c. 9 ; Act. Telrab. 1. 4, serra. 2, c. S

;

P. /E^'inet. 1. 4, c. .59.

DRACUNCULO'IDES (Bot.) anothername for the Heman-
ihu.s.

DRACU'NCULUS (Bot.) the Arum Galea of Linnaeus.

DRAFT {Husband.) a name sometimes given to swill or

hogwash.
Draft {Com.) a bill or check by which one person draws

upon another for a certain sum of money.
Draft {Mar.) vide Draught,
DRAG (Mar.) in French drague, a machine consisting of a

sharp square frame of iron encircled with a net, and com-
monly used to rake the mud off from the platform, or

bottom of the docks. " To drag the Anchor," in French
chasser sur son ancre, to trail the anchor along the bottom
after it is loosened from the ground, by the effort of the

wind or current upon the ship.

DRAGANT gjoH (Bot.) the sume as ihe Tragacanth.
DRAGACA'NTHA (Bot.) the gum of the Astragalus, the

same as the Tragacanth.
DRA'GOMAN (Pulit.) in modern Greek S^/»i/<ani, from

laJTn ; an interpreter in the Eastern countries.

DRAGON (Zool.) the Draco of Linnaeus, a four-fooled

beast of the lizard tribe, tailed and winged, a native of

India and Africa, which wanders about among the trees ;

it is able, by means of its lateral membrane, to support
itself for a short time in the air. Qvide Draco']

Dragon (Bot.) the DracontiumJcct'idum of Linnaeus.

Dragon (Mil.) a short piece or firelock formerly in use.

having a barrel sixteen inches in length, and a full musket
bore.

—

Dragon, or Dragon volant, a French name for an
old piece of artillery which was a forty pounder.

Dragon (Her.) though generally supposed to

be a fabulous monster, is borne both in coats,

crests, and supporters, as in the annexed
figure ; he beareth, " Gules, tliree Dragons
passant in pale ermine ; b)' the name of Bloss,

in Suffolk."— Knights of the Order of the

Dragon, an order instituted by the emperor
Sigismond in I417.

Dragon Beams (Cnrpent.) two strong braces which stand
under a bressummer, and meet in an angle on the shoulder
of the King-piece.

DRAGOS,fying (Zool.) yide Draco.
T>RAGoa, fii/ing (Xat.) a fat heterogeneous meteor in the

shape of a flying Dragon.
DRA'GON-FLY (Ent.) a particularly ravenous insect which

. hovers over stagnant waters. It is the Libellula of
Linnseus.

DRAGON-TREE {Bot.) the Draccena dracocephalum of
Linnaeus.

DRAGONE'T (Ich.) Dragon-Fish, ihe Callionymus oi Un-
naeus.

DRAGO'NNE (Mil.) French for a sword knot at the ex-
tremity of which hangs a tassel, which was originally worn
by the Germans as a mark of distinction for an officer

when in plain clothes.

Dragonne' (Her.) an epithet for any beast, the lower part
of which is in the form of a dragon, as a lion dragonne.

DRA'GON'S-BLOOD {Bot.) a gum or resin from a tree
called Arbor Draco, the Astragalus of Linnasus. It is a
very powerful astringent, incrassant, and drier, which is

given with great efficacy in diarrhceas, &c.

DIL\

DR.\GON'S-HEAD (Her.) the tawny colour in the escut-

cheon of sovereign princes.

Duagon's-head (Astron.) and Dr'rjons-Tail, the nodes of

the planets, or those points in whicli the orbit; of any planet,

particularly the moon, intersects the orbit of tlie sun, or

the ecliptic in an angle of about o° IS'; the former, marked
thus S, is the northward point as she ascends from the

South to the North; the latter, marked thus 8, is the

southward point as she descends from the North to the

South,

Dragon's-head (Bol.) i}ie Dracocephalum o£ iAnnxus.

DRAGON TREE {Bot) \k\e Dragon.

DRAGO'ON (Mil.) a soldier who fights sometimes on foot

and sometimes on horseback; he is so called from dragon,

because he was supposed to fight like a dragon.

TO Dragoon (Mil.) in French dragonner, signifi.es com-
mon!}' to bring a person to reason by blows, who can-

not be persuaded by fair words ; but, in application to

a town, it implies to deliver up to plunder.

DRAGS (Mech.) floating pieces of timber so joined toge-

ther that, by swimming on the water, they may carry any

load down the river.

DRAIN {Husband.) a water-course sunk in a field for the

purpose of carrying off the water from the surface of the

land.

Drain (Fort.) a trench cut to clear a moat or ditch of the

water.

DRAINING (Husband.) or land-draining, the process of

making drains in the land for the purpose of carrying off

the w ater.

DRAKE'NA (Bot.) the Dorstenia contrayerva of Linnaeus.

DRAM (Com.) or drachm, a weight of sixty grains; the

one-eighth of an ounce Apothecary's Weight ; the one-

sixteenth of an ounce Avoirdupoise.

DRA'MA (Poet.) a play consisting either of tragedy or

comedy.
DRAMA'TIC {Poet.} an epithet for what belongs to the

drama.
DR.ANK (Husband.) a name for the wild oats wliich inftst

corn.

DR.-V'PER'S Company (Her.) were incorporated

in the reign of King Henry VI. Their armo-

rial ensigns are, as in the annexed figure,

" Azure, three clouds radiated proper, each

adorned with a treble-crown."

DRAP de Berry (Com.) a sort of frieze, or thick

cloth, first made in Berry.

DRA'PERY (Paint.) the clothing of a human figure re-

presented on the canvass. It is applied, in the same sense,

to the representations in stone. Drapery is also used for

hangings, tapestry, curtains, and most other things that

are not carnations or landscapes.

DRA'STICS (Med.) remedies which work speedily and
effectually.

DRAUGHT (Paint.) the plan or delineation of any object,

particularlj- in application to things of which the outlines

only are represented, as the plans of buildings, fortifi-

cations, &c.

Draught (Mar.) the quantity of water a ship draws when
afloat, or the number of feet under water when laden.

Draught (Mil.) a certain number of men drawn from a

regiment, or larger body.

Draught (Com.) an allowance in weighing commodities.

Draught Compasses (Mech.) compasses which are provided

with several moveable points to make fine draughts in

architecture, &c.
DRA'UGHT-HOOKS (Gunn.) large iron hooks fixed on

the checks of a gun-carriage, two on each side.

DR.AUGHT-HORSE (Man.) a coarser breed of horses,

which are employed onlj' in waggons, drays, carts, &c.

4g
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DRAUGHTS {Sport.) a game played on a checkered board

like the Chess-Board, with twentj'-four pieces, which, by
angular movements, are enabled to take each other, ac-

cording to certain rules, until one of the parties has lost

all his men, or is placed in a situation to lose them all,

when the game is at an end.

DRA'UGHTSMEN {I'/ihit.) those who are bred to the art

of regularly taking p!;ins and sketches of buildings and
places.

TO DRAW (Coin.) or lo rlrnrv on a person, is to write a bill.

sign it, and deliver it to the person to whom it is addressed
for payment.

DRAW-BACK (Com.) a return of some part of the duties

paid for goods on in)portation, which arc drawn back on
exportation.

DK AW-BRIOnE (.irchit) a bridge made, after the manner
of a floor, to be drawn up, or let down, at pleasure.

D1{A'\\'-GEAK (Husband.) any furniture or harness of

cart-horses.

DRA'W-LATCHES (Archteol.) a name for thieves. Stat.

5 Ed. 3, c. 14 ; 7 Rich. 2, c. 5.

DRA'W-NET [Sport.) a net for catching the larger sort of
birds.

DRAWING (Paint.) is the art of representing objects upon
a jilane surface by means of lines, shades, and shadows,
formed either with a pen or a pencil. It is also taken for

the representation so made, as drawings in India-Ink,

pencil-drawings, &c.

Da.'VwiNG (Sport.) is beating the bushes, Sec. after a fox.
" Di-auiing amiss " is when the hounds hit the scent of

their chase contrary, i. e. up the wind instead of down.
" Draiving in the slot " is when the iiounds, having touched
the scent, draw till they hit on the same again.

DRAWN BATTLE (Mil.) a battle in which both parties

claim the victory, or retire upon equal terms as before.

DR.\Y (Mech.) a sort of low cart without sides, on which
brewers carry their casks of beer.

Dkay (Sport.) a name for squirrels' nests on the tops of

trees.

DREDGE (Com.) in French drague pour prendre deshuitrcs,

a kind of drag used with a long rope to catch oysters.

DRE'DGEMEN [Com.) or Dredgers, those who fish for

oysters.

DRR'DGING (Com.) a process of removhig or dragging
the mud in the beds of rivers, &c. in order to catch oysters.

DREIT-DRE'IT (Laii:) a double right, i. e. of possession

and dominion.

TO DRENCH (Tf/.) to give a medicinal drink to a horse,

cow, &c.

DHK'NCHES (Laiv) or drenges, a name for such tenants

as, being put out of their estates at the conquest, were
afterwards restored by King William, because they were
not against him in person, or by their counsels. Man.
Angl. tom. ii. fol. '298.

DRE'NGAGE (Law) the tenure by which the drenches held

their lands.

DRK'PANIS (Orn.) ^ixxHi, a sea-swallow. Aristot. Hist.

Anim. 1. 1, c. 2; I'lin. I. 11, c. l-".

i'o DRESS a line (Mil.) to arrange any given number of

men so as to stand jjcrfectly correct with regard to tiie seve-

ral points of alignment that have been taken up ; whence
the soldieis are said to " Dress by one another" in ranks

in order to form a continuity of line. " To Dress a

battalion," to bring all its relative parts in a line with the

object or point, towards which it was directed to move.
And " Dress," as a word of command, is equivalent to

halt when the men arrive at a particular point of the

alignment.

TO DnESs a ship (Mar.) to ornament her witlt a variety of

colours, as ensigns, flags, pendants, &c.

DRI

TO Dress a Chase (Print.) or a Form, to fit the pages and
the chase, or form, of the matter that has been composed.

DRE'SSED (.Mason.) the preparation of a stone, for tlie

mason's work, by the mallet and chisel.

DRE'SSERS (Mil.) those men who take up direct or rela-

tive points, by which a corps is enabled to preserve a re-

gular continuity of front.

DRESSING [Man.) the cleaning and trimming wliicli a
horse undergoes by means of brushes, curry-combs,
cloths, &c.

Dressing hiters (Mech ) a process among letter founders,
by which they fit the letters that have been cast for the
immediate use of the compositor, by scraping, beardmg, &c.

Dressing (Husband.) a term applied to the cleaning of
hemp, flax, Ac. so as to prepare it for splmiing.

DRE'SSINGS (Archit.) all kinds of mouldings projecting

beyond the naked wall.

DRIFT (Mar.) signifies generally any thing that floats upon
the water ; a boat is said to drift, or to go a-drift, when it

hath nobod}' in it to row or steer it.

—

Drift-sail, a sail

used only under water, which is veered out right a-hcad
upon the sea in a storm to keep the head of the ship right

upon the sea.

—

Dri/t-wai/, or Drift, is the course which a

ship makes when she is driven by a storm.

—

Drift of a

current, its angle and velocity.

Drift also signifies the difference between the size of a
bolt and the hole into which it is to be driven. Drifts,

in the sheer-draught, are those pieces where the rails

are cut off.

Drift of a Forest (Lan') a view or examination of the cattle

that are in a forest in order to know whether it be sur-

charged or not, or whether the beasts be commonable, Sec.

Stat. 32 Hen. 8, c. 13.

Drift (Archil.) the force which an arch exerts fi-oni the

pressure of the stones.

Dkift (Min.) a passage cut out under the earth betwixt
shaft and shaft, or turn and turn.

DRILL (Mech.) a small instrument for boring holes which
cannot be made conveniently with punches.

TO Drill (Mil.) to teach young recruits the first principles

of military movements ; whence " To be sent to Drdl,"

to be placed under the command of the Drill-ofricer.

" Knapsack-Drill," a sort of punishment for minor of-

fences, wiiicli consists in marching soldiers round the bar-

rack-yard, &c. for a certain time, with G or 12 lb. .shot

tied to their knapsacks.

DRI'LLING (Mech.) boring with the drill.

Drilling (Husband.) the process of sewing with a ma-

chine, called a drilling machine, by whicli the seed is dis-

posed in regular order, and at an equal depth of earth.

DRIMYPHA'GI.\ (Med.) from fyi>.h;. acrid, and <?«yi, to

eat ; the eating of acrid substances.

DRINK (let.) a liquid Ibrni of medicine occasionally ad-

ministered to horses, or other cattle.

DRI'NKLEAN (Archival.) a certain quantity of drink pro-

vided by tenants for the lord and his steward,

DRIP (Archit.) the most advanced part of the cornice,

otherwise called the larmier, or caves.

DRI'PPING (Falc.) a term for a hawk that mutes directly

downwards in several drops.

TO DRIVE (Mar.) is said of a ship when she cannot be held

fast by the anchor.

TO Drive (Print.) a term used frequently among printers

and letter founders. A compositor is said to drive out

when he sets wide ; the matter in the chace is said to drive

out when, by the addition of fresh matter, it is obliged to

be moved forwards into the next page ; a letter drives out

when it is cast too thick in the siiank, cSrc.

DRIVER (Mech.) vide File-Driver.

Driver (Mar.) in French tappe-cul, a large sail occasion-
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ally set upon tlie mizen-yard or gaff; also the foremast

spur iu tiie bulge-ways.— Driver-Boom, the boom on
which the driver is extended.

DIU'VERS (Mil.) pieces of bone or wood made in the shape
of a flint.

DRO'l DENE [ArchcEoI.) a thicket.

DUO'FLAND (Law) anciently a quit-rent, or yearly pay-

ment, made, by some tenants, to the King, or their land-

lords, for the liberty of driving their cattle through the

manor to fairs and markets.

DROIT [Lnv) the highest writ of all other real writs what-

soever, and that which has the greatest respect, and the

most assured and final judgment, therefore it is called a

IVrit nfliig/it, and in the old books Droil. Co. Lit. 158

Droit (le cntrie, Right of Entr_v, or a writ for one seised

of land in fee, against the one who has disseised him of it.

DRO'MA (Med.) a plaster so called. Mi/rcp. sect. 10, c. 26.

DRO'MED.\RY (Zool.) a sort of camel, having two
bunches on the back, which is the Camehis Baclrianus of

Linna;us ; and ditt'ers from the Arabian Camel principall}'

in being larger.

DRf)MO (Ant.) i?foiA»>, a sort of caravel or swift bark that

scoured the seas. It is called by Sidonius navis cursoria.

Sidon. 1. 1, ep. 5; Cassiodor. Var. 1. 4-, c. 15; hid.
]. 19, c. 1.

DROMOXA'liII {Ant.) the rowers of the dromones.
DllOXE (Knt.) a large kind of bee or wasp which is without

a sling. It is the male of this tribe of insects which
takes no part in the labours of the hive or nest, and is

therefore killed or expelled by the labourers on the ap-
proacii of winter.

DROO'PING (Bot.) cermius, having the top or end point-

ing to the ground; an epithet for the peduncle or flower,

as in Bidens ccrnun.

DROP (Arc/lit.) an ornament in pillars of the Doric Order,
representing drops or little bells under the triglvphs.

DRO'P-WORT (Bot.) the Spirwafilipendida of Urmxus, a
perennial ; so called because it consists of oval tubes, or

solid lumps, hanging from the main body by threads.

TO Drop (Mar.) a term used in several sea-phrases, as to

drop listen/, to denote the retrograde motion of a ship; to

(/rop anchor, i. e. to anchor; the sail drops so many yards,

i e. it is so many yards long.

DRO'PAX (Med.) Dropncismns, a stimulant plaster of pitch,

wax, &c. for taking off hair.

DRO'PPING (Vet.) a name given to that disease in a cow,
which is analogous to the puerperal fever in women.

DROPS (Med.) any liquid medicine which is taken by the
measure of drops.

DRO'PSY (Med.) a collection of serous fluid in the cellular

membrane, viscera, and the circumscribed cavities of the

body ; as the

—

Dropsy of the Belly, [vide Ascites']—
Drop.'i/ of the Brain, [vide Ili/drocep/in/iis]— Dropsy of
the Cellular Membrane, [vide Anasarcci]—Drnpsij of the

Chest, [vide Hydroihorax\—Dropsy of the Testicle, [vide
Hydrocele]

DRO'P-WORT (i3o<.) vide Drop.
DRO.SATUM {Med.) vide Rosatum.
DRO'SERA (Bol.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandria,
Order 5 Pentngynia.

Generic diameter. Cal. perianth one-leaved. — CoR.
petals five.

—

STAM.Jilameiits five; anthers small.-—PiST.
germ superior; styles five ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. capsule

ovate ; seeds many.
Species. The species are natives of the Cape of Good
Hope, as the

—

Drosera rotundijblia, Rorella, sen Rossolis,

Round-leaved Sun Dew, a perennial.

—

Drosera lougi-

folia, seu Salsirora, Long-leaved Sun-Dew, &c.
DRO'SERON (Med.) an ointment so called. Myrep.

sect. 3, c. 93.

DRY
DROSO'MELI (Nat.) ^fttrc/A^i^i, from (^pio-oj, dew, and jiAfAi,

honey ; manna.
DRO'VED (Mason.) a term in Scotland for chiselled, in

application to a stone.

DRO'VERS (Com.) men who are employed to drive cattle

for hire or for sale.

DRUGGE'RIA (Archceol.) a druggist's shop.

DRU'GGET (Com.) a kind of woollen stuff.

DRUGS (Med.) all kinds of simples, which are for the

most part dry, and form a part of medicinal composi-
tions.

DRU'IDS (Archa-ol.) probably from the Greek ^(Ss, an oak;
a sort of priests among the ancient Gauls and Britons; so

called because they celebrated their rites under the oak.

Cers. de Bell. Gall. I. 6, c. 13 ; Slrab. 1. 4. ; Plin. I. 30, c. 1 ;

Tacit. Agric. c. 1 1 ; Lainprid. in Sever, c. 60; lopis. in

Aiirel c. 1, &c.
DRUM (Anat.) tympanum; a membrane of the cavity of the

ear.

Drum (Mil.) a well known musical instrument, which is

much used in the army, to give notice to the troops of
what they are to do, according to the ditl'erent beats.

[vide Beat]— Kettle-drums, a sort of basin-formed drums,
made of brass or copper, which are used by the cavalry.

—

The Drum-Major, he who has the command over the other
drummers.

—

Dr"m-Major-Genernl, an officer formerly in

the King's household, without whose licence no one, except
the King's troops, could beat a drum.

DRU'NGUS (Ant.) a body of troops among the Romans,
consisting of one thousand and upwards. Vopisc. in Prob.
c. 19; Vegef. 1. 3, c. 19.

DRU'PyE (Ant.) SfvoTTiTiXc,, olives ready to fall off from ex-
cessive ripeness, from irf^Ttiv, to fall, and ^fSs, an oak, or

any tree in general. Poll. Onom. 1.6, c. 8 ; Plin. \. 15,

c. "l ; Gal. de Alim. Fac. 1. 2, c. 27 ; Alhen. I. 2, p. 56 ;

Hesychius.

DRUPA {Bot.) a Drupe, i. e. a pulpy pericarp or fruit,

without valves, containing a nut or stone with a kernel.

It is usually a moist succulent fruit like the plum ; but
sometimes dry like the almond.

DRUPA'CEvE (Bot.) the thirty-eiglith order in Linna-us'

Fragments of a Natural Method.
DR'Y Blow (Med.) a blow that neither wounds nor sheds

blood.

—

Dry-Belly-Ache, the same as the Colic.

Dry Rent (Law) a rent reserved without clause of distress.—Dry Multures, quantities of corn, in the .Scotch law,

paid to a mill, whether the payers grind or not.

Dry Rot (Archil.) a disease incident to timber in floorings,

joists, wainscot, &c. which is a sort of putrefaction caused
by moisture.

DRYA'NDRA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 16 Dioecia,

Order 4 Monodelphia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth two-leaved.— CoR.
petals oblong.

—

StAM. filaments nine ; anthers minute.

—

Per. tricoccous ; seeds oblong.

Species. The single species is the

—

Dryas corduta, Oil-

Tree.

DRY'AS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 12 Icosandria, Order
5 Polygynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—CoR. petals

eight.— Stam. ^filaments numerous; anthers small.

—

Pi ST. germs many; styles capillary; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none ; seeds many.

Species. The two species are perennials, as the

—

Dryas
anemoides, anemone, seu Carophyllala.—Dryas octope-

tala, seu Teucruim.

Dryas is also the Geum potentilloides.

DRYI'TES (Min.) a precious stone found at the roots of
trees, from ^fii, an oak, or tree in general. Pli?!. I. 37,

c.Il.
4 G 2
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DRYO'PETIS (Zool.) a small green frog which lies in thickets.

DRYOPHO'NOX (Bol.) a herb like oak-fern. Plin. 1. 27,
c. 9.

DRY'OPHYTE (Zool.) a kind of frog.

DRYO'PTERIS (Bot.) v\de Dryophonon.
DRvoPTEnis, in the Linnean system, the Polypodium Jra-

frraiis.

DRY'OS (Bot.) a kind of misletoe.

DRY'PA (Bot.) vide Druna.
DRYPS (13ot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Pentandria, Order

3 Tiir^yniii.

Generic Character, CAL.peritiuth one-leaved.—Coit. petals

five. — Stam. fila/neiils five; anthers oblong. — PisT.

germ obovate ; styles three; stif^ma simple.

—

Per. capsule

roundish ; seeds single.

Species. The single species is a biennial, as the

—

Drypis
spinosa, seu Cardials, native of Barbary.

Drypis is also the Cucuhalus strllatus.

DU'AL (Gram.) dualis, from duo, two; the name of a num-
ber which signifies only two persons or things, of which
the Greek language furnishes examples.

Dual (Mil.) a weapon used by the New-Hollanders.

DUA'RIUM (Laii]) a wife's jointure, [vide Doiver]

TO DUB
(
Carpent.) to reduce a piece of timber by means

of the adze.

TO DuB a knight (Her.) probably from the Saxon buban,

to gird ; to confer the honour of knighthood on any one.

DU'BBING oja cock
(
Vet.) the cutting oft' a cock's comb and

wattles.

DU'BEL-CO-LEPH (Med.) a composition of coral and
amber.

DU'BELECH (Med.) the cavity of an imposthume.
DUBHE (.4stron.) a bright star of the second magnitude in

the back of Ursa Major. Right Ascension, for 1812,

J 62° 36' 25" ; Annual variation in Right Ascension 57"
;

Declination 62° 4-5' 57" N. ; annual variation in the

same 19".

DUBLE'TUS (Med.) an incysted tumour.
DU'CAL Coronet (Her.) a circle of gold,

with eight strawberry or parsley leaves, of

equal height, above the rim. None of in-

ferior rank can have flowers raised above
the circle.

Ducal Mantle (Ent.) a testaceous animal, the Ostrea Pal-

lium of Linnaeus.

DUCAPE i^Com.) a sort of silk formerly used for women's
garments.

DU'CAT (Com.) probably so called because it was coined in

the territories of a duke ; a foreign coin of different values,

according to the places where current. The Dutch ducats,

which are reckoned the purest gold, are about 9s. Gd.

sterling.

DUCATOO'N (Com.) a silver coin in Holland worth about

5s. M.
DUCENA'RIUS {Ant.) a captain of two hundred, f'egct.

1. 2, c. 8.

DU'CES tecum (Laiv) i.e. bring with thee; a writ com-
manding a person to appear on a certain day in the Court

of Chancery, and to bring with him some writings, evi-

dences, or other things, wliicli the court would view.

DUCK (Orn.) a well-known water fowl, the different species of

which are classed under the Anas of Linna;us. [vide Anns]

Duck (Com.) or Russia Duck, a name for the best sort of

canvas.

Duck up (Mar.) a term used by the steersman, signifying

to haul up, as " Duik up the clew lines of those sails."

DU'CK-WEEI) (But.) the Lemna of Linnxus, an annual,

growing in ditches and stagnant waters ; so called because

it is freely eaten by ducks.

DU'CKING Htoul [Laxv) vide Cucking Stool.

DUL
DU'CK'S /oo< (Bot.) the Pedophyllum pellatum of Linnaeus.—Duck's Meat, another name for the Duck- If'eed.^Duck-

Jf'eed. [vide Duck]
DUCK up {Mar.) vide Duck.
DUCTA'lillJS Jun is {Ant.) the rope that runs in a pully,

Vitruv. 1. 10, c. 3.

DUCTI'LITY (Metal.) the property which bodies possess

of yielding to any pressure by which their parts are ex-
panded. This property is particularly observable in metals
in which it is found in different degrees, [vide Chemistry^

DU'CTUS adiposi (Anat.) certain bladders of fat about the

skin.

—

Ductus alimentalis, the alimentary duct, consisting

of the throat, stomach, and bowels.

—

Ductus arteriosus, a

duct found in the fcetus, or in very j-oung children, betwixt

the pulmonary artery and the aorta, which is closed in

adults.

—

Ductus ad S'asuyn, vide Canalis nnsalis.—Ductus
auris palatinus, the Eustachian tube.

—

Ductus biliaris, vide

Chuledochus ductus.—Ductus hepaticus, vide Hepatic Duct.
.^Ductus lachrymalis, vide Lachrymal ducts.— Ductus lac-

tiferi, the excretory ducts of the glandular substance com-
posing the female breast.

—

Ductus pancrenticus, a little

channel arising from the pancreas, and inserted into the

Duodenum.

—

Ductus salivales, the excretory duct of the

salival glands.

—

Ductus Stenonis, the duct so called after

its discoverer Steno, arises from the excretory ducts of

the parotid gland.

—

Ductus thoracicus, the thoracic duct.—Ductus venalis, a channel that runs off from the vena

cava, when it passes the liver in the foetus.

—

Ductus umhi-

licalis, the naval passage of a child in the womb.

—

Ductus
urinarius, the urinary passage ; the same as the Ureter.

DU'DAIM (Bot.) the Cucumis dudaim of Linnaeus.

DUE'LLA (Ant.) the third part of an ounce, containing

eight scruples, or two drams and two scruples. Bud. dc

Ass. p. 10.

DU'EL (Law) Duclhim, originally signified a combat be-

tween two persons for the trial of the truth. It now signi-

fies a battle between two persons upon a quarrel prece-

dent ; in the which if death ensue, both the principal and

seconds are guilty of murder. //. P. c. 47.

DUES, ecclesiastical (Lau^) dues or monies due to the clergy,,

under the names of offerings, oblations, &c. which are

cognizable in the spiritual court.

DUE'TT (Mus.) in Italian duetto, a name for little songs

or airs in two parts.

DUGLA'SSIA (Bot.) another name for the Douglassia of

Linna;us.

DUKE (Polit.) from dux, is the title of many princes in dif-

ferent parts of Europe, who possess sovereign authority

within their principality.

Duke (Her.) the highest title of honour in England next to

the Prince of Wales. He is created by patent, girded

with a sword, a mantle of state, a cap and coronet of gold

on his head [vide Ducal}, and a rod of gold in his hand,

[vide Herfildri/]

DUKI'Gl-BACHI (Mil.) the second officer of the Turkish

artillery.

DULCACl'DIUM {Med.) a medicine prepared of acid and

sweet ingredients.

DULCAMA'RA (Bot.) the Solanum dulcamara of LinnoBUS.

TO DU'LCIFY (Chem.) to wash the salt off from any mixed

body which was calcined with it.

DU'LCIMER (Mus.) a musical instrument.

DU'LCINISTS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics; so called from one

Dulcin, their ringleader, who a.sserted that the Father hav-

ing reigned from the beginning of the world until the

coming of the son ; then the reign of the latter began, and

lasted till the year 1300, when that of the Holy Ghost

began. Genabrard. in Clemen. V. ; Prateol. dc Doct.

Omu.; Sander, de Hares, c. 159; Bzov. Hist. Eccles.

Ann. 1330; Spond. Annnl. Ann. 1307.
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DUP
DULCIS RA'DIX (Dot.) the Glycgrrhiza echinafa of Lin-

naeus.

DU'LEDGE (Mech.) a peg of wood which joins the ends of

six felloes that form the round of a wheel of a gun carriage.

DULECH (Med.) a sort of tartar or spong)' stone, accord-

ing to Paracelsus, which, generated in the body, causes

great pain. Parac. de Tartar.

DU'LEST {Bot.) a sort of Alga. Rail Hist. Plant.

DU'LL (Mar.) an epithet for a horse that has white spots

round the eye, &c.

DULO'CIIACY (Polit.) from .^5p>««, a slave, and xp«r£,«,

government; a government in which slaves and base people
possess the power.

DiJ'yifuit intra eetatem (Lou') a writ to recover lands that

had been sold during a minority. F. N. B. 477 ; New.
Nat. Brev. ¥26.—Diim non fait compoi mentis, a writ to

recover lands made over by one not of sound mind.
F. N. B. 202 ; A'ni-. Nat. Brev. U9.

DU'MB-BELLS (Mil.) weights which are used in drilling a

soldier, who holds one in each hand, which he swings back-
wards and forwards.

DUMO'S-E (Bot.) from dutmis, a bush; the nineteenth order

in Linnaeus' Fragments, and the forty-third of the Natural

Orders. Linn. Phil. Bot.

DUN (Nat.) a colour something like brown.
Dun (Archcvol.) a down.
DU'NA (Archtrol.) a bank of earth cast on the side of a ditch.

DU'N-BIRD (0/71.) another name for the Pochard-Duck, or

the Anas ferina of Linna;us.

—

Dun-diver, the female of
the Goosander, the Mergus Castor of Linnaeus.

DU'NG-MEERS (Husband.) pits where dung, weeds, &c. are

mixed, to lie and rot together.

DUNGEON (Polit.) from donjon ; the darkest, closest, and
most secluded part of a prison.

DU'NNAGE (Mar.) in French fardage, a quantity of faggots,

boughs, &c. laid at the bottom of the hold, to keep the

goods dry in a leaky vessel.

DU'O (Med.) a name for some compositions, consisting of
two ingredients.

DUODE'CIMALS (.4W//i.) a kind of multiplication, other-

wise called Cross Multiplication, which is used by artificers.

DUODE'CIMO (Print.) in the twelfth, or in twelves ; a name
for a particular sized book, each leaf of which is the

twelfth part of a sheet.

DUODE'NA (Law) a jury of twelve men anciently so called.

IValsing. 2.56.

—

Duodena manu, twelve witnesses to purge
a criminal of an offence.

DUODENA'LIS arteria (Anat.) an artery belonging to the

duodenum.
DUODE'NUM (Anat.) the first of the intestines, in length

about 12 fingers' breadth.

DUPLA'RES (Ant.) or Duplicarii, soldiers who received

double pay. Farr. de Lat. Ling. 1. 4, c. J6; Liv. 1.2,

c. 59 ; Poll. Onom. 1. 4, c. 23 ; Vcget. I. 2, c. 7.

DU'PLE (Math.) or double Ratio, that in which the antece-

dent is double the consequent, or where the exponent of
the ratio is 2 ; thus 6 to 3 is in a duple ratio. The sub'

duple Ratio is that in which the consequent is the double of
the antecedent, or in which the exponent of the ratio is 4,

as 3 to 6, which is in a subduple ratio.

DUPLEX (Bot.) the same as compound, when applied to the
parts of plants.

DUPLICA'RII (.4nt.) vide Duplares.

DUPLICATE {Lit.) any manuscrijjt copied after another,

i. e. the same matter written a second time; it is particu-

larly applied to deeds, and other legal instruments.

Duplicate ratio (Geo7n.) the product of a ratio multiplied

into itself, i. e. the square of a ratio, or the ratio of the

squares of two quantities ; thus the duplicate ratio of a
to b is the ratio of a' to 6-, or of the square of a to the

DUR
square of b. And in a series of geometrical proportionals

the first term to the third is said to be in a duplicate ratio

of the first to the second, or as the square of the first to

the square of the second; thus in the geometricals 2, 4, 8,

16, the ratio of 2 to 8 is duplicate of that of 2 to 4, or as

the square of 2 to the square of 4 ; wherefore duplicate

ratio is the proportion of squares, as the triplicate ratio is

the proportion of cubes, &c,
DUPLICA'TIO (Lati.-) is in the Civil Law what the rejoinder

is in the Common Law.
DUPLICA'TION (Itliet.) the same as Anadiplosis.

Duplication (.4rith.) the multiplying any number by two.
— Duplication of the cube is when the side of the cube is

found which shall be the double of the cube given.

DU'PLICATURE (Anat.) the doubling of any membranes
when they go off to some distance and return again.

DUPLICA'TUS (Bot.) is used frequently in composition, in

the sense of doubly, as duplicato,—crenatum,—pinnatuni,—
serratum,—ternidum, &c.

DUPLrCITY in pleading (Law) offering a double plea, which
ought to be avoided.

DUPO'NDIU.M (Ant.) a weight equal to four drams. Gal.
de Pond.

DURA ;M.\'TER (Anat.) a thick and somewhat opake
membrane which enwraps the brain : it is called dura on
account of its hardness, when compared with the Pin
mater ; and it is called mater because it is supposed to be
the mother of all other membranes.

DURA'NTE (Lau) a term equivalent to during, which is

used in some law phrases, as Durante absentia, during ab-
sence ; Durante minore (etaie, during minority.

DURA'NTLA. (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandric,
Order 3 Trigynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-le&yeA.—Con. petals
five.

—

Sta.m. Jilaments four; anthers roundish.—PisT.
geryn inferior; sti/le filiform; stigma thickish.

—

Per.
berry roundish ; seeds kernels, four.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Durantia Plu-
mieri, Smooth Durantia, seu Castorea repens, native of
South America.

—

Durantia Ellisia, Ellisia, seu Jnsmi-
num, native of Jamaica.

DURA'TE (Mus.) an epithet for a hard sound, which natu-
rally offends the ear.

DURATION (Mel.) the continuance of the existence of
things abstractedly considered, which is the same as abso-
lute time.

Duration of an eclipse (Astron.) the time that the sun or
moon, or any part of them, remains eclipsed or darkened.

DU'RDEN (Archceol.) a coppice or thicket in a valley.

DU'RESS (Law) an unjust imprisonment, in which a person
is restrained of his liberty contrary to law. 2 List. 483.

DU'KIO (Bot.) a large tree growing in Malabar, which bears
a fruit as big as a melon. Raii Hist. Plant. A genus of
plants. Class 18 Polydetphia, Order 4 Polyandria.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-\eavei.\.—Con. petals

five.— STAM.flaments subulate ; anthers twisted.

—

Pist.
germ roundish ; style bristle form.

—

Per. pome roundish

;

seeds large.

Species. The single species is a tree, as the

—

Durio zibe-
ihinus, native of the East Indies.

DURO'IA (Bot) a genus of plants, so called from Phil. Du
Roi, Class 6 Hexandria, Order 1 Monosynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. mo-
nopetalous.

—

Stam.flaments none; anthers si\.—Pist.
germ inferior; style filiform; stigmas two Per. pome
globular; seeds many.

Species. The single species is a tree, as the—Duroia Er-
copila, native of Surinam.

DU'RSLEY (.4rchccol.) an old word for dry blows, or blows
without wounding or bloodshed.



DYS
DUSTY/?>o/ {Com.) a name for a foreign trader or pedlar, or

one wlio has no settled habitation.

DL'TCIIY (PiiHt.) aseignory or lordsliip established in Great
IJritain by the King under that title, with several privileges,

honours, &c.
DuTCHY court {Law) a court wherein all matters belonging to

the Dutchy of Lancaster are decided by the decree of the

Chancellor of that court.

DU'TY (Com.) that which is paid bv way of custom or due
on merchandise in general.

Ultv (Mil.) that which enters into the functions of a soldier

to do.

DUUOIVIRI {Aitl ) extraordinary officers in the Roman re-

public, so called from their number <Jiw, two ; they were
cliosen for different purposes, as, Dunmviri Pcidaellonh
jiidicandi cnii.<a ; Duumviri uavnlps ; Duumviri ad cedem

.Junoiii Monelajiiciundam, &c. Liv. 1. 1 , c. 26 ; 1. 9, c. 30

;

I. 7, c. 28, &c.

Dlxmviki were also magistrates in the colonies, the same as

the consuls at Rome: they

were sometimes chosen every

five years, with ccnsoria

power, when they were called

Quinquciuadcs ; and when
chosen a second time, Qnin-

(juennnles iterum, as in the annexed figure, which repre-

sents the reverse of a medal struck by one of the family

of the ylibutii, bearing the inscription, Puhlio AEBUTIO
Cain JULIO HERAC/i(/t' II VIRw QUInquennalibus

ITERum.
DVi'ALE {liot.) the Atropa Belladonna of Linnaeus.

DWARF (Hot.) an epithet for any plants that are below the

ordinary size of those of the same genus.

DYE (fiport.) or Die, a small cube of bone or ivory with six

faces, marked from 1 to 6.

Dye {Archil.) 1. The middle of the pedestal, or that part

v.hich lies between the base and the cornice, frequently

made in the form of a cube, or dye. '2. A stone of a cu-

bical form, placed under the feet of a statue, and under its

pedestal, to raise it the higher.

DYERS, Company nf {Her.) was incorporated

in the reign of Henry VI. Their arms are,

as in the annexed figure, " Snblc a chevron

engrailed, three madder bags argent, banded

and corded or."

Dvion's meed {Dot.) vide Dicr's Weed.

DY'KE-REED {Law) or Di/lce lieeve, an officer that hath

tile care and oversight of the dykes and drains in fenny

countries : he is mentioned in statute 16, 17 Car. 2, c. 11.

DYN'.\'.M1CS {Mecfi.) the science of moving powers, parti-

cularly of the motion of bodies that mutually act on one

another.

DY'NAMIS (Med.) ^wxiJiyn, force, or power, is defined by

Galen an efficient cause or substance.

DYNA'STES {Ant.) iu arti, a governor or ruler, next to a

tetrarch of any place. Cic. Phil. 2, c. 12; Sncl. in Tib.

c. 26; Aiheii. 1. -!•, p. 171'.

DY'NASTY (C7irf3)i.) ovaitix, ivom ^u'cc^m, a ruler; a series

of princes who have reigned successively in any particular

line or family, especially applied to the Egyptian kings.

DVN(V.\1ETER (Mer/i.) an instrument for measuring the

power of animal bodies.

DYOTA (Cliem.) a circulating vessel with two ears, re-

sembling in shape a man standing with his jirms a kembo.

DY.S.E.bTllE'SI.\ {Mrd.) ktru.<T6..(r.u, from «;, difficult, and

airemc/jjiii to feel ; an impaired feeling.

Dvs/T-:sTiiKM.\, \n CuUen's system, is an order of disea.ses, in

t!ie Class Loca'ts.

DY>SA.N.\(;U'G()S (Med) from A; and -xtiyu, to remove; an

epithet for viscous matter, which it is dilficult to expectorate.

DYS
DYSCATAPO'TIA (Med.) from iU and ««T«ri,^, to swallow

a difficulty of swallowing, which particularly attends canine
madness. i

DYSCINE'SIA (Med.) from ^«, difficult, and «...», to move ; :

imperfect motion. '
'

DYSCINE'SIiE, an order of diseases in Cullcn's Nosolngu,
\

under the Class Loccdcs.

DYSCRASIA (Med.) ^v^r.fu^lx, from <?»;, difficult, and xi-

fuyivf^i, to mix ; intempcrature ; an undue mixture of the
fluids that is inconsistent with health.

DY'SCRITOS (Med.) ^to-xf,r«, from A=, difficult, and .('"«.

'

crisis ; difficult to be brought to a crisis, or brought to an
imperfect crisis.

DY'SECOLV (Med.) ^u<rw,U, from <?.?, difficult, and iwV,
to hear; difficulty of hearing.

DYSE'LCES (Med.) J-.r.^x.i, , from iU, difficult, and 'a«r,

an ulcer ; an epithet for such ulcers as are difficult to curt.
DYSEME'TUS (Med.) from m,, difficult, and t,«..^, to vomit;

an epithet for a person who is with difficulty made to vomit.
DYSENTE'RIA (Med.) c-u<r,>T,p.„, from <?c-?, difficult, and K-

Tff«, the intestines; Dysentery, a difficulty or disturbance !

in the intestines, which impedes their functions, and is at-

tended with exulceration. IJ/ppocrat. srsfi 77xi. Arel. de
'

Caus. et Sign. Morb. diuturn.\.'Z, c. 9; CV/i. 1. 4, c. IS;
CceI. Aurel. de Morb. Chronic. 1. 4, c.C ; Gal. De/. Med. Foes.

\

Dysenteria, in Cullen's Xosology, is a genus of diseases,

Class Pt/rexiee, Order Pro/iuvia. ',

DYSEPULO'TOS (Med.) iw^Tn^arvi, from Ac, difficult, and 1

>s>M, a scar ; an epithet for an ulcer which is difficult to be
healed.

DYSH.EMO'RRIIOIS (Med.) from /.-'?, difficult, and «.-

(iAopijV/5, the bloody piles ; suppression of the bleeding piles.

DYSHE'LCES (Med.) vide Duselces.

DYSIA'TOS (Med.) ^iW/aro;, from U, difficult, and Uc'/j^x; to '

cure ; an epithet for a disorder that is difficult to be cured,

DYSMENORRHtE'A (Med.) from A-, and ;«,i.tp(.W, the

menses ; a difficult or painful menstruation.

DYSO'DES (Med.\ ^v^u:h^, from <?./?, bad, and »'?«, to smell;

an epithet signifying fetid. It is also applied by Galen
and Paulus jEgineta to a particular malagma. Hippoc.

Prorrhet. I. 1; Gal. de Com. Med. per Gen. 1.7, c. 12;

^ainet. I. 7, c. IS.

DYSb'PIA (Med.) from <?c?, difficult, and ^^^, an eye, diifi-

culty of sight; a genus of diseases in Cullen's Nosology,

Class Locales, Order Dysaslhemc.
DYSORE'XIA (jV«/.) i^Wop^^a, from 1^1/5, bad, and i'pi^K, ap-

petite; a bad or depraved appetite. 1

DYSOREXIjE, an order of diseases in Cullcn's \osologyi
\

Class Locales. 1

DYSPE'PSIA (Med.) ^vr^i-W", from A-,, difficult, and «>«,
;

to concoct ; indigestion.

Dyspepsia is a genus of diseases in Cullen's Nosology, Class

Neuroses, Order Adynamiic.

DYSPERMA'IT'SMOS (Med.) from ^u^, difficult, and(rs«>/*«,

semen ; a difticult emission of the semen ; a genus of dis-

eases in Cullen's Nosologi/, Class Locales, Order Epicheses.

DYSPIIA'GIA (Med.) from <^?, difficult, and ?'«/»', to cat; .

a difficulty of deglutition. !

DYSPHO'NIA (Med.) from <J^«, difficult, and <5"', the voice ;
;

a difficulty of speech.

DYSPNCE'A (Med.) Ac-TT.a-^, from -J^c, difficult, and "iV,

to breathe ; difficult respiration. Ili/ipocral. 1. ;!, aph. 26;

Gal. Com. in llippocrat. it De/'. Meil.

Dyspncka is a genus of diseases in Cullcn's Nosology, Class

Neuroses, Order Spasmi.

DY'SPNOON (Med.) vide Di/spncea.

DYSRACIU'lTS (Med.) ivrfu-^.m a plaister. Gal. de Com.

Med. per Gen. I..'), c. '.i.

DYSTHERAPE'NTOS (Med.) hc-hf,k~i.T><, from A<, and

e>fx!Tiuu, to heal ; difficult to heal.

1



DYS

DYSTO'CIHA (Med.) fronWU, difficult, and tikt^., to bring

forth ; difficult labour, or child-birth.

DYSTCE'CHIASIS {.Ved.) i'v^^^yj=c^,c, from <JV?, difficult, and
foTx.oi:, order; an irregular disposition of the hairs in the

eyelids.

DYSU'RIA (Med.) iu<r«f>u, from ^vc, difficult or painful, and

xfm, urine; a painful discharge of urine, by reason of the

DYT
sharpness of the water, and the inflammation or exulcera-

tion of the neck of the bladder.

Dysuria is a genus of diseases in Cnllen's Nosolosy, Class

Locales, Order Epischeses.

DYTI'SCUS (Ent.) a genus of insects of the colenpterous

order, having setaceous niiteniue, six feelers, and the hind

legs naUitorit, or formed for swimming.

E.

EAR

E. {Ant.) as an abbreviation stands for fi/, &c. \\\As Ahbrc-
vialious'] As a numeral stood for '250.

E. {Lent') vide AbbrexHntiuiis.

E. (Her.) the Fess Point in an escutcheon.

E. (Mm.) a name for particular notes in the gamut, as E
Jldl, the minor seventh of F, and the second flat intro-

duced in modulating by fourths from the natural diatonic

mode.
E. (Log.) stands for propositions which are universal nega-

tives, [vide Logic]

E.G. ( Ahb.) Exempli grniiii, i.e. for example.

E.4'GLE (U>-ii.) a well-known bird of prey, which has been
described under the ancient name oi aquila. [vide Aqiiilnl

Linnaeus has classed this bird under the genus Falco. [vide

Falco]

Eagle (Il'r.) as a bearing is reckoned as

honourable among the birds as the lion is

among the beasts. It is commonly repre-

sented displayed as in the annexed ex-

ample. " He beavelh per fessc in chief o?-,

an eagle displayed, sa/jle, beaked and
legged, gnles, charged on the breast with

two chevronels argciil ; in base paly of six, erminois and

azure." These are the arms of the A'Court family.—
White Eanle, a Polish order of knighthood, instituted in

l;i25 by Uladislaus V. The knights of this order were
distinguished by a gold chain with a silver eagle crowned.
—Black Eagle, a similar order instituted in 1701 by the

King of Prussia on his being crowned in 1701. The
knights of this order wore a black eagle suspended from
an orange-coloured ribbon.

Eagle (Astron.) a northern constellation.

E.V'GLES (Com.) a base coin formerly current in Ireland.

EAGLE-STONE (Nat.) vide /Etites.

EA'GLET (Her.) a young eagle; the name by which the

eagle is blazoned when there is more than one in the

escutcheon.

EALDERMAN (Archccol.) vide Alderman.

EALE (Zool.) a beast in India the size of a horse with move-

able horns. P//h. l.S, c. 21.

EALHO'RDA (Lax^i) the privilege of selling ale and beer.

EAR (Aunt.) auris, the organ of hearing, is divided into ex-

ternal and internal.—The External ear, otherwise called

Auricula, comprehends all that lies without the external

orifice of the mealu.^ auditorius ; and the Internal all that

within the cavity of the Os Temporis.

The E.itcrnal Ear has two portions, the upper one large

and solid, called Pinna, or wing, and the lower one small

and soft, called the Tibia, or lobe. The parts of the

Pinna are—Tl'.e Helix, the large folded border.—The
Antehelix, a large oblong eminence.—The Tragus, the

small anterior protuberance below the anterior extremity

of the Helix, and—The Aniitragus below the inferior

extremity of the Antihelix. The cavity formed by the

EAR
extremities of the Helix and Antihelix is called concha :

the hollow in the middle is the Alvearium.

The Internal Ear is divided into the Meatus Auditorius, a

conduit about an inch in length.

—

Membrana Tipnpani,

at the farther end of the Meatus.— Tympanum, a drum or

barrel, a cavity behind the Membrana Tijmpani, formed

by the four bones I\lalleus, Incus, Stapes, and Os Orbi-

c'nlare.—Eustachian tube, which goes from the Tympa-
num —Labyrinth, which terminates the Tympanum, and

consists of the three parts ; the anterior called the Coch-

lea, the middle called the Veslibulum, and the posterior,

which are semicircular canals. The muscles of the ear

are either common or proper ; the common muscles are

the

—

Attollens Aurem, Anterior Auris, and Rctrahentes

auris, which move the whole car. The ))roper are the

Helicis Major and Minor, Tragicus, and Antitragicus,

and Transversus Auris, besides those of the internal ear

the Laxator Tipnpani, Pensor Tympani, and Stapedius.

The nerves of the external ear are branches of the jVe;--

vns auditorius durns, those of the internal branches of

the Nervus auditorius mollis.

Ear (Man.) a horse is said to have a brisk hardy ear when
he carries it pointed foruards in travelling.

EA'R-WIG (Ent.) a well-known insect, the Foificula of

Linnaeus.

EA'R-WORT (Bot.) the Hedyotis auricularia of Linnceus,

so called because it is supposed to be good for deafness.

EA'RED (Bot.) auritus, auriculatus ; an epithet for a leaf,

leaflet, and frond having an appendage.

EA'RINGS (Mar.) small ropes to fasten the corners of a

sail to its respective yard. Reef Enrings diffi^r from the

common Earings, inasmuch as the latter are spliced to the

cringle, but the former are rove through the cringle.

EARl'TES (Min.) the blood-stone.

EARL (Her.) a title of nobility between a marquis and a

viscount.

—

Earl Marshal, an officer who has the care and
direction of funeral solemnities. This office belongs, by
hereditary right, to the Duke of Norfolk.

EARL'S Coronet (Her.) lias no flowers raised

above the circle like that of a duke and

marquis, but only points rising, and a pearl

on each of them as in the annexed figure.

EAR'NEST (Laic) money advanced to bind

the parties to the performance of a verbal

bargain.

EARTH (Chein.) was formerly considered to be one of the

four elements of which the whole system of the material

world was composed. Earth is now the name for such

substances as have neither taste nor smell ; that are incom-

bustible and nearly insoluble in water, the specific gravity

being under 5, as lime, barytes, &c. [vide Chemistry']

Earths are distinguished according to the ingredient which

enters into their composition, into aluminous, argilla-

ceous, calcareous, &c.
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Eakth fcnled (Med.) a name for little cakes of bolar earth,

wiiich are stamped «ith impressions. Tliev were formerly
esteemed as absorbents, but are now fallen into disuse.

Earth {Gcog.) the liabitable globe, the general divisions of
which are land and water, [vide Geograp/i^]

Earth [Astron.) one of the primary planets, marked by the
astronomical character 0, which, according to the Ptole-
maic system, is inmioveable in the centre of the system ;

but, according to that of Copernicus, moves from West to

East, so as to occasion the succession of day and night,

and also annually with its whole mass round the sun, so as

to cause the vicissitudes of the seasons, [vide Astrononii/']

EA'RTH-N'UT (Dot.) the Arachis of Linna-us, so called

from its pods, or nuts, which ripen under ground. These
nuts yield a considerable quantity of oil.

—

Earth-pea, the
Lnthtjrus amphicarpos of Linna:us, an annual, so called

because it bears its fruit under ground.
EA'UTH-WOHM (Ent.) a well-known animal, which is com-

monl}' denominated an insect, but in the Linnean system
is the genus of a distinct class, namely, the Lumbricus, a
genus in the Class Vermes, Order Intestina.

EA'RTH-BAGS (Fori.) vide Ba^s.
EASE (Mar.) a term used in some sea-phrases, as "Ease

the ship," i. e. put the helm close to the lee-side. '* Ease
otf," slacken any rope that is formed into a tackle.

Ea.se (Mil.) a term used in militar3' phrases, as " Stand at

Ease," a command to draw the right foot back, and bring
the weiglit of the body upon it. " Ease arms," a command
to drop the right hand to the full extent of the arm.

EA'SEL (Paint.) a wooden frame on which a painter sets the
cloth, &c. to be painted

—

Easel-pieces, such small pieces

as are painted on the easel.

EA'SEMENT (LnuO a service which one neighbour has of
another ; as a way through Iiis ground, a sink, &c.

EAST (Astron.) one of the four cardinal points of the hori-

zon situated between North and South on the side where
tlie sun rises.

EA'STER (CAron) a solemn festival, in commemoration of
our Saviour's resurrection from the dead ; in all probability

derived from the East, the point of the sun rising, as em-
blematic of our Saviour's resurrection, [vide Chronologi/2

EA'STEU-OFFERINGS (Ecc.) or Easter Dues, money paid

to the parson of a parish at Easter.

EASTERLING (Num.) a money coined by Richard II. in

the East, which is supposed by some to have given rise to

the present name of Sterling.

EAT i?tt!c sine die (Law) " Let him go without day or trial;"

words used on the acquittal, &c. of a defendant, signifying

to be dismissed.

EAU (A' /kcc (Chem.) Spiritus Ammoniac succinatus.

Eau (Mil.) or liuvage d'Eau, a punishment in France an-

swering to the bread and water system pursued in the

English service.

EAVES (Archil.) the edges of the roof of a house which
overhangs the wall, for the purpose of throwing off the

water.

—

Eaves-lath, or eaves-board, a thick feather-edged

board, placed at the caves of a roof, for raising the bottom
of the first course of slates above the sloping plane of the

roof
EAVES-DRO'PPER (Law) one who stands under the

eaves of houses, for the purpose of listening to what passes

within. Such ))ersons are called evil members of the

comnionwealth, in Statute of Westminster 1 , c. .33.

EAUX meres (Chem.) the water which remains after the

first boiling of saltpetre, in distinction from the petilcs

Eaux, the water which remains after the boiling of the

saltpetre to a still greater degree.

EBB (Nat.) the retirement or going aw.iy of the tide.

EBDOMADA'RIUS (Ecc.) a weeksman ; an officer in ca-

ECB

thedral churches, appointed weekly, to overlook the per-
formance of divine service.

EBENA'STER (Bot.) or Ebenum, the Ebony-Tree; the
Diospi/ros eben-aster and ebenum of Linnseus.

E'BENUM (Bot.) vide Eben-aster.

EBENUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 17 Diadelphia,
Order 4 Decandria.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—CoR.

papilionaceous.

—

Stam. ^laments diadelphous ; anthers
roundish.

—

Fist, germ roundish; .?<yc capillary ; stig7na

acuminate.

—

Per. legume ovate ; seeds single.

Species. The two species are the Ebenus Cretica, Cretan
Ebony, a perennial ; and the Ebenus pin?iata. Pinnated
Ebony, a biennial, native of Barbary and The Levant.

Ebenus is also the name of the Amerimnum Ebenus of Lin-
naeus.

E'BEREMOTH (Archaol.) in Saxon ebepemonb, downright
murder.

E'BIOXITES (Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the second century,
who, among other things, denied the Divinity of our
Saviour. Iren. 1. 3 ; Tertull. de Prescript, c. S* ; Origen.

contra Ce/s. I. 2; Epiphan. Hteres. SO ; Eicseb. Hist. Eccles.

1. 3, c. 31 ; Optat. Milvat. I. 4; S. August, de Hesres.;

Hieron. in Lucifer, Philast. c. 37 ; Theodor. Hceret.

pabular. 1. 2.

EBI'SCUS (Bot.) vide Hibiscus.

E'BONY (Bot.) in Latin ebenum, from the Hebrew Q':un;
a sort of black wood, from the Ebony-tree, or the Ebenus
of Linnaeus.

EBOU'LEMENT (Fort.) the crumbling or falling away of

a wall or rampart.

EBRACTEA'TUS (Bot.) an epithet for any peduncle Otj

raceme that is without a bracte.

EBRA'NLER (Mil.) French for to shake or make an im-

pression upon an enemy's forces.

EBRIECA'TUISI (Med.) a term used by Paracelsus to de-

note a partial privation of reason, such as is caused by
drunkenness, or by the infusion of any supernatural spirit.

Paracel. Philos, Sagac. I. 1.

EBULLI'TIOX (Chan.) the eft'ervescence which arises from

the mixture of an acid and alkaline liquor.

E'BULUS (Bot.) the Sambucus ebulus o( hinnseus.

ECALCARA'TUS (Bot.) an epithet for a corolla without a

spur.

ECAPA'TLI (Bot.) the Seyina orienlalis.

ECASTAPHY'LLUM (Bot.) another name for the Dal-

bergia of Linnaeus.

ECBASIS (Rhel.) 'fK/3airi?, from »>c/3«i»4i, to go out; signifieS|

literally the event ; and is applied to those parts of the pro--

ccmium in which the orator treats of things according to

their events or consequences. Quintil. 1. 5, c. 10; .4psi>i.

Art. Rhet. apud. Aid. p. 682.
E'CBOLE (Rhet.) UfioM, a digression, or a figure of speech

wherein the narrator introduces some other person speak-

ing in his own words. Longin. 1. 3, c. 20; Hermog. Pro-

gijmn. c. 3.

EcBOLE (Mus.) a change in the enharmonic genus of the

Greek music, when a chord was accidentally elevated five

Diesis above its ordinary pitch.

ECBOLICA (Med.) Medicines which procure abortion.

ECBO'LIUM (Bot.) the Justicia ecboUum.

ECBRA'SMATA (Med.) iK/3fi(r^«Ta, from Uafxrriu, to cast,

out as the sea does; fiery pustules breaking out on the sur-

face of the body. Gal.Exeges. Voctib. Hippocrat.; Mi/r*p.'

de Emplast. sect. 10, c. 64 ; Gorr. Defn. Med.; Foes.

fEcnnom. Hippocrat.

ECBRA'SMUS (Med.) 'iKfifu^u, to be very hot ; fermenta-

tion.

ECBYRSO'MATA (Med.) ;«3L,f»-*^«r«, {rotn 3ufTu, a skia;
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protuberances of tlie bones at the j:)!nts. GaL Com. in

Hippocrat. de Ail. ; Fief. (F.conom. Hippocrnt.
ECCATHA'RTICA [Med.) from r-a^^a, to cleanse ; niedi-

. cines applied to the skin to open its pores. Gorr. Dcf. Med.
ECCE HOMO [Paint.) the name of any painting which re

presents our Saviour given up to the people by Pilate.

ECCE'NTUIC {Aslron.) \'\<\e Excentncily.

ECHINOMELOCA'CTUS (Dot.) the Cactus moUnaris of
Linnaeus.

ECCHYLO'MA (Med.) iKX">'^t>"^, from x.'^'mi',,^. juice; an
extraction.

ECCHY'MATA {Med.) vide Ecbrasmata.
ECCH\MO'MA (Med.) or Eccltijmosis, «'>t;%;K«.«|U/a, \iiyjujuri(i,

from ix-yju, to pour out ; a bruise, or a disorder in the
superficial parts of the body, when, by a contusion, the
capillary vessels are broken, the fluids tiierein contained
are extravasated ; and the colour of the part becomes livid

or brown. Hippocrat. xar'. ixTf, Gal. Exeges. ; Oribas.de
Morb. Curat. 1. 3. c. 29 ; Act. de Meth. Med. 1. 2, c. 11 ;

Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

ECCHYMO'SIS (Med.) vide Ecchjmoma.
ECCLE'SIA (Law) literally signifies a church, but is used
by I'itzherbert in the sense of a parsonage.

ECCLE'SLE SCULPTU'UA (Archcrol.) the image of a
church cut out or cast, which used formerly to be kept as

a relic. Morg. Augl. torn. 3. p. 309.

ECCLE'SIAXS {Ecc.) an epithet formerly given to those

who stood up for the spiritual authority of the church in

opposition to the civil power.

ECCLESIA'STES (DM.) a book in the Scriptures, [vide

Canon~\

ECCLESIA'STICAL, an epithet for whatever belongs to

the discipline and rites, cVc. of the Christian Church.

—

Ecclesiastical or Spiritual Courts are various, namely, the

Archdeacons' Court, the Court of Arches, the Peculiars,

the Prerogative, and the Court of Delegates, [vide Court,

Sjc.^-—Ecclesiastical corporation, a corporation consisting

of spiritual persons.

ECCLESIA'STIC (Ecc.) a clergyman or minister in the

Christian Church.

ECCLESIA'STICUS (Bibl.) an apocryphal book of Scrip-

ture, [vide Canon']

ECCLI'SIS (Med.) sKjiAiiri;, from Uy-xltu, to bend ; a luxation

or a recession of a bone from its proper place.

E'CCO (Mils.) an Italian word signifying, in music books,

the repetition of any part of a song in a low or soft man-
ner, in imitation of a real or natural echo.

E'CCOPE (Med.) the same as Excision.

ECCO'PEUS (Surg.) from Umxtu, to cut out; a knife used

by the ancients for cutting out bones, particularly of the

head. Cel. 1. i, c. 8 ; Gal. Isagog. Fin. Med. ; Paul. yEgi-

net. ; 1. 6, c. 90 ; Foes. O-lconom. Hippocrat.

ECCOPRO'TICA (Med.) from xo,Tf«, dung; mild cathartics

which reach no farther than the intestines. Act. de Meth,
Med. 1. 2, c. 8.

ECCllINOLO'GICA (Med.) from Uy.f»u, to secrete; that

part of medicine which treats on the doctrine of excretions.

E'CCPiISlS (Med.) tKKf.a-ii, from iXKfi»«, to secrete ; the se-

cretion of excrementitious matter.

E'CDICUS (Ant.) a proctor or attorney for a corporation,

who protects the interests of the body.

E'CDOllA (Med.) ix^ifo., from iJifa, to excoriate; excoria-

tion in general, but particularly of the urethra.

ECHAXTILLO'M (Mil.) French for the plank which is

covered on one side with iron, and serves to finish the

mouldings, &c. of a piece of ordnance.

ECHAPE' (Man.) the name of a horse bred from a stallion

and a mare of different breeds and different countries.

ECH.\IIPE' (^Gunn.) as battre en echarpe, i.e. to fire ob-
liquely.

ECH
ECHECO'LLON (Med.) lyJxaM.vi, a glutinous medicine.
ECHEl'A (Mu^.) riyjix, vases used among the Greeks and
Romans in their theatres, for the purpose of augmenting
the sound of the voices. Vitriiv. 1. I, c. 1.

E'CHELON (Mil.) signifies, literally, a ladder; but in ap-
plication to military tactics, it signifies the movement in

which each division follows the other, like the steps of a
ladder.

ECHEMY'THIA (Ant.) iz<r^--f:^, the five years' silence

imposed by Pythagoias on his scholars. Aul. Gcll. 1. 1,

c. 9.

ECHENE'IS (Icfi.) the Sea-Lamprey, a fish that sticks to

the keels of ships.

ECHE'T^E (Ent.) Grasshoppers.
ECHETRO'SIS (Dot.) White IJriony.

ECHEVI'N (Polit.) French for a magistrate elected by the
inhabitants of a city or town to take care of their common
concerns.

ECI-irDNY (Zool) tho Viper.

E'CHIXATE (Rot.) an ejiithet for the seeds of plants that

are rough and prickly ; also for the pericarp, as in Datura
stramonium.

E'CHINEIS [Ich.) the Sucking Fish, a genus of fishes of
the Thoracic Order, having a fat naked head and a naked
body. This fish inhabits the Mediterranean seas, and ad-

heres by its head so fast to other fish, and to the sides of
vessels, that it is often removed with difficulty.

ECHINOME'TRA (/,://.) 'iZ'-'^y-Sfp", a larger sort of Sea-
urchin. Arist. Hist. Anim. 1. t, c. 5 ; Plin. 1. 9, c. 31.

ECHINO'PHORA (Ich.) a sort of shell-fish.

EcHiNOPHORA (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,
Order 2 Digynia.
Generic Cliaracter. Cal. umbel universal.

—

Cor. universal

difform.— Stam. filaments five; anthers roundish.

—

PisT. germ oblong; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none; seeds

oblong.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Echinophora
spinosa. Prickly Sea-Parsnip, seu Erithmum, native of
Europe.

—

Echinophora tcnuifolia, seu Pastinaca, Fine-
leaved Sea-Parsnip, native of Apulia.

Echinophora is also the Caucalis daucoidcs of Linnaeus.

E'CHIXOPS (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Si/ngenesia,

Order 5 Polygamia-Scgregata.

Generic Character. Cal. common.

—

Cor. one-petalled.

—

Stam. filaments five ; anthers cylindric.

—

Pist. germ
oblong; style filiform; stigmas double.

—

Per. none;
seeds single ; receptacle common.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Echinops
sphcerocephalus, Carduus, Chalcepos, seu Chamceleon,
(ireat Globe Thistle, native of the South of Europe.

—

Echinops spinosus, seu Carduus, Thorny-headed Globe
Thistle, native of Egypt.

—

Echinops ritro, Ritro, seu Cro-
codylium. Small Globe Thistle; but the Echinops strigo-

sus, Scabiosa, seu Spina, Annual Globe Thistle, is an
annual, and native of Spain. Dod, Pempt.; Bauh. Pin.;
Park. Theat. ; Tourn. Inst.

Echinops is also a species of the Carthamnus and the

Rolandia, &c.
ECHINOPTHA'LMIA (Med.) from tz"<>h a hedgehog, and

i^ixXMu, an inflammation of the eyelids.

ECHI'NOPUS (Dot.) iAi'»»^s;, a prickly plant; so called

because it resembles the feet of the hedge-hog, from ix."''^,

a hedge-hog, and jtj??, a foot. Plin. I. 11, c. 8.

EcHiNopus, in the Linnean systeyn, the Echinops spharo-
cephalus, &c.

ECHINORY''NCHUS (Ent.) a genus of animals, of the

Class Vermes, Order Intestina, having a round body and a
cylindrical retractile proboscis. Worms of this trihe are

found fixed very firmly to the viscera of other animals.

ECHI'NUS (Conch.) sx""!, a kind of crab-fish, having prickles

4 H
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instrad of feet ; so called, rapa t<j tj^tiv, or (ru»s^!i», because
it contracts itself when it is touclied. Aridnt. Hist. Ariim.

I. +, c. 45, &c. ; rnno. de Lat. Ling,. 1. •!• ; Plin. 1. 9, c. 31

;

jlllian. Ui.il. Anim. 1. 7, c. ii.'J ; Pint, dc Solcrt. Anim. ;

Oppian. Ilalicut. 1. 2, v. 22.5 ; Cassiodor. I'arr. 1. 3, ep. 48.

Echinus, in the Linncan system, a genus of animals, Class

Vermes, Order MoUiisca, liaving a roundish body covered
with a honj sutured crust. It is called, in English, Sea-
urchin ; is an inhabitant of most seas, and has been found
frequently in a fossil state.

IxiiiNus (Hot.) tUe Al/amanda cal!ia> lien o(h\nnxas.
Echinus (Archil.) a member or ornament placed on the top

of the Ionic capital. Vitruw 1. 3, c. 3 ; liald. Lex. Vitriiv.

E'CIIII FACIE (Bot.) the Anchusa nngusti/iilin of L,'mnx\is.

ECHIOI'DES (I3ot.) another name for the Li/copsis of Lin-

naeus.

ECMION {Bot.) vide Echitim.

ECIIl'TES (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandrin,

Order 1 Moiicsrynia.

Generic Charncter. Cai-. perinntlt five-parted.

—

Cor. one-

petalled.

—

Sta^j. filaments five ; anthers oblong.—PisT.

f^ermsUvo; i/j//c filiform ; stigma oblong.

—

Veh. Jblliclrs

two ; seeds many.
Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Echites Mfinra,

.sen Apncijnum, native of the Caribee Islands.

—

Echites

snl/ereiia, seu Nerinm Echites scholaris, seu Lignum,
Oval-leaved Echites, or Savannah Flower, native of the

East Indies.

—

Echites costatcs, seu Kamctti-valU, native

of the Societj' Islands.

Echites is also the Carissa calendas of Linnccus.

FX'HIUM, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 5
Pentandrin, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-parted.—CoR.one-

petalled.

—

ST.\M.Ji/aments five ; anthers oblong.

—

Pist.

germs four ; style filiform ; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. seeds

four.

.'Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Echiinn Jt-nii-

cosum, seu Buglnssum , Shrubby Viper Bugloss, native of

the Cape of (lood Hope.

—

Echium Italicum, seu Lycnp-
sis, Wall-V'i|)crs' Bugloss, native of Italy.

—

I'.chiinn

gignniinm. Gigantic ^'ipers' Bugloss. But the Ecliinm

vulgarc, Connuon Vipers' Bugloss, and the Echium
strictnm. Upright Vipers' Bugloss, are biennials.

Eciiiu.M is also the I^ycnpsis echium of Linn;cus.

ECHO {Myth.) is fabled by the poets to have been an airy

nyn)ph, who returned an answer in the sounds that were
repealed.

Echo (.Irchlt.) a term applied to vaults, most commonly of

the elliptic and parabolic kind, which used to redouble the

sounds.

Echo (Pnet.) a name for a sort of verse which returns the

sound of the last syllable, like an echo, as gratia mnlis lis.

ECHO'.VIETEU (Mus.) a rule with a scale divided on it,

which serves to measure the duration and length of sounds.

E'CHOS (Med.) nz'i, a sound; is taken by Hippocrates for

the tinnitus aurium, a ringing in the ears.

ECE.\'MPSIA (Med.) vide Eclampsis.

ECLA'MPSIS [Med.) r^./.^^,}/.,, signifies, literally, efful-

gence; but is taken for the Scintillarnm Mica;, i.e. scin-

tillations or flashings which dart from the eyes of epileptic

jiatients. Hippocrat. Epid. I. 6, &c. ; Cwl. Aurelian. Tard.

Pass. I. 1, c. 4.

ECLE'CTIC (Med.) from iK>j'v<i', to select ; an epithet for a

sect of physicians who, after Archigenes, their leader,

selected what was best and nio.st rational ; hence their me-
dicine was called Eclectic Medicine. Dioscor. I. 4, c. 30

;

Plin. 1. 29, c. 6 ; Gal. dc Comp. Med. sec. Loc. I. 8, c. 8 ;

Or. Med. Coll. 1. 11 ;_ Paul. Algin. dc lie Med. 1. 7, c. 3.

ECLE'C TICI (Phil.) 'ixMktikih, a sect of philosophers who
' professed to be guided by no particular sect or system, but

ECP

to embrace whatever appeared to themselves as best. I'oss,
\

de Sect. Philos. 1. .'i, c. ult.

ECLI'CTOS (Med.) Uaux-tcc, irom>^i'xu, to lick; a linctus,

or soft form of composing a medicine. Gal. de Comp. Med.
sec. Loc. 1. 7 ; Aet. Tctrab. 2, serin. 4, c. 51 ; Paul. jEgin.

de ReMed. 1. 7, c.ll.

ECLI'dMA (Med.) \i(ie Eclicl OS.

ECLIPSA'REON (Mech.) an instrument invented by Mr.
Ferguson, for showing the ph.-vnoniena of eclipses.

ECLI'PSE (Astron.) in Greek 'ix/^u-^ic, from'ix-'^mia, to fail

;

an obscuration of the sun, moon, or any of the heavenly

bodies. An eclipse is either total or partial.

—

Partial

eclipse is when the body is darkened only in part.— Total

eclipse is when it is wholly darkened. An eclipse is dis-

tinguished, as respects the body, into lunar and solar.

—

Lunar eclipse is the depriving the moon of the sun's light

by the interposition of the earth between the sun and moon.
— Solar eclipse is tlie privation of light which the sun

suffers in regard to us by the interposition of the moon
between the sun and the earth, [vide Astronomy'^

ECLI'PSIS (Gram.) sxiva-vj-iris, is when a word is wanting in

a sentence.

ECLI'PTA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 19 Syngenesia,

Order 2 Polyj^aniia-Superflua. !

Generic Character. Cal. common.— CoR. ro)»/)0!(»(/ rayed.
,— Stam.^^/«)H(7«/,s- four; flH/Ziccs cylindric.

—

Fist, gem
oblong; style middling; .stigmas two-cleft.

—

Per. seeds .

oblong ; receptacle flattish. I

Sj^ecies. The species are annuals, as the

—

Eclipta pune- i

fata, seu Bellis, Dotted Stalked Eclipta, native of
i

Domingo.

—

Eclipta prostata. Trailing Eclipta, Verbe-

sina, Micrelium, seu Chri/sftnlhenium ; but the Eclipta .

ereeta, seu Eupatorinphalacrnn, Upright Eclipta, a bieii«

nial, is a native of the West Indies.

ECLl'PTIC (Astron.) a great circle of the sphere, in which
|

the sun performs his apparent annual motion. It is sup-
;

posed to be drawn tln-ough the middle of the zodiac,

making an angle with the i'.quinoctial of 23 degrees 30
minutes. It is calleil iicAiiTrizoi, ihe Ecliptic, because the

;

eclipses of the sun and moon always happen under it. In

modern astronomy the Ecliptic is the path which tlie

Earth is supposed to describe amitkt the fixed stars in per-
]

forming its annual motion round the sun.
'

E'CLOUUE (Poet.) Uxoyr, from iK/i',!!', to select ; a choice
'

piece, particularlj' the Bucolics of Virgil, which are called

by that name. i

ECLOCiA'KlUS (Ant.) from (r.xiya, to select; a gatherer !

of scraps from different writers. Cic. ad Attic. I. 16, ep. 2. i

E'CLOPES (Bot.) another name for the RJhania of Lin-
;

na;us.

E'CLYSIS (Med) '/«Awri?, from f'^Piao/«.«i, to be loosened; a
I

general faintness and feebleness in the frame; also a

loosening of the belly by a free and copious discharge by

stool, llippncrat. Coae.

EC.MA'GMA (Med.) 'I'lt fz-xyu-a, a kneaded or worked mass.

Gal. E.xeges. I'ocab. Hippocrat.

E'COI (Mus.) the tropes or modes sung in the modern

Greek churches during Passion-Week.
\

ECOUVILLO'N (Gnn.) French for a spunge made use of

to clean and cool the inside of a cannon alter it has been

dischavtred.

i;CPEITE'SMENOS (Med.) s'x^ri.T.ir,/,/..!, from Ws-iiC*, to i

depress outward ; an epithet for an ulcer with jJrotu-
|

berating lips.
j

ECPHONE'>IA (Rhet.) W(p^.y.y.cc, a breaking out of the

voice with some iiiterjectional particle.

ECPHONE'SIS (Rhet.) U(pm^a-ii, in Latin exclamatio ; «.

figure of speech whereby the orator gives utterance to llie
^

warmth of his feelings. Cic. Or. 1. 3, c. 54 ;
Quintil. 1. 9,

;

c. 3 ; Macrub. Saturn. 1. 4, C. 0'.
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ECPHRA'CTICA (A/<y/.) ly.(pfXKriKci, from iy-, privative, and

^futriru, to obstruct : deobstruent medicines, or those

which remove obstructions. Gal. dc Comp. Med. sec. Loc.
1. 4-, c. 1 ; Gr.rr. Difni. Med.

E'CPHYAS (Med.) tKifivxi, from Uipuiii, to grow out; an ex-
crescence particularly applied to the Appendicida vcrmi-

formis. Gal. dc Usii Part. 1. 5, c. 2 ; Gon: Defn. Med.
ECPHYSE'SIS (yied.) 'ir.<pi^(r>i<rii, a quick breathing. Gal.de

Mot. Muscul. 1. 2.

ECPHY'SIS (Med.) vide Ecphi/ns.

ECPIE'SMA (Med.) i.-^Uu,-.., from iy. and -Ta^<«. to press

:

1 . A fracture of the Cranium wlien the bones press in-

wardly on the membranes of the brain. Gal. Def. Med.
Isagog.; Paul. .'Egiii. de Re Med. 1. 6, c. 90. 2. The mass
remaining after the juices of vegetables have been pressed
out: also the juice itself. Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 160; Cels. 1. 6,

c. B ; Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. CEcoiiom. Hipp rial.

ECPIE'SMOS (Med.) sk-hitm;, from ix. and T.s^a, to press;

a disease in tiie eye wlien the ball is as it were thrust out
of the orbit by reason of humours, [vide Proptosis']

ECPLERO'MA (Med.) UuMfcy.-^, from T^A-.fic,, to fill up; a
small hard ball of leather to fill up the cavity of the arm-
pit in reducing a luxated ()s Humeri to its place. Hippo-
cral. Tfpi tifS.

ECPLE'XIS (Med.) 'ixxkulii, from txx/'y.G-tra. to terrify or
astonish ; stupor, stupefiction, as when the patient lies

without motion with liis eyes open like one in a trance.

Gnl. in Hippijcral. 1. 7, aph. 14.

ECPNEUM.\TO'SIS (Med.) \\de Ecpiwe.
ECPNOE (Med.) U~,m, from £;. and ^.s<i/, to breathe; that

of respiration whicli consists in expelling the breath.

ECPTO'MA (Med.) 'U^Ti,wx, from J^^riVr^., to fall out; the !

luxation of a bone; also exclusion oi' the sccuiidiiies ; a

falling down of the womb, descent of the omentum, &c.
Hippocrat. de Fractiir. and 1. .5, aphor. 49, <S:c ; Gorr. Def.
Med. ; Foes. Occonon:. Hippocrat.

ECPTOSIS (.Ifo/.) vide i:.V;rfo»n^.

ECPYE'MA (Med.) or Eepiais, from !>' and sroV, pus; a

collection of jjus in a tumour. Gorr. Def. Med.
ECRE'XIS (Med.) i«:f>i!i5, from piiyii/M,!, to break; a laceration

of the womb, as applied by Hippocrates. Gorr. Def. Med.;
Foes. Occoriom.

E'CROE (Med.) iV-foi;, from s'jcfiiJ, to flow; any duct or pas-

sage by which the humours are evacuated. Hippocrat.

Epid.\.2.

ECRY'rflS (Med.) "i^po-i?, from iKfia, to flow out; an efflux of

the semen not mature enough to be called an abortion.

Hippocrat. ^tfl i^ritii,, Arist. Hist. Anim, 1.7, c. 3.

ECRY'THMUS (Med.) sxfi/'fu-o?, from U privative, and pvS/Aoc,

rythm ; a term applied to pulses which arc disorderly, or

entirely out of order. Gal. de Different. Puis. 1. 1, c. 9;
P.ud.'/Egiiiet. de Re Med. 12, cAX; Gorr. Def. Med.;
Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

EC'SARCO'MA (Aled.) from \y. and ira(!; an excrescence of

flesh. Gorr. Def. Med.
E'CSTASIS (Med.) ixfao-is, from f|iV«j«,ai, to be out of one's

senses ; Ecstasy, a vehement emotion of the mind, or a

delirium, according to Hippocrates. Gal. Com. 2 in Hip-
pocrat. Prorrhet. 1.1; Gorr. Def. Med.; Foes. Oeconom.

Hippocrat

.

Ecsta'sis (Gram.) a figure in grammar, whereby a short syl-

lable is made long.

ECSTRO'PHIUS (Med.) Urfo?.,., from EV.rf.'(f4., to invert,

or turn out ; an epithet for a medicine which causes the

blind piles to appear externally.

ECTA'SIS (Med.) iy-Tcca-.c, from fy.n'iva, to extend; a tension

oftheskin. Hippocrat. Epid.l.d; Foes. Oeconom Hippocrat.

ECTE'XIS (Med.) fiiTj:|.; from T>i«a', to liquefy ; a coUiqua-
tion of the solids.

ECTHELY'NSIS (Med.) h6KX-J,c-;r, from US-.y^.c,, to render

EDG
eliminate ; a term applied to the skin when lax and soft,

and also to a bandage not sufficiently tight. Hippocrat.

Fpid. 1. 1 ; Gal. Comm. ; Foes. Occom.m. Hippocrat,

ECTHLl'MMA (Med.) Ls>.iy.ij^ci, from iyJA/isa; to dash or

press out; an exulceration on the surface of the skin made
by collision or compret^sion. Hippocrat. de Fracf.

ECTHLI'PSIS (Med.) '/xfl/.^is, from 'iy.6M%; to dash out; a

term applied to swollen eyes, which dart forth corrusca-

tions of light. Hippocrat. de Fract.; Gal. Comm. 2; Gorr.

Def. Med.; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

EcTiiLipsis (Gram.) the cutting off a vowel or consonant,

especially the letter m witli its vowel, or the letter A

at the end of a word in Greek and Latin verse, as iiS/iOft.'

'i'/co for /SisAi/juat 'iyu ; monstf horrcnd' informe for monslrun
hor7-endiim infirme.

ECTHY'MA (Med.) £««:,>«, from iy.i^i^, to break out; a pus-

tule, or cutaneous eruption. Hippocrat. Fpidem. 1. 2 ; Gat.

Com. 3 ; Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

ECTILLO'TICA (Med.) from UrMa; to pull out ; medicines

which consume callous tubercles. Gorr. Def. Med.
E'CTOME (Med.) from i>i.re/ji-vi,; to cut out; excision.

E'CTOMON (Bot.) Black Hellebore.

ECTO'PIiE (Med.) from ix and twc;, a place
;
parts dis-

placed ; an order of diseases in the Class Locales of Cul-

len's Nosology.

ECTOPOCI'STICA Ischuria (Med.) a suppression of urine

from a rupture, or hernia.

ECTRI'M^IA (Med.) iic7-piK./iA«, from iy.T(i'/2a, to rub off, rub-

bing or galling ; a term for exulcerations of the skin about
the OS sacrum.

E'C TROPE (Med.) Wfor^i, from suj-ftVai, to divert; a duct

or passage by which the humours are diverted. Hippocrat.

Epid. 1. 2.

—

Ectrope, a disease in tlie e3'elid. [vide Ectro-

pium']

ECTRO'PIUM (Med.) or Ectrope; a disease in the eyelids

when they are so inverted, or retracted, that the eyes can-

not be sufficiently covered by them. Cels. 1. 7, c. 7 ; Gal.

Defin. Med. Isa'gog.; Act. Tctrab. 2, serm. 3, c. 2 ; Paul.

.Eginct. ]. 3, c. 22, &c.; Act. de Met/i. Med. 1. 2, c. 7

;

Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. Oeconom. Hippocrat.

ECTRO'SiS (Med.) inTfum, from i»Tirfairx,a, to miscarry ;

a miscarriage.

ECTRO'TICA (Med.) medicines which produce a mis-

carriage.

ECTYLO'TICA (Med.) from ti-'ao;, a callosity; remedies for

consuming a callosity.

ECTY'PE (Ant.) Ecti/pum, from the Greek Ti«r»», a type or

model ; a copy taken from an original. Sencc. de Benef.

1 3, C.26; P//«. 1.35, c. 12.

EcTYPE (Paint.) or craticular cctype ; the space marked out

for an anamorphosis, [vide Anamorphosis']

ECZE'MA (Med.) from ij-^, to boil; a hot, fiery pustule.

Aet. Tetrab. serm. I, c. 128.

E'DDY (Nat.) the running back of the water at any place

contrary to the main tide, or stream.

EDDY-VVA'TER (Mar.) the water that falls back as it were

on the rudder of a ship under saW.— Eddy-xiind, a wind
checked by the sail, by a mountain reach, or any other

thing that makes it recoil or return back.

EDE'CHIA (Bot.) the Langeria odorala of Linnaeus.

EDE'LPHUS (Med.) a person who makes prognostics from

the nature of the elements, Paracel. de Tartar. I. 2

;

Tractnt. 2. c, 3.

EDE'NTULUS (Med.) without teeth.

EDE'RA (pyot.) the Rhus Toxicodendron of Linnaeus,

EDES.SE'NUM (Med.) an eyewater of Tragacanth.

TO EDGE (yiar.) a term in the i;ea phraseology for a gradual

movement, as " To edge awatj from a coast, " to decline

"radually. " To edge in with a ship," to advance gra-

dually towards the shore.

4 H 2
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E'DGINGS {Hort.) a border of grass for a flower-bed.

E'DICT (Polit.) a public ordinance, or decree, issued by su-

preme command.
EDrCTAL CITATION {Lm^^) in Scotch law is the cita-

tion of a foreigner «ho is not in Scotland, but has a landed

estate there.

E'DILE (Ant.) vlAeyEdilis.

EDI'TIOX {Print.) the publication of a book, and also its

republication.

EDITIO'NES (Ant.) exhibitions of games. Tacit. Annal.

1. 3, c. 37.

E'DITOR (Print.) he who undertakes the revisal and repub-

lication of any work.

E'DRA (Med.) a fracture; also the lower part of the rectum.

EDULCORA'TION {Chem.) the washing of things that have

been calcined in order to purify them from their salts.

Edulcoration [Med.) the sweetening of any medicinal

composition.

E'EL (/(•/(.) a voracious fish, the Mnrcena of Einna:us, which

resembles the lizard both in appearance and habit. The
bite of this fish is dangerous, [vide Murcena']^

Eel (Her.) the eel is borne in the escutcheon

either hauriant or naiant, as in the annexed

figure. He beareth " Arn^ent three eels

naiant, in pale barways sable, name Ellis."

EEL-FARES (Archccol.) or Eel-vares, a fry or

brood of eels.

EEL-POUT (Com.) a young eel.—£e/ S/)ear, a forked in-

strument with which eels are caught.

EEL SPEAR (Her.) this instrument is also a

charge in an escutcheon, as in the annexed

figure. " He beareth sahle a chevron be-

tween three eel-spears by the name of Stran-

dell."

E Flat (Mas.) videE.
EFFE'CTION (Gcom.) the geometrical construction of a

proposition ; also such problems and practices as are de-

ducible from general propositions are called eff'ections of

them.

EFFE'CTIVE (Mil.) an epithet for any body of men that

are fit for service, as " 30,000 effective men ;" also a word
to denote the actual presence of an officer or soldier.

EFFE'CTS (Com.) the moveables or goods of any mer-
chant, tradesman, &c.

Effbcts of the Hand (Man.) the aids or motions of the

hand which serve to conduct the horse. There are four,

i. e. four ways of using the bridle ; namely, to push the

liorsc forward ; to give him head or hold him in ; and to

turn the hand either to the right or the left.

TLWYL'CTVi KIj ahjudicatinn (Laiv) a legal security for a debt

on the estate of the creditor in Scotland.

EFFEE'RERS (Lain) vide Affeerers.

EFFELLO'NIE (Her.) v\&e Rampant.
EFFENDI (Polit.) a title of distinction in Turkey.

EFFERVE'SCENCE (Chem.) a violent commotion in the

parts of any liquor, accompanied with some degree of heat.

It differs from a fermentation only in the violence of the

motion. This term is particularly applied to the ell'ect

produced by the mixture of an acid with an alkali.

EFF1'C1I>N'T cauic (Phij-) any cause that actually produces

the ett'ect.

E'FFKjY (Paint.) any representation whatever which gives

the figure of the person, whether in whole or in part. On
coins the efligy consists mostly of the head of the prince.

E'FFILA (Med.) Freckles.

EFFLORA'TIO (Med.) vide E.ranthcma.

EFFLORE'SCENCE (Hot.) efflorcseentia ; the flowering

season, or the time of the month in which different sorts of

plants first show their flowers.

Efflohescence (Med.) a preternatural redness of the skin.

EJA

EFFLU'VIA (Kat.) such small particles as are continually
flowing out of almost all mixed bodies.

EFFLU'VIUM (Med.) is taken in an especial manner for tlie

vapours which pass through the pores or insensible holes
of the skin.

EFFRACTU'RA (Med.) a species of fracture of the cranium
when the bone is broken and much depressed.

EFFRO'NTES (Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the sixteenth
century who scraped their foreheads till they brought
blood, wliich they substituted for the ceremony of baptism.

EFFU'SIO Sanguinis (Laiv) a fine or penalty imposed by
the ancient English laws for bloodshed and murder, which
the King granted to many lords of manors.

EFFU'SION (Clieni.) the i)ouring out a liquor by the incli-

nation of the vessel, in such manner that the sediment may
remain behind.

Effusion (Surg.) the escape of any fluid out of the vessel,

or viscus naturally containing it ; also tlie natural secre-

tion of fluids from the vessels.

EFT (Zool.) a sort of lizard, the Lacerta seps of Linnaeus,

which has a body covered with truncate scales and a ver-

ticillate tail. It is reckoned venomous.
E. G. (Gram.) an abbreviation for e.xempli gratia, i. e. for

example, [vide Abbreviations']

EGE'S'iTO (Med.) Excretion; applied generally to evacua-
tions by stool.

EGG (Nat.) the ftctus or production of feathered creatures ;

also the spawn and sperm of other animals.

EGG-PLANT (Dot.) the Solanum Melongena of Linnxus ;

so called because the fruit is like an egg.
EGG-SHAPED (Dot.) vide Ovate.

EGLSTMENTS (Laxv) vide Agistments.

EGLANDULO'SUS (Bot.) an epithet for a petiole that is

without glands.

EGLAND'l'ERIA (Bot.) another name for the Rosa lutca

of Linn.Tus.

EGLANTINE (Bot.) the Wild Rose.

E'GllET (Zool.) an animal of the monkey tribe; the Simla
aygula of Linna;us.

EoKiiT (Orn) a bird of the heron kind, of which there is

the Great Egret, that is about two feet long, and the

Little Egret, which is a foot long.

EfJUrSCE (Her.) vide Aiguisce.

EHRE'TIA (Bot.) a genus^f plants; so called after G. D.
Ehret, a famous botanist. Class 5 Peniandria, Order 1

Monogtjnia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con. one-

petalled.— Siah. ^filaments five; anthers roundish.

—

PisT. germ romidish ; i(y/<? filiform ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. berri/ roundish ; seeds four.

Species. The species arc trees or shrubs, as the— Ehrctia

unifolia, seu Ccrasso aj/inis, Tinus-leaved Ehrctia.

—

—Ehrctia Bourrcria, Cordia, Bourreria, Piltonicc, seu

Jasminum, Oval-leaved Ehrctia, native of the West Indies.

—Ehrctia exsucca, seu Rhamnus, Dry-fruited Ehretia,

native of Carthagena.

Ehretia is also the name of the Lycium Boerhaavicrfolium.

EIIRIIA'RTIA (Bot.) a genus of jilants; so called from

Frederick Ehrhart, Class 6 Hc.vandria, Order 2 Digijnia.

Generic Character. Cal. glume one-flowered. — CoR.

double.

—

Stam. filaments six; ajitliers upri<^ht.—PisT.

germ ovate; style compressed; stigma simple.

—

Per.

none ; seeds ovate.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Ehrharlia

cartilaginea, seu Mnemateia, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.

—

Ehrhartia bulbnsa, seu Trochera, native of the

Cape of Good Hope.

—

EJirhartia calycina, seu Aira ca-

pensis, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
EJACULA'NTIA (Anat.) or Ejaculatoria Vasa, the vessels

which receive the seminal fluid, elaborated in the testes,



and convey it to tlie penis : these are the Epididymis, the

J'nsa Deferentia, I'esicida: Semiiiales, and Prostata:.

EI'DER-DL'CK [Orn.) a species of the Anas tribe, which

is remarkable fur the softness of its down. This is gathered

in tlie breeding season, when the bird strips its breast for

the purpose of making its nest.

EIDOUU ANION' [Astron.) from sfz.-.;, heaven, and tlh',,

tlie form or appearance ; an exhibition of the heavens and
the heavenly bodies, with their motions, &c.

EJE'CTIO (Sled.) the same as Excrclin.

EJECTI'ONE custudice {Laiv) a writ lying against one who
casts a guardian out from any lands wliilst the heir is under

age. F. X. B. 1S9; lieg. Orig. 162.

—

EJectione firnuc,

Ejectment, a writ which lies for a term of years, for the

lessee who is cast out before the expiration of the term.

F. A". B. 220.

EJE'CTMENT (Lnst) a writ by which anj- tenant or inha-

bitant of an estate or house, is commanded to depart.

EJE'CTl'M (.lixliceol.) jetsom, or wreck of goods thrown
overboard in a storm.

EIGHTH (Mu.i.) an interval comprehending seven conjunct
degrees, or eight diatonic sounds.

EIGHTE'ENTH (.Via.) an interval comprehending two
octaves and a fourth.

EIGHT-FOIL {Her.) or double quatre foil, eight-leaved

grass, given by Morgan as a ditFerence of the ninth branch
of a family.

EI'KING (Mar.) a piece in ship building, fitted to make
good a deficiency in length, as the lower part of the sup-

porter under the cat-head.

EIL.\'MIDES (Anat.) h>a.j/!i(iti, from ti>.U', to involve; an
epithet for the Meninges, or membranes of the brain.

EILE'M.V (/tnat.) s/a»u.!«, from sasa, to involve; a painful

circumvolution of the intestines.

EI'LEON (A,iat.) the Ilium.

EIRE [Laii:) the name for the court of justice, itinerant and
Eyre; the justices in Ei/rc, are called by Bracton j'«s//(/fl;-/o,5

itinerantes ; and the E.i/re of the Forest is the seat of jus-

tice. i?)(7t/. 1. 3, c. II ; Horn's Mir. ; Maniu. For. Lans
Par. 1. 1, p. 121.

EI'SBOLE (Med.) fV/SoA'ir, from fi<r/3aA^s., to inject : is taken

for an access or attack of a particular distemper ; and also

for an irruption.

EI'SPN'OE (Med.) iKr-xn'r., from "s, and xyiu, to breathe;

inspiration.

EKEBE'RGIA (Hot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria,

Order 1 Monogynia,
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved. — Con.
petals four.

—

SrAy.i.Jilaments ten ; anthers ovate.

—

Pist.

germ superior ; style cylindric ; stigma capitate.

—

Per.
berry globular ; seeds five.

Species. The species is a tree, as the Ekehergia capensis.

E'KLYSIS (Mus.) 'ixf.Liri;, a particular kind of tuning among
the ancients, in which, from a certain sound, the performer

dropped by an interval of three quarter tones.

E'LA (Mus.) a name formerly given to the highest note in

the scale of Guido.

ELA-CA'LLI (Bot.) the name of a shrub which grows in

sandy soils in the East Indies. The Euphorbia nervijblia

of Linnaeus. Raii Hist. Plant.

EL.3iA'CHNUS (Nat.) another Dame for the Elceagnus of

Linnseus.

EL.iEA'GXUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 4? Tetrandria,

Order 1 yionogynia.

Generic Character. Cal. jjerianlh one-leaved.—CoR. none.
—Stam. Jilamenls four ; anthers oblong.

—

Pist. germ
roundish ; style simple ; stigma simple.

—

Per. drupe

ovate ; seeds nut oblong.

Species. The species are trees, as the Elaagnus angusii-

/olia, seu Oleaster, Narrow-leaved Oleaster.

—

Elceagnus

ELA
orientalis, seu Zizyphus, Oriental Oleaster, native of
Persia.

—

Elaagnus crispa. Curled-leaved Oleaster.

EL.'E'GRUS [Bot.) the Elceagnus orientalis of Linnaeus.

EL.E'IS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Natural Order of
Palms.

Generic Character. C.\L. perianth six-leaved.—CoR. one-
petalled.

—

Stam. Jilamenls six; aH//;e« oblong.

—

Pist.
germ ovate ; style thickish ; stigmas three.

—

Per. drupe
fibrous ; seed nut ovate.

Species. The species is a tree, as the

—

Elceis guineensis,

S'ucula, seu Palma oleosa, native of the ^Vest Indies.

EL5iOCA'RPUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 13 Poly-
andria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor petals

five.— SiTAM. Jilnments twenty to thirty; anthersWnear.
Pist. o-erm globular; style filiform; stigma sharp.

—

Pi:r.

drupe oblong ; seed nut oblong.
Species. The species are trees, as the

—

Elceocarpus den-
tatus, seu Dicera serrata.—Elaocarpus copallijerus, seu
Vateria, native of the East Indies.

EL.EODENDRUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pen-
tandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved. — Cor.

petals five.— Stam. Jilumcnts five; anthers erect.

—

Pist.
germ roundish; style conical; stigma obtuse.— Per.
drupe ovate; seed nut ovate.

Species. The two species are trees, as the Elccodendrum
orientale et organ.

EL.EO'MELI {Sat.) aaio^i;.i, from 'Axirv, oil, and ;«•£'',

honey ; a gum thinner than resin, and thicker than honey,
which is of an oil}- nature, and drops from the olive trees

in Syria. Dioscor. 1. 1, c. 37 ; Plin. 1. 23, c. -t.

EL.EOPHY'LLON (Hot.) the herb Mercury.
EL.EOSA'CCHARUM (Chem.) from Vac.«., oil, and Ti^x.^.

pv, sugar; a mixture of essential oil with sugar.

EL.EOSELFNUM (Bot.) Water-Parsley.
EL.EOTHE'SIU.M (Ant.) \x:i..f.,no,, a place where the

ancients used to anoint their bodies after bathing. Vitruv.

1. 5, c. 2; Philand.in Vitruv.; Bald. Lex. Vitruv.

ELAIOCA'RPOS {^But.) another name for the Elceocarpus
of Linnasus.

E'LAIN {Chem.) a fine oil obtained fr*m tallow and fat.

E'L.AIS {Bot.) another name for the Eheis of Linnajus.

ELA'NL'L.V {Chem.} an old name for alum.
ELA'OLITE (Min.) a species of Felspar.

ELAPHEBO'LIA (Ant.) a festival in honour of Diana Ela-
phebolus, celebrated by the Phocensians. Athen. L Li.

ELAPHEBOLION (Chron.) ix-^Qn^.oXwv, a Greek month;
so called from sAy-Oi^uAo?, an epithet of Diana, because she
hunts stags. It answers to our December, or, according
to Gaza, to our February.

ELA'PHICON {Med.) vide Elaphoboscon.

ELAPHOBO'SCON (Bot.) 'i>MipU^<rKo,, a herb commonly
called Wild Parsncp. Plin. 1. 22, c. 22.

ELAPHOSCO'RODON (Bot.) vide Ophioscorodon.
EL.l'PHliIUM (Bot.) the Fagara octundra of Linnaeus.

E'LAPHUL'S (Ent.) a division of the genus Cicindela, com-
prehending those insects which have the lip rounded and
entire.

E'LAPS (Zool.) a sort of serpent mentioned by Actios, the
bite of which induces something like the Iliac Passion.

Jet. Tetrab. 4, serm. 1, c. 32.

E'LAS (Chem.) Burnt Lead.
E'LASIS (Xai.) Elasticity.

ELA'SMA (Med.) \>Mirij,x, from ty^xmu, to drive; properly
signifies a lamina, or plate of any kind : but is taken for a
Clyster-Pipe.

ELA'STIC CURVE (Geom.) vide Catcnaria.

EL.A.'STIC (Phy.) an epithet for all bodies endowed with t!ie

propertj' of elasticity, or springiness ; so also the force of
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a spring is called its elastic force. Cases arc distinguished

by the name of elastic fluids, because of the property which
they possess in a peculiar manner of returning to their

former place.

ELA'STIC GUM (Bol.) the same as Caoulrhnuc.

ELASTI'CITY {Fhy.) that property in bodies by which they

restore themselves to their former figure. Hence it is that

naturalists speak of the Elaslicili/ of Fluids, or of the Air,

which ma)- be compressed into a smaller space, but revert

to their former extent when the external force is removed.
E'LATE (Hot.) the Fir- Tree.

Elate, in tlic Linuean system, a genus of plants, of the Na-
tural Order of Palmae.

Generic Cliaracter. Cal. sprilhe tvvo-valved.

—

CoR. petals

three.—

S

iam. filaments three ; anthers adnate.

—

Pist.

germ roundish ; style subulate ; stigma sharp. — Per.
ilrupe ovate ; seed nut ovate.

Species. The single species is a tree, as the Elate sylves-

iris, seu Palma, Prickly-leaved Elate, native of the

East Indies.

E'LATEll (Eiif.) a genus of Insects of the Coleopterous

order, so called because its thorax terminates in an elastic

spine placed in the abdomen, by means of which the insect,

when placed on its back, springs up, and recovers its

natural posture.

ELATl'.'llIUM {Dot.) 'i^xrifw, from Ixamu, to agitate; a

plant so called from its purgative qualities. Cels. 1. .5,

c. 12; Dioscor. 1, 4, c. 155 ; Flin. 1. W, c. 1 ; Gal. Exegcs.

Vncah. Hippocrat.x Oribas. Med. Collect. 1. 12; Aet. Te-

triih. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul. .Eginet. 1. 7, C. 3.

Elaterium, ill tlie Linnean system, a genus of plants.

Class 21 Aloncecia, Order 2 Monandria

.

Generic Character. Cal. none.

—

Cor. one-petalled.

—

Sta':,:.Jilameiit single ; anthers linear.

—

Pi.st. gei-m in-

ferior ; style columnar ; stigma capitate.

—

Per. capsule

inferior ; seeds several.

Species. The species are annuals, as the

—

Elaterium car-

thagineme.—Elaterium trijolialiim, seu Sicyos, native of

Virginia.

Elaterium, the same as the Momordir.a.

Elaterium (Phy.) the elastic propert)' peculiar to the air.

Elaterium (Med.) the juice of wild cucumbers made up
into a thick consistence in fragments of fiat or thin cakes.

ELATHE'RIA (Hot.) a name for the Cascariila Bark.

E'EATINE (But.) ixxTn/!, from \XK<r<ru, the less; a herb so

called because it is a smaller species of the Helxine.

Dioscor. 1. 4, c. 40 ; Plin. 1. 27, c. 9.

Elatine, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 8

Octandrin, Order \ Tetragynin.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth four-leaved.

—

Con. pe-

tals four S'VAM. filaments eight ; anthers simple.

—

Pist.

germ large; styles four; stigmas simple,

—

Per. capsule

orbicular; seeds seveva.\.

Species. The species are annuals, as tlie

—

Elatine Hydro-
piper, 0]5posite-leaved Water-wort, seu Alsinastrum,

native of Denmark.

—

Elatine Alsinastrum, seu Equiselum,

Whorl-leaved Water-wort, native of Aboa.
Elatine is also the Antirrhinum elatine of Linnaeus.

ELA'TIO (:int.) iKKCM^ti, the ceremony of carrying out the

corpse on the day of the funeral.

ELATO'STKMA '{Hot.) the Dorstenia lucida of Linnxus.

E'LBOW {Anat.) the outer angle made by the flexure or

bend of the arm.

Elbow (Archit.) the obtuse angle of a wall or building.

Elbow in the harvse (Mar.) a particular twist in the cables,

by which a ship rides at anchor.

ELCESAIT.E (Ecc.) i>.xiir:-irui, a sect of heretics in the

first century, so called from their ringleader Elcasa.nis,

who maintained that denying Christ to escape persecu-

tion was an indifferent matter. Orig. in Ilomcl.; Eusvb.

ELE
Ecd. Hist. 1. 6, c. 48; Epiphan. de llceres. 19. 5.3, &c.;
August, de Hceres. c. 32; Niceph. 1. 5, c. 24; Baron.
Annal. ann. 105.

ELCO'SIS {Med.) from Vams, an ulcer; a disease attended
with fetid ulcers.

E'LDER {Mil.) an epithet for officers whose commissions
bear the earliest date ; and also for battalions that have
been first raised.

Elder {Ecc.) is another name for the presbyter; an officer in

the Christian Church mentioned in the New Testament.
Elder (Bol.) a well-known shrub, the Samlmcus of Lin-

naeus; the two principal species of which are the Sanibucus

nigra, Common Elder; and the Sanibucus ehulus, the

Dwarf Elder.—ISIarsh Elder, the Viburnum apulus of Lin-

na;us, is a shrub, so called from its growing in watery places.

ELECAMPA'XE {Dot.) the Inula Helimum of Linnxus.
ELE'CT (Polit.) signifies the same as elected, as the Lord
Mayor Elect, i. e. he who is appointed to succeed in the

mayoralty.

Elect {Tlienl.) a Calvinistic term for such as are supposed
by this sect to be chosen for salvation by the special grace
of God, irrespective of their good or bad deeds.

ELECTA'UIUM (Med.) vk\e Elect uariurn.

ELE'CTION {Polit.) which signifies properly choice, is

particularly applied to a popular choice by vote of a per-

son for any office.

Election o/'a Clerk nf Statutes-Merchant {Law) a writ that

lies for the choice of a clerk assigned to take bonds called

Statutes-Merchant.— Election of a Vcrder of the Forest, a

writ that lies for the choice of a Verderor in case of a

vacancy by death or otherwise.

Election {Arith.) the several wa3'S of taking any numbers
of quantities given, without having respect to their places.

ELE'CTIONS {Astrol.) certain times pitched upon as fittest

for undertaking a particular business.

ELE'CTIVE Attraction (Chem.) another name for the che-

mical affinities of bodies,

ELE'CTOU {Polit.) a title belonging to certain princes of

the German empire, who, according to the institution of

Charles IV, have a right to choose the emperors.

Elector {Laxv) signifies general!)' any one who elects, but

is particularly applied to those who have a voice in the

election of a member of Parliament.

ELE'CTORAL Croxcn {Her.) a scarlet cap
faced with ermine, diademed with half a cir-

cle of gold set with pearls supporting a globe .», , ^-,

with a cross of gold on the top, as in the \ V"^—^*--
annexed figure. ^ *-

ELE'CTRIC {Phy.) from iixL-rfn, amber; a term for any

substance in which the electric fluid can be excited; so

called because this property was first observed by the an-

cients in amber. Electrics are otherwise called Non-Con-
ductors, because they accumulate the fluid without trans-

mitting it. To the class ol' Electrics, or Xon- Conductors,

belong resins, bituminous substances, glass, and all vitri-

fications; dry animal substances, as feathers; paper, white

sugar; air, oils, chocolates, calces of metals, &c.
Electric, or electrical, is an epithet applied to different

things connected with electricity, as— Electrical air

Thermometer, an instrument for determining the efl'ects

of the electrical explosion upon air

—

Electrical Atmo-

sphere, a stream or mass of the electric fluid wiiich

surrounds an electrified body at a certain distance.

—

Electrical Balls, vide Balls.—Electrical Battery, con-

sisting of a number of coated jars connected with

each other, which, being charged or electrified, are

then exploded or discharged with prodigious effect.

—

Electrical Bells, a set of bills mounted in a peculiar

manner so as to be rung I17 means of the action of

the electric fluid.

—

Electrical Machine, the apparatus so
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called, in which electric bodies are subjected to friction

so as to excite in them an electrical power. The ma-
chine is of various forms, of which the most common
is, as given in the annex-

ed figure, where A B C D
represents the fnime of

the machine ; E, F, two
round pillars which sup-

port the cylinder; G, by
the axles of the brass or

wooden cups; H, turned

sometimes by a simple

winch, as I in this figure,

and sometimes by a pul-

le}' and wheel. The rub-

ber is fixed to a glass

pillar, K, which is fastened to a wooden basis, L, at the

bottom. The conductor, N, is usually made of brass, or

tin japanned, and is insulated by a glass pillar, O, screwed

into a wooden basis or foot most conveniently placed

parallel to the cylinder.

—

Electrical Pliinl, vide Leyilen

Filial.—Electrical Rubber, a part of the electrical appara-

tus which is made of black oiled silk with an amalgam, &c.—Electrical Shock, the sudden explosion between the

opposite sides of a charged electric.

—

Electrical Star,

vide Stir.

ELE'CTRICAL Eel (Ich.) the Gymnotiis electricxis of Lin-

naeus, a particular sort of fish so called from its power of

producing an electrical shock whenever it is touched. By
this power it stupifies, and then seizes, such animals as

venture to approach it.

ELECTRICITY [Nat.) or Electricforce, that power or pro-

perty, first observed in amber, of attracting light bodies

when excited bj' heat or friction, which is also capable of

being conmiunicated in particular circumstances.

Electricili/ is also taken for the theory or science which
treats on the nature and effects of the electric power.

Elecfricii'/, according to the modern system, is distin-

guislud into positive and negative, according to the ways
in which bodies are excited. When to bodies a super-

abundant quantity of electricit}- is added thej' are said

to be electrified /Ms/Vnc/y; but, when they are deprived

of a portion of what they naturallj' contain, they are

electrified negaiivelj/, or minus; they were originally

called vitreous and resinous Electricity, ^\"hen bodies

contain the usual quantity of the fluid, and exhibit no
signs of electricity, they are said to be neutral. Those
which are capable of being excited by friction are called

Electrics, the others Xou-Electrics ; and those which
become electric by being placed in the neighbourhood
of an excited body, are called Conductors, and those

j

which do not undergo such change are called Son-Con-
ductors, [vide Electric']

ELECTRO'DES {Med.) iMr.T^ihc, an epithet for stools that
j

shine like amber.

ELECTRO'METER (yiech.) an instrument for measuring
j

the quantity, and determining the quality, of electricity in '

any electrified body.

ELE'CTRUM (S'at.) i'Urf,,, amber.
Electrum minerale (Med.) the tincture of metals. i

ELECTUA'RIUM (Med.) an Electuary.
|

ELEEMO'SYXA {Archcenl.) alms ; but Eleemnsyna Regis \

was the penny which King Ethelred ordered to be paid
j

for ever towards the support of the poor. Leg. Ethelred.
i

c. 1 .— EAeemosijniv, the possessions belonging to the church.
ELEEMOSYNA'RIA (Jrchaol.) Eleemosynary.
ELEEMOSIXA'UIUS (Archaol.) the Almoner.
ELEEMO'SYXARY Corporations {Laiv) corporate bodies

constituted for the perpetual distributions of free alms,

and bounty of the founder.

ELE

ELEGI'A [Bat.) a genus of plants. Class 22 Dioecia,

Order 3 Triandria.

Generic Character. Cal. spathes within spathes.—CoR.
none.

—

Stam.Jtlaments three ; anthers oval.

—

Pist. germ
oblong ; styles three ; stigmas simple.

—

Per

Species. The single species is the Elegia juncca, native of

the Cape of Good Hope.
ELE'GIAC JVn<e (Poet.) iM'/ix^c),^, a sort of verse used in

elegies, which is always pentainetcr.

ELEGIA'.MBIC ]'erse (Poet.) a sort of verse used by
Horace in his poems called Epodes.

ELE'GIT (Lnxv) a writ that lies for him who has recovered

debt, or damage, in the King's Court against one not ahle

in his goods to satisfy his creditors.

ELE'GMA (Med.) a Linctus.

ELELI'SPHACOS (Med.) a sort of sage.

ELE'MBAT (Chem.) Alkaline Salts.

ELEME'XT.\RIES (Myth.) a sort of fltiry beings w'lo

were supposed to inhabit the elements.

E'LEMEXTS (Chem.) the first principles of which bodies

are composed. Among the ancients there were reckoned
four elements or elementary principles, namel}-, fire, air,

earth, and water ; which, as they supposed, entered into

the composition of all other bodies, but themselves admit-

ted of no decomposition. In modern chemistry no such
elementary principles are admitted, it being supposed that

all bodies either are or may be decomposed ; thus water is

said to consist of hydrogen and oxygen.
Elements (Geom.) the infinitely small parts or difterentials

of a right line, curve, surface, or solid.

Elements (Lit.) the first principles of any art or science.

E'LEMI (Bot.) a sort of gum flowing from the Amyris elemi-

Jera of Linna;u?.

ELEMI'FER.A. (Bot.) the Amyris elemlfera oi' Linneeus.

ELE'NCHUS (Log.) 'i>i-/x'', from fAi'/;!;*', to confute; a
sophistical sort of argument.

ELE'XGl {Bot.) a tree of Malabar, the Mimusops elcngi of
Linnfeus.

ELE'XI.l (Ant.) s>.'.riu, a festival celebrated by the Laco-
nians in honour of Helena. Hcsych'us.

ELEXOPHO'RIA (Ant.) i?.s.^<pc[ix, an Athenian festival, so

called from the t-\i>:t:, i. e. vessels made of bulrushes,

which were carried about at that time.

ELEOCIIRYSUM (Bot.) vide Gnaphalium.
ELEO.SELI'XLM (B-t.) the Apium graveolens oi Linnaeus.

E'LEPHAXT (Her.) is borne as a charge in

coat armour, either whole or in parts, as in

the annexed figure. He beareth " Gules an
elephant passant argent, tusked or; by the

name of Elphinston."— Order of the Elephant,

or Order of St. Mnry, an order of knighthood
instituted by Canute in 1 ISt. Knights of this

order wear a blue ribband, with a towered elephant pen-
dant, and an image of the Holy Virgin encircled with ravs.

ELEPHA'XTIA \Med.) \k\e Elephantiasis.

ELEPHAXTI'ASIS (Med.) or Elephantia, iMpu<,rU<rn, from
iXKp'xc, an elephant ; a species of leprosy ; so called because
it makes the legs of the person affected appear like those
of an elephant. Aret. de Sig. S^- Caus Diut. Morb. 1. '2,

c. 13; Cels. 1.3, c. 25; Gal. Defin. Med.; Cal. Aitret.

Morb. Chron. 1. 4, c. 1 ; Aet. Tetrab. 4, serm. 1, c. 120 ;

Paul. uJlginet. I. i, c. 1 ; Act. de Melh. Med. 1.2, c. 11 ;

Avicenu. 1. 22, Fen. 3, tract 1, c. 16, &c.; Foes. Qiconom.
Hippocrat.

Elephanti.asis is a genus of diseases, Class Cachexia',

Order Itupctij^incs, in Callen's Nosology.
ELEPHAXTIXT LIBRI (Ant.) books among the Romans,

in which their public acts were registered. They were so
called, as is supposed, because they were made of ivory.
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D. de Legal. ; Ohd. iuVupis. in Tacit.; Lip. 1

Aul.GcU. 1.2, c. 17.

ELEPIIANTl'N'UM EMPLASTKUM (Med.) a plaster de-

scribed by Celsus, and another by Oribasius. Cels, 1. 5,

c. 19 ; Oribas. Hyiuip. 1. 3.

ELEPHANTO'PUS (Dot.) a genus of plants. Class 19 Sjn-

genesla, Order 5 Polijgamia-Segreg,ata.

Generic Character. Cal. involucre of three broad petals.

—CoR. coHi/jO!(^rf tubular.

—

Sr.\yi. filaments five; anthers

tubular.

—

Plst. germ ovate ; style filiform; stigmas Uvo.—
Per. none; seeds solitary ; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are as follow

—

Elcjihantopus scaler,

Scabinsa: q/fiiii.s, Bidens, seu Echinnphora, Rough-leaved
Elephant's Foot, a perennial.

—

Elephantopus spicatus,

seu Conyza, &c.

E'LEPHANT'S-FOOT (Rot.) the Elephantopus of Linna=us,

a plant so called, from the form of its lower leaves.

ELEPHANTS' HEADS (Her.) are mostly borne ernsef/.

E'LEPHAS (Zool.) Elephant; a genus of animals, Class

Mammalia, Order Bruta, having foreteeth in either jaw,

and no lower tusks ; upper tusks elongate, and a long

prehensile proboscis.

E'LEPHUS {But.) another name for the Rhinanthus of Lin-

nsus.
ELEPHEBO'LIA (^»;.) vide £/«/;/;rfo//a.

ELETTA'lil (Bol.) the Amonium Granum paradisia of Lin-

na;us.

E'LEVATED {Astrol.) a planet is said to be elevated above

another when, being stronger, it weakens the influence of

the other.

Elevated (//e/'.) an epithet for wings, signifying the same
as Erect.

ELEVA'TION (Surg.) a name for a tumour, because it is an

elevation of the part affected.

Elevation (Clicm.) the rising up of anj' matter in the

manner of fume and vapour.

Elevation (Gunn.) the angle which the chace of a cannon

or mortar, or the axis of the hollow cylinder, makes with

the place of the horizon.

Elevation (.istron.) a term applied to the Equator, Pole,

Star, lie. to denote its height above the horizon.

—

Eleva-

tion of the pole is the height of the pole above the horizon,

or the numbcrofdegrees the poleis raised above the horizon.

Elevation c;f the pule (Dial.) the angle which the style

makes with the substilar line.

Elevation (Archil.) a draught and description of the face

or principal side of a building, which in common language

is called the upright. The word is sometimes taken for the

perspective rc|)resentation of the whole body of a building.

Elevation of the Host (Ecc.) that part of the ceremony of

the mass wliich consists in the priest's raising the host above

his head for the adoration of the people.

Elevation (Chem.) the causing any matter to rise in fume
or vapours by means of heat.

ELEVA'TOU (Anat.) an epithet for several muscles which

serve to draw the parts of the body upwards, as

—

Elevator

labii superioris el inferioris, those which serve to draw up
the upper and lower lips —Elevator oculi, the muscle of

the eye, arising near the place where the optic nerves enter

the orl)it.

ELEVATO'PJUM (Surg.) a surgeon's instrument, where-

with depressed skulls are raised up again.

ELE'VENTH (Mus.) an interval consisting of ten conjunct

degrees, or eleven diatonic sounds.

ELEU'SINE (Dot.) another name for the Cynosurus of Lin-

naeus.

ELEUSI'NIA (Anl.) iMvTitlx, one of the most mysterious

solenuiilies of any in Ciicece, which, on that account was
ccillcd, by way of ihsiinction, ^!/r!i».'a, i. e. the my.sterics.

It wus Celebrated in honour of Eleusis, or Proserpine, the
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daughter of Ceres. Arisloph. Pluf. ; Isocrat. in Panegy-
ric; Diodor. Sicul.].6; Poll. Ononi. I. I, scgm.'iT ; Strab.
1. 9 ; Pansaii. 1. 10, c. CA ; Pint, in Demel.; Tertull. aclver.

Valerian.; Clcm.Alexand. Stromal. 1. 5; August, dc Civ. Dei.
1. 7, c. 20 ; Grcgor. Xazian. Oral, z-if i uyiut (parui • Har-
pocratiun; Suidas Telz. ad Lycoph. ; Meurs. de Eletis.SfC;
Castellus, S,-e apud Gronov. toiu. 7.

ELEUTHE'RIA (/Int.) 'iMvh^M, a festival celebrated at

Plata a, in honour of Jupiter Eleutherius, i. e. the assertor

of liberty; b}' delegates from all parts of (Sreece. Tliis fes-

tival was celebrated in commemoration of the signal defeat

of the Persians under Mardonius. Pind. Oli/mp. 1. 7 ; Slrab.

1. 9; Fiat. Aristid.; Pausan. 1, 9, c. 2; Athcn. I 3; Eus-
tath. in II. 1.2; Schol. AnlhoL Epigram. Crccc. I. 2, tit. 1,

&c.
ELI'-A'RIIOWS (.-Irchtrol.) flint-stones sharpened and jagged

like arrow-heads, which were weapons of offence among
the ancient ISritons.

ELICITRY'SUM (Bol.) the Gnaphalium Stcechas of Lin-

naeus.

EH'CITI (F.tli.) an epithet applied to the more immediate
acts of the will, as loving, hating, &c.

ELKi.MA (Med.) a Linctus.

ELI.AIIXA'TIOX (Algeb.) an operation by which any number
n of equations containing ti unknown quantities being

given, we find one equation, which involves only one un-

known quantity, [vide .llgebrn']

ELIOCA'ilPOS (Bot.) the Urnilhogalum umbellatum of Lin-

na;us.

ELI'mJAMENT (Chem) a fat juice squeezed out of fat or

fish.

ELI'SION (Gram.) the cutting off a vowel at the end of a

word in a verse.

ELI'SORS (Laxv) two persons named by the court, and

sworn to indilfereiitly ciioose a jury in cases of challenge

to the sheriff and coroners for partiality, &c.

ELFXIR (Med.) a medicine made by strong infusion, where

the ingredients are almost dissolved in the menstruum, and

give it a thicker consistence than a tincture. This was

formerly held in sucli high esteem, that the word lia.^

since been used to imply an)' very powerful tincture ; and

the grand elixir is another word for an all-powerful me-
dicine.

ELIXIV^\'TIO {Chem.) from eli.to, to boil ; the extraction

of a fixed salt from vegetables by an allusion of water.

ELK (Zool.) the Cfmu.v alcrs of Linnaeus, a beast of the

stag kind, equal to a horse in size, wliich inhabits all the

four (|uarters of the world except Africa. It has a skin

hard enough almost to rL'si.--t a nuisket-bail, goes on its hoof

with a shambling gait about .50 miles a day, and feeds on

the branches of trees and marsh plants.

E'LKE (Dot.) a kind of yew formerly employed in the

making of bows.

ELL (Com.) a measure coiUiiliing three feet nine inches.

ELLEBORTNE (Bol.) the Ashaulia epipactns of Liniixns.

ELLEBO'RUM (Dot.) tlie Hcllcbm-us viridis el Jcrlidu^.

Oribas. Med. Coll. I. 15 ; .lit. Telrab. 1 , serni. 1 ; Paul. :E^in.

ELLI'PSIS (Geom.) 'aA.4ic, a defect, is taken for a conic

section, vulgarly known by the name of an oval, which was

so called by Apollonius, because in this figure the squares

of the ordinatesare less than, or defective of, the rectangle

under the parameters and abscissee. [vide Conic Sections]

Ellipsis (Rhel.) a figure whereby some part of a discourse

is left.

ELLI'P.SOID (Geom.) an elliptical spheroid, being the solid

generated by the revolution of an ellipse about either axis.

ELLIPTIC (Dot.) an epithet for a leaf that is in the form of

an ellipse.

ELLI'PriC.A.L (Math.) an epithet for any thing in the form

of or appertaining to an ellipsis.
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ELLIPTI'CITY (Geom.) of the terrestrial splieroid is the

ratio or the tliiference between the two semiaxes.
ELLl'PTOID (Geom.) an infinite or indefinite ellipse de-

fined by the indefinite equation, as ^"' + " = ij"' (d — j)",

where »i and n are greater than 1.

ELLr^IA {Bot.) a genus of plants so called in memory of
John Ellis, F. R. S., Class 3 Pentandria, Order 1 Mono-
gi/nia.

Generic Character. Cki.. perianth one-leaved.—Con. one-
pctalled.

—

St.\'si. filaments five; anthers roundish.

—

Pist.
Of.')); roundish ; stijle filiform ; stigma oblong.

—

Per.
capsule bag-form ; seeds globose.

Species. The species is an annual, as the

—

Ellisia Ni/ctelea,

Polcmovium, Planta, seu Scoipiurtis, Cut-leaved Ellisia,

native of Virginia.

Elll'-ia is also the Durantia ellisia of Linnaus.
E'LLOBOS {Hot.) h.MSac, an epithet for such seeds or fruits

as are contained in pods or lobes.

ELM (Bril.) the L'lmus of Linnaeus; a sort of tree which
grows to a very great height, is raised either by seeds,

|

suckers, or layers, and thrives best in a rich black earth,
j

The sorts most fit for cultivation are, the common Elm, the i

Mitch-Elm, and Witch-Hazle. The timber of elm is next
to that of oak for value, being particularly useful for mills,

and ail other works which are exposed to wet.
ELMI'NTHES {£;;/.) worms.
ELO'DES [Med.) an epithet for a fever which is attended

with a profuse sweat.

ELOI'NE (Law) from the French eloigner, signifies to send
to a distance. Stat. 13 Ed. 1, c. 15.

ELOXGA'TA (Laiv) a return of the sherift" that cattle are

not to be found, or are removed so far that he cannot make
deliverance. ,

ELONGATION (Stn-g.) a kind of imperfect disjointing,

when ihe ligament of a joint is stretched and extended, but
not so that the bone is quite out of joint.

Eloxoation (Asfroii.) the removal of a planet to the farthest

distance it can be from the sun, as it appears to an ob-

server on the earth.

—

A"gle nf Eluii^ntion is an angle con-

tained under lines supposed to be drawn from the centres

of the sun and planet to the centre of the earth, [vide

Astronami/]

ELO'PEMENT (Laiv) the going away from a husband ; for

which, without voluntary reconcilement to her husband, a

wife shall lose her dower ; nor is he obliged to allow her
any maintenance.

E'LOPS (Ich.) a genus of Fishes of the Abdominal Order,

having a smooth head, and a palate rough with teeth.

ELO'PHOllUS (Ent.) a division of the genus S'itidula,

comprehending the insects which have the lip square.

E'L^'ELA (Bot.) another name for the Helvelta of Linnaeus.

E'LVERS (Ich) a sort of small gregs or eels.

E'LUL (Citron.) Vi^N, a Jewish month answering to part of

August.
ELUTE'RIA (Bot.) the Chiyfia eluteria of Linna;us.

ELUTUIA'TIO (Chem.) the pouring a liquor out of one

vessel into another, in order to separate the subsiding

matter from the clear and fluid part.

ELU'VIES (Med.) the humour discharged in a Fluor Albiis;

also the effluvium from a swampy place.

ELYCHRY'SUM (Bot.) the Stea/ielina diibia of Linnaeus.

E'LYMUS (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 3 Triandria, Order 2
Digynia.

Generic Character. Cal. receptacle common.—Cor. two-

valved.

—

Stam. ^/(iw«i/x three ; anthers oblong.

—

Pist.

germ top-shaped; sti/les two; stigmas simple.— Per.
none ; seeds covered.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Elymus are-

narius, Trificum, seu Gramen canimim, Sea Lyrae-grass,

native of Europe.— Elymus Virginicus, s^\x Hordcum,

EMB
Virginian Lyme-grass.—Z:/)y)H)« europetis. Wood Lyme-
grass, or Barley-grass ; but—Elymus Caput medusce,
seu Avcna, Portugal Lyme-grass, and Elymus histrix,
Lyme-grass, native of the Levant, are annuals.

Elymus is also the Hordeumjuhalum of Linnasus.
ELY'SIAN/e/o'.y (Myth.) 9 paradise of delightful groves and
meadows, into which the heathens imagined that the souls
of good men passed after death.

ELYTHRO'IDES (Anat.) the tunica vaginalis of the testes.
ELYTRA (Ent.) from the Greek UuTfe>, a sheath ; a name

for the wing-sheaths, or upper crustaceous membranes,
which cover the wings of the insects of the beetle tribe.

ELITROCE'LE (Aunt.) from s'>K7fo», a vagina or sheath,
and n>.r, a tumour; a hernia in the vagina.

ELYTRON (Anat.) hvTfo, a sheath, from ihi^tx, to involve,
is applied by Hippocrates to the membranes which involve
the spinal marrow. Ilippocrat. de Artie. ,- Gall. Comm. 3 ;

Gorr.Def. Med.; Foes. (Econnm. Hippocrat.
EM.\CIA'NTES (Med.) diseases which occasion a wasting

of the bod}-.

EMANCIFATIO (Ant.) the setting of children free from
the power of their fathers. Sigon. de Judic. 1. 1, c. 2.

EMA'NSIO (Med.) cohibition of the menses.
Ej>.IANUE'NSIS (Lit.) one who writes what another dic-

tates.

E.M.\RGINATIO (Swg.) taking away the scurf about the
brims of wounds and sores. Plin. 1. 28, c. 9.

EMARGINATUS (Bot.) an epithet for a leaf that is notched
at the end ; also for a corolla, as in the As^rostemma coro-
naria, &c.; and for the stigma, as in the Class Bidynamia.

E?.IBA'3IMA (yied.) £«.;;a^«,3r, from I'tt-S^TTi', to immerge
or dip in ; a medicated pickle, or sauce for the food. Mar-
cell, de Med. c. SO ; Act. Tetrab. 3, serm. 1, c. 24

E:\IBA'PH10N (Med.) vide Acetahidum.
EMBARCADE'RE (Com.) the name for places on the coasts

of America that serve for the landing of goods.
EMBA'RGO (Mar.) a prohibition upon all .<;hipping not to

leave any port, «hich is commonly issued by public au-
thority on the breaking out of a war, See.

EMBARKATION (Mar.) the act of going, or putting things
on board a vessel for the purpose of sailing.

E'MBASIS (Med.) tfb,Sx<rie, from sK.;3a/.a, to go in; a bathing-
tub or vessel filled with warm water.

EMBA'SSADOR (Polit.) one appointed to act for and
represent the person of a prince, or state, in a foreign
country.

EMBATER (Ant.) the hole or sight of a cross-bow. Vitruv.
1.1, c. 2.

EMBATEUTICON ;».! (Laif) a law by which people might
keep things pawned to them, in their own possession.

EMBA'TTELED (Her.) in the form of a battlement, [vide
Crenelle.']

E'MBER-DAY'S (Ecc.) particular days of humiliation in the
Ember-Weeks, namely, Wednesdays, Fridays, and Satur-
days, so called from "the custom of putting ashes on the
head.

—

Emher- Weeks, four seasons in the year more par-
ticularly set apart for prayer and fasting, i.e. the first week
in Lent, and the next after Whitsunday, the 14th of Sep-
tember, and the 13 th of December.

EMBERl'ZA (Orn.) a genus of Birds, Order Passeres, har.
ing a conical bill, and mandibles receding from each other.
Species. Birds of this genus are principally known ia

English by the name of the Bunting, except the Em-
beriza hortidana, which is called the Ortolan, feeds prin-
cipally on panic grass, and grows prodigiously fat, whea
it is esteemed a great delicacy. The Emberiza is a
migratory bird, which appears in England before the
setting in of frost and snow.

EMBLE'>IA (Ant.) !fi./ix>tu,x, from iV.Skaaw, to insert ; pie-
ture-work of wood, stone, or metal, finely set in divers
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colours, as \n seals, chess-boards, tables, and the like

:

also ornaments embossed which may be taken off or put

on at pleasure. Cic. in I'err. l, c. 17; Or. 1. 3, c. 43 ;

Varr. dc lie liiist. 1. 3, c. 2 ; Suet, in Tib. c. 7 1 ; Dio, 1. 57 ;

Bud. in Pandect, p. V2.0: Jan. de Pid. 1.3, c. I ; Salinas

in Solin. 736.

E'MBLEMENTS (Arducol.) the profits of lands which have
been sowed. Co. Lit. 55.

E'MBLEKS de Gent: (Law) carrying ofF people.

E'MBLIC.\ (Bot.) the Pln/Uanthus eniLlica of Linna;us.

EMBOl'TEMENT [Mil.) French for the closing up a num-
ber of men for the purpose of securing the front ranks

from injury.

EMBOriTlRE (3/ec/j.) French for an iron box screwed over

the nave of a wheel, and which covers the axle-tree.

E'MBOLE (Sufir.) IfjyjicM, from s'/ApaPi^Ku, to put in ; the re-

duction or setting of a dislocated bone.

EMBOLI M.^'U.S (Chron.) iy.i3<.).iijjx^, i.e. intercalary; an
epithet for what is commonly called Leap-year.

EMBOLI'SML'S [Chron.) ifjuficXtiriJb'o',, the adding to or put-

ting in a day in any year, as in Leap-year.
EMBO'LIUM (Ant.) an interlude.

EMBO'LUM {Ant.) 'iu,/2c>.n, the beak, head, or stern of a
ship. J'ol/. Onom. \. I, C.9; Pctron. c.SO; Stiixlas.

EMBORl'S>LV {.Med.) Aneurism. Or. pro Sej.t. c. i:

EMBO'SSING {Sculpt.) a sort of sculpture, or carving,

where the figure is protuberant and projects from the plane
in which it is cut ; it is called by the Italians insso mezzo,
and basso relievo, according as it projects more or less.

EMBO'ST {Sport.) an epithet for a deer that foams at the

mouth when he is hard chased.

EMBO'THRIUM {Bot.) a genus of pVMls, Class VPetrandria,
Order 1 JMonogi^nia.

Generic Character. Cal. none.

—

Cor, petal's four.

—

Stam.
Jilaments four; anthers oblong PisT. germ linear; sti/le

none; stigma roundish.

—

Fer. follicle round ; seeds ovate.

Species. The species are slirub!<, as the Embothrium um-
bellatum, native of New Caledonia.

—

Kmbolhrium cocci-

nenin, native of Terra del Fuego.
E'MBOTUM {Snrg.) a funnel which serves to convey fumes

into any orifice of the body.
EMBOUCHU'KE (Mas.) French for the aperture of a flute,

or other wind instrument.

EMBO'VVED {Her.) an epithet for any thing bent like a
bow, as the dolphin ; also a sinister arm, couped at the
elbow, is said to be embowed.

EMBU.\CE'OUR (Latv) or embrasour, he who, when a
matter is in trial between party and party, comes to the

bar with one of the parties, and being bribed thereto,

endeavours to corrupt the judge. Slat. 19 JL 7, c. 15;
Co. Lit. .369.

EMBRA'CERY {Laxu) the oftcnce of an embraceour.
E.MBRA'CING (Bot.) or stem-clasping; an epithet for a

leaf.

EMBRASU'RE [Archil.) an enlargement made in the wall

to give more light or convenience to the windows, &c.
EMBKAsunE [Gun.) French for a i)iece of iron which grasps

the trunnions of a piece of ordnance when it is raised

upon the boring macliine.

EMBRASL'RES (Fort.) the holes in a parapet througli

which the cannons are laid to fire into the moat, or field.

EMBRIC'CJMA (Med.) i^/Jpiv/**, from •>/3pi;t;tt', to irrigate;

an embrocation, or external kind of remedy, which con-
sists in irrigating the part att'ected ; it is commonly called

» fomentation.

E'-MBKINCi-DAYS (I-kc.) the same as Ember-Days.
EMBROi;A'TION (Med.) ^k\e Embregma.
EMBRO'CHE (Med.) \idc Embre<rma.

JEMBROl'DERY (Mech.) figured work wrought on silk or

plotb Yvitb gold or silver thread.

EME
EMBRU'ED (Her.) an epithet for a weapon, &c. that is

bloody.

E'MBRYO (.Inat.) «,«./3ft«», the child, or fictus, in the womb,
so called because, l^fti, it pullulates and grows within the
womb. Galen divides the time of gestation into four pe-
riods, of which the embryo is the third period, when
the foetus begins to develope itself. According to Mar-
cellus the embryo is what a pregnant woman carries in

her womb until the period of her delivery. Hippocrat.
I. 5, aphor. 31, &c.; Gal. de Cans. Si/mptom. 1. 1 ; Gorr
Def. Med.

EMBRYONA'TUM Sulphur (Chem.) Sulphur united with
minerals and metals.

E.M BRYO R E'CTE S
(
Med.) I u.,5.uof«xT>i;, from

'.>,/3f
«. and f.Vir*,

to break ; an instrument with which a dead cliild is drawn
out of the mother's womb.

EMBYOTHLA'STES (Surg.) an instrument wherewith
they break the bones of a dead child, that it may be more
conveniently taken out of the womb.

EMBRYO'TOMY (Med.) from '{u./S^vcv, a. foetus, and rUvw,
to cut; an exscction of the cliild out of the mother's womb.
Paid. Alginel. 1. 6, c. 74.; Ciorr. Def. Med.

EMBRYU'LCUS (Med.) vide Embnjorectes.

EMBULA'RCIII SUFFUMIGIUM (Med.) a suffumigatioii

described by Aetius. Tcirab. +, serm. 4, c. 122.

EMBUSCA'Tl'.M marmor (Min.) the name of a particular

kind of marble dug out of Mount Sinai.

EME'NDALS (Archteol.) an old word used in the Inner
Temple for what remains in bank, or in the Stock of the
House.

EMEND.V'RE (Laxu) to make amends for any trespass or

crime committed. Leg. Ediv. Conjess. c. .'!5. Hence «
capital crime not to be atoned for by a fine was called
" incmendabile." Leg. Ciinut.

EMEND.\'TION (Law) an amending or correcting of abuses,
as Emendatio Panni, the power of looking to the assize of
cloth.

—

Emendatio Panis el Cervisia-, the power of super-

vising the weights and measures of bread and beer.

E'MERALD (Min.) a precious stone of a green colour.

Emerali5 (Her.) another name for vert, or the green tincture

in coat armour.

TO EME'RGE (Nat.) is said of any body specifically lighter

than water, which, after being pressed down, forcibly rises

again to view.

EME'RGENT (Astron.) an epithet for a star at the moment
that it goes out of the sun's beams, so as to become visible.

E.MERGENT year (Citron.) the year, or epoch, from which
any computation of time is made, as in Christian countries

from the time of our Saviour's birth.

E'MERIL (Min.) or emery, a sort of stone used in burnishiog

metals, f^c. ; also a glazier's diamond to cut glass.

EME'RITl'S (.Int.) an epithet for a soldier that has served

his time, a veteran. J'cgel. 1. 2, c. 3 : Jsid. Orig. 1.9, c. 3.

EME'RSION (Astron.) an epithet for the sun and moon,
which become visible just after they have undergone an

eclipse ; it is also applied to a star that becomes visible

after it has been hidden by the rays of the sun.

KME'RSUS (Bot.) is the Coronilla camcrus of Linna;us.

E'MERUS (Med.) a laxative.

E'MF.RY (Min.) Ground iron ore. [vide Emeril2
EME'.SIA (Med.) or Emetos, t/Ji'iTcr, from t/jt^iu, to vomit; the

act of vomiting, particularly applied by Hippocrates to a

discharge of the blood from the stomach l)y the mouth.

Hippocrat. dc Morb. 1. 1 ; Foes. Occonotn. Hippocrat,

EME'TICS (Med.) from ifi.su, to vomit; meilicines which

provoke vomiting. The word is used in this sense by

Cicero in speaking of Caesar, who, he said, iatTMKy agebat,

i.e. took an emetic. Cic. ad Attic. 1. 3, ep. ult.

EMETOCATIIA'RTICUM (Med.) a medicine which both

vomits and purges.
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EME'U (Her.) a sort of bird, otherwise called the Cassowary,
which goes by this name among the Heralds.

EMIGIIA'TIOX {Folit.) the leaving one's native country to

reside in foreign parts.

E'MINEN'CE (Po/il.) a title of honour given to cardinals.

Eminence {Furl.) a height which overlooks and commands a

place.

Eminence {Med.) any protuberance or preternatural tumour.

EMINE'NTIAL £y((<7//o;; (Algeb.) an artificial kind of equa-

tion, which contains another eminently.

l",!MIll {I'olil.) a Turkish prince, or lord, particularly one that

is descended from Mahomet.
E.MIR.\'LEM {Mil.) the general of the Turks, or the keeper

of all their colours.

EMISS.A'KIUM (Med.) any orifice in the body, either natu-

ral or morbid, by which any thing is emitted.

E'MISSARY (Polit.) a person sent on a secret mission among
the people, or into a foreign country, to sound their minds
and tempers.

E'MISSARY nfa gland {.4nat.) its duct or canal, by which
it emits its contents.

EMMENAGO'GA {Med.) i>.«,»«v«"V'5, from liJ.y,'.':=c, the
|

menses, and ^v", to bring; medicines which promote the

menses in women.
EMME'XIA (^led.) vide Einmeimgni^a.

E'MMET (Ent.) another name for the ant. 1

EMMO'TOS (Med.) from /iori;, lint; an epithet for parts of 1

the body, or any thing which requires the application of
i

lint. Hippocraf. de Art.; Gal. dc Comp. Med. per Gen. ,

1. 2, c. 2; Gorr. Defin. Med.; Foes. Oeeonom. llippoerut. <

EMO'DI A (Med.) a stupor of the teeth.

EMO'I.LIENTS (Med.) ^xiUy.-i^'^^^t, softening; medicines'

which soften the asperities of the humours, and render the

solids at the same time supple. Hippocrnt. de Mid.
I. I ; Aret. de Curat. Acid. Mori). 1. 2, c. 7 ; Gal. dc Simpl.

1. 1, c. 26 ; .-ict. dc Meth. Med. 1. (j, c. 9.

r.MOU'SSER (Mil.) a French term .signifying to cut off; the

four corners of a battalion which has formed a square

so as to give it an octagon figure.

EMPA'LEMENT (Bot.) a former name for the calyx of

flowers.

EMPA'NEL (Law) \\de Impanel.

EMPARLANCE (Lau-) vide Imparlance.

EMPA'SMS (Med.) medicines composed of sweet powders
to take away sweat, and alla\' inflammation. Oribas. Med.
Collect. ; I. iO, c. 31 ; Gorr. Def. Med.

E'MPETRUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 22 Diodecia,

Order 2 Triandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth three-leaved.— Con.
petals three.— StAyt. Jilaments three; anthers upright.

— Fist. germ superior; sti/le scarce any; stigmas n'me.

—Per. berry orbiculate ; seeds nine.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Empetriim al-

bum, seu Erica, White-berried Heath, native of Por-

tugal.— Empelrum nigrum, seu Erica, Black-berried

Heath, native of Europe.

Empetrum is also another name for the Begonia of Linnaeus.

EMPHA'TICAL Colours (Xat.) colours so called, which are

often seen in clouds before the rising of the sun, and after

its setlinij.

EMPHRA^'CTICA (Med.) if>.(PfXKTixic, from ^^«ir<ra, to ob-

struct; medicines which have a tendency to stop up any

passage. Gorr. Def. Med.
EMPHYSE'MA (Med.) U^u^a"^x, from ?-.-o-i:i, to inflate;

signifies generally anv flatulent humour; but is particu-

larly applied to the air confined in the cellu'ar membrane.
Hi'ppocrat. Epid. 1.3; Gal. dc Meth. Med. 1. 14 ; Act, dc

Melh. Med. 1. 2, c. 12.

EMPHYTEU'SLS (Lnxv) a renting of land, in the Civil Law,
on condition of planting it.

EMU
E^^'^RIC Secl (Med.) from ^-x'fi', to experience ; a sect of

physicians who practised medicine from experience, and
not from theory. Cels. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Gal. dc Sect.

Empirics are now such as deviate from the rules of science
and regular practice to follow nostrums and private opi-

nions : they are better known by the name of quacks.

E'MPIS (Ent.) a genus of Insects of the Dipterous Order,
having a mouth with an inflected sucker and proboscis

;

antennce setaceous ; awAjcclers short.

Species. These minute insects live by sucking the blood
and juices of other animals.

EMPLA'STICS (Med.) medicines which constipate and shut
up the pores of the body so that sulphureous vapours can-
not pass. Gorr. Def. Med.

EMPLA'STRUM (Med.) a plaister.

EMPLE'CTO opus (Archit.) a work knit and couched to-

gether, when the stones are so laid as to join one in the

other.

E.MPLATTO'MENA (Med:) vide Emplasiics.

EMPLE'UTUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Mo-
nnccin. Order ^ !/'» iandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— Cor.
none— St.\m. filamcuts four; anthers oblong.— Pist.
germ superior ; sti/le none ; stigma cylindric.— Per.
capsule oblong ; seed solitarj'.

Species. The single species is a shrub, as the Empleurum
scrrulatum, seu Diosma, Cape Empleurum, native of
the Cape of Good Hope.

EMPNEUMATO'SIS (Med.) i>3iJt,^«r«Vi;, from \u,njU; t*
inflate ; an inflation of the stomach, or the womb. Gal.

Def. MecL; Mareell. dc Med. c. 20; Paul. JEginet. \.S,

c. "O; Act. dc Meth. Med. 1. 2, c. 21.

EMPO'RIUM {.'Inal.) the common sensory of the brain.

EMPRION (Med.) f'/ATp/*!, from Tf/w, to saw; an epithet

for a pulse when the artery is serrated or indented like a
saw. Gal. de Puis.

EMPROSTHO'TONOS (Med.) v/..Tf,T«»V«»{, from '^/juz-f^S-.v.,

forward, and tei/», to bend ; a sort of convulsions of the

neck, when the chin is imnioveably fixed on the breast;

in distinction from the os-io-AjVoci;, when the head is bent
backwards; and the riraiK;, when it is imnioveably upright.

Aret. de Cans, et Sign. Acut. Morb. ; Cels. 1. 'i, c. 3t
Oribas. Synop. 1.9, c. 16.

E^^^TY'SIS (Med.) s/iTTKo-i;, from s-r^i', to spit ; a spitting

of blood, which is limited by Aret<EUs to such a discharge
only as comes from the mouth, and adjacent parts. Aret.

de Acut. Morb. 1. 2, c. 2.

EMPYE'MA (Med.) t/A^i/V/ia, from r^iifj, pus ; a collection of
pus, or matter, in any part of the body, particularly in the
cavity of the chest. Hippocrat. 1. 7, aphor. 38 ; .Iret. de
Cans, et Sign. Morb. Acut. I. 1, c. 8, 9 ; Gal. Comm. in

Hippocrat. Progn. 1. 3 ; Ctcl. Aurelian. de Morb. Chron.
1. .5, c. 10; Marc, de Med. c. 7; Gorr. Def. Med.; Foes.

(Econom. Hippocrat.

EMPYE'MATA (Med.) suppurating medicines, [vide £w-
pyema ]

E'MPYI (Med.) i.iiTum, an epithet for such persons as have
purulent abscesses internally, [vide Empyema'\

EMPYR.EUM ccclinn (Astron.) the highest of the celestial

spheres.

EMPY'REAL air (Phy.) the fiery element above the ethereaL

EMPYREU'MA (Chem.) 'sy.zu(w//t,ce of iw-i-t/f i«.', to burn; that

taste or smell of the fire which, in distillations, happens
to some oil.s, &c.

EMPYREU'AL\TA (Med.) the remains of a fever aftijr the;

critical time of a disease.

E'MPYROS (Med.) i/at"?'?, one labouring under a fever.

Hippocrat. de Morb. 1. 2.

E'MRODS (.Med.) vide Hcemorroids.

EMU'LGENT {.47iat.) an epithet for the vessels of the kid-
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ueys, so called from emulgeo, to milk, beciiuse they were sap-

posed to strain, and, as it were, to milk the serum through

the kidneys. The emulgent artery is a branch of the Aorta,

and the emulgent vein of the Vena Cava.

EMU'LSION (Med.) a medicinal drink made of the kernels

of seeds infused in a convenient liquor.

EMU'NCTOllY (Aiiat.) an epithet for the passage by which

any thing vitiated or useless is passed off; thus, the skin is

the emuncluri/ of the body, the nose the emunctorij of the

brain, and the glands are also emunctorks of ditferent parts.

EMU'NUANS (Med.) an epithet for an e.\ternal detersive

medicine.

EN.-E'MOS {Med.) V«iju,o!, from Si/x,«, blood, a medicine

for stopping blood. Ilippocrat. de Art.; Cel. 1. 5, c. 19;

del. AarcUan. de Mori. C/iron. 1. 2, c. 1 ; Gal. Com. in

Ilippocrat. ; Foes. Qiconom. Hippocrat.

EN.EOKE'.MA {Med.) wa.iViy.«, from ui^j^iu, to exalt; a

name for the pendulous substance in the urine, otherwise

called siibliniameiitum, or according to Celsus suspenses

nebeculcc. Hippocrat. Epid. 1. 1, &c. ; Gal. Cumm. ; Gorr.

Dijin. Med. ; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

E'NALLAGE {Gram.) a figure in grammar where there is

a change of one case or mood for another.

ENALU'ROX (Her.) an epithet for a bordure charged with

birds, ['ide Bordure^
ENA'MEL (Annt.) the cortex, or fine exterior covering of

the teeth, which is a vitreous substance.

Enamel (Paint.) to paint with various mineral colours.

Enamel is also a kind of coloured glass used in painting in

enamel.

ENANTE'SIS (Anat.) iixmn,;, from atrxu, to meet; a

meeting, or near approach of the ascending and descending

vessels. Gal.

ENANTIO'SIS (Rhct.) ivxvTi'ua-ic, a rhetorical figure where,

that which is spoken negatively, is to be understood affirm-

atively.

ENARGE'A (Bol.) a genus of plants, Class 6 Hexandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
tieneric Character. Cal. none.

—

Cor. petals six.

—

Stam.
Jilaments siK.—PisT. ^trm roundish; sfj/le three.

—

Per.
ierrij three-celled; seeds four.

Species. The single sjiecies is the Enargia marginata,

native of Terra del Fuego.

ENAUI'CYMON (Med.) vide Arict/mon.

ENARTHRO'SIS (.Med.) from «p«r, a joint ; the ball and

socket joint; a s\iccies o( diartltrosis, or moveable con-

nexion of bones.

ENHRE'VER (Archccol.) to write down in short. Drit. 53.

ENCjE'NIA (Ant.) anniversary feasts to commemorate the

building a city, the completing or consecrating of any new
and public work, &c. St. Augustin interprets the feast of

the dedication of the temple by the same word ; and the

consecration days, in the Christian church, have also been

BO called, (luintil. 1. 7, c. 2 ; .S'. August, in ./o/ia««. xlviii. 1

;

Suidas.; Paul. Diacon. in .Justinian. 1. 16; Gyrald. Sijnlag.

J)eor. 1. 17, p. r,02 ; lihodig. Ant. Lect. I. 22, c. Il ;'Stud:

de Ant. Conviv. 1. 1, c. ."53.

Enctenia is used, in modern times, in api)lication to the

commemorative festival, at O.xford, at the close of the

session, &c.
EN'CA'NTHI.S (Med.) t-/xx,(U, from x«.«»5, the angle of the

eye ; a disease in the caruncnla lachri/malis, of which there

arc two kinds ; namel)', tlie Encanlliis benigna, and the

J'.ncatithis maligna, scu in\ctcrala. Ccls. 1. 7, c. 7 ; G(d.

J)efin. Med.; Oribas. Si/nop. 1.8, c. 5i ; Paul. A^gincl.

1. :i, c. 22 ; Ad. de Meth. Med. 1. 4-, c. 11.

•ENCA'RDIA (Min.) a precious stone bearing the figure of

a heart. Plin. 1. 37, c. 10.

ENCA'1{DI0N (Med.) iyKafAcf, the heart, or pith of vege-

tables.

ENC
ENCA'RPIA (Arcliit.) flowerwork or fruiiwork on the cor-

ner of pillars. Vilruv. 1. 4', c. 1 ; Philand. in Vitruv.;.

Bald. Lex lit.

ENCATALE'PSIS (Med.) vide Catalepsis.

ENCATIirSMA (Med.) lyxaOio-^a, from i'/Kal/ifhai, to sit in;

a semicupium, or bath for half the body.
ENCA'UM.V (Med:) syicKi/AK, from x.u.lo', to burn; a pustule

contracted by a burn ; or the mark left by a burn. Aet.
Tetrab. 2, serm. 3, c. 25.

EXCA'USIS (Med.) ihe same as Encauma.
ENCA'USTIC (Paint.) the art of enamelling or painting

with fire, which was in use among the ancients ; but is now
unknown. Plin. 1. 35, c. 2; Salmas. Exercit. Plinian.

p. 164..

ENCEI'NTE (Fort.) the whole compass of a fortification, or

of the ground fortified.

ENCE'PHALOS (Anat.) iy^i^pxX'.i, the brain.

ENCE'RIS (Med.) tyxifi?, from Knfo^, wax ; small concre-
tions of wax sometimes found in plaisters as they cool.

Gal. de Com. Med. per Gen.
ENCHA'NTER'S NIGHTSHADE (Bot.) the Circca o(

LinnKus, a perennial

ENCHARA'XIS (Surg.) hx^f^h'i from )f^cifi.<r<rn, to scarify.

ENCHIRI'DIUM (Ant.) hz^'f'i'", from k')^, the hand; a
manual, or a portable volume.

ENCHELIS (Ent.) a kind of worms so small as not to be
visible to the naked eye. They are very simple, and have
a cylindrical body.

ENCHRI'STA (Med.) iV/Cf'^''> from xfla, to anoint; un-
guents or medicines with which to anoint.

ENCHU'SA (Bot.) vide Anchusa.

ENCHYLO'.MA (Med.) from x^^'fj chyle; an inspissated

juice or elixir.

E'NCHYMA (Med.) tyx.vu^a, from hx.^", to infuse ; an in-

fusion, or liquid medicine to be infused into the eyes,

ears, or injected into the thorax : it also implies a fulness

of the vessels in regard to themselves, as s-aSSc? KKra t;

'lyxvi/^a, a fulness from infusions. Gal. de Mul. c.6 ; Gorr.

Dif. Med.
ENCIIY^NIO'MA (Med.) ox Enchjmosis, lyx^y't't^", lyx"!''''-

o-i;, a sudden effusion of blood into the cutaneous vessels,

such as takes place in blushing. Hippocrat. Epid. 1. 2

:

Gorr. Def. Med. ; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

ENCHYMOSIS (Med.) vide Enchipnoma.
ENCHY'TA (Med.) from lyz^u, to infuse ; a funnel by
which any thing is instilled into the eyes, &c.

ENCHY'TOS (Med.) 'iyxMi'i, from sVx""> to infuse ; a fun-

nel by which any thing is infused or instilled into any ca-

vity of the body.
ENCLY'SMA (Med.) lyx.Xwft,a., from y.y^t'^u; to wash; a

clyster.

ENCLl'TIC (Gram.) certain particles joined to the end of

a word, as (jue, ne, x!e ; so called because they cast back

the accent to the syllable preceding.

ENCOE'LIA (Anat.) ('/;(;"*''>'-> 'roni xmAi'a, the belly ; the ab-

dominal viscera.

ENCOLA'PTICA (Mech.) iyx'>'''^^""i) the art of making
brass plates, and cutting in letters.

ENCO'Ll'lAS (Ant.) iyxoAs-iW, from xoAto;, a creek ; winds

arising out of creeks and nooks.

ENCO'MIUM (lihct.) iyKu/A^uiv, from xu/j.^, a tribe, or as-

sembly; an oration or song in praise of a person.

E'NCOPE (Med.) iyxoTK, from xottw, to cut; an incision or

impediment.

ENCO'RE (Mus.) French for, again, once more; a well-

known expression at the theatre, when the audience wish "

for a performance to be repeated.

ENCO'REI) (Mus.) an epithet for the performance or piece-

which has been called for a second time by the audience.

ENCRA'NION (Anal.) vide Cerebellum.



ENF
i-NCRA'IN (Vet.) a liorse either wrung or spoiled in the

withers.

ENCRATI'T^-E (Ecc.) a sect of heretics who forbad mar-
riage and affected continence.

E'NCllIS (Med.) iyfi, a sort of cake made of fine meal and
oil.

ENCIiO'ACHMEisT (Lain) an unlawful gaining upon the

riglits and possessions of another; as if, for example, two
men's grounds lying together, the one presses too far

upon anotiier; or if a tenant owes two shillings rent-service

to the lord, and the lord takes three.

ENCYCLOF.E'DIA yLit.) \yKVK>.o-:cc6\U, from i", in, «xAo?, a

circle, and TzxiiS'iix, learning, i. e. the whole circle or com-
pass of learning ; a term now particularly applied to dic-

tionaries which profess to explain the whole circle of
sciences.

ENCY'SIS (Med.) from iyxi/o;, to bring forth
; parturition.

ENCYS'TED (Med.) an epithet for humours which consist

of a fluid or other matter enclosed in a sac or cyst.

END roil END (Mar.) a term for a rope that runs all

out of the pulley, or off the block.

E'NDBITTEN (BjI.) vide Pnemorsu^.
ENDE'CAGON (Geom.) ahy.kym<.i,, a plain figure of eleven

sides and angles.

ENDEI'XIS (Med.) 'i'hiltc, an indication of diseases showing
what is to be done.

ENDE'MIAL (Med.) ov Endemical, an epithet for disorders

which infect a great many people in the same country,

or is common to the inhabitants of the same country. Gal.

Cotnin. 1, ill Hippocrat. Epid, 1. 1; Foes. (Econum. Hip-
pocrrit.

E'NDESIS (Med.) i'.^m?, from <?.«, to bind ; a ligature, or

connexion by means of a ligature. Hippocrat. de Oss.

E'NDICA (Med.) the Pieces.

• E'NDIVE (But.) an herbaceous plant, and a species of the

succory, the C/iicorium endivia of Linna:us, a biennial.

ENDO'USE (Her.) the fourth part of a pale, which is seldom
borne but when a pale is between them, [vide Pale']

ENDO'RSED (Her.) an epithet signifying back to back, the

same as addorxed.

ENDO'WINIENT (Law) the giving or assuring a dower to

a woman.
ENDO'RMI (Mil.) or itn soldat endormi, a soldier asleep on

guard.

EXELLAG'MENOS (Aiiat.) ini>.Xxyf/,iii><, from snAA-irTw, to

interchange; an epithet for the vertebrae, because of their

alternate and mutual insertion.

E'NEMA (Med.) a Clyster. Act. Meth. Med. 1. .5, c. 10.

E'NEMY' (Lav;) signifies properly an alien or foreigner, who
in a public capacity, and with a hostile intention, invades
any kingdom.

ENEHGE'TICAL BODIES (P/ii/.) such bodies or particles

as are eminently active, and produce manifest operations of
different natures, according to the various circumstances

or motions of those bodies.

ENERGU'MENS (Ant.) persons supposed to be possessed

with an evil spirit.

E'NERGY' (Med.) an active motion of the animal spirits.

Energy (R/ict.) a figure of speech which consists in great
- expression.

ENERVA'TIO (Med.) a weakness in the nerves and tendons.

ENE'RVIUM (Bot.) nerveless; an epithet for a leaf.

E'NFANS ;;errf«ra (Mil.) i. e. lost children; a term applied

in French to those soldiers who, at the head of a detach-
ment, begin an attack, or an assault, &c.

ENFEOFFMENT (/.nw) vide Infioffment.

ENFILA'DE (Mil.) the situation of a post that may be
scoured all the length of a straight line.

Enfilade (Archil.) a series or continuation of several things

disposed, as it were, in the same thread or line.

ENH
ENFI'LED (Her.) an epithet in blazoning, implying that

the head of a man, beast, or any other charge, is placed
on the blade of a sword.

TO ENFR ANCHI'SE (Lffu) to make a person a denizen, or

free citizen.

ENGASTRIMY''TIII (Ant.) .Vv«5-fv-v.-(!o., a name given to the

Pythias, or priestesses of Apollo, because they were ac-

customed to deliver their oracles from within, without

moving their lips, or even their tongues. Plut. de defect.

Orat.; Schol. in Aridoph. Vesp. To this mode of prophe-

sying the prophet Isaiah alludes in chapter the eighth,

verse the nineteenth, &c.
E'NGINE (Mcc/i.) from the French engin, and the Latin iii-

genium, signifying wit, or contrivance ; any mechanical

instrument in which various parts and movcu;ents concur to

produce some considerable effect.

ENGINEER (Mil.) in French viigineur, signifying literally

an ingenious person, is now applied to the person who is

well skilled in that branch of the military art which consists

in the attack and defence of forts.

E'NGISCOPE (Mec/i.) from fV"/i";, near, and rxnTiu, to view;
an instrument for viewing small bodies more distinctly ; the

same as the microscope.
ENGISO'MA (Med.) iyyiio-ufA/c., or iyyla-^f.:,!'., a fissure of the

cranium ; so called from syju;, near, because the bone lies

near the membrane which is under it. Gal. Def, Med

;

Gorr. Def. Med.
Engisoma (Surg.) a surgical instrument used in fractures of

the cranium.

ENGLE'CERY (Laxi-) or Knghxhirc, the being an English-

man, which it was necessary to prove a man to be in the

reign of Canute, in case he was murdered, that the

hundred might be exempt from an amercement that was
otherwise laid upon it. This law was made to protect the

Danes, who were frequently waylaid by the English, and
killed.

E'NCiLlSH Mercury (Bot.) the Cheiiopodum bonus Henricus
of Linnasus, an annual.

ENGOMPFIO'SIS (Anat.) vide Gomphosis.

ENGONA'SI (Astrcn.) ly/nao-i, i.e. iiigei!ikis,an epithet for

the constellation Hercules, because he is represented rest-

ing on his right knee.

ENGO'NIOS (Anal.) '%'r/i-v.t, ft-om yoiiU:, an angle; an epi-

thet applied to the flexure of the cubit.

ENGOULE'E (Her.) an epithet for crosses, saltires, ilcwhen
their extremities enter the mouths of lions, leopards, &c.

ENGRA'ILED (Her) vide higrailed.

ENGRAVING, the art of cutting figures, or the repre-

sentations of objects on metals, stones, or wood. En-
graving is performed in different maimers, namely— in

strokes with an instrument called i\\e graver ; and the de-

sign having been first traced with a sharp tool called the

dry-point ; in strokes cut with the dry-point, and after-

wards eaten in with aqua fortis, v.hich is called etching; in

mezzotinlo, -which is performed by a dark barli or ground,
being raised uniformly upon the plate with a toothed tool,

&c. ; in aqiiaiinta, a newly invented method of etching.

TO ENGRO'SS (Laxv) to write the rude draught of a thing

fair over in a large hand.

ENGRO'SSING-BLOCK (Mech.) a tool made use of by the

wire-drawers.

ENGUA'MBA URUVAPENSIUM (Bot.) a tree of mode-
rate size, from the fruit of which an oil is expressed that is

good for wounds. 'Raii Hist. Plant.

ENHiE'MON (Med.) 'imtfibm, the name of a plaster in My-
repsus.

ENH A'NCED (Her.) an epithet for an ordinary that is placed

above its usual situation, which principally haj)pcns to the

bend and its diminutives, [vide Bcndlet]

ENHARMO'NIC (Mtis.) a term imjilying a particular manner



ENS
of tuning the voice, and disposing the intervals in such
manner as to render the music more moving.

EN'HY'DKIS (Zoo/.) i'^^f^?, an adder, or water sn;il:e. Plin.

1. 30, c. 'J.

ENHY'DKOS [Min.) a round stone containing a liquid in

the inside. Plin. ]. 37, ell.
ENHY'DKUS is now the name of a genus of incrustated

ferruginous bodies, which contain a certain quantity of fluid.

ENI'X.-V (Surg.) the same as Puerpera.

ENI'XUM sal [C/iem.) a salt which partakes of the nature

of an acid and an alkali, as common salt, nitre, &c.
TO ENLA'KGE (Man.) to make a horse go large, that is,

to make him embrace a larger space of ground.
ENLA'UGEMRNT (/V/;7.) the act of going, or of being al-

lowed to go, beyond the prescribed bounds, as in the case

of an officer under arrest.

ENM.V'NC'HE (//f,- ) vide Mancfie.

ENNE.\DECA'TERIS (Chron.) a period of nineteen years,

which is known by the name of the Mctoiiic Cycle, or the

J.unar Cijcle.

E'NNEAGON (Gfow.) from i»i«, nine, and ywna, a corner

;

a regular geometrical figure of nine sides and angles.

ENNEA'NDRI.\ {Bnt.) from InU, nine, and aiop, a man, or

husband, nine-stamened ; the name of the ninth Class in

Linnaeus' Artificial Arrangement, comprehending those

plants which bear hermaphrodite flowers with nine stamens.

It is divided into orders, according to the number of the

pistils, namel)', Alonogt/iiia, Trigynia, and Hcxngynia :

the principal genera are as follow, Monogyyn^, Ijiurus, Hay,

/Innciirilia:}!, '.'ashcw Nut, &c.—Trigynia, IVtcum, Rhu-
barb, Sec.— Hexagynia, Butomus, Flowering Rush, &c.

ENNEAPE'TALU'S (Bot.) i.e. nine-petalled ; an epithet

for a corolla having nine petals, as in Tlica x^iridis, Mag-
nolia, and [.irifdoidroii.

ENKEAI'HA'RMACOS (Med.) J.««<pV««!. from i»U,

nine, and .pifnuxr.ov, a medicine ; a medicinal compo-iition

of nine ingredients. Cels. 1. .5, c. 19; Gal. de Comp. Med.
sccuml. hoc. I. •), c. G ; Acl. Paul. Egin. 1. 7, c. 24.

ENNEAPHY'LEUM (Bot.) ihe Ildlcbnrastcr.

ENNE.\T1CAL (Med.) an epithet for what appertains to

the period of nine days, as every ninth day of sickness,

which is called an enneatical day.

ENNEE'MIMERES (Gram.) from ^«'^, nine, «.«,<, half, and

(•Af)!., a part; the casura after the fourth foot, i.e. on the

ninth half foot, as in this example.

Illilu 1 lus nhi | ,1m mul
\

l\ jrdtus hyii \ nvtho.

E'NOCHS pillars (Ant.) two pillars said to have been erected

by Enoch, the son of Seth, the one of brick and the other

of stone, upon which the whole science of ar.tronomy is

said to have been engraven.

KNO'DIS (Vint ] knotless, i.e. without knots; an epithet

for a culm.

ENQUIRY, Writ of {/.ail) \u\c Iiir/uiri/.

I'.NS (Atrd.) the essence or most efficacious part of any sub-

stance.

Ess {Mel.) signifies literally being ; but is taken for that

which is conceived in its most abstract form. The scliool-

men have divided it into the ens rcale, or posilivum, i.e. the

real being ; and the ens rationis, which is an imaginary

being.

E.NSA'T.IC (But.) the fifth Order in Linna-us' Fragments,

and the sixth in the Natural Orders, containing some of

the liliaceous plants.

ENSEE'LEI) (l'(dcnn.) an epithet applied to a hawk which

has a thread drawn through his ujjper eye-lids, and fastened

under the beak to take away his sight.

E'NSIENT (Law) the being with child, which, in case of a

woman condenmed for any crime, is no ground to stay

judgiiienr ; but may afterwards be alleged against uxccutiou.

ENT
ENSIFO'RMIS (Bot.) ensiform or sword-shaped; an epithet

for some leaves, which are two edged, and have the shape
of a sword, as the Gladiole, Iris, Sfc.

EssiFOUMis {.Inat.) an epithet for the lowest part of the
sternum.

EN'SIGN (Mil.) the banner under which the soldiers are
ranged, according to the different regiments they belong.—Ensign, or Ensign Bearer, is the officer who carries the
colours ; the lowest commissioned officer in a company of
foot, being subordinate to the captain and lieutenant.

E'NSIGNED (Her.) an epithet equivalent to

ornamented, as in the annexed figure, which
represents a man's heart ensigned with a
crown, " Argent, a man's heart, gules, en-

signed with an imperial crown, or, on a chief,

azure, three mullets of the field." The
bearer of these singular arms was a man of
the name of Douglass, and the occasion of his bearing

them was his being sent on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land,
with the heart of Robert of Bruce.

ENSTA'CTON (MtY/.) '.'>,-«x-«, from s-«C^., to distil a liquid

collyrium, called stacticon by Paulus .Egineta. Gal. de
Comp. Med. sec Loc. I. 4, c. 7 ; Paul. .T.giuet. 1. 7, c. 16.

E'NSTASIS (Med.) s'i5-«i"?. from «ViV;:k.i, to stand in or ad-

here to, i. e. a lodgment or inhesion. Cass. Problem, 79;
Gorr. Med. Def.

ENTA'BLATUiiE (Archit.) that part of a column which i«

over the capital, comprehending the architrave, frize,

and cornice. Sometimes the entablature is taken for the
last row of stones on the top of a building, on which the

timber and covering rest, [vide .'Ircliiteclure^

PLNTA'BLER (Man.) the fault of a horse whose croupe goe»
before his shoulders in working upon volts.

ENTA'HA (Bot.) the Mimosa cnlada of Einnxus.
ENTAI'L (Law) a fee-tail, or fee-entailed, i. e. the estate

settled, scanted, or shortened, by which the heir is limited

or tied up to certain conditions with regard to the descent.

ENTA'LI (Min.) Fossile Alum.
ENTALIA (Sat.) called by the Italians Entnglia, are shells

or coverings for sea-worms.

E'NTASIS (Med.) i^rao-i;, from ts.'w, to stretch; a disten-

sion of any part. I/ippocrnl. de Ral. Vict, in Morli. Acut.;

Foes. QSconom. Ilippocrat,

ENTA'TICA (Med.) £»T«r«k, medicines which provoke
venery. del. Jurelian. de Acut. Morb. 1. 3, c. IS ; Paul.

/Kginet. 1. 7, c. 17 ; Gorr. Def. Med.
E'NTE (Her.) an epithet signifj'ing grafted or ingrafted,

which is used in the fourth grand quarter of his majesty's

arms, as Brunswick and Eunenburgh impaled, with

Saxony, entc en pointe, i. e. grafted in point.

ENTEEECHI'A (Phij.) l.nMztU, a term applied by Aris-

totle to the soul, the perfections as it were of nature, whicli

he supposed to be distinct from matter. .'Ir/slot. de Anini.

c. 3; Cic. Tusc. 1. 1, c. 10.

ro E'NTER (CarpcnI.) to insert the end of a tenon in the

mouth or beginning of a mortoise.

TO Enter (Falcon.) is said of a hawk when she first begin.'!

to kill.

E'NTERA (Anat.) vide Entcron.

ENTERADA'NES (Anat.) itnfxi'ai',, from 's-rifo^, an intes-

tine, and aS'nt, a gland ; the Intestinal Glands.

ENTERENCHY'T/E (Hurg.) i.7-!p<v>;<"-«i, from .'T.f*, the

viscera, and iv;cw, to infuse ; surgical instruments for ad-

ministering clysters.

ENTERP'I'IS (Med.) from 'I'vTipa, viscera; an inflammation

of the viscera; a genus of diseases, C\<\ss Pi/reme, Order

Phlegmasia', in Cullen's Nosology,

ENTEROCE'LE (Med.) i>Tifcy.t>,vi, from ?FT£f<», an intestine,

and >ir.>.n, a hernia ; a protrusion of any portion of the i»-

1

testines, cither into the na?el or the groin, which «8
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known commonly by the name of a rupture. Gal. Def.
Med. ; Oribas. de Morh. Curat. 1. 3, c. 52 ; Paul. A'.ainet.

1.3, c. 54-; Act. de Meth. Med. 1. 1, c. 22; Gorr.' Def.
Med.

ENTERO-EPIPLOCELE (Med.) from 'i,r,fo,, an intestine,

ixUxoot, the epiploon, and >ti;A>), a tumor; a rupture in

which a part of the intestine, with a part of the epiploon,

likewise is protruded. Gal. Def. Med. ; Gurr. Def. Med.
ENTERO-llY'DROCELE (Med.) from "»r^^', an intestine,

Waf, water, and KiiAn, a tumor ; a watery rupture.

ENTERO'MPHALOS (Med.) from i'.r,f.,, an intestine, and
ili,<px>.i(, the naval ; an umbilical hernia or rupture, formed
by the protrusion of tiie intestines at the navel.

E'NTERON (Med.) 'iirifn, from iu-o?, within; a term applied

by Hippocrates to the colon only. Hipporrut. 1. i, aphor. 3,

&c. ; Foe.'!. CEcononi. Hippocrat. Entcra, 'i'rifci, in the

plural, is also taken for sacks or bags into which fomen-
tations were put. Hippncrat. de Murb. 1. 3.

ENTEROPHY'TON vtil;<;are (Bot.) the sea chitterling ; a
plant which grows in the form of ivj-ifji', an intestine. Ruii
Hist. Plant.

ENTERO'RAPHE (Annt.) from s.r.f,., an intestine, and
fa?!», a suture ; a .suture of the intestines, or the sewing
together the divided edges of an intestine.

ENTEROSCHEOCE'LE (Anat.) iyTif,^yj,K-i>.-^, from 'i'T!,6,,

an intestine, iV^sa, the scrotum, and xt^i, a tumor; the

Hernia scnilalis, or rupture of the intestines when they
descend into the scrotum.

TO ENTERPE'N (Falcon.) a term applied to a hawk which
lias his feathers snarled or entangled.

TO ENTERPLEA'D (/.on) to discuss a point incidentally

falling out before the principal cause can have an end.

ENTERTAPNMENT (Mus.) a little afterpiece, either

musical or dramatic.

ENTERVI'EVV (Falcon.) the second year of a hawk's age.
ENTH.-E'MON (Med.) a medicine made of the tears that

drop from olive-trees in Arabia.

ENTHE'WATA (Husband.) grafts fixed into the clifts of
trees.

ENTHEMATA (Med.) medicines applied to green wounds
to stop the blood and course of the humours.

:
E'NTHETOS (Med.) i,S>rk, from »*.«,,«,., to put in ; an epi-

thet for medicines applied to the nose to stop an haemor-
rhage.

ENTHLA'SIS (Med.) U>.u,rn, from \y ar\& 6>.iu, to break;
a bruise or illision which leaves marks in the place where
it has been made. Hippocrat. de Intern. Affect.; Gal.
Exeges. Hippocrat. Vocab.

' ENTHUSIA'.SMUS (Med.) i,h<rLxtriJ,\i, from «i'.f, god; a

fanatic perculsion or divine inspiration, as when a person,

performing holy rites, loses his reason, and falling into

an ecstacy, sees strange sights, and hears strange sounds.

Gal. Def Med.
ENTHYMEM (Log.) h^ifi^n^y,, an imperfect syllogism,

where either the Major or the Minor is wanting, as being
easily to be supplied by the understanding ; as " Virtue is

a good thing, because no one can abuse it." As a com-
plete syllogism it would be, " That is a good thing, which

no one can abuse:" " No one can abuse virtue;" there-

fore, ' Virtue is a good thing." This sort of syllogism was
called the Rhetorical Syllogim, because it was much in

use among rhetoricians. Ari.^t. Rhct. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Cic. Top.

c. 1 3 : DionijS. in Jud. Lys. c. 15 ; Hermog. de Inven. ). 3 ;

Pliii. 1. 2, cp. 3; Demel. de Eloc. c. 30; Aul. Cell. 1.6,

c. 13; Quint. 1. J4, c. 14; Schul. Hermog. apud Aid. Rhel.

torn, ii; Cur. Fortunat. I. 2; Apsin. Rhetor, apud Aid.

Rliet. p. 703.

ENTIERTE (Lnxu) Entireness, as distinguished from moiety.

ENTIRE Tenancy (Law) sole possession in one man, as

distinguished from several tenancy.

'E.-»Tiv,v, perlransient (Her.) a line which crosses the middle

ENT
of the shield.— Entire pertingent, is the longest line in the

partition of the shield, which does not pass through the-

centre.

Entire (Mil.) or Rank entire, a line of men side by side.

ENTO'GANUM (Rut.) another name for the Melicope of
Linna-us.

ENTOMOLI'THUS (Min.) the body or other part of an
insect changed into a fossile substance, of which nianj

examples have been found.

ENTOMOLOGY, from i'.r./A«?, an insect, and ^^yos, the

doctrine ; is that part of general zoology wliich treats of

insects. An insect, as defined by Linna?us, is a small

animal breathing through lateral spiracles, furnished with

moveable antenna; and many feet, and covered either with

a crustaceous or a hairy skin. He has, however, separated

the worms from the class of insects; but throughout ihi.N

work, except in the present article, they are brought under
the head of Entomology, agreeably to the ordinary mean-
ing of the term. Insects may be considered in respect

to their anatomy, their metamorphoses, and their classi-

fication.

Anatomy of Insects.

The organization of Insects comprehends their external

and internal parts.

External Parts.

The body of an insect consists of four principal part.s,

namely, caput, the Head ; trnncus, the Trunk ; al)dowen,

the Abdomen ; and arlus, the Limbs or Extremities.

The Head. The Head, which is a distinguished part in

most insects, is furnished with oculi. Eyes ; anteiimr.

Horns ; and o.<;, a Mouth.
The Ei/es. The Eyes are commonly situated on each side

the head, and for the most part two in number, destitute

of e3'elids, and immoveable. In some insects, as spiders,

they are eight in number; and, in respect to their struc-

ture, they are frequently compound, i. e. consisting of
small hexagonal protuberance.^, placed with the utmost
regularity and exactness in lines crossing each other,

after the manner of lattice- work. In the two eyes of the
Libellula, or Dragon-Fly, there have been reckoned not
less than 25,000 such protuberances, which are supposed
to be so many lenses, or objtct-glasse.s.

The ei/e.s are, moreover, distinguished into oculi approxi-
mati, when placed close together ; colorali, when of a
different colour from that of the head ; eoncolores, of
the same colour with the head ; contigui, touching one
another

; fasciali, marked with strijjes of a different

colour ; fcnestrati, having the pupil glassy and transpa-

rent; henii.ipherici, convex, like the section of a globe;
inferi, placed on the under side of the head ; interrtipti,

broken, but continued either above or below; liinati,

resembling a crescent or new moon ; oblilerati, having
the pupil scarcely distinguishable ; pcduncidati, or stipi-

tati, elevated on a stalk or peduncle; ovales, eggshaped;
simplices, furnished with only one lens ; verticales, placed
on the crown of the head.

Ocelli or Stemmala. Besides the larger eyes many insects

have three small spherical bodies placed triangularly on
the crown of the head, called ocelli, or stemmata. They
are simple, and made for viewing large and distant objects.

Antenna:. The Antenna are two articulated moveable
processes placed on the head, which are subject to great
variety and form, the principal distinction between the
genera in the Linnean system : they are called selaccc,

setaceous, or bristle-shaped, when they gradually taper
towards their eKtremhy.Jiliforuies, or threadshaped, when
they are of equal diameter throughout, not visibly

smaller at the tip than at any other part ; moniliformes,

moniliform, when the joints are shaped like the beads of
3 necklace, each joint being globular, or nearly so ; r/a-
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xata, ctavatc, or clubsliaped, which thicken at the tip

into a knob or small club, as in the major part of the

buttcrHics ; fissile.<, fissile, those which are split or

divided at the tip into several liuiiella; or flat divisions,

as in the Scnrabtei, or lieetle tribe ; pectinatw, peetina-

ted, those which are divided into numerous processes

resembling the teeth of a comb ; barbatce, bearded,

those which are slightly feathered either on one or both

sides with fine lateral fibres or hairs ; pofoUatie, per-

foliate, those which have the joints of a flattened and
circular shape, vvitii the stem or body of the antenna;

passing through them, after the manner of a perfoliate

leaf, as exemplified in some of the beetle tribe : to these

may be added hrcvcs, those shorter than the body

;

approximali€, approximate ; cociiliinnla, connected at

the base ; phimusce ; rigidtc ; m»iusa;, &c.

T/tc Mouth. The Mouth is commonly situated in the

under part of the head, and varies much in different

tribes of insects. The parts observable in the mouth of

insects are as follow ; nariie!}'

—

Labia, the Lips, upper

and lower. The Upper Lip is a transverse, moveable,

soft piece, of a coriaceous or membranaceous nature,

known from its situation at the anterior part of the

mouth, and very distinctly visible in many of the Cole-

opterous tribe, as the Gryllus, Apis, &c. The Lower
Lip is situated immediately under the maxilla; ; this is

frequently lengtl'.ened so as to form the process wliich

is called the ligiiln, consisting of a single piece, of a soft

texture, and often bifid.

—

Maudibula:, the Mandibles,

are two horny substances jdacc^l one at each side of the

mouth, below the upper lip. They have a lateral

motion, by which tluy arc distinguished from the lips

v.hich move up and down as in other animals. In rapa-

cious insects tiie mandibles are stronger tlian in those

that perforate woods ; and the^e latter have stronger

mandibles than the herbivorous insects.

—

ISlaxilUe, the

.Jaws, two membranaceous substances, differing in figure

from the mandibles, under which they are situated, and
above the lower lip. 'J lioy have a lateral motion, and
are distinguished, as to tlicir form, into denluUc, i.e.

set with sharp-pointed processes ; ^fircipntcc, pincer-

shaped ;
/«rcnift', forked; luiiiilalce, thick in tiie middle

and smaller towards the base and the apex ; prominentes,

placed straight before the head.—i,/«^Ho, the Tongue, an
involuted tubular organ, which constitutes the whole
mouth in lepidopterous insects : this is of a setaceous

form, and frequently very long, asj^V. 8, Plate Xo.n.(35).
Through tills tube the insect draws the nectarious juices

of the flowers on which it subsists. When it takes its

food tiic tongue is cxserlcd ; but at other times it is

rolled up spirally between the palpi.

—

Rostrum, the

Beak or Snout, a moveable articulated member, which
forms the mouth in many of the Ilemipterous Order, as

the Cicada, Ciincx, Aphis, Ji^. 4, 5, (i, where the in-

flected snout is visible. This beak is hollow, and con-

tains, as in a sheath, several very fine biistles, with

which these insects perforate the substances from which

they extract their nutriment.

—

Proboscis, tlie Trunk,
serves the purpose of a mouth in most of the Dipte-

rous Order. It is fleshy, retractile, and often cylin-

drical, terminating with two lips, which are supposed

to possess the sense of taste in a liigh degree. The
Ilousc-1'ly and the 15ee afford familiar examples of the

proboscis.

—

Palpi, I'eelers, small moveable filiform or-

gans, placed mostly at each side the jaw, which resemble

the antenna;, but are smaller, and more distinctly articu-

lated, as./; Plate No. L (.'51), fig. 2, 3. They vary in

number from two to six in different insects. The palpi

are distinguished into clavati, clubsliaped; c/on^m/i, longer

than tiie mouth ; ciscrli, projecting out ; Jiliformes, of

tiie same thickness tiiroughout ; incurvi, turning straight

upwards at the ends ; recti, straight ; recurvi, turned
back; setacci, setaceous; Sec.

—

Clypeus, the Shield of
the head in coleopterous insects, which corresponds with
the front of the iiead in other insects.— Vertex, tlic Sum-
mit or Crown of the head.

—

Gida, the Throat, that part ]

which is opposed to the front of the head.

The Trunk. The Trunk, the second principal division of
which an insect consists, conipreliends that jiortion

which is situated between the head and the abdomen.
The trunk includes ^/(ora.t, the Chest; />fc;«s, the Breast;
sternum, the Breast-bone ; and scutcllum the .Scutel or
E.soutcheon.— Thorax is the upper part of the body to

which the first pair of legs is attached, as /), fig. 2, 3." It

varies much in form and structure, and is therefore Ae-
nomiwaicA convcxus, convex; co;i/n/«.5, cordate; gibbus,

gibbous; inrerjuulis, having the surface not flat; linciitus,

marked longitudinally; ob/ongus, ob\on'^;pHnctatns, mark-
ed with points ; villosus, hairy, &c.

—

Pectus, the Breast, is

the under part of the Thorax, to which the four posterior

feet are attached, and from which the wings in lepidop-
terous insects have their origin. This part is capable of
being comjiressed and dilated, as is observable in insects '

of the butterfly and moth tribe.

—

Sternum, or Breast-

bone, a ridge running under the breast, which is con-
spicuous in some insects.— ScnteUum, tlie Escutcheon,
is a lobelike process situated at the posterior part of
the thorax, as ,?, fig. 1, PI. No. I. (31). Its form is gene-
rally triangular, although in the coleopterous tribes it

approaches to the lieartshape.
i

Abdomen. The Abdomen, the third principal division, is

the posterior jiart of an insect's body, wliich is com-
posed of annular joints, or segments, as o, fig. 2,3. These
rings vary in number in dilferent insects, and the form
of the abdomen is also distinguished into iiqualc, when
it is of the same breadth with the thorax ; barbnlum,
having tufts of hair at the sides or extremity; /<//<«/((«/,

shaped like a sickle
; pctiolalum, attached to tlie thorax

by means of a slejider elongated tube ; planum, flat in the

under part; sessile, attached to the thorax in its whole
breadth, <S:c. The upper part of the abdomen is called

tcrgum, the Back; the inferior, ic»/f/-, the Belly; and
the opening at tlie iiosterior part, the venl ; and in most
insects the extremity is occupied with the organs of

generation. The motion of the abdomen is most visible

in those insects of the hyinenopterous tribe in particu-

lar which have that portion of the body pediculated.

This motion is cffectetl by means of muscles inserted in

the rings. To the abdomen belong eauda, the Tail, and
aculeus, the sting. Tlie tail is any appendage which
terminates the extremity of the abdomen, whicli is aris-

tata, when it terminates in a slender thread; Ibliaceous,

spreading out like a leaf, as in the lilatta ; Jhrcipnta,

shaped like a forceps ; sitacra, bristle-shaped, as in the Pa-
dura; biseta, having two slender attenuated seta;, i^c. The
sting, a well-known instrument of offence in some \ar

sects, is denominated simplex, liaving one dart ; cottt^

pusitus, having two or more darts; exsertus, projecting,

not lying within the body ; retractilis, capable of being

drawn in, as in the bees and wasps; )cco;/rf//«t, always

liid in the body, or seldom thrust out; vaginatus, en-

closed in a bivalve sheath. In some tribes of insects it

exists in the male, in others the females onl}' are pro-

vided with it; but it is seldom met with in both sexes

of the same kind.

Tlie Members. The Members, or Extremities, are, pcdcSt.

tlic legs ; aUe, tlie wings.

Legs. The legs of insects are six in number, but never more;

but the larva; of insects liave many otiiers, which are

denominated spurious feet. The pedes are distlngulslied,

according to their form and use, into

—

cursorii, formed

for running ; mutici, without claws or spines ; natatorii.
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compressed and formed for swimming ; saltatorii, with

thick thighs fitted for leaping ; scrrcUi, toothed iike a

saw ; spiiiosiy set with large spines. The Icapers are

principally found among the Curculio tribe ; the genera

Htjdrophijlus and Dijliscus are exan)ples of the swim-

mers. Tlie parts of the legs are femur, the Thigh

;

tibia, the Shank ; and tarsus, the Foot, as fig. 1-, pi. No. I.

(ji.) Femur is the first or upper joint, wliich is arcua-

tu»i, bent like a circular arch ; dentatum, having a mar-

gin with indentations ; hispidum, set with short rigid

bristles; incrassatum, growing tjiicker in the middle;

spinosum, set with spines ; niuiicuni, without spines ; sal-

tatorium, thick and formed for leaping, as in the Locust

tribe. That part which connects the thigli to the

body is called its liasis.— Tibia, or Sliank, the second

joint, is that part of the leg which varies its form most,

according to the use which is made of the pedes, as t,

fig. 4.— Tarsus, the Foot, or last joint, consists of seve-

ral articulations, which vary in number according to the

insect's mode of life. To the apex of the tarsus are at-

tached ungues, tlie claws.

Tlie fViugs. The Wings, the well-known organs of flight,

are either two or four in number, and consist of

—

basis,

a base, or that part by which it is attached to the tho-

rax ; apex, the part opposite to the base; casta, the

margin between the base and the apex; discus, the space

between the base, the apex, the margin, and the suture;

pterigostia, wing-bones, the streaked |)arts of the wings

wiiich are placed between two tiiin membranes, and
constitute the true wings of insects. Wings are placed

on each side of the insect so as that each pair should

correspond in situation and form, &c.; but where there

is more than one pair, the first arc mostly larger than

those behind. The wings are distinguished according

to their form, figure, te.sture, construction, &c. into

acuminata-, terminating in a subulated apex ; caudatcc,

when the hinder wings are extended into processes ;

crenattB, having the margin notched; auoidatcc, having

the margin angular ; deniiculatie, set with teeth ; diai-

later, divided to the base nearly like fingers; i/itegrre,

without indentations ; incurvatcc, the anterior margin

bent like an arch; nervosa:, full of nerves or vessels;

reticulata, the nerves disposed like network, as in the

Libellula ; maculatce, or picltv, spotted or marked with

coloured spots, bands, &c. ; variegatce, of different co-

lours ; radiattv, the nerves diverging like rays ; ocellatce,

marked with one or more ocelli, or eyelike spots, of

which the central is termed the pupiil, the exterior one

tlie iris; plana, which cannot be folded up; plicatiles,

that admit of being folded up at pleasure
; patentes, ex-

tended horizontally; erccta, such as stand erect when
the insect is at rest ; incumbenies, which rest on the up-

per part of the abdomen ; deJlexcB, such as are partly

ir.curabent, or simply bent down, &c. To the wings

belong also elijtra, the Wing-Cases, and halleres, the

Poisers or Balancers.

—

Elytra are two coriaceous wings,

which are expanded in flight ; but when at rest serve to

cover the abdomen, and to enclose the membranaceous
wings. The parts of the elytra are the base, the apex,

the margo or outer rim next the belly, and the sutura,

the part where the elytra meet and form a line in the

middle of the back from the base to the apex. They
belong to the coleopterous tribe of insects, and are dis-

tinguisiied according to their variety in colour, marks,

form, &c. into

—

lineala, marked with depressed lines;

punctata, marked with very small dots; pubeseentia, co-

vered with hair; rugosn, wrinkled; hispida, set with

short bristles; scabra, rough, with hard raised points;

spinosu, the margins set with spines ; dentata, set with

toothlike processes ;
prxmorsa, the apex terminating

obtusely; sinuaia, liollowcd as if scooped out; subulata
linear at the base, and pointed at the apex; Integra,

completely covering the back ; dimidiata, covering but
half the back; inaqiialia, the surface not flat; immar-
ginata, without a margin, or distinct rim ; niuricata,

rough with rigid spines; striata, slightly cliannelled;

convexa, convex, &c.

—

Ilaltcres, Poisers, two globular
bodies in insects of the Order Diptcra, which are placed
on slender stalks behind the wings, and seated on the
thorax: they are so called because they are supposed
to keep the insect steady in its flight.

Internal Organization of Insects.

The internal parts of insects are much less perfect and
distinct than those of larger animals, and of that which
is visible is very little known.

Brain, &c. The brain of insects is altogether different

from the substance whicli commonly goes by that name,
being little more than ganglions of nerves, which are

two in number, as observed in the crab, lobster, &c.
Each of these is supposed to serve the office of the

brain. Their muscles consist of fibres formed of fasci-

culi, and seldom produce more than tuo sorts of motion,
namely, that of an extensor and ajlcxor. There are no
salivary glands to be met with in the mouths of insects,

but they have a set of floating vessels which secrete a
fluid varying in colour in ditl'erent insects, which is verv
similar to sahva. The cesophagus, or organ of deglutition,

is a straight short tube, which consists of annular mus-
cular fibres, of which the trunk of the butterfly, the

proboscis of the common fly, and the snout of hemipte-
rous insects, forms a principal part.

Stomach, &c. The organs of digestion consist of the

stomach and intestinal canal, which, however, vary ma-
terially in different insects. For the most part they
have a single stomach, but it is sometimes double, and
sometimes manifold. The stomach also varies according
to the nature of the food which the insect takes ; in

some, which subsist on vegetable juices, it is membra-
naceous, as the Bees, which suck the nectar of flowers,

&c.: some, which feed on animal substances, as the Bug,
Boatfly, &c. have a muscular stomach; in others this

stomach is nothing but a continuation of the oesophagus,

such as the Cockchaft'er, and all Beetles, &c. which feed

on leaves and the roots of vegetables. The double sto-

mach is found in the coleopterous tribe, which feed on
other insects, as the Cieindcla, Carabus, &c.; the first

of the two stomachs is muscular, after the manner of
a gizzard; the second is a long membranaceous canal.

The insects, such as the Cricket and Grasshopper, which
have many stomachs, seem to employ them much after

the manner of the ruminating animals; some for the

reception and digestion of the food, and others for its

farther mastication.

Organs of respiration. Although insects have not lungs

like other animals, yet it has been ascertained that they
have vessels called spiracnla, which run along each side

of the body, and serve for the reception of air ; and
other vessels proceeding from these pores by the sides,

which are called trachea and bronchia:, because they
serve for the exspiration of the air.

Circulation and Secretion in Insects. Of the process of

circulation in insects little more is at present known,
than that a contraction and dilatation of the vessels is

observable in some kinds, particularly caterpillars ; but

the fluid which is supposed to supply the place of blood

is not of the same colour; for which reason insects were
reckoned, by the ancients, to be auimalia exsanguia,

bloodless animals. It is, however, now generally ad-

mitted, that not only circulation, but also secretionj is

i K
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common to insects with other animals. The latter pro- I

cess is supposed to be performed by means of a number
of long slender vessels which float in the internal cavi-

ties of the body, and serve to secrete the different fluids

which are peculiar to ditfcrent insects. Thus the Bte,

the Wasp, Sphex, &c. have two vessels situated at the

bottom of the sting, through which thej' discharge an

acrid fluid. The silk of the common Silkworm is said

bj' some to be a fluid. The Carabus and Dvtiscus

contain an acid which reddens the infusion of litmus, i

From the ant is extracted an acid well known to che-
;

mists, and the like is observable in other insects.
'

Distinction ofsex in insects. Insects are divided, in respect \

to sex, into the males, or those which have the male or-
;

gans of generation visible; females, or those furnished
[^

with female organs; and the neuters, or those which i

have no such organs of either kind visible, and are
|

therefore supposed to be of neither sex : although

others have imagined that they are females with the or-

gans undeveloped. The neuters are found mostly

among insects of the Hymenopttrous Order, as bees and
ants, where the)' act the part of labourers for the whole

community. The organs of generation are mostly situ-

ated near the extremity of the abdomen ; except in the

Spider, which has them in the feelers ; and the Dragon-
Fly, the male organ of which is situated in the breast,

and that of the female in the abdomen. But besides

the organs of generation, insects have also other marks
'

by which the sexes are distinguished, as difference of

size, brightness of colours, form of the antennse. Sec.

The male is always smaller than the female, and in

some cases, as in that of the Termes, the female is two

or three hundred times larger than the male ; but the

latter have the advantage of the former in the bright

colours of their wings, and the largeness of their an-

tennx. In many cases the females have no wings; and

in some instances, as that of the bee, the female has a

Eting, but the male none. The male insects are marked
in entomological writings by the character (J, the same

as for Mars ; and the female by $ , the sign of Venus.

Metamorphoses of Insects.

Insects appear in four states, nainely, the O-.-nm, or Egg;
the Larva, the Pupa, and the Ima^o, or perfect insect.

The Ezg- The first state in which insects mostly appear

is that of an oxum, or egg; but there are some examples

of viviparous insects, as in the genus Aphis, Musca, &c.

Larva. From the egg is hatched the insect in its second

or Caterpillar state, which is now generally denominated

the larva, on the authority of LinnKus ; although before

his time it was commonly called the eruca. The Larvie,

or Caterpillars of insects, differ verj* much from each

other, according to the tribe to which they belong.

Those of the Butterfly and Moth tribe are emphatically

known by the name of Caterpillars ; those of flies, bees,

&c. are generally known by the name of Maggots. The
Larva: of the beetle tribe arc generally of a thick,

clumsy form ; those of the Locust and Gr.asshopper differ

but little in appearance from the complete insect, ex-

cept in being destitute of wings : but those of the Dra-

gon-Fly, and other insects, are of a peculiar form. Vide

Plates No. I. II. (34-, 35.) It is in the Larva, or Cater-

pillar state, that insects are observed to be most vora-

cious; for in their complete state, as in the instance of

the Butterfly, thej- are satisfied with the lightest and

most delicate nutriment.

Pupa, or Cliryiolis. Tlie Pupa, or Chrysalis, is the third

state into which insects transform themselves. In order

to go through this process they cease to feed, and
placing themselves in a quiet situation, they by a labo-

rious effort, frequentlj' repeated, divest themselves of
their external skin, or larva coat, and immediately ap-

pear in their chrj'salis form, which varies in different in-

sects as much as that of the larva. In most of the

beetle tribe it is furnished with short legs, but the Pupa
of the butterfly tribe is entirel)- destitute of legs. In

most of the fly tribe it is perfectly oval, but in those of the

bee tribe it is very shapeless. The term Pupa has been
mostly adopted from Linnxus, in heu of the more an-

cient term Chrysalis.

Lnaso. The last and perfect state into which the insect

is transformed has been denominated, by Linnaeus, //-niio-o;

in which state it continues until the period of its extinc-

tion. This commonly takes place within the period of

a year, although some insects, as bees and spiders for

example, are supposed to live a considerable time ; and
many whose existence in the perfect state is not pro-

tracted beyond a year, and in some instances not above
many hours, will live in the state of larvae for a consi-

siderable time previous to their transformation. This

is particularly observable of water-insects, which are

found to be of much longer duration than land-insects.

Classification of Insects.

Entomology, in common with every other branch of Na-
tural History, has in an especial manner engaged the at-

tention of writers within the last two centuries, previous to

wliich it was only treated of occasionally, and incident-

ally. One of the earliest works, in which entomology
was considered scientifically, was published by Agricola
iu 15i9, in which he divided insects into I. Creeping
Insects, 2. Flying Insects, and 3. .Swimming Insects.

Aldrovandus distinguished Insects into terrestria et agua-

tica, which he subdivided into orders, according to the

number, nature, position. Sec. of their wings. Ray pub-
lished in 1710 his Historia Insectorum, which was the

joint labour of himself and Wiiloughby. In this history,

insects are divided into <raHim!//nA/7M and (n<rn»j»»/MA;7w,

which were subdivided according to the number of their

legs, their place of habitation, size. Sec. The transmu-

tabilia are divided into four orders: I. J'aginipennes,

those which have wings covered with a sheath. 2. Papi-

liones, lepidopterous insects. 3. Qiiadripennes, fou>
winged insects. 4. Sipennes, two-winged insects. These
are again subdivided into families.

Linnean Si/stenj. In 1735 the system of Linna;us was pub-

lished, which has since been universally adopted, with

little or no alteration, except such as he himself thought

proper. At first it consisted of only four orders, which

lie afterwards increased to the number of seven, namely,

Coleoptera, Heniiptera, Lepidoptera, Neuroplera, Hy-
menoptera, Diptera, and Aptcra, which are founded on

the number and construction of the wings.

—

Coleoptera,

the first order, contains all those insects whose wings

are guarded bj' horny sheaths or cases, called the eli/tra;

among the principal genera of this order are the Beetles.—Hetniptera, i. e. half-winged, the second order, com-
prehends those insects which have the upper half of

their wing-sheaths tough and leathery, and the lower

part membranaceous. The principal insects of this tribe

are the Locusts, Grasshoppers. Cicadtr, &c.

—

Lepidop-

tera, i. e. scaly-winged, the third order, consist of the

insects commonly known bj* the names of the Moth and

Butterfly. This Order derives its name from the powder

observable on their wings, which is supposed to consist

of minute scales, although this has been by some dis-

puted.— Seuroptera, i. e. nerve-winged, is the fourth

order, which is distinguished by the reticular form of the

wing in the insects of which it is composed. The
Dragon Fly is the most remarkable among the genera.—
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Ilymenoptera, the fifth order, comprehends those insects

wliich have four wings, all of them furnished with a

sting, or some process similar thereto, of which the Bee
and Wasp afford the best examples.

—

Uiplcra, the sixth

order, includes the two-winged insects, as the Fly and
the Gnat.—Aptera, i. e. wingless, the seventh order,

comprehends those insects which are totally destitute of

wings, as Spiders, Centipedes, Scolopendras, &c. under
which class Linnaeus has also comprehended the Crab
and the Lobster, that are generally excluded from the

number of insects.

Since his time the number of writers on Entomology has

increased incalculably ; and some of them, as Degeer,
Reitzius, and Fabricius, have attempted to improve the

Linnean system by increasing the number of orders, but
their alterations have not been generally adopted.

Explanation of the Plates.

Plate No. I. (34-.)

The Parts of Insects.

—

Fig. 1. The Lncamis cerviis, having

a a, the cicivate antetuKE clubpectinate ; pp, i\\c maxillary

palpi; 1 1, the labial palpi ; mm, the manditiles ; t, the

thorax ; s, the scidellum ; e, the elytra ; ff, thefemora ;

gg, the tidite ; h It, the tarsi ; u u, the ungues. 2. 3. The
Ditisciis, having n a, the setaceous antennre, or Horns;

jyf, the feelers ; e e, the Eyes ; ^;, the Thorax ; b, the

breast ; o, the Abdomen : m m, the membranaceous
Under-Wings ; /, the tail ; 1 1, the ciliate Legs, formed
for swimming. 4. The Pes of an insect, consisting of,

f, the Femur; s, the Shank, or Leg; /, the Tibia; u,

the Ungues, or Claws. ,5. An insect of the [lapiliona-

ccous tribe, having, a a, the claiate antenna; u, the

interior part of the wing; d, the disk of the wing; p,

the posterior part of the wing ; e, the exterior ; o, the

occllate, or eye-like spot, having the Pupil in the centre,

and the ring round, called the Iris ; t, the Tail, or pro-

cess at the end of the wing.—States of the Insect. Fig. 6.

e, the Eggs; /, the Larva; p, the Pupa.— Orders of In-

sects. Order I. Ccleoptera. Fig. 7. The Scarabaus
Hercules, or Hercules Beetle. S. The Ptiiiusjhtidicus,

or Death-Watch, in its natural size, and magnified.

9. The Lampyris, or Glow-Worm, female and male ; o,

the Ova, or Eggs; /, the Larva; p, the Pupa. 10. The
Curculio palmarum, the Palm-Worm and its Larva,

Plate No. n. (55.)

Order II. Hemiptera. Fig. \. The Mantis oratoria, or

Camel-Cricket. 2. The Mantis siccifolia, or Walking
leaf. 3. The Gryllus monstrosus. 4. The Cicada lanata.

5. Cimex stagnorum. 6. The Aphis Rosa, or Plant

Louse. 7. Coccus cacti, or the Cochineal, in the Male ;

f, the Female.—Order III. Lrpidoptcra. Fig. 8. The
Sphinx ; /, the Lar\ a ; p, the Pupa. 9. PhaUcna mori,

or the Silk Worm ; /, the Larva ; p, the Pupa.—Order
IV. Xcuroptera. Fig. 10. Libellula variegata, the Dra-
gon-Fly; /, the Larva; p, the Pupa. II. Ephemera, or

the Day-Fly, 12. The Raphidia Ophiopsis. 13. The
Hemorobius.—Order V. Hymenoptera. Fig. 14. The
Ichneumon puparum. 15. Ichneumon Inrvarum.—Order
VI. Diptcra. Fig. 16. Oestrus, the Gad-Fly.—Order
VII. Aptera. Fig. 17. The Scolopendra morsitans.

ENTOYEIl (Her.) an epithet for a bordure ,_

charged with dead or artificial things, as in Idj
^
^ "

the annexed figure ; he beareth " Argent a I

bordure or, entoyer of rests or clarions a;i(r(?." ! y
E'NTRA\'0'NS (Man.) French for horses' pas- '

terns, being pieces of leather, two inches Vi"

broad, turned up, and stuffed on the inside, to

prevent hurting the pastern.

ENW
ENTREE' (Zati') or entre. [vide Entry^
ENTRE'MES (Mus.) a short musical interlude much used in

Spain.

ENTRE-ME'TS (Mus.) French for the inferior and lesser

movements inserted in a composition between those of more
importance.

ENTREPA'S {Man.) the broken pace of ahorse that is nei-

ther a walk nor a trot, but most resembles an amble.

ENTRESO'LE (Archit.) a kind of little story contrived oc-

casionally at the top of the first story, for the conveniency
of a wardrobe, ^c.

ENTREPO'T {Com.) a public magazine appointed by the

state for the reception of merchandize from foreign coun-

tries.

ENTRICFIO'MA (Anat.) the utmost extremity or edge of

the eyelid.

ENTRi'MMA (Med.) vide lulntnm.

EK'TRIES {Mus.) the acts of operas, burlettas, &c.

Entries (Sport.) thickets or places through which deer are

found to have lately passed.

ENTRING {Mar.) the same as boarding.

EN'TROCHUS (Min.) a sort of extraneous fossils, made up
of round joints.

ENTRU'SION (Law) vide Intrmion.

E'NTRY (Lrtti') in French entree, in Latin introitus, or in-

gressus, signifies the taking possession of lands or tene-

ments where a man hath title of entry ; it is also used for

a writ of possession, as

—

Entry ad communem legem, a
writ lying, where a tenant for life alienes lands, and dies,

for the party in reversion against the person who is in pos-

session.

—

Entry ad terminum qui pratcriit, a writ which
lies for a lessor in case lands being let to a man for the life

of another, and he for whose life the lands are leased dies,

and the lessee or tenant holds over his term.

—

Entry causa

matrimonii praloculi, a writ lying where lands or tenements

are given to a man upon condition that he lake the donor
to wife, and he marries another, or refuses to fulfil the con-

dition.

—

Entry in casu proviso, [vide Casu']—Entry sine

asscnsu capituli, a writ lying when an abbot or prior, &c.
aliens lands, &c. without the assent of the convent, and
dies, &c.

^-HTViY of goods (Laxv) at the Custom House is the passing

the bills through the hands of the proper officers.

Ektky (Com.) the act of setting down the particulars in a

merchant's books ; this is done either by single or double

entrij, which are two distinct modes of book-keeping, [vide

Eook-keeping\

ENVE'LOPE (Fori.) a work of earth, sometimes in the form

of a breastwork, or parapet, which is sometimes called a

conserve, a lunette, &c.

ENVE'LOPED (Hei:) vide Enwapped.
E'NULA (Bot.) another name for the Inula of Linnaeus.

E'NULON (Anat.) £»»>.«, from jJ/.m, the gums; the internal

flesh of the gums. P(jll. Ononu 1. 2, segm. 94.

ENUMERATION (Rhet.) a part of the peroration, in which

the orator collects the scattered heads of his speech.

E'NVOYS (Mies.) the old English ballads, as they were for-

merly called.

E'NURE (Laii:) to be available, or of force.

ENURE'SIS {Med.) from E'Sfsm, to make water; an inconti-

nencv, or involuntary flow of urine, a genus of diseases,

Class' Locales, Order Opocenoses, in Cullen's Nosology.

ENU'RNEY (Her.) an epithet for a bordure

charged with wild beasts, as in the annexed

figure, as " He beareth argent a bordure

quarterly, i. e. ruby, enurny of three lions

passant guardant or. The second azure,

verdoy of as many fleurs de lis or. The third

is as the second ; the fourth as the first."

ENWRA'PPED [Her.) an epithet for a child's head couped
4 K 2
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below the shoulder, enwrapped about the neck with a

snake.

ENY'STIION (Annt.) ii>v^fey, the second ventricle of the

stomach in ruminating beasts. Arist. de Part. Anitn. 1. 3,

c. 14.

EODO'RBRICE (^rt/i^o/.) Hedge-breaking, mentioned m
the laws of King Alfred. Lrg. Alfred, c. 35.

E'OLIAN {Mux.) vide Aiolian.

EOLO'PILE (Ili/d.) vide jEolopile.

EO'RA {Ant.) vide .Horn.

E'OHLE (Polit.) vide EarL
EP.V'CHTHES (Ant.) i^xyjic, a festival celebrated by the

Hceotians in honour of Ceres. P/nt. de hid. et Osir.

El'.VCMA'STICOS (Med.) an epithet for a sort of fever

that increases in strength, [vide Anabasis']

EPA'CRIS (Bof.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,

Order i Muii'\s'/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved.—Con. one-

petalied.—Stam. ^^/(7>»eH/i five; anthers incumbent.

—

I'lsT. germ roundish ; stijle short; stigma capitate.—PfiR.

capsule globular ; seeds numerous.

r.pecies. The species are all natives of New Zealand, as

the Epacris longifolia, seu Ardisia.—Epacrisjuniperina,

seu Stephelina, See.

E'F.\CT {Chron.) a term denoting the excess of the solar

month above the lunar synodical month, or of the solar

year above the lunar year of twelve synodical months.

[vide Chronology]

EP.VGO'CiE (nhet.) \?rx.yuy,,, from lau'/u), to induce, orato-

rical induction ; a figure of speech which consists in de-

monstrating and proving universal propositions by parti-

culars. Arist. Rhet. 1. J, c. 2 ; Cic. de Invent. 1. 1, c. 31

;

Dionijs. Hal. Comp. 4 ; Rujinian. fig. 26 ;
Quintil. 1. 5,

c. 10; P/»^sect. 53; Suidas.

EPAGO'GION (Med.) fT«yiv'»», from wayw, to induce, or

cover over; the prepuce. Diosc. 1. 3, c. 25.

E'PAGON (Mech.) Uiy^>, from f-T«yar, to induce ; a truckle

in a crane, or such like engine.

EPAINE'TIC (Poet.) from ss-ai./o;, to praise ; an epithet for

a poem that is spoken in praise of any eminent person.

EPANADIDO'NTES Piurli {Med.) iitccn^Mira wvfircl, an

epithet for fevers which increase in the degree of heat.

Hippncrat. Epid. 1. 6, aphor. 17.

EP.ANADIPLO'SLS (Rhcl.) a figure of .speech, in which

the sentence begins and ends with the same words, [vide

Palilogia]

Epanauiclosis {Med.) a reduplication, {\\die Anadiplosis]

EP.\NALE'PSIS {Med.) eV«»iA^-4/i;, a restoration to life.

Epanalepsis {Rhet.) a figure of speech, in which the same

word is repeated by way of em|)hasis. Ilennog. s-ffi i^.

apnd. Aid. Rhet. p. 50; j)emet. de Eloc. p. 196.

EPAN.VPHORA (Ilhet.) vide Anaphora.

EPANA'ST.VSIS (.Med.) l^ava^tura, from fVaxVsjAi, to raise;

a tumor, or tubercle. JJippocrat. dc Coac. ; Act. de Meth.

Med. Prcef. 1.6.

EPANCYLO'TUS (Med) «V«7'='>"»'"5, a sort of bandage

described by Galen and Oribasius. Gal. dc Ease. ; Oribas.

de I.ar/.
_

E1'.\'NODO.S (Rhet.) a figure in which the same or similar

words are used in two or more sentences, as " Neither

the light witho\it the sun, nor yet the sun without its light."

EP.^NORTHO'SIS (Rhcl.) the act of an orator, who, think-

ing his expressions too faint and weak, corrects his dis-

course by adding others that are stronger. Jul. Rujinian.

EPAPII.E'RE.SIS (Mcd.\ .-7«4>;i.f>j(ri:, from a^iaiff'*, to take

away ; a removal, or taking away; a])plied particularly to re-

pealed phlebotomy. Gal. dc Curand. Rat. per Hang. Miss.

c. 1.

EPA'RER {Man.) a French term for the flinging and

yerking of a horse.

EPH
EPA'RGEMOS (Med.) Uxf/iu.ic, an epithet for a person

affected with the argema. [vide Argeina]
EPARI'T.\ (Min) a sort of argillaceous earth of the colour

of the liver.

EPA'R.MATA (Med.) the swellings of the glandules, or
kernels behind the ears, called parotides.

EPA'RSIS (Med.) or eparma, izifinc, izufi/ja, from "if, to
raise ; any sort of tumor, but particularly of the parotid
glands.

EP.\'ULE (Fort.) the shoulder of the bastion, or the angle
of the face and flank ; whence that angle is often called

the angle of the epaitle.

EP-VULER (Port.) a French term for raising any work, as

epaider une liatterie, to raise a balterj'.

EPAULE'TTES (Mil.) Shoulder-Knots worn as marks of
distinction, by the commissioned and warrant officers, on
one or both shoulders ; those for Serjeants are of the colour

of the facing; those for the officers are made of gold or

silver lace.

EP.^U'LE.MENT (Fort.) a sidework made of earth thrown
up, gabions, &c. ; it is also used for a demibaslion.

EPA'ULIER (Mil.) the shoulder plate of armour.
EPAUXE'SIS (Rhet.) a rhetorical figure which serves to in-

crease the energy of the discourse.

EPENCRA'NIS (Anat.) Ui,Kfx,U, the cerebellum. Gal. de

Usu. Part.

EPE'NTIIESIS {Gram.) the putting of a letter or syllable

in the middle of a word, as iuduperator for impcrato%
EPE'RLANUS (Ich.) the Smelt.

EPE'RVA (Boi.) the Dimorphafalcata of Linnaeus.

EPH A (Ant.) or ephah, n£3'«, a measure among the Hebrews,
both for liquid and dry things ; as a liquid measure, it con-

tained the same as the bath ; as a dry measure, it was equal

to three pecks, three pints, twelve solid inches, and four

decimal parts.

EPHiE'STIA (Ant.) vide Hephestia.

EPHE'BIA (Ant.) iip^/3i«, puberty, or the age of fifteen.

EPHEBI'UM (Ant.) i(f:r,iium, the place w-here young men
wrestled and exercised themselves. Vitruv. 1. 5, c. 2; Phi-

land, in J'itrmK ; Bald. Lex. Vitruv.

EPHE'DRA (Bot.) or Ephedron, l<pJix. 'iipt^^c-.; is another

name for the Hippuris, or horse-tail. Dioscor. 1. 4, c. 46

;

Plin. 1. 26, c. 7.

Ephedra, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 22
Dioecia, Order 12 Monodelphia.

Generic Character. Cai.. perianth proper.—CoR. none.

—

StAM. ^laments seven; ariihers roundish.

—

VisT. germs
two ; sti/les simple ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none ; seed.^

two.

Species. The species are shrubs, as Ephedra distichya,

seu Ova Polt/gonum, Great Shrubby Ilorse-tail, or Sea

Grape.

—

Ephedra monostichi/a, Great Shrubby Horse-

Tail, &c.
Ephedra (Surg.) an instrument for the reduction of luxated

bones.

EPH1:DR0N {Bot.) \u\e Ephedra.

El'Hli'LCIS (Med.) scJsAki!, from i^ikc., an ulcer ; an abra-

sion from an ulcer ; also something bloody brought up by
coughing in an ILxinoptj'sis. Gal. de Luc. Affect. 1. 1,

c. 1 ; Gorr. Def. Med.
E'PIIELIS (Mc'd.) from sVi and ti'^no;, the sun ; sun-burning,

a disorder from exi)osure to the sun. Ccl. 1. 6, c. 5

;

Oribas. de Loc. Affect. 1. 4, C. 52.

EPIIE'iMERA (Med.) i<piiJt>ifce, from i.Ti and i/^'ft, a day;

an epithet for a fever which lasts through the whole course

of the day. Gal. de Cris. 1. 2, c. 9; Act. de Meth. Med.

1.2, c. 1.

Ephemera (Ent.) the Day-Flj', a genus of insects of the

Neuropterous Order.

Generic Character. Mouth without mandibles
;
yef/^« four



EPH
very sliort ; atitonitr filiform ; slemm.Tla three large

;

xvings erect ; tail terminating in bristles.

Species. This insect derives its name from the shortness

of its eNistence, wliieh seldom exceeds the space of a
day, and sometimes not that of an hour. It is seen

every where about waters in the summer.
EPHEME'RIDES {Mn/.) an epithet for diseases which

attack patients at particular times of the moon.
EPHE'MliRlS [Aslrox.) ipr.ijw.fU,, from r.y^sfx, ada\'; ajournal,

or a calendar, that contains a register of the daily motions

or changes of the position of the planets.

EPHE'.AIEKUM (Bol.) i3?«.:fo», a plant which is reckoned
deleterious bj' Theophrastus, and some other writers, and
is supposed to be so called because it was said to kill, in

one day, any one who ate of it. It is otherwise called

Cokhiciim, liecause it grew in Colchis.

Xicand. in Alexipli.
\

iit i\ TO Mraiiyii V-oXxv^'i Ix^'f'i'"' ^«i \

According to Galen there was another plant of this name,
which was not poisonous. Theophrast. 1. 9, c. 16 ; Dioscor.

1. i, c. >SS; Pliii. 1. 25, c. IS; Gat. clc Simp. 1. G ; Oribas.

Med. Collect. 1. II ; Aet. Tetrab. 1, serm. 2; Faid. .Egiiiet.

\.7, C.3.

EpHEMERu.Nf, in the Linnean sr/steiii, is the Commelina Ben-
geltren.si's. '

EPHE'SIA {Ant.) i(?(trU, a festival, celebrated in Arcadia,

in honour of Diana. Tliucyd. 1.3, c. lOt; Strab.X. 14;
Poll. Onont. 1. 1, c. J ; Fausan. 1. 8, c. 13.

EPHE'SIUM (Med.) a plaister described by Celsus. De Re
Med. 1. 4, c. 85.

E'PHET/E [Ant.) spiral, from l?iVi, to appeal ; judges at

Athens who tried cases of manslaughter. They were

probably so called because appeals were made in an espe-

cial manner to them for the decision of causes. They
were either instituted originally, or reduced to the number
of fifty by Draco, and afterwards had their power consi-

derably reduced by Solon. Poll. 1. 8, c. 10 ; Plutarch, in

Solon ; Hurpocratioti ; Sitidas ; Sigon. de Rep. Athen.

1. 3, c. 3.

EPHIA'LTES (Med.) vide Incubua.

EPHIDRO'SIS (Med.) '!(p.c>o-i?, from e<?4'.". to break out

into a sweat ; a syniptomatical sweat which breaks out

either over the whole body, or is confined to the face,

head, and neck. Hippocrat. Prorrhet. 1. I ; Gal. Comm. 2.

EPHIE'LIS (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class 8 Octandria,

Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved. — Cor.
petals five.—Stam. Jilaments eight; ayithers Toundish.—
PisT. <jerm ovate; slijle none; stigma blant,—Per. cap-

sule oblong ; seeds two.

Si)ecies. The single species is a tree, as the Ephielis guia-

iiensis, seu Matriiba, native of Guiana.

EPHI'PPIUM (Ann/.) part of the os sphenoides, in which

the pituitary gland is placed.

EpHippiuM (.4nt.) i^iTTi!.*, from WI, upon, andiV.To;, ahorse;

the trappings or coverings for a horse, whence the saying

of Horace, Optat bos cphippia, proverbial for a person

discontented with his condition. Xenoph. Cyropced. 1. 8

;

Varr. apud Son. \. 2 ; Cccs. de Bell. Gall. 1. 4, c. 2 ; Poll.

Onom. 1. 1, scgm. 185 ; Did. 1- 57.

EPHl'PPUS (Ant.) a gymnastic exercise among the Lace-

daemonians. Suidas ; Hesychius.

EPHOD (Theol.) iis«, a linen garment worn by the Jewish

high priest and the other inferior priests.

E'PHODOS (Med.) ^oh<, from M, mA i^ci, away; signi-

fies in Hippocrates, 1 . The duct or passage by which the

excrements are evacuated. Epid. 1. 6, sect. 2, aph. 25.

EPI

2. The periodical attack of a fever. De Prognos. 3. The
accession of things, similar or dissimilar, which may benefit

or hurt the body. De Dicrt. ; Gal. Comm. in Hippocrat.
E'PIIORUS (Ant.) V^^pt, from i(pofU', to inspect, an

officer of great power among the Lacedaemonians; so
called because he was admitted to an inspection of the
greater mysteries of Ceres. The Ephori were five in num-
ber, and possessed a power that was more than regal, for

they took upon them to punish the Spartan Kings, as in

the case of Pausanias and others. Aristot. Potit. 1. 2, c. D

;

Pint, in Cleom. Pausan. ; Pausan. 1. 3.

E'PIALOS (Med.) K^/xMi, from tnricc, gentle, and ci/sxitK,

to heat; an epithet for a fever attended with a sensation

of heat and cold in the same part, and at the same time.

Hippicrat. z-fpi iTrU-j'.z. Gal. de Dijf. Feb. 1. 2, c. 6 ; Paul.
.F.gin. 1. 2, c. 25.

EPIAULA (Ant.) the name of a popular song among the
Greeks, answering to what might now be called the song

of the Millers.

EPI'BADES (Ant.) hiSafti, Passage-boats, or ships to carry
burdens.

EPIBATE'RION (Ant.) Uii2ury,fiiii, verses made on the oc-
casion of a person's return to his country. Scalig. Poet.
1. 1, c. 50.

EPIBATE'RIUxM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 21 Mo-
noecia. Order G Hexandria.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth double.

—

Cor. petals

six.— Stam. filnments six; anthers roundish.

—

Pist.
germs throe; styles three; stigmas compressed.

—

Per.
drupes three ; seeds nut kidne}' form.

Species. The sinsjle species is the I'.pibaterium pendulum.
EPI'BOLE (Med.)\k\e Incubus.

E'PIC (Poet.) ir^iy-h, from is-o-,, a verse ; an epithet for hexa-
meter verse, because it is always used in epic poetry.

—

Epic Poem, a poem, the subject of which is always some
hero or distinguished person.

EPICA'NTHIDES (Anat.) fV.xavSi'Ac, the two angles of the

eye.

EPICA'RPIU^I (Med.) iitiKUfTTim, a medicine applied to the
wrist to drive away intermitting fevers.

EPICA'UMA (Med.) UiKxvu-x, a crusty ulceration on the
surface of the pupil of the eye, in distinction from the
encauma, which is situated either on the pu])il or the white
of the eye, and the caligo, which covers the greater part of
the pupil. Gal. Dejin. Med. ; Aet. Tetrab. 2, serm. 2,

c. 2; Paul. .Eginel. 1. 3, c. 22; Act. de Meth. Med. 1. 2,

c. 7.

EPICE'DIUM (Ant.) i7T,Mhw>, a funeral song, or copy of
verses in praise of a person deceased. The Epicedium is

made previous to burial; the Epitaph after the burial.

Serv. in I irg.

EPICE'NE (Gram.) i3-iK!ii»e!, i. e. common ; an epithet for

the gender of such words as are common to both sexes ;

as ///(•, et hcFc parens ; a parent, father, or mother.
EPICERA'STICA (Med.) sT.xfpaj-ixa, medicines which mo-

derate sharp humours. Gorr. Def. Med.
EPICHIRE'MATA (Rhct.) iV.xi.'pv-ara, rhetorical artifices

which the orator uses either in proving or persuading,

called by Aristotle srirsi;, and by Cicero argumenta.

Aristot. Rhet. 1. 2, c. 20 ; Cic. de Juv. 1. 1, c. 34 ; Diunys.
Hal. Jud. in Lys. c. 15; Hermog. xifl iipt; Apsin. Art.

Rhet. lift iilvijuriij,. ; Quintil. I. 5, c. 14 ; Minucian. ^ifi eiri^sif

.

apud Aid. p. 731 ; Menander. Rhet. s-ifi 'tri.i'.mr. J'laij. 1. 3,

c. 2.

EPICHIRE'SIS (Med.) vide Enchiresis.

EPICHIROTO'NIA (.-Int.) srixufoTmlx, the annual cere-

mony of revising the laws, which was instituted bj- Solon ;

it was so called from the manner of giving their suffrages by
holding up their hands.

EPICHOLOS (Med.) Is-i'^i'^e!, from Z'>', the bile; bilious.
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EPICIIO'RDIS {MecL) t^r/^'.fiU, from ^i-p^v,, an intestine; t!ic

mesentcrv. Arcl. clc Cans, ct Sign. Acut. Mori. 1. 2, c. (>.

EPlCHO'lilOS (Med.) vide Epidcmius.

El'iCHY'SlS (Ant.) a brass vessel like an ewer to pour wine

out of.

ETICITHARIS'MA [Ant.] i-^y.^eifiTi^.u, the last part of the

interlude, or a flourish of music after the play was done.

EPICl.I'DIA {Ant.) iTTix-uiSin, an Athenian festival in honour
of Ceres. llcs:jchius.

EPICO'EEIS {Med.) i!T:x.a>.U, the upper eye-lid.

EPICCE'XUS {Gram.) \\i\Q Epkcne.

EPICO'LIC/E renioncs {Auni.) the lateral or lumbar regions

adjaeent to the colon.

EPICOPIIO'.SIS {Med.) vide Cophr,iis.

EPICRA'XIUM {Anat.} the common integuments, apaneu-

rosis, and muscular e.\pansion which lie upon the cranium.

EPICRA'SIS (Med.) Uiicpo-.;, an attemperation of tlie hu-

mours ; a cure performed in the alterative way by degrees,

and, with attemperating medicines, is called a cure per

Eoicrn.'iin. Gnl. de Mcl/i. Med. 1. 12, c. 8.

EPICRE'X.Ti (Aid.) Uixfitai, a Lacedemonian festival in

honour of Ceres. Ilesi/eliius.

EPICTE'XION (Anal.) Uixrivm, the pubcs and adjacent

parts. It is also used by Hippocrates to signify fine lint.

Gal. Exege.'!. Hippocrul^ Vocal).; Gorr. De/'. Med.; Foes.

(Ecoiiom. Ilippncrat.

EPICURE'AN PhUosophj (Phil.) a system of philosophy;

so called from its author Epicurus, who maintained that

the world was composed of atoms, of various forms and

magnitudes, which were united and separated at random,

without the intervention of a superior power.

EPICY'CLE (Aslron.) a little circle whose centre is in the

circumference of a greater, which, being fixed in the de-

ferent of a planet, according to the Ptolemaic hypothesis,

is carried along with it, and yet with its own peculiar

motion, carries the body of tiie planet fastened to it round

its proper centre. Plol. Aliiuig. 1. 3, c. 3 ; Copern. 1. 3, c. 15.

EPYCV'CLOID (Geoni.) a curve gene-

rated by a point in one circle, whicK

revolves about its convex or concave

circumference ; the former is called the ,^^x ii\

cxlerinr or upper Epieyeloid ; the latter

tiie interior or loKcr Epicycloid, as in

the anne.Kcd figure, where GE IIP re-

presents an exterior Epicycloid. The revolving or gene-

rating circle is called the gciicraiUjaa E, and the arc of that

circle along which it revolves is called the iiasc, as G 15 P.

EPICYESIS (Med.) iTmu^.a-.i, from i-ri and xt/'w, to conceive;

superfcetation, or the conception of one fcctus upon another

before conceived ; on which subject Hippocrates wrote a

book.

EPIDE'MIA (Aid.) imT^/i/a, private festivals celebrated in

honour of friends returned from a journey. Mciirs. Grcvc.

Per.

EPIDE'MICAL (Med.) Ivi^f/^txii, from Itl and <ft>o;. the

people ; a disease which, proceeding from some common
cause, spreads itself among the inhabitants of a country.

El'IDE'MIU.AI (Mid.) an epidemic disorder.

'EPIDE'NDRUM (Hot.) a genus of plants, Class 20 G^imit-

dria. Order 1 Dinndiia.

Generic Character. Cal. .ipnt/ies vague.

—

Cor, petals five.

—STAyi.JilfiinenIs two; aiil/iers covered by the upper

lip of the nectary.

—

Pist. germ slender ; style very short;

.stigmas obscure.

—

Pek. .•iiliijiie long ; .seeds numerous.

Species. The species arc perennials, as the

—

Epiitendnim

vanilla, ecu Lotus, Vanilla.

—

Epidendrum .yiatn/ntuin,

seu Ilcllcborinc, native of the East Indies.— Epidciidnnii

fervuiii, seu Tlinlia, native of the East Indies.

Epidrndkum is also the name of a species of Lt/copcrdon.

EPIDE'UMIS (Anat.) Inihu'Ai, from i^l and S'iff^'i, the skin;
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the cuticle or scarf-.skin. [vide Culi.s] Huff'. Ephes. de
Appell. Part. dirp. Human.

EPIDE'R.MOS (Z)ry<.) the outer, dr}', and very thin covering

of a plant corresponding with the scarf skin of the animal
bodv-

EPIDE'SMOS (Surg.) 'i7!lh<rf>,c,, from ii<^', to bind ; a band-
age by which bolsters, splinters, and the like are secured.

EPiOICA'.SlA {Ant.) 'i^i^.y.uTM, a suit instituted between
persons who jn-etended to be nearest allied to an heiress,

who, according to the laws of Athens, was obliged to

marry her nearest relation. The virgin who was the object

of contest, was called l-m^ix-'c.

EPIDI'CTICUS (IViet.) another name for Demonstrative.

EPIDl'DY.MIS (Anat.) f-T.^.^K, from Id and ^A/a,,-,, a

testicle ; a production of the testicle, or a hard vascular

oblong substance that lies upon the testicle. Gal. di; Usit

Part. I. ]!, c. U; Gorr. Def. Med.
EPIDO'.'^I.S (Med.) I^Jtiri;, " from 'i^JX^^i, to add to; a

terra applied to the enlargement of any part of the body,

but more particularly to the growth of a disease. Gal. de

?iIorb. Temp. c. 2.

EPIDKO'MI (Med.) I.T^o^B, from i^l and c5p/,«.<», to run;

an afflux of humours, as hajipens when a ligature is made
on any part. Uippocraf, xbt' ht^.

EPiDRO'AIlS (Ant.) the arming of a net, namely, the ropes,

b}' which it is opened and drawn together. Plin. 1. 19, c. 1.

EPIDRO'MUS (/Int.) WJjtjMi,, the poop or mizen sail in a

ship spread backwards. Isid. Grig. I. 19, c. 3; Hesychius.;

Gyiald. de Kavigat. c. H^ ; Hcheff. de Mil. Nav. 1. 2, c. 5.

EPIG^E'A (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth double. — Con. one-

pelalled Stam. ^filaments ten; anthers oblong.

—

Pist.

germ globose ; style filiform ; stigma obtuse.

—

Pkr. cap-

sule globose ; seeds many.
Species. The two species are shrubs, as the— Epigaa

repens, seu Arbutus, Creeping Epiga;a, or Trailing Ar-

butus.

—

Epigcea cordifolia, Heart-leaved Epiga;a, native

of Gaudaloupe.
EPI'CiEE (Astron.) mie Per'igce.

EPIGA'STUIC (Anat.) an epithet for what belongs to the

epigastrium ; the

—

Epigastric region, the same as the ep'i-

gastrium.— Epigastric artery, a branch of the Iliac artery

that distributes itself among the muscles of the epigastrium.

EPIG AVS TRIU.M {.4nat.) sTi'/eiffiov, from i^i, upon, and

7^5^«f, the belly ; the epigastric region, i. e. the forepart

of the abdomen or Lower Belly. Puff'. Ephes. de Aptll.

Part. Corp. Hum. 1. 1, c. 11 ; Gal. Com. in llippocrat. 1.7,

aphor. 5(j, &c.
EPKJl'A (Aiit.) 'inlyuu, or !Tiitrf.:,cira, the cords wherewith

ships were tied to the shore. Poll. Onum. 1. 10, segni. \^'i.

EPIGENE'JMA (.Med.) l^iyimft'a, from is-ivs'^'j, to grov/ to

or be added to ; something grown or closely adhering to

another, as applied by Hippocrates to the saliva adhering

to the tongue ; also an accessory symptom according to

Galen. Hippoc. Coac. Prccnot. ; Gal. de Diff'. Hymp.

tom. ill; Foes. CEconom. Ilippocrnl.

EPIGINO'MENA (Med.) i^r/. «,«,!.«, from k.yi.^/i*., to

succeed, or be an accession ; accessory symptoms.
El'KiLO'SSU'Sl (Pot.) the Lauras Atexandrinum.

EPIGLO'TTIS (Anat.) 'iJii'/>.uTr'u,of 'tul, above, and V'''"'''^*.

the tongue ; the fifth cartilage of the larynx, which serves

to cover the opening of the windpipe. Jtuff'. Ephes. dc

Appell. Part. Corp. Hum. 1. 2, c. t ; Plin.\.'2\, c.'ll ; Gal.

Def. Med.; Oribas. Med. Colled. 1. 25, c. 1 ; Gorr. Def.

Med. ; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

F.iM(;i.0TTis (Hot.) a species of the Astragalus of Linnajus.

EPIGLU'TIS (Anat.) sstiv^'K'-is, the superior part of the but-

tocks.

EPIGO'NATIS (Anat.) 'tmynxrn, the patella or knee-pan.
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Rnf Ephcs. dc AppeU. Pari. Corp. Hum. 1. 1, c. 16; Gal.

de Cotiip. Med. per Gen. 1. 1.

EPIGO'NIDES (Anat.) vklc Epigiinides.

EPIGOXl'UM (Mas.) E-Tiv«fio», an ancient instrument which
was said to be composed of forty strings. It was called

after Epigonius its inventor. Poll. Oiiom. 1. 4, segm. 59.

EPIGO'NOX (Med.)_ Epicyesis.

E'l'IGRAM {l-it.) iTi'yfa/*j«,a, is usually understood to sig-

nify a short witty poem, playing upon such fancies as arise

from any particular subject, of which the poems of Martial

artord good specimens.

EPIGRA'PHE {Ant.) a term among antiquaries for an in-

scription on a building, statue, &c.
EPIGRA'PHEIS [Ant.) £,TiypK(pfr?, from sTiypiipw, to inscribe;

officers who assessed every one according to his ability, of

whom taxes were required. PuU. Ononi. 1. 8, segm. 103.

EPIGU'XIDES (Anaf.) Iz-iyxt.cic, mu-cles inserted into the

knee. /?«^' Ephes. dc AppeU. Part. Corp. Hum. 1. 1, c. 16.

EPILE'NIA (Mas.) lyriMnx, a name for the song of the

Grape-gatherers among the ancient Greeks. Poll. Onom.
I. 4<, segm. 53.

EPILE'NTIA (Med.) a corruption of Epileps}-.

E'PILEPSY (Med.) i.Ti>,-4-i=(, from i-i>^x/y.,Sci,a', to seize ; the

Falling Sichicss, so called because persons affected with it

fall down on a sudden. It is otherwise called Morbus
Comitialis. Hippocrat. Coac. Pnsnot. ; Scribon. Larg.
Compos. Med. c. 2 ; Gal. de Different. Morb. c. 5 ; Tral-

linn. 1. 1, c. 15; Act. dc Mef'i. Med. 1. 1, c. 16; Foes.

CEconom. Hippocrat. ; Gorr. Def. jSIed.

EriLEPSY, in Cullen's Nosology, is a genus of diseases,

Class Neuroses, Order Spasmi.

EPILE'PTICS (Med.) l^riAi^tiiue, medicines good against the

epilepsy.

EPILO'BIUM (Bnt.) a genus of plants, Class 8 Octandria,

Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.— CoR.
petals four.

—

Stam. Jilamenis eight ; anthers oval.

—

Fist, germ cylindric ; stj/lc filiform ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. capsule oblong; seeds oblong.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Epilnbium
angustifolium, Cliamcenerion, seu Li/simachia, Narrow-
leaved or Rose-bay Willow-Herb.

—

Epilobium angustissi-

mum, seu Pseudoli/simacltium purpureum, Linear-leaved

Willow-Herb, native of Provence.

—

Epilobium hirsutum,

Large-flowered Willow-Herb, native of Europe.

EPILO'GUS (Rlict.) £Ti>,6y;;, Epilogue, the conclusion of a

speech ; so called because, Es-i/sysrai, it is added to what
has been already said.

EPIME'DIUM (Bot.) iTriiii^m, a plant with leaves some-
thing like the ivy, which was reckoned good for cataplasms.

Dioscor. 1. \, c.'22 ; Plin. 1. 27, c. 9 ; Gal. de Sim'pl. 1. 6 ;

Oribas. Med. Collect. 1. 11 ; Paul. .Eginet. 1. 7, c. 3.

Epimedium, a genus of plants. Class 4 Tetrandria, Order
1 I\Ionngynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth four-leaved.— Cor.
petals four.

—

Stam. filaments four ; anthers oblong

PiST. germ oblong ; style shorter than the germ ; stigma

simple.

—

Per. silique oblong ; seeds oblong.

Species. The single species, the Epimedium alpinum, Al-

pine Barrenvvort, is a perennial.

EPIME'LAS (Min.) a white precious stone, having a black-

ish colour over it.

EPI.ME'LIS (Hot.) a sort of wild apple. Paul. .Egin. 1. 7,

c. 3.

EPIME'NIA (Ant.) iTtiy^na, a monthly tribute sent from
Africa to Rome. Juv. Sat. 7, v. 120; Casaub. in Athen.

1. 2, c. 22.

E'PIMONE (Rhet.) ETi/AM^, a figure of speech by which
any thing is magnified above measure, [vide Auxesis'J

•EPIMO'RIOS (Med.) i;ri,«,»f«is, superficial; an epithet de-
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noting the inequality of time or rhythm in the beating of

the pulse. Ga/. De 'D'rjf. Pnl. 1. 1, c. 9.

EPI'.MYLIS (Med.) Uiu.v?,U, the patella of the knee, or the

kneepan. Gal. E.teges. Hippocrat. I'ocab.; Foes. CEconom.

Hippocrat.

EPINENEU'COS (Med.) i7r,yi>!Ml»(, from nuu), to nod or

incline; an epithet for a pulse that beats unequally in dif-

ferent parts of the arterv. Gal. Isagog. de Puis. ; Gorr,

Drf. Med.
EPiis'E'PHELES (Med.) i^iuQok, from »f?a^, a cloud,

cloudy ; an epithet applied to an ena:oreraa, which appears

in the urine. Hippocrat. Epid. 1. 3 ; Foes. CEconom. Hip-
pocrat.

EPINI'CIA (.-Int.) izttiUict, triumphal songs on the occasion

of a victory ; also feasts and rejoicings at the same time.

Poll. Onom. 1. 4, segm. 53 ; Suet. \er. c. 43 ; Meurs. Grccc.

Ferint. I. 3, apiid Gronov. Thcs. Antiq. torn. 7, p. 769.

EPINY'CTIDES (Med.) U^vy.rifu, sores which make the

corners of the eves water ; so called because they are par-

ticularly painful'in the night. Ceh. 1. 5, c. 28 ; Plin. I. 20,

c. 8: Gal. de Meth. Med. 1.2, c.2; Oribas. de Morb.
Curat. 1. 3, c. 54 ; Act. Tetrab. 4, serm. 2, c. 61 ; Act. de

Meth. Med. hi, c. 11.

EPINO'TIU.M (Anal.) LT^-irw, from In-l, and -ars.-, the back;

a name for the shoulder-blade.

EPIPA'CTIS (Bot.) sK-OTKicri?, a small shrub with very small

leaves, a decoction of which is good against poisons.

Boerhaave takes it to be a species of the Helloborine.

Dioscor. 1.4, c. 109.; Oribas. Med. Collect. 1. 1 1 ; Paul.

JEginet. 1. 7, c. .3.

Epipactis, in the I.innean system, is the Astrantia cpipactis.

EPIPAROXY'S.AIUS (Med.) iTr^^ctfoly^u.U, from i^r;, and
srasoJir/Aoc, a paroxysm ; a febrile exacerbation which hap-

pens more frequently than usual.

EPlP.-i'STON' (Med.) E-(.T«5-o», from -.t;, and rrxc-a-t; to

sprinkle ; any powdered drugs sprinkled on the body.

EPIPE'CHYSV^"/) 'TiW-K, from ST.", and tS^"?, the cubit;

that part of the arm above the cubit.

EPIPE'PHYCOS (Med.) the same a& Adnata.

EPIPH.ExNO'MEXA (Med.) E7r»p«.vo«.»^, from iyl, and ?«i-

vo/isvoi.^ a phenomenon ; adventitious symptoms, which do
not appear before the disease is actually formed. Hippo-
crat. Epidem. 1. 6; Gal. Com.1, in Hippocrat.de Rat. Vict,

in Acut. Morb.
EPI'PH.^NY (Ecc.) sTKfKvii'a, signifies, literally, an ap-

pearance of liglit, a manifestation ; whence it has been

applied to signify a festival celebrated on the twelfth day
after Christmas, or our Saviour's nativity, wherein he was
manifested to the Gentiles by the miraculous appearance

of a blazing star, conducting the Magi to the place of his

abode. Isidor. Orig. 1.6, c. 18.

EPIPHLE'BOS (Med.) i-l<pXiUc, from ^t^, and -jiAr^/, a

vein ; an epithet for one whose veins appear prominent.

EPIPHLOGI'SMA (Med.) JTifi/.o'y.o-^^, from i^l,!mA(p>.oy,^^,

to inflame ; a violent inflammation, attended with a pain

and a tumour.
EPIPHOXE'MA (Rhet.) lirKpi'vxu.ct, exclamation; a figure

of rhetoric, consisting of a smart sentence at the close of

the sp,cech. Hermog. ^tm fff . 1. 4, apud Aid. Rhet. p. 202 ;

Schol. in Hermog. p! 392; Dionys.Art. Rhet. c. 10; Quin-

lil. 1. S, c. 5 ; Eu.stath. ad Horn. v. p. 1038.

EPPPHORA (Rhet.) ETKpofi, or i!7tp„p.y.h xi-jcc,, a figure of

speech, in which the orator inveighs with vehemence.

Sopatr. c'.xif.

Epiphora (Log.) a conclusion or consequence drawn from

the assumption in a syllogism.

Epiphora (Med.) from £s-i^fp», to carry with force ; an im-

petuous flux of the humours. Cel. 1. 6, c. 6 ; Scribon.

Larg. c. 19; Columel. 1. 7, c. 17; Plm. J. 20, c. 13; Gal.

de Cornp. Med. sec. Loc. 1. 4, c. 7 ; Marcell. de Med. c. 8 ;

3
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Trallian. 1.2, c. 1; Mijrcp. dc Antidut. sect. 1, c. 383;
Gorr. Def. Mai.

EPIPHYLLA'NTHUS {Bui.) is the X^lophylla anguslifolia
'

of Linnaeus.
'

1

EPIPIIYLLOSPE'RM.^ (Bot.) an epithet for plants vvhicli

bear seeds on the leaf.

EPlPHY'ilS {Med.) 'uri(Pv(ni, from iTHpi-'s', to grow to; a
sort of articulation of the bones when they grow to one
another by simple and immediate contiguity. IJippocrnt.

de Tract.; Gal.de Usu Pari. 1. 11, c. 18; Oribas. Med.
Collect. 1. 24', c. 1 ; Gorr. Def. Med.; Foes. (Econom. Hip-
pocrat.

EPIPLA'SMA (Med.) E-ri'a-Aitir^a, the same as Catnpliisma.
EPIPLERO'SIS {Med.) l!7,,r>^c.o-u, from Ul, and ^A^pa.<ri?,

repletion ; super-repletion, or an excess of repletion.

EPJPLE'XIS (Rliet.) t^U^nln;, from is-tT^iifo-o-w, a figure in

rhetoric, which, by an elegant kind of upbraiding, endea-
vours to convince. Hippocrates thinks this a desirable

talent in a physician. Hippocrnt. Jul. Rufinian. p. 15,

0.21 ; Philostrat. I'it. Apullnn. ; Phot. Cod. 165.
EPI'PLOCE {R/iet.) !Tt.7A(»c», a rhetorical figure; a gradual

rising of one clause of a sentence out of another. Hermog.
apiid Aid. Rhet. p. 29 ; Quintll. 1. 7, c. 1.

Epiploce (Med.) vide Symploce.
EPI'PLOCELE (iVo/.) sTi-TAoxii/ifl, from etiVaoo», the omentum,

and w'Ai, a tumour ; a hernia in which the omentum is

fallen down. Cel. 1. 1, c. 18 ; Gal. Def. Med.
EPIPLO'ICiE Appendiculcc {Med.) small appendages to the

colon and rectum.

EPIPLO'lS {Med.) a branch of the coeliac artery, springing

out of the lower end of the Splenica, which is either the

Epiplnis pnslica, that runs to the back of the omentum, or

Epiplois sinhtra that runs to the left side of the omentum.
EPIPLO'ITIS {Med.) from £s-i?r/,<n», omentum ; an inflamma-

tion of the process of the peritoneum, which forms the

omentum.
EPIPLOOCOMI'STES (Med.) ;j/T;><,«./*,f„5, an epithet for

a man having a very large omentum. Gal. Adm. Anat.

1.6, C.5.

EPIPLOO'MPHALON {Med.) from lnUxo^,, and o/^ff^aAi/s,

a navel rupture. Gal. Def. Med.
EPIPLO'ON {Med.) im'^Xem, from Ena'Aow, to sail upon; the

Greek name for the omentum, or caul; so called because
it is mostly found floating as it were on the intestines.

Rvff. Epfies. de Appeltnt. Part. Corp. Hum. 1. 1 , c. 28 ; Gal.

de Adm. Aunt. 1. 6, c. 5; OriLas. Med. Collect. 1. 21-, c. '21.

EPIPLOSCHEOCE'LE {Med.) from isr/arAdo, the omentum,
Sirjjiov, the scrotum, and xisAn, a hernia ; a rupture of the

omentum when it descends into the scrotum.
EPIPOGE'UiVI {Bot.) is the Sati/riiim epipogeum.

EPIPOLA'SIS {Med.) Ini^ixxtrui, a redundance or fluctua-

tion. Hippocrat. de Nat. Human. 1. 1.

EPIPORO'AIA {Med.) 'urt/rafui/'a, a callous concretion. Hip-
pocrat. Prorrhet. 1. 2.

EPISARCO'DIUM {Med.) vide Anasarca.

EPISCE'NIUM (Archil.) Uurwtm, the columniation or rows
of beams above the scene. Vitruv. 1. 5, c. 7 ; Philand. in

Vitrnv. ; Bald. Lex. Vitruv.

EPISCHE'SIS (Med.) i^iirz'irif, from l'rx,u, to stop ; a sup-
pression of due excretions. Gal. Com. 2, in Hippocral.
Epid. 1.3.

EPISCrU'DlON (Mech.) from (r»^«, to cleave ; a wedge to

cleave wood with. Vitruv. 1. 10, c. 17 ; Bald. Lex. Vitrnv.

EPI'SCHION (Anat.) imirx,!'), from Ul, and itx*", the

ischium ; the pecten, or os pubis.

EPI'.SCOPACY (Ecc.) 'Tiir«o5«, in Latin pp/ico/jn/fw; a form
of church govennnent by bishops.

EPISCOPA'LES VALVULyE (Anat.) the same as the
Valvula; mitrales.

EPISCOPA'LIA (Ecc) synodals, pentc-costals, and otiicr

customary payments from the clergy.
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EPISCOPA'LIANS (Ecc.) those who support episcopacy.
EPl'SCOPUS (Ani) '.jri'o-KoTci, from sTio-xjTTo/Aai, to super-

intend ; an Athenian magistrate, particularly one who had
the superintendance of the markets.

Episcopus Pucrorum (Sport.) an old custom in former times,
for a lay person, at a certain season, to plait his hair; and,
putting on the garb of a bishop, to exercise his functions
to the entertainment of the rest. Mon. Angl. torn. 3,p. 69.

EPISCY'XIUM (Anat.) £T.o-«™,, the extreme wrinkle of the
eyebrow ; also the eyebrow itself Rnff. Ephe.f. de Appell.
Paii. Corp. Human. 1. 1, c. 1 ; Gorr. Def. Med.

EPISEPON (Anat.) i-liruc', thu pubes. IhiJ}'. Ephes. de Ap-
pell. Part. Corp. Human, 1. 1, c. 11.

EPISEMA'SIA (Med.) ihe same as An7iotatio.

E'PISODE (Poet.) I'uiriiicv, from £7iia-oJl=;, adventitious; a
separate story, or action, which a poet connects with the

main plot of his poem, in order to give it diversity ; as the

story of Dido, in Mrgil. Aridot. de Art. Poet. c'. 12.

EPISPA'SjMOS (Med.) is-iVTao-^.!;, from imr^xu, to attract;

a quick inspiration of the breath. Hippocrat. Epidem. 1. 6.

EPISPA'STICS {Med.) tTio-irarT-ixa, from ETi(r,T«i;, to draw ;

medicines which draw blisters. Cel.\.5, c. 18; Gal. de

Comp. Med. per gen. 1. 6.

EPI'SPILERIA (Med.) the turnings and windings of the

exterior substance of the brain.

EPISTA'LMA (Ant.) a prince's commission under his hand
and seal.

EPPSTASIS (Med.) ETiran;, from EffiVDin, to place upon;
the substance swimming on the surface of the urine.

Hippoc. 1. 7, aphor. Si.

EPl'STATES (Ant.) Ith^utt)!,, the president of the proedri,

who had in his charge the keys of the public exchequer,
which was thought to be a trust of such magnitude that no
one was permitted to hold it more than once. Aristot.

Polit. 1. 6, c. 8; Demosth. Timocrat.; Pull. Onom. 1. 8,

serm. 96.

EPISTA'XIS (Med.) l^Uc^l"., from IttI, and r«^«, to distil ; a
repeated distillation of blood from the nose. Hippocrat.
apnd Gorr. Def. Med.

EPISTO'MJON (.V(v/;.) U>^Uw,, a cock, tap, spiggot,

stopper, &c. ; also the stop in an organ, to make the sound
high or low. Vitruv. 1. 10, c. 13 ; Philand. in Vitruv.

;

Bud. in Pandect, p. 16'K

EPl'STROPHE (Rhct.) a figure in rhetoric, by which sen-

tences end in the same word, called by Hermogenes and-
strophe, by Rutilius epiphora, by Aquila annstrophe. Jul,

Rufinian.

EPISTROPH.E'US (Anal.) an epithet for the second ver-

tebra; of the back.

EPISTY'LE (Archil.) E^ifu^ier, a mass of stone, &c. laid

upon the capital of a pillar. Vitruv. 1. 3, c. 3 ; Bald. Lex
Vitruv.

EPITA'SIS (Med.) WiTtmi/^xi, to be heightened; an increase

of the paroxysm of a fever. Hippocral. Prorrhet. 1. 2

;

Civl. Aurelian. dc Morb. Chron. 1. l, c. 3 ; Gorr. Def,
Med. ; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat,

EpiTAsis (Rhet.) that part of an oration in which the

orator addresses himself most forcibly to the passions.

Dionys. Jud. in Isocr. c. 13; Longin. c. 38; Alexand. zift

irz"!^ '<
All. Herod, tom. ii. p. 90.

EPITHALA'MIUM (Ant.) i-ieu>,ufx.ic,, a nuptial song, or

a song :<ung at weddings. I'oll. Onom. I. 4, segm. 53.

EPirilE'LIUM (Med.) the cuticle on the red part of the

lips.

EPITHE'INIA {^Ted.) hlhii'X, a lotion, or any external ap-

plication. Gal. Com. in Hippoc. 1. 7, aphor. 55 ; Oribas,

St/nop. 1. 3 ; Act, Tetrab. 3, serm. 1, c. 50, &c.

EPi'TIlESIS {Surg.) iTTliic-i!,, the rectification of crooked

limbs by means of instruments and machines.

E'PITHET {Rhet.) ixihTcv, a word which is joined to an-

other to qualify or explain its signification.
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EPI'THYMUM (Bot.) is the Casaila epithymv.m of Lin-

naeus.

EPITIME'SIS (Rhct.) ^TiTi'/Aiieri!, a figure in rhetoric, by
wliicli a rebuke or reproach is conveyed. Aristol. Poet.

c. 26; Tiber. Rhetor, c- i ; Hernvig. -tfi futir.; Riifiti.

fig. 2\ ; Atexnnd.7.ifl s-y^rif/j. ; Ulp. ad Demoslh. Olynth. 1 , p. 6.

EPl'TOME {Rhet.) l-:i~ou,y, an abridgement, abstract, or

short draught of a book.

E'PITlllTE {Poet.) l7irf,T=;, a foot consisting of four syl-

lables, one of which is short and the rest long , as

ArTstldes. Haplint. Enchirid.

EPITRl'TOS (Aritli.) a proportion coiitaining some number,
and the third part added ; thus, eight is an epitrite number
in regard to si.\, for two, which is added to six to make
the number eight, is the third of six. Vitrtiv. 1. a, c. 1

;

Bn/d. Lex I'itruv.

EPITKOCHA'SMUS {Rhct.) lT,z;.,^cc,yf^U, a figure in rhe-

toric wherein we hastily run over several things. Hennng.
3-ff/ ^i: 1. 1, apud AM. Rhet. p. 150.

EPI'TROPE (Rhel.) \-nfc-A, a figure in rhetoric, in which
the orator grants what he may freely deny in order to obtain

what he demands. Quintil. 1. 9, c. fi ; Rulil. Lup. 1. 2, c. 16.

EPIZEU'XIS (Rhet.) the same as Aiicidiplosix.

EPIZY'GIS [Mech] l3-i6i'V!, the hole wherein the nut

of a stccl-bow lies. Vitruw 1. 10, c. 16; Turncb. Adv.

1.2, CO.
EPO'CH^E [Ant.) Iz^x-u, a term signifying literally stops,

was applied to those resting points or dates from which
many of the Grecian cities commenced their computations

of time. Some of them dated their Epochas from the

building of their cities; but the greater part of those

whose epochas are numbered on their coins or medals arc

reckoned from the restoration of their liberty by the Ro-
mans, the remission of their tributes by the emperors, the

gaining an independent government, or the liberty of being

governed by their own magistrates and laws, &c. Vuill.

Nil in . Grccc.

EPO'DE (Med.) hn':/,, a method of curing diseases by in-

cantations.

Epodk (Mils.) i-'~hc, the name given to the third stanza of

the Greek ode. [vide Ode'}

EPO'DES (Lh.) i^^a;, a kind of fish. Ptin. 1. 32, c. 11.

EPO'MIS (.4nnl.) iTru'iM!, from IW and i'^o?, the shoulder

;

the upper part of the shoulder. Rnff- Epites. de Appell.

Part. Corp. hum. 1. 1, c. 9 ; Gal. Comm. 1 in Hippocrat.

de Art.

Epo.mis {.4rc?iirol.) a hood such as graduates, and liverymen,

used to wear.

EPO.MPHA'LIOX (.Med.) :r...t?^A,«, from i-i and iu.(Px>:c:..

the navel ; a medicine which purges by being applied to

tlie navel. Ael. Tetrnb. 1, scrm. j, c. 135 ; Paul. J'.ginet.
j

1. 7, c. 9. 1

EPROL'\'E'TTE (Gunn.) a machine for showing the strength

and quality of gunpowder.
EP'SOM salts (Med.) a purging .salt formerly procured by

boiling down the mineral water of the spring at Epsom
;

but now prepared from sea-water. They are in the form

of crvstals, and consist chiefly of sulphate of magnesia.

EPULA'RES (_Ant.) were those who took part in a religious

rite, which was celebrated at night, when they feasted to-

gether. Fest. de J'erb. Slgnif.

E'PULIS (Med.) 'TBAii, from jtI and i^*, the gums; a sort of

tubercle growing on the gums. Gal. Introd. ; Oribns. de

Loc. Affect. Curat. 1. 4, c. C6 ; Aef. Tetrab. 4-, serm. 2,

c. 50 ; Paul. .Egiiiet. 1. 6, C. 27.

EPULO'NE.S (.4nt.) the three public officers in the time of

Julius Caesar, whose duty it was to conduct the banquets

in honour of Jupiter, and the rest of the Gods, at their

public sports. Cic. de Oral. 1. 3, c. 19 ; Liv. 1. 33, c. 42 ;

Fest. dc Signif. Verb.; Aul. Cell. 1. 1, c. 12.

EQU
EPl'LO'TICS (Med.) hny^r.KU, from s'^^, a cicatrix ; topical

medicines applied to wounds or ulcers for drying up super-

fluous humiditv, and repressing fungous flesh. Gal. de
SiwpL Med. Fac. 1, 5, c. 15, 16; Gorr. Def. Med.

E'QUABLE (Phi/.) an epithet for motion, celerity, velo-

cit}', &c. which is uniform, or without alteration, by which
equal spaces are passed over in equal times ; whence also

egiiab/i/, accelerated, or retarded, when motion is in-

creased or decreased in equal quantities or degrees in

equal times.

E'QUAL (Math.) an epithet expressing the relation between
things that agree in kind, magnitude, quantity, or quality

;

as equal rtrcles, those which have their diameters equal

;

equal anolrf, whose sides are equally inclined ; equal lines,

lines of the same length ; equal plane figures, whose areas

are equal ; equal solids, that are of the same space, capa-
city', or solid content ; equal eurvalures, that have equal
radii of curvatures ; equal geometrical ratios, those whose
least terms are similar to some aliquot or aliquant parts of
the greater; equal arithmetical ratios, those wherein the

difference of the two less terms is equal to the difference

of the greater.

Euu.ii. (Opt.) an epithet for things seen under the same
angle.

EQU.V'EITY (Math.) the exact agreement of two things in

respect to their quantity, [vide Equal]
Equality (Algeb.) the comparison between two quantities

v.hich are really or effectually equal. The sign of equality,

which was introduced by Recorde, and which is now in

universal use, consists of two parallel lines, as = ; thus,

a — .r = d. [vide Algebra') —• Ratio, or prnpnrtioii of
Equality, [vide JEqiialitas']

Equality, circle of (Astrnn.) \h\c Equant.

E'QUANT {Astron.) a circle formerly conceived by astro-

nomers to be in the plane of the deferent or eccentric, for

regulating certain motions of the planets, and reducing
them more easilv to n calculus: but, in modern astronomy,
this circle is not employed.

EQUA'TED anoiiw/i/ (.istroti.) vide .Anomaly.

Equated bodies (Math.) a name on Gunter's Scale for two
lines which relate to the comparison of the sphere and the

regular bodies.

EQUA'TIOX (Algeb.) any expression in which two quanti-

ties differently represented are put equal to each other by
means of the sign of ecjualitj', as 7 a x + 5 x = b. The
quantities composing the equation are called the terms of
the equation ; the terms on each side the sign of equality

compose the sides of the equation ; the root is the value of

the unknown quantity. Equations are, in respect to their

construction, .simple, affected or compound, quadratic, cubic,

biquadratic, binomial, determinate, reciprocal, transcend-

ental, exponential, &c. [vide Himjde, Sic. and Algebra] The
operations with equations are Generation, Ifeduction, So-

lution or Resolution, Depression, E.\termination, Elimina-

tion, Transformation, and Construction, [vide Gcucration,

&c. and Algebra]

EcjUATiDX of pai/jnents (.Arith.) the finding a time, when, if

a simi be paid, which is equal to the sum of several others

due at different times, no loss will be sustained by either

party ; according to the rule commonly given, this is found,

if each payment be multiplied by the time at which it is

due, and then the sum of the products be divided by tiie

sum of the payments for the equatic time.

Equ.\tion (Astron.) a term used to express the correction,

i. e. the quantity added to, or subtracted from, the mean
position of a heavenly body to obtain the true position

:

the term may likewise be applied to the correction that

arises from any erroneous supposition whatever.

—

Equation

of the centre is that which is otherwise called prostha-

pheresif,—Equation of' time is the difference between ir.&an

4 L
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and apparent time, or tlic reduction of the apparent un-

equal time or motion of the sun, or a. planet, to C(]ua-

ble and mean time or motion.

—

Equation tu carrcxpoyidnig

nltitiuks is a correction which must be applied to the

apparent time of noon in order to asceitain the true

time.

EQUATOR (Astron.) a great circle which is described on

the terrestrial sphere, and equidistant from the poles of

the world. It is called the Equator because, when the

sun is in this circle, the days and nights are equal all over

the world; whence it is also called the ^Hijuinnctial, jEqiii-

noctial /ine, and, among mariners, simply the line,

EQUATO'RL\L [Astron.) or Purtaile Observatory, an in-

strument which serves for the solution of most problems in

practical astronomy.

EQUB'RKY (Pulit.) an officer who has the care and manage-
ment of the horses of a king, or any prince.

E'QUES (Her.) a horseman, or man at arms. — Eques
aiirritus, or simply eques, a knight so called because he
was allowed to wear gilt spurs.

EQUE'STRI.4 {Ant.) seats in the theatre for those of the

Equestrian order at Rome. Senec. de Bcnef. 1. 7, c. 12;
Suet. Cid c. 2G; Turncb. Adv. 1. A; c. 19, &c.

EQUIA'NGULAR (Gcom.) an epithet for any figures that

liave equal angles, as equiangular triangles, &c.
EQUICRU'RAL (Geom.) an epithet for a triangle that has

two of its sides equal.

EQUIDl'FFERENT (Math.) an epithet for such things as

have equal differences, or are arithmetically proportional.

EQUILA'TERAL (Geom.) an epithet for any figure that

has all its sides equal. An equilateral Hyperbola is that

which has the two axes equal to each other, and every
pair of conjugate diameters equal to each other.

EQUJLrBRIUM (Mech.) an equality of weight or poise.

The two ends of a balance are said to be in cquilihrio

when they hang exactly even, neither of them ascending
or descending.

EQUIMU'LTIFLE (Genm.) tVuKu aeXXt-rxia-m, any number
or quantity which may be multiplied by the same number,
as 3 « and 3 b, which are equimultiples of a and b. Euc.
Elem. Def. 1. 5.

EQUINO'CTIAL (Astron.) cequinoctialis, a name for the

great circle of tlie sphere on the celestial globe, which
corres|)onds to the equator on the terrestrial globe.

Equinoctial is also an epithet for whatever belongs to the

equinoctial; as the— Equinoctial Points, the two points,

Aries and Libra, where the Equinoctial and Ecliptic

cross each other.

—

Equinoctial Culure, the great circle

passing through the Voles of the World, and the Equi-
noctial points.— J'.quinoctial Dial, one whose plane is

parallel to the equinoctial.

E'QUINOXES (Astron.) the times wherein the sun enters

the first points of Aries and Libra, so called from (cquus,

equal, and nn.x, night, because the days and nights are equal

at those times. Tlie equinox is called vernal wlien it falls in

the spring, about the '2Ist of March; s.\\A autumnal v/Ikw

it falls in autumn, about the 21st of September.
EQUI'NUS barbatus (Astron.) a kind of comet, [vide

Hippeus~\

E'QUIl'.'VGE (Cus.) in French equipage, the provision of all

things necessary for a voyage or journey ; as attire, furni-

ture, horses, attendance, &c. It is frequently used for a
coach and a number of footmen.

Equii'AOe (Mil.) all kinds of furniture which are made use
of by an army ; Cnynp-Equipnge, or Field-Equipage, com-
prehends tents, kitchen furniture, saddle-horses, baggage-
waggons, &c.

EQUII'O'LLENCE (T.ng.) from the Latin cequipollentia,

which signifies equal force or value ; a term ap|)lied to two
or more propositions which signifies one and the same

ERA
thing, though expressed after a different manner; as
" Some man is learned," and " Not every man is learned

**

which are equipollent propositions.

EQUI'RIA (Ant.) games which consisted in horse-racing,
that were instituted by Rnnnilus in honour of Mars, aniJ
were celebrated on the third of the Calends of March, i.e.
the 27th of February.

Ovid. Fast. 1. 2, v. 857.

Jamqne dna rf&tant jioctes tie meiise seciindo,

Marstjue cilosjunctis airribtts urget equos.

Eiverojmsitumpermansit Ei^itiria nomen,
Qua deits in campo prvspicit ipsa suo. ,

Varr. de Lat. Ling. 1. 5, c. 3 ; Marlinn. Topograph. Vrh^
Rom. Sec. apud Grrev. Ant. Rom. torn. 3, &c.

EQUISE'TLTM (Hot.) .V-tk,!;, Horse-tail ; a plant so calleJ
from the resemblance which it bears to a horse's tail. It is-

generally admitted to be very vulnerary and astringent.

Act. Tetrab. 1, serm. 1.

Equisetum, Hi the Linnean .y/stem,a genus of ])lants, Class 24,
Cryptoganiia, Order 1 Felices. Natural order of ferns.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Equisetinn
sylvaticum, seu Hippuris, ^Vood Horse-Tail.

—

Equisetnm
arvense. Corn Horse-Tail.^7:;yM/jf/»m palu.'tire. Marsh
Horse-Tail.

—

Equisetum fluviatilc, River Horse-Tail.

—

Equisetum giganteum. Giant Horse-Tail, &c.
EtjuisETUM is also the Ceratophyllum dimersa of Linnaeus.
EQUITANGE'NTIAL curve (Geom.) a curve so denomi-

nated because the tangent of it is always equal to a con-
stant line.

E'QUITANT (Bot) a term used in the foliation of plants;
falia equitantia, leaves that ride, as it were, over one an-
other, i. e. when the inner leaves of a bud are inclosed by
the outer ones.

EQUITATU'RA (.Irchccol.) the liberty of riding on horse-
back ; also of carrying grist, &c. from the mill on horseback.

E'QUITY (Laxv) the correction of the Common Law in cases
wherein it is deficient.— Court of Equity, a title given, by
way of distinction, to the Court of Chancery, becauie the
rigour of the Common Law, and the severity of other
courts, is there moderated.

EQUIVEN'TER (Anat.) vide Venter.

EQUrVOCAL (Log.) an epithet for words which have a
double meaning, and may be applied equally to both.

EQUIVOCAL generation (Nat.) a term formerly applied to

the generation of plants without seeds, and of animals
without any sexual intercourse, which is now believed
never to happen ; but that all bodies are univocally pro-
duced.

Equivocal signs (Surg.) certain accidents, or signs of the
fracture of the skull, which confirm other signs called
universal.

EQUIJ'LEUS [Astron.) Equiculus, ov Equus Minor, one of
the t8 old constellations, having, according to Ftolcmy.only
four stars, according to Tycho four, toHevelius six, Flam-
stead. It is called by Proclus ^rfoTcfA^i tb iV^i-k, a section of
the horse. Pto!. Alnwg. 1. 7, c. 5 ; Prod, de Sphccr.

E'QUUS (Zool.) a genus of animals of the Class Mammalia,
Order Bcllucc.

Generic Character. Foreteeth, upper six, erect ; lower six,

more prominent; tusks solitary, included; teats two,
inguinal.

Species. This tribe of animals comprehends the domestic
quadrupeds well known by the names of the Horse, the

Ass, and the Mule.
Eouus coopertn-s (.Irchecol.) a horse set out with a saddle, and

other furniture.

Equus Major (Astron.) vide Pegasus.—Equus Minor, [vide

Equuleus'\

ERACLI'SSA (/?o/.) the Adraehne felcphoides of Linnxus.
ERAGRO'STIS (Dot.) the Bn'za eragroslis of Linnaeus.



ERG
ERA'DICATED (Her.) an epithet for a tree or

,|,^|,^,,^^^j^,,,,
,

plant torn up by the root, as in the annexed '
','*°5i'i'l^"'i"l'|i

tigure. " He beareth o^«/ci the trunk of a tret -,. .j''^

eradicated and coupcd in pa/e, sprouting out ";

two branches ai-ae«;, name Borough."
, \i

ERA'DICATIVES (Med.) medicines that work '-,^^>^r^

powerfully, and, as it were, root out the dis-

order.

ERANGE'LIA (But.) another name for the Galanlhus of

LinniEus.

ERA'NTHEMUM(J3o<.) a genus of plants, Class 2 Z)i««-

dria. Order 1 jSIonogynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-cleft.—CoR. one-

petalled.— Stam. Jilaments two; anthers subovate.

—

PisT. gcnn ovate; s!!/le filiform; stigma simple.—Pr;n.

none ; seed? none.

Species. The species are undershrubs, as the

—

Eranthc-

mum caj-ense, Ephementm, seu Ccntaureuni.—Eranthc-

minn angitslifolium ThymclcEa, seu Valerianoides, &c.

ERA'SED (Her.) an epithet for the head or

limb of any creature violently torn from the

bod}', so as to appear jagged, as in the an-

nexed figure. He beareth " Argent a lion's

head, erased gtdcs, name Govis." When
Boars', Bears', Wolves', Whales', and Otters'

Heads are erased close to the head, it is termed
erased close.

ERA'STIANS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics, who maintained,

among other things, that the right of excommunication
belonged to tiie civil magistrate.

EREBl'NTHUS (Bof.) the same as Cicer.

ERE'CT (But.) erect US J an epithet for a stem, leaf, flower,

anther, iSrc. ; erecttis catdis, a stem standing per|)endicu!arly

from the ground, in opposition to volubilis ; fulium ereclum

is a leaf which makes an angle with the stem, so acute as

to be close to it ;j!os erectus, an erect flower, has its aper-

ture directed u])wards, as in Trillium sessile, opposed to

the nutans, the nodding ; anthera erecla, an anther fixed

by one end to the top of the filament, in opposition to in-

cumbens. This epithet is applied in the same sense to the

petiole, peduncle, and stipule.

Erect (Her.) an epithet for any thing upright, or perpendi-

cularly elevated, as wings erect, &c.

TO Erect a ^figure (Astrot.) to divide the twelve houses of

the heavens aright, putting down the signs, degrees, &c.

in their right places, according to the position of the hea-

venly bodies at the moment of time that the scheme is

erected.

ERECTIU'SCULUS (Boi.) an epithet signifying nearly

upright.

ERECTO'RES (Anal.) an epithet for muscles of the clitoris

and the pent;. The Erector Cliton'dis draws it downwards
and backwards ; the Erector Penis drives the urine and

semen forwards.

ERE'GMOS (Bot.) ffsy."-'?, from p'r/it/w.!, to break; an epi-

thet for a bean that is decorticated.

ERE'SI.A (Bot.) the Thcophrasta americana of Linnaeus.

ERETHl'SM0S(3/erf.) ifii.ru,),^ fro n ifih'Q.., to excite; in-

creased sensibility and irritability. Hippoc. de Rat. Vict, in

Morb. Acul.ct Gal. Comm.2; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

ERE'TRIA terra (Med.) ifirfxf y,;, Eretrian earth, the best

sort of which is ash-coloured. It is reckoned astringent

and refrigerating. Hippocrat. de Morb. 1. 3 ; Dioscor. 1.5,

c. 171 ; Plin. 1. 35, c. 6; Gal. de Simp!. 1. 9 ; Oribas. Med.
Coll. 1. 15; Gorr. Def. Med.; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

EREU'.MEN.\ (3/erf.)'spii',"'£va ; an epithet for urine that looks

cloud v. Hippocrat. Coac.

ERGA'SIMA [Med.) Ipyain/x.!), a bad sort of myrrh. Dioscor.

1. 1, c. 77 ; Oribas. Med. Coll. 1. 12.

ERGASTE'RIUM (Chcm.) Epy«s-ip>"> from Jfy^C'/**', to

ERI

work ; a laboratory, or that part of a furnace in which is

contained the matter to be acted upon.
ERGA'.STULUM (Am.) Jf.y:.^^?-;.. <).^,«-^ri>.o,, from Ipv*?')""",

a house of correction ; a bridewell, which Juvenal calls a
rustic prison.

Juv. i. H, V. 24.

Quern mire afficiunt mscripta ergitstula, career

Riisticus ?

Liv. 1. 7, c. 4; Plin. 1. 18, c. 6; Plut. in Grach.; Salmas.

Spnrt. in Hadrian. 1. 18.

E'RGOT (I'et.) a stub, like a piece of soft horn, about the

size of a cliesnut, placed behind and below the pastera

joint of a horse, which is commonly under the tufts of the

fetlock.

E'RIACH (Laxi:) a recompense or compensation for the

murder of a person made, by the Brehon law in Ireland,

to the relations of the deceased.

ERI'CA (Bot) 'uur.-r,, a plant very similar to the tamarisk-

tree, which is much liked by bees. A fomentation of

the flowers is good asainst the bites of serpents. Dioscor^

1. 1, c. 119; Plin. l.ll, c. IG; Gal.de Simpl. 1. 6; Oribas.

Med. Coll. 1. 11 ; Paul. .Sginet. 1. 7, c. 3.

EiiicA, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 8
Oclandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth four-leaved. — CoR.

one-petalled.

—

St a^i.^laments eight ; anthers two-cleft.

— Pist. gerin roundish; style dVilonn ; stigma crowned.
—Per. capsule roundi.'ili ; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are undershrubs, as the

—

Erica vul-

garis, Common Heath.

—

Erica Inlea, Yellow Heath, na-

tive of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Erica hnlicacaba.

Purple-stalked Heath, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
—Erica Monsnniana, Bladder-flowered Heath, native

of the Cape.

—

Erica arborea, Tree Heath, native of the

Cape.
EnicA is also the name of the Andromeda daboecia, and the

Friinlienia licris.

ERIC/EFO'RMIS (Bot.) the Diosma ericoides.

ERIC/E'US (Nat.) Ifi^caTr.,, a kind of honey collected from

the Erica. Dio'cor.L 1, c. 1 17 ; Plin. 1. 11, c. 16.

ERICE'RUM (.Med.) ifi>--«p«, the name of several collyria.

Alt. Tctrab. 2. serm. 3, c. 102.

ERI'CEUS (Ant.) a warlike instrument, full of sharp-pointed

nails, resembling a portcullis. Cas. Bell. Gall. 1. 3, c. 67

;

'lurneb. Adv. I. 4-, c. 8.

ERICO'IDES (Bot.) a species of the Elatine.

ERICO'ILA (Bof.) the Genliana verna of Linnaeus.

E'RICU (Bol.) the Asclepias Gigantia of Linnxus.

ERl'DANUS (.istron.) 'HfJa>o;, or ttotxi/m, one of the 4-8 old

constellations in the southern hemisphere, in which Pto-

I(-my reckons 34- stars, Tycho 10, and the British Catalogue

84. The principal star of the first magnitude at the extre-

mity of the river is Achernar. Erat. Phccnom. ; Eratosthen,

Charact.; Plot. Almag. 1. 7, c. 5 ; Ricciol. Almag. noT.l. 6,

c. 5.

ERI'GERON (Bo;.) vii& Erigeron.

Eeigeros, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 19

Sip'genesin, Order 2 Polygamia Superjlua.

dencric Character. Cal. common oblong.— Cor. cohi-

pound rayed.

—

Sram. Jila>nents five ; anthers cylindric.

—

Pisr. <rcrm small; style filiform; stigmas two.— Per.

none ; seeds oblong.

Species. The species are perennials and annuals : of the

first kind the following are the principal, as the—-£r/-

geron viscosum, seu Conyza, Clammy Erigeron, native of

Portu"-al.

—

Erigeron glutinosum. Glutinous Erigeron.

—

Erioeron philadelphium, Spreading Erigeron.

—

Erigeron

purpureum. Purple Erigeron. Of the second kind the

following are the principal

—

Erigeron gravcolcns. Strong-

smelling Erigeron.

—

Erigeron siculum, Red-stalked Eri-

4°L 2
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geron.— Erigeron caroliauaiuim, Carolina Erigeron.

—

Erigerun caiiadinse, Canadian Erigeron, native of North
America.

Erigeron is also the Conijza .i'.gi/pliaca.

ERrCEUUM (Rol.) ^,<vVp., a plant called by the Latins

Senecio, because, '/njxTr.ii, it grows old, nfi, very soon. Il

was reckoned vulnerary. Theophrast . Ilist. Plant. 1. 7, c. S ;

Dioscor. 1.4, c. 98 ; Oribna. Med. Coll. 1. U ; Ad. Tctrab. 1,

serm. 1 ; Prtiil. .T.giitet. 1. 7, c. 3.

EniGERUM, in the Linnean sijxiem, is the Sciiccio vulgaris.

ERINA'CEA (But.) another name for the Authyllis of Lin-

naeus.

ERINA'CEUS {But.) another name for the llijdmtm of Lin-

naeus.

EiilNACEUs (Zool.) anotlicr name for the Urcliin.

Ekinaceus, in the Linnenn sijstcm, a genus of animals of

the Class Mammalia, Order Fero-:.

Generic Character. Foreteeth, ujiper, two, distant ; lower,

two, approximate ; tn.sks, upper, live ; lower, three

;

grinder.^, four on each side in each jaw ; bad; and siilci co-

vered with spines.

Species. This animal is well known by the name of the

Hedge-Hog. [vide Hedge-Hog']

ERI'NGO {Bol ) llie Er^ngium of Linnaeus.

ERI'XUS (Bot.) i;:-.c-:, or >fiWor, a plant, the leaves of which

resemble those of the Ocjjmum. It grows near fountains

and rivers, wnd, mixed with sulphur, was used to relieve

pains in the ears. Theophrast. IFnt. Plant. 1. 3, c. 6 ; A7-

cand. in Theriac. ; Dioscor. 1. 4-, c. 29; Plin. 1. 'li, c. 7 ;

Oribns. Med. Coll. 1. II ; Paid. JEgin. 1. 7, c. 3.

Erinus, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants. Class 14

Didynamia, Order 2 Angiospcrmia.

Generic Character. C\i.. perianth five-leaved.— Con. one-

pctalled.— Ht A%i. Jilatnents four; anthers small.

—

Pist.

gcrnt ovate ; ityle very short ; stigma headed.—Pek. cap-

side ovate ; seeds small.

Specie;. The species are perennials and annuals : the fol-

lowing are the principal perennials, namely, the

—

Erinus
nlpinus, seu aqualicns, Alpine Erinus, native of the

Alps.

—

Erinus Africnnn.i, seu Buchnera, native of Africa.—Erinus capensis, native of the Cape of Ciood Mope.

—

Erinits j/nlcscens. The following are the principal an-

nuals, namely, the

—

ErinusJ'ragran.i, seu Selngo, native

of the Cape of (iood Hope.

—

F.rinus pcruvianus, seu

Lychnidca, native of Peru.

Ekinus is also the Campanula erinus.

ER)OCAL"LON (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 3 Triandria,
Order 3 Trigynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth common.

—

Cor. utii-

versal canvcK.—Utam. Jilaments three; anthers oblong.
—Pist. germ, slender; .styles tiiree; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are annuals, as the

—

Friocaulun se-

iaccuni, Randnlia, seu Gramcn Erincauloii qnadrangu-
lare, native of Cochincliina, Ac.

ERIOCE'PIIALUS (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class ID Syn-
gcnesia. Order 4 Pulygamia Xecessaria.

Generic Character. Cal. common upright.— Cor. com-
pound rayed.— UrAM.Jilaments five; anthers cylindric.—Pist. ;:,'-cr//i small ; i<y/<? simple ; stigma sharp.

—

Pkr.
none ; .U'cds in the females, solitary.

Spccir.i. 'i'hc species are shrubs, as the

—

Erioccphnlns

Africanus, seu Abrotanum, Cluster-leaved Erioeephalus,
native of the Cape.

—

Erioeephalus racemosus. Silvery-

leaved Erioeephalus.

EUIO'PJIOUOS (Hot.) if>c<P'.f,i, a sort of bull, mentioned by
Thenphrastus, I. 7, c. 13.

Erioi'IIoko.i, jn the Linnean .system, is tho liomba.v petandriu>n.

EKIO'PIIORUM j,^'«/.) a genus of plants, Class 3 Trian-

(Iria, Order 1 Munonijniii-

Generic Character. Cal. spihe on all sides imbricate.

—

Con. none.— Stam. Jilaments three; anthers oblong.—Pist. germ small ; style filiform ; stigmas three.

—

Per. none ; seeds acuminate.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Eriophorum
vaginatum, Zinagroslis, Junctis, seu Gramen, Mountain
or Single-spiked Cotton-Grass, native of Europe Eri-
ophorum polystachion, seu Gnaphalium, Many-spiked
Cotton-Giass. — Eriophorum angusti/hlium. Narrow-
leaved Cotton-Grass.

EKIO'PILA (/)<;/.) the Duroiu eriopila of Linnreus.

EUISI'TIIALlvS (Hot.) the Cnicus erisithales of Limiaeus.

Eltl'SMA (.7rt7/;/.) ifuc-ijux, an arch- buttress, or shore-prop.
Vitruv.l.G, c. II; Philand. in Vilruv.; Salmas. in Solin,

p. 1216.

ERITII.\'CE (Xat.) ifiS^K^, a kind of wax, honey, or red
juice iii the honey-combs. Arist. I. 5, c. 22 ; J'arr. de Re
'Jlusl. 1. 3, c. 16; Plin.l. 11, c. 7.

ERI'THALLS (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class .5 Pentandria,
Order 1 Monogijnia.

Generic Character. Cm., perianth one-leaved.—CoR. one-

petalled.

—

Stam. Jllnmcnts five; anthers oblong.

—

Pist.

germ inferiov; */;//« filiform ; stigma sharp.—Per. bcrrj/

globose ; seeds small.

Species. The species are trees, as the

—

Erithalisfruticosa,

seu Jnnihicus, native of Jamaica.

—

Erithalis polygamia,
seu Timanens, native of the Society Isles.

ERITHK./'E' (Bot.) the Gentiana Centaurcitm of Linnaeus.

E'RIX (Anat.) ifij, the superior part of the liver.

E'RMINE {Her.)\-me of the two furs used in

coat-armour, which is composed of two or

more tinctures, and is supposed to represent

the linings and doublings of mantles and robes,

the ermine being so called from the skin of the

little beast which bears that name. Ermine is

represented by a white field powdered or semi-

with black spots. When the ground is black, and the spots

white, it is called ermine^, &c. [vide Heraldry"]

Er.miniv (/jijol.) the Mustelu erminca of IJnnoeus, a little

animal about the si?.e of a scpiirrel, which is well known
for its valuable fur, and is supposed to derive its name
from Armenia, where it was found in the greatest numbers.
In Northern climates this animal is white all over, except
tlie tip of the tail, which is black. It lives on the banks
of rivers, and in hollow trees, and preys on mice and
other small animals. Ermine is also the name of the fur

of the ermine.

ER.MINE'E (Her.) or a cross-ermine, is a cross | j7

composed of four ermine spots placed cross- | 'f,

wise, as in the annexed figure. .~>-:- '

•

ERMINI'TES (Her.) is a kind of ermine in 1

•'

which the field is white, and the spots are red I ^ j

and black.
>*=r:4«-*'

ERMINOrS (Her.) an epithet for a sort of ermine in which
the fiild is or with biack spots.

ERMINE.S (Her.) a sort of ermine in wliich the field is

black with white spots.

ERNES (Arclueol.) the loose scattered ears of corn which

are gleaned from the field, so called from the German
criidtcn, to reap.

ERNO'DEA (Dot.) a genus of plants. Class 4 Tetrandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. C.^l, perianth four-parted.

—

Cok. one-

petallcd.

—

iiT.\M. Jilaments four; anthers erect.

—

Pist.

germ inferior; .s/y/c filiform ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. berry

roundish ; seeds solitary.

Sjiecies. Tho single species is the Ernodia liltornlis, Knoxia,

seu Hymelaa, rative of .Jamaica.

ElfODE'NTIA (Med.) WS,iu.t,x, Erosiva Medieamenta,
(;roding or corroding mediciiics, J/ippocrat. Epid. 1.4;
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Ceh. Gal. de Comp. Med. sec. Loc. I. 4, c. 1 ; .lei. Tehnb.i,

serm. '2, c. ,)'2 ; Pnnl. /Eifinet. \.i, c. Si.

ERODl'NIUM (Med.) a prognostic.

ERO'DIUM (Oni.) }fi}io:, a bird of the hawk tribe, so callL'd

because in time of treading, ?*• icVs it sweats blood.

Sitiilas.

Erodium, ill the Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 16

Moun'/elphia, Order 2 Pentandria.

Generic Cliaracter. Cm.. poinnth five-leaved.— Con. pe-

tals five.

—

Stam. /iV«n!fn/s five; anthers oblong.— PlsT.
gpr,n five-cornered; s/j//t' awlshaped ; stigmas &ye; seed

solitary.

Species. Tiie species are perennials and annuals : the fol-

lowing are the principal perennials, as the

—

Erodium
Romanum, seu Geranium, Roman Crane's bill, native of

Italy.

—

Eiodiuni iiicariiaium. Flesh-coloured Crane's bill.

—Erodiunt absintlioidcs. Wormwood-leaved Crane's bill.

—Erodium clirj/saut/iemuni, Golden-flowered Crane's bill.

The following are the principal annuals, as the

—

Erodium
cicutarium. Hemlock-leaved Crime's bill.

—

Erodium i.ios-

chntum, ^[usk Crane's bill.

—

Erodium g^runium, I'road-

leaved .Annual Crane's bill. Bauh. Hiit.; Banh. Pin.;
Park.'L'heat.; liaii Hist.; J'ourii. Inst.

EHODIUS (Eiil.) a genus of insects of the coleopterous

order, having the antennae moniliform :/cr/erj 4 filiform ;

bod// roundish; tliorax transverse; shells closely united;

jaw horny, bifid.

EROMA'XI.V (Med.) ifau,u.f'x, from ifui, love, and [AixiU,

madne.ss; melancholy madness occasioned by love.

ERO'SU.S (Bat.) gnawed, an epithet for a leaf; folium
erosum, a leaf having obtuse sinuses on its edge that

give it the appearance of having been gnawed, or eatcu by
insects.

EROSION (.Vfi.) ti'.e same as ulceration.

ERO'TIC (Lit.) an epithet equivalent to ai atory.

EROTE'.MA (Ixhet.) ;:ir>;M,a, iiiterrogatio ; a figure of speech
which consists in putting questions, in order to aggravate

the adverse case. Cic. de Oral. 1. 3, c. 52 ; Qiiintil. I. 9,

c. 2.

EROTE'UJI (/?>..'.) a genus of plants, Class 13 Polyandria,

Order 1 Monogj/nia

.

Generic Charnc'er. Cal. jieriunt'i five-leavod.

—

Cor. pc-

lals five.

—

STA\t.Jilaments numerous; anthers roundish.
— Vi-iT. germ ovate: sti/le erect; stigma ohtuse.— Per.
bcrrj/ roundish ; seeds oblong.

iipecies. The tv,o species are the Eroleum thcoidcs ct un-

dulutum, natives of Jamaica.

ERO'TION (Hot.) the Apiastrum.

ERO'TYLOS (\lin.) a precious stone like a flint used in

divination. Plin. 1. 37, c. 10.

ERO'TYLUS (Enl.) the name given by Fabricius to a divi-

sion of the genus Cri/ptocephalus, comprehending those
;

insects which have their feelers unequal, and the fore ones
j

hatchet-shaped.

E'RRANT (/.an) an epithet applied to justices who go
the circuit; also to bailiifs travelling at large.

Errant (Her.) an epithet for knights who were formerly

fupposL-d to wander in search of adventures.

ERRA'TA (Print.) a list of typographical errors which have

escaped correction at press.

ERRA'TIC (Aslron.) i.e. wanderers; an epithet for the

planets, as distinguished from the fixed stars.

EURA'TICUM (Archtcol.) a waif or stray beast.

ERRA'TU3I {Pri,>l.) a single error left in a work after it

is printed.

ERRHI'NW (Med.) ';?'•'«, from fir, the rjoso ; medicines

which, when snuffed up the nose, promote a discharge of

mucus. Gal. de Simpl. 1. 7; Trallian, 1. 1, c. 11; Paid.

jEginet. 1.3, c.5i 'Act. de Mcth. Med. 1. 3, c. 6; Myrep.

sect. 15.
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ERRPPSIS (Med.) t7p'"J"f> f™m piTrf, to precipitate; a sinfc-

ing in the strength of the whole body, or of any particular,

part. Hippncrat. de Humor. 1. I,& Grd. Conim. "i ; Erot.

Lex. Hippuernt.; Gorr. De/'. Med.; Foes. (Eeonom. Hip-
pncrat.

E'llROR (Laiv) a fault in pleading, or in the process, whence
the writ brought for the remedy of this oversight is termed
a writ of error.— Writ of error, a writ which lies to redress
a false judgment in any court of record,

—

Clerk nf the

errors, a clerk whose business it is to copy out the tenor
of the records of a cause upon which a writ of error is

brought.

Error Loci (Aunt.) a term introduced by Boerhaave to de-
note the deviation which he supposes to take place some-
times in the circulation of the different parts of the blood,

as when the larger sized globules force themselves into

the lesser vessels not destined for them. This idea is

founded on the supposition that there are different-sized

globules for the blood, lymph, and scrum.
ERTHMIO'TUM (Archaol.) a meeting of the neighbour-
hood to settle differences among themselves. Leg. Hen.l,
c. .57.

E'RUCA (Enl.) a name given to insects in the caterpillar

state, now more commonly called the larva.

Ekuc* (Bof.) the .Irabis canadensis of Linnxus.
ERUCA'GO (Bot.) the Bunias entcago of Linnaeus.

ERCCA'STRUM (Bot.) the Brassica erucastrum of Lin-
naeus.

ERUCTATION (Med.) the discharge of wind from the
stomach through the mouth.

I

ERU'PTION (Med.) an issuing or breaking forth in a morbid
or preternatural manner, as spots, &c. on the skin.

E'RVUM (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 17 Diudelphia,

Order t Decandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-parted.

—

Cor. pa-
pilionaceous.

—

Sr.Ml. Jilaments rising; anthers simple.
— PiST. germ oblong; style simple; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. legume oblong; seeds four.

Species. The species are annuals, as the

—

Enum Lens,
seu Lens, Flat-seeded Tare, or conmion Lentil.

—

Ervum
tetra.'permnm, seu Vicea, Smooth Tare.

—

Ej-vtim hirsu-

tnm, seu Crncca, Hairy Tare.

—

Enum ervilla, seu Oro-
bns, native of France. Dod. Pcmpt.; Bauh. Hist.;

Bauh. Pin. ; Park. Theal. ; Rail Hist.; Tourii. Inst.

ERUTHE'MATA (Med.) from Ifivi^,, to make red; red
fiery pustules on the skin.

ERY'XGIUM (Fiot.) k^yyut, a prickly plant of an aromatic
taste. It is so called from ifi^',a', to vomit, because when
goats eat of it they were stupified, and stood perfect!)- still

until they had vomited it up. Aristot. Hist. Animal. 1. 9,

c. l; T/ieopk. 1.6, c. I : Dioscor. 1.3, c. 24 ; Plin. 1.22,

c. 7, Sec. ; Plut. Sympos. 1. 7. quest. 2 ; Schol. Nicand. in

Theriac; Gal. dcAlim. Fac. 1. 2, c. 39: Oribas.Med. Collect.

1.11.

Ervxgium, in'thc Linnean system, a genus of plants, Class 5
Pentandria, Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Character. Cal. recej)tacle common.

—

Cor. petals

oblong.

—

Sta.m. fdamcnts five ; anthers oblong.

—

Pist.

germ hispid; styles two; stigmas simple. — V^R. Jinit

ovate ; seeds oblong.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Eryngit/m

aquatieum. Marsh Eryngo, native of Virginia.

—

Eryn-
gium planum. Flat-leaved Eryngo, native of Austria.

—

Eryngiiun pusillum, Dwarf Eryngo, native of Spain.

—

Erynginm maritum, Sea-Holly ; but the Eryngium fce-

tidum, Stinking Eryngium, and the Eryngium tricuspida-

ium, Trifid Eryngium, are biennials. Dod. Pempt.

;

Banh. Pin.; Bauh. Hist.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theal.;

Raii Hist.; Tourn. Inst.

Eryngium is also the Alractylis cancUlata.
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ERY'SIMI varictas (But.) the Sinnpis Lsvigaia of Linnxus. 1—Erysiino similis, the Turritis hirsuta.

ERY'SIMUM (But.) Jpo-ju,,., a plant so called from ipw, to

draw, because of its astringent virtue. It was reckoned an
antidote against poison. I'licophrast . Hist. P/aiit. 1. 8, c. 7;
Dioscor. I. '2, c. 188; Plin. 1. IS, c. 10; Gal. lie Alim. Fac.
1. 1, c. 30; Oribas. Med. Collect. 1. 11; Act. Telrab. 1,

serm. 1 ; Paid. .Xginet. I. 7, c. 3.

Erysimum, in the Linneau st/.$lem, a genus of plants, Class l-i

Tetradynamia, Order 2 SiHtjKo.'sa.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth four-leavetl.

—

Con. petals

oblong.

—

Stam. filaments six ; anthers simple.

—

Pist.
germ linear; style sliorl; stigma headed.

—

1'er. siligiic

oblong ; seeds many.
Species. The species are mostly annuals, as the

—

Erysi-

mum nfficiuale, seu Sisymljrum, Common Hedge Mustard.—Erysimum r<"y;a?!f/H»j, Small- flowered Hedge Mustard.
Erysimum cheiranthoidcs, seu Myagrum, Treacle Hedge
Mustard; but the

—

Erysimum harhara, seu Eruca, Win-
ter Hedge Mustard, is perennial, and the Erysimum
albaria, Garlick Hedge Mustard, is a biennial. C/m?.

Hist.; Dod. Pempt ; Bauh. Hist.; Bauh. Pin.; Ger.

Herb.; Park, rheat. Bot.; Raii Hist.

ERYSI'PELAS (Med.) ifuo-iViAa?, a disorder in the skin, vul-

garly called St. Anthony's Fire, which consists in a pre-

ternatur;\l swelling, accompanied with redness, heat, and
pain. The name is supposed by some to be derived from
tpfifit, red, and a-.'A^s, livid. Hippncrat. 1. .5, aphor. 23

;

Cels. 1. 5, 0.26; Gal. Def. Med.Sfc.; Oribas. dc Morb.
Curat. 1. 3, c. 47 ; Act. Tetrab. -i, serm. 2, c. 59 ; Paul.

.Eginct. 1. 4, c. 17; Act. dc Meth. Med. 1. 2, c. 12; Gorr.

DeJ. Med. ; Foes. (Econom. Hippocrat.

EnvsiPELAS, in Cullen's Nosology, is a genus of diseases,

Class Pi/re.viei-, Order Exanthemata.
ERYSIPELATO'IDES (.Med.) a iiumour resembling the

Erysipelas.

ERYSISCE'PTRUM (Bot.) a name for the Aspalathus.

ERY'THE'MA (Med.) ifyCiu-x, from tfvffoi, red; a morbid
redness in the skin, as is observed to accompany a violent

inflammatory fever.

ERYTHRI'NA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 17 Diadcl-
phia. Order 4 Decandria

.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Cou. pe-

tali five.

—

St.\M./ila7ne>ils ten ; anthers ten.

—

PisT. germ
subulate ; .•tyle the length of the stamens ; stigma simple.— Pf.r. /ri;»)»e long ; seeds kichieyform.

Species. The species are trees, as the

—

Erythrina herbacea,

seu Corallodendron, Herbaceous Coral-tree.

—

Erythrina
Corallodendron, Siliyua, I\Iouricou, Boa Eruthrina, seu

Gelala arjuritica, &c. Bauh. Pin.; Tourn.Inst.

Erythrina is also the Piscedia erythrina.

ERYTHRI'NUS (leh.) ;>(>»»?, a sea-fi.sh all red but the

bellv, which is white; it is now called Rochet. Apic.

ERY'i'HRION (Med.) ;p«?.«, a malagina. Paul. .Kiiinet.

1.7, CIS.
ERYTIHIOUU'LBUS (Bol.) the Wachendursia paniculata

of Linna;u3.

ERYTHRO'DANUM [Bot.) the plant now called Madder,
wliich dyers use. It is so called from the redness of its

root.

ERYTHROEI'DES (Anut.) from Jp-V'?. red, and ^rjij, like-

ness ; an epithet for the innermost coat of the testes. Itulfi.

Ephcs. de Appcll. Part. Corp. Hum. 1. 1, c. 32.

ERYTHRO'NIUM (Bol.) a species of So/^Wok. Dioscor.

1. 3, c. 144.

KiiVTHRONiu.M, in the Linncnn system, a genus of plants,

Class 6 Hexandria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. none.

—

Cor. ^p/n/.v six.

—

Stam.
Jilamen's six ; anthers oblong.

—

Pist. germ turbinate
;

style simple.

—

Per. capsule globose ; seeds ovate.

ESC

Species. The single species is a perennial, as the Erithro-
vium dens canis. Dens canis, seu Satt/rium.

ERYTHRO'PYLON (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10
Decandria, Order 3 Trigijnia,

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. pe-
tals five.

—

Stam. Jilamenls ten ; anthers heartshapcd.
Pist. germ ovate; s;y« three; .^//^'was obtuse.

—

Per.
drupe ovate ; seed nut oblong.

Species. The species are shrubs, and natives of the We8t
Indies, as the

—

Erythoxylon arcolatum, seu Carthnrre-

nense.—Erythoxylon havener, &c. Clus. Hist.; Dod.
Pempt.; Bauh. Hist.; Banh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park.
Theat.Bot.; Raii Hist.; Tourn.Inst.

E'SAPIIE (Med.) iFxtp],, from jo-acao', to feel with the fin-

gers ; a term particularly applied to feeling the mouth of
the uterus, so as to discover its state. Hipnocral. de MiJ.

ESBRANCATU'RA (.^rclucol.) the cutting off branches or
boughs in forests, &c.

ESCALA'DE (Mil.) a vigorous assault made upon a wall
or rampart, by means of ladders, upon which the besiegers
mount for the purpose of taking a place by storm.

ESCALDA'RE (Lav) an ancient tenure in serjeanty.

ESCALLO'NIA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 PeH<a;)-
dria, Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. one-leaved.

—

Cor. j^etals five.

—

Stam. filaments five ; anthers incumbent.

—

Pist. germ
oblate ; style upright ; stigma capitate.

—

Per. berri/

roundish ; seeds many.
Species. The species are shrubs, as

—

Escallonia myrtil-
loides et scriata, &c. ^

ESCALLOP-SHELL (Her.) a frequent bear- ^-
ing in the escutcheon, it having been the
pilgrims' ensign in their expeditions to holy
places, as in the annexed figure. " He , Jte\ i

bearetli argent, on a bend azure, three escal- I x^ji
lop-shells or; name Broxvne." S-j^^r-^^^^.-^^

ESCA'.MDIO (/,«iu)froni cambier, to exchange;
a licence granted to make over Bills of E.vchange to

another beyond sea. Stat. 5, R. 2, c. 2; Reg. Orig. 194.

ESCAPA'TLI (Bot.) a species of Sena.
ESCA'PE (Laiv) a violent or privy evasion out of some law-

ful restraint; as where a man is arrested or imprisoned and
gets away before he is delivered in due course of law.

Staundf. P. C. c. 26, &c.
ESCA'P'IO QUIETUS (Laiv) ho who is delivered from the

punishment which, by the laws of the forest, lieth upon
those whose beasts are found vvithiii the land where for-

bidden.

ESCA'RBUNCLE (Uer.) the heraldic name
for the precious stone called tiie Carbuncle,
which is represented as in the annexed figure.

" He beareth argent two bars azure, over all

an esearbuncle of eight rays gules; pomettec
and florettee or."

ESCA'UN (Com.) a Dutch and Flemish silver coin, value

sixpence sterling.

ESCE'PPA (-'/)c//(ra/.) a scepp, or measure of corn. Mon.
Angl. ton). 1 , p. 382.

ESCiiANDiyiUA (Archceol.) tlie chandry, or office where
candles were reposited and delivered out for daily use.

ESCIIA'RA (Med.) 'iirx,ctfx, an incrustation from an ulcer,

according to Aretxus ; or from a caustic medicine and a
red hot iron, according to Celsus and (ialen. Aret. de
Acut. Morb. 1. 1, c. 9; Cels. 1.6, c. 2() ; Gal. de Simpf.

1. 1, c. IS ; Scrib. Larg. dc Compos. Med. c. 25 ; Marcel/.

C.8.

ESCHAROPE'PA (Med.) iFx«fopi-iTK, coarse barley-meal,

of which Ilippotratos speaks. Hippocrat. Epid. 1. 4.

ESCHAltO'TlCS (Med.) i(rxccfU'r,Ku, from i<ry,^fiu, medi-
cines which promote the incrustation of a wound or sore.
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ESCHA'RPE (Mil.) French for the scarf which formerly

served to disiinguish tlie mihtary from other persons.

ESCHE'AT (Lnio) in French r'r//ft/e, from eschenir, oreschc-

vir, to fill! ; any lands or profits that fall to a lord within his

manor, cither by forfeiture, the death of the tenant, &c.

:

also the name of a writ for the recovery of escheats, and
of the circuit within whicli the King, or any other lord,

has escheats of his tenants. Flet. 1. 6 ; 2 Imtil. 36, Sjc. ;

Hnxd: P. C. c. 49.

ESCHE'ATOR {Lan^) an officer formcrlj' appointed by the
Lord Treasurer, &c. in every county, to make inquests of
titles by escheats. They are called, by Fitzherbert, offi-

cers of record; but having their chief dependance on the
court of wards, which is done away by Act of Parliament,
tliey are now almost entirely out of date. 14- Ed. ^, c. 8,

&c. ; 8 H. 8, c. 16, &c.; F. iV. J5. 100; 2 Inst. 206;
4 Li't. 225, &c.

ESCHE'CCUM (Archo'ol.) a jury or inquisition. Matth.
Par. Ann. 1240.

ESCHEVI'N (P.llf.) a magistrate in France and Holland,
very similar to our sheriff.

ESCHYNO'.MENE {Bot.) the Minwa pudica of Linnseus.

ESCLATTE' (Her.) an epithet among the French for a
bend, or any other ordinary that is as it were torn
away.

ESCLOPPE' (//(;.) an epithet among the French for a

bend, that has an indenture or cut in it.

ESCOPE'CMES (Mec/i.) French for large pieces of wood
used in scafiolding.

E'SCOUT (Mil) a company of armed men attending upon
any person or thing, bv way of guard, or distinction.

ESCORT A'TIO .AIOR.E (Archa-ol.) the paring of the turf

of moorish or sedgy ground for burning.

E'SCOT (Lnu) vide Scot.

ESCOUA'DE {Md.) a French term for the third part of a

foot company, so divided for the more convenient mount-
ing of guard.

ESCRO'LL (Her.) one of the exterior ornaments of the
escutcheon, representing a slip of parchment or paper, on
which is generally put the motto, [vide Heraldry^

ESCRO'W (L(ik) a deed delivered to a third person, to be
the deed of the party making it, upon a future condition

when a certain thing is performed, and then it is to be
delivered to the party to whom it is made. Co. Lit. 31.

ESCU'AGE (Ln-x) in French ecuagp, a kind of knight's

service, called holding the shield, which was a sort of
tenure that obliged the tenant to follow his lord to the

wars at his own charge. Escuage was unceiiain when it

consisted of uncertain services, which the tenant was
bound to perform according to circumstance ; certain when
the tenant was set at a certain sum of money to be paid in

lieu of such services.

E'.SCULEXT {Bol.} an epithet for plants, &c. that may be
eaten.

E'.SCULUS (Bol.) the Quercus esculus of Linna?us.

ESCU'TCHEON (//er.) or S/iield, is the representation of the

ancient shields used in war, on which were borne the ensigns

of the individual or his family. It serves now to contain

the armorial bearings which are painted on its surface,

called the field, [vide Heraldri/]

The Escutcheon is also one of the Honourable
Ordinaries, which, according to Leigh,

should contain the fifth part of the field. It

is made to represent the shape of the outer

escutcheon or shield, as in the annexed
figure. " He beareth ermine, an escutcheon
gu/es, by the name of Hidgrave."

E'SDR.E ANTIDOTUS (Med.) an antidote described by
Paulus .Egineta, 1. 7, c. 2.

E'SEBON (C/iem.) Common Salt.

ESS

ESKETO'RES (.Archaol.) robbers or destroyers of other
men's estates. Plac. Pari. 20, Ed. 1.

ESKl'PPESON (ArclucoL) shipping or passage by sea.
ESK\'-BAS (Mil.) a Turkish soldier who carries the co-

lours ; in general he is the senior man in tlie company.
ESLI'SORS (Lnu) vide Esslisors.

E'SNEC\ (Laiv) in French aisnesse, the right of choosing
first in coparcenary, or a divided inheritance on the ground
of priority of age.

ESO'CHE (Med.) i luyj, from '.zey^u, to protuberate ; a pro-
tuberance about the anus.

E'SOX (Ich.) the Pike, a genus of fishes, of the abdominal
Order, having a flat head, a large mouth, jaws toothed,
body elongated, dorsal and anal fins very short.

E'SPADON (Md.) a kind of two-handed sword, having two
edges of great length and breadth.

ESPA'LIER (Hort.) a sort of branching fruit trees that grow-
on a frame and spread laterallj'.

ESPEALTA'UE (Arclicvol.) the expeditating of dogs.
ESPERVA'RIUS (ArclucoL) a Sparrow-hawk.
E'SPHLASIS (Med.) V.pAiio-K, from ia-pxioy^ai, an intropu!-

sion, or recession of a part inwards from some external
violence. Hippocrnt. dc Vidiierib.

ESPIGURNA'NTIA (La-.^^) the office of Spigurnel, or Sealer
of the king's writs.

ESPI'ONAGE (Mil.) the act of obtaining and giving secret
intelligence of what is passing in the camp or arm}-, &c. of
the enemy.

ESPLANA'DE (Fort.) a declivity or slope of earth com-
mencing from the top of the counterscarp, and losing itself

in the level of the campaign, which serves as a parapet for

the counterscarp or covered way. The esplanade is now
chiefly taken for the void space between the glacis of a
citadel and the first houses of a town.

ESPLEE'S [Law) the full profit that ground yields, as

the feeding of pastures, the hay of meadows, &c. ; some-
times the word is applied to the lands themselves, as in

Pine. Pari. 30 Ed. 1.

ESPOU'SALS (Law) a contract or mutual promise betv/een

a man and woman. Marriage is said to be an espousal de
prasenti. Wood's Inst. ,57.

ESPRE'SSIONE (Mns.) Italian for expression, or that
quality in a coinposition which consists in an appeal to the
feelings.

ESPRFNGOLD (Mil.) a warlike engine anciently used for

the casting of great stones.

ESPRl'T DE CORPS (MiL) that species of attachment
with which military men are particularly animated to the
corps, companj-, or service, to which they belong.

E'SPRIT, Ordrc d' (Her.) vide Holy Ghost.

E.SQUI'RE (Her.) in French escui/er, in Italian scitdiero,

Spanish escudero, Latin armiger, signifies literally an ar-

mour-bearer; but has since been employed as a title of
honour to the sons of Knights, and to those who serve the
King in any worshipful calling, &c.

ESSAI des amies a feu (Mil ) French for proving fire-arms.

ESSA'TUM (Med.) the medicinal virtue which is in vegeta-
bles and minerals.

ESSA'Y (Metal) vide A.<:sai/.

Ess.\Y hatch (Min.) a little trench which miners dig when
the}' are in search of ore.

Ess.w of a Deer (Spnri.) the breast or brisket of a deer.

ESSEDA'RII {.4nt.) a sort of gladiators who fought £,s-

seda, in a chariot. Cic. ad Fain. I. 7, ep, 6; Fetron.

Frapn. p. 8 ; Senec. Epist. 29; Suet. Cal. 35.

ESSE'DUM (Ant.) the chariot armed with scythes which
was used b)' the Gauls and Britons.

Virg. Georg. 1. 3, v. 204.

Betgka vel moUi meliusfert efseita collo.
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Properl.\.2, el. 1, v. 86.

Eueda calatii shle Britamiajugis.

These chariots were known in Rome before Cfesar's expe-

dition into Britain, but still more afterwards. Cic. nil

Attic. 1. 6, ep. 1 ; dcs. de Dell. Gall. I. 4, c. 33; Srn: in

Virg. ; .foniand. Rcr. Goth. c. 2.

E'SSENCE {Met.) the same as Being.

Essence (Chem.) the purest and most subtle part of any

body, or the spirit drawn out of certain substances.

Essence (Med.) the chief properties or virtues of any simple,

collected into a small compass.

ESSE'NDI giiicliim dc teloiiio (Law) a writ whii-h lies for

the citizens aiul burgesses of any town or city thac has any

charter or prescription to free them from toll, in case toll

be demanded of them wrongfully, tieg. Orig. 258.

ESSE'NES (Theol.) a sect "among the ancient .lews who
separated themselves from the people, and led a kind of

monastic life.

ESSE'NTIAL r/fW/V/c? {.hlrol.) are when the planets are

in their fall, detriment, or peregrine.

—

Essential dignities,

certain real advantages belonging to planets, by which they

are strengthened and fortified, as when they are in proper

houses, or in their exaltation.

Essential oils (Clicm.) arc acrid volatile oils, having a

strong aromatic smell, which are drawn from plants by

distillation, in distinction from native oils, that are pro-

cured by coction. Boerhnnv. Elan.

E.ssENTi.VL properties (Log.) such as necessarily depend

upon, and are connected with, the nature and essence of

a thing, in distinction from the accidental.

Essential salts (Chem.) salts which are procured from

plants, and which have the property of crystallizing.

Essential character (Bot.) a term api)lied to the particular

properties or characteristics which distinguish on.c species

of plants from another.

E'SSERS (Med.) eruptions that ait; rather hard and red, and

cause a violent itcliing as if from the sting of a bee or a

nettle.

ESSIE'U (Mech.) French for a solid piece of timber which

runs across the carriage, enters the wheel at botii ends,

and is fastened by means of an iron.

ESSLI'SORS (Law) persons appointed by a court to impan-

nel a jury on challenge to a jury and coroner.

ESSO'UINUM (Med.) a certain presage of a future event

from the signs that inditiite it.

ESSO'IN (Laiv) an excuse for one that is summoned to

appear and answer to an action, &c. by reason of sickness,

or any other just cause, Sec. Bract. 1. 5; Britt. c. 122;

Flel. 1. 6; 2 In.^t. 125, &c.— f'/o/. of the E.'isoins, an officer

in the court of (lonnnon Pleas, who keeps the essoin rolls.

—Essoin day of ike Term, tiie first return in every term,

i. e. the first day in every term whereon the court sits to

take Essoins.— Essoins and Proffers, words used in the

statutes :i8 //. 8, c. 21.

E'SSORANT (Ilcr.) a French epithet for a bird stantlmg

on the ground with its wings expanded, as if they were wet,

and it was drying them.

ESSU'YER le premier Feu (Md.) French for to receive the

first fire without attempting to fire first.

—

Essnyc: la Pierre,

is a word of connnand in the platoon exercise, signifying

to try the flint.

ESTA'BLAGE (Mech.) French for the harness which is

between the two sliafts of a cart.

KSTA'BLISHMENT of Doner (/,nic) the assur.nncc of

dower given to a wife or her friends, by the husband or his

friends, previous to the marriage. Britt. c. 102, &c.

EsTAin.isiiMENT (Mil.) tlic quota of officers and men in an

army, regiment, troop, or company, which, being much

greater during war than peace,, has given rise to the dis-

EST

tinction of a JVar-Estahlislimenf and a Pence-Establishment,
.1 Militan/ E.stablishment is an establishment in India so
called, comprehending the allowances for tents, camels
and drivers.

ESTACA'DE (Mil.) French for a dyke constructed with
piles in the sea, a river, or morass to oppose the entry of
troops.

ESTAFE'TTE (Mil.) French for a military courier sent
from one part of an army to another.

ESTA'NDARD (MU.) vide Standard.
ESTA'TE (Laxv) the title or interest a man has in lands or

tenements.— Conditional estate, one that has a condition
annexed to it though it be not in writins;.

ESTA'TES of the realm (PoUl.) are in England the distinct

parts of the government or constitution ; namely. Kings,
Lords, and Commons.

ESTE'LE (Her.) French for the term erased.

E.STHIO'MENOS (Med.) ic-hoyA^i, corroding; an epithet
for a spreading ulcer.

ESTIV.AL (.'tstron.) another name for summer.
ESTO'ILE (Her.) French for a star; a charge in the

escutcheon, which differs from the mullet, by having six

waved points, the former having only five points, [vide
Star]

ESTO'PPEL (Laxi') an impedient or bar to an action which
a man has by bis own act and deed.

ESTOUFA'DE (Cook.) a particular way of cooking meat.
ESTO'VER (ioii) from the French I'toff!; signifies that sub-

sistence which a man, accused of felony, is to have out of
his lands or goods during his Imprisonment ; also an allow-

ance of wood to be taken out of another man's woods.
ESTOVE'RIIS habendis, Il'rit dc (Lnxi') a writ for a woman

divorced from her husband, ii mensii el thoro, to recover
her alimony.

ESTRA'C (I'et.) an epithet for a horse that is light bodied
and lank-bellied.

ESTRADIO'TTES (Mil.) a set of hardy warriors in Italy,

who were formerly very expert in managing their horses.

E.STKA'DER, batlcurs d' (Mil.) scouts of horse sent out to

get intelligence of the position of the eneray.

ESTRA'DE (/Irchit.) the one half of an alcove or chamber
raised above the level of the floor, and richly furnished for

the reception of great persons.

ES']"R.\'NGLE (Gram.) a name for the alphabet of the an-

cient Persian, [vide Alphabet^

F.STRA'NGERS (Laxv) foreigners or persons born beyond
sea.

E.STRAPA'DE (Man.) the action of a restive horse who,
by plunging, kicking, and rearing, strives to resist his

rider.

E.STR.A'Y (Laro) a tame beast found, without any owner
known, which If it be not reclalmeil within a ye;ir and a

day, falls to the Lord of the manor.

l.STRE'.AT (Laxv) from the Latin c.rtrarlum, the copy of nn
original writing; l)ut especially of fines set down in the

rolls of a court, to lie levied of any man for his offence.

F.N.B. 57.

—

Clerk of the estreats, a clerk that receives tile

estreats out of the Lord Treasurers' office, and writes tlieni

to be levied of any man for his offence.

ESTRECIA'TUS (.-Indurol.) an epithet for roads, signifying

strelghtcned. Hoxrd. p. 783.

ESTREG-BOARDS (Carpcnt.) boards of deal, fir, &c.
brouglit out of the East.

F.-'^TREPEMENT (Laxv) spoil made in lands and woods by
a tenant, for term of life, to the damage of the rever-

sioner.

E'.STRO (Mus.) an Italian word, signifying gracefulness

and elegance in application to movements.
E'STIJARY (Geog.) any ditch or pit where the tide comes,

or which is overflowed by the sea at high-water.
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E'SULA (Bot.) the Apoci/num venelum of Linnjeus.

E'SURINE Salts (Chew.) salts of a fretting or eating

quality, which abound in the air of places situated near
the sea coast, and where great quantities of coal are

burnt.

ETA'BLIES CMil.) a word formerly used in France for

what are now called garrisons.

ETA'GES de Fourneaux on de Mines (Min.) French for

the chambers in a mine.

ETA'MPER {Vet.) French for to pierce a horse-shoe in eight

places.

ETA'NCONS (Mill.) French for the stays or supporters
that are set up in mines to support the weight of the earth

that is laid upon the galleries.

ETA'PIER (Mi/.) French for a purveyor to the army.
ETA'T-:MAJ0R (.1///.) French for'a specific number of offi-

cers belonging to the same corps.

E'TCHING (Mcch.) a method of engraving on copper,
whereby the lines or strokes are eaten in with aquafortis,

instead of being cut with a tool or graver.

ET'ESl/E (A'«/.) bio-iai, cool winds that blow constantly

every year for forty days together i:i the dog-days. They
are so called from ixoc, a year, because they return every
year. Hippocrat. Epid. 1. i, Sec; Plin. 1. 18, c. 34 ; Gn'l.

de Temp. 1. 1.

ETHER {Nat.) vide JEthcr.

ETHE'REAL oil (Chem.) a very fine or exalted oil, or rather
spirit of an oily nature which instantly takes fire.

E'THICS, the science of moral philosophy, which teaches
the springs and pi'inciples of human conduct.

ETHIO'PIAN 5o;«- g'oiu'rf (Dot.) Adansonia digitalis of Lin-
naeus.

ETHMOI'DES (Anat.) «0,/,«J«?, from ^iy^c^, a sieve, and
i'-^'oi, the form; a bone in the inner part of the nose resem-
bling a sieve in form. Ruff. Ephes. de Appell. Part. Corp.
hum. 1. 3, c. 1.

ETHO'LOGY {Rhet.) a figure of speech which consists in

the drawing of characters. Qniiitil. lust. 1. 6, c. 6.

ETHU'LIA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class S^ugenesia,
Order 1 Polygamia .Equales.

Generic Character. Cal. common.

—

Cor. compound tu-

bular.

—

Stam. Jilaments five; anthers cylindric.— PiST.
germ prismatic ; st^le filiform; sfigt7ias two.

—

Per, none;
seeds solitary; receptacle naked.

Species. The species are annuals, as the

—

Ethulia conu-
zoides, sou Kahira, Panicled Ethulia, native of the East
Indies. — Ethtdia spnrganopkora, seu Sparganophora,
native of the East Indies,

—

Ethulia divaricata, seu Chry-
santhemum, native of Malabar.

ETIQL'E'TTE (Polit.) signified originally in French a

ticket affixed to a bundle of ])apers expressing its contents.

It is now commonly used for a certain rule observed at

courts, and in the higher circles.

ETO'lLE (Fort.) French for a star-redoubt, or a small work,
consisting of four, five, or more points.

ETRAPA'DE (Arclueol.) a crane and pulley, which was
formerly used in France by way of a torture.

ETYMO'LOGY (Gram.) irvfi^oXayU, from irvpjBi, the true
origin, and xiyu, to speak ; a part of grammar which
teaches the original of words, in order to fix their true
meaning.

ETYTHO'XYLU.M (Bot) the Brnsilium lignum.

EVA'CUANTS (Med.) medicines proper to expel, or carry
off any peccant or redundant humours in the animal body
by the proper way of the emunctories.

EVACUATION (Med.) any discharge of superfluous
humours or excrements out of the body, either by the
course of nature, or the force of art.

EUjE'MIA (Med.) from h, well, and «i/*«, blood
; goodness

of blood.

EUC
EUALTFIES {Med.) iU>Sx, from L, well, and UhlSi!.>, to

heal ; easy to be liealed. Hippocrat. de Artie.

EUANALE'PTOS (Med.) iixmMsroc, from h, well, and
u.i!/.7.ci.fL!la.iu, to recover ; easy to be recovered.

EUANASPHA'LTOS (Med.) tCx.Ao-tpx^.ro-,, from ~i«, well,

and x'ce<ripx>,i\u, to recover strength ; an epithet for a me-
dicine which serves to recover strength.

EVAXGE'LIA (Ecc.) a term formerly applied to proces-
sions and prayers of joy for good tidings, from siixv/sAiof,

a jo3'ful message, or glad tidings. Anastas. Biblioth. in

Pelag.; Mou. Augl. toin. iii. p. 192.

EVA'NGELIST (Bibl.) siJayys^iirn;, signifies literally a mes-
senger of glad tidings ; but is commonly applied to the
writers of the Ciospel History.

EVA'NIA (Ent.) a name given by Fabricius to a division^of

the genus Sphex, comprehending those insects which have
the antenna setaceous, the lip entire, and no tongue.

EUA'NTHEMON (But.) .another name for Chamamaiuni.
EUA'NTHES (Bot.) wy.>Sii', from h, well, and i-.Co;, a flower,

highly florid, or highly coloured ; an epithet applied by
Hippocrates to the blood and the urine. Hippocrat.
in Coac.

EUA'PHION (Med.) a medicine so named for its gentle-
ness, from iu, well, and ucpij, the touch. Gal. de Com.
Med. sec. Loc. 1.9, c. 7.

TO EVA'PORATE to a Pellicle (Cham.) to consume a liquor
by a gentle heat till a thin skin is perceived to swim on
the top of it.

EVAPORATION (Chem) a process in which the super-
fluous moisture of any liquid substance is dispersed by
means of fire.

EVA'SION (Laxu) a subtle device to set aside truth, or to
escape the punishment of the law, as if a man should
tempt another to strike him first, in order that he may
have an opportunity of returning it with impunity. In
this case, if the person first striking be killed, it is not
murder. //. P. C. c. 81.

EV.V'TES (Myth.) a branch of the Druids who were rec-
koned the priests and naturalists.

EUCALY'PTUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 12 Icosan-
dria. Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth superior.—Cort. none.— Stam. Jilaments numerous.— Pisr. germ inferior;

st^le single.

—

Per. capsule four-celled ; seedf: many.
Species. The species are trees, as the

—

Eucali/ptus obliqua.
Oblique-leaved Eucalyptus, or Red Gum Tree, i.tc.

EUCA'RDIOS (Med.) fJ^afiU;, cordial ; an epithet for what
is grateful to the stomach.

EUCATASCE'PTOX (Med.) iC..xTUTy.;.,rTm, from 1v, well, and
Kxrua-xf.y^ra, to be incumbent ; an epithet for a wound which
is properly supported, or rests on something soft.

EU'CERA (Ent.) a name given by Fabricius to a division
of the genus Apis, comprehending those insects which
have the tongue seven-cleft, and the lip five-cleft.

EU'CHARIST (Ecc.) li-^xfi^ioc, from h, well, and Ji«fi?,

grace; signifies literally a thanksgiving; whence it has
been in a particular manner applied to the sacrament of
the Lord's supper.

EUCHARI'STOS (Med.) an epithet for an antidote in Ni-
colaus Myrepsus. sect. 1, c. 178.

EUCHA'STIC (Mus.) an epithet for that part of the Me-
lopoea which constituted the calm and assuaging.

EUCHOLO'GIUM (Ecc.) a name for the Greek ritual, or
Book of Common Prayer.

EUCIIRCE'A (Med.) iu^cfoM, from ia, well, and %fw., colour,
of a good colour ; a plaisterso named by Scribonius Largus.
De Comp. Med. c. 71.

EUCHY'iNlLV (Med.) ti^v/ji^ix, from L, well, and z^l^''^, a hu-
mour

;
goodness of the humours or juices, as well in ali-

ments as in the animal frame. Gal. Com. de Hippocrat.
4i u
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Aphor. 1. 5; Act. de Mdh. Med. 1. 3, c. 12; Gnn:
Def. Med.

EU'CLEA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 22 Dioecia,

Order 10 Dodiecandria.

Generic Character. Cal. ;;maH//; one -leaved.—Coii. one-
netalled.

—

Stam. Jilamenls thirteen; anthers erect.

—

I'lHT. genn ovate; sli/les two; stiginas obtuse.

—

Per.
beri-^ globular ; seeds single.

Species. The single species is a tree, as the Euclea race-

mosa, seu Padus, Round-leaved Euclea, native of the

Cape of Good Hope.
EUCOI'LIA (Med.) iOkoiXix, from Xu, well, and xoiAia, the

belly ; an epithet for cherries, as good for the belly. Dios-
cor. 1. 1, c. 1.

EU'COMIS [Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 6 Ilexandria,

Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. none.—Con. inferior.

—

Stam.
filaments subulate.—PisT.^e?-n; superior; stigma simple.

Per. cfl;M!(/e three-celled ; seeds many.
Species. The species are bulbous, as the

—

Eiicomis nana,

frilellaria, seu Orcridia, Dwarf Eucomis, &c.
EU'CRASY (il/erf.) an agreeable temperament, a suitable

mixture of qualities in the body, that tend to keep it in

good order.

EUDIO'.METER (Mech.) an instrument by which the quan-

tity of oxygen and nitrogen in atmospherical air can be
ascertained.

EUDO'XIANS (Ecc.) heretics so called from Eudoxus,
their ringleader, who held impious notions respecting the

Son. Epiphan. Hiir. 7f) ; Prateol. Dog. Omn. Hccret.

EVE'CTICA {Med.) evecties, that part of physic which
teaches how to acquire a good habit of body.

EVE'CTION of the moon (.-Utron.) one of her most consider-

able irregularities, caused by the action of the sun upon her.

Its general effect is to diminish the equation of the centre

at the syzyies, and to increase it in the quadrature.

E'VEN number (/Irith.) a number which may be divided into

two equal parts, without a fraction.

—

Evcniij even number.

[vide Eveiilif]

E'VENINGS {Archcrol.) the delivery at even or night of a

certain portion of grass, corn, &c. given to a customary

tenant, who performs the service of cutting, mowing, &c.

for his lord gratuitously, by way of reward.

E'VENLY even number [Arith.) that which may be divided

by 4' without a remainder.

—

Evcnli/ odd number, that which

may be divided by 2, but not by l, without a remainder.

£VE'NT (Mil.) French for the vent or cavity which is left

in cannon, or other fire-arms, after they have been proved

and found defective.

EVE'KGETES (PoUt.) iii.-pyiV^, from 1-j and ifvw, a work;

a title signifying as much as benefactor, which was given

to several of the S3'rian kings.

E'VEllGKEEN (Bot.) an epithet for such plants as retain

their verdure throughout the year.—Evergreen Thorn, the

Mcspilus pipacantha of Liiin;cus.

EVERLA'STING (Bot.) the Gnaphalium of Linnaeus, a

shrub.— Everlasting Pea, the Latnyrus syhcstris.

EVERRPCULUM (Mech.) a fishing-net,' similar to what is

now called the drag-net.

EUE'XIA (Med.) lue^.'x, from lu, well, and i'|i?, habit; a good

habit of body, in distinction from Cachexia. Arct. de

Dcut. Morb. 1. 1, c. K).

EU'GEOS (Med.) an epithet applied sometimes to the uterus

and sometimes to the hymen.
EUHARMO'NIA {.Ma's.} an epithet signifying perfectly

harmonious.

EVrCTION {Law) a recovery of lands, &c. by form of

law.

IC'VIDEN'CE (Law) any proof by the testimony of men, or

Jjy writings. The former is called parole evidence. It is

EUO
called evidence because thereby the point in issue in a cause
to be tried is to be made evident to the jury. Co. Lit. 283.

EU'LE (Med.) uxy,, a particular sort of worm that is bred in
ulcers.

EU'LOGY (Ecc.) from the Greek fu^^oyia, which signifies

benediction ; is a term used in the Greek church either
for the Eucharist itself or for the consecrated bread which
was sent to those that were absent.

EUNO'MIANS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the fourth cen-
tury, so called from one Eunomius, their ringleader, who
maintained that faith alone was sufficient for salvation with-
out good works. Epiphan. Itcer. ~ri ; Theodoret. Ilcvr.

Fab. 1. 4; Hieron. Adver. ; Rujfin. 1. 2, c. 67; Baron.
Annal. Ann. 356, &c.

EVOCA'TI (Ant.) veteran soldiers, who after having served
their time entered as volunteers ; they were otherwise
called Emeriti. Vcget. 1. 2, c. 3 ; Isidor. Orig. 1. 9, c. 3.

EVOCA'TIO (.4rt/.) a religious ceremony observed by the
Romans at the commencement of a siege, when they in-

voked the tutelary deitj' of the place to come over to

them; for which reason the Romans would not allow their

tutelary deities to be invoked by name, that they might
not be known. Plin. 1. 28, c. 2 ; Macrob. Sat. 1. 3, c. 9.

EVOCA'TION (Gram.) a figure of construction, which con-
sists in changing the third person into the first or second.

EUO'DIA (Bot.) the Agatliopliyllum of Linnxus.
EVO'LVENT (Geom.) a name for the involute or curve

resulting from the evolution of a curve, in distinction from
the evolute or curve supposed to be open or evolved.

E'VOLUTE curve (Geom.) a curve described ^.

from evolution, as Mr. Huygens, the in- M^V"
ventor, calls it ; if a thread F C M be wrapped /

or wound round the curve B C F, and then /

unwound again, the point M will describe -^ '* a
the curve A M M, which is the involute ; the

curve B C F is the evolute, the part M C of

the thread being called the radius of the evo-

lute.

EVOLU'TION (.irith.) tlio extraction of the roots of any
power as opposed to involution.

Evolution (Mil.) any circuitous or complicated movement,
by which a body of men change their position in the field.

Evolution (Geom.) the unfolding or opening of a curve.

[vide Evolute']

EVO'LVULUS (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,

Order 4 Tetragynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved. — CoR.
one-petalled.

—

Stam. filaments five; anthers oblong.

—

Pi ST. g-erw globose ; styles four; stigmas simple.

—

Per.
capsule globose ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are annuals, as the

—

Evolvulus nmn-
niularixs, seu convolvulus, native of Jamaica.

—

Evolvulus

nlcinoides, Chickweed-leaved Evolvulus, native of the

East Indies, &c.
EUONYMOFDES (Bot.) another name for the Celastrus of

Linnaeus.

EUO'NYMO similis (^Bot.) the Caffea arabica.

EuoNYMUs (Bot.) fiiaJ/f^oj, i.e. unlucky; a tree so called be-

cause it kills cattle. Theoph. Hist. Plant. 1. 3, c. 18;

P/in. 1. 33, c. 22.

EuoNY.MUS, in the Linncan system, a genus of plants, Class 5

Pentandria, Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-parted.

—

Cor. petals

five.

—

Stam. Jilamcnls five; anthers twin.

—

1'iht. germ

acuminate ; style short ; stigma acute.

—

Pkr. capsidc suc-

culent ; seeds ovate.

Species. The species are trees, as the

—

Euonytnus Eurv-

peus, Common .Spindle Tree.

—

Euonymus latifolius.

Broad-leaved Spindle Tree, native of Austria.

—

Euo-

nymus verrucosus, Warted Spindle Tree, native of tlie



EUP
Carniola. — Euonymus atropurpureiis, Purple-flowered
Spindle Tree. Clus. Hist. ; Dod. Penipt. ; Bauh. Hist. ;

Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Tlicat.; Rail Hist.;
Toum. Instil.

Euonymus is also the Ceanoihus americanus of Linnajus.

EUPA'REA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 5 Penlandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved.

—

Con. petals

five.— Stam. Jilaments five.

—

Fist, germ roundish ; style

long ; stigma simple.—P£n. berry globular ; seeds many.
Species. The single species is the

—

Euparea amoena, native

of New Holland.

EUPATO'RIA {Bot.) the Agrimonia eitpatoria of Linnxus.
EUPATOROl'DES (Bot.) another name for the Gnaphalium

of Linna;us.

EUPATORIOPHA'LACRON {Bot.) the Eclipta erecta.

EUPATO'RIUM {Bot.) ii^^r^.fu,, a plant so called from
Mithridates, surnamed Eupator, by whom it was disco-

vered. It was otherwise called Agrimonia, and was reck-

oned good for complaints in the liver. Dioscor. 1. 4', c. -i ;

Plin. 1. 25, c. 6 ; Gal. de Simplic. 1. 6 ; Oribas. Med. Col-

lect. 1. 11 ; Jet. Tetrab. c. 1, serm. 1 ; Paul Mginet. 1. 7,

c. 3.

EuPATORiUM, in the Linnean system, a genus of plants,

Class 19 Syngenesia, Order 1 Polygamia jEqualis.

Generic Cliaracter. Cal. common oblong.

—

Cor. com-
pound.

—

StAM. Jilamoits five; anthers oblong.—PiST.
^rf)')!! small ; style fiWiom^; stigmas sXenAex.—Per. none:
seeds oblong.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Eupatorium
dalea, seu Dalea, Shrubby Hemp Agrimony.

—

Eupato-
rium scandens, seu Conyza, Climbing Hemp Agrimony,
native of Jamaica.

—

Eiqxitorium album. White Hemp
Agrimony.

—

Eupatorium purpureuni , Purple Hemp Agri-

mony. Uault. Hist.; Bauh. Pin. ; Ger. Herb.; Park.
Thcat. ; Rail Hist. ; Toum. Inst.

Eupatorium is also the name of the Baccharis ivipfolia.

EUPE'PSIA (iUcf/.) ^(iTEJw, from h, well, and s-stto, to di-

gest ; good digestion.

EUPE'TALOS (iV/i;;.) a precious stone of four colours,

fiery, blue, vermillion, and green. Plin. 1. 15, c. SO.

EUPHEMI'SMUS (Rhcl.) .t;(?.,^,o-.«.«, a figure of speech

whereby a harsh word is exchanged for one that is unoffend-

ing, as Eumenides for the Furies. QuintU. 1. 9, c. 2

;

Demct. Eloc. ^281.
EUPHO'NIA {Rhet.) liipmU, from Iv, good, and ?>"»'«, sound

euphony, otherwise called iti(pi,j/,U, a graceful sound, or

smooth flow of words. Quintil.]. l,c. 5; Aristid. Trifi >ii'/.

7T„xx.: Eustath. ad Horn. II. 1. 11, p. 852.

EUPHO'RBIA{/jV.) a genus of plants, Class 11 Dodecan-
dria, Order 3 Trigynia.

Generic Character. Cau. perianth one-leaved Cor. petals

four.

—

Utam. ^filaments filiform; anthers twin.

—

Pist.

germ roundish ; styles three ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per. cap-

sule roundish ; seeds solitary.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as

—

Euphorbia

anliquorum, seu Tithymalus, Triangular Spurge, native

of the East Indies.

—

Euphorbia nervifulia, Ligularia, seu

Elacalle, Olander-Ieaved Spurge, native of the East In-

dies, (Sc.

—

Euphorbia hiria, seu Esula, Creeping Hairy

Spurge, native of both Indies.

—

Euphorbia chamcesyee,

seu ChamcEsycc, Crenated Annual Spurge, native of the

South of Europe.

—

Euphorbia peplis, seu Peplis, Purple

Spurge, native of the South of France. Rut the

—

Eu-
phorbia triaculeata. Three-spiked Spurge, native of Arabia,

and the

—

Euphorbia anacantha. Scaly Spurge, native of

the Cape of Good Hope, are shrubs. Clus. Hist,

;

Dod. Pempt.; Bauh. Hist.; Bauh. Fin.; Ger. Herb.;

Parle. Theat. Bot. ; Rati Hist. ; Toum. Inst.

Euphorbia is also the Cynanchum viminale.

EX
EUPHO'RBII arbor (Bot.) the Cactus Peruvianus.
EUPHO'RBIU.M {Bot.) another name for the £w;)/iorijVr.

EUPHO'llIA {Bot.) another name for the Seijtalia.

EUPHRA'TIA {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class U Didyna-
mia. Order 2 Angiospermia

.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. one-
petalled.

—

Stam. Jilaments four; anthers two-lobed.

—

. Pist. germ ovate ; style filiform ; stigma obtuse.

—

Per.
capsule ovate-oblong ; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are annuals, as the

—

Euphrasia Odo-
nites, Bartsia, seu Odonites, Red Eycbright.

—

Euphrasia
linijblia, seu Coris, Flax-leaved Eyebright, native of
France.

—

Euphrasia viscosn, seu Pedicularis, Clammy
Eyebright, native of Provence.

—

Euphrasia officinalis.

Common Eyebright. Dod. Pempt. ; Bauh. Hist. ; Bauh.
Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. Bot.; Rail Hist.;
Toum. Inst.

EuPHRATiA is also the Bartsia viscosa of Linnaeus.

EUPHRO'SYNUM (Bot.) another name for the herb
Bugloss.

EUPNCE'A (Med.) tmoia, from lu, well, and T.i<i), to breathe;

an easy respiration.

EUPORI'STA {Med.) medicines easily prepared.

EUROPE'E {Bot.) vide Veronica.

EURO'TIAS (Min.) a precious stone, black, as with a kind

of mould upon it. Plin. 1. 37, c. 10.

EUIIY'A (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 11 Dodecandria,
Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved. — Cor.

petals five.

—

Stam. filaments thirteen; anthers uprights—Pist. germ superior ; style subulate ; stigmas three.

—

Per. capsule globular ; seeds many.
Species. The single species is the

—

Eurya Japonica, seu
Fisakaki, native of Japan.

EURYA'NDRIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 13 Polyan-
dria. Order 3 Trigynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth five-leaved. — CoR.
petals three.

—

Stam. Jilaments many; anthers twin.

—

Pist. germ ovate ; styles three ; stigmas two.

—

Fer.JoI-
licles three ; seeds some.

Species. The single species is the

—

Euryandria scandens,

native of New Caledonia.

EURY'THMIA (Rhet.) a graceful proportion and carriage

of the body, particularly in application to an orator.

Quintil. I. 1, c. 10.

EURI'THMY {.-Irchit.) the exact proportion between all the

parts of a building. Vitruv. I. 1, c. 2.

EuRiTHMY {Med.) a good disposition of the pulse. GaJ. de

Diff. Puis. I. 1, c. 9 ; Gorr. Defn. Med.
EUSTA'THES (Med.) iii-c^fy.c, from Iv, well, and Tr^fOi, to

stand, constant and regular ; an epithet applied to the-

seasons and to diseases.

EUSTA'THIANS {Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the fourth

century, so called after one Eustathius, a bishop in Ar-
menia, who, under pretence of greater purity and severity,

introduced many irregularities. Epiphan. Her. 40.

EUSTO'MACHUS (Med.) woft.ux'x,, an epithet for a good
state of the stomach ; also for the food that is proper for it.

EU'STYLE (.-Irchit.) it5-K;^05, from i</, well, and ji-Ao?, a pillar

;

a term for a building wherein the pillars are placed at a
convenient distance. Vitruv. 1. 3, c. 2.

EUTHA'NASY (Med.) UU^clij-U, a soft and quiet death.

EU'THIA (3/iM.) a term in the Greek music.

EUTY'CHIANS (Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the fifth century,

called after their ringleader, one Eutychus, who main-

tained, among other things, that the flesh of Christ was not

like ours. Baron. Annul. Ann. iiS.

EWA'GIUM (Archceol.) toll paid for water carriage.

EWE (Husband.) the female of the sheep.

EX post (Law) a Latin preposition used on several occa-
4 M 2
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sions, as

—

Ex post Jacto, i. e. from fomething done after-

wards ; as, an ex post facto law, or a law whicli operates

upon a subject not liable to it at the time the law was
made.

—

Ex incro nwlii, words used in a charter, signifying

that the prince' does it of his good will and pleasure.

—

Ex
officio, i. e. by virtue of one's otfice; signifying the power
a person possesses of doing certain things by virtue of his

office ; as the ex officio informations of the Attorney-
General, whicli he files ex ojficio, i. e. by virtue of his office,

without applying to the court for permission.—£x parte,

i. e. partial, or of one party ; as an ex parte commission in

Chancery taken out and executed by one partj' onlv.

—

Ex
parte talis, a writ that lies for a bailiff or receiver, who
having auditors assigned to take his account, cannot obtain

of them reasonable allowance, but is cast into prison.

F. N. B. 129.

EXACERBA'NTES [Med.) remitting fevers.

EXA'CTION (Laxv) wrong done by an officer, or by one
who under colour of office takes more than what the law

allows. Between Extortion and Exaction there is this dif-

ference: that in the former case the officer extorts more
than his due, when something is due to him ; and in the

latter case he exacts what is not his due, when nothing is

due to him. Cn. Lit. .SGS.

EXA'CTOR Regis {Law) the King's exactor, or collector of

taxes ; also, sometimes taken for the sheritf. Liber Niger
Scare, par. 1, c. ult.

E'XACUM (Hot.) a genus of plants, Class 4 Tet7-andria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Geiieric Character. Q Ki,. perianth four-leaved.—Con. one-

petalled.

—

St.im. Jilaments four; anthers roundi.sh.

—

Fist, germ roundish ; sti/le filiform ; stigma headed.

—

Per. capsule roundish ; seeds numerous.
Species. The species are mostly annual, as the

—

Exaeiwi

Athens, seu Cenlaureum, native of the Cape of Good
Hope.

—

Exacum viscosian, seu Gentiana, native of the

Canary Islands, he.

ExActJM is also the Gentiana filiformis.

EXA'GIUM (Anl.) ilayte',a. kind of standard weight.

Suidas.

EXAGO'GA {Anl.) 'dy.'/w/ce, the exportation or carrying of

goods outward-bound. Eesl. de Verb, Sign.

EXjE'RESIS (Surg.) ilaifiiru, the act of taking away or

drawing out of the body things hurtful to it.

EX.A(;GERA''J"I0N (/?/«•/.) a figure whereby the orator en-

larges or heightens things, making them appear more than

they really are.

EXA'LMA (Med.) V|«^/A«, a starting out, from HaXXa, to

leap out ; a term applied by Hippocrates to the starting of

the vertebra; out of their places. Hippocrat. de Artie.

EXALTATION (Aslrol.) an essential dignity of a planet,

next in virtue to being in its own house.

Exaltation (Chem.) an operation by which a thing is raised

to a higher degree of virtue, or an increase of the prin-

cipal property in any body.

Exaltation of the Cross (Ecc.) vide Cross.

EXAMHLO'MA (Med.) and ExamMosis, I5«^/3Aw/a«, (?«<*-

fi\a<nc, from a.iJ-/i>.ia, to miscarry; an abortion.

EX A'MINERS (Law) two officers in the Court ofChancery,

who are appointed, on oath, to examine witnesses on either

side.

EXAMPLE (iihet.) an imperfect kind of induction or argu-

mentation, whereby it is proved that a thing which has

happened on some other occasions, will happen on the

present one.

EXANASTOMO'SIS (Aunt.) vide Anastomosis.

EXA'NGUIOUS (.Inat.) from exanguis ; or ex, privative,

and sanguis, blood ; bloodless, at) ei)ithet for the bones and

cartilages which are the white parts of the body.

EXA'NNUAL ROLL (Law) a roll, in which fines that

EXC
could not be levied, and bad debts, were formerly entered
that they might be annually read over to the sheriff, to see
if any thing could not be recovered. Hale. Sheriff:
Ace. 67.

EXANTHE'MATA (^fed.) pustules that break out on dif-
ferent parts of the body. Hippocrni. Epid. 1. 6, Sf Gal.
Comm. 2, iSrc; Ceh. 1. .5, c. 28; Marcell. de Medicam.
c. 18; Oribas. de Morb. Curat. 1. 3, c. 21 ; Act. de Meth
Med. 1.1, c. 20; Gorr. De/. Med. ; Foes. lEconom. Hip-
pocrat.

EXANTHRO'PIA (Med.) from 1% and «.»p!r»;, a man, i. e.

without the faculties of a man ; a species of melanchoir
madness, in which the patient fancies himself a brute.

EX.\RA'GMA (Surg.) from 'ilxfu-rru, to break; a fracture.
Gal. Exeg. Llippoc. Vocab. ; Pancirol. Kotit. Di<r. Imp.
Occident, c. 1.

EX.-\'RI\IA (iVfrf.) from iiiifo.; to lift up ; an elevated
tumour. Hippocrat. Epid. 1. 4 ; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

EXA'RSIO (Med.) an intemperature from heat, attended
with dryness.

EXARTHRE'MA (Med.) from f|«pr«6i, to suspend; an amu-
let or charm hung round the neck.

E.XARTHRO'SIS (Surg.) from il^f^^U; to put out of joint;
a dislocation or lunation.

EX/MiTICULA'TION (Surg.) the disjointing or putting out
of joint.

EXAUCTORA'TIO (Anl.) a partial discharge from mili-

tary service in the Roman army, in distinction from the
missio, which was a full discharge. Tacit. Annal. 1. 1,

c. 36 ; Lamprid. in Alex. Sever, c. 52 ; Tertullian. de Coron.
Milit. c. 1 ; Veget. 1. 2, c. 3 ; Ulp.ff. de eis qui not, infant.

tit. 2, 1. 2.

EXCAMBIATO'RES (Archeeol.) exchangers of land, who
are supposed to have been what we now call brokers.

EXCA'MBIUM (Com.) Exchange.
EXCATHI'SMA (Med.) vide Semicupium.

E'XCliLLENCY (Polit.) a title now given to embassadors,
commanders, and to other persons not entitled to that of
highness.

EXCE'NTRIC (Geotn.) an epithet for such figures as circles,

spheres, &c. not having the same centre.

ExcENTRic Circle (Antrim.) or the excentric, otherwise called

the deferent, a circle in the Ptolemaic system, which was
the orbit itself that the planets were supposed to describe

round the earth. It is now supposed that the planets

describe elliptic orbits round the sun.

—

Excentric Circle, in

modern astrononi)-, is the circle described from the centre

of the orbit of a planet, with half the greatest axis as 3
radius; or it is the circle that circumscribes the elliptic

orbit of the planet.

—

Excentric Anoniali/, or Anomaly of
Ike Centre, vide Astronomy.— Excentric place (ifa Planet in

its orbit is the heliocentric place, or that place in which it

appears as seen from the sun.

—

Excentric Place in the Ecliptic

is the point of the ecliptic to which the planet is referred as

viewed from the sun. This coincides with the heliocentric

longitude.

—

Excentric E(/iiation, in ancient astronomy, is an
angle made by a line drawn from the centre of the earth

with another line drawn from the centre of the excentric.

This is the same with the Prosthaphxresis. [vide Equation

ofthe Centre^

E^CENxniciTY (Geom.) the distance between the centres of

two circles or spheres not having the same centre.

ExcENTniciTY (Astron.) in the Ptolemaic system is that

part of the line of the Apsides lying between the centre of

the earth and of the Excentric, i. e. the distance between

the centre of a planet and the centre of the earth.

—

Eicen-

tricity, in modern astronomy, is the distance between tlie

centre of the Ellipse, i. e. between the sun and the centre

of the Excentric. [vide .-Istronomi/] This is called Single

or Simple Excentricity, in distinction from the Double



EXC
Esccntrlciiy, which is the distance between the two Foci of

'" the Ellipse, ami is equal to twice the Excentricity.

EXCE'PTIO (Anl.) Exception, a bar, or prevention, by
which the defendant stops the action from going directly

to a sentence or condemnation. Cic. de Iiiv. Rhct. 1. 2,

c. 20 ; Paul!, tit. de Except. ; Sigon. de Indie. 1. 1 , c. 21.

EXCE'PTIOX [Law] a stop or stay to an action, consisting

either of a denial of the matter alleged in bar to the

action ; or, in Chancery, of what is alleged against the suf-

ficiency of an answer, &c. Exceptions are distinguished

into dilalory and peremptory. Bract. 1. 5, tract 5; Co.

Lit. 47 ; 1 Lev. 287 ; Cro. Ell. 24'1-.

Exception, in Scotch law, is equivalent to Defence. Excep-

tio liei judicnlce is an Exception or defence that the

matter has been adjudged in another court or country,

and the judgment carried into eft'ect.

Exception (.Vprf.) the embodying or mixing of dry powders
with any sort of moisture.

EXCE'PTIVE PROPOSITION [Log.) any proposition

which contains some particle of exception ; as but, unless,

&c.

EXCE'SS, Spherical (Trigon.) is the excess of the sum of
the three angles of any spherical triangle above two right

angles.'

EXCHA'NGE (Lnit) Excamhlmn. 1. The Kino\<! Exchange,

or the place appointed by the King for the exchange of

plate or bullion for the King's coin, &c. There were for-

merly divers such j>iaces, but now there is onlj' one,

namely, the Mint, in the Tower. 2. Any contract or

agreement wherrt)y persons or things are exchanged one

for another; as

—

Exchange of Lands or Tenements, a mu-
tual grant of equal interest in lands, the one in considera-

tion of the other, which is used peculiarly in our common
law for that compensation which the warrantor must make
to the w;irrantec, value for value, if the land warranted be

recovered from the warrantee. The word Exchange, when
taken by itself, applies appropriately to this case in law :

it is, however, applied to other things, as Exchange of
Church Livings, &c.

Exchange: (Cum.) I. The trucking or bartering one thing

for another. 2. The giving a sum of money in one place

to be repaid in another, par pro pari, value for value,

according to the sundry species of coins current. This was
called Cambio commune, or Common Exchange, when coin

was exchanged for coin, in distinction from Cambio reale,

or Real Exchange, when moneys were paid to the ex-

changer, and bills were drawn without naming the species,

but according to the value of the several coins, [vide Bill

of Exchange']—E.xchange Brokers are men who act between

one merchant and another- in the business of Exchange.
3. Exchange also stands for the rate at which one coin is

exchanged for another, which depends upon the balance of

trade and the political relations which subsist between two
countries. 4. The place where merchants meet to nego-

tiate bills and transact all other business.

Exchange (.Irith.) is the finding what quantity of the

money of one place is equal to a given sum of another, ac-

cording to a certain course of exchange.

—

Course of Ex-
changes is the current price betwixt two places, which is

always fluctuating and unsettled.

—

Arbitration of Exchange
is a calculation of the exchanges of different places, to dis-

cover which is the most profitable, [vide Arbitration]

Exchange {Mil.) 1. Exchange of Prisoners, the act of

giving up men on both sides, upon certain conditions

agreed to by the contending parties. 2. Exchange between

Officers, who remove from one regiment to another, or

from full to half pay, for which a consideration is usually

given, called the Difference.

EXCHA'NGERS (Com.) those who transmit money to

foreign parts by bills of exchange, &c.

EXC
EXCHE'QUER (Laiv) in Latin scaccarium, in old French

I'eschouier ; the place or office where the King's cash is

kept and paid, properly called the receipt of the Exche-
quer.

—

Exchequer Court, a court of record, in which all

causes relating to the crown revenue are determined. It

is governed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Lofd
Chief Baron, and three other Barons, who are the sovereiga

auditors of England, and the judges of the court. The
prerogative court of the Archbishop of York also goes bj
this name.

—

Black-Book of the Exchequer, a book com-
posed in the reign of Henry II, containing a full account

of this court, its officers, &c.
EXCIIE'QUERED (Lain) a colloquial term for one who is

summoned before the court of Exchequer to answer any
charge.

EXCl'PULUM (Cfiem.) a chemical receiver.

EXCI'SE (Law) an inland imposition paid sometimes on the

consumption of the commodity, or frequently upon its

retail sale which immediately precedes the consumption.

EXCrSION (Bibl.) in the scripture sense, is the cutting off

a person from the number of his community, as a punish-

ment for his sins.

EXCITABl'LITY (Med.) and Excitement, terms of modem
use ; the first, to denote the capacity of the body to admit
of an increased action ; the latter the state of increased

action. The causes which produce this increase of action

are called exciting causes.

EXCLAMA'TION (Rhet.) a figure of .speech by which any
passion of the mind is expressed. []vide Ecphonesis]

EXCLUSA (Lnv.') or Exclusagium, a sluice for water ; and
the payment to the lord for the use of such a sluice, Mon.
Angl. tom. I, p. 39S, &c.

EXCLU'SIONERS (Polit.) a name given to those members
of parliament, who, in the reign of King Charles II, were
for excluding the Duke of York from the succession to
the throne.

EXCLUSO'RIUiM (Med.) a medicine which causes abortion.

EXCCE'CA'RI.'V (i?o/.) a genus of plants, Class 22 D/oe«"a,

Order 3 Triaudria.

Generic Character. Cal. ament cylindric.— Cor. none.

—

Stam. Jilaments three; anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germ
roundish ; stales three ; stigma simple. — Per. berri/

smooth ; seeds solitar}'.

Sj>ecies. The species is a shrub, as the

—

Excoecaria Agal-
locha, seu Arbor excoecaris, native of Tongatabu.

EXCOMMUNICA'TION (/,aii>) E.vcommunicatio, an eccle-

siastical censure, which is divided into the greater and the

less ; the former excluding a person from the communion
of the church, and the company of the faithful altogether;

the latter excluding him only from the communion of the

church.

EXCOMMUNICA'TO capiendo (Law) a writ directed to

the sheriff for the apprehension of one who stands obsti-

nately excommunicated forty days.

—

Excommunicato deli-

berando, a writ to the under sheriff' for the delivery of an
excommunicated person out of prison.

—

Excommunicato
recipiendo, a writ whereby excommunicated persons, who
have been unlawfully delivered from prison before they

have given caution to obey the authority of the church,

are commanded to be sought after and retaken. F. N. B.
62 ; Beg. Orig. 37.

EXCORIATION (Surg.) the rubbing off or fretting away
the skin from any part of the body.

EXCORTICA'TION (Bot.) the stripping a tree of its bark.

EXCREME'NTA (Anat.) whatever is evacuated from th«

animal body after digestion. Bujf. Ephes. de AppeUat.
Part. Corp'hum. 1. 1, c. 36 ; Act.dc Urin. c.3.

EXCRE'SCENCE (Surg.) from ex, and cresco, to grow ; any
preternatural formation of flesh on any part of the body,
as a wart, wen, &c.
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EXCRE'TA (Meil.) and Reteiila, fluids thrown out or re-

tained in the body.
EXCRETION {Med.) the act of separating and voiding

excrementitious humours from the aliments and mass of
blood.

EXCU'BI^ (Ant.) the watches and guards kept in the day
by the Romans, in distinction from vigiiice, which were
kept by night. Isidor. Orig. 1. 9, c. 3 ; Serv. in Virg. /En.
1. 9, V. 159 ; .S<7(f/. in PoJyb. apud Grav. Thes. Antiq. Rom.
torn. 10.

EXCULPA'TIOX, Letters nf(Laxv) a warrant in the Scotch
law to an offender indicted for citing witnesses in his own
defence.

EXCU'RSION {Aslron.) anotlier word for Elongation, [vide
Elongation']—A circle ofExcursion is a lesser circle paral-
lel to the ecliptic, and at such a distance from it that the
excursions of the planeU towards the poles of the ecliptic

may be included within them, being usually fixed at 10
degrees.

EXCUSA'TI {Ant.) an epithet for slaves who, having taken
refuge in a church, obtained pardon from their masters,
who bound themselves by an oath to pass over their of-

fence. Greg. Turon. Hist. 1.5, c. 3.

E'XEAT (Ecc.) a term employed in the permission which a
bishop grants to a priest to go out of his diocese.

EXECHEBRO'NCHOS (Med.) i|£;t;'/?rv;t;«5. an epithet for

one having a prominent lifhx'^, or throat. Hipnocrat. de
AH. cS- Gal. Com.

EXECHEGLU'TOS (Med.) iiiyJy>.gT,(, an epithet for one
having prominent buttocks.

EXECUTION (Laiv) signifies generally the last perform-
ance of an act by a judicial writ, grounded on the judg-
ment of the court from wliich it issues

; particularly the
obtaining possession of any thing recovered by judgment
of law.

—

Prerogative Execution is an execution for the
king's debt, which is always preferred before any other
execution.

Execution (Mil.) the plunder and waste of a country
where the inhabitants refuse to submit to the terms im-
posed upon them.

EXECU'TIONE facieuda in Williernaminm [Laxv) vide
Replevin.— Exccutionc Judicii, a writ directed to the judge
in an inferior court to do execution upon a judgment
therein. F. N. B. 20 ; New Nut. Brev. 43.

EXE'CUTIVE (I'olit.) an epithet signifying capable of exe-
cuting, is particularly applied to that branch of the go-
vernment which is invested with the power of executing
the functions of governing the state. In all monarchical
states this power, called by distinction the Executive poxwr,
rests in the prince.

EXE'CUTOR (Laiv) a person nominated by a testator to

take care and sec his will and testament executed.

—

Exe-
cutor dc son Tort, See. of or to his own wrong; an exe-
cutor who takes upon him the office of an executor by in-

trusion, not being constituted thereto by the testator.

EXE'CUTORY (Lau<) an epithet for what belongs to an
execution. An executory/ estate is, where an estate created
by deed, or fine, is to be afterwards executed by entry,

livery, writ, &c. ; leases for years, rents, annuities, &c.
are called inheritances executory ; an executory devise is the
devise of a future interest.

EXEGE'SIS (Lit.) iliyia-ii, an explication of words, or an
elucidation of sentences.

Exegesis mtmcrosa el linealis (Math.) a term used by Victa
for the numeral or lineal solution of the extraction of
roots out of adfectcd equations.

EXE(;ETKS (Ant.) i^r,'/r,rr,i, from i^r/ioju-^i, to explain ; an
interpreter of the laws and religious rites among the Athe-
nians. Plat, dc Leg. 1. 6 ; Dcmosth. cant. Everg. ; Theo-

fhrast. C'/iarad, g, 17; Poll. Oiiom. J, b, segra, I2i; &c.

EXI

EXELCO'SIS (Med.) vide Exulcerntio.

EXELCY'SMOS (Med.) i|i;ixt/riio?, from ia»[/'«, to draw ; a
depressure of the bones. Gal. Dcf. Med.

EXEMPLIFICATION (Laxv) a duplicate, or copy of let-

ters patent, taken from the enrolled originals.

EXEMPLIFICATIONE (Lflu) a writ granted for the ex-
emplifying an original. Reg. Orig. 'J90.

EXE'MPT (Md.) a French term for an officer in the guards,
who commands in the absence of the captain and lieu-

tenant.

EXE'MPTION (Laxi:) a privilege to be free from service or
appearance, as knights, clergymen, &c. are exempt from
appearing at county court by statute, &c.

EXE'MPTS (Polit.) persons originally so called from being

exempted from certain services, or entitled to particular

privileges. The Exons of St. James derive their name
from the exempts. In France there were three classes

—

Exempli des gardes du corps, belonging to the body
guard.

—

Exempts du ban et arriere ban, persons exempt
from that service, and

—

Exempts des Marechaussccs, those

belonging to the' I^Iiirshalsea, who were exempt from all

taxes, &c.

EXE'NNIU.M (Archaol.) or Exhenium, a gift or present;

more properly a new yea.'s gift.

E'XEIICISE (Mil.) the practice of all military movements
and use of arms, by which a .'^oldier is instructed how to

carry himself in the field, and o.i duty.

EXERGA'SIA (Ithet.) a figure oi" speech, by which the

same thing is repeated in different te 'ms.

EXE'RGUE (Numis.) a term among mei'^alists denoting the

little space around and without tlie wo.'"k or figures of a

medal for an inscription, &c.
EXFOLIATION (Surg.) from ex/olio, to shed the leaf; the

scaling off, or separation of a dead piece of i.'>ono in the

form of a leaf or scale.

EXFOLIATI'VUM (Surg.) from erfolio, to shed t.^e leaf;

an instrument for rasping a bone, so as to clean it frof ""

exfoliations.

EXFREDIA'RE (Archaol.) to break the peace.

EX gravi querela (Laxu) a writ which lies for one who is kept

from the possession of his lands and tenements by the de-

visor's heirs, who enters and detains them from him.

EXH.^L.'^TION (S'at.) a fume, or vapour, which rises out

of the earth.

EXH.\U'STED Rcceix'er (Pncum.) a glass, or other vessel,

applied on the plate of an air pump, to extract the air

out of it by the action of the pump.
EXHAU'STIONS (Math.) or the method of Exhaustions, a

mode of demonstration founded on the principle of ex-

hausting a quantitj' by continually taking away certain

parts of it.

EXHTBIT (L(ixv) a term used in a suit of Chancery, when
a deed or other writing is exhibited to be proved by wit-

nesses, and the examiners or commissioners certify on

the back, that it was shown to such or such persons at

their examination, which is called an exhibit.

EXHIBITION (Laxi') in the Scotch law is an action for

compelling the production of writings. > •. «

Exhibition (Ecc.) an allowance for meat and drink wliich

was customary among the religious a|)propriators of

churches, who usually made it to the depending vicar;

whence the benefactions now settled for the maintaining

of scholars at the Universities, not depending on the

foundation, are called exhibitions.

EXHIBITIONER (Lit.) one who enjoys an exhibition at

the Universities, [vide Exhibition']

EXHUMATION (/.ntc) the act of digging up a body that

has been interred in lioly ground, by the authority of a

judge.

EXIGE'NDARIES (Laxu) yide Exigenler.
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EX'IGENT (Laxv) or Exigi Jhcias, a writ lying uliere the

defendant in a personal action cannot be T nnd, nor any
thing of his within that county to be distrained : it is di-

rected to the sheriff to call the party five county days

successively to appear under pain of outlawry, iitnl.

18 Ed. 3, c. I ; 6 Hen. 8, c. 4; 31 Eliz. c. 3 ; 3 Inst.

31, &c.
EXIGE'NTER (Lavj) or exigendary, an officer of the court

of Common Pleas who makes out exigents and proclama-
tions in all actions in which process of outlawrj' lies.

"EJWGl facias (Law) vide Esisrcnt.

EXI'LIUM (Archaol.) a spoiling ; also an injury done to

tenants by altering their tenure, ejecting them, and the
like. Stat. Marlb. c. 25 ; Flet. 1. 1 , c. 11

.

EXIPO'TICOS (Med.) i^iTiiriKo;, from i|iT»»«,«i, to press out;

an epithet for digesting or detersive medicines.

EXI'SCHIOS (Anat.) an epithet signifying jutting out.

EXITU'R.\ (Med.) a running abscess.

E'XITUS (Laxv) the issues or profits from lands.

ExiTUS (Mfd.) a prolapsus, or falling of the anus.

EXLEGA'LITUS (Law) he who is prosecuted as an outlaw.

Leg. Ed. Confes. c. 38.

EX MERO MOTU (Law) vide Ex.
EXOACA'NTHA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pen-

tandrin. Order 2 Digynia.
Generic Character. Cal. umbel universal.

—

Cor. univer-
sal.— Stam. _^/«we«/s five; anthers roundish.— PiST.
germ inferior ; sti/les two ; stigmas two.

—

Per.J'niit sub-
ovate ; seeds two.

Species. The single species is a biennial, as the

—

Exoa-
cantha heterophytla, a native of Nazareth.

E'XOCHAS (Med.) from il and 'ix.t'', to have; a tubercle of
the anus. Paul. JEginet. \. 3, c. 59 ; Gorr. Def. Med.

EXOCCETUS (Ich.)\\^e Flying-Fish; a genus of fishes of
the Abdominal Order, having the Itead scaly, a month
without teeth, and long pectoral tins that enable the fish

to suspend itself for a time in the air.

EXOCY'STUS (Med.) from 1% and x..,-,?, the bladder; a pro-
lapsus of the inner membrane of the bladder.

EXODIARIUS (Ant.) the performer of the exodium.
EXO'DIUM (Ant.) an interlude, or farce, at the end of a

play.

.Juven. sat. 6. v. 7.

Urbicus ejodio risiim movet Atelhiiii:.

The actor who performed the exodium was called the ex-

odiarius. Liv. 1. 7, c. 2; Schol. in Juv. sat. 3, r. 175.
EX qflicio (Law) vide Ex.
EXO'MPHALOS (Med.) \iii/,<paXt)i, a prominence of the

oM-paAii?, or navel ; likewise the person having such a pro-
minence, particularly when caused by a rupture, which
Paulus calls the t| o^u-^aAo'Taflo;. Gal. Def. Med.; Paid.
yEginet. I. 6, c. 51 ; Gorr. Def. Med.; Foes. (Econom. Hip-
pocrat, '

EXO'NCHOjNI.A. (Med.) from s? and oy^'?, a tumour; a very
large tumour.

EXONEIRO'SIS (Med.) 'i^mifurif, a species of gonorrhoea,
commonly called pollutio noclurna, when the semen flows
involuntarily in sleep. Hippocrat. Epidetn. 1. 6; Foes.
CEconom. Hippocrat.

EXOXERATIONE Seethe (Latv) a writ lying for the king's
ward to be disburdened of all suit, &c. during the time of
the wardship.

—

Exoneratione Secla ad Curiam Baronitp, a
VTrit of the same nature sued by the guardian of the king's
ward, and directed to the sheriffs, that they distrain him,
&c. for not doing suit of court. F. \. B. 158, 391 ; A'ew
Nat. Brev. 352.

EXONS (Mil.) vide Exempts.
EXOPHTHA'LMIA (Med.) from i? and ^^^^AftS?, an eye;
a protuberance of the eye out of its natural position.

EXP
EXO'RCISM (Theol) \hfxitriMi, the laying or casting out

spirits.

EXO'RDIUM (Rhet.) the commencement of a speech, by
which the orator prepares the minds of the auditors for
what is to follow. Cic. de Liv. I. 1, c. 5; Qidntil.
1. 4, c. 1.

EXORESCE^NTIA (Med.) Exacerbation.
EXOS rO'SIS (Anat.) ijarwcri;, from i^ and i'n'cv, a bone;

a preternatural excrescence of a bone, or a hard tumor.
Gal. de Tumor, c. li; Foes. CEconom. Hippocrat.

Exo.sTosis is a genus of diseases, in the class Locales, order
Tumores, in Cullen's Nosologj'.

EXO'STRA (Ant.) a bridge thrust out of a turret by pullies
on the walls, by which the besiegers gained an entrance
into the town. I'eget. 1. 4-, c. 21 ; Turneb. Adv. 1. 20, c 21.

EXOTERICvT. (Rhet.) s^orspiKal, a term applied to such of
Aristotle's lectures as were open to all persons.

EXO'TIC (Bot.) a term applied to plants which are of fo-
reign origin.

EXPA'NSION (Nat.) the swelling, or increase in the bulk
of fluids when agitated by heat.

EXPA'N.SUS (Bot.) spread out; an epithet for the calyx,
as in Helianthus.

\

EX I'arle (Law) vide Ex.
EXPE'CTANCY, Estates in (Laxv) are those which are

created by the act of the parties, called Remainder, or
those, by the act of law, called a Reversion.

EXPE'CTANT (Law) an epithet for whatever has a relation
to, or dependance upon, another; in this manner there
may be &fee expectant after a feetail.

EXPECTATI'WE gratiic (Ecc.) certain bulls given by popes
or princes for future benefices before they become void.

EXPE'CTORANTS (Med.) medicines which promote ex-
pectoration.

EXPECTORA'TION (Med.) the discharge of mucus from
the breast.

EXPEDITA'T.E arbores (Law) trees rooted up, or cut up
by the roots. Flet. 1. 2. c. 41.

TO EXPE'DITATE (Laiv) e.rpeditnre, to cut out the ball of
a dog's fore-foot for the preservation of the King's game;
and whoever, living near the forest, kept a dog which was
not e.rpcdilaled forfeited to the King 5s. id. Crompt. Jur.
152; Manw. For. Laivs. part 1, c. 16; 4 /».?/. 308.

EXPE'LLENTS (Med.) medicines supposed to expel morbid
humours from the body.

EXPE'NDITORS (Lciid) persons appointed by the Commis-
sioners of Sewers to disburse the money collected for the
repairs of sewers ; also the steward who supervises the
repairs of the banks, &c. in Romney Marsh is called an
expenditor.

EXPENS/E litis (Laxv) costs of suit.

EXPE'NSIS militum non levandis (Laxv) an ancient writ to
prohibit the sheriff" from levying any allowance for knights
of the shire, upon those that hold lands in ancient demesne.
Reg. Orig. 261, &c. Also a writ for levying expences for
Knights of the Parliament, (Src. Reg. Orig. 191.

EXPERIMENT (Phd.) a trial of the effect or result of
certain applications and motions of natural bodies in order
to discover something of their laws, nature, Ac.

EXPERIMENTAL Philosophy is that philosophy which
proceeds on experiments.

EXPERIME'NTUM crucis (Phil.) such an experiment as
leads to the true knowledge of things sought after, in the
same manner as the cross on the highway directs tl>e

traveller in his course.

EXPIR.-V'TION (Anat.) from ex and spiro, to breathe; that
part of respiration which consists in expelling the air out
of the lungs.

EXPLORATO'RES (Ant.) scouts^ or soldiers, who explored
the designs of the enemy. Appian. de Bell. Punic; Herod.
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1. 8, c 1 ; Procop. de Bell. Persic. 1. 1 ; Veget. 1. 3, c. 5

;

Meiianil. I. omne. ff.
dc Re Milit. ; Panciroll. Koiit. Digiiil.

Imp. Orient, c. \oi.

EXPLOUATO'IllUM (Surg.) a surgical instrument better

known by the name of a probe.

EXPLO'SIOX (Xut.) a violent expansion of an aerial or

elastic fluid accompanied with a sudden noise, as in the

case of gunpowder and some gases.

EXPO'NENT of a Poivcr {.1/geb.) the number or (piantity

expressing the degree or elevation of the power ; thus, in

s-, 2 is the exponent or index of tlie square numbers

;

in x3, 3 is the exponent or index denoting the cube of x;

and so on with higher powers. These exponents were ex-

pressed by Uiophantcs in words, as i^c'ai, up^S/Mi, ^utuu,n,

x<//3dc, ivau^c^u-'x/Jiii, &c. equivalent to 1 «, a-, a', o->, <S:c.

Lucas Paciolus, or Lucas de Burgo uses the terms Cosa,

Censo, Ciibo, Rclato prima, sccumio, terlio, &c. for root,

square, cube, &c. ; or the abbreviations co, ce, cu, and 1^ for

root or radicality. Stifelius and his cotemporaries used the

following contractions of these words, (^, %, 5- But,

besides the above contractions, Stifelius, who introduced

the word exponent, also made use of the figures now em-

ployed.

—

E.rpuiicnt ofa Ratio is the quotient arising when

the antecedent is divided by the consequent.

EXPOXE'XTIAL Calculus {Flux) the metiiod of differ-

encing or finding the fluxions of exponential quantities,

and of summoning up their fluents.

—

Exponential Curve is

that whose nature is defined or expressed by an expo-

nential Equation.

—

Exponential Equation is one in which is

contained an exponential quantity, as the equation n' = b,

or .i-" =. a a, &c.— Exponential Quantiti/ is that whose

power is a variable quantity, as the expression a', or x*.

Exponential quantities are of several degrees, n' of the

first order, a"-' of the second order, a"-'= of the third order,

and so on.

EXPO'SITOR {I-it.) one who explains the writings of

others ; it is applied particularly to those who profess to

expound the scriptures.

EX I'ost Facto (Law) vide Ex.

EXPRE'SS (Polit.) a messenger sent with direct and specific

instructions.

EXPRE'SSED Oils (Chem.) such as are procured from any

substance by simple (vressure, as the oil of olives, &c.

EXPKE'SSION (Algeb.) any quantity expressed in an Alge-

braical form, as 3 «, 2 a 6, V («' ± c )• It is sometimes

called a. function.

ExPRUs.sioK (Chem.) the pressing or squeezing any oil or

juice out of vegetables, kc.

ExPKEssioN (Mus.) that part of composition, or perform-

ance, which makes its appeal to the feelings.

EXPRESSl'VO (Mus.) an Italian epithet signifying with

expression.

EX PROl'ESSO (Laiv) by profession.

EXPU'RG.VTORY Index (Ecc.) a book sent forth by the

pope, containing a catalogue of those authors and writings

which were thought censurable, and forbidden to be read

by the priests.

E'XEQUIAL (Mus.) or funereal, an epithet applied to music

which is used at the funeral ceremony.

EXSE'RTUS (Hot.) protruded, an epithet for stamens, or

anthers, that stand out of the corolla, or appear above it,

as in some species of the Erica.

EXSTIPUEA'TUS (Dot.) without stipules, an epithet for

many |)lants.

E'XSTASIS (^fed.) a species of Catulcpsis.

EXSU'CCATION (Med.) \k\i^ Ecchymosis.

EXSU'CCUS {Hot.) juiceless, an epithet for leaves, as op-

posed to the succulent.

TO EXTE'ND (Laiv) to value the land.'5 or tenements of one

bound by a statute, who has forfeited his bond, at such an

EXT
indifferent rate, as, by the yearly rent, the creditor may la
time be paid his debt, [vide Extendi]

EXTE'NDI Facias (Law) or Extent, a writ of execution,
or commission to the sheriff, for the valuing of lands or
tenements, and sometimes the act of the sheriff', or other
commissioner upon this writ.

—

Extent in Aid is a seizure
made by the crown when a public accountant becomes a
defaulter, and prays for relief against his creditors.

E.XTE'NSOR (.-Inat.) an epithet applied to muscles whose-
office it is to extend any part, in opposition to the //cxor,-

as extensor brevis digitorum pedis, the muscle that extends
the toes ; extensor digitorum communis, that which extends
all the joints of the fingers, &c.

EXTE'NT (Mus.) the compass of a voice, or instrument.

Extent (Law) vide Extendi Jacias.

EXTENUA'TION (Med.) the leanness of the whole body.
Extenuation (Rlict.) a figure of speech by which the things

are diminished, or made less than they really are.

EXTE'RIOR polygon (Fort.) the outlines of the works drawn
from one outer angle ; or the distance of one outer bastioa

to the point of another reckoned quite round the works.—Exterior talus, the slope allowed the work on the out-

side from the place towards the champaign, or field.

EXTERMINA'TION (Algeb.) ov Exterminating, the taking-

away certain unknown quantities from depending equa-
tions, so as finally to have only one equation containing

one unknown quantity.

EXTERNAL (Math.) an epithet for those angles which are
formed without a figure by producing its sides externally.

[vide Angle]

Exteknal digestives (Surg.) applications which ripen a
swelling, and breed good and laudable matter in a wound,.
so as to prepare it for cleansing.

EXTE'RNUS Auris (Anat.) a muscle, tlie same as the laxator

tipnpani.

EXTl'NGUISHMENT (Laxi) the extinction or annihilation

of a right, estate, <S:c. by means of its being merged or
consolidated with another, generally a greater, or more
extensive right.— Extinguishment is applied to different

rights, as Commons, Estates, Copyholds, Debts, Liberties,

Services, and Ways.

—

Extinguishment of Common is by
purchasing land wherein a person hath Common appendant.
— Extinguishment of Estates is when a man hath a yearly

rent out of lands, and afterwards purchases the lands

whereout it ariseth.— Extinguishment of Coj)i/hold is by
any act of the copyholder's, which denotes his intention

not to hold an}' longer of his lord.

—

Exli}iguishmcnt of debt

is when njetne sole take.-- the debtor to husband.

—

Extin-

guishment of Liberties is when the liberties or franchises,

granted by the king, come to the crown again.

—

Extin-

guishment of Services is when the lord purchases or accepts

parcel of the tenancy, out of which an entire service is

to be paid.

—

Extinguishment of IVays is if a man hath a

highway as appendant, and afterwards purchases the laud

wherein the way is.

EXTIRPATION (Surg.) the complete removal or destruc-

tion of any part, either by exscision, or by means of
caustics.

EXTIRPA'TIONE (Law) a writ which lies against one wTie,

after a verdict found against liim for land, &c. does de-

spitefully overthrow any house upon it. Reg. Jud^

13,56.
EXTO'RTION (Law) the unlawful act of any public officer

who, by colour of his office, takes any money, or valuable

thing, where none at all is due. [vide Exaction]

EXTRA Constcllary Stars (Astron.) such as arc not properly-

included in any space.

—

E.rlra Mundane Sjmce, the infinite

void space which is supposed to be extended beyond the

bound of the universe.

EXTRA-JUDrClAL (Laui) i« when judgment is had in a
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cause not depending in that court where it is given, or

wherein the judge has not jurisdiction.

—

Extra-parochial,

i. e. out of the parish, an epithet for any thing privileged

or exempt from the duties of a parish, as extra-parochial

land, lie.

E'XTIIACT (Z-n-io) a copy or draught of any writing, or

part of a writing.

Extract (Clicm.) the purer parts of any substance extracted

from its grosser parts.

ExTR.-iCT (Med.) a solution of the purer parts of a mixed

body inspissated by distillation, or evaporation, nearly to

the consistence of honey.

EXTIl.VCTA curia: {Arclueol.) the issues or profits of

holding a court, which arise from customary fines, fees,

&c.
EXTR-\'CTION (Surg.) the taking extraneous substances

out of the body.

Extraction of roots (Math.) the finding out of any number

or quantity," which, being multiplied by itself once, twice,

or three times, &c. gives the respective power, out of which

the given root is to be extracted ; as the extraction of the

square root, the cube root, &c.

EXTRA'CTOK (.S«r<f.) a surgical instrument used in the

operation of cutting for the stone.

EXTR.^-FOLIA'CE.-E (Bot.) an epithet for stipules grow-

ing on the outside of leaves, or below them ; as in Betula,

Tilia, &c.

EXTUA'DOS (Archit) the outside of an arch, or vault.

[vide Duildino']

EXTRA.JUDrCIAL (Laxv) vide Extra.

EXTR.4i\IL''NDANE (A.<:tron.) vide Extra.

EXTRAORDIN'A'RII (Ant.) a chosen body of men in the

Roman army picked from the auxiliary forces of their

allies, consisting of a third part of the cavalrv, and a fifth

of the foot. Pollib. 1. 6, c. 21- ; Liv. 1. Si, c. 47, &c.

EXTR.\0'RDIN.'VRY (Polit.) an epithet for whatever is

out of the common course, as an

—

Extraordinnrtj nmbas-

iador, one sent to negotiate on some special afiair.

—

Ex-
traordinari/ courier, one sent express on an urgent occa-

sion.

—

Extraordinary gazette, a gazette published on pur-

pose to annfvance some particular event.

EXTRA-PARO'CHIAL (Laxa) vide Extra.

EXTR.\-TE'>IPORA (Ecc.) a licence from the pope to

take holy orders at any time.

EXTR.\V.\G.A.'XTES (Ecc.) decretal epistles published after

the Clementines by Pope John XXII. and other popes,

and added to the canon law. They were so called be-

cause they were not ranged in any order.

EXTR.\A'.VGA'NZA (Mus.) Italian for a sort of composi-

tion remarkable for its wildoess and incoherence.

EXTR.WAS.V'TION (Surg.) from extra, without, and vas,

a vessel; a term applied to the fluids wliich are out of

their proper vessels or receptacles ; as when the blood is

effused on the surface, or in the ventricles of the brain,
!

there is said to be an extravasation ; or when the urine, in I

consequence of a wound, makes its way into the cellular

substance among the abdominal viscera, it is said to be ex-

tra-casated.
j

EXTRE'ME and mean proportion (Geoni.) is when a line is :

so divided liiat the whole line is to the greater segment, as

that segment is to the less,

E.-ctreme unction (Ecc.) a solemn anointing of any person

who is at the point of death ; which is one of the seven

sacraments in the Romish church.

EXTRE'-ME.S (Eog.) the two extreme terms of the conclu-

sion of a syllogism, namely, the predicate and subject.

E-XTREMEs (Mas.) those parts in a composition or piece of

harmony which are at the greatest distance from each

other in point of gravity or acuteness.

ExTHE>iEs conjunct (Trigon.) the two circular parts that lie

part
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next the middle part, in distinction from the di.yunct ex-
tremes, which lie remote from the middle.

EXTRE'.MITY (xV«,?.) the last note in any compass of
sounds, reckoning from grave to acute, or from acute to
grave.

EXTRI'NSECUS (Aiiat.) an epithet for the external parts
of the body, particularly the limbs.

E.XU'BERES (Med.) an epithet for children that are
weaned.

EXULCERA'TION (Surg.) an ulceration, or turning to an
ulcer.

EXUMBILICA'TION {Sur^.) a starting of the navel.
EXUNGULATION (Chem\) the cutting off the white
from the leaves of roses.

EXUPER.\'RE (Archceol.) to apprehend or seize, as " Exu-
perare vivum aut mortuum." Le^. Ediv. c. 2.

EXU'VLE (Sat.) the sloughs of 'serpents, i. e. the skins.

which they cast off in the spring.

EYE (Antit.) ocnlus, the organ of vision, is divided into ex-
ternal and internal parts. The external parts are the Eve-
brows, or supercilia ; the Eyelashes, cilia ; the Eyelids,
palpebra;, to which belong the external canthus, the internal
canthus, and the tarsus, or margin of the eyelid ; the La-
chrymal Glands ; the Lachrymal Caruncle ; the puncta
lachripnalia ; the Lachrymal Ducts; the Lachrymal Sac;
the Nasal Duct ; and the menibrana ronjuucliva, called also
the white of the eye. The internal parts of the eye com-
pose what is called the Bulb or Globe of the eye, and con-
sist of membranes, chambers, and humours. " Among the
membranes of the eye arc— the menibrana sclerotica,.

a horny membrane, which forms the spherical cavitv'^

of the eye, the more convex part of which is called the
cornea; and the menibrana choroidea, which forms the middlt-
tunic of the bulb. The circular continuation of the cho-
roidea in the anterior surface is called the iris; in the pos-
terior surface the uvea. The round opening in the centre
is called pupil/a, the Pupil, which can be dilated or con-
tracted at pleasure. The menibrana retina is the inner-
most tunic, of a white colour, being an expansion of the
medullary part of the optic nerve. "The chambers of the
eye are the anterior and Xhe posterior, which are filled with
aqueous humour. The humours of the eye are the Aque-
ous Humour which fills both the chambers; the Crystal-
line Lens, or pellucid body, included in an exceedingly
fine membrane, or capsula ; the ^'itreous Humour, which
is a beautifully transparent substance that fills the whole
bulb of the eye behind the crystalline lens. The muscles,
by which the eye is moved in 'the orbit, are six in number.
They are surrounded with much adeps that fills up the
cavities in which the eyes are seated. The arteries are the
internal orbital, the central, and the ciliary arteries.
The veins empty themselves into the external jugulars. The
nerves are the optic, and branches from the third,
fourth, fifth, and sixth pair. The bones which form the
orbits of the eye are the frontal, maxillary, iugal, lachry-
mal, ethmoid, palatine, and sphenoid.

Eye (Bot.) vide Hijlum.

Eye (Archit.) the middle of the volute of the Ionic capital,
cut in the form of a little rose, iSrc.

Eye (Print.) the thickness of the type used in printing, or
more properly the top or face of the letter.

Ey'E (Archer.) vide Br.lL's-Eye.

Eye (Mar.) vide Bulls-Eye.
Eye (Min.) vide Cat's-Eye.

Eve (Astroii.) or Bull's-Eye, another name for .4ldclaran.
EYEBRIGHT (Bot.) the Euphrasia, an annual, so called!

from its supposed efficacy in disorders of the eyes.

E'VE-GL.A.SS (Meek.) the glass that is put close to the ej-e,

whether used apart or in any optical instrument.

EYRE (Eaiv) yida Eire.
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F. (Ant.) an abbi'eviation for Filius, &c. [vide Abbreviations']

p. {Anhaol.) as a numeral letter, stood for forty, and with i

a dash over it thus, F, for 40,000.
|

F. (Laxv) vide Abbreviations.
|

F. [Gram.) vide Abbreviations.

F. (Her.) stands for the nombril or navel point in an es-

cutcheon, [vide Hcraldri/']

F. (Mils'.) tlie fourth note of the natural diatonic scale, [vide

Cliff']
—F above the Baic-Cliff' Note, is that F which occu-

pies the first space of the treble stave.

F. stands as an abbreviation for Forte.

V. (Lrm') the letter with which felons are branded on receiv-

ing benefit of clergy.

F. (Chron.) one of the seven dominical letters, [vide C'/iro-

nnlogy]

F. (Med.) or ft, an abbreviation in prescriptions for fiat or

fiant, as F. s. a,Jial secundum artem, let it be done accord-

ing to art.

FA (Mus.) the name given by Guido to the fourth note of

his hexachord, answering to the letter F in the natural

liexachord

—

Fa la was the name of a short song set to

music, having the syllables Fa la at certain intervals.

—

Fa-

Burdcn, an old term for a sort of counterpoint.

FA'BA (Bot.) the Vicia narbnnensis of Linnaeus.

FA'BA-DULCIS (Bot.) a species of the Cassia, the Mimosa
scnndens of Linnreus,

FABAGI'NEA (Bot.) t\\e Zi/<rophi/llum fabago o? 'Linnxus.

FABA'LE (Bot.) a bean straw or stalk on which the cod

hangs.

FABA'GO (Bot) the Zi/gophi/llum Jcibago et c.occineum of

LinnKUS.
FABA'llIA (Bot.) the Sedwn lelephittm oi lAnnxns.

Fabaria CalendcE (Ant.) the first of June, sacred to the

goddess Carna, to whom beans were then offered. Macrob.

Saturn. 1. 1, c. 12.

FA'BER (Ic/i.) a kind offish mentioned by Columella.

FA'BRIC (Com.) a term used to distinguish the different

species of the same article, as i\\e fabric of St. Quintin, the

fabric of Valenciennes, &e.

FABRl'CIA (Bot.) a species of the Melaleuca of Linn.-cus.

I'A'BRICK Lands (Lniv) lands given towards the re-build-

ing or repairing of cathedrals, churches, &c.

FACE {.inat.) sf5(re«», yfjciVi, the lower and anterior part

of the skull, or cranium. R'iff. Ephes. de Appetl. Part.

Corp. hum. 1. ] , c. 7 ; Cels. 1. S, c. 1 ; Gal. Isagng. c. 10.

Face (Mech.) signifies generally any thing that lies before

the eye, in distinction from the back ; as the face of a

stone, an anvil, i*Lc.

Face (Archit.) a member of the Architrave, [vide Fascia]

Face (Astral.) the third part of a sign, each side being sup-

posed to be divided into faces, each face consisting of ten

degrees.

Face (Fort.) a term applied to many parts of a fortification,

as the

—

Face of a Bastion, the two sides, reaching from

the flanks to tiie salient angle, which is the most advanced

part towards the field.

—

Face prolonged, or extended, that

part of the line of defence, razant, which is betwixt the

angle of the shoulder and the curtain.

—

Face of a Place,

the front, comprehended between the flanked angles of the

two neighbouring bastions, corupuscd of a curtain, two

flanks, and two faces.

Face of a gun (Gunn.) the superficies of the raetal at the

extremity of the muzzle.

Face of a' square (Mil.) the side of a battalion, &c. when

FAC
formed into a square, as ' The right face," " The left
face," " The front/ace," and " The rearyacc."

TO Face (Mil.) to look towards an object : in which sense It
is employed in many military phrases, as " To face about,
to the right, left," &c. a word of command in military
exercising. " To face the enemy," to oppose a front to
him. " Inface of the enemy," under the line of his fire

FACE-PAINTING (Paint.) the art of taking portraits.
FA'CET (Mech.) the small side of a diamond, &c. which is

cut with a great number of angles.

FACH (Med.) a Turkish medicine, of use as an antidote
against poisons.

FA'CIA (Archit.) vide Fascia.

FACIAL (Anat.) belonging to the face, as thefacial nerve,
a part of the auditory nerve.

FA'CIES Hippocratea (Med.) that particular disposition of
the features which immediately precedes the stroke of
death ; so called from Hippocrates, by whom it has been
so justly described in his prognostics. Ccls. 1. 2, c. 6.

FA'CINGS (Mil.) the diti'erent movements of the men to the
right, left, &c. in order to face an object. Also the lap-
pels, cuffs, and collar of a military uniform, which are ge-
nerally of a different colour from the rest.

FA'CTA armorum (Archccol.) feats of arms, justs, tourna-
ments. Sec.

FA'CTIO (Ant.) a name primarily given to the different

parties of combatants or charioteers, who were distin-

guished by different colours, as green, blue, red, and white.
Juven. Sat. 1], v. 195.

etfragoi- auri'm

P£nutit,eventtim viri'dis quo coHigo paimi.

Mart. I 14, ep. 131.

Si veneto, prasinovefaves, qui cocciiia sumis,

Nejias ista trausfuga vesLe vide.

Sidm, Apollin. carm. 23.

—— M'lcant colmes

Alius vel veuetits, vireiis, rubeitsijue.

To these colours Domitian added two others. Petron.

c. 28; Plin. 1. 8, c. 47; Plin. 1. 9, ep. 6 ; Suet, in Domit.

c. 7, &c. ; Fest. de Verb. Signf. ; Tertull. de Spectac. c. 9;
Panvin. de Lud. Cir. 1, 1, c. 10; Panciroll. Descrip. Urb.

Rom. apud Grcev. Thes. Antiq. Rom. torn, iii, p. 3o7, &e.
FA'C'TION (Mil.) French for the duty done by a soldier

when he stands sentry, &c. as " Entrer en Fjiclion," &c.

to corae upon duty.

FACTIONNA'IRE (Mil.) French for the soldier that does

all sorts of duty.

FACTl'TIOUS (Chem.) any epithet for what is made by art,

in distinction from what is natural. Soap is a factitious

substance; fuller's earth is a natural one.

FA'CTO (Laxii) in fact; a term applied to what is actually

done, [vide De Facto]

FA'CTOR (Cam.) the agent for a merchant abroad, who is

authorized by a letter of attorney, with a salary or allow-

ance for his care, called Factorage.

I Factou (Arith.) a name given to the two numbers or quan-

tities that are multiplied together; so called because tiiey,

faciuut productum, make the product.

Factok (Algeb.) the quantities so called which constitute an

algebraical expression, answering to the Divisor in Arith-

metic, as a + b, and a — b, which are the factors of

n' — A'; also a, b, c, d, are the factors of the quantity

abed.
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FA'CTORAGE (Com.) vide Fiictnr.

fA'CTORY (Com.) a place in a distant country, where a

considerable number of factors reside for the convenience

of trade ; also the traders themselves collectively.

FAC-TO'TUM (Com.) one who manages all the concerns of

another, domestic or mercantile, &c.

FAC-TOTUNr (Print.) a border within which printers inclose

an initial letter.

FA'CTUM (Laxv) a man's own act and deed, particularly in

the civil law, for any thing stated and made certain.

Factum (Arith.) the product of two quantities multiplied

together, as the factum of 3 and t is 12 ; 3 and 4^ being the

Jhcfors,

FA'CULjE (Aslron.) a name given to certain bright spots

in the sun.

FA'CULTY (Phi/.) that power by which a living creature

moves and acts : if this power be exerted by the animal

body alone, it is oalled a corporeal or animal faculty ; as

that by which a man walks, or moves his limbs, &c. : if it

belong to the mind or soul of a rational agent, it is called

the rational faculty. The faculty may also be distinguished

into the natural, if it be that by which the body is nou-
rished and increased ; and the vital, if it be that by which
life is preserved, lic.

Faculty (Laiv) is equivalent, in Scotch law, to power.

F.IL'CES (Cher.i.) the gross substance, dregs, settlings, or

impurities, which settle after fermentation, or remain after

the purer, more volatile, and fluid parts have been sepa-

rated by distillation, evaporation, &c.
F-IL'CUL.4. [Clicm.) small dregs or lees.

FAGA'GO (Bot.) a species of the Zf/^op/i^Z/Km of Linnaeus.

FAGA'R.\ (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 4; Tetrandria,

Order 1 Mono^i/nia,

Generic Character. Cal. perianth four-cleft.

—

Con. petals

four.—Sta'sj.Jilaments four ; anthers ovate.

—

Fist, germ
ovate ; sti/le filiform ; stigmas two-lobed.

—

Per. capstde

globular ; seed single.

Species. The species are shrubs, as the

—

Fagara enodia,

seu Enodia, Sweet-scented Fagara, native of the Friendly

Islands.— Fagara pterota, Schenus, seu Pterota, seu Len-
tiscns, Wing- leaved Fagara, or Bastard Iron-V/ood, native

of Jamaica.

—

Fagara Tragodes, seu Rhus, Prickly-leaved

Fagara, native of Domingo, &c.

F.\G.\R.\ is also the Xantlw.tylon Clava Hercidis.

FAGONIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 10 Decandria,

Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cai.. perianth five-leaved.

—

Cor. petals

five.—Stam. filaments ten ; anthers roundish.—PisT.

germ five; style awl-shaped; stigma simple.

—

PER.capsule

round ; seeds ovate.

Species. The species are perennials, as the Fagonia Cre-

tica, seu Trifolium, the Cretan Fagonia, native of Can-
dia.

—

Fagonia Arahica, Arabian Fagonia.

—

Fagonia
Hispanica, Spanish Fagonia. Clus. Hist.; Bauli. Hist.;

Bauh. Pin. ; Ger. Herb. ; Pari:. Theat ; Raii Hist.

Plant, ; Tonrn. Inst.

FAGOPY'RUM, the Poli/gonium divaricatuni of Linnaeus.

FA'GOT (£ff.) a badge which was formerly worn on the

sleeve of the upper garments by such persons in the

Romish church as had recanted and abjured heresj'.

FAGO'TS (3/;7.) French for the men who were hired by the

officers to muster, in order to make a false return of com-
panies that were not completed.

FAGOTTPNO (Mus.) or i^a^o^o, Italian for the bassoon.

FAGR.Fl'A (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pentandria,
Order 1 ^lonogynia.

Generic Character. CAt. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. one-
petalled.— St.\m. Jilaments five; anthers ovate.

—

Pist.
germ superior; stiyle filiform; stigma peltate.

—

Per, berru

ovate; seeds smooth.

FAL

Species. The single species is a shrub, as the Fagrcea teij-

lanica, native of Ceylon.

FA'GUS (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 21 Munoecin, Order 8
Polijandria.

Generic Character. Cat., perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor.
none.

—

St.\m. filaments many; anthers oblong.

—

Pist.
germ covered with the calyx ; styles three ; stigmas sim-

ple.

—

Per. capsule large ; seed nuts, one or two.

Species. The species are trees, as

—

Fagns Caslnnca, seu

Castanca, Conmion Chesnut Tree,

—

Fagns sijlvatica.

Common Beech Tree.

—

Fagus ferruginea, American
Beech Tree. Bauh. Hist.; Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.;

Park. Theat. Botan.
Fagus is also the Fagus bettdus of Linnaeus.

FAIDA (Law) malice or deadly feud. LegjH. 1. c. 88.

FAI'LING
(jf Record (Latv) is when the defendant having a

day to prove a matter b}' record, he fails, or else brings in

such an one as is no bar to action.

FA'ILLIS (Her.) a term used to denote some failure or frac-

tion in an ordinary, as if it were broken or a splinter taken
from it.

FA'ILLON (Mil.) a kind of standard formerly made use of

in the army for assembling the baggage.
FA'ILURE (Com.) an unsuccessful termination of a man's

mercantile dealings.

FAINT action (Laxv) is such an one, as, that though the

words of the writ are true, vet, for certain causes, there is

no title to recover thereb}'. Co. Lit. 361.

Faint vision (Opt.) is when a few rays make up one pencil,

which, though it may be distinct, yet is obscure.

FAINTS (Chem.) the weak spiritjous licjuor that runs oft"

from the still after the proof spirit is taken awaj-.

FAIR (Mar.) an epithet applied to different things, as " A
/(;/) "wind," In opposition to " A foul wind."— Ropes are

said to " lea fair," when they suffer little friction in a
pulley.—A Fair-Cune, in delineating ships, is a winding
line whose shape is varied according to the part of the ship

it is intended to describe.

—

Fair xvaj/ of a Channel is the

path of a narrow bay, river, or harbour, in which ships

usually go in their passage up and down.
FAIR MAID OF FRANCE (Bot.) the Ranunculus aconi-

tifolins of Linna;us, a perennial.

FAIT (Lrtu) a deed or writing lawfully executed, to bind
the parties thereto.

—

Fait enrolle is a deed of biwgain and
sale.

FATTOURS (Laxv) a name for vagabonds or idle livers,

mentioned in statute 7 R. 2, c. 5.

FAKE (Mar.) one roll of a cable or rope which is coiled round.

FA'KiR (Theol.) or Faquecr, a sort of dervises or Maho-
metan monks.

FA'LA (Ant.) a high tower made of wood. Fest. de Verb.

Signif.

FA'L.\NG (Archevol.) a jacket or close coat.

FALA'RICA (Ant.) a spear bound with wild fire, to shoot

out against a tower or any other object. Non. 1. IS, c. 18;
Ser. in Virg. JKn. I. 9 ; Vcget. 1. 4-, c. 18.

FALCA'DE (Man.) ahorse is said to make /«/farf« when
he throws himself upon his haunches two or three times, as

in very quick curvets.

FALCA'RIA (Bot.) the Slum falcaria o^Unnxus.
F.\LCA'TA (Bot.) the Aled/cago annnta o( L.'mnxas.

I'W'LCATED (Astron.) one of the phases of the moon, vul-

garly called horned, when she appears in the form of a

crescent, like a falx, sickle, or reaping hook.

FALCATU'RA (Archceol.) one day's mowing performed by
an inferior tenant, as a custom for any service due to his

lord.

FA'LCHION (Mil.) a kind of sword turned up somewhat
like a hook.

FA'LCIFORM PROCESS (Anai.) a process of the dura
4 n2
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water, in the form oi a. falx, or sickle, tliat arises from the
crhia i^nlti, ami separates the two hemispheres of the brain.

FALCINE'LLUS (Orn.) a sort of heron, so called from the
crookedness of its beak.

FA'LCO (Ont.) a genus of birds of the Order Accipitres.

Generic Character. Bill hooked, the l)ase covered with a

cere ; head covered with close-set feathers ; tongue bifid.

Species. This genus comprehends the Eagle, Osprey,
Kite, Falcon, Buzzard, Hawk, &c. as the

—

Falco chry-
snctos, the (iolden Eagle.

—

Falco fiilvus, the Ring-tailed

Eagle,

—

Falco ferox, the Fierce Eagle.— Falco Harpijga,
the Crested Eagle, which inhabits South America, and
h said to be able to cleave a man's skull at a stroke.

—

Falcu ossifragns, the Osprey.

—

Falco milvns, the Kite.

—

Falco communis, the Common Falcon.

—

Falco nisiis, the

Sparrow Hawk.

—

Falco palnmbarius, the Goshawk.

—

Falco biiico, the Buzzard.— Fa/co gyrfalco, the Ger-
falcon.

—

Falco Candidas, the While Gyrfalcon.

—

Falco
cyaneus, the Hen Harrier.

—

Falco lanarius, the Lanner.—Falco timiunculus, the Kestril.

—

Falco snbhittco, the

Hobby.

—

Falco esalon, the Merlin.
FA'ECON (Orn.) a bird, nearly allied to the hawk, which is

about the size of a raven, and is capable of being trained

for sport, in which it was formerly much employed. The
species are classed under the genus Falco, in the Linnean
system, together with the Eagle, the Hawk, &;c. [videi^a/co]

Falcon (Gnnn.) a small piece of cannon formerly so called.

Falcon (Ilcr.) These birds are usually repre-

sented with bells on their legs, and when de-

corated with hood, bells, virols, or rings, and
leishes, they are said in blazon to be hooded,
belled, jessed, and leished, as in the anne.xed

figure. He beareth " Azure, a falcon volant

argent, armed, jessed, and belled or, within a

bordure ermine ; name Fairbournc."

FA'LCONER [Falcon.) one who looks after and trains hawks.
FA'ECONET (Gunn.) a small sort of falcon or gun so called.

FA'LCONRY, the art of keeping and training hawks.
FA'LDA (.irchccol.) a sheep-fold.

FA'LD.'E CURSUS (Arclucol.) a sheep-walk, or fe edfor
sheep.

FA'LDAGE {/Irc/iceol.) the privilege which, anciently, lords

reserved to themselves, of setting up folds in any fields of
their manors, for the better manuring them ; and this not
only with their own but their tenants' sheep.

FA'LUE-FEY (Law) or Faldfee, a fee or rent paid for the

privilege of folding.

FA'LDWORTH (Archceol.) a person of such an age that he
may be reckoned of some decennary.

FA'LEK.V (Falcon.) a disease in hawks.

FA'LER/E (Archceol.) the tackle or furniture of a cart or

wain. I^lun. Aiigl. torn. 2, p.25G.
FALE'SIA (.irchceol.) a great rock, bank, or hill, by the sea

side.

FA'LKI.V (But.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Pcntandria,

Order 2 Digynia.

(jcneric Character. Cal. perianth one-Ieave<l.—Con. one-

petalled.

—

Stam. Jilamcnts five; anthers ovate.—Pisr.

germs four; styles two; stigma capitate.

—

Per. none;
seeds four.

Species. The single species is the Falkia repen.t, Creeping

Falkia, a perennial, native of the Cape of Good Hope.
F'.ALL (J'hy) the descent or natural motion of bodies towards

the centre of the earth.

Fall (Mil.) a term equivalent to a surrender when a town
ceases to ne able to hold out any longer.

Fall (Mar.) this term is used in some sea phrases, as

—

" The /a// of a tackle," the loose end of a tackle.—" To
Jail a-stern," to be driven backwards.—" To /</// down,"
to tail down a river or towards its opening.—" To Jail in,"

FAL
to meet with a ship—" 'Tofall off," i. e. not to keep so near
the wind as she should do " Fall not off!" a command
to the steersman to keep the ship near the wind.

—

Land-
Fall, when the ship makes or sees land.

—

Fall, among
ship-builders, is when one part of the ship has rising*
above the others.

FA'LLING-SICKNESS (Med.) vide Epilepsia.

FA'LLING OFF (Mar.) the movement or direction of the
ship to leeward of the point whither it was lately directed.
[vide Fi///] Also the angle contained between her nearest
approach to the direction of the wind and her fiuthest dis-

tance from it.

FALLO'PIAN TUBES [Anai.) two ducts, so named from
Fallopius, their discoverer, arising on each side the fundus
of the uterus, and extended to the ovaries. They are of
great use in the process of conception.

FA'LLOVV (Ilufhand.) a piece of land laid up or left to

remain imtilled for a time ; the act of so leaving land is

ca.\\edfallou<ing.

Fallow Deer (Zool.) a species of deer, the Cervus damn of
Linna;us, having horns branched, recurved, and com-
pressed. This species is the most common in Europe,
particularly in England, where it forms one of the orna-
ments of the park.

FALLOW-FINCH (Orn.) or ;r/;/ile-£nr, a sort of bird, the

l)Iotacilla tvnanthc of Linnaeus.

FALLS (Mar.) vide Fall.

FALSE Quarter ( I'et.) a rift, or crack in the hoof of a horse,

which is an unsound quarter, seeming as if it were a piece

put in, and not entire.

False conception (Med.) the formation of a shapeless mass
of flesh, &c. in tlie uterus.

False Jloivcr (Bot.) a flower which does not seem to pro-

duce any fruit.

False diamond (Mi>i.) a diamond counterfeited with glass.

False arms (Her.) those wherein the fundamental rules of

heraldry are violated, as if metal he put upon metal,

colour upon colour.

False imprisonment (Law) the trespass of imprisoning a man
without lawful cause ; also the name of the writ brought
upon the commission of such a trespass. False claim is

when a man claims more than his due.

False (Mil.) an epithet emploj-ed on many occasions; as

False alarm, an alarm given cither through ignorance, or with

the view of trying the vigilance of the men.— False attack,

a feigned attack made for the purpose of diverting the

enemy from the real point of attack.

—

False muster, that

in which men, not actually enlisted, pass for soldiers.

False /-oof (Carpent.) that part of a house which is between
the roof and the covering.

False bray (Fort.) a small mound of earth, four fathoms
wide, erected on a level round the foot of the rampart on

the side which is towards the field, bordered with a parapet

to defend the moat.

False (Mar.) an epithet in sea phrases ; as a. False Iceel, a

second keel sometimes put under the first to make it

deeper.

—

False stem, a second stem fastened to one that ia

loo tidt.-^False post, a piece of timber fixed on the aftpatV

of the stern post to make good a deficiency therein.

I".\LSI crimen (Laxo) fraudulent concealment, in the Civil

I-aw, or subornation with design to darken or hide the

truth, so as to make things appear otherwise than what
they really are.

FA'LSIFY (Laxc) to prove a thing to be false; as "To
falsify a record," " To falsify a rerdict," " To falsify re-

covery."

TO Falsify a thrust (Fenc.) to make a feigned paSs.

FA'LSING of DoojHs (Law) an old term, in the Scotch Law,
for an appeal.

FA'LSO judicio (Lniu) a writ which lies for false judgment
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given in the county, hundred, court baron, or other courts

that are not of record.

—

Falso rcttirno Drevimn, a writ

which lies against a sheriff for making false returns of writs.

Rep,. Jud. 43.

FA'MA clamosa (Laxi) a judicial procedure of the churcli

of Scotland, wlierein a ground of action is laid before a

presbyter}', against one of its members, independently of

any regular complaint by a particular accuser.

FAMI'LI.^ {Law) signified all the servants that were under
one master, or that portion of land which was sufficient to

sujjport one family.

FAMl'LIARS (Ecc.) officeis of the Inquisition, who assist

in the apprehension of such as are accused. They are

so called because they assist the inquisitor, and belong to

his family.

FA'MILY (Archaol.) a hide of ploughed land.

Famiiy of Curves (Math.) a congeries of several curves

of different orders or kinds, all which are defined bv
the same equation, but in a different manner, according

to their different orders.

Family [Bot.) a term applied b\- Linnaeus to plants natu-

rally allied to each other; h2 divides the vegetable king-

dom into seven families; namely, 1. Fungi ; 2. Alga;
3. Musci, or ^Mosses ; i. Filices, or Ferns ; 5. Graminn,
or Grasses; 6. Palnur, or Palms; 7. Planlcc, or plants,

including all that are not in the foregoing families.

FAN (Her.) vide H'itmoxving Bmket. \

FA'N.-VM (Coyn.) a small coin in India, both of gold and
silver; the former of which is valued at about Gd., and the '

latter at i:hl.

F.\NA'TIC1 (Ant.) a sort of enthusiasts anions; the Romans,
so called because they spent most of their time, /?;»/<, in

j

the temples. They pretended to revelations and inspira-
,

tions, and, in their frantic fits, they committed many ex-

travagances.

FANAU'X (Mil.) French for lights at the top of a high
j

tower at the entrance of a sea-port.

FA'KCIES {.Vhs.) lively little airs.
'

F.VNDA'NGO (.V;«.) a dance much used in Spain, the air
[

of which is livel}-, and much resembling the hornpipe.

FA'N'G-TOOTH (Her.) has been sometimes borne as a
charge in the escutcheon.

FA'NGOT (Com.) a quantity of wares, as raw silk, Sec. con-

taining from one to two hundred weight, three quarters.

F.\'NION (3/;7.) in the Italian Gn/ifo)irie, a particular

standard, which was carried formerly in front of the ordi-

nary belonging to a brigade in the French service.

FAXN.VTIO (.irchceol.) a terra used, in the forest laws, for

the fawning, or bringing forth young hinds.

FA'XNEL (Ecc.) a sort of ornament like a scarf, worn by
a mass priest on the left arm when he officiates.

FA'NNEliS (Husband.) a machine for winnowing corn.

FA'NO (Com.) a small weight used at Gos, and other places

in the East Indies, equal to tiro \'enetian carats.

FA'KON (Com.) a coin, current on the coast of Malabar,
worth about five-pence English money.

FA'X-P.\LM (Bot.) tlie Chamcerops riumilis of Linnaeus.

FANTA'SIA (3/«.s.) a kind of air in which the composer is

not confined to such strict rules as in ordinary cases.

FAOXA'TIO (.ArchcEoL) vide Fannatio.

FAFE'SMO (Log.) the fourth imperfect mood of the first .

figure of a categorical syllogism. I

FARA'ND-MAX (.irchteol.) a merchant stranger, to whom,
according to the practice of Scotland, justice ought to be
done with all expedition, that his business and journey be
not hindered.

FAR.\TE'LLE (Com.) a weight, mlade use of in some parts

of India, equal to two pounds Lisbon.

FARCE (Lit.) a sort of mock comedy, which contains

much of grimace and buffoonery.

FA'RCES (Cooh.) meat chopped small and well spiced, &c.
fit for a stuffing.

FARCIMIN.V'LIS tunica (Annt.) a coat pertaining to a
thild in the womb, which receives the urine from the
womb ; it is so called because, in many animals, it resem-
bles a gut pudding. The existence of this membrane in
the human subject has been denied.

FA'RCIN
(
I'et.) a sort of mange among horses and oxen.

FARCTU'RA (Med.) the stuffing any exenterated animal
or fruit with medicinal ingredients.

F.VRCTUS (Bot.) stuffed, an epithet for a leaf; folium
Jarctum is a leaf of pith, or pulp, in opposition to tubu-
losum, tubular or hollow ; it is also applied to a stem and a
pericarp.

FA'RCY (Vet.) a disease in horses something similar to a
leprosy.

FA'UDEL ofland(Archa:oL) the fourth part ofayard of land.
FA'RDIXGALE (Cits.) a hoop made of whalebone, by
^
which females formerly used to spread out their petticoats.

F.V'RDIXG Deal (Arclurol.) the fourth part of an acre of
land.

FARE (Com.) money paid for the passage of a person in

any vehicle, cither by land or water.

FA'RFARA (B„t.) thj Fus.selngofatfara of Linna?us.
FARI'XA (Sat.) signifies literally meal or flour ; but is also

applied to the pulverulent and glutinous part of wheat, and
other seeds, before it is ground as well as after.

FARIXA'GIUM (Arclucol.) toll of meal or flour. Ordin.
Jnsul. de .Jersei/ 17 Ediv. 2.

FA'RLEU (Arc/iiFnl.) a duty of sixpence paid to the lord
of the manor of West Slapton, in Devonshire, in the
western parts ; fnrlcu being the best thing generally, as
heriot is the best beast.

FARLIXGA'RII (.-Irc/ucol.) whoremongers and adulterers.

FARM (Laxi-) a large messuage of land taken by lease
under a certain yearly rent payable by the tenant.

FA'R.MER (Lau-) he who holds a farm, and is a tenant or
lessee thereof.

F.\RR.\'GO (Husband.) a mt\tm-e of several sorts of grain
sown in the same plot of ground, or afterwards mingled
together.

FA'RREA Xubes (Med.) vide Pti/riasis.

FA'RRIER (Vet.) signifies literally one who professes to

shoe horses, but is also used for a horse doctor, now called

ceterinnnj surgeon.

FARRIER'S Company (Her.) consists of a master, three
wardens, twenty-four assistants, and thirty-nine

on the livery. Their armorial ensigns are, as

in the annexed figure, argent, three horse-

shoes, sable. The Farriers trace their origin

to one Henry de Ferrarius, or Ferrers, who
was farrier, or master of the horse, to William
the Conqueror, from whom he received the

Honour of Tutbury, in Staffordshire.

TO FA'RROW (Hu.sband.) to bring forth pigs.

F.\RSETIA (Bot.) the Cheirnntlius farsctia of hmnseus.
FA'RTHELLING lines (.Mar.) small lines made fast to all

the top-sails, top-gallant sails, and the mizzen-yard arm.
F.V'RTHING (Com.) in Saxon peorchhnj, or jreopthmj,

i. e. poufichlmj; the fourth part of a Saxon penny; there

were also farthings of gold, which were the fourth part of

a noble, or twenty-pence of silver.

FA'SCES (.4nt.) bundles of rods bound round the helve of

a hatchet, which were carried before the consuls as the

insignia of their office, [vide Consuls^

FA'SCETS (Mech.) irons, used in a glass manufactory, which
are thrust into the necks of bottles to convey them to the

annealing tower.

FA'SCIA (Surg.) a swathe, or long bandage

Fasci.\ {Anat.) the name of any aponeurotic expansioa
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of muscles which binds parts together.— Faxria lata, a

thick ami strong tendinous expansion sent oft' from the

back, and from the tendons of the glutei, and adjacent

muscles, to surround the muscles of tlie thigh.

Fascia (Archil.) a flat member, of which there are three

in the architrave, having a great breadth and small pro-

jecture. Vitruv. 1. 3, c. 15 ; Bald. Lex. I'ilruv.

FA'SCL^ {Astion.) vide Belts, and Astroiwmt/.

FASCIA'LIS {Anal.) an epithet for a muscle which moves

the leg.

FASCIA'TION (Surg.) a binding up with swaddling bands.

FASCICULA'RIS (Bot.) fascicular, an epithet for a sort

of tuberous roots with knobs collected in bundles, as in

Paotiia.

FASCICULA'TUS (Bol.) fascicled, an epithet for leaves

crowing in bundles or bunches from the same point.

FASCI'CULUS (Bot.) fascicle, a diminutive of fascis, a

bundle; a species of inflorescence in which several upright,

parallel, fustigiate, approximating flowers, are collected

together, [vide Bolani/']

FA'SCINES (Fort.) small branches, trees, or bavins bound

up in bundles, which, mixed with earth, serve to fill up

ditches.

FA'SCIOLA (Enl.) the Gourd-Worm, or Fluke, a sort of

worms, of the order Intestina, having a flattish body,

with an aperture, or pore at the head, and generally an-

other at a distance beneath. These are hermaphrodite and

oviparous animals, which are generally found in the.intes-

tines of other animals.

FA'SHION piecei (Mar.) in French cor«;Vr«; the aftmost

or hindmost pieces of timber which terminate the breadth

and form the shape of the stern.

FAST (Fee.) an abstinence from food upon a religious ac-

count.

FA'STI (Ant.) the Roman calendar, in which were set down
all days of feasts, pleadings, games, ceremonies, the names
of their officers, and all other public concerns through-

out the year.

Auson. 1. 1, epig. 1.

Jgnota ne siiit tibi tewpora Romcc
Regibus, €t juityum d'lcta sub imperii:^,

Digessi FastoSf et nomiiia prtjtpetis avi

.Sparsajaceiit Latiam siqua per historlam.

Cic. pro Sext. c. 14-, &c. ; Val. Ma.v. 1. 7, c. 2 ; Liv. 1. 9,

c. 18, &c. ; Tacit. Annal. 1. 1, c. \5; hid. Grig. 1. 5,

c. 18 ; Panvin. Fast. 1. 1.

—

Fa.':(i Die;, days on which plead

ings were carried on. [vide Dies]

FASTIGIA'TUS (Bot.) from Jasligium, the pointed roof

of a house ; an epithet for a stem, peduncles, umbel, &c.;

as caulis Jastigiatus, pedunculi Jastigiati, and umbclla Jiis-

iigiata.

FASTPGIUM (Archit.) vide Pediment.

FA'STING Men (Arclucol.) bondsmen, or pledges, who
answered for the peaceable demeanor of their companions.

FA'STNKSS (Fort.) a strong hold naturally fortified by the

bogs, &c. of the surrounding country.

FAT (Atiat.) Adcps, a concrete oily matter contained in the
cellular membrane of animals, of a white or yellowish

colour, with little or no smell nor taste.

Fat (Mar.) an epithet which is equivalent to broad ; thus,

if the trussing in or tuck of a ship's quarter underwater
be deep, they say she has a fat quarter.

Fat (Mech.) vide Fat.

FA'THEMITES (Polit.) the descendants of Mahomet, in

the female line, from his daughter Fatima.
FA'TIIER (Ecc.) a title given to bishops, as the Right

Reverend Father in God ; also to the principal writers

among the primitive Christians. This epithet is likewise

applied to priests in tiie Romish Churci), as a Father Con-
fessor.

FEA

Father
(
Theol.) the first Person in the Holy Trinity.

FATHER-LA'.SHER (Ich.) a voracious fish, the Cottus
Scnrpius of Linnaus, inhabiting the shores of Greenland
and Newfoundland, and having spines on its tail, with
which it lashes the sharks, and other predacious fish that

offer it any molestation.

FATHER-LO'NG-LEGS (Knt.) a well-known insect, the
Tijmla pectinicornis of Linnaeus, which is remarkable for

the length of its legs.

FA'THOM (Cotn.) in Saxon jrathom, a measure of six feet.-

FA'UCES (Aiiat.) Isllunioii, or Amphibroncliia, a cavity be-
liind the tongue, arch, uvula, and tonsils, from which the

pharynx and larynx proceed. It is commonly termed ia
Greek (pufvy%. [vide Pharynx]

FA'UCHION (Md.) vide Falchion.

FAU'CON (Orn.) vide Falcoyi.

FAULX (Mil.) French for an instrument very similar to a

scythe, which was used in fortifications to prevent an.

enemy from scaling the walls of a besieged town.

FAUN A'LIA (Ant.) festivals celebrated, in honour of Faunus,
on the Ides of February, and on the Nones of December^
of which Horace gives a description in his ode to Faunus.
Hor. ]. 3, od. 18, v. 10.

Cum tibi nona: redeunt Dccembres.

Ovid. Fast. 1. 2, v. 193.

Idibiis agrestisfumant altaria Fauni
Hie ubi diicretas insula rumpit aqnes.

Gyrald. Si/ntag. Dear. 1. 18 ; Jun. Fast, apud Grav. Thes^

Ant. Rom. torn. viii. &c.
FAVO'NIUS (Ant.) the western breeze, or zephyr, which,

according to Pliny, blew from Crete. Plin. 1. i, c. 12.

FAUSE'TUM (Archwol.) a f\uicet or flute.

FAUSSE brayc (Fort.) a low rampart, [vide Falsel

FAUSSE EQUERRE (Mech.) an instrument in the shape
of a square or rule, which describes angles that are not

straight.

—

Faus.se-lance, a wooden piece of ordnance, vul-

garly called a sham-gun.
FAUSSE-MARCHE (Mil.) a feigned march.—Faiissc at-

taque, a false attack.

FAUTEA'U (MU.) French for a sort of battering ram for-

merly used.

FAU'TOR (Law) a favourer or abettor.

FA'VUS (Med.) a sort of achor, or ulcer, resembling the

favus, or honeycomb.
FAUX (Bot.) jaws, or throat; the opening of the tube of

the corolla.

FAWN (Zoot.) a young deer; a buck or doe of the first

year.

TO FAY (Mech.) to fit any two pieces of wood, so as to join

close together.

FAYA'LL (Com.) an imaginary coin, valued by some as the

pistole of FVance, or ten livres.

FAYE'NCE (Com.) a name in France for all sorts of crock-

ery ware which come from China.

FA'YTOURS (Lata) \k\e Faitours.

F'E' (Fee.) Spanish for faith, whence the Auto de Fc, or act

of faith, i.e. the execution of heretics by the Spanish in-

quisition.

I'E'AL (Archccol.) i.e. trusty; an epithet for the tenants

who were said to be feal m\A leal, i. c. faithful and loyal to

their lord. Spelm. dc Ptirlament. .'59.— Fcal and Divot,

a right in Scotland similar to the right of Tarbury in

England for fuel, &c.
VK\x.-dt/kc (Husband.) a cheap sort of fence in Scotland

made of feal, or sod.

FE'.-VLTY (Laxe) changed from Jidelitas ; an oath taken

at the admittance of a tenant, by which he binds himself

to be (;u'thful to his lord.

FEAR-NOUGHT (Mar.) in French/wf, a particular sort



FEC
of thick woollen stuff much used lu ships for lining port-

holes, &c.

FEAST (Ecc.) anniversary times of feasting and thanks-

giving, such as Christmas, Easter, Whitsuntide, &c. Feasts

are either moveable or immoveable.— The immoveable
Feasts are those which arc celebrated on the same day of

the year, as Chrisimas-Day, the Circumcision, Epipliamj,

Candlemas, Lady-Dai/, All Haiiits, the several days of the

Apostles, &c.—The moveable Feasts are those that are not

confined to the same day of the year, as Easter, and all

that are governed by it, as Palm Sunday, Good Friday,
Ash-lVediiesday, Sc.iagcsima, Ascension-Day, Pentecost,

and Trinity Sundai/.

FEA'THEK (Chem') the constituent parts of feathers are

similar to those of hair, consisting chiefly of albumen, but
with little or no gelatin.

Fkatiies (Mil.) an ornamental mark worn by officers and
soldiers on their caps and hats ; the hackle feather, which
is the round feather taken from the fowl in its natural

state, is worn by subalterns ; the flush feather, a straight

smooth feather worn by officers on the staff.

FiiATiiEH (^lur.) To cut a feather is said of a ship when she

makes the water foam before her.

I- EATiiER-edged Boards (Carpent.) boards that have one edge
thinner than the other.

Feather (Man.) a row of hair turned back and raised on
the neck of a horse, which forms a mark just like the blade

of a sword.

Feathek (Bol.) a name given to some i)lants, as the —
Prince's Feather, the Amarcnthus hypochondriacus of

Linuitus.—Feathered Columbine, the Thalictrum aquilcgi-

folium; the Stipa, a sort of perennial grass.

Feathek is also another name for the pappus, or dovifn.

[vide Pappus']

FEATiiEur.D (Bot.) the same as plumose, [vide Plumosus']

FEA'THEU.S (Her.) or Prince's Feathers, the name given
to the ostrich feathers which adorn the cognizance of the
Prince of Wales.

I'EBlirCULA (Med.) a diminutive of /(-Jm, a fever, im-
plying a slight degree of symptomatic fever.

FE'BRIFUGA (Bot.) the plant Fever-few, or lesser cen-

taury.

I'E'BlilFUGE (Med.) iromfehris, a fever, zxidfugo, to drive

away ; a name for medicines which possess the property
of abating the violence of a fever.

FE'BRU.V (Ant.) an expiatory sacrifice for the ghosts of the

dead ; a sort of purification.

Ovid. Fast. \. 2, v. 19.

Fehrua 1h>mani dixere piamina patres

Nunc qiwque dant verba plurima signa fdem.

That which was purified by this sacrifice was called /2in(-

atum, and the month in which this purification took place

was called Februarius. Cic. de Leg. 1. 2, c. 21 ; Varr. de

Lat. Ling, 1. 5 ; Plut. in Num. ; Aurcl. Vict, de Vir. illust.

c. 3; Auson. eid. 8 ; Macrob. Sat. 1. 1, c. 13; Sidon. 1.2,

ep. li; Ursat. de.Not. Roman, ajmd Grcev. Thes. Aniiq.

Rom. tom. 2, p. 714.

FE'BRUARY (Chron.) Februarius, the second month in the

j-ear, so called from the expiatory sacrifices, Februa,
[vide Februa]

FECIA'LES (Ant.) certain Roman priests instituted by
Numa Pompilius, who were selected from the best fami-

lies for the purpose of assisting in all treaties of peace and
declarations of war. Varr. de Ling. Lat. 1. 4, c. 15 ; Liv.

1. 1, c. 24; Plin. 1.22, c. 2; Aurd. Vict, de Vir. illust.

c. 5.

FE'CULA (Med.) a white mealy powder, which subsides and
gathers at the bottom of the juices or liquors of divers

roots.

FEL
FE'CUL^E (Astron.) certain spots which are occasionally

observable in the disk of the sun.

FEE (Laiv) in Sa.xon feoh, modern Latin feudum, is in all

probability derived from, or allied to the Geiinan Vieh,
cattle, because the principal right of property was vested
originally in cattle. The word fee is used in several senses,
namely, for the compass or circuit of a lordship or manor,
as " The lord of the fee," &c. ; for a perpetual right in-
corporeal, as to have the keeping of prisons. Sec. infee;
also a rent and annuity granted to one, and his heirs,

which is a fee personal : but the ordinar3' use of the term
is to denote the right which a man has in land, or so'me
immoveable thing, to use the same, and take the profits of
it for himself and his heirs for ever. This is called the
fee-simple, in distinction from thefee-tail, which is a limited
sort of fee, or an inheritance whereof a man is seised to
him and the heirs of his body limited at the will of the
donor. A fee-tail is general where land is given to a man
and the heirs of his body, and special where a man and
his wife are seised of land to them and the heirs of their
two bodies. This latter is also called a_/<'e e-r/jfc/nHi". Bract.
1.2, c.5; Kitch. 153; Co. Lit. c. l,&c.; Old Nat. Brev.
41.

—

Fee-farm, feodi firma, or fee-farm rent, is when the
lord, upon creation of the tenancy, reserves to himself and
his heirs the rent, or something equivalent.

FEED (Mil.) a certain proportion of corn and hay given
to the cavalry. A short feed is a portion less than the re-
gulated quantity.— Heavy-horsefeed, a larger propor-
tion given to the heavy dragoons, in distinction froni-—Light-horse-feed, which is given to the hussars and the
light horse.

FEE'DER (Mcch.) a cut or channel, sometimes called a car-
riage or catch drain, by which a stream or supply of wa-
ter is brought into a canal.

TO FEEL (Man.) is said in certain cases of the movements
of a horse, as " To feel a horse on the hand," i. e. to
obsene that the will of the horse is, in one's hand. " To
feel a horse upon the haunches," to observe that he plies

or bends them.

FEE'LERS (Ent.) organs fixed to the mouth of insects, ge-
nerally less than the antennce, and often jointed.

FEES (Laiv) certain perquisites allowed to officers in the
administration of justice, as a recompence for their labour
and'trouble.

FEIGNED ACTION (Laiv) an action which is brought to
try the merits of any question. It is otherwise called a
feigned issue.

FEINT (Mus.) a semi-tone, the same as the Diesis.

Feint (Fenc.) a show of making a thrust at one part that

you ma}' make it at another with more facility.

Feint (Xlil.) a mock attack, generally made to conceal the
true one.

FEL (Med.) Bile.

FE'LAGUS (Archied.) a friend or companion ; one who
was bound in the decennary for the good behaviour of an-
other, i. e. quasifide cum eo ligatus.

FELA'PTON (Log.) a technical term for one of the modes
in the third figure of syllogisms, which consists of a uni-

versal negative, a universal affirmative, and a particular

negative, as

Fe No brutes have a sense of religion

:

Lap All brutes are animals : ergo.

Ton Some animals have no sense of religion.

FE'LFELTAUIL (Bot.) the Cynachium viminale of Linnaeus.

VEL^ homagers (Lavo) or Feal Homagers ; faithful subjects.

FE'LIS (Zool.) a genus of animals of the order Jer^e.

Generic Character. Fore-teeth intermediate ones equal;

grinders three ; tongue prickly backwards ; c/aws retrao

tive.
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Species. Tlils tiibe of animals, compreliended under tlie

names of the Lion, Tiger, Panther, Ounce, l^eopard,

Tiger-cat, Cat, and Lynx ; are temperate in their habits, 1

climb easily, see best at night, alight on their feet when
thcj' fall, and suddenly spring on their prey : the females

bring forth many young, having eight teats.

FELLI'FLUA passio (Med.) a name given to the Cholera

morbus.

FE'LLING of timber (Husband.) tlie cutting down trees

close by the roots for the purpose of building.

FE'LLOES (Mcch.) or Fellows, the pieces of wood which

joined together by duledges, form the circumference, or

circular part of a wheel, which is altogether called the

felloes of the wheel.

FELLOW (Mecli.) viAe Felloes.

Fellow (Ciis.) the member of a college in universities

who forms one of the corporate body.

FE'LLOWSHIP (.'Irith.) a rule by which, in divers ac-

counts of divers persons, their several stocks, together

with the whole loss and gain being propounded, the loss

or gain of each particular person may be discovered.

Fellowship is either single or double. Single Fellmvship,

or Felhmsliip wilhuuf time, is the case in which the times of

continuance ofthe shares of partners are not considered, they

being all the same.

—

Double Fellowship, or Felhni-ship Kith

time, is that in which the times of the stocks' continuing

are considered, because they are not all the same. In

this case the shares of the gain or loss must be propor-

tional, both to the several shares of the stock, and to the

times of their continuance, and consequently proportional

to the products of the two.

FE'LO DE SE (Lam) one who commits a felony by liie

act of self-murder.

FE'LONY (Latv) any oflence that is in degree next to petty

treason, such as murder, burglary, rape, &c.

FE'LSPAIl (Min.) a siliceous mineral found mostly in moun-
tains, in solid masses or crystallized.

FE'LT-GPi.VlN (Carpent.) the grain of cut timber that runs

transversely to the annular rings or plates.

FE'LTING {Carpent.) the splitting of timber by ihc fell

-

grain.

FE'LTRE (Mil.) a piece of defensive armour, wliich was a

kind of cuirass made of wool well pressed and dipped in

vinegar to resist cuts from weapons.

FELU'CC.V (Mar.) a little open vessel with six oars that is

much used in the Mediterranean.

FE'LWORT (Bo/.) a sjiecies of the Gcniiana of Linnaus.

FE'MALE .screw (Meek.) a screw, tlie spiral thread of which

is cut in the cavity of a cylinder ; it is frequently called

the nut.

TemALE /lower (Bot.) Jemineus Jlos, a flower having pistils

or stigmas without stamens, or at least anthers.—Female
Plant, Fcniinn plauta, a ])lant which has female flowers

only.-—Female I'ern, the I'teris aqnilina of Linnxus.
FEME (Law) a woman, as /•Vmc convert, a married woman;
Feme sole, an unmarried or single woman.

FE'MININE planets (Aslrol.) such as surpass in the passive

qualities, i. c. in moisture and dryness.

Feminine (lender (Gram.) a term applied to such nouns as,

by their termination, or other sign, denote the female sex.

FE.MPNINUS (Bot.) vide Female.
FE.MOIIA'LLS Arleria (Anal.) a continuation of the ex-

ternal iliac along the thigh.

FE'MOUIS OS (Anat.) vide Femur.
FE'.MUlt (Anat.) the thigh, or thigh-bone, a long cylin-

drical bono situated between the I'elvis and Tibia. Idiff'.

F.plies. de Appell. Part. Corp. hum. I. 3, c. 5 ; Cds.
1. 8, c. I.

FENCE (Carpent.) the guard of a plane, wliicli obliges it to

TffQvk to i» certain horizontal breadth from the arria.

FEO

Fence (Bot.) a term used by Dr. Withering for the invx)-

lucre.

Fence (Mil.) any guard, security, or outwork.

F^ENCE (Husband.) a hedge, or inclosure.

F'ence month (Laxv) a month in which, according to the forest

laws, it is unlawful to hunt in the forest, because in that

month the female deer fawn : this is fifteen days before and
after Old Midsummer. Manw. l-'or. Laxvs part. 2, c. 13;
Fleetwood. For. Laivs, 5 Slat. 20, Car. 2, c. 3.

F'E'NCIBLE (Mil.) an epithet for regiments which are raised

for temporary pur|)oses of defence.

FE'NCING (liLil.) the art of using the sword in the attack

of an enemy, or the defence of oneself. To this art be-

long several movements and positions, which are distin-

guished as follow; namely,

—

Appcl, the sudden beat of
your blade on the contrary side to that on which you join

your adversary, and a quick disengagement to that side

again. — Beating, parrying with a sudden short beat.—
Battering, i. e. striking the feeble of your adversary's

blade, &c.

—

Back-quarte, a round quarto over the arm.—Cnve, a tierce on the quarte side, <S:c.

—

Darting, de-
fending a blow, and darting a thrust forward.— Fcint-Jbr-

ward, I. e. advancing your point a little from your line and
coming to it again.

—

Guard, the posture proper to defend
the body from the sword of the antagonist, [vide Guard]
LAirching, i. e. making an opening to invite your adversar}'

to thrust at you, so that you may find an opportunity of
getting a rispo^te at him.

—

Lcching is to seize your adver-

sary's sword arm by twining your left arm round it after

you close your parade, shell to shell, &c. in order to dis-

arm him.

—

I'lanconade, the action of dropping the point
of 3'our sword under your adversary's hilt, in seizing witir

force the feeble of his blade, lStc.

TO FEND (Mar.) is the same as defend, or keep off; as

"Fend the boat," prevent its striking against any thing;
" l^end otf," prevent a boat or vessel from running foul

of another.

FI'7NDERS (Mar.) pieces of old cable, ro))cs, or wooden
billets, hung over the sides of a ship, to keep other ships

from rubbing against her.

FENE'STUA (Anat.) a name for two holes in the barrel of
the ear, next the drum ; one of v, liich is called oralis, and
the other rotunda.

FF^NE'STRATE (Ent.) an epithet for the naked transparent

spots on the wings of butterflies.

FE'NGELD (Archaol.) a tax or imposition for the defence
of the realm.

FE'NNFX (Bot.) the Anethum fceniculum ; Fennel Flower;
the Nigella ; (iiant's Fennel, \.\\e l^ectda, an annual; Ilog's

F'ennel, the Peucidnnnm, a perennial.

FE'NUGREEK (Bot.) the Trigonella of Linn;i.-us.

I'E'OD (Laxv) or feud, i. e. feed, or in fee, the right whicli

the vassal had in land, or some immoveable things of his

lord's, to use the same, and take the profits thereof, ren-

dering unto his lord such fee, duties, and services, as be-

longed to military tenure. Spent, of L\-nds and Tenures.

FE'ODAL (Z.«tii) an epithet for what appertains to a fee.

FE'()D.\RY (Lan') or fcudalori/, a tenant who holds his

lands by feodal :iervice.

FF^'ODUM (Law) a feod, or fee.

—

Feodum militis, a knight's

fee.

—

Feodum laicum, a lay-fee, or land held in fee of a
lay -lord.

FEOFFE'E (Law) he that is infeofFed, or to whom a feoff-

ment is made.
FE'OFFER (Latv) the person who puts another in posses-

sion.

FE'OFFMENT (f^aw) the gift or grant of honours, castles,

manor.,, messuages, lands, or other corporeal or inmiove-

able things, to another in fee-simple, i. e. to him and his

heirs for ever, by the delivery of seisin, and the possession
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of the thing given. When it is in writing it is called a deed

(iffeoffment ; and in every feoffment the giver is called the

fi':if''''i 0^ feqffalor, and "he that receives by virtue thereof
tl'.e feoffee. The difference between a f'eoffer and a donor
ii, t'lal ihejcnffcr gives in fee-simple, the (/o;io;- in fee-tail.

Lilt. 1. 1, c. 6.

FE'OrFOR {Laxv) the same as Fenffer.

FE'ORIVr (Latu) a certain portion of victuals, and other ne-
cessaries, which tenants formerly gave to their thanes, or
lords.

FE'R.'E (Zoo/.) the third Order of animals, in the Class il/nm-

malia, in the Liimean system, which have from six to ten
conic fore-teeth, and one tusk. They comprehend the
following genera, namely

—

Plioca, the Seal.

—

Canis, the
Dog, the Wolf, the Fox, the Hyaena, and the Jackal.

—

Fetis, the Lion, the Tyger, the Panther, the Leopard, the
Ounce, the Lynx, and the Cat.— I'iverrn, the Weasel.

—

Mustela, the Otter, the Weasel, the Martin, the Stoat, the

Ferret, (he Polecat, the Sable, and the Ermine.— Urstis,

the Bear, the Badger, the Racoon, &c.

—

Didclphis, Ike.

[vide Animal Kingdom^
Ferje Naliocv (Laivj beasts and birds that are wild, in dis-

tinction from those that are tame.

FE'R.'\L Signs {Astrol.) an epithet for Leo and Sagittarius,

because they were supposed to have a certain degree of
savage influence.

FERA'LIA (Ant.) solemnities which were celebrated in Fe-
bruary and May, and dedicated to the manes.
O-jid. Fast. 1. 2, V. 567.

JV(i» tamen hue ultra, qitam quot de mense supersunt

Luciferi, quot baheiit cannina nostra pedes,

llanc, tiuiajust.tfcniut, dixere Feralia lucem,

Ultima placandU Manibus ilta dies.

Thoy were so called ajerendo, i. e. from carrying, because
the ancients carried victuals to the sepulchres of their de-

ceased relatives. Varr. de Lat. Ling. 1. 5, c. 3 ; Fest. de

Signif. Verb.; Ursat. de A^at. Roman, apud Grcev. Thes.

Antiq. Rom. torn. 11, p. 71.5.

FER (Her.) another name for a cross, as fcr de fouchette,

or croijc tijer dejoudiettc, i. e. a cross with forked irons at

each end.

Fer de MoUne (Her.) vide Moline.
FE'RCLILUM (.4nt.) a pageant carried about in triumph,

representing victories, &c. Liv.\. \, c.lO ; Suet. in Jul.

;

Plut. in Rom,
FERDE'LL.\ terra {.Irchaol.) a fardel of land, or a portion

of ten acres.

FE'RDWIT (Lnxv) a formulary by which the king pardoned
manslaughter in the army. Fleta. 1. L

FERENTA'RII (Ant.) a sort of light armed soldiers. Varr.

de Lat. Ling. 1. (j, c. 3 ; Fest. de Verb. Signiff.; Lips, de
Mil. Roman, p. 271.

FE'RLE (/?«<.) i.e. I'tpz!, sacred; holidays, or cei tain days
that were vacant from labour or business. TUcfericP were
distinguished into different kinds, namely

—

Feritv stativa:,

stated festivals, fixed to certain days of the month.

—

Ferice

concepiivce, moveable feasts appointed by the magistrates

and priests for particular occasions.

—

Feme imperitivce, oc-

casional festivals enjoined by the command of the consuls

or other magistrates on the breaking out of a war, or any
other public occasion.— Ferice denicales, private festi-

vals kept by families on particular occasions, as the death
of a relative, &c.

—

Fericv Latincv, festivals kept by the

fifty Latin towns on Mount Albanus.

—

Feriw nundincc,

or novemdiales, festivals kept for nine days on the appear-

ance of any prodigy. Cic. de Leg. 1. 2, c. 22 ; Fest. de

Verb. Signff. ; Liv. 1. 1, c. 31 ; Diunj/s. 1. 4. ; Macrob. Sat.

1. I, c. 16; Plut. in Camill. ; Aid. Cell. 1. 2, c. 28 ; Serv.

in Virg. Georg. 1. 1, v. 268; Ursat. de Not. Rom. apud
Grcev. Thes. Ant. Rom, torn. xi. &c. &c.

FKll

FE'RL\L da>/s (Law) vide FeritP.

F'E'RINE (Med.) ir.^U'h',; an epithet properly signifying sa-

vage, but when applied to disorders it signifies malignant.

FE'RIO (Log.) a mode in the first figure of syllogisms, con-
sisting of a universal negative, a particular affirmative, and
a particular negative, as

j'^E " No men are destitute of reason.

r I Some animals are men ; ergo,

O Some animals are not destitute of reason."

FE'RISON (Log.) a mood of syllogisms in the third figure,

consisting of a universal negative, a particular affirmative,

and a particular negative, as

yE " No brutes have a sense of religion.

r I Some brutes are animals ; ergo,

sOn Some animals have not a sense of religion."

F'ERLINGA'TA temv (Archceol.) a quarter or fourth part

of a yard of land.

Ff)RM (Arc/iccol.) a liouse and land let by lease.

FE'RMARY (Arch<rol.) the same as Infirmari/.

FERME a ferme (Man.) a term used to signify in tlie same
place, without stirring or parting.

FE'RMENT (C/jcm.) any substance which has the property
of causing a fermentation in any other body with which it

is mixed, as the acid in leaven.

FERMENTATION (Chem.) the intestine commotion in the

small insensible particles of a mixed body without any ap-
parent mechanical cause, usually from the operation of
some active acid matter. Chemists after Boerhaave have
divided fermentation into the spirit nousJermeiitation, which
affords ardent spirits ; acetousJ'ermentation, which produces
vinegar or acetic acid ; and the putrid J'ermentation, which
produces volatile alkali. All fermentation requires a cer-

tain degree of fluidity, with the aid of heat and of air.

FERMISO'NA (Laxv) the winter season of killing deer, as

Tempus Pingtiedinis is the summer season.

FERN (Husband.) a weed very common in dry and barren
places, which is very injurious to the land in which it has
once taken root.

Fern (Dot.) vide Filices.— iNIale Fern, the Polypodinm Jilix

mas of Linnaeus.—Female Fern, the Poli/podium Jiliz fce-

mina, and the Pteris arjuilina.— Flowering Fern, the Os-
mundn.—Mule Fern, the Htemionitis.— Stone Fern, the

Osmunda crispa.—Sweet Fern, the Scandia odorata.

FE'RNIGO (Archevol.) a heath, or waste place.

FERRAME'NTA (Mech.) all instruments of iron, particu-

larly those used in surgery.

FERRA'NDUS (Archeeol.) an iron colour, particularly ap-
plied to horses which are now called iron grey.

FERRA'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 20 Gynandria,
Order 2 Diandria.

Generic Character. Cal. spathes two.—CoR. petals six.—
Stam. Jilaments three; anthers roundish.

—

Pist. germ
inferior; i/^/e simple; stigmas three.

—

Per. capsule ob-
long ; seeds roundish.

Species. The species are bulbous, as the

—

Ferraria un-
dulata. Iris, Narcissus, seu Gladiolus, Cape Ferraria, na-

tive of the Cape of Good Hope.

—

Ferraria pavonia, seu
Flos Tigris, Mexican Ferraria.

FE'RREOLA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 22 Dioecia,

Order 6 Hexandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. onc-
petalled.

—

Stam. Jilaments six ; anthers oblong.

—

Pist.
germ oval; sti/le short; stigma flat.

—

Per. berri/ round;
seeds two.

Species. The single species is a tree, as the Ferreola

tnuijolia , Ehretia, Pisonia, Piiliaiiua, seu Irumbilli, na-

tive of Coromandel.

FE'RRET (Zool.) an animal of the weasel tribe, with red
eyes, and a long snout, the Muslela furo of Linnasus. This
animal is much used in catching rabbits: it procreates twice

4 o
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a year, is gravid six weeks, and brings forth from six to

seven young.
FE'RllETS {MecJi.) the irons witli which glass-makers try

the melted metal.

rE'UKIAGE (Com.) the hire of a ferry-boat, or money paid

for a passage over a river, &c.

FERRO-CY'ANATE (Chem.) a salt formed by the union of

ferrocyanic acid with a salifiable base, as the ferro-cyanate

of ammonia, of potash, of soda, &c.

FERKOCYA'NIC odd {C/iem.) an acid composed of pro-

toxide of iron and hydrocyanic acid.

FERRUGrXEUS (Bot.) ferruginous; an epithet for a co-

lour of rusty iron.

FE'RRULE (Mar.) a small iron hook fixed on the extremi-

ties of the yards, booms, &c.

FE'RRUM (Mill.) iron; a genus of minerals of the Order

of Metals, of a bluish grey colour, easily rusting in the

air, very hard, tenacious, elastic, sonorous, exceedingly

malleable and ductile, &c. [vide C/iemislri/']

Species. The principal species are, the

—

Fcrnim nativum,

seu Xucluin, Native Iron.

—

Ferrum selectum, Magnetic
Iron-Stone, or Common Iron Ore.

—

Ferrum niagne.s, the

Magnet-Stone Ferrum liccmatites, a sort of iron that

is not magnetic.

—

Ferrum micnceum, Micaceous Iron Ore
not magnetic.

FE'RRY (Lain) the liberty to have a boat for passage on a

frith or river.

Ferry (Mar.) a vessel employed for conveying persons and

goods over narrow pieces of water ; also the place in a

river, &c. where persons are carried over.

FE'RRY-MAN (Cum.) one who keeps a ferry-boat for the

conveyance of passengers, &c.

FE'RR.'E (Med.) the measles.

FE'RSCHET (Arehccol.) in Saxon pane-j-cot, the ferriage,

or customary payment for being ferried over.

FE'RULA {Mech.) an instrument of correction formerly

used in schools for striking on the hand.

Ferula (But.) a genus of plants, Class 5 Penlandria, Order 2

Digijnia.

Generic Character. Cal. amieZ universal.

—

Cor. universal.

—STAM._//7«mfn/s five; anthers simple.—PiST.^enH in-

ferior ; styles two ; stigmas obtuse.

—

Per. Jruit oval

;

seeds two.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Ferula com-

munis, Common Fennel Giant.

—

Ferula Jerulago, seu

Feridago, IJroad-leaved Fennel Giant, native of Sicily.

Ferula nodijlora, sea Libanotcs, Knotted Fennel Giant,

native of Austria. Dud. Pempl. ; Bauli. Hist.; Bauh.

Pin.; Gcr. Herb.; Park. Theat. But.; Raii Hist.;

Tuurn. Inst.

Ferula (Bot.) is also the Buhon Galbamim of Linnaeus.

FERULA'CES (Bot.) the Ferula Galbanifcra of Linnxus.

FE'RULTE (Surg.) splints used about the binding up of a

broken leg.

FERULA'GO (Bot.) the Ferula fcrulago.

FERULAXA (But.) a species of the Ferula.

FE'liVOR of the Matri-v (Med.) a preternatural heat in the

womb.
FESCE'NNINA (Mas.) a sort of nuptial song, so called

from Fescenninum, a town of Campania, where it ori-

ginated. Serv. Virg. /Tin. 1. 7, v. 695.

FE'SCUE-GRASS (But.) the Fesfnca, a perennial sort of

grass cultivated for cattle.

FESSE (Her.) an honourable ordinary which possesses the

third and middle part of the field horizontally, as Jig. 1,

" Art'cnt a. fii&sc gules." A Fesse is borne under various

accidental forms, namely. Transposed, i. e. placed higher

than the centre, asjig. 2, "Argent on a fesse transposed a

crescent between two stars of the first." Conped, i. e. as it

were cut oft' I'roni the sides, asJig. 3, " Or a fesse couped

FEU
azure." Wreathed of different tinctures, In French tor*
iille as fig. 4, " Argent a fesse tortille, azure and gules,"

The fesse is likewise engrailed, invecked, wavy, indented,

dancette, embattled, voided, [vide higrailed, &c.] When
figures are contained within the breadth of the fesse it is

said to be charged, or they are said to be onfesse, asJig. 2.

When any figures occupy the place of the fesse they are

said to be in fesse. [[vide Heraldry'^—Fesse Point, the

middle point of the escutcheon.

—

Party per Fesse, i. e.

parted across the middle of the shield, through the fesse

point, [vide Heraldry']

FE'STING JSIen (Archccol.) vide Fastingmen. — Festing-
Penny, the same as Earnest-money.

I'ESTI'NO (Log.) a mood of syllogisms in the second figure,

in which the first proposition is a universal negative, the

second a particular affirmative, and the third a particular

negative, as

yE s No unbeliever can have salvation through Christ.

1 1 Some Jews are saved through Christ, ergo,

n O Some Jews are not unbelievers.

FESTOO'N (Archit.) an ornament of carved wood. In man-
ner of wreaths or garlands hanging down, which was an-

ciently used at the gates of temples, <S:c. [vide Architec-

ture, Plate, No. Ill, (IJ).

FESTU'CA (But.) a genus of plants, Class 3 Triandria,

Order 2 Digynia.

Generic Character. Cal. glume upright.

—

Cor. two-

valvcd.

—

Stam. Jilaments three ; anthers oblong.

—

Fist.

germ turbinate; styles two; stigmas simple.

—

Per. nunc;
seeds single.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Fcstuca ovina,

seu Bromus, Sheep's-Fescue Grass.

—

Festuca rubra, seu

Gramen, Red-Fescue Grass.

—

Festuca spadicca, Anthox
anthum, seu Poa.—Festuca uniglumis, seu Lolium, Sea-

Fescue Grass. Bauh. Hist.; Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.;
Park. Theat. Bot. ; Tourn. Inst.

Festuca is also the Agrostis serotina.

FE'STUCINE (Min.) an epithet for a shivery or splintery

fracture.

TO FETCH (Mar.) a. term employed in some sea-phrases, as
" To fetch to windward of an object," to reach it. " To
fetch awaj'," to be shaken, or rocked backwards and for-

wards, as casks, boxes, and the like in a storm. " To
fetch the pump," to pour a cann of water into the upper

part of it, in order to expel the air which is contained be-

tween the lower box .n.nd the piston.

FE'TLOCK ( Vet.) a tuft of hair, as large as the hair of the

mane in some horses, that grows behind the pastern-joint.

—Fetlock-joint, the joint at a horse's fetlock, the ankle-

joint.

I'TVTTERS (Lax^<) n sort of irons put on the legs of male-

factors.

FE'TTERED (Zoul.) an epithet applied to the feet of ani-

mals when they are stretched backward, and appear unfit

for the purpose of walking, or when they are concealed in

the integuments of the abdomen.
FEU (Laxv) a free and gratuitous right to lands, in the Sootch

Law, made to one for service performed by him.

—

Feu, or

Feu-holding, a holding or tenure, whereby the vassal is

obliged to pay to the superior a sum of money annually.
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—Feu, or Feu annual, the rent which was due hy the red-

dendo of the property of the ground, before the house was
built within burgh.

—

Feu-duty, an annual rent or duty paid

by the tenant.

FEUD, deadly (Archieol.) a combination of kindred in former

times to revenge the death of any of tlieir blood, on the

sla)'er or his posterity.

—

Feud-Bote, a recompense for en-

gaging in a feud or faction.

Feud (Luk) vide Feod.

FEUDS (Laic) a volume of the Civil Law; so called because

it contains the customs and services done bj- a vassal to

a superior lord.

FE'VEIl (Med.) febris, from ferveo, to burn ; a disease cha-

racterized by an increase of heat, an accelerated pulse, a

foul tongue, and an impaired state of several functions of

the body. Fevers, as respect their duration, are distin-

guished into

—

ContinualJevers, which have no intermission,

but exacerbations that usuallj' come on twice a day, as

the synocha, the typhus, &c.

—

Intermittent fevers, which
are known by the cold, the hot, and the sioenling stages, in

succession, attending each parox3'sm, and followed by an

intermission or remission.— Intermitting fevers are sub-

divided into

—

Quotidian Jevers, or agues, the parox3sms
of which return in the morning at the interval of twenty-

four hours.— Tertian Jevers, or agues, the paroxysms of

which commonly come on at mid-day, at an interval of

forty-eight hours.

—

QuartanJevers, the paroxysms of which
come on in the afternoon, with an interval of about seventj'-

two hours. These have also their varieties, into semi-ter-

tian, double-tertian, or quartan, triple-quartan, &c. Fevers

are moreover distinguished, according to their symptoms,
into

—

Inflammatory J'ever^ which is known by an increased

heat.— Typhus fever, which has a putrid tendency, and
but moderate heat.

—

Putrid Jever, which arises from the

discharge of some putrid purulent matter from some mor-
bid part, as an ulcer in the lungs.

—

Hectic Jever, which is

slow, durable, extenuating, and emaciating the body by
insensible degrees.

—

Scarlet Jever, which is attended with

an eruption very similar to that of the measles.

—

Miliary

Jever, one in which rough pustules appear about the whole

body.

—

Symptomatic Jever, is that which arises, as an acci-

dent, or symptom of some disorder, that is antecedent to

them.

FE'VER-FEW (Bot.) the Matricaria of Linnaeus Fever-

root, the Triostium, a perennial.

FEUILLE'A (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 22 Dioecia,

Order 5 Pentandria.

Generic Character. Cal. -perianth bell-shaped.

—

Cor. one-

petalled.

—

Stam. Jilatnents five; anthers twin.—Prsx.

germ inferior ; styles three ; stigmas heart-shaped.

—

Per.
berry large ; seeds compressed.

Species. The two species are the

—

Feuillea trilobata, seu

Trichosanthes, native of the East Indies.

—

Feuillea cor-

difolia, native of Jamaica.

FI'AR (Laiv) in opposition to the renter, in the Scotch law;

the person in whom the property of an estate is vested,

subject to the life-renter's estate.

FI'AT (Laxv) a short order or warrant of some judge for

making out and allowing certain processes.

—

Fiat justitia

are the words written by the king on his warrant to bring

a writ of error in judgement, &c. StamJ. Prccrog. Reg. SI.

FI'BER (Zool.) the Castor fiber of Linnaeus, [vide Beaver^

FI'BRA atiris (Anat.) the lower part of the ear.

FIBRA'RIjE (Min.) a class of minerals of a fibrous struc-

ture.

FI'BRE (Anat.) x.Tr,}m, Jbra, a simple filament which is

supposed to consist of earthy particles, connected together

by an intermediate gluten. Fibres are distinguished, ac-

cording to their position and course, into direct, trans-

verse, oblique ; and by their different arrangement are

FID

I

formed the membranes, muscles, vessels, nerves, &c.

I

Those fibres which compose muscles are called muscular

;

those which form nerves, nervous ; the rest are distin-

guished into carneous or fleshy, and osseous or bony. Rujf.

Ephes. de Appell. Part. Corp. hum. 1. 2, c. 3 ; Gal. dc Usu.

Part. 1. 9, c. 2.

Fibre (Bot.) a name for the minute threads of a root which
imbibe moisture from the earth. These fibres properly

constitute the roots of plants.

FIBRIL'LA (Bot.) the branch or division of a radical fibre.

FIBRl'LL.^ (Anat.) fibrils or small fibres.

FI'BRIN (Chem.) the name given by chemists to that parti-

cular substance which constitutes the fibres of animals.

Fl'BROLITE (Min.) a sort of stone of the schorl family.

FIBKO'SUS (Bot.) fibrous ; an epithet for a root that con-

sists wholly of fibres, as in many vines.

FI'BULA (Anat.) a long bone of the leg situated on the

outer side of the tibia, and forming, at its bwer end, the

outer ankle, [vide Anatnmy, Plate No. I. (y,)]

Fibula (Surg.) a needle with which wounds are sewed to-

gether. Cels. 1. 7, c. 25.

Fibula (Archil.) an iron cramp with which square stones are

held together. Vitruv. I. 10, c. 2.

FIBULtE'US (Anat.) another name for the Peroncus.

FICA'RL\ (Bot.) the RanunculusJicaria of Linnaeus.

FICA'TIO (Med.) from Jicus, a fig; tubercles near the anus
and pudenda.

FICA'TUM (Ant.) a sort of food made with figs.

FICOI'DEA (Bot.) the Aizoon hispanicum of L,\nnaius.

FICOI'DES (Bot.) the Aizuon canariense of Linnaeus.

FI'CTION (Law) a supposition of law th.it a thing is true,

without inquiring whether it is or not, that it may have
the effect of truth, so far as is consistent with equity : thus,

the Seisin of Conusee is a Fiction in laiv, being only an in-

vented form of conveyance.

FI'CUS Ruminalis (Numis.) the tree under which the wolf
gave suck to Romulus and Remus, of which the memory
is preserved on many medals, [vide Lupus^ It was so

called, according to Pliny, because the wolf gave rumen,
her teat, to the children. Liv. 1. 10, c. 23; Plin. 1. 15,

c. 18 ; Tacit. Annul. 1. 13, c. 5S.

Ficus (Med.) a tumour, particularly in the anus or pu-
denda.

Ficus (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 23 Pohjgamia, Order 3

Trioecia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth proper.

—

Cor. none.
—Stam. in the mi\e, Jiaments three; anthers twin.—
PisT. in the female, germ oval; s/y/c subulate ; stigmas

two.

—

Per. in the female, none ; seed single.

Species. The species are shrubs or trees, as the

—

Ficus

carica, Caprificus, seu Chameficus, Common Fig-Tree.
—Ficus sycomnrus, seu Sycomorus, Egyptian F'ig or

Sycoraore.

—

Ficus pumi/a, seu Itnbu, native of China.
—Ficus religiosa, Poplar-leaved Fig-Tree.

—

Ficus Ben-
galenticnsis, Bengal Fig-Tree. — Ficus Indica, Indian

Fig-Tree. Dod. Pempt. ; Bauh. Hist.; Bank. Pin.;

Ger. Herb.; Park. Theat. ; Tourn. Inst.

Ficus is also the Cecropia peltata—Ficus indica^ the Cactus

Jicus indica.

FID (Mar.) or Mast-Fid, a square bar of wood or iron, with

a shoulder at one end, which used to support the weight

of the top-mast. The Splicing-Fid, a large pin of lignum.

Vila', tapering to a point, which is used for splicing of

cables.

FIDD (Gunn.) orJuse, a little oakum shaped like a nail, to

put into the touch hole of a gun, which being covered

with a plate of lead, keeps the powder dry in the gun.

FI'DDLE-DOCK (Bot.) the Rnme.v pulch'er of Linnaeus, a

perennial.—Fiddle-Wood, the Cilharexylam of Linnaeus.

This H ood in French is called fiddle, which has been cor-
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riiptoil in English into fdiVe, as if it were fit for musical

instruments, whicli is a mistake.

^IDEICOM^II';^SU^I (Uk) a feoffment of trust, when a

thing is put by will into one's hand upon his lionesty, to

dispose of to some certain use. Justin. Instit. 1. 2, c. 23.— Fidt'i jiissor, in the Civil Law, a surety.

PIDEM mcntiri (Laxc) is said of a tenant who does not keep
the fealty which lie has sworn to his lord.

FIDI'CINAL (Mus.) an epithet for all stringed instru-

ments.

FIDICINA'LES (Annt.) the combricaJcs, or muscles of the

fingers; so called from their use to musicians.

I'lEF (Laiv) the same as Fee.

FIELD (Paint.) the ground or blank space on which figures

are or may be drawn.

Field (A^j^ric.) arable land, or any portion of land parted off

for cultivation.

Field (Her.) the whole surface of the shield or escutcheon :

so called, probably, because it bore the atchievements which
were borne in the field of battle.

Field (Mil.) the ground chosen for any battle.— Field-

colours, small flags carried along with the quarter- master-

general in marking out the ground for the squadrons and
battalions of an army.— i^/fW- /it- .y, a folding bed used by offi-

cers in their tents.

—

Firld-OJficei s, officers who command
a whole regiment, as the colonel, lieutenant-colonel, and
major.

—

Fidd-MnrshnI, a commander in chief, or one who
has the command of the whole army.

—

Field-Pieces, a sort

of cannon, consisting of eighteen pounders and less.

—

Field-staff', a weapon carried by the gunners about the

length of a halberd, having a spear at one end.

—

Field-

Works, those that are thrown up by an army in besieging

a fortress.

F'iELD of Vision (Opt.) or Field of J'iexv, the whole space or

extent within which objects can be seen through an optical

machine at one view, without turning the eye.

Field Ale (Arcliirol.) or Fi.lk-Dale, a kind of drinking bout

among bailiffs of the liundreds, for which they gathered

money of the inhabitants. It has long been out of use.

Bract.

F1ELD-B.\'SIL (Bol.) the Thi/nins acinos of Linnaeus.

—

Field-Madder, the S,lierardia Arvcnsis, an annual.

FI'ELD-BED (Mil.) vide Field.

FTELD-ISOOK (i^urvei/.) a book used for setting down an-

gles, distances, &c. as they arise in the field practice.

FI'ELD-COLOURS (Mil.) vide Field.

FI'ELD-FARE (Orn.) the 'J'urdus pilaris of Linnseus, a
migratory bird that visits England about Michaelmas in

vast flocks, and leaves it about March.
F1EL1)-MA'DD1:R (Dot.) v\de Field-basH.

Fl'ELD-PIECE (Mil.) vk\c Field.

FFELD-STAFF (Mil.) vide Field.

FIERAME'NTE (Mus.) an Italian term, signifying that

the movement before which it is placed, is to be performed
in a bold, firm, energetic style.

Fl'Elil Jiicias (Laxv) a writ which lies for him who has re-

covered in an action of debt or damages, against him
from whom the recovery is to be had, commanding the

sheriff to levy the debt or damages on his goods.

I TERY tripliciti/ (.'l.tlral.) those three signs, namely, Len,

Aries, and Sagitlariii.^, which surpass the rest in fiery

qualities.

FIFE (Mus.) a shrill wind instrument used in military music,

particularly as an accompaniment to the drum.
Fii'E Hails (Mar.) such as are placed on the bannisters, on

each side the top of tlie poops, &c.

I'l'FFAHS (Mus.) a small |)ipe, flute, or flageolet, used by
the Germans in their army.

FIFTE'ENTH (Mus.) an interval consisting of two oc-

taves.

FIG

FIFTE'ENTHS (/,niu) a tribute or imposition, anciently
laid on cities, boroughs, &c.; so called because it consisted
of a fifteenth of which each place was valued at.

FIFTH (Mus.) a distance comprising four diatonic intervals,

i. e. three tones and a half. The Sharp Fifth is an inter-
val consisting of eight semitones.

FIG (Bot.) the well known fruit of the /'VcH.s.

Fig ( Vet.) a spongy excrescence which grows out on the
feet of some horses.

TO Fig (Man.) a trick among horse dealers of applying gin-
ger to the fundament of a horse, to make him hold his'tail

erect.

FIGE'NTI.\ (Chem.) such things as have the property of
fixing volatile and concentric acids.

FKiHT (Mil.) a combat or battle. A running Fight is that

in which the enemy is continually chased.
FI'GHTIXti-MEN (Mil.) such as are effective and able to

bear arms.

FIGHTS (Mar.) waste clothes which hang round a ship in

a fight, to prevent the men from being seen by the enemy.— Close Fights are bulk heads, set up for men to stand
secure behind, and thence fire on the enemy in case of
boarding.

FI'GURATE Numbers (Math.) such numbers as are formed
from the addition of all tlie leading terms of successite
series.

FiGUKATE Descant (Mus.) otherwise called j?on'rf descant,

is that descant which, instead of moving note by note with

the base, consists of a free and florid melody.

—

Figurate
counterpoint, that which consists of a mixture of discords
with the concords.

FI'GURATIVE (lihet.) an epithet for words which convey
a figurative or typical meaning; also for a style whicli

abounds in figures of speech.

FI'GUHE (Geoni.) a surface or space enclosed on all sides,

which is superficial when it is enclosed by lines, and .lolid

when it is enclosed by surfaces. Figures are either straight,

curved, or mixed, equal, equiangular, equilateral, circum-
scribed, inscribed, plane, regular, irregular, or similar, &c.
[vide Straight, &c.] The exterior bounds of a figure are

called its sides, the lowest side its base, and the angular

point opposite the base is the vertex.—Figure ofthe diaiihc-

ter is the rectangle under any diameter and its proper
parameter, in an ellipse and hyperbola.— Figures of the

sines, cosines, &c. figures made by conceiving the circum-
ference of a circle, extended out in a right line, upon every
point of which are erected perpendicular ordinates equal

to the sines, cosines, &c. of the corresponding arcs ; and
then drawing the curve line through the extremities of all

the ordinates, which is called \.\\e Jigiire of the sines, co-

sines, &c.

FiGuuE (Arith.) the numeral characters by which numbers
are expressed in writing, as the ten digits, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, S), 0: they are called Arabic, because they a»e

supposed to owe their introduction into Europe to the

Arabians.

Figure (Astrol.) a description or scheme of the heavens at

a certain hour, representing the places of the planets and
stars marked down in a figure of twelve triangles.

Figure if an Eclipse (Astron.) a representation on paper,

<Src. of the path of the sun or moon during the time of an
eclipse, &c.

Fi(iunE (Sculpt. Sjc.) any representation of things made in

wood, stone, &c.
Fic;uRE apparent (Opt.) that figure or shape under which an

object appears when viewed at a distance.

Fi<;uiiE (Fort.) tlie plan of a fortified place, or the interior

polygon.

I'iGUKE ((Irani.) any mode of speaking in wliich words arc

employed in a form or sense difl'ercnt from that in which
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thev are ordiiiarlly used. Figures are eitlier grammatical
or rhetorical. Under oruminatical figures are compre-
hended the ellipse, the hyperbola, the zeugma, the enal-

lage, ecthlipsis, S3nalepha, synaeresis, &c. [vide Gmmmnr']
—Rhetorknl f^ures are either changes of words from their

natural signification, which are otherwise called tropes, or

tJiey are varied forms of expression, suited to the purposes
of the orator, [vide Iihetorici

FiGLRE (Dane.) the several steps made by the dancers, in

order and cadence, which mark divers figures on the

floor.

Figure (Log.) the manner of disposing the middle term in

a syllogism, [vide Logic']

Fl'GURED (Mus.) vide Figurale.

Figured (Mcch.) an epithet applied to stuffs on which figures

are worked.

FI'LACER [Laxc) from Jihim, a thread; an officer in the

court of Common Pleas ; so called because he files those

writs on which he makes process.

FIL.-V'CIUM {Lnn<) a terra for the thread or wire on which
deeds or writs, &c. are filed.

FILA'GO {Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 19 Syngenesia,

Order 4- Polygnmia Necessaria.

Generic Character. Cal. common.—CoR. hermaphrodite,
funnel form; female scarcely visible.

—

St Aj-i.Jilaments

four; anthers cylindric.— I'isT. germ scarce any; style

simple; stigma acute.

—

Per. none; seeds none.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as the

—

Filago

acaulis, Eva, seu Gnaphaliiim Filago germanica Com-
mon Cudweed, native of Europe.

—

Filago pyramidata,
Flowering Cudweed, native of Spain.

—

Filago arvetisis.

Corn Cudweed. But the— Filago Leontopodium, seu
Leontopodium, Lion's Foot Cud-weed, is a perennial.

Clus. Hist.; Banli. Hist.; Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.;
Park. Theat. Botan.; Rail Hist.; Tourn. Inst.

FiL.'VGO is also the Athanasia maritima.

F1'L.\MENT (Bot.) filamentum, the thread-like part of the

stamen, supporting the anther, and connecting it with the
flower. Filaments in the same flower are equal, i. e. all

of the same length ; unequal, i. e. of different lengths ; con-

nate, or united, alternate, &c. Most filaments are simple;

some few are bifid ; other tricuspidate or broad, and trifid

at the end.

FrL.\MEXTS [Med.) httle slender rays like threads that

ippear in urine.

FiL.\MEN'TS (Anat.) the small fibres or threads which com-
pose the texture of the muscles.

FILA'NDERS {Falcon.) small thread-like worms which
infest the intestines of a hawk.

FILA'NDRES {I'et.) French for white streaks like threads

in the wounds of horses.

F1L.\'RIA (Ent.) a genus of animals. Class Vermes, Order
Intestiria, which have a round filiform bodj-, and a dilated

mouth. They infest the intestines of different animals.

FI'LBERT [Bot.) another name for the Corylus of Linnaeus,

a shrub.

FILE {Mech.) 1. An iron tool used by smiths for smoothing

of iron, &c. 2. .\ wire or thread on which papers are

strung.

File (Fenc.) or Foil, a sword without edges, with a button

at tlie point.

File {Her.) the strait line in a label, from which the several

points issue.

File {Mil.) any number of men drawn up in a straight line

beliind each other. Files are distinguished into close, open,

double, &c.

—

Flank Jile, the extreme file on the right or

left of a squadron, troop, &c.

—

Fil-e-leader, the soldier

placed in the front of any file.

TO File (Mil) to advance to, or from, any point by files, as

to^/e off, tojile to the front, toJile to the rear, &c.

I

FILE'LLUM (Anat.) ihe frenum, or bridle, by which the

I

prepuce is connected to the glans of the penis.

I
FILE'TS (Cook.) meat, fowl, or fish, sliced and dressed in

I
a ragout.

j

FILE'TUM {Anat.) the nervous ligament under the tongue,

which midwives usually divide with their nail immediately
after the birth.

FILL\'TION [Law) the descent from father to son.

FIIJCA'STRUM (Bot.) the Osmurida strutltropteris of Lin-'

nrcus.

Ij

FILI'CES (Bot.) ferns, the first Order of the C!a.ss Cry^>to

j

giiiiiia, in Linnxus' artificial S3'stem, and the Fourth Fa-
'[ mily in his General Distribution of Vegetables.

II FILICIFO'LL-V (Bot.) the Xyloptylla sulcata of Linna-us.

[i FILI'CULA (Bof.) a species of the Aerostichum of Lin-

||

UKUS.

I

FI'LIFORINI {Sat.) thread-shaped, or slender like a thread ;

an epithet applied to different parts of insects and plants.

Fl'LKJREE (Mech.) \\ie Filliayane.

FILIPE'XDULA [Dot.) the Pedicnlarisjlummea of Linnsus.
FI'LIUS ante patrem {Bot.) a term formerly applied by bo-

tanists to plants whose flowers come out before their leaves.

TO FILL {Mar.) in French /?/;>(? scrvir, to brace the sails in

such a manner, as that the wind entering their cavities

from behind, dilates them to their full extent.

—

ToJill a
ship's bottom, to drive a number of nails with broad heads
into her, so as to give her a sheathing of iron, to prevent
the worms from getting into the wood.

FILLAGREE (Mech.) vide Filligrane.

FI'LLET (Archit.) a little member that connects the larger

members in a column ; it is otherivise called a listel. [vide

Listel]

Fillet (Anat.) the extremities of the membranaceous liga-

ment under the tongue, more commonly called thej'rcennrit,

or bridle.

Fillet (Her.) an ordinary, which, according' to Guiliinr,

contains the fourth part of a chief.

Fillet (Paint.) a little rule, or ringlet of leaf gold, drawn
over certain mouldings, or on the edge of frames, panels, &c.

FILLETS (Vet.) the fore parts of the shoulder next the
breast.

FI'LLIGRANE (Mech.) a kind of enrichment on gold and
silver, delicately wrought in the manner of little threads
or grains, or both intermixed.

FI'LLIMGS (Mar.) small pieces of timber, used for the pur-
pose of making the curve fair for the mouldings, between
the edges of the fish-front and the sides of the mast.

FI'LLY (Vet.) a young mare.

ITLM (Bot.) the thin woody skin that separates the seeds in

the pods.

FI'LOSE (Nat.) ending in a thread-like process; an epithet
applied to insects and plants.

FI'LTERING-STONE {Miu.) vide Fillrum.

FILTRATION (Med.) a straining of liquor through paper,
which, by reason of the smallness of the pores, admits
only the finer parts through, and keeps the rest behind.
It was formerly marked by this character 5 5.

FI'LTRU.M (Min.) a -Mexican stone, which has the virtue nf
filtering or purifying waters, by making them deposit a

certain quantity of insensible faeces. It is commonly known
by the name of the Filtering Stone.

Filtru.m {Mech.) a filtrer or straining instrument.

FI'LUM Aqua (.ircheenl.) the thread or middle of the

stream where a river pnrts two lordships. Rot. Pari. 1

1

H. 4 ; Mon. Ang'. torn. 1, p. 390.

FiLu.M {Mus.) the name formerly given to the line drawn
from the head of a note downwards, now called the tail or

stem.

F]Lvsi arsevicale (Chem.) corrosive sublimate.

FT'MBRIiE (Anat.) the extremities or borders of the Tuba
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Fallopiaiicc, formerly so called because they resemble a

fringed border.

ri'iMBRIATED (Her.) an epithet for an ordi-

nary that is edged round with another of a
difterent tincture, as in the annexed figure.

TIN (Ich.) the organ in fishes by which they

perform all their movements in the water.

Fin (Mus.) vide Finale.

TO Fin a clievin {Cook.) to cut up or carve a chevin or chub-
fish.

FI'NAL (Mas.) the last sound of a verse in a chant, which,
if complete, is on the key note of the chant ; if incomplete,

on some other note in the scale of that key.

Final letters (Gram.) any letters which are used solely at

the end of words, as in the Hebrew and other oriental

languages, [vide Alphabef]

FiNAi, (Sculpt.) an emblem of the end of life, being an en-

richment placed on monuments ; namely, a boy without

wings, holding in his hands an extinguished torch, with the

flame end fixed on a death's-head at his feet.

FINA'LE (Mus.) the last piece performed in any act of an

opera, or that which closes a concert, &c.

FINA'NCE (PolU.) a French term, signifying a fine, or sum
of monej', paid formerly to the French king for the enjoy-

ment of any privileges; whence the viorAfinaHCcs has since

been generally employed to denote the treasures or reve-

nue of the king.

FINA'NCIEIl (Polit.) an officer who manages the finances.

FINCH (Oni.) a bird well known in Europe. The two
principal species are the—Chaffinch, the Fringilla cixlebs

of Linnaeus ; and the Goldfinch, the Fringilla carduelis.

FI'NCKLE (But.) the same as Fennel.

TO FIND the .Ship's trim (Mar.) to discover how she will

sail best.

TO Find a Bill {Lata) in French recevoir I'accusation, to

establish grounds of accusation, which is done by a Grand
Jury of the county. Finding, in Court's-Martial, is equi-

valent to finding guilty.

FI'NDERS (Laxv) officers of the customs, now called

.searchers.

FINE (Law) I. A penalty, or amends made in money for an

offence. 2. A formal conveyance of lands by acknow-
ledging a perfect agreement before a judge. 3. A sum
of money paid for lands and tenements let by lease

;

also for alienations of copyholds paid to the lord, &c.—
Fine adnullando levato de tenemento, a writ directed to the

C. B. for making void a fine levied on lands holden in an-

cient demesne. Reg. Orig. 15.

—

Fine levando de tenemento,

&.C. a writ empowering the justices to admit of a fine for

sale of lands holden in capite, &c.

Fink (Mus.) or Fin, Italian for the end, as Fine del Atto,

end of the act; Fine del .Iria, end of the air.

FrNE-DRAWlNG (Meeli.) the art of sewing up the rents

of woollen cloth in so iine a manner, that the place where
it was torn should not be perceived.

FI'NEKY (Metal.) the furnace in which tlie operation of

refining metals is performed.

FI'N-FISH (/(/'•) a smaller sort of whale, the Ccte plnjsalus

of Linnicus.

FI'NGEll (Anat.) \\i\c Digitus.

F'lSCER (F.nt.) a cartilaginous slender appendage sometimes

observable in fishes between the pectoral and ventral

fins.

I'^iNGKR (Mus.) a figurative term to imply skill in execution,

j)articularly on keyed instruments.

—

Finger-Board, a thin

black covering of wood laid over the neck of a violin, vio-

lincello, &c. and on which, in performance, the strings are

pressed by the fingers.

FI'N(iERED (Mux.) a term applied to piano-forte exercises

over or under the notes of which figures are placed to

FIR
;

signify the finger with which each corresponding key is to
be struck.

FI'NGERING [Mus.) disposing of the fingers in a conve-
nient, natural, and apt manner, in the performance of any
instrument, but more especially the organ and piano-
forte.

FINGER'S BREA'DTH (Arith.) a measure equal to the
length of a barley-corn, or four barley-corns laid side by
side.

FI'NGRIGO (Bat.) the Pisonia aculeata of Linna:us.

ITNl'RE (Archicol.) to fine, or pay a fine upon composition,
making satisfaction, &c. equivalent to Jinem J'acere, men-
tioned leg. II. 1, c. 53, apud Bromjit.

FINIS (Mus.) the same asfinale.

FI'NISHING (Archit.) the same as a crowning, &c.
Finishing (Mar.) a term used in ship-building for the or-

naments to the upper gallery.

FI'NITE (Math.) an epithet for a series, line, &c. which is

bounded or limited in extent, duration, &c. in distinction

from the infinite.

FINI'TO (Mu.i.) Italian for finished.

FINI'TOR (Man.) an Italian term for the end of a career,

or course.

FiNiTOR (Astron.) the same as the horizon.

FINO'CHIO (Bat.) the AnethumJceniculum of Linna;us.

FI'NORS (Min.) or Jiners ; those who purify gold, silver, I

&c. from dross.
|

FI'NSCALE (Ich.) a fish of the carp kind, the Ci/prinas !

orfus of Linnieus.

FI'RTREE (Bot.) the Pinus of Linnseus, a tree valuable for

the timber, pitch, tar,&c. which it yields in abundance. The
resinous roots of the Scotch Fir, the Pinus sylvcstris, are

used instead of tallow candles by the Highlanders. The
fishermen make ropes of the inner bark, which the Lap-

landers even convert into bread. The Silver Fir, Pinut

picea, is a noble, upright tree, so called from the under
'

side of its leaves being white. The other kinds of firs
'

best known are the Canada Fir, or Balm-of-Gilead Fir,

Pinus balsamaa, and the Norway Spruce Fir, Pinus picea.

All sorts of firs are raised best by seeds, which must be

sown in April or May.
FI'RDEFARE (Archaol.) \k\e Ferdtvil.

ITRDERI'NGA (Arclucnl.) a preparation to go into the

the army. Leg. H. 1.

FIRE ! (Mil.) a word of command to soldiers to discharge

their fire-arms, &c. Fire is also used to denote the dis- '

charge itself, as

—

Fire of the curtain, or second Flank,

which is from that part of the curtain comprehended be-

tween the face of the bastion prolonged and the angle of

the flank.

—

Fire razant is produced by firing the artillery

and small arms in a line parallel with the horizon.

—

Run-
;

ning Fire is when a rank of men drawn up fire one after '

another, &c.

—

Fire-arroiv, a small iron dart furnished with

a match that is impregnated with sulphur and powder.

It is principally used for firing the sails of an enemy's

ship.— Fire-l/alls, vide Ball.— Fire-brand, a piece of

wood kindled Fire-Cross, an ancient signal in Scotland

for the nation to take up arms.

—

Fire-ship, a ship filled

with combustibles to set fire to the vessels of the enemy.
— Fire-arms, all kinds of arms charged with powder and

balls, as guns, pistols, iSrc.

—

Fire-lock, the gun, piece, or

arms, carried by foot soldiers, which is so called be- i

cause it produces fire by the action of the flint and

steel. Firelocks, in the plural, signify men or soldiers

equi|)))ed and actually under arms.

—

Fire-master, an officer

who directs all the compositions of fire-works. The Fire-

master's mate, or assistant I'ire-master, acts under the di-

rection of the Fire-master.

—

Fire-pan, the receptacle for

the priming powder.

—

Fire-pot, a small earthen pot into

which is put a charged grenade, and covered with powder,
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for the purpose of making an explosion.

—

Firexvorhs, par-

ticular compositions made of sulphur, saltpetre, and char-

coal, which exhibit a handsome appearance when fired off.

Fire {Clicm.) was formerlj' esteemed one of the four ele-

ments ; but among the moderns it has been the subject of

a dispute, whether fire is a distinct substance, or whether
it arises solely from the intestine and violent motion of the

parts of bodies. It is now most generally supposed to be

a subtle invisible fluid.

—

Circulatoty or rcverlcratorj/ Jire,

vide Reverberator!/.

FlHE {Vet.) a term employed in regard to a horse, as " To
give ihejire to a horse," i. e. to apply the firing "'ron red-

hot to some preternatural swelling, in order to discuss it.

FIRE-ARMS {Mil.) \ide Fire.

FI'RE-ARROW {Mil.) vide Fire.

FI'RE-BALL {Mil.) \ide Fire.

FI'RE-BALLS {Meteorol.) a kind of luminous bodies usually

appearing at a great height above the earth with a splen-

dour surpassing that of the moon.
FI'RE-BRAXD {Mil.) \\Ae Fire.

FI'RE-CROSS {Mil.) vide F/re.

FI'RE-LOCK (Mil.) vide F/re.

FI'RE-MAN {Cus.) one who is employed in extinguishing

fires.

FI'RE-MASTER {Mil.) videf/re.

F'lRE-POT {Mil.) videKre.
FI'RE-PAN {Mil.) \-iAeFire.

FI'RE-SHIP {Mar.) vide f/re.

FI'RE-STONE [Min.) the vulgar name for the p^n7«.
FI'RE-WORKERS [Mil.) officers subordinate to the firn-

masters.

FPREWORKS {Mech.) vide Fire.

FI'RKIN {Com.) a measure containing eight gallons of ale,

and nine of beer.

—

Firkin-man, one who buys small or

table beer of the brewer to sell it again.

FI'RLOT {Cotn.) a dry measure used in Scotland.

FI'RMA {Law) victuals, provision, &c.

—

Firma alba, rent

of lands paid in silver, not in provision, to the lord's

house.

—

Firma Noctis, a custom or tribute anciently paid

towards the entertainment of the king fjr one night, ac-

cording to Domesday Book.

FI'RMA REGIS {Archwol.) the same as villa re2,ia.

FI'RMAMENT {.4stron.) the sphere of the fixed stars.

FIRMAME'NTUM {Rhet.) the chief stay and support of

any cause. Cic. de Inv. 1. 1, c. 14', &c.

FI'RMAN {Com.) a passport granted in Turkey and India

for the liberty of trade.

FIRMARA'TIO {Archceol.) or firmalio, the doe season, as

distinguished from the buck season : also a supplying with

food. Leg. In. c. Si, apud Bronipt.

FIRME {Her.) a term for a cross pattee tliroughout.

FFRMED {Falcon.) or full firmed, i.e. well fledged; an

epithet for a hawk when all the feathers of his wings are

entire.

FIRST /ruiVs (L«U') the profits of every spiritual living for

one year, given to the king.

FIRST {Mils.) the upper part of a duett, trio, &c.

FI'RSTLING {Husband.) the young of cattle which are

first brought forth.

FI'SCAL (Polit.) from Jiscus, the treasury; an office of the

exchequer.

FISH Royal (Law) the Whale and Sturgeon are so denomi-

nated, because the king is entitled to them whenever they

are thrown on shore, or caught near the coasts.

Fish {Mar.) in French candelctte ; a machine employed to

hoist and draw up the flooks of ships' anchors towards the

top of the bow.

—

Fish-Frnnt, or Paunch, in French ;Hme//t',

a long piece of oak, or fir, convex on one side, and con-

cave on the other, used to strengthen the lower masts or

yards.

—

Fisk-Gig, in Frenchybt-Hf, an instrument used to
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strike fish at sea.

—

Fish-Room, the place between the after-

hold and the spirit-room.

—

Fishes-Side, two long pieces of
fir coaked on the opposite side of a made mast, to give it

the diameter required.

Fl'SHERY {Com.) the place where fish are caught for the
purpose of trade ; and also the trade of thus catching fish.

FI'SHES {Zool.) vide Animal Kingdom and Icthijology.

Fishes {Her.) are borne after divers manners, as hauriant,
i.e. directly upright ; ?;«/«»/, i.e. transverse the escutcheon;
imbuKed, i. e. with the back bent ; e.rtended, i. e. stretched
lengthwise; endorsed, i.e. back to back; devouring, i.e.

feeding, &c.
FI'SIi-GARTH {Com.) a dam or wear in a river for the

taking of fish.

FI'SH-GIG {May.) y\de Fish.

FI'SH-GLUE {\at.) the same as Isinglass.

IT'SHINfj-FLY {Sport.) a bait used for catching divers
kind of fish, which is either the natural insect, or an imi-
tation of it, called the artificialJli/.

FFSHING-HOOK {Mech.) a small instrument, of steel

wire, of a proper form to catch and retain fish.

FI'SHIXG-LINE {Mech.) a line made of twisted hair, silk,

&c. which is fixed to a rod for the purpose of angling.
FI'SHING-ROD {Mech.) a long slender rod or wand, to

which the line is fastened for angling.

FI'SHiMOXGERS, Company of {Her.) were
formerly two companies ; namely, the Stock-
fish and Salt-Fish-mongers, which were united
in 1536. Their armorial ensigns are " Azure,
three dolphins naiant in pale between two
pair of lucies saltirewise proper crowned, or,

on a chief, gules, six keys in three saltires,

the ward ends upwards as the crowns or'.'

FISSURA magna Sylvii {Anal.) the name for a deep nar-
row sulcus between the lobes of the brain.

FISSURE {Surg.) that species of fracture in which the bone
is slit, but not completely divided.

FI'STIC Nut {Bof.) the Pistachacia vera of Linnaeus.
FI'STULA {Anat.) 1. o-ifi'/l, a musical instrument, a fla-

geolet, made of a reed, or other stuff. Virg. Fcl. 2, v. 36.
2. A pipe for the conveyance of water. Ulp. \. ^1 ; ff. de
contrail, empt.

Fistula {Surg.) in-'piv?, a term applied to any long and
sinuous ulcer that has a narrow opening sometimes leading
to a larger cavity.

—

Fistula lac/iri/malts is when tlie little

hole in the bone of the nose is grown hard and callous,
so that there is a continual defluxion of tears.

—

Fistula
sacra, that part of the backbone which is perforated.

Fistula Pulmonis {Anat.) the Wind-Pipe.
Fistula {Bat.) the CassiaJi.Uula of Linnaeus.
FISTULA'RIA {Bot.) the Pedicularis syhatica.
Fistularia {M.) Tobacco-Pipe-Fish, a genus of fishes of

the Abdominal Order, having a cylindrical snout and a
round body.

FISTULO'SUS {Bot.) hollow like a pipe or reed, an epithet
for a stem, or a leaf.

FIT yor service {Mil.) an epithet for healthy men capable
of undergoing the fatigues of service.

TO Fit out a ship {Mar.) in French armcr un vaisseau, to
provide a vessel with a sufficient number of men, to navi-
gate and arm her for attack or defence.

FITCHE'p; {Her.) an epithet for a cross that

ends in a sharp point, as in the annexed figure.

It is su|)posed to have taken its rise from the

practice of Christians formerly carrying the
cross with them wherever they went, which
they fixed in the ground as they stopped.

FI'TCIIET {Zool.) an animal of the weasel or ferret kind
that is classed, in tlie Linnean svstem, under the Viverrn.

Fl'TCHY {Her.) vide Fitchee. '
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ITTHU'ITE (Laiv) a fine imposed upon a person for break-

ing the peace.

ITTT-WEED (Bat.) the Erynaium fatidium, so called be-

cause it is reckoned a very powerful antihysteric.

ri\'E (Dot.) is an epithet used frequently in composition, as

five-cleft, qu'uiqitcfidus ; five-fold, qutnus ; five-lobed, (juin-

quelobatiu ; five-parted, quinqaepartUus ; five-toothed,

quinqucdentntiis.

1-IVE-LEAVED Grass (Bot.) the Potentilla reptans of Lin-

na;us.

FIXA'TION (Clie>H.) the making any volatile spirituous

body endure the fire, and not fly away either by repeated

distillations or sublimations.

rrXED Bodies (C/inn.) are such as neither fiie nor any

corrosive menstruum have the power of reducing or resolv-

ing into their component elements, as ammonia, and other

alkalies. Hodies are likewise called fixed which ai'e not

easily reducible to a fluid state; the term is, in both cases,

opposed to volatile.

Fixed Air (C/iem.) a name formerly given to the air which

is extricated from lime, magnesia, and alkalies; it is

now commonly called Carbonic acid gas.

Fixed Signs (Astrol.) are Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and Aqua-
rius.

Fixed Stars (Astron.) are such as do not, like the planets,

or erratic stars, change their positions and distances in re-

spect to one another, [vide Astroiiomt/1

Fixed line of defence (Furt.) a line drawn along the face of

a bastion, and terminated in the curtain.

FI'ZGIG (Mar.) orfishgig, a dart wherewith mariners strike

fish while they swim.

FLACO'URTIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 22 Dinecia,

Order 7 Polyandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con. none.

—Stam. Jilaments numerous ; anthers roundish.—PisT.

in the female g^erm ovate ; stijle none ; stigma flat.

—

Per.

berry ovate ; seeds in pairs.

Species. The species is a small tree or shrub, as the

—

Flacourtia Ramontchi, Alamouton, seu Flacouriia.

FLAG (Bot.) or sedge, a sort of rush.—Common Flag, or

Water Iris, the Iris Fseiidacorius of Linnaeus.—Corn Flag,

the Gladiolus, a bulbous plant.—Sweet Flag, the Acorus, a

perennial.

Flag (Mar.) an ensign or banner usually set out on the tops

of masts, at the heads of ships, Ac. When flags are dis-

played from the top of the mainmast they are the distin-

guishing marks of Admirals; when from the foremast, of

Vice-Admirals; and when from the mizenmast, of Hear-

Admirals. They are likewise distinguished by their colour

into red for the first, v.hitc for the second, and bine for the

third. The first flag in (Jreat Britain is the Standard, only

to be hoisted when the King or Queen is on board; the

second is the Anchor of Hope, which is hoisted for the

Lord High Admiral, or Lords of the Admiralty; and the

third is the Union, which is appropriated to the Admiral

of the Fleet.

Flag is a term employed in the above sense in many sea

phrases, as " To hang out the white flag," i.e. to call

for quarter. " To hang out the red Jlag," to give the

signal of defiance and battle. " To lower or strike the

.flngt" t'> pull it down upon the cap, or to take it in, as

a token of respect or submission to a superior power.

"To lower or strike the //rt;D^" in an engagement, is a

sign of yielding, or submission.

—

Flag-offlcer, an officer

commanding a squadron.

—

Flag-ship, a ship commanded
by a general or flag-officer.— Flag-slnff", a continuation

of the top-gallant mast above the top-gallant rigging.

FLA'GELLANTS (Fee.) a sect of heretics in the IJith cen-

tury who reckoned flagellation as essential in order to ob-

tain remission of sins. Sigon. de Uegn. lial. 1. 19; Fra-
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teol. de Doct. Omn. Hceret.; Spondan. Annal. Ann. l''CO
&c.

FLAGELLA'RL\ (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 6 Hexan-
dria. Order 3 Trigynia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth six-leaved.—CoR. none.—.Sta.m. filaments six ; anthers oblong. — PisT. germ
ovate ; style length of the stamens ; tfigmas three.

—

Per.
drupe roundish ; seed a round stone.

Species. The two species are perennials, as the

—

Flanel-

laria indica et repens, natives of Cochinchina.
FLA'(iEOLET (Mus.) a sort of pipe.

FLAG-0'FFlCER (Mar.) vide Flag.

FLA'GON (Mcch.) a large drinking vessel.

FLAGS (Falcon.) the feathers in a hawk's wing next to the
I principal one.

FL.VG-SHIP (Mar.) vide Flag.

FLA'G-STAFF (Mar.) vide Flag.

FLA'G-STONE {?ilasun.) or Flag, in French Jleche, a spe-

cies of stone used for smooth pavenient.

FLAIL (Husband.) the instrument used for threshing corn.

TO FLAIR (Mor.) a term applied to a ship the upper part

of which, when boused near the water, hangs over too

much.
FLAKE (Hor.) a name given by florists to a sort of carna-

tions which are of two colours only, and have very large

stripes.

Flake (Paint.) or white Flake, a colour formed by the cor-

roding of lead with the acid of grapes.

Flake (Mar.) a sort of platform made of hurdles, and sup-

ported by stancheons. It is used for drying codfish in

Newfoundland.
FLAM (Mil.) a signal given with the drum, formerly used in

militar3' exercise instead of the word of command.
FLAME (Nat.) the most subtle part of fire.

Flame (Her.) is a bearing occasionally in coat

armour to denote, as is supposed, fervency of ifj

zeal, as in the annexed figure. " He beareth

argent a chevron voided azure between tlxree

flames of five proper ; name Wells."

FLA'MENS (Ant.) priests so called from the

hat they wore, which was of a flame colour.

There were three appointed by Numa, who were patri-

cians, to which were added twelve others afterward*,

who were plebeians. The F'lamens bore the name of the

God to whom they were consecrated, as—The Flamen

Dialis, the priest consecrated to Jupiter, who was chief

over all.—The Flamen Martialis, the priest of Mars.

—

The
Flamen Qidrinalis, the priest of Romulus, &c. &c. Varr.

de Lat. Ling. 1.4.; Dionys. Hal. I. 2; Liv. I. 1, c. 20;

Aul. Gell.X. 15, c. 27.

FLAMI'NGO (Orn.) a sort of bird in Africa and South

America, the Phccnicopteros of Linnxus, which has long

legs and neck, is four feet four inches long from the tip of

the bill to the end of the tail, feeds on aquatic insects and

fishes, and makes its nest on hillocks in shallow water.

FLA'.MMULA (Bot.) the Clematis viornu of Linnaeus.

FLANCH (Her.) one of the honourable ordina-

ries formed by an arch line, which begins at

the corners of the chiefs, and ends in the base

of the escutcheon, as in the annexed figure.

FLANCON.\'DE (Fenc.) a thrust in the flank or

side.

FLANK (Mil.) the side of an army or batta-

lion from the front to the rear, of which there are different

kinds, as the

—

Inward Flanh, in mana-uvring the first file

on the left of a division, subdivision, or section.

—

Outviard

Flank, the extreme file on the right or left of a division.

—

Leading Flank, the first battalion, division, &e. which con-

ducts to the attack.

—

Flank Files, the two first men on the

right and the two last men on the left.

—

Flank Company, a

2



FLA
certain number of men drawn up on the right or left of a
battalion.

—

Flank en potencc, any part of the right or left

wing formed at a right angle with the line.

Flank {Fort.) any part of a work that defends another work
along tlie outside of its parapet, of which there are dif-

ferent kinds, as the

—

Flank of ihe Bastion, that part which
joins the face to the curtain.— Oblit/ue or second Flank,
that part of the curtain from which the face of the oppo-
site bastion may be discovered.

—

Retired Flank, loxv Flank,
or eovered Flank, the platform of the casemate, which lies

hid in the bastion,

—

Flank prolonged, the extend'ng of the
flank from the angle of the epaulement to the exterior side.—FlankJichant, the flank from which the cannon playing
fires directly on the opposite bastion.

—

Flank razant, the
point from which the line of defence commences.

—

Flanks

of a frontier, the different salient points of a large extent
of territory.

TO Flank (Fort.) to erect a battery which may play on an
enemy's works on the right or the left without being ex-
posed to his fire.

TO Flank (Mil.) to take such a position as to be enabled to

attack the enemy's flanks without being exposed to all his

fire.

—

To outjiank, to outstretch the enemy's forces, so as

to get upon his flanks.

FLA'NKARDS (Sport.) the knobs or nuts in the flank of a
deer.

FLA'NKED angle (Fort.) vide Angle.

FLA'NKER (Fort.) a fortification jutting out so as to com-
mand the side or flank of an enemy marching to the as-

sault.

TO Flanker (Fort.) to fortify the walls of a city with bul-

warks or countermines.

FLA'NKERS (Mil.) the most active men and horses in ca-

ralry manoeuvres, who are selected to do the duty of

flankers, [vide Flanking Pa)iif\

FLA'XKING (Fort.) the same as defending.

—

Flanking angle,

the angle composed of the two lines of defence, and point-

ing towards the curtain.

Flanking party (Mil.) any body of men detached from the

main army to get upon the flanks of an enemy, so as to

secure a line of march. The men and horses selected to

do this duty are called Flankers.

FLANKS
(
Vet.) a wrench or any other harm to the back of

a horse.

TO FLARE (Mar.) or toJlare over, to hang over, i. e. when
a vessel is let out broader aloft than the due proportion

will allow. Flaring, in distinction from falling home, is

when a ship's side forward falls out from a perpendicular

;

then she is said to have a flaring how.

FLASK (Mec/i.) a measure for holding gunpowder, and mea-
suring it out when tlie piece is loaded.

Yi,ASK (Her.) or Jlas (pie, an ordinary which resembles the

flanch in form, but is smaller. Gibbon makes the flask and

flanch to be the same thing.

FLASQUES (Gunn.) the two cheeks of the carriage of a

great gun.

FL.AT (Mar.) in French Las-fond, or batture, a level ground

lying at a small depth under the surface of the sea, other-

wise called a shoal, or shallow.

—

Flat aft, is the situation of

the sails when their surfoces are pressed aft against the

mast.— Flat biAtomed, an epithet for boats built to swim in

shallow water.

Flat (Mvs.) a character marked thus [P] depresses the

note before which it is placed one semitone lower. The
double Flat depresses a note already flattened another

semitone lower.

Flat (Dot.) planus; an epithet for a leaf; yb/ii(m planum, a.

leaf having an even surface.

TO Flat in the sail (Mar.) in French traverser la voile, is to

draw in the aftmost clew of a sail towards the middle of
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the ship.

—

Flat inJbrXKard! an order to draw in the jib

and fore-topmast-stay-sail sheets towards the middle of the

ship.

TO FLA'TTEN (Paint.) in house-painting, is to give a newlj'

painted wall such a coat of colour as takes off its glossy

a])pearance.

FLATS, in ship-hidlding, the name given to all the timbers

in midships.

FLA'TUS (Med.) flatulencies ; air contained in the cavity of

the body.
FLAUTI'NO (Mhs.) Italian for a small flute.

FLAW (Gunn.) any crack or small opening in a gun.
Flaw (HFin.) a defect in precious stones, metals, &c.
Flaw (Mar.) a sudden breeze or gust of wind.

FLAX (Bot.) a well-known plant classed by Linnaeus under
the genus Linum. The Common Flax, Linuni usitatissi-

mian, is an annual, but the other sorts are mostly perennial.

The seeds of flax, called linseed, yield, by expression, an
oil well known by the name of linseed oil.—Toad Flax,

the Antirrhinum of Linnaeus.

Flax (]SIin.) Earth or Mountain Flax, the Asbestos of Linnaeus.

FLEA (Ent.) a well-known insect, the Pulex of Linneeus.

FLE'ABANE (Bot.) the Coni/za of Linnaeus.— Flea Grass,

the Carex pidicaris, a perennial.—Flea Wort, the Plantago
psellium.

FLEAM (Surg.) an instrument for lancing the gums.
Fleam (Vet.) an instrument for bleeding a horse.

FLEAU (Mecli.) French for a beam or balance of a pair of
scales.

—

Fleau de porte, the strong iron or wooden bar
which falls across the inside of the gates of a town.

FLE'BILE (Mus.) an epithet signifying soft and doleful, ap-
plied to a style of performance.

FLE'CTA (Aichaol.) a feathered arrow.

FLE'DWITH (Laiu) from the Saxon jrlvjhr, flight, and Jjice,

a fine ; a discharge from fines where an outlawed fugitive

comes to the place of his own accord.

FLEECE (Her.) the golden jleece, or toyson

d'or, has been borne in the escutcheon in

some instances, as in the annexed figure; he
beareth " azure a toyson d'or, by the name of
Jason."

FLEET (Mar.) a number of ships together in

company, or under one commander.
TO FYeet (Mar.) in French ajfalcr, to change the situation

of a tackle when the blocks are drawn together.

FLEGME (Her.) or Jlcam, is borne in the arms of the com-
pany of surgeons.

FLEM (Law) an outlaw; viheacejlemttjlare, to claim a felon's

goods, as may be gathered from a quo warranto. Temp.
Ed. 3.

FLEMAFLA'RE (Zou) from the Saxon flvma, an outlaw,
and flean, to slay ; a claim of a felon's goods.

F'LE'MEN (Med.) a tumour about the ancles.

FLE'-MENEFRFf (Ant.) or Flemcnesfrinthe, from the Saxon
plvnia, an outlaw, and pipmean, to afford victuals ; the re-

ceiving or relieving a fugitive or outlaw. Leg. In. c. 29 •

LL. H. 1, c. 10.

FLE'iMESWITE (Laic) from the Saxon j:lyma, a fugitive,

and )>ice, a fine ; the liberty of challenging the chattels

or fines of one's sei'vant who is an outlaw. Flet. 1. 1, c.4Y.
FLE'RESIN ( Med.) a name for the gout.

FLESH (Anat.) the similar and fibrous parts of the bodv,
which is soft and thick. It is distinguished into the mu.s-

cular, OTfibrous, as of the heart and other muscles
; peren-

chyntOHS, as that of the lungs; viscerous, as that of the

stomach and intestines ; glandidous, as t'lat of the tonsils
;

and spurious, as the flesh of the gums, lips, &c.

Flesh is also particularly applied to the red part of a
muscle.

Flesh (Bot.) the soft pulpy substance of any fruit.

TO Flesh a suord (Mil.) to draw blood by means of a sword.
4 p
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FLE'SH-POT {Hci-.) was borne formerly in some escut-

cheons.

FLE'SHY (Dot.) an cpitlict for a leaf that is full of pulp

within, as the fcdum.

FLEUIl-DE-LI'S (Her.) i. e. Flower-de-Luce, a bearing in

the arms of France, which consist, as injTo-. 1, of three

fleurs-de-lis, or, in a field, azure.—Fleur-de-lis, a general

F,>. 1.

bearing, signifies, as authors observe, service in France. It

occurs very frequently in escutcheons, as in fi<r. 2. He
beareth, " Or, a Fleur-de-Lis, azure.^' The Fleur-de-Lis

is also the distinguishing mark for the sixth son of a family.

FLEURE'TTE (Her.) vide Flenry.

FLEU'RONS (Cook.) fine puffs of pastry work for garnishing.

FLEU'RY (Her.) an epithet for a cross which is similar to

the Cross-Jlory.

FLE'XILIS (Dot.) flexible, an epithet applied to the stem

and the raceme of a plant.

FLE'XOR (Anal.) an epithet for several muscles whose
office it is to bend the parts into which they are inserted,

asjlexor carpi radialis, a muscle of the wrist ; ^exor tertii

internodii, a muscle of the thumb ; flexor pollicis brevis, a

muscle of the great too, &c.

FLE'XURE (Gcom.) or Flexion, the bending or curving of

a line or figure ; thus, when a line first bends one way and

then another, the point where the bend changes to the

otlier side is called the point of conlranj flexure.

FLEXUO'SUS (Dot.) flcxuose', or, according to Withering,

zig-zag ; an epithet for a stem that changes its flexure, or

bending direction, from bud to bud, as in the Ptclea,

Smilax, &c. ; also an epithet for a peduncle.

F'LFGHERS (Arclucol.) masts for ships. Man. Angl.

torn. i. p. 799.

FLIGHT (Mil.) a term applicable to missile weapons signi-

fying a shot, as " A fiiidit of arrows," " A Jlight of

bombs," &c.

—

Flight-shot, tlie motion of an arrow shot from
a bow.

I'l.iGiiT (Mech.) a substance so called, which flies away in

the smoke in the melting of lead.

I'LINT (Mil.) the stone which is fixed into the jaxvs or

pieces of iron belonging to the cock of a gun, by which
fire is elicited for the purpose of discharging the piece.

FLITCH (Mar.) the name of a piece of small timber ap-

plied to .ships for the purpose of sawing up into boat-

timber ; so called perha|)s from the resemblance which its

smaller parts bear to a flitch of bacon.

FLITCHWITE (Law) from the Saxon flit, a contention,

and jnte, a fine ; a fine on account of broils and quarrels.

FLI'TTERING (Husband.) the act of a horse which, fast-

ened to a stake, cats up all the grass within his reach.

I'LI'TTERMOUSE (Zool.) another name for the bat.

FLIX-WEED (Dot.) the Sim/mbrium sop/iia of Linnxus.

I'LOAT (Her.) an instrument used by the bowyers, which
is borne in their arms.

I'/.OAT (Mfir.) a raft, or a number of pieces of timber fast-

ened together with rafters athwart, to be driven along a

river with the tide or current. " 'I'oJlont," to be borne,

or wafted along with the tide on the surface of the water.

TO 1'loat (Mil.) is said of a coliunn when it loses its per-

pendicular line in its march, and becomes unsteady.

FLO'ATACJES (Lnxv) vide Flnla-ies.

FLOAT-HOARD.S (Mecb.) the boards fixed lo the outer

rim of undershot water wheels.

Float-bo.^uds (Mcch.) boards fixed to the water wheels ol

FLO
undershot mills, serving to receive the impulse of the
stream.

FLO'ATIXG (Husband.) the watering or overflowing of
meadows.

Flo.'Vting batten/ (Mar.) vessels used as batteries to cover
troops in landing on an enemy's coast.

Floating (Bot.) natans, an epithet for a leaf that floats on
the surface of the water.

Floating bridge (Mil.) a bridge made in the form of a re-

doubt, consisting of two boats covered with planks.

Floating //ff/;< (Mar.) a hollow vessel of tinned ironplate

made in the form of a boat, &c. with a reflector or lanthorn,

for the purpose of saving those who may have the misfor-

tune to fall overboard in the night.

FLOATS (Mar.) vide Float.

FLOCK (Husband.) a number of sheep in company ; also a
lock of wool.

FLOOD (Xat.) in French le Jli.t, the flux of the tide, or

the time that the water continues rising. When it com-
mences it is called a j/onug Flood, after which it is quarter

Flood, half Fluod, and high Flood.

FLOOD-GATE (Mech.) a gate or sluice wliich may be
opened or shut at pleasure for the admission or exclusion
of the water.

FLO'OD-MARK (Mar.) the mark which the sea makes on
the shore at the highest tide, otherwise called high-wtter-

inark.

FLOOR (Mar.) vide Flouk.

FLOOR (Carpent.) the area, or horizontal surface of a room ;

if made of brick, it is called a pavement ; if of plaster, a
limejloor ;

'\{ oi wooA, a. boarded or timberJLior. The term'

floor is also applied to that part of a building which is on
the same level, as the basement floor, the groundfloor, the

first floor, second floor, &c.
l^LooR of a ship (Mar.) so much of a ship as rests on the

ground.

FLO'ORING (Carpent.) the act of laying a floor ; also the

workmanship in a floor, and the boards whicli compose
the floor. The timbers which support the boarding are

called naiced flooring.

FLO'RAL bud (Bot.) an epithet for a bud and a leaf; gemma
floralis, a bud that contains the flowers

; Jolium florale,

a leaf that immediately attends the flower.

Yi.ov.x'L games (Archaol.) a ceremony anciently performed
in France on May-Day, when poems were rehearsed, and
prizes adjudged to the best performances.

FLORA'LIA (Ant.) a Roman festival in honour of the god-
dess Flora, wliich was celebrated by all sorts of obscenities.

Ovid. Fad. 1.5; .Se«ec. epist. 97 ; Val. Max. 1.2, c. 10;
Lactant. 1. 1, c. 12; Panciroll. Dcscript. Ihb. Roman.
apud Grccv. Thes. Antiq. Unman, toni. iii. p. 31 !.

FLO'REX (Xinnis.) vide Florin.

FLO'REXCE (Xumis.) vide Florin.

FLO'RENTINE marble (.Min.) otherwise called Lnndskip
marble ; a sort of marble in which the figures of buildings,

Sic. are naturally represented,

FLO'RES (Chem.) vide Flowers.

I'LORESCENCE (Dot.) floresccntia, the flowering season.

FLO'RET (Bot.) Jlosculus, the partial or little flower of an

aggregate flower, chiefly in the Class Syngenesia, of com-
pound flowers properly so called.

FLO'RID Style (Archil.) or Florid Gothic, a sort of Gothic

architecture which is filled with points, ramifications, mul-

lions, &c.
Flouid (Mux.) an epithet for any composition or perform-

ance which is of a fanciful, ricii, and embellished style.

iM.oitiD (lihcl.) any epithet for a discourse which is full of

figures and tropes.

I'LO'RIN (Nujnis.) or Florence, a gold coin so called be-

cause it was struck first in Florence, and became after-

wards the general name for all gold coin throughout



FLO
Europe. The first English Florins were coined in the

reign of Edward III. [vide Cninngel

Fl-ORiN (Com.) is now either a coin of different values, or a
money of account in different countrit-s.

FLOlll'XIANS {Ecc.) a sect of heretics in the second cen-

tury, so called after their ring-leader, one Florinus, who
maintained, among other impieties, that God not only per-

mitted, but also did evil. Iren 1.5; Euscb. 1.5, c. 14;

S. Ausi'tst. de Hcvr. c. 69 ; Thcodcret. Hcrr. Fab. 1. 1 ;

Philast. c. 58.

FLO'RIST {Dot.) one who is skilled in the art of cultivating

flowers.

FLO'RY {Her.) an epithet signifying flowered

with the Fleurs-de-Lis. — A cross jlory has

flowers at the ends circumflex and turning

down, as in the annexed figure ; so likewise

a Bend florij, &c.

FLOS {Bot.) is a general name for the flower,

[vide FloiKcr']

Flos is also the name of several species of plants, as

—

Flos ndonis the same as the Adonis of Linna;us.

—

Flos aris,

the Epidendrum Jlos ccris.— Flos crfricanus, the Tagetes

patuln.— Flos cccruleiis, the Clitoria ternatca.—Flos cardi-

nalis, the Ipomcca quamccUt.—Flos cliloridis, the Clitoria

lernaiea.—Flos cuculi, a species of the Cardanunn.—Flos

globosus, the Gomphrena globosn.— Flos Passionis, the

Passijlora perfoliata. — Flos pergularius, the PiirguJaria

glabra.— Flos rigens, another name for the Delpltinium.—
Flos soils, another name for the Cistiis.—Flos Sii.^anna;,

the Orcliis Suscinnie.—Flos trinitalls, another name for the

Viola.—Flos vestivalis, another name for the Hibiscus.

Flos {C7;e)?;.) vide Flowers.

FLO'TA {Arclucol.) a fleet,

FLO'TAGES {Laiv) things that float on the sea, or in great

rivers.

FLO'TAXT (Her.) an epithet for a banner, or any thing flying.

FLOTSAM (Laic) a name for the goods whicli float upon
the sea when a ship is sunk, in distinction from Jetsam,

i. e. the goods thrown out to lighten the ship in case of

danger ; Lngan, or ligan, heavy goods cast into the sea

in case of danger ; IVreck; i.e. the ship or goods cast

upon land by the sea. \a law these terms are mostly used

together. Bract. 1. 2, c. 5.

FLOL^K (Mar.) or Flooh, that part of the anchor which

takes hold of the ground, [vide Anchor']

FLOU'NDER (Icli.) a sort of flat-fish, and a species of the

Pleuronctes of Linnaeus. It inhabits the European seas,

and enters the rivers ; seldom exceeds six pounds in

weight, and has short spines on the right side of the fins.

FLOU'RET (Bot.) vide Floret.

FLO'URISH (Mas.) a prelude, or preparatory air, without

any settled rule : also the decorative notes which a singer,

or instrumental performer, adds sometimes to a passage.

Flourish (Mil.) is the sounding of the trumpet on receiving

any ofiicer or person of distinction.

TO FLOW (Mar.) is used in some sea-phrases, as " Itjloxcs

south," it is high water when the sun is at that point at

New or Full Moon. " It Jlotcs tide and half tide," i. e.

it will be half flood by the shore before it begins to flow-

in the channel. " F'Ioh-u sheets," i. e. when the sheets

are not haled home, or close to the block.

FLO'WER (Bot.) Jlos, that part of a plant which contains

the organs of generation with their covering. A flower,

when complete, consists of a calyx, corolla, stamen, and

piitil ; but the essential parts to constitute a flower are the

anther and the stigma, either together, or in separate

flowers,

Flower is also the name of several species of plants, as

—

Flower-de-Luce, the Iris pseiidacorus of Linnaeus.—Flower

Fence, a species of the Adenanthera.—Flower Gentle, the

FLU

[

Amaranhus spinosus.—Flower Fern, the Osmunda rcgalis.—
Everlasting Flower, the Gnaphalium.— Sun-Flov.er, the

Hclianthus. — Sultan-Flower, the Ct/anus. — Trumpet-
Flower, the Bis;nonia.

FLO'WERING-ilUSH {Bot.) the Butomus umbellatus of

Linnaeus.

FLO'WERS (Chem.) the fine mealy matter which, in subli-

mation, is carried up into the head and aludels, and ad-

heres to them in the form of a powder, as the Flowers

of Benjamin, zink, sulphur, <S:c.

FLOWER-STALK {Bot.) the same as the peduncle, [vide

Pedunculus']

FLO'WING (Mar.) or Jlo-Mng sheets, the position of the

sails when they are loosened to the wind.

FLU'.ATES (Chem.) a salt formed by the combination of

fluoric acid with different bases, as th& Jluate of ammonia,
potash, lime, Szc.

FLUCTUA'TION (Surg.) the undulatory motion of any
fluid, as pus in an abscess, &c.

FLUE {Archit.) the long tube of a chimney, from the fire

place to the top of the shaft.

Flue (Husband.) the soft down from feathers, and the skins

from rabbits, &c.
FLUE'LLIN {Dot.) the Antirrhinum ehdine of Linnaeus, an

annual.

FLU'ENT {Fln.v.) or /lowing quantity, the variable quantity

which is considered as increasing or decreasing. Newl.

Introd. Quadrat. Curv.

FLU'GEL-MAN {Mil.) a well-drilled soldier, who is ad-

vanced in front to give the time in the manual and platoon

exercises.

FLU'ID (Xat.) or fluid Body, is that whose parts, according

to Newton, yield to the smallest force impressed, and by
yielding are easily moved among each other. Fluids are

either elastic, as the air, or non-elastic, as water, mer-

cury. Sec.

FLU'IDS, of the Body {Annt.) the fluid parts of the body
distinguished from the solids, as the blood, chyle, saliva,

&c. [vide Anatomy']

FLUKE (Ent.) or Gourd-lVorm, an hermaphrodite ovipar-

ous animal of the worm tribe, the Fasciola of Linnsus.

Fluke (Mar.) vide Flouke.

FLU'OR albus {Med.) t"; ^,ti/«;, a cachectic disorder, to

which females are subject at all ages, but particularly in

the prime of life, consisting of an irregular di.^charge of

impure mucid humour. Hippocrat. do Morb. Mul. 1. '>.
;

Aret. diut. Morb. 1. 2, c. 10; Gal. Def. Med.; Oribas.

Med. Collect. 1. 6; Paid. A^ginet. 1. 3, c. i3.

Fluor (Min.) or Fluor Spar, a species of salt which abounds
in nature, and is found to consist of fluoric acid and lime.

It is called Fluor because it melts, readily : it is called

Spar because it has a sparry form and fracture : and it is

called vitreous Spar because it has the appearance of glass.

FLUO'RIC Acid {Chem.) an acid which is extracted from
the mineral calledj?Hor.

FLUOSI'LIC ACID (Chem.) a composition of fluoric acid

and silica.

FLU'RRY of Wind (Mar.) a light breeze of wind shifting

to different places.

FLUSH (Carpent.) a term among workmen, signifying that

two bodies joined together make an even surface.

Flush J'u)-e and (ift {Mar.) a term applied to a ship when
the decks are laid level from head to stern.

Flush (Sport.) a term in a game at cai-ds where they are all

of a suit.

FLU'STRA (Ent.) a genus of animals, Oass Vermes, Order

Zoophyta.

Generic Character. Animal a polype, proceeding from

porous cells ; stem fixed and foliaceous, consisting of

numerous rows of cells.
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Species. Animals of this tribe, called in English Horn-

wrack, inhabit the seas and oceans, adhering to rocks

and shells.

FLUTE {Mus.) a wind instrument, consisting of a boxen or

ivory tube, furnished with holes at the sides for varying

the sounds. The aimmun flute was formerly called Flute a

bee, because one end resembled the beak of a bird. Tlie

German flute consists of a tube formed of several joints

screwed into eacli other.

FLU'TED [Archil.) an epithet for a column which has

flutes, [vide Flutes']

Fluted {Mas.) an epithet for the upper and extra notes of

a soprano voice.

FLUTES (Archit.) or Flulirigs, are the hollow channels

formed along the surface of a column, wiiich is then said

to be fluted. The Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, and Compo-
site columns, are usually fluted all along the body of the

pillar from the base to the capital. Each column has Si
flutes, and each flute is hollowed in exactly a quarter of a

circle, when a portion of the surface is left between the

flutes, this is called the Jillet.

FLUVIA'LIS {Bot ) the Sajns marina of Linnaeus.

FLUX [Med.) another word for Dysentery.

Flux and Reflux [Nat.) the regular and periodical motion

of the sea, which happens twice in 2* hours, 48 minutes.

The flux is one motion of the tide, by which the water

rises'; and the reflux, or ebb, is the other motion, by which

it sinks. Between the Flux and Reflux there is a kind of

rest when the water is at its highest point, called High-
water.

Flux Poivders (Chem.) or, as the French call them, /bnc?o?i/i,

are powders prepared to facilitate the fusion of the harder

metals. Powder of antimony is a very good flux in many
cases.

FLU'XION {Chem.) the running of metals into a fluid.

Fluxion (Med.) a flowing of humours or rheum.

Fluxion [Surg.) that which raises a swelling by the fluidity

of its matter.

Fluxion (Mnth.) in the Newtonian Analysis, implies the

magnitude by which any flowing quantity would be in-

creased in a given time with a certain invariable velocity,

in distinction from the fluent or flowing (piantity, which

is constantly and indefinitely increasing.

—

Fluxions, or the

method of Fluxions, is the analysis of fluxions and flowing

quantities. The notation, as introduced by Sir Isaac New-
ton, is as follows : the letters v, x, tj, z, stand for the variable

or flowing quantity; the same letters, with a dot over them,

for the fluxions, as v,.v,y,i; and if the fluxions them-

selves are variable quantities, their fluxions are denoted by

two dots, as X, y, i ; in the same manner the fluxions of

the last fluxions may be continually denoted by the ad-

dition of a dot, as y, x, z, for the third fluxion ; y, x, z,

lor the fourth, &c. If the flowing (juantity bo a surd, as

y/x — J', its fluxion is denoted by ( V x —y)'; if a

fraction as bv (- 1 ; but sometimes the flux-
d- y •' \<i —yj

ions arc denoted by the letter F, and the fluent by
fl,

as F. v'(x — j/), the fluxion of .v/(x — y); and_/; x ^(+ a T-),

the fluent of .v Vi^ — ax'). Invariable quantities are

denoted by the letters a, li, c, d, &c.

FLY [i'.nt.) an insect of difl'erent kinds, which is classed

under ditt'erent names and genera. Tiic common Fly is

the Musca of Linna'us. The other kinds, as the IJoat-

fly, Butter-fly, Day-fly, Dragon-fly, Uad-fly, Golden-fly,

Horse-fly, Lanthorn-fly, and Saw-fly, will be found in

their respective places.

Fly (Mecl'i.) a heavy weight applied to certain machines, to

regulate their motions, as in a jack ; or to increase their

effect, as iu the coining engine.

FOC
Fly of the Compass {Mech.) that part of the compass on

which the thirty-two points or winds are drawn, and to
which the needle is fastened underneath.

Fly of an Fusign, Pendant, S,-c. (Mar.) in French hattnnt

d'tin pavilion, S;c. the breadth or extent from the staff to

the extreme edge or end that flutters loose in the wind.

—

Fly-Boat, a large vessel with a broad bow, used in the

coasting trade.

Fly is also used in the sea phrase : " To let Jly the
sheets," i. e. to let the sails go out a-main.

TO Fly (Falcon.) is used in some phrases, as " To Jly gross,"

said of a hawk when she flies at great birds. " To fly
on head," i. e. when a hawk, missing her quarr}', betakes
herself to her next check.

FLY'-BOAT (Mar.) vide Fly.

FLY-CATCHER (Orn.) a sort of bird, inhabiting Asia,

Africa, and America, which is so denominated because it

feeds on insects, chiefly flies. It is the Muscicapa of

Linnaeus.

FLY-HONEYSUCKLE (Bot.) the Halleria lucida of Lin-

na'us, a shrub.—Fly-Orchis, the Orchis mucifera, a plant,

so called from the resemblance it bears in figure to that of

a fly.—Venus' Fly-Trap, a kind of sensitive plant, the

leaves of which consist of two lobes that close when they

are irritated within, and consequently entrap any insect

that lights upon them; from which circumstance it derives

its name. It is the Dioncca muscipula of Linnaius.

FLY'ERS (Archit.) a series of steps in a flight of stairs

which go straight forward, without winding round, and are

made equally broad at both ends.

FLYING-BRI'DGE (Archit.) a bridge composed of two

moveable parts, which may be transferred from place to

place.

FLYING-DRA'GON (Zool.\ a fourfooted reptile, inhabiting

Africa and India, which is tailed and winged. It differs

from the lizard tribe only by having a lateral membrane,
which serves as a wing.

FLYING-FISH (Ich.) a sort of fish which inhabits the

European and American seas : it is so called because it is

enabled, by means of its long pectoral fins, to raise itself

out of the water and remain suspended in the air for some
time, which it does for the purpose of escaping from the

jaws of predatory fish. It is the Exocictus of Linnaeus.

Flving-Fish (Her.) is occasionally borne as a charge in

coat-armour.

FLYING-FI'NION (Mech.) that part of a clock which has a

fly or fan wherewitli to gather the air, and so to check the

rapidity of the clock's motion when the weight descends in

the striking part.

FLY'ING-TYGER (Ent.) an insect in America, spotted like

the tygcr.

FOAL ( ret.) a young colt.

FO'CAGE (ArchiFol.) Hearth-money.
;

FO'CAL DISTANCE (Conic.) the distance of the focus,
j

which, in the parabola, is understood to be its distance from

the vertex ; and in the ellipse, or hyperbola, from the

centre.

FOCA'LE (Cus.) a sort of kerchief or mufler, formerly worn i

about the neck, to guard the fauces from the cold.
|

FO'CILE niqjus (Anal.) the greater bone of the arm, called

ulna ; or the greater bone of the leg, called lihia. The
lesser bone of the arm or leg is calledybfi7f minus.

I'O'CUS (Metal.) another name for a smelting-house.

Focus morlji (Med.) iiix, the part in which a disease was

supposed to keep its principal residence, as ihc focus of a

fever, of which Galen speaks. ])c Marasm. c. 7.

Focus (Anal.) was formerly the name given to the first lobe

of the liver, from a persuasion that it contributed to con-

coction.

Focus (Geom.) certain points in the transverse axis of the
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ellipse, hyperbola, and parabola, from which two lines

drawn to any point in the curve will bear a certain propor-
tion ; namely, their sum in the ellipse or parabola, and
their ditference in the hyperbola is equal to the transverse
axis, [vide Conic Sections'] They are so called because
the rays reflected from all parts of these curves concur or
meet, i. e. rays issuing from a luminous point in one focus,

and falling on all points of the curves, are reflected into

the focus or the line directed to the other focus, viz. into the
other focus in the ellipse and parabola, and directly from
it in the hyperbola.

Focus (Opt.) the point of convergence or concourse in which
several rays meet or are collected, after being either

reflected or refracted. It is so called because the rays
being here united, their force is increased ; but it is worthy
of observation, that although denominated a point, it is

not strictly so, because it occupies a space of some small
breadth.

FO'DDER (Law) a prerogative which the king has, to be
provided with corn, &c. for his horses in warlike expedi-
tions.

Fodder of lead (Com.) a weight consisting of 19J hundred
weight.

Fodder (Husband. ) any kind of food for cattle, which is

either green or dry. Green Fodder consists of grass,

tares, hay, vetches, &-c. Drj^ Fodder of corn, oats, barley,

and beans.

FODERTO'RIUiM (Larv) provision of fodder, or forage,

made to the King's purveyors.

FODI'NA [Anat.) the labyrinth, or lesser pit in the bone of
the ear.

FCEMI'NEUS (Bot.) vide Female.

FCENI'CULUM (Bot.) the Anethum fceniculum of Lin-
nasus.

FCENUM BURGUNDICUM (Bot.) the Medicago sativa

of Linnaeus.— Fcenum Grmcum, the Ononis ornithopodi-

oidcs.—Fcenum Grcecum is also Fenu-Greek. [vide Fe-
nngrceh]

FOETA'BULUM (Med.) an incysted abscess, or foul ulcer.

FCE'TUS [Aiiat.) epicyema, the child enclosed in the uterus

of its mother, so called from the fifth month after preg-

nancy until tlie time of its birth. The internal parts

peculiar to the fcetus are, thymus gland., canalis venosus,

canalis arteriosus, foramen ovale, and the viembrana pupil-

laris.

FOG {Nat.) a mist or meteor, consisting of condensed va-

pours floating near the surface of the earth or sea.

FO'G-BANK (Mar.) an appearance in hazy weather, which
frequently resembles land at a distance, but which vanishes

as you approach it.

FOIL (Fenc.) an elastic piece of steel, mounted like a sword,
which is used in fencing for exercise.

Foil (Sport.) a fall in wrestling not cleverly given.

Foil (Mech.) a sheet of thin tin to be laid on the back side

of looking-glasses.

FOI'LING (Sport.) the footing or treading of deer that are

on the grass.

TO FOIN (Fenc.) to make a pass, or thrust, in fencing.

FOINES (Com.) from the Frenchfoine, a weasel ; a sort of
fur of that animal.

FOrSON (Husband.) a term sometimes used to denote the

natural juice or moisture of the grass, &c.
FOI'TERERS (ArcIi<rol.) \\de Fnilonrs.

FO'LCLANDS (Arclurol.) copyhold lands so called in the

time of the Saxons, in distinction from the Boclands.

Spclni. Feuds, c. 5.

FO'LC-MOTE [Archccol.) or Folkmote, in Saxon polc-

jemoc, from pole, the people, and jeraoc, or mot, a meet-
ing or assembly; two courts, one now called the County
Court, and the other the Sheriff's Turn.

FON

I

FOLD (Husband.) an inclosed place in the fields in which
I sheep are confined.

FO'LDAGE (Archaol.) a liberty to fold sheep.

rO'LD-NET (Sport.) a sort of net for taking small birds in

the night.

POLE ( Vet.) vide Foal.

FOLGAR'II (ArcliiTol.) menial servants or followers, in

distinction from Husfastene, or housekeepers. LL. H. 1,

c. 9; Bract. 1. 3, tract. 2, c. 10.

FOLIA'CEUS (Bot.) foliaceous or leafy; an epithet for a

leaf, or the glands : spica foliacea- is a spike having leaves

intermixed with the flowers
;
glandulce foliacece, glands

situated on the leaves.

FO'LIAGE (Archit.) a kind of ornament in cornices, friezes,

5:c. representing the leaves of plants, [vide Architecture,

Plate No. III.]

Foliage (Paint. S^c.) branched work in painting, tapestry, &c.
FOLIA'RIS (Bot.) an epithet for a tendril and a bud:

cirrus foliaris, a tendril placed on a stalk; gemma foliaris,

a leaf bud containing leaves, not flowers.

FO'LIATE (Geom.) an epithet for a curve of the second
order, expressed by the equation .t' + y^ =^ a x y, which is

one of the defective hyperbolas.

TO Foliate a looking-glass (Mech.) to lay the foil on so as

to make it reflect the image.
FOLIA'TIO (Bot.) vernation, or leafing ; one stage of ve-

getation, in which the nascent leaves are disposed in a
particular manner in the form of a bud. The different

modes of foliation are by Involution, Revolution, Obvolu-
tion, Convolution, Imbrication, Equitation, Conduplication,

Plaiting, Reclination, Circinal or Spiral direction, [vide

Involution, &c.]
FOLIA'TUS (Bot.) foliate, or leafy; an epithet for a stalk.

FO'LIO (Com.) the page, or rather the right and left hand
page, in a merchant's ledger, which are numbered by the

same figure corresponding to each other; whence, to folio

is to put numbers on the pages.

—

Folio signifies the largest

form of paper such as it comes from the manufactory ;

whence, also, books made in this form are called folio.

FOLIOLUM (Bot.) a partial or small leaf; a leaflet.

FOLIO'SUS (Bof.) leafy, an epithet for a capitulum, or head,

having leaves intermixed with the flowers.

FO'LIU-M (Bol.) vide Leaf.
FOLLI'CULUS (Bot.) the diminutive o£follis, a bag, sig-

nifying a follicle or little bag ; a univalvular pericarp,

opening on one side longitudinally, and having the seeds

loose in it.

—

Folliadus is also the name of little vessels or

bags filled with air, called, by Withering, air bags, as at

the root of the Utricularia.

Folliculus (Surg.) the bag or cystis, resembling a mem-
brane, which contains the matter of anomalous abscesses.

Folliculus /e/Z/i (Anat.) the gall-bladder.

FO'MAHAUT (.4siron.) a fixed star, of the first magnitude,
in the constellation Aquarius, whose mean longitude at the

beginning of 1760 was 11' 0° 28' 55"; latitude 21° 6' 28"

South.

FOMENTA'TION (Med.) the bathing any part of the body
with a decoction of herbs, &c.

—

Dry fomentation is an
application to the body, consisting of bags stuffed with

herbs and other ingredients.

FO'MES Vcntrictili (Med.) Hj'pochondriacism.

FO'MITES (Med.) a name given mostl)' to such things as

are imbued with contagion.

PONS PULSA'TILIS (Anaf.\ vide Fontanella.

PONT (Ecc.) a basin or place in a church, for baptizing.

Pont (Print.) a cast or complete set of letters for printing.

PONTANE'LLA (Anat.) the membranous part found in

new-born infants at the coronal and sagittal commissures,

which, in length of time, hardens into bone. It is either

anterior or posterior. 6



FOR
FrrNTAKEr.LA [Sttrg.) another name for an isfuc.

rONTANE'SIA (Dot.) a genus of plants, Class 2 Diandria,

Order 1 Monogijuia.

Generic Character. Cal. four-parted.—Con. petals ovate.

Stam. fdnments two; anthers oblong.

—

Pist. germ

ovate ; style compressed ; stigmas two.

—

Per. capsule

subovate ; seeds oblong.

Species. The single species is the

—

Fovtanesia phi/JIiJ-

renides, native of Sj'ria.

FONTILA'PATHUM {Bot.) the Potamogcton crispum of

Linnxus.
FOXTINA'LIA (Ant.) a Roman festival at which wells

were crowned with garlands. It was celebrated on the Ides

of October. Varr. de Ling. Lat. I. 5, c. 3 ; Fest. de Verb.

Signif. ; Gj/rald. Syntag. Dear. 1. 17, p. 496; Ursat. de Not.

R-imnn. apiid Grrvv. Tlies. Rom. Antiq. torn. 11, p. TS*.

FOXTINA'LIS {Bo!.) a genus of Mosses.

FoxTiNALis is also a species of the Byrum.
FOOLS-PARSLEY (Bo/.) the JEthusa cynnpnoH of Linnaeus.

FOOT (Arith.) a measure of length which in England con-

sists of 12 inches: in Holland and other countries it is

less than 12; and at \'enice above 13 inches.

—

X square

Foot is the same measure both in length and breadth, con-

taining 12 X 12 = Hi square or superficial inches.—

A

cubic Foot is the same measure in all the three dimensions

(length, breadth, and thickness), containing 12 x 12 =
1 1-1 X 12 =; 172S cubic inches.

Foot (Poet.) a certain number of syllables which serve for

the measuring of verses. The Greek and Roman poets

employed feet of two syllables, as the Spondee, Trochee,

Iambic, &c. ; of three syllables, as the Dactyl, Anapaest,

Molussus, &c. ; of four syllables, as the Choriambus, Epi-

tritus, Antispastus, &c. [vide Graynmar']

Foot of a vertical line (Perspec.) that point in the intersect-

ing iine which is made by a vertical plane pa.'^sing through

tiie eye and the centre of the picture.

—

Foot of the Eye-

Director, the same point in the directing line.

Foot (Mil.) soldiers who serve on foot, otherwise called

injautry.

FO'OT-BANK (Fort.) or foot-step, a step about a foot and

a half high and three feet wide, raised of earth under a

bieast-work, upon which men ascend to fire over.

FO'OT-FAT ( Vet.) a term api)lied to a horse whose hoof is

thin and weak so as to be unfit for shoeing.

FOOT-GELD (Law) an amerciament for not expeditating

a dog in the forest.

FO'OT-IIALT (Vet.) a disorder peculiar to sheep, occa-

sioned by an insect that infests the foot.

FO'OT-IIOOK (Mar.) vulgarly pronounced futtoch, the

compa.ssii)g timbers, which give the breadth and bearing to

the ship.

FOOT-I'ROXS (Mcch.) pieces of iron plate fixed to the

soles of the shoes of those who dig canals, <S:c.

FO'OT-PACE (Archit.) the broad part of a stairs, on

which a person may rest after taking four or six steps.

FO'OT-ROPE (Mar.) the rope to which the lower edge of

the sail is sewed.

—

Foot-waling, the whole inside planks or

lining of a ship.

FO'OT-STALK (Bot.) a term used either for the peduncle

or the petiole.

FO'RAGI> (Mil.) provender for horses in an army.

—

Forage-

Master-Gcncral, formerly an officer under the marshal, who
saw to the forage for the army, which duty is now performed

by the Quaiter-Master-General.

FORA'GIUM (Archceol.) straw or stubble after the corn is

thrashed out.

FORA'GON (Ant.) a thread by which spinners mark so

much as they spin in a day. Fe.^t. de Verb. Signif.

FORA'iMEN (Anal.) a. perforation or opening, as

—

Foramen

cceciim, an opening at the basis of the cranium ; and also

FOR
in the middle of the tongue.

—

Foramen opticum, the hole
transmitting the optic nerve.

—

Foramen ovale, the opening
between the two auricles of the heart of the fcetus.

—

Fora-
'

men /.sr/i/HM, a large hole in the hip-bone.

FORAMIXULE'XTUMoi (Anat.) the Ethmoid bone.

FORBA'LCA (Archceol.) a forcbalk, or balk lying next the
highwaj'.

FORBA'RRE (Latv) to bar or deprive one of a thing for

ever. Stat. 9, R.% c. 2 ; 6 Hen. G, c. 4.

FORBATU'DUS (Archceol.) one slain in a combat.
FORCE (Phy.) otherwise called Poxcer, is whatever is

or may be made the primary cause of motion in bo-

dies. Force is exerted either on a body at rest, or a

body in motion, the former is called Vis mortiia, Cona-

tus movendi, Conamen, Sfc. the latter Vis motrix, or Vis

viva. Forces are likewise accelerative or retardative, con-

stant or variable, centripetal or centrifugal.

—

Accelerative

or retardilive Force is that which respects the velocitj' of

the motion only, accelerating or retarding it.— Constant Force

is that which remains and acts continually the same for some
determinate time, in distinction from

—

Variable Force,

which is perpetually varying its effect and intensitj'.

—

Cen-

tripetal Force is that by which a body is perpetually urged

towards a centre, in distinction from

—

Centrifugal Force,

by which it is made to recede. Neri-t. Princip.

Force (Law) unlawfid violence, which is either simple, com-
pound, or mixed.

—

Simple force is that which is so com- .'

mittcd that it is not complicated with any other crime.— I

Componnd, or mixed force, is the violence committed in

doing a tiling otherwise unlawful.

Force (Mil.) any body of men collected together for a war-

like enterprize. The effective Force of an army or a coun-

try, is that part which may be brought into action.

TO Force (Mil.) to take or effect by main force, as " To
force a place," i. e. to take it by storm. " To force a

passage," to oblige an enemy to retire. " Toforce an ad-

versary's guard or blade," in the broadsword exercise, to

strike away the adversary's sword, so as to be enabled to

give a cut at the part which he aims to secure.

TO Force IVool (Husband.) to cut off tlie upper and most

hairy part of it.

FO'RCEXE (Her.) an epithet for a horse rearing or stand-

ing on its hinder legs.

FO'RCEPS (Su)g.) a surgeon's tongs, pincers, Ac. where-

with dead or corrupt parts may be removed.
FORCER (Mecli.) a piston without a valve.

FO'RCERS {Surg.) an instrument with which teeth are drawn.

FORCES (Mil.) vide Force.

Forces, Equilibrium of, (Mech.) i. e. the Composition or

Resolution of Forces, is the conspiring or opposing of

forces, so as to balance one another, or keep a body in

equilibrio.

FO'RCIBLE (Law) an epithet implying with force, or by

means, as a

—

Forcible Entry, i. e. violently taking posses-

sion of lands or tenements.

—

Forcible Possession, i. e. vio-

lently keeping possession, otherwise called a Detainer.

FO'RCIER (Archceol.) a water mill.

FO'RCIXG (Hort.) a method of obtaining flowers or fruits

before their season by artificial means, particularly by the

application of heat. a

FoRciNc; (Com.) a method of fining down wines, so as (A

render them fit for immediate draught.
,J

FoRciNo Pump (Mcch.) a pump that acts by a forcer, or |

forcing piston.

FO'RDA (Archceol.) a cow with calf, or a milch-cow.

FO'RDIKA (Archceol.) herbage, or grass that grows on the

edges of dikes or ditches.

FO'RDOL (Archceol.) a but or head-land abutting on other

lands.

FORE (Mar.) the distinguishing character of all that part of a



FOR
. ship's frame and machinery \rhich lies near the stem

;

whence " Fare and AJi " signif\ing from stem to stern : so

Hkewise

—

Fore-bowline, the BoHh'ne of the foresail.

—

Fore-
braces, belonging to the fore-yardarms.— Fore-castle, a

short deck in the forepart of the ship.

—

Forc-cnstle-Men,

men stationed at the fore-castle.— Fore-cat-liarpings, a
complication of ropes for the fore shrouds.

—

Fore-foot, a
piece of timber terminating the keel at the fore-end..

—

Fore-
foot is also said of one ship lying or sailing in another's way.—Fore-vanger, a rope to fix on a harpoon when it is in-

tended to strike a whale.— Fore-hooks, the same as Breast-
hooks.—Fore-Knight, a piece of timber, carved in the figure

of a man's head, and fixed to the deck.

—

Fore-land, a cape
or promontory projecting into the sea.

—

Fore-lock, a flat-

pointed wedge of iron to drive through a hole at the end of
a bolt.

—

Fore-mast, a mast in the fore-castle, or fore part of
a ship.— To Fore-reach upon a ship, to advance upon, or gain
ground of, a ship.

—

Fore-runners of the Log-line, a small
jjiece of red buntin laid into that line at a certain distance
from the log.

—

Fore-staff] an instrument formerly used at

sea for taking the altitudes of bodies.

—

Fore-tackle, a tackle
on the fore-mast.

FO'RE-CLOSED {Larc) an epithet signifying barred before-
hand, quite excluded.

FORE-FANG {Laio) the taking up of provisions in fairs and
markets before the King's purveyors are served.

FO'RE-FOOT {Mar.) vide Fore.

FO'RE-GA'NGER (Mar.) vide Fore.

FORE-GO'ERS (Lniv) purveyors who go before the king
and queen when in progress, to make suitable provision for

them.

FORE-HARPIXGS (Mar.) vide Fore.

FO'RE-HOOKS (Mar.) vide Fore.

FO'REIGN (Law) out-landish, of another country; an
epithet for several things, as

—

Foreign answ-cr, an answer
not triable in the county where it was made.

—

Foreign at-

tachment, an attachment of foreigners' goods found within

a liberty or city.

—

Foreign matter, is a matter triable in

another county.

—

Foreign apposcr, or oppose)-, an officer, in

the Exchequer, to whom all sheriffs, after thev are opposed
of their sums out of the pipe-office, repair to be apposed
or charged bj' him of their green wax.

—

Foreign plea is

the rejecting of a judge as incompetent, because the matter
in hand was not in his precinct.

—

Foreign-service is that
whereby a mean lord holds over another, without the com-
pass of his own fee.

Foreign service (Mil.) in a general sense, signifies everi-

service not British ; but, in a limited sense, any service

out of the British Isles.

FO'RE-JUDGED the Court [Law-) is when an officer of any
court is expelled the same for some offence ; as, for not
appearing to an action by bill filed against him.

FO'UE-JUDGER (Law) a judgement rthereby a person is

deprived of, or put by, the thing in question.

FO'RE-KXIGHT (Mar.) vide F^ore.

FO'RE-LAND (Mar.) vide Fore.

FoRE-LAXD (Fort.) a confined space of ground between the
ram))art and the moat.

FORE-LOCK (Mar.) vide Fore.
TO FO'RE-LOYN (Sport.) is when a hound, going before

the rest of the cry, meets chase and goes awaj- with it.

FO'RE-PRIZED (Law) a term in conveyancing, which sig-

nifies excepting.

FO'RE-SCHOKE (Law) the same as Forsaken.

TO FO'RE-SHORTEX (Paint.) is to make a head or face
in a drawing appear shorter before.

FO'REST (Law) a large wood, privileged to hold the king's

game of all kinds ; so called, as some suppose, quasifera-
rum stntio, the abode of game or wild beasts.

FO'RESTER (Law) a keeper of a forest. A forester in fee
is one who has that office to him and his heirs.

FOR
FO'RE-STAFE {.^Llr.) vide Fore.

TO FORE-STALL (Com.) to buy or bargain for corn, &c.
as it is coming to market.

FO'RE-STALLER (/.rno) one who lies in wait to stop deer
that have broken out of the forest.

FoRE-sTALLER (Com.) a monopolizer, or one who forestalls

the market.

FORE'T (Gun)i.) French for a steel instrument to bore the
touch liole of a piece of cannon.

FORETHOUGHT-FELONY (Law) premeditated killing,

in the .Scotch Law.
FO'KFErrURE [Larv) the effect or penalty of transgressing
some penal law.

—

Forfeiture of marriage, a writ formerly
lying for a lord against his ward, or tenant under age, who
refused a convenient marriage offered him by his lord.

F. X. Z?. 14-1 : Reg. Orig. 163.

FORFI'CUL.A (Ent.) the Earwig; a genus of insects, of
the Coleopterous Order, having setaceous antennce, unequal
filiform /fp/er.?, sliells half as long as the abdomen, winas
folded up under the shells, and tail armed with a forceps.

FORGA'BULUM (Law) or forgavel, a small rent reserved
in rent, a quit-rent.

FORGE (.Mec/i.) a place where a smith heats his irons, or a
large furnace where iron ore is melted.

TO FoRCiE over (Mar.) to force a ship violently over a shoal
by the effort of a great quantity of sail.

FORGER offalse deeds (Law) one who makes and publishes
false writings.

FO'RGERY (Law) the fraudulent making or altering any
record, deed, writing, instrument, register, stamp, <i-c. to
the prejudice of another man's right.

FORI'NSECUM »ici«c;7«)H (Law) a manor which is not in-

cluded within the liberties of a town.
FORIS-BANNI'TUS (Archceol.) banished. Mat. Par. Ann.

1245.

FORISFAMILLV'RI (Laic) to be discharged from a family;
which is said of a son who accepts lands in his father's

life time, and being content therewith can claim no more.
FORK (Boi.)fiirca, a divided prickle, called bifid or trifid,

according to the number of divisions, as in Bcrberis, Ribes,
&c.

FO'RKED (Sport.) an epithet for the heads of deer which
bear two croches on the top, or have their croches doubled.

.

Forked (BoI.) furcatus, branched or subdivitled ; an epithet
for anthers, bristles, fronds, and stems.

FORL.V'NA (Mus.) Italian for a slow kind of jig.

FORLO'RN-HOPE (Mil.) a name given to a body of men
put upon the most desperate service.

FORLO'YN (Sport.) a retreat when the dogs are called off

from a wrong scent.

FOipi (Phil.) the essential and distinguishing modification
of the matter of which any substance is composed.

FoK.M (Mech.) a kind of mould in which any thing is wrought.
Form (Print.) a name given to the chase when it is filled

with type, or letter : when it is empty it is properly called
a chase.

Form (Sport.) the seat of a hare; whence the phrase " The
hareforms," for she squats.

Form (Laiv) certain established rules to be observed in pro-
cesses or judicial proceedings.

TO Form (Mil.) to assume any figure in military movements,
according to prescribed rules, as " Toform line," to wheel
to the right or left, so as to present one continued line.
" To form rank entire," to extend the front by reducing
the depth as much as possible. " To firm echelon," to

move so as to produce a diagonal direction in a line. " To
f>rm two deep, three deep, &c."

¥0]l'Sl.\ Pauperis (La-w) a mode of bringing a suit in the
character of a pauper, when a man will swear that he is

not worth five pounds ; in such cases he is released from
costs of suit, &c.



FOR
FORME' (Her.) vide Paltec.

FO'RMED (\at.) an epithet for any bodies, such as stones,

spars, &c. which are found in tlie earth so formed, that

their outward shape very nearly resembles muscles, «!i.c.

FORME'DON (Laiv) i.e.Jhrma donationis, a writ which

lies for one who has a right to lands or tenements by virtue

of an entail. F. N, B. 253, lijc; New Nat. Brev. 476,

S,c.

FO'RMERS (Gimn.) round pieces of wood fitted to the

bore of a great gun, which hold the carriages for the

powder.

FO'RMIATE (Chem.) a salt produced by the union of the

formic acid with different bases, asjbrmiate of ammonia.

FO'RMIC ACID (Cficm.) the acid of ants, which is ob-

tained chiefly from the red ant, the Formica riifa of Lin-

naeus.

FOR.MI'CA (Eiit.) the Ant, or Emmet, a genus of insects

of the Hymenopterous Order, having four unequal feelers

;

antenna: filifonii ; females and neuters armed with a sting;

males and females with wings.

Species. This gregarious and industrious tribe of insects

consists, like bees, of males, females, and neuters, which

last are the labourers, who construct the nests, or ant-

hills, and guard the larva, commonly known by the

name of ants' eggs.

Formica (Siirn;.) the name of a black callous wart, that is

broad at the bottom.

Formica (Falcon.) a distemper in a hawk's beak which eats

it away.

FORMULA (Math.) a general theorem, or literal expression

for resolving any part of a problem : thus x = a ± ^/ {a'^

-f- b) is an algebraical formula; hyp. log. (1 + i/) =
J/
—

l!/'' + 13 (/3 ; a logarithmal formula and sin. {a + li) ^ sin.

a, cos. I) + sin. b, cos. a, a trigonometrical formula.

Formula {Med.) a little form or prescription, such as phy-

sicians give in extemporaneous practice in distinction from

a regular prescription.

FO'RMULARY (Law) a book of forms, or precedents, for

law matters ; also the written form of an oath to be taken

on certain occasions.

FoR.MULARY (Mus.) the name formerly given to the pre-

scribed number and disposition of the ecclesiastical notes.

FORNACA'LIA {AnI.) a festival instituted by Numa I'om-

pilius, at which all the people baked cakes ad Jurnacem,
i. e. at the oven. Fest. HigniJ'. Verb.

FORXA'GIUM (Law) fvomjbrnax, a furnace ; a fee taken

by a lord of his tenants who were bound to bake in his

oven, or for the liberty of using their own.

FO'RNAX (Cliem.) a furnace.

FORNICA'TUS (Bot.) vide Vaulted.

FO'JtNIX (Anat.) a part of the corpus caUomm of the

brain, so called because of its resemblance in form to the

arch of a vault.

Fornix (Bot.) \''iA<i Arch.

FORFRI'SED [Law) viiXc Foreprizcd.

FO'RRAGE (Mil.) \\dc Forage.

FO'RSECHOKE (Law) \\A^^ Forcschoke.

FORSKOHLE'A (Bot.) a genus of plants, so called from

Forskohl, a Swedish botanist, ('lass 8 Octandriu, Order i

Tetrngynia, or Class 10 Dccandria, Order 5 J'cntngi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth four or five-leaved.

—

Cor. petals eight.

—

STAM.Jilamcnts eight or ten ; anthers

twin.— PisT. germs four or five; s/y/cv bristle-shaped

;

.itigmas simple.

—

Per. none ; seeds four, five.

Species. The species are mostly annuals, as the

—

Fors-

Icohlea tenacissima, Caidbeja, seu Chanucdrl/blin, Clam-

my Forskohlea.

—

Forskohlea angustijhlia, Narrow-leaved

Forskohlea, native of the Cape of Good Hope; but the

Forskohlea Candida, Rough Forskohlea, is a shrub and

i.iitive of Tencritt'e.

FO'UaPEAKER (Lax>:) one who pleads for anotlier.

FOR
FO'RSTAL (Law) vide Forestal.

FORSTE'RA (Bot.) a genus so called from J. and G. Fors-
ter, father and son, Botanists, Class 20 Gynandria, Or-
der 2 Diandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth double CoR. one-
petalled.

—

Stam. Jilaments two.

—

Piai.germ oval; style

erect ; stigmas two

—

Per. capsule oval ; seeds many.
Species. The single species is the Forstera sedijolia, na-

tive of New Zealand.
FORSY'THIA (Dot.) the Dccumaria barbara of Linnaeus.
FORT (Furt.) a castle, or strong hold of small extent; a
work encompassed with a moat, rampart, and parapet, to

secure some high ground, or passage of a river, to make
good an advantageous post, to fortify the lines and quar-
ters of a siege, &c.

—

Royal-fort is a fortification having
at least 26 fathoms for the line of defence.— Star-fort, a
redoubt vjhich is made of re-entering and saliant angles.—
Field-fort, otherwise called /ur//H orfortlet, and sometimes
a sconce a small fort built in haste to defend a pass or post.

FORTA'LIEL (Arclucol.) a fortress or place of strength.

FO'RTE (Mus.) an Italian word signifying strong, is fre-

quently applied in music books to parts that are to be per-

formed in a strong maMnet; piuforte signifies still stronger;

forteforte very strong.

FORTHCOMING action of (Law) an action in the Scotch
law in the nature of an attachment.

FORTIA (Lniv) power or dominion.
FORTIFICA'TION, otherwise called military architecture,

the art of strengthening and fortifying a place by enciN
cling it with certain works to secure and defend it from the

attacks of enemies. Fortification is either theoretical or

practical, defensive or offensive.— Theoretical fortification

consists in tracing plans and profiles on paper with scales,

iSrc.

—

Practical fortifcation consists in forming the project

of a work according to the nature of the ground and other

existing circumstances, iS:c.

—

Defensive fortification is that

by which a town is defended in case of a siege.

—

Offensive

fortification consists in making and conducting all the

works requisite for the attack or siege of a town, &c.

—

Fortification, in the sense of a fortified place, is either

durable or temporary, regular or irregular.

—

Durable for-

tifcation, that which is built with a view to remain for a
permanency.— Temporaryfortification, that which is raised

on some particular emergency, and only to last for the

time required, as field-works, &c.

—

Regular fortifcation,

that in which the bastions are all equal, or which is built

in a regular polygon.

—

Irregular fortification is that in

which the sides and angles are not uniform, equidistant,

or equal, owing to the inequalities in the situation from

hills, valleys, rivers, &c.

To a fortification belong lines, angles, solid works, and
appurtenances.

Lines if a fortifcation. The following are the principal:

lines, namely

—

Capital line, an imaginary right line that

divides any work into two equal and similar parts.

—

Line

of circunivallatiou, the line drawn by a fortification of

earth round a town intended to be besieged.

—

Line of
communication, the space of ground which joins the

citadel to the town.-

—

Line of contravallation, a line

similar to the line of circumvallation. [vide Contra-

vallalii:n]—Line (fcounter-approach, [vide Approaches^—Line of defence, the distance between the saliant

angle and the opposite flank. Lines of defence are

either fchant, razant, or prolonged, [vide Fichenti,

&c.]

Angles. The principal angles in a fortification are the

Angle of the Flank, (f lite Bastion, of the F.paulc, of
the Tenaille, if the Face, of the Base, &c. [vide Angle]

li'orks of a fortifcation. The works of a place are the

fortifications about the i)lace, in distinction from the

outworks, or such as are detached from the walls of the
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fortification. The principal works are as follow : namely,— Appareille, the slope, or easy ascent, which leads to

the platform of the bastion. — Approaches, roads or

passages sunk in the ground by the besiegers, whereby
they approach the place.

—

Area, the superficial content

of a rampart, or other work.

—

Arroiv, a work placed at

the salient angle of the glacis.

—

Banquette, a kind of

step made on the rampart near the parapet.

—

Barriers,

pointed stakes to prevent the horse or foot from rushing

in upon the besieged with violence.

—

Bastion, a part

of the inner inclosure of a fortification, making an
angle towards the field. Bastions arc full, fiat, solid,

hollow, detached, cut, &c. [vide Bastio7i]—Berme, a

little space or path between the ditch and the talus of

the parapet.

—

Bonnet, a work consisting of two faces

placed before the salient angle of the ravelin to cover it.—Breach, an opening or gap made in a wall or rampart
to cover it.

—

Caponniere, a passage made in a dry ditch

from one work to another.— Cascanes, a kind of cellars

made under the capital of a fortification.

—

Casemate, a
work made under the rampart with loopholes for the

guns.— Cavaliers, works raised, generally within the

place, ten or twelve feet higher than the rest.

—

Cordon,

a semicircular projection made of stone, which goes

round the wall.— Covcrt-n-ai/, a space, five or six toises

broad, that extends round the counterscarp.— Counter-

forts, a sort of buttresses behind the walls.

—

Counter-

guard, a work placed before the bastions to cover the

opposite flanks.— Counterscarp, the exterior talus of

the ditch, or that slope which terminates its breadth.

—

Crown-xuork, a work resembling a crown in form, having

two fronts and two branches.— Curtain, that part of the

body of a place which joins the flank of one bastion to

that of another.— Cux'etie, a small ditch in the middle

of a dry ditch.

—

Defilement, the disposing the works of

a fortress in such a manner, that they may be com-
manded by the body of the place.

—

Descents, vaults

and hollow places.

—

Ditch, the trench made round each

work, which may be wet or dry.

—

Drau-l/ritlge, vide

Brid<;e.—Embrasures, vide Embrasure.—Envelope, any

work that envelops or surround* another work, a spot

of ground, &c.

—

Enceinte, the interior wall or rampart.

Epaulement, vide Epaulenient.—Epaule, the shoulder of

the bastion.

—

Faces of any work, those parts where the

rampart is made which produce an angle pointing out-

wards, l^v'ide Face']— Fa.'.cincs, vide Fascines.— Flank,

any part of a work which defends another along the

outsides of the parapets. Flanks are of different kinds,

[vide Flank']— Flcche, a work of two faces, often con-

structed before the glacis.

—

Gallery, a passage made
under ground, leading to the mines.

—

Glaci'^, the part

beyond the covert way, to which it serves as a parapet.

—Gors,e of any work is that part next to the body of

tha place where there is no rampart or parapet.

—

HalJ-

viooH, an outwork that has two faces which form a sa-

lient angle, the gorge of which resembles a crescent.

—

Horn-work is composed of a front and two branches,

and is mostly used to take possession of some rising

ground.— Horse-shoe, a small oval outwork with a para-

pet, generally made in a ditch

—

Loop-holes, square or

oblong holes in the walls.— Lunettes, works made on

both sides of a ravelin.

—

Merlin is that part of the

breastwork of the battery which is between the- embra-

sures.— Orilon, that part of the bastion near the shoul-

der which serves to cover the retired flank from being

seen obliquely.

—

Palisades, stakes fixed in the ground

within the covert way to secure it from surprise.

—

Pa-
rapet, that part of a rampart which serves to cover

the troops placed there to defend it.

—

Portcullis, a

falling gate, or door, resembling a harrow in shape. —

Place of arms, a part of the covert way.

—

liamparl, an

elevation of earth raised along the faces of any work
to cover the inner part.

—

Ram's-horns, low works of a
circular form made in a ditch.

—

Ravelin, a work placed

before the curtain to cover it.

—

Redans, indented works

consisting of lines and facings that form salient or re-

entering angles flanking one another.

—

Redoubt, a work
placed beyond the glacis, of various forms.

—

Retrench-

ment, any work raised to cover a post, and fortify it

against an enemy.

—

Revt'tement, a strong wall built on

the outside of the rampart and parapet. — Ridcnu, a

small elevation of earth extending along a plain to cover

a camp, &c. — Sapping, vide Siejre. — Sillon, a work
raised in the middle of a ditch to defend it when too

broad.

—

Sn'ollow's-tail, an outwork resembling a tenaille.

— Talus, a slope made either on the outside or the in-

side of a work.— Tenailles, low works made in the ditch

before the curtains.— Tenaillons, works made on each
side of the ravelin, much like the lunettes.— Tcrre-

pleine, the horizontal superficies of the rampart. —
Toxi-cr-bastions, small towers made in the form of bas-

tions.— Traditore signifies the concealed or hidden guns
in a fortification.— Traverses are parapets made across

the covert-way opposite to the salient angles of the works.
— Trous de loups, Wolf-Holes, round holes generally

made round a redoubt to obstruct the enemy's approach.

According to the disposition of these several parts various

systems have been formed by different writers, as Pagan,

Vauban, Cohorn, Belidor, Blondel, &c. In the an-

nexed plate (36) is given a general view of those parts

as they may be disposed according to circumstances.

To the attack and defence of a fortification belong can-

nons, petards, mortars, bombs, chandeliers, chevaux de
frises, caltrops, gabions, fascions, chevrettes, caissons,

&c. [vide Cannon, &c. and Plate 36]

Explanation of the Plate 36.

Fig, 1. Plan of a Fortification. A. A single Bastion. B.

A double Bastion, or Cavalier, to overlook the enemy's

bastions, and scour their trenches. C. A flat Bastion

which is made where the line of defence is too long. It

is here placed in the middle of the curtain. D. A Il.alf-

bastion placed on the side of a river. E. A Bastion

tenailed when the angle of the bastion is less than "0

degrees. F. A Ravelin which covers the gates, bridges,

and curtains. G. The Glacis. H. A Half-Moon made
to cover the flanked angle of the bastion. I. A Counter-

guard raised instead of a half-moon. K. A Single Te-
naille. L. A Swallow's Tail. M. A Bonnet a Prcstre.

N. A Hornwork whose head is fortified «ith two demi-
bastions, or epaulements, joined by a curtain, and closed

by parallel sides ending at the gorge of the work. N n.

A Hornwork whose sides are not parallel. O. A Crown-
work to cover a large spot of ground. P. Tenailles to

defend the ditch. Q. A Half-Moon covered with R R,

Two Counterguards to make it the stronger. S S. Places

of Arms on the counterscarp. 3. The Ditch. T T. Tlie

Counterscarp, or Covered-vvay. V. A Retrenchment
within or behind. X. A Breach. W. A place for a

^Magazine, a a. Redoubts, hbb. Batteries, cc. Lines

of Communication, d d. Trenches by which the ap-

proaches are carried on. e. A Mine under the glacis

and covered-way of the horn-work.
fo.

A lodgement at

the foot of the glacis.

Fi". 2. The parts of a piece of ordnance. A B. The
length of the cannon, a z. The bore or caliber. A E.

The first reinforce. E F. The second reinforce. F B.

The chace. II B. The muzzle. A O. The cascabel,

or pomelion. A C. The breech. A I. The breecli-

inent. C D. The vent-field. T T. The trunnions.

4 Q
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I" I. The chace-girdle. C c. The bare-ring. d. The
vent, astragal, and fillets. Cyf. The first reinforce-ring

and ogee. /,s /;. The second reinforcc-ring and ogee.

k. The cliace, astragal, and fillets. I. The muzzle,

astragal, and fiUcts. m. The swelling of the muzzle,

n. The muzzle mouldings.

Fig. 'i. The inside of a piece of ordnance, a. The chace.

h. The chamber for the powder.
Fi^. 1. A petard.

—

Fir^. 5. A mortar. Fig. 6. Bombs.
a a. The fusees.

—

Fig. 7. Chevaux-de-Frises.

—

Fig. 8.

Caltrops.

—

Fig. 9. Chandelecrs.

FOinTLITY {Archceol.) a fortified place.

FO'HTIN (Fort.) a fortlet, sconce, or little fort.

FORTIO'RI (Log.) or ii fortiori, an epithet for any con-

clusion, or inference, which is much stronger than an-

other.

FORTI'SSIMO (Mus.) an Italian epithet signifying very

loud, [vide Foiie']

FO'RTITUDES (Astral.) certain advantages which planets

are supposed to have to make their influences stronger.

FO'RTLET (Fort.) a little fort.

FO'RTRESS (Fort.) a general name for all places that are

fortified either by nature or art.

FO'RTUNES (Astrol.) a name for the two benevolent pla-

nets, Jupiter and Venus.

FORTU'NIUM (Archcvol.) a tournament, or fighting with

spears. Mnlk. Par. Ann. 1241.

FO'RTY-DAY.S'-COURT (Laxv) the court of attachment in

forests, or the JVoodmoie Court.

FO'RUM (Ant.) a public place in Rome where causes were
tried and business transacted. The fora are consequently

divided into the civilia and the vcnalia.—Fora civi/ia were
public courts of justice in which causes were tried and
orations delivered to the people. There were six of these,

namely, 1. Foriim lioinnnnm. '2. Julianuni, 3. Aiigtistuni.

4. Palladium. .5. Forum Trujnni. 6. Forum Sallusiii.

The Forum Itomanum, the most noted of all, was in general

denominated, by way of eminence, simply the Forum ; in

which was the Rostrum, the C'omitium, the Sanctuary of

Saturn, &c.

—

Fora vcnalia, or places of traffic, answered

to our market-places. The chief of them were H^eforum
hoarium, siiarium, pistoriicm, cupedinarium, olitorium, &c.

according as they were used for oxen, swine, bread, dain-

ties, vegetables, &c. The Grecian uycfic corresponded al-

together with the Roman Forum. Dionys. 1. 2; Cic.in Ver.

2, c. 20, &-C. ; Ovid. Fast. 1. 3, v, 70+ ; Liv. 1. 26, c. 2 ; Se-

nec. de Ira, I. 2, c. 9; Panciroll. Descript. Urb. Rom. S^c.

npud Grcrv. 'J'/ies. Ant. Horn. tom. 3, &c.

FORWARD (Mil.) a word of command for soldiers to pro-

ceed on their march, having halted.

FOSS-WAV {Mil.) one of the great Roman roads in Eng-
land, so called from the ditches on both sides.

FOSSA (Law) a ditch full of water, in which women who
committed felony were drowned.

Fossa (Anat.) the interior of the pMlendum muliebre.

FO'SSAGE (Laxu) a composition paid to be exempt from

the repairing or maintaining the ditches round a town.

FOSSATO'RUM Ol'ERA'lIO (Lniv) loss work, or ser-

vice formerly done by inhabitants for repairing and main-

taining the ditches round a town.

P'OSSA'TUM (Archccol.) a ditch or a place fenced within a

ditch or trench.

FO'SSILES (Min.) Jh.'i.silia, from fodio, to dig; a general

name for whatever is dug out of the earth, whether it be

native, as metals, stones, &c. ; or extraneous, i. c. that

which has been accidentally buried in the earth, as trees,

plants, parts of animals, &c.

FO'SSILUS (Anat.) the bone of the leg.

FO'STER-FATHER (Cus.) one who brings up another

man's child.

FOU
FOSTER-LE'AN {Law) a wife's jointure.

FO'STER-LAND (Law) land allotted for the provision of
any persons.

TO FO'THER (Mar.) or Fodder, in French aveugler tine

voie d'eau ; to endeavour to stop a leak in the bottom of a
ship while she is afloat, either under sail or at anchor.

FOTHERGl'LLA (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class Vi Polij-

andria. Order 2 Digi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved. — Cor.
none.

—

Stam. Jilamenls many ; anthers erect.

—

Pist.
germ ovate ; styles two.—Pi'.it. capsule hardened ; seeds

solitary.

Species. The single species is a tree, as the Futhergilla

alnifolia, native of Carolina.

Fothergilla is also another name for the Metastoma.
FO'TUS (Med.) vide Fomentation.

FO'VEA (Med.) a sudatory or sweating bath.

Fovea (Anat.) a sinus of the Pudendum muliebre.

FOUGA'DE (Fort.) French for a sort of mine in which are

fireworks to blow any thing up.

F'OVI'LLA (Bot.) a fine substance, imperceptible to the

naked eye, exploded by the pollen in the anthers of

flowers.

FOUL [Mfir.) an epithet applied mostly in opposition to

clean or clear; as, "afoul anchor," when the cable is

twisted round the stock, &c.—" A foul bottom," the

bottom of a ship which is very dirty.—" Foul ground of a

road, bay, &c." ground that is rocky and full of shallows,

&c.—" Foul hawse" cables twisted round each other.

—

" Foul ro])e," an entangled rope.—" Foul water," shallow

water made foul by a vessel under sail which throws up

mud from the bottom.—" Foul wind," a contrary wind.

—

" To run foul of a ship," to get entangled in her rigging.

FOUNDA'tlON (Archit.) that part of a building which is

under ground, and serves to support the superincumbent

mass.

FO'UNDAY (Archccol.) the space of six days, formerly so

called in the ironworks.

FO'UNDER (Ecc.) one who builds and endows a college,

church, &c.

TO Founder (Mar.) is said of a ship when, by reason of a

great leak, &c. or heavy sea breaking in upon her, she

takes in so much water that she cannot be freed from it,

and eventually sinks.

TO FoUNDKU a Horse (Vet.) vide Foundring.

FOUNDl'JRS, Company of {Her.) was incorpo-

rated in 1G14'. Their armorial ensigns arc, as

in the annexed figure, azure, an ewer between
two pillars or.

FOU'NDLING (Cns.) a child exposed to

chance, and found without any parent or

owner.

FOU'NUIUNG (Vet.) a defluxion of humours upon the

sinews of the legs, occasioned by hard riding, itc. which

causes an unusual stiffness in them, so that they lose their

usual motion.

—

Chesl-foundring, a disease in the chest of

horses, very similar to that which affects the feet.

FOUNT (Print.) vide Font.

FOU'NTAIN (Gcog.) a natural source or spring of water

rising out of the ground.

Fountain (Hydraul.) a machine by whicli water is spouted

out ; it is also called a.jet d'cau.

Fountain (Her.) is drawn as a roundlc, harry

wavy of six, as he beareth " sable, abend, or,

between six fountains y)*oy)fr." These are the

arms of Lord Stourton, which were borne in

signification of the six springs which give rise

to the river .Stour, in Wiltshire.

FOUNTAIN-PE'N (Mech.) a pen contrived to

liold a quantity of ink, and to let it flow gently, so as to
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supply the writer for a long time without the necessity of
taking fresh ink.

FOUR (Bot.) a term used frequentlj- in composition as four-

cleft or quadrufid, four-cornered, four-leaved, &c.

FCURCHEIl {Lau-') in 'Latin Jiircare, and in French fonr-

cher ; the delaying or putting off an action which might

be determined in a short space of time. Stat. West. 1,

(3 Ed. 1) c. 43 ; 2 Inst. 250.

FO'URCHY {Her.) or Fourc/iee, an epithet for I ^VA
'

a cross. A cross fourchee is one which, as i f^
in the annexed figure, is forked at the ends, i^^^

—
'
^-^/

having its forks composed of straight lines
i
v^ P^

and ends as if cut off. I V\^
FOU'MEAU (Min.) the chamber of a mine. ^^=s!s,!=*^

FOURTEE'NTH {Mus.) the octave or replicate of the

seventh ; a distance comprehending thirteen diatonic in-

tervals.

FOURTH (Mus.) a distance comprehending three diatonic

intervals, i. e. two tones and a half. The minor or lesser

fourth consists of five semitones ; but the fourth sharp,

or greater, consists of six semitones. The Fourth is the
third of the consonances.

FOWLER (Gun.) the name formerly of a piece of ordnance.

Fowler (Sport.) one who practises fowling, or the art of

hunting birds.

FOX (ZooL) a crafty, lively, libidinous animal, the Canis

vulpes of Linnaeus, which sleeps much in the day, but seeks

its prey at night among the poultry, rabbits, hares, and
feathered game. It breeds only once a year, and brings

forth commonly in April four or five young, which, like

puppies, are born blind. It has a remarkably bushy tail,

called by sportsmen the brush, and its smell is very strong,

particularly that of the urine, which is so fetid that the

dogs have sometimes been deterred by it from approaching

tlie animal. There is another kind of Fox, called the

Brant Fox, the Canis alopex of Linnaeus, which inhabits

Asia, is somewhat less, and much darker. The Arctic

Fox, Canis laoopus of Linnaeus, which lives near the

Frozen Sea, is remarkable for its hairy feet.

FoK
{
Her.) as a charge, is supposed to denote a

subtle wit, by which a man has served his

country. It is borne either whole or in part,

as he beareth " Argent two foxes counter-

saliant in bend, the dexter surmounted of the

sinister saltire wise, gules, by the name of

Kadrod Hard, of Wales." There are also examples of

Foxes' Heads as a bearing.

Fox (Mar.) in French tresse de vieux cordages, a sort of

strand formed by twisting several rope-yarns together, and

used as a seizin. The Spanish Fox is a single rope-yarn

untwisted and twisted up the contrary way.

FO'X-GLOVE (Bot.) the Digitalis of Linna:us, the species

of which are mostly perennials.—Fox-Grape, the Vitis

vulpinn, so called because it resembles the scent of a fox.

—Fox-Tail Grass, the .-llopecurus.

FOY (Cus.) from the French voie, a way : a treat given to

their friends by those who are going a journey.

TO FOYL (Husband.) to fallow land in the summer or

autumn.
FO'YLIN'G (Hunt.) the footsteps of a stag upon the grass.

•FRA'CTION (Math.) a broken number which consists of a

part or parts of any quantity considered as unity or a

whole ; thus, suppose any number to be divided into 5

parts, then 1, 2, 3, &c. of those parts form what is termed

the fraction ; as -t^in i^^c. The number below the line,

namely 5, is the Denominator, because it denominates the

number of parts into which the unit or quantity is supposed

to be divided ; and the number above the line, as 1,2, or 3,

is the Numerator, because it enumerates how many of

those parts are taken.

FRA

Fractions are of difFurcnt kinds, namely

—

Vulgar Fractions,

i. e. the common fractions, in distinction from Decimal
Fractions, [vide Decimals']

Proper Fractions have the numerator less than the denomi-
nator, as J, ^, ^.—Improper Fractions have the nume-
rator either equal to, or greater than, the denominator,

as ^, or \.
— Simple Fractions consist of a single numera-

tor or denominator.

—

Compound Fractions consist of

several fractions connected by the word of, as ^ of 4 of

TT) &c.— Complex Fractions, those whose numerator and

-Mixed Frac-denominator consist of fractions, as
7^'

tions, or Mixed Numbers, where an integer and a fraction

is joined together, as 74, 9tV> ''''C.— Continued Frac-

tions are fractional quantities running in a series, as

^ + +
-f 4, &c.

Fractions are worked by the rules of Addition, Subtraction,

Multiplication, Division, Reduction, &c. in a manner
similar to whole numbers, of which more may be seen

under the respective words.

FRA'CTIONAL (Arith.) an epithet for what is in the form
of a fraction, as fractional quantities, exponents, &c.

FRA'CTURE (Surg.) xirayfjticc, the separation of a bone,

by means of violence, into two or more fragments. A
simple Fracture is that where a bone is broken only in one
part.—A compound Fracture is when two large bones, con-

tiguous to each other, as the Vina and the Radius, are

both broken.—A complicated Fracture is that which is

attended with a train of symptoms, as a wound or ulcer.

The ancients divided Fractures according to their diftercnt

directions, into raphancdou, transverse ; eauledon, stalk-

wise ; sici/edon, schedacedon, alphitcdon, apothrausis, apo-

cope, &c. of which a further account may be found
under the respective words.

FR.ENA'TOR (Anat.) a name for several muscles which
serve to move the head.

FRiE'NULUM (Anat.) a membraneous string under the

tongue.

FRiTi'NUM (Anat.) the ligament by which the prepuce is

bound to the glans penis.

FRAGA'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 12 Icosaudria,

Order 3 Polygynia,

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. pe-

tals five.

—

Stam. filaments twenty ; anthers lunular.

—

PiST. germs numerous; sti/les simple ; stigmas simple.

—

Per. none ; seeds numerous.

Species. The species are perennials, as the

—

Fragaria

vesca, seu Polentilla, Esculent Strawberry.

—

Fragaria

Monophi/lla, seu Le Frusier, Simple-leaved Strawberry.
—Fragaria stei-ilis. Barren Strawberry. Dod. Pempt. ;

Bauh. Hist. ; Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb. ; Park. Theat.;

liaii Hist. ; Tourn. Inst.

Fragaria is also the Comarum pcdustre of Linnaeus.

FRAGA'RIiE AFFI'NIS (Bot.) the Sibbaldia procumbens of

Linnaeus.

FRAGA'RIUS (Bot ) the Melastoma melabathr'ica of Lin-

naeus.

FRAGILI'TAS OSSIUM (Anat.) brittleness of the bones.

FRAISE (Fori.) stakes fixed in bulwarks made of earth n;i

the one side of the rampart below the parapet.

TO FRAIZE a battalion (Mil.) to line it every way with

pikes.

FRAMB^'E'SIA (Med.) the yaws; a disease in Africa, some-

what similar to the lues venerea : it is arranged by Cullen

as a genus of diseases in the Class Cachexia:, Order Im-
petigines.

FRAME (Paint.) a kind of square, composed of pieces of

wood joined together, that serves for reducing figures.
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FRA'MEWORK-KNITTEllS, Company o/rf|] ^

(Her.) were incorporated about tlie year ''^
IGet. Tiicir arms are " Or, a chevron be- '[/'

tween two combs, and as many leads of
^

needles in chief, and an iron jack-sinker

base; a main spring between two small

springs ;" all which parts belong to a frame.

I'JIA'MPOLE FENCES {Law) fences set up by the tenants

in the manor of Wrlttle, who are entitled to the wood
that grows on them.

ritANC (Com.) \\iie FranL
ERA'NGA (Bot.) the Frankenia lavis et Idrsula of Lin-

naeus.

FR.AXCIIILA'NUS [Law) a freeman.

FRANCHI'SE (Law) a privilege or exemption from ordi-

nary jurisdiction; as for a corporation to hold pleas to

such a value, &c. ; this is otherwise called a Royal fran-

chise.

FRANCIGE'N/E (Archccol.) a name formerly for all fo-

reigners.

FRANCI'SC,\NS (Ecc.) an order of friars, founded by St.

Francis, in Italy, in 1198.

FR.A'NCLAIN (Archceol.) a freeman or gentleman.

FR.\'NCOLING (Falcon.) the name of a bird employed in

hawking.
FRA'NGIPANE (Mecli.) an exquisite kind of perfume

formerly nsed in perfuming leather.

FRA'NGULA (Dot.) tha (.'assiiic maiirocena of hinnxus.
FRANK (Arcliisot.) a place to feed boars in.

Frank (Com.) a French coin worth 20 sols, 1 livre, or 10^(1.

English money.
Frank (Law) free, an epithet applied to many things in old

law-books, as

—

Frank-ahnoign, a tenure of lands or tene-

ments bestowed for perpetual arms. Co. Lit. c. 91-, &c.

—

Frank-hank, vide Frce-Bfiich.—Fran/c-cliase, a liberty of

free chase in a circuit adjoining to a forest. Cromp. Jur.

187.

—

Frank-fee, that which is in the hands of the king,

or lord of the manor, being ancient dememc of the crown

;

whereas that which is in the hands of the tenant is ancient

demesne only. /•'. A^. B. IGl ; Reg. Orin. \2. — Frank
ferine, lands or tenements in which the nature of the fee

is changed by feoffment, &c. Brilt. c. 66.

—

Frank-fold,

the liberty which the lord has of folding his tenant's sheep
on his manor for the sake of manuring his land.

—

Frank-
Law is the free enjoyment of all those privileges, which
the law allows to a man not found guilty of any heinous

offence. Li/j. Assis. 59; Cronipt. .Juris. 156. — Frank
marriage, a tenure in land special, whereby a man has

land with a woman, to him and the heirs of his bod}',

without doing any service but fealty to the donor. Bract.

I. 2, c. 7 ; Glanv. 1. 7, c. IS ; Flet. 1. 3, c. 1 1 ; West. Si/ml>.

pars 1 , I. 2.

—

Frank pledge, an ancient custoin for the

freemen of England, at fourteen years of age, to find

surety for their fidelity to their king, and good behaviour

to their fellow sulijects.

TO Frank letter.'! (Law<) a privilege of sending letters free

of postage, which belongs to Members of Farliament.

FRANKE'NIA (B'lt.) a genus of plants, Class G Ilexan-

dria. Order 1 Monogi/nia.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.

—

Cor. pe-

tals five.— St.\M. filaments six; anthers twin.—I'isT.

germ oblong ; sti/le simple ; stigmas three.

—

Per. capsule

oval ; seeds many.
Species, The species are mostly perennials, as

—

Frankenia
li-cvis, Franca, Lychnis, Erica, seu Polygonum, Smooth
Frankenia —Frankenia hirsuta, seu Nolhria, native of

the South of France ; but the

—

Frankenia putvendenta,

seu Antln/llis, Sea Heath, is an annual. Clus. Ilist.;

Bauh. Ij'ist.; Bauh. Bin.; Cer. Herb.; Park. Theat.

;

liuii Hist.; 'Fount. Inst,

FRE
FRANKINCENSE (Xat.) the gum resin, which is the juice

of the Juniperus lijcia of Linnaeus, [vide 'J'hus^

Frankincense (Thcvl.) ot free incense, the incense burnt '

freely upon the altar.

FRANKLI'NIA (Bit.) the Gordoniafanklinia ofLinnsuj.
TO FRAP a ship (Mar.) to pass a large cable-laid rope four

or five times round the bull or frame of a ship. " Tofrap
the tackle," to cross and draw together the several com-
plications of the ropes so as to increase the tension.

FRAZIER (Her.) another name for a strawberry plant.

I'RASSE'TUM (Archival.) corrupted, i'tom Jraxinetum ; a
wood, or woody ground, where ashes grow. Co. Lit. ^.

FRA'TER (Law) a brother; Frater cnnsanguineus, a bro-

ther by the father's side; Frater nutricius, a bastard bro-

ther ; Frater uterinus, a brother by the mother's side.

FRATE'RIA (Law) a brotherhood, or society, or religious

persons and others.

FR.^TE'RNri'Y (j/" a)?»»' (Mil.) an alliance, or association

of arms, concluded between two knights, who thereby

agreed to go together, share their fortunes, and mutually

assist each other.

FRA'TRAGE (Law) a partition among brothers or coheirs

coming to the same inheritance or succession ; also that

part of the inheritance that comes to the youngest brothers.

FRA'TRES crinjugati (Archceol.) sworn companions, i. e.

those who were sworn to defend the King against his ene-

mies. Leg. IV. 1; Leg. Ed. 1, c. 35; Hoved. p. 41.—
Fratrcs pj/es, pied friars, or friars wearing black and white

garments. Walsing. p. 12'1'.

FRATRIA'GIUM (Law) a younger brother's inheritance.

Bract. 1.2, c. 35.

FRATRICIDE (Law) the killing of a brother; also one

who commits the act.

FRATRICE'LLI (Ecc) a sect of heretics in the fourteenth

century, who held that there ought to be a conniiunity of

goods and of women. Prateol. Doct. omn. Lherct.

FRAUD (Law) deceit in grants and conveyances of lands,

bargains and sales of goods, iSrc. to the damage of another

person.

TO FRAY (Sport.) is said of a deer that rubs her head.

FRAXINE'LLA (Bot.) the Dictamnus albus of Linnscus, a

perennial.

FRAXINE'TUM (Archceol.) an ash-grove. Domesd.
FRA'XINUS [Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 23 Poli/gamia,

Order 2 Dioecia.

Generic Character. Cal. nonc.-^CoR. none.

—

Stam. /;'/«-

ments two; anlher.s oblong.— PisT. germ ovate; style

cylindric ; stigma thick.

—

Per. none ; seed lanceolate.

Species. The sj)ecies are trees, as the

—

Fra.rintis excelsior.

Common Ash-tree.— Fraxinus rotundifvlia. Manna,
Ash-tree.

—

Fraxinus Ornus, Flowering Ash-tree.

—

Fraxinus Americana, American Ash-tree. Dod. Pempt.;

Bauh. Hist.; Bauh. Pin.; Gcr. Herb.; Park. Theat.;

llaii Hist. ; Tourn. Inst.

FREAM (Husband.) arable land worn out of heart.

TO Fream (Sport.) is said of a boar who makes a noise at

rutting time.

FRE'CKLES (Nat.) a kind of reddish dusky spots on the

face or hands.

FRE'1':-BENCH (Lntu) Francus Bancus, a custom whereby,

in certain cities, the wife shall have the whole lands of her

husband for dower, &c. in case she live sole and continent.

F.N.B. 150; Kitch. 102.

FRE'1:H00TER (MU.) a soldier that serves for plunder

without pay.

FRICEIJO'RI) (Law) franchordus, ground claimed in some

places beyond or without the fence. Mon. Angl. toin. ii.

p. in.
FREE-BO'ROUGII-MEN (/.ntr) such great men as did not

engage, like the Frank-pledge-men, for their decennary.
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FRE'E-CHAPEL (Law) libera cnpella, one that is exempt
from the jurisdiction of tlie iliocesan. Stat. 3 Ed. ! c 4

FUEED-StOLE {Aniuvol.) vide lYnhloIe.
FREEDOM of a city (Lnxv) the right of exercising a trade

or eniplo> ment in a citj' or town corporate.
FREE'HOI^D (Lim-) libcnnn tenementum, that land or tene-
ment which a man liolds in fee-simple, fee-tail, or for

term of life. Freeholds are of two sorts, Freehold in deed,
which is the real possession of the lands for life ; or Free-
hold in law, which is the right a tenant has to such lands
or tenements before his entry or seizure. Bract. 1. 2, c. 9;
Lit. 57; Co. Lit. 6 ; Reg. Jiidic. 68, &c.

FREE'HOLDERS (Law) possessors of a freehold estate.
FREE'.MAN {Laxu) liber homo, was distinguished from a

vassal under the feudal policy; the former denoting an
allodial proprietor; and the iatter, one who held of a
superior.

Freeman is now one who enjoys the freedom of a city, or
corporate town.

FREE'-SCHOOL [Cns.) an endowed school where a certain
number of children are taught free of expense.

FREE'-STOXE iMin.) a sort of stone much used in build-
ing, which is dug up in many parts of En;,-land.

FREETHINKER [Tlieul.) one who professes to think
lightly and contemptuously on religion.

FREE-\\'A'RREN (Linv) the power of granting any one
the licence of hunting on any given lands.

FREEZE {Com.) a sort of coarse woollen cloth, so called

because it was probably first made in Friezland.
Freeze (Giinn.) the same as the muzzle-ring of a cannon.
Freeze (.-irchit.) Frize, or Frieze, from the Italian Fregio,
and French Frise, is called in the Greek Liuc^ifa, a ferendis
imaginibus, because it has many figures sculptured on it

;

that part of the entablature of columns which is between
the architrave and the cornice. It is distinguished, ac-
cording to the orders, into the Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Co-
rinthian, and Composite freezes, which vary in their height
and ornaments. The Tuscan freeze, according to Vitru-
vius, is flat and plain ; the Doric carved with metopes and
triglyphs ; the /o«;i; with acanthus leaves, lions, iSrc. ; the
Corinthian like the Ionic ; and the Composite with car-

touses. Subsequent writers have varied, in certain parti-

culars, from these forms. Vitriiv. 1. S, c. 3.

Freezes are likewise distinguished into convex, or pulvinaied,

having the profile a curve ; jlourishcd, enriched with
fantastical flowers ; historical, adorned with Basso Re-
lievos ; marine, representing Tritons, sea-monsters, &c.

;

rustic, having the courses rusticated ; si/mboUcal, adorned
with symbols.

FRE'EZING Mi.tture (Chem.) a composition of ingredients,

which, when mixed with other bodies, cause them to

congeal.

FREIGHT (Com.) the sum agreed on for the hire of a ship,

or the carriage of goods, which must be paid in preference
to all other debts, for w-hose payment the goods stand en-
gaged. Freii^ht also implies the burden or lading of the

ship, the cargo of goods, &c.
French Crotvn (Her.) a circle decorated with

stones, and heightened up with eight arched
diadems, arising from as many fleurs-de-lis,

that conjoin at the top under a fleur-de-lis, all

of gold.

FREXCH-HOXEYSLTKLE (Bol.) the Hedijsarum coro-

narium.— French-Mar3'gold, the Tagetes patula' of Lin-
nsus, an annual. ^

FRE'XDA (.1;;^/.) a name for the sockets of the teeth.

FRE'XDWTTE (Laxu) from the Saxon ppeonb, a friend,

and ]'ice, a mulct; a mulct or fine enacted of him who
harboured his outlawed friend. Flet. 1. 1, c. 7.

FRE
FREQUE'XTATIVES {Gram.) an epithet for a sort of

verbs which express the repetition of an action.

FRE'SCA (.hchieol.) freshwater, rain, or a land flood.

FRESCA'DES {riorl.) Italian for shady cool walks.

FRE'SCO (Pn/»/.) an Italian word which signifies literally fresh;

but to paint in fresco is to paint upon bare walls, &c. newly
done, that the colours may sink in and become more durable.

FRESH-WATER-SOLDiER {Bot.) the Stratioiies aloides

of Linnecus.

FRESH {Laxv) frisca, in Trench frn is ; an epithet applied

to several things, as

—

Fresh Diiseixin, that disseisin which
a man might formerly seek to defeat of himself, and by his

own power, without resorting to the King or the law.

Bract. 1. 4, c. 5 ; Britt. c. 5.— Fresh Fine, a fine, levied

within a year past, mentioned in the statute of Wcstm. 2,

13 Ed. 1, St. 2, c. 45.

—

Fresh Force, a force newly done
in any city or borough, for which the party aggrieved
may bring Assize, or bill of Fresh Force, within forty da_vs

after the force is committed, and recover the lands, etc. of
which he is disseized. F. A'. />, 7; Old. Nat. Brev. 4; AVu'.

Nat. Brev.\5.—Fresh Suit, othern ise called recens inseeuiio,

such a present and earnest following of an oifender, where
a robbery is committed, as never ceases, from the time of
the offence done or discovered, until he be apprehended.
Staundf. PI. Cor. 1. 3, c. 10, &c. ; 2 Haxvl: F. C. c. 23.

FRESH {iSIar.) an epithet used in many sea-phrases, as

—

Fresh IVater, in French eau donee, water fit to drink, in

distinction from salt water.— Fresh-mater-sailor, a raw in-

experienced sailor.

—

Fresh-ivay, the increased velocity of
a ship, which is said to getfre.sh-XLat/ when she sails more
swiftly.

—

Fresh-gale, a wind that blows immediately after

a calm,

—

Fresh-spell, a fresh gang of rowers to relieve

those who are fuligued.— Fresh-shot, the falling down of
any great river into the sea, by means whereof the sea has
fresh water.

FRE'SH-MAN (C?«.) a novice, or young student in a uni-

versity.

TO FRESHEN {Mar.) the wind is said to freshen when it

increases in strength. " 'To freshen the hawse," in French
rnjfraicher le cable, to relieve that part of the cable which
has, for some time, been exposed to friction in one of the
hawe-holes.

FRE'SHES (Mar.) in French eau.t .mvvages, the impetuosity
of an ebb-tide increased bj' heavy rains.

FRET (Her.) one of the subordinarie^ which is

composed of a saltire and a mascle, as in the
annexed figure ; it is supposed to be a badge
of fastness and fidelity like a knot or tie of
ribbons; whence by some it has been called a
true lover's knot.

Fret (Archil.) an ornament that

consists of two lists, or small

fillets, variously interlaced or in-

terwoven, as in the annexed
figure. Frets were used by the

ancients on flat members, as the

faces of the corona, or eaves of '

cornices, under the roofs, soffits, <S:c.

Fret (Mas.) a particular stop on a musical instrument.

FRETS (Min.) a term, used among mariners, for openings

made in the banks of rivers by land floods.

FRE'TTED (Her.) an epithet for a cross, or any other

bearing, which is in the form of a fret, as in the figure

above, [vide Fret^

FRE'TTS (Min.) a term used by miners to express the

worn ride of the banks of rivers in mine countries.

FRE'TTY (Iler.) an epithet for a bordure consisting of eight,

ten, or more pieces, each passing to the extremity of the

shield, interlacing each other figure after the mannerof a

fret, [vide Fret]
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FIlE'T-WOllK (Archit.) timber or plaster-work in imitation

of fret.

FRIAR (Ecc.) vide Frier.

FRI'BURGH (Laiv) or frithburg, from the Saxon jrpich,

peace, and bopje, a security; a surety for one's good
behaviour.

FRICASE'E [Cook.] a dish of fried meat, as rabbits,

cliickens, &c.

FRICIUM (iVcf/.) a medicine appointed for the friction or

rubbing of the body.

FRI'DAY {Cliron.) in the Latin Dies Veneris, m the Saxon
Fpije-bae^, i. e. the day of Friga, the Venus of the

Saxons and other Northern nations, so called fromjrigaii,

to love ; the sixth day of the week.

—

Good Friday, the

Friday immediately preceding Easter, which is kept holy

in commemoration of our Saviour's crucifixion.

FRI'DSTOLE (Archceol.) from the Saxon fpith, peace, and

f-cole, a stool ; a sanctuary, or place of refuge for male-

factors.

FRl'ENDLESS MAN (Laiu) a name given to an outlaw, be-

cause upon, being expelled the king's protection, he was,

after a certain number of days, denied the help of friends-

" Nam forisfecit amicos." Bract. 1. 3, tract 2, c. 12.

FRI'ENDLY SOCIETIES {Cus.) associations, chiefly among
the lower class of tradespeople, for affording relief to each

other in sickness, or to the widows and children at their

death.

FIU'ER (Ecc.) or Friar, from the Frenchy)?^, Latin frnier,

the name for an order of religious persons, of which there

were four principal branches, namely— 1. The Minors, Grey
Friers, or Franciscans. 2. The Augustines. 3. The Domini-

cans, or Black Friers. 4'. White Friers, or Carmelites ; from

which all the rest descend, .Stat. 21 H. 1, c. 17 ; Li/ndew.

de Rcli'r. Dom. c. 1.

—

Friers observant, a branch of the

Franciscan friers who observed their rules more strictly

than the conventuals. 25 //. 8, c. 12; Zach. de Rep. Ec-

cfo. de Regular, c. 12.

FRIER'S COWL (Bot.) the Arum arisarum of Linnceus, a

perennial.

FRI'GATE (Mar.) a light nimble ship, built for the purpose

of swift sailing. English frigates mount from 20 to 50

guns. Frigate-built is an epithet for merchant vessels

which have a descent of four or five steps from the quarter-

deck and forecastle into the waist, in distinction from the

galley-built, whose decks are in a continued line.

FRIGATO'ON {Mar.) a Venetian vessel built with a square

stern, without any foremast ; it is used in the Adriatic.

FRIGERA'NA (Med.) a putrid fever.

FRl'GID (Rlicl.) an epithet for a style which is wanting in

force, ornament, and elegance.

FRIGIDA'RIU.M (Ant.) a place in the Roman baths where

people used to cool themselves.

FIIIGORI'FIC particles (Phil.) such particles of matter as

are supposed, by entering into otiier bodies, to produce

the quality of cold.

TO FRILL (Falcon.) is .said of a hawk when she trembles.

FRINGED (Bot.) fimbriatus, an epithet for a corolla, as in

the Mcnyanthes tri/'oliata.

FRI'NGE-TIIEE (/}o/.) the Chionanlhus Virginica of Lin-

naeus.

FRINGI'LLA (Orn.) the Finch, a genus of birds, of the

Order Passeres, which have a conic and straight bill. The
principal species are, the

—

Fringilla carduelis, the Gold-

finch.

—

Fringilla ccelebs, the Clialfinch.

—

Fringilla monte-

fringilla, the IJrambling.

—

Fringilla Canaria, the Canary

Bird.

—

Fringilla sj/iiius, the Siskin.

—

Fringilla linota, the

Linnet.

—

Fringilla cannabina, the Greater Rcd-1'oll.

—

~—Fringilla linaria, the Lesser lied- Poll.

—

Fringilla do-

mestica, the House Sparrow.

—

Fringilla nionlana, the

Hedge Sparrow, &c.

FRO
FRI'PERER (Com.) one who new vamps old clothes to sell

again.

FRI'SCUS (Arch^ol.) fresh uncultivated ground. Man.
Angl. tom. 2, p. 56.

FRI'SEA (Bot.) the Thesiumjrisea of Linna:us.

TO FRIST (Com.) to sell goods at time, or upon trust.

FRIT (Chem.) ashes and salt baked and tried together in

sand.

FRITH (ArcheEol.) from the Saxon ppith, signifies a wood,
woods having been held sacred among the Saxons. Co.

Lit. 5.

Frith (Geog.) from the Latin fretum, is now used in Scot-

land for an arm of the sea.

FRITH-BRECH (Arcluvol.) from the Saxon fpich, peace; a

breaking of the peace. Ld. Jlthelred. c. 6.

FRI'TIIGEAR (.4rclucol.) from the Saxon ppich, peace, and

jeap, year, a year of jubilee.

FRI'THGILD (Archeeol.) a guildhall ; also a company or

fraternity.

FRI'THMAN (Archeeol.) one belonging to a frith, or fra-

ternitv.

FRITHSO'KEN (Law) from the Saxon ppich, peace, and

yocn, liberty ; a liberty of having frankpledge, or surety

of defence.

FRl'THSTOLE (Archeeol.) vide Fridstole.

FRITILLA'RIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 6 Hexandria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. none. — Cor. six-petalled.—

Stam.Jilaments six ; anthers erect.

—

Pist. germ oblong

;

s/j//e simple; stigma ti'iple.

—

Pek. capsule oblong; seeds

many.
Species. The species are bulbous, as the

—

Fritillaria im-

perialis. Corona, seu Tusai, Imperial Fritillary, or Crown
Imperial.

—

Fritillaria persica, seu Lilium, Persian Fri-

tillary, or Persian Lily.

—

Fritillaria pyrenaica, seu Me-
leagris, Black Fritillary, native of Vtdnce.— Fritillaria

meleagris. Common Fritillary, or Checquered Lily, na-

tive of the South of Europe. Clus. Hist.; Dod, Pempt.;

Bauh. Hist.; Bauh. Pin.; Ger. Herb.; Rail Hist.;

Tourn. Inst.

Fritillaria is also the Stapelia variegata of Linnaeus.

FRI'TTA (Chem.) vide Frit.

FRODMO'RTEL (Z.«io) orfreomortel, from the Saxon ppeo,

free, and mopc-bceb, man-killing ; an immunity or freedom

for manslaughter or murder. Mon. Angl. tom. 1, p. 173.

FROG (Zool.) an amphibious animal which has a smooth

body, and longer legs than the toad. There are several

species of it, which are classed by Linnteus under the

genus Rana. [vide Rana']

FRO'G-BIT (Bot.) the Hi/drocharis Morsus rana: otLinnxus.

FRO'G-FISH (Ich.) Fishing-Frog, or Angler, the Lophius

of Linnceus ; a sort of fish so called because its shape re-

sembles that of the frog in its tadpole state. It is called

the Jishing-frog because it puts forth the slender horns it

has under its eyes, by which it entices the little fish to play

around it, when it darts upon them as soon as they come
within its reach. It is called by .\ristotlc fix.T(»-/,<"' ; hy

Pliny Rana piscatrix ; by Cicero Rana marina. Aristot.

Hist. AMim. 1. 5, c. 37 ; Cic. de S'at. Deor. 1. 2 ; PUn. 1.9,

c. 21 ; Oppian. Halieul. 1. 2, v. 86.

FROND (Bot.) from the Latin frons, a leaf, is applied by

Linna;us to tlie peculiar leafing of palms and ferns. He
defines it to be a kind of trunk or stem which lias the

branch united with the leaf, and frequently with the fruc-

tification.

FRONDA'TION' (Husband.) the removal of luxuriant

branches.

FRONDESCE'NTIA (But.) the leafing season, or the time

of the year when plants first unfold their leaves.

FRONDO'SUS (Bot.)frondose,?in epithet for the stem: also
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sometimes for a flower

; Jrondosits proliferJlos, a leafy pro-

liferous flower, as is occasionally to be met with in the Rose
Anemone, &c.

FRONS (Anat.) fhiTuzm, that part of the fece between the

eyebrows and the hairy scalp. Kiiff'. Ephes. tie Appell.

Part. Corp. Hum. 1. 1, c. !•; Gal. Inlrod. c. 10; Oribas.

Med. Culled. 1. 25, c. 27.

FRONT (Arc/lit.) the principal face or side of a building,

that which presents itself chiefiy to the aspect or view.

Front (Perspec.) the orthographical prospect of an object

upon a parallel plane.

Front (Mil.) the foremost rank of a battalion, squadron, or

otlier body of men.
Front (Fort.) the face of a work.

FRO'NTAL (Mail.) the bridle of a horse.

Frontal (ylnat.) an epithet for what belongs to the fore-

head, as thefrontal bone and thojrontal sinus.

Frontal (Archit.) vide Fronton.

FRONTA'LE {Med.) any external medicine applied to the

forehead.

FRONTA'LIS (Anat.) an epithet for a muscle of the fore-

head which serves to contract the eyebrows.
FRONTJE'RS (Geog.) the limits or borders of a country.

FRONTI'NIAC (Cojh.) or Frontignac, a sort of rich luscious

French wine, so called from the place where it is made.
FRONTIS OS (A7iat.) one of the bones of the scull which

joins the bones of the sinciput and temples by the coronal

suture.

FRO'NTISPIECE (Paint.) frontis fpicium, i. e. fronlis ho-

niinis inspectio, the figure or effigy of a man ; the ornament
or picture which fronts the book, or forms the first page in

a book.
Frontispiece (Archit.) the forefront of a building.

FRO'NTLET (Cus.) an attire for the forehead.

FRONTO'N (Archit.) a member which serves as an orna-

ment over doors, windows, >ic.

FRO'ST-NAIL (Mech.) a nail with a prominent head,

driven into the horse's shoes, that it may pierce the ice.

FROUNCE (Falcon) a disease in the mouth of a hawk.
FRU'CTED (Her.) an epithet for trees bearing fruit of a

diiTcrent tincture.

FRUCTIFICATION (But.) the temporary part of vege-

tables appropriated to propagation, which terminates the

old and commences the new vegetable. It consists of

flower and fruit, comprehending seven parts, namely

—

1. Calyx. 2. Corolla. 3. Stamen. 4. Pistil. 5. Peri-

carp. 6. Seed. 7. Receptacle. Of these the four first

belong to the flower ; the two next to the fruit ; and the

last is common to both, [vide Botany]
FRU'GGIN (Mech.) a fork to stir about the fuel in an oven.

TRUIT (Bot.) frrnctiis, is the seed with its pericarp; or if

there be no pericarp, the seed itself is the fruit.

—

Fruit-

stall: [vide Pedunculus"]

FRUITERER (Com.) one who deals in fruits.

FRUITERERS, Company of (Her.) was first

incorporated in 1604. Their armorial ensigns

are, as in the annexed figure, " Azure the

tree of Paradise between Adam and Eve, all

proper."

FRU'lTFUL signs (Astrol.) are the signs Ge-
mini, Cancer, and Pisces.

FRUITS (Latv) are in the Canon Law every thing whereof
the revenue of a benefice consists, as glebe, tithes, rents,

ofi'erings, &c.

FRU'MEN (Anat.) the upper part of the throat.

FRUMENTA'CEUS (But.) an epithet for plants that have
their stalks pointed, and their leaves like reeds, bearing

their seeds in ears, like corn.

FRU'MENTY (Cook.) a kind of potage, made of wheat,

milk, and sugar.

FUG
FRU'MGILD (Laxv) the first payment made to the kindred

of a slain man, in recompence for the murder. L. L. Ed-
mund.

FRU'MSTALL (Archccol.) the chief seat, or mansion-house.
Leg. Inc. c. 38.

FRU'SCA Terra: (Archceol.) waste or desert lands. Mon.
Annl. torn, a, ]), 22.

FRUSH (Vet.) the tender part of a horse's heel, next the
hoof

FRUSSU'RA domorum (Archceol.) housebreaking.

—

Frussura
terra:, land newly broken or ploughed up.

FRUSTA'NEA Polygamia (Bot.) the name of the third

Order in the Class .'w/Hi,'-f«e.'!/aof Linnaeus' Artificial System,
comprehending such of the Compound Flowers as have per-
fect florets in the disk, producing but imperfect florets in

the ray, which, for want of a stigma, are barren, [vide
Botany, Plates No. V, &c.]

FRU'STUM (Geom.) the part of a soHd next the base, left

by cutting off the top or segment by a plane parallel to the
base.

—

Frustum of a cone, [vide Cone']

FRUTE'CTUM (Arclucnl.) a place where shrubs or tall

herbs grow. Mon. Angl. tom. ,^, p. 22.
FRUTE'SCENS (Bot.) frutescent, an epithet for a stem

;

caulisfrutescens, a stem growing shrubby.
FRU'TICES (Bot.) shrubs, a branch of the seventh family

of plants, which, according to Linnsus, are distinguished
from trees by having no buds.

FRUTICO'SUS (Rot.) shrubby; an epithet for a stem.
FU'AGE (Laxv) from feu, fire; hearth-money, or a tax of

Is. laid upon every hearth in the dutchy of Aquitaine by
the Black Prince. liot. Pari. 25 Ed. 3. A similar tax was
imposed in the reign of Charles II. [vide Fumage']

FU'CHSIA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 8 Octandria,
Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal, perianth one-leaved. — CoR.
petals four.—Stam.flaments four ; anthers twin.—Pist.
germ inferior; style simple ; stigma ohluse.—Ver. bern/
ovate ; seeds many.

Species. The species are trees, as the

—

Fuchsia triphylla,

three-leaved Fuchsia. — Fuchsia coccinea, sen Thilea,
Scarlet-flowered Fuchsia, native of Chili.

—

Fuchsia ex-
corticata, seu Skinnera, native of New Zealand.

FUCOPDES (Bot.) a species of the Fucus.
FU'CUS (Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 24> Cryptogamia,

Order 3 Alga.
Generic Character. Male, vesicles smooth, hollow, with

villose hairs within,— Female, vesicles smooth, filled

VI ith gelly sprinkled with immersed grains ; seeds soli-

taiy.

This genus comprehends most of those plants which are
commonly called Sea- Weed. They may all be used to
manure land, or may be burnt to make kelp, which is an
impure fossil alkali. Some of the species are eaten fresh
out of the sea, or boiled tender, as the Fucus saccha-
rimis, digitatus, palmatus, &c.

FU'ER (Laiv) flight, or flying, is used substantively in law
phrases, and is of two kinds, namely

—

Fuer en fait, when
a man doth actually fly ; and Fucr en ley, when a man
being called into the county does not appear till he be out-
lawed. Standf. Plac. Cor'.l. 3, c. 22.

FU'GA catellorum (Laxv) a drove of cattle; whencefigatores
carrucarum, waggoners who drive oxen without beating or
goading. Flet.\.'2, c.1&.

FvdAvacui (Phy.) an abhorrence of a vacuum, which the
peripatetics and other ancient philosophers ascribed to na-
ture, and by which they explained many of the effects
which we daily witness.

FuGA (Mus) Italian for a Fugue. {y\Ae Fugue]
FUGA'CIA (ArchcEol.) a chace ; whencefugatio, hunting.
VXJ'GhM fecit (Law) the words denoting a. fight in law,
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wliich if found against a convicted felon lie shall forfeit bis

goods. Hmv/c. P. C. c. 49.

FUG.V'TA (Mils.) an Italian epithet for compositions written

in the style of fugues.

FUGA'TIO {Archieol.) yide Fiigacin.

FU'GAX (Dot.) fleeting; an epithet for a corolla which lasts

but a short time.

FU'GITIVE pieces (Lit.) little compositions, so called be-

cause they are printed on loose sheets, and may be easily

lost.

FUGITIVE'S goods (Laiv) the goods of him that flies upon

felony, [[vide Fiignmfecit']—Fugitives over sea, those who
departed the realm without the king's licence, which was

forbidden to all persons except great men, merchants, and

, soldiers, by the statutes 9 E. 3, c. 10 ; 5 R. 2, st. 2, c. 2.

FUGUE (Mhs.) in Italian Fugn, a species of composition in

which the difterent parts follow each other, each repeating

in order what the first had performed. There are three

distinct kinds of fugues ; namely, the simple, double, and

counter. The simple Fugue contains but one subject ; the

Doable two, and the counter Fugue is that in which the

subjects move in a direction contrary to each other.

FU'GUIST (Mus.) one who composes fugues.

FUi'RENA (Bot.) a genus of plants, Class 3 Triaiidria,

Order 1 Monogynia.
Generic Character. Cal. ament oblong; awn cylindric;

Jloxoers between the scales solitary.

—

Cor. glume three-

valved ; valves petal-shaped.— Stam. filaments three

linear; anthers linear, erect.

—

Viht. germ large; sti/le

filiform ; stigmas two, rcvolute.

—

Per. none ; seed three-

cornered.

Species. The single species is the

—

Fuirena paniculata, a

lofty Grass, native of Surinam.

FU'LCIMENT (Mech.) the same as the point of suspen-

sion, or that point upon which a libra or vectis plays, or is

suspended.

FU'LCIIUM (Bot.) fromfukio, to prop, a fulcre, prop or sup-

port ; a name for those parts of plants which serve for their

due sustentation. They are reckoned to be as follow : the

Stipule, Bracte, Spine or Thorn, Prickle, Cirrus Clas-

per or Tendril, Gland, and Pubescence, [vide Botany and

Stipule, &c.]

FULCRA'TUS (Bot.) an epithet for a stem having fulcres.

FULGO'RA (Eut.) Lanthorn-Fly, a genus of insects, of the

Hemipterous Order, having the head hollow and inflated ;

aniennce short ; snout elongated ; legs formed for walking.

Species. Insects of this tribe are inhabitants of South

America and Africa; and are so called from the strong

phosphoric light which they emit.

FU'LGURATING Phospborus (Chem.) a sort of phospho-

rus, so called because it not only shone in the dark, but

communicated its light to any thing it was rubbed on.

PU'LICA (Urn.) a genus of birds, of the Order Grulhc,

having the bill convex ; upper mandible arched over the

\a\\ur ; front bald ,/cet four-toed.

Species. Birds of this tribe frequent waters; and are dis-

tinguished in English into the Gallinules, which have

their feet cleft, and the upper mandible mtmbranaceous

at the base ; and the Coots which have the toes sur-

rounded by a scalloped membrane, the mandibles equal,

nostrils oval, narrow, and short.

FULI'GINOUS (\al.) an epithet applied to thick smoke,

or vapour replete with soot or other crass matter. The
fusion of lead causes a great exhalation of fuliginous vapour.

FULL (Mus.) an epithet for the organ when all its sto))s are

out; for the score, the several parts of which are complete;

and for a band, when all the voices and instruments are

etjoployed.

FU'LLER (Com.) one who cleanses cloth from the grease.

FULLER'S-EA'RTII {Mirt.) a sort of clay, the Argi/la

FUN
Jidlonica of Linna;us, which has the remarkable property
of absorbing oil, wherefore it is used by fullers in taking
grease spots out of cloth.

FU'LLUM Acpicv (Archicol.) a fleam or stream of water
which comes from a mill.

FULMART (Zool.) another name for a pole-cat.

FU'LMINANS (Xat.) Fulminant, fulminating or thunder-
ing ; an epithet for any thing that makes a noise like thun-
der,, as Aurum fulmiiians, a preparation of gold, which
explodes with a thundering noise.

—

Pulvis Jtdminans, a
preparation of nitre, salt, and sulphur. There is also ful-

minating silver, quick-silver, &c.
FU'LMINATING r/f/w;; (Min.) \\Ac Damp.
FULMINA'TION (Chem.) a term applied to the noise which

metals make when heated in a crucible.

FU?iIADEE'S (Com.) a name in Italy and Spain for pil-

chards, garbaged, salted, and dried in the smoke.
FU.MA'GIUM (Archccol.) dung for soil, or manuring with

dung.
Fu.MAGiuM (Latti) Fumage, or smoke-money, a tax upon

every house that had a chimney.

FUMA'NA (Bot.) the Cistus fiumana of Linnaeus.

FUM.4'RIA {Dot.) a genus of plants, Class 17 Diadclphia,

Order 2 Ilexandria.

Generic Character. Cal. perianth two-leaved.—CoR. ob-
long.

—

SrAM. filaments two; anthets three.—Tisr. germ
oblong ; style short ; stigma erect.

—

Per. silicle one-
celled ; seeds roundish.

Species. The species arc annuals and perennials. The fol-

lowing are the principal annuals.

—

Funmria officinalis,

sen Capnos, Common Fumitory.

—

Fumaria vesicaria, seu
Cysticapnos, Bladdcred Fumitory, native of the Cape of

Good Hope.

—

Fumaria fungosa, Spongy-flowered Fumi-
tor)', native of North America.

—

Fumaria semper virens,

Glaucous Fumitory, native of North America.

—

Fumaria
Siberica, Siberian Fumitory, native of Siberia. The
following are the principal perennials, as the

—

Fumaria
cucullaria, seu Caponorchis, Naked-Stalked Fumitory,

native of Virginia.— Fumaria iiobilis, Great-Flowered
Fumitory, native of Siberia, &c. Clus. Hist.; Dod,
Pempt.; Bauh. Hist.; Bauh.Piu.; Ger. Herb. ; Park,
Theat. ; Uaii Hist.; Tourn. Inst.

Fumaria is also the Adnxa moschatellina.

FUME'TS (Sport.) the ordure or dung of a hare, cSrc.

FUMIG.\'TION (Med.) the clearing or purifying the air of

any infected place by means of smoke, or vapours, &c.

Fumigation (Chem.) an erosion or eating away of metals by
smoke or vapour.

Fumigation (Surg.) the raising a salivation by the smoke,
or fumes of mercury.

FU.MIGA'TION-LAMPS (Mcch.) a sort of lamps con-

structed for the purpose of ex|)elling foul air from close

places, ])articular]y the holds of ships.

FU'.MITORY (Bot.) another name for the Fumaria of Lin-

nxus.—Bulbous Fumitory, the Adoxa moschatellina.

FUNA'RIA (Bot.) a genus of Mosses.

FU'-NCTION (Med.) vide Action.

Function (Algeb.) an algebraical expression of a certain

letter or quantity any how compounded : thus, « — 4 *

— nj -I- 3 j% or 2 I — («' — j-)> 'S each of them a func-

tion of the letter i.— The Functions of a Calculus, a branch

of analysis which treats of the doctrine of functions.

FUND (Cow.) from fundus, land, or a bottom ; the capital

ar stock of a public conqiany or corporation, particularly

applied to the stock which consists of the public money,

[vide Funds'^

Fund of the rye (Anat.) the part possessed by the choroidcs

and retina.

FUNDAME'NTAL (Mus.) an epithet for whatever serves

as a base or foundation for somelliing else, as a

—

Funda-
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jneiitfil note,lhe loweHnoteof the chonL—Fuiiilamenlalchcn/,
tliat from which tlie lowest note is derived.— Ftinrlamenlal

liiiss, that formed by the fundamental notes of every chord,
i

Fundamental diagram (^Mat/i.) the projection of a sphere

upon a plane.

FUNDS (Polit.) Public Funds or Stocks, is the national

debt formed into different capitals, upon which interest is

payable. Those who have any share in the funds are

called yund-holders, or stock-/io/dcrs ; those who buy a

share are said to buy in ; and those wlio sell their share, lo

sell out. The act of transferring a share from the seller to

the buyer is termed the transfer ; and the days appointed

for this transaction are the iransft-r-dai/s. The interest

whicli is received at the stated times of payment is the

dividend. The largest of the public funds is known by the

name of the consols, i. e. funds formed by the consolidiition

of different annuities, which had been severally formed
into a capital. When a loan is composed of difi'erent

funds, they are, collectively, called omnium. What re-

mains of any loan unpaid by the subscribers, is noted down
under the name of scrip.

FUNDUS (.inat.) signifies properly a bottom, in which
sense it is applied to some parts of the body ; as the

—

Fundus vcntricuH, the bottom of the stomach

—

Fundus
uteri, the bottom of the womb.

FvsDVi planlte (Hot.) that part of a plant where the stalk

meets and joins the root.

FU'NUI (Uut.t Funguses or Mushrooms; the first of the

great Families into which Linnaeus distributed the whole
vegetable kingdom, and the Fourth Order, of the Class

Cnjptoi^amia, m his Artificial System. [vide Botany,
Plates 'No. V, etc.]

FU'NGIBLES (Lato) a name in the Scotch Law for move-
able goods, which may be estimated by weight, number,
or measure.

FUXfil'LLl {Bat.) the Lichen ericetoruin of L,\m)xus.

FUNGO'IDES (Bot.) a species of the Clavaria of Linnseus.

FU'NGUS {Sutg.) a tieshy tumnur or excrescence that

arises on the membranous and soft parts of the body.

FUXrCULUS umbilicalis (Anat.) the Navel-string.

FUNI'CULAR (Malli.) an epithet for a curve, which is the

same as the Catenary ; and also for a polygon hanging
freely by its extremities.

FU'NIS {Bot.) the Cissus latiJbJia of Linnaeus.

—

Funis mu-
reenarum, a species of the JMelastoma,—Funis musarius,

the Uvaria zelanica.—Funis quadrangularis, a species of

the Menispermum.
FU'NNEL [Mcch.) contracted from fundihle and infundi-

bulum, a tube of a particular shape for pouring liquor into

a vessel.

FU'NXEL-SHAPED (Bot.) infundibuliformis, an epithet

for a corolla, as in Lithospermum, Cynoglossum, Pulmo-
naria, &;c.

FUNZIO'NI (Mus.) Italian for oratorios, and otlicr pieces of

sacred music, occasionally performed in the Romish
church.

FU'-RAN [Bot.) a. species o{ the Epidendrum.
FUR'BELOW [Cus.) from fur, formerly served as an orna-

ment to garments.

FU'RCA et Fossa {Latv) i. e. the Gallows and the Pit; a

jurisdiction formerly granted by the king of punishing

felons, the men by hanging, the women by drowning.

According to Coke theJ'bMa is abolished, although the

furca remains. 3 Inst. 58.

FURCA'LE OS {.inat.) vide FurceUa.

FU'RC.VM et Flagcllum (Laiv) the meanest kind of tenure,

when the bondman was at the disposal of liis lord for life

and limb. Placif. Term. Mich.; 2 Joh. Rot. Pari.

FURCA'RE ad Tassum (.-irchceol.) to pitch corn with a folk

in loading a waggon, or in making a rick or mow.

FURCE'LL.F r,s (.iaat.) the uppir bone of the slonuin,

otherwise called thejugulum.
FURCHY (Ifer.) vide Fourchee.

FU'RFURES {Med.) from Jliifur, bran; a disease of the

skin, when the cuticle or scarf-skin separates from the cutis

or real skin in small scales like bran.

FU'RF\ {Mus.) Italian for fury or violence, as applied to

the rapidity of the performance.

FuRiA {Ent.) a genus of animals, of the Class Vermes, Order
Intrstina, which have a linear body, furnished with re-

flected prickles. These animals inhabit the niar.-hy plains

of Bothnia and Finland, and infest both men and horses,

by burying themselves under the skin, where they cause
excruciating pains, inflammation, gangrene, and sometimes
death.

FUivI/E {Mi/th.) Furies ; a name given to the infernal dei-

ties, who were supposed to enter and possess men, for the

purpose of punishing and tormenting them.
FURIBO'NDO (Mus.) an Italian epithet applied to parts of

compositions which are to he performed with vehemence.
FU'RIGELD {Laxi') a mulct paid for tlieft. LL. .Elhehed.

FURIO'SITY {Med.) Madness, as distinguished from Fatuity

or Idiocy.

FURIO'SO {Mus.) or confuria, Italian, signifying furiously,

or with vehemence.
TO FURL {Mar.) is to wrap or roll the .ship's sails close to

the yard, stay, or mast, to wiiich they respectively belong.

FURLING in a bodtj (Mar.) is a particular method of roll-

ing up a topsail, which is practised only in harbours.

—

Furling-lines, the ropes employed in the operation of furl-

ing.

FU'KLONG {.irith.) in Saxon puj-lanj ; a measure of
length, consisting of forty poles, and equal to the eiglitli

part of a mile.

FUTILOU(jII (Mil.) leave granted to a soldier, or non-
commissioned officer, to be absent for a given time from
his regiment or company, in which case he is said to be on
furlough.

FU'RNACE (Chem.) a fire-place employed for melting, dis-

tilling, and all other chemical processes. Furnaces are of
diiferent kinds, as moveable J'urnaccs, nind Jlirtiaces, &c.
[vide Chemislryl

FURNA'GIU.M (Lok) a tribute formerly paid to the lord

for baking bread in his oven.

FURNA'RIUS (Archecol.) a baker who kept an oven, whence
Jiirniare, to bake, or put any thing into an oven. Matth
Par. Ann. 125S.

FU'RNISIIED (Her.) an epithet for a horse when bridled,

saddled, and completely caparisoned.

FU'UNITURE (Diall.) a name given to the lines drawn on
a dial ; as the parallels of declination, length of the day,
azimuth, almacantars, &c.

FUROLE' {Nat.) the name for a little blaze of fire which has
been observed by night on the tops of the sentinels' lances,

or thesailyards of ships, which dances from place to place,

and soon disappears.

FUROR UTERI'NUS (M«/.) M\Ae Nymphomayiia.
FURR (Com.) the coat or covering of a beast, which is used

either for ornament or warmth. Of these there are dif-

ferent kinds, named after the beasts from which they are
taken, as Sables, Beavers, Lucerns, Genets, Foins, Martens,
Fitchets or Polecats, Cababars, Squirrels, &c.

FURRS (Her.) are a sort of tinctures which are supposed to

represent the furrs of animals. The principal furrs which
occur in coat armour are, the

—

Ermine, which has black
spots on a white field.

—

Ermines, or counter ermine, white
spots on a black field.

—

Erminois, black spots on a field or.— lair, in which argent and azure are represented by
figures of small escutcheons ranged in a line, so that the

base argent is opposite to the base azure.— Counter-vair,

•i H
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when the bells or cups of the same colour are placed base
against base and point against point.

—

Potent-counter-po-
tent

^ a field covered with figures like the heads of" crutches,
called potents. [vide Hcraldn/, Ermine, &c.]

FLJ'KUENS (Mar.) pieces in ship-building to supply the
deficiency of the timber in the moulding way.

FU'RRINCr a skip (Mcir.) laying on double planks on the
sides of a ship after she is built, called plank upon plank,
for the purpose of making her stronger.

Furring (Carpent.) the fixing of thin scantlings or laths on
the edges of timbers, to bring them to the even surface
they were intended to form. Thus the timbers of a floor,

though level at first, are often obliged to be furred ; also

the rafters and joists of old roofs require a furring.

FURRINGS (Carpent.) the pieces of timber employed in

bringing any pieces of carpentry to an even surface.

FU'RROW (Husband.) a trench cast up by a plough.
FU'RROW'ED {Dot.} sulcatns, fluted or grooved ; an e))ithet

for a stem.

FURU'NCULUS {Snrg.) U^mi, a boil, or hard tumour
rising in the fat under the skin, accompanied with inflam-

mation, redness, and pain. Gal. de Turn. c. 15; Cel. 1. 5,
c. 28 ; Oribas. Med. Cull. 1. 3, c. 3 ; Paul. jEeinef. 1. i,

0.23.
^

FURZE (I3oi) another name for the Ulej: of Linnsus.
FU8A'N'US [Bot.) a genus of plants. Class 23 Polj/gamia,

Order 1 Manoecia.
Generic Character. Cal. perianth one-leaved.—Con. none.—Stam. /('/nmen/i four ; n?(?/(er« roundish.—PisT, germ

large ; stijle thick ; stigmas four.

—

Per. a drupe.
Species. The single species is a tree, as the Fusanus com-

pressHs, seu Colpnon, Flat-stalked Fusanus, native of the
Cape of Good Hope.

FU.SARO'LE {Arc/lit.) a moulding or ornament placed im-
mediatcl)' under the echinus in the Doricj Ionic, and Com-
posite capitals.

FUSE'E [Gunn.) fuse, ov Jiize, the tube fixed into a bomb
or granade shell, which is filled with combustible materials,

and furnished with a quick-match on the top of it. It is

cut to a length proportional to the distance the bomb is to

be thrown, that it may continue burning all the time the
shell is in its range, and afterwards set fire to the powder
as soon as it touches the ground, which causes the shell to

burst.

FYR
Fusee (Hor.) the conical part drawn by the spring of a

watch, and about which the chain or string is wound.
FUSIFORMIS (i?o/.) fusiform, or spindle-shaped; an epi-

thet for a root, as in the case of the Radish, Parsnip, &c.
FU'SIL (Mil.y a small light musquet.
Fusil

(
Her.) is a sort of artificial charge, which is taken for

spindles of yarn, millpecks, or weaver-shuttles, as mfig. 1

;

it differs from the lozenge by being longer. The spindle is

likewise blazoned as a fusil in coat armour, as in fi'r. 2.
" He beareth argent three fusils upon slippers, gules, by
the name of Hoby." When a field is covered with fusils

it is said to hefusillij, as in fig. 3.

Fie. 1-

FU'SILLY (Her.) vide Ficsil.

FU'SION (Mctall.) the act of founding, melting, or running
metals by means of heat.

FU.ST (Arc/lit.) the shaft of a column from the astragal to

the capital, or that part comprehended between the base
and capital, called also the naked.

FU'STIAN (Com.) a sort of nappy cotton cloth, so called

from Fustan, a place in Spain where it was first made.
FU'STICK WOOD (Bot.) the Morus tinctoria of Linnaeus,

a tree growing in the West India islands, the wood of
which yields a yellow die.

FU'TTOCKS [Mar.) the middle division of a ship's timbers.

Those next the keel are called ground Jiittocks, the rest

upperfutlQcks.—Fultock-plates, iron plates, the upper part

of which is open, like a ring.

—

Futtock-staves, ot'jbothuok-

stnves, a short piece of rope served over with spun yarn, to

which the shrouds are confined at the cat-harpings.

FU'TURE (Gram.) the name of a tense in verbs, by means
of which the futurity of an action is expressed.

FYRDEIU'^CA (Archa-nl.) fi/rtliing, or fi/rding, from the

Saxon py)-iberung,a going out to war, or on a military ex-

pedition, the omission to do which when summoned was
punished by fine at the king's pleasure. Leg. //, 1, c. 10.

END OF VOL. I.
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